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THE PREVAILING FASHIONS. 

Ir has been frequently said that Fashion is a tyrant 
of that objectionable school which deserves no support, 
and which should be abjured by every lover of social 
happiness and public weal: appeals have been made 

to the public concerning the pernicious tendency of its 

existence, but they, by whom those appeals have been 
made, do not seem to uuderstand the definition of the 
evil which they anathematize. New, let us suppose 
that the present mode of costume, were superseded by 
one which may be purchased at seventy-five per cent 
cheaper, and, as our supposition premises, that it should 
be generally adopted, would it, we ask, be less a 
fashion than that which now exists? Certainly not! 
Fashion is whatever prevails—ihe idol set up for the 
general adoration—whatever mode of dress is newest, 
and therefore most generally sought after, that is con- 
sidered fashionable. Why then do your mock philo- 
sophers descant upon the existence of a desire to be 
fashionable—why attack the abuse of a most recom- 
mendable and valuable mutability of costume, without 
offering a word in favour of its utility? Why not, 
in the spirit of justice, admit, while its abuses are 
pointed out, that it comes not unaccompanied by bene- 
fis which the unthinking observer cannot estimate ? 
It is true, that if this mutability never existed, the 
world would revolve as regularly as it does at present; 
but, as it has existed, and continues to exist, and, in 
fact, to become a part and parcel of the laws of society, 
an observance of its laws becomes indispensable: nor 
indeed is it alone indispensable, it is advisable; and, 
for the truth of the observation, let the only competent 
judges, on such occasion—the public—be appealed to. 
There are but few parents, and perhaps, no lovers, 
who would not wish to see the objects of their solici- 
tude and affection, distinguished by the fashionable 
adjustment of their persons ; if a beautiful mode of hat, 
a rich pattern for a dress,a more gracefully falling 
cape, a sleeve upon which that cape may rest, and 
beautifully expand the outline of the shoulders—a 
more characteristic mode of displaying the hair—whe- 
ther by the rich fold—the playful ringlet, or the Ma- 
donna-like braid—if all, or either of these be intro- 
duced, Fashion rules the interregnum, and Philosophy 
is disarmed: for, all doctrines, to the contrary, not- 
withstanding, the very form of the body, depends, to 
the public eye, upon the dress in which it “ moves 
and has its being.” It is under this impression that 
we have introduced into the Lady's Book, those beau- 
tiful plates of the prevailing fashions, for which the 

publication is distinguished ; and, actuated by the same 
view of this subject, we now present to our fair read- 
ers, with this number, six coloured engravings of those 

modes of dres§ which now fashionably prevail. It will 
be perceived that they are so executed as to present 
side and front views, so as to give the most perfect idea 
of their effect. The number of figures have been in- 
creased for the purpose of meeting the various tastes 
of our readers, which they, who well understand the 
necessity of selecting such colours as suit the com- 
plexion, will readily appreciate. ‘To enter into a de- 
tailed explanation of the respective modes of prevail- 

ing costume, delineated in the annexed engraving, 
would be superfluous. There are two of them, how- 
ever, which we consider very beautiful, and which, 

indeed, are very attractive; they are the fifth and sixth 
A 

of the figures. The great effect of the bosom cut of 
this beautifully figured dress can be easily understood ; 
and the fine charm which it gives to the neck is par- 
tigalarly winning. There is also a beautiful sweep 
of Welling outline in the bosom and hip, and it ap- 
pears to us, that the ingenuity exhibited in forming 
this style is indicative of the highest knowledge of the 
art of adapting dress to the perfect beautifying of the 
human figure. It is, however, of a different character 
from the other alluded to, which is exceedingly grace- 
ful. The colours are selected with much discrimina- 
tion, and the style in which the hair is arranged, al- 
though not possessing the striking boldness which cha- 
racterises that of the other figures, is replete with a 
mild and expressive beauty: and indeed, whenever a 
cap is worn, should be invariably adopted. There 
seems nothing superfluons or dispensable, and it is a 
pleasure to sce this simple style restored to a compe- 
tition which we trust will be successful. On this sub- 
ject we propose to return, when our next engravings of 

fashions shall appear, as its importance docs not permit 
us to confine it to our present limits. 

LONDON FASHIONS FOR NOVEMBER, - 
EveninG Dress.—The robe is composed of 

kind of gate, called gaze fleur des anges, a 
loured ground, flowered in separate sprigs in a blo 
lace pattern, and worn over a satin slip to correspond. 
The corsage is low, cut in a very graceful manner on 
the shoulders, and trimmed with a lappel of the same 
material.—The lappel is square behind, cleft upon the 
shoulders, where it is sufficiently deep to form a man- 
cheron, and descending in the stomacher shape, termi- 
nates in a rounded point a little below the waist. The 
lappel, bust, and bottom of the corsage, are each edged 
with blond lace. Bouffant sleeve slashed in front of 
the arm. The hair parted on the forehead is disposed 
in light, loose curls, which hang low at the sides. 
The hind hair is arranged in low bows, from which a 
few ringlets fall over the back of the head. A half 
wreath of blue wild flowers is placed rather far back. 
Scarf of gaze sylphide, embroidered round the border, 
in a very light pattern. LEar-rings and neck-chains, 

fancy jewellery, gloves of white knitted silk, resem- 
bling double grounded lace. Black satin slippers of 
the sandal kind. 

CarriaGE Dress.—A pelisse of lemon-coloured gros 
princesse, plain, high corsage. The sleeves very large 
from the shoulder to the bend of the arm, sit nearly, 
but not quite, close to the wrist, and are ornamented 
with knots of satin riband to correspond, placed at 
regular distances. Pelerine of two falls, deep on the 
back and shoulders, but open, so as to display the form 
of the bust in front; each fall is bordered with a bias 
band of satin; a similar band adorns each side of the 

front of the skirt, and knots of riband much larger 
than those on the sleeves are placed at equal distances 
from the waist to the bottom of the skirt. Lemon 
coloured satin hat, lined with pale lilac velvet, a 
round and very open brim, which stands much off the 
the face; crown of the helmet form—The trimming 

consists of knots of lemon-coloured gauze riband, and 
a sprig of half blown flowers to correspond. 
scarf. Lilac kid gloves. Black reps slippers. 
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Tue history of Father Hilario, is not a tale of fiction, | conscious flower, which opens its chalice to the dew, 
invented to excite the sympathy of the reader. It has | each innocent heart drank in their heavenly influence. 

its foundation in truth, and needs no false auxiliaries | The children repeated in their homes the words of 
to enhance its affecting interest. 
have slightly embellished some of the minor incidents 
of his life, but his character stands forth in the simple 
majesty of reality, and the decorations of fancy, like 

the light garland thrown round the marble bust, could 
neither change its noble lineaments nor exalt its dissic 
beauty. The beautiful village of L——, situated in 
one of the loveliest regions of Spanish Flanders, was 
the residence of this pure and holy minded Catholic. 

It was not the place of his nativity, nor has tradition | 
told the land of his birth, or the events of his earlier | 
years. He came to the peaceful valley, commissioned 
to watch over the souls of the people, and to break to 
them the bread of heaven. They received with en- 
thusiasm, a pastor, who seemed anointed by the Deity 
itself for his divine office. There was a silent ac- 
knowledgment in every eye that beheld him, that he 
was a being of superior order, apparently moulded of 
purer clay, and fitted for nobler purposes than the 
grosser multitude. At first there was more awe, than 
affection in the feelings he inspired. From his habits 
of rigorous self-denial, his air of deep devotion, his love 
of hermit solitude, they regarded him rather as a saint 
than a man. It seemed that he held high and invisible 
communion with nature in her secret places, her path- 
less woods, her virgin bowers, and by the banks of her 

streams. So constant were his solitary excur- 
he was called the wanderer of the forest, or 

re Se by a holier appellation, the angel of the grove. 
Some children, once urged by the restless curiosity of 
childhood, traced his path and concealed themselves 
in a thick cluster of trees, where they could watch his 
nfovements unperceived. Scarcely able to repress 
their glee at the success of the juvenile scheme, their 
young eyes pierced through the intervening foliage, 
but mirth was chastened into awe, when they beheld 
him prostrate on his knees, his locked hands lifted 
towards heaven, and an expression in his upturned 
eyes so deep and solemn, as to strike them with super- 
stitious dread. They imagined they saw a halo round 
his brow, such as encircled the heads of their tutelar 
saints, and ever afterwards, they designated him as the 
angel of the grove. There was one of this young group, 
on whom the impression made by this glimpse of holi- 
ness, was ineffaceble. Whenever she bent in prayer 
by her parent’s knee, or at the altar of her God, that 
kneeling form and upturned brow, invested with such 
beatific radiance, rose between her and the heaven to 
which her orisons were addressed, till she associated 
it with her every idea of that invisible glory which no 
eye can see and live. Father Hilario was gradually 
looked upon as something more approachable and 
human. The children, who had been terrified by his 
appearance of unearthly sanctity, became accustomed 
to the benign expression of his countenance, as they 
met him in their daily walks, and won by the omni- 
potent charm of goodness, would often forsake their 
sports, gather round him in his solitude, and listen in 
breathless silence, while he talked to them of the God 
who made and the Saviour who redeemed them. 
Sometimes, with a gush of tenderness, that seemed 
irrepressible, he would take them in his arms, and 
weep over them tears as gentle as those which the 
mether sheds over her newborn babe. They knew 
not the fountain of his tears, but they had an intuitive 
@enviction that they were holy drops, and like the un- 

Imagination may | Father Hilario. They said his voice was sweet as the 
first notes of the birds in the spring; that his eyes were 

| gentle, and as bright as the sun when he louks over 
| the western hills. 
| children, and sat at the feet of the man of God, listen. 
j ing with childlike docility, while he pointed out to 
| them that luminous path, which shines up through the 

Parents followed the steps of their 

darkness of earth, to the regions of perfect day. The 

aged sought his instructions, and it was a touching 
sight, to see many a head, hoary with the snows of 
time, bent meekly before him, who convinced them 
| their white locks were a crown of glory—if bowed in 
penitence and humility—at the foot of the cross— 
Profaneness sealed its bold lips in the presence of a 
being so immaculate. Scepticism abandoned its doubts, 

as it looked upon one, who seemed the embodied spirit 
of that religion, attested by the blood of martyred 
saints, and Christianity itself appeared arrayed in new 
and renovated charms. 

Was Father Hilario old—and were those silver 
cords which bind us to earth, beginning to loosen, that 
he thus offered himself, a living sacrifice unto God? 
No! he was still in the glowing prime of manhood; 
and, as if the Creator had willed, in this instance, to . 
unite the perfection of material and spiritual beauty, 
he had formed him in his divinest mould. Had the 
soul been enshrined in a meaner temple, it may be 
questioned if it had ever attracted so many worshippers, 
and it is to be feared that some, who came to offer 
incense to the Creator, paid as deep a homage to the 
creature, so nobly adorned. It has been said by one 
of his contemporaries, that there never was a more 
imposing or interesting figure than Father Hilario 
presented, when he stood before the altar in his robes 
of priesthood, apparently unconscious of every eye, 
save that which is unseen, his sable hair, shading a 
brow of marble purity—a brow, where devotion sat 
enthroned, unmolested by the demons of earth-born 
passion. It was even averred by some, and the re- 
mark was uttered with reverence, that they could 
trace a striking resemblance between the officiating 
priest, and the features of the master whom he served, 
whose lineaments were emblazoned by the altar's 
sacred lights. There was, indeed,a similitude. Like 
that divine Master, he was destined to bow beneath 
the cross of human suffering, and to drain to its’ dregs 
the cup of agony and humiliation. 

Years, however, passed on in this blessed tranquil- 
lity. We spoke of one child, on whom the impression 
made by the glimpse of Father Hilario, in the fervency 
of prayer was deep and enduring. That child, then 
older than her juvenile companions, was now in her 
girlhood, and was acknowledged even by her rivals, 
the fairest flower in the gardens of L——. Her real 
name has not been preserved in the annals of this 
history. It matters not—we will call her Leila. The 
word conveys an idea of loveliness and fragility; and 
is appropriate to her, who, like the lily of the field, 
was transcendent in delicacy and sweetness. There 
was something about this young maiden so different 
from the usual characteristics of her age, that the eye 
of the stranger involuntarily rested on her face, and 
read there, the indications of a higher, and, perchance, 
a sadder destiny, than that of her blooming fellows. 
She was beautiful, but pale as the wild flower, to © 
whom we just resembled her, save when some sudden 
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THE CATHOLIC. 3 

emotion passed into her mind; the lightning that plays 
on the summer’s evening cloud, is not more brilliant 

or evanescent than the colours that then flitted over 
her cheek. Her eyes—she seemed born, to remind 
ene, of all that is lovely and perishing—hgg the deep 
hue of the mountain violet, dnd like their modest em- 
blem had a natural bending towards the earth, but 
when they were directed towards heaven, as they 
oftentimes were, there was a holy illumination diffused 
over her face, like that which is seen on the counte- 
nance of the virgin mother, when she is represented 

as listening to the songs of the angels. She was an 
only child, and her parents, as they saw her in her 
innocence and beauty, shrinking from the gaieties and 
amusements of youth, and devoting herself to medita- 
tion and prayer, felt a kind of prophetic gloom steal 
over their minds, and though they never gave utter- 
ance to their forebodings, they feared that one so fair 
and spiritual, would not long be suffered to dwell on 
earth. An unpolluted blossom, the heavenly instruc- 

‘tions of Father Hilario, were the sun and dew of her 
existence. While her more joyous companions follow- 
ed the impulses of their blithe spirits, she sat, a young 
disciple at the feet of this Gamaliel; and when he 
talked to her of divine things, till her soul kindled 
into ecstasy, she was unconscious that one spark of 
earthly fire mingled with the flame that was glowing 
within. She would have shrunk with horror from the 
sacrilegious thought of loving the anointed of the 

Lord, the Apostle, the Saint—she believed herself 
superior to human passion, and when sought in wed- 

lock, for young as she was, she had already inspired 
in others, what she imagined she was destined never 
herself to feel ; she would answer that “she wished to 
be the bride of her Redeemer only.” Alas! she 
knew not that she had placed an earthly idol in the 
sanctuary of her heart, that temple which she had 
solemnly dedicated to the living God. But the veil 
was yet to be rent away, and the temple to become 
desolate and dim. Before the further development of 
the story, it will be necessary to introduce two cha- 
racters, who were conspicuous actors in some of its 
darkest scenes. 

When the inhabitants of L—— were first placed 
under the pastoral guardianship of Father Hildrio, 
there were two youths, who had gained “ bad emi- 
nence” in society, as rebels against its salutary re- 
straints. Murillo, the eldest, had one of those subtle, 
designing spirits, which loved to work in ambush, to 
hurl the shafis of mischief, from behind some shelter- 
ing cloud, and laugh at the consternation they excited. 
Guido was bold and lawless. He would stand forth 
in the broad sunshine, and commit the most daring 
depredations, entirely reckless of their consequences. 

Yet there was a mixture of openness and generosity, 
which often exerted their redeeming influence on his 
character. Unfortunately, exposed to the evil example 
of Murillo, he suffered from that moral contagion which 
the purest and firmest have been unable to resist. 
The inventive wickedness of the former exercised a 
mastery over him, which he was ashamed to aknow- 
ledge, but to which he involuntarily yielded. About 
the period to which we allude, they entered by stealth, 
into the church, and desecrated the altar, by the most 
unhallowed hieroglyphics, then mingling with the 
throng who came to worship there, watched with eager 
scrutiny, the effect of their impious ingenuity. Father 
Hilario felt the insult as a Christian, rather than as a 
man. He saw every eye directed to the offending 
characters; and, wishing to give an awful lesson to 
the perpetrators of such a crime, he came forward, 
with a majesty he had never before assumed, and in 
the name of outraged Christianity, commanded the 
authors of the deed, if within the reach of his voice, to 
cast themselves before that very altar they had pro- 
faned, and with tears of repentance wash out the foul 

stains they had made. Guido felt as if thunderstruck 
by the unexpected appeal. The sacrilege of the act, 
for the first time glared upon his conscience, and fol- 
lowing the impulse of his headstrong and ungovernable 
nature, he forced his passage through the crowd, threw 
himself on his knees before Father Hilario, and de- 
clared himself one of the offenders. He did not betray 
his comrade; but, Murillo was too notorious not to be 
known as his accomplice. Murillo, however, asserted 
his innocence, with a countenance so imperturbable, 
and a voice so firm, it was almost impossible to doubt 
his truth. When the boys next encountered each 
other on the village green, Murillo assailed the peni- 
tent, with every expression of scorn and indignation. 
“You have not the spirit of a man in you,” he ex- 

claimed, “ pitiful coward that you are, to be frightened 
by the threats of a canting priest. You have wit 
enough in your brains for the invention of mischief, 
but not courage enough in your soul to carry it into 
execution.” 

“T had rather be a coward than a liar,” retorted 
Guido, contemptuously. “1 tell you to your face, 
Murillo, you are both; and I desire no more fellowship 
with one whom I despise.” He turned his back as he 
spoke, and walked several paces from the exasperated 
Murillo, who pursued him with bitter imprecations. 
“You are a base-born wretch, and you know it,” 

cried Murillo, “ deny it if you can—resent it if you 
dare.” 

Guido felt the taunt to his heart’s core. There was 
a mystery attending his birth, which made his claims 
to legitimacy somewhat doubtful; but, as his mother 
had expiated her frailty with her life, the shade that 
darkened her fame, did not Jong obscure the opening 
manhood of her son. There were few, who were un- 
feeling enough to stigmatise in his presence, the parent, 
who was now beyond the reach of human obloquy and 
shame. 
turned upon the insulter, and seizing a stone, which 
unfortunately lay within his reach, he dashed it into 
his face. Murillo fell to the ground apparently lifeless, 
while the blood issued in torrents from his wounded 
head. Guido stood over him, aghast at the conse- 
quences of his rashness. He believed himself a mur- 
derer, and gazed in an agony of remorse and horror, 
upon the pale. bleeding form extended before him. 
The wound, however, did not prove mortal. After 
suffering excruciating tortures, and lingering long, in 
a state of painful debility, he was at last restored to 
his wonted vigour. But one of his eyes—and they 
were singularly bright—was extinguished forever, and 
a terrible scar on the temple, disfigured the beauty 
of a face, which, in spite of the absence of every moral 
charm, was once eminently handsome. It may well 
be believed that Murillo, with his vindictive and 
irascible temper, never, in his heart, forgave the one, 
who had thus marred his features, and cheated them 
“ef their fair proportions.” He had been particularly 
vain of the fiery brilliancy of his eyes, and he that 
the glory of his countenance was departed, a 
blighting mark set upon him, to make him an @bj 
of pity or derision to a gazing world. As the young 
tree, riven by the lightning’s stroke, stands sca’ and 
barren in the midst of abounding verdure, he 
gloomy and dark in the social band, the few, g 
affectians with which nature had gified him, 
by the withering consciousness of personal deformity. 
Guido, whose better feclings had been awakened by 
the solemn admonitions of Father Hilario, and whose 
remorse fur the injury he had inflicted, was keen as 
the resentment that dictated the act, and lasting as its 
conseqnences, exerted every energy and every art to 
soften the hatred of Murillo, and indemnify him for 
the wrong he had done. But in vain—years passed 
on, still Murillo’s solitary eye scowled indignantly by 
the grave of its fellow, whenever it turned upon the 

With flashing eyes and boiling blood, Guido. 
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unfortunate Guido. Another circumstance served to 
widen the chasm which separated them. While they 
were advancing deeper into manhood, the juvenile 
charms of Leila were assuming the more seductive 
graces of womanhood, and the hearts of both acknow- 
ledged her inspiration. ‘There was nothing strange in 
this. It would seem as natural to love, nay, as impos- 
sible not to love such a being as Leila, as to.look upon 
a rose in the dewy freshness of its bloom, without 
wishing to inhale its fragrance and gather it from iis 
bower. Her perfect unconsciousness of her own love- 
liness, her indifference to admiration, the elevation 
and sanctity of her character, rendered it difficult for 
one to address her in the language of earthly passion. 
But Guido emboldened himself to declare the homage | 

she inspired, though he anticipated the denial she 
gave. 

“ T would devote myself to God,” she answered, and | 
she looked so heavenly when she uttered the words, 
he almost convinced himse!f he had a second time | 
been guilty of profaneness, in aspiring to one so saint- | 
like and pure. As for Murillo, his love partook of all | 
that was dark and fierce in a character, whose passions 
were strong and untamealle as the elements. Once, 

in a moment of uncontrollable excitement, he revealed 
to her the strength and depth of emotions, he had long 
smothered in his breast, where they burned with the 
intenseness of nature's central fires. She shrunk from | 
him in terror she had not the power to conceal, and 
his proud heart chafed almost to madness in his bosom. 
He remembered the promise of his boyhood, before 
any defacing touch had swept out the lines of symme- 

try and beauty, and he cursed Guido in his secret soul, 
as the author of itis misery and degradation. * * 

It was the depth of Summer. Every thing wore | 
that aspect of almost oppressive magnificence and in- | 
tensity of hue, peculiar to the season, which elicits 
the latent glories of nature, while it deadens the 

The earth began to pant strength and energy of man. 
for one of those liberal showers, which come down 
with such life-giving influence, on the dry and thirsty 
plain. The excessive brightness of the foliage gradu- 
ally waned, the thick leaves drooped, and hung lan- 
guidly from the branches, as if fainting for the salutary 
moisture of the skies, while the eye, dazzled and wea- 
ried by the continuous sunshine, watched anxiously 
the faintest shadow that floated over tne glowing ho- 
rizon, till every glance beamed prayer, that the bless- 
ing of the rain and the dew might be borne within its 
bosom. Then welcome was the forest depth, the sha- 
dow of the rock, in the sultry land. Leila wandered 
through the solitudes she loved. From her childhood 
she had been accustomed to solitary rambles, and her 
parents, with indulgent tenderness, allowed no restraint 
to be imposed upon her inclinations, confiding in the 
purity of their origin. Mid the loneliness of nature, 
she held deep and unwitnessed intercourse with the 
mysteries of her own heart, but its language was in- 
explicable to her simplicity. She could not define the 
Vague, restless consciousness of guilt which mingled 
with her secret devotions, weighed down her spirit in 
its upward flight, and spread a dimness over all her 
dreams of heaven. 

She sat in the coolness of one of her favourite re- 
treats, unconscious, in the shadows that surrounded 
her, of the heavy cloud that was rising, darkeping and 
rapidly diffusing itself over the sky, till a faint flash of 
lightning, quivering through the gloom, succeeded by 
a low, sullen roll of distant thunder, warned her that 
the prayer of the husbandman was about to be an- 
swered ; and a painful feeling of personal apprehension 
accompanied the conviction, when she thought of her 
lonely and unprotected situation. She suffered uncon- 
querable terrors in a thunderstorm. It was one of 
thoso constitutional weaknesses which no mental 

——__ 

this awful herald of elemental wrath, was the veice 
of the ancient of days, proclaiming his omnipotent man. 
dates to a hushed and trembling world ; she associated 
it with the mountain that burned with unconsumi 
flame, with all the most terrible manifestations of Al- 
mighty power; and though, in after years, she learned 
the sublime mysteries of nature, she never forgot the 
impressions of her childhood. Almost powerless from 
dread, she endeavoured to find her homeward path, 
while the storm appreached with a rapidity and vio 
lence, which might have shaken nerves less exquisitely 
sensitive than hers. The lightning, no longer ran in 
dazzling chains on the edge of the sky, but spread in 
bannered pomp over the firmament, and the thunder 

came on, in gathering peals, louder, deeper, nearer, 
till the trees of the furest shook im their ancient bro- 
therhood, and the coeval rocks reverberated fearfully 
with the sound. 

Leila thought of the grove, which was consecrated 

in her mind by the image.of Father Llilario, which, 
even now, might be hallowed by his presence, and 
though bewildered by fear, she sought it as a city of 
shelter, to which she might fly and live. She saw the 

thick vine-wreaths, which hung in unpruned luxuri- 
ance, over one of the most lovely and sequestered ar- 
bours nature ever arched in the wilderness, for the 

repose and security of man. She reached the entrance, 
and glancing through the lattice-work, woven by the 
interlacing tendrils, was arrested there by the object 
which met her gaze. The same figure, which, years 
before, had beamed on her sight, like an angel of 
peace, now knelt in the centre of the grotto, calm 
amidst the warring elements, absorbed in adoration 
and prayer; while the lightning, as it flashed through 
the foliage, played around his uplifted brow, in wreaths 
of living glory. Leila trembled as she gazed—she 
dared not disturb his sublime confidence with her wild, 
undisciplined terrors; but, faint with fatigue, dread, 

and a thousand undefined emotions, she leaned against 
the branches, with a sigh, heavy, as irrepressible-— 
Father Hilario heard that low sound, though apparently 
insensible to the thunder’s crash. No expression of 
human suffering ever fell unheeded on his ear, and 
turning to the direction from whence it proceeded, he 
saw his beloved disciple, standing exhausted and agi- 
tated before him—the death-like paleness of fear, tri- 
umphing on her cheeks over the lilies of nature. With 
an involuntary impulse of tenderness and compassion, 

he extended his arms towards her, and Leila sunk into 
their protecting fold, with a feeling like that, with 
which we may suppose the wounded dove seeks the 
sheltering down of its mother’s wings. 

Father Ililario endeavoured, with the most per- 
suasive gentleness, to infuse into her mind the compo- 
sure and confidence, arising from faith in that Being 
who makes the mightiest clements his vassals, and 
whose mercy is commensurate to his power. He re- 
called to her those many instances on holy record, 
where the faithful had been preserved, and innocence 
left unharmed, while the most terrible ministers of 
God's vengeance, were dealing out destruction to the 
rebellious and polluted. While he was yet speaking, 
an electrifying flash illuminated the grove—the thun- 
der burst in one magnificent pean over the forest, 
and the tall tree, beneath whose boughs the grotto 
was woven, stood with its trunk shivered and scathed, 
though its green summit seemed still-unconscious of 

the desolation that awaited it. The large raindrops 
now plashed on the leaves, the wind bowed and 
twisted the branches, as if anxicus to open a passage 
for the shower, to the panting bosom of the earth— 
It came down in deluging torrents. Their canopy of 
leaves no longer sheltered them, the vine was rent, 
the frail twigs scattered on the blast, which every 
moment swept with increasing violence over Father 

@mergy could overcome. When a child, she believed Hilario and his now almost helpless charge. He veialy 
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endeavoured to shield her from its fury, by wrapping 
his arms around her and pressing her closer and closer 
to a heart, which free from the tumults of earthly 
passion, might well become the resting place of inno- 
cence and beauty. Even in that hour of grandeur and 
horror, when the death-bolts were every moment hiss- 
ing through the clouds, Leila felt a glow of happiness 
pervading her being, which triumphed over the effects 
of the chilling wind and drenching rain—yet no emo- 
tion agitated her spotless breast, which an incarnate 
angel might not have felt, and gloried in acknowledg- 
ing. It seemed to her that while Omnipotence was 
bowing the heavens, and coming down in all its glory 
and majesty, almost annihilating her very existence, 
with awe, she beheld in the mild, religious eyes that 
were looking down into her soul, a beam of heaven's 
own love and mercy, a blessed assurance that man is 
never forgotten by the Almighty, and_that the low 
prayer of faith rises with acceptance to his ear, high 
above the din and wailing of the tempest. 

There was one eye, which witnessed this scene— 
it was a soli/ary one—and the worst passions of which 
our nature is capable, were concentrated in its rays. 
Murillo had followed the steps of Leila. He marked 
the coming storm, and hastened to her accustomed 
haunts, believing that she would willingly seek a 
refuge from its violence, even in his sheltering arms. 
Not finding the object of his search, he continued his 
parsuit in doubt and alarm, till he discovered the 
place of her retreat, and saw, himself unseen, all which 
we have just described. He remained rooted to the spot 
by a kind of fascination, which he had not the power 
todispel. ‘The truth was revealed to him at once— 
she loved him—she, this vestal beauty, who seemed 
surrounded by an atmosphere of spheral, unapproach- 
able light, she loved this heaven-dedicated mortal with 
all the ardour of woman’s first, unblighted affection. 
He read it in every expression of her upturned eye, 
in the doubtful colour that momentarily dyed her 
cheek, then left it stainless in its native whiteness. 
He felt maddened by this discovery. He had always 
looked upon Guido, whom he had sworn to hate, as a 
rival, and feared his success; but Father Hilario, a 
man whose age so much transcended hers, whose pro- 
fession excluded him from the world’s sympathies—it 
was incredible. He could not, however, but acknow- 
ledge to himself, that if Father Hilario had passed the 
morning of youth; time had not cast one shade over 
the meridian of his manhood, and while he gazed upon 
him, as he knelt in the storm, thus tenderly supporting 
and cherishing the only being, who had ever kindled 
asentiment of love in his own dark bosom, he was 
forced to confess, that man never had a nobler repre- 
sentative. 

It is a bootless and unprofitable task, that of at- 
tempting to describe the unfathomable hell of a human 
heart, delivered up to the unresisted mastery of its 
own evil passions. It is on the consequences of crime 
that the moralist rests his hope. ‘These, called up by 
the wizard wand of conscience, glide and glide before 
the eyes of the pale delinquent, like the accusing 
phantoms, in the night vision of the guilty and aspiring 
Thane. 
The storm subsided—the heavy clouds rolled to- 

wards the eastern horizon, and the covenant token of 
mercy arched its deepening radiance on the retiring 
Vapours. Father Hilario pointed out to Leila this 
glorious reflection of the Creator's smile, and dwelt 
upon that memorable era, when it first bent in beauty 
over the sinking waters of the deluge. Every object 
in their homeward path, elicited from him a lesson of 
gratitude and love. Leila listened, but not to the rich 
Melodies of nature, which were now breathing and 
gushing around them, in the music of waters, the 
tymphony of birds, and the mellow intonations of the 

istant thunder, that rolled at intervals its argan-notes 

on the gale. She heard but one sound in the magni- 
ficent chorus—the voice of Father Hilario. 

Had Murillo never stolen, like a serpent as he was, 
to that bower of shelter, and witnessed emotions, 
whose purity, the baseness and corruption of his nature 
could never conceive, and which, he imagined, par- 
took of the unholy ardour of his own feelings, her in- 
nocent heart would perhaps never have known the 
pangs of self-upbraiding, which afierwards so cruelly 
martyred its peace. He watched his opportunity of 
meeting her alone. The spell which had enthralled 
him in her presence was now dissolved. He loved 
her still, but he no longer feared; for the secret of 
which he was the master, placed her more upon @ 
level with himself, and brought her down from that 
high mount of holiness, upon which his imagination 
had exalted her. He was resolved to humble her, by 
accusing her to her face of the sacrilege of which she 
was guilty. 

“Yes Leila,” cried he, stung by the cold, averted 
air with which she met his proffered civilities, “I 
know it all. It is not that your heart is wedded to 
heaven, that you turn from the gaieties of youth, and 
scorn the vows of the young and the brave. You love 
Father Hilario. You cannot, you dare not deny it. 
All that you have inspired in me, false girl, you feel 
for him. I saw you, Leila, when you thought no eye 
bui his, was on you, folded io his bosom, in the soli- 
tude of the grove, the crimson of passion glowing on 
your cheek, and its lightnings, brilliant as those which 
illuminated the sky, kindling in your eyes. In vain—” 

He paused, for he was terrified by the effect of his 
words; she stood, as if smitten by some avenging 
angel. Every drop of blood seemed to have deserted 
its wonted channel, for it is scarcely exaggerated, to 
say, that her face and lips were white as marble, and 
they looked as deadly cold; while her eyes, which 
darkened in their intensity, were riveted on his, with 
a look of wild supplication, which would have melted 
a less indurated heart. The truth burst upon her like - 
a thunderbolt, and it crushed her to the earth. Had 
it been whispered her, in the dim shadows of night, by 
a mother's geritle voice, it would have come over her, 
even then, with a blasting power, but to have it break 
upon her thus———The unfortunate girl sunk down 
upon the fragment of a rock, near the spot where they 
stood, and covering her face with her hands, wept in 
agony. Murillo’s terror subsided at the sight of her 
tears, and he went on remorselessly widening the 
wound he had made. 
“Think not,” he continued, “ longer to deceive the 

world. It shall know the latent fire which burns be- 
neath the ice of sanctity, with which thou hast en- 
circled thyself. Father Hilario too! Vile wolf, who 
has clothed himself in shepherd's garb-——” 

“ Forbear!” almost shrieked Leila, at these words; 
“oh! never by thought, or word, or look—” she stop- 
ped despairingly, she knew not in what language to 
vindicate the character of Father Hilario from the 
charges of his adversary. She felt that she was in his 
power, and casting herself on her knees before him, 
she supplicated for mercy. “You may destroy me, 
Murillo, J merit it. I have deceived myself and the 
world; J am guilty beyond forgiveness; but Father 
Hilario—he “lives only for the God who has anointed 
him. Oh! if through me he should suffer—” her 
joined hands and beseeching eyes, finished what her 
bloodless lips in vain endeavoured to articulate. Mu- 
rillo gazed with malignant triumph upon his victim. 
He had wrapped his coil around her, and she might 
seek, with unavailing struggles, to extricate herself 
from the folds. But whatever was his purpose, he 
chose to dissemble, and raising her, whom he had so 
deeply humiliated, from the ground, he assured her 
that her secret should be safe in his possession, and 
her feelings sacred in his eyes. He solicited her 
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pardon, for the extravagancies to which love and jea- 
lousy had urged him, in terms so mild and submissive, 
and begged to be admitted to her friendship and sym- 
pathy, with such lowly deference, it is not sirange 
that he deceived one so guileless and confiding. 

He left her—left the dart to rankle where he threw 
it—and it did rankle. Never more did she meet with 
an untroubled eye, the calm and heavenly glance of 
Father Hilario. No longer did she sit at his feet with 
the sweet docility of childhood, the deep joy of her 
soul mirrored on her brow. Father Hilario was 
grieved at her estrangement; he feared that the flower 
he had been so carefully rearing for Paradise, was 
about to lavish its bloom and its fragrance on the 
perishing things of this world; but when he gently 
reproved her for her coldness, she would only turn 
from him silently and weep. Unhappy Leila! the 
fairest and purest of earth are oft devoted to the sad- 
dest destiny; and what doom more sad, than to be 
condemned to the couvietion that the inspirations of 

Virtue and sensibility are sacrilege and guilt? 
Father Hilario sat one evening, as he was wont to 

do, in a chamber which he had consecrated to devo- 
tion, surrounded by the authors he loved, and the 
saints whom he adored. Already the waning sun 
diffused that golden, religions light through the apart- 
ment, which falls with such soothing, solemnizing in- 
fluence on the soul of the devotee. He sat in spiritual 

abstraction, an illuminated missal open before him, 
and the holy emblem of his faith, placed so as to re- 
ceive the gilding of the western rays. ‘The sound of 
hasty footsteps, and the confused murmur of voices 
approaching this hitherto unmolested retreat, roused 
him from his devout meditations. The door was 
violently thrown open, and a party of citizens, whose 
looks were indicative of horror and alarm, entered the 
apartment. 

“ What means this tumult?” exclaimed Father Hila- 
rio, and he feared some calamitous event had filled the 
village with consternation. ‘The man, who seemed to 
be the leader of the group, advanced with an air of 
mingled authority and trepidation, and laying his hand 
on the shoulder of Father Hilario, addressed him in 
these startling words: “ You are our prisoner, Father 
Hilario. We arrest you, by order of tue chief magis- 
trate.” 

“ Me! your minister!” exclaimed Father Hilario. in 
dignified yet sorrowful amazement. “Of what am | 
accused /”’ 

“Of murder,” cried the officer, and the words were 
muttered by the rest of the party, in tones that seemed 
to be afraid of their own echoes. Father Hilario look- 
ed stedfastly on the faces of each, to see if he were 
not surrounded by a band of maniacs. With added 
solemnity he repeated the question, and received the 
same awful reply. A dead silence succeeded this 
reiteration, when gathering himself up with indescrib- 
able majesty, he commanded them to depart. The 
indignation of outraged manhood towered over the 
long suffering meekness of Christianity. 

“ Ye know ime,” he cried, and his usually mild voice 
was fearful in its power. “ Ye know that I am not 
a man of blood. I have toiled, wept, and prayed for 
your salvation. The delegate of my divine Master, I 
have broken for yon, with unpolluted hands, the bread 
of life. I have followed your paths in sickness and 
sorrow, binding up the wounds of human suffering, 
lifting the bruised reed, and holding the lamp of faith 
over the valley of death. I have—but oh! perverse 
generation, is this your return?” He stopped, over- 
powered by the depth of his emotion, while tears 
which only agony could have drawn forth, gushed 
from his eyes. The men looked at each other as if in 
shame and fear, for the errand they had undertaken. 
The officer said “ it was a most painful task, which 
had devolved upon him, but that duty was imperative 

and must be obeyed. “ Who is my accuser?” demand- 
ed the victim. “I,” answered a deep voice from be- 
hind, and Murillo advanced in front of the group. 
His face was cold and calm, and his manner firm and 
self-possessed. He spoke as a man conscious of the 
import of his words and ready to meet their conse- 
quences. “I accuse thee of the murder of Guido. JI 
saw the deed. J saw the dagger in his bloody breast. 
Cold on the earth he lies. I accuse thee, in the face 
of God and of man, as the perpetrator of the crime.” 

While Murillo was speaking, Father Hilario re- 
sumed his composure, though a deeper shade of so- 
lemnity settled on his brow. “Search,” cried he, “ for 
the proofs of your accusation. Every recess is open to 
your scrutiny.” 

He unfolded the doors to their examination; but 
what words can speak the consternation of Father 
Hilario, when as they passed into the antichamber, 
they lifted his surplice, which he had left there as was 
his custom, when he retired to the inner apartment, 
and found it all dabbled with blood; even the print of 
gory fingers, damning proof of he recent death-strug- 
gle, was visible on its ample folds. A dagger too, 
clotted with fresh blood-gouts, fell to the floor, as the 
officer of justice displayed the ensanguined raiment, 
and there it lay “in form and shape as palpable” as 
the air-drawn dagger, which gleamed before the eyes 
of the Scottish regicide. Father Hilario staggered 

back against the wall, his ashy lips quivering with 
unutterable horror, his hair actually recoiling from his 
brow, as if instinct with the spirit within. It was a 
scene which an Angelo would have trembled with 
ecstasy to behold—and which he would have fixed 
upon his canvass in imperishable colours. There was 
a look of ghastly excitement on every face, save one, 
such as is seen at the midnight conflagration, when 
the pallidness of terror is lighted up an unearthly 
glare, by the flaming element around.*’ That face was 
still and cold in its expression—if there was one feel- 
ing predominant over another, it seemed to be scorn, 
and a slight curl of the lip, turned towards Father 
Hilario, said, as plainly as words could utter it, “ thou 
Hypocrite!" Father Hilario marked it not. His eyes 
were directed towards Heaven—sis hands folded on 
his breast, and those who were present, never forgot 
the manner in which he ejaculated the most affecting 
appeal on holy record—* Ob! my God, why hast thou 
forsaken me?” 

I have undertaken the task, and, however painful, 
1 must not shrink from its fulfilment; then let not the 
moralist upbraid me, for introducing an event, which 
the Infidel might exultingly cite, as proof that no 
superintending Providence watched over the destinies 
of man. But, who are those who stand around the 
throne of God, clothed with robes of glory, and im- 
mortal crowns upon their brows? They, who have 
travelled with bieeding fect through the briars and 
thorns of human suffering, mid darkness and tribula- 
tion, and despair—the pilgrims of sorrow, that they 
may be the inheritors of immortality. Father Hilario 
had walked uncontaminated, through a path, where 
the flowers of love and the incense of adulation were 
dangerously blended; he was now to pass through the 
refiner’s fire, that the fine gold might be purified from 
the dross of this world’s pollution. I will not linger 
on scenes so revolting. He surrendered himself into 
the hands of the magistrate, and in one of those cells 
vauited for the reception of human guilt, one of the 
best and purest of God’s creation, awaited the trial for 

life or death. The inhabitants cf the village, trembled 
and clustered together, as when the shock of an earth- 
quake is felt, claiming closer brotherhood in the gen- 
eral calamity. They loudly proclaimed his innocence; 
they protested against his arrest as an act of sacrilege; 
they would have burst his prison doors to redeem him, 
but he would not permit the laws of his country to be 
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violated. He exhorted them to forbearance, and pray- 
ed them to leave the event in the hands of the Al- 
mighty. I dare not speak of what Leila suffered. 
From the moment she heard the awful tidings, she sat 
speechless as a statue; the look cf wild consternation, 
with which she first listened, imprinted on her face, 
as if it had been chiselled in the marble she resem- 
bled. Could she but have wept!—but hers was not 
common woe—even maternal tenderness could not 
fathom its depth. Tears!—horror had frozen their 
fountain. 

The day of trial came; a day never forgotten in the 
annals of the village of L——. The hall of justice 
was filled almost to suffocation. Every countenance 
was flushed with that expression of high-wrought ex- 
citement, which extraordinary and awful events are 
calculated to produce, and it is a strange, inexplicable 
paradox of the human heart, that, however appalling 
may be those events, there is something of ;leasure, in 
the intensity of feeling they call forth. When Father 
Hilario appeared, there was a murmur through the 
crowd, like the hushing of autumnal winds, succeeded 
by the stillness of awe and expectation. His cheek 
was wan, his eye sulemn, yet serene, and his hair 
hung neglected on his temples, as if heavy with the 
dungeon’s dampness. There was a heaving of the 
crowd, as he passed through, intimating the restless 
elements restrained in its bosom. Father Hilario— 
the revered, the beloved—the almost worshipped— 
stood arraigned befere the bar of his country, accused 
of the blood of his fellow man. Where was his ac- 
cuser? There—conspicuous amidst the throng, tow- 
ered the stately form of Murillo. Men looked upon 
him askance, unwilling to fix a steady gaze on him, 
who had armed the avenging laws against one, whom, 
in spite of the blood-stained rob» and dagger, they felt, 
must be innocent. Murillo knew the part before him, 
and he was eloquent. His voice, when he chose to 
modulate it, had’ something peculiarly insinuating in 
its tones. He began so low, that the people were 
obliged to bend forward earnestly to hear his articula- 
tion. These low sounds, however, were only the pre- 
lude to a burst of impassioned eloquence. He described 
the scene which he had witnessed—the wild shriek, 
which, piercing the air, startled him in his evening 
walk. The form of Guido, sinking beneath the death- 
steel of the anointed assassin. He painted with gra- 
phic power, the flight of Father Hilario; the conceal- 
ing of the dagger in his bosom; the gathering up of 
his robe to hide the bloody stains; every thing was 
minutely marked. The voiceless witnesses, that robe 
and dagger, were produced and appealed to, almost as 
powerfully as the dumb wounds of Cwsar, by the art- 
ful and eloquent Antony. He next enlarged upon the 
motives of the deed. With the subilety of a fiend, he 
stole into the ears of his auditors, throwing out dark 
hints of the resistless influence of jealousy, sweeping 
down the landmarks of reason, honour, and religion. 
Father Hilario knew that Guido was his rival. Then, 
seeing his audience start, as if electrified at the dis- 
closure, he pursued his advantage, and painted the 
scene in the arbour, during the awful warfare of na- 
ture. He saw a flush of indescribable emotion in Father 
Hilario’s face, and it redoubled his energy. He even 
disclosed, though with apparent grief aud reluctance, 
the despair and remorse, with which the ill-fated girl 
had confessed her sacrilegious passion. He closed, 
with an adjuration to religion and humanity, to vindi- 
cate their violated laws, by hurling a bolt “ red with 
uncommon wrath,” on the vile impostor, who had 
clothed himself in white and fleecy robes, to despoil 
innocence of its bloom, and manhood of the free gift 
of life. 

A death-like silence prevailed, after the accuser had 
ceased to speak, first broken by a deep, convulsive sob. 
The mourner sat in a remote corner of the hall, and 

his face was bowed on his joined hands. It was the 
father of Leila, who had heard all that had been 
uttered of his child, without the power to refute the 
daring charge. The painful situation to which the 
unhappy girl was reduced, was a dreadful commentary 
upon the words of Murillo. With all the anguish of 
a father, he felt that she was lost to him, and the 
cause of her fading and despair, burst upon him at 
once, with horrible reality. The father’s sobs pleaded 
more powerfully against Father Hilario, than the la- 
boured eloquence of Murillo. 

At last, Father Hilario rose, and so great was the 
excitement of the audience, that almost all who were 
present rose simultaneously. His manner had lost 
much of its serene composure; his countenance was 
agitated, and a flush of hectic brightness, burned on 
his pallid cheek. He had resigned himself to his own , 
fate, but now the destiny of another was identified 
with his. He felt that his lonely arm, might vainly 
endeavour to interpose a barrier between them and 

the gathered storm. 
“JT have naught,” said he, “to offer against the 

black charges alleged against me, but the evidence of 
a stainless life; a life whose best and holiest energies 
have been exerted in your behalf. I am innocent, 
God knows I am innocent, but the powers of darkness 
are leagued for my destruction, and I am Jeft alone to 
wrestle with their wrath. I will not plead for myself, 
but in behalf of insulted purity, I will lift up my voice, 
till it meet an answer in the skies. I speak of that 
innocent being, whom I sheltered in these paternal 
arms, from the fury of the desolating tempest. I knew 
not that any eye, save the all-seeing one, beheld the 
meeting, but never has one thought warmed my breast 
for her, that angels might not sanction, and Omniscient 
holiness approve. I have loved her as a young dis- 
ciple of our common Lord, as the most precious lamb 
of the flock of Israel, whom my pastoral hand has led 
through the green fields, and by the deep waters of 
eternal life. She needs no vindication, ye know that 
she is pure—Oh! could the unfortunate youth, whose 
life-blood dyes yon sacerdotal robe,”“now rend the 
cearments of his voiceless grave, enter this crowded 
hall, and point his mouldering finger at the undetected 
murderer—the bold accuser of unarmoured innocence 
would call upon the mountains and the recks to cover 
him from the justice of man, and the vengeance of 
God. But, though no morial power can bring him 
before this earthly bar, there is a tribunal, impartial 
and eternal, where he now pleads, where he will for- 
ever plead, against the guilty wretch, who has dared 
to break the most awful canons of the living God. Oh! 
ye deluded peuple!” continued he, extending his apos- 
tolic hands towards them; “I weep not for myself, 
but for you. I yearn not for life. I had hoped to 
have breathed out my soul on the natural pillow of 
decay, soothed by the voice of tenderness, and hallow- 
ed by the tears of regret; but to go down to an igno- 
minious grave, and leave a dark, dishonoured memory! 
—Yet it is meet that I suffer. The Atmighty wills 
that I should, or he might rend the heavens fur my de 
liverance, and send down armies of angels, to shield 
me from your rage. I should rather glory in my mar- 
tyrdom, as the disciple of Him, in whose name I have 
lived, in whose faith I will triumphantly die, who 
wore the crown of agony, and bore the cross of shame. 
For you, if my condemnation is sealed, the time will 
come, when the days will roll in surrew and gloom 
over your heads ; the nights will come on in the black- 
ness of darkness, ye will seek for comfort and ye will 
not find it, for the weight of innocent blood will be on 
your souls.” 

There was a sudden parting in the crowd, those 
who were clustered round the gate fell back, as if by 
some irresistible impulse, and an apparition glided 
through the dividing throng, which might well be 
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taken as a messenger from another world. Pale, white 
as a death-shroud, her neglected locks floating around 
her, wild as the tendrils of the forest vine, and her 
eyes beaming with intense and wandering fires, she 
rushed forward, regardless of every object, save one, 
and threw her arms round Father Hilario, with a cry 
of such piercing anguish, as thrilled through every 
nerve of her auditors. Need I say, that it was the 

shepherd, who laid down his life for your salvation, 
with prayers and blessings, I commit you. Again, I 
say, weep not for me. Rejoice rather that ye see me 
die, an innocent, a triumphant martyr. Think, when 
the fiery wreath encircles my brows, how soon it will 
be converted into a crown of glory. Even now, me- 

thinks I see through the opening heavens, the wheels 
of the descending cherubim.”—He looked up as he 

unfortunate Leila, who, roused from the lethargy of 
despair, and supported by the unnatural strength of 

madness, had thus forced her desperate way, in the 
hope of dying with him she loved? As Father Hila- | 
rio looked upon this sweet, blighted flower of his fond- | 
est earthly affections, lying in drooping, dying loveli- | 
ness on his bosom, he forgot every thing but her ten- | 
derness and devotion, and closing his arms around her, | 
“ tears, such as angels shed” baptized her spotless face. 
In vain did her father, with a breaking heart, strive to 
release her from the embrace she had sought. She | 
clung to Father Hilariv, with an energy that seemed | 
supernatural, a clasp that was almost indissoluble ; till, 

at length, exhausted and apparently expiring, she re- 
Jaxed her hold, and was borne by her father to his 
now desolate home. Father Hilario gazed afier her, | 
till the last glimpse of her figure was lost, then cover- | 
ing his face with his hands, his Creator only saw and | 
knew the passing agony of that moment. 

The seque! of this trial must have been anticipated, 
from some dark intimations of his fate, at the com- 
mencement of the narrative. ‘The unconscious Leila, 
had sealed by her presence, the doom of him, she | 
would have died to save. Her desperation and love 
were fatal corroborations of the truth of Murillo’s tes- 
timony. Father Hilario returned to his cell, a con- 
demned man; condemned to expiate at the stake, the 
double crime of sacrilege and murder; but it is re- 
corded, that the judges who were men of stern un- 
bending character, wept as they uttered the sentence, 
and the people sobbed and groaned audibly as they 
heard it. * * * * * * x 

At length the day dawned, which was marked for 
the consummation of the dreadful decree. It was one 
of painful, sickening brightness. Nature had clothed 
herself in her most magnificent robes, and assumed her 
fairest smile, as if to mock the crimes and sufferings of 

spoke, with a countenance of inspiration, and kneeling 
down, exclaimed, with the adoring prophet, “ My Fa- 

ther, my Father! the chariot of Isracl, and the horse- 
men thereof.” The awe-struck crowd, gazed up into 
the unshadowed vault, almost believing to witness the 
same miracle of divine love, wrought in behalf of the 
sainted victim. But they beheld no burning car roll- 
ing through the arch of heaven—nv wings of angels, 
parted its resplendent blue. ‘They looked down to 

|earth, and saw Father Hilario embracing the fatal 
stake. One flash of the kindling pyre, and a wild, 
simultaneous shriek rent the air. Higher and higher 
rose the gathering blaze; still, through the winding- 
sheet of flame, glimpses were seen of that glorious 
form, crowned with the awful pomp of martyrdom. 
Deeper and deeper closed the fiery folds, then paler 
waxed the wasting splendour, till, at last, naught but 
the smoke of the holocaust went up to heaven. 

Twice the sun rose and set over the scene of sacri- 
fice. The silence of death brooded over the valley. 
Again the bell swelled in funcreal harmony, on the 

| melancholy air, while a long procession darkened the 
| church-yard, and closed around a solitary grave. At 
| the head of that grave, appeared the figure of a grief- 
stricken man. ‘There was such an expression of un- 
speakable woe and humiliation in his countenance, 
that even sympathy turned away, self-rebuked, for 
having looked at sorrow, too sacred for observation. 
It was the broken-hearted father of Leila. It was 
around her grave that mournful throng was gathered. 
But why were no white-robed maidens there, to per- 
form the customary rite, and scatter the perishing 
wreath, emblem of fragility and beauty, over one, who 
was the fairest of their band? A dark spot had been 
discovered in the whiteness of the lily’s chalice, and 
the flowers of its tribe were not permitted to shed 
their mourning sweets over its decay. The appalling 

man. On a gradual eminence, covered with living 
green, o’ercanopied with dazzling Sapphire, was seen | 
the funeral pile of the victim. A multitude was | 
stretched widely, darkly around it, and heaving hea- 
vily, mournfully on the air, the death-bell rolled its 
long, deep, echoing knell, saddest of all earthly sounds. 
There was something awful in the stiliness of this 
vast multitude, even more than its wild rush and 
commotion, when Father Hilario was led forth to the 
fatal pile. He passed along, clad in white victim 
robes, the crucifix suspended on his bosom, his face, | 
placid as the lake, on which the moonbeams untrem- 
bling repose. Every trace of human emotion had 
vanished. He had been on the mount of prayer, and 
the reflection of the invisible glory, was still bright on 
his brow. If ever mortal, in the expression of saint- 
like humanity, patience, mildness, and majesty, ap- 
proached the similitude of the divine sufferer, it was 

Father Hilario. He passed along to the sound of the 
mournful bell, through the audibie lamentations of the 
crowd, where man in his strength, woman in her sen- 
sibility, and childhood in its helplessness and timidity, 
were strangely and inexplicably blended. The victim | 
reached the place of sacrifice. Ue turned around, to | 
take in, for the last time, the glories of creation, then 
bending his eyes on the multitude, he extended his 
arms, in benediction over them. He spoke, and that 
voice, 80 sweet and solemn, rose through the deepen- 
ing murmurs, like the diapason of an organ, ’mid the 
wailings of a storm. 

“Ye beloved flock! farewell. To that Almighty 

stillness which precedes the sound, most agonizing to 
the mourner's ear, the fall of the covering mould, per- 
vaded the scene. The father lay prostrate on the 
earth, and the throes which shook his frame, were 
fearful to behold. Some thought, as they gazed on his 
convulsive pangs, there could be no grief like his, but 
they remembered her, who was left in the forsaken 
home. The mother’s sorrow was not for man to wit- 
ness. When at length, that damp, heavy, doleful 
sound, the last knell of mortality, fell startlingly on the 
ear, Murillo, who had stood in statue-like immobility, 
somewhat aloof from the general throng, rushed wildly 
forward, and stepping on the very brink of the grave, 

exclaimed, in a voice, which might rend the marble 
slumbers of death. 

“ Away!—she shall not go down unhonoured and 
unavenged. She’s mine—I bought her—with my 
soul's price, I bought her—the covenant is written 
in blood, and sealed with the flames of martyrdom. 
Yes,” he continued, his fiery eye, flashing with into- 
lerable brightness; “ yes! ye blind judges, tremble, 
for ye have need. Ye have condemned an angel of 
light upon the testimony of a fiend. Ye have done 
that, which ye would give worlds on worlds to re- 
deem. Behold in me, the assassin of Guido, the 
murderer of Father Hilario, the destroyer of Leila. 
I execrated Guido, for he made me a_ branded 
Cain among my fellow men. I hated Father Hilario, 
for Leila loved him, and J, an alien from mankind, 
lived but to worship her. She loved him, but with a 
love as pure as that which warms the burning cheru- 
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bim—I stole the robes of holiness, and wrought be-|own guilt and mine. Live on, if ye will, weighed 
neath their folds the deed of hell. The Prince of | down with the curse of guiltless blood upon your souls; 
darkness was with me, and promised me her, who | for me, I lived to destroy—I die, to avenge.” 
pow lies cold in the bed my gory hands have made. Before an arm could be lifted to avert the deed, he 
Here, in the presence of death, and the prospect of | had drawn a dagger from his vest, and plunging it in 
judgment, in the name of that dreadful Deity, I have | his bosom, fell, a bleeding, but unavailing sacrifice, to 
defied, I proclaim the innocence of my victims, your | the ashes of Leila. 

TO THE OCEAN. 

BY J. A. SHEA. 

Lixeness of Heaven! 
Agent of Power! 

Man is thy victim, 
Shipwrecks thy dower! 

Spices and jewels 
From valley and sea,’ 

Armies and banners 
Are buried in thee! 

What are the riches 
Of Mexico's mines, 

To the wealth that far down 
In the deep water shines? 

The proud navies that cover 
The conquering west— 

Thou fling’st them to death 
With one heave of thy breast! 

From the high hills that vizor 
Thy wreck-making shore, 

When the bride of the mariner 
Shrieks at thy roar; 

When, like lambs in thé tempest, 
Or mews in the blast, 

Over thy ridge-broken billows 
The canvass is cast; 

How humbling to one 
With a heart and a soul, 

To look on thy greatness 
And list to its roll; 

To think how that heart 
In cold ashes shall be, 

While the voice of eternity 
Rises from thee! 

Yes! where are the cities 
Of Thebes and of Tyre? 

Swept from the nations 
Like sparks from the fire; 

The glory of Athens, 
The splendour of Rome, 

Dissolved—and forever— 
Like dew in thy foam. 

But thou art almighty— 
Eternal—sublime— 

Unweakened—unwasted— 
Twin brother of Time! 

Fleets, tempests, nor nations 
Thy glory can bow; 

As the stars first beheld thee, 
Still chainless art thou! 

But hold! when thy surges 
No longer shall roll, 

And that firmament'’s length 
Is drawn back like a scroll; 

Then—then, shall the spirit 
That sighs by thee now, 

Be more mighty—more lasting 
. More chainless than thou! 
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TO THE MEMORY OF A YOUNG WIFE. 

BY HM. C. DEAKIN, ESQ. 

No more—no more! Is she no more, 
So lately blooming here, 

Gone to the dim, the sunless shore, 
Her young existence dear? 

Is all the light of love and truth 
A dream of death at last, 

The sinless innocence of youth 
A phantom of the past? 

An echo from the lonely tomb, 
Where her cold ashes sleep, 

Tells us, though memory’s lips are dumb, 
Her sobbing heart must weep. 

Oh, sweep the dust of death aside, 
Oblivion! rend thy veil: 

’*T were vain—on sorrow’s sullen tide 
No bark of bliss may sail. 

The world’s cold feelings now no more 
Disturb her silent breast, 

The strife—the agony is o’er, 
She sleeps—she is at rest! 

The young fair brightness of her brow, 
The lustre of her mind, 

Are all that memory worships now, 
Are all death leaves behind. 

No more parental malice dark 
Her blovdless heart shall wound, 

Vengeance now fails its rancorous mark— 
In joy she smiles around. 

No more fraternal insolence 
Shall dare the lost condemn, 

The fiendish foulness hurries hence 
From her, and falls on them. 

For ah! whilst pure existence lures 
Sweet blessings from below, 

Her memory all our love secures, 
And curses on her fue. 

And whilst the blue sky claims its own 
Fair seraph to its sphere, 

We'll grave upon her funeral stone, 
“ A broken heart sleeps here.” 

A curse—a deep dark curse is hung 
From out the burning sky; 

A dagger from its sheath is flung, 
Like lightning from God’s eye. 

And retribution’s hand red bright 
The awful vengeance flames, 

But scorn, fierce scorn, refrains to write 
Her victim's hateful names! 

It is enough to know she’s fled 
From all their demon wrath, 

And that no fiends of earth when dead 
E’er walk an angel's path. 

As honey in the poison flower 
Sometimes may have its birth, 

She came—she lived for one brief hous, 
The poisca left on earth. 
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Original. 

THE FATALIST. 

The falling leaf is soon at rest, 
Bat stars that fall, fall <n forever. 

Rank, wealth, beauty, and talents, are the grand 
objects of this world’s idolatry; these are the things 
befure which the great mass of mankind bow down 
and worship, though, at the moment, actuated by mo- 
tives and feelings of the most different kinds. Of these 
ihere is none to which the homage is so willingly, and 
so universally paid, as to beauty. Go through countries 
civilized or savage—mingle with the polished crowds of 
the city or the rustic gatherings of the country—those 
that flutter in aristocratic Broadway, or that people the 
hamlets of the lone woodlands—and in every place 
and circle, lovely woman maintains her ascendancy, 
and in every community, some presiding deity, some 
bright and beautiful creature will be found, the belle 
of the city, the May Queen of the country, the one 

who heads the quadrille of the splendid drawing-room, 
or sparkles in the French four of a husking or quilting. 

Beauty may acquire, but it cannot alone maintain this 
supremacy. It may captivate for a moment, but its 
power is as evanescent as the rainbow of heaven, and 
unless united with good sense, native tact, and sweet- 

ness of disposition, it will only generate envy, and ere 
long there will be none to worship or obey. Rank, 
or riches, can never confer this distinction on a female. 

Men love to worship, but at the time when the feel- 
ings of the heart are the most alive to admiration, it is 
not titles or gold they prefer—they are willing to be 
slaves, but not to rank or mammon. 

Catharine Stewart, was the individual who by 
common consent was the admired fair one of the rural 
village of Fall River, a place embosomed in the hills 
of the western part of Connecticut, and about forty 
miles from New Haven; and she was one who richly 
deserved the distinction. Fair as the loveliest of her 

sex, pure, and warm-hearted, kind and affectionate, 
with infinite tact accommodating herself to the com- 
pany of the young and the aged, those who smiled, 
and those who wept, she was approved by all, and 
envied by none. She alone appeared insensible of 
the homage she received, or of the attractions that 
won it. Innocent as a child, gay as the spring bird, 
happy, perhaps, as it is possible to be in life, she moved 
the star of the village; and, fortunate did that swain 
consider himself, upon whom her radiant smile fell, 
who obtained her hand at the dance, or during some 
evening's walk, with a species of rapture, listened to 
the low, rich tones of her voice. But, though Catha- 
rine had reached her seventeenth year; though the 
proudest of the village had sighed at her feet, her 

affections had never been awakened; and their pro- 
testations of love had fallen as impassive on her heart 
as moonbeams on ice; yet the rejected could not feel 
offended, for they saw that the base triumph of a co- 
quette, had no place in her bosom, and to her they 
seemed to concede the right of disposing of herself as 
she pleased. 

Catharine's only brother, Edward, was a member of 
the college at New Haven; a noble youth, loved by 
his sister, and bestowing upon her all the endeared 
affection of a brother, in return. At Yale, Edward's 
most intimate friend, was Somers Dudley, a young 
gentleman from one of the southwestern states, high 
spirited, prodigal of his wealth, of great mental powers, 
persuasive manners, and with a face and form of the 
most fascinating and commanding cast. His friend- 

ship for Edward was unaffected, and he accepted with 
pleasure an invitation to spend the last vacation they 
were to pass together, in the country. 

It is difficult to describe the surprise, the pleasure 
of Dudley, at meeting with such a girl as Catharine, 
where he had expected to find only the rude ‘and un- 
cultivated. Her frankness and vivacity interested 
him, her modesty and beauty charmed him, her quick 
perception of the beauties of nature, was a decisive 
proof of correct taste, and imperceptibly he found his 
thoughts reverting to the fair villager, oftener than he 
would willingly have acknowledged. And Catharine 
—she had never seen a person who so nearly realized 
the conception her enthusiastic mind had formed of 
the man she could love. If she had never read a 
novel, she was a female, and therefore tinctured with 
romance :—the thousand little attentions, which Dudley 
knew so well how to bestow, and was so happy in 
offering, she willingly but blushingly received; and 
ere many days had passed, the sigh that swelled the 
bosom of the fair girl, as alone, in her chamber, she 
thought of the agreeable southerner, and the tears that 
fell upon her pillow as she went to her rest, proved 
that Catharine was no longer insensible to love. 
Somers saw with pleasure the ascendancy he was 
obtaining; he saw that the first young love of Catha- 
rine was his own; that her bosom heaved with un- 
wonted emotions, and that the beautiful crimson 
mounted over her cheek when he pressed her hand, 
or by the moonlight, in those low tones that belong to 
love, told her of his devotion, and breathed his pro- 
fessions of attachment. And yet he felt that he had 
no distinct object in view. That he loved Catharine, 
he knew, but a wife he was not prepared for; and 
besides, he remembered that he had often loved before. 
He felt that he had high objects of ambition before 
him, and could not then stop to love as he intended to 
do at some future time; now, the beautiful must be 
considered as playthings; the attention he could give 
them a mere recreation; and their love a thing always 
to be sought, but never repaid. Dudley was then a 
man who would not willingly have inflicted pain on 
any one; he had not then schooled his feelings so as to 
render them callous to the miseries of the young and 
confiding; and there was a feeling of remorse at the 
certainty that he was planting thorns in Catharine’s 
bosom—that he was encouraging hopes never to be 
realized. Still he was a man, and a young man; and 
an emotion of pride, that the love of one so much ad- 
mired was his own, and that he had triumphed where 
so many had failed, impelled him to persevere. 

When Dudley found himself among his associates, 
and his books again, he fancied the memory of Catha- 
rine would be shaken off without difficulty; but he 
soon found that a powerful rival to his studies had 
arisen; and the purity, tenderness, and artless love of 
the fair girl, recurred much oftener than he could 
have wished, had not his conscience told him she 
was worthy of his best thoughts. Frequently was he 
on the point of surrendering his restless dreams of 
greatness, with the intention of sharing that happiness 
which he was confident the affections of Catharine 
was placing within his reach; and it is probable his 
better angel would have triumphed, had not the foul 
fiend appointed to counteract his monitions, called to 
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bia aid another associate of Dudley's, whose name was 
Spenser Mason. Detected by young Stewart in some 
base attempt at defamation, and unmoved by Edward's 
forbearance in not exposing him, he canceived towards 
him the most deadly hate, and by the most insidious 
arts endeavoured to injure Edward in the estimation 
of Dudley and others. ‘These things gave Stewart no 
uneasiness, and strong in conscious rectitude, he treat- 
ed them with the contempt they deserved. The ap- 
pearance of Mason was far from being prepossessing 
—he was short and thick set—with a round bullet 
head, covered with shaggy red hair—massive over- 
hanging eyebrows, and keen restless gray eyes; yet 
with all these disadvantages he seemed to fascinate 
those around him, and bend them to his wishes, with 
a facility which astonished even his victims them- 
selves. His skill lay in his power of persuasion—of 
casting a strong light around the points he wished to 
impress, while all the rest was enveloped in haziness 
and mist—-and in the ease, grace, and elegance of his 
language, which a on the ear of the listener as gently 
as the dew on flowers, and left them without the power 
or will to unravel the plots he was frequently forming, 
or the intricate web of intrigue he delighted in 
weaving. 

One morning, soon after Somers’ return, Mason en- 
tered his room, and found him leaning back in his 
chair against the wall, his feet on the table, and in a 
profound state of mental abstraction. His booksgwere 
open before him, but his thoughts were not on them, 
or the half written sheets of paper spread over the 
table: they were away, dreaming of Catharine Stewart, 
and revelling in the light of beauty and innocence. 

“ Heigho! | see how it is, Dudley, you are in love!” 
said Mason, with a smile and a yawn; “nayydo not 
deny it. Your pale cheek—your sunken eye—your 
day dreaming—this attempt at sketching some fair 
one”—and he held up a sheet on which Dudley had 
made, unconsciously, sundry attempts at delineating 

the featuresof the fair girl that had enthralled him— 
“all prove that you are far gone with that desperate 
disease.” 

“ Do you intend to call me to an account for loving 
one of the fairest and best of God's creatures?’’—re- 
plied Dudley, with some impatience in his manner and 
tone. 

“Heaven have mercy!—why Somers your case is 
more dangerous than I supposed; you have reached 
the ‘ counter-check quarrelsome ;’ I see I must take my 
morning's walk alone, leaving you to the benefit of 
reflection, and this cool air;” and Mason threw open 
a window as he spoke. 

“Pardon me Mason, but my dreams, as you call 
them, were a litile too pleasant to lose without regret; 
but now I am fully awake, and at your command.” 
“Worse and worse; why what a serious affair you 

are making of it. Dudley you have been in love as 
the girls term it, a dozen times, and yet you never 
before put such a face on the matter; if you louk thus, 
you will marry, depend on it.” 

“T shall marry, or do worse, I am confident;”—an- 
swered Dudley. 

“ Do better, you mean;—what! have the charms of 
some simpering country girl chased away all your 
glorious hopes so easily, that you are content to forego 
them all, settle down for life, and see the folks point 
at you, and say, ‘there goes Benedict, the married 
man,’ one who sold himself for a woman.” 

“ Laugh at me as much as you please,” interrupted 
Dudley; “ but reproach not her—you know her not, 
or you would think of her as I do.” 
“Then heaven grant I may never see her, for in 

that case we should certainly quarrel about her;—but 
I must see her, that nameless one, who has so capti- 
vated Somers Dudley.” 

“ Not nameless,” said Dudley, deliberately; “ and 

Catharine Stewart too, has beauty and worth, that 
would add splendour to earth’s proudest names.” 
A sudden light, but it was one from hell, flashed 

over the mind of Mason. “ The girl of whom I have 
heard Edward speak—the sister he adores—strike her 
and he will feel the blow acutely—destroy her, and 
his peace is ruined forever;’—and he paced the room 
with hasty strides as he muttered the above, and added 
—* Dudley, poor fool, must do as I wish him;—I can, 
I will use him as [ please.” 

They were interrupted by the letter boy of the col- 
lege, who handed a packet to Dudley, and man of the 
werld, as he was, a flush, which did not escape the 
notice of Mason, was visible, as he glanced on the 
superscription. Somers had obtained the consent of 
Catharine to address her by letter, and the promise that 
she would reply. This was her first epistle, and he 
broke the seal with a mixture of hope and fear, as if 
his fate hung upon its contents. Dudley believed that 
the woman who could write a gvod letter, could not 
be very deficient in the sterling qualities of the mind: 
he was also assured that, if in this respect, Catharine 
answered his expectations, it must be the result of that 
innate good sense and fine taste she evidently possess- 
ed, and he felt an anxiety, hardly acknowledged to 
himself, that she should be all he believed her to be. 
Mason, who saw that his company was not particu- 
larly desirable at the moment, soon took his leave, 
while Dudley read and re-read every word of the 
letter. He was delighted, and not more with the 
purity of taste and knowledge of the heart it displayed, 
than with the deep and devoted feeling, which seemed 
to dictate and breathe in every line. 

It is unnecessary to trace the progress of their love. 
Their correspondence continued, and, as I have often 
observed, absence only served to heighten their attach- 
ment. ‘They who love, when separated, forget imper- 
fections, if they exist; their thoughts dwell only on the 
tender and beautiful, they see only the bright and 
sunny side of the picture, and they dwell on the per- 
fections of the loved one, until they are invested 
with every delightful attribute, some of which, if they 
were present, that relentless disturber of fancy’s visions, 
reflecting judgment, would say were not to be found. 
If, by the heart, we are to understand the affections, 
the command to commune with our own hearts, must 
be a dangerous one, when the passions are prompting 

to a course, the correctness of which, conscience pro- 
nounces doubtful; for the rebellious passions find such 
powerful advocates in the affections, that the voice of 
the inward monitor is too easily and frequently si- 
lenced. This is especially the case, when individuals 
are destitute of fixed virtuous principles, or are by 
temperament and habit, fluctuating and undecided. 
Dudley was not exactly one of this class; but he was 
one of those unfortunate men who pride themselves 
on being governed by circumstances, and the certainty 
with which, by this course, he invariably accomplished 
his wishes. He prided himself too, on being a philo- 
sopher, and aided by Mason, had reasoned himself into 
the Turkish notion of fatalism, one of the most con- 
venient doctrines in the world, for the man whose 
notions of obligation, loose as they may hang about 
him, have still operated as a check on his vicious pro- 
pensities. 

In spite of his philosophy, however, there existed at 
this time, a violent struggle in the bosom of Dudley, 
between his love, honour, and ambition. If he obeyed 
the first, the long cherished schemes of eminence 
which he had dreamed of reaching, must be given up, 
he fancied, and this erroneous conclusion, Mason, who, 
without appearing to intend it, read his very soul, 
exerted himself to strengthen. Honour forbade the 
thought of desecrating so fair a flower, or sullying the 
innocence of one so dear to him. Strange wayward 
ness of the heart, that ean be induced by passion 
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doubt whether it shall destroy or bless, save or ruin 
the object of its adoration! Unable to come t@ any 
satisfactory conclusion, Dudley determined to do the 
worst thing which a person with his feelings and sen- 
timents could do—be governed by events; and with 
this opiate to a conscience, that at times, accused him 
of meditating the deadliest injury to one, who, unsus- 
picious of his arts, he was using every exertion to en- 
tangle deeper and deeper in the toils of love, he passed 
the months that intervened between his arrival at New 
Haven, and his receiving an honourable degree. He 
did not dare to ask himself the nature of his ulterior 
intentions; and it needs no second sight to foresee, 
that the person who indulges feelings, the motives of 
which will not bear the closest scrutiny, is in danger 
of being irretrievably lost. 

As soon as the usual ceremonies attending the close 
of the collegiate year were completed, Edward again 
accompanied by Somers, hastened to Fall River; the 
former on the wings of duty, and the holiest affection, 
the latter on those of passionate love. Mason remain- 
ed at New Ilaven, to influence, or second, as the case 
might be, the wishes of his friend. ‘“ What a wretch 
I am, even to have thought that Catharine’s honour 
might be compromised,” said Dudley to himself, one 
evening as he entered his chamber, after a walk, in 
which he had poured out his love, in passionate words 
—pressed it, for the first time, in burning kisses on her 
lips, and heard her faltering tongue confess the depth 
of her affection for him; “she is too pure, too holy for 
my polluting presence; I feel by her side as a fallei 
spirit would, placed near a seraph, awed and crest- 
fallen; yet, can I avoid my fate? No; I do but follow 
the current—I shall but swim with™the tide.” De- 
luded man!—he did indeed swim with the tide; but 
it was one created by his own ungovernable passions; 

and sad will be the lot of him who attempts to fix on 
destiny, the guilt attached to the long record of his 
crimes. [ do not know, that I can convey to the reader 
a better idea of the events which occurred during this 
visit of Somers to Fall River, than by transcribing en- 
tire, a letter of his to Mason, after he had been there 
about five weeks. 

- 

My pear Mason—I have triumphed—at least, in 
part—and that,.considering the obstacles I have been 
compelled to surméunt, is no mean achievement. 
own beautiful and adored Catharine, has consented to 
leave the place of her birth; the sweet home of her 
childhood ; brother, and friends, and fly wth me to the 
south. Mason, chaunt with me, Laus Deo! You will 
ask how I have consented to burden myself in this 
Way ‘—the answer is, I could not at present live with- 
<a d I_could obtain her in no other way ;—re- 

r, my heck is not yet in the noose, (I confess, I 
am sometimes squeamish enough, to think it almost 
deserves to be in a hempen one)—although it may be; 
and, she, before that event happens, if ever, 

‘a burden, why I must shake her off, that’s all. 
You have no idea of the difficulties which attend un- 
dermining the virtue of one, who, strong in the triple 
mail of innocence, cannot be made to understand what 
at is to do wrong; whose heart and feelings are so 
pure, that you cannot fix a stain upon them. There 
is, Mason, you well know, a pleasure in essaying the 
immaculateness of those Zaharenians of virtue, who 
well in the fashionable world; and there is a secret 
Gelight in witnessing the ease with which they under- 
stand an innuendo, and show by ill-affected blushes, 
that the poison of novel and romance reading has 
already destroyed that rich intuitive modesty which 
‘ferms the charm, and shield of woman. But there 
was not a particle of this stain of earth about Catha- 
rine. She loves me with all the fervour of her young 
effections—as such pure unhackneyed creatures only 
ean Jove—and she looks to the day when she shall be 

————y 

mine, lawfully mine, with root little short of 
rapture. And, here I am deliberately plotting—shall 
I, dare I speak it?—her ruin. The devil of this gar- 
den of Eden, I feel myself to be—but I cannot recede 
—destiny has thrown her in my way, and desti 
must determine whether she remains for life the loved 
one of my heart, or whether I am to trample her under 
my feet; but, of the future, so far as Catharine is con- 
cerned, I will not at present think. J had prepared 
her mind for the proposal of a flight, by hinting the 
probability of my speedy return to the south—of the 
necessity I was under of consulting my parents on 
such an important step as marriage—and the impossi- 
bility of our union until that had been accomplished. 
I touched on the misery of a separation from her—I 
cursed the stars that controlled my fate—and I saw 
the tears flow, as I mentioned the possibility of her 
accompanying me; and, as I clasped her to my bosom, 
and kissed them away, there was an imploring lgok, 
which said, ‘Oh, if you love me, never mention such 
a thing again.” I did not urge it then; but two nights 
ago, we were walking in a littl ve, just such 
a place, and just such an evening as lovers Would 
choose; bright and glorious above, serene an@ calm 
below; the moonbeams fell on the green turf, scarcely 
lighter than our feet, and the intensity of feelitig was 
oppressive; I could not speak aloud, but I whispered, 
or rather breathed my hopes and wishes—I reverted 
to fhe subject I had mentioned before, and found her 

illing to listen—I saw it was a favourable 
m +1 redoubled my entreaties and protestations, 
as we slowly retraced our steps to the dwelling, and 
when we had entered, with her hands clasped in mine, 
on my knees, I begged her not to render me, by deny- 
ing my ggquest, miserable forever. She was irresolute 
—she ffembled like a leaf—her bosom a 
convulsively, and tears streamed down her cheeks, as, 
with a voice that emotion rendered almost inarticulate, 
she said, ‘ And if I should fly with you, Selerd, what 
shall I }ave to guarantee my safety, mip honour, my 
happiness—what to forbid you forsaki jar away" 
from home,fqfong strangers, and far nds?— 
what to,prey@™t my being cast on the wille world, a 
wretch creature?—O! Somers, I love you, 
but do riot desttoy me—leave me to remember your 
affection? and, till I die, forget all else in the world— 
but do not urge me to forsake my friends, to render @ 
father and a brother wretched. I cannot deny you, 
but I throw myself on your mercy.’ 1 was shaken for 
a moment by her agitation; her grief and her tears 
moved me; but the melting mood soon passed, and I 
was myself again. ‘Catharine,’ said 1, and as I press- 
ed her to my bosom, I felt the tumultuous throbbings 
of her young heart; ‘by a word that never yet was 
broken—by the honour of a man—I swear to obey 
you in every thing, even the slightest of your wishes, 
if you will but throw yourself upon my fidelity. My 
father, (how could I dare to use that name,) will re- 
joice to make us happy; and my whole life shall be 
spent in proving how high I value your condescension, 
and prize the precious treasure committed to my t 
only say that you will fly with me, and in the strongest 
and most lawful of ties, be mine forever.’ She raised 
her head from my bosom, her dark eyes were filled 
with mingled tenderness and confidence, her rich lips 
scarcely parted, yet, I distinctly heard— Dudley, I 
cannot refuse you, I am yours, and yours alone. I 
throw myself on your love—your honour.’ I laid my 
hand on a book which was on the table, whether it 
was the Don Juan I had brought from New Haven, or 
the pocket bible of Catharine, I knew not, and I cared 
not, and invoked the heaviest imprecations on my head 
if [ proved false, or unfaithful to the trust and confi- 
dence reposed in me: 4nd then, when I had sealed 
my oath upon her lips, she zently disengaged herself 
from my arms and hastened tw her chamber. You 
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inay perhaps say, though I do not imagine you are 
over conscientious on such topics, and at such times, 
that my promises included more than was n a 
and that the cath about marrying, ought to have been 
avoided. So it should, and so it would, if any thing 
short would have done, but nothing else would go 
down, and that was not a moment to hesitate about 
trifle. Besides, I remember that ‘Jove laughs at 
lovers’ perjuries,’ and mine will come under that class, 
should they ever eccur, which you will understand is 
as yet by no means a settled point. ‘To-morrow, yes, 
to-morrow, for every thing is arranged, and that with- 
out exciting the least suspicion, we commence our 
journey, or rather flight, for such it will be, and when 
once away from this place, where every thing is too 
sacredly pure, where the sky, and the moon, and the 
stars, and every breeze of heaven, enter their protest 
against the profanation of love’s temple; I shall intro- 
duce Catharine to the world, endeavour to induce her 
to cast away some of her fastidious scruples, and then 
be governed by circumstances, or follow destiny to the 
completion of my wishes. Every woman has her 
weak side—Catharine of course is not excepted; though 
where it is, unless in her love for me, I am yet unable 
to discover. Adieu, my dear Mason—we shall meet 
at Baltimore, and then you will see my charming Ca- 
tharine—again, Adieu.” 

The next evening, after this precious missive was 
despatched, a carriage drove through the village of 

Fall River, without stopping, but it drew up in a piece 
of woodland, about half a mile from the residence of 
the Stewarts. A low whistle was heard, and in a few 
minutes a gentleman, with a lady, whom he rather 
supported in his arms, than led, made their appear- 
ance, and, entering the carriage, it was immediately 
driven off. It was Somers and Catharine; he exulting 
in the success of his arrangements, and she weeping 
at the thoughts of home, and friends forsaken; and 
trembling with apprehension and fear, for the conse- 
quences of the step es ee taken. For the first hours 
of their ride, Dudléywas employed in soothing the 
feelings of the agitated girl; and no person could be a 

ter adept in those numberless assiduities and at- 
tentions that affection prompts, and love always accepts 
with pleasure ; nor could any person be treated with 

more deference, or the behaviour of any one be more 
constantly respectful, than was that of Somers to Ca- 
tharine. He felt the sacrifice of feeling she had made, 
and his better genius prompted him to a course which 
should leave no cause for regret; but indecision was 
his ruin; incorrect principle the rock on which he 
foundered, and was lost. 

They made a few days stay when they reached 
Baltimore, where they were joined by Mason, and 
from which place Somers and Catharine addressed a 
joint letter to Edward, explaining the motives which 
had induced the rash step they had taken; begging 
pardon for the pain they had inflicted, and assuring 
him that their eourse, in future, should be such as he 
would approve, and that they should never cease to 
regard him as the dearest of brothers and friends. 
Mason was not sparing in his commendations of Ca- 
tharine. Her situation, and her feelings, had thrown 
an air of sadness around her, which gave her new 
charms, and caused Mason frequently to declare, he 
had never seen a person so lovely; yet, true to his fell 
purpose, his encomiums of her to Dudley, always 
wound up with a sneer at female purity—a sarcasm 
on her plain manners, or a doubt as to her virtue being 
more than a mere pretence. They left Mason at Bal- 
timore, and by easy journeys, Somers and Catharine 
proceeded to his home; and he found reason for in- 
crease of admiration, in her striking perception of na- 
tral beauty, and her delight in the magnificent, as 

well as the beautiful and placid scenery, through 

T 

whigh they travelled. Dudley introduced her to his 
fami and friends, as a young lady from the north, 
whose health required the sojourn of a few months at 
the south; but the quick delicacy of Catharine saw at 
once that they were doubtful whether to consider him 
as speaking the truth, or whether they were to regard 
his conduct, and her presence, as one of those liasons 
in which he had formerly indulged. To her pure 
mind, such a state of things was inexpressibly painful; 
but Dudley's father was absent, and nothing could be 
done until his return; and she determined to live as 
much secluded, and see as little company as possible, 
until that wished for event should take place. In the 
mean time, her affections, having but one object around 
which to twine, gathered around that one with ten- 
fold intensity ; and the love and pity he felt for her, 
and his real or pretended regrets, at the delay of their 
union, made him dearer than ever to her; and when 
he sat by her side, when he read to her, and sung 
with her; and while she listened to the rich melody 
of his voice, and his low breathed tones of love, she 
learned to forget all else, and be happy. 

The strength of her affections received a severe 
test, when in a few weeks afier their arrival, they 
were surprised by the appearance of Edward. He 
felt that all was not right; and he could not give up 
such a sister as Catharine, without an effort. He 
therefore followed them, and was received by Dudley 
with expressions of the highest satisfaction. The mo- 
tives which had actuated them, were placed before 
Edward, apparently without the least reserve—the 
reasons which had prevented their marriage so long; 
were stated—but Edward was not satisfied, and he 
determined not to return without his sister, or seeing 
her the wife of Dudley. Somers, who was conscious 
of his power over Catharine, while he frankly stated 
the impossibility of the marriage; until the consent, 
and presence of his father should be obtained; while 
he feelingly reverted to the certainty that her depar- 
ture would be the death blow to his happiness; at the 
same time agreed to submit the decisien of the ques- 
tion entirely to her. It was as he expected—love 
triumphed over duty—one tender, imploring look from 
Dudley, rendered her departure from him impossible; 
and, almost insensible, from the violence of her emo- 
tions, she saw her brother depart for the north, after 
receiving from Dudley the strongest pledges and assu- 
rances of his honourable intentions. 

The disinclination of Catharine to see company, and 
mix with the world, was a source of unqualified pleasure 
to Dudley. He was a thorough judge of woman’s heart, 
and he well knew that the plant of love flourishes the 
most vigorously when reared in the solitude of our own 
thoughts, and nourished by the tenderness that home, 
and the society of one loved being, can bestow. He 
knew the mind must have some rallying point, that 
the young affections of the heart must have something 
to support them, and that hers were likely to 
centre on him, and her affection’ cling c to him, 
than if she mingled in the giddy circles of fashion, and 
her mind was filled with the bpm, Tl 
being considered the fairest of the fair. It gav@him 
an opportunity also to controul her read@ipg, without 
the appearance of a wish to dictate; pee as he 
chose, fascinating and dangerous, and 80 
from the state of her feelings, and ee 
been but partially acquainted with such p 
before, were continually on her table; musi 
ing music too, lent its aid to melt her soul, 
with the most tender and delicious sensati 
drank poison from the passionate glances of his 
her life was fast becoming a bewildered dream, in 
which the traces of innate virtue were becoming dim- 
med and clouded by an all controlling passion; each 
day saw them grow fainter and fainter, and less ablé 
to resist the subtle and unceasing attacks made upg 
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them; and each night saw her pillow wet with en. 
aé alone, she thought on her danger, caught her 
pleading for him she had so much reason to fear was 
betraying her, and reflected on the impossibility of her 
escaping the meshes of that net, in which she was so 
fearfully entangled. Dudley saw the ineffectual strife 
which was going on within her, and a feeling of pity, 
which prompted the most dangerous sympathy and 
rivetted her chains more strongly. was most strangely 
blended with the exultation he felt, and which, with- 
out that would have been fiendish. He saw the 
struggles of the beautiful girl grow more feeble; and 
felt, in her wildly beating heart, as he clasped her to 

himself—in her breath as he pressed his kisses on her 
lips—in her crimson blushes, and in her eyes, floating 
in loves dewy light, the existence of that passion 
which would soon make her all his own. , passion, 
what a shocking perverter of reason thou art! Had a 
friend, at this moment, dared to have hinted to Dudley, 
that he was intending to become the seducer of inno- 
cence, blood would have wiped out the foul aspersion 
—yet, in the stillness of the night, conscience would 
whisper, that “as sure as day follows night,” every 
step he was taking, was leading to that inevitable re- 
sult, and yet he paused not. 

Gone abroad, as a diplomatic agent in the employ 

of government, the father of Dudley did not return, 
and the expectation of his doing so immediately, was 
less than at first. Catharine's feelings were tinged 
with melancholy—she was no longer the gay, careless, 
happy girl she once was—she was miserable; not 
because Dudley loved her less—not because he was 

inattentive to her slightest wishes—not because she 
felt more deeply the cruel wrong she had inflicted 

yon her brother and friends, or because he had become 

dear to her:—oh no; Dudley was all the world 
to her now; but she was miserable, because a voice 

within her, deep and terrible as that of a spirit, pro- 
nounced her a polluted, wretched, degraded, fallen 
thing! She felt, and the consciousness was bitter as 
death, that she who forfeits the richest jewel in the 
crown of woman, is at the mercy of the seducer; that 
she has surrendered herself bound for his disposal; 
and that the return to virtue and happiness, becomes 
each day more impossible, since he who knows he can 
cast away a woman when tired of her charms, will 
be base enough, at times, to make the victim feel that 
he possesses the power. O, how frequently the hap- 
piness of a life is lost by the mad infatuation of a 
single moment! and Catharine felt this in all its anguish. 
Months hasted away in quick succession, and within 
two years from the time that Catharine left Fall River, 
she was a mother; and, in watching with maternal 
fondness, the beautiful boy she held in her arms, and 
in witnessing the pleasure with which Somers regarded | 
it, she found a new source of happiness, mingled, 
indeed, with thoughts of sadness, but purer and deeper 
than she had for a long time enjoyed. 

But the bitterest ingredient in the cup of error and 
guilt, from which they had been drinking, and which 
Catharine, it seemed, was destined to drain to the very 
dregs, was still behind. She had hoped, and that hope 
had been almost the only ray of light that reached her 
tortured mind, that Dudley would fulfil his oft repeated 
vows, and make her his wife; that she should be saved 
the misery of becoming a wretched castaway—a crea- 
ture, sunk so low, that her thoughts recoiled with 
horror from the prospect. Though he retained his 
tenderness, and there was no positive abatement of 
his kindness, yet, the quick sense of the affectionate 
Catharine, perceived a change, and reason with her- 
self as she might, plead for him as her fond heart dic- 
tated, the cause she could trace to but one source, his 
affections had been diverted into another channel, and 
she was to be the victim of broken vows, and promises 
unredeemed. Catharine had a servant, a faithful girl 

who loved her mistress, and would almost have given 
her life to have made her happy. She saw that Ca- 
tharine was wretched, and was not slow in divining 
the cause; and she revealed the stunning fact, that 
Dudley was in a few weeks to be married to a young 
lady of high pretensions, and great wealth. Though 
Catharine felt that her heart would break, she deter- 
mined to come to an eclaircissement; suspense was 
dreadful, and a confirmation of her worst fears would 
be preferable; yet, how could she introduce the sub- 
ject of perfidy to one who never met her without a 
kiss, or parted from her without an expression of regret. 
Catharine had lately noticed that he was frequently 
absent when in her company; his thoughts seemed to 
be wandering, and he sometimes answered pettishly, 
where once he could not have spoken an unkind word; 
still she knew that the affections of a man were not 
to be measured by those of a woman, and she felt the 
love she wished was not to be retained by complain- 
ings. 

It was but a few evenings after the servant had 
given her the above information, that Dudley came as 
usual to her room; and, after playing with, and caress- 
ing the innocent child, and engaging in his usual fas- 
cinating conversation, for a short time, velapsed into 
one of his fits of abstraction. He and Co*harine were 
sitting on the sofa at the moment, and her head was 

reclining on his bosom; playfully patt*ug him on the 
cheek, she sweetly said, “ Somers, you are unhappy ?” 

He started as if a serpent had bit aim; “ And, if I 
am so, who will make me otherwise?” was his reply, 
as he fixed on her a searching glance of inquiry. 

“TI will,” said Catharine, and her eloquent eyes 
looked all she said; “only be what you used to be, 
only perform what you have promised, and happiness 
shall again be yours—be mine.” But the light which 
was for a moment visible on the countenance of the 
lovely Catharine, faded away, when she saw that it 
met with no answering expression, from his. 

“I have made many foolish promises, Catharine ; 
and there are some I must not remember, and of which 
I do not like to be remembered,” was his reply; and 
the cold cruelty of it went to her heart. “Catharine,” 
he continued, after a moment's pause, and during 
which neither broke the silence, “ it is necessary that 
we should understand each other.” 

“I believe we do,” interrupted Catharine, with as 
much firmness of voice as she could assume. 

“ Perhaps not fully,” he said, “ unexpected circum- 
stances since we left Fall River,”"—Catharine sighed 
at the word—* have placed me in a situation different 
from any I could then have anticipated. Called to fill 
an important station in public life, the conservator of 
public morals ought to be above reproach; my friends 

think it necessary that I should wed, and you 4 
“ And I,” said Catharine, “ who am what crime and 

you have made me, must be cast away—sacrificed for 
another.” 

“ Separated it is necessary we should be,” said Dud- 
ley, in those soothing tones which awakened with 
anguish the memory of by-gone days; “but not that 
you should be sacrificed; you will find, Catharine, 
that the arrangements I have made will place you 
above want—will give you affluence.” 

“O Somers,” said Catharine, rising, her brow flush- 
ed, and her whole frame agitated ; “ can you think that 
priceless affection is to be weighed against wealth ’—~ 
That virtue, conscience, the earliest and only love of 
the heart, can find a compensation in paltry gold ?— 
Oh God! is there no hope! Somers, if you cannot love 
me, have pity on me, and save me from disgrace— 
destruction!” 
“Dudley was touched with her grief, he could not be 

callous to her despair; yet, it was but for a moment, 
that he relented; the subject he had so long dreaded 
was introduced, the ice was broken, the gulf was open- 
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ed, and he determined at once to render it impassable, 
heedless of the pain he might inflict. “I pity you, 
Catharine,” he said, “ but, from the consequences of 

r conduct I cannot save you; it is too late; when 
woman falls, she falls never to rise again.” 
The blood rushed over the countenance of Catha- 

rine, but as instantly receded, and left it deadly pale. 
She was falling, when Dudley caught her, and placing 
her on the sofa, called the servant, by whose exertions 
she was soon restored. As she recovered her re- 
collection, Somers was standing over her, her hand 

clasped in his, and when she opened her eyes, he in- 
voluntarily stooped to kiss her: “ No,” said she, avert- 
ing her face, “no, those kisses have stamped perdition 
on my soul deep enough already; let me leave you I 
entreat you, and never let us meet more.” 

“I shall obey you,” said Dudley, “ but that shall not 
prevent my caring for you.” 

Catharine had now risen and was leaving the apart- 
ment, when she suddenly stopped, and fixing on him 
a piercing look, said, “Somers, your pride will not 
permit you to live with the guilty, fallen Catharine ; 
hers will not permit her to live without you; we shall, 
we must meet again;” and, supported by the servant, 
she left the room. 

“ Poor girl!’ murmured Somers, as she disappeared, 
“ poor girl, I do pity her; cruel, hard work this, and I 
am glad it is over; and, though I shall never love any 
one again, as I have loved her, marrying her is out of 
the question: such things cannot be helped; if girls 
will be foolish enough to believe every thing that is 
said to them, who is to blame. If we do not notice 
them, they are offended, if we do, they are ruined. 
They tempt us, and are tempted in return; if they fall, 
it is their destiny.” And thus, as he paced up and 
down the room, he was endeavouring, with a mixture 
of truth and falsehood, to silence remorse. “ But what 
did she mean by not being able to live without me? 
I fear she intends some desperate act; that she dies by 
her own hand. God forbid? I have guilt enough to 
answer for, without her blood being on my head ; but 
we are to meet again, so till then, let me dismiss her 
and all consequences.” 

The conflict in Catharine’s bosom after she retired 
to her room, was dreadful; thoughts and feelings she 
did not believe she could ever have indulged, rushed 
through her mind with a whirlwind’s force. Resolves 

that made her shudder, came crowding around her, 
dark and terrible as the spirits of evil. She could not 
weep—her fountains of tears were dried up by burn- 
ing despair; and a settled purpose of revenge, cold, 
deep, and deadly, gathered around her, as the clammy 
night-fog broods upon the still and beautiful lake, 
bearing disease and death on its heavy wings. “O 
God!” she exclaimed, in agony, as exhausted with her 
emotions she sunk upon her bed; “oh why have I 
been reserved for this? and from him too—him whom 
I have loved, distractedly loved—him for whom I have 
sacrificed reputation, friends, peace, honour, and—” 
she shuddered as she said it, “I fear my hope of hea- 
ven ;—to be reproached by him for my weakness and 
guilt—to have him who has been my tempter to evil 
become miy tormentor, and with words, which I feel 
are burnt in upon my soul, taunt me with my own 
shame ; this is too much; it cannot, it shall not be en- 
dured. Had he forsaken me, cast me off, but spared 
his reproaches,my foolish heart would have forgiven 
him for the sake of the past—but now—” and a cold 
shivering ran over her agitated frame, and her tongue 
refused to utter the half bewildering resolve. 

That night neither slept but little. Somers attempt- 
ed to banish reflection by meeting some gay associates; 
and Catharine's mind brooded over her love and her 
wrongs, and her cherished desire of vengeance. O. 
who can tell whither a single step from the paths of 
rectitude may lead!—who can foresee the avalanche 

of guilt, which a single whisper of guilty passion may 
bring down to overwhelm, and render forever mise- 
rable, the victim of heedless indiscretion? The mild 
Catharine had, in a few short hours, been completely 
changed. A single word, had touched springs which 
roused a deep and powerful, but hitherto, unknown 
current of feeling; an emotion, deadly as the match 
which fires the hidden mine, destined to level towers 
and battlements in the dust. She thonght of home— 
of her brother—but, such thoughts were speedily ba- 
nished, as too pure to associate with such sensations as 
were reigning in her bosom. She felt she could never 
return to them ; oh no; the gulf that divided them from 
her, was not for such as she to cross. 

In the morning, Catharine sent her servant to Dud- 
ley, to request that she might see him; and, learning 
that he was already up, she fervently kissed her beau- 
tiful boy, who was sweetly sleeping, and hastily brush- 
ing away a tear which she felt was softening a mo- 
ther’s heart, she went to Somers’ chamber. Lightly 
tapping at the door, it was as quickly opened, and she 
entered. Dudley had been writing, but he arose, and 
advanced to meet her with the same smile, which 
always welcomed her, and his voice had assumed the 
same low rich tones it always possessed. He could 
not help thinking he had never seen her look so beau- 
tiful—her dark hair fell unconfined, around a bosom 
as white as the spotless muslin she wore—an unusual 
brillianey lighted up her expressive eyes, a brilliancy. 
that an accurate observer would have pronounced 
natural, when compared with the varying hues of h 
cheek, now flushed with crimson, and now ashy pale; 
and the agitated and tremulous tones of her voice, as 
she shrunk from his proffered embrace, and said—* No, 
Somers, that smile, and that sweet voice have destroy- 

ed me, but they must destroy no more ;’—would have 
shown that her bosom was the seat of no ordinary 
emotions. 

“ Catharine,” said Somers, as using some little force 
he threw his arm around her, and drew her to him; 
“ because we are compelled to part, that should be no 
reason why we should not still be friends.” 

“ Friends!” repeated Catharine, her lip curled with 
bitter scorn ; “ can there be friendship among the fallen 
spirits ?—can there be friendship where love is lost ?— 
You cannot live with me, with one you have ruined— 

but”—she hesitated a moment, then added, in @ voice 
scarcely audible from suppressed emotion—* [. ie 
for you—or with you"—and, quick as thought,’ she 
plunged a dagger belonging to Somers, and which she 
had brought concealed in her sleeve, to his heart. He 
fell instantly. A few drops of his blood sprinkled her’ 
white dress, and faintly murmuring, “Oh Catharine! 
—Jjustice!—justice!”"—his spirit made its exit without,» 
a struggle. The noise of his fall alarmed his friends, 
who, rushing into the apartment, and seeing none but 
Catharine, hastily demanded whither the assassin had 
fled? “TI killed him,” said Catharine, firmly, and 
glancing her eye upwards—* O God, have mercy on 
an erring creature!’ she said, and buried the dagger 
still wet with his blood in her own bosom. 

* * * * * 

Near the banks of one of those noble streams that 
flow through the state of Alabama, and mingle their 
waters in the Bay of Mobile, the two graves, in which 
these ill-starred victims of passion sleep, are still point- 
ed out to the traveller; and, in an undertone, as if 
aerial listeners might be near, the magic tale is told, 
as a proof of the undying love of woman—man’s per- 
fidy—and woman’s revenge. 

— 

A man is not even thought to be a man of talents 
till he gets something by his talents. The bargain he 
makes, the price he gains, is, in most people's estima- 
tion, the value of the public man. 
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"Tis summer evening—one of those, 
That o'er the closing eye of day, 

Gently her starry mantle throws, 
As the fond mother veils the ray, 

Which shines upon her infant’s cye, 
Whose cradled sleep she watches nigh. 
The sky is clear, and still the beam 

Of rosy twilight warms the west— 
Loch Lomond, each retiring gleam, 

Reflects on its transparent breast. 
Its waters sleep—yct sweet and low, 
O'er their calm bosom, seem to flow, 
Soft murmured tones, such as belong, 
So fancy deems, to syren’s song, 

Breath’d in her calm, cool, coral cave, 
Hid far beneath the azure wave. 
And near that bold, romantic shore, 

A bower in sylvan beauty stands; 

By vines and roses shadow’'d o'er, 
Train'’d by the white and fairy hands 

Of sylph-like girl, as bright and fair, 
As rose-bud fann’d by morning air; 

Whose eyes of dark, cerulean hue, 
Beneath their lids of ivory beaming, 

* Look like blue violets wet with dew, 
In morning sunlight, sofily gleaming; 
Whose cheek of rich, and varying bloom, 
Through tresses dark as raven’s plume, 
Gleams as she bends with childish grace 
Weaving a coronal, to place 

Upon the high and manly brow 
Of knight, as brave as those of old, 
Who won in tourney spur of gold, 

And whose apprvaching footsteps, now, 
Press perfume from full many a flower, 

That decks the pathway to her bower. 
But less elastic and less free, 
His step than it is wont to be, 
And th’ accustom'd smile’s forgot, 
With which he greets the lovely spot, 
Where Helen reigns the fairy queen, 

Till bright-ey'd summer quit the scene. 

When she arose to place the crown, 
Which she in playful mood had wove, 

And saw upon that brow a frown, 
The native seat of smiles and love, 

Hasty she dash'd the wreath away, 
And sofily laid, on his, her hand, 

But still he gazed where sleeping lay 
The sleeping waters on the strand, 

Nor saw the tearful, timid glance, 
With which she marked his gloomy trance. 

At length, he started from his dream, 

Or. Helen turn’d his dark eye’s beam, 
Untii a gathering tear betray’d 
Emotion, vainly he essay'’d 
To hide within his swelling bene. 
le spoke—* My Helen, we must part. 
Brief time ago, I left thy sire, 
Our hearis inflam’d with mutual ire. 
* Content,’ said he, ‘ to be the chief 
Of e’er so pitiful a fief, 
Thy days, in vain, inglorious ease, 
Pass idle, as the summer-breeze. 
My daughter weds none but the brave— 
No dreaming boy, half lord, half slave.’ 
He had forgot the boyish deed, 
By which this arm won glory’s meed— 
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Thought not how with my own good sword, 
When dark the stream of slaughter pour’d, 
I fell’d the warrior'’s daring hand, 
That o’er him wav'd the battle brand— 
Forgot—but stay—I’ll boast no more 
Of deeds, whose very mem'ry’s o'er; 
Over, at least, within his breast, 
Which but for them would be at rest. 
To-morrow, love, I go afar, 
To seek the dangerous toil of war. 
Not that I value taunt or frown, 

Except, my Helen, for thy sake, 
More than yon rock, that gazing down, 

Regards the waves that ’gainst it break. 
But, ere I go, where dangers reign, 

Repeat thy vow of troth again.” 
“ What? dost thou doubt me ?” 

“ No, love, no— 
A heart like thine, in weal or wo, 
When once its love hath found a home, 
Ne’er knows a change—it cannot roam. 
Yet, though I know and feel all this, 
O, still, methinks it would be bliss, 
Now, while the gentle dews are falling, 
And while the nightingale is calling 
Its mate from yonder whispering grove, 
To hear, once more, thy vow of love.” 

And Helen did repeat the vow, 
And pass'd her hand across her brow, 
To veil the tears, that gather’d fast, 
In eyes, that up to heaven were cast. 

“It is enough, my love, my bride— 
I'm thine, whatever may betide. 
Now fare thee well, accept this ring, 
*T will seal the compact, and may bring 
My image back, if happier youth, 
But no—my life upon thy truth. 
And should a fear, a doubt arise, 
One moment’s gaze upon the eyes 
Of this dear semblance, which shall part 
Ne’er from thy Rodolph’s faithful heart, 
Distrust will banish, and his breast, 
On thy dear faith secure will rest.” 

They parted—months had roll’d away, 
When on an evil-omen’d day, 
Allan, the dark-brow’d warrior came, 
Young Rodolph’s promis’d bride to claim.’ 
Its lurid light, a grim smile flung, 
*Thwart the old chieftain’s sallow brow— 
“To see thee, makes my old heart young— 
Thine, is the long sought guerdon now. 
Come, Helen, greet thy future lord; 
None wields a truer, keener sword.” 

While she with curtsey scant and brief, 
Welcom’d the rude and haughty chief, 
She met the glance of her stern sire, 

Who near with eye observant stood, 
And in that searching look of fire, 

The sign of most ungentle mood, 
With sinking heart, too well she saw, 
T’ obey was hers—his will the law. 
But long, with firm, uuwavering heart, 
She brav'd each threat, repell’d each art, 
By which the sire and lover strove, 
To shake her faith, or turn her love. 
One dark device, if others fail, 
They have in store, still to assail 
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A heart, which waits but this to brave, 
Ere it find refuge in the grave. 
And soon the fabled tale they tell, 
How Rodolph had in battle fell, 
By hand of an ignoble serf, 
A coward, on the gory turf. 

She shriek’d not—wept not—but her eye, 
Long fix'd its gaze on vacancy. 
When broke that dreadful spell at last, 
Stream’d the bright tears, long, long and fast. 
Alas! that fountain never dries, 
Whose source a breaking heart supplies, 
Until the hand of death, so chill, 
Its last tumultuous throbbings still. 

Henceforth she’s passive, nor withstands, 
Her sire’s entreaties or commands, 

While in love’s lore, not deeply read, 
Rude Allan is content to wed 
So fair a maid; pass lightly by 

The coldness of her faded eye. 

Jocund the bridal morn arose— 
In troops the merry guests drew near; 

Nor did the passive bride oppose 

Display of all her costlier gear. 
Many a jewel rich and rare, 
Sparkled amid her raven hair, 
And late so dim, yet on that day, 
Her eye shone with unearthly ray— 
Her cheek, whence long the rose had fled, 
With hectic flush was overspread ; 
And oh! her hand, so damp and cold, 
Heart rending was the tale it told. 
But ere the holy rite was over, 
That bound her to a hated lover, 
A footstep in the corridor, 
Rang loud along the echoing floor. 
Amid the throng there was one ear, 
That hail'd the sounds with joy and fear. 
She, who so oft, at evening hour, 
Had heard that step approach her bower, 
How can she now mistaken be ? 
Wildly she cried—* "Tis he! ’tis he?” 
Young Rodolph rush’d into the room, 

With pallid face, disorder’d hair— 
Eyes flashing ‘neath a brow of gloom, 

Which quick and sternly settle where, 
Stood Lelen, his affiane’d bride, 
Now perjur’d, by another's side. 

Rebuke, remonstrance, vainly fell, 
From those, who wondering, gather'd near— 
He had no voice, no eye, no ear, 

Save but for her he loved so well ; 
And him, who cower'd beneath the blaze, 
Of those dark eyes’ concentred rays, 
Who still the trembling hand retain’d, 
That art with perjury had stain’d. 
And Rodolph took that hand in his; 

With quivering lip, his heart’s last kiss, 
One moment linger'd there, and then, 
All weakness vanish’d—he again, 
Wore the same stern and haughty look ; 
Indignant from his bosom took 
The smiling pledge by Helen given, 
To seal the vow forever riven, 
And fiercely dash’d it to the ground, 
While the bright fragments strown areund, 
Beneath his scornful foot he spurn’d, 
Until to very dust they turn’d. 

Then of the trembling bride demands, 
His pledge, the costly ring she wore, 

But vainly try her shaking hands, 
The gift demanded, to restore. 

One moment her vain efforts last, 
And then—the mortal pang is past— 

With that fond look to Rodolph given, 
Her spirit wing’d its flight to heaven. 
More than a world of words could say, 
That eye’s last faint and darkening ray, 
A light o’er his crush’d spirit threw, 
Revealing that to him, still true, 
Her heart remain’d unto the last, 
And that dark perfidy had cast 
Its toils around her, to ensure 
The ruin of a heart so pure. 

Relentless sire! where now’s the flower? 
That grac’d with bloom, thy withering age, 

Sweet as the snowdrop in ils bower, 
That wins a smile from winter's rage. 

The pride that wrought her early doom, 
Has spread o’er thine eternal gloom. 

Allan is gone, but ere he went, 
His eye with threat’ning frown is bent, 
Where Rodolph, statue-like, and pale, 
As the dim silver of his mail, 

Stood gazing on the lifeless form 
Of her, who like a lily lay, 
In all its beauty swept away, 

Untimely, by the cruel storm. 
And Rodolph, hence was seen no more, 
Save by one wandering on the shore, 

At fall of eve, who saw him stand 
On a high cliff} where far below, 

Upon a bleak and rocky strand, 
The wave burst with impetuous flow. 

Still, on that spot, glows many a stain 
Of blood, unbleach’d by dew or rain, 
Which, if at evening hour effac’d, 
The morn will find still freshly trac’d ; 
And footprints on the gory sod, 
As if in mortal struggle trod. 
And oft is seen, at dead of night, 
When shines the moonbeam cold and bright, 
By those, who dare to wander near, 
Where yon tall cliffs their summits rear, 
A shadowy form, that lingers there, 
Or beckons them with mournful air, 
On to’ards the spot, where Helen’s grave, 
O’erlooks, from far, dark Lomond’s wave. 
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Tuere's a sound of arrows on the air— 
A sound of the thundering atabal; 

I see through the trees the banners glare, 
This eve they shall hang on the Christians’ wall;— 

And the haughty hands that those banners bore, 
This eve shail be stiff in their own dark gore. 

Then leave me, sweet lady; thy starry eyes 
Are made for love, and love alone; 

These glowing lips are for passion’s sighs, 
That form for the silk and the gold of a throne. 

Before the dawning sky is red, 
Yon plain shall be heaped with the dying and dead. 

Hark'!—hark!—'tis the Christians’ battle-horn; 
Behold the red-cross standard wave, 

Like a fiery gleam in the opening morn, 
The shout is “ glory or the grave.” 

Unclasp my hand—no tears—away! 
The Saracen shouts his last to-day. 

One kiss, sweet love—go pray for Spain— 
Light every taper—pray for him, 

Whose soul may be on that fatal plain, 
But linger for thy parting hymn. 

No—be that idle thought forgiven, 
We'll meet in bliss, in earth—or Heaven! 
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THE TWO RINGS; 
A TALE OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY. 

Bar. How came you by this ring, landlord ? 
Hatz. That ring ?—very houestly—very honestly indeed, madam.—————I had it, ] am sure, from a man I cannot suspect—from a very good man.~ 

The Disbanded Officer. 

[Tue courts of the holy Feme, although they owe 
their origin to Charlemagne, were not organized until 
after the fall of Henry the Lion, and their secret power, 
which, during the 14th and 15th centuries, was so 
terrible as to spread dismay throughout Germany, was, 
comparatively but little exerted, even as late as the 
reign of Frederic Il. There were not wanting in- 
stances, however, during the first dawnings of their 
power, of persons, who, to gratify revenge, or some 
other selfish passion, had recourse to these secret tri- 
bunals. The president of the Feme court was called 
Freigraf—his associates, who concurred in, and exe- 
cuted the sentence, Freischoffen, and all that was ne- 

cessary to condemn a person for a real, or an imaginary 
crime, was for one of the latter to make oath of his 
guilt. F 

On the summit of a steep crag, overlooking the 
Rhine, and which is now marked by a pile of vene- 
rable, moss-grown ruins, rose one of those old baronial 
castles, characterized by the strength and stately mag- 

nificence of the feudal times. Count Hermann, the 
proprietor, was one of the most powerful of the royal 
vassals, his followers being numerous and well ap- 
pointed, consisting mostly of valiant youths weary of 
inactivity, and thirsting for military glory. He was 
never married, and the females of his household, with 
the exception of the domestics, were his sister, who 
lost her husband a few years after her marriage—her 
daughter, the Lady Agnes—and a young girl about 
seventeen years of age, whom he had found, when a 
child, in a house deserted of the rest of its inhabitants, 
during the sacking and burning of a town. The child, 
who could only tell that hertwame was Theresa, was 
exquisitely beautiful, and, in her centred all his dearest 
affections—circumstinces which naturally excited the 
envy and ill wil! of the countess and her daughter. 

It was the soft hour of twilight, such as ushers in 
one of those evenings, the power of whose beauty is 
better felt than described. It was an hour, when 
there is music in the stirring of the leaf, sweetness in 
the voices of those we love, and, in the bosom, a voice- 
less rapture ; when the atmosphere, which we breathe, 

seems more ethereal, and we appear almost to possess 
the power of mingling with its subtle essence. It was 
at this hour, that Theresa was seated on the terrace, 
with Raymond, a young chevalier of France by her 
side. A few soft white clouds floated slowly over the 
face of the calm blue heavens. 

“What rapture would it be,” said Raymond, “to 
sail on the bosom of yonder cloud, to overlook the 
wildest cliff of the mountains, and to see the tameless 

eagle soaring far beneath; to drink in, as it were, the 
whole beauty of this most beautiful earth, or to mix 
with the pure beams of some lovely star, without cloud- 
ing its effulgence.” 

“ Perhaps,” said Theresa, “ when the spirit is freed 
from the form which it animates on earth, it will have 
the power to do all this. I have sometimes thought,” 
she continued, “ that could our vision be extended to 

the perception of objects less gross, that wi the breeze, 
which fans and refreshes us, or in the light, which, 
sheds around us its glories, we might behold the now 

viewless forms of those we loved, when they were 
beings of earth like ourselves.” 

“It is, at least, pleasing to think so,” said Raymond, 
“ but there are only a few blessed moments that we have 
the power to enjoy such an illusion. We cleave to 
the dust of which we are formed. There is something 
humbling in the thought, Theresa, that we are of the 
same order of beings as the meanest boor, who is ca- 
pable of no higher enjoyment, than to eat and to sleep; 
who cau feel his eyes dazzled in the flood of glory 
poured upon him from the eye of the universe, nor feel 
one pulse of his bosom throb quicker, than if he were 
half obscured in the smoky light of his cabin. And, 
yet, | have endured moments, when I have envied his 
inability to think and to feel, for though knowledge 
may confer moments of rapture, it makes years of sor- 
row. It is humbling to think that we are of the same 
order as these, but there is another thought, that is 

maddening. I have a fve, Theresa,” continued he, 
with a vehemence of voice and action, that made her 
start—* I have a foe, and when I think that his hated 

form is made also of the same clay—his, whose lip I 
saw curl with scorn, when I sought redress for deep 
and unmerited injury—then it is, that I no longer 
wish to breathe the air, which he contaminates.”— 
During the close of this speech, Raymond rose from 
his seat, and stood opposite to Theresa. There was 
something grand, almost terrible, in his appearance, as 
he thus stoud erect before her, his countenance kind- 
ling wiih the strong passions, which shook his frame. 

“ Alas!” said Theresa, “ what human being can 
have the power to move you thus?” 

“You know him well. His name is Von Gratz. 
His spirit is base, mean, and grovelling, and yet, over 
mine, it maintains the mastery. It is he, to whom the 
crimes, which, like spectres, would haunt the midnight 
pillow of an ecrdinary man, are a jest. But I am a 
wretch,” said he, perceiving the distress painted on 
the countenance of Theresa; “ for having been so vio- 
lent and passionate. We are the slaves of passion— 
else, how could other than calm and serene thonghts 
possess the breast, while by your side, and gazing on 

a prospect so fraught with loveliness. Even the rough, 
bleak mountains appear soft and beautiful, in the dim, 
starry light now resting upon them.” 5 

“ Surely,” said Theresa, “ you must ve deceived as 
respects Von Gratz. When Count Hermann first gave 
me a home, he was his favourite page, and from thence 
he has risen to the honours of knighthood; honours, 

which no one knows better than the Chevalier de 
Raymond, cannét be obtained without the union of 
many great and noble virtues.” 

“Count Hermann,” replied Raymond, blushing deeply 
at the just compliment implied in the speech of The- 
resa; “is of a nature so generous and open, that it is 

easy for a person so consummately artful as Von Gratz, 
to deceive him.” 

“It may be as you say,” said Theresa, rising from 
her seat. “It is late—the evening star is set. Good 
night.” 

“Stay one moment, Theresa. Promise that you 
will forget this evening. I am not myself when I 

think of that man. In a few days I depart fur the 
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Holy Land, perhaps, never to return. I entreat you, 
that ere I go, you will give me an opportunity of 
bidding you farewell.” 

“I cannot promise to again meet you,” said Theresa, 
«J fear I have done wrong this evening.” - 

The mystic adoration, which characterized the pas- 
sion of love in those days, forbade Raymond to press 
the subject, and he contented himself by requesting 
her, should she relent, to inform him by some token 
or message. 

“TI will,” she replied, and hastily entered the castle. 
The following day towards sunset, Count Hermann 

eommanded his followers to array themselves in their 
armour, and to assemble on the lawn in front of the 
castle. ‘The command was obeyed with unusual ala- 
crity, for the Emperor, Frederic I]. who, the year pre- 
vious had, by the disease of his army, and his own 
illness, been prevented from reaching the Holy Land, 
and, who had now set out on a new crusade, was ex- 
pected to honour the mansion of their chief with his 

presence that night, or it might be, during a number 
of days, in order to give his army time to assemble at 
the appointed place of rendezvous. All, therefore, 
were eager, not only to behold, but to be of the num- 
ber, who were to meet and welcome a sovereign, 
whom their imaginations pictured in glowing colours, 
and to whom they had heard ascribed all those noble 
qualities, by which he so eminently deserved the ap- 
pellation of the great Frederic. The lawn was soon 
covered with animated groups, which were momenta- 
rily shifting, each individual being haunted by that 

restlessness, ever attendant on keen expectation. But 
the most conspicuous figyre present, was Count Her- 
mann. He was between forty and fifiy, and in his 

person almost fealized the description given by the 
Roman writers, of the inhabitants beyond the Rhine. 
His eyes, though blue, were keen and fierce in their 
expression, and his forehead was almost entirely shroud- 
ed by a thick mass of deep yellow hair; but this part 
of his physiognomy was in a measure atoned for by a 
handsome mouth, well furnished with beautiful teeth, 
which were frequently disclosed by a warm, benevo- 
lent smile. His sirong, sinewy frame, fuil expanded 
chest, and gigantic height, seemed well fashioned to 
sustain the weight of the heavy armour worn at that 
period, and to render him, in point of personal appear- 
ance, an appropriate leader of a brave and warlike 
band. The Count, on the present occasion, with a 
busy anxious brow stood apart with a few of his fol- 
lowers, more experienced than the rest, consulting with 
them relafive to some points of etiquette, proper to be 
observed in the reception of his anticipated guest. 
While engaged in this consultation, a voice, such an 
one as of itself, has power to thrill the inmost recesses 
of the human soul, came floating on the air, mingling 
its melodious tones with the din of voices and clash 
of arms, which arose from the assembled warriors. In 
a moment, all was silent, and every eye was raised to 
a lofty oak, among the branches of which sat a Trou- 
badour, singing the plaintes, so called, which mourned 
the sorrows of Palestine. All present bowed to the 
simple and touching cloquence of the song, and the 

roughest cheek was unconsciously moistened with a 
tear. While every heart was swelling with mingled 
emotions of sorrow and indignation at the oppression 

of those Christians, who dwelt in the land sanctified 
by a Saviour's sufferings, the Troubadour suddenly 
changed his lamentation into one of those spirit-stirring 

melodies, which kindles the soul of the warrior, and 
causes it to yearn for the strife, and the rapture of the 
battle. The flush of excitement lighted the eye, and 
was on the cheek of the young knights, and many a 
hand involuntarily grasped the sword, and drew it half 
way from its scabbard. The attention of one, and 
enly one, appeared to be divided. The eye of the 

songster to the window of a turret chamber, which 
overlooked the lawn, and he began to despair of re- 
ceiving at this time, any token from Theresa, to show 
that she intended to grant him the solicited interview, 
when a white hand glanced quickly through the high, 
open lattice of the turret, and a small knot of rose- 
coloured riband fell at his feet. He eagerly seized it, 
and imprinting on it a fervent, yet reverent kiss, hid 
it in his bosom. 

Shortly after the close of the song,a messenger, who 
had been despatched for the purpose, returned and 
announced the approach of the Emperor. While he 
was yet speaking, strains of warlike melody came float- 
ing on the gale, and the cavalcade, hitherto concealed 
by rising ground, rose to view; its arms and armour 
glittering brightly in the setting sun, and the royal 
banner spreading its broad folds to the wind. Most 
present, especialiy the younger portion, now glanced 

their eyes over their dress, and hastened, for perhaps 
the twentieth time, to adjust some favourite weapon; 
while Count Hermann, shaking his mighty limbs, as 
if to settle himself more firmly in his armour, placed 
himself forthwith at the head of his followers, and 
advanced to meet and welcome his sovereign. 

They had hardly passed the drawbridge, before the 
Lady Agnes entered the apartment of Theresa. The 
room was furnished partly in the oriental fashion, a 
style the Europeans had learned to imitate during the 
crusades, and Theresa was sitting on a sofa by which it 
was nearly surrounded, in such a manner as to command 
a view of the Count and his attendants, without being 
herself seen. She was dressed in a robe of rose co- 
loured silk, embroidered with silver tissue, which was 
gathered round her waist with a girdle sprinkled all 
over with jewels, and fastened in front with a sapphire 
of uncommon size and beauty. The delicious brilliancy 
of her complexion was heightened by an exuberant 
mass of soft glossy hair, which was of a dark chesnut, 
save where a sunbeam happened to fall, when it reflect- 
ed a bright, almost golden lustre. Nothing could be finer 
than her features, which, in form, resembled the an- 
tique; while the deep richness of her dark, intellectual 

eyes, at this moment, beaming with a “ radiant earn- 
estness,” might have reminded those, who had beheld 
that land of female loveliness, of the beauties of lonia. 
She was leaning her head in a thoughtful attitude on 
her left hand, which sunk so deep amid the luxuriant 
curls, as almost to conceal the exquisite delicacy of its 
furm and colour, but not so as to hide a ring of rare 
brilliancy, which sparkled on one of her fingers. 
Theresa was unconscious of the presence of Lady 
Agnes, until she tapped her somewhat rudely on the 
shoulder. She starte® up, while a deep blush sufiused 
her countenance. Agnes did not speak, but holding 
the trembling Theresa from her at arm's length, she 
fastened on her, her keen, piercing eyes, as if she could 
thereby read the secrets of her bosom. ‘Theresa soon 
recovered her self-possession, and assuming an air, at 
once calm and dignified, she gently disengaged herself 
from the grasp of Agnes, and pointing to the sofa, in- 
vited her to be seated. 

“No,” said Agnes, “I may not tarry. I bear a 
message from my mother, who cormmmands you to retire 
to an inner apartment, lest a lasting reproach be 
brought on our modesty and discretion by one of our 

sex, who does not hesitate in the: most public and 
shameless manner, to distribute tokens to éVery hand- 
some gallant, who happens to strike her fancy.” 

“I am not insensible to the justness of your mo- 
ther’s rebuke,” replied Theresa, “though communi- 
cated in somewhat an ungracious manner, and will 
take care, in future, to be more discreet—but I shall 
not leave the apartment assigned me by the count, save 
by his desire.” ‘ 
“When my uncle chooses to exalt a beggar above 

Chevalier de Raymond frequently wandered from the those of his ovyn house,” said Agnes, “ he must expect 
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the natural consequences.” Theresa made no reply to 
this taunting speech, and the lady Agnes soon retired. 

The shades of evening had begun to gather, when 
the tramp of horses, and the loud, cheerful notes of the 
trumpet, announced the near approach of the count 
and his illustrious guest. The stir and bustle among 
the servants were now redoubled, and the countess | 
hastily descended to the room where supper was to be 
served, to take a last look at the arrangements, and to 
see if her orders had been properly regarded. The 
table was soon loaded, not only with the substantial 

edibles sumed to the German palate, but witha variety 
of dishes prepared by cooks procured for the occasion, 
who professed to understand the more luxurious gas- | 
tronomy of the Romanus. The emperor had travelled 
a considerable distance without reireshment, and the | 

savour sent forth by the good things smoking on the 
board, induced him to despatch, with all possible haste, 

those ceremonies, which were a barrier between him 

and the table, much to the chagrin of the countess, 

who felt her dignity sensibly deteriorate, at being the 
sybject of a sovereign so devoid of that solemn stateli- | 
ness, Which she had ever been accustomed to couple ; 
with royaity. Notwithstanding this querulousness, 
however, when in his immediate presence, there was 

something so majestic in his mein, that it put to flight 
all those studied graces, which she had long kept in 
requisition, to lavish forth during the present oppor- 
tunny. 

Frederic, although not tall, was well made, and his 
fair complexion corresponded well with the benevolent | 
expression of his eye and mouth, while his fine fore- 
head was sufliciently expressive of his intellectual 
riches, and gave to his countenance a look of dignity, | 
which accorded with his elevated station. As his | 
frame had been strengthened, so had his manners been 
rendered graceful by those chivalrous exercises, to | 
which he had been accustomed during youth, and, 
probably, no man in his empire surpassed him in ease 
and elegance of address. All were seated at the table, | 
and deeply engaged in doing justice to the delicious 
fare, when a middle aged man, in the habit of a pil- 
grim entered the apartment, and leaning on his staff, | 
seemed patiently awailing an opportunity to satisfy his 
appetite. He was considerably above the common 
stature, aud notwithstanding the coarseness of his ap- | 
parel, there was something picturesque—even majestic 
in his appearance, as silent and pensive he stood apart 
from the festive company. During a time like the 
present, however, a person like him, was likely to at- | 
tract but little notice, and, at length, he was constrained 

to ask fur a cup of water and a piece of bread. His 
voice was deep and harmonious, and there was that in | 
its tones, which caused Theresa to start, and look in 

the direction whence they proceeded. On beholding 
( him, she forthwith filled a cup with wine, and com- 
manded it to be given him, together with some food. 
Soon afier this, the ladies rose to retire, and having 
occasion to pass the spot where stood the pilgrim, he 
looked earnestly at Theresa, and entreated her to 
inform him if she were the daughter of the host— 
“No,” replied Theresa, “count Hermann is not my 

father, although I receive trom him a father’s care and | 
tenderness.” 
“May God's benizon be with thee, fair damsel, 

whoever thou art,” said the pilgrim. “Thy counte- 
nance brings back to me scenes of my youth, which 
passed away like a vision of the night.” 

Theresa now passed on, but instead of directing her 
steps towards her chamber, she turned aside into a 
room, where Raymond, unheard, as he imagined, by 
any person excepting herself, had requested her to give 
him the promised meeting. Raymond had left the hall 
some minutes befure she withdrew herself, and she 
expected to find him already there. A flush of shame 
crossed her cheek, when she found that she had anti- 

cipated him; but thinking that some unforseen occur- 
rence might, fora moment, have detained him, she 
seated herself on a bench, near an open window, to 

; await his coming. She had not remained there long, 
| before she thought she heard his voice, and looking out 
of the window, she beheld him and lady Agnes walking 
together, apparently in close conversation. A keen 
sense of injury shot coldly through her heart, and has- 

tening to her chamber, she for a while, indulged in 
mingled emotions of grief, shame and resentment. But, 

| although young, her situation had made her acquainted 
with self-discipline, and she soon succeeded in giving 

' to her feelings a calmer tone. 
It was now nearly midnight, and the wind which 

came moaning through the corr.dor, seemed to her awa- 
kened imagination, like the voice of a melancholy 

spirit warning her of some sad event; and as her eye 
involuntarily wandered to a fierce looking chieftain, 
portrayed at full length on the ceiling, and who, ac- 

cording to tradition, had foully murdered his near kins- 
man, she almost imagined, that his eye, which followed 
her, wherever she went, kindled into an expression of 
real life, and that the lips curled with one of those 
smiles more dreadful to look npon than the darkest 
frown. But Theresa was one, to whom 

“The awe of such a moment is not fear,” 

and she almost wished that the shadowy form of the 
murdered chief would glide along in the pale moon- 
light that gleamed through the lattice. The spell was 

; soon broken by the closing and barring of the heavy 
doors of the castle, and the sound of the numerous 
voices and fvotsteps of those who were retiring to their 
respective chambers. Though late, Theresa felt no 
inclination to sleep, and approaching an open case- 
ment, she looked out upon the beautiful scene. The 
clear, cold moon was walking in her brightness through 
the midnight heavens, silvering the dark clouds that 
sailed slowly past her, ere they gathered themselves to 

| the fleecy mass which rested in the eastern horizon. 
| The breeze was awake, whispering soothingly in the 
trees, and blending its voice with the murmurs of a 
stream, near the edge of which, rose a rude, though 
picturesque hermitage, shaded by a cluster of willows. 

The holy spirit of repose, which wrapt all the visible 
world, communicated itself more and more to her 
bosom, and she was giving way to the full tide of 

those calm, but rapturous sensations, which the true 
worshipper of nature can alone feel, when her atten- 
tion was arrested by two persons, who approached the 
hermitage, and, who, after having looked cautiously 
around, entered it. One of them Theresa knew to be 
Agues. Her companion, who was a man, she was 
unable to recognize, he being muffled in a cloak, evi- 
dently for the sake of disguise; she knew, however, 
by his size, that it was not Raymond. They were 
likewise observed by a nearer, and it might be an 
equally curious spectator. The pilgrim, when he re- 
tired from the castle, struck by the lonely beauty of 
the hermitage, and being in a musing, melancholy 
mood, had entered it, and thrown himself at length 
on the bench, which surrounded the interior. The 

| spot where he reclined happened to be in deep sha- 
dow, and partly hid by some columns, which sup- 
ported the roof. The new visitants seated themselves 
on the opposite side, through the windows of which, 

| the moonbeams streamed in full splendour, distinctly 

revealing the countenance of each. The pilgrim was 
not a little surprised when he beheld the lady Agnes, 
whom an hour before, he had seen in the banqueting 
hall, dispensing the sunshine of her smiles on all 

| around, enter, a building so lonely, in company with @ 
man, in whose appearance, though attired as a knight, 
there was something peculiarly suspicious, pale and 
ghastly—her eyes flashing fire, and all her features dis- 
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torted with anger. A few passionate tears glittered in 
her eyes, which having dashed impatiently away, she 
addressed her companion, who assumed an attitude of 
humble and profound attention. 

“Did you ebserve the colour, which the recreant 
Raymond wore on his shield to-day?” said she. 

“I did lady—the colour of the rose, if I mistake 
not.” 

“Yes, the hated colour, which Theresa loves best. 
Silly boy! his boldness has sealed her fate.” 

« And why not his fate also, lady?” 
“Von Gratz,” said she, laying her hand on his, while 

the expression of her features, as well as the tone of 
her voice, became milder, “I love him.” 

“You mean lady, that you did love him. Never 
let it be said, that the high-minded and noble Agnes 
of B——, can, for a moment, lavish her affections on 
one who receives the treasure with indifference and 
scorn.” 

“It is, at least, some consolation that I prevented 
their concerted meeting to-night. But we wil! speak 

no more of Raymond—tell me if you noticed a dia- 
mond ring of remarkable size worn by the emperor.” 

“T did,” replied Von Gratz. 

As soon as he was gone, she took a lamp and has- 
tened to the apartment of Theresa, who was, as she 
had hoped, in adeep sleep. Her cheek, which glawed 
with all the freshness of her own favourite colour, 
rested on her right hand, while her left, on which 
sparkled the ring befure alluded to, laid on the outside 
of the coverlet. Agnes cautiously approached the bed, 
and began to slip the ring from the small, taper finger 
which it ornamented. ‘Theresa started, and murmered 

a few words indistinctly to herself. Agnes sat pa- 
tiently by her side, until her breathing became again 
quiet and free, when she resumed the operation of 

removing the ring, and was successful. She then de- 
posited a billet on the table, which she had prepared 
for the purpose, and, in which was enclosed the ring 
procured by Ven Gratz. The billet was sigued Ray- 
mond, and ran thus :—* Having afier you retired last 
evening, found a ring which I knew to be yours, I 

could not resist the temptation of retaining it, and 
most humbly do [ beg, that you will pardon my pre- 
sumption, and wear the enclosed for my sake.” Agnes, 

| then, with all the haste consistent with prudence, re- 

turned to her own chamber. As soon as Theresa rose 
the following morning, she perceived that her ring was 

“J heard him say,” said Agnes, “that he valued it 
far above its price.” Agnes remained thoughtful a 
few moments, and then resumed the conversation— 
“You Know Von Gratz,” said she, “that through my | 

influence, you have risen fromm obscurity to a state of | 

cone, but ere she had time to dwell on her loss, lady 

Agnes entered the room. Her countenance was dressed 

in smiles, and with much apparent concern, she in- 
quired of Theresa how she had rested. 

“Tndifferently,” she replied, “and had I observed be- 
affluence and respectability. 
you still higher, and most assuredly will, if you will | I think I should have rested still worse. 
promise to obey the request | am about to make you.” 

I have power to raise | fore I slept, that I had lost the ring I so highly value, 

“What ring?” inguired Agnes, with a voice and 
“Will it not be prudent for me to know the kind of | look of affected ignorance. 
service you require of me, befure I promise to perform | 

» it?” said Von Gratz. 
“Go,” said Agnes indignantly. 

vice from one so nice. It is sufficient for you to know 
that your reward shal! be prompt and ample.” 
“Which for aught I know, may be to deliver me 

up to the power of the holy Feme.” 
“Are you not a member? did you not take the oath 

the last time the tribunal assembled ?” 
“Ay, and a terrible oath it was. 

will promise to perform no service before I know its 
import.” 

“Obstinate fool!” said Agnes. But since it must be 

80, I will reveal my wish, and leave it at your own 
option, whether to perform it or not. In a word, I 
must have that diamond ring of the emperor's.” 

“ You shall have it,” said Von Gratz. 
“ Not unless this good steel fail me,” said the pil- 

grim, suddenly starting from his recumbent posture, 

and drawing a pionard from his bosom. At the same 

moment, he seized the astonished Von Gratz by the 
arm, and made a thrust at his breast. But the weapon 

Was met by armour of proof, and glanced aside. Von 
Gratz was a powerful man, and instantly recovering 
his selfpossession, he seized his sword, and aimed at 

the unmailed breast of his antagonist, who fell to the 
ground covered with blood. Von Graiz raised him in 
his arms, and without ceremony, threw him into the 
Stream that washed the base of the hermitage.— 
“There,” said he, “tell what thou hast heard to the 
fishes, if they are not too deaf to hear thee.” Agnes 
smiled, and bidding Von Gratz good night, hastened 
back to the castle. The tumult of her feelings pre- 
vented her from sleeping, and about two o'clock she 
heard a low knock at her door. She arose, and has- 
tily enveloping herself in a robe, admitted Von Gratz. 

As he entered, he cast a furtive glance around the 
room. 

“T am alone,” said Agnes—“ where is the ring?” 
“Here lady, and do not forget that I procured it at 

the risk of my life.” 
“ We will talk of that, hereafter,” said Agnes. “ You 

mey retire.” 

“T require no ser- | which he found me when a child, 

Nevertheless, I | 

“The ring your uncle gave me, and which you 
know he found on the floor of the same apartment in 

I value it the more 
| highly, because I thought that it might possibly prove 
}the means of my being recognized by some of my 

family—if, indeed I have any relatives,” she added 
with a sigh. 
“A visionary thonght truly. But what have you 

here?” said Agnes, pointing to the billet, which lay on 
the table. 

Theresa hastily opened it, and with cheeks glowing 
with blushes, read its contents. “A token from some 

gallant, | dare aver,” said Agnes. “I will not press 
you on the sulyect, however, for I perceive that it 
makes you sufficiently unhappy.” 

“ You speak ironically,” said Theresa, “but it surely 
does make me unhappy to part with my ring, in any 
way whatever.” 

Theresa, had she chosen, might have expressed the 
resentment pervading her bosuin, owing to Raymond’s 
having failed to meet her the evening previous.— 
Agnes had sufficient penetration to divine the cause of 
the momentary conflict in her feelings, and being at 

the same time convinced that she had no suspicion of 
the fraud which had been practised upon her, she left 

her with a light heart. “ Now Raymond, ingrate that 
thou art,” she murmured, as she regained her own 
apartment, “ my revenge is sure.” 

Scarce an hour from this, bustle and inquiry were 
abroad in the castle. The emperor had arisen, and 
immediately missed the valuable ring, which he con- 
stantly wore. His bed-chamber and every place which 
it could be remembered he had visited, were searched 
in vain. The sentinels were then questioned, and 
one of them related, that an hour or two past mid- 
night, hearing a noise in his majesty’s chamber, he en- 
tered it, and beheld on the opposite side of the room, 
a hand just closing a pannel—that he went forthwith 
to the spot, and examined it, but that the pannel was 
fitted into the ceiling with so much exactness, that his 
search proved ineffectual. Whatever Frederic might 
think of this cirenmstance, he declared that he was 
well satisfied with the zeal which had been manifested 
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for the recovery of a mere bauble, and commanded | terview with the countess, that she might receive the 
that no further anxiety and trouble might be evinced 
concerning it in his presence. 
that his solicitude for its recovery should receive so 
sudden an abatement, as not long before he had been 
heard to say, that it was the gift of a valued friend ; 
while at the same time, they were unanimous in the 
belief, that the command was issued in consequence of 
a message, just delivered to him by a grotesque looking 

All thought strange | 

person, whom nobody knew, and who immediately 
disappeared, 

benefit of her counsel. 

“The countess,” said he, “is a woman of too much 
sense, to endeavour to interrupt the course of justice.” 

“In other words,” said Theresa, “she knows and 
approves of your business here.” 

“Tt is even so,” he replied. “The lady Agnes also 
entertains a just sense of the respect and veneration 
due to our holy and august council.” 

“If all human aid then fail me,” said Theresa, and 
There was little time, however, for the | she clasped her hands and raised her eyes to heaven, 

discussion of an affair, which they deemed soimportant | “to thy protection, Almighty Father, do I commit 
and so mysterious, fur Frederic gave orders for every | myself.” 
thing to be made ready for his immediate departure, 
much to the discomfiture of many present, for had he 
remajned until the next day, it was the intention of 
lady Agnes to give a splendid ball that evening, where 

* Please to make what haste you may—remember 

the holy council awaits your presence.” 

“fam ready,” said she, throwing a mantle about her, 
while refusing his proffered support, she followed him 

they doultless would have figured, equally to their! witha firm step—a person, whom they met in the cor- 
own satisfaction, and the edification of the spectators. | 

The countess, lady Agnes and Theresa were sum- | 
moned to take leave of count Hermann, as he was too | 
much pressed for time, to admit of his visiting them in | 
their own apartments. ‘The chevalier de Raymond, 
with a number of others, stood at the lower end of the | 
hall, and Theresa could not forbear looking to see if | Europe. 

ridor, and whom Theresa suspected to be Von Gratz, 
acting as guide. He conducted them to a court-yard, 
where stood a litter, near which were a number of 
persons, whom by the light of the moon, she took to 
be Saracens—many of whom, in the capacity of 
slaves, accompanied the crusaders on their return to 

Having, according to orders ascended the 
he wore her ring, and finding he did not, she was | litter, she was borne by the Saracens, as far as she was 

rejoiced that she had removed from her finger the one | able to judge, a number of miles, the latter part of the 
enclosed in the billet, before appearing in his presence. 
Count Hermann brushed away a tear, as he murmured, 
“God bless thee, my dear Theresa,” while without 

daring to trust her own voice, or to again look towards 
Raymond, she hastened from the hall. The night was 
“far upon its watches,” when Theresa heard fuotsteps 

in the corridor, and voices speaking in a whisper; one 
of which she thought to be the voice of Von Gratz. 
The next moment the door opened, and lady Agnes 
entered. She was perfectly pale, and her keen black 
eyes flashed with an expression of mingled terror and 
triumph. “Oh! Theresa,” said she, “ you are cited to 

appear before the court of the holy Feme—the citation 
is fixed at the entrance of the great hall. Von Gratz 
was the first to discover it, who immediately caused 
the appalling intelligence to be communicated to my 
mother and myself. 
“Who can have: been so bold,” said Theresa, “as to 

accuse the innocent of crime ?” 
“That is, and ever must remain a secret,” replied 

Agnes. “The proceedings of the holy tribunal have 
never been known to transpire in any instance.” 

“Have you any suspicion of the crime of which I 
ami accused ?” 

“None,” replied Agnes, averting her face to hide a 
blush, which even her boldness could not check. She 
then inquired if Theresa intended to await the third 
citation, ere she appeared before the tribunal. 

“Will it not be best?” said Theresa. “I shall need 
time to fortify my mind against so dreadful an hour.” 

“You are surely at liberty to do as you please,” said 
Agnes; “ but to my mind, such reluctance to attend the 
summons, will appear like a tacit confession of guilt.” 

“I believe you are right,” said Theresa—*I am 
ready to go this moment.” 

“ Your determination shall be made known,” said 
Agnes, and she quitted the apartment. 

When left to herself, her fortitude forsook her, and 
varied and agonizing sensations came thronging to her 
bosom. She had succeeded in acquiring a degree of 
composure, when a man, whom she had never before 
seen, conducted by Agnes, entered the room. Hardly 
knowing what she did, she fled to its remotest corner. 
The man approached her within a short distance, and 
calling her by name, informed her that he had come 
in the name of the tribunal of the Holy Feme, then 
assembled, to conduct her to its presence. Theresa 
stepped forward a few paces, and with a dignity and 
composure that astonished him, demanded first an in- 

way being through an almost impenetrable forest. The 
path terminated in a glade, formed something like an 
amphitheatre, and, except by this single avenue, ren- 
dered either by nature or art impervious on every side. 

The spectacle presented to view was imposing—almost 
sublime. The thick and lofty trees excluded all out 
ward objects from view, even the heavens themselves, 

save a small space directly overhead. Nearly in the 
centre of this, glistened a single star of intense radi- 
ance, which seemed like an eye gazing on the dreadful 
and mysterious proceedings of a tribunal, on which no 
human being was permitted to look, save the members 
themselves and the victims of its power. The Freigraf 
occupied a seat considerably elevated above the rest, 
while the Freischoffen, who concurred in, and exe- 
cuted the sentence, were ranged on either side. A 
few lamps, suspended from the branches of the trees, 
just sufficient to render the gloom perceptible, shed a 
wavering light on their harsh visages, while all was so 
silent, that Theresa could alone hear the sighings of 
the breeze mingle with the audible beatings of her 
heart. She did not quail, as she entered this stern 
assembly ; but walked with an unfaltering step to the 
seat designated by her conductor, and though her cheek 
and lip were pale as the blighted rose-leaf, her eye 
shone with a free and clear light. A being so beau- 
tiful, so friendless, could not fail to elicit a degree of 
sympathy from the hardest hearts, and some of the 
younger members, had they dared, would willingly 
have interposed in her behalf. Even the Freigraf 
seemed to be conscious of some visitings of nature, 
when he arose to address her, and for a moment, re- 
mained silent. Shortly, however, he appeared to have 
summoned the requisite sternness of purpose, and in @ 
voice, whose intonations were deep and startling to the 
unaccustomed ear, he commanded Theresa to rise.— 
She obeyed mechanically, for her thoughts were far 
away with count Hermann and with Raymond. As 
her mind wandered to those only objects whom she 
held dear, her features wore a soft, dreamy expression, 
which made it evident, that, for the time, she was in- 
sensible to the horrors of her situation. But when the 
Freigraf alluded to the crime for which she had been 
arraigned, and which was the first intimation she had 
received of its nature, the spell was broken. A con- 
fused idea of the snare which had been laid for her, 
gleamed upon her mind, and clasping her forehead 
with both hands, she uttered a cry of agony. The 
fatal ring was thus exposed to the view of the whole 
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assembly. Murmuers of disapprobation ran from mouth 
to mouth, at her hardihood, in thus exhibiting the 

stolen treasure. 
“Blame her not,” said the Freigraf—* the stings of 

a guilty conscience urge her, in this manner, to confess 

a crime which she could find no words to utter.” He 
then proceeded to expatiate on the heinous nature of 
her offence, remarking that it seemed to call for a 
punishment more severe than the ordinary one of ba- 
nishment. He, therefure, passed on her, sentence of 

death by decapitation, which was to be carried into 
effect the next day save one, between the hours of 
noon and the setting of the sun. Theresa was then 

conveyed from the scene of her condemnation to a 
place appropriated to the reception of criminals. 
When left alone in the gloom and solitude of her 

prison, and no longer sustained by that intensity of 

feeling, which a sense of difficulty and danger is, 
during its first moments, so apt to awaken, her heart 
sunk within her. She arose and went to the grated 
window. The scene without, which lay wrapt in a 
flood of moonlight, was beautiful. But though she 
appeared to gaze so intensely on the prospect before 
her, she beheld it not. A vision of undefinable horror 
floated before her eyes, which seemed “ frozen in their 
gaze.” It was the vision of the grave, and even amidst 
its palpable darkness, she could behold all its secret 
terrors. ‘“O God,” said she, “must I, then, even in 
the spring time of life, leave all I have loved on earth, 
to lie so low in darkness and in shame?—where the 
stranger shall shun the unconsecrated spot, and where 
he, who has loved me asa father—where even Ray- 
mond will scorn to linger and weep?” There was a 
“ burning, harrowing pain” in this last thought, which 
broke the trance-like spell which bound her, and 
swelled her heart almost to bursting. But this could 
not endure. A kind of “ blank repose” came over her 
spirits, and as the day dawned, she sunk into an unquiet 
slumber. During the day, her solitude was unbroken, 
save by the presence of the gaoler, who brought her 
food. When about sunset, he entered with her supper, 
he handed her u letter. It was from count Hermann, 
who assured her that if possible, he should be with 
her the next day. The letter closed with the most 
touching expressions of comfort and sympathy, ren- 
dered more affecting by their extreme simplicity. — 
They were the first she had received during the whole | 
scene of her trial, and on reading them, a gush of 
tears, the first she had shed, fell upon the paper. “If 
he think me innocent.” thought she, “why should I 
ask for more?” But the image of Raymond rose in- 
voluntarily before her, and she felt, that he also must 
believe her free from guilt, or she could not with in- 
difference meet the gaze of the cold, heartless throng, 
whom idle curiosity should assemble to see her die. A 
bell from a neighbouring tower had tolled the hour of 
midnight, and soon afier, a heavy foot-fall echoed 
through the passage which led to the place of her con- 
finement. The door was opened by a sentinel, and 
an elderly man in the habit of a friar entered. “ Daugh- 
ter,” said he, as he approached her, “ be of good cheer. 
I am the bearer of earthly consolation, as well as 
heavenly.” He then informed her, that a disclosure 
had been made by a man attired as a ‘ilgrim, impli- 
cating one Von Gratz, of the crime for which she her- 
self was condemned. Whereupon, Von Gratz, being 
expert in the use of weapons, having carried away the 
prize three several times, at the last tournament, 
challenged the pilgrim to single combat, who by 
reason of a wound, being unable to accept the chal- 
lenge, had procured a champion to do him battle. 

« Know you the name of the wounded pilgrim?” 
inquired Theresa. 

“TI do not,” he replied, “ but he, who has under- 
taken to be his champion, is called Raymond.” 

“Did he not then accompany Count Hermann?” 
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inquired she, while a faint blush, for a moment, 
brightened her cheek. 

** He did not,” replied the friar. “He was the first, 
who discovered the wounded pilgrim, half buried in a 
stream of water, who, it is said, communicated to him 
some secret intelligence, which induced him to defer 
his departure for a few days.” 

Alier having performed the appropriate duties of his 
holy office, and exhorted her to meet her fate with 
fortitude and resignation, should Von Gratz prove vic- 
torious, the friar departed. At length, the day dawn- 
ed, which was to decide her fate, and that of the two 
knights, who were to meet in battle. Raymond when 

he rose, attired himself in a green dress, and devoted 
the morning to the inspection and preparation of his 
arms and armour. Lady Agnes helped to arm Von 
Gratz with her own hands, and, ere he went forth to 
the combat, she drew his sword from its scabbard, 
and fixing her eye intently on the blade that gleamed 
brightly through her coal black dishevelled hair, which 
fell upon it, said, with a ghastly smile, “This then is 
for the heart of him.” As he was leaving the room, 
she sprang forward and suddenly seized his arm with 

a strong, convulsive grasp. “ Von Gratz,” said she, 
“do your best. Should he die, it may break my heart, 
but my name will remain unsullied.”—*« Do not fear 
for me, lady,” he replied; “I am sure of him.” After 
he withdrew, she remained some minutes rooted to the 
spot as if still gazing at him, slowly repeating his last 
words—“ I am sure of him.” But the struggle was 
too powerful. The chain of reason, from that hour, 
was broken, and she could never be made conscious 
of the result of that day's proceedings. 

Precisely at the appointed hour, Theresa was brought 
forth and placed on the scaffuld, which had been erect- 
ed at a little distance from the space marked out for 
the combatants. A murmur of compassion ran through 
the assembled multitude, at the sight of one so young, 
and so lovely, condemned to a fate so cruel. The first 
sight of preparations so dreadful, caused her to shudder, 
but she soon became calm, and viewed the insignia 
of death leisurely and with perfect composure. In a 
few moments, the herald sounded the trumpet, and the 
combatants entered the lists. Hope, now, for the first 
time, seemed to spring up in the bosom of Theresa, 
and her varying complexion and trembling frame 
evinced her agitation. The interest of the spectators 
became intense, and they bent forward in breathless 
anxiety, to witness the result of the first onset. The 
majority, evidently desired the success of Ra 
but when they beheld his slight, youthful figure, and ~ 
compared it with the powerful frame of Von Gratz, 
and remembered also the late dexterity and success of 
the latter in the use of his weapons, their hopes were 
nearly extinguished. There were other circumstances 
too, that favoured Von Gratz. Raymond was much 
agitated; while he appeared confident of victory, and 
was, consequently, cool and collected; his horse also 
was larger and better trained. At the appointed signal, 
each rushed furiously forward. Raymond, relying on 
the excellence of his weapon, aimed at the breast of 
his antagonist; at the same instant he received the 
lance of Von Gratz against his shield, which was shi- 
vered to pieces. Raymond, however, was swayed in 
his saddle, while Von Gratz maintained a firm and 
upright position. Von Gratz having received another 
weapon, they prepared for a second shock. It was 
plainly the intention of Von Gratz to overthrow both 
the horse and his rider, and many a friendly voice, 
warning Raymond to be on his guard, came forth from 
the multitude. At the moment of meetirig, Raymond, 
raising himself ereet in his stirrnps, aimed a blow full 
at the head of his opponent, which clove his helm in 
twain, and a stream of gore, which ar 
rushed through the rent, showed that he was wounded. 
Nevertheless, he succeeded in his intention of over- 
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throwing Raymond, and as he fell, his helmet untied, 
leaving his head without any defence. Von Gratz 
became dizzy and his eyesight began to fail, but with 
2 desperate effort, collecting all his remaining strength, 
he prepared to inflict a mortal blow on the bared head 
of his adversary; his strength, however, failed him— 
his weapon descended powerless, and he reeled and 

fell to the ground. 
Loud cheers re-echoed through the assembly, when 

a man, who, during the whole scene had sat silent and 
unobserved, arose, and throwing off some loose gar- 
ments worn as a disguise, discovered the form and 
features of Prince Conrad. “ Long live Prince Con- 
rad, the beloved son of the great Frederic,” saluted 
him from every quarter. Having received this ex- 

ion of the love and respect of the people, with a 
dignity and affability, similar to that exercised on like 
occasions by his royal father, he waved his hand to 
them to be silent, and beckoning Raymond to approach 
him, he drew a ring from his bosom, which Raymond 
immediately knew to be the same, he had seen worn 
by Theresa. “ Bear this,” said he, “ to yonder beau- 
tiful maiden, and tell her, that the Emperor requests 
her to bestow it on him, and, in return, he begs her 
to accept, as a memento of his esteem, the diamond 
ring, which was recently taken from his finger for so 
vile a purpose. He furthermore bids you tell her, 
that the two rings were, many years ago, exchanged 
between himself and her father, as tokens of mutual 
friendship, and that, through Providence, they are 
likely, now, to prove the means of restoring to the 
latter an only child, whom he supposed lost forever.” 

“ Not on the scaffuld, can I execute my commission,” 
said Raymond. 

s 

“Has she not converted it to a throne” said the 
prince. “Let her descend, however, if it be your 
wish.” —* Bear her from the scaffold,” was the repeat. 

ed cry of the multitude, while a number of noble 
youths collecting numerous splendid and costly ger. 
ments, arranged them tastefully around a seat more 
elevated than the rest, converting it, into a small, but 
superb pavilion. Theresa was conveyed thither, and 
Raymond had just performed the command of the Em. 
peror, relative to the two rings, when a stir was per- 
ceived among the crowd, and, shortly after, a number 
of persons, among whom was Count Hermann, appear. 
ed before the pavilion, supporting a man, whom The. 
resa instantly recognized as the pilgrim, whose appear. 
ance, she had thought so interesting, and who spoke 
to her, as she retired from the banquetting hall. In- 
stead of the coarse habit of a pilgrim, he was now 
attired in the dress usually worn by noblemen at that 
period, and the prince addressed him as Baron Vozarl- 
berg. “ My daughter,” said he, addressing Theresa, 
“ behold your father.” She sprung forward, and would 
have knelt at his feet, but preventing her, he folded 
her to his bosom. He then turned to Prince Conrad. 
“ Let me, for once,” assume the privilege of adjudg- 
ing to the victor his prize.” He then took the hand 

of his daughter, and placing it within that of Raymond, 
“TI have obtained,” said he, “the sanction of Count 
Hermann, to bestow on you the hand of his and my 
daughter, and may God bless you both.” 

Raymond received the hand, which he had so long 
coveted, with tears of joy, while the radiant counte- 
nance of Theresa, showed that she, in no wise, disap- 
proved of her father’s choice in selecting a prize to 
bestow on the victorious knight. 

THO BIRTH OF PORTRAITURE, 

BY THOMAS MOORE. 

As the Grecian maiden wove 
Her garland mid the summer bow’rs, 

There stood a youth, with eyes of love, 
To watch her while she wreathed the flowers. 

The youth was skilled in Painting’s art, 
But ne'er had studied woman’s brow 

Nor knew the colouring, which the heart 
Can shed o’er Nature's charms, till now. 

Chorus—Blest be Love, to whom we owe 
Alli that is fair and bright below. 

His hand had pictured many a rose, 

And sketch’d the rays that light the brook ; 
But what were these, or what were those, 

To woman's blush, to woman's look ? 
“Qh! if such magic power there be, 

This, this,” he cried, “ is all my pray’r, 
To paint that living light I see, 

And fix the soul that sparkles there.” 

His prayer, as soon as breath’d, was heard ; 
His pallet, touch’d by Love, grew warm, 

And Painting saw her hues transferr'd, 
From lifeless flowers to woman's form. 

Still as from tint to tint he stole, 
The fair design shone out the more, 

And there was now a life, a soul, 
Where only colours glow'd before. 

Then first carnations learn'd to speak, 
And lilies into life were brought; 

While mantling on the maiden’s cheek, 
Young roses kindled into thought. 

Then hyacinths their darkest dies 
Upon the locks of Beauty threw : 

And violets transformed to eyes, 
Bashrined a soul within their blue. 

WILLIE'S COURTSHIP. 

TUNE—* Bonnie Dundee.” 

Youne Willie, the ploughman, has nae land nor siller, 
An’ yet the blythe callant’s as crouse as a king; 

He courts his ain lass, an’ he sings a sang till her— 

Tak tent, an’ ye’se hear what the laddie does sing: 
“O, Jenny! to tell that I loe you "fore ony, 

Wad need finer words than I’ve gatten to tell! 
Nor need I say to ye, ye’re winsome an’ bonnie— 

I’m thinkin’ ye ken that fu’ brawly yoursel’! 

“T’ve courted ye lang—do ye hear what I'm telling! 
I’ve courted you, thinkin’ ye yet wad be mine; 

An’ if we suld marry wi’ only ae shilling, 
At the warst, only ae shilling, Jenny, we’se tine. 

But love doesna aye lie in gowpens o’ guineas, 

Nor happiness dwall whar the coffers are fu’; 
As muckle we'll surely aye gather atween us, 

That want ne’er sall meet us, nor mis’ry pursue. 

“ The chiels that are christen’d to riches and grandeur, 
Ken nought o’ the pleasure that hard labour brings; 

What in idleness comes, they in idleness squander, 
While the lab’ring man toils a’ the lang day, an’ 

sings! 

Then why suld we envy the great an’ the noble? 
The thocht is a Kingdom—it’s ours what we hae!-— 

A boast that repays us for sair wark and trouble— 
‘I’ve earnt it!’ is mair than a monarch can say. 

“The green buds now peep thro’ the auld runkled 
timmer, 

The sun, at a breath, drinks the hale morning dew, 
An’ nature is glad at the comin’ o’ simmer, 

As glad as I’m aye at the smiling 0’ you! 
The flowers are a’ springing, the birds are a’ singing, 

And beauty and pleasure are wooin’ the plain; 
Then let us employ it, while we may enjoy it— 

The satbimer o’ life, Jenry, comes ne egem !” 



PERSSRRESESSES ! 

THE TOILET. 

From a very pleasing and ingenious work by Miss 
Leslie, entitled the “ American Girl's Book,” the ac- 
companying representations and descriptions of useful 
amusemcuts are selected; with a desire to make them 
familiar to the young mind, and to direct its attention 

to a method of occupying time, which may lead to 
practically industrious habits. As cuts of this descrip- 
tion are likely to be both instructive and amusing to 
the young, they will be occasionally introduced into 
the Lady's Book, in order that it may be additionally 
acceptable to its fair patrons. 

FLANNEL PINCUSHIONS. 

Take very long slips of old flannel, cut quite straight 
and even. For a flat pincushion, the flannel must be 
little more than an inch broad; for a tall one four 
inches. Roll up the flannel as tightly as possible (as 
they roll galloon in the shops) and sew down the last 
end so as to secure it. Measure as much riband or 
silk as will go round the flannel, and sew it on. Then 
cut out circular pieces of silk and sew them on to 
cover the top and bottom of the pincushion. These 
pincushions are more easily made than any others, and 

are very convenient to keep in your work-basket or 
reticule. 

A HEART PINCUSHION. 
Cut two pieces of linen 

into the shape of a half- 
handkerchief. Sew them 
together, leaving a small 
open space at the top, and 
stuffthem very hard with 
bran or wool. When 
sufficiently stuffed, sew 
up the opening and cover 
the pincushion with silk, 
sewed very neatly over 
the edge. Then make 
the two upper corners 
meet, and fasten them 
well together. This will 
bring the pincushion into 

Put a string to the top. Emery the shape of a heart. 
bags are frequen.ly made in this manner. Pincushions 
should always be stuffed with bran, wool or flannel. 
Cotton will not do. 

A BELLOWS NEEDLE-BOOK. 
Cut two pieces of thick pasteboard into the shape of 

& pair of bellows, and cover them with silk. Or you 
B 
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may have four pieces of covered pasteboard in the 
bellows shape, uniting two of each by a narrow riband, 
sewed ell round between, to stuffing of wool. This 
makes the sides of the be!lows thicker and handsomer, 
but is more difficult to do, or rather, more tedious. 
Get two pieces of cloth; cut them nearly as large aq 
the bellows, and overcast their edges. These are the 

flaps fur needles. Sew them to one of the halves of 
the bellows on the inside. ‘Then sew the twosides of 
the bellows together by a few tight stitches at the 
bottom or narrowest part, leaving a small open space 

for the insertion of the bodkin, which forms the nose 
or spout of the bellows. ‘To secure the bodkin more 

| firmly, make a little loop of sewing silk on the inside 
of the bellows about an inch from the bottom, and slip 

the bodkin under the loop and through the aperture 
below. : 

Sew strings of narrow riband to the handle of the 
bellows, and tie them tightly over it, when the needle- 
book is not in use. Stick pins along the edge which 
forms the pincushion part. 

A THISTLE NEEDLE-BOOK. 
Take some thick wire, and wrap it round closely 

with green sewing silk, or narrow green hank riband. 
Then cut large leaves of green cloth, and stiffen them 
with wire sewed on the under side. Sew the leaves 
to the stalk. These leaves are to stick the needles in. 

Make a ball of linen stuffed with emery, and cover 
it with green velvet, worked or crossed with yellow 
sewing-silk in the form of diamonds. ‘This ball may 
be about the size of a hazel-nut. 

Cut a piece of pasteboard into the shape of a funnel ; 
the bottom exactly fitting the emery-ball, but the upper 
part spreading out wide. Have also a flat circular 
piece of pasteboard, cut out to lay on the top of this. 
Cover both these things with lilac silk, and sew the 
flat top to the funnel-shaped piece. This when sewed 
to the emery-ball, forms the thistle flower, which must, 
when finished, be fastened to the stalk. 

Stick pins round the seam at the upper edge of the 
flower. fi 

This little contrivance answers the purpose of: nee- 
dle-book, emery-bag, and pincushion, and is to be kept 
in a work-box. 

a ee 

Tue first English Bible ever printed in the United 
States, was published by Aitkin, in Philadelphia, 1781, 
a time when the supply from England was interrupted 
by the war. It was recommended to the people by 
the American Congress, signed by their Secretary, 
Charles Thompson. A copy of this Bible was used by 
a gentleman, who stated the fact to me, and was worn 
out in the service of his family: he cherished the most 
lively regard for this B:ble of his childhood, and has 
purchased and preserves a copy. 
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Original. 

LAURA LOVEL, 
SKETCH=FOR LADIES ONLY} 

BY MISS LESLIE. 

The werld is still deceived with ornament.—Shakspeare. 

Lavra Lovet was the eldest surviving daughter of ; the Lovel family, and liked his visit so much, that he 
a clergyman settled in a retired and beautiful village 
at the western extremity of the state of Massachusetts. 
Between Laura and her two youngest sisters, three 
ether children had died. Being so much their senior, 

it was in her power to assist her father materially in 
the instraction of Ella and Rosa; as after his family 

had become smali, Mr. Lovel thought uy best that the 
two little virls should receive all their education at 
home, and never were children that conferred more 
credit on their teachers. Mrs. Lovel was a plain good 
woman, of excellent practical sense, a notable seam- 
stress, and a first rate housewife. Few families were 
more perfectly happy, notwithstanding that the limited 
income of Mr. Lovel (though sufficient for comfort) left 
them little or nothing for superfluities. 

They had « very neat house standing in the centre 
of 9 flourishing garden, in which, utility had been the 
first consideration, though blended as far as possible 
with beauty. The stone fence looked like a hedge of 
nasturtiaus. The pillars supporting the rustic piazza 
that sur:« unded the house, were the rough trunks of 
small trees with a sufficient portion of the chief 
branches remaining, to afford resting places for the 
luxuriant masses of scarlet beans that ran over them; 
furnishing when the blossoms were off, and the green 
pods fall grown, an excellent vegetable-dish for the | 
table. The house was shaded with fruit-trees exclu- 
sively; the garden shrubs were all raspberry, currant, 

berry, and the flowers were chiefly those that 
had medicinal properties, or could be turned to culinary 
Purposes—with the exception of some that were cul- 

tivated purposely for the bees. A meadow which 
pastured two cows and a horse, completed the little 
domain. 

About the time that Laura Lovel had finished her se- 
venteenth year, there came to the village of Rosebrook 
an old friend of her father’s, whom he had long since 
lost sight of. 

had some years after performed together a voyage to 
India; Mr. Brantley as supercargo, Mr. Lovel as a 
missionary. Mr. Brantley had been very successful 
in business, and,was now a merchant of wealth and 
respectability, with a handsome establishment in Bos- 
ton. Mr. Lovel had settled down as pastor of the 
principal church in his native village. 

The object of Mr. Brantley’s present visit to Rose- | 
brook, was to inquire personally into the state of some 
property he still retained there. Mr. Lovel would not 
allow his old friend to remain at the tavern, but in- 
sisted that his house should be his abiding place: and 
they had much pleasure in comparing their reminis- 
eences of former times. As their chief conversation 
Was on topics common to both, Mr. Lovel did not per- 
ceive that, except upon mercantile subjects, Mr. Brant- 
ley had acquired few new ideas since they had last 
met, and that his reading was confined exclusively to 
the newspapers. But he saw that in quiet good-nature, 
and easiness of disposition, his old friend was still the 
same as in early life. 

Mr. Brantley was so pleased with every member of 

They had reeeived their early education | 
at the same school, they had met again at college, and | 

| was induced to prolong it two days beyond his first 
| intention; and he expressed an carnest desire to take 

Laura home with him, to pass a few wecks with his 
wife and daughter. This proposal, however, was de- 

clined, with sincere acknowledgments for its kindness; 
| Mr. Lovel’s delicacy making him unwilling to send 
| his daughter as a guest to a lady who as yet was ig- 
norant of her exisience, and Laura sharing in her 
father’s scruples. 

Mr. Brantley teok his leave: and three months after. 
wards, he paid a second visit to Rosebrook, for the 

| purpose of selling his property in that neighbourhood. 

| He brought with him a short but very polite letter 
from his wife to Mr. and Mrs. Lovel, renewing the 
invitation for Laura, and pressing it in a manner that 
could seareely be withstood. Mr. Lovel began to 

waver; Mrs. Lovel thought it was time that Laura 
| should see a little of the world, and Laura’s speaking 
| looks told how much pleasure she anticipated from the 
excursion. The two little girls, though their eye’ filled 
at the idea of being separated from their beloved sister, 

| most magnanimously joined in entreating permission 
| for her to go, as they saw that she wished it. Finally, 
| Mr. Lovel consented ; and Laura seemed to tread on 
air while making her preparations for the journey. 

That evening, at the hour of family worship, her 
father laid his hand on Laura’s head, and uttered a 
fervent prayer for the preservation of her health and 
happiness during her absence from the paternal roof. 
Mrs. Lovel and all her daughters were deeply affected, 
and Mr. Brantley looked very much inclined to parti- 
cipate in their emotion. 

Early next morning, Mr. Brantley’s chaise was at 
the door, and Laura took leave of the family wit 
almost as many tears and kisses as if she had been 
going to cross the Atlantic. Little Ella, who was 
about eight years old, presented her, at parting, with s 

very ingenious needle-book of her own making, and 
Rosa, who was just seven, gave her as a keepsake, an 

| equally clever pincushion. She promised to bring 

them new books and other little presents from Boston, 
a place in which they supposed every thing that the 
world produced, could be obtained without difficulty. 

Finally, the last farewell was uttered, the last kis 
was given, and Laura Lovel took her seat in the chaise 

| beside Mr. Brantley, who drove off at a rapid pace; 
and in a few moments, a turn in the road hid from her 

| view the house of her father, and the affectionate 
group that still lingered at its gate to catch the latest 

glimpse of the vehicle that was bearing away from 
them the daughter and the sister. 

| As they proceeded on their journey, Laura’s spirits 
| gradually revived, and she soon became interested or 
| delighted with every thing she beheld; for she had 
| a quick perception, with a mind of much intelligence 
| and depth of observation. 

The second day of their journey had nearly closed 
fore the spires of the Boston churches, and the ms 

jestic dome of the State Honse met the intense gaze 0 

our heroine. Thousands of lights soon twinkled over 
the city of the three hills, and the long vistas of lamp 

| 
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that illuminated the bridges, seemed to the unpractised 
eyes of Laura Lovel to realize the glories of the Ara- 
bian Nights. “Oh!” she involuntarily exclaimed, “ if 
my dear little sisters could only be with me now.” 

As they entered by the western avenue, and as Mr. 
Brantley’s residence was situated in the eastern part 
of the city, Laura had an opportunity of seeing as she 
passed, a vast number of lofty, spacious, and noble- 
looking dwelling-houSes, in the erection of which the 
patrician families of Boston, have perhaps surpassed 
all the other aristocracies of the union; for sternly re- 
publican as are our laws and institutions, it cannot be 
denied that in private life every section of our com- 
monwealth has its aristocracy. 

At length they stopped at Mr. Brantley’s door, and 
Laura had a very polite reception from the lady of the 

mansion, an indolent, good-natured, insipid woman, 
the chief business of whrose life was dress and company. 

Mr. Brantley had purchased a large and handsome 
house in the western part of the town, to which the 

family were to remove in the course of the autumn, 
and it was Mrs. Brantley’s intention when they were 
settled in their new and elegant establishment to get 
into a higher circle, and to. have weekly soirées. To 
make her parties the more attractive, she was desirous 
of engaging some very pretty young lady, (a stranger 
with a new face) to pass the winter with her. She 
had but one child, a pert, forward girl about fourteen, 
thin, pale, and seeming “as if she suffered a great 
deal in order to look pretty.” She sat, steod and 
moved, as if in constant pain from the tightness of her 
corsets, the smallness of her sleeve-holes, and the 
narrowness of her shoes. Her hair, having been kept 
long during the whole period of her childhood, was 
exhausted with incessant tying, brushing and curling, 
and she was already obliged to make artificial addi- 
tions to it. It was at this time, a mountain of bows, 
plaits, and puffs; and her costume was in every respect 
that of a woman of twenty. She was extremely anxicus 
to “ come out,” as it is called, but her father insisted 
on her staying in, till she had finished her education; 
and her mother had been told that it was very impo- 
litic to allow young ladies to “ appear in society” at 
too early an age, as they were always supposed to be 
older than they really were, and therefore would be 
the sooner considered passee. 

After tea, Mrs. Brantley reclined herself idly in one 
of the rocking-chairs, Mr. Brantley retired to the back 

parlour to read undisturbed the evening papers, and 
Augusta took up some bead-work, whilg Laura looked 
over the souvenirs with which the centre-table was 
strewed. 
“How happy you must be, Miss Brantley,” said 
ura, “ to have it in your power to read so many new 

“ As to reading,” replied Augusta, “I never have 
any time to spare for that purpose, what with my 
music, and my dancing. and my lessons in French 
conversation, and my worsted-work and my bead-work; 
then I have every-day to go out shopping, for I always 
will choose every thing for myself. Mamma has not 
the least idea of my taste; at least, she never remem- | 
bers it. And then there is always some business with | 
the mantua-makers and milliners. And I have so 
Many morning visits to pay with mamma—and in the 

afternoon I am generally so tired that I can do nothing 

but put on a wrapper, and throw myself on the bed, 
and sleep till it is time to dress for evening.” 

“Oh!” thought Laura Lovel, “ how differently do 
We pass our time at Rosebrook! Is not this a beautiful 

engraving?” she continued, holding one of the open 
souvenirs towards Augusta. 

“Yes—pretty enough,” replied Augusta, scarcely 
turning her head to look at it—* mamma, do not you 
think I had better have my green pelerine cut in 
scollops rather than in points?” 

. 

“] think,” replied Mrs. Brantley, “ that scollops are 
the prettiest.” 

“Really mamma,” said Augusta, petulantly, “it is 
very peculiar in you to say so, when you ought to 
know that scollops have had their day, and that points 
have come round again.” 

“Very well: then, my love,” replied Mrs. Brantley 
indolently, “ consult your own taste.” 

“That I always do,” said Augusta, half aside 
Laura, who addressing herself to Mrs. Brantley, made 
some inquiry about the last mew novel. 

“T cannot say that I have read it,” answered Mrs. 
Brantley, “at least, I don’t know that I have. Augusta, 
my love, do you recollect if you have heard me say 
any thing about the last new book—the—a—the— 
what is it you call it, Miss Lovel?” 

“La! mamma,” said Augusta, “1 should as soom 
expect you to write a book as to read one.” 

There was a pause fora minute or two. Augusta 
then leaning back towards her mother, exclaimed— 
“Upon second thought, I think I will have the green 
pelerine scolloped, and the blue one pointed. But the 
points shall be squared at the ends—on that I am de- 
termined.” 

Laura now took up a volume of the juvcnile annual, 
entitled the Pearl, and said to Augusta—* You have, 
most probably, a complete sct of the Pearl.” 

“After all, mamma,” pursued Augusta, “ butterfly 
bows are much prettier than shell bows. What were 
you saying just now, Miss Lovel, about my having a 
set of pearls?—you may well ask”—looking spitefully 
towards the back-parlour, in which her father was 
sitting. “ Papa holds out that he will not give me a set 
till I am eighteen—and as to gold chains, and corals, 
and carnelians, | am sick of them, and I won’t wear 
them at all—so you see me without ahy ornaments 
whatever, which you must think very peculiar.” 

Laura had tact enongh to perceive that any further 
attempt at a conversation on books, would be unavail- 

ing; and she made some inquiry about the annual 

exhibition of pictures at the Athenazum. 
“I believe it is a very good one,” 

Brantley. “We stopped there one day on our way to 
dine with some friends out of town. But as the 
carriage was waiting, and the horses were impatient, 
we only stayed a few minutes, just long enough to walk 
round.” 

“Oh! yes, mamma,” cried Augusta, “ and don’t you 
recollect we saw Miss Darford there in a new dress 
of lavender-coloured grenadine, though grenadines 
have been over these hundred years. And there was 
pretty Mrs. Lenham, as the gentlemen call her, in @ 
puce-coloured italianct, though italianets have been 
out for ages. And don't you remember Miss Grover’s 
canary-coloured reps bonnet, that looked as if it had 
been made in the ark. The idea of any one wearing 
reps !—a thing that has not been seen since the flood! 
Only think of reps!’ 4 

Laura Lovel wondered what reps could possibly be. 
“ Now I talk of bonnets,” pursued Augusia; “ pray, 
mamina, did you tell Miss Pipingcord that I would 
have my Tuscan leghorn trimmed with the lilac and 
green riband, instead of the blue and yellow?” 

“Indeed,” replied Mrs. Brantley, “I found your . 
cousin Mary so extremely ill this afternoon when I 
went to see her, and my sister so very uneasy on her 
account, that [ absolutely forgot to call at the milliner’s 
as I had promised you.” 

“ Was there ever any thing so vexatious!” exclaim- 
ed Augusta, throwing down her bead-work—* Really, 
mamma, there is no trusting you at all. pee 
remember to do any. thing you are desired.” flying 
to the bell she rang it with violence. 

“T could think of nothing but poor Mary’s danger,” 
said Mrs. Brantley, “and the twenty-five leeches 
I saw on her forehead.” ; 

replied Mrs. 
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“ Dreadful!” ejaculated Augusta. “But you might 
have supposed that the leeches would do her good, 
asof course they will. Here, William,” addressing 
the Servant man that had just entered; “run as if you 
were running for your life to Miss Pipingcord, the 
milliner, and tell her upon no account whatever, to 
trim Miss Brantley’s Tuscan Leghorn with the blue 

yourself, and she han’t got no more ribands as you’ 
be likely to like. ‘Them’s her very words.” 
“How I hate milliners!” exclaimed Augusta, and 

ringing for the maid that always assisted her in up. 
dressing, she flounced out of the room and went to bed. 

“Miss Lovel,” said Mrs. Brantley, smiling, “you 
must excuse dear Augusta. She is extremely sensitive 

and yellow riband that was decided on yesterday. 
Tell her I have changed my mind, and resolved upon 
the lilac and green. Fly as if you had not another 
™moment to live, or Miss Pipingcord will have already 
trimmed the bonnet with the blue and yellow.” 

“And then,” said Mrs. Brantley, “go to Mrs. Ash- 
more’s, and inquire how Miss Mary is this evening.” 

“ Why, mamma,” exclaimed Augusta; “aunt Ash- 
more lives so far from Miss Pipingcord’s that it will 
be ten or eleven o'clock befure William gets back, 
and f shall be all that time on thorns to know if she has 
not already disfigured my bonnet with the vile blue 
and yellow.” 

“ Yesterday,” said Mrs Brantley, “ you admired that 
very riband extremely.” 

“So I did,” replied Augusta, “but I have been 
thinking about it since, and as I tell you, I have 
changed my mind.. And now that I have set my 
heart upon the lilac and green, I absolutely detest the 
blue and yellow.” 

about every thing, and that is the reason she is apt to 
give way to these little fits of irritation.” 

Laura retired’ to her room, grieving to think how 
unamiable a young girl might be made, by the indul- 
gence of an inordinate passion for dress, 

Augusta's cousin Mary did not die. 
The following day was to have been devoted to 

shopping, and to making some additions to the simple 
wardrobe of Laura Level, for which purpose her fa- 
ther had given her as much money as he could pos 
sibly spare. But it rained till late in the afternoon, 
and Mrs. Brantley’s coach was out of order, and the 
Brantleys (like many other families that keep car. 

riages of their own) could not conceive the possibility 
of hiring a similar vehicle upon any exigency what- 
ever. 

It is true that the present case was in reality no 
exigency at all; but Mrs. Brantley and her daughter 
seemed to consider it as such, from thé one watching 
the clouds all day as she sat at the window, in her 

“ But I am really very anxious to know how Mary | rocking-chair, and the other wandering about like a 
is to-night,” said Mrs. Brantley. troubled spirit, fretting all the time, and complaining 

“Oh!” replied Augusta, “I dare say the leeches | of the weather. Laura got through the hours very 

have relieved her. And if they have not, no doubt | well, between reading Souvenirs, (glmost the only 
Dr. Warren will order twenty-five more—or something 
else that will answer the purpose—She is in very good 

books in the house,) and writing a Ming letter to in- 
form her family of her safe arrival, and to describe 

hands—I am certain that in the morning we shall | her journey. ‘Towards evening, a coach was heard to 
hear she. is considerably better. At all events I will | stop at the door, and there was a violent ringing, fol- 
not wear the hateful blue and yellow riband—William | lowed by a loud sharp voice in the entry, inquiring 
what are you standing for?” for Mrs. Brantiey, who started from her rocking-chair, 

The man turned to leave thé room, but Mrs. Brant- | as Augusta exclaimed “ Miss Frampton'—I know 'tis 
ley called him back. “ William,” said she, “tell one | Miss Frampton!” The young lady rushed into the 

of the women to go to Mrs. Ashmore’s and inquire how 
Miss Mary is.” 

“Eliza and Matilda are both out,” said William, | t 

hall, while her mother advanced a few steps, and 
‘| Mr. Brantley threw down his paper, and hastened into 

he front-parlour with a look that expressed any thing 

“and Louisa is crying with the tooth-ache, and steaming | but satisfaction. 
her face over hot yerbs—I guess she won't be willing There was no time for comment or preparation. — 

to walk so far in the night-air, just out of the | The sound was heard of baggage depositing, and in a 
steam.” 

“ William!” exclaimed Augusta, stamping with her | | 
foot, “don’t stand here talking, but go at once ; there's 
not a moment to lose. ‘Tell Miss Pipingcord if she 
has put on that horrid riband, she must take it off 
again, and charge it in the bill, if she pretends she 

few moments Augusta returned to the parlour, hanging 
ovingly on the arm of a lady in a very handsome tra- 
velling dress, who flew to Mrs. Brantley and kissed 
her familiarly, and then shook hands with her hus 
band, and was introduced by him, to our heroine. 

Miss Frampton was a fashionable looking woman of 
can’t afford to lose it, as I dare say she will—and tell | no particular age. Her figure was good, but her fea- 

her to be sure and send the bonnet home early in the | t ures were the contrary, and the expression of her eye 
morning—I am dying to see it.” was strikingly bad. She had no relations, but she 

To all this Laura Lovel had sat listening in amaze- | talked incessantly of her friends—for so she called 
ment, and could scarcely conceive the possibility of 
the mind of so young a girl being totally absorbed 

every person .vhom she ever knew by sight, provided 
always that they were presentable people. She had 

in things that concerned nothing but external appear- | some property, on the income of which she lived, ex- 
ance. 

when thoroughly excited in the female bosom, and 
carried to excess, has a direct tendency to cloud the 
understanding, injure the temper, and harden the 
heart. 

Till the return of William, Augusta seemed indeed 
to be on thorns. At last he came, and brought with 
him the bonnet, trimmed with the blue and yellow. 
Augusta snatched it out of the bandbox, and stood 
speechless with passion, and William thus delivered 
his message from the milliner— 

“ Miss Pippincod sends word that she had riband'd 
the bonnet afore I come for it—she says she has used 
up all her laylock green for another lady’s bonnet, as 
chose it this very afiernoon; and she guesses you won't 
stand no chance of*finding no more of it, if you sarch 
Boston through; and she says, she shew you all her 
ribands yesterday, and you chose the yellow blue 

She had yet to learn that a passion for dress, | ercising close economy in every thing but dress.— 
Sometimes she boarded out, and sometimes she billeted 
herself on one or other of these said friends, having no 
scruples of delicacy to deter her from eagerly availing 
herself of the slightest hint that might be construed 
into the semblance of an invitation. In short, she was 
assiduous in trying to get acquainted with every body 
from whomany thing was to be gained, flattering them 
to their faces, though she abused them behind their 
backs. Still, strange to tell, she had succeeded in 
forcing her way into the outworks of what is called 
society. She drest well, professed to know every 
body, and to go every where, was au fait to all the 
gossip of the day, and could always furnish ample 
food for the too prevailing appetite for scandal. There- 
fore, though every one disliked Miss Frampton, still 
every one tolerated her; and though a notorious ca- 
lumniator, she excited so much fear, that it was gener- 
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ally thought safer to keep up some slight intercourse 
with her, than to affront her by throwing her off en- 
tirely. ‘ 

Philadelphia was her usual place of residence; but 
she had met the Brantley family at the Saratoga 
Springs, had managed to accompany them to New- 

York on their way home, had boarded at Bunker's 

during the week they stayed at that house, had assisted 
them in their shopping expeditions, and professed a 
violent regard for Augusta, who professed the same 

for her. Mrs. Brantley’s slight intimation “that she 

should be glad to see her if ever she came to Boston,” 

Miss Frampton had now taken advantage of, on pre- 
text of benefitting by change of air. Conscious of her 
faded looks, but still hoping to pass for a young wo- 
man, she pretended always to be in precarious health, 
though of this there was seldom any proof positive. 
On being introduced to Laura Lovel, as to a young 

lady on a visit to the family, Miss Frampton, who at 
once considered her an interloper, surveyed our he- 
roine from head to fovt, with something like a sneer, 
and exchanged significant glances with Augusta. 

As svon as Miss Frampton had taken her seat, “ My 
dear Mrs. Brantley,” said she, “ how delighted I am to 
see you! And my sweet Augusta too! Why she 
has grown a perfect sylph!” 

After hearing this, Augusta could not keep her seat 
five minutes together, but was gliding and flitting about 
all the remainder of the evening, and hovering round 
Miss Frampton’s chair. 

Miss Frampton continued, “Yes, my dear Mrs. 
Brantley, my health has, as usual, been extremely ge- 
licate. My friends have been seriously alarmed for 
me, and all my physicians have been quite miserable 
on my account. DrsDengue has been seen driving 
through the streets like @ madman, in his haste to get 
tome. Poor man—you must have heard the report of 
his suffering Mrs. Smith’s baby to die with the croup, 
from neglecting to visit it, which, if trne, was certainly 
in very bad taste. However, Dr. Dengue is one of 
my oldest friends, and a most charming man. 

“Rut, ac L wos saying. my health stil) enntinued deli- 

cate, and excitement was unanimously recommended 
by the medical gentlemen—excitement and ice-cream. 
And as soon as this was known in society, it is incre- | 
dible how many parties were made for me, and how 
mauy excursions were planned on my account. I had 
carriages at my door day and night. My friends were 
absolutely dragging me from each other’s arms.  Fi- 
nally they all suggested entire change of air, and total 
change of scene. So | consented to tear myself awhile 
from my beloved Philadelphia, and pay you my pro- 
mised visit in Boston.” 
“We are much obliged to you,” said Mrs. Brantley. 

“ And really,” pursued Miss Frampton, “I had so many 
engagements on my hands, that I had fixed five dif- 
ferent days for starting, and disappointed five different 
escorts. My receiving-room was like a levee every 
morning at visiting hours, with young gentlemen of 
fashion, coming to press their services, as is always the 
case when it is reported in Philadelphia that Miss 
Frampton has a disposition to travel. A whole pro- 
cession of my friends accompanied me to the steam- 
boat, and [ believe I had more than a dozen elegant 
smelling-bottles presented to me—as it is universally 
known how much | always suffer during a journey, 
being deadly sick on the water, and in a constant state 
of nervous agitation while riding.” 

“And who did you come with at last?” asked Mrs. 
Brantley. 
_“Oh! with my friends the Twamberleys, of your 

city,” replied Miss Frampton. “The whole family 

had been at Washington, and as soon as I heard they 
were in Philadelphia on their return home, I sent to 
inquire—that is, or rather, I mean, they sent to in- 

intended visiting Boston—they sent to inquire if I 
would make them happy by joining their party.” 

“Well,” observed Mr. Brantley, “I cannot imagine 
how you got along with all the Twamberleys* Mr. 
Twamberley, besides being a clumsy fat ‘man, up- 
wards of seventy years old, and lame with thegput, 
and nearly quite deaf, and having cataracts coming on 
both eyes, is always obliged to travel with his silly 
young wife, and the eight children of her first hus- 
band, and I should think he had enough to do in 
taking care of himself and them. I wonder you did 
not prefer availing yourself of the politeness of some of 
the single gentlemen you mentioned.” 

“Qh!” replied Miss Frampton, “ any of them would 
have been too happy, as they politely expressed it, to 
have had the pleasure of waiting on me to Boston. 
Indeed, I knew not how to make a selection, being 
unwilling to offend any of them by a preference. And 
then again, it is always in better faste for young ladies 
to travel, and indeed to go every where, under the 
wing of a married woman. I doat upon chaperones ; 
and by coming with this family, | had Mrs. Twam- 
berly to matronize me. I have just parted with them 
all at their own door, where they were set down.” 

Mr. Brantley smiled when he thought of Mrs. Twam- 
berley (who had been married to her first husband at 

fifteen, and was still a blooming girlish looking woman) 
matronizing the faded Miss Frampton, so evidently by 
many years her senior. 

Laura Lovel, though new to the world, had suffi- 
cient good sense and penetration to perceive almést 
immediately, that Miss Frampton was a woman of 
much vanity and pretension, and that she was in the 
habit of talking with great exaggeration ; and in a short 
time she more than suspected that many of 
tions were arrant falsehoods—a fact t 
known to all those numerous persons 
Frampton called her friends. f 

Tea was now brought in, and Miss Frampton teok 
occasion to relate in what manner she had discovered 
that the famous silver urn of that charming family, the 

| Sam Kettlethorps, was, in reality only plated—that 
| her particular favourites, the Joe Sowerbys, showed. 
| such had taste at their great terrapin supper, as to have 
green hock-glasses for the champaigne; and that those 

| delightful people, the Bob Skutterbys, the first time 
| they attempted the new style of heaters at a venison 
dinner, had them filled with spirits of turpentine, in- 
stead of spirits of wine. 

Next morning, Miss Frampton did not appear at the 
breakfast table, but had her first meal carried into her 
room, and Augusta breakfasted with her. Between 

them, Laura Lovel was discussed at full length, and 
their conciusion was, that she had not a single good 
feature—that her, complexion was nothing, her figure © 
nothing, and her dress worse than nothing. 

“T don’t snppose,” said Augusta, “that her father 
hes given her much money to bring to town with her.” 

“To be sure he has not,” replied Miss Frampton, 
“if he is only a poor country clergyman. I think it 
was in very bad taste for him to let her come at all.” 

quire as soon as they came to town, and heard that I 

“ Well,” said Augusta, “ we must take her a shopping 
this morning, and try to get her fitted out, so as to make 
a decent appearance at Nahant, as we are going thither 
in a few days.” 

“Then I have come just ,in the right time,” said 
Miss Frampton. “ Nahant is the very place I wish to 
visit—my sweet friend Mrs Dick Pewsey has given 
me such an account of it. She says there is consid- 
erable style there. She passed a week at Nahant 
when she came to Boston last summer.” 

“Oh! I remember her,” cried Augusta. 
a mountain of blonde lace.” 

“Yes,” observed Miss Frampton, “and not an inch 
of that blonde has yet been paid for, or ever will be. 
I know it from good authority.” 

“She was 
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They went shopping, and Augusta took them to the 
most fashionable store in Washington street, where 
Laura was surprised and confused at the sight of the 
various beautiful articles shown to them. Even their 

names perplexed her—She knew very well what 
gros de Naples was, (or gro de nap, as it is commonly 
called) but she was at a loss to distinguish gros de 
Berlin, gros de Suisse, gros de Zang, and all the 
other gros. Augusta, however, was au fait to the 
whole, and talked and flitted, and glided, producing, 
as she supposed, great effect among the young sales- 
men at the counters. Miss Frampton examined every 
thing with a scrutinizing eye, undervalued them ali, 
and took frequent occasions to say that they were far 
inferior to similar articles in Philade!phia. 

At length, a very liglt-coloured figured silk, with a 
very new name, was selected for Laura. ‘The price 
appeared to her extremely high,and when she heard the 
number of yards that were considered necessary, she 
faintly asked “if less would not do.” Miss Frampton 
sneered, and Augusta langhed out, saying, “ Don't 
you see that the silk is very narrow, and that it has a 
wrong side and a rightside, ond that the flowers have 
atop and a botiom. Sv as it cannot be turned every 
way, a larger quantity will be required.” 

“ Had I not better choose a plain silk,” said Laura; 
“one that is wider, and that can be turned any way.” 

“Oh! plain silks are so common,” replied Augusta ; 
“though for a change, they are well enough. IL have 
four. But this will be best for Nahant. We always 

* dress to go there, and, of course, we expect all of our 
party to do the same.” 

“But really this silk is so expensive,” whispered 

“Let the dress be cut off,” said Miss Frampton, in a 
perengry tone. “Jam tired of so much hesitation. 
Tis in Very bad taste.” 

The dress was cut off, and Laura on calculating the 
‘amount, found that it would make a sad inroad on her 
little modicum. Being told that she must have also a 
new printed muslin, one was chosen for her with a 
beautiful sky blue for the predominant colour, and 
Laura found that this also was a very costly dress.— 
She was next informed that she could not be pre- 
sentable without a French pelerine of embroidered 
muslin. Pelerines in great variety were then pro- 
duced, and Laura found, to her dismay, that the prices 
were from ten io twenty-five dollars. She declined 
taking one, and Miss Frampton and Augusta exchanged 
looks which said, as plainly as looks could speak, “I 
suppose she has nut money enough.” 

Laura coloured—lesitate¢d—at last false pride got 
the better of her scruples. ‘The salesman commended 
the beauty of the pelerines ; particularly of one tied 
up of the front, and ornamented on the shoulders with 
bows of blue ribbon—and our heroine yielded, and 
took it at fifteen dollars; those at ten dollars, being 
voted by Miss Frampton “ absolutely mean.” 

After this, Laura was induced to supply herself with 

silk stockings and whiie kid gloves, “ of a new style,” 
and was also persuaded to give five dollars for a small 
scarf, also of a new style. And when all these pur- 
chases were made, she found that three quarters of a 
dollar were all that remained in her purse: Augusta 
also bought several new articles; but Miss Frampton 
got nothing. However, she insisted afierwards on 
going into every fancy store in Washington strect—not 

to buy, but “to see what they had,” and gave much 
trouble in causing the salesmen necdlessly to display 
their goods to her, and some oflence by making invi- 
dious comparisons between their merchandize and 
that of Philadelphia. 

By the time all this shopping was over, the clock of 
the Old South had struck two, and it was found expe- 
dient to postpone till next day, the intended visit to 
the milliner and mantua-maker, Miss Frampton and 

—~— 

Augusta, declaring that of afternoons they were never 
fit for any thing but to throw themselves on the bed 
and go to sleep. Laura Lovel, fatigued both in 
and mind, and feeling much dissatisfied with herself, 
was glad of a respite from the pursuit of finery, 

it was only till next morning ; and she was almost “at 
her wit’s end” to know in what way she was to 
for having her dress made—much less for the fashiona- 

ble new bonnet which her companions insisted on her 
getting—Augusta giving more than hints, that if she 
went with the family to Nahant, they should expect 
her “to look like other people ;’ and Miss Frampton 
signifying in loud whispers, that “those who were 
unable to make an appearance, had always better stay 
at home.” 

In the evening, there were some visitors, none of 
whom were very entertaining or agreeable, though all 
the ladies were excessively drest. Laura was re- 
minded of the homely proverb, “ Birds of a feather 
flock together.” The chief entertainment was listening 
to Augusta's music, who considered herself to play and 
sing with wonderful execution. But to the unprac- 
tised ears and eyes of our heroine, it seemed nothing 
more than an alternate succession of high shricks and 
low murmurs, accompanied by various contortions of 
the face, sundry bowings and wavings of the body, 

great elevation of the shoulders and squaring of the 
elbows, and incessant quivering of the fingers, and 
throwing back of the hand. Miss Frampton talked 
all the while in a low voice to a lady that sat next to 
her, and turned round at intervals to assure Augusta 
that her singing was divine, and that she reminded 
her of Madame Fearon. 

Augusta had just finished a very great song, and 
Was turning over her music-books in search of another, 
when a slight ring was heard at street door, and 
as William opened it, a weak hesitating voice inquired 
for Miss Laura Lovel, adding, “1 hope to be excused. 
I know I ought not to make so free; but I heard this 
afternoon that Miss Laura, eldest daughter of the 
Reverend Edward Lovel, of Rosebrook, Massachusetts, 
is now in this house, and I have walked five miles 
into town, for the purpose of seeing the young lady.. 
However, I ought not to consider the walk as any 
thing, and it was improper in me to speak of it at all. 

The young lady is an old friend of mine, if I may be 
so bold as to say so.” 

“ There's company in the parivur,” said William, in 
a tone not over respectful—*very particular com- 
pany.” 

“I won't meddle with any of the company,” pro- 
ceeded the voice. “I am very careiul never to make 
myself disagreeable. But I just wish, (if I am not 
taking too great a liberty,) to see Miss Laura Lovel.” 

“Shall I cail her out,” said William. 

“[ would not for the world, give her the trouble,” 
replied the stranger. “It is certainly my place to go 
to the young lady, and not hers to come tome. I 

always try to be polite. I hope you don’t find me up- 
pleasant.” 

« Miss Lovel,” said Miss Frampton, sneeringly, “ this 
must certainly be your beau.” 

The parlour-door being open, the whole of the pre- 
ceding dialogue had been heard by the company, and 
Miss Frampton from the place in which she sat, had a 
view of the stranger, as he stood in the entry. 

William, then, with an unsuppressed grin, ushered 
into the room a litidle thin weak-looking man, who 
had a whitish face, and dead light hair, cut strait 
across his forehead. His dress was scrupulously neat, 
but very unfashionable. Ile wore a full suit of yel- 
lowish brown cloth, with all the gloss on. His legs 
were covered with smooth cotton stockings, and he had 
little silver knee-buckles. His shirt-collar and his 
cravat were stiff and blue, the latter being tied in 
front with very long ends, and in his hand he held a 
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blue bandana handkerchief, carefully folded up. His 
whole deportment was stiff and awkward. ~ 
On entering the room, he bowed very low with a 

iar jerk of the head, and his whole appearance 
and manner denoted the very acme of humility. The 
company regarded him with amazement, and Miss 
Frampton began to whisper, keeping her eye fixed on 
him all the time. Laura started from her chair, has- 
tened to him, and holding out her hand, addressed 

him by the name of Pyam Dodge. He took the prof- 
fered hand, afier a moment of hesitation, and said, “I 
hope I am properly sensible of your kindness, Miss 
Laura Lovel, in allowing me to take your hand, now 
that you are grown. Many a time have I led you to 
my school, when I boarded at your respected father’s, 
who I trust is well. But now, 1 would not, on any 
accoant, be too familiar.” 

(Laura pointed to a chair.) 
« But which is the mistress of the house? I know 

perfectly well that it is proper for me to pay my re- 
spects to her before I take the liberty of sitting down 
under her roof. If I may presume to say that I un- 
derstand any thing thoroughly, it is certainly good 
manners. In my school, manners were always per- 
fectly well taught—my own manners, I learnt chiefly 
from my revered uncle, Deacon Ironskirt, formerly of 
Wicketiquock, but now of Popsquish.” 

Laura then introduced Pyam Dodge to the lady of 
the house, who received him civilly, and then to Mr. 
Brantley, who perceiving that the poor school-master 
was what is called a character, found his curiosity ex- 
cited to know what he would do next. 

This ceremony over, Pyam Dodge bowed round to 
each of the company separately. Laura saw at once 
that he was an object of ridicule ; and his entire want 
of tact, and his pitiable simplicity had never before 
struck her so forcibly. She was glad when, at last, he 
took a seat beside her, and in a low voice she endea- 
youred to engage him in a conversation that should pre- 
vent him from talking to any one else. She found 
that he was master of a district school about five miles 
from Boston, and that he was perfectly contented—for 
more than that he never had aspired to be. 

But vain were the efforts of our heroine to keep 
Pyam Dodge to herself, and to prevent him from mani- 
festing his peculiarities to the rest of the company. 
Perceiving that Augusta had turned round on her 
music-stool to listen, and to look at him, the school- 
master rose on his feet, and bowing first to the young 
lady, and then to her mother, he said, “ Madam, I am 
afraid that I have disturbed the child in striking on her 
pyano-forty. I would on no account cause any inter- 
ruption—for that might be making myself disagreeable. 
On the contrary, it would give me satisfaction for the 
child to continue her exercise, and I shall esteem it a 
privilege to hear how she plays her music. I have 
taught singing myself.” 

Augusta then, by desire of her mother, commenced 
a new bravura, which ran somehow thus :— 

Oh! drop a tear, a tender tear—oh! drop a tear, a 
tender, tender tear. Oh! drop, oh! drop, oh! dro-0-op 
a te-en-der te-e-ear—a tender tear—a tear for me—a 
tear for me ; a tender tear for me. 
When I, when I, when J-I-I am wand’ring, wand’- 

ring, wand’ring, wand’ring far, far from thee—fa-a-ar, 
far, far, far from thee—from thee. 

For sadness in—for sadness in, my heart, ‘my, heart 
shall reign—shall re-e-e-ign—my hee-e-art—for sa-a- 
adness in my heart shall reign—shall reign. 

Until—until—unti-i-il we fondly, fondly meet again, 
we fondly meet, we fo-o-ondly me-e-et—until we 
fondly, fondly, fundly meet—meet, meet, meet again— 
we meet again. 

This song (in which the silliness of the words was 
increased ten-fold by the incessant repetition of them,) 

slow, finished in thunder, Augusta striking the con- 
cluding notes with an energy that made the piano 
tremble. 
When the bravura was over, Pyam Dodge, who 

had stood listening in amazement, looked at Mrs. 
Brantley, and said, “ Madam, your child must doubt- 
less sing that song very well when she gets the right 
tune.” 

“ The right tune,” interrupted Augusta, indignantly. 
“The right tune!” echoed Mrs. Brantley and Miss 

Frampton. 
“Yes,” said Pyam Dodge, solemnly—“and the right 

words also. For what I have just heard, is of course, 
neither the regular tune nor the proper words, as they 
seem to go every how—therefvre 1 conclude that all 
this wandering and confusion, was caused by the 
presence of strangers: myself in all probability being 
the greatest stranger, if 1 may be so bold as to say s0- 
This is doubtless the reason why she mixed up the 
words at random, and repeated the same so often, and 
why her actions at the pyano-forty are so strange. I 
trust that at other times she plays and sings so as to 
give the proper sense.” 

Augusta violently shut down the lid of the piano, 
and gave her father a look that implied, “Won't you 
turn him out of the honse.” But Mr. Brantley was 
much diverted, and laughed audibly. 

Pyam Dodge surveyed hii self from head to foot, 
ascertained that his knee-buckles were fast, and his 
cravat not untied, and finding all his clothes in com- 
plete order, he said, looking round to the company, “I 
hope there is nothing ridiculous about me—it is my 
endeavour to appear as well as possible ; but the race 
is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the 
strong.” ' 

“Upon my word,” said Miss Frampton, leaning 
acrose the centre-table to Mrs. Brantley, “ your protegee 
seems to have a strange taste in her i 
However, that is always the case with people whe 
have never been in society, as my friend Mrs. Tom 
Spradlington justly remarks.” 

A waiter with refreshments was now brought im, 
and handed round to the company. When it came @ 
Pyam Dodge, he rose on his feet and thanked the mam 
for handing it to him—then taking the smallest pos 
sible quantity of each of the different articles, he put 
all on the same plate, and unfolding his blue bandana, 
he spread it carefully and smoothly over his knees, and 
commenced eating with the smallest possible mouth- 
fuls, praising every thing as he tasted it, Thewine 
being offered to him, he respectfully declined,’ 
fying that he belonged to the Temperance ro 
But he afterwards took a glass of lemonadé, on 
assured that it was not punch, and again rising on 
fect, he drank the health of cach of the company sepa- 
rately, and not knowing their names, he designated 
them as, the lady in the blue gown, the lady in the 
white gown, the gentleman in the black coat, &e. 

This ceremony over, Pyam Dodge took out an old- 
fashioned silver watch, of a shape almost globular, and 
looking at the hour, he made many apologies for going 
away so soon, having five miles to walk, and requested 
that his departure might not break up the company. 
He then bowed all round again—told Laura he would 
thank her for her hand, which on her giving him, he 
shook high and awkwardly, walked backwards to the 
door and ran against it, trusted he had made himself 
agreeable, and at last departed. 

The front-door had scarcely closed after him, when 
a general laugh took place, which even Laura could 
scarcely refrain from joining in. 

“Upon my word, Miss Lovel,” said Augusta, “ this 
friend of yours, is the most peculiar person I ever be- 
held.” 

“I never saw a man in worse taste,” remarked Miss 
after various alternations of high and low, fast and Frampton. 
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In @ moment another ring was heard at the door, | cordingly carried to Miss Pipingcord’s. Here 
and on its being opened, Pyam Dodge again made his | found that all the handsomest articles of this descrip- 
appearance in the parlour, to beg pardon of the lady of | tion, were already engaged, but they made her be- 

the house, for not having returned thanks for his en-| speak one of a very expensive silk, trimmed with 
tertainment, and also to the young lady for her music, | flowers and gauze ribbon, and when she objected to 
which, he said, “ was, doultless, well meant.” He then | the front, as exposing her whole face to the summer. 

repeated his bows and withdrew. sun, she was told that of course she must have a blonde 
“ What an intolerable tool!” exclaimed Augusta. —_| gauze veil. “We will stop at Whitaker's,” said Au- 
“Indeed,” replied Laura Lovel, “he is, after all, not | gusta, “and see his assortment, and you can make the 

deficient in understanding, though his total want of | purchase at once.” Laura knew that she could not, 
tact, and his entire ignorance of the customs of the | and steadily persisted-in her refusal, saying that she, 
world, give an absurdity to his manner, which I con- | must depend on her parasol for screening her face. 

fess it is difficult to witiess without a smile. I have] Several other superfluities were pressed upon our 
heard my father say that Py:ia Dodge is one of the | poor heroine, as they proceeded along Washington- 
best classical scholars he ever knew, and he is cer- | street, Augusta really thinking it indispensable to be 

tainly a man of good feelings, and of irreproachable | fashionably and expensively drest, and Miss Frampton 
character.” | feeling a malignant pleasure in observing how much 

“TI never knew a bore that was not,” remarked Miss | these importuniiies confused and distressed her. 
Frampton. | Laura sat down to dinner with an aching head, and 

There was again a ring at the door, and again Pyam | no appetite, and afterwards retired to her room, and 
Dodge was ushered in. Ilis business now, was to in- | endeavored to allay her uneasiness with a book. 
form Miss Laura Lovel, that if she did not see Lim “So,” said Miss Frampton to Mrs. Brantley, “ this 

every day during her resi!cnce in Boston,she must not | is the girl that dear Augusta tells me you think of in- 
impute the unfrequency of his visits to any uerespcet | Viiing to pass the winter with you.” 
on his part, but rather to his close confinement to the | “Why, is she not very pretty,” replied Mrs. 
duties of his schoo!—besides which, his leisure time | Brantiey. 
was much occupied in studying Arabic ; but he hoped “ Not in my eye,” answered Miss Frampton, “ Wait 
to make his arrangements so as to be able to come to | but two years, till my sweet Augusta is old enough, 
town, and spend at least three evenings with her | and tall enough to come out, and you will have no oc- 
every week. | casion to invite beauties, for the purpose of drawing 

At this intimation, there were such evident tokens of | company to your house—for, of course, I cannot but 
disapproval, on the part of the Brantley family and Miss | understand the motive; and pray how can the father 
Frampton, and of embarrassment on that of Laura, | of this girl, enable her to make a proper appearance ? 
that poor Pyam Dodge, obtuse as he was to the things | When she has got through the two new dresses that 

of this world, saw that the announcement of his visits | we had so much difficulty in persuading her to ven- 
was not perfectly well received. He looked amazed | ture upon, is she to return to her black marcelline ?— 
at this discovery, but bowed lower than ever, hoped | You certainly do not intend to wrong your own child 
he was ndt disgusting, and again retreated. by going to the expense of dressing out this parson’s 

Once more was heard at the door the faint ring that | daughter yourself. And after all, these green young 
announced the school-master. “ Assuredly,” observed girls do not draw company half so well as ladies afew 

a gentleman present, “ this must be the original Return | years ulder—decided women of ton, who are familiar 

Strong.” | with the whole routine of society. and have the veri- 
This time, however, poor Pyam Dodze cid not ven- | table air distingtie. One of that description would do 

ture into the parlorr, but was heard meck!y to in- | more for your soirées, next winter, than twenty of these 
quire of the servant, if he had not dropped his hand- | village beauties.” 

kerchief in the hail. The handkerchiet was picked Next day our heroine’s new bonnet came home, ac- 
up, and he finally deparie!, humbly hoping “ that the | companied by a bill of twelve dollars. She had sup- 
gentleman aticndins ‘door, had not found him trou- | posed that the price would not exceed seven or eight. 
blesome.” The moment that he was gone, the gen- | She had not the moncy, and her embarrassment was 

tleman that attended the door, was heard audibly to | increased by Miss Frampton’s examining the bill, and 

put up the dead-latch. reminding her that there was a receipt to it. Laura’s 
Next day, Augusta Br ntley gave a standing order | confusion was so palpable, that Mrs. Brantley felt some 

to the servants, that wiienever Miss Lovel’s school- | compassion for her, and said to the milliner’s girl, 
master came, he was to be told that the whole femily | “The young lady will call at Miss Pipingeord’s, and 
Were out of town. | pay for her hat.” And the girl departed, first asking 

In the morning, Laura was conveyed by Augusta | to have the bill returned to her, as it was receipted. 
and Miss Frampton, to the mantua-maker’s, and Miss! When our heroine and her companions were out 

Boxpleat demurred a long time about undertaking the | next morning, they passed by the milliner’s, and Laura 
two dresses, and longer still about finishing thera that | instinctively turned away her head. “You can now 

week, in consequence of the vast quantity of work she | call at Miss Pipingcord’s and pay her bill,” said Miss 
had now on hand. Finally she consented, assuring | Frampton. “Ii is here that she lives—don’t you see 
Laura Lovel that she only did so to oblige Miss | her name on the door?” 

Brantley. | “J have not the mc ney ahout me,” said Laura, ina 
Laura then asked what would be her charge fur | fauliering voice—*I have left my purse at home.”— 

making the dresses. Miss Boxpleat reddened, and , This was her first attempt at a subterfuge, and con- 
vouchsafed no reply, Miss Frampion laughed out, and scieneg-strugk, she could not say another word during 

Augusta twitched Laura's sleeve, who wondered what | the walk: 
faux pas she had committed, till she learnt ina whis-| On thé last day of the week, her dresses were sent 
per that it was an affzont to the dress-maker to attempt | home," with a bill of ten dollars and a half for making 
a bargain with her before-hand, and our heroine, much | the two, including what are called the trimmings, all 

disconcerted, passively allowed herself to be fitted for | of which were charged at about four times their real 
the drésses. cost. Laura was more confounded than ever. Nei- 

Laura had a very pretty bonnet of the finest and | ther Mrs. Brantley nor Augusta happened to be pre- 
whitest split straw, modestly trimmed with broad white | sent, but Miss Frampton was, and understood it all.— 
satin ribbon ; but her companions told her that there | «Cant't you tell the girl you will call and settle Miss 
was No existing without a dress-hat, and she was ac-! Boxpleat’s bill,” said she. “Don't look so confused,” 
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sdding in a tomewhat lower voice. “She will sus- 
pect you have no money to pay with—really your be- 
baviour is in very bad taste.” 

Laura’s lip quivered, and her cheek grew pale.— 
Miss Frampton could help laughing, to see her 
so new to the world, last deigned to relieve her 
by telling Miss girl that Miss Lovel would 
call and settle the 
The girl was scarcely out of the room, when poor 

Laura, unable to restrain herself another moment, hid 
her face against one of the cushions of the ottoman, 
and burst into tears. The flinty heart of Miss Framp- 
ton underwent a momentary softening. She looked 
awhile in silence at Laura, and then said to her, “ Why, 

seem to take this very much to heart.” 
“No wonder,” replied Laura, sobbing—* I have ex- 

pended all my money ; all that my father gave me at my 
departure from home. At least I have only the merest 
trifle left; and how am I to pay either the milliner’s 
bill or the mMantuamaker’s ?” 

Miss Frampton deliberated for a few moments, 
walked to the window, and stood there awhile—then 
approached the still weeping Laura, and said to her, 
“What would you say, if a friend was to come for- 
ward to relieve you from this embarrassment ?” 
“I have no friend,” replied Laura in a half-choked 

voice—" at least none here. Oh! how I wish that I had 
never left home !” 

Miss Frampton paused again, and finally offered 
Laura the loan of twenty-five dollars, till she could get 
money from her father. “I know not,” said Laura, 
how I can ask my father so soon for any more money. 
Iam convinced that he gave me all he could possibly 
spare. I have done very wrong in allowing myself to 
incur expenses which I am unable to meet. I can 
never forgive myself. Oh! how miserable I am!”— 
And she again covered her face and cried bitterly. 

Miss Frampton hesitated—but she had heard Mr. 
Brantley speak of Mr. Lovel as a man of the strictest 
integrity, and she was certain that he would strain 
every nerve, and redouble the economy of his family 
expenditure, rather than to allow his daughter to re- 
main long under pecuniary obligations to a stranger. 
She felt that she ran no risk in taking from her 
pocket-book notes to the amount of twenty-five dol- 
lars, and putting them into the hands of Laura, who 
had thought at one time of applying to Mr. Brantley 
for the loan of a sufficient sum to help her out of her 
present difficulties, but was deterred by a feeling of 
invincible repugnance to taxing any farther the kind- 
ness of her host, conceiving herself already under suf- 
ficient obligations to him as his gnest, and a partaker 
of his hospitality. However, had she known more of 
the world and had a greater insight into the varieties 
of the human character, she would have infinitely pre- 
ferred throwing herself on the generosity of Mr. Brant- 
ley, to becoming the debtor of Miss Frampton. As it 
was, she gratefully accepted the proffered kindness of 
that lady, feeling it a respite. Drying her tears, she 
immediately equipped herself for walking, hastened 
both to the milliner and the mantua-maker, and paying 
their bills, she returned home with a lightened heart. 

Laura Lovel had already begun to find her visit to 
the Brantley family less agreeable than she had anti- 
cipated. They had nothing in common with herself; 
their €onversation was neither edifying nor entertain- 

ing. They had few books, except the Annuals; and 
though she passed the Circulating Libraries with long- 

ing eves, she did not consider that she was sufficiently 
in funds to avail herself of their contents. No opporta- 
nities were afforded her of seeing any of the lions of 

the city, and of those that casually fell in her way, she 
found her companions generally more ignorant than 
herself. They did not conccive that a stranger could 

be amused or interested with things that having always 

~ 

been — their oven reach, had failed to awaken | found by a letter received the day before, that he had 

in them the slightest curiosity. Mr. Brantley wes in- 
finitely the best of the family; but he was immersed 
in business all day, and in the newspapers all the 
evening. Mrs. Brantley was nothing, and Augusta's 
petulance and beartlessness, and Miss Frampton’s im- 
pertinence, (which somewhat increased after she lent 
the money to Laura,) were equally annoying: The 
visitors of the family were nearly of the same stamp 
as themselves. 

Laura, however, had looked forward with much an- 
ticipated pleasure to the long-talked of visit to the sea- 
shore, and in the mean time her chief enjoyment was 
derived from the afternoon rides that were occasionally 
taken in Mr. Brantley’s carriage, and which gave our 
heroine an opportunity of seeing something of the 
beautiful environs of Boston. 

Miss Frampton’s fits of kindness were always very 
transient, and Laura’s deep mortification at having 
been necessitated to accept a favour from such a wo- 
man, was rendered still more poignant by unavoidably 
overhearing (as she was dressing at her toilet-table that 
stood between two open windows,) the following dia- 
logue ; the speakers being two of Mrs. Brantley’s ser- 
vant girls that were ironing in the kitchen porch, and 
who in talking to each other of the young ladies, always 
dropped the title of Miss :— 

“Matilda,” said one of them, “don't you hear 
Laura’s bell? Didn't she tell you arter dinner, that 
she would ring for you artera while, to come up stairs 
and hook the back of her dress.” 

“Yes,” replied Matilde—“I hear it as plain as 
you do, Eliza; but I guess I shan’t go till it suits 
me. I’m quite beat out with running up stairs from 
morning to night to wait on that there Philadel- 
phy woman, as she takes such high airs. Who 
but she indeed! Any how, I’m not a going to hurry. 
I shall just act as if I did not hear no bell at all—for 
as to this here Laura, I guess she an’t much. Au- 
gusta told me this morning, when she got me to fix her 
hair, that Miss Frampton told her that Laura axed and 
begged her amost on her bare knees, to lend her some 
money to pay for her frocks and bunnet.” 

“ Why, how could she act so!” exclaimed Eliza. 
“ Because,” resumed Matilda, “her people sent her 

here without a copper in her pocket. So I guess 
they’re a pretty shabby set, after all.” 

“ | was judging as much,” said Eliza, “ by her not 
taking no airs, and always acting so polite to every 

body.” 
«Well now,” observed Matilda, “ Mr. Scourbrass, 

the gentleman as lives with old Madam Montgomery, 
at the big house, in Bowdin Square, and helps to do 
her work, always stands out that very great people of 
the rale sort, act much better, and an’t so apt to take 
airs as them what are upstarts.” . 

“Doctors differ,” sagely remarked Eliza. “ How- 
ever, as you say, I don’t believe this here Laura is 
much; and I’m thinking how she'll get along at Na- 
hant. Miss Lathersoap, the lady as washes her clothes, 
told me, among other things, that Laura’s pocket- 
handkerchers are all quite plain—not a worked or a 
laced one among them. Now our Augusta would 
scorn to carry a plain handkercher, and so ould her 

mother.” 
“ [I’ve taken notice of Laura’s handkerchers myself,” 

said Matilda, “ and [ don’t see why we young ladies as 
lives out, and does people’s work to oblige them, 
should be expected to run at the beck and call of any 
strangers they may chuse to take into tlc house; let 
alone when they’re not no great things.” 

Laura retreated from the open windows, that she 
might hear no more of a conversation so painful to her. - 
She would at once have written to her father, told him 
all, and begged him, if he possibly could, to send her 
money enough to repay Miss Frampton, but she had 
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gone on some business to the interior of Maine, and 
would not be home in less than a fortnight. 

Next day was the one finally appointed for their 
removal to Nahant, and our heroine felt her spirits re- 
vive at the idea of beholding for the first time in her 
life, “ the sea, the sea, the open sea.” ‘They went in 
Mr. Brantley’s carriage, and Laura understood that she 
might ride in her black silk dress, and her straw 
bonnet. 

They crossed at the Winnisimmet Ferry, rode 
through Chelsea, and soon arrived at the flourishing 
town of Lynn, where every man was making shoes, 
and every woman binding them. The last sun-beanis 
were glowing in the west, when they came to the 
beautiful Long Beach that connecis the rocks of Lynn 
with those of Nahant, the sand being so firm and 
smooth, that ihe shaduw of every object is reflected in 
it downwards. The tide was so high that they drove 
along the verge of the surf, the horses’ fect splashing 
through the water, and trampling on the shells and 
sea-weed left by the retiring waves. Cattle, as they 

weat home, were covling themselves by wading breast- 
high in the breakers; and the little sand-birds wer« 
sporting on the crests of the billows, sometimes flying 
low and dipping into the water the white edges ot 

their wings, and sometimes seeming with their slender ic 

surface of the fuam. Beyond the 
breakers roiled the unbounded o¢ 

feet to walk on the 

everlasi ean, the 
haze of evening coming fast upon it, and the full moon 
rising broad and red through the misty veil! of the east- 
ern horizon 

Laura Lovel felt as if she could have viewed th 

scene for ever, and, at timesshe could noi refrain from 
audibly expros- rdelight. The other ladies w 
deeply engaged in listening to Miss Frampton’s ae- 
count of a ball and supper given by her intimate friciud, 
that lovely woman, Mrs. Ben Derrydown, the evening 
before Mr. Ben Derrydown’s last failure, and which 

}scene that presented itself 

ball and supper excecded in splendour any thing she had | 
ever witnessed, except the wedding-party of her sweet 
love Mrs. Nick Rearsby, whose furniture was seized by 
the sheritf a few months after; and the birth-nicht con- | 
cert at the coming out of her darling little pet, Kate | 

Bolderhurst, who ran away next morning with her 
music-master. 

Our party now arrived at the Nahant Hote!, which 
was full of visitors, with some of whom the Brantleys 
were acquainted. After tea, when the company ad- 

journed to the lower drawing-rooms, the extraordinary 
beanty of Laura Lovel drew the majority of the gen- 
tlemen to that side of the apartmeni on which the 
Brantley family were seated. Many introductions took 

place, and Mrs. Brantley felt in paradise at seeing that 
her party had atiracted the greatest number of beaux. 
Miss Frampton generally inade a point of answering | 

every thing that was addressed to Laura, and Augusta } 

lided and flitied, and chattered much impertinent non- | 
’ 

} 

sense to the gentlemen on the outskirts of the group, | 
that were waiting for an opportunity of saying sume- 
thing 10 Miss Lovel. 

Our heroine was much confused at finding herself 

an object of such general attention. and was also over- 
whelmad by the oflicious volubility of Miss Frampton, 
though none of it was addressed to her. Mrs. Maii- 
land, a lady as unlike Mrs. Braniley as possible. was 
seated on the other side of Laura Lovel, and was at 

once prepossessed in her favour, not only from the 
beauty of her features, bui from the intelligence of her 
countenance. Desirous of being better acquainted, and 
seeing that Laura’s present position was any thing but 

pleasant to her, Mrs. Maitland proposed that they 
should take a turn in the veranda that runs round the 
second story of the hotel. To this suggestion Laura 
gladly assented—for she felt at once that Mrs. Mait- 
land was just the sort of woman she would like to 

know. There was a refinement and dignity in her 

a 

appearance and manner that showed her to be “ every 
inch a lady;” but that dignity was tempered with 9 
frankness aad courtesy that put every one round her 
immediately at their ease. ‘Though now in the ay. 
tumn of life, her figure was still good—her features 
still handsome, but they derivetthcir chief charm from 
the senstble and benevolent expression of her fine open 
countenance. Her attire was admirably suited to her 
face and person; but she was not over-drest, and she 
was evidently one of those fortunate women who with. 
out bestowing much time and attention upon it, age 
au fait to all that constitutes a correct and tasteful cogs. 
tume. . 

Mrs. Maitland took Laura’s arm within hers, and 
telling Mrs. Brantley that she was going to carry off 
Miss Lovel for half an hour, she made a sign toa fine. 
looking young man on the other side of the room, and 

introduced him as ler son, Mr. Aubrey Maitland. He 
conducted the two ladies up stairs to the veranda, and 

in a few minutes our heroine felt as if she had been 
acquainted wiih the Maiilands for years. No longer 

kept down and oppressed by the night-mare influence ’ 
of fools, her spirit exjandcd, and breathed once more 

She expressed without hesitation, her delight at the 
her—for she felt cio0re 

that she was understood. 

The moon heaven,” threw a solemn 
light on the trembling expanse of the ocean, and glit- 
tered on the spray that foamed and murmured for ever 

round the rocks that cnvironed the little peninsula, 

their deep roecsses mbering in shade, while their 

now “hich in 

’ 
Sit 

crags and peints came out in silver brightness— 
Around lay the numerous islands that are scattered 
over VLoston harbour, and far apart giowed the fires 
of two light-houses, | immense stars beaming on 
the verge of the on; one of them, a revoiving 
light, alternately s ¢ out, and disappearing. Asa 
contrast to the sull repose thai reigned around, was the 
billiard-room, (resembling a little Grecian tc mple,) on 

a promontory that overlooked the sea—the lamps that 
shone through its windows, mingling with the moon 
beams, and the rolling sound of the billiard-balls 
uniting with the murmur of the eternal waters. 

Mrs. Maitland listened with corresponding interest 
to the animated and original comments of her new 
friend, whose young and enthusiastic imagination had 
never been more vividly excited ; and she drew her 
out, till Laura suddenly stopped, blushing with the 

fear that she had been saying too much. Before they 
returned to the drawing-rgom, Aubrey was decidedly 
and deeply in love. 

When Laura retired to her apartment, she left the 
window open. that she might from her pillow look out 
upon the moonliglt-sea, and be fanned by the cool 

night breeze that gently rippled its waters; and when 
she was at last lulled to repose by the monotonous 
dashing of the surf against the rocks beneath her case- 
ment, sie had a dream of the peninsula of Nahant— 
not as it now is, covered with new and tasteful build- 
ings, and a favourite resort of the fashion and opu- 
lence of Boston, but as it must have looked two cen- 
turies ago, when the seals made iheir homes among if 
caverned rocks, and when the only human habitations 
were the rude huts of the Indian fishers, and the only 
boats, their eanoes of bark and skins. 

When she awoke from herdream she saw the mom- 
ing-star sparkling high in the east, and casting on the 
dark surface of the sca a line of light which seemed 
to mimic that of the moon, long since gone down be- 
yond the opposite horizon. Laura rose at the earliest 
glimpse of dawn to watch the approaches of the com- 
ing day. A hazy vapour had spread itself over the 
water, and through its gauzy veil she first beheld the 

red rim of the rising sun seeming to emerge from il 
ocean bed. As the sun ascended, the mist slowly 
rolled away, and “the light of merning smiled upo® 

y 
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the wave,” and tinted the white sails of a little fleet 

of outward-bound fishing-boats. 
At the breakfast table the majority of the company 

consisted of ladies only: most of the gentlemen (in- 
cluding Aubrey Maitland,) having gone in the early 
steamboat to attend to their business in the city. After 
breakfast, Laura proposed a walk, and Augusta and 

Miss Frampton, not knowing what else to do with 
themselves, consented to accompany her. A certain 
Miss Blunsdon, (who being an heiress, and of a patri- 
cian family, conceived herself privileged to do as she 
pleased, and therefore made it her pleasure to be a 

hoyden and a -slattern,) volunteered to pioneer them, 
boasting of her intimate knowledge of every nook ‘and 
corner of the neighbourhood. Our heroine, by parti- 

cular desire of Augusia and Miss Frampton, had array- 
ed herself that morning in her new French muslin, 
with what they called its proper accompaniments. 

Miss Blunsdon conducted the party to that singular 

cleft in the rocks, known by the name of the Swal- 

low’s Cave, in consequence of its having boen formerly 
the resort of those birds, whose nests covered its walls. 
Miss Frampton stopped as soon as they came in sight 
of it, declaring that it was in bad taste for ladics to | 
scramble aboutsuch rugged places, and Augusta agree- 
ing that a fancy for wet slippery rocks was certainly 
very pecul.ar. So the two iriends sat down on the 
most level spot they could find, while Miss Blunsdon 
insisted on Laura’s following her io the utmost extent 
of the cave, aud our heroine's desire to explore this 

wild and picturesque recess, made her forgetful of the 
probable consequences to her dress. 

Miss Blunsdon and Laura desecnded into the cleft, 
which as they proceeded, became so narrow as almost 

its lofty and irregular walis 
seeming to lose themselves in the blue sky. The pas- 
sage at the bottom was in some places scarcely wide 
enough to allow them to squeeze through it. The tide 

tu close above their heeds; 

was low, yct still the siepping stones, loovely imbedded | 
in the sand and sea-weed, were nearly covered with 
water. But Laura followed her guide to the utmost 

extent of the passage, till they looked out again upon 
the sea. 
When they rejoined their companions—*“ Oh! look 

at your new French muslin,’ exclaimed Augusta to 
Laura. 
and the salt water has already taken the colour out of 
it—and your pelerine is split down the back—and 
your shoes are half off your feet, and your stockings 
are all over wet sand. How very peculiar you look!” 

Laura was now extremely sorry to find her dress so 
much injured, and Miss Frampton comforted her by 

the assurance that it would never again be fit to be 
seen. ‘They returned to the hotel, where they found 
Mrs. Maitland reading on one of the sofas in the upper 
hall. Laura was hastily running up stairs, but Au- 
gusta called out—* Mrs. Maitland do look at Mis: 
Lovel—did you ever sec such a figure? She has de- 
molished her new dress, scrainbling through the Swal- 
low’s Cave with Miss Blunsdon.” And she ran into 

the Ladies’ drawing-room to repeat the story at ful! 
length, while Laura retired to her room to try some 
means of remedying her disasters, and to regret that 
she had not been permitted to bring with her to 
Nahant some of her gingham morning dresses. The 
French muslin, however, was incurable; its blue, 
though very beautiful, being of that peculiar cast, 
which always fades into a dull white when wet with 
water. 

Miss Frampton remained a while in the hall: and 
taking her seat beside Mrs. Maitland, said to her in a 
low confidential voice—* Have you not observed, 
Mrs. Maitland, that when people, who are nobody, 
attempt dress, they always overdo it. Only think ofa 
country clergyman’s daughter coming to breakfast in 
se expensive a French muslin, and then goimg out in 
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it to clamber a rocks, and paddle among the 
wet sea-weed. you will see what a show she 
will make at di adress the cost of which would 
keep her whole in comfortable calico gowns 
for two years. I was with her when she did her 
shopping, and though, as a friend, I could not forbear 
entreating her to get things that were suitable to her 
circumstances and to her station im life, she turned a 
deaf ear to every thing | said, (which was certainly in 
very bad taste.) and she would buy nothing but the 
most expensive and useless frippery. I suppose she 
expects to cateh the beaux by it. But when they find 
out who she is, I raiher think they will only nibble at 
the bait—Heavens! what a wife she w'll make! And 
then such a want of self-respect, and even of common 
integrity. Of course you will not mention imfor £ 
would on no consideration that it should go any farther 
—hbut between ourselves, 1 was actually obliged to 
lend her money to pay her bills.” 

Mrs. Maitland, thoroughly disgusted with her coni- 

“It is draggled half way up to your knees, | 

panion, and disbelieving the whole of her gratuitous 
communication, rose from ike sofa and departed with- 
out vouchsafing a reply. 

At dinner, Laura Lovel apnearcd in her new silk, 
j and really looked beautifully. Miss Frampton observ- 
ing that our heroine attracted the attention of several 

| gentlemen who had just arrived from the city, took an 
| opportunity while she was receiving a plate of chow- 
der frum onc of the waiters, to spill part of it on Laura’s 
cress. 

“TI beg your pardon, Miss Love,” said she, “when 
I took the soup i did not porecive that you an@ your 
new rik were beside me.” 

| Laura began to wipe her dress with her poeket- 
| handkerchief: “Now don’t look so disconcerted,” 
| pursued Miss Frampton, ina ioud whisper. “ ft is in 
| very bad taste to appear annoyed when an accident 
| happens to yonr dress. People in society always pass 
off such things, as of no consequence whatever. 4 
have apologized for spilling the soup, and what more 
can T do?” 

Poor Laura was not in society. and she knew that te 
her, the accident was of consequence. However she 
rallied, and tried to appear as if she thought no more 
of the mischance that had spoiled the handsomest and 
most expensive dress she had ever possessed. After 
dinner she tried to remove the immense grease-spoi by 
every application within her reach, but had no suecest. 

When she returned to the drawing-room, she was 
invited to join a party that was going to visit the 
Spouting Horn, as it is generally dexominated. She 
had heard this remarkable place much talked of since 
her arrival at Nahant, and she certainly felt a great 
desire to see it. Mrs. Maitland had letters to write, 
and Mrs. Brantley and Miss Frampton were engaged 
in their siesta; but Augusta was eager for the walk ag 
she found that several gentlemen were going, among 

them Anbrey Maitland, who had just arrived in the 
afternoon beat. His eyes sparkled at the sight of our 
| heroine, and offering her his arm, they proceeded with 
the rest of the party to the Spouting Iiorn. This isa 

decp cavity at the bottom of a steep ledge of rocks, 
and the waves as they rush successively into it with 
the tide, are immediately thrown out again by the 
action of a currentof air which comes thretigh a small 
opening at the back of the recess, the spray falling 
round like that of a eascade or fountain. The tide 
and wind were both high, and Laura was told that the 
Spouting Horn would be seen to great advantage. 

Aubrey Maitiand conducted her carefully down the 
least rugged declivity of the rock, and gavé her his 
hand to assist her in springing from point te point. 
They at length descended to the bottom of the crag. 
Laura was bending forward with eager curiosity, and 
looking stedfastly into the wave-worn cavern, much 
interested in the explosions of foaming water, whieh 
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sometimes greater and sometimes less. Suddenly 
of wind twisted her light dress-bonnet com- 

ly round, and broke the seWing of one of the 
i and the bonnet was direetly whirled before 
into the cavity of the rock, and the next moment 

back in amidst a shower of sea-froth— 
Laura cried out involuntarily, and Aubrey sprung for- 
ward, and snatched it out of the water. 

“I fear,” said he, * Miss Lovel, your bonnet is irre- 
parably injured.”— It is, indeed,” replied Laura; and 
remembering Miss Frampton's lecture, she tried to say 
that the destruction of her bonnet was of no conse- 
quence, but unaccustomed to falsehood, the words died 
away on her lips. 
The ladies now gathered round our hetoine, who 

held in her hand the dripping wreck of the once ele- 
gant bonnet; and they gave it as their unanimous 
opinion, that nothing could possibly be done to restore 
it to any form that would make it wearable. Laura 
then tied her scarf over her head, and Aubrey Mait- 
land thought she looked prettier than ever. 

Late in the evening, Mr. Brantley arrived from 
town in his chaise, bringing from the post office a letter 
for Laura Lovel, from her little sisters, or rather two 
letters written on the same sheet. They ran thus:— 

“ Rosebrook, August 9th, 18—. 
“ Dearest SisteR—We hope you are having a great 

deal of pleasure in Boston. How many novels you 
must be reading—I wish I was grown up as you are 
—I am eight years old, and I have never yet read a 
novel. We misa you all the time. There is still a 
ehair placed for you at table, and Rosa and I take 
turns in sitting next to it. But we can no longer hear 
your pleasant talk with our dear father. You know 
Rosa and I always listened so attentively that we 
frequently forgot to eat our dinners. I see advertised 
a large new book of Fairy Tales. How much you 
will have to tell us when you come home. Since you 
were so kind as to promise to bring me a book, I 
think, upon second thought, I would rather have the 
Tales of the Castle than Miss Edgeworth's Moral 
Tales. 

“ Dear mother now has to make all the pies and pud- 
dings herself. We miss you every way. The Chil- 
dren's Friend must be a charming book—so must the 
Friend of Youth. 

“ Yesterday we had a pair of fowls killed for dinner. 
Of course, they were not Rosa’s chickens, nor mine— 
they were only Billy and Bobby. But still, Rosa and | 
I cried very much, as they were fowls that we were 
acquainted with. Dear father reasoned with us about 
it for a long time; but still, thongh the fowls were made 
into a pie, we could I think 
I should like very much to read the Robins, and also 
Keeper's Traveis in search of his Master 

“I hope, dear Latira, you will be able to remember 
every thing yon have seen and heard in Boston, thai 
you may have the more to tell us when you come home. | 
I think, afier all, t} is no book T wou! 

Arabian Nichts—no ibt the Tales of the ¢ 

also excellent. Dear Lanra, how I long to 
again. Paul and \ lelight 

eat nothing but the crust. 

| preter to the 

renii are 
s0C VO 

sia must be very delightful. 

“© Yours affectionately 

“Exnca Lovet.” 
“Dear sister Lavra—I cried for a long time after 

you left us, but at lost I wiped my eye s,and played with 

Ponto, and was h I have concluded not to want 
the canary-bird | l get for me, as T think it 
best to be satisticJ h no the gon the trees, 

in the garden, and in the woods. Last night I heard 

a screech-owl—I would rather have a young fig-tree 

quantity of new flower-seeds, 
teither the fig-tree or the fllower-se eds, 

t nhio 

birds sir 

in a tub—or else a 
If you du not 
I should like a blue eat, such as I have read of—vyou 

know those cats are not sky-blue, but only a bluish 
gray. Ifa blue cat is not to be had, I should be glad | 

great 

—— 

of a pair of white English rabbits; and yet, I think, J 
would quite as willingly have a pair of doves. | 
never saw a real dove—but if doves are scarce, or 
cost too much, I shall be satisfied with a pair of fan- 
tailed pigeons, if they are quite white, and their tails 
fan very much. If you had a great deal of money to 
spare, I should like a kid or a fawn, but I know that 
is impossible ; so I will not think of it. Perhaps, when 
I grow up, I may be a president's wife—if so, I will 
buy an elephant. ; 

“ Your affectionate sister, 
“Rosa Lovet.” 

“send kisses to all the people in Boston that love 
you.” 

How gladly would Laura, had it been in her power, 
have made every purchase mentioned in the letters of 
the two innocent little girls. And her heart swelled 
and her eyes overflowed when she thought how happy 
she might have made them at a small part of the ex- 
pense she had been persuaded to lavish on the finery 
that had given her so little pleasure, and that was now 
nearly all spoiled. 

Next day was Sunday; and they went to church 
and heard Mr. Taylor the celebrated mariner clergy- 
man, with whose deep pathos and simple good sense 
Laura was much interested, while she was at the 
same time amused with his originality and quaintness. 

On returning to the hotel, they found that the morn- 
ing boat had arrived, and on looking up at the veranda, 
the first object Laura saw there was Pyam Dodge, 
standing stiffly with his hands on the railing. 

“Miss Lovel,” said Augusta, “there’s your friend, 
the schoolmaster.” 

“ Mercy upon us,” screamed Miss Frampton, “ has 
that horrid fellow come after you? Really, Miss 
Lovel, it was in very bad taste to invite him to 
Nahant.” 

“I did not invite him,” replied Laura, colouring; 
“I know not how he discovered that I was here.” 

“ The only way, then,” said Miss Frampton, “ is to 
cut him dead, and then perhaps he’ll clear off.” 

“ Pho,” said Augusta, “ do you suppose he can un- 
derstand cutting—~why he won't know whether he’s 
cut or not.” 

“ May I ask who this person is?” said Aubrey Mait- 
land, in a low voice, to Laura. “Is there any stain 
or any suspicion attached to him?” 

“Oh! no, indeed,” replied Laura, earnestly. And, 
in a few words, as they ascended the stairs, she gave 
him an outline of the schoolmaster and his character. 

“Then do not cut him at all,” said Aubrey. “Let 
me take the liberty of suggesting to you how to receive 
him.” They had now come out into the veranda, 
and Maitland immediately led Laura up to Pyam 
Dodge, who bowed profoundly on being introduced to 

him, and then turned to our heroine, asked permission 
to shake hands with her, hoped his company would be 

found agreeable, and signified that he had been unable 
to learn where she was from Mr. Brantley’s servants ; 

but that the evening before, a gentleman of Boston 
had told him that Mr. Brantley and all the family 
were at Nahant. Therefore, he had come thither to- 

day purposely to see her, and to inform her that the 
summer vacation having commenced, he was going to 
pay a visit to his old friends at Rosebrook, and would 
be very thankful if she would honour him with a 
letter or message to her family. 

All this was said with much bowing, and prosing, 

and apologizing. When it was finished, Maitland in- 
vited Pyam Dodge to take a turn round the veranda, 
with Miss Lovel and himself, and the poor schoolmas- 
terexpressed the most profound gratitude. When they 
were going to dinner, Aubrey introduced him to Mrs. 
Maitland, placed him next to himself at table, and en- 
gaged him in a conversation on the Greek classics, in 
which Pyam Dodge finding himself precisely in his 
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element, forgot his humility, and being less embarrass- 
ed, was therefore less awkward and absurd than usual. 

Laura Lovel had thought Aubrey Maitland the 
handsomest and most elegant young man she had ever 
seen. She now thought him the most amiable. 

In the afternoon there was a mirage, in which the 
far-off rocks in the vicinity of Marblehead, appeared 
almost in the immediate neighbourhood of Nahant, 

coming out in full relief, their forms and colours well- 
defined, and their height and breadth seemingly much 
increased. While all the company were assembled to 
Jook at this singular optical phenomenon, (Aubrey 
Maitland being earnestly engaged in explaining it to 
our heroine,) Miss Frampton whispered te Laura that 
she wished particularly to speak with her, and accor- 
dingly drew her away to another part ef she veranda. 

Laura turned pale, for she had a presentiment of 

what was coming. Miss Frampton then »old her, that 
presuming she had heard from home, she concluded 

that it would, of course, be convenient tw return the 
trifle she had lent her; adding that she wished to give 
asmall commission to a lady that was going to town 
the next morning. 

Poor Laura knew not what to say. She changed 
colour, trembled with nervous agitation, and at last 
faultered out, that in consequence of knowing her 
father was from home, she had not yet written to him 
on the subject, but that she would do so immediately, 
and hoped that Miss Frampton would not find it very 
inconvenient to wait a few days. 

“ Why really, I don’t know how I can,” replied Miss 
Frampton ; “ I want a shawl exactly like Mrs. Horton's. 
She tells me they are only to be had at one store in 
Boston, and that when she got hers the other day, 
there were only two left. They are really quite a 
new style, strange as it is to see any thing in Boston 
that is not quite old-fashioned in Philadelphia. The 
money I lent you is precisely the sum for this purpose. 
Of course I am in no want of a shawl—thank heaven, 
I have more than I know what to do with—but, as I 
told you, these are quite a new style—” 
“Oh! how gladly would I pay you, if I could!” ex- 

claimed Laura, covering her face with her hands.— 
“What would I give at this moment for twenty-five 
dollars!”"— 

“T hope I am not inconvenient,” said the voice of 
Pyam Dodge, close at Laura’s back; “ but I have been | 
looking for Miss Laura Lovel, that I may take my 
leave, and return to town in the next boat.” 

Miss Franipton tosséd her head and walked away, 
to tell Mrs. Horton, confidentially, that Miss Lovel had | 
borrowed twenty-five dollars of her to buy finery; but 
not to add that she had just been asking her for pay- | 
ment. | 

“If IT may venture to use such freedom,” pursued | 
Pyam Dodge; “ I think, Miss Laura Lovel, I overheard | 
you just now grieving that you could not pay some 

money. Now, my good child, (if you will forgive me 
for calling you so.) why should you be at any loss for | 
money, when [ have just received my quarter's salary, | 
and when I have more about me than I know what 
todo with. I heard you mention twenty-five dollars | 
—here it is, (taking some notes out of an enormons | 

pocket-book,) and if you want any more, as I hope you 
do—” 

“Oh! no, indeed—no,” interrupted Laura. “TI a 
not take it—I would not on any consideration.” 

“TI know too well,” continued Pyam Dodge, “ I am | 
not worthy to offer it, and I hope I am not making 
myself disagreeable. But if Miss Laura Lovel, you 
would only have the goodness to accept it, you may 
be sure I will never ask you for it as long as I live. 
I’ would even take a book-oath not to do so.” 

Laura steadily refused the proffered kindness of the | 
poor schuolmaster, and begged Pyam Dodge to mention 

the subject to her no more. She told him that all she | 

now wished was to go home, and that she would 
write by him to her family, begging that her father 
would come for her (as he had promised at partifig,) 
and take her back to Rosebrook, as soon as he could. 
She quitted Pyam Dodge, who was evidently much 
mortified, and fetired to write her letter, which she 
gave to him as soon as it was finished, finding him in- 
the hall taking a ceremonious leave of the Maitlands. 
He departed, and Laura's spirits were gradually re- 
vived during the evening, by the gratifying attentions 
and agreeable conversation of Mrs. Maitland and her 
son. 

When our heroine retired for the night, she found 
on her table a letter in a singularly uncouth hand, if 
hand it could be called, where every word was differ- 
ently written. It inclosed two ten dollar notes and a 
five, and was conceived in the following words— 

“This is to inform Miss Laura, eldest daughter of 
the Reverend Edward Lovel, of Rosebrook, Massa- 
chusetts, that an unknown friend of hers, whose name 
it will be impossible for her to guess, (and therefore to 
make the attempt will doubtless be entire loss of time, 
and time is always precious,) having accidentally heard 
(though by what means is a profound secret,) that she, 
at this present time, is in some little difficulty for want 
of a small sum of money—he, therefore—this unknown 
friend, offers to her acceptance the before-mentioned 
sum, hoping that she will find nothing disgusting in his 
using so great a liberty.” 

“Oh! poor Pyam Dodge!” exclaimed Laura, “ why 
did you take the trouble to disguise and disfigure your 
excellent hand-writing.” And she felt, after all, what 
a relief it was to transfer her debt from Miss Framp- 
ton to the good schoolmaster. Reluctant to have any 
further personal discussion on this painful subject, she 
inclosed the notes in a short billet to Miss Frampton, 
and sent it immediately to that lady's apartment. She 
then went to bed, comparatively happy, slept soundly, 
and dreamed of Aubrey Maitland. 

About the end of the week Laura Lovel was de- 
lighted to see her father arrive with Mr. Brantley. 
As soon as they were alone, she threw herself into his 
arms, and with a flood of tears explained to him the 
particulars of all that passed since she left home, and 
deeply lamented that she had allowed herself to be 
drawn into expenses beyond her means of defraying, 
and which her father could ill afford to supply, to say 
nothing of the pain and mortification they had occa- 
sioned to herself. 

“ My beloved child,” said Mr. Lovel, “I have been 
much to blame for entrusting you at an age so early 
and inexperienced, and with no knowledge of a town- 
life and its habits, to the guidance and example of a 
family of whom I knew nothing, except that they weré 
reputable and opulent.” 

Mr. Lovel then gave his daughter the agreeable 
intelligence, that the tract of land which was the ob- 

ject of his visit to Maine, and which had been left 
him in his youth by an old aunt, and was then consi- 
dered of little or no account, had greaily increased in 
value by a new and flourishing town having sprung 
up in its immediate vicinity. This tract he had re- 
cently been able to sell for ten thousand dollars, and 
the interest of that sum would now make a most ac- 
ceptable addition to his little income. 

ile also informed her that Pyam Dodge was then at 
the village of Rosebrook, where he was “ visiting 
round,” as he called it, and that the good schoolmaster 
had faithfully kept the secret of the twenty-five dollars 
which he had pressed upon Laura, and which Mr 
Lovel had now heard, for the first time, from herself. 

While this conversation was going on between the 
father and daughter, Mrs. Maitland and her son were 
engaged in discussing the beauty and the apparent 
merits of our heroine. ‘“I should like extremely,” 
said Mrs. Maitland, “to invite Miss Loyel to pass the 
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winter with me. But you know we live much in the 
world, and I fear the limited state of her father’s fi- 
nances could not allow her to appear as she would 
wish. Yet perhaps I might manage to assist her, in 
that respect, without wounding her delicacy. I think 
with regret of so fair a flower being ‘ born to blush 
unseen, and waste its sweetness on the desert air.’” 

“There is one way,” said Aubrey Maitland, smiling, 
and colouring, “ by which we might have Miss Lovel 
to spend next winter in Boston, without any danger of 
offending her delicacy, or subjecting her to embarrass- 
ment on account of her personal expenses—a Way 

which would enable her to appear as she deserves, 

and to move well caleulated to 
adorn, though not as Mies Lorc/.” 

“T cannot but understand yon, replied 

Mrs. Maitland, who had always been not only the 

mother, but the 

of her son—* yet be not too precipitate. 

of this young lady, 1 

in honour recede.” 
“T know fliviently,” said Aubrey with 
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Laura had few preparations to make for her depar- | 
ture, which took place the next morning, Aubrey 
Maitland and Mr. Brantley accompanying her and her 
father to town, in the early boat. Mrs. Maitland took 
leave of her afiectionately, Mrs. Branticy smilingly, ! 
Augusta coldly, and Miss Frampton not at all. 

Mr. Lovel and his daughter passed that day in 
Boston, staying at a hotel. Laura showed her father 
the childrens’ letter. All the books that Ella men- 
tioned were purchased for her, and quite a little me- | 
nagerie of animals was procyred for Rosa. 

They arrived safely at Rosebrook. And when Mr. 
Lovel was invoking a blessing on their evening repast, 
he referred to the return of his daughter and to his 
happiness on seeing her once more in her accustomed 
seat at table, in a manner that drew tears into the 
eyes of every member of the family. 

Pyam Dodge was there; only waiting for Laura’s 
arrival to set out next morning on a visit to his rela- 
tions in Vermont. With his usual want of tact, and 
his usual kindness of heart, he made so many olijec- 
tions to receiving the money with which he had ac- 
commodated our heroine, that Mr. Lovel was obliged 
to slip it privately into his trunk before his departure. | 

In a few days, Aubrey Maitland came to Rosebrook 
and established himself at the principal inn, from 
whence he visited Laura the evening of his arrival. 
Next day he came both morning and evening. On the | 
third day he paid her three visits, and after that it was | 
not worth while to count them. 

The marriage of Aubrey and Laura took place at 

the close of the autumn, and they immediately went | 
<sion of an elegant residence of their | into the poss 

own, adjoining the mansion of the elder Mrs. Maitland. 

They are now living in as much happiness as can fall 
to the lot of human beings. 

Before the Nahant season was over, Miss Frampton 
had quarrelled with or offended nearly every lady at 
the hotel, and Mr. Brantley privately insisted that his 
wife should not invite her to pass the winter with 
them. However, she protracted her stay as long as 

she possibly could with any appearance of decency, 
and then returned to Philadelphia under the escort of 
one of Mr. Brantley’s clerks. After she came home, 
her visit to Boston afforded her a new subject of con- 
versation, in which the predominant features were 
general ridicule of the Yankees, (as she called them,) 
circumstantial slanders of the family to whose hospita- 
lity she had been indebted for more than three months, 
and particular abuse of “that little wretch, Augusta.” 

Original. 
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Or all the instructive lessons human nature can 
\ - : 
| present to the mind, that of a bad man at the point of 
| death is certainly the most impressive. 

The cloquent but unfortunate Dr. Dodd, has drawn 
| the picture of an unhappy wretch at that awful mo- 
ment, in a most pathetic and masterly style; and _his- 

tory affords numerous instances of a similar nature; 
but none strikes the mind with such impressive awe 

the description Dr. Cayet gives of the death-bed 
uugs Which tortured the bigoted and cruel Charles 

» Ninth. 
“The singular death of this misguided prince,” says 

ithe historiay, vas regarded by his eotemporaries 

as a remarkable instance of divine jusiice; and the 

+| man who had been the means of spilling the blood of 
clined to bestow them on me, eventy thousand of his fellow creatures,* found his 

own bursting from every vein, in an unheard of and 
| surprising manner.” 

Charles, two days before his death, having called 
for Mazzille, his chief physician, and complaining of 

| the pains he suffered, inquired if it were not possible 
that he, and so many other physicians in his realms, 
could contrive to alleviate his agony; “ For I am,” 

said the wretched sufferer, “ cruelly and horribly tor- 
mented!” ‘To which Mazzille replied, “That what 
ever depended on them had been tried, but that, in 

| truth, God alone could be the sovereign physician in 
such complaints.” 

“T believe what you say is true,” replied the king; 
“therefore draw from me my large cap, that I may 
try to rest.” Mazzille obeyed the order, and then 
withdrew, desiring all except the nurse and two of 
his attendants, to do the same. The nurse fatigued 
with watching, attempted likewise to repose; but the 

| sighs and groans of the wretched monarch prevented 
| her from sleeping, and going to the bed-side, she at- 
tempted to soothe his affliction; when the king ex- 
claimed, in half-broken sentences, which were inter- 
rupted by the violence of his grief—* Ah! my dear 
nurse, my beloved woman, what blood! what murders! 
Oh! | have followed wicked advice!” (this he said 

alluding to the influence the queen had over him, and 
the shocking eruelties that had been committed at her 

, instigation.) ‘Oh my God! pardon me, and be merci- 
ful; I know not where I am, they have so perplexed 
and agitated me. How will this end? What shall I 
do? 1 am _ lost, lost for ever!’ This pathetic excla- 

|mation received the fullowing reply from the kind 
attendant. “Sire. be the murders on those who forced 
you to order them; your majesty could not help it; 

land since you never willingly consented, and now 
regret them, believe me, that God will never impute 
them to you. Ah! for the honour of God, cease this 
weeping!’ Having said this, she rose for a handker- 
chief, for the king was drenched in tears; and Charles 

|}taking it gently from her, subdued his grief, and pro- 
| mised to endeavour to repose. What an impressive 

| lesson may be derived from the agonized sufferings of 
this afflicted man. 

* Alluding to the massacre of St. Bartholomew's 
day. 
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INCANTATION OF HERVOR. 

The ancient Scandinavians believed that there existed in the spells of poetry 
a power to raise the dead, or obtain from them any boon whatever.— 
In the legend, Hervor is represented as claiming from her slain ancestor the 

enchanted sword which had raised him to power and eminence. 

Spirit of the royal dead! 
Many 2 weary year has sped, 
Since these stern mountains. wild and high 
Echoed thy lofty battle cry— 
And centuries their hallowed gloom 
Have shed, upon the warrior'’s tomb. 

I come to break the sacred rest 

The grave has heaped upon thy breast: 
The daughter of a warlike name, 
And deeds of might—tis mine to claim 
The sword of more than mortal fire, 
That fiercely armed my royal sire— 
That drank the Saxonu’s murderous breath, 
And ineid at every point a death. 

I know the spell’s with danger fraught, 
With which that fearful blade was wrought; 
I know tic hand, whose mystic seal 

Gave power aud vengeance to the steel; 
When the dark Dwari-king, in his ire, 
Begiri it thrice with central fire; 
And thrice dcnounced, in accents dread, 

His curse upon the victor’s head, 
Who bore ii from its flaming bed. P 
i know that curse, whate’er it be, 

Has not been all fulSlled in thee. 
That he who dares this sword to wield, 
Musi his own heart its victim yield; 
And refi of friend or offspring, see 
His name sink to obscurity. 
Yet dearcr far than life or fame, 

My destined vengeance I would claim; 
And gladly would I brave the guilt, 
To grasp in pride its blood-stained hilt. 

I fear not threats—and magic art 
I'll meet with stern unshrinking heart— 
Now give—believe the subtle brand 
Shall grace a northern maiden’s hand. 

Still silent!—then by spear and shield, 
I bid thee to my wishes yield. 
By bucklers strewn upon the plain— 
By thousand fves in battle slain— 

By Saxon bones in fearful trust, 
That crumble o’er thy conquering dust— 
By banners in the red field borne— 
By hearts from bleeding bosoms torn— 
By hate-lit eye, and lowering brow— 
By lifted hand, and solemn vow— 
I charm thee from repose—and doom 
Thine ashes to a restless tomb; 
Till from the shelter of the grave, 
Thy hand shall give the boon I crave. 

By this o’ershadowing tree, whose stem 
Gives forth a mournful requiem— 
By spreading forest-flowing stream— 
By mountain shade, and sunlight’s beam— 
By crimson’d clouds at eve that lie 
Upon the margin of the sky— 

By midnight voices from each flower— 
By viewless steps in every bower— 
By songs that from its caverns deep, 
When twilight shrouds the foaming deep— 
By moonlight forms that nightly lave 
Their locks upon the emerald wave— 
By all that’s bright in earth and sky, 
Monarch! I charm thee to comply. 

By airy palaces that rise 
In misty heights along the skies— 
By gathering clouds and tempest driven, 
When the red lightning rends the heaven— 
By Odin’s self, when his dread form 
Bestrides and guides the vengeful storm, 
And prostrate earth in wild dismay 
Shrinks from the shrouded light of day— 
By Eger’s hoary sceptre, spread 
Across the ocean's crystal bed— 
By mighty Thor's cloud-circled throne, 
Who rolls the thunderbolt alone— 
I ask the gift with spirit bold, 
Which none but thee would dare withhold. 

Now by the hidden spells that lie 
Within the soul of poesy— 

By the stern death-song of the brave, 
The last best gift that Odin gave— 
By thousand deeds of wonder, sung 
Py my own fame dispensing tongue— 
Ant hy the power that gives to me 
The ke;s of nature’s secreey— 
And by the prophet glances thrown 
into the depth of worlds unknown— 
And by the voice that bids me hold 
Treasures that never can be told— 
By thy once proud and royal name, 
Once more the enchanted sword I claim. 

It comes! tiie gleaming point I see! 
it comes with solemn minstrelsy! 
With bounding heart and rapturous eyes, 
I grasp the long contested prize. 

Now let the broken turf-bed close 
In peace, above thy deep repose— 
Thou can’st not feel another spell, 
Prince! to thy dust a long farewell. 

ES 

DINNA FORGET. 

Herne, put on your finger this ring, love, 
And, when thou art far o’er the sea, 

Perhaps unto thy mind it will bring, love, 
Some thought—some remembrance of me; 

Our moments of rapture and bliss, love— 
The haunts where so oft we have met, 

These tears, and this last parting kiss, love, 
It tells thee—O “ dinna forget!” 

We might look on yonder fair moon, love, 
Oft gazed on by us with delight, 

And think of each other alone, love, 
At one sacred hour every night: 

But, ah! ere she'd rise to thy view, love, 
To me, she long, long would be set; 

Then look to this token more true, love, 
On thy finger, and—* dinna forget.” 

Thou mayest meet faces more fair, love, 
And charms more attractive than mine— 

Be moved by a more winning air, love, 
Or struck by a finger more fine; 

But shouldst thou a brighter eye see, love, 
Or ringlets of more glossy jet, 

Let this still thy talisman be, love— 
Look on it, and—* dinna forget.” 

And O when thou writest to me, love, 
The sealing impress with this ring; 

And that a sweet earnest will be, love, 
To which, with fond hope,*! will cling, 

That thou to thy vows will be true, love— 
That happiness waiteth us yet: 

One parting embrace—now adieu, love— 
O, this moment I'll never forget! 
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leb habe gelebt, und geliedet—Schiller’s Wallenstein. 
I have lived, and I have loved. 

Usd sterbich denn, so sterbich doch 
Durch sie —durch se.— Goethe. 

And if I die, at least I die 
With ber—wwuh ber. 

Tuere is a name—a sound—which, above all other 
music, vibrates upon my ear with a delicious, yet wild 
and solemn melody. Devoutly admired by the few 

who read, and by the very few who think, it is a 

name not as yet, indeed, blazoned in the escutcheyn of 
immortality ; but there, nevertheless, heralded in cha- 

racters of that Tyrian fire hereafter to be rendered le- 
gible by the breath of centuries. 

It is a name, moreover, which for reasons intrinsi- 
cally of no weight, yet in fact conclusive, I am deter- 
mined to conceal. Nor will I, by a fictitious appella- 
tion, dishonour the memory of that great dead whose 
life was so little understood, and the received account 
of whose melancholy end is a tissue of malevolent blas- 
phemies. Iam not of that class of writers who, making 
some euphynous cognomen the key-stone tu the arch 
of their narrations, can no more conclude without the 
one than the architect without the other. 

Ill-fated and mysterious man!—bewildered in the 
brilliancy of thine own imagination, and fallen in the 
flames of thine own youth! Again in fancy I behold 
thee. Once more thy form hath risen before me—not, 
oh not as thou art—iri the cold valley and shadow; 
but as thou should’st be—squandering away a life of 
magnificent meditation in that city of dim visions, thine 

own Venice, which is a star-beloved city of the sea, 
and the wide windows of whose Paladian palaces, 
gleaming with the fires of midnight revelry, look down 
with a sad and bitter meaning upon the secrets of 
her silent waters. 

Yes! I repeat it—*as thou should’st be.” There 
are surely other worlds than this—other thoughts than 
the thoughts of the multitude—I would almost ven- 
ture to say other speculations than the speculations of 
the sophist. Who, then, shall call thy conduct into 
question ?—who blame thee for thy visionary hours— 
or declare those occupations a wasting away of life, 
which were but the overflowings of thine everlasting 
energics ? 

It was at Venice, beneath the covered archway 

dark’ ese, beyond a chance of recovery, and we were 
le at the metcy of the current, which here sets from 
the greater into the smallerchannel. Like some huge 
bird of sable plumage, we were drifting slowly down 
towards the Bridge of Sighs, when a thousand flam- 
beaux flashing from the windows and down the stair- 
cases of the Ducal palace turned, all at once, the deep 
gloom into a ghastly and supernatural day. 

A child slipping from the arms of its own mother, 
had fallen from an upper window of the lofty structure 
into the deep and dim canal. The quiet waters had 
closed placidly over their victim, and although my own 
gondola was the only one in sight, many a stout swim- 
mer already in the stream, was seeking in vain upon 
the surface the treasure which, alas! was only to be 
found in the abyss. 

Upon the broad black marble flag-stones at the en- 
trance of the palace, and a few steps above the water, 
stood a figure which none who then saw, can ever 
since have forgotten. It was the Marchesa Bianea, 
“ the adoration of all Venice—the gayest of the gay ;” 
but, alas! the young wife of the old and intriguing 
Mentoni and the mother—the mother of that fair child; 
her first and only one—who now, deep beneath the 
water, was thinking in bitterness of heart upon her 
gentle caresses, and exhausting its little life in strug- 
gles to call upon her name. 

She stood alone. Her small, bare, and silvery feet 
gleamed in the black mirror of marble beneath. Her 
hair partly loosened, for the night, from its ball-room 
array, clustered amid a shower of diamonds, round and 
round her classical head in_curls like the young hya- 
cinth. Asnowy-white, and gauze-like drapery seemed 
to be nearly the sole covering to her delicate form ; 
but the midsummer, and midnight air was hot, sullen, 
and still—and no motion—no shadow of motion in that 
statue-like form itself, stirred even the folds of that 

raiment of very vapour which hung around it as the 
heavy marble hangs around the weeping Niobe. 

Her large lustrous eyes were not however bent 
there called the “ Ponte di Sospiri,” that met me, for 
the ‘third or fourth time, the person of whom I speak. | 

It is, however, with a confused recollection, that I re- | 
call to mind the circumstances of that meeting—yet I 
remember—ali! how should I forget! the deep mid- | 
night—the Bridge of Sighs—the beauty of woman, | 
and the Demon of Romance who stalked up and down 
the narrow canal. 

It was a night of unusual gloom. 
of the piazza had sounded the fifth hour of the Italian 

evening. The square of the Campanile lay silent and 
deserted, and the lights in the old Ducal palace were 
dying fast away. I was returning home from the 

Piazzetta, by way of the Grand Canal. But as my | 
gondola arrived opposite the mouth of the Canal San | 
Marco, a female voice from its recesses burst suddenly | 
upon the night in one wild, hysterical, and long-con- 
tinued shriek. 

Startled at the sound, I sprang upon my feet, while 
my gondolier, letting slip his oar, lost it, in the pitchy 

The great clock | 

downwards to the grave where her dearest hope lay 
buried ; but riveted—ah! strange tosay! in a widely- 
different direction. The prison of the city is, I. think, 

| the fairest building in all Venice; but how could that 
lady gaze so fixedly upon it, when her only child lay 
stilling at her feet?) Yon dark, gloomy niche yawns 
right opposite her chamber-window—what then could 

| there possibly be in its shadows—in its architecture, 

that the Marchesa di Mentoni had not wondered at a 
thousand times before? Nonsense!—Who does not 
remember that, at such a time as this, the eye, like a 
shattered mirror, multiplies the images of its sorrow, 
and sees, in a million far-off places, the woe which is 
close at hand ? 

Many steps above the Marchesa, and within the arch 
of the water-gate, stood, in full dress, the Satyr-like 

figure of Mentoni himself. He was occasionally oc- 
cupied in thrumming a guitar, and seemed ennuied to 

the very death, as, at intervals, he gave directions for 
the recovery of his child. 
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Stupified, and bewildered, I had no power to move 
from the upright position I had assumed upon first 
hearing the shriek, and must have presented to the 
eyes of the agitated group a spectral and ominous ap- 
pearance, as with my pale countenance and rigid limbs, 
I drifted down among them in that funeral gondola. 

All efforts were in vain. Many of the most ener- 
getic in the search were relaxing their endeavours, and 
yielding to a gloomy sorrow. There seemed but little 
hope for the child—how much less then for the mo- 

ther! But now, from the dark niche which has been 
befure mentioned as furming part of the old Republi- 
can prison, and fronting the lattice of the Marchesa, a 

figure muffled in a cloak, stepped out within reach of 
the light, and pausing 9 moment upon the verge of the 
giddy height, plunged headlong into the canal. As in 
an instant afterwards he stood with the still living and 
breathing child within his grasp, upon the marble flag- 
stones by the side of the Marchesa—his cloak heavy 
with the water, became unfastened, and falling in 
folds about his feet, discovered to the wonder-stricken 
spectators, the graceful person of a very young man, 

with whose name the greater part of Europe was then 
ringing. 
No word spoke the stranger. But the Marchesa! 

She will now receive her child—she will press it to 
her heart. She will cling to its little form, and smo- 
ther it with her caresses.—Alas! another's arms have 
taken it away, and borne it afar-off unnoticed into the 
palace. And the Marchesa! a tear is gathering into 
her eyes—those eyes which like Pfiny’s own Acan- 
thus, are “ soft and almost liquid.” Her lip—her beau- 
tiful lip trembles ; the entire woman thrills throughout 
the soul, and the statue has started into life! The 
pallor of the marble countenance—the swelling of the 
marble bosom—the very purity of the marble feet, is 
suddenly flushed over with a tide of ungovernable 

crimson, and a slight shudder quivers about the entire 
frame, like a soft wind at Napoli, about the rich lilies 
in the grass. 
Why should that lady blush? To this demand there 

is no answer, except that having left in the haste and 
terror of a mother’s heart, the privacy of her own bu- 
reau, she has neglected to enthral her feet in their 
tiny slippers, and utterly forgotten to throw over her 
Venitian shoulders that drapery which is their due. 
What other possible cause could there have been for 

her so blushing ?—for the glance of those large appeal- 
ing eyes ’—for the unusual tumult of that throbbing 
bosom ?—for the convulsive pressure of that trembling 
hand which fell, as Mentoni turned into the palace, 
accidentally, upon the hand of the stranger ?—or for 
the low—the singularly low tone of those unmeaning 
words which the lady utiered, and departed? “Thou 

hast conquered,” she said, or the murmurs of the wa- 
ter deceived me—* thou hast conquered, one hour af- 
ter sun-rise—let it be.” 
The tumult had subsided—the lights had died away 

within the Piazzo, and the stranger whom I now re- 

cognized, stood alone upon the flags. He shook with 
inconceivable agitation, and his eye glanced around in 
search of a gondola. I could dono less than offer hira 

the service of my own; in a hurried manner he ac- 

cepted my civility. An oar was obtained at the water- 
gale, and as we passed together to his residence, he 
rapidly recovered his sc!fpossession, and spoke of our 
former slight acquaintance in terms of great apparent 
cordiality. 

There are some subjects upon which I take pleasure 
in being minute. The person of the stranger—let me 
call him by that title, who to all the world was still a 
stranger—the person of the stranger is one of these 

subjects. In height, he might have been below rather 
than above the medium size ; although there were mo- 
ments of intense passion when his frame actually ez- 
panded, and belied the assertion. The light, almost 

slender symmetry of his figure, promised more of that 
ready activity which he evinced at the Bridge of Sighs, 
than of that Herculean strength which he has been 
known to wield without an effort, upon occasions of 
more dangerous emergency. With the mouth and 
chin of a deity—a nose like those delicate creations of 
the mind to be found only in the medallions of the 
Hebrew, full eyes, whose shadows varied from pure 
hazel to intense and brilliant jet, and a profusion of 
glossy black hair, from which a forehead rather low 
than otherwise, gleamed forth, at intervals, all light 
and ivory. His were features than which I have seen 
none more classically regular, except perhaps the mar- 

ble ones of the emperor Commodus. 
Yet his countenance was nevertheless, one of those 

which all men have seen at some period of their lives, 
and have never afterwards seen again. It had no pe- 
culiar—I wish to be perfectly understood—no settled, 
predominant expression, to be fastened upon the me- 

mory; @ countenance seen, and instantly forgotten— 
but forgotten with a vague, intense, and never-ceasing 
desire of recalling it to mind. Not that the spirit of 

each rapid passion failed, at any time to throw its own 
distinct image upon the mirror of that face; but that 
the mirror, mirror-like, retained no vestige of the pas- 

sion when the passion had departed. 
Upon parting from him on the night of our adven- 

ture, he solicited me in an urgent manner, to call upon 
him very early the next morning. Shortly after sun- 
rise, I found myself accordingly at his Palazzo, one of 
those huge piles of gloomy, yet fantastic grandeur 
which tower above the waters of the Great Canal. I 
was shown up a broad winding stair-case of mosaics, 
into an apartment whose nnparallelled splendour burst 
through the opening door with an actual glare, 

making me sick and dizzy with luxuriousness. 
I knew my acquaintance to be wealthy. Report 

had spoken of his possessions in terms which I had 
even ventured to call terms of ridiculous exaggeration ; 
but as I gazed about me, I could with difficulty bring 
myself to believe that the wealth of any subject in Eu- 
rope could have supplied the far more than imperial 

magnificence which burned and blazed around. 
Although as I say, the sun had risen, yet the room 

was still brilliantly lighted up, and I judged from this 
| circumstance, as well as from an air of apparent ex- 
| haustion in the countenance of my friend, that he had 
| not retired to bed during the whole of the preceding 

| night. 
In the architecture and embellishments of the 

chamber, the evident design was to dazzle and as- 
tound. Little attention had been paid to the decora of 

| what is technically called “keeping,” or to the pro- 
prieties of nationality. The eye wandered from ob- 
ject to object, and rested upon none ; neither the “ Gro- 
tesques” of the Greek painters, nor the sculptures of 

| the best Italian days, nor the huge carvings of untu- 

| tored Egypt. 
Rich draperies in every part of the recom trembled 

to the vibrations of low melancholy music, whose un- 
seen origin undoubtedly lay in the recesses of the red 
coral trellice-work which tapestried the ceiling. The 

senses were oppressed by mingled and conflicting per- 

fumes reeking up from strange Arabesque censers 
which seemed actually endued with a monstrous vi- 

tality as their particoloured fires writhed up and down, 
and around about their extravagant proportions. The 

| rays of the rising sun poured in upon the whole, through 
| windows formed each of a single huge pane of crimson- 
| tinted glass, and glancing to and fro in a thousand re- 
| flections from curtains which rolled from their cornices 
like streams of molten silver, mingled at length, fitfully 

with the artificial light, and lay weltering and subdued 
upon a carpet of rich, liquid-looking cloth of gold. 

Here then had the hand of genius been at work.— 
A wilderness—a chaos of beauty was before me; @ 
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sense of dreamy and incoherent ¢ took posses- 
sion of my soul, and [I remained speechless. 

“Ha! ha! ha!” laughed the proprietor, pointing 
me to a seat, and throwing himself back upon an Ot- 
toman. ‘There was, I thought, a tincture of bitterness 
in the laugh, and I could not immediately reconcile 
myself to the bienseance of so singular a we!come. 

“Ha! ha! ha!—ha! ha! ha!” eontinued he. “I 
see you are surprised at my apariment—my statues— 

my pictures—my originality of conception in architec- 
ture—in upholstery ; absolutely drunk with my mag- 
nificence! Ha! ha! ha! pardon me; my dear sir, 
pardon me—lI must laugh or die—perhaps both,” con- 
tinued he, after a pause. “ Do you know, however, 

said he, musingly, “that at Sparta, which is now Pa- 
laochori—at Sparta, | say—to the west of the citadel, 
among the scarce visible ruins, is a kind of socle, upon 

which are still visible the letters AAXM. ‘They are, 
I verily believe, part of TEAAXMA. low many di- 
Vinities had altars at Sparta, and how strange that that 
of Laughter should be found alone surviving! But 
just now, to be sure, I have no right to be surprized at 
your astonishment. Europe—the world, cannot rival 

this my regal cabinet. My other apartments, however, 

are mere matters of fact—ultras of fashionable insipi- 
dity. This is better than fashion—is it not? Yet this 
has but to be seen, to become the rage ; that is to say, 
with those who could afford it at the expense of their 
entire patrimony. But | have guarded against any such 
profanation, with one exception”—here the pallor of 
death rapidly overspread his countenance, and as ra- 
pidly passed away)—*“ with one exception; you are 
the only human being, besides myself, who has ever 
set foot within its imperial precincts.” 

I bowed in acknowledgment, for the unexpected 
eccentricity of his address and manner, had filled me 
with amazement, and I could not express in words my 
appreciation of what I might have construed into a 
compliment. 

“ Here,” said he, arising and leaning upon my arm, 
as he sauntered around the apartment—“here are 
paintings of all ages, from the Greek painters to Cima- 
bue, and from Cimabue to the present hour. Many 
are chosen, as you see, with little deference to the 
opinions of Vertu. Here too, are some chef-deuvres of 
the unknown great—and there, unfinished designs by 
men celebrated in their day, whose very names the 
perspicacity of the Academies has left to silence, and 
to me. What think you,” said he, turning as he 
spoke—*“ what think you of this Madonna della 
Pieta?” 

“It is Guido’s own,” I said, with all the enthusiast | 
of my nature; for I had been poring intently over its 
surpassing loveliness—* it is Guido’s own—how could 
you have obiained it? She is undoubtedly in painting 
what the Venus is in sculpture!” 

“Hat” said he, thoughtfully—*the Venus!—the 
beautiful Venus !—the Venus of Vennses!—the Venus 
de Medicis'—the work of Cleomenes, the son of the | 
Athenian! as much as it is the work of mine own | 
hands !—part of the left arm, and all the right, are 
restorations ; and in the coquetry of that right arm 
lies, I think, the quintessence of affectation. The 
Apollo too!—you spoke of the Apollo!—it is a copy ; 
there can be no reasonable doubt of it. Sir, I will not 
bow to falsity, alihongh begrimed with age—there is 
no inspiration in the boasted Apollo, and the Antinous 

is worth a dozenof it. Afterall, there is much in the 
saying of Socrates— that the statuary found his statue | 
in the block of marble.’ Michel Angelo was not ori- 
ginal in his couplet—” 

“ Non ha l’ottimo artista aleun concetto 
Che un marmo solo in se non circunscriva.” 

It has been, or should be remarked, that in the man- | 

ner of the true gentleman, we are always a 
difference from the bearing of the vulgar, without 
being able at once precisely to determine in what such 
difference consists. Allowing the remark to have ap- 
plied in its full force to the outward demeanour of my 
friend, I felt it on that eventful morning, still more 
fully applicable to his moral temperament and charac- 

ter—nor could | better define that peculiarity of spirit 
which seemed to place him so essentially apart from 
all other human beings, than by calling it a habit of 
intense and continual thought, pervading even his most 
trivial actions, intruding upon his moments of dalli- 
ance, and interweaving itself into his very flashes of 
merriment, like the adders which writhe from out the 
eyes of the grinuing masks in the cornices around the 
temples of Cybele. 

I could not help, however, repeatedly observing, 

through the mingled tone of levity and solemnity with 
which he rapidly descanted on matters of little im- 
portance, a certain air of trepidation—a nervous in- 
quietude of manner, which appeared to me unac- 
countable, and at times even filled me with alarm. 

Frequently pausing in the middle of a sentence, 
whose commencement he had apparently forgotten, he 
seemed to be listening, in the deepest attention, as if 

cither in expectation of a visiter, or to sounds which 
must have had existence in imagination alone. 

It was during one of these apparent reveries, or 
pauses of abstraction that, in turning over a page of 

Politian’s beautiful tragedy, the “Orfeo,” which lay 
near me upon an Ottoman, I found a passage under- 
lined in pencil. It is a passage near the conclusion of 
the third act—a passage of heart-stirring pathos—a 
passage which, divested of its impurity, no man could 
read without a thrill—no maiden without a sigh. The 
whole page was blotted with fresh tears, and upon the 
opposite interleaf were the following lines written, as 
I now write them, in English ; but in a hand so very 
different from the peculiar and bold characters of my 
acquaintance, that I had difficulty in recognizing it 
as his own. 

Thou wast that all to me, love, 
For which my soul did pine— 

A green isle in the sea, love— 
A fountain and a shrine 

All wreathed round with wild flowers, 
And all the flowers were mine! 

But the dream— it could not last; 
Young Hope! thou did’st arise 

Sut to be overcast! 
A voice from out the Future cries 

“Onward !” while o’er the Past, 
Dim Gulf!—my spirit hovering lies, 

Mute—motionless—aghast ! 

For alas!—alas!—with me 
Ambition—all—is o'er ; 

« No more—no more—no more” — 
(Such language holds the breaking sea 

To the sands upon the shore,) 
Shall bloom the thunder-blasted tree, 

Or the stricken eagle soar! 

And all my hours are trances, 
And all my nightly dreams 

Are where thy dark eye glances— 
And where thy footstep gleams 

In what etherial dances, 
By far Italian streams! 

Alas! for that accursed time 
They bore thee o’er the billow 

From me—to titled age and crime, 
And an unholy pillow— 
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From Love, and from our misty clime 
Where weeps the silver willow ! 

That these lines were written in English, a language 
with which I did not believe their author acquainted, 
afforded me little matter for surprize. 1 was too well 
aware of the variety of his acquirements, as well as 
the strange pleasure he took in hiding them from the 
world, to be astonished at any similar discovery. But 
| must confess that the date of the M. S., appeared to 
me singular. it had been written “ London,” and 
afterwards carefully overscored ; although not so ef- 
fectually as to conceal the word from a scrutinizing 
eye. I repeat that this appeared to me singular—for I 
well remembered having asked him if he had ever 
met with, some person—I think, the Marchesa di 
Mentoni, who resided in England some years before 
ner marriage—if he had, at any time, met with her in 
London; and his answer led me to understand that 
he had never visited Great Britain. I must here add 
that I have more than once heard, but, of course, 
never gave credit to a report involving so much im- 
probability—that the person of whom I write, was not 
only by birth, but in education an Englishman. 
“There is one painting,” said he, turning to me 

with evident emotion, as i replaced the volume upon 
’ the Ottoman—*there is one painiing which you have 

not seen,” and throwing aside a drapery, he discovered 
2 full length portrait of the Marchesa di Mentoni. 
Human art could have done no more in the accu- 

rate delineation of her superhuman beauty. The 
same sylph-like figure which stood before me the pre- 
ceding night, upon the steps of the Ducal palace, stood 

before me onve again. But in the expression of her 
countenance, which was beaming all over with smiles, 
there still lurked that incomprehensible strain of me- 
lancholy which is, I do believe, inseparable from the 
perfection of the beautiful. On a scroll whieh ley at 
her feet were these words—“I am waiting but for 

thee.” Her right arm was folded across her bosom, 
and with the left she pointed downwards to a curi- 
ously-fashioned vase. One small, fairy foot, alone vi- 
sible, barely touched the earth—and, scarcely dis- 
cernible in the brilliant atmosphere which seemed to 
encircle, and enshrine her loveliness, floated a pair of 
delicately-imagined silvery wings. 

I glanced from the painting to the figure of my 
friend, and the powerful words of Chapman's Bussy 
D'Ambois, quivered instinctively upon my lips— 

I am up 
Here like a Roman statue—lI will stand 
Till death hath made me marble! 

“Come,” said he at length, approaching a table of 
massy silver, upon which were some beautifully dyed 
and enamelled goblets, together with two large Etrus- 
can vases, filled with what 1 took to be Vin de Barac, 
and fashioned in the same extraordinary model as the 
vase in the foreground of the portrait. 
“Come,” he said abruptly, “let us drink—it is 

early; but let us drink. It is indeed early,” he con- 
tnued, as a cherub, with a heavy golden hammer, 
made the chamber ring with the first hour after sun- 

rise—* it is indeed carly; but what matiors it—let us 
drink. Let us pour out, like true Persians, an offering 
to that solemn sun which these lamps aml censers are 

strnggling to overpower.” Here having made me 
pledge him in a bumper, he swallowed in rapid suc- 
cession, several goblets of the wine. 
“To dream,” continued he, resuming the tone of his 

desultory conversation, as he held up to the rich light 

of a censer one of the magnificent vases—‘to dream 
has been the business of my life, and I have therefore 
decked out for myself, as you see, a Bower of Dreams. 
Here, in the heart of Venice, could I have erected a 

better? You behold around you, it is true, a medley 
of architectural embellishments. The chastity of Ionia 
is offended by antediluvian devices, and the Sphynxes 
of Egypt are stretching upon cloth of gold. Yet the 
effect is incongruous to the timid alone. Proprieties 
of place, especially of time, are the bugbears which 
terrify mankind from the contemplation of the magnifi- 
cent. Once I was myself a decorist, but that sublima- 
tion of folly has palled upon my soul. All this is now 
the fitter for my purpose. Like these Arabesque cen- 
sers, my spirit is writhing in fire, and the whirling de- 
lirium of this scene is fashioning me for the wilder vi- 
sions of that land of real dreams whither I am rapidly 
departing.” 

Thus saying, he confessed the power of the wine, 
and threw himself, at full length, upon a chaise-longue. 
A quick step was now heard upon the stair-case, and a 
loud knock at the door rapidly succeeded. I hurried 
to anticipate a second disturbance, when a page of the 
Marchesa di Mentoni burst into the room, and, in a 
voice choking with emotion, faltered out the incohe- 
rent words, “my mistress !—Bianca !—poison !—hor- 
rible! horrible !” 

Bewildered, I flew to the sleeper, and endeavoured 
to arouse him to a sense of the startling intelligence ; 
but his lips were livid—his form was rigid—his beau- 
tiful eyes were riveted in death. 

I staggered back towards the table—my hand fell 
upon a cracked and blackened goblet, and a conscious- 
ness of the entire and terrible truth, flashed suddenly 
over my soul. 

Original. 

MADAME DE SIMIANEs 

Tus lady was ambitious of forming herself after 
the model of Madame de Sevigne, her grandmother ; 
and seemed possessed of a character similar to her. 

Madame de Simiane was born in the year 1674; and 
as Pauline de Grignan, Madame de Sevigne describes 
her in the flower of youth to have been possessed of 
the most winning attractions, with a well cultivated 
understanding, and fertile imagination. 

At the age of twenty-one, she: married the Marquis 
of Simiane who had embraced a military life, and who 
obtained a regiment through the interest of Madame 
de Maintenon; in the year 1716, Madame de Simiane 
became a widow. 

All who knew Madame de Sevigne were struck 
with the resemblance her grand daughter bore her; 
she also resembled her in disposition, and in that 
Epistolary style which distinguished the writings of 
her grandmother, and which would no doubt have 
been equally charming with the correspondence of 
Madame de Sevigne, had the times produced matter 
of equal interest; but the period at which Madame de 
Sevigne wrote, afforded ail those little details, so emi- 
nently calculated to give a charm to letter writing. 
| Madame de Simiane possessed in a high degree the 
talent of conversation, and the powers of pleasing. 
This lady has left to posterity, besides her letters, the 
most convincing proofs in her verses and detached 
pieces, that she was a woman of extraordinary talent, 
as well as virtue. 

—=—— 

Had I a careful and pleasant companion, that should 
show me my angry face in a glass, I should not at all 
take it ill; some are wont to have a looking-glass held 
jt them while they wash, though to little purpose; 
but to behold man’s self so unnaturally disguised and 
disordered, will conduce not a little to the impeach- 

| ment of anger. 



THE WIDOW OF NAIN, &c. 

Griginsl. “Weep not,” he said, the mourner’s eye 
THE WIDOW OF NAIN. Turned on him half reproachfully ; 

ane Weep not!!! she stands beside the bier, 

A voice of woe at the gates of Nain! Where slumbers all that made life dear— 
A voice of woe and.a funeral train; He should have power to break death's sleep 
And many a lip is raising there Who bids that mourner not to weep— 
The death-chant on the burthen'd air; He has—une will—ne bends o’er the bier, 

And many a bursting tear is shed And whispers his call in that death-shut ear; c 
Above the bier of the early dead; ‘ And the spirit returns to the form it had fled, \ 
And noiseless, voiceless, in despair, And the life-pulse beats in the heart of the dead, 5 

With wilder’d look, and frenzied air, His loved voice rings in his mother’s ear, n 
A mourner stands, her tearless eye That voice she hath panted again to hear; 
Is blank with grief’s vacuity; She meets those eyes whose gladdening ray, h 
While man’s deep sob, and woman’s wail Can turn her age's night to day, e 

Are mingling on the passing gale. They wear the same smile his childhood wore, n 
But hark! the death-dirge! sad and slow Gone are the shades of death they bore, 0 

In measur'd chaunt the accents ring, And the grave’s damp dews from his brow are gone, N 
Hymning of death and mortal woe The redeemed from death! her ransom'd son! t 

Above a deathless and immortal thing! Then burst from the lately sorrowing train, i 
A shout of joy at the gates of Nain! s 

“ Room, room for another guest! ¢ 

Room, room in thy marble courts, oh! death! pe _ € 
For another fair young head ; ‘ 

This lip but yesterday scorn'd thy breath, —- , 
To-day take back the dead! TO THE EVENING STAR. t 

“We have brought thee many a spoil! oi 
Thou hast bidden the fondest friends to part, Bricut star and beautiful, that far away, 

Thou hast laid the strong man low, In the blue depths of ether, all day long 
But thy chain ne'er bound a truer heart Hath slept; awake! and pour thy silvery ray, I 

Than his we bring thee now. Through the umbrageous wood-tops, where the 
song 

“ He was the widow’s son! Of pensive night-bird, plaintive, sweet and low, , 
And which amid our dark-eyed youths, Mingles its music with the rill’s soft flow. | 

The stately and the brave, 

Can fill for her the place of him 
She follows to the grave. 

“ He was the lone one’s stay! 
He waked the thoughts of days long past, 

Her trust in days to come; 
Of all her blighted hopes, the last, 

Goes with him to the tomb! 

“He was a mother’s joy! 
And ah! whose smile shall now 

For her make glad the day, 

When o'er this bright young brow 
The valley ’s sod shall lay!” 

But see! who stops that wailing band, 
With motion slight of eye and hand? 
It ceased—that song of deep despair 
Has died upon the stilly air; 
“ Place ye the bier,” in silent dread 
The wondering crowd their steps have staid, 
And hurrying hands the bier have lower'd, 
And the dead man hes before his Lord; 
And the mother’s eye, in sorrow dim, 
Turns its bewilder'd gaze on Him; 
And again her grief is gushing wild, 
In torrents o'er her shrouded child. 
The summer air is breathing now 
Its freshness o'er his lifeless brow; 
And as it lifis the raven hair 

Whose dark locks thickly cluster there, 
Cold, white, and still, as marble shows 
Each feature in its deep repose ; 
So heavenly calm, so still and fair, 
A faint smile yet is lingering there: 
As if the dreamer had forgot, 

In visions blest, his earthly lot, 
Nor thought on her whose tears are shed 
Like summer's rain-drops o'er his head. 

But Jesus speaks, the crowd to hear, 
Are closer thronging round the bier: 

Awake! and where the bubbling fountain plays, 
Sprinkle it over with a thousand gems; ) 

Make crystal every dewy drop that lays | 
On the blue violets bending on their stems, 

Before eve darkens into night, and throws, 
Her sable drapery over their repose. 

Awake! and cheer the seaman, who apart 
From all he loves, o’er the lone deep must roam; 

Thy beams are holy to his lonely heart, 
For ere he left his lovely cottage home, 

His latest look, save that to Julia given, 
Was fix'd with hers, on thee, fair star of even. 

Pensive the soldier, on the battle plain, 
Hails thy bright rising o'er yon distant tower; 

In fancy hears the gentle song again, 
His bride was wont to sing him in her bower. 

When on her lovely face, thy beams alone, 
Peering through clustering roses softly shone. 

Thy dewy light, that through the leaves soft gleams, 
Brings a full quiet to the tranquil breast; 

Vet, though so calm, so throbless still it seems, 

Too full of feeling, too awake for rest. 

All, all are open, heart, and eye, and ear, 
Intensely to enjoy, to see, to hear. 

Refulgent star! bright fancies, like a dream, 
Come down upon my spirit, while to thee, 

I lift my gaze, until I almost deem, 
It is a guardian angel's form, I see 

Embodied in thy beams, who from above, 
Watches benignly over those I love. 

Visions like this, more evanescent still, 
Than thy short sojourn in the western sky, 

Wait not upon the longing spirit’s will, 
But like a thing of wings, away must fly; 

While with a sense of feverish thirst the heart, 
Pants from its dull, cold prison-house to part. 
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gone, 
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Wao would have the veil that shadows things to 
come, withdrawn, and the secrets of futurity laid bare? 
Who would know the nature, or the amount of the 
sufferings he must endure—the hours of sorrow, of 
misery that probably await him? 
Thoughts like these floated in the brain of Mrs. 

Manning, as waking from the sleep, by which a pow- 
erful opiate had subdued her delirium, she lay in the 
miserable, yet dreamy consciousness, that follows such 
oblivion. It was a stormy evening in the month of 
March ; and she heard, without heeding the rain, as it 
beat against the casement, and the creaking and gruan- 
ing of the trees, as the wind, in fierce and fitful gusts, 
swept through their naked branches. As apprehension 
grew more vivid, how congenial seemed the strife of 

elements without; for she felt that to her troubled soul, 
sunshine, or moonlight, would have seemed like cruel 
mockery. As she raised her head, to listen more dis- 
tinctly to the tempest, her eye fell on her husband, 
sitting in deep reverie before the fire. So long and 
profound was his abstraction, so pallid his face, so 
changed his whole expression, that leaning her head on 
her hand, she regarded him with bewildering terror, 
half doubting his identity. “My poor husband,” 
thought she, “ what suffering has been there? I have 
found refuge in insensibility, while he has borne our 
grief: wild and tumultuous it must have been, and 
this is the terrible re-action.”” She would have spoken 
but she could not—she would have given the world 
for some sound, to break the dreadful stillness—when 
suddenly changing his attitude, he exclaimed—*“ How 

is it I have this power of endurance? I should have 
thought my brain would have reeled, my senses been 
locked in forgetfulness; would they were in death,” 
he added, relapsing into gloomy silence. Their house 
was pleasantly lighted up that evening, and to a casual 
observer, looked like the home of joy; but desolation 
was in their bosoms; the light of hope had gone out; 
the world seemed a dreary prison-house, and mankind 
a universal foe. “Do you hear this terrible storm to- 
night, my dear,” said Mrs. M , half breathless 
with terror. ‘“ This terrible storm,” said he, looking 
fixedly at her. “ How think you it sounds to our poor 
Mary, as it beats against her prison walls! Merciful 
God!” added he, convulsively, “temper the wind to 
the shorn lamb—desert her not in her extremity,” and 
he buried his face in his hands, and groaned aloud; 
His almost fainting wife sought to offer consolation ; 
but how could she impart it, who so much needed it 
herself/—how speak hope to another, when her own 
heart was bursting with anguish? and she half articu- 
lated —“ resignation.” 

“ Resignation,” said he, impatiently, as he rose and 
rapidly paced the room. “In such a calamity as this 
what source for resignation can be found, but in stv- 
pidity? Ah resigned—'tis a word ofien used. Re- 
signed to sin, to shame, to crime, to the perpetuation of 
crime in its punishment; for look at it as we may, 
think of it as we will, what is an execution, but a 
legalized, cold-blooded murder—the forcible taking of 
life—as if a law given, to dwellers in tents, was bind- 
ing on men who have prisons of stone.” 
Overcome by emotion, he leaned, pale and exhanst- 

ed, against the mantel-piece. ‘“ DojJyon remember,” 
at last, said he, in a low subdued tone; “how our 
poor girl, when she was no higher than my cane, used 
to come every morning, and kiss us till we awoke? 
Do you remember?—”—* Spare, for mercy, spare such 
recollections,” said Mrs. M , Who had sunk back 
exhausted; “I must think, and feel, and perhaps I 

wy 

may have strength given.me to bear it—but to hear 
you talk as you do, terrifies—kills me.”—«I was 
merely going.to ask, if you remembered how proud 
we were of ‘beauty ?”—“I remember, and desire 
to remember, @ll my errors with regard to her, and to 
humble myself in the dust, and to pray that my sins 
may not be visited upon her in another world; for to 
this, | know she is lost.” 

Mr. Manning could admire the spirit, with which 
his amiable wife sought to meet this calamity, but he 
could not imitate it. This seemed one of those afflic- 
tions of rare occurrence, indeed, when’ resignation 
scarce seems a virtue. And no maxim so generally 
adopted by the world, is perhaps more fallacious, than 
that man is the maker of his own happiness or misery. 
The hermit in his cell, may make his mind his empire; 
but the happiness of a being connected with the world, 
is entirely beyond his control. Our affections are 
chains that bind us to states, from which we have 
neither the power nor the inclination to shake our- 
selves free, and which, after all, no doubt form the 
discipline, best fitted for our moral improvement, and 
ultimate destination. 

Mr. Manning and his wife were persons of easy 
fortune, and respectable character, and not very far 
advanced in the downhill of life. They regarded 
their children, with a love that if not idolatry, was little 
less; and sacrificed their dearest happiness to a fancied 
good, when they sent their daughter from the paternal 

roof, and confided her to the care of strangers. Their 
confidence was not perhaps misplaced; but who will 
watch with a mother’s tenderness and a mother's care? 
They saw her from time to time, and with her personal 
beauty, and winning affectionate ways, she seemed to 
their partial eyes, like a faultless being. And of in- 
tentional evil she was wholly guiltless. But her heart 
was wayward; her imagination unbridled ; her fancy 
dazzled by the admiration excited by her beauty, and 
her mind, undisciplined by thought and reflection, 
wholly incapable of estimating such admiration at its 
proper value. She was continually in a state, of all 
others, the most unfavourable to the formation of cha- 
racter—ezcitement. No matter of what kind it may. 
be, its effect is the same; impatience of restraint, un- 
fitness for application of any kind, dissipation of thought 
and of time. In such a state, imagination is active, 
and judgment sleeps. The romance of her nature, 
thus deepened by the circumstances of her life, she 
exulted in the admiration of many, while the secret 
treasure of her heart was the fervent whispered love 
of one. 

To the really striking external appearance of this 
one, she, in the true spirit of romance, added every 
moral and mental perfection, of which she could form 
an idea. Wrapped in love’s young dream, repeated 
evidences of an exacting spirit, and of deep-rooted 
selfishness, were to her, as though they had never been. 
Blinded by his apparently impassioned devotion, she 
forgot that the hours which he daily and idly gave to 
her, must be at the expense of study, or business, or of 
some unheeded call of active duty. 

Happy, had she some kind friend, to gently strip 
life of some of the illusions with which her fancy in- 
vested it; to bring forward, from the dim perspective 
of her disordered vision, its avenues to woe, and its 
sad realities; to unveil the heart of man, and show her 
that love in him was but one, among nameless passions, 
countless desires, and high aspirations. To show her 
how rare in him, was the all engrossing love she 
looked for; how utterly incompatible with his active 
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pursuits in life, and when found, if lasting, how totally 
destructive to his energy of soul. She had no such 

friend, and she turned from the offered love of one, 
whom she knew, and might have trusted, to the me- 
teor-like passion of one, almost a stranger, and with 
whose principl aracter she was wholly unac- 
quainted. ot 

How difficult for the 
and treasured fault of the child; 
out continued intercourse, and whl 
and how next to impossible to kee 

~ 

stand the secret 
yssible, with- 

confidence : 

is confidence 
. . | 

unimpaired, while exercising a proper censorship, and 
a just restraint. 

Mr. Manning was a inan of great pride, and violent 
passions; a being of impulse; and like all such, rash 
and impetuous. When first awakened from his fan- 
cied security, by information of his daughter's 
ated and misplaced attachment, he wrote her a pas- 
sionate letter, upbraiding her for her deceit, and in- 
forming her of the day when he should be in L 
to bring her home. Mary trembled over her father's 
letter—a few hours afier she met her lover, and to 
leave him Was impossible. His personal appearance. 

infatu- 

his dress, and his manner, were precisely such, as are | 
best calenlated to captivate a weak minded girl. 

Yet Miss Manning was not weak. 
germ of all that was excellent, in her nature. Her 
misfortune was, that she was brought within such an 

influence, before the qualities of her mind had oppor- 
tunity for development. She had surrendered herself 
to the guidance of one, who was more to her than her 
father; and he was one of those spirits, who grow 
more determined in proportion to the obstacles that 
thwart their schemes; no matter whether for good or 
evil. He hurried on the preparations for their mar- 
riage, and profuse and ostentatious in his habits, and 
accustomed to live by expedients, he was yet av lavish 
in show ai decoration, as if he drew upon the public | 
revenue for Ris supplies. Mr. Manning’s letter but 
accelerated his plans; and when he arrived. the fright- 
onc, 5 py girl, pk in his hands the ccrtifi- 

ef tate of her marriage, and threw herself at his feet. 
Mr. Manning sat with his eyes riveted on the paper, 

silent as death; wholly overpowered by the nature of 
this unexpected calamity. “ Are you aware,” at last, 
said he, “ that you have given yourself to a villain!” 
“O no, father; to me, he is the best, the fondest, the 
most affectionate.”—* Very possible; you may be the 
whim of the moment; but if half I have heard of him 
be true, he is wholly incapable of sincere and konour- 
able affection.” —* See him, dear father, and judge for 
yourself.” —*« I have no wish to see him; neither with 
my present feelings, would it be safe. But what is 
the meaning of these corded trunks, and boxes,” said 
he, his eye glancing round the room; “a wedding | 
journey, or 
bridal visit?” 

wW s you going to make your parents a 
Tears of wounded ( 

feeling, gushed from the poor girl's eyes; fo 
tion was aske! with a hat 
overflow of mortification and anger. “ Dry your tears. r. 
my child,” said he, much moved, « [ cannot see them: 

pride, and mortified 

r the que 
the very cer, t seemed 

forgive me,” continzed he, “and now let me know 
the object of these preparations.” Chilled by her 
father’s manner, and secretly apprehensive that all was 
not right with her husband, she replied coldly, and 

with some hesitation, “ That they were to leave I. 

in the even it was rather sudden, but Frederie’s 

business was urgent; she could net tell precisely, 

where would be their destination, perhaps to South 
America, where some of his estates lie.”"—* God grant 
me patience; can such eredulity exist with common 

sense? My poor deceived child,” continued he, seat- 

She had the | 

—— 

it convenient to belong? Say you will go home wit, 

me to your mother, my loved child,” said he, folding 
her to his bosom ; “ say you will go.”—* Most willingly, 
most gladly, if my husband may go with me.”—«{ dp 
not think it would be safe for him to remain in this 
vicinity. I had an intimation to that effect, when | 
was first informed of your ill-fated attachment to him. 
But no doubt, he calculated on my influence and wealth, 
to carry him through his difficulties."—* He did ip. 

deed say to-day,” said she despondingly, “ that no con. 
sideration would detain him here another day; but, 
forgive me, dear father, I must go with him.”—*« Yoy 

| are lost to us, Mary,” said he, releasing her from his 
arms. She hung upon his neck, in an agony of tears 

|* But you will give me your forgiveness, your kind 
| wishes ?"—* I have no power to withhold them, bu 
what will they avail?—yet think again, you have still 
time to choose between us.” The choice was made 
and he did not again seek to alter her determination 

| He returned her the certificate of her marriage with a 
| striet charge to keop it safely; and taking out his 
| pocket-book, gave her a largesum of money. “TI will 
not have you wholly dependant upon him now; and 
remember,” said he, embracing her for the last time 
“that your father’s house and heart will be ever open 
to you.” He did not trust himself with another word, 

| another look ; but left her with sad presentiments a 
| to her fate. 

The two years succeeding Mary's marriage were, 
| to her, years of rapid and eventful vicissitude—to her 
| parents, of mourful regret, and sickening apprehension. 
| They had, at uncertain intervals, received letters from 
| her, dated at widely distant places—one from Charles 
} town and one from New Orleans. Her letters indi- 
| ented great improvement in her powers of mind; but 
of her mode of life, or of the feelings of her heart, they 
were wholly ignorant. 

| The day before the commencement of our narrative, 
| Mrs. Manning had a letter placed in her hands. She 
| saw by the post-mark, it was from one of the United 
| States; but let me forbear descriptions, localities and 
| dates, for it is of distressing realities we write. She 
| read a few lines, and fell, as if struck by a flash from 
heaven. While they hung over her lifeless form, Mr. 
Manning read the fatal contents. 

My pdeanest Motuer—How shall I tell you, what 
for days, | have been struggling for strength to write; 
how tell you of the cruel and utter abandonment of him 
whom I loved and irusted; of my deep and hopeless 

| misery; and can I live to write it, of my terrible fate. 
May God give you strength to bear it, and cast me 

| not off, for Tam innocent; but your poor Mary is the 
| condemned iwrderess of her child. Yet, believe me, 
| mother, [ am innocent, and the consciousness that I 
am so, enables me at times to look death in the face, 

| as he approaches near. At this moment I feel for you, 
| more than ior myself; and would have gone down to 
my nious grave in silence, could [ have hoped 
you would have remained ignorant of my fate. So I 
fecl now; yet, at other times, the terrors of death are 

} 

te 
ut 

ignom 

indes npon me. My senses have grown painfully 
ute; T shrink in agony at sight of a stranger, and 
tremble at an approaching footstep, as if sure that it 
} rrought the warrant for my death. 

* my 

Yet the deep 
cell is even more insnpportable. The 

wearisome night is consumed in one long thought of 
the seaff_ld—the scaffold, on which I am so soon to 

stand. It is forever before me. When I prostrate 
myself in prayer, it rises between me and God. When 
I sink into a feverish slumber, I stand upon it, a spec- 

| tacle of shame to the gazing crowd. I feel the horrid 
| pressure of the cord upon my neck—and mother—father 

sile nce oi 

ing himself and taking her in his arms; “and you will! —pity me; I spring from my wretched bed, with a 
Teave your parents, and follow this mere adventurer, | convulsive scream, that rings in my ears for the rest 
from St. Lawrence (for there was Mr. Manning's loca-| of the night, and fills me with shuddering terror. And 
tion,) to South America, or wherever else he may find | in such a state, I am to prepare for my great account. 
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home wi th 0! if they believe me guilty, how can they cut short, lessly. “ All goes well my love; I } hopes 
he, folding my days of repentance—how take from me my chance | for your life—circumstances much ” 
t willingly of forgiveness. If they would but let me live, if they | “ What circumstances?” inquired ly. “I 
eC." Fd, would but leave me the gift of God, till, He recalled | have not time to tell them all; but» yourself, do 
ain in this it—if they would but leave me to wait my appointed | not look so deadly pale—see here,” said he, unrolling 

ct, When | time, unknowing when it would come, though in a the petition for her life—“ these names were set down 
ent to him cell far more miserable than this, I could possess my | the instant I showed the certificate of your marriage ; 
nd weal, soul in tranquillity, and days of thanksgiving, of peni-/ I have no patience with you,” said he impetuously, 
Te did jn. tence and prayer, might fit me for the presence of my | “ that you did not produce itsooner.” “I did not know 
ait NO cop. judge. Yet let me be thankful, that my soul, like that | it could do any geod,” said she faintly. | 
day; bet of thousands, is not in reality, to seek its home, fresh He looked at her with a scrutinizing eye. “I think, 

"— Yop from a crime ot such deadly dye, as that of which I am I think I understand you,” said he almost sternly, “ and I 
r from his accused. Dreadtul to make the tomb, the gate of de-| from my soul I pity, though I cannot comprehend such { 
y of tear. spair—to hurry the soul steeped in guilt, into the pre- weakness. an ou was afraid it might lead to some in- | 

‘our kind sence of its creator. — : vestigation.” She sighed heavily. “I however did 
them, by: Forgive me for distressing you; but if I said any | not spare him,” he continued, highly excited. ,“ His 
have still thing, I could say no less; and now for my last request. | perfidy, his desertion, your sufferings in your unpro- 
28 made Will you and my dear father come to this place of tected state—believe me, I made good use of every 
mination shame, and see, for the last time, your miserable child? circumstance I had ever wrung from you.” She 
re with God forbid you should be here when they take me ont} was still silent. “It is rumoured that he is sull in the 

- out hie w— no, that I could not endure. But if 1 could | country—I suppose you do noi know?” inquired he, 
“Twill once more be folded in your arms—once lay my throb- | looking earnestly at her. “ How should I George? but 

OW; and bing head on your bosoms, and hear your beloved | do not talk about him.”—* It shall be my care to find 
ast time voices assure me that you forgive all my errors, and | him out, the moment I can leave you in safety.” “Safety 
yer open that you believe me guiltless of crime, I think, I} is a strange word in my car,” said she mournfully.”— | 
er worl, hope, I could then say, thy will be done. My brother | “It shall be no longer so. ‘The Governor is a jiumane, 

nents as is already here; poor George, had I known he was so| fecling man, and those who know him best, say he will 
near me—he read the report of my trial, and owned | be glad of such an excuse to be merciful, as these re- | 

© were, to me—I cannot. bear to write it, he was exulting presentations and names afford him. I feel quite con- i 

—to her in the conviction of the murderess, when his eye was fide nt of your life—of your liberty, I have doubts. 
rension, arrested by the description of my person. You, my | There is a mystery in that transaction—if I could but 
rs from dear parents, may have read it too, without dreaming unravel it.” “Do not seek to,” said she, with a be- 
*harles. of your poor child, for | was indicted and tried by my | seeching, alarmed look—* do not. Let a veil for ever 
rs. indi- husband's real name, which I assumed and kept} rest upon it; Ido not want my liberty,” said she ra- 

d; bur through all changes. I have written myself into per-| pidly. “What is the world to me now!”—* Not even } 
t, they fect calmness, almost to insensibility. How our pas- wish for liberty ?” said he incredulously. “No,” said 

F sion’ wear themselves out; in my case, unhappily, but | she, almost coldly—* convicted—the tenant*ef a con- 
rative, too soon renewed. ‘There are times when | am in-|demned cell. Where would be my place in the 

She different to every thing, to life, to fame, to heaven and | world? If the state does not find me a prison,” con- 
Jnited its hopes; for the highest wish I am then capable of | tinued she gloomily, “I shall find one for myself. If 
8 and forming is to be at rest. I am faint and weary; on| you and my parents believe me innocent, it is enough.” 
She my knees | bless you, and pray God that you may be | “ At this moment I half doubt it myself. What words 

. from suppor:ed in the misery I have brought upon you.” you have just uttered—yet shrink from the scrutiny 
1, Mr. Ah! had the most vindictive avenger of blood been | that if innocent, would prove you so. You paralize 

there; had he seen the ravages a few hours wrought | my efforts to serve you, Mary,—how can [ impress 
what on these stricken parents—heard the terrific crics, the another with the belicf of your innocence, when I se- 
‘Tite ; frantic shrick of the mother, as waking from a death-| cretly waver myself?” “JI shall not wish even for 
him ff like swoon to wild delirium, she fancied the final | life, George, if you begin to suspect me.” The tears | 
eles scene was come—seen the sweat roll from the brow | swam in his eyes as he looked on her quivering lips f 
fate. of the agonised father, as with convulsive, yet ineffee-| and pale cheek. “I do not my love—lI wiil not,” said 
t me tual effort, he sought to suppress the groans that bursi| he hastily ; “do not look so miserable. But I must i 
; the from his inmost soul, of “the scaffold—the scaffold—| leave you now,” said he, affectionately kissing her. 
me, any thing but that—would to God I could stand there | “ [ have no time to lose.” She listened to his retreat- 

vat I for thee, my child, my child!” Had he seen all this, | ing footsteps. “So it ever is with me,” sighed she. ] 

face, his stern purpose would surely have relented, had it | “ The birth of one hope, is the destruction of another. | 
you, = _tested with him, he would have bid the doomed one | Why cannot I be willing to lay down my aching head, 
n to hve. The doubt would have pressed itself home upon} and be at rest?” 
ped his soul, whether the uncertain good, in the exaction Rather late in the evening, after George’s departure, 
0 I of blood for blood, could balance its wide spread de-| the jailer came into her cell, to know whether she | 
we solating ruin. He would have said, “not for me, not | would see a gentleman who was very urgent to be ad- 
illy for me, to swell! the cup of their misery, already ove r- | mitted. She knew at once it was her father. “Let 
ad flowing; not for me, to trample thein to the earth, for-| him come,” said she ; “ bushow can I see him?” She 
tit ; getful that we are the children of one common Futher,| threw herself on the floor, and buried her face in her 
‘ep and of the precept of our common Master, that enjoins | hed. Sfis step sounded along the passage—her heart 

‘he us to seek the welfare of a brother as our own.” | died within her, as he came into her cell, and stood in 
of Swifily, yet heavily, the hours rolled on to the im- silence by her side. She heard the rustling of his 

to . prisoned Mary. She had written to her parents; that | cloak—she almost felt his breath. “Speak to me fa- 
te distressing duty was done. She had given the trea-| ther,” she at last articulated. “I cannot look up to 
me sur’d certificate of her marriage to her brother, in the | you, till I hear your voice.”"—Still he spoke not. “But 

- hope of exciting some interest for her life. She had} one word father—call me Mary.” The name was 
2 F Tetained it as long as she dared, anxious that Frederic, | spoken, in a deep low to. She started to her feet j 

~ whom her soul revolted from bringing forward in this! as if stung by an adder; aii humility was gone, as 
8 unhappy affair, should leave the country. She sat | drawing herself up to her full height, and aie 

from him, she exclaimed, “Cruel—ungratefi gloomily in her cell, when her brother, with a quick st 
step, and a cheerful air, (unwonted sight,) entered.— | know your voice is a terror to me; even the thought 
“What is it George? speak quick,” said she breath-! of seeing you here, almost death—and yet you haunt 
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me like myeyal spirit. “ This is the first time,” said 
he ina su Voice, “that I have intruded my- 
self upon you.” “Yes, for I heard your voice, and 
refused you." Vet I came in kindness.” “Ah Fre- 
deric, you withheld that kindness when it would have 
been prized by me, beyond all the world can give, 

and what will it avail me now?” “ Much, if you will 
trust to me.”” “ When did I ever trust to you, that 
you did not deceive me? The last time I saw yon, 

how earnestly, how passionately I prayed that you would 
go far away, where I might never sce you more, and 

how solemnly you promised me.” « How could I go, 
and leave you in such peril.” “TI tell for 
all, that your solicitude now, seems like insult added 
fo injury. S mysterious fate 
here; some strange infatuation you, or you 

would not dare trust yourself with me. You know not 
what thoughts have been in my heart—what words 
have hovered on my lips. I tell you [ déstrust myself, 

and at the last, should all hope desert me, I do believe 
the dreadful avowal will burst forth. Fly then, 

seech you, beyond the reach of the consequences.— 

God forbid that L should see you whatIlam! I have 

heard of a woman,” continued she in a low tone of 

horror, “ who saved her life, by throwing her children 
famished wolves that followed her 
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a horrible doubt sometimes me—am | 
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abandoned me to reproach and 
shame.” * Circuinstances mastered me. my dear; but 
talk of the future—not of the past ‘Yes, my name 
of wife, stood between you and an alliance that would 

have given you consequence, patronage, and wealth, 
and no principle, no feeling of pity for my wretched- 
ness restrained you. I heard it all in the miserable 
abode in which you left me. I heard of you, by your 
assumed name in B—— ; of your gaiety, your expenses, 
your notoriety, and I tried to be resigned and patient. 
I considered it the fitting retribution for my deceit and 
ingratitude to the best of parents—the natural conse- 
quences of my weak vanity, and senseless love of ad- 
miration. I should have returned to my parents; but 
hope never deserted me till that dreadful morning after 

the birth of my child, when you appeared like a spee- 
tre before me. How dare you come into my pre- 
sence?’ continued she,a momentary fierceness flashing 
in her face, “knowing what I know. What hinders 
me,” (she went on with increasing passion.) “ from 
this moment”—* You will not Mary; | came here to 
save you,” said he soothingly, alarmed at her burning 

cheek and sparkling eye. “ No, I will not,” said she, 
suddenly softening—* you know me well. I have 
lived for you, suffered for you, and at the last and 
worst, I can but die for you.” “ Listen to me now,” 

said he earnestly —* had you attended to the sugges- 
tions I caused to be conveyed to you before your trial, 

you would have been now at liberty. I could not per- 
sonally interfere ; concealment once begun, must be 

continued. Noone here suspected that I had ever 
seen you. But why did you not exert yourself to pre- 
pare for your trial?” “My mind was all gone. I 
was so wholly unconscious of any thing like guilt, and 
so ignorant of the force of circumstantial evidence, that 
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get I will give it up without an effort to retain it, and | power; he has taught her io see with his eyes, hear 
place, as you say, the sea betwixt us; but I will first | with his ears, and to be, while sufficiently severe in 

ensure not merely your life, but your liberty.” “ My | judgment on herself, lenient and forgiving to the vices 

life, I am confident, is already secure—my liberty you | in him, on which she should frown with the deepest 

cannot gain, but by implicating yourself, and I tell you | abhorrence.” 
it would be worthless to me, at that price. Promise | These reflections it must be remembered, were 

me that you will not.” A half smile played on his | made near forty years ago, and we say of them as the 

dark features. “I will not—that is, if I find your con- | Bramins do of the paradoxes in their sacred books, let 

fidence well founded. Then, at least I shail not be | them in their application, be referred solely to a for- 
haunted through life, with the thought of your death.” | mer age. 
“Selfish to the last,” she murmured ; “ but no matter.” “ But to my task,” said Frederic, rising, and seating 
«And now Mary, farewell.” He held out his hand; | himself at his table. “I will not be that monster in 
she folded hers upon her bosom. “At least say you | nature, a perfect villain. I will provide for thy safety, 
forgive me.” “I do forgive you,” said she, the tears | Mary, and ong secret spot in my soul shall be sacred to 
streaming down her pale cheeks, “as I hope to be for- | thy memory. With the morning's dawn, every trace 
iven.” “And you will think of me without haired?” | of me will vanish. I will leave to imfamy a name I 

“ With the deepest anxiety, and with the hope, if my | will never again bear, and go where foriune guides 

life is spared, that my continued prayers ivr you, may | me.” With a firm and steady hand, he wrote a few 
not be altogether unavailing. I do not ask you to re- | lines to the Governor of , Stating in brief terms, 

member nc in prosperity and pleasure—in adversity | the case of the unhappy being, in whose behalf he 
and sorrow you cannot forget me.” “1 will remember | would soon be solicited for a pardon, acknowledging 
you,” said he, for the first time trembling with emo- | himself her husband, and avowing that he was the real 

tion, “as one Whose love passed the love of woman, | perpetrator of the crime, half in accident—half in an- 
and I will never seek it in another. Farewell.”—| ger. It was too frail to stand the rude grasp with 
“May heaven forgive you—may God be with you.” | which he snatched it from its mother’s arms; “but in 
He paused a moment at her cell-door, and looked back. | my soul,” he went on, “1 do not fee! that I am a mur- 
She had thrown herselfon her knecs. “Injured being; | derer. Yet my wife I know considers me one, and she 

I will not again disturb her,” said he, and with acloud | has from affection to me, hitherto concealed it. My 
upon his brain, and a weight upon his heart, he si- | sudden flight from B. will be considered evidence of 
lently glided down the passage. “I have seen her for | guilt—it is indeed the consequence of my acknow- 
the last time—the last time,” said he to himself, asthe | ledgment. It is of little consequence what becomes 
harsh and grating sound of the prison bolts died upon | of me; but at all events, save the innocent.”— 

his ears. As he emerged into the open air, he drew | He signed, scaled and superscribed the letter, placed 
his breath long and deep, and uncovered his head, that | it ia his bosom, then threw himself on the bed, and 
the chill evening wind might play upon his burning | sank into 2 projound slumber. In the morning he was 
forehead. He looked to the moon, as if her dim shorn | gone, and had lefi no elue to his retreat. 
beams, as she struggled through masses of clouds, could {| Early in the morning ten cays aiter the date of 
impart light to his clouded spirit. He looked to the | Frederic’s letter, a fine youug wan, drenched with the 
stars, but their pure, and placid, and eternal beauty, | rain that had fallen the preceding night, and soiled 
seemed only to render more visible the darkness | with the mud that flew at every bound of his horse’s 
within. Ile fixed his eye on one star on which from | fect, rode rapidly through the village of S. 
childhood he had delighted to look, with a dim and | “Who can he be? He rides as if life or death were 
shadowy consciousness that there was his origin, and | on his errand.” Hope and confidence seemed strug- 
there his ultimate home—it met his gaze like a dull | gling with anxiety and alarm in his countenance ; 

pale spot of blood. “I am of the earth, and with the | suddenly curbing his powerful horse, he inquired the 
things of earth, must be my communion,” and turning, | state of the river. “Is it passable since this heavy 
he passed quickly down the almost deserted street, and , rain?” 

was lost in darkness. | “No sir, it rose so rapidly, that every skiff and ca- 
The next night found him in an elegant apartment | noe is swept away.” 

of a fashionable hotel in B. It was midaight—he had | “My horse is a good swimmer. Cannot he ma- 
Just returned from an evening party ; lights and music, | nage it?” 
and the gay and inspiring presence of youth and | “Impossible! timber and logs are every moment 

beauty, had charmed to rest recollections, over which | floating over the dam.” 
this victim of vice had, during the day, mused, and al- } Phen I must make for the bridge further down ;” 
most maddened. and turning his horse, he rode hastily onward. He 

“T have been there too, for the last time,” said he, | gained ihe bridge—it that moment went down—it slid 
throwing himself into a chair, and fixing his eyes on | from its foundations hefore his eyes, and he gazed for 
the still glowing embers. “How could I go there at | 9°: iustant, half stupified upon its floating ruins. He 

all, and when there, how co catch the spirit of the | -overed his eyes with his hands, and looked again as 
crowd? Poor Mary, which of all the light-hearted | if his harassed senses had misled him. Nothing re- 
beauties that smiled on me to-night, dreamt of my | mained but the stone piers, resisting the floating ruins 
Visit so late, to thy miserable cell? Ah! and how much | that accumulated round them, and dashing back the 
less would they have smiled,” continued he contemp- | waves inio a raging foam. Worror struck, he com- 

tuously, “ had they known all—even all, except the | prehended ata glance the entire ruin. He laid the 
legal tie that binds us. There is H , and G , | reins upon his horse’s neck in muie and perfect help- 
and W. , weighed by a strict morality—their of- | lessness. “We are a dcomed family—even the ele- 

fences, every one of them, are as great as mine—not | ments are against us.” Then with the restlessness of 
So tragical in their end perhaps; but equally wretched 
and revolting. Even my imperfect morality, tells me 
they ought to be spurned from society; but the gilding 

of their vices, conceals their deformity, and my chance 
is as good as theirs, so long as I can manage to keep 
up the exterior of a gentleman.” But he mused on, 
pursuing the train of thoughts thus awakened. “ Wo- 
man is what man has made her—a being of usages and 
customs. He has kept her in ignorance of her own 

c 

oe 4 

| misery, he retraced his steps, even in the water's edge, 
looking wistfully, but vainly, for some spot where he 
might attempt a passage. In this way he reached the 
little landing place of S. It was an early hour in the 
morning; yet many of the villagers were out, gazing 
npon their rivulet thus swollen during a single night 
intoa mighty stream. They enjoyed the spectacle ; 
for to them it deferred no hope. 

“I must pass this stream,” said he, throwing him- 
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self from his horse. 
another.” 

“ Make yourself easy young man till the water falls,” 
said a man advancing from the group; the same of 
whom he had an hour before inquired the state of the 
water. He grasped the hand held out to him con- 
vulsively ; but could not speak. 

“Let us know what is the matter my young friend. 

“IT suppose one spot is as safe as 

Perhaps we can assist you.” 
With forced momentary calmness, he said, “ My | 

sister is condemned to death. This day at noon she 
will stand upon her scaffold. 
but you see the river. Pity me—help me, my friends; 
think for me,” giving way to child-like passion—*I | 
cannot think for myself.” 

All was confusion in S. that morning. The houses 
were literally emptied of their inhabitants, who flocked 
to the river side to see, and assist if they could, the 
afflicted stranger. Call it not curiosity, or excitement, 
or the vulgar love of the wonderful. It was the pure 
spontancous sympathy of nature. 
logs fur a raft, and splicing strong ropes to fasten 
round his body, and, care dearer than all, they inclosed | 
the pardon in a water-proof envelope. They fed and | 
rubbed the panting horse; and they would have poured | 
oil and wine into the master’s wounds, but they were | 

beyond their reach. Manning during these brief pre- 
parations, stood by the water in the most cruel sus- | 
pense. He held his watch in his hand, counting the | 
seconds as the minute-hand went past. “Tis mad- | 
ness to attempt it—death if I defer it.” He threw an 
agonized look upon the sun now rising. “O for the 
power that of old staid its course.” He looked de- 
spairingly upon the water—no hand for him rolled 
back their waves. 

The attention of the group was now drawn to a 
gatheriug of people round a gentleman on the opposite 
bank. 

“Our old white horse,” said George incredulously, 
“even he could not stay at home, in this family mourn- 
ing.” The mist now rolled away. 

“ My father, as I live.” He sprang upon a log, and 
shouted “ father,” so loud, he was heard above the wa- 
ters—“ father shall I dare it?” 

No sound brought back an answer; but he knew he 
Bins understood. He took out the envelope that con- 

tained the pardon and held it high in the air. They 
saw the father’s hands raised to heaven—his head 
thrown back—his hat fell off, and they saw his hair, 
bleached by short misery, to the hue of age. Mr. 
Manning was in ordinary cases, half religious and half 
sceptical. Yet now his soul wrought up by over- 
whelming emotion above the shackles of the senses, 
flew at once to heaven—at once, and with no re- 
serve, acknowledged its dependence on its Maker.— 
So it ever is. In such cases, my Father, my God, 
springs instinctively to the —- unfailing sign and 
a sure evidence of the “divinity that stirs within.” 

George watched his father’s motions, and his irreso- 
lution inspired him with suddenenergy. “It is cruel,” 
he said to the anxious bystanders, “to ask him ww de- 
cide. My horse is a trained swimmer,” and I will 

it.” 

a the water’s edge he looked round. “God bless 
you—if I live, I will come back to thank,you.” The 
crowd scarcely breathed as he waded into the water. 
They saw him begin to swim; and, never let human 
nature be libelled—as the danger seemed to increase, 
they manned the slight raft, and ventured after him. 
His father looked on with straining eyes and beating 
heart. 

“Get hima fresh horse for God’s saké—if he gets 
through, he will never do to go on.” 

For a time, it seemed as if some unseen hand cleared 
the way before him. The horse swam as if in his 

element, and the rider fixing his eye on one promi- 

| 
They began lashing 

I have her free pardon i} 

——e, 

nent object on the opposite bank, sat firm, and appa. 
rently fearless of danger. A cry from the spectator 
first warned him that an uprooted tree was floating 
rapidly towards him. For a moment his heart sunk; 
but the horse, as it smeeed, aware of the danger, and 
nerved by desperation, made mighty efforts, and cleared 
its course at a rapid rate. But it came rapidly on— 
The chance for clearing it, seemed gone. The spectators 
looked on in silent terror, as if fearful that a sound 

would precipitate the danger, and the agonized father 

sunk upon the ground, and covered his eyes to shut 
out the horrid spectacle. A moment after he looked, 

the tree had gone down, and the horse was “ strug. 

gling like a strong swimmer in his agony,” past 
its track, but on the very edge of its current. He 

looked again—he had cleared it, and was in compara. 

tively calm water—another glance, and the panting 
| animal sunk upon the wet sand, as George leaped upon 
the bank. Another instant, and he was on horseback, 
the water pouring from his clothes, but insensible to 

chill or langour. He exchanged one word with his 
father, and rode swiftly onward. 

It wanted but one half hour to the dreaded noon; 
and Mary half wild with terror, stood at the window 
that overlooked the road. She had watched inces 
santly from the earliest dawn of morning. 

“Do not,” she said to the Sheriff, “take me on the 
scaffold—the pardon will certainly come. My father 
went out to meet him last night; it was the rain 
detained him; but he will certainly come.” 

Indeed, since Frederic’s visit, she had felt perfectly 
secure of life, and was still confident that her brother 
would arrive in time. The Sheriff was by no means 
so sanguine; he had seen the termination of many 
such hopes, and in his heart believed she would be 
disappointed. The scaffold was erected near the pri- 
son-yard, and an immense crowd already surrounded it. 

Of how many generations past, have the sympathies 
and sensibilities been deadened by spectacles like this! 
And in how many to come, will the sense of the sa- 
credness of human life, be impaired by its constantly 
recurring public violation? 

“I cannot see him,” said she to the Sheriff, as he 
entered her cell for the last time. “ Look and see if 
you cannot. I told him to tie a white handkerchief 
round his hat, that I might know him when he first 
came in sight.” _~ 

He did as she suggested.—“I see nothing. But the 
crowd below are clamorous and excited, and begin to 

call loudly for the prisoner.” 
“Horrid wretches, to feast on my agony!” 
“Yon must go—I dare defer it no longer.” She 

sprang wildly from him to the farthest corner of her 
cell. 

“I cannot—will not go,” cried she, clinging to the 
wall. “I know he will he here—I know he will. 
God grant me time.” 

“ But the time will not be shortened by going on 
the scaffold, and it ppease the crowd.” 

She turned from him shuddering. She wrung her 

hands, and beat her head against the wall. 
“ How little | thought when my father left me, I 

should come to this. Thank God mother is not here to 
see me. But look again,” said she imploringly and pas- 
sionately. “Let me look—he will be here if you will 
give me time,” cried she convulsively, and springing 
to the window. 

He could not tell her her hope was vain; but he 
said, “ Your brother can find you there, as well as 
here; I will give you to the last moment; but you 
must now go.” ; 

He placed his hand upon her arm, and she again 

sprang from him like lightning. She raved in the 
wildest desperation, declaring she would not go—then 
throwing herself at his feet, she bathed his hands with 

her tears, and with broken sobs and cries, implored 

an Fa te 
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THE CONDEMNED. 51 

his mercy. Affected and distressed beyond measure, 
he seized the first moments of calmness that followed 
this storm of passion. 
“Mary—I am an officer of the government, and 

must do my duty. I have done all that I could for 

you, and you do not wish to bring me into trouble.” 

" “Ono.” 
“Then go with me now. Where you will stand, 

you will see the road farther than you can here ; and 

if he does not come, you shall yourself give the signal.” 

She flew again to the window ; but sighed hopelessly 

as she turned away. 
“Well, if 1 must—but you will give me time ?” 
“To the very last, and more.” 
“ And you will not pinion or blind me,” said she—a 

cold shudder creeping over her. 
“If I can do without.’”—At her cell-door she stopt, 

and turned deadly pale. He took out his watch. 
“| will put back the hands that you may be sure.” 
“God bless you for that. Will you? Now I will go.” 
“Remember, you are yourself to give the signal.” 

And at the hour of noon, she stood upon the plat- 

form. 
With every faculty and sense concentrated in sight, 

she stood and fixed her eyes on the spot where the 
herald of hope was to appear. She heeded not the 

cord upon her neck—she saw not the crowd—she 
heard not the sacred service—knew not that it had 
ceased ; that there was an interval of deep silence, 
of dreadful expectation. Her straining eyes now 
caught a glimpse of an object moving in the dis- 
tance. Itcame nearer. Her eyelids were seen to fall 
once, as if to clear her vision. It was a horseman— 
nearer still ; she saw the white token streaming from 
his hat. It was he.—O transport ; she was safe. She 
raised her hands to heaven, and fainted. 
The sheriff saw her raised hands. It was to him, 

the long delayed signal. He saw she had fainted, and 
anxious to save her the horror of awaking, unpinioned, 
unblinded, he let the drop fall. Three minutes more, 
and the horseman who had pressed his way through 
the crowd that gave way on either side, bounded into 
the area, and the rider with blood bursting from his 
lips, fell senseless at the scaffold’s foot. 
They took her hastily down ; but no signs of life re- 

mained. She perished in youth, innocence and beauty ; 
yet in ignominy and shame. Her soul fled in that 
moment of ecstacy. She knew not the death she 
died. Mysterious Providence—why was it so? Was 
that gush of blissful transport thy compensation for 
all before? Or did some ethereal form stand waiting 
to catch her fleeting spirit, as in rapture she sighed it 
forth—the essence and element of which, must be 
hope and joy? Hope and joy so intense, they could 

spring only from the depths of despair. Who can 
know? Darkness is upon the tomb—of the mode of 
our existence beyond, all is dim conjecture. 

* * * * * * . 

Fifteen years after the eventg.detailed above, a no- 
torious pirate lay in irons in one of our Southern ci- 

ties, awaiting the day of his execution. His easy, un- 
concerned demeanor while in prison, no less than his 
daring crimes upon the ocean, gained him a dreadful 
celebrity. Every question of his former life, he met 

with a repulsive look and determined silence; but of 
his execution, he would speak with a levity that seemed 
more impious as the day drew near. 
“Why is it,” said he to Captain B——, of the navy, 

who had called with the Chaplain, to spend an hour 
in his cell—* why is it that men gaze en me as on 
some strange and unnatural object? Is it because I 
can look death in the face, when I know the day—nay, 
the very hour, when he intends me a visit? You are 

not so sure of a day’s existence, as I am of a month; 
for, shut up in this cell, I am exposed to none of the 
casualties that may carry you off ina moment. Why 

e & 

then is my indifference more unaccountable than 
yours ?” 

“Our lives may be prolonged for years. The date 
of yours is fixed.” 

“I know not that. I have escaped where the 
chances seemed more against me than at present.” 

“But would it not be wise to prepare for death, 
when it appears so near?” 

“In a month.” 
“Why it is the work of a life sir, to prepare for 

death.” 

“Do you think,” he continued impatiently, “that 
you can say any thing to me that my own reflections 
would not suggest over and over again? You know 
little of the life of a sailor—of the thoughts that come 
to him in his lonely watches. But | have made up my 
mind to die on the scaffold, an example to all who 
shall come afier me. No power in heaven or earth, 
shall see me tremble before or then.”—He stood erect 
before them, and as they looked on his stern, decided 
features and fine proportions, they secretly owned that 
his power could scarcely be overrated. 

Their attention was now drawn toa slight move- 
ment at the door, and a ghastly attenuated man, clad 
in the coarse garb of a labourer, entered. He said 
nothing, but sat down and looked at the pirate. Un- 
willing recollections seemed to force themselves on 
the pirate’s mind, as he gazed on the humble man. I 
will question him thought he, and know the worst. 

“Is your name George Manning.” 

“It was once—they call me George now.” 
“Good God what a wreck! Do you live at home ?” 
“No body lives in the old house; it is falling to 

ruins.” 
“What a wreck,” he repeated—*for he answers 

all these questions in the subdued tone of imbecillity 
and weakness.” 

At last, summoning all his resolution, he said,“ and 

where is Mary?” 
The man looked upward—* In heaven I trust,” said 

he in the same subdued tone. 
I ae she had “Dead !—When, and where? 

sent you to me.” i 
“Fifteen years ago. I did all I cod¥@for her. I 

swam the river when the flood was up ; but I was a? 
in time; they had swung her off just before I got th 
I have never been well myself since,” said he in 
same quiet tone.” 

“Swung her off! God, thou hast indeed found a 
way.” And the pirate staggered back against the 
wall.—Swung her off,” repeated he in horror; 
“through all my wanderings, in all my crimes, I re- 
membered my vow to her.” 

His knees trembled—his breast heaved—-his face’ 
grew livid, and the man of Iron bowed himself ai 
died. B—. 

SOCRATES CANONIZED. 

Tuat great philosopher Socrates, on the day of his 
execution, a little before the draught of poison was 
brought to him, entertaining his friends with a dis- 
course on the Immortality of the Soul, has these 
words :— 

“ Whether or no God will approve of my actions I 
know not; but this I am sure of, that I have at all q 
times made it my endeavour to please him, and [ 
have a good hope that this, my endeavour, will be 
accepted by him.” 

Erasmus, who was an unbigoted Roman Catholie; 
was so transported with this passage, that he expressed: 
himself upon it in the following manner ;— : 

“ When I reflect on such a speech, pronounced by 
such a person, I can searce forbear crying out, Sancte 
Socrates, ora pro nobis' O, holy Socrates pray for us.’” 
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Original. His warmest hopes are ever blasted first! 
A FRAGMENT. But I—complaint becomes me not—for I, 

== The author am of my own misery. 
Remorse is as the heart in which it grows; | J yielded tu the guilty thirst for pomp 

#f that be gentle, it droge balmy dows | And show, which caused me to neglect, and slight 
Of true repentance; but if proud and gloomy, one Spare 
Sino poleanteee, that plerend t» the lence, lhe matchless being, whose affections were 
Weeps only tears of poison.—Coleridge. | Too true, to bear cold looks and careless words. 

_ | And yet, I was not false, nor faithless, as 
It was an hour of mirth, and glad festivity ; | The many are, in these degenerate times: 

The spacious hall was thronged with gallant youths, | My vows remained unbroken—but alas! 
And bright-eyed maidens, mingling in the dance. The wide world lay before my youthful eye, 

The rich, enchanting notes of minstrelsy, | In all its gaudiness—inviting me 
Like Asia's balmy fragrance, floated through To taste its gilded and illusive joys! 

The midnight air, and tuned the soul to love's Need more be said? I fluttered im the train 

Bright visions, and sweet dreams of happiness. | Of fashion ; knelt before the glittering shrine 
Time, and its gross concerns, its ills and cares, Of the alluring, shadowy Goddess, till, 

And cold realities, were ail forgot, In fond communion with her votaries, 
Or merged in joy, while sparkling eyes bespoke i half-forgot Amantha’s peerless love. 
Light hearts; and buoyant spirits, pure and free. | 

As mountain air, leapt forth exultingly. = But retribution came; ah! yes, that hour 
| Of blasting anguish, deep engraven on 

But who is he, that dark, mysterious man, | My throbbing brain, still haunts my very dreams! 

Who, ghost-like, bursts upon the brilliant scene / 
Comes he to join the revelry, and share 
Tts bliss? =Ah! no: the writhing bosom finds 
No fellowship in gaiety! the sounds 
Of murth, are frenzy to the burning brain. 
And mockery to the sad, and bleeding heart! 
A sable garb, which sweeps the ground, in long 
And careless folds, conceals his tottering form 
Haggard and wan his cheek; the livid lip 
Curls with a stern, defying, desperate smile ; 
And ‘neath a brow of death-like hue, keen eyes, 
Deep sunk into their sockets grim, dart forth 
A wild unearthly g'cam; as through the crowd, 
With slow and solemn step he stalks along : 
Gazing like one who feels that he is not 

What he has been, and that the merriest throng 
Is oft the dreariest, loneliest solitude. 

In this same hali, that night, we were convened: 
Soft music and sweet voices, then, as now, 

Were heard, and I, the gayest of the gay; 

When lo! a messenger breathed in mine ear, 
* Amantha’s dying.” * * * 

Sense and reason fled, 
And I, as if the bolts of Iieaven had pierced 

My soul, sunk to the earth, and all seemed dread 
And lurid darkness. Oh, that I had ne’er 
Awoke to light and life! It vas not so: 
I did revive, and breathless, fiew to her, 

My wronged and slighted, yet still dearest love. 
But all two late: cold dews were gathered on 
Her brow; the hues of death were stamped upon 
ler cheek ; and when, to seek forgiveness,I 
Knelt down beside her conch, she did not speak, 
But fixed on me one long, last, thrilling look 

That sad and fearful gaze! Ah! how it chiil: 

The glow of youthful feeling, and drives back 
Its current, to the shrinking, quailing heart! 
He pauses nigw, and waves his trembling hand ; 
A flush sweeps o'er his ghastiy features, and 

js bosom heaves tumultuous, till the soul's | 
tions utterance find ; and thus he breaks | 

| 
| 

Of melting tenderness, then smiled, and died. 
She died! the young and fair Amantha died, 
While I, the murderer, still live!” 
Thus spake the wretched man: then gathering up 

| His loosened robes, he swifily strode away. S. 

NIGHT. 
awful silence, which himself had made. 

“Hear me! ye young, ye gay, ye fair, listen! 
For now the spirit of the past is on 

Me: I must speak; and ye, perchance, may learn, 
I too was young, aud gay, and happy; ay, 
Even J was happy ; but no matier now, 

ANOTHER day is added to the mass 
Of buried ages. Lo! the beauteous moon, 
Like a fair shepherdess, now comes abroad, 
With her full flock of stars, that roam around 

The azure meads of heaven. And oh! how charm’d 
Beneath her loveliness, creation looks ; 

Far gleaming hills, and light in waning streams, 
And sleeping boughs with dewy lustre clothed, 
And green-haired valleys—all in glory dressed, 

Make up the pegeantries of night. One glance 
Upon old ocean, where the woven beams 

Have braided her dark waves. Their roar is hush’d, 
Her billowy wings are folded up to rest; 

Till once again the wizard winds shall yell, 
And tear them into strife. ‘ 

Those days are gone: to speak of them, were vain ; 
To think of them is madness—agony. 
Remembrance! o:! it is a load that weighs 
Us down to carth, and crumbles us to dust! 
Bear witness to the truth, these shrivelled limbs, 
And these white locks; bleached, not by course 
Of time. (for | am young in years, though old 
In misery,) but by the ceaseless floods 

Of anguish, which, like wrath, have rolled across 
My soul, since that all fated hour. when fate-— 
But let that pass. ' . . 

I said, methinks, that I was happy once, 
"Tis true; the dawn of life to me was calm, 
Its morning sun shone sweetly on my youth, 
And manhood brought the highest, purest bliss, 
That mortals share. I loved, and was beloved. 
Oh, yes! Amantha! Heaven, who guards, thy mild 
And blessed spirit, mingling with the pure 
And radiant host that gild the eternal throne, 
Heaven knows I loved thee: death attests thy truth. 
Thou wert to my young heart the star of peace; 
So fair, so bright—I fondly dreamed that naught 
Its lustre e’er could dim. Alas! for man, 

A lone owl's hoot— 
The waterfall’s faint drip—or insect stir 
Among the emerald leaves—or infant wind 

Rifling the pearly lips of sleeping flowers, 
Alone disturb the stillness of the scene. 

Spirit of ail; as up yon star-hung deep 
| Of air, the eye and heart together mount, 
} Man’s immortality within him stirs, 
And thou art all around! Thy beauty walks 
In airy music o’er the midnight heavens; 
Thy glory’s shadowed on the slumbering world. 

® °@ 
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In the year 1676, when Sir William Berkley was 
governor of Virginia, many dissensions existed between 
the people and the executive authority of that pro- 
vince. These had their origin in several causes, of 
which the unjust conduct of the mother country was 
not the least. Charles I]. who at that time sat upon 

the English throne, had made profuse grants of lands 

in the choicest parts of Virginia, to numbers of his 

needy friends, who had lost their fortunes in the cause 

of his unhappy father, and with the thoughtless levity 

which distinguished his character, had paid very litle 
regard to the richts of original proprietors. Pleased 

at finding so cheap a meihod of getting rid of the 

troublesome clamours which continus|ly assailed him, 

the king was careless how much: of justice was violat- 
ed, or how much of wrong was in’! 

the murmurs of the oppressed could not reach his ear, 
or disturb hisa in the enjoyment of his pleasures. An- 
other, and perliaps a more active cause, as being more 

immediate, was the unpopular conduct of Sir William 
Berkley. Bred up in the old school of the cavaliers, 
with all those high notions of the divine right of kings 
and the supremacy of their prerogative, which had | 
formed the leading tenets of that party, the governor | 
considering himself the representative of royalty, upon | 
the first symptoms of discontent, had determined to 
act upon those principles in America which had prov- | 
ed so fatal to his ancient master in England. He | 
therefore listened with indifference to the remon- | 
strances of the people; and, by his haughty demean- 
our, aggravated those discontents which it ought to | 
have been his greatest study to appease. 

Such a course of conduct long pursued, had trans- 
ported the people almost to madness, and infused into 
their bosoms a most deadly hatred against their oppres- 
sors. The lines of party faction were di “tly mark- 
ed. On the one side were arrayed the partizans of 
the governoy—the wealth and aristocracy of the land 
—on the other, stood the yeomanry, the strength and | 

substance of the country. While party animosity thus | 
influenced ail ranks of men in the colony, and many | 

were dreading 2 collision which all forcsaw must | 

sooner or laicr take place, there was one man who 
viewed the progress of contention with secret satisfac- | 
tion, and who looked forward with anxious anticipation | 
to the moment when it should break oui in open strife. 

This man was Nathaniel Bacon. Ue was descended 
of a respectable family in England, and had emigrated 
from the mother couniry some years before the spirit 

of discontent had become universal. Young, talented 
and enterprising, Bacon had not only found lis way 
into the esteem and favour of the colonists, but had 
obtained, aiso, a seat in the council, an honour which 
Was seldom granted to any but to ihe wealthy or the 
aged. Whether he had caught his restless disposition 
from living amid the bustling scenes of his native 
country, or whether he was naturally of that east of 

temper which delights in stirring times, he had early 
distinguished himself by the active part which he took 
in the disputes between the governor and the inhabi- | 

tants of the province. His penetrating mind was not 
long in discerning which way the balance would pre- 
ponderate. He had seen enough of the power of an 
exasperated people in his own country, to know that , 

when fully aroused, it was invincible. He therefore 
early appeared as the champion of the people ; and | 

the colonists, proud of so able an advocate, gladly | 

placed him at the head of their party. But Bacon had 
designs in view far beyond the mere redress of griev- 
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icted, provi ed that 
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THE INSURGENT. 

Original. 

INSURGENT. 

‘bers of the council, among whom wi 

ances, or even the saiisfaction of political vengeance. 
' His ambitious spirit, swelling with a consciousness of 
its own abilities, and viewing with delight a field so 
well adapted to their exercise, began to entertain cer- 
tain indefinite emotions, to which, perhaps, had cir- 
cumststices been different, it would have forever re- 
mained a stranger. Iu a word, he wished to possess 

‘himself of the chief power in the government, though 
it is very doubtful whether he had any plan designed 
by which he could hope to retain it, or whether he 
had any other guide than the suggestions of an aspir- 

With this view, he let slip no opportunity 
of fanning the flame of discord, and widening the 
breach between the contencing parties. Ile upbraid- 
ed the opposite faction from his seat in the council, his 
voice was heard in every assembly of the people, and 

his emissaries throughout the country were busy in 
exciting the murmurs ef discontent. Profvssing the 
utmost loyalty to the king, he contrived to throw upon 
the governcr the odium of the royal conduct, and to 
direct that hatred towards the deputy alone, which 

ing mind. 

| ought to have been shared equally by the master. 
in the autumn of 1676, when these dissensions 

raged so furiously that nothing but an occasion was 
Wanting to produce open war, news came to James- 
town that the Pamunkees, a powerful tribe of Indians, 
with whom the whites had waged war, at intervals, 

for several years, were committing dreadful havoc up- 
en the frontier settlements, and rumour soon failed not 
to add her appalling tales of piantaticns desolated, and 
of men, women and children slaughtered. The cla- 
mours of faction were now for a while hushed, under 
the apprehension of a danger which threatened both 
partics alike. The hardy yeomanry from the country 
began to flock into the town, armed for battle, and 
several izibes of friendly Indians, led by Ponatou the 
successor of the celebrated Ponkettan, repaired to the 
same place of rendezvous, giad to take advantage 
ihe assistance of ihe whites to gratify their love 
war, and their vengeance on ileir hereditary foes — 

Upon an eminence, near the centre of Jamestown, 
stood a long, irregular building, the lower story of 

| which was constructed of unhewn stene, and the re- 
maining part of the walls consisted of large logs fitted 
closely together, and painted white. A small steeple, 
rising from the middie of the rev, denoted the edifice 
to be public—it was, indeed, the Council House of the 
province. Tere were assembled the rulers of the in- 
fant nation, whem the recent reporte ha:! drawn hastily 
together. At one end of the hall. upon a small eleva- 
tion, sat Sir William Berkley, his erect pesture and 
dignitied demeanour suiting weil ihe piace le occu- 
pied. Around a long table were arranged the mem- 

Nathaniel Ba- 

con. He was conversing gaily with the person who 
sul next to him, and was appareniiy free irom that con- 
cern which secmed depicted upon the faces of many. 

| How long their deliberations would liave continued, 
or what was their probable result, is vr:known; for 
ere they had arrived at any thing des: t+, the door of 
the chamber was thrown open, and, a young man en- 
tering wiih a bow, announced that the people, urged 
by the pressing danger, kad resolved to march against 
the Indians on the ensuing day; that they had unani- 
mously chosen Nathaniel Bacon for their leader, and 
waited only for the sanction of the governor and coun- 

cil to confirm the election. The patrician pride of 
Sir William Berkley was roused at this act of pre- 
sumption ; the more unwelcome, because it favoured 
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the man whom, most of all others, he had reason to 

hate, and he replied with asperity : 
“ Sir, this proceeding, on the part of the people, is 

wholly unauthorised. ‘Ihe business of this province, 
at least while I have the honour to preside over it, 
must be transacted in this council, and not in a tumul- 
tuous mob: and so, sir, you may iniorm those that sent 
you. 

The young man seemed to hesitate; when a voice 
from the lower part of the hall cried, “Sir William | 
Berkley, I view this not only as a gross insult to my- 
self, but as a flagrant violation of the just rights of the 
peo; le.” 

“What! am I to be bearded here ?” 
cavalier. 

“Sir, when you arrogate to yourself powers to which 
you have no right, | shall never fail to warn you of 
the usurpation—if you call that bearding, be it so,” 

cried the old 

rejomed Bacon. 

“Who made thee a judge of rights or powers, thou 

factivus man, 
Claimed the governor. 

“lathe name of the people of this province 
Bacon, “1 deniand a commission !” 

“In the name of his majesiy and of the r 
thority of this provinee, i shall grant yon non 

’ cried 

’ 
ti All- 

plied the other. 

A tumultuous movement now took place in the 
chamber; many members pressed around the govern- 

or, and begged of him, for the sake of peace, and as 
the danger was urgent, to graat the request of the 
people. 

“ Never!” exclaimed he. 
on the outskirts of the town, I would not abate one 

fraction of my prerogative to gratify this ambitious de- 
magogue. 

“ Ay,” rejoined the young man, who, in the ardour 
of passion, had advanced near the governor's chair, 
“Sir William Berkley’s regard to the welfare of the 

~ t 
province, is well known. His whole administration 
has shown that he prefers the gratification of his pride 
to the safety of the people. But haughty as you are, 
your pride shall not avail you now ; for | swear if this 
commission be not issued, your seat in that chair shall 

“pot protect you from the indignant people whom you 
have so long oppressed.” 

Whether any signal had beer, communicated to the 

messenger at the door, or not, he had disappeared, and 
at this moment, the shouts of a multitude were heard 
—then the heavy tramping of a crowd, ascending the | 

stairway, mingled with the sound of confused murmurs 
and of arms ringing against the bannisters or clashing | 
against each other. 

“ Here,” cried the old man, rising and baring his 
breast, “ strike !—bring all the bayonets of your infer- 
nal rabble, and direct ihem here!” 

The whole council, now in a state of alarm, crowd- 
ed around the governor, and prevented his further 
speech. They besought him not to provoke the fury 
of the populace, who were sufliciently excited to do 

any thing; and one elderly gentleman, thrusting a pa- 
per into Sir William's hand, and holding fast to his 

garments, “ Here, sir,” said he, “is a commission al- | 

ready drawn up; it extends but to one month's time, 
and, during that period, makes the offive dependent on 
the executive will. Our lives are in danger; for 
Heaven's sake sign it—if you please, we can re-con- | 
sider it hereafier.” The countenance of the governor 
expressed the mingled emotions of rage, disappoint- 
ment and chagrin, and hard was the struggle between 
his pride on the one hand, and his concern for the | 
safety of his friends on the other. He hastily signed 
the paper, and, throwing it towards his adversary, said, 
im a voice tremulous with passion, “ Here, young man, | 
I have done that at the solicitation of my friends, to 
which my will shall never consent ; and let me tell 

thou fire-Lrand to the public peace !” ex- 

“Were the enemy up- | 

you, you may find an occasion to repent of this insult.” 
The newly made officer smiled coldly, and folded up 
the paper without making any reply. The crowd 

| which filled the ante-chamber now bursting open the 
| door which, being locked by some of the members, 
had long resisted their efforts, rushed into the hall — 

| Seeing their object attained, they crowded around their 
favourite, and, partly raising him upon their shoulder, 
bore him with loud shouts from the chamber. 

On the evening of this day, the young commander, 
with a companion of apparentiy equal age, might have 
been seen walking, as if for recreation, along the out. 

| skirts of Jamestown. ‘They appeared to be engaged 
! in earnest conversation, though the suppressed tone of 
| their voices would not have betrayed the sulyect of 
their discourse-to a distant listener. The stranger was 
Charles Markham, the intimate friend ot Bacon, though 

unlike him in every thing except in age. Reared to- 
gether as companious in their naiive country, and emi- 

grating at the same time to a foreign land, their mutu- 
al friendship had continued unbroken trom their ear- 

| liest years, though the one was as gentle and unassum- 
ing, as the other was boid and impetuous. ‘Though in- 
clined to the side of the people, Markham had taken 
no active part in the disputes which then disturbed 

| the province; but retiring latterly to the country, he 
had given himself up to the pleasures of literature and 

| the allurements of love, when the present alarm sum- 
moned him to his duty and to arms. Himself of high- 
ly respectable parentage, and possessing considerable 

| influence in the colony, Markham was about to be 
|} united in marriage to the fair Elvira , the 
daughter of a wealthy planter, and the long cherished 
object of his affections. By this union, the two fami- 

| lies being combined, their concentrated influence 
would be extensive. Perhaps it was partly from this 

circumstance, as well as from regard to his friend, that 
Bacon had been so solicitous, ever since the beginning 
of the civil contentions, to draw him into a more ac- 
tive participation therein. Their conversation may 
show how far he had succeeded in infusing his own 

' ardent spirit into the bosom of his friend. 
« And all these dreadful reports of our savage ene- 

mies are unfounded? I am heartily glad of that.” 
“ They were circulated at my instance,” replied Ba- 

con, “ for the purpose I tell you of, to collect the arm- 
ed force of the province, for the purpose of trying the 
last method of putting an end to our dissensions and 

our sufferings.” 
“A daring plan, Bacon, and I fear a dangerous 

one,” said his friend. 
“ "Tis no more daring or dangerous than necessary,” 

| replied the other; “it is only anticipating what must 
shortly take place, else under more bloody auspices.” 

“Think you the governor will comply with your 
requisitions without resistance? Methinks his con- 
duct this morning evinced as Little of the conciliatory, 
as yours did of the prudent.” 

“To speak plainly, my friend,” replied Bacon, “ it 
matters very little whether the governor be disposed 

to comply or not. You know very well, Markham, 
that the miseries of this people have accumulated to 
a degree beyond endurance: you also know that every 
mild measure which patience, whick humility could 
dictate, has been employed in vain. The confiding 

spirit of the people has been abused, their rights have 
been disregarded, and each succeeding injury, which 

they hoped would be the last, has been made the 
foundation upon which to pile another. In short, pe 

| tition, supplication, and remonstrance, having proved 
ineffectual, there is no way lefi of getting rid of our 
burdens, but by throwing them off; and if Sir William 
Berkley be so wedded to his dogmas, why, we will 
throw him off along with them.” 

They had both stopped during this speech, at the 
pause of which, the eyes of Markham which had been 
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fixed upon the animated face of the speaker, now fell 
to the ground; and folding his arms upon his breast, 

he remained silent. Bacon resumed : 
“This should convey no alarm to your mind, my 

friend. 'To-morrow’s sun shall see it all accomplished. 
The governor compelled to retire, some one of the 

council can take his place until the king send usa 
new officer: besides, it is the only way left us of 

showing his majesty the extent of our grievances, 
which he never can know, so long as those who should 

inform him truly, are interested in misrepresenting us. 

[ know your respect for Sir William Berkley, but what 

then? Shall a whole province be ruined because one 
man chooses to be obstinate? Or do you think that 
the king will uphold him in his infatuated course, and 
atiempt to punish us for rebellion? Believe me, the 

king has seen enough of such rebellions to know, that 
it is easier to appease than to suppress them.” 

«“[ have dreaded this,” said Markham, in a tone 
slightly plaintive ; “T have dreaded this, ever since 

these unhappy dissensions arose amongst us; and 
should the governor find means of resistance from his 

own adherents, as I fear he will, and from the king’s 
troops in this and the adjoining pyovinees, what havoc 

and ruin will you bring upon this wretched land ?— 

When I remember the sad effects of civil war in our 
own country, I shudder to think of the scenes that 

must attend it here.” 
« Ay, no doubt,” replied the other, contemptuously ; 

“no doubt it is much to your interest, whom fortune 
has placed beyond the reach of oppression, to dread 
the approach of any tumult that may disturb your 
quiet. No doubt it would be much more pleasant to 
shut your ears against the cries of misery which are 
issuing from every quarter of this land, and reposing 
yourself in the arms of the fair Elvira, to dream away 
your days in blissful indolence. No doubt it avould 
be the’height of impolicy in you, to forfeit the favour 
of the rich and the noble, for the sake of men whose 
miseries touch you not, and who have nothing to re- 
commend them but justice and truth. But your father, 
Charles Markham, your gallant father, thought not so 
when he followed the standard of the parliament from 
Eagle Hill to Naseby.” 
“You wrong me, Bacon,” cried Markham, “ you 

wrong me. ‘That I prefer peace to war, and the calm- 

ness of retirement to the bustle of political life, I free- 
ly confess. But be assured, I have not yet forgotten 
the precepts of my father, nor have I lost sight of his 
glorious example; and when the time comes that 
mild measures will not avail in lightening this people 
of their burdens, I will draw my sword, and use it 
too, with as bold a spirit as yourself.” 

“Spoken like the son of Richard Markham!” ex- 
claimed his companion. “Look around you and see 
that the period you speak of has come. Lay aside, 
fora while, your native softness, and remember that 
the times demand a sterner temper. Remember, tco, 
that we draw our swords in the cause of justice—the 
cause of an oppressed people—the cause in which 
Hampden fell !” 

As he said this, with sparkling eyes, he caught the 
hand of his friend and shook it violently ; then letting 
it drop—* Farewell!” said he, “1 must go see our In- 
dian allies; their assistance may be needful on the 
morrow.” 
The friends separated. The one in a melancholy 

mood bent his way towards the town, while the other, 

with a heart exuliing in the prospect of a speedy com- 
pletion of his wishes, directed his steps towards the 
camp of the Indians. “I'll warrant,” muttered the 
latter, as he walked slowly onward, “that Charles is 
this moment consoling himself with the hope that our 

demands will be complied with on the morrow, with- 
out the necessity of fighting. Poor youth! with what 
horror he regards blood and wars, and the like. His 
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sword must be well fleshed, ere these sickly qualms 
will subside. I must secure him, at any rate: his 
presence will draw adherents to my standard, and add 
respectability to my cause, without any danger of his 
ever becoming a rival.” 

He had now entered a thin wood, and by the fire 

which burned brightly before him, he knew that he 
was near his place of destination. As he approached, 

he beheld the savage warriors engaged in the evening 

occupations of an Indian camp—some squatting around 

the large fires, were broiling stakes of venison on the 
coals; some sitting in a circle, were silently passing 
the long pipe around, while others, stretched upon the 
ground, seemed to preter the pleasures of rest or me- 
ditation. Directing his steps to a small hut whieh 
stood somewhat apart from the rest, Bacon, in a few 
moments, stood before the quarters of the Indian chief. 
The door was open, and there remained enough of 
firelight, from a heap of embers in the centre of the 
hut, to discover the form of the Indian as he sat with 
his head resting upon his knees, in profound abstrae- 
tion. Looking up for a moment, and eyeing keenly 
the intruder as his footsteps sounded in the doorway, 
Ponaton resumed his posture, aud his visiter imitating 
his manner, took a seat silently by the fire. They re- 
mained thus fur some time, until, as the long silence 
was becoming irksome to the impatient young man, 
who was sufliciently acquainted with Indian manners, 
as to know that it was not for him to break it, the sa- 
vage, without raising his head, thus spoke in a mono- 

tonous tone: 

“ Ponatou has been dreaming of the scalps he will 
take to-morrow from the enemies of the whites.” 

“TI dreamed,” replied Bacon in the same tone, “ that 
the Pamunhees had fied to the mountains like deer, 
when the panther pursues.” 

“Ha!” exclaimed the Indian, looking sharply into 
the face of his guest, as if to know whether he spoke 
in earnest or not. 

“TI speak truly,” replied the other; “they have fled 
without waiting to catch a glimpse of our banners, or 
to hear the first roll of our drum.” 

“ Ponatou will return with his warriors,” said the In- 
dian ; “the deer are upon the hills.” 

“ Ponatou must not return,” said the other.” 
“ Will the white men follow the trail of the Pamun- 

hees to the mountains ?”’ inquired the chief. 
“ Will my brother listen tll I speak?” said Bacon 

in a low tone. 
« My ears are open,” replied the other, assuming an 

attitude of attention. 
He now gradually made the Indian comprehend the 

nature of the designs he had on foot, and the reasons 
of his hatred towards the governor; artfully insinuat- 
ing that the various acts of oppression which the In- 

dians from time to time had suffered from the whites, 
were owing to the tyranny of Berkley. He endea- 
voured to excite the indignation of Ponatou, and, by 
putting him in mind of the former greatness of his 
tribe, he sought to aronse his pride. 

“ There was a time,” said he, “ when the great Pou- 
hattan could lead a thousand warriors to the field, or as 
many hunters to chase the deer over a thousand hills. 
His bow was strong; he could stand in the door of 
his wigwam and send his arrow to the heart of his 
enemy, though afar off. The scalps of chiefs adorned 
his cabin; the white men were under his foot; if he 
had put it down, they would have been crushed.— 
Now his sons are weak: they dare not hunt on the 
grounds of their fathers; their enemies mock them 
and call them women, and the descendants of Pouhat- 
tan are not able to take revenge. Would not my bro- 
ther wish to be strong again, as were his fathers” 

“ Will ye give us back our lands?” said the Indian, 
betraying some emotion at the picture of his tribe’s 
4 : 
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“Nay, that cannot be,” replied the other; “ but { ways shown him, and actuated by an honest desire for 
when he is driven away who is an enemy to us both, 
the Indian shall not range the wild forest more freely, 
than the grounds of the planters. Ponatou shall be a 
great chief; he shall have a seat in the council of the 
whites, and his voice shall be heard among the wisest 

of the land. Ifis enemies shall be our enemies, and | 

his friends shall be our friends.” 
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tenance, had evinced, during this speech, something | 
more than the mere impulses of general desire, now | 
turned full upon the speaker, and said in a rapid | 
voice, | 

' 

“ Will my white brother lay his hand upon his heart, 
and promise this ?” 

They both rose, and Bacon laying one hand upon 
his bosom, extended the other to be grasped by his | 
ally, and looking upwards, said, 

“T call upon the Great Spirit to witness the promice | 
I have made, and so to | ! my 
faith.” 
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But searcely had the troops advanced beyond 
plantations immediately bordering about | 
and embosomed themselves in the dense forest, when | 
the order was to halt; and while many were | 
wondering at a command of which some well knew | 
the meaninz, their leader advancing in front and way- 
ing his hat, seemed to solicit the attention of his men. 
Having arranged them in compact order, and obtained 

a snitable eminence, which was, indeed, the stump of 
a large tree, he began, by informing them, that from 
certain intelligence, he was assured that the enemy 
against whom they had set oui, were dispersed, and 
were in no condition to molest the peace of the colo- 

ny. He acknowledged that he had been in possession 
of this information before their departure from James- 
town, but relying on the favour which they had al- 
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| thus, at a single stroke 

| requital, into the hands of thankless strangers. 

| their good, he had ventured to lead them to this Spot 
tv confer with them upon subjects touching their po. 

litical and dearest weliare. The signs of approbation 

which followed this annunciation, assured him that he 
spoke not to an unwilling audience. He proceeded to 

tell them, that having considered well their unhap 

condition, and the issue of every method which had 

been taken to alleviate it, he was convinced that there 

Was but ene oiler method that promised a different 

termination. What that method was, he should not 
conceal from them—indeed they must know it al- 

present opportunity, their united 

strength, it their hands, all plainly indicat. 
ed it. Ile declared his loyalty to the king, and ap- 

pealed to them for the many evidences which =e had 
‘rhe king, he said, was imposed upon 

cning his sulvecis in America. He assured them 

they necd not fear his displeasure, and he pointed 

them to the tence ot Yeurdley, who, on account of 

tous administration, had been siezed by the 
which act, in- 

ready, since the 

ihose arms 

com 

itis 

his iniqt 

colonists, and sent prisoner to England 
svokine the d ire of the king, caused 

lierate the condition of the province, and 

send them another governor. He spoke bitierly of Sir 
William Berkley—reminded them of his conduct on 

the day before, ‘and boasted that he had become the 
object of the governor's implacable hatred, on account 

of his zeal for the rights of the people. He then 
dwelt upon their wrongs, and here catching the spirit 
which he saw kindling in the eyes of his hearers, the 

speaker gave vent to hisemotions. He described their 
once happy condition when civil liberty was theirs, 

and while he enumerated the wrongs which were now 
heaped upon them, he declared that their sufferings 
had been equalled by their patience—but patience 
was now worn out. “The Navigation Act,” cried he, 

“hard as it was, we could have endured, since it was 
of some benefit to our brethren at home, and might 
have become, in time, less burdensome to ourselves. 

Nav, we could have lived under all the numerous im- 

posts and duties which tyranny had imposed, and 
which the rapacity of collectors rendered doubly se- 

Happy would we be, if these were all that we 

had to complain of = "The ancient right of eleeting our 
representatives to the council, has been taken from us; 

; 

h ite Gtepléusure i! itv ia 

him to a 

| the old, long-tried citizens of the province, have been 
' driven from their seats in the assembly, to make room 
for the fresh importations from Europe, and our right 
to our own property, to the lands of our fathers, deliver- 
ed to us in undisputed succession, has been basely vio- 
lated. Large tracts of the most fertile lands, have 
beca bestowed upon the minions of official favour, so 
encroaching upon long-licld estates, that not a deed or 
a charter in the province, can possess the slightest va- 
lidity. Families, once thriving and happy, have been 

; reduced to beggary, and have 
been compelled to endure the bitter mortification of 
beholding the earnings of a life of toil, pass, without 

And 

see, with what arrogance, these peity lordlings enjoy 
possessions which they never merited, and with what 
indifference they look upon the sufferings of men 

whom their rapacity has ruined! My countrymen, 
what remains for us todo?) What can we do but re- 
sort to the last resouree which Heaven has Jeft in the 
power of injured men? Why should we employ these 
arms to attack an enemy abroad, when a greater ene- 
my remains at home? Why should we be solicitous 
to brush away the flies that may buzz about our ears, 
when a monstrous serpent is coiling about our necks? 
Let us first strangle the serpent, and then we may, with 
more security, crush the flies. Let us march our men 
against our oppressor, where he is, perhaps, devising 
with his colleagues some new plan to strip us of what 
few rights are left us. Let us show our enemies, that 
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h we have borne every thing which patient suf- | beheld the action which signified t],« :»-:ccessful ter- 
fering could endure, we are yet capable of taking, by | mination of his mission, than, w.ch one accord, they 

force, what will not be granted to just petition. Let} resumed their march, without waiting for any com- 

us show our countrymen, in England, that we have a mand. 

true sense of the rights of Englishmen, and that though | The conflict commenced with all that fury which 
far separated from the land of our fathers, we have | civil animosity inspires. Men who had been little ac- 
Jost nothing of their spirit.” customed to war, and never to a war like this, rushed, 

To men whose minds had long been accustomed to} with avidity, to slaughter and death. The veteran 

take fire upon such a theme, nothing could be more | troops of the governor, fought with unyielding valour ; 

acceptable than this harangue. ‘They answered with | and the artillery, though not very skilfully served, 

Joud shouts, demanding to be led, instantly, back to | greatly embarrassed the operations of the insurgents. 

Jamestown. ‘Their commander was not disposed to } But courage and discipline could not long withstand 
cool their ardour, and the line of march was quickly | the incessant attacks of superior numbers, urged on by 

formed, aud the march resumed against an enemy | a deadly hatred. The adherents of the governor fled ; 

very different from the one that most of them, that) and it required the utmost speed of Sir William's no- 

morning, had expected to encounter. They marched | ble charger, to save his master from the hands of his 

swiftly, and in stern silence; though the flushed fea- | pursuers. And now came on those other consequences 

tures of sume, and the dark frowns that settled over of civil war, more horrible even than the carnage of 

the countenances of others, expressed the intensity of , the field. The houses of the obnoxious were plun- 

their feelings more forcibly, than the most boisterous | dered with wanton fury, and flames were seen in some 

acclamations could have done. Civil wars have al-| parts of the town, bursting from the windows of the 
ways been remarkable fur the implacable hatred with | deserted habitations. The unhappy fenialcs ran shriek- 
which the parties, though of the same nation, always | ing in every direction, to avoid the tomahawk of the 
regard each other. ‘The reason seems to be, that men, | savage, whose yells rose feartully above the gencral 

school their minds as they will, feel a private wrong | noise. In the midst of this tumuli, the cavalry re- 
more keenly, than a national injury, and that private | turned from an unsuecessful pursuit of the governor. 
hatred proves a more active spur, than patriotic indig- | The reins lay loosely upon the necks or their horses, 
nation. | whose jaded appearance evinced the \igour of the pur- 

As the insurgents now ascended a slight eminence | suit. By the side of their leader, whore eye glanced 

at the edge of the forest, Jamesiown lay in full view | proudly as he contemplated the scene beiore him, rode 
before them; and from the sight of fiying banners and | Charles Markham. A shade of melancholy was upon 

the sound of drums, they were «assured that the go- | his face, which was bent towards the ground, as if he 
yernor Was preparing for the worst. ' was unwilling to behold the havoc that victory was 
The resolniion of the insurgents had not been taken | making. He was aroused trom his melancholy medi- 

so hastily, but that Sir William Berkley, either from | tations by shrieks ; and a fercale voice, near him, cried 

spies of his own, or froin deserters who might lave | out,— . 
contrived to steal away from the ranks of the people! = Save me, Markliam! Charles Markham, save me 
during the harangue of their leader, was informed of | Oh, save me!” 
the danger which threatened him. Instantly the ac- | He looked around, and beheld his own Elvira in the 
tive old cavalier set about preparing such means of | arms of a huge Indian, who, despite of her shrieks and 
defence as his situation allowed. ‘The inhabitants of'! struggles, was in the act of bearing her oil: 

Jamestown, who were gencrally his adherents, were |“ tleavens, Elvira!” muttered he, “1 thought thou 
put under arms; two small pieces of cannon were | we-t fer from this dreadful place.” 

cleansed and prepared fur use, and a small body of the Then leaping from Iris horse, he flew to the spot, 
king’s troops, in whom he placed his chief depend-! and seizing his beloved girl “with one Land, with the 

other he smote her savage captor wiih such force, as ence, and whom, as if in anticipation of danger, he 
had kept near his own person, were drawn up for bat-!| cansed him to relinquish his hold, and to stagger some 
tle. fic, himself, went among his troops—exhor.ed | distance from the spot. 
them to behave manfuily, and declared his intention ‘She is mine,” exclaimed the 
of resisung to the last. himself, and ottempting to regain hi . 

As the army of the insurtents approached, ark. “ Away!” cried Markham, directing the point of 

ham ride io the side of his friend, and witha counte- his sword towards the breast of the Indian, “ away, or 
hance expressing some anxicty, by my iaith your lie shell pay gor this anda ity.” 

“Will you not,” said he, “send some one to prop “ «1 appeal to the chief,” said the savage, polating to- 

ay ; wards bacon, inthe indulerent tone of cue who is cor- 
will be useless,” replied Bacon. “ Do you | tain of gaining iis point. 

not see he is preparing for 2 batile ?” That personage had heard the same eries which 
“Na phed Markham u—” aroused his friend. and had beheld, with infinito cha- 

‘Weil, since you wish it,” interrupted the oiher,! grin, the unlucky cheice that Pers-tou had made. 

“here, Jolson,” said he to a lieutenant, near him, at « Curse on thee, savage,” muttered he, as he ap 
the same time drawing a white handkerchief from his | proached the parties, “ was there | : one for thee 
pocket, “tell the governor, if he be disposed, we are | to choose among a hundred? Yet nnot lose chee, 
Willing to parley, and state our terms: and this is the | Markham, yet.” Then turning sternly on Ponaton— 
last ofier of reconciliation that wiil be made by us.” “Go, seek a squaw,” cried he, “among yonder fly- 

” 
ne wretches; this one is not for the like of thee. Markham stood watching the progress of the mes- 

Senger, With intense Interest, and seeing an oflicer of “Is this thy faith?” said the Indian, in a deep 

the governor's party advance to meet him, he began | tone. 
to entertain some hopes of a peaceful accommodation : “ Away!” cried the other, uny.iiu.. ‘o be put in 

but when he beheld the envoy of the insurgents held | mind of his broken promise. 

up the emblem of peace in one hand, and with his} © Thou didst swear by the—” 
drawn sword in the other cut it into strips, then grasp' “Get thee gone, sevage! dost stand to quarrel ?— 

the fragments and throw them from him, with a me- | away!” 
nacing gesture, his heart died within him; and, turn-; The Indian glanced fiercely upon his adversary— 
ing his eyes away, gave vent to his grief and disap-! upon the retreating form of Markham, who, with one 
pointment in a heavy sigh. The insurgents, who had, arm encircling his beloved maiden, and breathing 
halted at the departure of their embassador, no sooner | consolation in her ear, was carrying her from the 

c2 
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scene of altercation; then turning suddenly, he darted 
out of sight. 

Deep were the feelings of revenge that settled in 
the bosom of Ponatou. He had long loved the fair 
Elvira, with all the ardour of unbridled passion. Of- 
ten, when he ranged the forest, he and his hunters had 
been entertained at the hospitable dwelling of her fa- 
ther, and as he beheld her moving with the grace of 
an angel, his heart burned, though with a hopeless de- 
sire, of possessing her. On the evening before the 
attack upon Jamestown, he had seen the carriage of 
her father arrive at the village, where he had been in- 
duced to come, through the hope of enjoying that 
safety which he doubted of finding at his own more 

solitary dwelling. In the hope ef consummating his 
wishes, the Indian had broken his faith to the govern- 
or, to whom he had been a friend; and now, when 
he saw himsclf deceived, neglected, 
soul could think of but one resource, and that was re- 
venge. But the incessant activity of the insurgent 
army in the war that followed, their continual chang- 
ing of camps, and their sudden marches, eluded, for a 

and insulted, his 

long time, his attempts. 
At length, Sir William Berkley, who had been dri- 

ven beyond the bay into the counties of Accomac and 

Northampton, having received soldiers from England 
now began his march to take the field once more.— 

The rebel army encamped near Jamestown, to await 
At length he came in sight; and as the 

both armies reposed in their en- 
his arrival. 
day was far spent 

campments, determined to try, on the ensuing morn- 
ing, in a pitched battle, the fortunes of Virginia. 

Ata late hour in the night, the young commander 
of the insurgent army sat in his tent. Every neces- 

sary order had been issued, and all things prepared 
for the coming contest. Ilis officers having retired, 

he was alone; and, leaning his elbow upon the table, 
seemed buried in a profound reverie. From the sud- 
den gleams which occasionally appeared upon his 
countenance, one might suppose that the thoughts of 

victory, or the hopes of future greatness, were passing 
through his mind. Happening to look upwards, he 
recoiled, instinctively, at the sight of a dark counte- 
nance, the eyes of which were glaring fiercely upon 
him, while a weapon, like a javelin or short spear, 
hung over him as in the act of striking. His sudden 
start partly avoiled the descending weapon, which 
only grazed his neck ; but instantly a dull insensibility 
came over him, and Bacon found himself unable to 
draw the sword, which, in the moment of alarm, he 
had grasped. As the unfortunate young man sunk to 
the ground, turning his dying eyes, gleaming with 
impotent rage, upon his assassin, whom he instantly 
recognised, the Indian exclaimed, 

“’Tis done !—the deer never flies that is scratched 
by the poisoned arrow of Ponatou. The Great Spirit 
whom thou hast mocked, demands thy blood. Go, see 
how he will receive thee. Hee! hec! Ponaton is re- 
venged !” 

Early on the ensuing morning, the troops were as- 
sembled in arms, and all were surprised at the ab- 
sence of their leader, who was usual y among the first 

At length, an officer went to his quarters 
He soon appear- 

on parade. 
to ascertain the cause of his delay. 

ed again at the door of the tent, and waving his hand, 

several others hastened to the spot. Within lay their 
leader stretched upon the ground. His countenance 

was distorted, teeth firmly clenched, and 
hand held a tuft of grass, which, in his agony, he had 

plucked from the earth. All expressed their sorrow and 
astonishment, and wondered at the cause of his death. 
Some one pointed to the rupture upon his neck which 
was slightly swelled. “No,” said another, “he got 
that scratch in a skirmish three days ago;” and histo- 
ry has attributed to the ordinary visitation of Provi- 
dence, the death of him who fell a victim tw an In- 

his ear h 

OLIVER CROMWELL. 

es 

dian’s revenge, or perhaps it may be said, to his own 
overleaping ambition. 

OLIVER CROMWELL. 

The following extract, from Sir Philip Warwick's 
memoirs, page 247, is very curious : 

“The first time that I ever took notice of Crom. 
well, was iu the beginning of the parliament, held in 
November, 1640, when I vainly thought myself 9 

courtly young gentleman. I came one morning to the 
house, well clad, and perceived a gentleman speaking, 

(whom I knew not) very ordinarily apparelled, for jt 
wasa plain suit, which seemed to have been made by 

an ill country tailor; his linen was plain, and not very 
clean, and I remember a speck or two of blood upon 
his little band, which was not much larger than his 

collar; his hat was without a band; his stature was 
of a geod size; his sword stuck close to his side; his 
countenance swollen and reddish; his voice sharp and 

untunable, and his eloquence full of fervour. Yet] 
lived to see this gentleman, by multiplied and good 

successes, and by real (but usurped) power, (having 
had a better tailor and more converse among good 

company,) In My eye appear ofa great and majestic 

deportment.” 

Also, in Bulstrode’s memoirs, page 192. 
“This conference puts me in mind of what Mr. 

Hampden said to the Lord Digby, in the beginning of 
the war. As they were going down the parliament 
stairs, Cromwell, just going before them, the Lord Dig- 
by (who was then a great man in the House of Com. 
mons,) asked Hampden who that man was? “for! 
see,” saith the Lord Digby, “ he is one of our side, by 
his speaking so warmly this day.” 

Upon which, Mr. Hampden replied. 

“That slovenly fellow which you see before us, 
if we should ever come to have a breach with the 
King, (which God forbid!) [ say, that sloven in that 
case, will be one of the greatest men of England ;” 
which was, indeed, a prophetical speech. But Hamp- 
den knew him well, end was intimately acquainted 

with hini. 
Some years after this, about December, 1644, 

Charles the first, sent for Archbishop Williams to Ox- 
ford, to take his opinion upon the situation of his af- 
fairs at that time. In the course of their conversa- 
tion, speaking of Cromwell, the Archbishop said— 
“That Cromwell, taken into the rebels’ army by his 
cousin Hampden, is the most dangerous enemy your 

majesty has; for though he is, at this time, of mean 
rank, and use amongst them, yet he will climb higher. 
I knew him at Bugden, but never knew his religion. 
He was then a common spokesman for sectaries, and 
maintained their post with stubbornness. He never 
discoursed as if he were pleased with your majesty, 
and your great oflicers; and, indeed, he loves none 

that are more than his equals. Your majesty did him 
but justice in repulsing a petition, put up by him, 

against Sir T.omas Steward, of the Isle of Ely ; but 
he takes all those for his enemies that would not let 
him undo his best friend: and above all that live, I 
think he is the most mindful of an injury. His for- 
tunes are broken; that it is impossible for him to sub- 

sist, much less to be what he aspires to, but by your 
majesty’s bounty, or by the ruin of us all, and a com- 
mon confusion. In short, every beast hath some evil 

properties, but Cromwell hath the properties of all 
evil beasts. My humble motion to your majesty, there- 

fore is, that either you would win him to you by pro- 
mises of fair treatment, or catch him by some strata- 
gem, and then cut him short.’ All of which the king 
received with a smile, and said nothing. —Philip’s 

Life of Archbishop Williams, page 290. 
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INFLUENCE OF FEMALES. 

Tur paramount influence of woman on the charac- 
ter, morals, and destiny of a nation, cannot be too ofien 

insisted on, or its importance too fully developed. In 

attaining their ends, and accomplishing their purposes, 

men generally use means open and undisguised, and 
frequently even when not intending it these approxi- 

mate to commands, or force. Woman in accomplish- 
ing her intentions does no such thing; her powers, and 

she is, as she ought to be, fully sensible of the fact, lie 
in a different sphere of action, a course of conduct very 
dissimilar. Pliant and winning in her manners; in 

her motions as in her speech, persuasive and seductive, 
she succeeds in making an impression where man 
would fail; and while her charms captivate and soften, 

the yielding material receives whatever impulse and 
impress she pleases to give. Her grace and beauty 

win their way to the heart, and throw a fascinating 

attraction over every thing she says or does; if she 
pleads the cause of virtue we are already the converts 
to her opinions; if she appears, where woman never 
should, and never does appear, till all that renders the 

female character lovely is irretrievably lost, as the 

champion of immorality, we can scarce bring ourselves 
to condemn; we pity, we excuse, we palliate. Hence 
a woman destitute of correct principles, and an outcast 
from honour, and virtue, is ten times more dangerous 
to the welfare of a community, tian a man, however 
abandoned and vile he may be. Hence too results 
the necessity of giving the power woman possesses, a 
proper direction by education, by inculcating sound 

and healthy principles of moral action, and by pointing 
out to the pure hearted, but young and inexperienced, 
the dangers which may be averted when known, but 
which are perhaps not suspected. Our instinctive 
passions and feelings lie deep in our very natures, and 
it is right they should be there, for the hand of the 
Creator implanted them; it is right, however, that the 
godlike faculty of reason should still retain the ascend- 
ency originally given to it, and the affections and the 
passions still keep their proper place of servants, and 
not assume that of imperious masters in the human 
breast. So long as this is the case, the noble faculties 
of the heart will be developed, innocence be unspot- 
ted, the feelings unperverted, and virtue triumphant. 
The female mind will be intent on the important 
duties which belong to her, instead of those useless 

but more showy objects, perhaps, which too often fix 
female attention, and admiration. ‘The very habit of 
contemplating foolish, indecent, or frivolous things, if 

we do not give way to their adoption or indulgence. 
has an injurious and enervating effect on the mind, 

destroys its capabilities, and incapacitates it for healthy 
and vigorous exercise. Among the various causes 
which act with greater or less intensity in giving 

a decided tone to female character and influence, I 
think the connexion which invariably exists between 
extravagance and indecency in dress, aad laxity of 
mora!s, is not the least deserving of notice: and I also 

Original. 

INFLUENCE OF FEMALES. 

believe that it is altogether more intimately connected 

with the happiness and prosperity of the country, than 
it would seer to be considered by those conservators | 
of public morals who have alluded to it in their stric- | 
tures on the numerous causes which have a tendency 
to public demoralization. 

The scale which marks the rise and fall of nations, | 
is graduated much in the following manner:—unbend- 
ing virtue; simplicity of dress and manners; purity of | 
morals; courage; conquest; wealth; luxury; effemi- 
hacy; licentiousness; degradation; ruin. Such is the | 
Voice of all history—such the experience of all ages; | 

and if living witness of the correctness of this division 
is required, look at Italy. Here the stern virtues of 
the old Romans have been swallowed in a sea of 
luxury produced by conquest and wealth, and the de- 
generacy of their sons is without a parallel among the 
nations. Licentiousness has made the men women, 
and the women of this beautiful clime are, in morals 
—what must not be named among those accustomed 
to the virtue, purity, and decencies of the unperverted 

female heart. Like causes will produce like effects; 
and if, as the Roman moralists assert, the females of 
lialy paved the way for this unlimited depravation of 
morals, by their disregard of propriety and decency in 
dress and manners, we may expect the results of simi- 
lar experiments in any other, or our own country, will 
not be more favourable. 

I know there are many who affect to treat the con- 
nexion between dress and morals, as a question solely 
relating to broadcloths and merinos—ribands and mus- 
lin—large or smal! waists—and hence by their caus- 
licity or their sneers, have aggravated the very evil 
upon which they were animadverting. [Experience 
has satisfactorily proved, that few men or women can 
be langhed out of a fashion; when there are many, 
who, if convinced it was wrong, would abandon it 
Without a moment's hesitation. ‘The passion for dress, 

or for particular modes of dress, when carried as it 
frequently is to excess, becomes a mania, or phrenzy, 

and renders a person ridiculous, if nothing worse. 

Men, sometimes render themselves the objects of de- 
served contempt by their costume; but these foolish 
departures from propriety, are generally confined to a 
few individuals of a certain class, who are well under- 
stood, and whose claims to intelligence and decency 
are nine times in ten, exactly on a par with the affect- 
ed decorations of their exterior. With the women of 
our country the case is different. Whether owing to 
a disposition anxious to captivate and please—or a 
taste more disposed for show and parade—or an op- 
portunity being furnished for the indulgence of dress, 
in a greater amount of unoccupied time, I do not de- 
cide—certain it is, a fondness for, and in some instances 
a lamentable extravagance in dress may be traced 
among the various classes of our females, which I 
think has a direct tendency to demoralize, and render 
frivolous and vain, our fair countrywomen, who ought 
to look upon themselves as created for nobler and 
better purposes. Nothing can be more clearly esta- 
blished from the example of the past, or the experience 
of the present, than the fact, that the morality and 
happiness of a people is in an exact ratio to the intel- 
ligence, modesty, and virtue of the women; and further, 

that the modesty and virtue so absolutely essential to 
the character of woman, is in precise proportion to the 
general decency and propriety of the female costume 
of the country. It is idle to talleof the innate prin- 
ciples of virtue implanted in the female bosom, being 
proof to the unceasing and undermining attacks of a 
dress which sets modesty and decency at defiance. 

Such is the structure of the human mind, that im- 
proprieties, vices, and crimes, which at first startle with 

| disgust and horror, soon lose their deformities, and are 
embraced, and perpetrated with scarce a compunctious 
visiting of conscienée: and departures from decency 
and propriety in dress, however revolting at first sight 

they may appear, soon cease to scandalize, as at their 
earliest introduction. It is here lies the danger of 
indelicacy in female costume: the mind is gradually 

and insensilly corrupted and depraved; and when the 
instinctive delicacy of the mind is destroyed—when 
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that fine sense of propriety which shrinks intuitively 
at the least appearance of immodesty is blunted—the 
individual, however unconscious of ig she may be, is | 
on the verge of a precipice where a @ step may | 
be utter ruin. With the ever veeingliinies of the | 

day, | do not intermeddle; and although T maintain, | 

that the true medium of elegance ima lady's dress, 
like truth in conflicting arguments, is generally to be | 
found about midway between the extremes; yet so 

long as the fashions do not interfere with public health 
or public morals, those who introduce, or those who 
adopt them, ar t amenable to the bar of public 

opinion, however absurd or ridiculous they may tender 
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A pure hearted girl who by her devotion to fashion, 

suffers herself to led inadvertently into improprie- 

ties in dress, and an immodest exposure of her person, 
cannot know to what revolting suspicions she exposes 

herself in the estimation of those, whose long acquaint- 
ance with the world has enabled them to see much of 
it as it really is, and qnite enough to confirm them in 
the opinion, that innocence never dwells long where 
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LETTER OF LORD MEADOWBANK. 

that instinctive sense of decorum which causes lovely 
woman like the sensitive plant to recoil from the least 
violence, is obliterated from the mind. No matter by 
what names they may be justified—no matter in what 
circles they may be adopted—that woman is lost who 
submits to practices which her unsophisticated and 
pure feelings tell her are incorrect : who begins to tam. 
per with the warning monitions of unperverted taste, 

‘and feels a pleasure in advancing in her dress to 
the very verge of decency, if not continually ven. 
turing on the well known precincts of immodesty and 
indelicacy. If advice on this very delicate topic might 

safely be suggested, or would be accepted, I would 
say to my fair friends, in the werds of Pope, with a 
slight alieration: 

“ Avoid extremes, and shun the fault of such, 
As veil their charms too little, or too much.” 

And desire them to rest fully assured of the fact, that 

imagination in pictnring the charnis of woman, can 

always equal if not exceed the reality; and that the 

ardour of pursuit inevitably ceases when fancy whis- 
pers, there is nothing more to win. Cu. 

a Ue 

LETTER OF LORD MEADOWEANK, 

TO THE YOUNG ROSCIUS, MASTER I TY. 

Sin—!I 1e take the Liberty of sending you the little 
vork i recommended yesterday to your perusal. It is 
by much the most valuable production of the most 
eminent person of your name,* and on that account 
might merit your aitention. But my reason for wish- 
ing you to read it again and again is, that it exhibits 
a most interesting picture of youthful genius, and of 

the anticipations of titure excellence, while it deline- 

ates, in delightful and true colours, that immense field 
of study which you must cultivate and master, before 
you can be entitled to the~highest honours of your 

| profession. 

Tam convinced that your mind will burn within 
as you read; and that you will thence be induced 

to form or confirm a re ion on which (whatever be 
your natura! ¢ height of your future 
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The { “my wish that the may 
hrive, and bear fruit suitably to its promise, will, I 
ope, plead my apology for troubling you with these 
observations, and procure me credit, when I assure 

you that [am with much respect, 
Sir, your most obedient and faithful servant, 

A. Maconacuie- 

Lord Meadowbank, of the Court of Sessions. 

* Dr. Beattie’s Minstrel. 
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THE SNOW SHROUD, &c. 63 

Original. Peered forth. In curious search beneath, they found 
THE SNOW SHROUD. A frozen corse, and pinioned in its arms, 

«Hist prattler! for thine infant voice will drown 
The echo of their footfall, and the wind 
Is wild without. Methought I heard even now 
A tramp upon the threshold, but the drifis 
Are lumbering its passage.-—Hist, was that 

The voice of Ponto’s welcome? He is wont 
With like uncouth and boisterous joy to hail 
His master’s dwelling, bounding on before 

To herald his return.—Sofily, my babe, 
I'll stop thy lips with kisses—shut thine eyes 

And nestle in thy mother’s bosom, boy, 
“Twill pillow all thy cares. And Mary, dear, 
Pile the broad blaze with fagots. We will hold 
A beacon to the wanderers, for the night 
Js blind as boisterous, and mayhap the storm 
Has blocked their narruw footpath. See you how 

As the light flashes out athwart the gloom, 
The snow is swept in billows by the gust! 
It is a fearful night. Thy brother ill 
Could with his puny arm and boyish might 
Buffet with such a tempest, but for aid 
Of stronger sincws. Haste thee, girl, to spread 

The evening table, for his father’s arm 
Will bear the loved one that he stumble not, 
Bewildered ‘mid the darkness; be it ours 
To task our care, and welcome their return 

With fitting comfort—Did I hear again 
The howl of Ponto? hark !—it was the breath 

Of the mad tempest, as it groans without, 
Dashing the slect against the panes. Pile high 
The glowing hearth, and wheel, before its blaze, 
The ancient cushioned chair. So, danghter—now, 
Look at the hour once more—how tardily 
The minutes waste, but he will come anon, 
Weary and way-worn, with the boy, to greet 
Thy provident kindness with his wonted kiss. 
Heaven shield them in the horrors of the night!” 

But the long hours crept on. ‘The lazy clock 
Numbered the strokes of midnight, and the eyes 
Of the late watchers, heavy grew and dull, 
All, save the eyes of one, and they were dim, 
But ‘twas with tears. ‘The babe was laid to rest 

Bolstered within its cradle, while at hand 
Its sister, patient sat, her little arm 
Resting upon the cushioned chair she smoothed 
Long hours agone, for one she had no power 
Longer to wake for, and despite her fears 
Her head sunk down in slumber. Dished around 
On the warm hearth, the evening meal was ranged, 
As yet untasted, for he had not come 

Who should have blessed the food. The matron sat 
Brooding her fears in anguish, with quick ear 
Catching at every sound, and gathering hope 
As the mad tempest lulled. Her throbbing heart 
Beat achingly, and her dim eye was strained 
To pierce the shadows; but a cloud of wo 

Settled upon her brow. Could she have deemed 
The father of the household, and his boy, 
Were floundering in the mountain drift! 

Morn broke 
At last, a still, and wintry morn. The air 

Bit with its piercing crystals, and the sun 

Looked out upon a wilderness of snow, 
Heaved into surges, as the eddying wind 

Had tossed it madly, and in bitter sport, 
Wreathed it in thousand shapes fantastical. 

The hardy peasants, burrowing from their doors, 
Gathered amain to force the trackless paths 
Impassable. Few furlongs had they sped, 
Ere with a mournful and continuous howl, 

A dog that brooked no chiding, hailed their aid, 
Where from a mighty drifi, a garment skirt 

A marble boy, his little hands, the dead 
Still ing, with a death gripe. In his eye 
A half-formed tear was frozen, and his lips 
Were parted; as he would have lisped, in death, 
The name of MoTHER! 

a 

Original. 

THE DEATH=BED. 

‘————— Thou hast first begun 

The travel of Eternity. 1 gaze 

Amid the stars, and think that thou art there, 

Unfetter’d as the thought that follows thee.—Southey. 

Gop speed thy parting spirit, love! thine hour has 
come at last, 

And well hast thou the trial dire of bitter suffering past; 
The earth, and all iis nothingness, fast fading from thy 

view, 
Opens a heavenly world to thee, fair, holy, calm, and 

true. 

Thy cheek is very pale, love, thy brow is damp and 
cold, 

But oh! the brightness on that brow is wondrous to 
behold ; 

Yet why do we thus marvel that a soul so pure and good 
Should spring with rapturous joy to meet its Father 

and its God. 

God speed thy dark, cold journey, love! and guide 
thee thro’ the vale, 

Where Death's pale grisly shadows, still the parting 
soul assail ; 

But the white robes of Innocence, so brightly round 
thee wave, 

Their radiancy will soon dispel the horrors of the 
grave. 

| Around ¢hee all is joyful, our hearts alone are drear, 

And not for thee, but for ourselves, gushes the bitter 
tear! 

For we had lived so long within the sunshine of thine 
eye, 

We thought our treasure still secure, nor dream’d that 
thou could’st die. 

God speed thee well, thou sinless one! to that celestial 
home, 

From whence in all thy loveliness so lately thou did’st 
come ; 

For when indulgent Heaven sent its choicest gift in 
thee, 

It gave thee all its attributes, save immortality. 
Ob! precious was thy fondness, love, to this cold heart 

of mine, 
And all my young affection’s wealth was freely pour’d 

in thine; 
And soothing ’tis to know and feel, ‘mid all this cease- 

less pain, . 
Yet afew years, or months, perhaps, and we shall meet 

again. 

God speed thy gentle spirit, love! I little deemed that 
thou 

Should'st ever cause such heartfelt grief as swells my 
bosom now ;— 

I loved to think my childhood’s friend, would fondly, 
sadly weep 

O’er me, when early laid to rest, in death’s unbroken 

sleep. 
Affection's brightest dream was ours, too lovely far to 

last, 
And all that now remains to me is memory of the past: 

Ev‘n this sad scene is over now, our parting hour is 

come, 

God speed thee, best and dearest one? God speed thee 
to thy home. H—S. 
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Why droops in gricf that eged form, 
That honou:d Sires#ah! say? 

Why wear those high aud lordly tow’rs 
The hues of lone decay? 

In childless sorrow fades his days, 
His valiant heir is slain’ 

That home of love, with wontcd joy, 

Will never resound agein== 

Will ne’er resound again, 
Will ne’er resound again. 

It. 

Ve golden stars? that high in air, 
In boundless revel glow, 

Think ye, at all, of gentie hearts 

That suffer here below 7? 

Ah! no, the woes o%er which we sigh, 
* Alas! why shonld they be 7 

Leave, as I view your pright’ning smiles, 
But wond’ring tears for me= 

But wond’ring tears for me, 
But wond’ring tears for mee 
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“ No,” said Cecil Gordon, as he hastily pushed from 
him a letter, whose contents had ruffled his calm and 
manly brow, and curled his beautiful lips into an ex- 
pression of scorn, very foreign to their usually bland 
and benign smile; “no, never, never can I consent to 

become the husband of this proud heiress ;—to be de- 
pendant upon her wealth for a subsistence—to wed 
without affection or esteem a reluctant bride, who if 
she is possessed of one spark of soul, must despise me ; 
or if she be heartless enough willingly to become the 
wife of one whom she does not know and cannot love, 
our chance of happiness must be small indeed. No, 

never, never will I consent to a union so degrading 
to both. I will write to my father and acquaint him 
with my unconquerable reluctance to fulfil a contract 
entered into without my knowledge or consent; and 

should he, after my arrival in England, persist in urg- 
ing this detested union, I will return once more to In- 
dia in the hope of finding there, at least an honour- 
able grave.” 

It was thus that the young soldier felt and deter- 
mined in the first transport of indignation and displea- 
sure, at the unwelcome intelligence conveyed in the 
letter before him—General Gordon, the father of our 
hero was the younger son of a noble but decayed fa- 
mily in the north of England. Devoted to his pro- 
fession from his earliest youth, he had arrived at great 
and deserved distinction in the service. A few years 
previous to the period of our story, while exposing his 
own life in defence of a brother officer, (Sir John Les- 
singham,) he had received a wound, which disabled 
him from future service. As, in the ardent pursuit of 
glory, General Gordon had paid no attention to his pe- 
cuniary affairs, he found himself, still in the prime of 
life, thrown out of his profession, with nought but empty 
honour to repay him for thirty years of toil and dan- 
ger. His only son was, at the time of this accident, 
travelling on the continent, and General Gordon was 
reluctantly compelled, from the sudden reverse in his 
prospects, to recall him to England and solicit for him 
an appointment in the India service. 

In the meantime, Sir John Lessingham had not been 
unmindful of the interests of his benefactor. His gra- 
titude was fervent and sincere, and in the first warmth 
of his feelings he proffered his friend the half of his for- 
tune. But the proud spirit of General Gordon shrank 
from receiving compensation for an impulsive act of 
generosity, which he would have performed for the 
humblest of his fellow creatures. Sir John formed 
the project of uniting his only daughter, who was the 
sole heiress of his immense possessions, to the son of 
his deliverer. Arbitrary in his temper, unaccustomed 
to contradiction, and indefatigable in the accomplish- 
ment of any plan on which his mind was bent, he 
looked upon his danghter’s acquiescence as a thing 
of course ; but in obtaining the concurrence of General 
Gordon in this favourite project, he encountered many 
serious obstacles. Yet the brave and independent sol- 
dier was not without ambition for his only child, and 
at length yielding to arguments which won upon his 
feelings, though they could not convince his judg- 
ment, he promised to use all his influence to ingure 
the compliance of his son; but only on the conditions 
that, no further step should be taken in the business 
until Cecil’s return to England, and that the marriage 
should not take place until Miss Lessingham was of 
age, that she might not be hurried into a union, while 
yet too young to judge for herself, or to appreciate the 
character of the man to whom she was to confide her 
destiny. 

Years passed on, and the regiment in which young 
Gordon now held the rank of lieutenant, was ordered 
home. It was a few weeks previous to his embarka. 
tion for England that he received the letter from his 
father which conveyed to him the first intelligence of 
that long cherished project, in the accomplishment of 
which, General Gurdon now felt an interest not infe. 

riur to that of Sir John Lessingham; and it was this 
intelligence that had so powerfully aroused the latent 

pride of the noble and high minded young soldier. 

On his arrival in London he found a letter fromshis 

father, informing him that he had purchased an estate 

in ——shire, in the neighbourhood of Lessingham Hall, 
and requesting him to join him there as soon as possi- 
ble. Lt was with deep regret that Cecil discovered 
fiom. the tenor of this communication, that his re. 
ply to his father’s last unwelcome letter had never 
been received. In that reply he had expressed his 

deep sense of the honour intended him, accompanied 

by his fixed determination to decline the proffered fa- 
vour ; and he now felt with deep chagrin that his silence 
would be construed into acquiescence in the proposal. 

He commenced his journey with a reluctance that 
increased as he proceeded, and amounted to repug- 
nance almost unconquerable as he approached its 
dreaded termination. In this state of mind, willing to 
delay for a time the approaching interview with his 
father, he resolved to linger awhile amid the beautiful 
and secluded scenery of the lakes, in. order that he might 
reflect insolitude and retirement on the course of conduct 
most proper for him to pursue. It was early autumn 
when he reached those beautiful regions, and the gen- 
tle, and soothing influence of that twilight season of 
the year, accorded well with the wild and solitary 
grandeur of the scenes around, and with the pensive 
and desponding nature of his own reflections. He 
felt as if he were about to sacrifice the happiness of 
his whole life to gratify the whims of the capricious, 
though generous hearted baronet. He was led to be- 
lieve that Miss Lessingham already looked upon him 
as her betrothed husband, and sedulously shunned all 
attentions which either her wealth or personal attrac- 
tions called forth. If so, “ would it be honourable for 
him to refuse to fulfil a contract which his father, 
however unwarrantably, had made in his name?” Ce- 
cil resolved these thoughts in his mind "till they goaded 
him almost to madness. Day after day he lingered 
amid the wild hills and lonely glens that surround the 
western lakes, in a state of gloomy and apathetic ab- 
straction, while his morbid fancy made him look upon 

life as a cheerless and barren path divested of a single 
ray of happiness or hope. 

It was towards the close of a day, spent, as usual, 
in wandering over hill and heath, gazing for hours in 
listless abstraction on the deep and quiet waters, spread 
out far beneath him, that Lieut. Gordon was overtaken 
by one of those violent and sudden thunder-storms, so 

common in those mountainous regions. The night 
was coming on rapidly, and, in his hurry to descend, 
he had missed his way and found himself on the verge 
of a ledge of rocks, in a situation from which it seem- 

ed equally diflicult either to proceed or retreat. The 
descent though abrupt was not very deep, and deter- 

mining to make the trial, rather than remain exposed 
to the united evils of darkness and storm, he descend- 
ed a few steps, clinging to the scanty shrubs and bram- 
bles near him for support, when, on placing his foot 
upon a projecting crag it rolled from its bed and pre- 
cipitated him along with it to the rock below. Stunn- 
ed by the violence of the fall, which had dislocated 
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his right ankle and otherwise severely injured him, 
he remained for a long time perfectly exposed to all 
the inclemency of the weather. His servant alarmed 

at the protracted absence of his master, had gone in 
search of him on the first signal of an approaching 

storm. On discovering his helpless condition the man 
had hastened for assistance to the nearest dwelling, 

and Lieut. Gordon was conveyed, still insensible, to 
the house of Lady Eleanore Mowbray, who was pass- 

ing the autumn at her residence near the lakes. 

Many days passed away and still the young soldier 
lay unconscious of all that was passing around him, 
sometimes in the delirium of fever, uttering wild and 

unconnected fancies, and at others recalling the events 

of his past life, and dwelling with expressious of an- 

guish and despair on the subject of the projected union 
with the heiress of Lessingham. 

Nearly a fortnight elapsed in this manner, when 

one evening afier a deep and quict slumber, which 
had lasted many hours, the mvalid awoke, for the first 

time, toa faint consciousness of present objects ; though 
for a long time he vainly endeavoured to recall the past, 
or to imagine the events which had preceded or caus- 

ed his illness. ‘The hangings and drapery of the bed 
on which he was lying were rich and costly, but the 
curtains were closed so as almost entirely to exclude 

the apartment from his observation. At length he 

gently put them aside, and the first object that met his 
gaze, was the figure of a young girl who was sleeping 
in an arm chair near the foot of the bed. Her beau- 
tiful head was pillowed on an arm, round, polished, 
and symmetrical, as if chiselled from the Pentellican 
marble, and her youthful countenance, even in sleep, 
was full of sweetness. Her hair, of uncommon beauty, 
escaping from its confinement fell in unchecked luxu- 
riance over her neck and bosom, and together with her 
pencilled eye-brows and long silken lashes, formed a 

. contrast almost startling to the extreme paleness of a 
cheek that seemed blanched by recent watching and fa- 
tigue. Yet her full and rounded figure had all the beau- 
tiful proportions of youth and health, and in the unstu- 
died grace of her recumbent attitude, there was an air of 
abandonment, of languor, and of soft repose, that lent 
atouching charm to her appearance, and conveyed 
the idea of vestal purity, combined with the volup- 
tuous graces of a Venus. The rich rays of an autum- 
nal sunset were pouring through a narrow opening in 
the voluminous folds of crimson damask that shaded a 
large oriel window; and the light fell directly upon 
the beautiful sleeper, enveloping her whole figure with 

a glory, that, to the fevered imagination of the young 
soldier, seemed almost supernatural, and to the mind 
of a painter, would have suggested a beautiful illus- 

tration of the fable of Danze slumbering beneath a 
shower of gold. He could have gazed forever at this 
beautiful vision, had not his attention been diverted 
by the entrance of an elegant woman, in whose coun- 
tenance dignity and sweetness had replaced the more 
brilliant graces of youth. It was Lady Eleanore Mow- 
bray, the mistress of the mansion in which he had 
been so hospitably sheltered. Lady Mowbray hav- 
ing been informed by the servant of Gordon of the 
name of her guest and the accident which had befallen 
him, had kindly bestowed on him every attention 
which his helpless situation required. Her entrance 

had chased away the light slumbers of the young girl, 
who opened her beautiful eyes and smiled faintly as 
Lady Eleanore approached. 

“ What! my little Cora, sleeping on your post? Ah! 
I fear I must appoint a more faithful sentinel to fill 
your place. But, seriously, my sweet cousin, you are 
injuring yourself by so much fatigue. I shall be oblig- 
ed to pass sentence of banishment upon you until the 
bloom is restored to this pale cheek.” 

Ere the last words were spoken, Cora had approach- 
ed the bed, and taking a hand of the invalid in one 

of hers, she applied the other soft palm to his fevered 
brow, the darkness ef the room preventing her from 
observing the ardent gaze of that deep and penetrat- 
ing eye, to which the light of reason had once more 
returned. Cecil Gordon almost believed that he had 
awakened in paradise. He dared not trust himself to 
speak, lest the bright vision should be dissipated, and 
the gentle pressure of that litle hand withdrawn, 
whose light touch thrilled to his very heart. But when 

his youthful nurse bent over to ascertain if he yet 

slept, when he felt her sweet breath on his lips, and 
her soft ringlets swept his cheek, he uttered in a low, 
but earnest tone, a few words of inquiry, mingled with 
such ardent expressions of gratitude and admiration, 
that they called the rich blvod back to the colourless 

cheek of his auditor, and caused her to abandon her 

place by his side to her companion. Lady Mowbray 
Kindly answered all his inquiries, and then assuring him 
that silence and repose were absolutely necessary in 
the present siate of his disorder, withdrew with her 
young companion, leaving him in the charge of a nurse 
more skilful perhaps, though certainly less tender and 

beautiful than her youthful substitute. In vain did 
young Gordon endeavour to drive from his mind the 
beautiful vision, that his too abrupt and ardent decla- 
rations had driven from his presence ; her image con- 
stantly occupied his sleeping and waking thougths, and 
for several days he watched anxiously, though vainly 
for her reappearance. In the meantime he had learn- 
ed from his attendant, that the beautiful girl he had 
seen was a distant relative of the lady of the mansion, 
and had been for several weeks her visitor. He fre- 
quently saw his kind hostess, but to all his inquiries 
respecting her young friend she answered with a de- 
gree of reserve which surprised and disappointed him, 
and there was an embarrassment in her manner of re- 
plying to his questions, which seemed to indicate that 
it was an unwelcome topic. One circumstance alone 
occurred to vary the dull routine of his days of conva- 
lescence. He one evening heard the deep and solemn 
notes of an organ in a distant part of the house, ac- 
companied by a voice so wild, sweet, and touching, 
that it at once penetrated his heart and entranced his 
senses. He eagerly inquired the name of the per- 
former, and heard with delight, what he had indeed 
suspected, that Cora Wentworth was the musician 
The succeeding evening, alter waiting sometime in 
hopes of hearing the same sweet sounds repeated, he 
ventured to send his attendant to her with a request 
for a repetition of the favour; and he could hardly 
account to himself for the strange pleasure which her 
ready compliance gave him. 

During this tedious interval his health rapidly reco- 
vered, and his only fear now was, that he should soon 
be without an excuse for prolonging his stay in the 
house which contained so lovely an inhabitant. Day 
after day passed away without restoring to his eyes 
the one object ever present to his mental Vision, 
when wishing one morning to obtain the second vo- 
lume of a book he had been reading, he ventured to 
try his returning strength by going himself to the 
library in search of it. This apartment was on the 
same floor, with the one which he occupied ; the door 
was partly open, and he had entered the room ere he 
perceived, wiih a quickened pulse, that the room was 
already occupied by the sweet Cora Wentworth, for, 
although thdface was turned from him, it was impos- 
sible to mistake the contour of that graceful head, or 
that harmonious beauty of figure and attitude, which 
once seen could never be forgotten. A small marble 
vase, ornamented with figures in bass relief, stood on 
the table before her, which she seemed engaged in 
copying. Gordon stood for a moment, gazing upon 

her with mingled emotions of pleasure and confusion, 
but when at length he approached to address her, the 

sound of his footsteps caused her to turn her head sud- 

“ 
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denly, and the smile of delighted surprise that beamed | he closed his eyes to the prospect befure him and qj. 
on her sweet face inspired him with courage. 
ing his disconcerted faculties, he addressed her with | 

entire strangers, became better known and more ep. the frank and graceful politeness of a soldier and a 
gentleman. ‘Tie subject of Cora’s pencil afforded a 
convenient and natural introduction to conversation.— 
On one side of the vase was represented, with great 
delicacy and beonty, a youthful female standing on a 
rude seabeach, wiih extended arms, hair floating on the 
wind, and of grief and tenderness 
strongly depicted ou her beautiful features. On the 

an expression 

right a vessel war seen leaving the island under full | 

sail. The subject of this beautiful bass relief had 

been often disc: 

she now asked the opinion of her new acquaintance, 
at the same time expressing her belief that it was in- 
tended as a represcitation of Adriadne overwhelmed 
with despair at t.e desertion of Bacch 
“Why not Caly; mourning 

Ulysses?” he r ed 

“Qh, no! this looks 

for that wily and wicked enchantre 
“ Perhaps, i 

lamenting the i 

the departure -0, 

igure teo paive, wo imnocenti 

ion, itis the tender Carthagenian queen, 
hit of her false Trojan lover.” 

Cora smiled sid shook her head. “Oh,” said she, 
“the instances or man's and woman's love 
multiply upon us su last, that I musi give up all hope 
of identifying this lovely picture.” 

A paintul sensation, almost amounting to conscious 

guilt, sent the blood into the cheek of Gordon, as the 
thought flashed across his mind, that it was perhaps 

now too late fur him to withdraw from the projected 

falsehood 

of 

ssed by Cora and Lady Mowbray, and | 

Rally- | lowed himself to be borne along on the stream of 
events.—In a few days these young persons, so lately 

deared to each other, than years of friendly intercourse 
| could have effected in minds and hearts less congenial 

in taste and temperament. A word, a look, a stolen 
smile are often sufficient to unlock the full fountains of 
tenderness in young and unsuspicious hearts, and there 
was something in the playful tenderness and the inno 
cent, confiding freedom of Cora’s manner, that had inf. 

nite fascination for her young lover. And now that his 

returning strength allowed him each day to meet his 
kind hostess and her young friend in the library, his 
days and hours passed with a rapidity which was the 

sole drawback to his felicity, Lady Mowbray stil] 
inaintained the same reserve in speaking of Cora, but 

irom what he had himself observed he was induced 

to velieve that Miss Wentworth was entirely depen 
dent upon Lady Mowbray; and that she was, from 
sume secret cause, Cesirous of living for the present in 

perfect seclusion. She saw no company and never 

alluded to her family or coniexions. This circum. 

stance, though it could not fail to excite a painful curio. 
sity in the mind of Gordon, yet had no power to damp 
the ardour ef his growing passion. He often said to 
himself, “ how much happier could I be with this fair 
and gentle ercature, even should she prove to be ut- 
terly destitute of connexions, fortune, or standing in 
society—how greatly happier to take her with beauty 

{and affection alone for her dower, than to wed the 

alliance, without having his own name added to the | 

| child of nature winding themselves closer and closer list of the false and the perjured. He hastened to 

turn the conversation by praising the execution of the 
drawing, which betrayed touches of genius that asto- 
nished him; and when he remembered that it was the 

same gifted being who had breathed those notes of 
melting sweetness, and woke from the organ those 
tones that had beguiled him of so many weary hours 

beauty in admiration of her genius. 
Cora was indeed an artist of no common powers; 

accustomed to the Wlandest influences of nature, from 
having lived since her childhood amid scenery pictu- 
resque and romantic, and possessing that keen and 
thrilling ser:se of beauty, which is the true attribute 
of genius, she would have been oppressed by the de- 
licious sensations and images inspired by all around 
her, if those beautiful arts of music and painting had 
not been to her as a natural language, by which she 
expressed and into which she breathed, that fuln:<s of 
joy and those blissful emotions, which often filled her 

heart to overflowing. The absence of all novelty and 
variety of incident in the simple routine of her life, 
had neither been regretted or felt by her: the warmth 
of her conceptions and the ardour of her feelings, 
caused her to receive the most profound and vivid im- 
pressions from many things which passed unnoticed 

before common eyes, and these impressions had as 
sensibly marke: the lapse of time to her, as incident 

and adventure do to others. 
And thus, was the ardent and open hearted young 

soldier, by what seemed a capricious sport of destiny, 
thrown into the society of this beautiful and sensitive 
being, at the woment when his peculiar situation with 
regard to another, compelled him to snmi@&ther within 
his own burning bosom the emotions with which she 
inspired him. Ojten, in the bitterness of his heart, 
did he inveigh against the cruel chance that had 
thrown in his path the a of loveliness, only to 
render his forced union more disgusting and his regrets 
more intolerable. But Cecil Gordon had not yet ana- 
lysed the feelings with which Cora inspired him, and 
like one who feels that he is hurrying towards a pre- 
cipice from which no eflorts of his own can save him, 

proud and haughty heiress.” 
Every day did he find the fascinations of this sweet 

around his heart, till he felt to rend them away would 
be impossible. Frequently would he lay down some 
book, from which he had been reading alond, to gaze 

| upon her, as she sat at her work or her drawings be- 
| side him; and with what delight did he mark the 

| fluctuating colour of her cheek, and the quick pulsa- 
of sickness and! despondency, he almost forgot her | 

| glance of unutterable tenderness 
tions of her heart, when she looked up and met his 

! Who shall describe 
the happiness of those first hours of dawning affection, 
when the sweet consciousness of being an object of 
intense and absorbing interest to some beloved and 

lovely being, fills our hearts with a blessedness like 
that of heaven? a happmess so pure, so perfect that 
alas for the sad doom of mortality) on earth it has no 
abiding place, and success or disappointment are alike 
fatal to its duration. Yet who is there that doth not 
turn to that sweet dream with a fonder and deeper 
devotion, as the cares of life gather around him? 

The handsome and gallant young soldier was now 

thoroughly domesticated in the same house with the 
loveliest, and tenderest, and most confiding of human 
heings: beholding her at all hours of the day, and 
loving her better at each time that he beheld her. 
Pancerons proximity! fur those between whom cit 
cumstances or fate have placed obstacles, which may 
not be surmounted without incurring guilt or ignominy. 
Each hour to hear those gentle toncs of voice, whose 
low swect cadences convey the. heart’s whole history. 
To mect the earnest thrilling gaze, and find it sud- 
denly and consciously withdrawn ; to see each action 

, and each word betray the seeret that would vainly 

| hide itself from observation. These, with a thousand 
nameless indications of a dawning passion, indescriba- 
ble but never to be forgotten by thos@ who have felt 
their enchantment, all conspired to enslave the heart of 
young Gordon ere he was fully conscious of the dan- 
gers that surrounded him. It was to no purpose that 
in moments of after reflection, he thought of the un- 
fortunate contract which he was expected to fulfil; 

| and he now thought it a false delicacy that had ever 

| induced him to hesitate in declining such a proposal. 
He reflected that it was not yet too late to refuse his 
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consent and he hoped that he might be able to do it in 
such a manner as not to wound the pride of Sir John 
Lessingham or the delicacy of his daughter. And 
thus, with the sanguine hopes of youth, he abandoned 
himself, with all the ardour and romance of lis dispo- 
sition, to the delightful consciousness that he was not 

indifferent to Cora. Cecil Gordon had not yet appris- 
ed his father of the accident which had befallen him, 
but as soon as he had felt himself able to write, he 
had sent him a few lines, allowing him to believe, 
from the tenor of his letter, that he was stiil travelling 
among the western lakes, and would join him in a 
few weeks. The time was now fast approaching 
when he felt that he should no longer have an excuse |, 

for remaining in the family that had so kindly received 
him. One evening as Cora sat at her embroidery- 

frame in the library, and Gordon was pacing the apart- 

ment with a hurried siep, and endeavouring to sum- 
mon resolution to confide to her ail the pecuiiarities of 
his situation, and to make a full declaration of his af- 
fection and his hopes, a letter was handed her by a 
servant, Which she hastily opened and read with an 
aliernately blanched and burning cheek. At length ob- 
serving the look of intense interest with which Gordon 
was regarding her, she said, with an agitated voice, “I 
must leave this place to-night.” 
“Tonight, dearest Cora? Oh, do not, do not say 

so! Who is it that has summoned you from your 
friends so suddenly? At least, may I not ask with 
whom you are to go, and whither ?” 

Cora made an effort to reply, but the tears were fast 

gathering in her sweet eyes, and veiling them with | 
her small, slender fingers, she bent her head over the | 
table before her, and wept in unrestrained emotion. 

The time was now come when he could no longer 
hesitate on the course to be pursued. He felt that | 
Cora had long known the inmost feelings of his heari, | 
and he felt too, with mingled emotions of se!freproach 
and exquisite happiness, that his love was returned 
with a tenderness and fervour not exceeded by his 
own. He gently withdrew her fair hand from the 
blushing and tearful face it shaded, and holding it 
closely imprisoned within his own (unmindful of the 
sage advice of Sterne on this subject) he spoke to her 
long and earnestly, of his love for her,—of the plans 
and wishes of his father with regard to his union | 
with Miss Lessingham,—and of his hopes respecting 
the result of a candid explanation of his feelings to 
that lady. He told her how averse he had always 
been to so unequal a marriage.—how he had loathed 
the idea of being dependent upon a proud and wealthy 
heiress for subsistence, even before he had known and 
loved herself: But now—now that his whole heart 
was bound up in her and filled with her image alone | 
—he had resolved, if the thing could be done with- 
out compromising his honour, to decline at once the | 
proptsed alliance. 

Com listened to him with less surprise tian he had 
anticitgted, but not without great agitation, and when 

he concluded by requesting some portion of her con‘i- | 
dence in return, and some expluiation of the mystery | 
which seemed to surround her, her agitation fearfully | 
increased, and her whole frame seemed convulsed by 
some strong emotion. 

gaze upon her as if he would have read what was pass- 
ing within her bosom, and Jhis sunburnt though hand- 
some features varied frowf the flush of anxiety and 
suspense, to the pale and blanched hues of despair and 
jealous fear. “Oh, Cecil® said she, “let me tell you 
all—tI cannot bear this déceit—it is foreign to’ my 
nature,—I loathe and detest it,—and yet, perhaps, the 
first word thai I utter may separate us forever; per- 

haps you will hate, or worse, far worse—despise me! 
Oh! no, no, not yet—not yet! Tarry but a short pe- 
nod and you shall know the whole, be the result what 

Gordon fixed his penetrating | 

it may ;—I ask but a short reprieve.” 

A thousand vague and fearful thoughts flashed through 
the mind of Cecil, but jealousy was the predominant 
feeling. He remembered with a sudden pang that 
pierced his heart, that Cora had constantly worn a 
chain round her neck, from which, through the deli- 
cate texture of her dress, he could easily discern that 
a miniature was suspended. This he now remem- 
bered, that she had always studiously concealed. He 
once entered the room and found her gazing at 
this cherished treasure, when, with an air of confu- 
sion, she hastily restored it to its sweet hiding place. 

His excited imagination now associated this picture 
with the mystery that evidently enveloped her. “It 
is well, madam,” he at length replied; “I desire not 
to investigate mysteries, or to pencirate into secrets 
with which f have no right to intermeddle. 1 was too 
presumptuous in requesting the confidence of a stranger 
and I deserve to suffer.” Cecil had not raised his 
eyes while uttering these cracl words, and he now 

turned to leave the apariment; as he reached the door, 
he heard his name breathed in so touching a tone of 

tenderness, that he involuntarily turacd and met the 
eloquent glance of Cora, so full of love and gentle re- 
proach thatin a moment he was ai her feet, pouring 
forth such earnest protestaiions of penitence and of 
undoubting affection thatshe could wot chiocse but pardon 
him. “ And will you trust me, then,” said she; “ will 
you confide in me so far as to believe, at least, in my 
truth, till you hear from me again? Alas! were there 
no other obstacle to our happiness than want of fidelity 
in me, we should, indecd, have little cause to fear.” 

“] will do any thing that you wish, dearest Cora, 
I will submit to any penalty that you shall impose for 
my ungenerous suspicions; only let me accompany 
you; do not Jeave me to suffer te horrors of suspense 
deprived of your sweet presence.” 

“Ji may not be,” said Cora; “1 must go and go alone, 
but you shall hear from me, or sec me soon, and then,” 
she added more cheerfully, “f trust that all may be 
explained to your satisfaction, aud that we may yet 

be happy.” “ Be it se, then, dear Cora, but remember 
that until your lips pronounce my doom, each day will 
he to me as an eternity. In the meantime I will see 
my father, and decline as best | can, the oppressive 
gratitude of his wealthy friends; and now, since it is 
your will to leave me, farewell!” He wound his arm 
uuresisied around her slender waist, imprinted the 
first kiss upon her innocent lips, and parted from her 
with the renewed confidence of youthf:] and generous 

affection. 
The next morning Cecil hid taken an affectionate 

leave of his kind hospitable hostess, and, notwithstand- 
ing her urgent remonstrances against the danger of 
exposing himself to fatigue while yet so imperfectly 
recovered, found himself again on horseback, and ac- 
companied by his servant, travelling northwards to- 

wards the retired and beautiful village where General 
Gordon now resided. It was an easy Cay’s journey, 
even for an invalid, and Ceeil travelled slowly along, 
ruminating upon many sweet recollections and cheered 
with blissful anticipations. But yet an idea of the 
unpleasant task before him, did not fail to throw a 
gloom over the swect creations of youthful hope. At 
ihe saiae time that his sense of honovr and indepen- 
dence made him shrink from an alliance so unequal in 

point of furiwpe, his chivalrous gallauiry made him 
equally unwilling to decline the connexion, in case 
Miss Lessingham should manifest a willingness no 
her part, to fulfil ihe engagement. Bat trusting that 
Providence had not thrqwn such a jewel as Cora 
Wentworth in his path, only to dazzle him with its 
loveliness and then withdraw it for ever, he abandon- 
ed himself to the blissful emotions suggested by his re- 
collections of recent happincss, and by the beautiful ap- 
pearances of nature lavished around him. The sun 
was now nearing the horizon. It was one of those 

s 
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soft and glowing evenings in autumn, when earth 
seems to have borrowed the calm bright aspect of | 
heaven. ‘The western sky was flooded with hues of 
glorious beauty, amd the declining sun, gleaming 
through the tall groves of oak that skirted his path, 

poured long lines of light across the mossy trunks of 
the old trees, and tinged the green carpet beneath with 
a bright emerald—now shedding its uninterrupted 

beams on some far-off heath-clad mountain, and turn- 
ing its whole surface to the hue of the amethyst, and 
now silvering the tree, 
lighting up the crimson berries of the mountain 

or 

' 

white stems of the birch 

1. 

There was a breathless calm in the atmosphere, and 

| faint warbling of some no sounds were heard, save the 

solitary songster, the lowing of the herd, or the bark 

of the shepherd's dog. One by one, these sounds of 

animal lite died away, leaving the stilly eve to the so- 
Jlemn tnusic of the woods and waters. 
star rose on his path like a herald of happiness, and 

the moon, in serene and quiet beanty, traversed the 
The heart of Cecil Gordon beat high 

he approached the spot where his fate 
silent heavens. 
in his bosom, 
was to be decided. 

longer power to allay his feverish thoughts. Each 
step that brought him nearer to the end of his jour- 
ney, increased his agitation: and when, afier sending 
forward his servant to the residence of his father, he 

returned with the information that General Gordon had | 

been passing a fortnight at Lessingham Hall, about 
three miles distant, and that he had left word for his 

son to proceed immediately to that place in case he 
returned during his absence, Cecil hurried on with an 
impulsive and reckless haste, anxious to have the first 
interview over, and not daring to trust himself with a 
single anticipation of the scene that awaited him, lest 
his self-possession should altogether desert him. 

An antique and curious palisade, enclosing the park 
and grounds of Lessingham, had extended along the 
left side of the road for more than two miles, when a 
sudden turn brought them in view of the mansion, in- 
distinetly vi itte thronch the thick growth of oak that 
intervened. ‘There was an imposing grandeur in its 
appearance, as it loomed up in the misty and moonlit 
atmosphere of an autumnal evening; its tall turrets 
and battlemented walls, towering proudly above the 
lofty trees. The servant was now sent forward to an- 
nounce to General Gordon the arrival of his son.— 
While pausing alone in the solitude of these ancestral 
groves, Cecil Gordon cast his eye around over the fair 
domain before him, and while he admitted the grand- 
eur anc beauty of the scene, his thoughts were all bent 
to discover how he could best decline so magnificent 
a dower. 

Cecil was welcomed with those feelings of pride 
and affection which the father of an only son, and such 
a eon, alone could experience. During an hour's ram- 
ble in the park, Lieutenant Gordon explained to his 
father his settled aversion to this projected alliance, 
from the first. He informed him of the miscarriage of 
his letter ; of the accident which had made him known 
to one dearer to him than existence, and of all his pro- 
jects for freeing himself from the embarrassments that 
surrounded him. General Gordon heard him with 
calmness, and only replied by requesting him, at least, 
to see Miss Lessingham before he decided. 

Cecil saw by his father's arch smile, that he thought 
her possessed of attractions, which, when once beheld, 
would prove irresistible. Though he feared not this 
ordeal, yet thegidea of an interview with a woman 
whose proffered hand he had declined, was inexpres- 
sibly painful to him. But finding it impossible to re- 
fuse this request, he resolved to have the painful duty 
over as soon as possible. Sir John was confined to his 

apartment with a fit of the gout, and it was some re- 
lief to Cecil to know that for this night, at least, he 
should be spared the additional embarrassment of his 

The evening | 

The tranquillity of nature had no | 

| presence. As they approached the house, Mias Les 
singham was sitting in an apartment whose window 
opened upon a terrace fronting the park, and Cegjj 

saw the flutter of her white garment in the moonlight 
as she passed the open window. His heart sunk with. 
in him; but it was now too late to recede. She had 
been apprised of his arrival, and of his intentions to 

| see her, and was awaiting his entrance with a trepida. 

tion not inferior to his own. General Gordon conduet. 

ed him to the door of the apertment, and having intr. 
duced him to the young heiress, retired. The room 
was lighted only by the full rays of the harvest moon, 
and Miss Lessingham sat partly in the shade, so that 
he was spared that dazzling blaze of loveliness which 

his father had seemed to imagine must at once subdue 

him. His confusion was every moment increasing, 

and he vainly sought to stammer forth some common 

place expressions of civility. At length, ashamed of 

his hesitation and embarrassment, he advanced, and 

taking her cold and trembling hand in his, he poured 
forth some incoherent expressions of gratitude for the 
favour her father had intended him, and concluded by 
a brief statement of his pre-engaged affections. Sur. 
prised at receiving no reply, he ventured to raise his 

eyes to hers, when a low sweet voice, that thrilled 

through every fibre of his frame, whispered in his 
ear, “O, Cecil! can yon forgive me for the deception 
I have practised upon you?” and the head of his own 
Cora sank upon his bosom. In the darkness of mid- 

night, he could not have mistaken those gentle tones 
that stole npon his senses like heavenly music ; or the 

' touch of those soft and silken tresses, as he put them 
aside from a cheek now pale with happiness. 

| “And the miniature, dear Cora,” whispered he, as 
| his hand accidentally encountered the chain to which 
| it was attached, “ is your own.” He caught her to his 
| heart, and showered upon her sweet lips the fervent 
kisses of love and happiness. 

Cora Wentworth was indeed the heiress of Lessing- 

| ham. Wentworth had been the maiden name of her 
| mother, and had been given as a middle name to Cora. 
| Her gratitude to General Gordon for the favour he had 
| conferred upon her father, had induced her to listen, 
| with interest, to all that she had heard of his son— 
| Her ardent imagination had endowed him with every 
perfection of mind and character, and from dwelling 
| often on his image, she had prepared herself to feel 
for him a still warmer interest. When she learned 
that an alliance was projected between them by her 

| father, her only fear was, that this hero of her imag 
| nation would not think her worthy of his affection — 
A few weeks before the return of the young Soldier, 

| 

| 
| 

| she had been invited by her friend and relative, Lady 
Eleanore Mowbray, to pass a few weeks with her at 
her residence in Westmoreland. 

As soon as the name and family of the young stran- 
ger, who had been brought in so helpless a conditien 
to the house of Lady Mowbray, was made known by 
his servant, Cora had formed the idea of concealing 
her own name from him during their residence under 
the same roof; and on communicating her idea to her 
friend, had received her sanction and connivance to the 
plan. The success of this undertaking, has been re- 

counted, and we have only now to add, that this union, 

so dreaded on the part of Cecil Gordon, became the 
first wish of his heart; and in after years, experience 
and reality blighted not a single anticipation of hap 
piness that hope had cherised. Lovely and beloved 
as had been Cora Wentworth, Cora Lessingham had 
rivalled her in his affection. But far more lovely and 
more beloved than either, was Cora Gordon. 

—=— 

The additional day to February once in four years, 
seems very naturally designed to increase the spring 

necessary to a leap year. 
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THE GATHERER, &c. 

Original. 

THE MISSIONARY. 

Ou! in this dark, deep hour of midnight gloom, 
What thoughts of anguish rise within the breast! 

E’en holy thoughts a sadden'd hue assume, 

The soul by grief and loneliness opprest, 
Looks on its doom, with tears of deep regret, 
And thinks that ev'ry joy in endless night has set. 

How hard my fate! a boundless ocean swells, 

To keep me from the country of my birth! 

A tearful tale its ceaseless moaning tells, 
Like pensive music, with no strain of mirth. 

A stranger, I, mid heathen people stay, 
No smiling face is near, to drive dark thoughts away. 

The soothing accents of my mother’s voice 
No longer fail upon my wearied ear, 

And sweetly whisper to my soul “ rejoice” — 
As they were wont my youthful heart tio cheer:— 

No more can I behold her smiles of joy, 
To see the filial tear, shed by her pride—her boy. 

The prayers and counsels, praise and blame bestow’d, 

Which but the gray-haired father could impart, 
No more are mine—of the pure streams that flow’d 
On me, from the deep fountain of his heart; 

Now can I drink no more!—no more assuage 
The exiled spirit’s gloom, and fever-burning rage. 

Not now as once, my sister’s lovely form 
Rests on my bosom, courting my caress ; 

No more her lip, with holy feeling warm, 
Is press’d on mine, a brother's heart to bless, 

With testimony of as deep a love 
As warms the angel-breasts, in the high heav’n above. 

The brightest spell which life or hope can lend 
To scenes of joy, howe’er serene and pure, 

The deep and holy commune of a friend ; 
That sweetest bliss—that only refuge sure— 

Ihave not—cannot have. Friendless, alone, 
Earth, ocean, air and sky, breathe but one mournful tone. 

But why should I repine, or let one sigh 
Escape the sealed temple of my heart? 

Oh God! to thee I lift my thoughts on high! 
Strength, fai‘, and piety, to me impart ; 

And all my feeble powers I'll gladly move, 
To ope to heathen souls, the fountain of thy love. 

And be Thou near me in my deep distress, 
Pour on my head thy sweet anointing oil ! 

My labours in thy desert vineyard bless, 
Relieve my gloom and sweeten all my toil! 

Original. 

REVERSES, 

A PLEDGE, a pledge to sorrow? 
Drain, drain the goblet deep! 

While Joy’s young sunshine lights our hearts, 
We'll drink to those who weep: 

Lorraine has touched the chalice 
Gay, eager hands fill up! 

He drinks to others—is there not 
A tear-drop in his cup? : 

A claim, a claim from sorrow ! 
His willing spirit flies— 

Ile soothes the little ones bereft, 
The father as he dies: 

How much they lose of pleasure, 
The world’s cold lookers-on, 

Whose memory holds no woe relieved 
No grateful blessing won. 

A balm, a balm for sorrow! 
(Should care assail him too ?) 

Bright eyes have wakened tender hopes, 
Soft lips confessed them true : 

But all things seem to bless him, 

Wealth, friends, and woman's love, 
And the conscious sweets of many a deed, 

Known but to Him above. 

A change, a change to sorrow! 
Cold poverty is near, 

The hard man’s grasp is on his heart, 
The curse rings in his ear! 

Where are his friends, his lov’d one, 

To break the sudden blow? 
Ye who have gladden’d in his joy, 

HIaste, haste to soothe his woe! 

The test, the test of sorrow— 
It comes—he is alone— 

Their last steps echo thro’ the hall, 
He hears her parting tone— 

Away! ’twere vain to picture, 
What words can ne’er impart, 

A generous nature crushed by fate, 
A wronged and broken heart! 

A truce, a truce to sorrow! 
Lorraine has ceas’d to mourn— 

Bring out the white robe of the dead, 
He has reached the peaceful bourne! 

For the golden chord is broken, 
That bound the kind, the fair, 

And the halls he lov’d are desolate— And when my task of heav’nly love is o’er, 
Soon may I reach thro’ death, Eternity’s calm shore. Why should he linger there? 

THE GATHERER. 

“ A snapper up of unconsidered trifles.”’ 
SHAKSPEARE. 

WE should endeavour to poetize our existence ; to | 
keep it clear of the material and grosser world. Music, 
flowers, verse, beauty, natural scenery, the abstractions | 

of philosophy, the spiritual refinementgof religion, are | 
all important to that end. 

Let us rather consider what we ought to do our- | 
selves, than hearken after the doings of others.—The | 

There is a certain charm about great superiority of 
intellect, that winds into deep affections which a much 

more constant and even amiability of manners in lesser 
men often fails to reach. 

A Socrates may claim it to-day—a Napoleon to- 
morrow ; nay, a brigand chief, illustrious in the circle 
in which he lives, may cal] it forth no less powerfully 

stories of our neighbours’ errors tend but little to the | than the generous failings of a Byron, or the sublime 
reformation of our own. , excellence of the greater Milton. 
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He who has opportunities to inspect the sacred mo- 

ments of elevated minds, and seizes none, is a son of 

dullness; but he who turns those moments into ridicule, 
will betray with a kiss, and im embracing, murder. 

The proverb ought to run, “ A fool and his words | 
are soon parted—a man of genius and his money.” 
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RECIPES. 

FOR AN OLIVE GREEN. 

Let the article be first washed in soap and water 
then wetted out in warm water; then boil two ounces 
of chipped logwood, and three ounces of chipped fusti 
together for half an hour; dip out your dye liquor 

jand put it into a pan with hot water; put in your 

| goods; dissolve two drachins of verdigris in a teacup 
ful of warm water, which put into a pan of cold water 

» your gown from the dye, and ran it through th 
| verdigris water, well handling it 
take it out and wash it in clean water, then through 
the dye liquor, and ag is water, and 

4 colo If fe- 

the verdigr 

it in the 

jor ten minutes 

so continue this process ull yeu obt 
to wash it ont quired, only taking care 
to dee Never: dr before \ water ou putitr 

shade. 

x 

FOR YELLOW COTTON. 

To make a lemon yellow, first wash your article 
it in wari water 

of blu 

vitriol as large as a horse bean, in boiling water: and 
cotton in 

well in soap and water, then rins« 

For every yard of stout cotton, dissolve a piec« 

the 
In the interim 

When the water is at a hand-heat, put 
and handle it well for half an hour. 
take a quarter of a pound of weld for every yard ot 

itton, end boil it well for half'an hour: dip the 1 

it comes i out to cool 

ar 
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whe | 
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paper, and 
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of half a lemon, a piece of butter rolled in flour, and 

Give ita boil, skim it well, and pour tt a little salt. 

over the veal. 
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THE LADY’S BOOK. 

PaBRVARY, ASBdo 

om <> 

IL VESUVIAN®O. 

Ow one of the last evenings of a residence in Naples, 
¥ visited the grand lion of the soil, Vesuvius. The 
sun was too fierce for an excursion over the five miles 
of fiery sand that have scorched the cuticle from so 
many a fair cheek of my countrywomen. I took a 
boat, and found the benefit of my prudence in at once 
escaping the death of St. Laurence, and hearing an 
infinity of Neapolitan gossip from my Lazzarone. But 
as we rowed under the little promontory that makes a 
rude landing-place to Portici, he insisted on my hear- 
ing the story of a pile of ruins that lay, covered with 
the green beauty of wild flowers and of rich Italian 
climbing plants, on a commanding point of the shore. 

“ There,” said he, with somewhat more of gravity 
than I expected from his bold and jovial visage— 
“there was the palace of the Conde Florestan de Al- 
cantara. When I was first in his service they called him 
a hermit and I know not what; for never was there a 
man who more hated the fools and knaves of Naples. 
But of that there was an end, like all things beside. 

“Suddenly news came of the old king’s death, and 
of the arrival of the Duca di Santa Croce, from Sicily, 
along with the new king, as his chief minister. This 
intelligence gave my lord new life. He became in- 
stantly another man. He went to Naples in a few 
days; and from that time the Alcantara palace was a 
round of entertainments. I never saw so complete 
a change in man. I could scarcely remember the 
fierce brow and bitter lip of the conde in the country, 
in the gay countenance and brilliant manners of the 
conde at Naples. Our palace was the constant ren- 
dezvous of the first personages of the state ; we had all 
the ambassadors, all the beauties, all the artists, all the 
distinguished strangers. Why there was no condessa ? 
was the question of every one; and undoubtedly if 
bright looks and noble offers could have established 
the daughters of the first names in the kingdom in the 
Alcantara palace, it would not have been long without 
a female head of the household. 

“ But an extraordinary personage, of whom the Ne- 
apolitans talk, and with good reason to this day, now 
came to check our festivity. The conde had, like all 
other grandees of his fortune, palaces or villas in differ- 
ent parts of the coast ; and as the weather changed, or 
the wind shifted, or it suited his humour, or possibly 
the still more changeable humour of some fair lady of 
the court, we all hurried from one to the other at a 
moment's notice. But after a whole summer spent in 
those ramblings, to-night in Naples, to-morrow night 
in Calabria, the night after on the shore of Tarento, 
and the night after, here in Portici, as if he wore wings, 
intelligence began to spread of the return of Joaehimo 
d'imola, or I] Fiorentino, or Il Diavolo, the name that 
belongs by right of highway to all our great men who 
dislike paying taxes, have a taste for collecting the 
public money, and scorn to die in their beds. This 
fellow began to molest our movements prodigiously. 

A mule laden with plate, a dozen hampers of Monte 
Pulciano, or a case of guitars, was sure to fall into his 
hands every time, and in fact we seldom made a jour- 
ney without paying a royal price for leave to change 
our prospect. The conde laughed at these losses for 

D 

| ad 

awhile, and said that as robbery was the original trade 
of the country, that strangers like him were the natu- 
ral prey, and that if every rogue in Naples were to be 
sent to the galleys, we should have the most crowded 
fleet and the thinnest court of any kingdom under the 
sun. 

“ But Fra Joachimo’s proceedings at length began 
to have their effect. In this very palace of Portici the 
conde had assembled a party of the nobles. We had 
three days of feasting and gambling. The conde play- 
ed high, as was the custom of his class ; but he played 
fair, which was not the custom, and he lost accordingly. 
His money was spent magnificently on all occasions, 
but at play it flew. On the last day of the week there 
was to be an entertainment surpassing all the rest; 
a general invitation was sent to every distinguished 
personage for twenty leagues round. All was as 
showy as possible. Dancing, singing, and masquerad- 
ing were the order of the night. But, as some of the 
peasantry had spread rumours of Jvachimo’s band 
having been seen crossing the Appennines in the 
course of the week, I was ordered out with the game- 
keepers to clear the roads of stragglers. We might as 
well have saved ourselves the trouble. 

“ While we were beating every hedge along the 
high road for banditti, as if they had been hares, and 
turning every sound into the blowing of horns or the 
firing of carbines, Fra Joachimo had quietly walked 
into the palace with a party masked, taken his supper «)‘ 
in the coolest style, and then marching up to the table 
where the conde was at high play, pulled out a pistol, 
and transferred every sequin on the table to his pocket. . 
The same operation was performed in the same moment 
at every table in the rooms; the surprise was complete; 
the little resistance that was attempted was soon fi- 
nished by the sight of half a hundred fierce-looking 
fellows, armed to the teeth, and taking possession 
of the doors, while their masquerade brethren plunder- 
ed the company perfectly at their ease. Never was 
there a more thorough purification of the vanities of 
the flesh. Away went bracelets and necklaces, drawn 
from the polished arms and swan-like necks of the 
fair dames of Naples with the grace of a master of the 
ceremonies. Tiaras of diamonds, and chains of pearl, 
followed with the same delicacy of touch. Shawls, 
watches, stars, epaulettes, and purses, bade a like adieu 
to their owners; and by the time of concluding this 
new system of douane, never were generation of gran- 
dees less indebted to ornament. The banditti took 
their leave before daybreak ; and the first glimpse of 
dawn saw the whole multitude of the brave and fair 
flying homewards in all directions, hating pleasure for 
the first time in their lives, and penitent without the 
help of a confessor. 

“ This affair made a prodigious noise in Naples; for 
if you want to make a noise about any thing, there is 
no contrivance equal to engaging the women in it; 
and if you wish to make it eternal, you have only to 
give them an opportunity of talking of themselves. 
The conde was indignant at the insult. I had never 
before seen him in a thorough passion ; and this single 
specimen was enough to satisfy me, if I were to live 
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with him fifty years. He offered enormous rewards 
for the seizure of the banditti, but they seemed to have 
sunk into the earth. He spent days and weeks gallop- 
ing over the country, wherever there was a rumour 
of their having appeared; but he might as well have 
been asleep on his sofa. Fra Joachimo had the claws | 
of a wolf, but he had the wings of a falcon, and we 
should as easily have caught either in the fair field, 
as this swifi-footed amateur of bracelets and necklaces. 

But the conde had his enemies, like all other great 
men, and they made the most of the disaster; pro- 
nounced that the strong box of the palace had been 
thoroughly emptied by the band; that his bankers 
looked sullen; that equipages, establishment, and fetes 
were at an end ; and that the illustrious city of Naples 
was to be honoured with his presence no more. 

“These stories came flying about the country so 
thick, that they even reached us on our travels in 
chase of Fra Joachimo. ‘The innkeeper, at one of the 
most miserable places where we put up among the 
hills, had the insolence to ask “ by whom his bill was 
to be discharged,” with the addition, that he was be- 
ginning to think that “ neither master nor man was 
likely to be troubled with more money than they could 
manage.” I answered his hint by a lash of my whip, 
which will make his forehead a sign to all impertinent 
innkeepers while he lives, and answered his bill by 
taking that and his words directly to the conde. Ile 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

| 

| 

| 

| 
| 
| 

flung me a handful of sequins on the spot, antl bade | 
| nance of a marble statue was never more fixed in me ‘pay the scoundrel, and keep the remainder for 

myself; but as I had paid the scoundrel already in 
the only coin fit for him, I deposited the sequins in my 
pocket. The event, however, slight as it was, put a 
stop to our chase. ‘For Naples,’ was the order, and 
to Naples we instantly drove. Our entry was like an 
ambassador's, and the lazzaroni swore by all the saints 
that the earth never produced such a magnifico. The 
whole mob of fashion were exactly of the same opi- 
nion; and if popularity were to be measured by eating, 
drinking, and dancing, the King of the Two Sicilies 
had not in his dominions a cavaliero so much adored 
by man, woman, and child. 

“It had been one of the wonders of the household, 
that among all the brilliant figures who flourished at 
our balls, the conde had never selected any donna as 
the object of his particular attentions. He talked, 
Jaughed, danced, and made love; but unluckily it was 

with all alike, and the conjectures of the fair dames 
were turned upon all kinds of strange modes of ac- 
counting for this prodigious breach of good manners. 

At last they were satisfied that the iron-hearted conde 
was not accessible to any of the darts of Cupid. The 
<apitano commandante of Principato Citra had lately 

made his appearance at court with his Spanish bride. 
She must of course choose a cavalier. The conde 
gallantly offered his services, but the lady’s choice fell 
upon the emptiest coxcomb about court; a fellow who 
bore the distinction without either joy or sorrow, and 
followed her te church, to the concert, and the ball- 

| 
| 

room with the most becoming punctuality of his pro- | 
fession. The conde Florestan laughed at his detea 
and from that moment he had nothing to do but to} 

outshine the world. Always splendid, he became now | how the remedy may lie in my hands, I am unhappily 
wildly sumptuous. He built a palace on the side of 
Vesuvius, as if in scorn of the chances of eruption, or 

} 
as if he took for the emblem of his wild career the 

! 
crater above. 

the luxury, the boundless prodigality of the Conde 
¥ lorestan. 

wealth flowed in to fill up all his expenses, and many 
a needy Italian prince envied him the possession of 
those American mines which lighted the chandeliers 
of the Vesuvio palace. But play was now his chief 
delight. He drove gaming to the most glorious ex- 

cess; no man was welcome who'would not play, 
and few were unwelcome who would. Italy is a 

Nothing was heard of but the waste, 

But his Spanish agents served him well; | 

— 

nation of gamesters, and he of course had full rooms. 
But the conde’s inexhaustible purse was the grand 
attraction, and it bled freely: he seemed even to take 
a strange delight in losing: he absolutely flung away 
his money, and in the delight of the game buried al] 
his other feelings. If to one man on earth he had a 
determined personal antipathy, it was to the capitano; 
yet that man made immense sums by my master’s play, 
who actually threw the game into his hands: and many 
a rouleau have I scen flung over to him by the conde 
with a smile of triumph, as if he were rejoiced to 
make his fortune. The capitano was a sullen, rough 
soldier, haughty in his looks, and insolent in his lan- 
guage; he had served long in the continental wars, 
and this was enough to give him ground for merciless 
contempt of the Neapolitans, army, fleet, and nobles. 

The Conde Florestan shared his sullen looks; but he 

laughed them orf, and his purse was too useful to the 
capitano to suffer a quarrel between them. But the 
bride was a creature of another mould. Among the 
Spanish beauties who were perpetually crowding to 
the gay court of Naples, the capitanessa was beyond 
all comparison the handsomest, and, I might say, the 
most unhappy. In my attendance at the palace, I had 
often seen the lazaroni round the gate kneel as if to 
worship her as she alighted from her carriage. She 
was in the very spring of life, with a pair of large 
black eyes that looked like stars, and an expression of 
face as fine as the picture of a muse; but the counte- 

melancholy. It was only when the conde passed by 
or spoke to her that life seemed to return, and then it 
was in bitterness. Her cheek flushed with indignation, 
which she took little pains to suppress; and her an- 
swer to his language of ceremony. was always the 
language of disdain. The cause perplexed me fora 
while, but a conversation which I overheard let me 
into the secret. 
“On one of our masquerade nights, as I lingered 

under the windows to catch the fresh air of the gar- 
dens, two masks came out from the rooms and stood in 
the balcony. 

“*T have sought you, Conde de Alcantara,’ said 2 
female voice, ‘and sought you to make a remon- 
strance.’ 

“* Your excellency does me too much honour,” was 
my master’s answer. ‘ But how can I haye offended?’ 

“* No more of this, conde. The life that the capi- 
tano leads is owing to you: he plays perpetually, and 
to an enormous amount.’ 

“ «IT was not aware that he had suffered at play. I 
think fortune, that smiled on him in the most essential 
crisis of life, seems not to have refused her smiles 

even in such trifles as the concerns of the hazard- 
table.’ 

“*Conde, I am not to be deceived. 
for play has been pampered in him. He has been 
fortunate, if to be lured to ruin be fortune. His dan- 
gerous propensity might have slept but for his success 
in your palace; but now he lives only for gaming. 

The passion 

t, | Conde, this is your doing.’ 
“* Your excellency must always be in the right; but 

ignorant. Permit me to say that, delighted as I should 
be to attend your excellency’s slightest wish, I can 
scarcely belicve that the capitano will be satisfied wit? 
receiving me in the character of a mentor.’ 

“ There was silence for a while ; and the capitanessa 
seemed to have been weeping; at length sbe burst 
forth with a torrent of reproach. 

“*1 know your design well; you are determined 
on his ruin. You have plunged him jato a pursuit 
frora which no man ever returned guiltless. His con- 
tinual sittings here are observeu. His enemies about 

the king are not idle. His absence from his govern- 
ment has been prolonged beyond royal patience. If! 
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eondescend to come under your roof, it is to watch 
ever him, to force him away if possible; to prevent 
him at least from some act of despair, when he finds 
abat he is undone, for undone he will be.’ 

“The conversation then sank, or was broken off by 
the passing of a group of masks, and I heard no more. 

“ Two nights after, as we were returning from the 
epera, at the corner of one of the narrow streets that 

lead from the San Carlos by the Santa Croce gardens, 
some drunken quarrel stopped the carriage. The 
eonde impatiently sprang out to inquire the cause, and 
mingled with the crowd. In another moment I heard 
an outery ; he had been stabbed in the side ; but whe- 
ther by one of the mob accidentally, or by an assassin, 
none could tell. All fled instantly, and I carried him 
bleeding and speechless home. The wound was all 
but mortal, and the conde languished for some days 
without hope of life. No discovery of the perpetrator 
of this act could be made: but it excited universal 
interest; and among the most frequent inquirers was 
the capitano; a civility which by those who knew his 
iron nature was reckoned miraculous; but which the 
multitude not unfairly attributed to his fear of losing 
a friend who was so useful to his revenue. 

“During the height of the conde’s fever, the door 
of the chamber opened une night while I was sitting 
by his bedside, and a person whom I took for one of 
the monks of San Georgio appeared ; saying that he 
was come to confess the patient. I left the room, of 
course, but waited within hearing. ‘The confession 
seemed long; and fearful that it might exhaust my 
master, I approached. In the darkness of the chamber 
lighted only by a single taper, | was unseen. The 
confessor’s words were those of no monk. 

“*Florestan, I have learned too late the desperate 
weachery practised upon us both. But this day I 
heard it from my husband's, my betrayer's lips: in a 
transport of folly or absurd jealousy or frenzy, he in- 
sulted me with charges that he well knew had no 
foundation, but in his own taunting heart. He detail- 
ed the whole long tissue of artifice which separated 
ws in Grenada; which had made me, in my madness, 
pronounce you the most faithless of men; and in my 
still greater madness believe him capable of truth, fi- 
delity, or honour. With the bitter triumph, less of a 
man than of a fiend, he showed me the trivial sus- 
picions that I had taken for proofs; the giddy surmises 
that J had shaped into facts ; the whole system of wil- 
ling deception into which I had plunged blindly, to 
aid his purposes and destroy every chance of my own 
escape. But you do not hear me—you close your 
thoughts against the miserable being who has come to 
wake a last acknowledgment of her own error, to so- 
licit your last forgiveness, to relieve her burthened, 
her breaking heart, and to die.’ A deep groan from 
the conde was the only answer. I heard loud sobs 

and wild sighs. In the fear that he was dying, I drew 
aside the curtain. The stranger was kneeling beside 
the bed; the cowl was thrown back; but to discover 
the countenance baffled me; the hands covered it; 

and, on my making a movement towards my master, 
the cowl was instantiy drawn down, and the figure 
started from its knees and was gone. 
“But whatever my curiosity might have been, it 

* was soon divided by the visits of others equally mys- 
terious, and coming in all kinds of disguises, which 

though enongh to escape the eyes of the household, 
Were not sufficient to conceal them from mine, sharp- 
ened as they were by the first interview. Sellers of 
Various toys, jewels, or embroidery, chiefly in the dress 
¢f females, were perpetually soliciting to see the conde; 
and even in his feeblest state the request was seldom 
refused. On those occasions I was excluded. ‘Those 

merchants were evidently the bearers of letters and 
ether intelligence which deeply agitated the invalid. 
Bat all my attempts to shut them out were useless. 

The conde’s command was for their instant admission; 
and I was left to conjecture. The monk came no 
more. But I one day found flung on the escrutoir a 
fragment of a letter, with these words :— 

“*To see you is impossible, if it were not unne- 
cessary. I have ascertained on the fullest proof the 
hirer of your assassin. The attempt will be made 
again and again, till it succeeds. Beware—but if 
feeling remain in your heart for one who so deeply 
wronged you, and so fatally wronged herself, make 
no eflurt to revenge this crime—make no effort to see 
me—either would only make me miserable. Farewell, 
Florestan, and remember.’ 
“The conde recovered, though he had four physi- 

cians of the court to attend to him. But to complete 
the cure he was ordered to reniove to his palace at 
Portici. The gardens were rich, the prospect was 
unrivalled, and the air health itself But the pleasure 
had its peril. Fra Joachimo began to give notice of 
his movements towards the capital, by the plunder of 
some house or traveller every night. The troops sta- 
tioned to guard the roads could do nothing in pursuit 
of this extraordinary personage, who seemed to be 
every where at once ; and like the honest Italians they 

resolved that, as to waste their time in running afier 
a phantom was folly, the best thing they could do, was 
to pile their arms and go to sleep. Half a dozen of 
their patrols were carried off in this condition, arms, 
accoutrements, and ammunition—before they could find 
eut that sleeping in the face of the enemy was con- 
trary to prudence. But nothing could change the 
sumptuousness of the conde’s style of living. He 
laughed at Fra Joachimo, renewed his fetes with his 
returning health, and established his hazard table on 
a more desperate scale than ever. Gaming had been 
his pleasure before ; it was now his passion. He sat 
up whole nights at the table; and losses produced no 
other effect on him than an extravagance of high 
spirits. But the effect was not the same upon all. 
The capitano, in the interval of my master’s illness, 
had continued to play, and, unluckily for himself, fall- 
ing into harder hands than the conde’s, was on the 
edge of ruin. When he returned to our fetes, I never 
saw aman so changed. The bold broad visage was 
dwindled down into narrowness and misery. Its 

soldierly bronze was as sallow as if he had been a sick 
girl; and the voice, whose very sound had been inso- 
lence, was broken and sunk into a whisper. Night 
after night he played; but fortune had deserted him. 
In his distress he borrowed of the conde; and as fast 
as he borrowed the loan flew from his fingers. At 
length a rumour went abroad that a large sum of 
money belonging to the royal treasury of the Princi- 
pato, entrusted to the capitano’s care, had been unac- 
counted for. I saw him on the night when the ru- 
mour was first whispered in the palazzo; and if the 
capitano had an enemy, that was the night for him to 

enjoy his triumph. He played with the madness of a 
man to whom death or life was in the stake. Rf 

“On that night I marked the conde’s manner to be 
singularly disturbed. He was the capitano’s opponent, 
and as the piles of gold rose before him, he often 
smiled with an expression of fierce delight. As the 
stakes doubled, and the game grew at oncé bolder and 
more in his favour, his exultation perpetiially betrayed 
itself. At length one critical throw cate. Ali ga- 
thered round the table. There was not a whisper 
among the multitude. Every eye was fixed on the 
board when the die was next moment to terminate 
this furious game. The box was in my master’s hand. 
I glanced at him as he raised it to make the throw. 
His lips quivered, his countenance was burning ; and 
if ever a prayer was made to the powers of chance or 
of evil by the eye alone, it was in that wild, upturned 
eye. The die was thrown. ‘Ruin!’ howled the ca- 
pitano, as with his meagre hands grasping the die he 
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fell backwards on the floor. ‘ Revenge!’ muttered the | 
eonde, as giving one look of bitter triumph at his fallen 
enemy, he rushed from the room. 

« Events of this kind were so common among the 
higher ranks of the nobles, that the wreck of the un- 
fortunate gamester made no pause in the entertain- 
ment; the same ruin was going on at fifty tables 

through the house at the same time, and when the 
summons for supper came, no one thought of the ca- 
pitano. The conde was in his usual temper, neither 
elevated nor depressed, but doing the honours of the 
banquet with the ease and high courtesy of his rank. 

Never was there a more sumptuous entertainment, 

even among the extravagances of the noblesse ; and 
seldom assembled a party who less thought of care. 
In the midst of the festivity a note was handed to the 
conde, and he followed the messenger to his study. 
As I passed the door I heard voices in rapid conversa- 
tion; and a small window looking into the garden 

gave me an opportunity of gratifying my curiosity to 
know the occasion of the unseasonable billet. To my 
utter astonishment, I saw the handsome and haughty 
wife of the capitano kneeling at the conde’s feet. 1 
could catch but a fragment of her words— Florestan, 
you have had your revenge. You have undone my 
unhappy husband. He deserved your abhorrence and 
mine. I acknowledge that he had deceived us both 
—that all my early hopes of happiness were blasted 
by his treachery.’ Her voice was lost in sighs. The 
conde raised her from the ground, and led her towards 
the casement to restore her by the cool air. She had 
been incomparably the handsomest and most superbly 
attired of the crowd of ladies at the palace during the 

evening ; and when the conde drew the mantle from 
her head, I was actually dazzled with its sudden blaze 
of diamonds. But when she turned, and looked on | 
the single twinkling lamp that lighted the chamber, | 
as if she saw in it some image of her own unhappy | 
heart, I never saw so much melancholy and beauty in | 
the face of a human being. After gazing awhile, she 
suddenly turned and said, ‘ Conde, you have heard my | 
misery. I have made my last confession to the ear of | 
man. I may not live long; I must not live long. 

There is at this hour an impression on my mind, that 
speaks, as if it were the voice of a spirit. But I im- 
plore you, if you ever remembered me in the long and | 
wretched years that have passed since our parting ; if | 
you still do not hate me; if you would wish me to 

think of you in that world to which I am hastening, 
save my wretched husband.’ The conde had listened 
till now, with a declining head and eyes fixed on the 
ground. But at the mention of the capitano, he sprang 
up. His eyes blazed with sudden fury: he cursed 
him as his destroyer. ‘Save him!—save the cold- 
blooded traitor! Save him who has made me for 

years the most miserable of mankind—who has stretch- 
ed me on the rack of disappointed hope, of degraded 
honours, of undone love—save the capitano, save your 
husband? No! may this right hand perish from my 
side, if I would not give it—if I would not give for- 
tune, name, and life, to strike him at my feet, and to 
ring in his dying ear—that I knew his treacheries ond 
thus at last repaid them!’ 

“The lady shrinking from his fiery violence of ges- 
ture and language, buried her face in her hands and 
wept aloud. But suddenly recovering, and dashing 
the tears from her cheeks, she advanced towards him 
with the step of an empress. ‘Conde!’ pronounced 
she in a solemn tone, ‘ you have scorned my entreaty 
—now refuse, if you dare, my command. From this 
hour we are strangers to each other. It is my first 
duty to save my husband from ignominy, wretched | 
and guilty though he be. Your revenge, bitter and 
deadly revenge, first tempted him to the gaming table. 
You alone are enswerable for the consequences. You 

| 

are high-minded, determined, and sagacious: he is 

weak and worthless, a tyrant and a fool. He has em- 
bezzled the money of the state; he has lost it under 
your roof: this night he has made a desperate effirt 
for its recovery. The sum that he has lost within this 
hour was the sum which he had gathered to stop in- 
quiry to-morrow, until he should be enabled to repay 
the whole. I have left him in the agonies of one over 
whom public shame, perhaps public death, is irapend.- 
ing. Refund that money which you have won of him, 
and entitle yourself to my prayers while I live.’ She 
paused : there was no answer. ‘ Then, Florestan,’ she 
added, in a low sepulchral tone, ‘I know what you 
have been; I know what you are; and I know what 
you shall be.’ She remained with her mysterious eyes 
fixed on him, her lip compressed, and, her cheek pale 
as death. 

“The conde had been leaning against the pedestal 
of a bronze, as motionless as itself, but at those words 
he started, and gazing haughtily on the fair accuser, 
pronounced— You know whatl am! So be it. But 
who has made me so? Who flung me from my rank 
in life?) Who drove me, despairing and undone, into 

my degradation? Who has made the face of woman 
hateful to me for life, and the face of man seen only 
as an enemy or a victim? Who has driven Florestan 
out into the wilderness as a beast of prey; to run 
through a career of abhorred life, and to perish in the 
midst of public execration? Your husband has done 
this ; and now, by every power that exists in the mind 
of man, he shall rue what he has done. Lady, I am 
a lover no longer: our only tie is that of mutual 
misery. Years have subdued all that was fond or 
feeble in my nature. I have extinguished my weak- 
ness in the bitterness of privation, in flight, in rapine, 
in the scorn of the idle and contemptible beings that 
make up the sons and daughters of greatness in this 
contemptible land ; in the association with the daring, 
the merciless, and the ruined like myself; and, more 
than all, in the determination, the solemn, sacred, 
sworn determination of revenge.’ 

“The lovely lady struck her hand on her forehead 
as if she had heard her sentence of death. The blow 
forced an aigrette from her hair, and the diamonds 
flew sparkling over the fluor. She uttered a scream 
of joy. ‘* Why did I not think of this before? she ex- 
claimed ; ‘he may yet be saved.’ She tore the jewels 
out of her hair; and with her raven locks disordered, 
and her hands full of precious ornaments, she rushed 
tothe door. The conde made an effort to detain her; 
but she sprang from him with the fleetness of a deer, 
and darted from the room. My master’s countenance 
continued in its gloomy mood. He went to a secre- 
taire, wrote a few lines, with which he despatched me 
to Naples, late as the hour was, and I saw no more of 
him for the night. The nobleman to whose house I 
sent was ¢ither absent or indolent, and I was kept 
waiting during the day for his reply. 

“Towards evening I lounged down to enjoy the 
cool air at the port. A crowd of cavalry, round some 
carriages, were coming along the Strada di Toledo. I 
climbed a balustrade to see what they escorted. To 
my wonder, I saw several of my fellow attendants tied 
with cords in the carriages, and at the close of the 
train, doubly guarded, the conde. I was overwhelmed 
with alarm and sorrow ; and followed the escort. They 
stopped for a few minutes at the palace of the minister 
of justice, and then turned,off and entered the castle 
of St. Elmo. A confused story soon made its way 
through the city; but all agreed that the capitano, re- 

turning from the conde’s entertainment, had been stop- 
ped by banditti, who robbed him of a vast amount im 
jewels: that the story of the robbery had been at first 
conceived to be a contrivance to screen him from the 
effects of a charge of embezzlement, but that evidence 
tad suddenly come forward which fixed the plunder 
upon the Conde de Alcantara! All Naples was m 
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astonishment; but other intelligence came in rapidly, 
which made it more than probable that the splendid 
Count Florestan was one with Fra Joachimo himself. 
The clue once given, the discovery was not far off. 
That he was a Spaniard of noble family was known; 
but where his estates lay, by what means this extra- 
ordinary expenditure was supported, or how his occa- 
sional deficiencies of revenue were so suddenly and 
profusely supplied, was a national riddle. Among 
other recollections that now grew upon the public 
were his strange periodical absences, his declared 
passion for wandering among the wildest districts of 

the mountains, and the mysterious interviews which he 
held during the time when he was unable to stir from 
his chamber. Even his singular personal activity, his 
power of enduring fatigue, his seamanship, and his 
skill in the use of the pistol and sabre, at which I 
‘never saw his equal, made a part of the general proof. 
I resisted the evidence long, and, where I dared, ar- 
gued fiercely fur the honour of the conde; but how 
was I to resist all the world ? 
“The story at length passed away like other wen- 

ders of a week. The conde lay in chains in St. Elmo; 

and the capitano was sent back to his government, 
where he soon after died. T'wo years passed over my 
head, while I was catching tunnies or carrying pas- 
sengers between Sorrento and Naples, with now and 
then, I will confess, a little smuggling to amuse the 
dullness of life, and cheer the donnas of Ischia and 
Capri with rum and coffee. But one wild evening, I 
earried over in my boat a passenger, whose voice I 
well knew through all her mufilings. It was the ca- 
pitanessa ; I found that she knew me too. We steered 
for the back of the mole. The wind blew a gale; the 
main fell heavy, and there was no fear of meeting any 
of the custom-house officers. There never was a finer 
night for contraband. But we had other things to do. 
The lady asked me whether, if I had the opportunity 
of helping my master to escape, I had the will. I 
awore by the bright eyes of my mistress, that to save 
the noble conde, if he were ten times Fra Joachimo, I 
would go through fire and water. I need not say how 
the affair was done ; but before the clock of St. Elmo 
struck twelve that night the wall was scaled, the 
conde’s fetters knocked to pieces, and himself and the 
lady tilting over the waves a mile down the bay. 

“Yet whatever service I might have done to my 
bold master, I did but little to the traders and travel- 
lers within fifty miles of Naples. For from that mo- 
ment, scarcely a man of them arrived without leaving 
a pack or a purse on the road. The old stoppages 
were child’s play to what happened now every day in 
the week, and every hour from sunset to sunrise. It 
was less like the desire of plunder than of revenge. 
The cavalry were sent out to hunt down the banditti, 
and were always either baffled, or fairly met and tho- 
roughly beaten. But the chief scene was the neigh- 
bourhood of the mountain, and not a philosopher dared 
look for a pumice-stone, nor a pilgrim say an ave be- 
yond Portici. Il Vesuviano was the name of this new 
terror of the land. ‘The royal courtiers were no losger 
able to carry cheegecakes and compliments for the use 
of the princesses, and the ministerial profits by stock- 

Jobbing were cruelly suspended. Il Vesuviano went 
on flourishing more and more. The veterans of the 
service walked off to him by whole companies, and 
their officers were, perhaps, only sorry that they could 
hot follow their example. The pomp of I] Vesuviano, 
the pay, the feasting, and the fine clothes of his troop, 
were the universal talk; and if it had been the time 
of sending kings about their business, I] Vesuviano 
might have figured as the founder of a dynasty. 

“ But the affair was now become serious, and little 
less than an army was ordered on the pursuit of this 
king of the banditti. I was lying by the mole in the 
€vening, as they marched along the Chiaja, and I fol- 

lowed them in my boat along the edge of 1 2 bay. It 
was known that Il Vesuviano had been ..2n on the 
mountain within the last twenty-four hours. The 
troops took possession of the passes before night-fall, 
and the attack was to be made on all quarters at once, 
by signal from the city. 

“T lay on my oars watching the course of affairs, 
and half inclined to spring on shore, and take a part 
with my old master. But how could I be sure that 
he was on the mountain, or that I could find him if he 
were. As I watched eagerly for every sight and 
sound, I saw the lights hoisted on the battlements of 
St. Elmo, and immediately afier came the rattle of 
musketry. But a deeper rattle than ever was made 

by musketry soon echoed over the shore. I looked up 
and saw a heavy clond slowly creeping up the crater 
and spreading over the sky. ‘The firing went on as 
the troops advanced up the road, and they seemed to 
be desperately resisted. But the lightnings over their 
heads began to glisten, and the flashes of the engage- 
ment were like the light of glow-worms to it. The 
cloud now rolled up with great swiftness, and spread 

over the sky, in a thousand branches, like an immense 
palm tree. As the darkness increased, every branch 
became a column of fire. The roar from the crater 
was now tremendous, and with every explosion up 
burst volleys of rocks, red as metal from the forge. 
Vesuvius was in full eruption! I pushed into the 
centre of the bay to escape the falling rocks, and there, 

Santa Vergine! the sight was grand and terrible beyond 
all that I can tell. From Posilippo to Portici, round 
the whole semicircle of the city, all was as bright as 
if it was in a furnace. The sulphur-blue of the fame 
touched every thing with a wild and ghastly look. 
But, as is common in the eruptions of the volcano, 
with the more furious explosion, its colour changed, 
and for some time it threw a golden hue over the 
whole city. The casile, the _ the chiaja, looked 
as if they had been suddenly sheeted with gold. The 
bay was liquid gold: the mountain, the sky, all were 
covered with this glorious blaze. I could see the 
crowds on the roofs and battlements waving their caps, 
and hear them shouting with delight and wonder at 
the magnificent spectacle. But another and more 
awful explosion came, and Vesuvius shot up a pillar 
of flame the whole width of the crater, and which was 
said to be three times the height of the mountain. The 
mighty column, ten thousand feet high, was of the 
deepest colour of blood, and it covered the whole 
scene with fierce crimson. All Naples seemed to be 
deluged with a sea of blood. I saw the crowd, smitten 
with horror at the conflagration, which they thought 
the beginning of the conflagration of the world, rush- 
ing away along the shore, and dropping from the roofs 
and walls to hide themselves from the coming of the 
hour of judgment. The lava new came burning and 
bursting down to the sea-shore, and some of the vil- 
lages began to blaze. I pushed towards Portici to 
render what service I could. As I was rowing round 

a point of rock, a man sprang into the boat. “ Have 
you seen the captain?’ were his first words. 

“ «What captain ?” 
“«T] Vesuviano. I left him a few minutes ago, 

making his way down the ravine to the beach.’ 

“« Has he beaten the soldiers ” 
“« How can you ask such absurd questions? Did 

they ever stand him? We gave them one volley, and 
they did not like it well enough to make them wait 
for another. But the lava is another sort of enemy ; 
and Il Vesuviano himself may not be able to make 
battle against that. Row for the thicket on the right 
of the point.’ 2 

“*T asked no further; but shot the boat among the 
rocks and climbed up the precipice. There, indeed, I 
saw a tremendous spectacle. The lava in taking its 
way to the shore had been divided into several streams 
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by the ridges of rock that lined the beach. On one of 
those ndges I observed two figures standing—one of 
them. leaning on the other and apparently hurt. We 
bounded over the crevices and soon reached them. 

Their worn-down countenances and wasted forms gave | 

me no recolleetion of them; but the conde’s voice soon | 
made him known. He thanked me fur my offer of | 
service ; but said that he believed he had received his | 
death-wound in the skirmish, and at all events had no | 
power to move further. It was the capitanessa who | 
vas by his side! He implored her to leave him; but 
she refused, and bursting into bitter cries, charged 

herself with having betrayed him to his ruin—with 

having in a moment of mad wrath and rash zeal to 
worthless husband, revealed her knowledge 

She de- 

save a 
that Fra Joachimo and the conde were one. 

clared that her only hope now was to die with him. 
I proposed to my comrade that we shouid carry the | 

conde to the boat; but we had not gone a dozen steps, 

when the volcane exploded again. ‘The roar deafened 
us. A shower of fiery stones fell; and in my blindness 
and suffocation I was flung, | knew not where. Whem 
I recovered, dawn was breaking over Lorrento; and I 
found that I had been thrown within a few feet of the 
shore. My first effurt was to look for my master and 

the capitanessa. I found them both, but they were 
lifeless ; they had fallen clasped in each other’s arms, 
and had probably died in the fiery blast, and without 
a struggle. Their features were, of course, still pale 

; and wasted away, from the anxieties and hardships of 
their late life; but they had recovered their calmness 
and neble beauty. With the help of a monk from a 
neighbouring convent, | had the rites of the church 
pertormed over them; and with more tears than I ever 

wish to shed again, | buried the lovely and the bold 

in one consecraied grave.” 

NATURE. 

I ove to set m 

‘That overhangs the billowy decp, 

And hear the waters roar; 

I love to see the big waves fly, 

And swell their bosoms to the sky, 
Then burst upon the shore. — 

>on some steep 

I love, when seated on its brow, 

To look o’er all the world below, 
And eye the distant vale ; 

From thence to see the waving corn 
With yellow hue the hills adorn, 

And bend before the gale. 

I love far downward to behold 
The shepherd with his bleating fold, 

And hear the tinkling sound 
Of little bell—and mellow flute 

Wafted on Zephyrs soft, now mute, 
Then swell on echoes round. 

I love to range the valleys too, 
And towering hills from thence to view, 

Which rear their heads on high; 

When nanght beside around is seen, 

But one extended space between, 

And overhead, the sky. 

I love to see, at close of day, 

Spread o’er the hills the sun's broad ray, 
While rolling down the west; 

When every cloud in rich attire, 
And half the sky that seems on fire, 

In purple robes is dress‘d. 

I love, when evening veils the day, 
And Luna shines with silver ray, 

To cast a glance around, 

And see ten thousand worlds of light 
Shine, ever new, and ever |! 

O'er the vast vault profound. 
wight, 

I love to let wild faney stray 
And walk the spangled milky-way, 

Up to the shining height, | : 
Where thousand thousand burning rays 
Mingle in one eternal blaze, 

And charm the ravish'd sight. 

I love from thence to take my flight 
Far downward on the beams of light, 

And reach my native plain, 
Just as the flaming orb of day 
Drives night, and mists, and shades-away, 

And cheers the world agaia. 

THE AWAKENING OF THE WIND. 

Hvurnrau! the wind. the mighty wind, 
Like lion from his lair up sprung, 

Hath left his Arctic home behind, 

And off his slumbers flung ; 
While over lake and peaceful sea, 
With track of crested foam, sweeps he. 

Hurrah! the wind, the mighty wind, 
Hath o’er the deep his chariot driv’n, 

Whose waters, that in peace reclin’d, 
Uplash the roof of heaven ; 

Then on the quaking cliff-bound.shore 
They fuaming dash with deafening roar. 

The ship loom'd on the waveless sea, 
Her form was imaged in its breast, 

And beauteous of proportion she, 
As ever billow prest; 

And graceful there as stately palm, 
She tower'd amid the sultry calm. 

Her flag hung moveless by the mast, 

Her sails droop’d breezeless and unbemt, 
And oft the seaman’s glance was cast 

Along the firmament, 
To note if there he might desery 
The wakening gale approaching nigh. 

On came the wind, the reckless wind, 
Fast sweeping on his furious way, 

His tempest rushing pinions brined 
In wrathful ocean’s spray ; 

On came the wind, and, as he past, 
The shriek of death was in the blast! 

The tall ship by the shrouds he took, 
To shivering shreds her canvass rent, 

Then like a reed her mast he sheok, 
And by the board it went; 

While yawn'd the deep with hideous dia, 
As if prepared to gulp her in. ¢ 

With fruitless effort on she reels, 
The giant wind is in her wake, 

The meuntain billow’s coil she feels 
Around her like a snake; 

Lock’d in that unrelenting grasp, 
She struggling sinks with stifled gasp. 

Hurrah! hurrah! the victor wind 
Hath swept the ocean rover down, 

And lefi a shipless sea behind, 
With many a corse bestrewn ; 

And swift, unfetter’d, strong, and free, 
Like eagle on his path, speeds he! 
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THE LAST INDIAN. 

“ A noble race! but they are gone, 

With their old forests broad and deep, 

And we have built our homes upon 

Ficlds where their generations sleep. 

Their fountains slake our thirst at noon, 
Uprn their hills our harvest waves, 
Gur lovers woo beneath their moon, 

Ah! let us spare at least their craves !"— 

Ir was nearly the close of a imild, late in autumn 
day, in the year 1734, that Edward Winslow found 
himself in the midst of the beautiful and picturesque 
region bordering on the Willomantic river, some 
twenty or thirty miles from where Hartford now re- 
flects her turrets and spires from the bosom of the 
pure Connecticut. Edward Winslow was a pilgrim; 
young he was—but his young heart beat high 
with the noble principles of civil and religious free- 
dom which had induced thousands to forsake their re- 
vered and loved father land, and seek a refuge from 
oppression, on the rock-bound shores of New England. 
One. year before, a settlement had been commenced at 
the mouth ef Farmington river, on the bank of the 

Connecticut, and surrounded as they were by savages, 
every settler was obliged to be continually on the alert, 
and with a firm reliance on the God of their fathers for 

protection, these frontier posts, those forlorn hopes of 
civilization, of which Winslow was one, neglected no 
possible means which circumstances admitted, of se- 
curing their safety. Suill the history of such settle- 
menis proved that the wily savages were frequently 
an overmatch for the whites, and not unfreqnently 
succeeded in lulling them into a security the mere fa- 
tal, because evil had ceased to be suspecied. The 
indians had seen during the summer, with anxiety and 
alarm, the gradual influx of the pale men; they had heard 
the axe of the woodman as it felled the majestic forest, 

so sacred in the eyes of a red man. They had seen 
the red deer scared from their haunts on the banks of 
ihe Connecticut and its tributaries—they daily saw the 

blue smoke curling up from the rich plains and beau- 
tiful valleys they had so long been accustomed to con- 

sider their own. 
“The white men are like the pigeons in the woods,” 

they said, as they saw their continual encroachments ; 
“the last of the flock that rises, flies beyond all that 

preceded him.’ And in secret council they had re- 

slyed, when the river was frozen over, and the snows 
had rendered all communication with other parts of 

the country impossible, to assert the rights given 
them by the Great Spirit, and with a single, but deci- 
sive blow, to free their country from their hated intru- 

ders. But, though the passions of the savage, deep, 
dark and treacherous, were at work within, without, 
all was fair and peaceable as the cloudless sky of 
summer. Their friendly relations were not in the 
least interrupted ; it even seemed at times, their friend- 
ship bordered on officiousness; and the probability is, 

that the death-blow would have fallen while the hand 
that inflicted it, would have remained unknown and 

unseen, had not one of the native warriors while on a 

visit at Boston, and under the combined influence of 
strong water, and the grossest personal provoeation, 

been fur a moment thrown off his guard, and given 
fome hints, vague indeed, but sufficiently alarming, 
of what was in contemplation among the interior 
tribes. He was instantly taken into custedy ; but nota 
word of information further could be obtained from him. 
To intimations of torture or death, he wasas impassive 

as a statue; and a council of the principal men of the 
colony was held to consult upon the best course to be 
pursued in the emergency. As is usually the case at 
such times, there was quite a diversity of opinion in 
the body as to the measures proper to pursue. Some 
of the more ardent were in favour of immediately de- 
spatching a few companies of troops directly to the 
Connecticut; but this was overruled on the ground 
that it would weaken their own province too much. 

Some thought a notice of ihe impending danger would 
be suflicient—as if once put on their guard, the river 
settlements would be strong enough to repel any at- 
tack, and maintain themselves through the winter; but 
then how was this intelligence to be sent? It was 
tov late in the season for a vessel to attempt the dan- 
gerous navigation of Cape Cod, and the Vineyard, and 
who would hazard a journey through the wilderness 
on foot? The probability is, that nothing would have 
been agreed upon, had not the youngest of the mem- 
bers of ihe council, Edward Winslow, volunteered to 
perform the dangerous enterprise of passing to the 
Connecticut himself, unaided and alone. There was 

a general exclamation of surprise at the offer, and a 
thousand objections were started; but Winslow had 
weighed his subject well. lis resolution was taken, 
and he was not to be diverted, and having received 
his few simple instructions, the next morning he was 
on his way. As faithful historians, however, we must 
here state, that many of the pilgrims ventured to hint 
that the dimpled cheeks and dark eyes of Miss Charity 
Hooker, with whom he had become acquainted at 
Boston, but who with her parents had now removed to 
the Connecticut, furnished stronger arguments for un- 
dertaking the journey, than could have sprung from a 
simple desire to save that handful of colonists from the 
inroads of the savages. ‘The indian who had given the 
alarm, was detained under pretence of further ex- 
amination, until the impossibility of his reaching his 
native tribes before the arrival of Edward was made 
certain, when he was dismissed with such presents as 
were best calculated to eflace the unfavorable impres- 
sion which his confinement must have made. At that 
time a journey from Boston to the Connecticut, was 
deemed a more important undertaking than would be 
one now from the former place to the Rocky Moun- 
tains. The departure of a distinguished individual 
was mest frequently marked by a public fast, and the 
return was signalized by a thanksgiving. ‘The honest 
pilgrims had never dreamed of Mac Adamized roads, 
and stages to ran against time, and steam coaches to 
annihilate space; and lad such visions of the future 
been presented, it would only have confirmed them in 
their belief of the power of witcheraft or old Nick, 
and a double portion of mortification and penance 
would have been enjoined as the certain result. 

It was on the evening of the fourth day after leaving 
Boston, that we have introduced young Winslow to 

the reader. He was weary with climbing rocks and 
threading the intricate forests, and as he-knew by: the 

long ranges of blue hills which marked the: valley, of 
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the Connecticut, that his next day’s journey must be an 
easy one, he concluded to descend from the eminence 
where he then was, into the valley, and defer the as- 
cent of the western hills untii the coming day. The 
shades of evening overtook him as he reached the 
margin of a small lake or pond hidden amidst wood- 
crowned hills, and precipitous rocks, and every thing 
near was so still and beautiful, that he resolved to 
pass the night on that spot. For this purpose he se- 
lected a nook in the overhanging rock, covered with 

a thick growth of evergreens and matted ivy. Before 
him lay the deep calm water into which he could 
have tossed a pebble, and which already reflected from 
its clear surface some of the earliest gems that sparkle 
on, and grace the diadem of night. On one side, a 
little lower, and but a few feet distant, was a large 
platform of smooth naked rock, part of which pro- 
jected over the water, and on which Edward noticed 
what he thought the blackened traces made by former 
fires. Beyond rose the forest-covered hills, terrace 
after terrace, exhibiting all that beautiful variety of" 
colours which marks the autumnal season, and as the 
twilight deepened, their massive, rounded, but indis- 
tinct piles, appeared to be boldly sketched on the dark 
blue sky. The young traveller’s repast was soon over, 
his arms carefully examined and put in order; for 
though he had not met with a single indian in his 
route, he well knew they might be hovering near with 
deadly intent, and then commending himself to his 
Maker, he calmly stretched himself on the moss- 
covered earth to his rest. 

Winslow had not slept long before he was awak- 
ened by voices, the deep toned guttural sounds of 
which convinced him at once that they proceeded 
from savages. The moon had not risen, but there was 
a red glare on the sky and brilliant flashes of light on 
the dark wood, that showed him a large fire had been 
kindled near. Carefully drawing himself up, he 
crept to the edge of the rock, and pushing away some 
branches of ivy, he was somewhat startled at beholding 
the platform of rock below him occupied by two sa- 
vages, whose bodies were decorated with all the ex- 
travagant paintings and decorations, and symbols. 
which were accustomed to designate the bravest of 
their warriors. A large fire had been kindled on the 
centre of the rock, and piles of dry fuel had been pre- 
pared—quantities of which were occasionally heaped 
on the flames. The two indians were employed in 
walking slowly around the fire from west to east, fre- 
quently stopping and gazing on the east, as if anxiously 
watching the rising of the moon. There was some- 

thing in the dark and desperate countenances of the 
warriors, as the flashes of light shot up and revealed 
their features—in their significant attitudes, and their 
impatient gestures, that caused young Winslow to hold 
his musket with a firmer grasp, and half unsheath a 
tomahawk which he knew how to wield with the 
practised dexterity of the red men before him. At 
times he imagined that their dark piercing eves were 
fixed on the cliff where he was lying, and acquainted 
as he was with the habitual cunning and cruelty of 

the indians, he felt that his life was suspended on a 
hair. Frequently he endeavored with his eyes to 

penetrate the gloom of the surrounding woods, in or- 
der to discover if possible, whether the two were 

alone, or supported by others; but the clustering 
groupes of savages which the flickering light seemed 
at one moment to reveal in the forest recesses, vanished 
with the flame whose brilliance had created them. 
At last the moon showed its silver horns over the eas- 
tern hills, and its appearance was welcomed by a 
shout of triumph, which reverberated in successive 
echoes from lake, glen, and wooded hill. One of the 
savages was evidently a person of high distinction; 
the bear-skin which was carelessly thrown over his 
shoulders, but partially concealed his fine and strongly 

marked figure, which might have served for a model 
of some of the finest efforts of Grecian sculpture. His 
weapons were in the richest style of indian decoration, 
and on the rifle which lay near, Edward saw inlaid in 

| silver, the lily and the cross of France. There was 
| a conscious dignity in every movement, and a lofty 
| firmness in every step, and a sudden flash in his dark 
|} eye, Which showed that he could at once command 
| and execute. From the first, Edward fancied he ex- 
| hibited features to which he was not a stranger; but 
| it was not until he stood attentively watching the 
| rising moon, that Winslow recognized the proud form 
of Miantonimoh, the daring chief of the Narragansetts, 
and the most inveterate and untiring enemy of the 
whites. Winslow had seen him once, while on a 
visit at Boston during a short cessation of the hostili- 
ties in which he was generally engaged, and the im- 
pression made was not to be mistaken. The other in- 
dividual was old. His body was wholly uncovered, 
and his long silver gray hairs fell over his tawny 
shoulders like the streaming foam of a water-fall over 
the dark rock beneath. In him, Edward at once saw 
the dark features, keen sunken eye, and slightly bowed 
form of the celebrated Poponnoquet, the great powow, 
prophet, or magician of the New England tribes. He 
Was unarmed, and as his tall motionless figure stood on 

the verge of the rock that hung over the lake ; his 
arm pointed towards the ascending orb; his dark sha- 
dow thrown by the flames far over the sleeping wa- 
ters, and his eye lighted up with an expression most 
unearthly; his figure seemed to dilate, his attitude be- 
came more impressive, and in the powerful workings 
of his features, the young traveiler fancied he be- 
held the embodied passions of beings he trembled to 
name. 

Winslow was so well acquainted with most of the 
indian dialects in the country, that he found no difhi- 
culty when the silence was at last broken, in under- 
standing that the object of the indians, was sacrifice, 
and that the clear rising of the moon was deemed a 
propitious signal. The flames were now allowed gra- 
dually to subside; no more fuel was heaped on the 
coals, but the glowing masses stil} gave a light which 
distinctly revealed all that was passing. A milk white 
dog was brought forward by the chief,‘and his head 
severed from his body by a single blew of a hatchet. 
A quantity of the blood was then caught in a gourd, 
and the head and entrails, with various ceremonies and 
incantations were cast upon the red coals. These were 
followed at intervals by different articles, the nature of 
which, Edward was unable to conjecture. At last the 
prophet produced from some hidden receptacle, a kind 
of bag, and drew from it the head and hand of a human 
being, and as he laid them down before the horror 
struck Winslow, he saw by the features, and the long 
beautiful hair still dabbled in blood, and the small de- 
licate hand, that they must have belonged to some vic- 
tim of savage barbarity, and he remembered with a 
shudder, that the day before he left Boston, intelli- 
gence had been received that the young and lovely 
daughier of Prentiss, of Dedham, had mysteriously dis- 
appeared, and it was feared she had fallen into the 
hands. of some vindictive and lurking savages. Win- 
slow knew that the indians sometimes thus mutilated 
those they had slain, and he knew too that the belief 
was prevalent among them, that the head and hand of 
the victim thus offered to the Great Spirit, transferred 
the wisdom and ‘strength of the people to whom the 
victim belonged, to the conquerors. These were cast 
upon the pile, and blood from the gourd was at inter- 
vals sprinkled over the whole. It was more than two 

hours before the several articles offered in sacrifice 
were consumed. By this time the fire had mostly be- 
come extinct, and the little that remained, was put out 
by repeated applications of water. When the ashes 
were dry, they were carefully gathered by the powow, 
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and placed in the gourd from which the blood had 
been sprinkled upon the sdcrifice, the gourd was then 
handed tothe chieftain, while the prophet advanced 
alone to the margin of the rock. Although the fire 
was extinguished, the moon now shone brightly, and 
the powow at last beckoned the chieftain to approach. 

The former took the gourd from the latter as he came 
up, and waving it thrice around him, said, “The 
Great Spirit is pleased—the sacrifice is accepted ; the 
mist which hides the spirit land, is swept away—speak 
your wishes, and they shall be gratified. Chieftain, 
what wouldest thou know of the future?” 

The chief did not raise his eyes as he answered, “ I 
would know whether the pale faces are destined by 
the Great Spirit, to possess the shores and the lands of 
the red men.” 
The prophet turned slowly to the lake, took a hand- 

ful of the ashes from the gourd, and pronouncing a few 
words over it, dashed it far over the water. A gentle 
south wind drifted it onwards with the red leaves that 
were slowly eddying down, and both were soon lost in 
the wave below. ‘To Winslow's great surprise, not to 

say terror, the act was followed by a hollow rumbling 
sound, the rock on which he stood, jarred hard, the 
surface of the calm pool below began to heave like a 
boiling caldron, anda thick mist soon shut out all view 
of the water. This lasted but a moment, and then the 
masses of fog rose and moved gently off upon the 
night breeze. 

“Chiefiain now look!” exclaimed the sorcerer, 
pointing over the lake; and Edward's eyes instantly 
took the same direction. ‘To his astonishment,a change 
had come over the scene like that which takes place in 
a moving panorama, or a dream. ‘The ocean in mi- 
niature was before him—its rocky margin indented 
with bays, and tiny rivers gently flowing onward to 
the sea. He saw ata glance, the shore was that of 
New England, and the villages and homes of the pil- 
grim fathers were before him, fresh, distinct, and per- 
fect, as he had left them scarce a week before. Ships 

were seen coming across the dim blue expanse of 
ocean, and pouring their multitudes upon the strand. 
Smoke was seen curling up in the thick woods, and 
the sun broke in upon lands which the forests of crea- 
tion till that hour had covered ; and while he gazed, 
cities sprung up, and tall spires rose to point the 
christian worshipper the way to heaven. 

“Enough, enough! I have seen too much of this,” 
said the warrior, groaning aloud; and while he was 
speaking, quick as thought, the whole spectacle had 
vanished. The still lake lay glittering in the pure sil- 
ver light, the slow falling leaves gently dimpled the 
mirror’d surface, and Edward had much ado to con- 
vince himself that what he had seen, was not the fan- 
tastic conjurations of an excited imagination. But he 
could not long doubt its reality; for there stood the 
savages on the verge of the rock near him, and there 
too was shining down the clear moon from her place 
in the pure sky. 

“ Wouldest thou know more my son?” asked the old 
man after a pause, and still holding in his hand the 
vessel of power. 

“Yes,” was the reply in a voice which seemed to 
have gathered firmness, as if to meet any disclosure 
which the unfolding of the roll of destiny could make, 
“though the pale faces come numerous as the leaves 
that are falling in the woods, ‘ia shall be met. I 
would know whether the blow $trike, will be suc- 
cessful. Shall the white men fall like the arrow 
stricken deer ?—shall I tear their flesh, afd drink their 
blood?”"—and as he spoke, he fiercely grasped, and 
half unsheathed the bright knife which usually hung 
suspended from his belt. 

The hoary magician put his hand into the gourd, 
and with the same low muttered incantations, cast a 

act was followed by the same mysterious results. When 
the mist cleared away, Edward saw a wide spread 
wooded country before him, with rivers meandering 
through it, and the sea washing its borders. He re- 
garded the region attentively, but its features he could 
not at first recognize. In the midst of this tract, and 
surrounded by dark swamps and gloomy morasses, on a 
kind of island rose an indian fortress. The palisadoed 
walls were plainly discernable, and the smoke of a 
hundred wigwams curled slowly from within up inte 
the blue sky. Crowds of warriors were visible, all 
painted for war; some returning from the plunder of 
white settlements, displaying as trophies, numbers of 
scalps strung on the long silken hair of some of the 
unfortunate victims who had fallen into their power ; 
others dragging along some miserable captive, destined 
to grace with his accumulated sufferings, a savage 
auto de fe. A ship was seen in the distance entering 
a beautiful bay, a number of miles distant from the 
place of strength, and a small band of armed men were 
landed from her. ‘They immediately marched towards 
the fort, which they were evidently intending to attack. 
They were few in number compared with their foe ; 
but their firm step and undaunted bearing, showed 
they were men resolved to “do or die.” A night 
was spent in the forest, and as the morning came 
on, with the wariness of the panther, they crept towards 
the battlements they were intending to assail. All 
within was silent as grim death; the inmates had no 
suspicion of the thunderbolt that was ready to fall upon 
them. Winslow held his breath from excitement, and 
the chieftain who sivod beside the prophet, exhibited 
the most ungovernable emotion. His dark flashing 
eyes seemed starting from their sockets; his hand 
grasped and half drew his tomahawk from the belt; 
his right foot was thrown forward as if waiting to 
make a death-spring on the assailants; his broad 
breast swelled and heaved like the resistless waves of 
the sea; and his iron sinews appeared drawn and 
braced to their utmost tension. The white men 
were already within a few feet of the palisadoes, and 
the fatal word of assault was about to be spoken, when 
the barking of a dog gave the alarm, and a thousand 
warriors at once sprung to their feet. Murderous vol- 
lies were poured in upon them—the palisades were 
instantly forced; but the daring assailants were now 
compelled to fight hand to hand with fearfully superior 
jnumbers. The chief was frightfully agitated as he 
beheld the struggle—his tomahawk was brandished in 
horrid circles around his head ; his teeth were clenched ; 
his eyes flashed, and his whole soul seemed suspended 
on the issue of the conflict, which for some minutes 

was doubtful. All at once red volumes of flames 
burst forth from the fort; fire had been communicated 
to the combustible materials of which the wigwams 
were built, to drive the savages frag) their lurking 
places ; the little band of assailants were withdrawn 
to the outside of the line of defences, and Winslow saw 
the fate of the day was decided. Every indian that 
showed himself without the barricades, was instantly 
shot; the resistless flames were consuming thuse within, 

and disheartened and subdued, they fell without at- 
tempting toescape. The chief drew his hand in agony 
over his brow; “I can see no more—the destiny of 
my nation is accomplished—the Great Spirit wills that 
the red man’s race must be destroyed ; but if I cannot 
save them, I can at least perish with them.” And 
again the panoramic scene disappeared like the thin 

mists of the morning before the rising sun. 
Both parties remained fora few moments in silence ; 

the chief seemed overwhelmed at the undoubted cer- 
tainty of the utter desolation of his people; and the 
sorcerer was evidently shocked at the extent of the 
evil his incantations had showed forth. At last he 
slowly turned to the warrior, and said, “ Seekest thou 

handful of the potent dust upon the waters, and the 
D2 

to read the mind of the Great Spirit further?” 
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“I do;’ and there waa something. of sternness in 
the reply of the chief—*nothing worse:can be in 
store for me, or my race; and [ would know whether 
the pale men are always to be free from evil; always 
under the protection of him who has evidently de- 
serted his red children. If there is one course more 
bitter than another in store fur them, let me see and 

enjoy it now.” 
The neeromancer again sprinkled the potent dust 

over the still waters, and again the lake heaved, and 
foamcd like some vast vessel of boiling water. The 
mists graduaily passed away, and Edward saw himself 
standing near the marginel the ocean. A broad sheet 
of water was spread out before him; ships were sail- 

ing upon the cali surface, and the warehouses which 
sprung up amidst the clustering dwellings on the shore, 
gave tokens of the beginning of business and wealth. 
All the inhabitants were active and happy. The house 
of God which sent its spire toward the heavens, was 
thronged with devout and sincere worshippers, and the 

young aud the loveiy glided about in the miniature 

picture, like the glad microscopic beings that inhabit 
the pistilsof the ruse. , While Winslow vazed, a change 
like a deepening shadow, came suddenly over the 
whole scene. ‘The streets were nearly deserted ; the 
house of God almost forsaken; men glided silently 

through the placy, starting with terror, and looking 

with suspicion upon all they met; friend avoided 
friend as they would a deadly enemy ; and the ele- 
ments of society, and ail confidence of man in man 

seemed to,have been broken up from the foundations, 

and totally desiroyed. Miserable men and women 
accused of the most dreadful crimes, were driven in 
crowds to the prisons, and from thence before the 
stern and unrelenting administrators of justice—the 

whole population appeared to have become accusers 
and iniormers; the accusations of the weakest and 
most ignerant child, against men whose whole lives 
had been. without stain or reproach, were listened 

tw and acted upon without delay er suspicion. The 
demon of superstition increased its demands for blood, 
im proportion to the frequeney of the victims offered at 
its shrine. None could promise themselves exemption 
from prescription, or consider themselves safe from @ 
vielent and, shameful death. ‘The old and the young ; 
the stern soldier, and the beautiful maiden, were 
alike included in the denunciations. 
the village was a gallows which groaned with the 
multitudes sent there to expiate their crimes; aud in 
another part was tie place of torture, where those ac- 
eused of crime, and retusing to conéess their guili, were 
subjected to. the must horrible sufferings. While Win- 
slow beheld, a crowd came pouring out of the temple 
of jusuee. Amid ihe throng,and tighily bound, walked 
aman in the prime of life; his step was firm—his | 
look that of conscious innocenee. He approached 
the place of torture, aud unbidden took the place as- 
signed for the victim; he was laid upen his back, 
planks were placed on his breast, and these were sub- 
mitted to the slow action of a powerful screw. The 
agony was iniolerable: the first few turns of the en- 
gine caused the blood to hastily flush every feature, 
and crimson his high brow; but this was only for a 
moment, and then it receded, leaving him as pale as 
ashes. Persisting in his innocence, the torture pro- 
ceeded unul the blood gushed from his mouth, his 
eves, and ears; his eyes started from their sockets; his 
face was swollen and livid, and when in the last 
agony, and under excruciating suffering, his bloody 
tongue proiruded from his lips, some of the wretches 
around iim, who had so long been engaged in spiritual 
conflicts with the powers of darkness, that they had 

eaught no small portion of the spirit of their antago- 
nists, with a cane rudely thrust the parched and 

swollen organ back into the mouth. 

L-dward trembled like an aspen leaf at the: shocking: 

| could not resist. 

spectacles before him; it appeared as if the wing: of 
the destroying angel had been spread over the land of 
the pilgrims ; as if“ mene: tekel” had been inscribed, 
on their prosperity, and “finis’” written: on the page of 
their existence ; and while his heart sunk within him, 
he saw that a glow of exultation had come like a fiery 
gleam over the warrior’s. brow, and that his dark eyes 
shone with a light almost unearthly,.as he beheld the 
miserable fate of the hated white men. 

“No more of this,” sald the chieftain, at length as 

the struggles of the unfurtunate victim ceased im 
death—*the pale faces are unworthy of such a man; 
he should have been a red warrior, and chased the 
white men 2s the eagle pounces upon the wounded 
deer, and these panthers and wolves that are devouring 

The Great Spin each other, taunt us with cruelty! 
will judge between us.” 

The voice of the sachem seemed to dissolve the 
magic spell, but not until the young traveller saw in 
the place before him the superb bay of Salem, and had 
read on the breast of an individual suspended from 
the gallows, “Executed for the heaven-daring, God- 
provoking, and soul-destroying sin of witchcraft.” 

Both Miantonimoh and the magician, now stood for 
some little time in silence, but the glow of exultation 

gradually faded from the brow of the warrior, and 
| turning to the man of destiny, he said, “There is yet 
| time before the moon passes the meridian, to once mare 

lift the curtain of futurity; I would know the fate of 
the red man, when thousands of moons shall have pas- 
sed away—when the leaves of hundreds of summers 
shall have fallen on my grave. Will they still chase 
the red deer on the lands given them by the Great 

| Spirit, or will they melt away like snow flakes on a 
rock? Will they lose their freedom of action, and 
like cowardly dogs, crouch and. hide before these pale 
faces who have gained a fvoting on our shores ?” 

“ Your wishes can be obeyed,” replied the powow; 
“but let the wise one say there are sights which none 
ever desire to behold but one.” 

“ Miantonimoh fears not,” was the reply of the chie& 
and the magician again took his station on the oveo- 

| hanging margin of the precipice. Instead. of a part of 
| the contents, he now emptied the gourd at-once upem 
| the motionless waters, saying as he cast the: empty ves 
| sel from.him, “ Go—thou wilt never more be wanted!” 

| 

In one part. of | There was the same trembling of the earth, the same 
| hissing and commotion. of the lake, the seme dark and 

massive volumes of vapour rising upwands, and. whem 
| these passed: away, a horizon of ferule and richly eut 
| tivated country, of an extent which astonished Winr 
| slow, was spread out like a map befvre him. Long 
' and large rivers rose trom magnificent lakes, and flowed 
} to. the sea, Cities and villages, and spires were 
springing up in every direction, and multitudes, of 

| men covered the earth. The forests had disappeared; 
the deer and the buffalo had forsaken the plains, ané 
vanished irom the hills; and the few scattered rem- 
nants of the noble race of red men were cooped up bg 
white settlements, poor, dejected, spiritless and ru- 
ined. Far away in one section of the landscape, 2 
few were collected together, who seemed in some 
small degree to have escaped the coftaminating influ- 
ence of the whites, and avoided the common degrada 
tion. Surrounded and pressed upon by the whites, 
they remained firm—exposed to the arts, the vices, 
and the bribery of those who hemmed them in, they 
remained comparafiely pure and immoveable. Buta 
storm was evidently gathering against them which they 

Their land of harvests and of gold, 
was coveted by the avaricious men who had already 
spoiled them oi far the greater part of their fair por 

sessions, and who now pointing towards the setting 
sum tauntingly, told them that there they in future 
could find a home, and a grave. Edward too leaked 
ig that direction, and saw a mighty river, which pol- 
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ling from the frozen lakes and boundless snows of the 

north, measured with its tortuous length, half a con- 

tinent, and was lost in a sea, bordered with groves of 

orange, and the richest fruit of Persia, It was in vain 

the red men called upon the honoured and venerable 

man who governed the country ; their great father 

eould not save them; in vain they appealed to the 

Jaws of the land—it was decided the laws could not 
reach them; and oppressed and crushed, slowly and 

sadly they left the loved land of their fathers, put out 
the “fires of their hearths, and crossed the majestic 

river. Years rolled away; conflicting interests, and 
conflicting tribes made sad havoc with the unfortu- 

nate exiles—already in their new residence were they 

again jostled, and crowded by the whites; already had 
the diseases and the vices thus contracted, frightfully 

reduced the numbers of the red men, and already the 

grasping and merciless oppressor, ready to pounce upon 
the valuable possessions which had been solemnly 
suaranteed them forever, was pointing to the long ran- 
ges of mountains which rose between them and the 
calm blue western sea, and urging the disheartened 

and broken spirited race to again remove. 
Winslow shrank with abhorrence from the idea that 

those who called themselves civilized and christian 
men, could be guilty of such gross injustice, and he 
mentally exclaimed, as he passed his hands over his 
eves, as if to forget the scene before him, “ are the de- 

scendants of those who suffered and fled from persecu- 
tion, become dogs, that they should be guilty of such 
cruel wrong?” While these painful thoughis were 
passing his mind, for a moment he ceased to gaze on 
the picture, and when he again lifted his eyes, the 
whole scene had changed; white villages, populous 
and thronged, occupied the plains which but a little 
before, were covered with the habitations of the red 

men. In-vain Winslow sought to discover the retreat 
of the hunted and proscribed natives—they had va- 
nished like the herds of buflalo they had once fed 

upon. 
At last, from what appeared to be a temple of justice, 

he saw one poor, lone, solitary indian, driven forth like 
a dog by some of the pampered menials of power. He 
ofiered no resistance—he shed not a tear; but when 
they reached the street, he turned, and: bitter were the 
words to which his oppressors were compelled to 
listen. 
“Tam the last of the red men,” he said, and as he 

spoke, his furm scemed to dilate, and he assumed. the 
erect port and proud dignity of the native warrior; 
“the last leaf that lingers in the autumn woods, is not 

more willing to fall and join its crushed and scattered 

comrades, than I ‘to fly“to the bosom of the Great 
Spirit. Triumph now if you can, but think not to 
evade or escape the vengeance of him to whom you 
proudly appeal as your deity. He is just—and the 
long arrears of injustice and blood, of foui oppression, 
and unprevoked wrong, are all written out, are ready 
to be produced, and will assuredly be required at your 
hands. I die—but the red man’s blood cries against 
you from the ground ; its voice will be heard, and. it 
will be avenged. Go, and while you trample on my 
grave, say, ‘ there lies the last indian.’ ” 

As these words were pronounced, a sudden cry 
caused Winslow to turn towards the rock on which 
the chief and prophet had been standing, when he saw 
the latter tottering on the verge of the cliff, and in the 
act of being precipitated into the abyss of water below. 
Whether the intenseness of his gaze had caused him to 
lose his balance, or whether the dvom of the race of 
red men, which his incantations had shadowed forth, 
had made him sick of existence, Winslow, knew not ; 
but for a moment he was half suspended. in the air. 

There was a swifi descent, and a scream which rung 
through Edward’s ears for months; then there was a 
heavy plunge in the deep water; a few bubbles rose 
to the surface of the pool, and the eddying waves 
closed upon the magician, and settling in silence, told 
that all was over. The warrior stood for a moment 

intently regarding the spot where Poponnoquet had 
sunk, murmuring as he did so, “Willingly would, I 
follow thee, revealer of destiny; but there are yet 
wrongs for me to avenge; there is yet blood for me to 
shed—like the eagle I shall seize my. prey—like the 
wolf I shall devour my enemies, and“live or die, it 
shail never be said that Miantonimoh.ever, feared the 
face of a pale man.” As he spoke, he drew. his, bear- 
skin around his shoulders, and turning from. the water, 

plunged into the dark wood with the swiftness of an 
arrow, leaving the young traveller at liberty. to colleet 
his scattered thoughts, and bredthe more freely, 

Edward rose uyen his feet to look around, and. com, 
vince himself that all which, had. passed, wag, not.a 
fevered and frightful dream; but, when, he. felt 
gentle breeze of night fanning his brow,;. when 
the autumn leaf eddying. down. on the seuth 
when he beheld: the beautiful moon, which had 
lently, gone up and taken her place in, the clear hea- 
vens 2s the undisputed queen of night, and: saw. her 
pure beams floating over the dark lake like a.silyer 
mist, he could doubt no longer that all he had sega 
vas real, and was compelled to admit that heayen.and 
earth had mysteries which his philosophy was utterly 

j unable te weigh or fathom. 

THE POLE’S ADIEU. 

Svar of my soul, farewell! 
I go to death and danger— 

I haste to meet in conflict fell 
The proud invading stranger. 

{ leave thee, love, to save 
The land we dearly cherish. 

To break the yoke that binds the brave, 

To rescue or to perish. 

Star of my soul! thy light 
No more will shine before me ; 

The flame of war glares redly bright, 
Destruction hovers o’er me. 

¥et mourn not, love, for me ; 
Remember, though we sever, 

The patriot brave who falls will be 
With glery crowned forever. 

A SIMILE. 

Tuat little cloud how bright it seems, 
Now floating near the distant west; 

Enrich’d with evening's glowing beams 
Slow fading on its mountain crest. 

That little cloud in beauty drest, 
Hew many fairy things it owns, 

No radiant star scems half so blest, 
Tho’ sporting in its ether zones. 

But see! the borrowed hues are fled, 
And all its transient dreams decay; 

Its furms are passionless and dead, 
And dim the pleasing charm of day. 

So fades the light of many a dream, 
So steals the joy from manhood’s glade; 

And leaves o’er memory’s varied scene, 
The leaden hue of evening’s shade. 
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TueEne is something of moral sublimity, in the un- 
bending firmness with which we see the virtuous man 
struggling with the storm, and triumphing in the 
panoply of his religion. It is easy to” be resigned to 
suffering ere the cloud has yet gathered or the thun- 
der burst over our heads—but in the strength of re- 
ligion to wrestle with the power of the destroyer amid 

the darkness below, to fix the steadfast eye on the 
eternal light above, as link after link is broken from 
the chain of our earthly hopes, to feel how the heart 
clings yet more closely to those that are not of this 

world, to stand as it were alone upon the shores of 
life, and see the last plank swept away from its shat- 

tered wreck, yet supported on the rock of ages, to feel 
the eternal hope deepening and strengthening but 

more intensely within us, this is indeed the most beau- 
tiful comment on the power of the Christian faith— 

Powerful indeed must be that religion which can so 
overmaster the love that is stronger than death. 

The memory of the dead is a solemn and an enduring 

memory—a love of the most sacred and chastened ten- 
derness. When the world looks gloomy around us, and dis- 
appointment and sorrow have bruised the spirit, the 
heart loves like the woman of old, to go to the sepul- 
chre to weep there. It loves to contemplate through 
the moral twilight that envelopes it here, the brilliant 
heaven whence its sun has gone down; or to gaze 
with intense and solemn joy, on the bright track of his 
departed glory. We feel that the dead can never be 
as nothing to us, while yet an office is left that affec- 
tion can perform; and though all that remains of our 
lost ones be the fading flowers and the undying love, 
the heart still gathers together its hoard of sacred re- 
collections, that it may brood, in the silence of affec- 
tion, over its secret and mournful treasures. 

It is now many years, since a young man, I went 
to pay a visit of a few days to a venerable clergyman, 
an early and an intimate friend of my father, but 
whom I had never seen. Residing in the heart of the 
country, in the quiet discharge of his sacred duties, 
his life had glided away like the Summer stream, in 
the quiet sunshine of tranquil affection. The cloud 
had indeed at times gathered over it, but it had passed 
away. He had bowed to the hand that laid his hopes 

in the dust; and when the bitter cup was removed, 
he had drunk consolation from the fountains of ever- 
lasting life. One by one, the wife of his bosom and 
the children of his hopes had dropped away, and left 
him almost alone. Yet one still remained, who was 
all the world to him. Often have I heard him bless 

God, that when the voice of His rebuke was heard, 
He had spared her, who now in“the freshness of her 

beauty was ever at his side. 
The picture I had formed to myself of Mr. Vernon, 

was that of a stern, severe old man, with whom every 

smile Was a crime, and every word a rebuke. This 

impression was very far from being a_ pleasing 

one to me, who had suffered all my life from a pain- 

ful degree of mauvaise honte, which my limited in- 

tercourse with the world had not yc: been sufficient 

to banish. 
I remember it was a fine morning in May, as bright 

and as beautiful as my own young hopes, that I found 

myself at the village, within a few miles of which, 

Mr. Vernon resided. As I rode towards the house, I 

made many doughty resolutions against bashfulness 
and timidity, and resolved to prepare in my own mind 

my introductory speech, and to commit it firmly to 

memory. But in the midst of my boldest resolutions, 

I felt my heart, beating with painful rapidity; and 
when I at last arrived at the door, it had increased to 
that unaccountable flutter, which was so sure to pur- 

sue and annoy me whenever I felt desirous of ap- 
pearing to advantage. [ knew not then what I have 

since learned, that bashfulness is only pride in dis- 
guise. 

It was with a trembling hand, that I raised the 
knocker, sending forth a single, solitary, faint rap, 
which spoke audibly enough of my besetting annoy- 

ance; and after a dozen such efforts, in which, out of 
patience at the delay, I grasped the knocker as if to 
beat in the door, but which, nevertheless, ere coming 
in contact with it, always contrived to sink into my 
accustomed single faint rap, a servant appeared who 
conducted me into the parlour of the parsonage. As 

I foilowed him with increasing trepidation, I endea- 
vored to repeat my lesson to myself; but my head 
was becoming confused, my joints trembled, my heart 
beat as if it would burst through my side; I felt a 
cold perspiration start from every pore. He threw 
open the door ; but instead of the severe old man whom 
I had expected to see, a beautiful young creature, his 
daughter, rose to receive me. To one of my consti- 

tution, this was an evil of no small magnitude. I re- 
collected, however, that my introductory speech was 
to be made, and agitated and confused as I was, I en- 
deavoured hastily to recall it. At first I could not 
get the beginning, and after I had with much difficulty 
succeeded, I forgot the end. 

‘I am come sir,’ said I—but my head was become 
contused. I endeavoured to repeat a lesson, not to 
express a sentiment. I paused—looked silly—picked 
the fur from my hat, and like a schoolboy endeavour- 
ing to repeat an ill gotten task, began again —‘I am 
come sir—your intimacy with my late father,'—utterly 
unable to recollect another syllable, and in my confu 
sion equally so to frame any thing, in a faint and des- 
pairing tone, and letting my voice fall at the last word 
as if I had actually accomplished my speech, I re- 
peated, ‘I am come sir.’ Confounded at my own con- 
fusion, I now desperately raised my eyes to observe 
the effect of my harangue ; and was overwhelmed at 
once at recalling what in my flurry I had forgotten, 
viz: that I was addressing a lady. I stood aghast. I 
saw the ill suppressed smile lurking at the corners 
of her mouth, and in her expressive eye, as she slightly 
bowed to an assertion that I had so well authenticated. 
My first impulse was to rush out of the room—but I 
was not destined to escape so well. Horror-struck, I 

recoiled a step, and in doing so, stumbled over ax un- 
lucky foot-stool that stood behind me. For an instant, 
I stood vibrating backwards and forwards like a pen- 
dulum, endeavoring to regain my balance. It was 
all in vain; so after oscillating to and fro for some 

seconds, at lengin I gave up the point, and dropped 
quietly down upon the floor. Would that that had 
been all. But in my fall, I instinctively grasped at 

the back of a tall old-fashioned armed chair, on the 
cushion of which a pet lap-dog was quietly sleeping; 
while a prim, demure, old-maidish looking cat, sat 
napping beneath it. Over came the chair, but not 

alone ; for in falling it struck against some flower pots 
that the fair Jeannette had just been watering. It 
seemed as if, Sampson-like, I had pulled down the 

pillars of the house, and lay with all the Phillistines 
upon me—such a screaming of cats, crash of flower- 

pots and yelping of dogs, blending with the jar as if 
an earthquake had shaken the building. Unlucky 
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to the last, my shoulder fell upon the cat's extended 
tail, and while she was tugging and scolding to re- 
cover her property, the dog, followed by the cushion, 
came tumbling upon my face, and then rolled over 
upon the cat, who enraged at this new assault, 

screamed and scratched and fought, and for a moment 
it seemed as if all the furies were fighting about my 
ears. Happily the cat at last extricated her tail, after 
having well scarified the dog, who, in her opinion, 
was the offender; the dog slunk off, shaking his ears, 

his heart boiling with anger against his ancient enemy 
the cat, who he doubted not had raised all this tumult, 
for the sole purpose of clawing his hide. 

When the noise and confusion had somewhat sub- 
sided, and I was able to disinter myself, I raised my- 
self slowly on my elbow, and ventured to examine if 

all were indeed quiet at last; but the first object that 
met my eye was Jeannette, almost exhausted by con- 
vulsions of laughter. I could endure no more, but 

joined in the laugh with my whole heart, till the beau- 

tiful creature sunk fairly exhaused into a chair, and I 
rolled again upon the floor. From that instant my 
bashfulness was over. That laugh had made us ac- 
quainted in a moment. 

Every thing about Mr. Vernon, whom I found the 
very antipode of my imagination, looked happy; and 
with a father’s pride he attributed all to his daughter. 
I praised his flowers—it was Jeaanette who planted 
them; I admired the disposition of his walks—it was 
Jeannette who planned them. The very birds seemed 
fearlessly to approach her. I remarked it to her 

father. “ All love her,” he replied. 
Gradually I became quite domesticated in the 

family. The almost constant companion of Jeannette 
and her father in their morning and evening walks ; 
in the heat of the day they would often retire to a 
beautiful grotto, the work of Jeannette’s taste, and 
there I read to them, while she worked with her 
father at her side, and the little pet dog Tray, to whom 
Ihad been so unceremoniously introduced, at her feet. 

In the course of our now daily rambles, I noticed a 
small inclosure, whose singular beauty tempted me to 
anearerview. “That,” said Mr. Vernon, “is my family 
burial ground.” It was situated ona gentle eminence, 
at the skirt of a deep wood, while a noisy little brook 
that ran through, aided by its perpetual and monoton- 
ous sound, to produce that soothing but solemn train 
of thought, so naturally connected in the mind with 
such a piace.- We entered it. A sad but beautiful 
serenity reigned there. It was surrounded by a low 
white fence, around which woodbines and honey 
suckles had been trained. The graceful willow wept 
there, and there the dark cypress reared its funereal 
branches, mingling their foliage with that of the 
graceful queen-like elm. Flowers were breathing 
their rich odours, and holding up their beautiful cups ; 

and associations of tenderness and of all sweet things, 
clustered around the spot. A feeling of pride kindled 
in the father’s eye, as glancing affectionately at his 
daughter, and gazing around with an air of pleasure 
and satisfaction, he said. “It is her work.” “Here,” 
he said, after a short pause, “here is my family, and,” 
pointing to a vacant space between two graves, “ there 
will soon be my home.” I saw the tear start into his 
daughter's eye. He too saw it and was silent. 

Our visit and conversation had thrown a degree of 
sadness over the countenance of Mr. Vernon. With 
the quick eye of affection, his daughter observed it; 
and on our return, playfully seating herself at the 
piano, as her fairy fingers flew over the keys, the 
awakened feeling was charmed away. But amid the 
playful vivacity of her manner, I noted the anxious 
glance with which she observed him, and when it 

met the affectionate smile with which he watched her, 
I knew that not for diadems would she have ex- 
changed it. 

It was not till the time of my departure arrived, 
that I began to perceive the nature of my feelings for 
Jeannette. This parting is asad thing to teach young 
lovers the true character of their sentiments. When 
I came to bid farewell to my venerable friend, he 
took his hat, and calling Jeannette—* Come,” said he, 
“we will accompany him as far as the graves,” thus 
they always called the beautiful family repository 
above alluded to. On our way thither, Mr. Vernon 
stopped for a few minutes to converse with a gentle- 
man, and Jeannette and I walked on together. I 
know not how it was, nor in what language I ac- 
complished it, but the bitterness of separation wrung 
from me, in spite of my bashfulness, an avowal of my 
attachment. I was accepted Even now, at this late 
period of my life, the thought of that hour thrills 
through my old veins, as if time and suffering had not 
yet fully quenched the fire of my youth. The con- 
sent of her father was asked and obtained. It was of 
course impossible to think of departing just then. 

Day after day and week after week found me still 
lingering at the side of Jeannette, happy, for I was with 
her. Our daily walk was generally directed to “the 

graves,’ which were now become doubly consecrated. 
I assisted her in training and cultivating the flowers 
there, and sometimes ornamenting them with fresh; 

and never did she appear more charming in my eyes, 
than in performing this beautiful rite. 

But in the midst of this trance of happiness, came 
the thrilling news that the first blood of the revolu- 
tion had been shed at Lexington. I was young and 
ardent; I burned to distinguish myself in the same 
glorious cause. I resolved then to depart for the 
place, so soon to become the arena of an even dead- 
lier strife and carnage. I arrived time enough to 
receive a severe wound at the battle of Bunker’s Hill 
But I anticipate. 

When the long-deferred hour of departure at length 
arrived, Jeannette again accompanied me on my way 
as far as “the graves.” “Since we must part fora 
time,” she said, “let it be upon a spot hallowed by so 
many and so holy recollections. There will I daily 
implore the God of battles to watch over every arm 
that strikes for freedom.” 

“ Perhaps,” said I, overcome by my own melancholy 
forebodings, “to weep over my early fall, and my un- 
honoured grave.” 

Jeannette’s eye kindled again as she repeated— 
“ Weep'!—never shall an American girl weep over 
a patriot’s glory. A grave like that can never be un- 
honoured. I feel at this moment, as if I could say 
like the Grecian matron, as she presented her son with 
his shield—“ Come back with it, or on it.” But the 
tenderness of love triumphed even while the lofty sen- 
timents were on her tongue, and the flash of excitement 
in her eye, was quenched in its unbidden tears. We 
leaned for some time in silence over the railing—our 
hearts were too full for utterance. 

“You have chosen a melancholy spot for our part- 
ing,” I at length said. 

“Tt is no joyful occasion,” she replied. “But in 
truth, this spot is too beautiful to he very sad. When 
I am happy, joy is holier here; and when unhappy, it 
is soothing to think, that though I cannot commit my 
sorrows to a mother’s breast, I may at least weep my 
tears over a mother's grave. It was meet that we 
should say farewell on the spot where our hearts were 
first plighted.” Then observing the cloud on my brow, 
she playfully added—* But I shall not permit this 
place ‘to be connected with unpleasant associations. 
When you return, give me notice of the time, and I 
will meet you here. We will meet where we have 

parted.” 
“ You well know, dear Jeannette, what cause I have 

to love this spot; and since we must part, it matters 
little where. But if, in the long hours of separation, 

’ 
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your feelings should beeome estranged, if you ever 
repent of the engagement you have formed, tell me at 
once ; and though my heart bleed or break in the ef- 

fort, that moment will I relinquish it.” 
But I pass over our adieus. We wept and parted, 

as lovers weep and part. ‘The sad word was at length 
spoken; and with lingering and reluctant steps, we 

turned to depart. Jeannette waved her handker- 
chief, and again called to me “ Remember we meet 

at the graves.” 
The weariness of absence and confinement, was 

relieved by frequent letters from Jeannette. “I still 
take our old walks,” she wrote, “ though you are gone. 

to mourn your absence. 

however, by telling him how soon we shall meet 

again ; but if he understands me, he certainly does not 
believe me, for he still rans barking to your door, as 
if to tell you that it is time for our walk. I believe | 

that his joy at our meeting will be only less than mine. 
d the grotto, and planted around 1 have newly deck 

The sweet-bricr it the honey-suc les you admired. 

has grown so much that 
shall have the scent of the 
say, you prefer to the garden rose. 
all my improvements. 
raises his ears, fixes his eyes on my face, and 

crave, that I sometimes almost think that he is deli- 

‘Tray superintends 

berating on the practicability of the measure. 
I can talk to Tray of you; and you know one does 

not like to talk to others, of those whom they know 
that one loves. I am now in daily expectation of 
hearing that you are on your way to joinus. Remem- 
ber our parting agreement.” 

I did remember it. My wound was healed, and I 
lingered not long thereafter. With a lover's haste | 
flew to mect Jeanneite. ‘That I might ailord her 
what L trusted would prove an agreeable surprise, I did 

not write her, when | set out to return; but from the 
next village, [ sent her a note, requesting her to meet 
me at an hour named, at the appointed spot, and 
hiring a carriage, I rode slowly on afier my messenger. 

I remember it was a fine afternoon in September.— 
Every thing looked smiling and happy in my eyes, for | 

| remained as before, except one vacant place. We took 
| ouraccustomed seats, as ifexpecting Jeannette to preside. 

my own heart felt so. As I passed the various farm 
houses of the village, and saw every where the im- 
press of industry and happiness, | thought in my own 
heart, I too, shall now be happy, for Jeannette and I 
shall part no more. 

As I was hastening on with a light heart, my ear 
was suddenly struck with the heavy sound of the vil- | 
lage bell, whose mournful toll announced that Death | 
had been busy somewhere. Fearfully did my heart 
misgive me—I felt the cold dew start from my brow, 

and my knees tremble, as I hurried on. I passed 
hastily towards ‘the graves.’ As I ascended a little 

| saw brought some fresh recollection to my mind. In 
| my agony, l threw myself upon the ground, and closed 
| my eyes, that I might shut out every object that re- 

eminence from which they could be seen, I bent my 
eyes eagerly towards the spot; the gate was open, and 
I saw 2 crowd thronging around. As I approached, I 
saw that the earth was thrown up on the spot that 

Mr. Vernoa had marked tor his own last home; but 
he himself stuod calmly at the head of the grave. A 
look of unutterable agony crossed his brow fur a mo- 

ment, as his eye rested upon me. He advanced and 
took my hand in silence and with the other he pointed 
to the coflin, which was now lowered inio the grave. 

It bore the name and age of his daughter—of my own 
beloved, affianced one, “ Jeannette Vernon, 42. 18.”— 
He watched the expression of my countenance, and 
his lip quivered, and his voice faltered as he said— 
“ She has left us now, but God’s will be done.” There 
was no tear on his cheek, nor tremulousness in his 

manner, except the temporary one, that the first rush | 
of feeling at seeing me again had excited ; yet that was | 

but for a moment, and he again stood in calm and dig- | 
nified composure at my side. 

I tell him my plans and he | 
! looks sO | 

Besides, | 

For myself, were years to be measured by sentenges, 
how many. ages did I live in that hour of intense, un 
utterable agony. “We meet at the graves,” were her 
parting words. Fearfully and faithfully had she re- 
deemed her promise. It wasindeed at the grave that 

we met again. I exhibited no sign of violent grief, 
I stood calm as the mountains that I could have prayed 

might have fallen upon me. My brain was on fire; 
| every object reeled around me—as the hollow rattling 
of the gravel struck upon the coilin, I felt as if my 
own heart were crushed beneath the weight. I shud- 
dered and turned away—Mr. Vernon observed me, 
and taking me by the arm, led me towards the house: 

TI'ray is now my beau, and he, like his mistress, seems | as we entered it, Tray came running towards me with 
I comfort him and myself, | 

| were soon over, and in a few moments he came muan- 
every demonstration of joy, but those demonstrations 

ing to me, then to Mr. Vernon; he missed Jeannette, 
| aud with the restlessness of human sorrow, he wan- 
dered trom place to place, where he had been accus- 

tomed to find her—unsuccessful in his search, he 
seated himself at my feet, and looking wistfuily in 

| my fare, uttered that low inquiring moan, so expres- 
it nearly covers it, and we | sive of the feelings of that generous animal. I under- 
wild rose too, Which, you | stood and felt the appeal, but my own heart was burst- 

| ing :—poor Tray, said I, the grave has a stern answer 
for us both. 

The piano was open, and a song that had been a 
favorite of mine, lay befure it. It was the last that 
she had played. During her illness, she had observed 
the cloud on her father’s brow, and had summoned her 
last remaining strength to dispel it, as she was wont 
But what music can charm an aching heart? 

Mr. Vernon endeavoured to converse with me in 
| his usual manner; but the averted eye, and the white 
and quivering lip, betrayed at times, the deep agony 
within. Jeannette, he said, had been busily preparing 

fur my arrival; in the excitement produeed by this 
event, she had sufiered a neglected cold, (taken in pre- 

| paring fur me,) to strengihen into a fever, whose rapid 
| progress bade defiance to medicine, and her delicate 
frame bowed beneath its violence. Little did she 
deem, that my first walk should be to her own grave. 

in the morning, I rose from my sleepless pillow, and 
repaired to the breakfast room—there, every thing 

as usual. Tray, with the boldness of a favourite, had 
been accustomed to occupy the chair of his mistrees 

| till her arrival. This morning, not finding the chair 
in its wonted place, he had lain down on the spot 
whence he missed it; but when we had taken our 
places at the table, and still she did not appear, he 
became uneasy, and at length ran barking to the door. 
I could bear it no longer, and springing from the table, 
I rushed out of the house. But there was no spok 
that did not speak of Jeannette, every object that L 

minded me of her. But there is no darkness deep 
enough to hide from ourselves the anguish of our owa 

hearts. { was aroused by Mr. Vernon. “ Unhappy 
young man,” he said, “I lament even more for you than 

for myself. For me, the evening already is come, 
and my separation will be short, but you, in the morn- 
ing of life, are called early to drink of the cup of bit 
terness.” 

He proposed a walk. I assented and followed in 
silence. [lis air and manner were calm, but I saw 

the feverish haste that hurried him onward as if by 
increased bodily exertion, he could blunt the agong 
within. He visited Jeannette’s favourite haunts, and 
seemed to derive a melancholy pleasure in being 
where she had been. Her spirit, indeed, seemed ta 
breathe in every object; and so closely wera these 
associated with herself in my mind, that I almost ex- 
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pected:to see her light form beunding. along, and: to 
hear the cheerful laugh that was wont to echo there. 
But all was still now, and. I. silently followed him-to 
her grave. He stood over it for some time in silence, 

at length his lips moved—* Thy will, be done,” was 
all that I could distinguish; I tried to repeat the 
prayer, but I could not, I had not yet drunk deep 
enough from the cup of christian hope, to bless the 
hand that smote me. 
The moment that I was alone I repaired to the 

grotto, where I used to read to Jeannette—the little 

improvements that she had been making in anticipa- 

tion of my arrival, were the first to meet my view.— 

On the now vacant seat lay.an open book—it was one 
that I had given her, and the last that I read to her. 
She had treasured it formy sake—how dear was it now 
for her's. 

J am now an old man, I live but in the past. One 
bitter remembrance has clouded my life—it has been 
my thought by day, and my dream by night—I have 
dwelt on that recollection till it has become my life 

and my idol. The feelings of my youth remain, though 

youth has departed, and my heart, like the mountain 

that carries the volcano in its bosom, has been scorched 
and laid waste, and left desolate. ‘Time that crun:bles | 

to dust the seemingly everlasting rocks, leaves me un- 
changed. Like some bark, stranded by the tide, the 
winds pass idly by me;,and: L am left alone by the 
waters that have swept into the: ocean all that qnce 
floated so gaily at my, side. Sorrow. teaches a deep 
lesson; and from the sufferings.of the. past, I would 
fain gather something of consolation.and improvement. 
And, as I too, have travelled. well nigh home, and the 
hour is at hand, when I too shall lie down beside 
those I have loved, the clouds of doubt and of suffer- 
ing are fast passing away, and Hopg is writien over 
the tomb, that has so long witnessed the bitterness of 
my despair. Sdmay it still be.” 

I had just repéated the last sentence, in all the con- 
scious dignity of martyrdom, when the earriage stop- 
ped, the door flew open, and, as | fairly tumbled out, 
my eyes half blinded by tears, and half by sleep, I 
found myself standing at “ the graves,” clasped in the 

warm embrace of the living Jeannette, more beauti- 
ful and* bewitching than ever. The village bell, 
which was tolling for a funeral, united with my own 
associations, I confess, more than half superstitious, 
from the place’of the appointment, had doubiless given 
birth to the distressing dream, from which I bad so 
happy an awakening. 

TO A LADY. 

 Man’s love is of man’s life—a thing apart, 
Tis woman's whole existence !"—Syron. 

Dear lady! why that weeping eye, 
And why that brow of care ? 

In sooth, it makes my own heart sigh 
To mark such sorrow there: 

To see a tear bedew the cheek 
Of one so fair, so young and meek. 

Oh! whenee has fled thy winning smile, 
The joy thine eye so well expres ? 

1 cannot deem that mortal guile 
Could. harbour in so pure a breast! 

Nor can I e’er in thought believe, 
That one so chaste could e’er deceive. 

Thy beauty should not thus he clouded 
By an hour so sad as this; 

Nor shonid thy peerless charms be shrouded, 
Charms which ought to lead to bliss; 

I will not ask thee whence can flow 
That pang of grief—that source ef woe. 

Man's soul is formed to deeds of strife— 
Sweet woman’s is of other mould ; 

His heart must brave the storms of life— 
Her’s doth a milder flame enfold. 

She is his angel spirit here, 

And he should be her worshipper. 

But—care will oft estrange the best, 
And mortal ills will sear the heart ; 

While they who've fondly loved—carest, 
Have been in sorrow doomed to part! 

Man’s spirit is by nature stern— 
Woman’s a gentler sense doth learn, 

Weep—weep no more! I grieve to see, 
Thy beauteous eye suffused with tears ; 

And faithless—heartless—must he be 
Who feels not when such grief appeazs : 

Beauty was born for man to love, 
And not when guiltless to reprove. 

RURAL JOYS. 

Poets may. rave about their groves, 
And pin a verse to every tree, 

Where “ little birds sing of their loves” — 
But no one sings of love to me. 

The winding vale, the mossy seat, 
In sonnets look extremely well— 

But oh! to me how much more sweet, 
A walk with Harry in Pall Mall 

My annt is raving all the yeer, 
What prospects deck her vale of Peaee ; 

She never thinks how staying here 
Destroys the prospect of her niece, 

She tells me of the hills and rocks, 
The valley, and the lake’s calm tide— 

I'm thinking of the opera box, 

Aud Harry listening at my side. 

She boasts about the garden's blooia, 
With living roses sprinkled o’er— 

What are they to the dancing-room, 
With flowers in chalk upon the floor! 

Where music rises clear and high, 
To banish sadness and regrets ; 

Where pleasure beams in every eye— 
And Harry whispers ’tween the sets! 

But here, e’en here, Time passes on— 
Dear Time! don’t spare your lazy wing ; 

Winter and snow will soon be gone, 
And Harry join us in the spring. 

ilow sweet shall be the sheltered glen! 
The biai’s soft music sounding through! 

How I shall love to listen thea— 
If Harry loves to listen too! 

How lifeless now each scene appears— 
How gaudily those gardens flaunt— 

And then—so dull—one never hears 
Sofi pretty speeehes from one’s aunt! 

Well—but ’twould be absurd to weep, 
‘Though sorrow thus my memory racks—~ 

I'll offand sink my woes in sleep, 
And dream of Harry and Almack’s! 
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A NEEDLE-BOOK WORK-BAG. 
Make a needle-book precisely as described in the 

next article. Then take a quarter and half quarter of 
silk, and cut it in half, as if to make a square reticule. 
Sew the two sides together, inserting a covered cord 
between them. Do not sew the sides all the way 
down, but terminate the seams at some distance from 
the bottom, so as to leave two open flaps large enongh 
to conceal the thread-case. Then stitch a seam all 
across, just above the flaps, so as to form a sort of false 
bottom to the bag. ‘To this seam sew the back of the 
thread-case, in such a manner that the flaps of the bag 
will fall over and conceal it. Sew five pair of riband 
strings on these flaps, so as to tie them down over the 
needle-book. 

Get two yards of narrow riband; cut it in half, and 
run it into the broad hem or case at the top of the bag. 
Run each riband all round the case, the ends coming 
out at opposite sides to make the bag draw both ways. 
Tie these ends together in bows. 

These bags are very convenient in travelling, or 
when you take your work with you on a visit. 
To cover cord—take some new silk and cut it into 

long narrow slips, diagonally, or bias as it is commonly 
called. Sew all these slips together by the ends that 

slope the same way. Then take some cotton cord, and 

laying the silk evenly over it, baste or tack it along, 
so as to inclose the cord. In afterwards sewing this 

to the straight side of a piece of silk, hold the silk next 
to you, and let your stitches be very short. 

A VERY CONVENIENT NEEDLE-BOOK- 
Have ready four pieces of pasteboard about the size 

of playing-cards, or broader if you choose. Cover them 
on both sides, with silk sewed neatly over the edges. 
Get some riband of the same colour, and about an 
inch broad. Sew it between two of the covered 

cards, so as to unite them all round, leaving only an 
opening at one end to put in the stuffing. Stuff it 
very tightly with wool or bran, which must be pressed 
down with your fingers as hard as possible, and then 
sew up the opening. This makes a pincushion which 
will look like a closed book, and the pins are to be 
stuck into its edges. Then get a piece of cloth nearly 
twice as large as the pincushion, and overcast the 
edges with silk. Fold it in half, and at the edge 
where it is folded, run two or three cases or sockets 
for bodkins, which must be prevented from slipping 

down too far by a few stitches across that part of the 
socket to which the point of the bodkin descends. 
The eyes of the bodkins must be left sticking out at 
the tops of the cases. ; 

Take the two remaining cards that are covered 
with silk, and measure two pieces of silk twice the 
size of the cards. These are for the pockets. Having 
made a case in the top of each pocket, and run a 
narrow riband into it, gather them all round, and sew 
them on full to the outsides of these two last covered 
cards, which must then be sewed one to each side of 

the pincushion, having first inserted the needle-flaps. 
They must be put on so as to resemble the covers of 
a book, with the back of the pincushion between them 
like the back of a book. Sew strings of riband at the 
two lower corners. At the two upper corners, the 
ends of the drawing-strings in the top of the pockets 
must come out and tie. Ornament the back of the 
book with two bows, one at top, and one at bottom. 

The pockets are to contain the thimble, emery-bag, 
cotton-spool, &e. They will also hold a small pair of 
scissars, in a sheath. When the thread-case is not in 
use, it must always be carefully tied up. 

A PEN-WIPER. 

Cut out a great num- 
ber of pieces of Canton 
crape, about the size of 
half a dollar, and of as 
many different culours as 
you can procure. Lay 
them evenly in separate 
piles; let one pile be 
black, another red; some 
piles blue,and some green. 
Let there be an equal 
number of pieces in each 
pile. Then stick a needle 
with a thread of silk in 
it, through the centre of 
each pile, and fasten the 
pieces together. When 
all your various piles are 
ready, make a small hole 
through the middle of 
each with a pair of sharp 
pointed scissars, and run 

a silk cord through them all, as if you were stringing 
beads; arranging the different colours according to 
your taste. You may make the string of pen-wipers 

of any length, from a quarter of a yard to a whole 
yard. 

These are very useful to hang over a desk where 
a great ceal of writing is done, and may be acceptable 
presents from little girls to their fathers. 

They will look the better for having the edges scol- 
loped. You may either fasten each cluster of pieces 

permanently to the string, so as to remain stationary, 
or you may leave them to slip up and down like beads. 

—— 

Be a pattern to others, and then all will go well; 
for asa whole city is infected by the licentious passions 

and vices of great men, so it is likewise reformed by 

their moderation. 
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TEA-DRINKING, &c. 89° 

TEA=DRINKING. 

THERE is a certain class of people who take every 
opportunity of sneering at their neighbours for indulg- 

ing in the “ folly” of drinking tea, which they tell you 
js poisonous, and for the use of which the Chinese, as 

they say, make a point of laughing at us. I have ge- 
nerally remarked, that those who in this manner con- 
demn the use of tea, are themselves addicted to the 
drinking of intoxicating liquids of some kind or other, 

and that, in most instances, they are not a bit more 
healthful or more innocent than the unhappy tea- 
drinkers whom they affect to pity. In the way that 
tea is usnally made with a large mixture of sugar and 
cream, both which ingredients are highly nutritious, it 

is fully more salutary, and a great deal more refreshing, 
than any other light liquid that could be poured into 
the stomach. With all due deference to Cobbett, milk, 
even entirely divested of its creamy particles, is heavy; 
and though it may be used with advantage as a meal, 
when work is done in the open air, it can never suit 

the appetites of the great mass of the people, who are 
confined by sedentary employments. Milk is the food 
of men in a rude state, or in childhood; but tea or 
well-made coffee is their beverage in a state of civili- 

zation. It would seem that the civilized human being 
must use a large quantity of liquid food. Perhaps 
solid meat is most nutritious; but there are cases in 
which a small degree of nutriment is quite sufficient. 
A lady or a gentleman of sedentary habits, does not 
require to feed like a ploughman, or a gentleman train- 
ing for a pedestrian excursion. They can subsist in a 
healthful state with a small quantity of solid food, but 
they do not do well unless with a large quantity of 
liquids, and these of a light quality. Good beer has 

been recommended as a substitute for tea; but beer is 
at the best a cold, ungenial drink, except to robust 
people who have much exercise. Beer may certainly 
be made almost as light as water itself, but in that 
ease it is filled with gaseous matter or confined air, 

and it cannot be drunk with comfort as a simple re- 
freshment. 

It will al.vays be remembered that there are differ- 
ent kinds of tea, and that some are more salutary than 
others. Green tea ought always to be avoided by 
persons of weak nerves. Black tea is the preferable 
for general use, and, if properly made, will prove 
antispasmodic, and relieve pains or cramps in the 
bowels. In some instances tea does not suit the par- 
ticular state of the stomach, and it should then be 
abandoned, the taste naturally pointing out when it 
should be taken. But no species of prepared fluid 
seems so suitable to tlie palates and the stomachs of 
the people of this country. No kind of drink is so re- 
freshing after a journey or fatigue as tea. It restores 
the drooping spirits, and invigorates the frame for re- 
newed exertion. No other kind of liquid with which 
we are acquainted, has the same remarkable influence 

morally and physically. Fermented or distilled liquors, 
taken under the same circumstances, either induce 
intoxication or sleep. It is preposterous to say that tea 
is poisonous. As there is an astringency in its pro- 

perties, I believe it would be most injurious were we 
to live upon nothing else, or drink it as a tincture.— 

But who does either? As it happens to be prepared 
and used, it answers merely as a refreshing and pleas- 

ing drink, either to the solid bread and butter taken 
along with it, or after a recent dinner of substantial 
viands. How idle it is to say that this harmless beve- 
tage is ruining the constitutions of the people of this 
country! The very reverse can be demonstrated. The 
inhabitants of Great Britain use nearly twenty-seven 
millions of pounds weight of tea annually, which is 
about the rate of one pound nine ounces on an average 
for every individual. From thirty to forty years ago 
they used a great deal less than the half of this quan- 

greatly extended since that period. The English and 
Scotch now use more tea than all the rest of Europe 
put together, and yet they are the healthiest nation on 
the face of the earth. The North Americans are also 
great tea-drinkers, and human life among them is of 
nearly an equal value. Who would for a moment 
compare the thin, wretched wines of France and Ger- 
many, or the sour krout of Russia, to the “ comfortable” 
tea of Great Britain, and who would lose time in cal- 
culating the different effects of these liquids on the 
constitution ? 

Tea has other excellent properties. At this present 
moment it is putting down the pernicious practice of 
dram-drinking, and evidently limiting the extent of 
after-dinner potations. It seems to be impossible that a 
regular drinker of tea can be a lover of ardent spirits; 
and it is generally observed that as a man (or woman 
either) slides into the vice of tippling, he simultane- 
ously withdraws from the tea-table; so true is it that 
the brutalized feelings of the drunkard are incompati- 
ble with the refined sentiments produced by 

“The cup which cheers, but not inebriates.” 

It is hence to be wished that tea, or some other 

equally simple prepared fluid, should be still more 
brought into use. Do not let it be urged as an objec- 
tion that tea is expensive, for even under its excessive 
dearth, compared with its original cost, it is the cheap- 
est beverage in use. With respect to price, it should 
not be placed against water or milk. It comes in 
place of some other indulgence—intoxicating liquors, 
for instance—respecting the price of which we never 
heard any complaints even from the lower walks of 
life. ‘Tea is thus not entirely a superfluity. ‘The cla- 
mours as to its fostering habits of evil and light speak- 
ing, are so antiquated as hardly to deserve notice. 
Formerly, when tea was exclusively a luxury among 
women, the tea-table was perhaps the scene where 
scandal was chiefly discussed. But while I suspect 
that the same amount of scandal would have been 
discussed if there had been no tea-tables whatever, 
I must observe that tea is now partaken of under 
greatly different circumstances. From being the fa- 
vourite indulgence only of women, it is now an ordi- 
nary domestic meal, and there is no more disposition 
to draw forth the failings of our neighbours over tea 

than over roast-beef or punch, at seven o’clock any 
more than at five. In the upper classes of society, 
what with late dinners, routs, and frivolities of every 
description, tea-drinking may be put aside as a vul- 
garism; but as being, in point of fact, a powerful agent 
in humanizing the harsh feelings of our nature, and 
cultivating the domestic affections, I trust it will long 
hold a place in the dietetics of the respectable middle 
and lower classes of Great Britain —Chamlers’ Edin- 
burg Journal. 

ere tere 

CHRISTIAN PHILANTHROPY. 

Ir is stated that the Rev. Dr. Judson an American 
Missionary to Burmah, who has been supported by the 
Baptist Board of Missions in this country, has recently 
presented to the Board the sum of $6,000, to be ex- 

pended in the support of missions to the heathen. This 
sum was obtained by Dr. Judson, from paternal gifts 
and personal presents made to himself and his late wife, 
together with the interest arising from the same. This 
amount added to $4,000 which Dr. J. received on a 

former occasion, from the Burmese government as a 
compensation for services rendered them, and which he 
also presented to the Board, makes a total of $10,000! 
This is is properly denominated by the Observer a truly 
noble donation; and when we consider that it is his all, 
and that in addition to property he has consecrated his 

talents and his life to the same cause, it presents one 
of the finest cases on record, of the truly devoted mis- 

tity, yet the average length of human life has been sionary spirit. 
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An old Bachelor! With what a tone of contempt | serect, I pined over the cheerless solitude of my feel- 
are those words often uttered. As a class of men,| ings. I would not pain you by the knowledge that 
perhaps old bachelors merit the little esteem in which the sight of your happiness constantly reminded me of 
they are held. When entering life, too many, instead | all I had loved and lost. But now, disease and dis- 
of seeking that society and those pleasures which re- | tance have conquered this pride, if pride it was, and 

fine the mind, and create a taste for the pure enjoy-| [no longer shrink from communicating the circum. 
| stances of my early life, which have ever maintained 

their influence over me. Here we shall never meet 
| again; and I would not go down to the grave without 
endeavouring to remove from your mind, that which 

} would remain a blot upon my memory. 

| 
| 

ments of domestic life, engage in a round of dissipa- 
tion; frequent the company of their own sex only, 
and enjoy what they call freedom: which, in fact, is 
little else than slavery of the most degrading kind :— 

slavery to the pleasures of the table, the gambling 
house, and other debasing vices, which gradually de- Though brought up in a city, it was ever my delight 
stroy all relish for purer pleasures, and unfit them, | to escape to the green fields and pure air of the country. 
both by habit and inclination, for becoming to the end | A favourite cousin of mine had married a clergyman, 
of their days, any other, than, at best, useless mem- | settled in a very pleasant village. He was a man 

bers of society. who adorned his profession ; and as I took great plea- 
But it is not always thus. Could we look into the | sure in his suciety, his place of residence became 1 

lives and hearts of many who pass through life in un- | favourite haunt, when 1 could escape from the toils 

blessed singleness, we should ofien find occasion to | and cares of business. 
pity, rather than condemn = An unrequited, an unfor- | In one of these excursic 
tunate, or a misplaced attachment, may sink an aflee- | on Saturday evening, I established myself at my usual 
tionate female into an early grave. Upon man, | lodgings, deferring to visit my cousin till the following 

ond to me it ap 

| 

ms, chancing to arrive late 

similar circumstances produce not the same result;|day. The Sunday morning came 

but sometimes the effects are little less painful and en- | peared to possess more fhun its ordinary beauty ; for 
during. ‘True, he does not die of a broken heart, but | its holy repose, its fresh and balmy air, and the song of 
the fountain of his affections is forever sealed up; and | the joyous birds came in sudden and strong contrast 

although the wor!d sees not what his manly pride care- | with the noise, and bustle, and confined atmosphere of 

fully conceals from eyery eye, still, in the depth and | a crowded city. When it drew toward the hour of 

bitterness of his own ‘soul, he laments that through life | morning service, I strolled to the church-yard, and 
he must remain unloving and unloved. among the silent tombs and grassy graves, loitered 

I had ounce a friend, with whose early history I was | away the time in sad but pleasing meditation. My 

unacquainted. He wes a man of refined taste, highly | feelings were in unison with the day. 
cultivated mind, amiable disposition, and pleasing, both As I obeyed the last summons of the bell, and took 

in person and manners,—one, whom all pronounced my seat in my friend’s pew, I found myself next to a 

tion. She was young, apparently about eighteen— 
Her dress told of the recent loss of a near relative, or 
dear friend—it might be one who was both—for her 
whole appearance indicated that her sable garments 
were not the mere “outward trappings” of unfelt 

At length circumstances called him to a distant part | woe. She was extremely pale, and an air of the 
of the world, and we parted to our mutual regret. | deepest melancholy pervaded ker countenance. But 

When leaving me, he remarked :—* You have often in her pensive loveliness, I thought I had never beheld 

| 

| 

domestic life. Nevertheless, he remained single— 
I frequently rallied him upon it, and sometimes re- 
proached him for his insensibility. He always answer- 

ed pleasantly, but never e xplained the seeming mys- 
lery. 

| 

| 
| 
} 

pre-eminently formed to give and receive happiness i in | lady, whose appearance strongly attracted my atten- 

upbraided me for remaining single. Perhaps, at some | any thing so beautiful. 
future tume, I will give you my reasons, for I know I Her light and glossy hair was parted with perfect 

suffer in your opinion on this account.” I replied | simplicity, over a forehead of the purest white. Long 

jocularly, your apology must be a very good one if I | dark eye-lashes shaded her blue eyes, which seemed 

accept it, for 1 think you should long since have made | to owe their want of briliian« y to sorrow, rather than 

some amiable woman happy. Le merely answered, | to Nature. But their touching expression of sadness 
‘you shall judge.” was infinitely more subduing than the beams of the 

Years passed, and although I heard from him occa- | brightest eye, The cast of her countenance was de- 

sivnally, the promised explanation remained unmade | cidedly intellectual, and her whole air and manner 
when I received intelligence of his death, ¢ a small | possessed that nameless charm, which we involunta- 

packet containing the following history :— rily associate with a refined mind and cultivated un- 

“You have often asked me why I never married ?— | derstanding. 
sometimes have reproached me for leading a useless Whether my previons reflections and the state of 
single life; but more frequently, while you gazed with | my mind had rendered me peculiarly susceptible of 

sparkling eyes on your own beloved wife and little} tender emotions, or whether it was the appearance of 
ones, you have wondered how I conld forego al! “ the | deep but uncomplaining sorrow in one so young that 
dear delights of wedded love.” When I replied to| affected me, I knuw not; but all the tender sympa- 
vour observations with a jest, or turned with seeming | thies of my nature seemed waked within me. I felt 

indifference {rom your representations of domestic hap- | that I could at once take her to my inmost heart. I 
piness, did it never strike you, my friend, that the jest | longed to share her sorrows and soothe her grief. In 
might be uttered to hide a secret pang? that the indif-| the beautiful and solemn services of the church, her 
ference might be assumed to conceal the painful con- | unaffected fervour and devotion, evinced from whence 
sciousness of the tedious loneliness of the life I led? | proceeded that expression of heavenly resignation, 

While in the habit of daily intercourse, I felt un-}| which is derived but from one source. O, how lovely 
willing to lay open to you the recesses of my heart.— | is piety in woman! 
I could not endure that you should know how, in| From this day, 1 became a more frequent guest tham 
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ever at Mr. Wilson's. From him, I learned the history 
of Mary St. Clare. It was a short, but melancholy 
tale. 

Her parents, both natives of a northern city, first 

netat New-Orleans. Mr. St. Clare was allured thither 
by the prospect of making a rapid fortune ; that ac- 

complished, he was to return to the north to enjoy it. 
Her mother had gone out, under the protection of 

an elder brother, in search of health—labouring under 
a pulmonary complaint which threatened to terminate 
in a rapid decline—as the only means of averting the 
threatened danger, change of climate was prescribed. 
It had the desired eflect—her health appeared per- 
fectly restored. 

Mr. St. Clare met her in society, young, beautiful, 
and accomplished ; “ wooed and won her.” ‘The con- 
sent of her parents was easily obtained, for her lover's 

ciaracter Was unexceptionable, his prospects flattering, 

and for their daughter's happiness, they were willing 
to sacrifice her society for a few years; at the expira- 
tion of which, Mr. St. Clare looked forward to return 
kume a man of fortune. Of the many enterprising 
young men of the north who go to the south, with the 
same hopes and views, how very few ever see them 
realized. : 
They were married; and the following summer he 

brought his young wife to visit her friends. Alas! the 
seeds ef consumption had been too surely sown! The 
disease slumbered under the genial influence of a 
warm climate, but had never been eradicated. Before 
they returned to the south, alarming symptoms appear- 
ed. Those who loved her, hoped they would again 
yield to change of climate; but the destroyer had 
seized upon his prey, and would not loose his hold— 
She lingered through the winter, then left her bereav- 
ed husband the father of a little girl scarce three 
months old. 
The succeeding summer proved an unhealthy one. 

The yellow fever, that scourge of some of our southern 
cities, commenced its ravages. Among its first victims 
was Mr. St. Clare. Sorrow and anxiety had predis- 
pesed him to disease, and rendered him less able to re- 
sist its attacks. Upon his death, his affairs fell into 
disorder. ‘The estate was declared insolvent, and at 
the age of six months, Mary St. Clare was a destitute 
orphan. But she was not deserted by Him who is the 
“Father of the fatherless.” A single sister of Mr St. 
Clare, fundly attached to her brother, had gone to him 
upon his wife’s death. Upon his decease, she adopted 
his little orphan, and returned home with her infant 
charge. For eighteen years she faithfully discharged 
towards her the duties of a mother,—cultivating her 
understanding and taste with the most sedulous care, 
and constantly, both by precept and example, recom- 
mending the pure principles of Christianity. It was 
her loss Miss St. Clare now mourned. She had been 
deprived at once of a counsellor, a guide, a kind, ten- 

der, and affectionate friend ; of the being in whom all 
her earthly affections centered. Now, indeed, she felt 
herself an orphan! But she was sustained in her af 
fiction by that religion which is the “soother of our 
keenest surrows.” Hers was that spirit of piety, which, 
though silent and unobtrusive, has its scat in the in- 
most recesses of the heart—pervading every thought, 

word and action—bringing all into subjection to the 
will of Him who is regarded, not as the stern inexora- 
ble Judge, but as the kind and loving Father, “ whose 

judgments are tempered with mercy.” 
But the blow which was borne patiently, was felt 

deeply ; and hoping from change of scene and the so- 
ciety of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, some alleviation of the 
grief which oppressed her, she had come to reside with 

them. Mr. Wilson, who was related to her aunt, and 
to whom his worth was well known, had been ap- 

pointed by her the guardian of her adopted daughter, 
whose youth and inexperience still needed the protec- 

tion and care which Mr. Wilson would willingly be 
stow. 
My intimacy in his family gave me an opportunity 

of enjoying his ward’s society in all the unrestrained 
freedom of social. inter —Gentle, t, intel- 

ligent, her virtues strengthened the impression her 
beauty and interesting appearance had made. My 
visits to the little village of L———— became longer 
and more frequent than before. 

Winter succeeded to summer, but the country had 
lost none of its attractions for me. I loved, and saw 
with hope, the tell-tale blush that appeared at my ap- 
proach. When Spring returned, and Nature had put 
on her “ beautiful garments,” she possessed a thousand 
new charms, for I was an accepted lover. 1 sympa- 
thised in the joy that seemed to animate every living 
thing, fur I also was happy. Mary’s spirits, too, had 
recovered almost their natural buoyancy ; the bloom 
had returned to her cheek, and the lustre to her soft 
blue eye; fur the afiections of a tender heart had 
found once more a resting place. With renewed 
health and spirits, how lovely, how surpassingly lovely 
she was! But in her exquisite beauty, there was a de- 

licacy that sometimes alarmed me. Hr complexion 
was so dazzlingly, so transparently fair; the beautiful 
blue veins were so distinct about her alabaster fore- 
head, and the bloom that gave such a brilliancy to her 
beauty, it could scarcely be called the ruddy glow of 

health. I gazed with a lover's pride upon her charms, 
but I thought of her mother and trembled. I strove to 
banish my fears as groundless. Still, consumption and 

an early grave would cross my mind, and fill me with 
apprehension. 

A warm evening in July, induced us to enjoy, upon 
the porch, the fragranc+ of a honey-suckle which clus- 
tered around it, and the calm beauty of a bright moon 
light. It was the eve of my departure upon a jour- 
ney, which would probably detain me away ‘till near 
the time appointed for our union. In the indulgence 
of the thousand tender feelings which the scene and 

the circumstances were calculated to call forth, the 
lapse of time was unheeded. With my arm encit- 
cling her waist, and her hand resting in mine, houre 
passed, and the night dew fell unperceived. I linger- 
ed ‘till my friend’s warning voice and the chilness of 
the air, reminded me that I was exposing Mary to dan- 
ger. With asad and heavy heart, I bade her adieu. 
Melancholy forebodings filled my imagination, and as 
I folded her in a last embrace, and pressed my Lips to 
her cheek, it was wet with her tears. Does the spirit 
of man ever dive into futurity, and give him warning 

of evil io come? or was the depression we both expe- 
rienced but the natural effect of parting for a longer 
period than usual? or the result of our previous dis- 
course, in which tears to the memory of the unforgot- 
ten dead, had mingled with Mary’s anticipations of 
the happy days which she hoped the future had in re 

serve ? 
I heard frequently from Mary during my absence, 

but fancied her letters were sadder than they were 
wont to be. They became shorter, too, and she seem- 
ed to look anxiously for my return. I used every ex- 
ertion to terminate the business which had called me 
from her, and was on my way home when I received 
a letter from Mr. Wilson, urging me to hasten my re- 
turn, for Mary was seriously indisposed. He would 
have written long before, but she would not allow 
him to alarm me. He now acted without her knowledge, 
considering it would be cruel kindness longer to with- 
hold the intelligence, however painful; for she had 
not been well since my departure. She had taken 
cold; (the remembrance of the last evening I had 
passed with her, smote upon my heart,) an obstinate 
cough was the consequence, accompanied. with pain in 
the side, which had refused to yield to medical treat, 
ment. Her physician considered her in danger of a 
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rapid decline, and as a friend he felt bound to apprise 
me of the melancholy truth. 

I travelled day and night, but before I reached the 
end of my journey, another letter met me. It was 
from Mary herself. She owned she was very ill, and 
reproached herself for not having sooner informed me ; 
but hoping from day to day to be better, had been un- 
willing to give me cause for anxiety. But she could 
no longer deceive herself; all hope was destroyed but 
that of seeing me before she died.—* If this might not 
be, God's will be done !—and perhaps it would be bet- 
ter—for oh! ‘tis hard to part, for the last time, from 
those we love; and to the survivor, how doubly bit- 
ter! But I know you will seek consolation where 
alone it can be found. In my little bible, you will 
find your name written. May its sacred pages afford 
you support in the hour of affliction, and enable you 
to look forward with hope to that meeting, which shall 
be followed by no parting. I do not ask you to che- 
rish my memory, for I believe I shall never be forgot- 
ten: but do not mourn for me too long. There are 

others more worthy than I to fill the place it would 
have been my happiness to occupy. You will not 
think so now, I know; but when Time shall have 
poured his healing balm upon your wounded spirit, 
will you not seek another to supply my place in your 
affections? I would not that you should experience 
through life, that cheerless solitude, the solitude of the 
heart.” 

After a journey which, to my impatience and anx- 
iety, seemed interminable, I arrived at L —. It 
was the early part of October, within two weeks of 
the time which I had fondly hoped was to make me 
happy in the possession of her I loved. 

The noise of my horse’s fect was heard, as I ap- 
proached the house, and Mr. Wilson came out to meet 
me. He eagerly grasped my hand, and hastily utter- 
ed, “thank God, you are come!” Then I am not too 
late—but how is she? He shook his head mournfully, 
and the tears gathered in his eyes; for who could 
know her and not love her? Is there no hope ?— 
“None in man.” The bitter anguish of that moment 
is indescribable, It was beyond endurance. When 
I had recovered myself, I besought him to inform her 
of my arrival, and prepare her to see me. 

He soon returned, “she is prepared and most anx- 
ious to see you: but let me remind you of the neces- 
sity of commanding your feelings: tor although still 
able to sit up during a part of the day, her life hangs 
by a single hair, which the least emotion might snap 
asunder.” He added, “she will set you a bright ex- 
ample. In the duties of my office, I have frequently 
stood by the bed side of the sick and dying. I have 
seen many whose last hours were cheered by the 
consolations of a reasonable, holy and religious hope, 
but such angelic sweetness. such patient submission, 
such heavenly resignation, I never before witnessed.” 

Tears fell from his eyes as he spoke. 
When I entered her chamber, she was reclining in 

an arm-chair, supported by pillows—Changed indeed, 
but oh! how lovely still. As I approached her, she 
rose, feebly, to meet me. Her countenance flushed 
with pleasurable emotion, and every speaking feature 
beamed with affection. With a bursting heart, I fuld- 
ed her wasted form in my arms, and as I pressed my 
lips to her pale forehead, she whispered sofily, “ my 
last earthly wish is gratified.” A smile of heaveniy 
sweetness passed over her beautiful features—her 
“coumenance was as that of an angel;” her eyes 

elosed, her head drooped upon my bosom—she had 
died in my arms! 

Years have passed since that blow fell upon me; 
but I have not outlived its effects. I have ceased to 
mourn, for “I look forward with hope” to that union 
which death cannot dissulve. But the well-spring of 

MR. CURRAN. 

comply with my sweet Mary’s wishes, but in vain. | 
have seen many as young, some perhaps as beautiful 
and as amiable, but the responsive chord has remained 
unstruck. I could not love again. €@heerless and 
dreary indeed is that existence, whose pleasures are 
unshared, and whose sorrows are unsoothed by an af. 
fectionate friend ; and perhaps he but half performs 
the duties of life, who knows not the endearing ties of 

husband and father. But the spreading oak which is 
formed to afford “shelter and shade,” if it is scathed 
and blasted by Heaven's lightning, can no more put 
forth its “leafy honours ;’ but stretches out its bare 

and withered branches, a useless cumberer of the 
ground. 

MR. CURRAN. 

WuatT moments of social happiness are connected 
with my recollections of this extraurdinary man. What 
an unbending of high intellectual power to the level 
of childish comprehension. Nothing was too little, or 
too great, for the occupation of that vast mind. Tho 
affairs of the nation, the prattle of women, or the dress- 

ing of a puppet-show, seemed equally to engage his 
attention, and to call for sallies of wit and good hu- 
mour, that made him the idol of every society. 

Some twenty-five years ago, Dublin possessed a 
circle, unequalled, excepting by that over which Ma- 
demoiselle L’Espinasse presided in Paris—In Dublin, 
Mrs. Le Fann, the sister of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, 
was the presiding priestess of the literary circle; she 
possessed in an uncommon degree the talent of con- 
versation, and of drawing forth the powers of others. 
Her house was the rendezvous of everything delightful; 
her Sunday evening parties produced an assemblage 
of the most brilliant talent. Curran, Grattan, Moore, 
and a long etcetera of clever people, just gave one 4 
sufficient idea of what society ought to be, to spoil all 
one’s future comfort. 

Miss Owenson, now Lady Morgan, used to tax the 
patience of Mr. Curran with long arguments on mute- 
rialism ; to which he appeared to pay the most devoted 
attention; and when afterwards questioned as to the 
impression made on him by her wild reasoning, would 
declare that he had not heard a word that passed. 

Curran’s private misfortunes weighed heavily at his 
heart, and though for some years he struggled against 
the woes he could not avert, he ultimately fell a vic- 
tim to his long suppressed feelings. 

Curran’s most devoted attachment was lavished on 
his eldest daughter, whose death, closed for ever his 
career of happiness. Of his second daughter, the chosen 
love of Emmett, he seemed to think but little. After 
the fatal tragedy of Emmett’s execution, he never saw 
her; and her early death ended the possibility of that 

reconciliation so ardently hoped for by their mutual 
friends. 

Curran’s appearance was a personification of ugli- 
ness; and of this he made a jest. In conversation he 
was almost too powertul. His wit was so vivid, so 
unceasing, that he almost fatigued the imagination by 
the succession of images he continually presented to 

the mind of his hearer. 
Of Bonaparte he spoke in the highest terms ; and in 

allusion to his method of riding he used a term so full 
of meaning, that it appears as though no brain but Ais, 
could have conceived the idea thus conveyed. He 
was questioned by a friend, as to Bonaparte’s appear- 
ance on horseback, and his reply was thus singularly 
worded—* He has emphasis in his heels.” 

—»——. 

I admire wit as I do the wind. When it shakes the 
trees, it is fine; when it cools the wave, it is refresh- 
ing; when it steals over flowers, it is enchanting; but 

my affections is dried up. I have endeavoured to when it whistles through the key-hole it is unpleasant, 
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GoD! 

BY THE RUSSIAN POET DERSCHAWIN. 

0 Tuov, Eternal One! whose presence bright, 
All space doth occupy—all motion guide ; 

Unchang'd thro’ Time’s all devastating flight, 
Thou only God !—there is no God beside. 

Being above all beings! Mighty One! 
Whom none can comprehend, and none explore ; 

Who fill’st existence with Thyself alone; 
Embracing all—supporting—ruling o’er— 
Being whom we call God—and know no more! 

In its sublime research, Philosophy 
May measure out the ocean deep—may count 

The sands, or the sun’s rays—but, God! for Thee 
There is no weight nor measure ; none can mount 

Up to Thy mysteries. Reason’s brightest spark, 
Though kindled by Thy light, in vain would try 

To trace Thy counsels, infinite and dark : 
And thought is lost, ere thought can soar so high, 
Even like past moments in eternity! 

Thou from primeval nothingness didst call 
First, chaos, then existence—Lord on Thee 

Eternity had its foundation : all 
Sprung forth from Thee :—of light, joy, harmony, 

Sole origin—all life, all beauty, Thine. 
Thy word created all, and doth create: 

Thy splendour fills all space with rays divine. 
Thou art and wert, and shall be, glorious! great! 
Life-giving, life-sustaining potentate! 

Thy chains the unmeasur'd universe surround ; 
Upheld by Thee, by Thee inspir’d with breath! 

Thou the beginning with the end hast bound, 
And beautifully mingled life and death! 

As sparks mount upwards from the fiery blaze, 
So suns are born, so worlds spring forth from Thee; 

And as the spangles in the sunny rays 
Shine round the silver snow, the pageantry 
Of Heaven’s bright army glitters in thy praise. 

A million torches lighted by Thy hand 
Wander unwearied through the blue abyss; 

They own thy power, accomplish thy command, 
All gay with life, all eloquent with bliss, 

What shall we call them? Piles of crystal light? 
A glorious company of golden streams? 

Lamps of celestial ether burning bright? 
Suns lighting systems with their joyous beams? 

But Thou to these art as the noon to night. 

Yes! as a drop of water in the sea, 
All this magnificence in Thee is lost :-— 

What are ten thousand worlds compared to Thee? 
And what am I then? Heaven’s unnumber'd host, 

Though multiplied by myriads, and arrayed 
In ali the glory of sublimest thought, 

Is but an atom in the balance weighed 
Against Thy greatness—is a cypher brought 
Against Infinity! What am I, then?—Naught 

Naught!—but the effluence of thy light divine, 

Pervading worlds, hath reach’d my bosom too; 
Yes! in my spirit doth Thy Spirit shine, 

As shines the sunbeam in a drop of dew. 
Naught! but I live, and on hope’s pinions fly 

Eager towards Thy presence: for in Thee 
I live, and breathe, and dwell; aspiring high 

Even to the throne of thy divinity. 
Zam, O Gop! and surely Tou must BE! 

Thou art! directing, guiding all, Thou art! 

Control my spirit, guide my wand’ring heart ; 
‘Though but an atom midst immensity, 

Still I am something, fashioned by thy hand! 
I hold a middle rank ’twixt heaven and earth, 

On the last verge of mortal being stand, 

Close to the realms where angels have their birth, 
Just on the boundaries of the spirit land! 

The chain of being is complete in me; 
In me is matter’s last gradation lost, 

And the next step is spirit—Deity! 
I can command the lightning, and am dust! 

A monarch, and a slave; a worm, a God! 
Whence came I here, and how? so marvellously 

Constructed and conceiv’d? unknown? This clod 
Lives surely through some higher energy, 
For from himself alone it could not be. 

Creator! yes! Thy wisdom and Thy word 
Created me! ‘Thou source of life and good! 

Thou spirit of my spirit, and my Lord! 
Thy light, Thy love, in their bright plenitude 

Fill’d me with an immortal soul, to spring 
Over the abyss of death, and bade it wear 

The garments of eternal day, and wing 
Its heavenly flight beyond this little sphere, 
Even to its source—to Thee—its Author there. 

O thought ineffable! O visions blest! 
Though worthless our conceptions all of Thee, 

Yet shall Thy shadowed image fill our breast, 
And waft its homage to Thy Deity. 

God! thus alone my lowly thoughts can sear; 
Thus seek Thy presence—Being wise and good! 

Midst Thy vast works, admire, obey, adore; 
And when the tongue is eloquent no more, 

The soul shall speak in tears of gratitude. 

——————— 

THE PILGRIMS FAREWELL. 

For we have no continuing city, but we seek one to come. Heb. xiii. 14 

FAREWELL, poor world, I must be gone: 
Thou art no home, no rest for me; 

I'll take my staff and travel on, 
*Till I a better world may see. 

Why art thou loth, my heart? Oh why 
Do’st thus recoil within my breast? 

Grieve not, but say farewell, and fly 
Unto the ark, my dove! there’s rest. 

I come, my Lord, a pilgrim’s pace; 
Weary, and weak, I slowly move; 

Longing, but yet can’t reach the place, 
The gladsome place of rest above. 

I come, my Lord, the floods here rise; 
These troubled seas foam naught but mire; 

My dove back to my bosom flies— 
Farewell, poor world, Heav'n ’s my desire. 

“Stay, stay,” said Earth; “ whither, fond one? 
Hiere’s a fair world, what would’st thou havef* 

“Fair world? Oh! no, thy beauty’s gone, 
An heav’nly Canaan, Lord, I crave. 

.“ Thus ancient travellers, thus they 
Weary of earth, sigh’d after thee; 

They're gone before, I may not stay, 
*Till I both Thee and them may see. 

« Put on, my soul, pnt on with speed; 
Though the way be long, the end is sweet. 

Once more, poor world, farewell indeed; 
Direct my understanding then to Thee; In leaving thee, my Lord I meet.” 
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Harry Dunstan was the younger son of a younger 
son; a colonel in the army, who thought a man pro- 
vided handsomely for his offspring when he bought a 

But Captain Dunstan was commission in the guards. 
in habits, not of the same opinion; 

thouchtles#'and extravagant in his ideas, the gaming 
table, the turf, and the dice-box supplied him with 
temporary resources; his futher, after having paid his 
debts half a dozen times, refused to do any thing more 
for him, and svon after died, leaving him, according to 
the technical expre ssion, “ without a farthing in the 
world,” i. e. with about three hundred a year. Dun- 
stan was advis ed to marry an heiress, which he was 
perfectly willing to do; after one or two disappoint- 

ments in England, he received an invitation from a 
General Campbell, who had been a friend of his fa- 
ther’s, to spend the shooting season at Cumlin Dhu, a 
beautiful remantic place in the Highlands. hither 

Harry Dunstan proceeded, and was warmly welcomed 
on account of his great merit, in having possessed so 
amiable a father. Amongst the inmates of the gene- 

ral’s hospitable house, was a nephew of his, Archie 
Campbell, a gay, warm-hearted young Scotchman, 

blunt in his manaer, but with acute feelings, kind to 

a fault, the idol of his circle, and the admiration even 
of the calculating and heartless Dunstan himself. A 
sort of friendship, or more properly companionship, 
was established between the two young men; and in 

spite of the contrast between them, they became in- 
separable. Archie Campbell, who had scarcely ever 
been from the wilds in which he lived, was struck 
with the natural and acquired elegance of the English 
officer, for Harry Dunstan had no dandyism about 

him; gentle without effeminacy, graceful without 
affectation, he won easily on the unsuspecting ; and a 
sort of tact, which was taught him, partly by his de- 
pendent situation, partly by an innate thirst of vanity, 
which led him to wish for universal praise, gave him 
that enviable power of adapting himself to different 
dispositions, 2nd chameleon-like variety in the choice 
of the modes of making an impression, which would 
have baffled a keener sighted man than his simple 
happy friend. From the old general, who found an 
apparently eager companion in his favourite sports, to 

the piper, whose account of St. Fillan’s meeting and 
its prize pipes, was so kindly listened to, all loved 

expensive his 

Dunstan. 
And one more loved him; one, who should rather 

have allowed her young heart to wither in her bosom, 
for Archie Campbell had wooed her, and Archie's 
bride she was to be. It was a settled thing; and many 
of her privileged friends already laughingly addressed 
her by the title of Mrs. Campbell of Cumlin-Dhu— 

and Mrs. Campbell she might have been but for Harry 
Dunstan. Archie himself introdueed his friend to his 
betrothed; it was he who expressed a wish that they | 
should like one another; it was he who requested 1? u 

Harry to take care of Minny and her Highland pony, } 
while he himself went to see a sick old man, or give 
directions about the gencral’s farm; it was he who in- 
formed Dunstan that the only delay to the match was 
the return of Minny’s une le who was to give her 2 
fortune hardly earned in India, and had wished to see 
his beloved child by adoption united to the man of 
her choice; the father was only a poor clergyman, 
and his brother's return was daily expected. Dunstan 
heard, and pondered, and while he sat on the sunny 
bank with the blue sky reflected in the uplifted eyes 
of his innocent companion, dark and treacherous! 

KEN VOW; 
NORTON. 

thoughts coursed one another through his mind; while 
he wove harebells for Margaret Dure’s fair locks, and 
she smiled on him in confiding friendship, he was 

meditating how to cover the innocent victim with 
chains whose links should be concealed among flowers 

till they were bound round her heart! It were vain 

and useless to recount Harry Dunstan's acts; he was 

thirty, she seventeen ; he was a man of the world, she 
had never been beyond her native village. She ad. 
mired him, she liked to have him with her, she looked 

forward to happy days at Cumlin-Dhu, with her hus. 
band Archie, and her new friend; then she wished 
that Archie was like Dunstan, in some things, till~ 

till Harry Dunstan seemed to her the most perfect of 

human beings. And think not that this was mere 
fickleness or admiration of outward show. Dunstan had 
laid his plot deeply; he contrived by a thousand stra- 
tagems to weaken the bonds of affection between the 
two lovers; and while he appeared to be earnestly 
wishing to reconcile their quarrels, and to laugh a 
their childish differences as he called them, he in- 
wardly exulted as the barbed dart sunk deeper and 
deeper into the bosoms of those who unwittingly che- 
rished a serpent. 

Archie Campbell was in the daily habit of riding 
to the manse, and taking what he laughingly termed 
his “ orders for the day,” from the gentle lips of his 
betrothed. Ife rode out one morning while the gray 
mists still clung to the tops of the hills, as if loth to 

leave them to the glory of the uprisen sun. The 
freshness and brightness of nature gave warmth to his 
heart and vigour to his limbs, and a kindly and re- 
morseful spirit stole over him as he reflected on sume 
hasty and jealous words he had spoken to Minny the 
day previous. “ What a weak thing is a man’s soul?” 
thought he; “I struggle with doubts and fears which 
at one time wring my heart, while at another they 
seem as easily dispersed as the shadows and mists 
from the brow of yonder mountain. At this hour of 
quiet glory—in the dewy silence of this delicious 
morning—how feverish, how foolish, seem the feel- 

ings of yesterday. My poor Minny, what could make 
me doubt you now ?” 

What, indeed!—As he approached the manse it 
appeared te him that there was an unusual stir—an 
unusual number of people assembled on the little lawn 
from which Minny used to watch his coming: his 
heart beat, his breath came quick, the old man must 
be ill, or the housekeeper had died suddenly, or the 

Indian uncle had arrived, or—any thing but Minny! 
Mr. Dure was standing on the lawn; his white head 
uncovered, and his eyes wandering irresolutely from 
one to another of the grieved and perplexed counte- 

nances of his little honsehold. When he perceived 
| Archie he staggered forward, and with a nervous 
} langh, which contrasted thrillingly with the wild anx- 
| iety of his eye as he pressed young Campbcil’s hand, 

nddie, and isn’t this a wild trick 
| you've playe od us, so sober and discreet as you seemed ; 
| we el, weel—and where?” The old man’s tone sud- 
denly altered; the haggard smile vanished from his 

face, and as he leaned heavily on Archie’s arm, he 
| whispered in a hoarse voice—* Don't say it, don’t say 
} it, don’t tell me you don’t know where she is, or may 
be ye'll see me die at your feet.” Archie collected 
from the weeping domestics enough and more than 

enough to satisfy him. The snowy coverlet of Minny’s 
bed remained undisturbed by the pressure of a human 
form. She had not slept at the manse that night; she 

+ exclaimed—* Weel, Is 
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yould never more rest her head in peace and inno- 
eence beneath its roof again! 
He came back to Cumlin-Dhu, and asked for Dun- 

stan—he had departed suddenly on plea of urgent 
business in England. Archie Campbell gazed in his 

informant’s face with a vacant stare, and then bowed 

bis head on his hands; he did not weep or groan, or 

even sigh—a slight shudder only passed over his 

fame. I anxiously watched him the few succeeding 

days we were together, he was just the same as usual; 

he talked and laughed, and though the laugh was less 
cheerful, it was wonderful how well he conquered 
his sorrow—only when he sometimes stole a look at 
Dunstan's unfilled place, a wild and fearful expression 
lighted his countenance, his lips moved and his breath 
came thick and short. For a little while 1 thought he 

would either get over it, or that he retained some hope 

that Minny herself would repent before it was too late, 
and return; he rode out at the accustomed hour to the 
manse, Where the lonely old father was mourning in 
silent and submissive sorrow. 

I accidentally encountered him one evening; he 
was sitting on the favourite bank—the deep crimson 

sun lit the heath and hare-bell, the wide blue lake lay 
stretched beneath, and the perfumed air echoed the 

confused murmur of distant sounds and the hum of 
insects; he looked at the empty seat by him, “ Minny, 
sweet Minny!” said he, in a low gentle voice, then 
suddenly rising, with startling energy he stretched his 
arms and bent forward with a straining effort to the 
distant mountains: “ Margaret! Margaret Dure!” and 
the hills returned in the same tone of unspeakable 
anguish “ Margaret Dure!” I feared he would fall 
and be dashed to pieces on the shingles below, yet I 
dared not speak, hardly breathe ; he slowly drew him- 
elf back and sank down—that night he heard of 
Minny’s marriage with Dunstan; that night he swore 

tome to leave Britain and travel for a while till his 

health should improve. He went abroad, and afier a 
few months Mr. Dure received a letter from him, the 
band-writing was feeble and the style incoherent; it 
expressed a wish that, as he was dying in a foreign 
land without any probability of being able to return, 
Mr. Dure should have a small marble slab erected 
tnder the old cypress tree, with his name and age, 
and the year he died in. ‘This was accordingly done. 
In little more than a year after her marriage, Margaret 
Dunstan was attacked by a complaint whick had often 
threatened her—that canker-worm of the young and 
lovely, consumption. Dunstan, disappointed in his 
hopes of money by his grieved and angry uncle, had 
latterly treated her coldly if not harshly; yet it was 
impossible to see anything so young and so beautiful 
dying without some feclings of pity; after a vain 
course of remedies had been gone through, he acceded 

‘o her sorrowful prayer, that he would take her back 
die at Cumlin-Dhu, where her old father still lived. 

They arrived late in the evening, and, worn and ex- 
hausted, Margaret felt that she could not go to the 
manse that night; she had not heard of Archie's death 
in the stranger land and of his last request; and she 
ttle into the churchyard where she was so soon to 
rest, and sat down in the still twilight, leaning her 

weary head against a tombstone. She had not sat 
tere many minutes before she heard the little gate 
open, and presently afterwards her own name was 
uttered in a low voice. “Here I am, Dunstan,” said 
she rising; the speaker darted forward and then stood 
tansfixed to the spot—*“ Margaret Dure !’’—she utter- 

eda piercing shriek. “ Minny,” said the young man 
wildly, “do not fear me, it is only Archie Campbell ; 
are you living, and is it only the moonlight that makes 
you so pale?”’—*« Oh, Archie do not speak in that tone; 
We are both altered, and I am dying now, but I de- 
served it, and I am contented to leave this world, and 
*hea I am buried in this lone place you will think 

of me sometimes, and forgive me.”—“ Minny, I hope 
you will live many long years, and I will see you 
sometimes at night, for'I must be dead to all but you. 
Tell me, is he, is Dunstan kind to you?”—* Can the 
treacherous in friendship be faithful in love ?—no, 
Archie, the red gold tempted him, not Minny’s face ; 
he has chid me for smiling, and reproached me for 
leaving you, and said it was for a more splendid life I 
went with him; and—and that if I changed once I 
might change again ; and he has chid me for weeping 
when I thought of my father and of you, Archie, and 
of the sweet banks of Cumlin-Dhu.”—* And did you 
think of me, my sweet Minny? Did you think of me 
still amid all the temptations and pleasures of Eng- 

land ?’”—* Archie, afier the dream that he loved me 
melted away, love went out of my heart; but night 
and day, through the melancholy spring and the long 
weary summer, I wept for you—for your kind words 
and faithful promises; for the long happy days we 
spent together; and I felt that it was just that I who 

forsook should be forsaken.” Archie Campbell rushed 
forward, and taking the unfortugate girl in his arms 
he strained her convulsively te his bosom. “ What 
have I done?” said Margareé, as she disengaged her- 
self; “oh, Archie, pity me and let me go home ;” and 
the word brought a frest torrent of bitter tears tg her 
already dim and swoln eyes. “Fear nothing,” said 
he, as his arm sunk by his side; “I am no traitor— 

God Almighty and Alimerciful bless and protect you ; 

go, and, Minny, tell no one you have seen me:” he 
loosed her hand and walked quickly away, and his 
bewildered companion returned to her husband. After 
a most distressing scene between Minny and her poor 

father, it was agreed that they should live at the manse 
till something else should bé settled, or till Minny 
should get better; though Mr. Dure felt he never 
could like Dunstan, yet his first fears had not been 
realised, his daughter was married ; and though it was 
a grievous thing to think on poor Archie, his old fa- 
vourite, yet he was a man prone to forgive, and he 

left vengeance to Him who hath said “ Vengeance is 
mine.” The minister gently told his daughter the fate 
of her betrothed and deserted lover; she listened in- 

tently, and remembering the scene of the night before, 
she said earnestly, * Are you sure? oh, [ cannot belli 
he is dead.” She shuddered as she said thisj Mer 
father calmly drawing her arm within his, walked 

through his little garden and entered the churchyard 
at the end of it. “There,” said he mournfully, « is 

the stone I raised to him.” Minny looked, though her 
head swam. 

This stone 
is erected to the memory 

of 
ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL, 
who departed this life, 

aged 24, 
May 6th, 1825. 

It was the stone on which she had been leaning the 
night befure ; she gave a wild scream and fainted ; her 

body, weakened as it was, was terribly shaken by this 
adventure, and though she still hoped some wild 
chance might have preserved Archic, and that it was 
indeed he that stood by her and spoke to her that 
evening, yet the awful words, “I will see you al NIGHT, 
for I must be dead to all but you,” rung in her ear, and 

his hand, she remembered, was very cold. A sick 
thrill passed over her as she remembered this, and 
she at length became persuaded she had seen the 
spirit of her lover. Meanwhile she grew weaker and 
weaker every day. One evening she expressed a wish 
to visit once more the moss bank which overhung the 
lake. Dunstan had gone out shooting, and it was on his 
way home. The old servant at the Manse supported 
her, for she was now too feeble to walk without assist- 
ance ; she sat down in the accustomed spot, dark over- 
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hanging mountains behind her, and the quiet blue lake 
before her; towards sun-set she saw Dunstan coming 
over the hill, he waved his handkerchief to her and 
she answered the signal; he leaped down the tufted 
side of the hill till he came to the most dangerous 
part, where, it rose almost perpendicularly from the 
Jake. 
“Come slowly, Dunstan, pray,” said the alarmed 

wife; Harry Dunstan laughed at her fears: he made 
one step more and was arrested in his progress. A 
wild, gaunt form sprung upon him like an angry wolf, 
and endeavoured to hurl him down the precipice ; 
Dunstan struggled as those struggle, and those only, 
who have death present to their eyes, but in vain; 
nearer and nearer he was dragged to the edge, till 
there was nothing between him and the lake below 
but a space of about four feet, by a sudden effort he 
flung himself on his back, and fired his loaded gun, 

his opponent bounded a few steps backward, the 
leaves over which he rolled rustled in the descent— 
a sick faint scream from Margaret, and all was silent. 
Minny Dunstan walked feebly forward, her husband 
descended the hill, every fibre quivering with the 

struggle he had made; they met beside the body of 

the wounded man. Margtret bent over him, he open- 
ed his eyes, gave a dim dreary glance round him, took 
Dunstan’s hand, and raising his eyes to heaven mur- 
mured some indistinct words; te then turned them 
once more to Minny, a film came over those orbs, and 
he lay a corse before them—the corse of Archie Camp- 
bell!, Worn and emaciated by suffering, and looking 

like a man who had past many more years of sorrows, 
the noble-hearted youth lay cold and stiff before his 
treacherous friend.—And it seemed to Dunstan after- 
wards, that his marriage, the death of Archie, the more 
lingering illness of Minny, and the sorrow and misery 
he had brought on all, were but as a warning dream. 

em ee eee 

SUMMARY JUSTICE. 

A VENETIAN STORY. 

A German Prince who had been making the grand 
ur, as it is called, rested a few days at Venice, in 
rao make himself acquainted not only with the 

theory, but also with the practice, of the Venetian re- 
public. Happening to walk through the streets of the 
city, if they may be so called, he saw a splendidly 
embroidered piece of silk ig one of the shop windows. 
He stopped at the shop door, and ordered one of his 
retinue to purchase and carry it to his hotel. When 
he arrived there he found that it had been stolen from 
his servant. Upon hearing this he expressed his sur- 
prise that, under so active and vigilant a government 
as that of Venice, such a theft should have been com- 
mitted in open day. He had not returned to his apart- 
ments above an hour, when he was waited on by an 
officer of the state, citing him to appear before a tri- 
bunal which was then sitting. Hesitating a little, the 
officer assumed a more determined air, and informed 
him that if he refused to attend it would be at his 
peril. He therefore obeyed the summons, was taken 
to a public office, and introduced into a room hung 
with black: in the centre was a dark, elevated table, 
at which sat three judges in sable attire. He was 
questioned by the first in an awful voice, as to who 

he was, his name, his condition, and his motive for 
visiting Venice. These inquiries were issued with a 
terrifying solemnity. Though a prince, and possessing 
supreme authority in his own dominions, he answered 
with timidity and fear. When no more questions 

were proposed to him on that head, he was sternly 
asked by another member of the same tribunal, whe- 
ther he had uttered any reflections upon the Venetian 
government since his arrival in the city. He answer- 
ed in the negative; and then the third, in a most ter- 

SUMMARY JUSTICE, &c. 

ts 

rific tone, bade him recollect himself, and repeated the 
same question. In his consternation, excited by the 
appalling solemnity of the tribunal before which be 
stood, he again answered in the negative. The fing 

judge then asked him if he had not purchased sons. 
thing in the morning, and if it had not been stole 
from his servant as he returned to his lodgings. |, 
his agitation and confusion he had almost forgotten the 
splendid brocade which he had purchased and lost ip 
his walk; when it was recalled to his recollection, 
however, he admitted the fact. He was then asked 

he had not, in consequence of his loss, ventured j 
pass some censure on the government. In the mids 
of his terrors he declared he had only expressed hig 

surprise that such a crime could have been committed 
in open day, under so active and vigilant a goven. 

ment as that of Venice. Folding doors were the 
ordered to be thrown open, discovering a large chan. 
ber, as glaring with light as the other had been» 

lemnly dim, in which was a gibbet and a man han: 

ing upon it, with the identical piece of silk under bs 
arm. One of the judges then addressed the prince, 
and told him, without the least allusion to his rank, 

that as a stranger he was excused; observing to him, 
however, at the same time, that by the summary ju 
tice with which the offence had been visited, he ought 
to be more cautious before he ventured to throw rm 
flections on a government. whose vigilance was ever 

in operation, and whose judgments were quick, deci. 
sive, and exemplary. The judge then, in a milde 
tone, assured him that he was welcome to remain ia 
the city as long as his convenience might require. 
The prince, however, as soon as he was dismissed 
from this temple of justice, assembled his retinue, and 
immediately quitted Venice.* 

ay RT 

BOUNDLESSNESS OF THE CREATION‘. 

Axout the time of the invention of the telescope, 
another instrument was formed, which laid open 
scene no less wonderful, and rewarded the inquisitive 
spirit of man. This was the microscope. The one 
led me to see a system in every star; the other leads 
me to see a world in every atom. The one taught me 
that this mighty globe, with the whole burden of it 
people aad its countries, is but a grain of sand on the 

high field of immensity; the other teaches me that 
every grain of sand may harbour within it the tribes 
and the families of a busy population. The one wld 
me of the insignificance of the world I tread upon; the 
other redeems it from all its insignificance; for it tells 
me, that in the leaves of every forest, and in the flow- 
ers of every garden, and in the waters of every rivulet 
there are worlds teetaing with life, and numberless 

are the glories of the firmament. The one has sug- 
gested to me, that beyond and above all that is visible 
to man, there may be fields of creation which sweep 
immeasurably along, and carry the impress of the Al- 
mighty’s hand to the remotest scenes of the universe; 
the other suggests to me, that within and beneath all 
that minuteness which the aided eye of man has beet 
able to explore, there may be a region of invisibles; 
and that could we draw aside the mysterious curtai2 
which shrouds it from our senses, we might see # 
theatre of as many wonders as astronomy has unfolded, 
a universe within the eompass of a point so small as 

elude all the powers of the microscope, but where the 
wonder-working God finds room for the exercise of all 
his attributes, where he can raise another mechanis@ 
of worlds, and fill and animate them all with the ev 
dence of his glory. 

* This narrative was related to the writer by Mr 
Roma, a Venetian artist. 
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THE FORGED WILL. 

My pear Witton—yYou have considered it worth 
your while to remind me of a promise which I made 
you some time ago, to furnish you with a narrative of 
my life. I shall allude but slightly to the events 
which preceded my departure for India, as well as to 
those which occurred during my residence in the East, 
and hasten forward to that subsequent period which 
I have ever since been accustomed to regard as the 
most interesting of my existence. In order to the 
right understanding of the narrative, it will be first 
necessary to state, in a few words, the circumstances 
and condition of my family. The loss of both my pa- 
rents, in infancy, occasioned my removal to the seat 
of George Bromley, Esq., my paternal uncle, one of the 
jovial bachelors who relish both their bottle and their 
friend, but who would much rather choose to sacrifice 
the latter, than to forswear allegiance to the “ merry 
god.” My hours at Bromley-hall, were employed to 
no very advantageous purpose, and I fancied that my 
situation furnished me with an adequate plea to claim 
all exemption from study and useful pursuits. Though 
my uncle possessed several nephews besides myself, I 
was regarded, universally, as heir presumptive of 
Bromley-hall ; and my constitutional idleness being in- 
creased by this consideration no less than by my 
uncle’s inattention, I took little pains to supply the 
fearful vacuum which existed in my mind. 

I was naturally of a headstrong and ungovernable 
disposition. When a scheme had once found footing 
in my obstinate brain, however repugnant it might 
have been to sound reason, neither the advice of 
neighbours nor the remonstrances of my uncle availed 
to deter me from moving heaven and earth to carry 
it into execution. In 1790, (I was then in my 
eighteenth year,) it struck me forcibly, that my uncle 
had nefer certainly informed me whether or not he 
designed for me the mansion and estate of Bromley; 
and that, in case of his death, and leaving the property 
to another, my situation, all circumstances considered, 
would be none of the most comfortable. Destitute of 
education, unsupplied with the means of procuring 
even a livelihood capable of keeping body and soul 
together, and possessed of few or no genuine friends, I 
contemplated such a contingency with gloomy forebo- 
dings. Actuated by them, I conceived a resolution, 
(and my resolutions, when once taken, were, unfor- 
tunately for myself, never departed from,) to embark, 
in some capacity or other, for the Eastern world. The 
ideas of India and wealth are intimately associated in 
the imaginations of youth, and experience is alone able 
to convince us that they are not necessarily conjoined. 
My worthy uncle used all the means in his power to 
dissuade me from taking this chimerical step, and even 
offered to draw up his will in favour of his disobedient 
nephew. The latter, however, my dear Wilton, had 
said his say, and accordingly, my uncle was obliged to 
purchase me a cadetship in the Honourable East India 
Company’s service. 

You are already aware of the untoward circumstances 
which obstructed my progress in the East; it is un- 
Necessary to recapitulate them. Suffice it to say, that 
afier a residence of five years in Hindostan, I employed 

almost the whole funds of which I was master to en- 
able me to sell out ; and, on the 23d of March, 1796, I 
found myself on board the Trident, homeward bound, 
with a light purse and a heavy heart. I had been 
£onstantly accustomed to hear from my uncle as op- 
portunities offered, but for six months prior to my quit- 
ting Bombay these communications had entirely ceased. 
Unable otherwise to comprehend the cause of his 
silence, I allowed myself to anticipate the worst, and 
my apprehensions were confirmed by the announce- 

rE 

ment of his death, which appeared in the Brighton 
Gazette, and which I found at St. Helena, where we 
touched in our passage home. It was true that my 
uncle had not precisely declared his intention to leave 
me his heir, after my refusal to remain in England, 
yet, somehow or other, I had not scrupled to indulge 
the hope of being one day the proprietor of Bromley. 
Subsequently to our leaving St. Helena, visions of hap- 
piness floated on my young fancy, and Christianity 
had not yet taught me that a tear was due to the me- 
mory of the dead, previous to suffering considerations 
of personal interest to intrude themselves on more 
solemn thoughts. Many were the plans which I con- 
certed, many the innovations which I proposed to effect 
in the general appearance of the Hall. I would open 
a window on the south side, where a view could be 
obtained of the Thames; I would cut away the trees 
in front, and alter the avenue from a direct to a ser- 
pentine form ; I would pull down the old houses which 
deformed the entrance into the deer-park, and plant a 
shrubbery on the east, to screen me from the gaze of 
the dirty rabble; and, though last, not least, I would 
take unto myself a wife, and spend the remainder of 
my days in the joys of matrimony! Never, in short, 
my dear Wilton, did my hopes beat higher; never did 
they appear more likely to be realised, and never did 
adversity seem more distant from my path, than at the 
very moment when I was, in good earnest, pennyless, 
friendless. On the 4th of June we were spoken with 
by the Eagle, outward bound. A cargo of newspa- 
pers was transferred on board the Trident, and I acci- 
dentally took up “The Morning Chronicle,” which 
fell first from the budget. “I would not advise you, 
Bromley,” said a young mate, with whom I had be- 
come acquainted in thecourse of our voyage ; “I would 
not advise you to try ‘ The Morning Chronicle.’ I have 
heard it said, seriously, that all bad news is first con- 
veyed through a whig medium.” 

“ Fudge, fudge, my dear fellow,” answered I; “I'll 
lay you a thousand sovereigns to a button, that the 
first paragraph on the last page will contain good news 
for some one.” As I spoke I mechanically turned 
round the sheet, and you may well imagine my dismay 
and astonishment, on reading the following words:— 

“GENERAL ELEcTION.—We understand that Charles 
Mitford Bromley, Esq. of Bromley-hall, is the ministe- 
rial nominee for the representation of the borough of 
Blechingly.” Had a thunderbolt burst at my feet that 
moment, it could not more completely have astounded 
and staggered me. “My cousin Mitford, the eldest 
son of my uncle’s sister, was then in possession of the 
Hall ; my uncle had forgotten me; the cup of antici- 

pated pleasures had been dashed from my lips, and 
I stood, as it were, alone in the world, a wretched, 
solitary, and iselated thing.” 

The vehemence of my passions completely overcame 
me, and allowing myself to reflect upon nothing, save 
on the certainty of my misery, I verily believe that, 
had we been spoken to on that day by an ontward 
bound vessel, I should, without doubt, have returned 
to Bombay. Luckily, however, as it has since turned 
out, we did not meet with a single sail for the course 
of a week, and by that time reason and sober reflection 
had come to my aid, and determined me to persevere 
in steering for Britain. From the 4th of June to the 
period of our landing at Portsmouth, (September 2nd,) 
my whole faculties were absorbed in a sort of stupid 
apathy. I have said already that a liberal education 
I had none. Nature might, indeed, have fitted me 
for standing sentinel in an Indian jungle, and I dare 
say I possessed physical strength sufficient to cleave 
an enemy to his brisket, and perhaps steadiness of eye 
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sufficient to pass a bullet through an object at some 
distance ; but I could never hope to rise far in my 
profession, destitute of those mental attainments which 
are alike necessary to eminence in civil and military 
employments. At one time, in the course of my rumi- 
nations, I conceived some idea of qualifying for the 
church, at another for the bar; but these schemes and 

imaginings were presently dismissed, and replaced 
by others equally Utdpian. 
We landed at Portsmouth, as I have already stated, 

on the 2nd September, 1796. My packages, heaven 
knows, were not large. All my funds had been con- 
sumed in procuring my discharge, and I was, conse- 
quently, unable to provide myself with any of those 
luxuries and rarities of the Eastern world which I 
might have disposed of to advantage in my native 
country. Forty or fifty sovereigns were all I had left 
in the world. The lightness of my pockets had pre- 
vious to the news of my misfortune, made little im- 
pression on a heart naturally volatile ; for, setting my- 
self down as already in possession of my uncle’s estate, 
I conceived that no expense could be contracted which 
the rental of Bromley was not more than suflicient to 
cover. 

I left Portsmouth on the day following that on which 
we landed, and proceeded to London, with nota single 
plan digested for the ways and means of my future 
subsistence. Seated on the top of a stage-coach, (the 
top, my dear friend, for economy began to intrude its ill- 
natured warnings into all my projects,) 1 half formed 
a resolution to cast myself on my cousin’s generosity, 
and to solicit from a relative that pittance, which, it 
seemed more than probable, I should otherwise be 
compelled to beg at the hands of strangers. But the 
thought was crushed almost in the very moment of its 
formation. I had a soul of pride, Wilton, a soul that 
constitutionally spurned at the idea of dependence; and, 
though the feeling be a good one when properly con- 
trolled, it has often operated to my material prejudice. 
I believe, however, that I become to prolix. Well, 
to cut this part of my story short, it will be sufficient 
to observe, that, on my arrival in London, I perused, 
by the merest accident, a newspaper notice, advertising 
for a young man who could officiate as one of the un- 
der clerks at the Stamp Office. That very evening I 
answered it, and in less than a week, poor M‘Laren 
Bromley commenced his unwonted labours, surrounded 
by mountains of receipts, folios, ledgers, &c. &c.!— 
My mind became insensibly more calm; the vehe- 
mence of despair had given place, in same measure, 
to the stillness of resignation, and after various strug- 
gles with my pride, I at length found myself on the 
road to act as herald of my own return to Charles 
Mitford Bromley, Esq. of Bromley-hall. I had already 
been in London, in my new situation, about a month, 
and had made sundry inquiries into the character of 
my relative. 1 found that he had fallen into dissipa- 
ted habits, and was regarded by the country gentle- 
men, (or rather by those of them who acted up tothe 
addage, “a short life and a merry one,”) as the leading 
etter at a horse-race, and the deepest drinker at a 

tavern dinner. Though such a description could not 
be said to promise fair, I was still urged by an unac- 
countable curiosity, to visit Bromley. 
My ruminations, you may suppose, were not of the 

most pleasing kind, when, after a walk of five miles 
and a half, I entered the long and straight avenue 
which conducts through a forest of beeches to the 
principal gateway of the hall. As I advanced silently 
along, a thousand associations crowded on my mind. 
They resembled a dream of vanished years. The 
traveller, who, afier a long absence, revisits, for the 
first time, the dwelling of his youth, and finds the 
places of father and mother, brothers and sisters, occu- 
pied by unknown forms, may conceive some idea of 

——, 

the trees, and I verily imagined that the old beeches 
shook their heads at me as I passed. Beneath their 
once loved shade, I had often gambolled in the levity 
of childhood. How often had I here bestrode my 
uncle’s silver-headed stick, while Othello could scarcely 
have more exulted in “ the pomp, pride, and circum. 
stance of glorious war,” than I did in the dexterity 
with which I charged on my inanimate steed! How 

often had I launched the mimic barge on the little 
stream which purled through the adjoining field ; and 
no merchantman beholds, with greater pride, his gal- 
lant vessel steering from the harbour, than I did my 
Lilliputian sloop, nine inches by two, manceuvring in 
a manner that clearly indicated, in my conception, the 
superior skill of the carpenter. I remembered to have 
cut the initials of my name, a few days previous to my 
departure, in the bark of a favourite beech which 
overshaded the avenue. On arriving at the spot, 
where I recollected that this tree had anciently flour. 
ished, I was able to discover nothing, save only a 
withered stump. My cousin had, of course, some end 
in view which prompted him to this act, and chance 
had, in every probability, determined him to make 
choice of my favourite beech. I was not then, however, 
in the most charitable of moods, and I could not refrain 
from involuntarily exclaiming, “ What! could your ma- 
lignity extend thus far? Was it balm to your soul to erase 
every trace of your less fortunate cousin?” I hastily 
checked myself. It was no fault of Mitford's. I re- 
flected that Bromley had been left him by our uncle; 
and except I was prepared to rank among the vices, 
the indulgence of one of the most potent principles of 
human nature, my relative must stand acquitted. 

I knocked at the hall door with conflicting feelings, 
and felt my choler again mounting at the time which 
was suffered to elapse before it pleased the footman to 
appear. 

“Is your master at home?” I inquired, with the 
greatest difficulty repressing my emotions. 

“ Mr. Bromley is at dinner,” returned the fellow, 
“and cannot be disturbed. You must call again to- 
morrew, and it’s ten to one but you don’t see him even 
then.” 

“T must, and will see him, now,’ exclaimed I, ve- 
hemently ; “tell him that a near relation of his requests 
the favour of his company only for twe minutes.” 

The servant departed with the message, and pre- 
sently returned with the announcement that Mr. Mit- 
ford Bromley was particularly engaged with a select 
party of friends, and that the person who did him the 
honour to claim a relationship must call again on the 
subsequent day. The footman was preparing to fol- 
low up the delivery of his message by slamming the 
door in my face, when I seized it with my hand, and 
begged him to wait one moment till I had written a 
few words to his master. Leaning against the ban- 
nister, I scrawled the following lines with my pencil, 
on the envelope of a letter which I accidentally had 
in my pocket :— 

“ Sir.—lIt is neither my desire nor intention to dis- 
turb you in the possession of Bromley. The feelings 
of consanguinity alone have induced me to visit your 
residence, and, if my presence be in any degree offen- 
sive, you have only to intimate the fact, that I may 
take care not to diminish your enjoyments. If you 
now consent to see me, let it be alone, as I am far 
from being in a temper to meet company. 

“Tam, &e. &c. 
“M‘Laren Bromvey.” 

I waited a considerable time before there seemed 
any signs of replying to my note. At length I heard 
the sound of a heavy foot descending the stairs, and 
presently my cousin stood before me. I could scarcely 

myemotions, The wind was sighing mournfully among have known him, Wilton. When I left England he 
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was a slender, handsome young man of five and twenty, 
and I now found him in a more frightful condition than 
[ever could have supposed. A seemingly ceaseless 
pound of dissipation had made fearful ravages in his 
person ; his eyes were sunk and ghastly, his hair was 
already tinged with gray, and his bloated countenance 
gave sufficient indication of the pursuits which he 
followed, and the gods thathe worshipped. He seized 

me by the hand, and, pulling me within the threshold, 
gave utterance, in 2 broken voice, to some such salu- 
tations as the following :— 

“ My dear M:Laren, I am heartily glad to see you. 
When did you arrive from India? Why did you quit 
the Company’s service? Damn it, man, why didn’t 
you tell me at the first who it was? But come my 
dear fellow, come upstairs. It is but just that I should 
make ample amends for my apparent want of hospitality.” 
To confess the truth, Wilton, my cousin’s overpower- 

ing kindness of manner struck me with astonishment, 
and the more so because it was totally unexpected.— 
I begged to be at present excused from joining the 
visiters, a8 My spirits were incompetent to the task — 
“Qh! deuce take the visiters,” exclaimed Mitford ; 

“I left them busy over a bottle of claret. Come along 
to the drawing-room, and I will dismiss the gentry in 
a couple of seconds.” We accordingly ascended to 
the drawing-room, which I found furnished with ex- 
quisite splendour. Mitfurd left me alone here for 
about ten minutes, while he was engaged in explaining 
to his guests the reasons which obliged him to interrupt 
their entertainment. For myself, I remained standing 
in the centre of the drawing-room, gazing on a full- 

length portrait of my late uncle, which hung suspended 
against the wall. My feelings were of a two-fold de- 
scription, I cursed over and over again my own 
despicable rashness in abandoning my native land, 
and throwing behind me wealth and property, which, 

but for that step, I confidently believed must have 
been mine. At the same time, I could not suppose 
ikat that delinquency was of a nature so heinous as 
altogether to justify my uncle in stripping me of what 
were my legal rights, had he died intestate : nor could 
I, by any process of reasoning, reconcile the fact of 
his kind and regular correspondence with his resolu- 
tin to deprive me, as far as it lay in his power, of the 
means of subsistence, a deed, certainly the more cruel 
she had given me no reason to anticipate it. The 
consequence of this double dealing, I reflected, was, 
that my necessities had reduced me to the counter of 
astamp office; a bitter change, to be sure, from the 

prospect of inheriting a landed estate, and succeeding 
to the representation of an honourable family. Mit- 
fard rejoined me in a short time. 

“Re seated, my dear M‘Laren,” said he kindly, «I 
have dismissed the riotous crew beneath, and shall 
now be happy to converse with you on family matters. 
Changes are frequent in this world, (and, perhaps, it is 
just that they are so, since they serve to remind us of 
the uncertain tenure by which we hold its good things.) 
and one of these changes has affected us nearly. Our. 
worthy uncle has passed to his reckoning, and sure I 
am, if we tread the path which he trode before us, 
posterity will have no reason to anathematise our me- 
nories. I shall show you the will by which Bromley- 

was conveyed to my side of the house, and while 
lam, as I ought to be, grateful for the honour, it has 
sttuck me as a circumstance somewhat uncommon, that 
the name of M’Laren Bromley should never occur in 
it from the ‘ know all men,’ to the ‘witness my hand.’ 
Surely my uncle might, and, with every respect to his 
whes, I will add, he should have given some signs 
ihat he had not forgotten his absent nephew. Believe 
me, my friend, I sincerely sympathise with you on 
your bereavement.” 
While Mitford was speaking, I agreed with most of his 

‘iments. With regard tothe allusion which he made 

to our late uncle’s character, though I was perfeetly 
aware of the old gentleman’s intemperate habits, I felt 
inclined to acquiesce in the approbation bestowed on 
him by his successor; for his hand was ever open to 
the poor man, and his benevolence of heart had never 
been questioned. Had Providence spared my cousin 
until now, I could have told him, dear Edmund, that 
there was something wanting to complete the picture 
which he had drawn, and without which, all amiable 
qualities are but as “ sounding brass and tinkling cym- 
bal.” Thank heaven, my dear young friend, that [ 
have not to insist upon this, in an epistle to you. 

As Mitford appeared to pause for a reply, I an- 
swered nearly, I think, as follows;— 

“TI need not conceal from you, Charles, that I once 
did look forward to the property of this Mansion, and 
the whole Bromley estate. Since it was my uncle’s will, 
however, that the representation of his family should 
be vested in another, I ought, if possible, to acquiesce 
in his decision. At first, no doubt, the disappointment 
was hard to bear; but I have since better learned, by 
the aid of Providence, to submit myself to it. I have 
luckily got into a way of earning an honest livelihood, 
and though unquestionably the bright and fairy dreams, 
in which I was wont to indulge in early life, have 
been at length superseded by darker realities; I think 
I may hold up my head with as high confidence as 
many whose worldly hopes have been better answered. 
To you, my dear cousin, I wish every happiness. If 
your good fortune has hitherto exceeded mine, you 
probably have deserved it more.” 

As I concluded, it seemed that horrid recollections 
were agitating my cousin's bosom—for his eye suddenly 
assumed an expression of singular wildness, and his 
cheeks and lips, in despite of the effects of inebriety, 
became paler than marble. He started suddenly from 
his seat and walked to the window. I regarded him 
with surprise, but the train of conjecture into which 
my thoughts had consequently fallen, was shortly in- 
terrupted by Mitford, who, after a visibly forced effort 
to recover his equanimity, threw himself on a couch 
and inguired :— 

“What way of earning a livelihood do you allude 
to? Is it possible that you can yet have chalked ont 
any scheme?” 

“You are ignorant,” observed [, “that I have 
already been a month in London. My situation there * 
is that of one of the sub-clerks in the Stamp Office.” 

“A month in London!” ejaculated my cousin, “and 
I not informed of it! I protest, M‘Laren, you have 
not yet laid aside your old habits. Eccentric as ever, 
I see. Certainly you should have known that you 
were welcome at Bromley Hall, while Charles Mit- 
ford was its proprietor. But in the name of Heaven, 
what tempted you to bind yourself to the counter of a 
Stamp Office? We must see what more honourable 
employment can be procured for you—and, if I sue- 
ceed in carrying my election for Blechingly, I think I 
shall have sufficient influence with government to ob- 
tain avy situation for which you think yourself suited. 
If you have the least desire to return to India, I am 
well-nigh certain that a cadetship could be secured for 
the asking, or if you dislike the smell of gunpowder, 
there can be no great difficulty to obtain a writership. 

And seriously my advice is, that you betake yourself 
again to the East. Men seldom return from India 
without having amassed a mint of money.” 

“ Yes,” interrupted I, “and without having impaired 
their constitutions. No, no! Charles, I thank you for 
your consideration, but, having already had some 
knowledge of the quantity of gold which one may 
gather in Hindostan,I shall remain in the Stamp Of- 
fice. I am not ashamed of my situation ; it is an honest 
one, and though men of the world may not deem it 
honourable or fitting for a gentleman, it is one which 
cannot be dispensed with.” 
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“I donot deny your situation being honest and 
necessary,” rejoined my cousin; “ but I cannot think it 
altogether of that description which a Bromley should 
fill. In these revolutionary times, we must prevent, 
te the utmost extent of our power, any individual con- 
nected with the English aristocracy from stooping to 
an employment which naturally degrades him to a 
fevel with the vulgarest quill-driver in the land— 

Now, in the case of India, z 

* * * 7 * * * * * 

“Cease to mention India, Charles,” said I, again 
interrupting him, “I have been satiated with it. Our 
lives are not of such immense duration, but that we 

may be satisfied with whatever is sufficient to carry 
us through them. I mean not to depreciate the ad- 
vantages of a just and praiseworthy ambition ; I might, 
probably, have possessed some share of it in other cir- 
cumstances—but, as it is, I hardly think it worth my 
while to look far into futurity.” 

I have entered, my dear Wilton, somewhat more into 
detail than I originally designed. 1 thonght, however, 
that you might be interested to learn the particulars 
of my first interview with my cousin. I remained the 
whole of that night and the following day at Bromley 
Hall—loaded with the greatest kindness,—and pressed 

again and again to accept of a situation in India. I 
do confess I was somewhat puzzled at this excess of 
affection, and was frequently inclined to ask with Sir 
Oliver, “Is not this too much politeness by half?” It 
appeared likewise surprising, that among his many 
offers of assistance (and I am sure he did not spare 

them), my cousin never once suggested an employment 
in my native isles. India commenced and India con- 
cluded his song, and I thought I had discovered, be- 
fore leaving him, a remarkable anxiety on his part to 
get me as speedily as possible out of the country. A 
few minutes previous to my departure for London, he 
showed me my uncle's will—which conveyed “all 
and whole his estates real and personal, all his goods 
and chattels, &c. &c., to Mr. Charles Mitford, eldest 
son of John Mitford, Merchant in London, and the 
late Catharine Bromley his wife, upon condition that 
he, the said Charles Mitford, do add to his other 
styles and designations the name of Bromley.” 

As all hands were busily employed at the Stamp 
Office for the next six weeks, I was prevented from 
sojourning any length of time at the Hall. In the 
meantime, facts were every day multiplying to con- 
vince me that my cousin would soon run through his 
estate. He proceeded from one extravagance to an- 
other—lost immense sums of money at play—main- 
tained a stud of race horses at a ruinous expense—and 
though he uniformly expressed the highest regard and 
kindness for me, I could not help regarding the pro- 
testations of this misguided man, as hollow and worth- 
less at the bottom. I had already discovered him to 
be a consummate hypocrite—affecting to regulate his 
conduct by the rules of a morality which he virtually 
trampled beneath his feet. In this character I could 
not repose confidence, and well you know, my dear 
Wilton, how fully my suspicions have been justified. 
It was not,I assure you, without extreme regret, that 
I contemplated the probability of the fine estate of 
Bromley being brought to the hammer, and I quite 
expected that the election expenses of Blechingly 
would be the means of accelerating that crisis. 

About four months afier my first interview with my 
cousin, and only a week prior to the day appointed for 
the election, as [ was proceeding, in the morning, at a 
leisurely pace from my lodgings towards the Stamp 
Office, I was overtaken by a servant of Bromley Hall: 

“Oh, Mr. M‘Laren,” said he, almost breathless ;— 
“Come up to the Hall as fast as you can. Here has 
been the young Squire Gilbert shooting my master 
with a pistol.” 

“Good God!” exclaimed I, “ what has happened t 
Mr. Bromley ?” 

“Neither more nor less than this,” replied the 
clown, “Squire Gilbert and my master had high words 
at the theatre the night afore last, and off they both 
set this morning at four o’clock—pitch dark as it was 
—to Chalk Farm, where the Squire shot my master 
through the body, and then decamped himself—a chicken 
as he is. But, make haste, for master be woundily 
keen to see thee.” 

The truth flashed upon my mind in an instant. A 
duel had taken place between Mitford and one of his 
dissipated associates, and had terminated fatally for 
my poor cousin. I accordingly made the best of my 
way to the Hall, accompanied by the servant, who 
employed himself, during our walk, in venting curses 
on the head of Squire Gilbert, vociferating loudly that 
it would be the worse for him, if he ever came within 
reach of “ his own shillelah.” I was too much struck 
with the awful suddenness of the catastrophe, to at- 
tend to my Irish friend's gibberish—and I reached 
Bromley in a state of feverish impatience and anxiety. 
I was immediately shown to my cousin’s chamber. 

I found him stretched upon his bed, apparently in a 
state of extreme despair, and attended by a surgeon 
from the metropolis. His groans were both loud and 
deep, and a visible change had already affected his 
whole countenance. As soon as he was apprised of 
my presence, he motioned to the surgeon to withdraw, 
and presently we were left alone together. Turning 
himself round in the direction where I stood, a move- 
ment which appeared to occasion him exquisite tor- 
ture, and pressing his left hand against the wound, he 
fixed his eyes steadily upon mine with a gaze of ap- 
palling despair. 

“ M‘Laren,” he at length uttered in a hollow tone, 
“Tam going now—but I have much to tell you, and 
I only wish to be spared till my task of reparation is 
completed. Take this key, and open the highest of 
those drawers. Bring me the mahogany casket which 
you will find there.” 

Mechanically I obeyed my cousin’s directions, with- 
out saying a word, for I felt as if my tongue were 
chained up in silence, and delivered the casket into 
his hands. Hastily he undid the lock, and drew forth 
the identical will of my uncle, which he had shown 
to me on our first interview. Surprised and doubtful, 
I resumed my seat by the bedside, while my cousin 
having unfolded the document to its full extent, raised 
himself on his elbow, seemingly insensible of pain, 
and grasping the paper in his hand, gazed wildly in 
my face. In a few seconds he spoke:— 

“ M‘Laren Bromley, I am a villain! Speak not, I 
ptay you; I must have all the time to myself which 
may yet intervene before I am called to my dread ac- 
count. Ihave much to do—much—much reparation 
to make. Oh, that horrible—that damning disclosure! 
And yet it must be made, though the effort should cost 
me all hell's tortures before I die.” He paused for a 
moment to wipe off the death damps which were 
starting on his forehead, and resumed, “That will, 
M'Laren, was—was a fabrication.” 

The wretched man sunk back on his pillow. I was 
too dreadfully agitated to tender him assistance—over- 
come—struck speechless by the announcement I had 

just heard. It was some time before my cousin could 
summon up sufficient strength again to address me. 

“ Yes, M‘Laren,” he said, with frightful vehemence, 
“TI availed myself of your absence, and wrought your 
ruin. At least I tried it—but what were your deepest 
sorrows, when compared with the tortures of the soul? 
I forged that will at my uncle’s death; I grasped the 
filthy gold which has been my bane. But did it bring 

me the happiness I sought? Did it bring me honour; 
Did it produce peace here?” And he smote upon his 
bosom as he spoke—“No, no, no! The crime carried 
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along with it its direct punishment. I tell you I have 
nothing to expect—nothing to hope for. I tell you 
that blacker guilt than mine stains not the long cata- 
jogue of human transgression. Why do you not curse 
me, boy?” 

Exhaustion again overpowered him, and grasping 

the fatal document in his hand, he dashed it from him 
with violence. 
“Charles,” said I, with as much composure as I 

could command; “ curses were never farther from my 
thoughts than at this moment. 
my soul I do sincerely forgive you.” 
«Tis false!’ exclaimed Mitford, starting up with a 

groan of agony, which the movement occasioned— 
“You cannot—will not—dare not forgive me. Fer- 
giveness! Pardon! can such things exist for a wretch 
like me? Neither here nor hereafter.” 
«By all that is sacred,” said I, alarmed at the fury 

of his motions, “I forgive you, Charles—and may the 
great God of heaven forgive you too!” 

“Shall I say Amen to that prayer?” exclaimed the 
expiring wretch, “ Empty—empty hope! Oh! it is a 
terrible thing to die—but doubly terrible to die thus 
hopelessly condemned! Oh, can there be a God, 
MLaren? Yes, yes! I, who have practically denied 
his existence, feel that awful truth rushing like a flood 
into my soul. The worms will soon have a banquet 
of these limbs ; and what—what is beyond the grave?” 
He answered his own question with a long and deep 
groan, and fell back exhausted. 

In a short time, Mitford became more composed, 
and the pain of the first disclosure having subsided, he 
proceeded to state with greater calmness what I was 
already aware of:— 
“My mind, M‘Laren, was naturally depraved. The 

love of wealth was the ruling motive of my actions 
from first to last. Our uncle was cut off suddenly— 
in consequence, it was conjectured of having indulged 
over-freely in an evening's revel, and I conceived the 
opportunity a good one to gratify my favourite passion. 
I drew up that accursed document, and counterfeited, 
after my uncle’s name, the signature of a notary who 
had been dead for some time. This forgery I con- 
veyed, by means of a false key, into my uncle’s escri- 
toire, but not without making myself sure that no other 
will was in existence, and immediately after the fune- 
ral,on opening his drawers, that deed was found.— 

Not the smallest doubt was ever expressed, nor, I be- 
lieve, ever entertained of its validity, and I entered in 
consequence into complete possession of the estate of 
Bromley. You see that my schemes were well laid— 
almost beyond the possibility of a failure—and no 
wonder, fur I was an adept in deceit. ‘That was far 
from being the first-—though it certainly was the 
greatest of my crimes, and a long career—coeval nearly 
with my life—of practice-hardened villany, had dead- 
ened every feeling of compunction. Your unexpected 
return from India, you may be sure, struck me with 
dismay, yet I contrived to dissemble the thorn of hatred 
which rankled in my breast—and often and often, as 
you remember, did I urge you, under the plea of soli- 
citude for your interests, to remove yourself from the 
country fur ever. The steady opposition which you 
offered to my plan perplesed me at the time—but I 
have now reason to thank the arbitrations of destiny, 
that you persisted in your resolution to remain, since I 
have now an opportunity to make you the fullest repa- 
ration in my power. I am resolved to sign a declara- 
tion of my crime, in presence of adequate witnesses, 

and no remonstrances,” added he, seeing me about to 
interrupt him ; “no remonstrances shall prevent me 
from performing that act of justice. I have deserved 
it every inch—I have deserved the bullet which has 
laid me here. Oh, God forgiveme! I used to hear 
of a Saviour in my young days—though I have not 
been over a church threshold for many a long year: 

From the bottom of 

oh! if there be such a Being, hear his intercessions, 
thou dread God, whose name I have never reverently 
spoken till this hour of darkness!” My poor cousin 
clasped his hands together with convulsive earnestness. 

Alas! I was no fitting comforter. My knowledge of 
Heaven’s mercy was then as limited as his own. 

It was in vain, my dear Wilton, that I endeavoured 
to dissuade my relative from publicly recording his 
infamy. In presence of the surgeon, the steward, one 
of the footmen and myself, he signed a statement which 
I drew upaccording to his direction, of what he had 
previously communicated to me. He lingered in the 
extreme of torture till the ensuing morning, when he 
expired at half-past seven o’clock on the 3d of January, 
1797, and in the thirty-first year of his age. As it was 
now upon record that my uncle died intestate, I of 
course came into possession of the whole of his pro- 
perty as heir-at-law. 

I feel it impossible, even at this distance of time, 
to look back without strong emotion on the untimely 
ead of my misguided cousin. He led, unquestionably, 

a life of the blackest kind; but we know that there 
may be pardon even for “the chief of sinners.” I fol- 
lowed him to the grave in an indescribable state of 
mind, and with feelings the most excited. Beyond 
that, human ken is not suffered to penetrate. 

Almost thirty-two years have now elapsed since the 
above events took place, and I think I can say to my 
friend, with all humility, that I have become a better 
and a mended man. I possess the advantage of a 
strange experience—one that falls seldom to mortal 
lot—and I were indeed culpable in the extreme did 
it fail to produce suitable effects on my conduct. My 
purest joys depend on those of my wife and children, 
and, allow me to add, on those of my valued friend, 
Edmund Wilton. As the great principle of my life, I 
have endeavoured to supersede that sense of honour 
which most men of the world unfortunately culti- 
vate to the exclusion of higher motives, by the spirit 
of the Christian religion. I have been enabled to up- 
root from my heart many unhallowed prejudices, and 
to plant in their stead a holier and diviner seed. In 
fine, though that sentiment of Thomas Moore— 

“This world is all a fleeting show, 

For man’s illusion given,” 

be, in the main, correct, and is perceived more and 
more, the whiter the head becomes, yet, inasmuch as 
genuine happiness may be tasted on earth, it has un- 
questionably been long enjoyed by, my dear Wilton, 
your most attached and devoted friend, 

M‘LarEN BROMLEY. 
Bromley Hall, August 31, 1830. 

—— 

WINTER GARDENS IN PRUSSIA. 
At Berlin there are four extensive winter gardens, 

in which the appearance of perpetual summer is kept 

up. They are simply large greenhouses, or orangeries, 
with paved floors, a lofty ceiling, and upright windows 
in front—the air heated by stoves, supplied with fuel 
from without. On the floor are placed here and there 
large orange-trees, myrtles, and various New Holland 
plants in boxes. Round the stem of the trees tables 
are formed, which are used for refreshments for the 
guests, and for pamphlets and newspapers. There are 
also clumps of trees and of flowering plants, and some- 
times pine-apples and fruit-trees. The gardens abound 
with movable tables and seats, and th«re is generally 
music, a writer of poetry,a reader and a lecturer. 

In the evening the whole is illuminated, and on cer- 
tain days of the week the music and illumination is 
on a grander scale. In the morning part of the day, 
the gardens are chiefly resorted to by old gentlemen, 
who read the papers, talk politics and drink coffee. In 
the evening they are crowded by ladies and gentlemen. 



A FEW YEARS, &c. 

From Biackwood's Magazine. 

A FEW YEARS. 

On! a few years! how the words come, 

Like frost across the heart! 
We need not weep, we need not smile, 
For a few years—a litile while, 

And it will all depart. 
And we shall be with those who lie 

Where there is neither smile nor sigh. 

Yet—“ a few years”—is this the whole 

Of chilliness in the name? . 
That glad or wretched, @ few ycars, 

With their tumultuous hopes and fears, 
And ‘twill be all the same— 

Our names, our generation, gone, 

Our day of life, and life’s dream done? 

Ah! this were nothing —fewer still 
Will do to bury all 

That made life pleasant once, and threw 
Over its stream the sunny hue 

That it shall scarce recall. 
There is a gloomier grave than death, 
For hearts where love is as life’s breath. 

Ay, pain sleeps now; but, a few years, 
And how all, all may change? 

How some, whose hearts were like our own, 
So woven with ours, so like in tone, 

By then may have grown strange : 
Or keep but that tame, cutting show 
Of love, that freezes fervour's flow! 

Such things have been; oh! @ few years, 
They teach us more of earth; 

And of what all its sweetest things, 
Its kindly ties, its hopes’ young springs, 

Its dearest smiles are worth, 
Than aught its sage ones ever told 
Before our own fund breasts grew cold. 

But—worst and saddest—a few years, 

And happy is the heart 

That can belicve itself the same— 
lis now calm pulse, so dead, so tame— 

To be the one whose lightest start 
Was bliss, even though it wrung hot tears, 
‘To the cold rest of later years. 

The storms and buds together gone, 
The sunshine and the rain— 

Our hopes, our cares, our tears grown few, 
We love not as we used to do, 
We never can again! 

And thus much for a jew short years— 
Can the words breathe of much that cheers? 

Yet something we must love, while life 
Is warm within the breast: 

Oh! would that earth had not, even yet, 
Enough, too much, whereon to set 

Its tenderness supprest! 
Would this world had indeed no more 

On which aflection’s depth to pour! 

For then how easy it would be, 
In contriteness of soul, 

Weary and sick, to bring to One, 
To the Unchangeable alone, 

Devotedly the whole! 
Then, a few years, at rest, forgiven, 
Himself would dry all tears in Heaven! 

——. 

THE ZEPHYR’S SOLILOQUY. 

Trovn whence I came, or whither I go, 
My end or my nature I ne’er may know, 
I will number o’er to myself a few 
Of the countless things 1 am born to do. 

I flit, in the days of the joyous Spring, 
Through field and forest, and freight my wing 

With the spice of the buds, which I haste to bear 
Where I know that man will inhale the air. 
And while I hover o'er beauty’s lip, 
I part her locks with my pinion’s tip; 
Or brighten her cheek with my fond caress, 
And breathe in the folds of her lightsome dress. 
I love to sport with the silken curl 
On the lily neck of the laughing girl; 
To dry the tear of the weeping boy, 
Who 's breaking his heart for a broken toy; 
To fan the heat of his brow away, 
And over his mother’s harp-strings play, 
Till, his griefs forgotten, he looks around 
For the secret hand that has waked the sound. 
I love, when the warrior mails his breast, 
To toss the head of his snow-white crest; 
To take the adieu that he turns to leave, 
And the sigh that his Indy retires to heave! 
When the sultry sun of a summer's day 
Each sparkling dew-drop has dried away, 
And the flowers are left to thirst to death, 
I love to come and afford them breath; 
And, under each languid, drooping thing 
To place my balmy and cooling wing. 
When the bright, fresh showers have just gone by, 
And the rainbow stands in the evening sky, 
Oh! then is the merriest time for me; 
And I and my race have a jubilee! 
We fly to the gardens and shake the drops 
From the bending boughs, and the flowered tops; 
And revel unseen in the calm starlight, 
Or dance on the moon-beams the live-long night. 
These, ah! these are my hours of gladness! 
But, I have my days and my nights of sadness! 

When I go to the cheek where I kissed the rose, 
And ‘t is turning as white as the mouniain snows; 
While the eve of beauty must soon be hid 
For ever, beneath its sinking lid— 

| Oh! J ‘d give my whole self but to spare that gasp, 
| And save her a moment from death’s cold grasp! 
| And when she is borne to repose alone 
"Neath the fresh-cut sod and the church-yard stone, 
I keep close by her, arid do my best, 
To liit the dark pall from the sleeper’s breast; 
And linger behind with the beautiful clay, 
When friends and kindred have gone their way! 

| When the babe whose dimples I used to fan, 
I see completing its earthly span, 
I long, with a spirit so pure, to go, 
From the scene of sorrow and tears, below, 
Till I rise so high I can catch the song 
Of welcome, that bursts from the angel throng, 
As it enters its rest—but, alas! alas! 
I am only from death to death to pass. 
I hasten away over mountain and flood, 
And ‘find I ’m alone on a field of blood. 

The soldier is there—but he breathes no more— 
And there is the plume, but ’t is stained with gore. 
[ flutter and strive in vain, to place 
The end of his scarf o’er his marble face; 
And find not even a sigh, to take 
To her, whose heart is so soon to break! 
I fly to the flowers that I loved so much— 
They are pale, and drop at my slightest touch. 
The earth is in ruins! I wen to the sky— 
It frowns! and what can I do, but die? 



WINE. 

WINE, 

“Ob! thou invisible spirit of wine !—if thon hast no name to be known by, let us call thee “ devil !”—Shakspearc. 

Some eighteen months, or two years ago, I was 
doing my duty to my country and myself on board His 
Majesty’s frigate the Astrea, by undergoing seventeen 
games of chess per diem, with our first lieutenant, and 
filling up every pause with murmurs at the continu- 
ance of these piping times of peace. We had been 
cruising some months in the Mediterranean, chiefly for 
the amusement of two dandy cousins of an honourable 
Captain, whom we picked up at Malta, basking like 
two yellow, over-ripe gourds in the sunshine. We 
had touched at most of the ports of the Ionians, where 
cyprus may be had for paying for; and where faldettas 
are held by hands as fair as their coquettish folds are 
black and lustrous. We had done due service to the 
siate, by catching agues snipe-shooting in the Albanian 
marshes ; listening to five-year-old operas, screeched by 
fifty-year-old prima donnas; by learning. to swear by 
St. Spiridion, and af his Klephtic votaries. We had 
spouted in the school of Homer, and shouted at Le- 
panto; poured libations on the grave of Anacreon; and 
voted the Leucadian leap a trifle, compared with a 
Leicestershire fence! 
At length, one beautiful evening, one of those twi- 

lights of chrysolite and gold, such as poets dream of, 
and the Levant alone can realize, (having been for 
three preceding days, not “ spell-bound,” but “ calm- 
bound among the clustering Cyclades,”) it was the 
gleasure of our honourable Captain, and his cousins, 

to drop anchor in the Bay of , (I have reasons of 
my own for not being more explicit;) where, after 
swearing the usual number of oaths at the quarantine 
officers, and the crews of the Venetian and Turkish 
traders, who make it a part of their religion to give 
offence to the blue-jackets, where offence can be given 
with impunity, I had the satisfaction to find myself, at 
about seven o'clock, Pp. M., seated at the mess of His 
Majesty’s gallant —th, doing as much justice to the 
roast beef of Old England as if we had not been within 
aday’s sail of the Island of the Minotaur. It was, 
indeed, refreshing to listen to the king’s English, in its 
own accents; to eat of the king's sirloin, in its own 
gravy; and to join in the jargon of horse-flesh, in its 
own slang ;—to hear the names of Newmarket, White’s, 
Tattersall’s, Ellen Tree, and Fanny Kemble, familiar 
in their mouths as household words; to throw off, in 
short, for an hour or two, the tedium of prefessional 
existence. A bumper of port appeared as palatable in 
aclimate where the thermometer stood at 88° in the 
shade, as amid the clammy fogs of the cold North; 
and, at length, after a liberal indulgence in Hudson's 
best, (only the more relished because the richest Tur- 
key tobacco, and a pipe of cherry wood was in the 
hands of every soldier in the garrison,) proposals were 

made for a bowl of “Gin-Punch!” Lord Thomas 
Howard, a lieutenant in th —th, was announced to be 
a master-hand in the scientific brew; and the very 

name of gin-punch affords, in the fatherland of Achilles, 
a sort of anti-climax, which there was no resisting. 
The materials were brought. The regimental bowl, 
in which Picton himself is recorded to have plunged 

the ladle ; lemons from the islands redolent of romance 
and poetry; and a bottle of Hodge’s best, redolent of 
Holborn Hill, appeared in as orderly array as though 
Wwe had been supping at Limmer’s. 
“Are you a punchdrinker?” inquired my neigh- 

tour, Captain Wargrave, with whom, as a school-fel- 
low of my elder brother's, I had quickly made ac- 
quaintance. 

“If I may venture to own it, no!” said [; “I have 
swallowed toe much punch on compulsion in the course 
of my life.” 

“fT judged as much from your looks,” replied War- 
grave, who had promised to see me on board the fri- 
gate. “If you want to get away from these noisy 
fellows, we can easily slip off while Lord Thomas and 
his operations engage their attention.” 

And, in compliance with the hint, I soon found my- 
self sauntering with him, arm in arm, on the bastions 
of . We had an hour before us; for the Captain’s 
gig was not ordered till eleven; and, in order to keep 
an eye at once on the frigate and the shore, we sat 
down on an abutment of the parapet, to gossip away 
the time; interrupted only by the measured tramp of 
the sentinels, and enjoying the freshness of the night 
air, perfumed by jessamine and orange blossoms, pro- 
ceeding from the trelliced gardens of the Government 
House. As I am not embitious of writing bad Byron, 
my readers must allow me to spare them the descrip- 
tion of a night in Greece: a lieutenant of H. M. 8. 
the Astrea, and a captain of H. M.’s gallant —th, may 
be supposed to entertain Hotspur’s prejudices against 
ballad-mongers! 

“ There seem to be hard-going fellows in your mess,” 
said I, to Wargrave, as he sat beside me with his arms 
folded over his breast. “Thornton, I understand, 
carries off his two bottles a-day like a Trojan ; and the 
fat major, who sat opposite to me, made such play with 
the champagne, as caused me to blush for my squeam- 
ishness. For my own part, I should be well content 
never to exceed a couple of glasses of good ciaret. 
Wine affects me in a different way from most men. 
The more I drink, the more my spirits are depressed. 
While others get roaring drunk, I sit moping and de- 
spairing; and the next day my head aches like an 
artilleryman’s.” 

“ You are fortunate,” said Wargrave drily. 
“Fortunate?” cried I. “I wish I could appreciate 

my own luck!—I am voted the sulkiest dog unhanged, 
whenever it is my cue to be jolly; and after proving 
a wet blanket to a merry party over night, am ready 
to shoot myself with the headache and blue devils 
next morning. If there be a fellow I really envy, it 
is such a one as Thornton; who is ready to chime in 
with the chorus of the 36th stanza of Nancy Dawson 
between his two last bottles; and keeps his head and 
legs an hour after all the rest of the party have lost 
theirs under the table.” 

“I fancy Thornton is pretty well seasoned ; saturat- 
ed like an old claret hogshead!” 

“ Enviable dog! From time immemorial, odes have 
been endited to petition the gods for an insensible 
heart. When I turn lyrist, it will be to pray for an 
insensible stomach! "fis a monstrous hard thing, 
when one hears the trolling of a joyous chanson a boire, 

or trinklied, under the lime-trees of France or Ger- 
many, to feel no sympathy in the strain save that of 
nausea. There is something fresh and picturesge ir 
the mere sound of ‘the vine—the grape—the cup— 
the bowl! It always appears to me that Bacchus is 
the universal divimity, and that I alone am exempted 
from the worship. Think of Lord Thomas's gin-punch, 
and pr me!” 

Wa_zave replied by a vague unmeaning laugh; 
which led me to conclude that my eloquence was lost 
upon him. Yet I continued. 

“ Do you know that, in spite of the prevalence of the 
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A FEW YEARS. 

On! a few years! how the words come, 
Like frost across the heart! 

We need not weep, we need not smile, 
For a few years—a litile while, 

And it will all depart. 
And we shall be with those who lie 
Where there is neither smile nor sigh. 

VYet—*“ a few years”—is this the whole 
Of chilliness in the name? : 

That glad or wretched, a few ycars, 
With their tumultuous hopes and fears, 

And ‘twill be all the same— 

Our names, our generation, gone, 
Our day of life, and life’s dream done? 

Ah! this were nothing —fewer siill 
Will do to bury all 

That made life pleasant once, and threw 
Over its stream the sunny hue 

That it shall scarce recall. 
There is a gloomier grave than death, 
For hearts where love is as life’s breath. 

Ay, pain sleeps now; but, a few years, 
And how all, all may change ? 

How some, whose hearts were like our own, 
So woven with ours, so like in tone, 

By then may have grown strange : 
Or keep but that tame, cutting show 
Of love, that freezes fervour's flow! 

Such things have been; oh! @ few years, 
They teach us more of earth; 

And of what all its sweetest things, 
Its kindly ties, its hopes’ young springs, 

Its dearest smiles are worth, 

Than aught its sage ones ever told 
Before our own fund breasts grew cold. 

But—worst and saddest—a few years, 
And happy is the heart 

That can belicve itself the same— 
lis now calm pulse, so dead, so tame— 

To be the one whose lightest start 
Was bliss, even though it wrung hot tears, 
To the cold rest of later years. 

The storms and buds together gone, 
The sunshine and the rain— 

Our hopes, our cares, our tears grown few, 
We love not as we used to do, 

We never can again! 
And thus much for a few short years— 
Can the words breathe of much that cheers? 

Yet something we must love, while life 
Is warm within the breast: 

Oh! would that earth had not, even yet, 
Enough, too much, whereon to set 

Its tenderness supprest! 
Would this world had indeed no more 
On which aflection’s depth to pour! 

For then how easy it would be, 
In contriteness of soul, 

Weary and sick, to bring to One, 
To the Unchangeable alone, 

Devotedly the whole! 
Then, a few years, at rest, forgiven, 
Himself would dry all tears in Heaven! 

———_ 

THE ZEPHYR’S SOLILOQUY. 

Trovn whence I came, or whither I go, 
My end or my nature I ne’er may know, 
I will number o’er to myself a few 
Of the countless things 1 am born to do. 

I flit, in the days of the joyous Spring, 
Through field and forest, and freight my wing 

Where I know that man will inhale the air. 
And while I hover o'er beauty’s lip, 
I part her locks with my pinion’s tip; 
Or brighten her cheek with my fond caress, 
And breathe in the folds of her lightsome dress. 
I love to sport with the silken curl 
On the lily neck of the laughing gir!; 
To dry the tear of the weeping boy, 
Who 's breaking his heart for a broken toy; 
To fan the heat of his brow away, 
And over his mother’s harp-strings play, 
Till, his griefs forgotten, he looks around 
For the secret hand that has waked the sound. 
I love, when the warrior mails his breast, 
To toss the head of his snow-white crest; 

To take the adieu that he turns to leave, 
And the sigh that his lady retires to heave! 
When the sultry sun of a summer's day 
Each sparkling dew-drop has dried away, 
And the flowers are left to thirst to death, 
I love to come and afford them breath; 
And, under each languid, drooping thing 
To place my balmy and cooling wing. 

And the rainbow stands in the evening sky, 

Oh! then is the merriest time for me; 
And I and my race have a jubilee! 
We fly to the gardens and shake the drops 
From the bending boughs, and the flowered tops; 
And revel unseen in the calm starlight, 
Or dance on the moon-beams the live-long night. 
These, ah! these are my hours of gladness! 
But, I have my days and my nights of sadness! 

While the eve of beanty must soon be hid 
| For ever, beneath its sinking lid— 
| Oh! J ‘d give my whole self but to spare that gasp, 
| And save her a moment from death’s cold grasp! 
| And when she is borne to repose alone 
"Neath the fresh-cut sod and the church-yard stone, 
I keep close by her, arid do my best, 
To litt the dark pall from the sleeper’s breast; 
And linger behind with the beautiful clay, 
When friends and kindred have gone their way! 

| When the babe whose dimples I used to fan, 
| I see completing its earthly span, 
| I long, with a spirit so pure, to go, 

| From the scene of sorrow and tears, below, 
| Till I rise so high I can catch the song 
+ Of welcome, that bursts from the angel throng, 
As it enters its rest—but, alas! alas! 
I am only trom death to death to pass. 
I hasten away over mountain and flood, 
And ‘find | ’m alone on a field of blood. 
The soldier is there—but he breathes no more— 

I flutter and strive in vain, to place 
The end of his scarf o’er his marble face ; 
And find not even a sigh, to take 
To her, whose heart is so soon to break! 
I fly to the flowers that I loved so much— 
They are pale, and drop at my slightest touch. 
The earth is in ruins! I wen to the sky— 
It frowns! and what can I do, but die? 

With the spice of the buds, which I haste to bear . 

When the bright, fresh showers have just gone by, 

When I go to the cheek where I kissed the rose, 
And ’t is turning as white as the mountain snows; 

And there is the plume, but ’t is stained with gore. 
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Some eighteen months, or two years ago, I was 
doing my duty to my country and myself on board His 
Majesty’s frigate the Astrea, by undergoing seventeen 
games of chess per diem, with our first lieutenant, and 
filling up every pause with murmurs at the continu- 
ance of these piping times of peace. We had been 
cruising some months in the Mediterranean, chiefly for 
the amusement of two dandy cousins of an honourable 
Captain, whom we picked up at Malta, basking like 
wwe yellow, over-ripe gourds in the sunshine. We 

had touched at most of the ports of the lonians, where 
cyprus may be had for paying for; and where faldettas 
are held by hands as fair as their coquettish folds are 
black and lustrous. We had done due service to the 
sate, by catching agues snipe-shooting in the Albanian 
marshes ; listening to five-year-old operas, screeched by 
fifty-year-old prima donnas; by learning. to swear by 
St. Spiridion, and at his Klephtic votaries. We had 
spouted in the school of Homer, and shouted at Le- 
panto; poured libations on the grave of Anacreon; and 
voted the Leucadian leap a trifle, compared with a 
Leicestershire fence! 

At length, one beautiful evening, one of those twi- 
lights of chrysolite and gold, such as poets dream of, 
and the Levant alone can realize, (having been for 
three preceding days, not “ spell-bound,” but “ calm- 
bound among the clustering Cyclades,”) it was the 
gleasure of our honourable Captain, and his cousins, 

to drop anchor in the Bay of . (I have reasons of 
my own for not being more explicit;) where, after 
swearing the usual number of oaths at the quarantine 
officers, and the crews of the Venetian and Turkish 
traders, who make it a part of their religion to give 
offence to the blue-jackets, where offence can be given 
with impunity, I had the satisfaction to find myself, at 
about seven o'clock, p. M., seated at the mess of His 
Majesty’s gallant —th, doing as much justice to the 
roast beef of Old England as if we had not been within 
aday’s sail of the Island of the Minotaur. It was, 
indeed, refreshing to listen to the king’s English, in its 
own accents; to eat of the king's sirloin, in its own 
gravy; and to join in the jargon of horse-flesh, in its 
own slang ;—to hear the names of Newmarket, White's, 
Tattersall’s, Ellen Tree, and Fanny Kemble, familiar 
in their mouths as household words; to throw off, in 
short, for an hour or two, the tedium of prefessional 
existence. A bumper of port appeared as palatable in 

aclimate where the thermometer stood at 88° in the 
shade, as amid the clammy fogs of the cold North; 
and, at length, after a liberal indulgence in Hudson's 
best, (only the more relished because the richest Tur- 
key tobacco, and a pipe of cherry wood was in the 
hands of every soldier in the garrison,) proposals were 

made for a bowl of “Gin-Punch!” Lord Thomas 
Howard, a lieutenant in th —th, was announced to be 
4 master-hand in the scientific brew; and the very 

name of gin-punch affords, in the fatherland of Achilles, 
a sort of anti-climax, which there was no resisting. 

The materials were brought. The regimental bowl, 
in which Picton himself is recorded to have plunged 
the ladle ; lemons from the islands redolent of romance 

and poetry; and a bottle of Hodge's best, redolent of 
Holborn Hill, appeared in as orderly array as though 
Wwe had been supping at Limmer’s. 
“Are you a punchdrinker?” gnquired my neigh- 

bour, Captain Wargrave, with whom, as a school-fel- 
low of my elder brother's, I had quickly mede ac- 
(Uaintance. 

WINE, 

“Ob! thou iavisible spirit of wine '!—if thou hast no name to be known by, let us call thee “ devil !”—Shakspearc. 

“If I may venture to own it, no!” said [; “I have 
swallowed toe much punch on compulsion in the course 
of my life.” 

“ t judged as much from your looks,” replied War- 
grave, who had promised to see me on board the fri- 
gate. “If you want to get away from these noisy 
fellows, we can easily slip off while Lord Thomas and 
his operations engage their attention.” 

And, in compliance with the hint, I soon found my- 
self sauntering with him, arm in arm, on the bastions 
of . We had an hour before us; for the Captain’s 
gig was not ordered till eleven; and, in order to keep 
an eye at once on the frigate and the shore, we sat 
down on an abutment of the parapet, to gossip away 
the time; interrupted only by the measured tramp of 
the sentinels, and enjoying the freshness of the night 
air, perfumed by jessamine and orange blossoms, pro- 
ceeding from the trelliced gardens of the Government 
House. As I am not embitious of writing bad Byron, 
my readers must allow me to spare them the descrip- 
tion of a night in Greece: a lieutenant of H. M.S. 
the Astrea, and a captain of H. M.’s gallant —th, may 
be snpposed to entertain Hotspur’s prejudices against 
ballad-mongers! 

“ There seem to be hard-going fellows in your mess,” 
said I, to Wargrave, as he sat beside me with his arms 
folded over his breast. “Thornton, I understand, 
carries off his two bottles a-day like a Trojan ; and the 
fat major, who sat opposite to me, made such play with 
the champagne, as caused me to blush for my squeam- 
ishness. For my own part, I should be well content 
never to exceed a couple of glasses of good claret. 
Wine affects me in a different way from most men. 
The more I drink, the more my spirits are depressed. 
While others get roaring drunk, I sit moping and de- 
spairing; and the next day my head aches like an 
artilleryman’s.” 

“ You are fortunate,” said Wargrave drily. 
“Fortunate?” cried I. “I wish I could appreciate 

my own luck!—I am voted the sulkiest dog unhanged, 
whenever it is my cue to be jolly; and after proving 
a wet blanket to a merry party over night, am ready 
to shoot myself with the headache and blue devils 
next morning. If there be a fellow I really envy, it 
is such a one as Thornton; who is ready to chime in 
with the chorus of the 36th stanza of Nancy Dawson 
between his two last bottles; and keeps his head and 

legs an hour after all the rest of the party have lost 
theirs under the table.” 

“I fancy Thornton is pretty well seasoned ; saturat- 
ed like an old claret hogshead!” 

“ Enviable dog! From time immemorial, odes have 
been endited to petition the gods for an insensible 
heart. When I turn lyrist, it will be to pray for an 
insensible stomach! "Tis a monstrous hard thing, 
when one hears the trolling of a joyous chanson a boire, 
or trinklied, under the lime-trees of France or Ger- 
many, to feel no sympathy in the strain save that of 
nausea. There is something fresh and picturesge in 
the mere sound of ‘the vine—the grape—the cup— 
the bowl!” It always appears to me that Bacchus is 
the universal divimity, and that I alone am exempted 
from the worship. Think of Lord Thomas's gin-punch, 
and pity me!” 

Wargrave replied by a vague unmeaning laugh ; 
which led me to conclude that my eloquence was lost 
upon him. Yet I continued. 

“Do you know that, in spite of the prevalence of the 
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Bacchanalian idolatry, I think we hardly give honour 
due to the influence of wine. It has ever beep the 
mania of mankind to ascribe the actions of their fellow- 
creatures to all motives but the true; but if they saw 
clearly, and spoke honestly, they would admit that 
more heroes have been made by the bottle than the 
sword.” 

“ Have you any personal meaning in this tirade?” 
suddenly interrupted my companion, in a voice whose 

concentration was deadly. 
“Personal meaning!” I reiterated. “Of what na- 

ture?” And for a moment I could not but fancy that 
poor Wargrave had taken a deeper share in the Cha- 
teau Margoux of the fat major than I had been aware 
of. A man rather touched by wine, is sure to take 
fire on the most distant imputation of drunkenness. 

“TI can scarcely imagine, sir,’ he continued, in a 
voice, however, that savoured of anything rather than 
inebriety, “that any man acquainted with the misfor- 
tunes of my life should address me on such a subject!” 

“ Be satisfied, then, that your indignation is ground- 
less, and most unreasonable,” said I, still doubtful how 

far I ought to resent the ungraciousness of his demea- 
nour; “ for, on the word of a gentleman, till this day, 
I never heard your name. Your avowal of intimacy 
with my brother, and something in the frankness of 
your manner that reminded me of his, added to the 
hilarity of an unexpected reunion with so many of my 
countrymen, has perhaps induced too sudden a fami- 
liarity in my demeanour; but, in wishing you good 
night, Captain Wargrave, and a fairer interpretation 
of the next sailor who opens his heart to you at sight, 
allow me to assure you, that not a shadow of offence 
was intended in the rhapsody you are pleased to resent.” 

“ Forgive me!” exclaimed Wargrave, extending his 
hands, nay, almost his arms, towards me. “It would 
have afforded only a crowning incident to my misera- 
ble history, had my jealous soreness on one fatal sub- 
ject produced a serious misunderstanding with the 
brother of one of my dearest and earliest friends.” 

While I frankly accepted his apologies and offered 
hand, I could detect, by the light of the moon, an ex- 
pression of such profound dejection on the altered face 
of Wargrave—so deadly a paleness—a haggardness— 
that involuntarily I reseated myself on the wall beside 
him, as if to mark the resumption of a friendly feeling. 
He did not speak when he took his place; but, after a 
few minutes’ silence, I had the mortification to hear 
him sobbing like a child. 

“ My dear fellow, you attach too much importance 
to an unguarded word, handsomely and satisfactorily 
explained,” said I, trying to reconcile him with him- 
self. “ Dismiss it from your thoughts.” 

“Do not fancy,” replied Wargrave, in a broken 
voice, “ that these humiliating tears originate in any- 
thing that has passed between us this night. No! 
The associations recalled to my mind by the rash hu- 
mour you are generous enough to see in its true light, 
are of far more ancient date, and far more ineffaceable 
nature. I owe you something, in return for your for- 
bearance. You have still an hour to be on shore,” he 
continued, looking at his watch. “ Devote those mi- 
nutes to me, and I will impart a lesson worth ten years’ 
experience ; a lesson of which my own life must be the 
text—myself the hero!” 

There was no disputing with him—no begging him 
to be calm. On his whole frame was imprinted the 
character of an affliction not to be trifled with. I had 
only to listen, and impart, in the patience of my at- 
tention, such solace as the truly miserable can best 
appreciate. 

“You were right,” said Wargrave, with a bitter 
smile, “ in saying that we do not allow ourselves to 
assign to wine the full measure of authority it holds 
among the motives of our conduct. But you were 
wrong in limiting that authority to the instigation of 

great and heroic actions. Wine is said in Scripture 
to ‘ make glad the heart of man.’ Wine is said by the 
poets to be the balm of grief, the dew of beauty, the 

philter of love. What that is gracious and graceful is 
it not said to be? Clustering grapes entwine the brow 
of its divinity; and wine is held to be a libation wor- 
thy of the gods. Fools! fools! fools!—they need to 
have poured forth their blood and tears like me, to 
know that it is a fountain of eternal damnation! Do 

not fancy that I allude to DRUNKENNESS; do not class 
me, in your imagination, with the sensual brute who 
degrades himself to the filthiness of intoxication — 
Against a vice so flagrant, how easy to arm one’s vir- 
tue! No! the true danger lies many degrees within 
that fearful limit; and the Spartans, who warned their 
sons against wine by the exhibition of their drunken 
Helots, fulfilled their duty blindly. Drunkenness im- 
plies, in fact, an extinction of the very faculties of evil. 
The enfeebled arm can deal no mortal blow; the stag- 
gering step retards the perpetration of sin. The voice 
can neither modulate its tones to seduction, nor hurl 
the defiance of deadly hatred. The drunkard is an 
idiot: a thing which children mock at, and women 
chastise. It is the man whose temperament is excited, 
not overpowered, by wine, to whom the snare is 
fatal.” 

“Only when unconscious of his infirmity,” said I 
bluntly. 

“Shakspeare makes Cassio conscious, but not till 
his fault is achieved.” 

“ Cassio is the victim of a designing tempter; but an 
ordinary man aware of his frailty, must surely find it 
easy to avoid the mischief?” 

« Easy, as we look upon a thing from hence, with 
the summer sky over our heads, the unshackled ocean 
at our feet, and the mockery of the scorner unheard; 
but, in the animation of a convivial meeting, with 
cooler heads to mislead us by example, under the influ- 
ence of conversation, music, mirth, who can at all 
times remember by how short a process it turns to 
poison in his veins?’ Do not suppose me the Apostle 
of a Temperance Society, when I assert, on my life, 
my soul, my honour, that, after three glasses of wine, 
I am no longer master of my actions. .Without being 
at the-moment conscious of the change, I begin to see, 
and feel, and hear, and reason differently. ‘The minor 
transitions between good and evil are forgotten; the 
lava boils in my bosom. Three more, and I become 
a madman.” 

“ But this constitutes a positive physical infirmity,” 
said I. “ You must of course regard yourself as an 
exception?” 

“No! I am convinced the case is common. Among 
my own acquaintance, I know fifty men who are 
pleasant companions in the morning, but intolerable 
after dinner; men who neither like wine nor indulge 
in it; but who, while simply fulfilling the forms and 
ceremonies of society, frequently become odious 
others, and a burden to themselves.” 

“T really believe you are right.” 
“I know that I am right; listen: When I became 

your brother's friend at Westminster, 1 was on the 

foundation—an only son, intended for the Church; 
and the importance which my father and mother at- 
tached to my election for college, added such a stimu- 

lus to my exertions, that, at the early age of fourteen, 
their wish was accomplished. I was the first boy of 
my years. A studentship at Christchurch crowned my 
highest ambition; and all that remained for me at 

Westminster was to preside over the farewell supper, 
indispensable on occasion of these triumphs. I was 
unaccustomed to wine, for my parents had probably 
taken silent note of the infirmity of my nature ; and a 
very small proportion of the fiery tavern port, which 
forms the nectar of similar festivities, sufficed to ele- 

vate my spirits to madness. Heated by noise and in- 
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5 temperance, we all sallied forth together, prepared to| “ Your wife was probably more discerning ?” 
ipture riot, bully, insult. A fight ensued; a life was lost.} “No! On such subjects, women are not enlightened 
by the Expulsion suspended my election. I never reached | by experience. Even the vice of drunkenness is a 
y, the Oxford; my professional prospects were blighted; and, | mystery to them, unless when chance exhibits to their 
eful is within a few months, my father died of disappoint- | observation some miserable brute lying senseless in 
brow ment! And now, what was to be done with me? | the public streets. Mary probably ascribed my frac- 

| Wor- My guardians decided, that in the army the influence | tiousness to infirmity of temper. She found me less 
ed to of my past fault would prove least injurious; and, | good-humoured than she had expected, and more easily 
ne, to eager to escape the tacit reproach of my poor mother’s | moved by trifles. ‘The morning is the portion of the 
' Do pale face and gloomy weeds, I gladly acceded to their | day in which married people live least in each other's 
Class advice. At fifteen, I was gazetted in the —th Regi-| society; and my evenings seldom passed without a 
> who ment of Light Dragoons.” political squabble with some visitor, or a storm with 
a “ At least, you have no cause to regret the change | the servants. The tea was cold; the newspaper did 
8 Vir- of profession ?” said I, with a sailor's prejudice against | not arrive in time; or all the world was not exactly 
vithin parsonic cloth. of my own opinion respecting the conduct of Ministers. 
their “I did regret it. A family living was waiting for | Fortunately, poor Mary’s time was engrossed by pre- 
inken me; and I had accustomed myself to the thoughts of | parations for the arrival of her first child, a pledge of 
S 1m- early independence and a settled home. Inquire of | domestic happiness calculated to reconcile a woman 
evil. my friend Richard, on your return to England, and he | even to greater vexations than those arising from her 
stag- will tell you that there could not be a calmer, graver, | husband’s irritability. Mary palliated all my bursts of 
voice more studious, more sober fellow than myself. The | temper, by declaring her opinion that ‘any man might 
hurl nature of my misdemeanour, meanwhile, was not such.| possess the insipid quality of good humour; but that 
is an as to alienate from me the regard of my young com- | Wargrave, if somewhat hasty, had the best heart and 
omen panions; and I will answer for it, that on entering the | principles in the world.’ As soon as our little boy 
‘ited, army, no fellow could boast a more extensive circle of | made his appearance, she excited the contempt of all 
re 1s friends. At Westminster, they used to call me ‘War-|her female acquaintances by trusting ‘that Harry 

. grave the peacemaker.’ I never had a quarrel; I | would, in all respects, resemble his father.’ Heaven 
uid I never had an enemy. Yet, twelve months after join- | bless her for her blindness!” 

ing the —th, I had acquired the opprobrium of being | Wargrave paused for a moment; during which I 
t till a quarrelsome fellow; I had fought one of my brother | took care to direct my eyes towards the frigate. 

officers, and was on the most uncomfortable terms| “ Among those female friends, was a certain Sophy 
it an with four others.” Cavendish, a cousin of Mary’s ; young, handsome, rich 
id it “And this sudden change——” —richer and almost as handsome as herself; but gifted 

: “ Was then attributed to the sourness arising from | with‘that intemperate vivacity which health and pros- 
vith my disappointments in life. I have since ascribed it | perity inspire. Sophy was a fearless creature; the 
ean to a truer origin—the irritation of the doses of brandy, | only person who did not shrink from my fits of ill- 
ard ; tinged with sloe juice, which formed the luxury of a| temper. When I scolded, she bantered; when I ap- 
with mess-cellar. Smarting under the consciousness of un- | peared sullen she piqued me into cheerfulness. We 
uflu- popularity, I fancied I hated my profession, when in | usually met in morning visits, when I was in a mood 
all fact I only hated myself. I managed to get on half-| to take her railleries in good part. To this playful 

3 to pay, and returned to my mother’s tranquil roof; tran- | girl it unluckily occurred to suggest to her cousin— 
stle quil to monotony—tranquil to dullness—where, in- | ‘Why don’t you manage Wargrave as I do? why don’t 
life, stead of regretting the brilliant life I had forsaken, | you laugh him out of his perversity? And Mary, to 
ine, my peace of mind and early contentment came back | whose disposition and manners all these agaceries were 
ing to me at once. There was no one to bear me com- | foreign, soon began to assume a most provoking sport- 
see, pany over the bottle; I was my mother’s constant | iveness in our domestic disputes; would seize me by 
nor companion; I seldom tasted wine; I became healthy, | the hair, the sleeve, point her finger at me when I 
the happy. beloved.” was sullen, and laughed heartily when I indulged in 
me “ Beloved in a lover's sense !” a reproof. I vow to Heaven, there were moments 

; “ Beloved as a neighbour and fellow-citizen. But | when this innocent folly made me hate her! ‘It does 
yy,” higher distinctions of affection followed. A young and | not become you to ape the monkey tricks of your 
an very beautiful girl, of rank and fortune superior to my | cousin,’ cried I, one night when she had amused her- 

own, deigned to encourage the humble veneration | self by fillipping water at me across the dessert-table, 

ng with which I regarded her. I became emboldened to | while { was engaged in an intemperate professional 
are solicit her heart and hand. My mother assured her I | dispute with an old brother officer—‘In trying to 
ble was the best of sons. I readily promised to be the | make me look like a fool, you only make a fool of 
ige best of husbands. She believed us both; accepted me | yourself!’—‘ Don’t be intimidated by a few big words,” 
nd —married me; and, on welcoming home my lovely | cried Miss Cavendish, when this ebullition was re- 
to gentle Mary, all remembrence of past sorrow seemed | ported to her. ‘Men and nettles must be bullied into 

to be obliterated. Our position in the world, if not | tameness; they have a sting only for those who are 
brilliant, was honourable. My mother’s table renew- | afraid of them Persevere!’ She did persevere ; 

ne ed those hospitalities over which my father had loved | and, on an occasion equally ill-timed, again the angry 
he to preside. Mary’s three brothers were our constant | husband retorted severely upon the wife he loved — 
h; guests; and Wargrave—the calm, sober, indolent War- |‘ You must not banter him in company,’ said Sophia. 
at- grave—once more became fractious and ill at ease. | ‘He is one of those men who hate being shown up 
us My poor mother, who could conceive no fault in my | before others. But when you are alone, take your 
‘nN, disposition—concluding that, as in other instances, the | revenge. ‘Treat his anger as a jest. Prove to him 
of husband had discovered in the daily companionship | you are not afraid of him; and since he chooses to 
ny of married life, faults which had been invisible to a| behave like a child, argue with him as children are 
at lover—ascribed to poor Mary all the discredit of the | argued with.’ 
Ty change. She took a dislike to her daughter-in-law,| “ It was on my return from a club-dinner, that Mary 
as nay, even to Mrs. Wargrave’s family, friends, and ac- | attempted to put these mischievous precepts into prac- 
ly quaintances. She saw that after they had been dining | tice. I was late—too late ; for, against my will, I had 
a with me, I grew morose and irritable; and attributed | been detained by the jovial party. But, instead of 
ch the fault to my guests, instead of to the cursed wine | encouraging the apologies I was inclined to offer for 
4 their —— compelled me to swallow.” having kept her watching, Mary, who had been be- 

x 
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guiling the time of my absence in her dresing-room 
with an entertaming book, by which her spirits were 
exhilirated, began to laugh at my excuses; to banter, 
to mock me. I begged her to desist. She persisted. 
I grew angry. She replied to my invectives by a 
thousand absurd accusations, invented to justify her 
mirth. I bade hex be silent. She only laughed more 
loudly. I stamped, swore—raved;—she approached 
me in mimicry of my violence. I struck her !” 
When Wargrave’s melancholy voice subsided into 

silence, the expressions of my countryman Tobin, (the 
prototype of Knowles) involuntarily occurred to my 

mind— 

“The man who lays his hand, 
Save in the way of kindness, on a woman, 
Is a wretch, whom ’twere base flattery to call a cow- 

ard.” 

“1 know not what followed this act of brutality,” 
cried Wargrave, rousing himself. “I have a faint 
remembrance of kneeling and imploring, and offering 
the sacrifice of my life in atonement for such ingrati- 
tude. But I have a very strong one of the patient 
immobility which, from that moment, poor Mary as- 
sumed in my presence. She jested no more ; she never 
laughed again. What worlds would I have given 
had she remonstrated—detended hersel{—resented the 
injury! But no! from that fatal night, like the en- 
chanted princess in the story, she became converted 
into marble, whenever her husband approached her. 
I fancicd—so conscious are the guilty—that she be- 
trayed an apprehension of leaving our child in the 
room alone with me. Perhaps she thought me mad! 
Sue was nght. The brief insaniiy inspired by wine 
had alone caused me to raise my hand against her.” 

“But you had no reason to suppose that, on this 
occasion, Mrs. Wargrave again conferred with her 
family touching your conduct?” 

“No reason; yet | did suppose it. I knew the 
secret had been kept from her brothers ; for, if not, fine 
manly fellows as they were, neihing would induce 
them again to sit at my board. But there was a person 
whose interference between me and my wife I dreaded 
more than theirs ; a brother of Sophy Cavendish, who 
had loved Mary from her childhood, and wooed her, 
and had been dismissed shortly after her acquaintance 
with myself That fellow I could never endure! 
Horace Cavendish was the reverse of his sister; grave, 
even to dejection ; cold and dignified in his demeanour; 
sententious, taciturn, repulsive. Mary had a great 
opinion of him, although she had preferred the vivacity 
of my manner, and the impetuosity of my character. 
But now that these qualities had been turned against 
herself, might not a revulsion of feeling cause her to 
regret her cousin? She must have felt that Horace 

Cavendish would have invited an executioner to hack 
his arm off, rather than raise it against a woman! No 
provocation would have caused Aim w address her in 
those terms of insult, in which, on more than one oc- 
casion, I had indulged. I began to hate him, for I 
felt little in his presence. I saw that he was my su- 
perior in temper and breeding: that he would have 
made a happier woman of my wile. Yet I had no 
pretext for dismissing him my house. He came, and 

came, and sat there day afier day, arguing upon men 
and things, in his calm, measured, dispassionate voice. 
hie could not but have seen that he was odious to me; 
yet he had not the delicacy to withdraw from our 
society. Perhaps he thought his presence necessary 
to protect his cousin? Perhaps he thought I was noi 
to be trusted with the deposite of her happiness ?’’ 

“ But surely,” said 1, beginning to dread the conti- 

nuation of his recital, “ surely, after what had already 
occurred, you were careful to refrain from the stimulants 
which had betrayed you into an unworthy action ?” 

“Right. I was careful. My temperance was that 

ofan anchorite. On the pretext of health, I refrained 
for many months from tasting wme. I became myself 
again. My brothers-in-law called me milksop! { 
cared not what they called me. The current of my 
blood ran cool and free. I wanted to conquer back 
the confidence of my wife.” 

“ But perhaps this total abstinence rendered the 
ordeal still more critical, when you were compelled 
occasionally to resume your former habits?” 

“Right again. I was storing a magazine against 
myself! There occurred a family festival from which 
I could not absent myself; the wedding of Sophy Ca- 
vendish. Even my wife relaxed in her habitual cold- 
ness towards me, and requested me to join the party. 
We met; a party of some thirty—giggling, noisy, 

brainless, to jest and to be merry. It was settled that 
I must ‘ drink the bride’s health;’ and Mrs. Wargrave 
extended her glass towards mine, as if to make it a 
pledge of reconciliation. How eagerly I quaffed. it! 
The champagne warmed my heart. Of my free will, 
I took a second glass. The bridegroom was te be 
toasted ; then the family into which Sophy was marry- 
ing; then the family she was quitting. At length the 
health of Mrs. Wargrave was proposed. Could I do 
otherwise than honour it ina bumper? I looked to- 
wards her fur further encouragement—further kind- 
ness; but, instead of the expected smile, I saw her 
pale, trembling, anxious. My kindling glances, and 
heated countenance pezhaps reminded her of the fatal 
night which had been the origin of our misurderstand- 
ing. Yes, she trembled; and, in the midst of her 
agitation, I saw, or fancied I saw, a look of sympathy 
and good understanding pass between her and Horace 
Cavendish. I turned fiercely towards him. He re- 
garded me with contempt ; that look at least I did not 

misinterpret: but I revenged it!” 
Involuntarily I rose from the parapet, and walked a 

few paces towards the frigate, in order that Wargrave 
might recover breath and composure. He followed 
me—he clung yf my arm; the rest of his narrative was 
spoken almost in a whisper. 

“In the mood which had now taken possession of 
me, it was easy to give offence; and Cavendish ap- 
peared no less ready than myself. We quarrelled. 
Mary's brother attempted to pacify us, but the purpose 
of both was settled. I saw that he looked upon me 
a8 a venomous reptile to be crushed; and I looked 
upon him as the lover of Mary. One of us must die 
to extinguish such deadly hatred. We met at sunrise. 
Both were sober then. I shot him through the heart!” 

“I had once the misfortune to act as second in a 
mortal duel, my dear Wargrave,” said 1; “I know how 
to pity you.” 

“Not you!” faltered my companion, shuddering 
with emotion. “You may know what it is to con- 
template the ebbing blood, the livid face, the leaden 
eye of a victim; to see him carried log-like from the 

field; to feel that many lips are cursing you—many 
hearts upbraiding you; but you cannot estimate the 
agony of a position such as mine with regard to Mary. 
I surrendered myself to justice; took no heed of my 
defence. Yet surely many must have loved me; for, 
on the day of trial, hundreds of witnesses came for- 
ward to attest my humanity, my generosity, my mild- 
ness of nature.” 

“ Mildness !” 
“ Ay!—Save when under the fatal influence, (the 

influence which stimulates my lips this very moment,) 
my disposition is gentle and forbearing. But they 
adduced something which almost made me long to 
refute their evidence in my favour. Many of our 
mutual friends attested upon oath that the deceased 
had been observed to seek occasions of giving me 
offence. That he had often spoken of me disparag- 

ingly, threateningly; that he had been heard to say, I 
deserved to die! 1 was now sure that Mary hed taken 
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bi into her confidence ; and yet it was by my wife’s 
unceasing exertions that this mass of evidence had 
been collected in my favour. I was acquitted. The 
court rang with acclamations ; for I was ‘ the only son 
of my mother, and she wes a widow ;’ and the name 
of Wargrave commanded respect and love from many, 
both in Aer person and that of my wife. The Caven- 
dish family had not availed itself mercilessly against 
my life. I left the court; ‘without a blemish upon 
my character,’ and with gratitude for the good oflices 
of hundreds. I was not yet quite a wretch. 
“But I had not yet seen Mary! On the plea of 

severe indisposition, she had refrained from visiting 
me in prison; and now, that all danger was over, I 
rejoiced she had been spared the humiliation of such 

an interview. On the eve of my trial, I wrote to her; 
expressing my wishes and intentions towards herself 
and our child, should the event prove fatal; and invit- 
ing her to accompany me instantly to the continent, 
should the laws of my country spare my life. We 
could not remain in the centre of a family so cruelly 
disunited, in a home so utterly desecrated. I implored 
her, too, to allow my aged mother to become our com- 
panion, that she might sanction my attempts in a new 
career of happiness and virtue. But, although re- 
lieved by this explanation of my future views, | trem- 
bled when I found myself once more on the threshold 
ofhome. To meet again—to fall once more upon the 
neck of my poor mother, whose blindness and infirmi- 
ties had forbidden her to visit me in durance! What 
a trial! The shouts of the multitude were dying 
away in the distance ; my sole companion was a vene- 
rable servant of my father’s, who sat sobbing by my 
side. He had attended as a witness at the trial. He 
was dressed in a suit of deep mourning, probably in 
token of the dishonour of his master’s house. 

“ The windows are closed,” said I, looking anxiously 
upwards, as the carriage stopped. Has Mrs. Wargrave 
—has my mother quitied town?” 

“ There was no use in distressing you, Master Wil- 
lia, so long as you was in trouble,” said the old man, 
grasping my arm. “ My poor old mistress has been 
buried these six weeks; she died of a stroke of apo- 
plesy, the day after you surrendered yourself. We 
buried her, sir, by your father.” 

“ And my wife?” said I, 4s soon as I could recover 
my utterance. 

“T don’t rightly understand—I can’t quite make 
out—I believe, sir, you will find a letter,” said my 
gray-headed companion, following me closely into the 
house. 
“From Mary?” 
“ Here it is,” he replied, opening a shutter of the 

cold, grim, cheerless room, and pointing to the table. 

“From Mary?” I again reiterated, as I snatched it 
up. No! not from Mary; not even from any member 
of her family; not even from any friend—from any 
acquaintance. Jt was a lawyer's letter ; informing me, 
with technical precision, that ‘his client Mrs. Mary 
Wargrave, conceiving she had just cause and provo- 
ation to withdraw herself from my roof, had already 
taken up her abode with her family; that she was 

prepared to defend herself, by the strong aid of the 
law, against any opposition I might offer to her design; 
but trusted the aflair would be amicably adjusted. 

His client, Mrs. Mary Wargrave, moreover, demanded 
no other maintenance than the trifle allowed by her 
marriage settlement, for her separate use. Instead of 
accompanying me to the continent, she proposed to 
reside with her brothers.’ 

“ And it was by the hand of a lawyer's clerk that I 
was to learn all this! The woman—the wife—whom 
Thad struck !—was prepared to plead ‘ cruelty’ against 
me in a court of justice, rather than live with the 

marderer of her minion! She knew to what a home 

were shatieted;—and at such a moment abandoned 
me! 

“«Drink this, Master William,’ said the poor old 
man, returning to my side with a salver and a betile 
ne ee ee ee 
keeping. ‘You went support, my dear boy; drink 
this.” 

“«Give it me,’ cried I, snatching the glass from his 
hands. ‘ Another—another!—I do want support; for 
I have still a task to perform. Stop the carriage; I 
am going out. Another glass!—I must see Mrs. War- 
grave'—Where is she?’ 

“«Three miles off, sir, at Sir William’s. My mis- 
tress is with her elder brother, sir. You can’t see her 
to-night. Wait till morning; wait till you are more 
composed. You will lose your senses with all these 
cruel shocks!’ 

“I have lost my senses!” I exclaimed, throwing my- 
self again into the carriage. “ And therefore I must 
see her—must see her before I die!” 

“And these frantic words were constantly on my 
lips till the carriage stopped at the gate of Sir William 
Brabazon. I would not suffer it to enter, I traversed 
the court-yard on foot; I wished to give no announce- 
ment of my arrival. It was dusk. The servant did 
not recognize me, when, having entered the offices 
by a side-door, I demanded of a strange servant ad- 
mittance to Mrs. Wargrave. The answer was such 
as I had anticipated. ‘Mrs. Wargrave could see no 
one. She was ill; had only just risen from her bed.’ 
Nevertheless, I urged the necessity of an immediate 
interview. ‘{ must see her on business.’ Still less. 
‘It was impossible for Mrs. Wargrave to see any 
person on business, as Sir William and Mr. Brabazon 
had just gone inte town; and she was quite alone, and 
much indisposed.’— Take in this note,’ said I, tearing 
a blank leaf frem my pocket-book, and folding it to 
represent a letter. And following with caution the 
servant I despatched on my errand, I found my way 
to the door of Mary’s apartment. It was the begin- 
ning of spring. The invalid was sitting in a large 
arm-chair before the fire, with her little bey asleep in 
her arms. I had ed the servant into the room ; 
and, by the imperfect fire-light, she mistook me for the 
medical attendant she was expecting. 

“«Good evening, Dector,’ said she, in & voiee so 
faint and tremulous, that I could scarcely recognize it 
for her. ‘ You will find me better to-night. But why 
are you so late?’ 

“«You will, perhaps, find me too early,’ said I, 
placing myself resolutely beside her ebair, ‘ unless you 
are disposed to annul the instrument with which you 
have been pleased to complete the measure of your 
husband’s miseries. Do not tremble, Madam; do not 
shudder; do not faint. You have no personal injury 
to apprehend. I am come here, a broken-hearted man, 
to learn my award of life or death.’ And in spite of 
my false courage, I staggered to the wall, and leaned 
against it for support. 

“* My brothers are absent,’ faltered Mary: ‘I have 
no counsellor at hand, to act as mediator between us.’ 

“«For which reason I hazard this appeal. I am 
here to speak with my own lips to your own ears, to 
your own heart. Let its unbiassed impulses condemn 
me or absolye me. Do not decide upon the suggestions 
of others.’ 

“«] have decided,’ murmured Mrs. Wargrave, ‘ irre- 
vocably.’ 

«+ No, you have not!” said I, again approaching her ; 
‘for you have decided without listening to the defence 
of your husband, to the appeal of nature. Mary, Mary! 
have you so soon forgotten the vows of eternal union 
breathed in the presence of God? On what covenant 
did you accept my hand, my name, my tenderness? 
On that of a merciful compromise with the frailties of 

I was returning; she knew that my household gods human nature; “ for better, fer worse, for richer, for 
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poorer, in sickness and in health.” It has been for 
worse, for I have been perverse, and wayward, and 
mad ; it has been for poorer, for my good name is taken 
from me; it has been for sickness, for a heavy sickness 
is on my soul. But is the covenant less binding? Are 
you not still my wife?—my wife whom I adore—my 
wife whom I have injured—my wife, whose patience 
I would requite by a whole life of homage and adora- 
tion—my wife, whe once vowed a vow before the 
Lord, that, forsaking all other, she would cleave to me 
alone? Mary, no human law can contravene this 
primal statute. Mary, you have no right to cast from 
you the father of your child.’ 

“« It is for my child’s sake that I seek to withdraw 
from his authority,’ said Mrs. Wargrave, with more 
firmness than might have been expected; a firmness 
probably derived from the contact of the innocent and 
helpless being she pressed to her bosom. ‘ No!—I 
cannot live with you again; my confidence is gone, 
my respect diminished. ‘This boy, as his faculties be- 
come developed, would see me tremble in your pre- 
sence; would learn that I fear you; that-——” 

“«That you despise me! speak out, Madam ; speak 
out!’ 

“«That I pity you,’ continued Mary, resolutely ; 
‘ that I pity you, as one who has the reproach of blood 
upon his hand, and the accusation of ruffianly injury 
against a woman on his conscience.’ 

“* And such are the lessons you will teach him; 
lessons to lead him to perdition, to damnation; for, by 
the laws of the Almighty, Madam, however your 
kindred or your lawyers may inspire you, the father, 
no less than the mother, must be honoured by his 
child.’ 

«Tt is a lesson I would scrupulously withhold from 
him: and, to secure his ignorance, it is needful that he 
should live an alien from his father’s roof. Wargrave, 
our child must not grow up in observation of our es- 
trangement.’ 

“*Then, by Heaven, my resolution is taken! Still 
Jess shall his little life be passed in watching the tears 
shed by his mother for the victim of an adulterous 
passion! You have appealed to the laws; by the laws 
Jet us abide. The child is mine, by right, by enforce- 
ment. Live where you will—defy me from what 
shelter you please; but this little creature whom you 
have constituted my enemy, remains with me! Sur- 
render him to me, or dread the consequences!’ 

“ You did not?” I incoherently gasped, seizing War- 
grave by the arm, and dreading, I knew not what. 

“ Have I not told you,” he replied, in a voice which 
froze the blood in my veins, “that, before quitting 
home, I had swallowed half a bottle of Madeira? My 
frame was heated, my brain maddened! I saw in the 
woman before me only the minion, the mourner of 
Horace Cavendish. I had no longer a wife.” 

“ And you dared to injure her?” 
“ Right boy; that is the word—dared! It was cow- 

ardly, was it not? brutal, monstrous! Say something 
that may spare my own bitter self accusations!” 

Involuntarily I released myself from his arm. 
“Yes! Mary, like yourself, prepared herself for 

violence at my hands,” continued Wargrave, scarcely 
noticing the movement; “ for instinctively she attempt- 
ed to rise and approach the bell; but, encumbered by 
the child, or by her own weakness, she fell back in 
her ciwsir. ‘Don’t wake him!’ said she, in a faint, 
piteous voice, as if, after all, Ais helplessness constituted 
her best defence. 

“*Give him up, then, at once. 
not love him? 

Do you think I do 
Do you think I shall be less careful of 

him than yourself? Give him up to his father.’ 
“ For a moment, as if overcome, she seemed attempt- 

ing to unclasp the little hand which, even in sleep, 
clung tenderly to her night-dress. For a moment she 
seemed to recognize the irresistibility of my claim. 

ey 

“¢The carriage waits,’ said I sternly. ‘Where is 
his nurse?” 

“*T am his nurse,’ cried Mary, bursting into an 
agony of tears. ‘I will go with him. To retain my 
child, I will consent to live with you again.’ 

“«With me? Am I a worm, that you think to 
trample on me thus? Live with me, whom you have 
dishonoured with your pity, your contempt; your pre- 
ference of another? Rather again would I stand ar- 
raigned before a criminal tribunal, than accept such a 
woman as my wife!’ 

“« As a servant, then; let me attend as a servant on 
this little creature, so dear to me, so precious to me, so 
feeble, so——’ 
“Ts it Cavendish’s brat, that you plead for him so 

warmly?’ cried I, infuriated that even my child should 
be preferred to me. And I now attempted to remove 
him by force from her arms. 

“* Help! help! help!" faltered the feeble, half-faint- 
ing mother. But no one came, and I persisted. Did 
you ever attempt to hold a struggling child—a child 
that others were struggling to retain—a young child 
—a soft, frail, feeble child? And why did she resist? 
Should not she, woman that she was, have known that 
mischief would rise from such contact? She who had 
tended those delicate limbs, that fragile frame? -The 
boy wakened from his sleep—was screaming violently. 
He struggled, and struggled, and moaned, and gasped. 
But, on a sudden, his shrieks ceased. He was still, 
silent, breathless” 

“* Dead” cried I. 
“So she imagined at the moment, when, at the 

summons of her fearful shrieks, the servants rushed 
into the room. But no,I had not again become a 
murderer; a new curse was in store for me. When 
medical aid was procured, it was found that a limb 
was dislocated; the spine injured; the boy a cripple 
for life!” 

“ What must have been his father’s remorse!” 
“His father was spared the intelligence. It was 

not for fourteen months that I was removed from the 
private madhouse, to which, that fatal night, I was 
conveyed, a raving maniac. The influence of wine, 
passion, horror, had induced epilepsy; from which I 
was only ronsed to a state of frenzy. Careful treat- 
ment and solitude gradually restored me. Legal steps 
had been taken by the Brabazon family during my 
confinement; and my mutilated boy is placed, by the 
Court of Chancery, under the guardianship of his mo- 
ther. For some time after my recovery I became a 
wanderer on the continent, with the intention of 
wasting the remnants of my blighted existence in rest- 
less obscurity. But I soon felt that the best propitia- 
tion, the best sacrifice to offer to my injured wife and 
child, was an attempt to conquer, for their sake, an 
honourable position in society. I got placed on full- 
pay in a regiment appointed to a foreign station. I 
made over to my boy the whole of my property. I 
pique myself on living on my pay—on drinking no 
wine—on absenting myself from all the seductions of 
society. I lead a life of penance, of pain. But, some 
day or other, my little victim will learn the death of 
his father, and feel that he devoted his wretched days 

to the duties of an honourable profession, in order to 
spare him further dishonour as the son of a suicide.” 

“ Thank God!” was my murmured ejaculation, when 
at this moment I perceived the boat of the Astrea; 
whose approach enabled me to cover my emotion with 
the bustle of parting. There was not a word of con- 

solation—of palliation, to be offered to such a man. 
He had indeed afforded me a fearful commentary on 
my text. Never before had I duly appreciated the 
perils and dangers of Wine! 

“ And it is to such a stimulus,” murmured I, as F 
slowly rejoined my companions, “that judge and juror 

recur for strength to inspire their decrees; to such aD 
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influence, that captain and helmsman turn for courage | ourselves with defence; to this master-fiend, we open 
in the storm; to such a counsellor, the warrior refers 
his manceuvres on the day of battle; nay, that the 
minister, the chancellor, the sovereign himself, dedi- 
cate the frailty of their nature! That human life, that 
human happiness, should be subjected to so devilish 
an instrument! Against all other enemies, we fortify 

the doors of the citadel.” 
My meditations were soon cut short by the joyous 

chorus of a drinking song, with which Lord Thomas's 
decoction inspired the shattered reason of the Com- 
mandants, superior and inferior, of His Majesty's Ship 
the Astrea. 

THE SUN AND MOON. 

FROM THE GERMAN OF EBERT. 

Moon.—O Sun, ere thou closest thy glorious career, 
(And brilliant thy wide course has been,) 

Delay and recount to my listening ear, 

The things which on earth. thou hast seen. 

Sun.—I saw, as my daily course I ran, 
The various labours of busy man; 
Each project vain, each emprise high, 
Lay open to my searching eye. 
I entered the peasant’s lowly door, 
I shone on the student’s narrow floor; 
I gleamed on the sculptor’s statue pale, 
And on the proud warrior’s coat of mail 
I shed my rays in the house of prayer, 
On the kneeling crowds assembled there; 
In gilded hall and tapestried room, 
And cheered the dark cold dungeon’s gloom. 
With joy in happy eyes I shone, 
And peace bestowed where joy was gone. 
In tears upon the face of care, 
In pearls that decked the maiden’s hair— 
I shone on all things sad and fair. 
But few the eyes that turned to Heaven, 
In gratitude for blessings given; 
As on the horizon’s verge I hung, 
No hymn or parting lay was sung. 

Moon.—Thou risest in glory, my journey is o’er; 
Alternate our gifts we bestow; 

Yet seldom behold we the hearts that adore 
The Source whence all benefits flow. 

Sux—Thou comest, O Moon, with thy soft-beaming 
light, 

To shine where my presence has been; 
Then tell me, I pray thee, thou fair queen of night, 
What thou in thy travels hast seen. 

Moon.—I shone on many a pillowed head, 
On greensward rude and downy bed; 
I watched the infant's tranquil sleep, 
Composed to rest so calm and deep: 
The murderer in his fearful dream, 
Woke starting at my transient gleam. 
I saw, across the midnight skies, 
Red flames from burning cities rise ; 
And where, ‘mid foaming billows roar, 
The vessel sank to rise no more: 
I heard the drowning sailor's cry 
For succour, when no help was nigh. 

On mountain path, and forest glade, 
The lurking robber’s ambuscade, 
I shone—and on the peaceful grave, 
Where sleep the noble and the brave, 
To each and all my light I gave; 
And as my feebler silver ray 
Vanished before the dawn of day, 
In vain I lent my willing ear, 
One word ef gratitude to hear. 

Scn.—We will travel onward our task to fulfil, 
Till time shall be reckoned no more; 

When ail shall acknowledge the Sovereign Will 
That made them to love and adore. 

THE BUTTERFLYS DREAM. 

A TULIP, just opened, had offered to hold 
A butterfly, gaudy, and gay; 

And, rocked in a cradle of crimson and gold, 
The careless young slumberer lay. 

For the butterfly slept, as such thoughtless ones will, 
At ease, and reclining on flowers, 

If ever they study, 't is how they may kill 
The best of their mid-sammer hours. 

And the butterfly dreamed, as is often the case 
With tabbed buen of change, 

Who, keeping the body at ease in its place, 
Give fancy permission to range. 

He dreamed that he saw, what he could but despise, 
The swarm from a neighbouring hive; 

Which, having come out for their winter supplies, 
Had made the whole garden alive. 

He looked with disgust, as the proud often do 
On the diligent movements of those 

Who, keeping both present and future in view, 
Improve every hour as it goes. 

As the brisk little alchymists passed to and fro, 
With anger the butterfly swelled ; 

And called them mechanics—a rabble too low 
To come near the station he held. 

“ Away from my presence!” said he, in his sleep, 
“ Ye humble plebeians! nor dare 

Come here with your colourless winglets to sweep 
The king of this brilliant parterre!” 

He thought, at these words, that together they flew, 
And, facing about, made a stand; 

And then, to a terrible army they grew, 
And fenced him on every hand. 

Like hosts of huge giants, his numberless foes 
Seemed spreading to measureless size ; 

Their wings with a mighty expansion arose, 
And stretched like a veil o’er the skies. 

Their eyes seemed like little volcanoes, for fire— 
Their hum, to a cannon-peal grown— 

Farina to bullets was rolled in their ire, 
And, he thought, hurled at him and his throne. 

He tried to cry quarter! his voice would not sound, 
His head ached—his throne reeled and fell; 

His enemy cheered, as he came to the ground, 
And cried, “ King Papilio, farewell!” 

His fall chased the vision—the sleeper awoke 
The wonderful dream to expound ; 

The lightning’s bright flash from the thunder-cloud 
broke, 

And hail-stones were rattling around. 

He ’d slumbered so long, that now over his head, 
The tempest’s artillery rolled; 

The tulip was shattered—the whirl-blast had fled, 
And borne off its crimson and gold. 

’T is said, for the fall and the pelting, combined 
With suppressed ebullitions of pride, 

This vain son of summer no balsam could find, 
But he crept under covert and died. 
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Original. 

THE THREE SWANS. 

Nica to Wimpfen, a town situated upon the Neckar, | looked like sisters, moved the boy, and inspired his 

there is a lofty mountain, on the top of which appears 

so frequently found in such situations in Germany.— 
Popular superstition has connected the following plea- 
sing legend with the Lake of Wimpfen. 

A beautiful boy was once seated upon the shores of 
the lake, wreathing a coronal for himself out of the 
lovely flowers which grew upon its banks. 
quite alone, and ever and anon he raised his blue eyes, 

guileless breast with confidence: “ Yes,” he exclaimed, 
one of those small but unfathomable lakes which are | leaping up joyfully from his couch, “ yes, I will remain 

with you!” The lovely sisters now led the wonder. 
ing boy through their magnificent fairy palace. 

The splendour of the apartments dazzled his asto- 
nished senses. Nursed in poverty, and accustomed 

| only to the simple furniture of his father’s cot, he was 
He was | now overwhelmed by the magnificence which sur- 

rounded him; the walls and floors of every room were 

and gazed with childish longing across the glittering | curiously inlaid with gold and silver; there were pearls 
waters for a little boat in which to sail about over the | as large as walnuts, and diamonds the size of eggs, 
tranquil expanse; but the boy beheld nothing like a 
boat save a single plank of wood which moved to and 
fro on the tiny waves as they rippled towards the 
shore, and which, though it might have afforded a 
slight support in swimming, could not carry him to the 
other side of the lake. The boy raised his longing 
eyes once more, and was astonished to perceive three 
snow-white swans sailing proudly up and down in the 
middle of the lake. At last the stately birds approach- 
ed where the boy lay, who, delighted with his new 
companions, drew some crumbs of bread from his 

pocket and fed them; they seemed to him so tame— 
they looked so gentle—and came so near to the shore, 
that the delighted boy thought to catch one of them; 
but when he stooped down with this design they 
moved gently away. and remained beyond his reach, 
although in his anxiety he nearly suspended his whole 

body above the deep lake, on the lowermost branch of 
a young poplar which grew upon the bank. 

The tamer the three beautiful birds appeared to the 
boy, and the oftener that they baffled his attempts to 
catch them, the more eager he became to secure them 
for himself. He drew the plank ftom the water, 
launched it again, balanced himself with caution upon 
it, and, finding it supported him, pushed off with a 
shout of delight from the shore, and making use of his 
hands as oars rowed fearlessly after the swans. 

The beautiful birds kept sailing immediately before 
him, but ever beyond his reach, until he had gained 
the middle of the lake. He now felt his strength ex- 
hansted, and for the first time became seized with 
excessive terror, when he beheld nothing near or 
around him but the glittering waters. Meanwhile the 
three swans kept sailing around him in contracting 
circles, as if they wished to calm his rising alarms, but 
the gallant boy, when he beheld them so near to him, 
forgot his danger, and hastily stretched out his hand 
to grasp the nearest, when alas, his unsteady raft 
yielded to the impulse, and down he sank into the 
deep blue waters! 

When the boy recovered from a long trance, he 

found himself lying upon a couch, in a magnificent 
castle, and before him stood three maidens of marvel- 
lous beauty. 

“How came you hither?” inquired one of them, 
taking him by the hand with a sweet smile. 

“I know not what has happened to me,” replied 
the boy. “I only remember that I once wished to 
catch three beautiful swans which were sailing upon 
the lake, and that [ sank in the deep, deep waters.” 

“Will you stay with us?” asked one of the maidens. 
“}lere you are most welcome; but this know, that if 

you remain three days with us, you can never again 

return to your father’s house; for, after that period, 

you would no longer be able to breathe the air of the 
world above, and you would therefore die.” 

The kindness of the three beautiful maidens, who 

and red gold in bars, and such 4 profusion of wealth 
and of objects of inconceivable beauty as the peasant’s 
son had never dreamt of, even when he lay on the 
banks of the lake, and gazed upwards on the high, 
blue heavens, towards the dwellings of the angels. 

In the gardens which surrounded this enchanted 
palace grew fruits and flowers lovelier far than he 
had ever beheld; the apples were as large as a child’s 
head, and the plumbs the size of ostrich eggs, and the 
cherries like billiard balls, and the flowers of marvel- 
lously varied forms and beauty; sweet birds filled the 
air with their merry warblings—the little streamlets 
seemed to murmur music as they meandered through 
the emerald meads, and the zephyrs which played 
amid his hyacinth locks, were more odorous than these 
of Araby, or the spicy islands of the East. The boy 
had often read of Paradise, and now he thought:— 
“This is surely Patadise; and I am happy here.” 

Weeks and months passed thus away, and still the 
youthful stranger remained unconscious of their flights 
for a perpetual succession of new objects occupied his 
attention; and while roaming beneath the orange-trees 
with their golden fruit, he never thought of the broad 
oak which stretched its shelteting arms above his 
father’s hut. 

But at last, when neatly 2 whole yeat was gone, the 
mortal inhabitant of this enchanted region was suddenly 
seized with an irrepressible longing to return to his na- 
tive village. Nothing pleased him now—nothing any 
longer gratified his boyish fancy—the flowers had lost 
their beauty to his pensive eye—the melody of the 
streams and the songs of the birds fell tuneless on his 
listless ear—the sky above him appeared far less beau- 
tiful than that on whose reflected hues he had so often 
gazed as he lay on the banks of the deep lake—but 
when he thought of the words of the beautiful mai- 
dens, who had assured him that to return to the light 
of another world was impossible afier the third day’s 
sojourning in this enchanted region, he hid his secret 
sorrow in his inmost soul, and only gave vent to his 

grief when he thought the thick shades of the garden 
concealed him from observation; much he strove (when 
the three kind sisters approached him,) to appear 
happy and cheerful as formerly, but he could not con- 
ceal the grief which was preying within; and when 
they kindly inquired what ailed him, he tried to ac- 

count for his altered appearance and demeanour, by 
various excuses and pretences of bad health. 

One day as he lay in the light of the setting sun, upon 
the green banks of a limpid stream, though all nature 
around him appeared charming, rich and luxurious, 
and the air was filled with fragrance, and the birds sang 
their evening song, and on the meadow before him 
were some cheerful labourers, singing cheerfully while 
at work, he felt that all this beauty and melody want- 
ed something without which they could administer no 

happiness to his longing soul. His father’s hut sud- 
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denly rose in lively colours before his fancy; he saw 
his beloved mother weeping bitterly at the door, and 
he knew that it was for him she wept; and he beheld 
all his long forgotten companions with their familiar 
faces standing around his mother, and heard them 

calling his name aloud as if in sorrow; and then the 
poor boy sobbed aloud and wept bitterly with his face 
hid in the tall grass. 

As he lay in this posture he heard a clear voice 

singing in the distance, and as he listened the sounds 
waxed more audible and seemed to float nearer to him 
through the still air. Again they died away in the 
distance, and again they approached towards him, 
until he distinctly heard the following words sung 
apparently by different and separate voices:— 

FIRST VOICE. 

“The home of my childhood, how brightly it shines 
‘Mid the dreary darkling past! 

There the sunlight of memory never declines, 
Still green is its valley—still green are its vines— 
What charms hath memory cast 

Around thy father’s cot?” 

SECOND VOICE. 

«Oh! the home of my childhood was wild and rude 
In the depth of an alpine solitude; 
But dearer to me, and fairer far, 
lis rocks, and dells, and streamlets are, 

Than the thousand vales of the noble Rhine! 
Hast thou so dear a home 2” 

THIRD VOICE. 

“Far, far away, in the twilight gray, 
My spirit loves to roam, 

To one sweet spot—oh! ne'er forgot! 
My childhood’s home.” 

FOURTH VOMKE. 

“The eagle lent me his wing of pride, 
And away with him I flew, 

O’er many a land and ocean wide, 
To a vale my childhood knew.” 

When the fourth voice had died softly away in the 
distance, the boy—whose young heart now heaved till 
it was like to burst with wild and uncontrollable 
longings to return to his father’s home—heard the 
rush of heavy wings passing near him, and looking up 
beheld a beautiful snow-white eagle, with a golden 
crown upon its head, and a collar of rubies, alight 
near to him on the meadow. ‘The noble bird looked 
with a friendly eye upon him, and he heard another 
voice singing faintly, and far off, these words:— 

“The eagle is a bird of truth, 
And his wing is swift and strong.” 

The boy moved by a powerful and momentary impulse, 
sprung to his feet and ran towards the noble bird, 
which bent its crowned head and stretched out its 
long wings as if to salute him on his approach; but 
he now discovered that the eagle's strong talons were 
fixed in a swan, which lay beneath him, and which 

he knew to be one of those which he had seen swim- 
ming on the lake near Wimpfen. Then the manly 
boy seized a branch of a tree and with it drove away 

the cruel eagle from the swan. No sooner had he 

performed this grateful action, than he suddenly be- 
held the three lovely sisters from whom he had just 

been longing to make his escape, standing before him, 
and smiling so sweetly and mildly upon him, that he 
felt ashamed of his wish to leave them secretly, and 
hung down his head blushing deeply. Then one of 
them spoke :— 

“We know thy thoughts, dear youth, and what it is 
that moves thee so deeply—and though we are sorry 
‘0 part with thee, yet as thou hast proved thyself so 

faithful towards us, thy secret desire shall be granted, 
and to-morrow thou shalt behold thy father, and mo- 
ther, and brethren, and sisters.” 

The poor boy stood mute before his kind benefac- 
tresses; he wept because he was about to part with 
them, and he also wept when he thought how long he 
had tarried away from his home; all night he tossed 
about on a restless couch unable to resolve on départ- 
ing, and equally unable to reject the offer which had 
been made to him by his kind and lovely friends. At 
last sleep sank down on his weary eyelids, and when 
he awoke the following morning, he found himself 
lying on the shore of the well-known lake. 

He looked upon the waters, and beheld the three 
swans sailing at a little distance from him; but when 
he stretched his hands towards them, they beckoned 
in a friendly manner to him, and then diving beneath 
the surface re-appeared not again. 

All was pleasure and astonishment when the long 
lost.boy again presented himself in his native village. 
His friends, and companions assembled around him, 
and heard his wonderful story, but none believed it. 
But, after the first greetings were over, and his first 
transports of joy on finding himself again restored to 

his parents and youthful companions had subsided, the 
boy was seized with a secret longing to return to the 
unknown land; and this desire grew more vehement 
every day. 

He would now wander about the shores of the lake 
from sunrise till the stars appeared in the mighty hea- 
vens; but the three swans never returned, and the 
poor boy wept and sighed in vain for those Elysian 
Fields, in which it had once been permitted him to 
wander. His cheeks now grew pale as the withered 
rose, his eye became dim and languid, his bounding 
limbs grew more feeble every day, and all joy left his 
bosom. One evening he had dragged himself with 
much difficulty to the shore of the lake—the eveni 
sun threw its last radiance on the waters—and 
heard a sweet silver like voice which seemed to rise 
from the blue depth beneath him, singing these 
verses :-— F 

“Thou who hast roam’d through 
The bright world below, 

What joy can thy bosom 
On earth ever know? 

“ Dost thou dread the blue wave! 
Thou hast tried it before— 

One plunge in its bosom 
Thy sorrows are o'er!” 

The voice had died away in the distance, but the 
boy now stood close on the margin of the lake, gazing 
intently upon it, as if his eye sought to measure its 
profound depth. He turned round and cast one look 
upon his father’s cot, and he thought that he heard his 
mother’s voice calling him through thé still evening ; 
but again the soft silver-like voice rose up from the 
bosom of the placid waters, and he knew it to be the 
voice of one of the three fairy sisters. 

“ Adieu, adien, dear mother,” he cried, and with a 
shout of mingled joy and fear, flung himself headlong 
into the fathomless waters, wnich Closed around him 
for ever. 

—- 

Dr. WatTTs was so eminent for his powers of verse, 
that when a child, it was so natural for him to speak 
in rhyme, that even at the very time he wished to 
avoid it, he could not. His father was displeased, and 
threatened to whip him, if he did not leave off making 
verses. One day, when he was about to put his threats 
in execution, the child fell a crying, and, on his knees 
said, 43 

« Pray, Father, do some pity take, 
And I will no more verses make !” 
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Swiftly we glide and oh! as we near 
The haven, the home of those we hold dear, 
We think not of woe, we dream not of ill, 
As our pilot of light glows over us still $ 
Hark, the breeze sighs and woos us to shore, 
Pilgrims of ocean, our task it is oer, 

We hail, we hail the best land of our lovey’ 

By the star=light beacon shining abovee 

NIGHTsBLOWING FLOWERS. 

BY MRS. HEMANS. 

CatLpRrEN of night! unfolding meekly, slowly, 
To the sweet breathings of the shadowy hours, 

And glow-worm light is in the forest bowers; 
To solemn things and deep, 
To spirit-haunted sleep, 
To thoughts, all purified 

From earth, ye seem allied, 
O dedicated flowers! 

Ye, from the crowd your vestal beauty turning, 
Deep in dim urns the precious odour shrined, 

Till steps are hush’d and faithful stars are burning, 
And the moon’s eye looks down, serenely kind; 

So doth love’s dreaming heart 
Dwell from the throng apart; 
And but to shades disclose 
The inmost thought which glows, 

With its pure life entwined. 

Shut from the sounds wherein the day rejoices, 
To no triumphant song your petals thrill; 

But yield their fragrance to the faint sweet voices 

Rising from hidden founts when all is still, 
So doth the lone prayer arise, 
Mingling with secret sighs, 
When grief unfolds, like you, 
Her breast, for heavenly dew 

In silent hours to fill. 

When dark-blue heaveis look softest and most holy, 

THE LILY. 

Addressed to a Young Lady on her entrance into life. 

BY JAMES MONTGOMERY. 

Fiower of light! forget thy birth, 
Daughter of the sordid earth 
Lift the beauty of thine eye 
To the blue ethereal sky. 
While thy graceful buds unfold 
Silver petals starred with gold, 
Let the bee among thy bells 
Rifle their ambrosial cells, 
And the nimble pinioned air 
Waft thy breath to heaven, like prayer; 
Cloud and sun alternate shed 
Gloom or glory round thy head; 
Morn impearl thy leaves with dews, 
Evening lend them rosy hues, 
Morn with snow-white splendour bless, 
Night with glow-worm jewels dress; 

Thus fulfil thy summer-day, 
Spring and flourish and decay ; 
Live a life of fragrance—then 
Disappear—to rise again, 
When the sisters of the vale 
Welcome back the nightingale. 

So may she whose name I write, 
Be herself a flower of light, 
Live a life of innocence, 
Die—to be transported hence 
To that Garden in the skies, 
Where the Lily never dies. 
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HABITS OF THE 

It has been remarked that “a fondness for adorning 
the person for the sake of obtaining admiration from 
men, is natural to all women.” Now allewing this to 
be true, surely no one can condemn so laudable a de- 
sire of pleasing on the part of the fair sex, whatever 
may be its ulterior object. The female mind, for the 
most part, has so few important considerations where- 
with to occupy itself, and so few opportunities of 
publicly displaying its judgment and taste, except in 

matters of dress, that we cannot wonder at seeing so 
much attention paid to it by women of every class; 

ROMAN LADIES. 

The use of perfumes, cosmetics, and depilatories, 
prevailed to a great eXtent amongst the Romans; the 
first were obtained at a considerable expense from In- 
dia, Greece, and Persia; there are still in existence a 
few recipes for making the cosmetics used two thou- 

sand years ago, and which will be found to have many 
ingredients in common with similar preparations of 
our own time. Ovid gives the following, and adds, 

that those who use it will possess a complexion smoother 
than the surface of their polished mirrors :—* ‘Take 

two pounds of Lybian barley, free from straw and chaff, 
besides when it is remembered that the amount ex- | and an equal quantity of the pea of the wild vetch, 

pended by ladies in articles of dress and bijouterie by 

for the same purpose, a female fondness for fashion must 
| 

| mix these with ten eggs, Jet it harden and pound it, 

narcissus bruised in a mortar, two ounces of gum, and 

far exceeds that spent by the “lords of the « el add two ounces of hartshorn, and a dozen roots of the 

} 
always be considered as a national blessing, and one of two ounces of meal, reduce the whole to powder, sift 

the many advantages derived from a splendid court. | jt, and add nine times the quantity of honey.” Some 
, ! “s?* 

We would, however, by no means be understood as | used poppy juice and water, and others a pap or poul- 
advocating that excessive love of dress which is in- 
dulged in by some, reckless of all consequences, and 
which would almost induce them, Tarpeia-like, to 

sacrifice their country for a bracelet. The opening 
remark was made on the Roman ladies some two | 
thousand years ago, and it is of their different dresses 

that we now propose to treat; these, in splendour, | 
richness, and gracefulness, were not surpassed even 
by those of the present day, if we may judge from the 
litttle insight aflorded us by old Latin writers into the 
mysteries of a Roman lady’s toilette. 

The ladies of ancient Rome rose early, and imme- 
diately enjoyed the luxury of the bath, which was 
sometimes of perfumed water; they then underwent a 
process of polishing with pumice-stone for the purpose 
of smoothing the skin, and after being anointed with 

rich perfumes they threw around them a loose robe 
and retired to their dressing-rooms, where they re- 
ceived morning visits from their friends and discus- 
sed the merits of the last eloquent speech delivered | 
in the senate, or the probable conqueror in the next 
gladiatorial combat. After the departure of their 
Visiters, commenced the business of the toilette, which 
occupied a considerable portion of time; the maids 
were summoned, to each of whom a different duty} out by the roots. 
Was assigned : some furmed a kind of council and only 
looked on to direct and assist the others by their ad- 
vice and experience; one held the mirror before her 

tice of bread and milk, with which they completely 
covered the face, and kept on in their own houses; 
this when removed lefi the skin smooth and fair— 
Depilatories were used to form and adorn the eye- 
brows, which it was considered elegant to have joined 

across the nose. 
On one part of a Roman lady’s dressing table might 

be seen her small silver tooth brush, which, with the 

assistance of a little pure water, and occasionally a 
powder of mastic wood, formed her only dentrifice; 

near it stood a paper containing a black powder, 
which when ignited sent up a volume of thick smoke, 
and had the valuable property of restoring the eyes 
to their former brilliancy if weakened by the gaiety of 
the preceding evening, or by a sleepless night occa- 
sioned by the constant serenades of her lover beneath 
her window. Here was a bottle of the perfume of 
Peestum, and there a box of rouge, and another of hair- 
dye ; on another part lay a large coil or braid of false 
hair, made up by a male hair-dresser, and near it were 
the bodkins, the chains, the rings, and the richly stud- 
ded bands of white and purple which adorned the 
head ; this braid was worn on the crown of the head, 
the hair from the nape of the neck being all pulled 

Continual changes were taking 
place in the fashion of wearing the hair; at first it 
was cut off as a votive offering to the gods, but the 
Roman ladies soon discovered that “ luxuriant head of 
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hair was a powerful auxiliary of female beauty,” and 
allowed it to grow; at one time it was worn high in 
bows with a range of curls in front; at another a la 
Grecque ; then allowed to float in the air in a dishevel- 
led state, and again a fa militaire in the form of a hel- 

With the exception of the looking-glass the articles | met. Light hair was sometimes worn over that of a 
of the toilette were much the same as those in use at | naturally dark shade, auburn being the colour most 
present. The glass, or, more properly speaking, mir-| esteemed and admired by both sexes; those who had 
ror, was composed of a highly polished plate of metal,* white or dark hair used saffron as a dye to give it an 
generally silver, richly chased around the edges, and | auburn tinge. Some ladies used gold dustas a hair pow- 
adorned with precious stones; this was not fixed in a | der, “ which shed such a ray of glory around them as 
frame like the modern glass, but held by aslave. The | dazzled all beholders, and gave their heads an appear- 
combs were formed of ivory and rose-wood. Curling | ance of being on fire.” When the ladies did not 
tongs, bodkins, and hair pins were also known; the | « wear their hair,” they wore a kind of veil and a tur- 

former was a simple bar of iron heated in the fire, | ban or bonnet called mitra; this was like a bishop's mitre 
around which the hair was turned in order to preduce in shape but not so high, and with a lappet hanging over 
a curl; the two latter were made of gold and silver, | each cheek, something, in short, like a modern mob 
and ornamented with pearls; it was probably with | cap, which elegant head-dress owes its origin, no doubt, 
one of these bodkins that Cleopatra gave herself a|to the classical mitra; thus has the Roman female 
death-wound, and mot, as is commonly supposed, with | head-dress descended to our times, not only as one of 
an adder. the insignia of the members of the Right Reverend 
a Bench, bu: also in the shape of a covering for our do- 

*Looking-glasses were known to the Romans and | mestic matrons. 
obtained from the Phcenicians, but they were not in Afier having performed their abbutions, and gone 
general use. through all the little delicate offices ef making the 

mistress, While others there were to whom it was a 

“constant eare 
The bodkin, comb, and essence to prepare.” 
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complexion, perfuming the person, and endeavouring 
by art to excel nature, the Roman ladies were pre- 
pared to put on their costly garments, which were 
duly produced by the slave who held the honourable 
post of “ Mistress of the Robes.” In the earlier ages 
the under garment—whieh in other respects differed 
litle from the modern—was worn as high as the chin 
and down to the feet, so as to leave no part of the 

n visible except the face; in time, however, it 
was cut lower and shortened ; over this was worn the 
tunica, a dress composed of many folds, open at the 
sides and with sleeves; these sieeves were left open 
from the shoulder to the wrist, and fastened with 
clasps of gold and silver; one end of the tunica was 

fixed to the left shoulder, while the other was carried 
across the breast and fell negligently over the right 
shoulder till it touched the ground; this train was 
generally carried over the arm when walking, so as to 
show the right ancle; but it was considered neglige 
and*graceful to allow it to drag on the grouud instead 
of holding it up, and consequently was a custom much 
in vogue armongst the distinguees of ancient Rome. 

This was the dress worn during the republic, but it is 
difficult to obtain a correct description of it from the 
very Vague accounts handed down to us; probably, as 
in most republics, little attention was paid to dress, at 
all events it was plain and simple. Jt was not until 
the time of the emperors that the Goddess of Fashion 
reared her head in tlie capital of the world, when 
though considerable alterations took place in dress, 
yet a few traits of the former style were retained — 
The number of garments worn varied according to the 
temperature of the wearer ; they were generally three : 
the first was the simple vest; the second a kind of 
petticoat richly worked in front and surrounded at the 
waist by a belt, which answered the purpose of a 
corset, and was formed in front like a stomacher, richly 
studded with jewels; then came the third and princi- 
pal garment, the stola, which entirely superseded the 
use of the ancient tunica; this was a robe with a small 
train trimmed at the bottom with a deep border of 
purple and gold; it was confined at the waist by a 
belt, and the upper part thrown back so as to discover 
the embroidered front of the second garment or petti- 
coat; on this front was worn the Jaticlave, ax order or 

decoration of the empire granted to distinguished men, 
and sometimes assumed by females in right of their 
husbands.* Over all these was worn the palla or 
cloak, with a train of some yards in length, which fell 
from the shoulders, where it was fastened by two 
tichly ornamented fibule or clasps; this train was 
trimmed with gold and silver, and sometimes with 
Precious stones, and was usually carried over the lefi 
shoulder in the manner of the ample roguelaure worn 

by gentlemen. + It will be seen from the above de- 
scription that there is a considerable resemblance be- 
tween the ancient Roman dress and the modern court 
dress, the former perhaps exceeding the latter in grace- 
fulness and elegance of appearance, from its numerous 
folds and flowing outline. The materials of which 

these dresses were composed were silk, cashmere, and 
linen. Embroidery was procured from the Phoenicians 
and Assyrians; the furmer was most esteemed as it 
Was raised, while the latter was smooth with the sur- 
face of the cloth. The only colour used for robes 
Was white trimmed with purple, coloured clothes not 
being considered “comme i faut,” amongst the higher 
orders at Rome. 
The Roman stocking was of silk, generally pink or 

flesh-coloured, over which was worn a shoe or rather 

* Orders were sometimes conferred on ladies. The 
Senate granted a riband of a peculiar pattern to the 
wife and mother of Coriolanus, to be worn by them 
tae ef valuable services performed to the 
State. 

boot reaching above the ankle, turned up at the poin 
like a Chinese shoe, and laced up from the instep tight 
to the leg. This boot was made of white leather or 
the papyrus bark, ornamented with gold, silver, and 
jewels. Sandals were also in use; they consisted of a 
simple sole with riband attached to it, and was laced 
up like a modern sandal, at the same time supplying 
the place of a garter by keeping the stocking up. We 
are informed that coquettes used cork soles and false 
insteps of cork, but never disfigured their persons by 
the barbarian ornaments of necklace, ring, or ear-ring- 

Afier the Roman lady had completed her toilette 
she sallied out, followed by a slave, for a promenade 
beneath the porticoes of the Forum, where she could not 
only cheapen goods, but also hear what was going on 

in the law courts; after continuing her walk up the 
gentle ascent of the gay and crowded Suburra street, 
she returned to her own house, the threshold of 
which (if she happened to be unmarried) was adorned 
with garlands of flowers, placed there by her young 
patrician admirers; some of these flowers her attend- 
ants collected to fill the splendid vase which stood in 
her chamber, and preceded her, to draw aside the 
curtain which supplied the place of a door into the 
tapestried and perfumed apartment; here she enters, 
and sinking softly down into an ivory and gold adorned 
chair, she is welcomed by the chirping notes of her 
favourite bird, which hangs near in a gilded cage— 
By her side stands a beautiful page, who gently wafis 
a plume of peacock’s feathers around her head, while 
a slave presents a small stick wrapped around with, 
apparently, a roll of straw-coloured riband, but in re- 
ality it is a letter from the young Emilius, who adopts 
this mode of writing in preference to the usual waxen 
tablet, not only because it is a fashion introduced from 
Greece, but because it preserves most inviolably those 
secretswhich are only meant to meet the eye of his lovely 
mistress ; far be it from us to pry into these secrets, 80 
let us now bid adieu to the fair Lucretia, who already 
begins anxiously to unrol the folds of her papyrian 
epistle. 

See eT 

PERSONAL BEAUTY. 

A RECENT writer concludes his observations on the 
means to be adopted to procure beauty in the persen 
in these words:—* Let then the ladies observe the 
following rules:—In the morning use pure water as @ 
preparatory ablution: after which they must abstain 
from all sudden gusts of passion, particularly envy, 2s 
that gives the skin a sallow paleness. It may seem 
trifling to talk of temperance, yet must this be attend- 
ed to, both in eating and drinking, if they would avoid 
those pimples for which the advertised washes are a 
cure. Instead of rouge, let them use moderate exercise, 
which will raise a natural bloom in their cheek, ini- 
miiable by art. Ingenuous candour, and unaffected 

good humour, will give an openness to their counte- 
nance that will make them universally agreeable. A 
desire of pleasing will add fire to their eyes, and breath- 
ing the morning air at sunrise will give their lips a 
vermilion hue. That amiable vivacity which they 

now possess may be happily heightened and preserved, 
if they avoid late hours and card-playing, as well as 
novel-reading by candle-light, but not otherwise; for 
the first gives the face a drowsy, disagreeable aspect, 
the second is the mother of wrinkles, and the third is 
a fruitful source of weak eyes and sallow complexion. 
A white hand is a very desirable ornament; and a 
hand can never be white unless it be kept clean; nor 
is this all, for if a young lady would excel her compa- 
nions in this respect, she must keep her hands in con- 
stant motion, which will occasion the blood to circu- 
late freely, and have a wenderfal effect. The motion 
recum is working at her needle, brushing up 

the house, and twirling the distaéf.” 



THE ICE-QUEEN. 

THE ICE-QUEEN. 

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE HERMIT IN LONDON.” 

Ere I attempt to describe this majestic beauty, and ; This lovely appearance is as rapidly withdrawn, and, 
relate her conquests, her admirers, and fate, it will be jas it were, waking from a dream, the snow encom- 

necessary to say a few words of the scene in which 
she appeared—imperial Russia, stupendous St. Peters- 
burg! It is impossible to embody my first impression 
on contemplating this so unique, and (to me) novel 
mistress of cities. The first idea which strikes the 
mind, is its magnitude ; and, although the fact is other- 
wise, St. Petersburg appeared to me by far the largest 
city I had ever beheld: every thing here is colossal; 

palaces raising their princely heads on high, and cov- 
ering an extent of ground beyond any comparison with 
the edifices of other countries which I have seen; here 
the Neva, in different branches, flowing gracefully 
through the city; there public buildings of a most im- 
posing appearance, spacious streets which seem almost 
interminable, and which are crowded with splendid 
equipages of all descriptions. None of the higher 
orders are ever seen on fot, the least opulent being, 
at all events, in their droskis; then again the eye is 

dazzled with the splendid uniforms of the nobility, 
covered with lace and embroidery, and the martial 
appearance which the countless other uniforms give to 
the scene, (for every body worth namaing is clad there- 
in,) whilst a sort of a daylight masquerade is produced 
by the semi-Asiatic costume of the other classes of the 
population. When shall I stop to admire? The bridge 
of boats! the hut of the immortal Peter, which the 
Russians pride themselves in and preserve religiously, 
as a relique; his boat, his chapel and audience-cham- 
ber, simple, but striking and characteristic of the po- 
tentate who once occupied them; its rude simplicity 
affording a wonderful contrast to the costly edifices 
which divert the attention and the admiration of the 
stranger, at one and the same time. Amongst these, 
the famous palace of the Prince Potemkin stands very 
high on the list; there the late empress resided in do- 
mestic happiness, and reigned in the hearts of all who 

knew her. The admiralty, with its gilded dome, may 
next be noticed; it stands central to three beautiful 
streets, of which Regent-street may furnish some idea ; 
a gentle descent shows off this building with very 
great effect ; its view commands the streets thus branch- 

ing, as it were, from it. How shall I paint the winter 
palace and hermitage? the thing is beyond my reach, 
but here I cannot help observing that despotism and a 
military government, slavery and absolute power, 
mark every feature of the palaces and of the people: 
in the winter palace there is a lengthy gallery entirely 
filled with the portraits of the most celebrated military 
characters, and guards, armed police, and traversing 
troops, cross your path everywhere, and mingle in 
every place. It isa great novelty to an Englishman 
to behold, at the height of three stories, on this hermi- 
tage, a garden of great beauty, evincing what art can 
do—which indeed is put powerfully in requisition in 
the imperial dominions, where the hot-houses of the 
nobles exceed all that I could possibly imagine, and 
are expensive to the highest degree. There are now 
(at the time described) in the short summer-season, 
when all is viridity, huge timber and rich foliage, rare 
flowers, and many things that the garden can present 
to our view; for nature loses no time in her short sum- 
mer, but seems as lavish of her gifts as the proud and 
pleasurable great people are of their fortunes: and 
here I ought to mention the costly attire in this city of 
both sexes of the highest class. The arrival of summer 
18 quite scenic ; winter's sable curtain is removed, and 

the landscape is changed as one might shift a scene. 

| 

| 

| 

passes all around; furs, and thick cloaks, and coverings 
are assumed, the sledge succeeds the stately carriages 
and humbler droskis, and another masqueradish repre- 
sentation takes place. Now belles and beaux fly about 

with wonderful velocity over the slippery surface, and 
the season of balls and other pleasurable assemblies 
commences. Here let me for a moment take my stand, 

and rivet my eyes on the Ice-Queen. First of the 
beauteous was she ; gracefully reclining in her sledge, 
followed, admired, and courted by legions of aspirers, 

for a look, a smile, or an inclination of her head. Her 
stature was tall, but so finely proportioned, that, like a 

perfect specimen of architecture, grace, lightness, and 
strength were all combined in her; she was a paragon, 
and needed not the foreign aid of artifice, arch smiles, 
coquetry, or fashionable levity, to set her off. She 
seemed to reign like a wise sovereign, quietly, but 
well aware of her empire over hearts; kindly, yet 
cautiously; tranquilly, yet not neglectful of profiting 
at her golden hour. Amongst her many admirers, a 
French officer of high birth, who was on his travels at 
the time, appeared to have gained a temporary ascen- 
dency over the rest; but the strict watch kept near her 

by her father (a general officer,) and her own submis- 
sive affection for him, chilled the warm advances of 
her lover. He called her the Ice-Queen, and that 
nom de guerre was generally given to her afterwards. 

It would be superfluous to detail the rivalry of ad- 
mirers, the uncertainty and doubts, the faint hopes and 
endeavours of the youth of fashion, so generally was 
she prime object of interest. A modest dignity, not 
bashful nor obtrusive, enabled her to enjoy the homage 

which she received, whilst it was nearly impossible to 
discover the penchant of her affections. A circum- 
stance at length occurred, namely, the recall of the 
young French officer, which gave conjecture certainty, 
and deprived the ball and the banquet* of its greatest 
ornament; a degree of languor marked her features at 
the last meeting, and a forget-me-not accepted, indi- 
cated at once her regret and her choice For a time 
she withdrew, from indisposition, from the gay circle; 
and when she returned to it, the rose had faded on 
her cheek, and her smile was still mild, but melan- 
choly. There was also in her acknowledgment of 
attentions and assiduities paid to her, a certain look. 
which seemed to imply that they were irksome to her; 
nevertheless, she was still the Ice-Queen, still the 
point of attraction; and now, all at once, added orna- 
ments, and an increased train of followers and flatter- 
ers began to denote some change about to take place, 
and daily by ner side a Russian nobleman of great 
riches was marked as her intended. The cavalier 
was of high and proud bearing; tall, robust, and com- 

pletely the soldier; a linguist,t a courtier, and proud 
to excess. But on his brow sat a severity at variance 
with tenderness, and he could frown on his slaves and 

Jomestics, or on the surrounding people, in a form 
which was enough to electrify a delicate female, and 

* The banquet at St. Petersburgh is gorgeous, its 
taste decidedly French, with two nationalities; first, 
the presence of fruits during the whole of the repast; 
and secondly, the manner of serving tea, which suc- 
ceeds it, and which is as often drank with lemon- 
juice, or jam, as with cream. 

+ It is very common for a well educated Russian to 
speak five or six living languages. 
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to strike a panic so as to drive away the loves and 
graces from his presence for ever; there was even a 
constraint in his courtliness to her whose beauty at- 
syracted his vanity. 
The Ice-Queen only bore that name from being the 

reigning beauty among the glittering, wintry throng. 

Nature had formed her heart to melt with pity, and to 
glow with chaste love; but if she was an Ice-Queen 
by name, here was an iron partner by nature, so that 
no sympathies could be established between them. 

Vanity led on the intended bridegroom to ask her hand; 
ambition guided her father in bestowing it on him; 
fear actuated her to accept it, as she knew that her 
father’s fortune depended on the match, and would 
yelieve him fom incumbrances which expensive living 
and the play-table had involved him in. From being 
casually a leading beauty, she was now made a kind 
of exhibition, a splendid article for the highest title 
and heaviest fortune to compete for. Many offers she 

had received; but the old general, like an able tacti- 
cian, held out for the most advantageous. In fine, she 
was married ; and ere the icy season closed, she might 
be seen under the domination of a cold, heartless, ar- 
bitrary lord, splendid in outward trappings, but the 
victim of a parent’s will, and of a husband's natural 
ferocity. Whilst this was the status quo of the lovely 
Katherine, her disappointed suitor, robbed of all that 
he held dear sought death and danger in the battle- 
field, having volunteered his services to assist the in- 
trepid Poles, struggling to break their bondage. The 
news of the young cavalier’s having jcined the army 
hostile to the iron sceptre of the Czar, reached the ears 

ef the husband, whose hatred for him had ever been 
perceptible ; and now, with taunts and invectives, he 
reproached his lady with her favourite’s being armed 
against her countrymen, adding that he should like to 
see him taken prisoner, loaded with chains, and sent 
degraded into perpetual exile; or that he might perish 
disgracefully retreating from the field of fight. “That 
he will never do,” exclaimed his indignant wife. This 

remark was met by brutal language, and from that hour 
domestic peace fled for ever from the proud dome which 
covered gilded wretchedness. The fate of the Poles 
is too well known to require repeating. Even in the 
commencement of the sanguinary contest, when vic- 
tory for a while seemed to incline towards freedom’s 
standard, the galiant youth fell, not in retreat, but in 
bold advance, the account of which the tyrant husband 
read very deliberately and exultingly to his inconsol- 
able consort. s“ He perished bravely,” replied she, 
and sank upon the floor. The veil now fell off; all 
attempt at concealing a passion, combated, but not 
overcome by adverse circumstances, stifled but not ex- 
tinguished, was now in vain. Distance and dislike, 
jealousy and hatred, rose up betwixt the wedded pair; 
disparity of age and difference of disposition were 
daily more perceptible and more intolerable. The 
blight of wounded feeling once more brought sickness 
to the couch of her, who might, for beauty, have 

figured on a throne; she withered like a leaf; and ere 
the summer again shone on her, the Ice-Queen sank 
from her sphere, of which she was the bright orna- 
ment, as if 

“The next sun’s ray 
Had melted her away.” 

Tyranny! thou art accursed where’er soever thou 
rearest thy guilty head; but the greatest tyranny which 
one being can exercise towards another, is that which 
enslaves the heart; gives the virgin-hand of innocence 
and love-inspiring youth to an object abhorrent to the 
victim; and which barters titles, riches, slaves, and 
other possessions, in return for love, which cannot be 
forced, and ought to be as free as pure—pure as the 
azure vault of heaven, and free as the winds which 
sweep the surface of the earth below them. The fate 
of the Ice-Queen is no uncommon occurrence on the 
continent, and will account for the infelicity of wedded 
life on the one hand, and for its depravity on the 
other. 

A MOTHER’S GRIEF, 

BY CAPTAIN M’NAGHTEN. 

A MOTHER’s grief!—ah, there is much 
To raise a mother’s grief: 

Disease her infant’s frame may touch, 
While yet its days are brief. 

To see its tender form consume, 
And its young soft cheek lose its bloom— 

This is a mother’s grief. 

To see it writhe in bursts of pain, 
While yet its speechless tongue 

an but by bitter cries complain, 
With which her heart is wrung. 

Its tearless, anguish'd, eye to see, 
Roll wildly, in its agony— 

This is a mother’s grief. 

And when, in boyhood’s riper years, 
The parting hour arrives; 

And hope, with her maternal fears, 
In vain, within her strives: 

To think she never may again 
Enfold the form she presses then— 

This is a mother's grief. 

And when at length, in manhood’s prime, 
Her age’s pride and joy; 

Comes death, in that most happy time, 
The blessing to destroy; 

Or her fair daughter’s ripened bloom, 
To snatch unpitying to the tomb— 

This is a mother’s grief. 

THE WANDERING WIND. 

BY MRS. HEMANS. 

Tue wind, the wandering wind 
Of golden summer eves! 

Whence is the thrilling magic 
Of its tones among the leaves? 

Oh, is it from the waters, 
Or from the long, tall grass? 

Or is it from the hollow rocks 
Through which its breathinzs pass? 

Or is it from the voices 

Of all in one combined, 
That it wins the tone of mastery? 

The wind, the wandering wind! 

No, no, the strange sweet accents 
That with it come and go, 

They are not from the osiers, 
Or the fir-trees, whispé?ing low. 

They are not of the river, 
Nor of the caverned hill: 

‘Tis the human love within us 
That gives them power to thrill- 

They touch the links of memory 
Around our spirits twined, 

And we start, and weep, and tremble, 
To the wind, the wandering wind! 
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ATHENAIS. 
Tur history of Athenais, a Greek of obscure rank, 

‘whose beauty and talents raised her to a throne, would 
wear the appearance of romance, had not its autben- 
ticity been established by historical record. 

Athenais, the daughter of Leontius, an Athenian, 
was born about the year 393 of the Christian era, 
and educated by her father in the sciences, philosophy 
and mythology of the Greeks. Her progress in every 
branch of learning was uncommon and rapid. As she 
advanced towards maturity, her talents, added to the 
charms of youth and beauty, attracted the attention 
and commanded the homage of her countrymen. Her 
father, proud of the charms and attainments of his 
daughter, and exulting in the admiration they excited, 
persuaded himself that the merit of Athenais would 
prove’a suflicient dowry. With this conviction, he 
divided his estate between his sons, bequeathing to his 
daughter only a small legacy. 

Less sanguine in the power of her charms, the fair 
Greek was shocked at this disposition of her father’s 
fortune, and, appealing from his will to the equity and 

affection of her brothers, she besought them to do her 
justice. Her brothers listened with coldness to her 
remonstrances; avarice stifled in their hearts the voice 
of nature and justice, and drove her from the parental 
roof. Athenais sought shelter with her aunts, who 
received her with kindness and sympathy, and com- 
menced, in the cause of their niece, a legal process 
against her brothers. Athenais was, in the progress 
of this suit, conducted by her aunts to Constantinople. 
Theodosius the second, who at this time held the im- 
perial sceptre, divided with his sister, Pulcheria, the 
cares of the empire. To this princess Athenais pre- 
ferred her complaint, and demanded justice. Pul- 
cheria, having questioned the young Greek respecting 
the particulars of her cause, her family, her education, 
and her deceased father, was charmed by the propriety 
and modesty of her replies, and the eloquence with 
which she related the little incidents of her youth. 
She introduced the fair stranger to her brother, who 
was equally struck with her graces and acquirements, 
and determined to exalt her to be the partner of his 
throne and dignity. 

The intelligence of her good fortune was received 
by Athenais with a modesty that heightened the lustre 
of her charms. By the desire of her royal lover, she 
‘was instructed in the principles of the Greek church, 
and, being converted from paganism, assumed the 
name of Eudocia, on her baptism by Atticus, the me- 
tropolitan patriarch. The royal nuptials were cele- 
brated amidst the acclamations of the capital. 

With a mind highly cultivated in Grecian and Ro- 
man literature, the empress, in the bloom of youth and 
pride of beauty, continued, amid the huxury of a court, 
to improve herself in those attainments to which she 
owed her elevation; her talents were devoted to the 
advancement of religion and the honour of the em- 
peror. 

She composed a poetical paraphrase of some of the 
books of the Old Testament: to these she added a 
canto of verses from Homer, applied to the life and 
miracles of Christ. She also wrote a panegyric on the 
Persian victories of Theodosius. “ Her writings,” says 
Gibbon, “ which were applauded by a servile and su- 
perstitious age, have not been disdained by the can- 
dour of impartial criticism.” 

Eudocia, after the marriage of her daughter, re- 
quested permission to discharge her grateful vows, by 
a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. In her progress through 
the east, she pronounced, from a throne of gold and 
gems, an elegant oration to the senate of Antioch, to 
whom she declared her intention of enlarging the 
walls of the city, and of subscribing towards the resto- 
ration of the public baths. For this purpose, she allot- 
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nificence in the holy land exceeded those of the grou 
Helena, and she returned to Constantinople, covered 
with honours and laden with relics. 

Hitherto, time and tranquil possession had seemed 
to make no abatement in the conjugal tenderness of 
the emperor. But the glory of Eudocia now became 
obscured: a cloud passed over its meridian lustre. Her 
pilgrimage or rather her triumphant progress, through 
the east had tainted the simplicity of her original 
manners: ostentation paved the way for a stronger 
passion: ambition awakened in her heart: aspiring to 

the government of the empire, she mingled in court 
intrigues, and contested for power vith the princess, 
her benefactress, whom she sought to supplant in the 
confidence of the emperor. The people flow began to 
murmur at the exhausted state of the treasury, having 
lavished, by her donations alone, twenty thousand four 
hundred and eighty-eight pounds of gold! 

Perceiving the affections of the emperor to be alien- 
ated, Eudocia sought permission to retire to Jerusalem, 
where the remainder of her life might be passed in 
retirement, and consecrated to the duties of religion. 
Her petition was granted; and the latter part of her 
life was passed in exile and devotion, in building and 
adorning churches, and in administering to the wants 
of the poor and necessitous. Her daughter hac been 
early married to Valentinian the third, emperor of the 
west. This prince was assassinated, and his throne 

usurped, by Petronius Maximus, who, to secure him- 
self on the throne, compelled the widow of the late 
emperor to marry him. She invited over to her as- 
sistance Genseric, king of the Vandals, who ravaged 
the country, and carried her prisoner into Africa ; “she 
was, however, released, after eight years’ confinement, 
and ended her life and misfortunes at Constantinople. 

Eudocia, having become reconciled to Theodosius, 
returned to Constantinople, and continued with her 
husband till his death. After experiencing a life of 
uncommon vicissitudes, she expired at Jerusalem, in 
the sixty-seventh year of her age. 

During her power and influence, magnanimously 
forgiving the barbarity of her brothers, she had pro- 
moted them to be consuls and prefects. Observing 
their confusion, on being summoned to the imperial 
presence, she kindly said, “ Had you not compelled me 
to leave my country, and visit Constantinople, I should 
never have had it in my power to bestow these marks 
of sisterly affection upon you.” 

SPANISH POLITENESS. 

Near Naval-Moral, we met a Spanish family of 
rank travelling, a sight very uncommon. The ladies 
and female attendants were seated in a large, heavy, 
old-fashioned carriage, covered with carved work and 
tarnished gilding. This vehicle was drawn by eight 
mules, which two fine-looking men on foot guided 
solely by the voice, calling out their names, to which 
they appeared by their movements to answer with 
great docility. ‘The gentlemen of the party rode with 
the male servants, all conversing familiarly together ; 
and the last often put their heads into the carriage- 
window, and spoke to the ladies. The Spaniards, I 
have often observed, however exalted their rank, are 
exceedingly kind and affable to their servants and 
inferiors. And, indeed, the lower classes have much 
natural politeness; nor is there any thing in their lan- 
guage or manner which disgusts or offends. They 
have no vulgarity in their freedom, nor servility in 
their respect. I have often sat round the fire of a 
Posada, amid Spaniards of all classes, whom chance 

had assembled together, and been quite charmed to 
mark the general good humour, and the easy, unem- 
barrassed propriety of behaviour of the common pea- 

ted two bundred pounds of gold. Her alms and mu- sants. 
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Original. 

THE PAINTED LADY, 

Sue trips so lightly o’er the verdant lawn 
As scarce to press the herb—so like a fawn, 

So fleet—or like some gaily dancing sprite! 
And the deep crimson colour on her cheeks 
Thro’ her skin’s snowy texture mantling breaks, 
Lighted by eyes than morning dews more bright. 

Who then shall sneering say, that art bestows 
The matchless colour on her cheek which glows, 

In lustre vermeil-tinted, pure and deep? 
Could then that lady, beautiful and fair, 
In colours borrow’d from man’s art, e’er bear 
Her cheeks, more sweet than summer’s breath, to 

steep? 

Tell me not a thing so far from credence! 
I never will believe it—hence, far hence, 
Ye haters of the angels I adore! 

Scoffers! I tell you, art would fail to make 
Such hues, in blushes from her cheeks that break— 
Away! each feeling heart must you abhor! 

You might extract the moss-clad rose’s hue, 
And mix it with the lilly’s whiteness too, 
And even add the pink flower’s richest bloomn— 

You might take from the orient dawning day, 
The rosiest tints that on its bosom play, P 
Ere yet the sun comes from his ocean-womb. 

Sill would you fail, with all your labour'd art, 
A semblance of that colour to impart, 
Which mantles richly thro’ her pearly face. 

Nature paints well her flowers, clouds, and fruits, 
And to each sep’rate object nicely suits 

Its own peculiar hue, and proper grace. 

Nature (her wisdom we in all things find, 
She never to her creatures’ wants is blind, 
Nor stamps upon their brows her impress faint,) 

Nature collected all her ghasten’d powers, 
When she had finely colour’d sky and flowers, 
The modest female’s blushing cheek to paint. 

A DIRGE FOR TERESA. 

Sue's gone!—she’s gone!—now from the field of rest 
Turn sofily back its sward: where lime-trees weep 

Their flowers, beloved of bees; and graves are drest 
With daisies, like a flock of fairy sheep;— 

Lay the fair girl to sleep. 

The sun will love to linger where she lies, 
The dew to keep her covering ever green; 

For her, the winds shall sing soft obsequies 
Of low-toned music, gentle and serene— 

For such her life hath been. 

What dread had Death for her, he came not near 
Her couch, with hasty step and angry eye; 

Not with anguish keen—the pang severe, 
The fear of heart, which some must bear, to die;— 

She went without a sigh. 

Without one shade of pain across her brow, 
One short convulsive breath—one feeble moan— 

We heard her last farewell; her voice was low, 

But naught of sorrow trembled in its tone; 
A smile—and she was gone. 

No early care had worn the tender ties 
That bound her here—no grief her heart had 

bowed ; 
Only, too pure for earth, she seemed to rise 

To her own heaven—as doth some silver cloud 
Before the winds grow loud. 

She dwelt amongst us, an unconscious saint, 

Where’er she passed, a holy peace she shed, 
Her eye was such as limners love to paint, 

Smiling above some sinless infant's bed: 
Sweet music was her tread. . 

She’s gone!—she’s gone!—In silence make her grave, 
But not in tears—ye would not from its home 

Recall her happy soul—perchance to brave 
A weary lot—too gentle far to roam 

Through years of gtief to come. 

7 THE GATHERER. 

* A snapper up of unconsidered trifles.’” 

SHaksPeaRe. 

Drapery never should form part of the furniture of 
oom intended for music. It destroys reverberation, 
by absorbing the sound. A writer in the London 

Quarterly Review affirms, that he sensibly felt a damp 
cast upon the voice of a singer in a small room, upon 
= entrance of a tall lady, habited- in a long woollen 
cloak. 

Matrimony is properly called a fender point, for a 
hand is not unfrequently awarded to the largest tender. 

To arrive at perfection, a man should have very 
Sincere friends, or inveterate enemies; because he 
Would be made sensible of his good or ill conduct, 
tither by the censures of the one, or the admonitions 
of the other. 

The Abbe de Marolles was so fond of book-making, 
that he published the names of all his friends and all 
their acquaintance in a catalogue at his own expense. 

gentleman said to one of his companions, “ My kissed while they were struck under the fifth rib. 

verses cost me very little.” They cost you as much 
as they are worth,” replied his friend. 

A man is thirty years old, before he has any settled 
thoughts of his fortune: it is not completed before fifty; 
he falls a building in his old age, and dies by the time 
his house is in a condition to be painted and glazed. 

Of all chaste birds the pheenix doth excel 
Of all strong beasts the lion bedrs the bell, 
Of all sweet flowers the rose doth sweetest smell. 
Of all pure metals gold is only purest, 
Of all the trees the pine hath highest crest. 
Of all proud birds the eagle pleaseth Jove, 
Of pretty fowls kind Venus likes the dove, 
Of trees Minerva doth the olive move. 

Ihave known men grossly injured in their affairs, 
depart pleased, at least silent—only because th 
were injured in good language, ruined in caresses, an 
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The corrupt part of the sect of epicures, only bor- 
rowed his name: so the monkey did the cat’s claw, to 
draw the Chesnut out of the fire. 

The most favourable combination of circumstances 
for sleep, are moderate fatigue, absence of pain, light, 
noise, and other circumstances calculated to produce 
a strong impression on thé nerves, or organs of sense ; 
and, above all, a tranquil state of mind. 

He that will undergo 
To make a judgment of a woman’s beauty, 
And see through all her plasterings and paintings, 
Had need of Lyceneus’ eyes, and with more ease 
May look, like him, through nine mud walls, than make 
A true discovery of her. 

A statesman begins to lower himself when he con- 
sents to be hired by others. 

It is recorded that one of the pious and devout, in 
imitation of the Messiah, travelled the world around. 
He one day stumbled on a valley, and in it sawa 
sepulchre, at the head of which was a plate stone, 

with this inscription :— 
“ We built a thousand cities; afterwards we sought 

one measure of harley with a measure of pearls, but 
could not obtain it, and died of hunger.” 

Thy portion of the World, O Man, is a single one, 
therefore seek not for ten, or if thou dost, ask thyself, 
“ will it be granted.” 

The trade of a blacksmith is one of little labour to 
himself, inasmuch as most of his work is done by a 
vice. 

I own it, that from Whitsuntide to within three 
weeks of Christmas—'tis not long—'tis like nothing: 
—but to those who know what death is, and what 
havoc and destruction he can make, before a man can 
well wheel about—'tis like a whole age. 

Families are some times chequered—as in brains, 
80 in bulk. 

A woman of fortune being used to the handling of 
money spends it judiciously: but a woman who gets 
the command of morey for the first time upon her 
marriage, has such a gust in spending it, that she 
throws it away with great profusion. 

A shrewd observer once said, that in walking the 
streets of a slippery morning, one might see, where the 
good-natured people lived, bysshe ashes thrown on the 
ice before the doors. 2 . 

He is rich, whose income is more than his expenses, 
and he is poor, whose expenses exceed his income. 

Lying isa hateful and accursed vice. We have no 
other tie upon one another, but our word. 

My business has been to view as opportunity was 
offered, every place in which mankind was to be seen; 
but at card tables, however brilliant, I have always 
thought my visit lost, for l could know nothing of the 
company, but their clothes and their faces. 

It is remarkable that in music those strains please 
the most, which are allowed to be dull set, (dulcet.) 

The Scripture, in time of disputes, is like an open 
town in time of war, which serves indifferently the 
purposes of both parties; each makes use of it for the 
present turn, and then resigns it to the next comer, to 
do the same. 

Modesty is a polite accomplishment, and generally 
an attendant upon merit. 

A sentence well couched takes both the sense and 
the understanding. I love not those cart rope speeches 
that are longer than the memory of man can fathom. 

Urban the Eighth was a man of wit, a fine scholar, 
and an excellent magistrate. “No pope,” he was 

i 

used to say, “could ever boast of such extraordj 
nephews as I can. Cardinal Barberini has reformation 
always in his mouth, but I cannot find that he grow, 
any better; he is certainly a saint, but I never heanj 
any of his miracles. Cardinal Antonio is generoys 
and munificent, but he never gives away any thing of 
his own. Maffeo is certainly a great general anj 

commander of the ecclesiastical troops, but he never 
goes to war.” 

The excesses of our youth are drafts upon our oj 
age, payable with interest, about fifty years after daye. 

Life’s buzzing sounds and flatt’ring colours play 
Round our fond sense, and waste the day; 
Enchant the fancy, vex the labouring soul ; 
Each rising sun, each lightsome hour, 
Beholds the busy slavery we endure ; 
Nor is our freedom full, or contemplation pure, 
When night and sacred silence overspread the soul. 

The same care afi toil, that raise a dish of peas a 

Christmas, would give bread to a whole family during 
six months. y 

Time once lost can never »e regained. 

When reason, like the skilful charioteer, 
Can break the fiery passions to the bit, 
And, spite of their licentious sallies, keep 
The radiant track of glory; passions, then, 
Are aids and ornaments. Triumphant reason, 
Firm in her seat, and swift in her career, 
Enjoys their violence, and, smiling, thanks 
Their formidable flame, for bright renown. 

Virtue makes smiles of tears; vice, tears of smiles. 

A false friend is like a shadow on a dial; it appean 
in clear weather but vanishes as soon as that is cloudy. 

Zeno being told that love was unbecoming a philo 
sopher ; “ If this were true,” replied Zeno, “ the fate of 
the fair sex would be lamentable, not to be loved bu 
by fools.” 

EE 

RECIPES. 

A SALMI. 

Cut off the flesh from the bodies of a pair of cold 
pheasants, partridges, or wild-ducks, or an equal quan- 
tity of small birds. Beat it in a , Moistening it 
frequently with a little broth vy- Then pas 
the whole through a cullender or sieve. Put it into 
a stew-pan with a piece of butter about the size of a 
walnut, rolled in flour; half a pint of port wine or 
claret; two whole onions, and a bunch of sweet-herls. 
Let it boil half an hour, and then stir in two table 
spoonfuls of sweet oil, and the juice of a lemon. 

In another pan stew the legs and wings of the birds, 
but do not let them boil. Stew them in butter rolled 
in flour, seasoned with pepper and salt. Cut some 
slices of bread into triangular pieces, and fry them in 
butter. Lay them in the bottom of a dish, put the legs 
and wings upon them, and then the other part of the 
stew. Garnish the edge with slices of lemon, hand- 
somely notched with a knife. 

If the Salmi is made of. partridges, use oranges 
instead of lemons for the juice and garnishing. 

COLD SALMI. 

This is prepared on the table. Take the liver of 8 
roast goose, turkey, or ducks. Put some of the gravy 
on a plate, cut up the liver in it, and bruise it with 
the back of a spoon or a silver fork. Add three tea- 
spoonfuls of olive oil, the juice of a lemon, and cay- 
enne pepper and salt to your taste. Mix it well. 
When the bird is cut up, eat it with some of ths 
sauce. 
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THE CHAMPION; 
OR THE KNIGHT OF THE WOUNDED HART. 

In the “ hot and piping days” of the first Plantagenet, 
lived, as is well known, that prince of archers, Robin 
Hood; whose well-feathered shafts were aimed with 
as little ceremony against the lordly prior of St. Mary’s, 
as against the fat bucks of Barnsdale and Sherewood 
forests. At the same period also, lived Sir Philip 
Murdach, the renowned sheriff of Nottingham, immor- 
talized in ballad and legend, for having been more 
successful in maintaining the king’s prerogatives in 
that good town, than in the wooded domains by which 
it was environed. Now the “proude sherifle” had 
entrusted to his care and guardianship, the daughter of 
his noble cousin, Sir Gilbert Marsh; a knight who 
possessed, as he well merited, the reputation of being 
a better soldier than he was a subject; seeing, that 
upon the first breaking out of the civil wars, between 
Henry the Second and his ingrate sons, he had joined 
himself to the party of the latter, and at the time of 
our tale, he was, with the young princes, Henry, 
Geoffroi, and Richard, at the court of the French 
monarch. 

Alice Marsh was as pretty a maid, and as cheerful 
as you would meet with in a summer day’s ramble, 
through any county in this fair realm, not even ex- 
cepting Lancashire itself, where—as we know to our 
cost—pretty maidens most abound. She had been 
blessed by Nature with 

“ A merry eye—a cherry lip, 
A passing pleasing tongue;” 

and there was a lightness and buoyancy in her gait, 
which showed she had been a stranger to those sor- 
tows and disappointments which oppress the soul, and 
darken the sunny horizon of youth. Moreover, heaven 
had favoured her with as lovely a set of features as 
ever entered into the formation of even an English 
countenance. Her hair was black as the raven’s 
wing, and the glances of her eyes were keen enough 

to penetrate the heart of the stoutest knight, though 
cased in breastplate of steel! 
Now the sheriff had a son of nearly the same age 

as our fair heroine, an honest, sprightly youth, who 
spent most of his time in protecting his father’s deer, 
or else in listening to his sage judgments in the town- 
hall of Nottingham; for he looked upon his sire as “a 
second Daniel,” and even aspired one day to inherit 
his scarlet cloak. Between this son and his gentle 
ward, Sir Philip Murdach had long ago, in his own 
hind, formed “a happy union.” But princes have 
told us, “ we cannot control our affections;” and Mas- 
ter Walter, of Nottingham, took it into his head very 

early in life to fall in love with a daughter of the 
chief ranger of an adjoining forest. Fortunately this 
was but a boy’s attachment, and, in obedience to the 
prudential whispers of his sire, and the solemn moni- 
tions of his lady-mother, was soon given up, and he 
turned his whole attention seriously and earnestly to 

press a lover's suit with the blithesome Alice Marsh. 
Matters were in precisely this situation, when late 

one evening, there rode a young and gallant knight— 

F 

your knights of old were necessarily gallant—into the 
ancient town of Nottingham ; and, notwithstanding the 
fame of the King’s Head for “pipes of Sack and butts 
of Claret,” he passed by that renowned hostelry, and 
proceeded direct to the mansion of the sheriff fair 
and goodly-looking fabric. Here he found an hearty 
English welcome, and partook of his host's substantial 
hospitality, sans cost, and sans expense. But not con- 
tent, as an honest man he should have been, with 
satisfying his hunger with the best of the land, and 
resting his wearied limbs upon a feather-bed, he, quite 
reckless of its consequences, actually fell in love with 
the daughter of Sir Gilbert Marsh —nay, what is more, 
he persisted in declaring his attachment, and even 
went so far as to swear eternal fealty and knight- 
service to the gentle Alice, whom he thereby acknow- 
ledged as the true and only lady of his love: and so 
well did he employ the short period of his visit, that, 
at his departure, he received from the maid a pretty 
bracelet, in token, it may be presumed, of her readi- 
ness to acknowledge him as her sworn champion, in 
bower and battle field. Who the noble stranger was, 
or whence he came, could not then be ascertained, 
since he refused to disclose the secret of his name; 
for which, indeed, he was to be praised; sceing that, 
according to his own account, he had but very re- 
cently been admitted into the order ef knighthood, 

and was even then in quest of his first adventure; 
being of course ignorant how it might terminate. He 
deemed it therefore neither prudent nor becoming to 
reveal his name, until he should have achieved some 
enterprise calculated to confer honour thereupon. 

“ Call me,” quoth he, “ the Knight of the Wounded 
Hart, since such is the cognj e on my pennon and 
on my shield :’—perhaps a e had another reason 
for saying so, and was willing to . 

“ Moralize two meanings in one wor” e 

But whoever he might be, his entertainers felt assured 
that he was as brave ard honourable a chevalier as 
ever girt himself in the panoply of war; the which, 
courteous reader, thou wilt thyself perceive when we 

have advanced a little farther with the history of his 
“ Lyfe and Atchievements.” 

Now it chanced that our hero was on his way to 
join the puissant army, then on the eve of embarkation 
for Normandy, in order to repel the invasion of Lewis; 
and on leaving Nottingham, his route lay through the 
royal and thickly wooded parks of Sherewood. The 
day was hot and sultry, and he was right glad to 
escape from the scorching rays of the sun, and tu travel 
beneath the shade*of elm, and beech, and towering 
oak. He was moreover delighted with the rich pros- 
pects before him, and while he enjoyed the freshness 
of the breeze, which played with the deep green 
foliage of summer, his active fancy pictured to his 
mind the happy day when he should return, crowned 
with the conqueror’s laurels, having had the point of 
his pennon torn off, and his name exalted to honour. 

His pleasant reverie was, however, broken in a short 
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time, by the shrill echoes of a bugle-horn. Reining 
in his steed, he prepared himself for the anticipated 
attack—At the same time, he surmised the sounds 
which he had heard proceeded from the horn of some 
of the bold companions of the outlawed earl of Hunt- 
ingdon; for he had not lived all his life in the “ north 
countree” without hearing of the fame of that noble 
peer, and of his archers good. His surmise was right. 
The invisible forester again 

“ Put his horn to his mouth, 
And blew blasts two or three, 

And four and twenty bowmen bold, 
Came leaping over the Lee.” 

“Oh yield thee, Sir Knight!” exclaimed the fore- 
most of the company, while his fellows stooped to take 
aim with their arrows keen, a cloth-yard long. 

“ And prithee, bold knave, who art thou, that thou 
thus commandest a true knight to yield?” inquired the 

traveller; at the same time placing his lance in its rest, 
and adjusting himself for the rencontre. 

“ Ay, marry! an thou wouldst know, Sir Knight, 
we be free rangers of merry Sherewood, and were we 
to cry ‘ Yield,’ to the king's highness, I trow he would 
not risk disobedience—To the mark, my merry men!” 

At the word, the archers let fly their shafts, which 
the Knight of the Wounded Hart felt rattle against his 
helmet and mail; and but for his breastplate and shield, 
he had certainly paid dear for his intrusion into the 
green-wood domains of bold Robin a Hood; and ere 
he had time to clap spurs into his steed, half a score 
of stout yeomen started from the underwood, and 
seized fast hold of his courser’s bridle. A violent 
scuffle ensned ; but with the help of their companions, 
the assailants succeeded in unhorsing the knight, who, 

thereupon, was forthwith conducted into the presence 
of the monarch of the gay green-wood. 

“Who have we here, my merry men?” inqvired 
the hero of ballad and romance;—* By our blessed 
Lady! as comely a knight and proper, as ye shall meet 
with at midsummer, "(wixt this and Barnsdale: ay, and 

as stout of heart too, I warrant me, as ye have had to 
tussle with this many a day.—Gramercy, my litile 
yeoman, but thou hast stained thy last new mantle 
with the king’s dye, the which, as thou art true liege- 
man and subject, thou shalt answer for before the 
proud sheriff of Nottingham!” 

“ An it so turn out, my master,” replied little John, 
“ we shall hold it fair, to make this gentle pay our fine; 
for, by the gray cowl ther Tuck! "twas his good 
sword worked the J an there be treason in the 
matter; and so, my gallant knight, unless thou lovest 
th® stou® bow and quarter-staff of Little John better 
thap thy courtesy and knighthood, thou wilt tell into 
his mantle one hundred marks, in good and honest 
coins; for marry, thou must not expect to leave the gay 
green-wood, till thou hast paid fair ransom.” 

“ Ransom!” exclaimed our hero—* talk ye of ran- 
som, knaves! by St. George, an I give ye other marks 
for ransom than those of the lance and sword, ye will 
fare better at our expense, than we intend ye should 

do.” 
“ Hola, my gallant! thou talkest boldly, by our Lady; 

so prithee come on to the proof, and bear thyself 
puissantly; or thou wilt find corslet and habergeon 
sorry defence against the sword of Robin Ilood!” ex- 
claimed that merry forester, as he drew forth his brand, 
and placed himself in a pesture of attack. The Knight 
of the Wounded Hart was not slow to answer the call, 
and a stout and determined conflict immediately en- 
sued. At every pass, his green-coated companions 

cheered the noble outlaw; but he found he had a more 

skilful antagonist to contend with than he was prepared 
just then to meet; and, after giving and taking many 
a down stroke and thrust, he proposed a cessation of 
arms, w whick his generous foe readily consented. 

“ By our Lady,” quoth the hero of Lockesley, “ but 
I did not think thou couldst give and take so evenly, 
But I should be sorry to harm so valiant a soldier; 
nay, an it were but for the sake of thy sword-arm 
alone, I could wish thee one of Robin's fellows, and a 
freeman of merry Sherewood; for, I trow too, from the 
dainty device on thy buckler, thou canst draw a long 
bow with the best of us—Yet, maugre the good Opi- 

nion I have of thy skill and cunning, I'll wager ten 
crowns, against the secret o’ thy name,I strike the 
mark first!” 

“ Agreed, Sir Archer!” replied the knight; and 
accordingly he threw down his sword and shield, and 
took off his baldric and his gauntlets, lest they should 
in any way impede the free use of his arms. Robin 
called for his bow, and commanded Little John to give 
his to their opponent; to whom he also gave half a 
dozen good arrows from his own sheaf. The distances 
having been measured, the outlaw shot first, and struck 
the imer circle of the target. The knight proved not 
so successful, but still made a very fair hit. Robin's 
second shot went farther off the mark than the first, 
while the arrow of his rival was lodged in the bull's 
eye! 
“Thy crowns are mine, bold yeoman!” said the 

wearer of the. helm and corslet: and he held out his 
hand to receive the wager; but Robin was surprised, 
seeming as if more unwilling to acknowledge himself 
beaten, than to part with his crowns. He eyed the 

stranger attentively from head to heel, and then with 
a look of peculiar shrewdness observed, 

“ By the blessed Mary! but thou art a better bow- 
man than I trow often puts on the panoply of knight- 
hood; and never did I see so true an aim in one of 
gentle blued; except in Aubrey, son of Earl de Vere, 
and foster-brother of bold Rebin Hood.” 

“So then, Fitzooth, this steel array, though proof 
against thy sword and quarter-staff, is not against the 
glances of thine eyes. Well, well, thou hast a gallant 
soul, and though thy evil stars forbid us now to enter- 
tain thee, as in days of old—despite the hue and ery 
of outlawry here in the green-weod, thou art still my 
brother; so there’s the gloveless hand, brave Earl of 
Huntingdon!” 

“ A forfeit, a forfeit, Sir Knight!” shouted out Friar 
Tuck, “ for thou hast broken the laws of Sherewood 
Forest, in calling Robin Hood, the Earl of Hunting- 
don!” 

“ Well, honest knave, if it be so, let the forfeit be 
paid out of the ten crowns I won but now at butts 
frorn thy master,” rejoined the Lord Aubrey de Vere— 
“but I must on, my yeomen, for urgent matters will 
not let me tarry even in such good and honest com- 
pany :” 

“ Nay, but thou shalt not depart, Sir Knight, from 
Sherewood parks,” added the prince of outlaws, “ ere 
thou hast eaten of the royal venison; for it must never 
be told of Robin Hood, that he met his brother in the 

free forest, and gave him not a forester’s welcome. 
Away then, my true archers, and bring us the fattest 
buck ye can find for the nonce; and may we never 

taste the king's deer again, if we are not merry to-day 

—so, hey for the green-wood bower!” 
The Knight of the Wounded Hart was fain to ac- 

company the careless revellers to their leafy covert in 
the most retired part of the forest, where in due time 
a rich and dainty repast was served up; nor was there 
any lack of good ale and sack, with spiced wines fit 
for the flagons and palates of princes. The Lord Au- 
brey quaffed of the latter till he became “ hail fellow 

well met!” with the heroes of the merry green-wood; 
and, in the fullness of his heart, he revealed to his 
foster-brother how that he had become enamoured of 
the ward of the Sheriff of Nottingham, the fair Alice 
Marsh; and how that he had likewise become her 

sworn champion in bower and battle-field. “ But,” 

" 
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continued he, “I fear me the maiden will be forced 
by her guardian to give her hand to his son Walter, 
ere I return to claim her plighted troth!” 

“ Have ye no fear on that score,” replied the hero 
of Lockesley, “ for should any one lead thy ladye-love 
to the shrine, he shall e’en pay a higher price for his 
bride than he reckons upon. If the damsel hath 
plighted troth to thee, Sir Knight, be sure she shall 
not be forced to wed even the king’s son!” 

“ Well then, bold archer, I leave her to thy watci- 
ful care and guardianship:—but the day wears, and 
we have far to go ere the bright sun goes down: so thy 
hand, my gallant brother, and—fare well :—Gramercy, I 
had well nigh forgotten the wager I won—ten crowns, 

barring the forfeit claimed by thy father confessor :— 
Fair reckoning, ye know, makes fair friends!” 
By command of his master, Little John counted into 

the knight’s extended hand nine and a half good silver 
crowns; not, however, without hoping that Fortune 
would one day oblige the receiver to make a double 
restitution. His steed and trappings were also restored ; 
and the Knight of the Wounded Hart proceeded on 
his journey, being accompanied to the outskirts of the 
wood by his generous foster-brother, and the green- 
coated rangers of merry Sherewood Forest. 
Journeying with all diligence, he gained the port 

where the troops, destined by Richard de Lucy, guar- 
dian of the realm, for the reinforcement of King Henry’s 
army, then on its march to relieve Vernuil, were wait- 
ing a favourable breeze to waft them to the coast of 
Normandy; and, having ranged himself under the 
banner of the Duke of Gloster, in a few days he had 
the pleasure of mingling with the veteran knights and 
barons bold of the royal forces, and of displaying his 
pennon on the battle-field. By an artifice of the 
French monarch, Henry failed of relieving Verneuil, 
and was fain to satisfy himself with wreaking his ven- 
geance on the rear-guard of Lewis’s retreating hosts. 
From Verneuil, the king proceeded to the siege of 

Dol, behind the walls of which place the rebel earls 
of Chester and Fougeres were entrenched, and bade 
defiance to the arms of England. For awhile they 
defended themselves with success; but vere ultimately 
dliged to capitulate. 
Now it chanced, that on the morning of the surren- 

der, ere yet the sun had looked forth on the creation, 
and while besiegers and besieged seemed alike inat- 
tentive to the duties of attack or defence, that a com- 
pany of horsemen sallied from the town, evidently with 
the intention of forcing their way through the enemy's 
army. The knight who led them forth was a stal- 
wart-looking chief, distinguished from his companions 
more by his stature than by any outward insignia of 
command or superiority ; though his port and carriage 
bespoke him to be a gallant and a gentle cavalier. 
Immediately upon the appearance of these warriors, 
the trumpet of the picquet guard summoned to arms 
the chivalry of England; among the furemest of whom 

appeared the Knight of the Wounded Hart. Vaulting 
into his saddle, he spurred on his steed to encounter 
the giant warrior, who paused not to receive him, but 
continued on his carcer until the lance of his assailant 
reminded him of his danger. Then turning to repel 
the attack, he rushed upon his adversary, shouting, 
“Soho, mad stripling! and deemest thou thy puny arm 
can injure knight like me?” The spears of either 
hero were shivered in the first onset; and the beaming 
faulchion flashed on the sight with the rapidity of light- 
ing, and seemed scarce less destructive. The fight was 
long and obstinate; yet a more chivalrous encounter 
Withal had seldom been witnessed upon battle-field: 
at last, however, the sword of the stalwart soldier 
broke; whereupon the lord of the Wounded Hart, 
Seizing his courser’s rein, cried aloud, “ Yield thee, 
Sir Knight, rescue or no rescue!” but as the words 

escaped his lips, an arrow from the town pierced the 

chest of his 6wn steed, which plunged and kicked, 
and, regardless of curb or bridle-bit, galloped off inte 
the midst of the host, while the half-vanquished war- 
rior turned his horse’s head in an opposite direction, 
and, bounding off at full speed, escaped from those 
who were hastening in pursuit; but whose attention 
was suddenly called off by the shrill clarions of the 
English marshal, who had given orders for a general 
assault upon the walls of Dol. 

Although the Lord Aubrey de Vere had been reft 
of his prize by this unforeseen accident, the praise 
bestowed upon his prowess could not well have been 
exceeded had he captured his fue; and the renown he 
had acquired exalted him at once to a level with the 
veterans and preux chevaliers of older standing in the 
host, who henceforward looked upon him as one of 
their battle knights. With the taking of Dol, the 
campaign of 1173 was brought to a close; and any 
farther opportunity of proving our hero's dauntless 
courage did not of course occur. From that period, 
therefure, till the siege of Rouen in the following year, 
neither history nor tradition has preserved any memo- 
rial of the gallant deeds of the Knight of the Wounded 
Hart. 

"T'was on the evening of the festival of St. Lawrence, 

that the inhabitants of Rouen, relying upon the faith 
of an enemy’s proposal, were resting themselves from 
the toils and labours of a defensive war, having some- - 
what prematurely relaxed their wonted vigilance. 
Suddenly the alarm bell rung, the city was thrown 
into uproar and confusion, and its martial defenders, 
spearmen, archers, and slingers, flew io their several 
posts, but found many of them already in possession 
of the enemy, who rushed fearlessly to the assault. 
Sir Aubrey, who had been entrusted with a command 
in the garrison, collected round his pennon some of 
his bravest companions, and boldly sallied forth upon 
the besiegers, in the hopes of being enabled to make 
a successful diversion in favour of the city. Having 
forced his way into the midst of the French hosts, he 
there descried the stalwart knight, who had escaped 
his sword at Dol, directing an escalade against one of 
the towers of Rouen. | Placing his spear in its rest, he 
shouted out amain—* Ah! ah! false knight; at last 
then I’ve met thee again—St. George and fair Alice 
for the lances of England!” : 

The champion of France made no reply, but fixing 
himself firmly in his stirrups, prepared like a wary 
soldier to receive the onset of his adversary, whom he 

soon perceived was govern tirely by passion and 
the natural ardency of younfpan1 inexperienced war- 
riors—feelings which he hinisel{ had been taught te 
subject to the mastery of cool caiculating prudence. 
Accordingly he awaited the onset unmoved, and 
warded oif each thrust with constmmate dexterity 
At length, however, he gave his steed the rein, and 
dashed unexpectedly to the encounter; so unexpectedly 
indeed, that his adversary being unable to make a 
suitable resistance, was borne, horse and rider, to the 

earth, and was even fain on the spot to swear himself 
true prisoner, rescue or no rescue. The Lord Aubrey 
felt his disgrace with double acuteness, as scarcely had 
he yielded when he heard the clarions of France 
sounding a retreat; the steady valour of the garrison, 
and the inhabitants of Rouen, having proved more than 
a match for the wild impetuosity of their assailants. 
The vanquished knight was borne back with the re- 
treating multitude, and was that night lodged in the 
midst of the Gallic hosts, himself the only prisoner. 

Early next morning King Henry II. entered Rouen 
in triumph, and by that gallant achievement put an 
end to the war in Normandy. Lewis, after having 
proposed a conference for adjusting the terms of a 
general peace, took advantage of the time thus gained 
to return with his army into France. Whereupon 
those of his followers who had made any captives, 
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proposed to put them to ransom. The stalwart knight, 
who had overcome our hero, offered him his liberty 
aypon his promising to pay for the same the sum of five 
hundred marks, on or before the Midsummer-day next 
ensuing, to be remitted to France in case war should 
continue, or, in the event of a peace, to be paid to 
himself in England. 

“ And where in England wilt thou be found, Sir 
Knight?” inquired the vanquished Lord de Vere. 

“ At the good town of Nottingham, upon the festival 
of St. John: so see ye fail not of the ransom money— 
or by St. Denis, we will proclaim thee for a recreant 
knight through France and England both!” 

“At the good town of Nottingham;” said the in- 
quirer, somewhat surprised: but at the same instant 
the trumpets summoning the peers of France to attend 
upon their monarch, he was Icfi without any farther 
reply. Proceeding therefore to the entrance of the 
tent, he there found his arms and his war-horse ready 
eaparisoned, and instantly mounting, he hurried back 
to Rouen, where he found mirth and rejoicing, ban- 
queting and revelry, uniting to make the bold knights 

of England and Normandy forget for a time the toils 
and the perils of war. 

At the celebrated conference of Tours, where the 
terms of pacification were finally arranged, the whole 
chivalry of England, France, and Normandy, had as- 
sembled together, and many a noble joust and tournay 
was undertaken by the most puissant chevaliers, for 
the honour of their ladye-loves. And from these trials 
of gallantry and courtesy, no one came forth more pre- 
eminently successful than the Knight of the Wounded 
Hart, who, by his noble feats of arms, was in a great 
measure enabled to wipe away the stain which the 
escutcheon of his knighthood had received beneath the 

walls of Rouen—aAll political matters having been 
settled at Tours, the contracting parties separated, and 
King Henry returned once more to merry England; 
and in his «ain came the principal part of those lords 
who possessed any estates therein. ” ° + 

"Twas high day and holiday with the “gentle 
thieves” of Sherewood and of Barnesdale; for they 
had sworn by the bow and shaft, the most sacred of 
oaths, to refrain from all labour, and for once to forget, 
in the enjoyment of time present. the troubles of time 
past, and the cares and anxieties of time to come: and 

that they were determined to keep the vow which 
they had made, was sufficiently evidenced by the 
boisterous “ wood-notes wild” which rung through the 
forest, when the bright beams of the golden-locked 
Phebus ushered in eae twenty-fourth of 
June:— 

SONG. 

’Tis merry ar! good, in gay green-wood, 
To watch the king of day 

Come forth fall drest 
In golden vest, 

And chase the clouds from east to west, 
That throng his heav'nly way. 

Tis merrier far, when evening's star, 
Looks brightly o'er the lea, 

To share the spoil 
Cf battle broil, 

And rest awhile from care and toil, 
Beneath the green-wood tree. 

’Tis merry and good, in gay green-wood, 
To hunt the deer at morn, 

And track their feet, 
While birds sing sweet, 

From thorny brake and dark retreat, 
With voice of blithesome horn. 

*Tis merrier far, when Pheebus’ car 

To eat ven’son 
With little John, 

And Sherewood’s queen, maid Marian, 
And gallant Robin Hood! 

“ Well sung, well sung, by our Lady!” quoth the last 

named worthy, “ but is't not strange, my trusty William 
Scarlock, that brother John hath not returned from 
Nottingham? I wot full well this is the day fixed for 
the marriage of Walter Murdach with the pretty Alice 
Marsh; and why that knave Nailor bringeth us no 

tidings thereof I cannot right devise;—we must in 
quest anon, maugre our holy resolution!” 

“Ah, master Robin,” said Scarlock, “I'll wager 
twenty silver crowns against a brace of shafis, the 
little knave has turned into the King’s Head, and will 
tarry there till his wit and dame Margaret's claret, be 
both run out to the lees.” 

“ Marry, but I think ’twill be best that George-a- 
Green, and Scarlock hie them there to seek the knave!” 

added the Pinder of Wakefield. Here, however, the 
winding of a distant bugle broke off further colloquy, 
and infused fresh life into the banqueting foresters— 

“ Soho! sohe !” shouted the ‘ predonem mitissimum’ 
—* that was the horn of Little John!—To your bows 
and quarter-staffs, my merry men!” 

In a moment all was bustle and confusion, and 
Searlock. George-a-Green, with a score of other archers 
good, leaving their half-drained flagons, snatched up 

each his bow and quarter-staff, and plunged into the 
thickest of the forest, lest peradventure their compa- 
nion Little John should stand in need of assistance. 
Again that renowned yeoman blew his horn, and out 
sprang his fellows, “ all clad in Lincoln green,” who, 
without asking any questions, let fly their shafis into 
the midst of a trim and gallant company who were 
passing along their way with fear and trembling. The 
first flight of arrows dispersed the major part of the 
train, and our dexterons rangers found it no very difli- 
cult task to secure those who remained. These were 
only three—two lordly-looking horsemen, and a win- 
some lady, who rode on a “ gentell palefray,” with a 
merlin perched upon her maiden fist. Little John and 
his companions soon recognized in one of their male 
prisoners the “ proude sheriffe” of Nottingham, and in 
the other, Sir Philip Murdach’s son, the honest Walter; 
and they doubted not but the lady was AlicesMarsh, 
the maid of whom they were in search. Being no 
respecters of persons, they insisted upon the trio ac- 
companying them to the green and pleasant arbour of 
Robin Hood, their master; and where that hero had 
remained in company with Friar Tuck, and the rest of 
his archers bold. 

“Welcome again to the green-wood, my lord-she- 
riff,” said he—*“an ye had come a little earlier ye 
should have had a fair forest dinner, though, by our 
Lady, we had not looked for such honourable guests 
to-day; but rest ye down awhile, and if there’s a fat 
buck in the king's parks, it shall be found for the 
sheriff of Nottingham; for no one payeth more bravely 
for a feast of dainty venison:—to the chase, my merry 
men!” 

“ Bold archer!” said the sheriff, « an I guess rightly, 

ye should be that villain ontlaw, Robin Hood—but 
whosoe’er ye be, take heed how ye treat the king's 
officer!” 

“ Have ye no fear for yeur treatment, gentles,” re- 
joined the prince of foresters, “ for ye shall fare like 

princes, and as sumptuously. But, tell us first, Sir 
Sheriff, is this thy hopeful son, of whom ‘tis said in 
merry Noitingham, he killeth the king’s deer in aiming 

at thine? by our Lady! as seemly and proper a youth 
for a royal ranger, as you shall find, I trow, "twixt this 

and fair Newcastle!” 
“ Bold knave!” cried the wight referred to, laying 

Shines out on field and flood, his hand at the same time upon his empty scabbard— 
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« Bold knave, I am Sir Philip Murdach’s son and heir, 
as ye shall all learn to your cost, when ‘we return to 
tell the king’s highness of your treasonable doings!” 
“Ah! ah! my gentle, thou hast at least a loud and 

gallant tongue. And prithee, is this sweet maid thy 
sister, or thy ladye-love?” he added, stepping up to 
Alice Marsh, and surveying her fair furm from head 
to heel —To which question Sir Philip himself made 
answer, putting on a look as stern and grave as if at 
that moment he had been sitting in the judgment-seat 
of Nottingham tewn-hall. 

“ Impudent outlaw! yon lady is the bride betrothed 
of our son, and should ye dare outrage her maiden 
modesty, her gallant sire, Sir Gilbert Marsh, shall soon 
avenge the insult; and ere long, I trust, will hasten to 
our rescue; for, | ween by this, he hath gained infor- 
mation of our sad misckance!” 
“He shall be right welcome to merry Sherewood, 

my lord sheriff”’ added Robin, “and if ye need a 
priest when he arrives, good Friar Tuck will serve 
your purpose well, for burial or for bridal —Whiat saith 
Lady Alice? But with your leaves we'll haste sweet 
w meet Sir Gilbert; for Sherewood forest is a tangled 
maze, and many a gentle hath, ere now, been lost 
among its windings.” 
“That trouble shall be saved ye, master Robin,” 

said Little John, jumping into view from a thorny 
dingle; “ for, an 1 mistake not, the knight is on his 
way hither, under the good guidance of stout Much 
the miller; and a rare stalwart fellow he seemeth, by 
my faye!” 
Every one turned him towards the direction pointed 

out by the bold Johanne, and beheld approaching a 
tall and soldier-like cavalier, clad in a riding-suit of 
broidered scarlet, with a richly worked morion shading 
his dark and weather-beaten countenance. He was 
surrounded by a company of green-coated furesters, 
while Much the miller’s son, held tight hold of his 
horse’s rein, and carried his trusty sword with an air 

of peculiar triumph. Robin dofied his “ bonnet-blue,” 
as the knight appeared; and with his wonted cheer- 
fulness and cordiality welcomed him to the green- 
wood coverts of merry Sherewood forest. The sheriff, 
also, and his prowess son, paid obeisance to the hero, 
feeling assured, that in the company of Sir Gilbert 
Marsh they should be safe;—but the latter thought 
otherwise. 

“Safe ye shall be, I trow,” said he, “as if ye were 
in the dungeon of Nottingham tower; for marry, in 
such graceless fellowship, I can promise ye none other 
safety. —By great St. George! I d:d not reckon for these 
sturdy knaves, when I trusted myseif abroad in such 
holyday garb as this—but I have paid dear fur my 
fully—so a warrior's malison be on the head of ye 
all!” 

As in a surly tone of voice he uttered his maledic- 
tion upon them, he placed his left hand upon his sword 
arm, which was bleeding profusely. The fact was, 
that he had been disabled by a shaft from the miller’s 
bow, ere he had an opportunity of striking one blow 
in his own defence. Turning round, he observed his 
daughter, and seemed somewhat surprised thereat. 

“ Alice, my own Alice, maid,” said he, “and art 
thou a prisoner too? This is, ‘i faith, true loyalty to 

thy plighted lord; more so, indeed, than Sir Gilbert 
Marsh could have wished fur; to say naught of thy 
being in such company; I fear we shall have to pay 
ransome for thee, as well as for ourselves, ere thou 
wilt be suffered to return again to thy bower —Sir 
Philip Murdach, it was not kind in ye to bring my 
daughter into such scenes as these!—But now, my 
stout foresters, what must our ransom be: for I warrant 

me, ye would rather have our marks than our friend- 
ship.—Is’t not so, my yeomen?’—Name then your 
claim, fur we have urgent matters which call us to 

Nottingham; since, beside our daughter's bridal, we 

stand pledged to meet a prisoner knight ere sunset in 

that town.” 
“An it be so, Sir Gilbert,” rejoined Robin Hood— 

“ we would not cause true soldier to forfeit his pledged 
troth—and therefore, if for thyself thou will tet two 
hundred honest marks, and for thy daughter one, ye 
shall have instant liberty to wend your way.—For my 
lord sheriff we demand one thousand silver crowns; 
and for his valiant son a like amount; with tweity 
more for every meal they eat in Sherewood forest; so 
mark ye ’tis a gathering debt until the same be paid. 
—For noble Walter, we would fain enjoy his company 
awhile, until he learn to draw a true bow, and strike 
his father’s bucks in the full chase!” 

“ Knaves! think ye I will be parted from the lady 
Alice?” shouted out the indignant bridegroom. But it 
availed him naught; the good bowmen of the gay 
green-wood only laughed at his impotent and bluster- 
ing rage, and quictly turned to see that Sir Gilbert 
Marsh counted his ransom money fairly; and that their 
treasurer, Little John, who received the same into his 
outspread mantle, rendered correct account thereof- 

The blast of a stranger's horn, however, gave them 
more uneasiness; and when, afier the lapse of a few 

minutes it was heard again, Robin Hood and half a 
score of his stoutest men sallied forth in quest of the 
intruder into his royal domains, leaving his trusty 
lieutenant to receive, and settle for, the knight's 

ransom. 
As the bugle blast was repeated ever and anon, the 

foresters were easily directed to the spot whence it 
proceeded; and in a short time, the archer of Lockes- 
ley beheid before him—The Knight of the Wounded 

Hart! 
“Gramercy, Sir Knight,” he exclaimed in a tone of 

wonder, “ and what i’ fortune’s name, hath brought 

thee again to merry Sherewood !” 
“Nothing in fortunes name,” replied the Lord de 

Vere; “ but sad mischance in battle-field compels me 
to speed to Nottingham, with rameéom promised to @ 

prowess knight, whose lance o’erthrew me ‘neath the 
walls of Rouen; so quickly, noble archer, guide me 
through these tangled forest pathways; for, by the 

| great St. George! we would not forfeit pledge of chi- 
| valry, even fur love of the fair lady Alice; of whom, 
I prithee, brother, tell us some tidings as we wend 

along.” 
“Nay, nay, bold Aubrey, we have already spent 

- breath in answering thy summons; and have none 
| lefi to tel! thee love-sick tales: but follow through the 
green-wood, and thou shalt Rave thy ransom marks, 
ay, and to boot, shalt win thy gentle lady—else is 
there no ennning in this bow, nor argument in this 

good quarter-staff.” 
De Vere followed the noble forester with the ardour 

and alacrity of a person actuated at once by the three- 
fuld motive of love, honour, and curiosity. Suddenly 
bursting from his leafy ambush, he sprung into the 
presence of Sir Gilbert Marsh, the sheriff of Notting- 

ham, and the fair owner of the bracelet which graced 
his plumed casque. As to her betrothed lord, Walter 
of Nottingham, he had escaped unseen from their sus- 
picious fellowship. 
“The Knight of the Wounded Hart!” exclaimed 

Sir Gilbert Marsh, starting back surprised. 
“Even so,” replied de Vere—*and thou, the stal- 

wart soldier! Sir Philip Murdach too! and the fair 
lady Alice! and in such company!—what means this 
strange adventure ?” 

“ Marry, my brother,” said Robin Hood, stepping 
forward as he spoke, it meaneth, that ye shall be spared 
the cost and trouble of a longer journey; and save be- 
sides your promised ransom to this gallant hero; for, 
by my faye! Sir Gilbert Marsh is too generous a knight 
to claim ransom from his cousin's heir, Lord Aubrey, 
Earl of Oxford!” 
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“ Aubrey de Vere!” cried the stalwart knight. 
“ Sir Giibert Marsh!” exclaimed Ear] Oxford's son. 
“ Ay, ay, a hearty welcome one and all, to Shere- 

wood ;” quoth the king of that famous forest, “ not for- 
getting our loyal sheriff; for we do mean that thou 
shouldest pay the cost of banquet for these gallant 
chevaliers ere thou see merry Nottingham again; and 
we will hold thy duteous son in hostage till the reck- 
oning be discharged.—Walter—soho! soho! what, hath 
the knave escaped ye, Little John?) Away, my trusty 

archers, and bring the coward back! but hold!—it 
matters not:—my Lord Sir Philip Murdach shall be 
the sheriff's hostage—'tis all one—And now, good 
Father Tuck, go, get thy holy missal; for ere we do 
sit down to eat or drink, thou shalt secure in bridal 
bonds, this gentle knight and smiling Alice Marsh! 

And who saith “ Nay,” let him never taste the king's 
venison again, in the merry green-wood!” 

“ A bitter malison, bold archer, for one who hath an 
hungry stomach,” said Sir Gilbert; * but natheless one 

which we should despise, had we not proved to our 
cost, that braver knight liveth not, than he of the 
Wounded Hart; and heaven forefend that we should 
say nay to the suit of one so noble, and withal so near 
akin!” 

A lond and joyous shout rang through the forest 
when the stalwart soldier spoke his consent to the 
nuptials. Sir Aubrey led forth his ladye-love, and 
knelt before her sire, soliciting his blessing; while 
Friar Tuck performed the bridal ceremony, to the sa- 
tisfaction of all present, save the “ proude sherifle” of 
Nottingham, who beheld with wonder and chagrin the 
fair maiden, whom he had betrothed to his hopeful 
son, become the happy bride of the Knight of the 
Wounded Hart!” 

(oO 

* ORIENTAL LOVE. 

WITHOUT resorting to the romance of the East, the 
progress of the Saracenic empire is marked by anecdote 
of the influence of love, quite as affecting and as sen- 

timental as any which have been supplied by the 
annals of Europe. We were struck with this truth 
the other day, on happening to take up anold romance 
founded on the pathetic history of Graffer the Ber:me- 
cide, vizier of the Caliph Haroun Alraschid, of tale- 
telling memory. 
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Gialfer assented to this admirable piece of despotic 
logic, which, of the two, is worse than the reported 

speech of the Grand Sultan when presenting his daugh- 

ter with a subject for a husband—“ Here, daughter, I 

give thee this man for thy slave;” a form of words 
omitted by English parents, but which a great number 
of married ladies in England conceive to be implied. 
The nominal marriage took place between the princess 
and Giafler, but, unfortunately for the unhappy lovers, 
the voice of love and hature, sanctioned too by the 
lawsy was not to be stifled by the caprice of a despot; 
the enamoured pair baffled the vigilance of the Caliph, 
and a son, the fruit of their disobedience, was privately 
conveyed from the seraglio to Mecca, The result is 
a portion of public history: a discovery wes made, 
Giatfer lost his head, and Abassa, some accounts say, 
died of grief; while others state that she was driven 
from the palace, and suffered to languish in disgrace 
and indigence. 

A more than common interest is given to the fore- 
going incidenis by the character of the parties. Giaffer 
was one of the most cultivated men of his ime—ami- 
able, handsome in person, and benevolent in disposi- 
tion. Abassa appears to have been similarly accom- 
plished as a female; some Arabic verses from her to 
Giafler still exist, expressive of her attachment. It 
would seem by the tenor of them, that the lady was 
the most impatient of the restraint imposed: her ex- 
alied rank takes away from the apparent indelicacy, 
for Giatler could not speak first. ‘The words given 
are as lullow:— 

“I had resolved to keep my love concealed in my 
heart; but, in spite of me, it escapes and declares itself. 
If you do not yield at this declaration, my modesty and 
my secret are both sacrificed: but if you reject me, 
you will save my life by your refusal, Whatever 
happens, at least I shall not die unrevenged; for my 
death will sufficiently declare who has been my as- 
SAssinh. 

Nothing is frequently more unlike to truth than 
truth itself; we do not, therefore, think that the loves 
of Giaffer and Abassa are adapted fur tragedy; but, 
with a little freedom in the catastrophe, they would 
make a charming opera, either English or Italian— 
The stury would supply at once dramatic effect, sub- 
ject fur the composer, and much opportunity for thea- 
trical scenery and splendour. 

arses ree 

KKRIM GHERRI KATTI GHERRI 

Have any of our readers, in turning over the pages 
of the Edinburgh Almanac, ever been surprised in no- 
icing as an office-bearer in one of our pious beneficiary 
institutions, @ person with the singular tile of Krim 

Kait? Gherri? If they have, they will most 
probably be glad to learn who this strange gentleman 

Mr. ixriin Gherri Katti Gherri happens to be sultan 
of the kingdom of Caucasus in Tartary; and, what is 
sull more curious, his wife, the sultana, is an Edinburgh 
lady, the daughter of Colonel The history of 
young Krim may be soon told. While about fifteen 
years of age, he became acquainted with some mission- 
aries Who lad taken up their station near the Caucasus; 

on which oceasion he embraced the christian religion, 
left his native country, and proceeded, under their 
prot to St. Petersburgh, which he shortly after 
quitted for Scotland—and here he soon acquired the 
English language, habits, and manners. While resi- 
dent in Edinburgh, he became acquainted with the 

e was married, and carried her 

Giherrt 

is 

ction, 

iady, to whom h 
with him, though against the consent of her relations. 
As krim is lineally descended from the ancient Khans 
of the Crimea, the throne of the present sultan, Mah- 
mond, will be his on the extinction of the reigning 
family. THe has sons; and should any of them here- 
after ascend the Ottoman throne, the singular fact will 
be presented of a prince of a descent from an Edin- 
burgh family, holding his court at Constantinople, and 
reigning over the Turkish empire. 

above 
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Original. 

THE PRODIGAL,* 

BY N. C. BROOKS, A. M. 

Tue sultry air was choking, and the sun 
Poured down, in flame, his burning vertical rays; 
The flowrets hung their fainting heads, and shrubs 
Drooped ‘neath his radiance, and each wither’d bough; 

And birds, beasts, insects—every living thing 
Sought shelter from the fierce meridian heat. 

The prodigal was weary; he had trod 

The sliding desert sands, with hunger faint, 
And with that feverishness of soul that comes 

From deep misfortunes, joined with conscious guilt, 
Weighing with weariness the spirit down. 
Beneath the spreading branches, thrown at large, 
Oblivion stole upon him; and in sleep 
He wandered to his far, far distant hone— 

The scene of innocence and joy in youth, 
Dear to his heart by twice ten thousand ties. 

There is a magic in the name of home, 
Felt in the spirit’s yearnings: man may roam 
Careering on his wild and thoughtless way, 

Like the mad, untamed comet, from the sun; 
Yet, in his wanderings, is still within 
Th’ attractive influence of that sunny spot. 
The prodigal awoke, and thoughts of home 

Swelled his full breast, and penitential tears, 
As sudden waters from the desert rock, 

Flowed from his flinty, sorrow-smitten heart, 
Adown his pale, and famine-blanched cheeks; 
And in his soul impartial conscience held 
The mirror of reflection, and displayed 
His guilt and fully to repentance true; 
And godly sorrow, and impressions pure, 
And holy resolution nerved his frame, 
And he exclaimed, “I wiil arise and go 
Unto my father, and my guilt confess.” 

The sun was verging to the distant west, 
Flinging his golden radiance on the mounts 
That girded, as with emerald zones, the plains 
Of his own happy regions, and he longed 
For speed like his, that he might soar away 
As if on wings of eagles, and behold 
His father’s house, his long forgotten home. 

His feet were sandall'd, and his loosened loins 
Girded for journeying, and in his hand 
A pilgrim’s staff, and in his bosom thoughts 

And yearning aspirations that had nerved 
With vigour every fibre of his frame. 

Onward he journeyed, with unfaltering step, 
Beneath the silent canopy of night, 
With famine faint, and sleepless, though the stars 
Were tired with watching, and the wearied light 

Seemed to lie down upon the mountain’s couch— 
Onward, still onward sped he, night and day, 

With pace unslackened, and unwearied feet. 

Jay broke in beauty on the rosy earth ; 
Upon the purple clonds, the yellow hair 
Of Phoebus floated, like a web of gold, 

The mountain tops, like smoking altars, sent 

Their cloudy incense to the smiling heaven, 
And slow revealing through the silver mist, 
Their sparkling plain of waters, creek and rill 
Rolled on their way, trilling a song of glee; 

The variegated carpeting of earth 
Glowed in the embroidered flowers of Nature’s loom, 

* Luke xv. 

The velvet foliage of the trees and shrubs, 
Was studded with the dewy gems of morn, 
The flow’rets bowed their purple coronets, 
And from a thousand throats of gay-plumed birds 
Arose the woodland anthem on the air: 
All nature seemed rejoicing in new life, 
As if conspiring to his ancient home 
To bid him welcome. 

On a little mount 
Iie stood, and down a sloping vale, beheld 
Ilis father’s halls, that rose in pillar’d pride, 
High in the sunlight. 

The rifl whose purlings had amused his youth, 
The copse, the glade, and ancient-looking trees, 
The scenes of childish sport were still the same, 
And with familiar. and with smiling face, 
Greeted his coming —Now the dread of change 
Stole o’er the prodigal—his father’s house— 
Had sickness and decay wrought changes there? 

Would a kind father’s voice and mother’s tears, 
In nature’s speechless eloquence, receive 
Their guilty, wandering, and unworthy child? 
Or would they coldly scrutinize his form, 
The wreck of dissipation, and his rags, 

The tatters of his wretchedness and shame? 
Did they yet live, or had their hoary hairs 
Descended in much sorrow to the grave, 
For the low fall of their unhappy son? 
Oppressed with thought, he carefully composed 
The shredded garments on his shrivelled form, 
And as he went, moistened each step with tears. 

Far off, a venerable man appeared, 
With locks and beard of snow, sweeping his bust, 
And in his step and mien, the prodigal 
His father recognised; and hastening, bowed 
Him prostrate in humility of soul, 
And deep abasement, while he kissed his feet, 
And craved the place of service in the hall 
That gave him being; once his happy home. 

Silent and solemn all the father stood, 
No pardon spake, no word of joy or love, 
Yet, from his aged eyes, the gushing tears 

Fell on the trembling hands that clasped his knees, 
And ever and anon a heavy sob 
Convulsed his bosom; and as nature gave 
Strength to his joy-stunned intellect, he raised 
The suppliant wanderer, and to his breast 
Strained him, in all the fervency of love, 
Mingled with pity—to his errors gave 
A free and willing pardon, and restored 
The mourner to his home, and all the joys 
Of peace and innocence, that chase the clouds 

Of godly sorrow, and repentance dark, 
And pour bright sunshine on the smiling soul. 

LOVE. 

Sight is his root, in thought is his progression, 
His childhood wonder, ’prenticeship attention: 
His youth delight, his age the soul's oppression, 
Doubt is his sleep, he waketh in invention. 

Fancy his fued, his clothing carefulness, 
Beauty his book, his play lover's dissension. 
His eyes are curious search, but veil’d with wareful- 

ness, 

His wings desire, oft clipt with desperation: 
Largess his hands, could never skill of sparefulness. 
But how he doth by might or by persuasion, 
To conquer, and his conquest how to ratify, 
Experience doubts, and schools had disputation. 



THE FORCED MARRIAGE. 

THE FORCED MARRIAGE; 
BY THE AUTHOR OF THE “ISLAND BRIDE.” 

Tur evening was dark and chill. Gertrude Field- 

ing strolled pensively along the avenue that led to her 
home, a neat parsonage house in the parish of , 
of which her father was the vicar. Ideas at once 

ominous and dispiriting poured rapidly through her 
mind as she approached the door. A throe of the 
fiercest anguish was felt at her heart when she direct- 
ed her thoughts onward to the morrow, whiéh was to 
see her a bride—but of whom? Of a man whom she 
absolutely loathed, yet had consented to espouse, in 
order to evade the frightful alternative of a father’s 

curse. 
Her affianced suitor was 2 man of immense wealth, 

but old, ungainly, and without a single virtue to 
balance these two latter disadvantages; while she was 
poor indeed, but young, beautiful, and innocent. Her 
sordid parent had readily embraced the offer of a 

wealthy debauchee, calculating, in the selfishness of 
his ambition, that such a connexion would confer upon 
himself an importance irom the coveted enjoyment of 
which his narrow means had hitherto debarred him, 
and prove at the same time a stepping-stone to the 
advancement of his younger children, of whom he had 
several, and of which his quiver was not yet full. 

Poor Gertrude was to be immolated upon the altar of 
interest, a shrine upon which far worse than pagan 
sacrifices are frequently ofiered. She looked forward 
to the moment which was to unite her to a withered 
but wealthy sensualist, with a feeling litle short of 
feverish disgusi. She repaired early to her chamber, 
her temples throbbing, and the whole mass of her 
blood bounding through her frame, as if the “great 
deep” of the heart was “ broken up,” and a deluge 
was pouring through every vein, and threw herself 
upon her bed with a sigh so deep and poignant, that it 
seemed as if the very soul had been suddenly forced 
from the fair tenemeat in which it was enshrined, by 

one fierce convulsion of concentrated agony. 
The stars were bright in the heavens, but her des- 

tiny was dim and clouded. They seemed only as 
heavenly mockers of earilily wo. She had ceased to 
weep, to sigh, to murmur. Her suflerings were too 
acute for tears, for sighs, for murmurings; her's were 
the silent, unseen, absorbing agonies of despair. She 
did not sleep, or, if her senses were for a moment 
“ lapped in oblivion,” frightful dreams interrupted her 
slumbers, and she started from her pillow with the 
perturbation of bewildered horror, which too plainly 
told the intensity of her soul's emetions. 

On the following morning, pale and unrefreshed, 
with forebodings that struck like so many ice-bolts 
through her heart, slic d<¢-cended to the parlour, where 
a tolerably splendid breakfast was provided fur those 
friends who had been invited to the wedding, and 
who very shortly atfier assembled. The bridegroom 
was the last to make his appearance, but his bodily 
infirmities might have been fairly pleaded as his ex- 
cuse; still he did not take advantage of a plea so 
extremely natural in an aged beau, though not very 
flattering either to his bride's choice, or to his own 
discretion. Gertrude was dressed without a single 
ornament except a white rose in her hair, which she 
wore at the express desire of her mother; and though 
the suitor had presented her with sundry jewels and 
various expensive trinkets, they remained in their 

cases, to her worse than valueless, as they were me- 
mentos of a sacrifice that would taint the pure spring 
of her existence, and make it henceforth gush from its 

troubled fountain, charged with the bitters of “ gall 

and wormwood.” Her eyes were dim with weeping. 
She saluted her friends mournfully, while her father 
affected a boisterous mirth that strikingly contrasted 
with the deep solemn gloom which was fixed upon 
his daughter's cheek, like an icicle upon the opening 
primrose. 

When the bridegroom was announced, Mr. Fielding 
darted towards the door to assist him from his carriage, 
from which he descended with some difficulty, and a 
few grimaces, and then hobbled into the room with 
all the decrepid agility of threescore and six, augment- 
ed bya life of early debauchery and continued in- 
dulgence. Ile was dressed with the elaborate gaiety- 
of a confirmed “ man of the town;” his legs, which 
from the inclination of his head towards the horizon, 
furmed almost a right angle with his upper man, were 
forced into a pair of light web pantaloons that showed 
to a miracle the prodigious preponderancy of skin and 
bone over flesh and blood. He shuffled towards the 
bride with a disgusting chuckle of delight, and court- 
eously kissed her forehead; but she shrank from his 
contaminating touch with an instinctive loathing, and 
was about to evade the revolting caress, when her 
her father’s frown checked her. She passively sub- 
mitted to the endearments of the senile representative 
of manhood with whom she was doomed to link her 
destiny. 

The marriage ceremony was performed by the 
bride’s father. Pale, yet with a firm step and calm 
self-possession, she approached the altar, but when she 
was required to repeat the solemn declaration of con- 
jugal fidelity and affection, her voice faltered, and, in 
spite of the natural energy of her resolution, she could 
scarcely articulate the customary obligation. She had, 
however, wound up her lacerated spirit to a pitch of 
determination which enabled her to go through the 
awful ceremony, though as soon as it was finished, the 
tension of her mind, which had been too high, was 
instantly relaxed, and she fell back overcome by her 
feelings upon the cold stones of the chancel. The 
poor emaciated bridegroom hobbled about in a pa- 
roxysm of distress, attributing to any cause but the 
right, what he termed her extraordinary emotion. A 
little water and hartshorn soon restored the unhappy 
Gertrude to consciousness and to misery. With a trifling 
exertion of her moral energies, she shortly recovered 
her self-possession, signed for the last time her maiden 
name in the parish register, and left the church with 
a heart less heavy than when she entered it, as the 
die was now cast,and the climax of agony had been 
endured. : 

She returned to her father’s house, took a melan- 
choly farewell of her family, and entering a splendid 
carriage drawn by four blood bays, set off with her 
venerable husband for his magnificent mansion in a 
distant county. It was anything but a lively journey. 
The exertion of travelling seemed to affect the old 
gentleman greatly, for he had only arrived the night 
before at the town of , about six miles from her 
father's vicarage, and so Jong a journey had sadly 
discomposed his shattered and attenuated frame. In 
spite of his professed joy at the possession of a young 
and beautiful bride, he frequently complained of fa- 
tigue, of stiffness in his limbs, and expressed a queru- 

lous desire to be at his journey’s end; while Gertrude, 
little disposed to take part in a conversation of any 
kind, much less in one which had his inconveniences 
alone for its subject, and feeling besides little sympathy 

for the dilapidated piece of humanity to which paren- 
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tal authority had forced her to ally herself, sat silent, 
and absorbed in a reverie of moody anticipations. The 
husband, not suspecting the cause of her silence—for 
his vanity was always a sad bar to his judgment when 
his own qualities of whatever kind, whether mental 
or physical, were the objects of it—attributed her re- 
luctance to assert her woman’s privilege to timidity, 
or to that maidenly bashfulness natural, as he deemed, 
to a girl educated in the country, and therefore utterly 
unfamiliar with the usages of fashionable life But 
his guess was immensely wide of the mark, for neither 
timidity nor bashfulness were features in Gertrude’s 
character. As they travelled with extreme expedition, 
on the evening of the next day they arrived at the end 
of their journey, when the bride was ushered into the 

splendid mansion of which she was to be the future 
mistress, and which rivalled in magnificence the no- 
blest establishments in the kingdom. 
Time soon wore off the edge of disquietude, and by 

degrees Gertrude, now Mrs. Delurme, became recon- 
ciled to her condition. ‘That she could be happy was 
impossible, but the pangs of mental suflering became 
at length so blunted, and her sensibility so deadened, 
that, though, she had ceased to enjoy, she had also 
ceased to suffer. Her life was one dull, dead calm, 
neither convulsed by the desolating storm, nor refresh- 
ed by the gentle breeze. Her only hope of ameliora- 
tion to the uniform insipidity of her condition lay in 
the prospeet of an eventual release from the easy, in- 
deed, but spiritless bondage to which she was for the 
present doomed. Her eye was never lighted by a 
amile, and that lovely glow which used to spread such 
a rich suffusion over her fair cheek had ceased to 
mantle there, while the sober melancholy, nay the 

almost severe gravity, of her aspect, was looked upon 
by her husband in the uxoriousness of dotage, as an 
indubitable manifestation of that conjugal diserction, 
which, to a man of his advanced years, was in a wife 
a thing “ most devoutly to be wished.” 

Old Delorme had 2 nephew, of whom he professed 
to be extremely fond, the son of an only sister Jong 
since dead, from whom he inherited a good property, 
and looked forward to his uncle’s decease for a consi- 
derable augmentation, which his venerable relative 
had always led him te expect. He was a remarkably 
handsome youth, of gentle manners and easy address. 
His habits were regular, and he was much respected 
by his friends. His uncle reposed the greatest confi- 
dence in his discretion and integrity, scarcely did any 
thing without consulting him, and relied upon his 
hononr as implicitly as he did upon his own sagacity. 
The presence of this youth, though at first by no 
means a welcome circumstance to the deadened feel- 
ings of Mrs. Delorme, at length seemed to chequer the 
gloominess of her condition with a faint ray of satis- 
faction, and dissipated by degrees that morbid heavi- 
ness of thought and reflection, to which, upon her ar- 
rival at her new abode, she had unreservedly given 
way. Her spirits, however, had been too violently 
shattered ever to resume their wonted elasticity. They 
were not, after a dislocation so terrible and complete, 
to be brought back again into their former channel of 
easy, unapprehensive gaiety; nevertheless young The- 
odore’s presence afforded some relief to the dull uni- 
formity of a scene, where, to her warped and saddened 
spirit, everything was overspread with the sullen hue 

of misery; indeed her situation would have scarcely 
been endurable but fur his presence, still she felt a 
void in her existence which she knew not how to fill 
up. She was occasionally visited by her parents and 
sisters, yet she was anything but happy. Her husband 
grew more and more peevish as his days increased 
and his infirmities multiplied, until he became abso- 
lutely intolerable. Will it be wondered at, that she 
looked forward to her release from such a state of do- 
Mestic thraldom with a restless and impatient anxiety? 

F2 

Gertrude at length gave promise of becoming a 
mother; this, however, seemed to awaken no joy in 
the old man’s bosom; all the springs of sensibility were 
dried up within him, and left it a barren wilderness, 
prolific only in the rank growth of cankered passion 
and swinish selfishness. His heart was callous to any 
refinements of feeling ; not that the frost of apathy had 
so completely chilled it as to render him insensible te 
the blessings of an heir; but he appeared to be the 
prey of dark suspicions, which he did not indeed 
openly express, but which were more than indicated 
in his manner and conduct. He was so morose and 
sullen, that his wife approached him as seldom as 
possible, which only augmented his constitutional 
peevishness and irritability. She was, however, hap- 
pily soon released from the torments of his jealousy. 
He died suddenly one evening of apoplexy after a 
debauch, in which he was accustomed but too fre- 

quently to indulge, leaving her a widow after she had 
been just five years a wile. All her late husband’s 
property was left to her, his nephew not being so much 
as named in the will. 

Here, indeed, was a change in her destiny, but the 
worm .had gnawed at the root of her happiness too 
long for it ever again to shoot forth with its former 
strength and luxuriance. It was a scathed trunk, 
alive, indeed, but blasted. She was left mistress of 
thirty thousand a year at the age of four and twenty, 
with an only child; still she was not happy. The 
fountain of joy was tainted at the source—the canker 
of grief had reached the very core of her heart. A 
blight seemed to have passed over her womanhood. 
The smile had faded from her cheek with its bloom, 
and she had ceased to find any relish either in society 
or in domestic enjoyments. She looked upon her 
child with an indiflerence, bordering upon apathy, 
which spoke not much for her maternal solicitude, nor 
the acuteness of her sensibility. ‘This, however, had 
been so seared, as to leave her almost callous to the 
more exquisite sympathies of her sex. 

Theodore had quitted the house as soun as his 
uncle died, and the widow was lefi to that seclusion 
which was now no longer unwelcome to her, but 
which, though preferred, under certain states of mind, to 
the bustle of intercourse, has nevertheless no charms 
to soothe a warped spirit, but only “ ministers to a 
mind discased” its own gloom and asperity. She 
soon, however, became dissatisfied with the stately 
mansion in which she had been so long immured, 
surrounded as it was with all that wealth could pur- 
chase to render it delightful, but which to her never: 
presented any thing save one continued scene of 
“splendid misery.” She determined, therefore, to quit 
the country, where scenes of continued and bitter re- 
collection had become absolutely odious to her and 
take up her final residence abroad. 

{t appeared strange to every one, that so young and’ 
lovely a woman should shut herself out almost frone 
human intercourse, and resolve to exile herself fronr 
her family and friends in the very prime of youth,. 

and while her beauty, though faded rather from sor- 
row than the influence of years, was still predominant- 
But the secret springs which actuate human motives 
and determinations are frequently inscrutable, even te- 
ourselves, and Mrs. Delerme, if it were in her power, 
appeared not disposed to resolve a question which was: 
evident to no mind but her own. A mystery seemed 
to hang over the youthful widow, which no one was 
able to unravel, and in spite of the surmises that grew 
every day more and more rife in the neighbourhood, 
she ordered notices to be circulated announcing the 
immediate sale of the estate and family mansion of her 
late husband. In the course of a few weeks they fell 
into the hands of a new proprietor, and the young 
widow with her child left this country for the sonth 
of France, to seek in a foreign land that repose of 
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spirit which had been so long denied her in her own. | 
But, alas! she found it not. ‘The wound had gone too | 
deeply beyond the surface to be cicatrized—the deso- | 

lation had been too complete to be removed under a 

brighter sun. ‘There was evidently some secret cause 

of discontent, of melancholy, of wretchedness, which 
no one could penetrate, and upon which she was her- 
self gravely and solemnly silent. The increasing aus- 
terity of her manner had something in it more aw ful 
than repulsive, and she excited the sympathy of all, 
though she sought the confidence of none. 

Nismes was the place finally fixed upon by her for 
her future destination, as it was more retired and less 
visited by her countrymen than other towns. Here 
the same asperity of character, by which she had 
lately been distinguished, continued, and in fact visibly 
increased with her years. She declined all commu- 
nication with her relatives, to whom it was reported, 
and by them believed, that soon after she settled abroad 
her child had died, and she had devoted herself to a 
lite of religious seclusion. She was never seen to 
smile. Her boy grew rapidly, and as he advanced in 
years, gave promise of a quickness of capacity that | 

might finally lead to distinction. ‘Though she appeared 
to treat him with sufficient indiflerence, she never- 
theless paid particular attention to his education. He 
had all the advantages that the town and neighbour- 
hood, in which she resided, could supply. He was a 

handsome youth, buoyant in spirits, and determined in | 
character, which his mother did not discourage; in | 

tet fact, whether from indulence or inditlerence 

evident, she not 

Was not 

sought to divert the natural bias of 

his disposition, but left it to the direction of its own | 
impulses, and thus the qualities of the mind and heart, | 
both good and evil, grew unchecked by parental dis- | 

cipline into rapid and varied luxuriance; so that he | 
acquired an ardour of temperament which frequently 
hurried him into rash adventures, though he as fre- 
quently gave proofs of the generous warmth of his 

jeclings by the most sanguine displays of benevo- 
lence. 

ilenry Delorme finished his education by availing 
himself of the last benefit of a German university. 

in constitution, of acute understanding, and of @ gene- 
rous, though somewhat indomitable disposition. He 

absolutely adored his mother, who, in his partial judg- 
ment, was incomparable both in mind and person. 
She was now three and forty, still handsome, in spite 
of the secret sorrow to which she had appeared to be 
so longa prey. The mind's disease was not commu- 
nicated to the frame; it was merely indicated in the 
latter by an habitual paleness and grave reposeof the 
features, from which they were never seen to relax. 

!had been deeply agitated. 

She saw no company, and though she affected no sort 

of austerity, she could not conceal that she felt it, and 
there continued that unaccountable mystery in her 
whole deportment, which gave rise to the perpetual | 
whispers of curiosity, and even provoked the surmises 
of superstition. Such as had been at first anxious to 
court her society, at length absolutely shunned it, from 
an idle apprehension that the “ dark lady,” as she was 
called, for she always wore mourning, might have a 
nearer communion with “ black spirits and white, blue 
spirits and grey,” than was altogether seemly in a 

good Christian. Hlarry’s home was, therefore, some- 
what dull; but so ardent was his attachment to his 
mother, that he overlooked every personal incenve- 

nience for the sake of administering to her comfort, 
and endeavoured to relieve the uniform dullness of his 
home by all those “ appliances and means” which a 
tender solicitude suggests to an affectionate heart. 

About this time an accident occurred, which, in its 
issue, led to the explanation of Mrs. Delorme’s habitual | 
reserve, and mysterious gravity of deportment. One | 
day she was walking— 

“ As was her custom in an afternoon,” 

in a retired part of the town, accompanied by her son, 
when, upon turning the corner of a street, she suddenly 

and unexpectedly met Theodore Mackenzie. At the 
sight of one whom she was so little prepared to meet, 
she started ; her lips became ashy pale, aud she nearly 
fainted in her son's arms, who bore her to a neigh- 

bouring shop, where, after a while, she recovered, 
when he accompanied her home. Though she soon 

resumed her wonted serenity, it was evident that she 
Henry, knowing her in- 

flexible reserve, and her nervous irritability, when any 
attempt was made to dissipate it, furbore to question 
her, though he was painfully anxious to ascertain why 
ithe sight of an apparent stranger should have pro- 
duced such a powerful effect upon her usually imper- 

turbable temperament. Ife was extremely uneasy, 
; and the more his mind dwelt upon the circumstance, 
the more anxious did he feel to resolve the question. 
It was something higher than mere curiosity that ac- 
tuated his feelings. Affection for his parent was the 
mainspring of every action which had any reference 
to her, and knowing that to ask an explanation from 
her would render her uneasy, and probably excite her 
anger, he determined at once to seck the party who 
had been the cause of her disquietude, and demand the 
explanation from him. With this view, without the 

least intimation of his intention, either by word or 
gesture, he repaired to the principal hotel of the town, 
where he ascertained that a Colonel Mackenzie had 
arrived the preceding day; and, upon being ushered 
into that gentleman's apartment, he immediately recog- 
nized in him the person. at the sight of whom his 
mother had become so strangely agitated. Upon see- 
ing Harry, there appeared to be a supercilious expres- 
sion upon the Colonel's countenance, while his manner 

was neither courteous nor conciliatory. It has been 
already said that young Delorme was naturally imape- 
tuons, and that his mother was at once the pride of 
his heart, and the centre of his affections. The most 
transient thought that conveyed the least imaginable 
imputation upon her, would have been to him, at any 

| time, an excitement and an agony, but doubly'so at 
He was now a young man of one-and-twenty, vigorous | this moment, when he felt that some disagreeable 

mystery hung over the parent on whom he so fondly 
doted, which she was evidently anxious to conceal. 

Upon observing the cold and scornful smile which 
curled Mackenzie’s lip, as he haughtily motioned to 

his visiter to be seated, Harry Delorme paused, and 
fixed his dark eye stedfastly on his, while every drop 
of blood rushed from his face, and left it pale as mar- 
ble. Mackenzie quailed not at the glance, but return- 
ed it with a look of still more withering scern. Young 
Delorme could no longer cuntrol the passion which he 
had hitherto but imperfectly smothered, and demanded, 
in no very measured terms, an explanation of what 
had just occurred to the lady with whom he had been 

in company. 
“ What right have you to ask that question?” 
“Tam her privileged protector,” was the reply. 
“Her privileged protector!’ This was no sooner 

uttered than Harry, roused by the tone of bitter sar- 
casm in which it was delivered, paused not a moment, 
but struck the offender violently in the face. The 
interview terminated in an agreement to meet on the 

instant at a convenient spot in the neighbourhood, and 
settle their dispute at the point of the sword. There 
was litile time for preparation, and as both were 
greatly excited, no explanation was either demanded 
er given, and both repaired to the appointed-spot, ac- 
tuated by the most hostile determination. Delorme 

spoke not a word to the friend who accompanied him, 
| yet the heedless celerity of his progress—the dark flush 
upon his cheek, and the wild glare of his eye but too 
plainly indicated his untractable sternncss of purpose 
His mind was absorbed in the contemplation of what 
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might be the terrible issue of the encounter. Harry 
Delorme was an expert swordsman; and, as he had 
been the person challenged, he had a right to a choice 

of weapons; but when the parties reached the ground, 
upon Colonel Mackenzie representing his utter want 
of skill in the management of the sword, his adversary 
agreed to decide the matier with a pair of pistols with 
which the challenger was provided. He knew him- 
self to be a tolerably expert shot; and, therefore, con- 
sidered that he could not stand much at a disadvantage 
with his opponent. 
The ground was now measured by one of the se- 

conds, while the principals seemed to eye each other 

with that mute, calm scrutiny, too silent for words, 
and too terrible for description. Nine paces were at 
length measured, when the parties took their respec- 
tive stations. At the word fire, both discharged their 
pistols, when Colonel Mackenzie fell instantly dead. 

He did not utter a groan; the ball had entered the 
right temple, and passed quite through the brain. The 
moment Harry saw the fatal issue of his rashness, he 
was overcome with sudden remorse. In an instant 
all his resentment subsided, his heart melted, tears 
streamed over his cheeks, and he would have sacrificed 
any thing, but his parent’s honour and his own, to 
have restored the unhappy man who had so wantonly 
provoked him to the deed of blood. He felt that the 

rashness of a moment would render him miserable for 
life, and, moreover, that this rashness had prevented 
the explanation which he so anxiously sought, and was 

reluctance to seek it. He went home in a state of 
mind to be conceived only, not described. By this 
time the evening had set in, and his mother had been 
somewhat uneasy at his absence. She perceived upon 
his entrance that he was agitated, but with her usual 
indiflerence, however, merely remarked that she had 
expected him home earlier, then left him to his reflec- 
tions and his remorse. 

The fatal event was, of course, soon known, and it 
very shortly reached the ears of Mrs. Delorme that 
her son had killed an officer in a duel. She instantly 
entered his chamber, where he was seated upon the 
bed, bathed in tears. There was a slight quiver on 
her lip, and a hurried movement ig her gait as she 
entered, which struck her son as a thing so unusual 

| with her, that he started from the bed, hurried to her 
side, and eagerly demanded the cause of her visit. 

“ Harry,” she replied, with that sort of deep deathly 
calmness which precedes the earthquake, “ I hear you 
have been the principal in a fatal duel.” 

« Alas, mother, it is but too true!” 
“ What is the name of the unfortunate man?” 
“Colonel Theodore Mackenzie.” 
At the mention of the well-remembered name, the 

countenance of Mrs. Delorme became absolutely 
ghastiy—every drop of blood receded from her lips— 
her eyes fixed upon her son’s with an expression of 
speechless horror, when, after the pause of a few mo- 
ments, in which the whole mass of his blood seemed 
frezen in his veins, she exclaimed, in a voice of terrifie 
solemnity—* THEN yOU HAVE MURDERED your Fa- now only to be obtained from her who alone could 

make it, but from whom he felt the most invincible THER.” 
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THE BROKEN HEARTED, 

Sue braided a wreath for her silken hair, 
And kindled a smile on her sad, pale face; 

For a secret hand had been writing there, 
In lines that sorrow alone could trace! 

She gave a check to the rising sigh, 
And sent it again at its source to swell; 

While she turned to dash from her tearful eye 
A glittering drop, that her tale might tell. 

Her foot in the dazzling hall was found 
As lightly the maze of the dance to thread, 

While, sportive, she moved to the viol’s sound, 
As if not a hope of her heart had fled! 

Yet she wished, ere a rose in her wreath should die, 
Or the smile on her lip should cease to play, 

Her head on the pillow of death might lie, 

And the suffering chords of her heart give way! 

But she poured no plaint in an earthly ear; 
Her soul with its secret griefs went up, 

Beseeching her God that he would hear— 
Withdraw the bitter, or break the cup! 

Her prayer was heard, and the sigh was stilled, 
As if in her breast it ne’er had been! 

The tear, ere it sprang to her eye, was chilled ; 
And the lids for ever had locked it in! 

I bent o'er her pale and breathless clay, 
As it shone in the light, like a frozen flower, 

That stands in the air of a winter's day, 
Ere a leaf has drooped at the sunbeam’s power! 

*T was wrapped in a sweet and holy calm, 
That bade each shadow of grief depart! 

The spirit had risen to breathe the balm, 
Which Gilead sheds for the pure in heart! 

THE SOUL’S FAREWELL. 

Ir must be so, poor, fading, mortal thing! 
And now we part, thou pallid form of clay ; 

Thy hold is broke—I can unfurl my wing; 
And from the dust the spirit must away! 

As thou at night hast thrown thy vesture by, 
Tired with the day, to seek thy wonted rest, 

Fatigued with time's vain round, ’tis thus that I 
Of thee, frail covering, myself divest. 

Thou know’st, while journeying in this thorny road, 
How oft we've sighed and struggled to be twain ; 

IIow I have longed to,drop my earthly load, 
And thou, to rest thee from thy toil and pain. 

T, he, who severs our mysterious tie, 
kiad angel, granting each release ; 

He’ll seal thy quivering lip and sunken eye, 
And stamp thy brow with everlasting peace. 

When thon hast lost the beauty that I gave, 
And life’s gay scenes no more will give thee place, 

Thou may’st retire within the secret grave, 
Where none shall look upon thine altered face. 

But I am summoned to the eternal throne, 
To meet the presence of the King most high ; 

I go to stand, unshrouded and aione, 

Full in the light of God's all-searching eye. 

There must the deeds, which we together wrought, 
| Be all remembered—each a witness made; 
The outward action and the secret thought 

#cfore the silent soul must there be weighed. 

Lo! I behold the seraph throng descend 
To waft me up where Jove and mercy dwell! 

Away, vain fears! the Judge will be my friend ; 
It is my Father calls—pale clay farewell! 



THE TOILET. 

& WOMAN PINCUSHION. 

Get a small dol!’s head and arms, of the material 
called composition. Make a body and upper parts for 
the arms, of kid stuffed with bran. Then fasten the 
head and arms to the body. 

Make a coarse linen jincushion, something in the 
shape of a bee-hive, and stuff it very hard with bran. 
The bottom or lower extremity must be flat, and cov- 
ered with thick pasteboard that it may stand firmly. 
Then cover the whole pincushion with velvet or silk, 
and dress the dell with body and sleeves of the same, 
or of white satin. The pincushion represents the skirt, 
and you must sew it firmly to the bedy, concealing 
the join by a sash or belt. You may put a handsome 
trimming on the skirt. 

Make a hat or bonnet for the doll’s head, and dress 
her neck with a scarf or handkerchief. 

The pins are to be stuck into the pincushion or skirt 
at regular distances in little clusters or diamonds of 

four together, so as to look like spangles. 
This pincushion is for a toilet-table. 

A THREE-SIDED NEEDLE-BOOK. 

In making this needle-book, the first thing is to form 
the pincushion, which is thus cofistructed. Take 

some pasteboard and cut it into three oblong pieces of 
equal size. They may be about six inches in length, 
and three in breadth. Cut a small round hole in one 
of them, and insert in it a socket fora thimble. This 
socket is sunk in the pincushion, is made of paste- 

board, and must exactly fit the thimble, which is to go 
in with the end downwards. 

Cover the three pieces of pasteboard with thick silk, 
and sew them all together in the form of a prism, or 
so that the shape of the pincushion will be three-sided. 
Close one end with a triangular piece of covered paste- 
board, and stuff the pincushion hard with wool or bran. 
Then close up the other end. 

Take a double piece of silk about half a quarter of 
a yard in length, and the width of the pincushion, to 
one side of which you must sew it. Sew this silk 
neatly all round the edge, and finish the other end by 
bringing it toa point. Inside of this silk, put two 
cloth flaps for needles, with bodkin-cases run in them. 
You may, if you choose, add three silk straps, under 
which can be slipped a pair of small scissors. Put 
strings to the pointed end of the needle-book, and 
when you are not using it, keep it rolled round the 
pincushion, and tied fast. 

SVS = 

A BASKET RETICULE. 

Get a small open-work basket of a circular form, 
and without handles. Then take a piece of silk about 
a quarter and half-quarter in depth, and make it into 
a square bag, leaving it open at the bottom as well as 
at the top. Gather or plait the bottom of the silk, and 
putting itdown into the basket, sew it all round to the 
basket-bottom. ‘The silk will thus furm a lining for 
the open sides of the basket. 

Run a case for a riband round the top of the bag. 

A PEN-WIPER. 

Take two old playing-cards, and cover them on 
both sides with silk, sewed neatly over the®edges. 
Then sew the cards together, so as to resemble the 
cover of a book. To form the leaves of the book, 
prepare six or eight pieces of Canton crape; double 
them, and cut them to fit the cover. With a ; air of 
sharp scissors scollop them all round, and then lay 
them flat and ever on the cover, and sew them in 
with a needle-full of sewing-silk. On these leaves of 
Canton crape the pens are to be wiped. Black is the 
best colour. 



THE BARBER OF MADRID. 

THE BARBER OF MADRID. 

4 TALE OF THE TIMES. 

* Look about you, loek about you, Master Slyboots—the bees are up.—Old Play. 

Or all the good fellows in the world commend me 
to Lopez Muros, the little barber of Madrid; many a 
time and oft has he taken me by the nose (the only 
person I would ever suffer to do that deed) and amused 
me so much with his garrulity that I have not felt the 
raspings of his blunt razor, for his Mzer is generally 
blunt, which he ascribes to the bristly nature of the 
holy fathers’ beards of the convent of , who, of 
all the men in Madrid’s neighbourhood, possess the 
strongest beards, because he says they love a feast 
better than a fast. But Lopez overflows with good 
nature ; not a circumstance occurs but he turns it into 
a joke; he laughs all day, you can never catch a frown 

upon his face. I once wagered a trifle that I couid 
make him melancholy, so I hired one of the first guitar- 
ists in Madrid to play under his window a most pensive 
strain, while I discoursed to him of love's delight and 
pain. But what did he? He took down a pair of 

castanets and danced about his shop so merrily, that a 
crowd of persons collected round his door, whose cries 
completely drowned the pensive music of the guitar; 
thus I lost my wager, and honest Lopez saved his re- 
putation. But Lopez, like most good-natured folks, 
have their good nature played upon. Spain has its 
rogues as well as our mother country hers: and Madrid, 
perhaps, forms as many cheats as London. So many 
tricks had been practised upon Lopez, that at length 
he grew cautious; he took a nephew into his house, 
to assist him in looking after rogneries. Now, this 
young gentleman was an honest well-meaning lad, 
but soft as his uncle’s lather brush; he had a heart 
tender as the barber's, but a head rather clearer, and 
not being always dancing and singing, like the barber, 

he had more time to look into things. Many, the 
rogueries that Master Tomaso has discovered ; many, 
the pickpurses that he has consigned to the hands of 
justice. 

It happened one night, shortly after Lopez Muros, 
and his nephew, Master Tomaso, had retired to rest, 
that a low knocking was heard at the door. 

“ Dost hear that knock, uncle?” whispered Tomaso. 
“ Ay, truly,” replied Lopez; “ some poor fellow feels 

cold without, and is rubbing himself against the shut- 
ters to warm himself—” 

“ No, uncle,” rejoined Master Tomaso, “ the knocks 
are repeated louder; and methinks I hear the voice of 
Nicholas Garcia who promised to bring to you ss 

“ Hush, hush,” cried the barber leaping out of his 
bed, “ were it known that I afford myself strong 
brandy, I might lose my customers. It may be Master 
Nicholas—and so, open the door, Tomaso, and be 
careful of rogues.” 

Master Tomaso did open the door, expecting there 
to find yoyng Nicholas, the water-carrier, but he was 
mistaken #a talMman in a large black velvet coat and 
a red collar stood befure him. “Santa Maria!” cried 
the stfimger. “Let me come in.”—“ Nay,” quoth 
Tomaso, planting his foot in a manner so as to prevent 
the stranger’s entrance. “You come not within the 

door posts without a lawful passport.”——“ It is here,” 
murmured the stranger, throwing open his large black 
cloak when Tomaso started back, for there appeared a 
beautiful young girl clad in costly attire, with a dia- 
dem upon her head, and her soft blue eye glanced 
upon the youth so imploringly that he was bereft of 
speech, and not knowing what-to do, he suffered the 

strangers to enter the shop, and the man in the black 
cloak to close and bar the door. 

“What is all that?” cried Lopez from the inner 
chamber. “The voice of Lopez Mures!” cried the 
stranger. “ I know it. Master Tomaso by your leave.” 
With a courtly bend, the stranger and his charge pro- 
gressed into the inner room, leaving Tomaso in asto- 
nishment, and also in darkness, for the stranger carried 
away the lamp. He was roused from his trance by 
the voice of his uncle calling from within: he, there- 
fore, fullowed the strangers, and found that the man 
liad taken his seat at the bed-foot of his uncle. 

“ Lopez,” said the stranger, with an air of great 
mystery, “ we know thee for a good man and trae. 
at once, therefore, I reveal to thee a most important 
secret. There is no need of asking oaths from such a 
man. We have heard of you, and caused you to be 
watched fur months past. The result is, our cordial 
approval. Lopez, thou art a man chosen from all Ma- 
drid to be entrusted with a great charge.” 

“ Pray, pray, what may this be?” cried the barber, 
who, from his horizontal position, had by degrees arose 
until he sat bolt upright in his bed, looking unutterable 
things. 

“ You have been heard more than onee, Lopez, to 
express your hatred of the traitor Mignd —_— 

“ Ay, truly, and I say it again, I shonld like to be 
his executioner.” 

“You love the young Queen, then?” 
“ Ay, Santa Maria, bless and prosper her!” 
« Behold, then, the Queen of Portugal!” cried the 

stranger, again unfolding his cloak. There appeared 
the fair girl, standing in an attitude of majesty. The 
stranger fell upon his knee before her, and Lopez would 
have leaped from his bed to offer the same respect, 
even in his night garments, had not Master Tomaso 
cunningly contrived to throw the blanket around him- 
Then the three masculines knelt at the feet of the . 
young Queen, whose hand was graciously extended to 
them to kiss. 

Lopez could scarcely contain himself for joy; he 
lea he danced, he sang, and played divers vagaries; 
so es kneeling at the young Queen’s feet, and at 
other times dancing about her, and singing loyal songs, 
until the man in the black cloak felt himself bound to 
call him to order, and attend to business. “ You see,” 
said he to the barber, “ the confidence which the con- 
stitutionalists repose in you. The presence of Donna 
Maria in Spain, at this critical moment, may have the 
effect of enlisting all hearts in her service, and securing 
to her a triumphant entry into Lisbon, where the 
traitor still holds out. Our proceedings must be very 
carefully concealed, for if a breath of her most faithful 
Majesty being here should get abroad, ruin will surely 
overwhelm us.” 

“O! my Lord,” cried Lopez, quite overcome with 
loyalty, and the presence of such great people, in his 
small bed-chamber—*“O! my Lord, for that you are a 
lord, your bearing and your guardianship of the young 

Queen proclaim you, implicit cenfidence may be placed 
in the poor barber of Madrid.” 

“ Not the poor barber,” rejoined the man in the 
black cloak, with a smile, “ for, unless report be a 
false-tongued jade, your razor has cropped a golden 
harvest.” 

“O! my Lord,” simpered Lopez,“I do confess E 

D4 
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have picked a trifle from the chins of my customers, 
who, thanks be to my good angels, are not a few.” 

“ Well, well, honest Lopez,” continued the stranger, 
for mark you, a lord always calls an inferior “ honest,” 
and here the epithet was not misapplied. “ Well, well, 
honest Lopez: the morning will soon break, and I must 
be gone to the rendezvous of the Constitutionalists. 
You wi/l accommodate her Most Faithful Majesty ?”’ 

“ Verily, on my soul,” cried the barber with the 
fervour of a hero. 

« Thanks,” generous Lopez, thanks,” cried the young 
Queen, moved even to tears by the loyalty of the bar- 
ber; “ believe me,” and she pressed his hand within 
her own; “ believe me, should my cause triumph, I 
will not be ungrateful.” 

Master ‘Tomas had been sitting in a dark 
corner, in a pleasing though melancholy reverie, at 

0, Who 

this moment blubbered aloud. 

“ Poor youth!” lisped the young Queen, * how affee- 
tionate! ‘Truly, have I fallen into good hands this 
night.” 

“ Have you a partment wherein her Majesty can 
be safely concealed /” inquired the stranger. . 

“Why,” said the barber, alter a little hesitation, 
“this back room is seldom entered by strangers.” ’ 

rejoined the cloaked man. 
Master ‘Tomaso, who had re- | 

“ But—,” 
“* But—,” interrupted 

vived and come forward upon hearing himself called 

“ affectionate” by the young Queen. “ But, uncle, 
there is the lumber room above , 

“ Ay,” cried the stranger, “ the lumber room 
all others.” 

“ But the dirt, and dust. and old things—” 
“Will all favour my concealment.” replied the 

voung Queen; and, besides, in the lumber room I shall 
not ‘be at all in your way.” 

“ Except,’ continued the stranger, in a laughing | 
tone, when honest Lopez goes up wo add a little to his | 
golden heap.” 

“ A—h!" exclaimed the barber. “ Your lordship is 
remarkably good ata guess Her Most Faithful Ma- 
jesty, if she so please, shal! there abide.” 

“And I, my lord,” lisped Master ‘Tomaso, “ shall 
feel proud to serve so beautiful and good a lady.” 

“QO! you are very generous,” replied the Queen. 

“Your Majesty will now excuse my attendance,” 
said the man in the cloak, and falling upon his knee, 
her Majesty extended her royal hand, which the 

stranger enjoyed the honour of kissing, and then he 
arose to depart. 

As Lopez was bowing him to the door, he politely 
requested if he might presume to inquire his name. 
“It shall be told to thee in good time,” a 
stranger, “ but in the meanwhile, hear and seé, but 

say nothing. It may be that some of our friends will 
have occasion to call upon the Quegn while she is 
abiding with thee. They will ask for ‘ Madame Julia,’ 
and the pass word, which you must inquire of them, 
will be ‘San Josf’" ‘Thus saying, the stranger 
folded his cloak about him, and departed. 

When Lopez, the barber, returned to his dormitory, 
he found his nephew down upon both his knees, ever 

hand of the young 

extended to him, 

above 

and anon imprinting kisses upon the 
Queen, which she had playfully 
seeming to enjoy his enthusiasm. 

“ Rise up, for shame, Tomaso!” 
indignantly, “ nor presume to take 
our royal cuest.” 

“Nay, be not angry, good Lopez, with the youth,” 
replied the Queen, with a smile that made the barber's 
heart glad. “I admire this unsophisticated display of 

feeling It shall not be forgotten when I am seated 
on my throne in Lisbon.” 

The talk of a throne in Lisbon had well nigh driven 
Master Tomaso quite out of his senses; he could not 

cried the barber, 

this liberty with 

speak, so he let his tears answer for him, and as he 

could not find his handkerchief, the young Queen lent 
him hers. 

Morning at length approached, and Master Tomaso 
and the barber went up stairs to prepare the place for 
their illustrious guest. “Tomaso,” cried the barber, 
drawing his nephew's ear towards his own mouth, 
thou knowest that in yonder chest I keep the hard- 

earned savings of my life.” “I do, good uncle,” quoth 
the lad. 

“Well, Santa Maria bless the good young Queen! 
But it may be that some of her followers, who it seems 
are coming here, are out at elbows rather, and may 
not scruple to open a chest if they think a new cloak 
or the means of getting it are to be found there.” 

“True, good uncle,” responded Tomaso, as in duty 
bound. 

“ Therefore, Tomaso, notwithstanding that I have 
already taken great precautions, we will place the bed 
of her mosi Faithful Majesty upon the top of it.” 

“A wise thought, good unele,” cried the lad, and, 
accordingly, the bed was hoisted upon the top of the 
chest; the room was made as tidy as possible, the 
young Queen introduced into her apartment, and Lopez 
openc d his shop. 

Throughout the first day no one came to inquire for 
Madame Julia: the stranger im the black cloak return- 
ed at night; but he stayed only a few minutes with the 

| royal lady, and when he came down stairs, he pressed 
the hand of Lopez, but said nothing, and departed. 

On the following day, when Master Tomaso carried 
up the Queen’s dinner, she seemed disposed to have a 
lithe chat with him, so she desired him to take a seat; 
he did so, quite pleased with the royal condescension. 

First the young couple talked of this thing, and then 
of that, the Queen was very communicative, revealed 
sume important state secrets, and expressed her royal 
pleasure respecting the various high offices she would 
have to bestow upon the deserving. “ And,” she con- 
tinued, “ such generous men as my protector and his 
amiable nephew, I must have also near me. You must 
prevail upon your uncle to shut up shop, Tomaso, and 
come and live in Portugal.” 

“May it please your Majesty,” replied Tomaso, 
“my uncle das, at present, thoughts of shutting up his 
shop, for he grows old, and has already saved some 
money.” 

“IT know it all, good Tomaso,” said the Queen, smi- 
ling as she spoke, “ and, also, that I am now sitting in 
the midst of his treasures.” 

“ Not exactly at present,” replied Tomaso, his eye 
brightening as he imagined he was giving birth toa 
spark of wit. “ Not exactly at present, you are rather 
in the midst of them at night.” 

“ At night!” said the Queen, laughing. 
he withdraws it at morning from this room.” 

“O, no, no, bless your soul,” quoth Tomaso, “ he 
always keeps it in that chest.” 
® That chest!” exclaimed the Queen, laughing im- 

moderately, “ who would have thought that I had been 
sleeping upon the wealth of Lopez Muros!” 

The Queen laughed immoderately at the idea, and 
so did Master Tomaso; they laughed so loud indeed, 

that Lopez, fearing some of his customers might over- 
hear them and discover the fugitive, called to his ne- 
phew to come down. Tomaso, like a dutif@l youth as 
he was, obeyed his uncle’s summons, and descended 

from an agreeable conversation with the younggQueen, 
to mix up lather for the barber. 

Shortly afterwards a short man, muffled in a black 
cloak, with his hat slouched over his face, entered the 
shop and inquired in a whisper, “ Friend, can’st tell 
me whereabouts lives one Madame Julia?” “ Madame 
Julia, did’st say?” inquired Lopez.—* Ay, friend, ‘San 
Josef.’ —* Will you please to walk up stairs ?”—The 
new stranger remained above for nearly half an hour, 

when he came down he stalked majestically through 

«“O, then, 
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the shop, and departed. Lopez was shaving an old 
wily friar at the time, who inquired of him who that 
stranger was. “A relation of my departed wife's 
good father,” sighed Lopez. “I should have thought, 
had you not told me to the contrary, it had been the 
reprobate son of Carlos Manuel, the doublet maker.” 
«O no, good father,” replied Lopez with a smile, “ that 
would have been a bad guess, indeed.” 

Within another hour, another stranger came, gave 

the password, and was admitted. His stay was short; 
when he came down stairs he accosted ‘Tomaso, and 
said, pointing with his finger, “Go up,” and left the 
house. ‘Tomaso went up stairs, and when he came 
down again, he ran to his uncle, and cried, “O Lopez, 
Lopez, the newest of the new strangers has left with 
the Qucen such a great purse filled with gold pieces!” 
“With gold pieces, sayest thou nephew ?” exclaimed 
the wondering barber. “ Yes,” quoth Tomaso; “ and 
the royal lady tuld me, as a secret, that it was to re- 
ward your kindness with, when she leaves us. Is she 
nota brave lady?’ “ A right-royal one,” replied the 
barber, dancing with glee. “And what do you 
think?” quoth ‘Tomaso. “I know not,” replied the 
enrapturcd barber. The young Qucen’s father is 
coming to our house this very night!’ “No!” eried 
Lopez. “ Yea!” cried Tomaso; “ the last stranger 
brought the intelligence; Don Pedro is coming hither 
tu take a last farewell of his dear child, before the me- 
ditated atiack upon Lisbon, which he is to subdue, or 
die upon the field!’ “OO what a father!” murmured 
Lopez. “ And O! what a child!” responded Master 
‘Tomaso. “ Ler most faithful Majesty did me the honour 
to call me up that I might share her joy, for, it seems, 
Don Pedro is of such a retiring disposition that he will 
be seen by none but his immediate friends.” “ Right 
child,” inierrupted the barber, “ your great men are 
ever cautious.” “ And, therefore,” continued Tomaso 
“she bade me request of you the key of the front door, 
that her Royal Father may have entrance and egress 

unseen by us.” “ ‘Take the key to her most faithful 
Majesty immediately,” quoth the barber, and Tomaso 
forthwith deposited the key in the hands of the young 
Queen. 

That night the old stranger in the black cloak re- 
mained but for a few moments with the Queen. 
When he came down, he conversed familiarly with 
Lopez and his nephew; informed them that he was 
about to carry the key to Don Pedro, who was rapidly 
drawing near to Madrid, and cautioned them, as they 
dreaded the Emperor's displeasure, not to move from 

their beds if they heard that Royal individual enter- 
ing. He then went on his way. By and by Lopez 
shut up his shop, said his prayers, and laid himself 
down on his bed. Master Tomaso followed his ex- 
ample. 

Some time after midnight, Lopez, the barber, was 
awakened by a strange noise in his shop; he nudged 
his nephew; the latter opened his eyes, and cried, 
“ What now, uncle?” “Silence, you fool!” exclaimed 
the barber, “the Emperor's come!” The noise in- 
creased, and Lopez heard whispers and confusion in 
his shop, “ My fortune’s made!” he cried. “It was a 
very big purse,” rejoined Tomaso. At that moment, a 

box of razors was upset, and made a terrible clatter. 
“What can they be about?” whispered Tomaso. “I 
think I hear the Queen's voice,” replied the barber, 
“[ should like to have a peep,” said the youth. “So 
should I,” said the barber. And, accordingly, they 
stepped out of bed, and applied their eyes to two cre- 
vices. “Can you sce any thing,’ inquired Lopez. 
“Yes, I see the Queen,” replied his nephew. “What 
is she about?” “ Dancing.” “ Dancing!’ “ Yes, and 
rubbing her hands, in high glee.” “I see now,” said 
Lopez, “ and Santa Maria, if there is not the good-for- 
naught son of Carlos Manuel, the doublet maker!” 
“ Yes, uncle, and there’s that horrible fellow Sancho 
Perez, the house-breaker.” “ And see they are taking 
down ail the articles in my shop and thrusting them 
into a sack.” “St. Jago forgive me,” cried Master 
Tomaso, “ but I think we have fallen into the hands of 
thieves!” “ Thieves!” echoed the barber. “ Thieves! 
I see it all—let’s raise an alarm!” “ Why the door is 
fastened. ‘Thieves! Thieves!’"—The barber shouted, 
and his nephew shouted. The Queen of Portugal, 
with her illustrious father and his gang, decamped 
immediately, and before assistance came, the barber's 
shop was as quiet and almost as empty as @ desert. 

When the neighbours came in, a search was made, 
but not a thief was to be found ; Lopez went up stairs, 
there was the money-chest wide open, and when they 
that went up with him found that the chest was empty, 
and heard how he had been tricked by the “ Queen of 
Portugal,” their laughter shook the roof. The thieves 
were pursued, but they escaped with their booty, such 
as it was, for Lopez, the barber, was a cunning fellow, 
and, apprehensive of fraud, he had a false bottom 
made to his chest, beneath which his gold lay hidden, 
and above it, nothing but thick canvas bags of lead, 
sealed up carefully, and they were all that the “ Queen 
of Portugal” and her gang got by their trick. 

LIFE. 

WE are born; we laugh; we weep; 
We love; we droop; we die! 

Ah! wherefore, do we laugh, or weep! 
Why do we live, or die? 

Who knows that secret deep? 
Alas, not I! 

Why doth the violet spring 
Unseen by human eye? 

Why do the radiant seasons bring 
Sweet thoughts that quickly fly? 

Why do our fond hearts cling 
To things that die? 

We toil—through pain and wrong; 
We fight—and fly; 

We love; we loose: and then, ere long, 
Stone-dead we lie, bs 

O Life! is all thy song 
“ Endure and—die?” 

a 

SONG. 

You ask me why my lips are mute 
When you are by my side— 

I fear to trust my words upon 
My heart's wild rushing tide, 

For it would cast them at thy feet, 
Reckless of all, save thee, my sweet! 

And then you'd know how you were loved, 
How deeply, and how well! 

The thought that burns upon your name 
Those words of mine would tell— 

The thrill of joy when you are nizh, 
And, when you're far, my lone heart’s sigh. 

To cherish every look of yours, 
Each word again repeat, 

To hear your accent—see your form 
In mem’ry—'tis not meet 

The weakness of the heart to tell 
To one who—never can love me so we"'. 



A LEGEND OF NEW ENGLAND. 

Original. 

A LEGEND OF NEW ENGLAND. 

A clear September moon, rolling high in a serene 
sky of the purest azure, shed a flood of light upon a 
sweet sequestered Green Mountain Village. It con- 
sisted of two or three irregular streets, situated in a 
basin formed by high conical and fantastically shaped 
mountains, jutting into each other. A noisy, sparkling 
river, foaming and tossing over an irregular bed of 
rocks, and winding about in all sorts of fanciful turn- 
ings, ran through the village. Several light bridges 
were thrown across this stream, which added much to 

the beauty of the scene. 
The summits of the mountains and the deep ever- 

greens upon their irregular slopes, were tinged with 
the bright radiance of the queen of night. Magnifi- 
cent elms, the pride of New England, threw the sha- 
dows of their gigantic arms across the principal streets. 
A light breeze, the harbinger of the coming autumn, 
gently moved the leaves, and imparted a balmy and 
delicious freshness to the evening. 

Near the centre of one of these rustic bridges, stood 
a young couple apparently in deep meditation. At 
last the gentleman, recovering from his abstraction, 
turned to the young lady, and said, in a tone of great 
sadness, 

“Ts it possible, my dear Mary, that your father can 
really entertain so strange, so uscless a prejudice — 
How many instances have I observed where persons 
have suffered reverses of fortune, and have again ren- 
dered themselves independent.” 

“ It is but too truly the case,” said she, “and no argu- 
ments will have any weight with him. To attempt to 
convince him, is as useless as preaching to the winds.” 

They passed slowly and despondingly across the 
bridge, and entered a retired path, shaded by several 
large elms. 

« And if I go to the west and retrieve my fortune,” 
said he, “think you that he will then consent to our 
marriage ?”” iis 

« He never will consent, William; he has the most 
unconquerable antipathy to broken merchants, as he 
calls them. My mother is even more obstinate than 
my father, and keeps his feelings alive by her ungene- 
rous remarks and insinuations.” 

“ Strange obstinacy and infatuation!” said he; and 
musing for some time, then turning to the young lady, 
“ Mary,” said he, “ you solemnly promise to be fi¥inc 
whenever I come to claim you, which will be as soon 
as I am able to support you.” 

“Tsolemnly promise,” said she, “and I also declare, 
that I will be married only in my father’s house !” 

“ Dear girl,” said he, folding her to his bosom, “I 
shall leave this place, between twelve and one to- 

night, in the mail-stage. I shall go to the west—pro- 
bably to Cincinnati— my arrangements are all made. 
I shall write to you, under cover to Charles D-——, 
who I believe will be a faithful friend.” 

Overcome with surprise, she fell upon his bosom ; 
and some moments elapsed ere she seemed conscious 
of the presence of her lover. 

“ Do not distress yourself,” said he ; “all will yet be 
well—let us trust in Him who directs all things.” — 
He then uncovered his head and raised his eyes to 
Heaven with a look of confidence. They turned, and 
passing quickly across the bridge and into one of the 
principal streets, separated near an ancient and respec- 
table mansion. 

* * > * ad t 

« All ready ma’am—all ready gentlemen ?” 
“Is my trunk safe, driver ’—let me look at it.” 

« All safe ma’am—will you step in?” said the dri- 
ver, holding the door open for me. 

“ Now hand me the cage.” 
“ Here it is ma’am—perhaps you can hang it up in 

the coach, so that you need not be troubled with it.” 
“Thank you, driver! I think I can manage it very 

well” ' 
“Shall I assist you, madam,” said a person at my 

elbow, whom in my hurry and confusion I had not be- 
fore noticed. 

“Thank you, sir—if you will hoid my bird-cage un- 
til I have adjusted my cloak.” 

“That will do—much obliged to you, sir,” said I, 
reaching out my hand for the cage ; and for the first 
time regarding the person who had addressed me. 

« A pair of fine Canaries you have there, madam,” 
said he, as he returned the cage to me. 

“ Yes sir, and I prize them the more highly because 
they were presented to me by a friend.” 

1 had now leisure to survey my companion. He 
appeared to be under thirty years of age—was tall and 
finely formed—his countenance was noble and serious, 
with a great mixture of sweetness; and his air and 
mauners were decidedly of that independent charac- 
ter which marks the Amcrican gentleman. In half an 
hour, I felt.myself perfectly at ease with him; and as 
the coach flew rapidly along, we were soon earnestly 
engaged in an interesting conversation. I soon learned 
that he had been a traveller in our own country ; and 
he described, in glowing colours, the far West, the 
illimitable, the boundless West, with its magnificent 
prairies and noble rivers; he spoke of the enterprize 
and energy of the inhabitants; of the towns and vil- 
lages rising, like fairy fabrics, almost in a day. 

It was one of the finest days of our beautiful June. 
All nature was laden with sweets, and our senses 
were often regaled with the perfume of thousands of 
flowers. Our rout was upon the bank of a noisy, 
brawling river, and seemed to ascend, gradually, as 
we plunged into the ravines and paths of the Green 
Mountains. ‘These mountains, which seem in some 
places to touch the clouds, and of whose height we 
can form no possible conception, so astonished are we 
at their grandeur and magnificence, are mostly clothed 
to their very summits, with beautiful pines, intermix- 
ed with other forest trees, and their tender and varied 
tints contrast finely with the dark and sombre green of 
the pine. We continued to follow the windings of the 
pure and sparkling river that seemed to gamble along, 
smiling at the sun-beams, and receiving, gladly, into 
its bosom a thousand litt'e rills that throw themselves 
from the rocky heights on each side. In the space of 
fourteen or fifteen miles, we crossed and recrossed the 
river as many times upon little rustic bridges thrown 
across it; and as we plunged further and further into 
the forests, the scenery became more wild and savage. 
In some instances we found that the wood-cutter had 
been busy in these sequestered regions; and the bald 
green summits of those hills which had been dispoil- 
ed of their magnificent attire, seemed to lament that 
the hand of the destroyer had come among them.— 
Now and then a little valley opened before us, where 
the hardy and industriqus yeoman had located himself. 
Here he had erected a small dwelling and barn; his 
meadow was covered with a green and lively verdure, 
and near the base of the mountain lay his fields, al- 
most ready for the sickle. At length we began to as- 
cend a steep mountain, and the river, in size now & 
mere brook, was no more to be seen. After a toilsome 

% 
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ascent, we gained the summit, and our driver stopping 
to rest his wearied animals, said, “ We are upon the 
top of the mountain ; we shall go down easily upon 
the other side.” -And we did, indeed, descend most 
rapidly, for we soon came in sight of villages and 
plains and cultivated fields. And as the last rays of 
the sun gilded the summits of the western hills, we 
were set down at a comfortable and respectable hotel 
in the village of R My companion supped with 
me, and as we found that we should no longer travel 
together, our places of destination being widely apart, 

we bade each other adieu—first, however, exchanging 
cards. When he put his card into my hand, he said, 
very emphatically, “ You will probably hear of me 
again, madam.” On casting my eyes upon the card, 
Isaw the address was “ William Jones, merchant, Cin- 
cinnati.” 

* x * - * ~ 

“ Julia, my dear, will you give me that bundle ?—that 
must go in—now pray help me to stow these things 
down more closely. —What! crying, dear Julia ?—you 
laugh and weep at the same time.” 

“I cannot help it, sister Mary,” said the other; at 

the same time throwing her arms about the neck of 
her sister. “I laughed a few minutes ago to think 
how astonished our good mother will be to-morrow 
morning. And do you really think you shall be mar- 
ried to-morrow morning? and do you really suppose 
William Jones will be here ?—I cannot part with you 
—how lonely I shall be!—and there is no wedding 
cake. Whata queer wedding it will be !—and father 
and mother to know nothing about it until he arrives 
with the minister!” 

“TI cannot jelp it,” said Mary, kissing her sister very 
affectionately. “You know they will never consent 
to our marriage. I will not jump out of the window, 

and I have resolved to be married in this house. Do 

not be so sorrowful, little mad-cap; you shal! come to 
Cincinnati and sce me. Come, look up, and smile as 
you used to.” 

“T shall gever smile again—you will never call me 
mad-cap any more,” said Julia. “What a naughty 
girl I have been to you, when I used to teaze yeu and 
William Jones !—wiil you ever forgive me ?” 
“You have done nothing that requires forgiveness ; 

do not look so woe-begone. I should think you had 
lost your best friend.” 

“ And soI shall when you are gone,” sobbing as if 
her heart would break. 
“Come,” said Mary, “undress yourself and go to 

bed, and I will do the same; I shall have time enough 
in the morning to finish my packing.” 
The sisters went to bed, but they conversed a long 

time, and concerted plans for the future, until weari- 
ness and sleep overcame them. 

With the first dawn of morning, Mary arose and 
was bustling about her chamber. Poor Julia! Alas, 
how sorrowful was she when she was fully awakened, 
and recollected that this was the morning of her 
sister's marriage. She dressed herself without speak- 
ing asingle word; and then trying to compose herself, 

began to assist in the business of packing the trunks ; 
although ever and anon a tear would find its way down 
her cheek. 

“TI will leave those things in my drawer for you,” 
said Mary; “they will put you in mind of me once in 
a while.” 

“TI shall not need them to remember you,’ 
lia, weeping bitterly. 

At this moment a domestic tapped at the door, and 
handed a note to Mary. 
an it from William?” said Julia, as her sister open- 

it. 

“It is,” replied she, turning pale and red alternate- 
ly. “and I must hasten—the stage will go out at eight 
o'clock. I must put on my riding-dress instantly— 

, said Ju- 

’ 

there is no time to be lost ;—my trunks are all ready 
—there, that will do. Now let us go down to break- 
fast.” 

“T shall not go down,” said Julia. 
Mary went down and seated herself at the breakfast 

table with her parents. 
“You are unusually dressed this morning,” said Mrs. 

H , very coldly, as she handed her a cup of coffee. 
“Do you expect to take a journey?” 

“Perhaps I may,” replied Mary, swallowing her 
breakfast as hastily as possible. 

They were soon interrupted by a loud rap at the 
door. Mary started, and became pale and red again, 
as her lover entered, accompanied by a clergyman.— 
Mr. and Mrs. H gazed with astonishment, and 
saluted them with the most freezing civility. 

“ My good young lady,” said the clergyman, ad- 
vancing and taking her hand with an air of the great- 
est benevolence, “I regret that you are compelled to 
leave your parents under such circumstances, and that 
nothing will reconcile them to your marriage. But 
we have no time to lose.” 

William had already taken his place by his bride ; 
and the good clergyman, raising his hands, began an 
invocation to Heaven. The parents were struck dumb 
with amazement, and stbod silent spectators of the 

scene before them. Julia slid sofily in, and stood by 
her sister, striving in vain to suppress her sobs. The 
rattling of the stage was soon heard ; and scarcely had 
the clergyman concluded the ceremony, when it drew 
up at the door. The baggage was soon brought down 
and put upon the stage. “Good bye all,” said Mary, 
as William led her out. Julia clung to her to the last 
moment. “The blessing of Heaven attend you, my 
young friends,” said the good clergyman, as he shook 
hands with them after they were seated. “ All ready,” 
said the driver, scrambling into his seat, and gather- 

ing up the reins; and they were out of sight in a mo- 
ment. A. L. C 

Eee 

GHOSTS. 

THERE is a curious case related of a man who was 
a well-known character, and a man of sense, where it 
was said he used to see a number of people in the 
room with him. Now, he himself has described the 
whole of the phenomenon, and all the adjuncts to it. 
He has said, afier taking a cup of coffee, or tea, or so 
on, they came into his room in great numbers; and as 
he got better, and less nervous, he has only seen the 
arms or legs of the persons, without seeing any other 
part of them. Now, this is all an irregular action of 
the retina of the eyes. A gentleman sitting in his li- 
brary one day, reading or writing, on turning round 
his head, saw, sitting in a chair, a woman in a red 
cloak. And he said, how came youin here, good wo- 
man? The woman said nothing. What is the mean- 
ing of your being here, woman? No answer was 
made. You have no right to be here; go out of the 
room. She took no notice of him. He got up and 
rang the bell fur the servant. The servant came in. 
Turn this woman out. What woman, sir?) Why, the 
woman in a red cloak. There’s no woman, nor any 
red cloak, sir. Well, go and fetch the doctor fur me ; 
tell him I am ill, and wish tospeak to him. The man, 
however, was not to be frightened by this, because he 
knew it was a delusion of his sight. Now, I have had 
itso often, that it has been a matter rather of amuse- 

ment to me, than any thing else. I have stood before 
a glass, and seen the upper part of my head and eyes, 
and nose very distinctly; but I never saw that IT had 
any mouth or jaw; and I have seen my shoulders very 
well, but all was blank between my nose and shoul- 
ders. Why, now I say, what can you make of this, 
but that it is errors of action, or inactivity in parts ef 
the retina ? 
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There certainly is as much caprice, affectation, 
genius, party-spirit, and self-will in the present female 
race, as ever distinguished it; but somehow or other 
‘is not so amusing. The essence has become less 
subtle and refined, or else my wearied taste is grown 
fastidious. Reader, you sha!l judge and profit if you 
please, by some examples displayed to an admiring 
world in my earlier youth. 

Tue Srintr or rue Lonponperrys.—There is 
something in this name which provokes to folly; 
Emily, the wife of Castlereagh, was known to possess 
a strong mind, a cold proud temper, and vast influence 
over the Tory minister ; yet all these attributes could 
not prevent occasional displays of littleness and ca- 
price, worthy of Emily the second. One evening in 
the spring of 1820, I was invited to her box at the 

opera; a dinner engagement detained me until very 
Iaie. When I entered, the box was crowded, a regu- 
lar leve between the opera and ballet; I am very near- 
sighted, but the figure of the Marchioness was too 
prononce ever to be mistaken; it now met my view, 
ty all appearance, clad in a flannel dressing-gown, and 
a nightcap! Yes, that form which used to expand 
with the consciousness of jewelled splendour. I raised 
my glass, [ pressed my brow, I thought Lord Sefton’s 
claret must be tov potent! No, the thing was real.— 
Sir G—o—, who was at the back of the box, laughed 
heartily at my astonishment. How do you approve, 
said he, ina malicious loud whisper? I like it vastly, 
and recollect ‘tis fur the public good—she has long 
wished to abolish the gene of full dress on the Tuesday 
nights, and, knowing that example is better than pre- 
cept, gives (2 the admiring world one sufticiently im- 

pressive.” “But surely she could not have sat at din- 

her in that dress?” “ Of course not, thongh if you ob- 
serve, the cap is Mechlin lace, and the gown some 
rich material.” “ May be so,” I replied, “ but it looks 
exactly like flannel.” “ Ah my dear ***,” exclaimed 
my friend, “when you are married, one year's experi- 
ence in French milliner’s bills, will teach you all the 
difference.” 
THE Late QurEN CaRroLine.—The errors and mis- 

fortunes of this unhappy lady were chiefly owing to a 
recklessness of speech and manner, which even in the 
early spring time of her innocent youth, remarkably 
distinguished her. Such anxiety did it cause her royal 
parenis, that when (with my father, whose mission I 
attended,) I visited the court of Brunswick, her Royal 
Highness was then just nineteen—a penance was im- 
posed by the Duchess, worthy the Monastery of La 

Trappe. Each day the princess appeared at dinner, 
attended by a lady of the court, who sat beside her, 
and in a whisper, inquired which dish her Royal 
Highness preterred, and she was served accordingly. 

No other accent ever was heard between them, and 
betore the Duchess withdrew, the Princess rose, curti- 
sied, and retired with her mute attendant. To an inqui- 
sitive lad of sixteen, this farce, daily repeated, be- 
came the sabject of great curiosity; my father, how- 
ever, Was too good a courtier to enlighten me; but in 

could prevent her taking her station as Queen: the 
subject (in itself replete with anxious interest) appeared 
still more affecting, from the manly pity and grief ex- 
pressed in her cause, when the Pryncess assuming an air 
of jovial pleasantry, laughed very loudly, and replied, 
“ No, no, he will be Archbishop of Canterbury, and I 

plain Mrs. Manners Sutton.” ‘The wit of this answer, 
could hardly redeem its imprudence. 

Tue Late Countess DE Gary.—This venerable 
woman, whose wealth and honours, are now united to 
youth and love and beauty, possessed together with a 
masculine mind, and rongh exterior of person, some 
traits of character truly amusing, fur their childish and 
innocent simplicity. ‘The splendid collection of family 
pictures, had probably inspired a love of the Fine 
Arts, of which her Jadyship was a liberal patron: two 
rooms were dedicated to the modern effusions she had 
purchased (principally at the British Gallery ;) in my 
life, I never saw such a collection of daubs—blue, red, 
and yellow, revelling in mad confusion. I could not 
help remarking their “ varied properties of evil,” when 
instead of resenting the criticism, she seemed quite 
flattered and pleased. “Yes,” said she, “1 make a 
point of selecting all the worst pictures, because no- 
body else would buy them, and it is a duty in persons 

of my fortune, to encourage rising merit.” Perhaps as 
Lord Fordwich is like his mamma, fond of money, he 
may dispose of the collection advantageously to King 
Leopold, at Brussels. 

Lapy Caroxtine Lams—No modern character has 
ever been so useful to the novelists of our day, as her 
ladyship, and accordingly there are few productions 

‘figz2_D'Israeli, down to Mrs. G—e) in which she has 
not figured : the ebullitions cf a naturally excited mind, 
under the influence of A:ther and Laudanum, produce 
strong features, easy to be caught, like the Duke of 
Wellington’s profile, by any artist; but those who 
watched the workings of her mind, and traced the 
gradual and unhappy process of its decay, can best ap- 
preciate the traits of mingled shrewdness and simpli- 

city which, in fact, produced that Jizarre caprice, so 
amusing to persons who were not often bound to en- 
dure it. A thonsand instances crowd my recollection, 
but one will suffice. It was on a fine summer's even- 
ing, just after her ladyship had carried the Westmin- 
ster election for her brother-in-law, (Mr. George Lamb) 
thatshe went to take her favourite recreation of riding. 
The carriage followed as usual in case she should feel 
suddenly fatigued. In returning through Hackney, 

' she dismounted, entered the landau, and ordered the 

| 
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after life, when circumstances brought me very fre- | 
quently into the Princess of Wales's presence, I re- | 

membered, and respected her mother’s cantion. One | 

day, in particular, | wiil instance ; an amiable and near ! 
relative of the Prince of Wales had been expressing 
his sympathy and indignation at some very marked 

neglect which had just been paraded before the public, 

| 
| 
| 
} 

coachman to drive very fast: as the high-bred horses 

dashed on, numbers of idle inhabitants fiocked to their 
humble doors to gaze upon it. Lady Caroline was not 
aware what part of the dusty suburb she was passing, 
when, running almost under the carriage wheels, she 
beheld a lovely child, 2 boy about four or five years 
old; she pulled the check-string, she called and called 
in vain, the man only drove on faster, and actually 
reached Melbourne House without relaxing his speed. 
Lady Caroline’s wrath blazed high; and instantly she 
cominanded him to drive back to Islington, and thence 
at a foot pace throngh Hackney, that she might disco- 

ver the child she had resolved to make her page— 
Vainly she endeavoured to recollect the precise spot 
where she had seen him—vainly was every man, 
woman, and child interrogated; no such lovely being 
was known there. ‘The footmen (to whom the name 

and thus rendered more painful to endure ; the illus- | of Pace was a watch-word of terror, so numerous had 
trious individual comforted her Royal Highness with | these imps of mischief been,) declared their belief that 
the retlection that a day would come when, if she fol- | the child belonged to trampers, who ,were passing 

lowed Lord Thurlow’s advice, no power or prejudice along the road. “No matter,” cried Lady Caroline, 

‘ 
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«J will adopt him still ; hear good people! come round 
the carriage and hear me—ten guineas reward I will 
bestow on any one who finds that child and brings 
him safe to Melbourne House ; ten guineas remember.” 
Then, afier a minute detail of features, hair, com- 
plexion, &c, the noble cavalcade again turned home- 
ward. 

At eleven o'clock the next morning, before Lady 
Caroline had left her room, the page in waiting an- 
nounced his rival’s approach, Lady Caroline rushed 
down stairs, to embrace her lovely protege. A woman 
presented him, claiming the reward, and assuring her 
ladyship it was dearly earned by ten miles’ walk on 
the North road, and a most desperate resistance on 
the part of the women who, no doubt, had decoyed 
the lovely child from his parents. Lady Caroline’s li- 
quid, but piercing eye, meanwhile fixed on the woman 
a glance of equivocal meaning—playful, spiteful, tri- 
umphant. “Come to my dressing-room,” said she; 
the weman followed, leading up the child. Lady 
Caroline took ten guineas from her cabinet; the wo- 
man held out an impatient hand, and received—not 
the gold, but a blow that almost felled her to the 
ground. “ Wretch! deceiver!! mean and cunning 
one!!”’ exclaimed the indignant patroness, the child is 
yours—your own—deny it not; think not the wicked 
artifice prevails, or that the ehild of deceit shalt be 

nestled in my heart; go—and remember, the reward 
I offered was to those who found, and not who brought 
the child.” Throwing open the window, she flung 
the ten guineas into the court-yard, waited until it 
had been scrambled for and won, and then pushed 
mother and child down stairs. “There, Wiiliam,” 
she said, as soon as breath permitted, (Mr. Lamb was 
reading a volume of Moliere’s plays in a corner of the 
room, and never, during the scene of real life, had 
once raised his eyes from the book) “ there ; now con- 
fess that I make feeling yield to duty.” “Lady Caro- 
line, pray shut the window,” was all the stoic an- 
swered ; but he locked up the cabinet, and took away 
the key. 
Lavy Morcan, tre AuTuoREss—This lady's va- 

nity has long been proverbial; her marriage with a 
low-born, vulgar man, has latterly separated her from 
English society. In Ireland she reigns the head of a 
declining party; but at the period I allude to, the 
year 1812, she was much feted and courted for viva- 
cious talent. The Dowager Lady S—n had invited 
the fair novelist to join her pariy at the sea-side, and 
I happened to be staying at the place they selected, 
with my friend Colonel Colville; during the month of 
August, Louis 18th and the other French princes, came 
round from Dover for a few days;) as I recollect they 
Were making a progress amongst our nobility and then 
on a visit at Walmer Castle) one morning, whilst 
strolling along the beach, I encountered Miss Owen- 
son and the Dowager, and a few moments after the 
Royal brothers. “The Wild Irish Girl,” prided her- 
selfon a pure Parisian accent, and poured into the 

patient ears of Louis a torrent of figurative compli- 
ments; I tried to abridge the scene, and at last drew 
her off ; but presently, with a start of horror she ex- 
claimed, “What have I done? should I not have ad- 
dressed this Majesty as Sire ?”—*« Undoubtedly.”— 

“Tis not too late; I will return and rectify my 
error.” ‘ 

“ Madame!” I exclaimed, shocked at the flagrant 
breach at etiquette, “ surely you will not intrude on 
his Majesty’s attention!” “Intrude?” rejoined the | 

“I never can intrude, my |, indignant little Muse. 
Lord ;” and darting from my side, her yellow train (a 
train she always wore) all draggling in salt water, her 
green hat and feathers fighting on the inspired head, 
panting and soliloquising, she reached the King, and 
thus addressed him :—“ Sire! pardon, I implore you, 

the omission, which must have been so extremely 

painful to your Royal feelings. Accept the tribute 
now, and remember, Sire, in me, the Genius of Ireland 
does homage.” ‘This is a literal translation of what 
was uttered in Morgan French—a dialect peculiar to 
itself. The visage of Louis was worth sketching, 
whilst he beheld and listened. Lady Morgan has, 
since, quarrelled with Kings. Nevertheless, there is 
something vastly beneficial to her nerves, in the air of 
a Court. She has been lately refreshing at Brussels. 
The Examiner, a short time since, informs us, that 
“Sir Charles and Lady Morgan, dined with their Ma- 
jesties, previous to their departure fur England.” How 
did her Ladyship address King Leopold? Probably in 
these words:—*Sire! Pardon the conduct of my 
spouse at table; it must have been revolting to your 
Royal feelings. He sends these pills, and when you 
take them, jemember, Sire, it is the quack of Dublin 
who prescribes.” 
Tne Ducness or Gorpon.—Intriquante has been 

a term unjustly applied to the character of this ner- 
thern Semiramis; the definition cheats nature of the 
honour due to one of her most curious productions, ap- 
parently created to convince the world of the infinite 
power of volition. Wondrous indeed ‘vas the strength 
displayed by that ungoverned, and ungovernable will. 
With a giant's tread it crushed all obstacles within its 
path, whether moral or conventional. Neither mind 
or body required rest—both were alike provided with 
iron muscles, and rough work they made among the 
sons and daughters of humanity. I remember, when 
first 1 came from Eton, (and Etonians are no cowards,) 
she dined at my father’s house ; the next day I com- 
plained of violent head-ache. 
“You made too free with the claret, George,” 

said he. 
“Oh, no!” I cried, burying my throbbing temples in 

the scft velvet cushions of the drawing-room sofa— 

« No, it was the Duchess of Gordon's laugh.” 
“ Ah,” said my father, “you will get used to that.” 
Rut I never did, nor ever heard her speak, witnout 

thinking, what a wife she wouid jiave been for Poly- 
pheme! The world, content to be amused by her ca- 
price, forgave the tyranny which produced it. She 
loved to come in contact with feebier spirits, and 
mock their useless efforts, if they attempted either to 
imitate or contend with her. 

Sheridan the nearest approached her Grace; but 
even he was lefi at an immense distance. In reck- 
less resolution he might, at first, keep pace, but soon 
lost ground, and had to scramble on some other way. 
The duchess never paused: nor love, nor hate, nor 

earth, nor sea, cculd stop her. In difliculties where 
Sheridan finessed, her superior ctlrontery defied—he 
slipped through his creditors’ hands, she drove up in 
the ducal carriage, and threatened them: the victims 
eursed the patriot M. P. , but bowed to the dust, 
and begged her Grace’s merey. One instance—(and 
I know of a hundred to match ij—she loved to boast 
of ia her latter days. Curious as the anomaly may ap- 
pear—how, or when, so gentle a fancy found place in 
the rugged soil—the duchess was passionately fond of 
flowers; (her son inherits the taste, and may be seen 
many a spring morning in Covent Garden market, se- 
lecting two shilling bouquets, for the old ‘Tory ladies 
he expects to meet at the Queen's party in the even- 
ing ;) her Grace patronized C , and in three sea- 
sons the account had crown with hot-house rapidity, 

to above six hundred pounds; the florist beeame cla- 
morous for payment, and choosing the eve of a grand 
fete, sent in his bill again, and stopped the supplies ; 
this was just such a predicament as the duchess de- 
lighted in—she chuckled with peculiar triumph, when 
the maitre d'hotel ventured so far to understand the 
affair, as to suggest artificial flowers: before ten the 
next morning, she was in the King’s Road; C 
came out looking very grave and important. 



SPEAKING JACKDAWS. 

“ You have had the assurance to plague me about 
your trumpery bill,” said the duchess, thrusting a 
pocket-book full of bank notes into his hands—“ now, 
mon, ye’ll know your ain business best, but if ye tak 
the money, I'll not have sae much as a bachelor’s but- 
ton in my rooms to-night; and tell every fool that’s 
there, (and there'll be sax hundred, C. ) that you 
and J have quarrelled.” 

“For heaven's sake, your Grace,” said the terrified 
protege, shrinking with terror from the proffered money, 
which he so greatly needed, “take all my garden, 
only don’t say that !”" 

A more than usual display of rare exotics graced 
the ducal rooms that night; and when they were ad- 
mired, her grace replied, “She always dealt with 
Cc of course all London followed the example. 

Mrs. Sippons.—" Surely this is a mistake,” you 
will say, Mrs. Siddons eccentric—so dignified, so uni- 
form in manner—like Bartleman’s voice, all round 
and equal, no break or start in the regal deportment, 
to tell where public life ended, or private life began; 
the same over a poisoned bowl, or glass of negus; no 
difference of address to the pope’s legate, or linendra- 
per’s apprentice. So it was, certainly; yet there were 
times when the ruling passion burst through the prison- 
walls of dignity, and, frightened at the light, crept 
back again in very extraordinary guise. Not many 
years before she left the stage, Mrs. Siddons went 
down to star it at Southampton, and while there was 
beguiled into a sort of German-eternal friendship with 
a Mrs. Fitzhugh, (the wife, as I recollect, of a mer- 
chant, or Banker,) our heroine was not as open to 

flattery as the accomplished Fanny is, but too indolent 
to repress enthusiasm, she often suffered from the un- 
natural atmosphere it engendered, and listlessly con- 
signed herself to its effects. Mrs. Fitzhugh resolved 
to shine by reflected lustre, presented Mrs. Siddons 
with a splendid looking-glass for her dressing-room at 
the Souihampton Theatre. 

Now there was a house, (a inen must know it 

who have seen Southampton,) a large deserted, square 
red brick house, staring at you as you passed towards 
Portswood, and this house was to be suld; Mr. Fitz- 
hugh inquired—his lady reported—the terms were 
low—the lease long—the neighbourhood improving 
rapidly ; and what would it not be, if Mrs. Siddons 
erected there an altar to Melpomene! In short, poor 
Mrs. Siddons had no peace until she agreed to buy 
the house !—an awful hour!—two thousand pounds 
disbursed! and now to find a tenant, for Melpomene 
could only receive summer incense, and autumn was 

approaching rapidly. Large bills were posted, and 
advertisements concocted for the country paper. 

Mrs. Fitzhugh (seeing her friend's impatience,) drove 
miles and miles, and offered to give a ball in the 
house, which had not been inhabited for seven years! 
(a house-warming she called it ;) however, in the mean 

time, Providence sent a man who read the bills, and 
wanting to establish himself as a Hampshire Esquire, 
entered into immediate negociation, when lo! it was 
discovered that the roof of this house was bad—the 
title worse—the foundations sinking—the assessed 
taxes rising—in short, the man was off. Vain were 
Mrs. Fitzhugh’s flatteries, her dinners and private 
boxes. Mrs. Siddons fell sick, but dread of forfeits at 
the Theatre, impelled her with strength still to enact 
the parts agreed on. By this time, the ladies in the 
neighbourhood had all begun to pay court to the lion- 
leader, and beg for introductions to our heroine; but 
her nervous debility delayed these arrangements, and 
confined her to Mrs. Fitzhugh’s boudoir during the 
morning, and the seat opposite the cheval glass in her 
dressing-room at the theatre; but patronising ladies 
are not daunted by difficulties. One evening, when 
“ Measure for Measure” was to be performed, Mrs. F. 
privately led a chosen few to the very door of the 

temple: skreened by an inner drapery of muslin, 
whereto ded three golden tassels, Isabella was 
seated, dressed for the part; a Shakspeare and pocket 
Milton on the table, all the material of the toilet being 
removed, and the dresser seated at awful distance, 
holding the veil, not yet adjusted: as the bevy of la- 
dies bent their ears towards the sanctum, the oracle 
pronounced in her deepest sepulchral tones, these 
words, “Two thousand pounds! two thousand! (@ 
deep drawn groan,) never, never to be regained!” A 
short silence—again the same impressive sentence was 

repeated—even thrice. 
“How beautiful! how truly the sublime !” exelaimed 

Mrs. D- . 
“Oh, Mrs. Fitzhugh! how can we ever repay this 

treat?” lisped out the four Misses Le B——. 
“ But,” continued Mrs. D: , who was a blue, “I 

do not recollect those words in the play—perhaps her 
reading is the folio copy!” Poor Mrs. Fitzhugh would 
have died rather than confess the truth. . 

“It is,” she answered with mysterious whisper; 
and from deep research on her own part, and Mr. 
Kemble’s, they feel convinced that Isabella, in de- 
spair, to rescue her guilty brother, has offered a bribe 
to the Duke’s Secretary, or the Priest ; you will see 

the wonderful effect on the audience presently. The 
effect was only a “severe cold,” for which apology was 
made; but the real indisposition lasted many years, 
and, as Mrs. Siddons expressed it, the thoughts of her 
unhappy loss, pursued her night and day, relentlessly ; 
while personal privations, the most minute and extra- 
ordinary, were endured, to the end of life, in hopes of 
regaining the “two thousand pounds.” 

p—_ 

SPEAKING JACKDAWS. 

Tn modern times, parrots are almost the only birds 
that have the gift of speech, though connoisseurs are 

nut mgnurant that the starlings and jackdaws have 
good abilities in that way, when properly educated.— 
‘The ancients could at times make them speak to some 
purpose: Marcrobius tells us that when Augustus 
Cesar was returning in triumph to Rome from his vic- 
iory over Mark Antony, there appeared among the 
crowd which welcomed him, a bird borne on a man’s 
hand, which flapped its wings, and cried out, “ heaven 
save the emperor, the victorious Cesar!’ Augustus, 

delighted to hear himself saluted by this winged 
spokesman, gave the owner a handsome sum for the 
bird. The owner pocketed the money, refusing to 
share any of it with an associate who had aided him 
in training his jackdaw. This man, in order to be 
revenged, and to show the loyalty which had animated 
his friend, brought to the emperor another bird which 
they had in training, and which cried out, “heaven 
save the victorious Mark Antony.” Augustus, whose 
good nature is well known, only laughed at the joke, 
und ordered the confederates to divide the money. 
After his liberality in this instance, he had a number 
of speaking jackdaws and parrots brought to him. One 

poor fellow, a shoemaker, took great pains to teach & 
bird which he had got for the purpose, hoping to make 
his fortune by it. The bird, who had no such pros- 
pects, was but a slow scholar; and his master, in the 
midst of his lessons, often ejaculated in despair, “ Well, 
I have lost my labour!” Waving at last, however, 
and with much pains, completed his education, the daw 
was brought out one day to salute Augustus, and re- 
peated his “ heaven save the emperor,” with great dis- 
tinctness. “Tut!” said Augustus, “I have too many 
courtiers of your kind.” “Well,” cried the daw, who 
had at that moment remembered his master’s ejacula- 
tion, “ well, I have lost my labour.” The emperor 
was so much amused with its answer, that he bought 
the feathered wit for double the expected sum. 
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SULLY’S CASTLE IN THE CHARTRAIN. 

“ It wasa vast and venerable pile ; 

So old it seemed only not to fall.”— Childe Harold. 

— 

Every one has acknowledged at some period of fiis 
life the sad truth that no enjoyment is lasting; that 
every thing, however charming, grows indifferent after 
a time; that every place, however beautiful, grows 

tedious. At Paris this is felt perhaps less than else- 
where ; but were comforts (so called) as abundant in 

Paris, as in London, if the streets were as well paved, 
the staircases as clean, the houses as neat, &c. &c., it 
would be quite as dreary to live in Paris as any where 
else: it is the constant excitement of getting nothing 
as one has been used to get it, that banishes ennui, as 
much as the fine blue sky, and fresh, bright, air. 
Even when the cifoyens burst forth like their char- 
pagne, and scatter confusion round them, frigkting the 
city from its propriety, when things are come to that 
pass that to look out of a window is to run the risk of 
being shot, when to sleep is impossible amidst the toll- 
ing of bells and the firing of canmon, and cries of vive 
this,and vive Uoiher,even under all these circumstances, 

the novelty of the events is amusing, and, en effet, one 
would not have missed any of it for the world. But 
—* look upon this picture and on this’—when streets 
become deserted, gardens unwatered, orange trees 
faded, windows broken, and people ill-dressed !—every 
public place turned into an hospital, and the Louvre 
closed, no reasonable being can support the change, 
and Paris becomes as tedious as any other place in 
this tedious world. 

This I experienced after Les Trois Jours. I was 
beyond measure pleased with the danger of driving 
furiously along the Boulevards on the first night to 
escape the shots of the troops—the excitement of being 
set down at my hotel, and alternately congratulated 
and chid by my hostess for my good and ill fortune, 
my safety and imprudence. "T'was “beauteous horror” 
to hear the incessant firing, and the cries and shouts 
during the whole of the days and nights—the tocsin 
sounding, and the drums’ discordant accompaniment 
—to start every hour from disturbed slumber, “ if 
sleep my eyelids knew,” and, anxious to witness what 
I dreaded to sce, station myself at my window, and 
gaze out into the broad, calm, splendid moonlight, 
which shone on that fearful struggle, silvering every 
house and tree and spire, as steadily and sweetly as if 
the tumultuous city slept beneath, as of yore. "T'was 
“ lovelily dreadful” to watch the hurrying to and fro 
ef the hastily armed citizens, the cautious approach of 
the troops of horse, advancing along the high narrow 
streets as stealthily as if “ shod with felt;” the sudden 

charge, and clash, and clang; the uprooting of the 

pavement, and the active toil of the girls, women, and 
children, busy in forming barricades at each corner of 
our isolated street, which. though in the neighbourhood 
of the tray, was not the scene of any skirmish. It was 
not unpleasing to breathe with difficulty from the 

overpowering heat, to be scorched and blackened by 
the unclouded sun, to find provisions growing scarce, 
water failing, milk unattainable, and no post! To 
observe, from hour to hour, bills distributed with haste 

and perturbation to eager receivers ; to strain the eyes 

to decipher, on the opposite wall, the last placard, 
stick np, as if by magic, with the large words “ Cou- 

raze, ctloyens! soyez fermes—liberte—la chartre!” &c. 
Xe. conspicuous amongst the bad printing which the 
broken presses could alone allow pour le moment. All 
this, I say, was of too stirring a character to permit 
dullness to exist. 

al 

But time wore on~the great struggle was over, the 
shops looked shabby, the hotels desolate, every where 
the “ Brevets du Roi” had been effaced, and all the 
emblazonry that told of royal patronage swept away ; 
daubs of black paint concealed the traces of the un- 
lucky fleurs-de-lis; the Rue Duc de Bourdeaux had 
been unbaptised and new called “27, 28, 29,” the 
broken panes remained unmended; the paving stones 
would not return to smooth obedience; the Tuileries 
looked grim and ghastly; the trees cut down or riven 
by balls; dust, heat, noise, shouting, and tri-colour, 
lorded it over the astonished city. 

I sauntered one morning to the Palais Royal, and 
found myself in time to witness the arrival of eight of 
Charles X.’s state carriages, containing a strange com- 
pany of the sovereign people, driven by the royal 
coachmen, who looked singularly uncomfortable. I 
believe Louis Philippe, to judge by his countenance, 
expected, as I did, to see the heads of the late royal 
owners exhibited from the windows. I turned away 
heart-sick, though the scene was more farcical than 
tragical this time, for the French nation preferred 
being monkeys to tigers during the whole drama of the 
last revolution. I walked to the Place de Greve, and 
shuddered at the dilapidated appearance of the vene- 
rable and outraged Hotel de Ville. A thousand recol- 
lections of former as well as recent horrors rushed 
across my mind. In the Place St. Germain l'’Auxer- 
rois I joined the crowd who were occupied in bring- 
ing garlands to fling on the graves of the “ braves” 
buried where they fell; amidst the flutter of tri-colour- 
ed flags, and waving of laurel and cypress boughs, I 
distinguished the hero of the hour, “ Medor, le chien 
fidele au tombeau de maitre,” a rough ugly poodle, 
who had followed his ill-starred master to the scene of 
action, had seen him fall, and having watched his 
hasty interment, had never quitted the spot, in spite 
of bribes and entreaties; when half dead with hunger 
and fatigue, he consented to take food from a friendly 
hand, but he continued near the blood-stained mound, 
and though by degrees he extended his walk to the 
gate of the enclosed space, he was never known to 
leave it. 

I returned home by the Louvre, and while I was 
congratulating myself on the fact of the works of art 
having been respected in the melee, though the mob 
had passed through the gallery, I came to a spot where 
a crowd of persons were engaged in heaping the earth 
over the dead bodies of friends and enemies, confusedly 
cast into a pit at the time of contention, and now un- 
distinguished. “Si c’avoient ete des Anglois, a la bonne 

heure!” muttered a hard-featured scowling woman 
close by my side ; I started, hurried away, and decided, 
in my secret soul, that Paris was quite insupportable. 

I found a visiter awaiting me, and for a few mo- 
ments my spirits were exhilirated by the spectacle of 
my friend, the good little Abbe Fouchet, who had 
braved the terrors of the mob to pay me his respects. 
The simple-hearted man had “ priest” so legibly writ- 
ten on his forehead, so plainly exhibited in his mien 
and gait, that no disguise could have screened him. 
Il s’etoit avise nevertheless to change his usual costume, 
and in order to appear as unclerical as possible, he hed 
clothed himself in a long green coat made for a tall 

man, though iy good friend’s height does not exceed 
five feet, and his breadth is nearly equal. His panta- 
loons appeared to have owed their being to the prompt 
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contrivance of his “ bonne,” who accompanied him ; 
the colours she had chosen were of the most brilliant 
hues, and the stripes peculiarly wide; on his breast 
was pinned a flaming cockade of tri-coloured riband ; 
his hat was round and rakish; and his gloves of bright 
blue, then a fashionable tint. 

His air of importance and mystery, the courage of 
which he boasted, and the adroitness on which he 
prided himself, notwithstanding the fact of his having 
been recognized and hooted at as a priest by some 
mischievous boys, were altogether irresistible, and it 
was “ more than mortal or than me” not to forget my 
sullen humour as J gazed on the ludicrous caricature 
of my old friend. 

But the next day a guest of another description 
made his appearance; a tall gaunt man with starting 
eyes rushed suddenly into my apartment, and an- 
nounced himself as a fugitive of the Garde Royale, 
entreating protection and a few francs; another and 
another found their way to my domicile ; the reputation 
of the English for generosity having encouraged them 
to trust their lives in my hands. ‘The distinction wis, 

however, one I little coveted. “I will leave Paris 
to-night!” exclaimed I, as I shut the door on two gen- 
tlemen who had come to solicit my subscription for 
les blesses. 1 packed up hastily forthwith, jumped into 
a fiacre and drove to the Messageries Royales, where 
I could choose any diligence I liked, either for Russia, 
Greece, Italy, England, or the departments. 

‘Travelling in France has of late years become so 
common, and eyery great town has been so visited 
and described, that I felt a degree of satisfaction when 
I found myself sitting in the clumsy diligence bound 
for Chartres, a city once celebrated in French history, 
but now little sought by the inquisitive traveller, in 
spite of its fine cathedral, or the blessed chemise of 
Our Lady, lately replaced by her equally-miraculous 
veil, which is kept in a gilded chasse, enriched with 
gems sent by the pious family of Charles X. to the 
long neglected shrine. Curious and interesting as are 
the remains to be viewed in this majestic old building, 
I did not permit myself to linger there, as my destina- 
tion was near four leagues beyond, to the Chateau de 
Villebon, situated about a league from Courville, out 
of the high road, a circumstance of which I was forci- 
bly reminded by the ruggedness of the route which 
awaited me. I was soon jolted beyond the power of 
words to describe over ploughed fields, and dragged 
through a sea of inundation, the consequence of a tew 
day's heavy rain, which had readily taken effect on 
roads seldom interfered with by mortal hand, though 
the heaps of moss-covered stones piled at distances 
along the wayside prove that the inhabitants of the 
Chartrain, like those of Inferno, pave their roads with 
“ good intentions.” ‘T'raversing a rich but level coun- 
try, whose promise of abundant harvest proved its 
right to be considered the granary of France, my ill- 
conditioned vehicle, such an one as can only be met 
with in France, arrived at a gateway, and the ivied 
ruins of a wall which had once enclosed the straggling 
village of Villebon, dependent on the castle from 

whence it takes its name. The moat which formerly 
surrounded it is dried up and filled with grass and 
shrubs, and each of its once strong gateways is now 

but a picturesque object in the view. It was Sunday, 
and as my rattling conveyance blundered along an 
avenue of high lindens, | observed that the clean, 
neatly dressed peasants were busily engaged in their 
customary dance beneath the spreading shade, while a 
fiddler in pride of place scraped away with great per- 
severance, and occasionally in authoritative tones pro- 
claimed the figure of the contre danse. The appear- 
ance of this worthy, who on other days officiated as 
mole-catcher general of the district, not a little amused 
me: he was a spare, active, gipsey-looking man, with 
lively sparkling eyes and wild dark hair. He was 

elevated on a barrel, and wore on his shoulders a 
handkerchief of various colours which was pinned so 
as to exhibit its attractions in the best point of view. 
I was informed that he acted at present in the two- 
fold capacity of fiddler and auctioneer ; the said hand- 
kerchief, together with sundry articles of coarse earth- 
enware being the prizes proposed for a lottery which 
took place when the dance was concluded. 

The avenue passed, I reached at length the gates 
of the fortress itself, but the structure was still invisi- 
ble, owing to the lofty trees which towered in all 
directions. ‘The emaciated but important figure of the 
porter soon appeared emerging at my call from his 
little embowered lodge within, and, the creaking doors 
being unfolded, my carriage lumbered into the ceurt 
yard, and before me in all its grandeur and majesty I 
beheld the moated and towered chateau where for.so 
many years the great Sully lived retired from the tur- 
muil of the world of which he was an ornament, and 
where he died, aged, honoured, and beloved. “ Here 
then,” said I mentally, “ the great statesman forgot his 
toils, was soothed in his regrets for the loss of an 
adored master, by the cares of a tender and affectionate 
wife: here he superintended the improvement of his 
favourite estate, gave employment to hundreds in 
times of scarcity, and here he compiled those immortal 
memoirs which have endeared him to posterity, and 
exhibited his king and his friend in the most interest- 
ing light: though the faithful historian would ‘ nothing 
extenuate nor set down aught in malice.’” 

The castle is a huge brick building of the same 
form as the once dreaded Bastile, with the same flank- 
ing towers and parapets, though less extensive as a 
whole. It is entirely encompassed by a deep moat, 
plentifully supplied with pike; a drawbridge conducts 
to the low arched portal of entrance, beside which is 
a small wicket, through which admittance may be 
obtained when the bridge is up; there are dungeons, 
now used as cellars, on each side of this entrance, 
whose grated windows are but just above the water's 
edge. A long wide archway, where now hang huge 
antlers and other trophies of the chase, the spoils of 
many years, conducts into the interior court, round 
which the high building rises in gloomy grandeur; at 
the further extremity is the principal door leading to 
the “Grand Escalier,” as an inscription informs the 
stranger. ‘The busts of Sully and his Duchess adorn 
this entrance, and another inscription tells of his vir- 
tues and attachment to Le Grand Henri, whose spirit 
seems to pervade the spot. Before I ascended the 
wide and winding staircase of this tower, I turned to 
the suite of apartments on my left, which I was in- 
formed were those formerly appropriated to the gallant 
monarch, and which still remain in a great degree 
unchanged—in the further saloon the faded blue satin 
bed, embroidered with heavy silver garlands, is the 
same once destined for Henri—the chairs and sofa, 
the tapestry and carved ceiling remain, but the dark 
window-frames have lately been replaced by others 
more modern and convenient. The portraits of the 
duke and duchess in state costume adorn the long 
gallery, which was a sort of hall of ceremony in former 
days; but these pictures are lamentably faded, and the 
tapestry round the walls is grim and ghastly. I now 

ascended to the upper rooms, called, par excellence, 
les chambres de Sully,and entered a magnificent cham- 
ber with a range of windows on each side, those on 
the right looking across the moat, those on the left into 
the inner square. The ribbed ceiling is of dark eak, 
carved and gilded, with here and there the arm» of 
Sully emblazoned ; the walls are hung with tapestry, 
representing the loves of Cupid and Psyche on the 
most gigantic scale. In the interstices are hung seve- 

ral full-length pictures of the Conde family, from whom 
the castle passed by purchase to the Duke de Sully. 
Paintings, emblematic of the different offices held by 
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the minister, ornament the huge fire-place and the 
surrounding pannels. There was formerly a raised 
dais in this room, a canopy and throne, where Sully 
and his lady usually sat. Several seats without backs 
are still preserved, which were appropriated to the 
younger branches of the family. ‘The floor has been 
levelled and the canopy removed for the greater con- 
venience of the present resident; the former being 
now composed of glazed octagonal red tiles, whose 
dark hue and polished surface suit not ill with the 
antique roof and walls. Beyond this is a beautiful 
square room, commanding a view of the stately avenue 
in front of the castle on one side, and on the other the 
wide extent of garden and the luxuriant range of 
orange trees, whose produce forms part of the revenue 
of the domain. Here I saw with infinite pleasure two 
fine full-length portraits of Sully and Henri Quatre, in 
admirable preservation and very well executed. A 
small turret chamber opens to the right, from whence 
a winding staircase ascends to a similar room above: 
these are in the tower called Tour de Conde. After 
quitting the room just described, and casting a glance 
at a fine specimen of bright-tinted tapestry representing 
Pandora, which covers one side of the walls, and ad- 
miring the antique clock and pieced looking-glass, in 
which luxurious ornament the grand duchess’s majestic 
figure was doubtless often reflected, I hurried through 
a series of chambers of different dimensions, each con- 
taining some interesting relic, although at present fitted 
up in a style of Parisian elegance suited to the comfort 
of a modern dwelling. At length I found myself 
standing at the top of a precipitous flight of stone steps, 
vaulted by a roof of beautifully carved stone, and 
lighted by an antique window looking into the inner 
court below; opposite me I observed the door of an 
apartment, above which was inscribed, “ Icy est mort 
M. de Rosny, 1641.” 

I entered with awe the selemn retreat. There 
stood the bed on which the great man died; those 

were the hangings of yellow brocaded silk and gold; 
those the coverings; the same tapestry representing the 
siege of Troy; the high-backed, embroidered chairs, 
on one of which. the anxious wife sat watching the 
changes in his beloved countenance, and on which she 
sank back when his eyes closed for ever. I lifted the 
heavy arras, and stepped into the small adjoining closet 
in the Tour de Sully. This was his study; at this 
desk he was accustomed to sit and dictate to his four 
secretaries portions of his “ Memoirs; from this win- 
dow he loved to lean, and often perchance looked out 
into the clear moonlight, his mind exalted with lofty 
imaginings for the good of his country and his king. 
How shall I describe my delight on finding that these 
two “ pieces” were allotted to me, and that in them I 
might ruminate at leisure on Sully and his times. 

Somewhat fatigued with my journey, I was not 

sorry, soon after the the al’ Anglaise, to betake myself 
to my solitary wing, and it was with excited feelings 
that I found the door closed upon me in night and 
silence, and myself in quict possession of the chambre 

de mort de Sully! Two high wax tapers were burning 
brightly on the ponderous mantel-piece of carved white 
marble, and shone on the huge silver chenets beneath, 
which were of the same uncouth form as the mutilated 

dogs on pedestals, guarding the entrance to the outer 
court of the chateau. 

The figures on the tapestry seemed lafger than life 
as I gazed upon them, and the unmeaning eyes ap- 
peared to follow mine as if to offer me their ghostly 
welcome. I began to feel nervous in spite of myself, 
and starting from my antique fauteuil, I resolved to 
return to the mute salutations of my shadowy compa- 

nions. I took a taper and approached the walls to pay 
my devoirs to Helen, who stood, attended by her 
damsels, all elaborately dressed in the costume of Louis 
XII. The long, starred, train of the fair coquette 

flowed in conspicuous breadth behind, on an ample 
fold of which sat her favourite lap dog. Paris, whom 
she is meeting, seemed equally to have attended to his 
toilette, and might be mistaken for the gallant dauphin 
Francois himself, but for the labels on the robes of 
each proclaiming their identity. As much of the tale 
of Troy divine as could be pressed into the allotted 
space was depicted in sombre colouring little improved 
by time. 1 next took my station at the casement, 
having by the aid of a chair and table, climbed up to its 
height. A bright, clear, full moon shone in upon me 

as I unclosed with difficulty the jalousies, and the high 
peaked towers opposite came out in high relief, while 
the painted windows of a long gallery on my left re- 
flected a thousand rays This gallery was formerly 
the guard room of the four hundred men at arms which 
the magnificent Sully entertained at his expense in 
and about the castle. I could perceive by the light 
which streamed through the two rows of casements, 
rich with coats of arms, that here and there were 
forms which to my startled eyes appeared clothed in 
complete armour, while shields and javelins placed 
against the walls threw back the fitful light. I de- 
termined at early dawn to explore that chamber, and, 
closing my sbutters, prepared to seek repose. I had, I 
suppose, slept some time when I was suddenly roused 
by a most appalling noise—all the horrors of a haunted 
castle seemed combined to terrify the intruder; creak- 
ing hinges, clanking chains, hollow groans, and low, 
smothered shrieks met my ears. J sat up in amaze— 
the wind had risen, and howled dismally without; the 
rain pattered, and still, at intervals, these frightful 
sounds continued. I tried in vain to account for them, 
and, by dint of half smothering myself. contrived to 
obtain some sleep. Very carly, however, I rose, hur- 
ried into the adjoining tower, destined for my dressing 
room, and throwing open the heavy window was 
refreshed by the clear morning air and the perfume of 
the orange flowers, which a group of village girls 
were carefully employed in gathering in profusion 
before the sun had drunk up the dews which rendered 
the half opened blossoms so fragrant. They filled their 
clean white apron§ with the snowy heaps, and, one by 
one, disappeared through the antique gateway, ere yet 
the sun had attained his awakened strength. The 
twittering of the birds, the leaping of the fish in the moat 
beneath, which sparkled and dimpled like a running 
stream, and reflected a thousand gay flowers which 
bent over the margin on the opposite side, all tended 
to revive me, and I began to consider my shrieking 
groaning ghost a mere dream. I traversed a long 
suite to the breakfast room, where I found some of the 
party busily engaged in discussing a fine stately pate 
de Chartres, a delicacy whose fame has spread far be- 
yond its place of creation, and which has rendered its 
native city more known and esteemed than any other 
recollection attached to its antique walls. 

Encouraged by the gaiety of my hosts,I at length 
found courage to relate my terrible adventure, on 
which my friends, though not a litile amused, over- 
whelmed me with apologies for having neglected to 
warn me of the fact, that on the chimney of Sully’s 
chamber was a huge creaking weathercock, 

“ A spirit whom no exorcism could bind.” 

and which, when the wind was in a particular quarter, 
made a point of exerting its eloquence, to banish 
slumber from the unlucky inmate of that wing. I 
afterwards saw my midnight enemy, lording it over 
the very roof of my chamber, and his enormous di- 

mensions made me no longer wonder at the noise he 
made. ° 

I now proceeded to explore further the various parts 
of this curious old pile, and first entered the billiard 
room on the ground floor, on the walls of which are re- 
presented the different chateaux of the Duke de Sully. 
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‘That of Sully where he was born; of Rosny, so lately 
by the unfortunate Duchess de Berri (who 

had visited Villebon a few months before the revolu- 
tion,) and Villebon itself, as it appeared in his time, 
embattled and defended as for a siege. Within is a 
little circular cabinet where on a pedestal once stood 
his statue of white marble, erected by his widow, 
whose affectionate and monrnful care had caused the 
whole of the ceiling and walls to be painted with 
devices alluding to her beloved husband, his prowess 
and his virtues, while long inscriptions record his 
birth, the chief events of his life, and his lamented 
death at this chateau. 

The statue was, after the death of the Duchess, 
to the church of Nogent le Rotrou, where he 
buried, and where, I believe, it is still unpacked 
unnoticed. A pretty private theatre completes 

sent 
was 
and 
this 

and suite of apartments, but all are in a ruinous state, 
never entered now but for curiosity, though in the 
time of the descendants of Sully, Madame de l’Aubes- 
pine, mother to the last possessor, it was kept up in 
excellent style. 

By ascending the winding stairs of a further tower, 
I now came to the door of the long gallery, whose 
armed inmates I had descried by moonlight. It is a 
fine, extensive chamber, and the painted glass case- 

ments admit into it “ a dim religious light,” well suited 
to its fallen grandeur, and partially concealing the 
decay which damp and neglect have encouraged. The 
suits of armour, said to have belonged to some of 
Sully’s men at arms, are red with rust; a confused 
assortment of curiosities of little interest give it the 

appearance of a deserted museum, and one can only 
regret that so fine a room should be suffered to lie idle, 

since all that tells of ancient days has disappeared 
from it, except the escutcheons on the well preserved 
easements. ‘The tower at the further end has been 
used as a chapel, and was once gorgeous with painting 
and gilding; this, the most ancient of the six round 
towers, is called the Tour d’ Fstoufeville, from its first 

founder, and is considerably larger than any of the 
others: the numerous cracks extending from top to 
bottom, which have been carefully repaired, and the 
sensible inclinatien of the whole structure, testify its 
antiquity. 

On descending into the,court, 1 crossed the small 
light bridge which connects the chateau with a pretty 
garden, planted with rows of trees, leading to La 

Chapelle de St. Anne, a beautiful, secluded building, 
so bosomed in flowers, shrubs, and high foliage, that 

its picturesque spire alone is visible on the other side 
of the moat. From hence, by a little wicket, I walked 
along a raised terrace, and caught a view of a. fine 
lake on which numerous water-lilies were floating, 
and wild fowl sporting, uttering their sharp shrill cry. 
This terrace was the favourite walk of Sully and his 
duchess; and here they were accustomed to sit, as + 

grating in the wall bears witness, to observe the labour: 
of the people employed in making the Grand Etang. 

A considerable extent of gardens planted with rich- 
est roses, grafied in bouquets of different colours, and 
extraordinary beauty, being traversed, I entered a fine, 
closely shaded bosquet of lofty linden trees, forming a 
lengthened avenue terminated by a pretty summer 
retreat dedicated to Notre Dame de la Solitude. This 
conducts to the “ Briquerie,” where, on dit, the bricks 
were made which built the castle; it is a large field 
surrounded by a double row of fine pines of majestic 
height, the resort of numerous rooks, and not umfre- 
quented by hawks, as I observed by the gaily striped 

feathers which strewed the ground and told of recent 
struggles. I continued my walks as far as I could 
ramble through the woods and groves which every 
where presented agreeable quiet haunts, uninterrupted, 
save by the note of some bird in a neighbouring brake, 
the sudden flight of the brilliant auriole, or the light 
tripping step and timid bound of the speckled deer, 
whose large bright eyes rarely gaze on the form of a 
stranger in these solitudes. ‘The spot possesses a pe- 
culiar charm which it owes entirely to itself, for no 
view is obtained from any part of the grounds; to 
enjoy one, you must mount to the top of the towers, 
and then, indeed, an immense tract of country is spread 
out before you. with the unequal and towering spires 
of the cathedral of Chartres above all, a landmark for 
miles round. 

I lingered in this interesting solitude for several 
weeks, and it was not without regret that I bade adieu 
to the spot where the most estimable of men and of 
ministers lived so many years, and where he closed 
his long and useful career; nor could I help, as [ 

| looked back on the venerable towers, repeating the 
sentence inscribed over the entrance door. “ Sully 

| fut en tout temps l’ami de Henri, jamais flatteur, pour 
la France il montra son zele; Francois, citoyens, voici 

| votre modele.” 

A FAREWELL TO WALES; 

BY MRS. HEMANS. 

Tue sound of thy streams in my spirit I bear— 
Farewell! and a blessing be with thee, green land! 

On thy hearths, on thy halls, on thy pure mountain-air, | 
On the chords of the harp, and the minstrel’s free 

hand! 
From the love of my spirit around thee ‘tis shed, 

Green land of my childhood, my home, and my dead! 

I bless thee—yet not for the beauty that dwells 

In the breasts of thy hills, on the waves of thy shore; 

And not for the memory, set deep in thy dells, 

Of the bard and the hero, the mighty of yore ; 
And not for thy songs of those proud ages fled, 
Green land, poet-land of my home and my dead! 

I bless thee for all the true bosoms that beat, 
Where’er a low hamlet gleams up from thy skies, 

For thy peasant-hearths, burning the stranger to greet, 
For the soul that shines forth from thy children’s 

kind eyes! ; 

May the blessing, like sunshine, about thee be spread, 
Green land of my home, holy land of my dead! 

WOMAN. 

BY THE AUTHOR OF PELMAM. 

How holy woman’s youth—while yet 
lis rose of life's first dews is wet— 
While hope most pure is least confest, 

And all the virgin in the breast! 
O'er her white brow, where in the blue 

Transparent vein seemed proud to bear 

The warm thoughts of her heart unto 
The soul so nobly placed there! 

O’er her white brow were richly braided 
The tresses in a golden flow; 

But darkly slept the lash that shaded 
Her deep eye on its lids of snow. 
What could that magic eye inspire? 
Its very light was a desire ; 
And each blue wandering of its beam, 
Called forth a worship and a dream. 

The soft rose on her softer cheek 
Had yet the sun's last smile to win; 

| But not the less each blush could speak 
How full the sweetness lived within, 

The rich lip in its bright repose, 
! Refused above its wealth to close. 
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THE IRISH CLERGYMAN’S 

“La vie dune femme est toujours un roman,” so | 
says a French author, and far be it from me to con- | 
travene the dictum of one of those “ licensed dealers” 
in brilliant apothegms, pretty sentiments, and pithy | 

maxims. 
But what I do most solemnly and publicly take this | 

approved vehicle of contradicting, is a report which — 
has got abroad that the numerous romantic female | 
histories of which I am the depositary, and occasionally 
(I must own) the retailer, originate in my prying and | 
oflicious disposition, which inclines me to make moun- | 
tains and miracles of very common occurrences. That 
I like to be exactly aware how my neighbours are | 
employed, I do not afiect to deny; nor that | take some | 
pains to Obtain accurate infurmation. But what the 
ill-natured part of the world terms curiosity, 1 denomi- | 
nate sympathy—an amiable desire to acquaint myself | 
with the concerns of my friends, that | may offer the 
disinterested meed of my advice—lI never had an un- 
reserved communication made to me in the confidence 
of a prolonged tete-a-tete, either by the winter fire, or 
in a summer evening walk, that [ did not find some- 
thing in it worth remembering. The dullest and most 
common-place woman in society warns into eloquence 
when her heart is touched, and when she is herself 

the heroine of her story. 
Indeed, this same word eloquence has often puzzled 

me. It is usually applied to long speeches, yet, I be- 
lieve, often lies in a sinall compass. No one speaking 
under the influence of strong feeling or passion is 
vulgar. A poor Irishwoman whom I sometimes em- 
ployed, gave me an affecting narrative of her little 
daughter's tedious illness, and how she had brought 
her through it “ wid de blessing of God,” though des- 
titnte alike of medical aid or proper nutriment. “ And 
how could you support such incessant watching,” 1| 
said, “and what could you do, so unassisted, in the 
turns of such a dangerous disorder?” 

“ How did I get through it, my lady!” 
woman; “ I was her mother.” 

I was silent, for what praise can be given equal to 
that sacred affection’s unconscious devotion ? 

But it is not of an Irish mother, but of an Irish 
clergyman’s daughter that I wish to relate a tale. 

Poor Florence Butler! She lived in my own neigh- 
beurhood. Now to begin “ novelistically.” But the | 
reader may be assured the facts are from real life. 

A few days previous to a brilliant and crowded | 

said the poor 

DAUGHTER. 

and “long-lost Coventrys,” when admirers were more 
disinterested, or female charms more rare. 

Her rich dark hair, soft, silky, and abundant, was 
braided in the simplest folds, over her lofty brow, 
which would have well become the sparkling gem 
and towering plume—her arm was moulded in nature’s 
happiest symmetry to set off the costly bracelet’s jew- 
elled clasp—and her swan-like neck, in its unadorned 
beauty, was whiter than any pearls that could have 
encircled it. 

Laura, on the contrary, was as brown as Sappho, 
though not quite so bright—her forehead was low and 
undistinguished. Without being positively deformed, 
she was so narrow-chested and round-shvuldered, as 
ofien to be supposed so. Her little figure was oppress- 
ed, not adorned, by dress, but on this splendid occasion, 

glittering like a glow-worm. And, then, her maid 
told her she had the prettiest litthe hand in the world, 
and she knew she-had a foot, which, in a sandal, 
might rival “ Thetis tinsel-slippered feet!” and these, 
with many other minute beauties were recalled to 
mind, until Laura “ crept in favour with herself,” and 
anticipated with confidence the ordeal that awaited 
her. 

Many hearts were already beating at the prospect 
of the coming-out of the opulent heiress, and already 
many a snare was laid for her unpractised heart. Will 
the good and well-intentioned Laura escape them? 

In speaking of the prospects of young women, there 
are perhaps no expressions in the whole range of con- 
ventional language, which convey such completely 
opposite ideas as those of coming out and going out. 

While Laura was anticipating with a beating heart 
her initiation into the splendid gaieties of fashionable 
life, Florence was arming herself with courage to 
await those trials that must fall to the share of the 
unportioned and accomplished female. To check the 
curiosity and love of gaiety so natural at her age by 
the recollection that it is unsuited to her station. 'To 
endure the petulance, the folly, or, “ worser far” the 
modern affectation of wisdom assumed by children, 
without experiencing the all-repaying feelings of a 
mother. To consume the “dear, delightful days of 
youth” in the formal tuition of other youth—seldom 
rewarded by gratitude (for what young lady does not 
hail with delight her emancipation from the trammels 
| of the mildest governess?) Such were the brightest 
prospects Florence saw held up to view: and to re- 

drawing-room, a young beauty and her very plain, but | concile herself in any degree to them, she was obliged 
equally young, companion, were engaged in exactly | to call to mind that she was the eldest of ten children. 
opposite employments. Laura Delme was trying a That her father, although Rector of Moneymore, with 
diamond comb. Florence Butler was working a pro-! a nominal income far exceeding that of many English 
blem. One was adorning the outside, the other fur- | livings, was, notwithstanding its promising title, nearly 
nishing the inside, of her head. The occupations of 
both bore a striking reference to their future lots. 

Laura was preparing for her coming out as a wealthy 
heiress. Florence for going out as an accomplished 
governess. 

And yet these two were friends. Yes, hitherto, 
for they were friends that nature made. Laura’s mo- 
ther and the parent of Florence were sisters’ children: 

and the chance that had made the one the wife of 
one of the richest capitalists in Europe, and the other 
that of a ruined Irish clergyman, had not, as in many 
cases, dissulved the ties of relationship. 

Neither did the, perhaps, severer trial of Florence's 
pre-eminent personal attractions excite one “ unworthy 
thought” in the generous Laura’s breast. 

Florence was a splendid Irish beauty, who would 
have made her fortune in the times of the Hamiltons 

G 

moneyless, as those disputes and jealousies had already 
begun, which ended in the “ first flower of the earth” 

absolutely refusing to yield any longer the first fruits 
of the earth to the obnoxious protestant pastor. 

Keen was the struggle in her parent's breast to part 
with his beautiful, his highly-gifted girl, and send her 
forth to tempt the uncertain favour of a cold and cal- 
culating world: but when once Florence Butler's lot 
in life was cast, her father accepted with gratitude 
Mrs. Delme’s offer of giving her the advantage of a 
season in London, to perfect herself in those accom- 
plishments so necessary in her arduous career by the 
opportunity thns afforded her of hearing music in its 
utmost perfection, and studying the arts in the ateliers 
of their professors. On Laura’s presentation at court, 
Florence assisted with her opinion at her toilette; and, 
as she took up one rich ornament after another, praised 
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them with unaffected cordiality, as she could not in 
conscience praise the beauty of the wearer. Laura’s 
splendid appearance excited a strong sertsation, and 
visions the most flattering flitted round her nightly 
pillow. She believed herself admired, beloved by the 
most dazzling and captivating being on whom her 
youthful eye had ever rested. In the ball that suc- 
ceeded the drawing-room, and several subsequent 
fetes, the same sweet delusion was continued. He 
was the first man who had ever addressed her in the 
intoxicating language of adulation, the first who had 
made her young heart glow with the mingled throb 
of vanity and pleasure—he was her fate. Yet Laura, 

with the diffidence attending a first and girlish passion, 
had only named this favoured being to Florence in a 
cursory manner among a number of others; and Flo- 
rence, who, anxious to perfect herself in various 
branches of acquirement, seldom indulged in an amuse- 
ment, except an occasional concert or exhibition, had 
not yet met the object of Laura’s preference. 

The scene changed; Laura, whose health soon 
proved unequal to a tumultuous life, removed with 
her mother to their villa, situated on one of the most 
beautiful parts of the Thames. Here every thing in- 
vited to confidence between two young hearts. Laura’s 
friendship for Florence grew more lively, her commu- 
nications more unreserved. It was not a place to 
forget the lover who had imparted fresh charms to the 
most brilliant scenes. 

« E’en love, (if fame the truth of love declare) 
Drew first the breathings of a rural air.” 

“ Come, answer me one question,” said she to Flo- 
rence, “ and answer it truly; and do throw aside that 
history, those maps and compasses. I so hate reading 
history with the map, it always reminds me of the 
school-room.” 

«“ When you consider the school-room is to be the 
scene of my whole future existence—” 

“Oh, I hope not; but to return to my question: 
which do you think likely to turn ont the hajppiest 
marriage—that in which the advantages of fortune 

are equal on both sides, or where the woman has the 
power of conferring a signal favour and benefit on one 
whom fortune has not treated with the kindness due 
to his distinguished merits?” 

“Indeed,” answered Florence, with a slight blush, 
“T am a very indifferent judge of those matters.” 

“True; you are always thinking of graver things. 
Well, you wise ladies have one comfort; your minds 
are too much taken up with philosophy, poetry, and 
belles-lettres to leave room for the anxieties and per- 
plexities that disturb us ordinary mortals.” 

Laura noticed not the sigh with which this observa- 
tion was received, and continued, warming into more 
earnestness as she pursued the subject, “ Then I will 
answer the question myself. Happy, thrice happy, in 
my opinion, is the woman who has the power of re- 
pairing the injustice of fortund in favour of the man 
she loves; who can every day indulge in the delight- 
ful thought that, but for her, those graces, those talents 
that she has admired and distinguished, would have 
been blighted and chilled by 4 

But on a sudden Laura's voice is hushed—a bright 
carnation kindles her pale cheek—her respiration is 

suspended, and the next moment she turns eagerly to 
point ont to Florence a figure advancing on the smooth- 
shaven lawn. He has passed it, and approached the 

French window—he enters it at the invitation con- 
veyed by a smile—he seems assured of a welcome to 
his unceremonic s approach; and what eye, what 
heart could refuse a welcome to Lord Invermay? The | 
most strenuous upholders of the doctrine of the use- | 
lessness, nay, the unbecomingness of great beauty in a | 
man (we suspect they are generally of the rougher | 
sex, and themselves members of the ugly club,) would 

have been almost converted by his appearance. There 
was something in it at once so dazzling, yet so pleasing, 
so fresh, and yet so noble, that the eye rested upon 
his countenance as upon an assemblage of all that 
was most gracious in nature ; and the heart refused to 
admit it possible that this splendid temple was only 
the spacious lodging of vice and extravagance. 

“You here, Lord Invermay?” said Laura, with a 
little faint attempt to chide ;.“ and to give us no notice 
of your coming: how could you leave London while 
it retained any attraction?” 

“ It has none now for me;” his Lordship with mark- 
ed emphasis replied: “I am not arrived half an hour ; 
but I intend, if you do not forbid it, to be a very assi- 
duous and troublesome neighbour.” 

A most animated and interesting conversation en- 
sued ; interesting, wé mean, to the parties concerned : 
for, truth to say, nothing could be more trifling: and 
Lord Invermay interspersed it with anecdotes of his 
dogs and horses little calculated for the meridian of a 
drawing-room. Yet Laura listened to all as if it had 
united the colloquial eloquence of Coleridge to the 
sparkling brilliancy of Moore. Had Invermay been 
silent it would have been the same; Laura could 
have sat, hour after hour, in pleased silence by his 
side. Be his pursuits what they might—cards or bil- 
liards—riding or reading—fishing or fencing—nay, 
even algebra or mathematics, she would have found 
something in each and all to interest and engage her; 
for Laura loved, and loved with the whole strength of 
an innocent, confiding, and truly generous heart. So 
engrossed was Laura with the unexpected pleasure of 
seeing Lord Invermay that she had forgotten to present 

Florence; and the deadly paleness that had at first 
overspread the cheek of the Irish clergyman's daughter 
remained unnoticed, and she had time to resume her 
usual gentle dignity of carriage before the ceremony 
took place. A screen and a flower-stand had hitherto 
concealed her from his sight; and who would havé 
suspected in Lord Invermay’s few courteously mur- 
mured words “that he had already had the pleasure 
or seeing Miss Butler in Ireland,” and in the graceful 
and silent courtesy of Florence, that when those two 
last met, it had been with blushes, heart-throbs, and 
blending tears; and that they had not parted without 
the mutual avowal that they were all the world to 
each other. 

On Lord Invermay’s departure, Laura rallied her 
friend on her silence relative to any previous know- 
ledge of him. Florence parried her remarks with 
tolerable firmness. “JI met him at a third place,” she 
said, “ at Lady Osmond’s, whose domain was near my 
father’s living; and when the Lord Lieutenant, who 
was staying in that part of the country, made her a 
visit, Lord Invermay was one of the aid-de-camps.” 

“ And you, my fair Florence, were invited to play 
beanty on the memorable occasion of ‘His Majesty's 
visit to Tillietudlem,'—why then you really had some 
tolerable society at Bally Kelly? Excuse me, my love, 
but I never can remember or pronounce the Irish 

name of your father’s residence.” 
“No matter. Am J not also doomed, for my future 

days, to ‘forget mine own people, and my father’s 
house ?’” said Florence, with a starting tear. 

Laura embraced her tenderly, and the trifling 
wound inflicted by girlish thoughtlessness, and the 
exuberant spirits incidental to a “ pure, open, prosper- 
ous love,” was instantly healed. 

Released from Miss Delme’s society, which for the 
first time she felt painful, Florence, early inured to 
habits of self-discipline, seriously held commune with 
herself, whether she should not open Laura's eyes on 
the true character of her interested lover. Yet the 
longer she revolved it in her mind, the more difficult 
she found the task. True, Invermay had loved her, 
fondly, madly loved her—he had been struck at first 
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sight by her singular and winning style of beauty, 
and by manners which he had hardly expected to find 
in a district so remote. During his short stay with 
the Lord Lieutenant at Lord Osmond’s, and a subse- 
quent meeting in the Irish capital, he had contrived to 
make known his sentiments to Miss Butler. He had 
acknowledged there were difficulties—great difficulties 
—that he was as poor as proud, and dependent on the 

favour of an uncle. He had requested her secrecy, and 
now she found him the acknowledged lover of another. 
She knew not the mad career in which he had plunged 
since they parted. She knew not how irretrievably 
ruined were his present prospects, unless Miss Delme 
granted him her hand. But she soon perceived he 
was vain, selfish, and extravagant. She thought of 
warning, Mrs. Delme; but a nameless reluctance seized 
her whenever she approached the subject. Examining 
narrowly into her heart, she found it was the fear of 
injuring Invermay; for the first time she doubted the 
purity of her own intentions, and felt, bitterly felt, the 
stings of self-reproach. 

Lord Invermay was soon a domesticated guest at the 
villa. It happened that one morning Miss Delme was 
slightly indisposed, and absented herself from the 
breakfast table, where there was always arranged a 
number of beautiful bouquets. Florence, on descend- 
ing, found the room only occupied by Lord Invermay, 
and, after a brief interchange of the compliments of 
the morning, was about to leave it until joined by 
Mrs. Delme, when he stopped her with some inquiry 
respecting Laura’s health, and did not appear to hear 
Miss Butler's unsatisfactory bulletin with much feeling. 
Selecting the most beautiful from among the clustered 
flowers :— 

“These white moss roses,” he said, with his irre- 
sistible smile, “ are, | think, poor Laura’s favourites ; 
but as she is not here to enjoy their exquisite fragrance, 
permit me, in the absence of the queen of diamonds, 
to make an offering of them to the queen of hearts.” 

“ By no means,” said Florence, indignantly, “ that 
would be my very reason for leaving them for her, 
should she chance to come down; never would I de- 
prive her of the smallest object that can give her 
pleasure.” 

“ And yet you have deprived her of more than that,” 
resumed Invermay, with a penetrating look; “ because 
you see me here the victim of cursed necessity. Can 
you believe me so dull, so blind, so forgetful, as to 
have banished from my memory all traces of former 
days—all that I fondly felt—all that you made me 
hope, when 2 

“ This is language I must not hear,” said Florence, 
moving to the door. “What were my former feelings 
it matters not, you have set the example of forgetful- 
ness, and in the cares and occupations of my future 
life——” 

“ That is what maddens me,” said Lord Invermay, 
impatiently. “Why, Florence, why yourself erect an 
insurmountable barrier between us? Why, with your 
graces, your beauty, and attractions, condemn yourself 
to a life of ceaseless disgust and endless toil, when you 
might command a 

Florence had hitherto listened to him in a con- 
strained silence; but this harsh and unjust picture, 
drawn by the hand she loved, was too much for her 
feelings, and exclaiming—* This comes too late !”— 
She burst into an agony of tears. 

Lord Invermay was moved by her weeping—more 
affected than he would have acknowledged to himself 
possible a few hours before. Ever the creature of 
impulse, the world and all its vanities receded for a 
moment from his sight, and he thought he could be 
happy with Florence and a cottage. He raised to her 
those eyes that in former times had always spoken so 
directly to her heart—those eyes “so darkly, deeply, 
beautifully blue.” 

“Will you refuse to hear me?” he exclaimed. 
“ Renounce, renounce that horrid sacrifice, and I will 
break with Miss Delme, brave the anger of my family, 
and bear you where I shall find all happiness centred 
in calling you mine.” 

Florence leant against the window for support. 
She trembled violently, but her resolution was un- 
shaken. What! prove a serpent to her friend, and the 
ruin of Lord Invermay! “Never,” she exclaimed, 
“address this language to me again—happy with me 
alone! Alas, Lord Invermay, you know not yourself. 
You may grieve, but you cannot move me. But if, 
indeed, you retain some regard for poor Florence But- 
ler—some remembrance of the esteem with which you 
once inspired her—be kind to Laura, and never let 
her suspect that her generous affection was repaid 
with indifference.” 

Lord Invermay was silent. Never, between him 
and Florence was this subject resumed, and, haply, 
had she listened to him, it had been her lot to mark 
how soon that light mind repented an offer made from 
a transient glow of honour and generosity. On the 
contrary, his attentions to Laura grew more assiduous, 
as if to dispel from her mind the remotest suspicion 
that she was not the sole “ ladye of his thoughts,” and 
an humbler than the young heiress might, by his man- 
ner, have been deceived into the belief that it was so. 

The marriage day was fixed. Laura was talking 
over with Florence her future plans. “ Poor Inver- 
may,” she said, “ is terribly embarrassed in his affairs. 
I fear he is too generous ever to be rich. How I wish 
it had been possible for us to join in concealing it 
from those prying, poking lawyers and guardians, who 
never see things rightly. For have I not enough for 
both? But who can talk, who can think, of the ad- 
vantages of fortune, when about to be united to Inver- 
may? I only regret my personal pretensions are not 
greater; but Invermay says he never could endure 
professed beauties. Then I never could make any 
thing of painting or music; but Invermay says he does 
not like to see a lady distinguishing herself in the arts 
like a professor.” 

A slight and scarcely perceptible smile on the cheek 
of Florence showed how superfluous she considered 

most young ladies’ apprehensions of being mistaken 
for professors. But Laura continued :— 

“ As for literature, we are pretty much on a par. I 
am aware I am no blue stocking or bel esprit, but 
Invermay says he detests clever women. How glad 
I should be to have you a witness of our happiness. 
(A fine scheme of happiness, thought Florence, from 
which all that elevates and adorns human life is to 
be excluded.) How I have wished you would have 
allowed me from my ample means to settle on you 
such a fortune as should prevent the necessity x 

“You know,” replied Florence, interrupting her, 
“ that, sincerely grateful for the kindness of your in- 
tentions, I never could brook the idea of so great an 
obligation. Besides, what right have I to revel in 
idleness and luxury, while so many of my nearest and 
dearest kindred must seek a precarious existence; the 
boys in toilsome or hazardous pursuits, the girlk———.” 

“ Why true,” said Laura thoughtfully, “ ‘tis a pity 
there are ten of you; and a vague vision of Lord 
Invermay’s noble Fergus Mac Ivor-like features, and 
prepossessing countenance, assuming a somewhat less 
benign expression at the inroad of ten hungry cousins, 
all anxious to be provided for, darkened her imagina- 
tion, and made her for a moment look grave. 

“ At least,” she hastily resumed, “you could live 
with us, be my companion, in the best—in that only 
sense of the word—my chosen and truest friend.” 

“ Impossible!” cried Florence with emotion. 

“ Nonsense! what is your objection? Perhaps you 
think you would not be welcome to Lord Invermay— 
that best and noblest of creatures, you will never know 
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him as he ought to be known—it is he who put me on 

that plan—” 
More Laura might have added. For, engrossed in 

her darling theme, glowing with eloquence, where 
alone she could be awakened to it, she perceived not 
that she had no longer an auditor—Florence had 
fainted. 

* * * * * * * * 

« And can he be, indecd, so vile?” thought Fiorence, 
as with clasped hands and streaming eyes she implored | j : 
strength to endure this last drop m the cup of misery. 
A conviction of the utter unworthiness of the heari’s 

‘rated idul—for a deep aud intimate interest 
ace 

once conse 

sometimes gives to innocence the penetration ol 

—* Then it is time indeed my resolution were taken.” | 
A fatality sometimes seems to overrule our best 

conceried plans. 

After having weighed over and over the advantages 
and disadvantages of various brilliant offers of esta- 
blishment, and rejecting thein all, she now suddenly 
closed with the most ineligible that had presented 

itself. 
Mrs. Honeymoon was a widow lady with a small 

fortune and a large family, with means just sufficient 
to supply her every year with a new gown and a new 
governess, for none had been yet found with patience 
tu continue the “ delightfal task” of “ rearing the ten- 
der thoughts” of her young s!oots for a longer period. 
Reader, if you happen to sympathise in fate and for- 
tune with Florence, never engage your talents to a 
widow lady in moderate circumstances. A dull home, 
a thankless task, a seanty board, and a tyrant brood of 
spoiled and overbearing children will await you, with | 
none of those remunerating advantages or cheering 
compensations to be found in the abodes of the pros- | 

A governess was to Mrs. Honey- | perous and affluent. 
moon a luxury that taxed too highly her small expen- 
diture to enable her to make any further outlay in 
order to render that governess comfuriable. The eldest 
daughter, Monimia, it was her wish to make a perfect 
musician, and she certainly would have succeeded had 
the poor thing possessed cither voice or ear; for she 
had, as her mother declared, a wonderful turn for 
music. Her figure, too, would have looked graceful 
at the harp, but for a slight spinal defect, and the 
accident of having one foot shorter than the other. 
The second, who was so short-sighted that she did not 
know a person in the saine room, was to be mare a 

paintress; and the third, who had narrowly escaped 

being an idiot, a el esprit. 
“T had almost forgotten to meniion, Miss Butler,” 

said Mrs. Honeymoon, with a complacent smile at the 
agreeable surprise she was announcing, “ that there is 

a fuurth aspirant after your instructions, a dear little 
boy. Come forward, Dionysius, my dear, and let Miss 
Butler examine you in your catechisms. (Ah! little 
thought our wise and reverend ancestors, when they 
compiled the first interrogatory of that name, that cate- 

chisms of botany, mythvlogy, conchology, geology, 
would be as famitiar to their snecessors.) Come, hold 
up your head, my love, and don’t be afraid of her, she 
won't puzzle you.” 

“ Puzzle me!” repeated Dionysius, (who by the way 
was a very ugly bty of between seven and eight.) 
“that’s droll! a man to be puzzled by a woman!— | 
Come, Miss Butler, first do you answer ine, and answer 
without stop or hesitation, mark me! When was the 
inquisition established in Spain? What is the date of 
the first Punic war? Who discovered America? What 
is your opinion of the Salique law? 
inventor of the Greek fire? What is the distance from 
this to Coventry ? and what are the relative proportions 
of carbon, hydrogen, azote, and oxygen, that go to the 
composition of caoutchonc ?” 

Seeing that Florence was silent, he politely burst 
into a horse-laugh, made a low bow, and vanished. 

Thus it was with Florence Butler. | 

Who was the | 

| “How quick he is!’ said Mrs. Honeymoon, with 
| glistening eyes, “ Miss Butler, I shall not think the 
worse of you for acknowledging yourself posed. How 

those catechisms bring young people on! I assure you 
this is but a small sample of the various knowledge 

| Dionysius has already arranged in that little head of 
his!” 

Who but must rejoice in the sight of childhood as 
it ought to be—beautiful, gay, unaffected, a thing of 
light and glory, diffusing life and joyousness to the 
hearts of all around; but in proportion as the charms 
of ingenuousuess and sprightliness are heightened by 

| the innocence of infancy, so is the assumption of wis- 

dom and the affectation of manhood ridiculous and 
revolting. 

Florence soon found that Master Dionysius, or Denys, 
as he was familiarly styled, was rightly named, for he 
ruled in the family like a perfect despot, thereby veri- 
fying the observation of a French abbe long conver- 

sani with youth, that “a young lady with only a papa, 
or a young genileman with ouly a mamma, was sure 

| to turn out un enfant gate.” Neither quickness of in- 
| tellect nor warmth of affection rewarded poor Florence 
for the time she now lavished on her untoward pupils; 

j and indeed Mrs. Honeymoon, who was herself a dunce 
of the first magnitude, used with great simplicity to 
observe that her's were the oddest girls—they never 
cared either for their governcsses or their learning! 
Yet to Florence these untoward pupils and this uncon- 
genial abode possessed one invaluable recommendation 
—it took her wholly out of the circle of Laura and 
Lord Invermay. 

Their marriage had followed close upon her depar- 
ture. It was eclebrated with a poinp, a lavish waste 
of wealth, that was more than magnificence; it was 
profusion without bounds. Gold, silver, and jewels 
sparkled on all sides, until wealth became absolutely 
the supplanter, not the handmaiden, of taste. The 
Lride’s frowsseau surpassed every thing that luxury had 
yet imagined. Crowds flocked to examine the ominous 
splendour of that ill-assorted marriage. The extent of 
Lord Invermay’s embarrassments exceeded even the 
caleulaicon of the confiding Laura. Gambling debts, 
and other arrangements of even a less honourable de- 
scription, required an immediate settlement. A large 
portion of her wealth was the sacrifice, but she wit- 
nessed its alienation without a murmur, fondly repeat- 
ing, 

“ And then the grateful youth shall own, 
I loved him for himself alone.” 

Fatal mistake! Say, could she purchase love? No 
| —ihe woman who fails to awaken passion, but rarely 
inspires cratitude. Some minds spring up with a re- 

| aelive scorn from the oppressive weight of obligation, 
|and the native pride of man revolis at receiving pecu- 
| niary favours from any hand but that of her he loves. 

Faintly, as in the wandering of a dream, or as echo 
conveys to the listening ear the murmurings of the 
distant ocean, Florence occasionally heard the tidings of 

}a world she was never to enter; heard descriptions of 
| Lady Invermay’s gaieties ; then, hinted reports of secret 
misery and domestie unkindness; lasily, a rumour of 
discord, violence, and threatened dissipation of her 
once princely wealth. 

| Her own lot admitted of no change, no amelioration. 
She herself had chosen it; and as the sun arose upon 
each succeeding weary day, she only locked upon the 
one that was past as filing off one link from the chain 

of misery by which she was bound. 
At length a visiter appeared capable of awakening 

in her the long dormant feelings of complacency and 
| sympathy. 

A distant relation of Mrs. Honeymoon’s late husband 
—the Marchioness of Tiverton, on paying her annual 

visit, was struck with the beauty and grace of Miss 

| 
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Batler, whom she had furmerly occasionally met in the 
world, but had not had such opportunity of estimating 
her pretensions in the hurry of society. There is no 
denying that Florence,on her part, was equally charm- 
ed with her ladyship, and spared no pains to heighten 
her favourable prepossession. A loug abstinence from 
all that was elegant and engaging, had produced its 
usual effect of increasing the power of a fascinating 
exterior; and there was a something in Lady Tiver- 

ton’s cuuntenance and features that acted with myste- 
rious sympathy on the heart of Florence, and yet she | 
guessed not the cause: yet in Lady ‘Tiverton there | 
was to be scen only the splendid reimaius of a once | 
strikingly beautiful woman, atid her sharpened though 
elegant features, and slight emaciated form told truly 
that the mind within was a restless flame, and that, 
contrary to most of her sex, it had been, even in the 
first bloom of her beauty, more her ambition to be 

distinguished for the graces of the mind than the per- 
son. Worldly observers could also detect in her man- 
ner a feverish restlessness, an anxivus desire to shine, 
that sometimes, although rarely, took from that digni- 
fied tranquillity which is its perfection. But in the 
“Honeymoon” sphere such defects were invisible, 
and Florence was charmed with the graceful urbanity | 
that could diffuse pleasure through every member of 
the little cirele—satisfy even the exorbitant parental 
vanity of Mrs. Honeymoon; but then, (if the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, must be ac- 
knowledged,) console itself with a palinode, the mo- 
ment an opportunity presented. This was offered in 
a second visit, of which Florence had not the false 
modesty to deny that she was the cause and motive. 
“ My dear Miss Butler,” said the marchioness, “ why 
have you hidden yourself from us? you must be dying 
with ennui with good Mrs. Honeymoon. The girls 
are ‘de bonnes gates de filles,’ but will never do honour 
to your talents as an insiructress ; yet even their quiet 
dullness [ prefer to the spoiled boy, attacking one with 
all his little knowledge about him, freshly acquired 
half-an-hour before, and pestering visiters with * Why’ 
and ‘ Because.’ Why did you not confide your inten- 
tions to me: I should have had a pleasure in giving 
you the preference over Miss Aspendale, whom I es- 
tablished in Lady Frances Delavel’s family. That | 
would be a situation, indecd, somewhat worthy of 
you, and almost independent: apartments to yourself— 
separate establishmeut—servants to wait on you only | 
—two lovely intelligent pupils—and frequent use of 
Lady Frances’s play, opera, and concert tickets.” 

It needed not Lady 'Tiverion’s talents to demonstrate 
to Florence that her lot was a most disagreeable one; 
and by the time her ladyship took leave, notwithstand- 
ing all in her own manner was bland, kind, and con- 
descending, Florence found the result of her visit, an 
added depression of spirits, and she could not restrain 
a few tears from falling in (what Madame de Siael 
denominates) self-pity. 

“ That is so exactly like Lady Tiverton,” said Mrs. 
Honeymoon, who took her ladyship’s call in her ab- 
sence as a heinous offence. “ You look pale and 
agitated afier her visit, Miss Butler; 1 could * guess’ 
now, as they say across the water, her ladyship has 
been pitying you, and that you think yourself, at this 
moment, a very unfortunate heroine: it is only the 

marchioness’s way. She left you impressed with the 
idea that she was deeply interested in you, and that 
if you had consulted her, she would have done won- 
ders for you.” Florence blushed: Mrs. Honeymoon 
had so exactly portrayed the effect of Lady Tiverton’s 
conversation. “ Now,” resumed her hostess, “ Lady 
Tiverton does not care a straw whether you or any 
other creature on earth may be happy or miserable, 
and merely set befure you the imaginary disagreeables 
of your situation fur the pleasure of displaying her own 

you most uncomfortable.” Florence was rather asto- 
nished at this sorite from the usuaily yea-and-nay Mrs. 
Honeymoon; bat, as 1 have betore iaken occasion to 
observe, a strong teeling of any sort often warms the 

dullest into eloquence, and Mrs. lfoneymoon very 
dogmatically coutinued: “ Should Lady ‘Tiverton call 
again, With her condolences and her cternal eye-glass, 

and her snappish lap-dogs, my advice to you, Miss 
Buder, is, that you should not make your appearance : 
your engagements are surely a sifficient excuse of a 
morning, and the marchieness cannot require the 

company of my children’s governess.” 
I have ofien wondered, considering the liberality 

with which advice, aid no other commodity of equal 
value, is often bestowed, at the negligence, perverse- 
hess—not to say ingratitude, with whieh it is usually 
received. LT have had occasion to make this remark 
in my OWN person more than onee, but never was it 

more signally exemplified than in the case of Mrs. 
Honeymoon; for, exactly a week after she had pro- 
nounced a homily intended to prove that her homely 
establishment was superior to ‘Tiverion House, Flo- 
rence was leaning in a swifily gliding and easy hung 
equipage, the companion of the travelled, accemplish- 
ed, and intellectual Marchiotess of Tiverton. 

Reader! have you in your travels round the world, 
or by the fireside, ever met the description of the fas- 
cinating snake, whose victim wheels in endless circles 
above iis insidious fue, but at length drops powerless 
into the jaws of the destroyer? Such was the fate of 
Florence, who, afier enduring much, and suffering 
long, found herself at the end, drawn into the very 
vortex from which she had so struggled to escape, for 
Lord Invermay was nephew to Lady ‘Tiverton! 

Painful and pleasing was the meeting between the 
two cousins—* pleasant, but mournful to the soul.” 

Florence saw in the now constantly contracted brow 
and care-worn cheek of Laura a confirmation of fame’s 
werst report; yet still she strove with hollow gaiety 
to mask a breaking heart—not from that false pride 
which seeks to conceal that it has erred in the im- 
por:ant choice of life, but to screen the chosen object 
from even a thought of blame. Oh, woman! in every 
class of life, in every scene, alike fond, faithful, con- 
fiding and undone !—" Join did not mean to hurt me, 
I am sure he did not,” is the exelamation of the ex- 
piring wife of the peasant or labourer, who dies the 
vietim of his brutal intoxication. “1 have been a 
little indisposed, but change of air will restore me,” 
was all the complaint of the meek, long-suffering, halt 

rained Lady livermay. 
Florence soon discovered another drawback on hee 

satisfaction. The latent sperkie, the flushing check 
that spoke the restlessness of the mind within were no 
misleade@. She soon perceived Lady Tiverton’s 
friendship was to be still more easily lost than won. 
Offence given, however undesignedly, would awaken 
all the latent fires of a temper hardly ever in repose. 
Her polished manners, united to warmth of heart, con- 
cealed this from the general gaze; it was a volcano 
covered with verdure and flowers, but t.e fires that 
slept below were not extine:. ‘To Floren’e it appear- 
ed that she had in some manner discovered Lord In- 
vermay’s latent attachment to herself, and watched 
her conduct with a jealous, suspicious eye. Lady In- 
vermay’s removal from town to try the effects of a 
milder air being imperatively enjoincd by her physi- 
cians, Florence hoped that, as Lord lnvermay of course 
accompanied her, there would be at least @ truce to 

these painful and humiliating trials. 
They had been gone to the sca-side a fortnight, and 

the marchioness dined from home, when Florence, 
who had despatched with negligent indifference a 
slight and solitary meal, had ordered the tea equipage 

at rather an earlier hour than usual. 
eloquence, and the additiunal gratification of making Much to her surprise Lord Invermay was announced. 
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He was always a welcome guest to Lady Tiverton, 
but her absence made his appearance awkward, if not 
alarming, to her representative. Recovering from her 
momentary confusion she received with outward com- 
posure, although with inward uneasiness, Lord Inver- 
may’s siatement of having run up to town on indis- 

pensable business, having left Lady Invermay in 
amended health and spirits, coneluding with a decla- 
ration that he intended to intrude for a dinner on his 
aunt. 

“I regret she is gone to dine from home,” replied 
Florence, “ and my tea-table,” she added with a faint 
smile, “ would afford your lordship but poor refresh- 
ment.” 

“The very thing,” exclaimed Lord Invermay— 
“nothing so refreshing as strong green tea after a 
journey; so come now, there’s a good soul, give me 
the unusual pleasure of a cup made by the fair hands 
of a lady, and I'll produce a bribe (holding up a letter 
from Laura:) I am very good to be the bearer of it, as 

no doubt it is full of sad stories about a certain Lord 
Invermay. Sit down;” for Florence had been stand- 
ing during this brief colloquy, as a hint that he was 
expected to take his departure after she had announced 
the absence of Lady Tiverton: but Lord Invermay 
would take no hints; and as, with gentle urgency he 
led her back to the sofa, there was a grace in all he 
did and uttered, that what in another would have 
appeared rude and obtrusive met with ready pardon 
in him. It was only in his absence that the faults of 
this dangerous and fascinating being could be remem- 
bered. 

“Since you absolutely will not go without some 
tea,” said Florence laughing and blushing, “ the sooner 
I prepare it the better; but surely at the clubs——” 

Lord Invermay interrupted what she would have 
further said by a general complaint of the “ cursed 
dullness of every thing in London—the dreary empti- 
ness of his deserted mansion;” adding, with a forced 
laugh, “ Although I have not, now, the Frenchman's 
reason for remaining all day at a coffee-house looking 
over a game of dominos, that he had ‘a wife at home;’ 
still Lady Invermay is too good an economist to think 
of providing fur a husband's comfort in her own ab- 
sence.” 

Florence resolved to have now recourse to silence | 
and reading her letter. 

“ Will you permit me?” she said, unfolding the per- 
fumed envelope. 

“ No, indeed, I will not permit you,” said Lord In- 
vermay, laughingly taking it out of her hand; “ you 
must atiend to me now, and any time will do for Lady 
Invermay.” 

Florence sighed to mark the determined coldness | 
that accompanied every mention of the name of his 
suffering wife; a coldness which he had veiled at | 
least, in former times, under the semblance of affec- | 
tionate ardour. Turning to him with a sweet and 
persuasive earnestness, 

“ How I should rejoice to hear you call her Laura 
once again!” she cried. 

“How I rejoice to hear you deign to express any | 
wish it is in my power to grant! I'll call her Laura, 
or whai you will,” continued Lord Invermay, bending 
a toospeaking glance on her averted face, “so I talk 
of her to you.” 

Florence felt alarmed, yet too confident of her own 
strength she thought this was perhaps the only oppor- 
tunity she might have of recalling the being she had 
ance loved with all the devoted singleness of affection, 
ioduty, to happiness, and thereby securing the felicity 

of two persons still the most dear to her in the world. 
She spoke to him of Laura’s claims, of her devoted 

affection; she pleaded her cousin's cause with a fer- 
vour of eloquence inspired by the recollection of her 
anticipated felicity, and the sad conviction of her 

bitter disappointment. She urged how happy they 
siill might be if he would listen to the voice of reason, 
and renounce those mistaken pleasures that had already 
led them to the brink of ruin. 

Lord Invermay listened with rapt attention. He 
could have bade her go on for ever, while his eye 
wandered in uncontrolled admiration over her beau- 
tiful and animated countenance. 

Florence mistook the cause of his emotion. She 
imagined she had gained a victory when she was 
never farther from the one to which her pure heart 
alone aspired. At length, availing himself of a pause, 
Lord Invermay snatched her hand, and, kissing it pas- 

sionately, exclaimed, 
“Mould me as you will, enchantress; hereafter I 

am the creature of your power!” 
Alarmed and startled, Florence turned to disclaim 

the assumption ef any such influence, when her dis- 
claimers were met—not by Lord Invermay, but by 
the Marchioness of Tiverton! 

Her ladyship, having been seized by a slight bat 
sudden indisposition, had returned home earlier than 
she was expected ; and, from totally different causes, 
time had slipped away alike unheeded by Florence 
and Invermay. Lady Tiverton was much too well 
bred to let the slightest appearance of displeasure be- 

tray itself in the presence of her nephew. On the 
contrary, the welcome she gave him was so immediate 
and cordial, that Lord Invermay flattered himself his 
unguarded action had remained unobserved ; but Flo- 
rence, who knew every turn and variation of Lady 
Tiverton’s countenance, was not to be lulled into 
tranquillity by this deceitful calm, and was aware that 
the storm was delayed, not averted. 

Her fears did not deceive her—Lord Invermay 
shortly afterwards took his leave, and Lady Tiverton, 
relieved from the restraint of his presence, observed— 
“You were regretted at Lady D——’s, Miss Butler. 
Her Ladyship, I told you, had expressed a desire to 
have you introduced to her circle ; but as you can find 
so much better amusement for yourself- ” Here 
she paused, fixed her fine black eyes on her in indig- 

| nant scrutiny, and then resumed—* Rumour, for once, 
| was no slanderer, I find. I now understand my ne- 
phew’s long reluctance to a_ perfectly suitable match 
|—the sudden removal of a dangerous inmate from the 
| villa of Mrs. Delme——an inmate who abused the friend- 
ship and confidence of the unsuspicious Laura to—” 

“Tlear me, Lady Tiverton,” said Florence in tears 

|— ‘tis true I have long known your nephew, Lord 
Invermay—knew him before 

“ Choose some other confidante, Miss Butler,” an- 
swered her ladyship proudly. “To insult my ears 
with the story of your aspiring and criminal attach- 
ment is a freedom I neither can nor will brook. I ask 
no avowals—no humiliating and tardy confessions ; 
they are useless to you, and unworthy of me.” 

Florence listened with her hands clasped, her head 
declined, her brew contracted, as if in these definitive 

| sentences she had heard her warrant of death ¢ all the 
| blood that should have circulated round her heart 
seemed to have mounted to her cheek, enhancing her 

|usually pale beauty with the richest crimson glow ; 
then again retreating, leaving it paler than before; 
yet, to a discerning eye, her appearance would have 

conveyed the impression of outraged delicacy—of in- 
jured rectitude—not of conscious guilt: but Lady Ti- 
verion, blinded by passion, was incapable of making 
the distinction: she only quitted the object of her 
wrath to consider in what way she should make the 
preceding scene known to Lady Invermay. For she 
was indeed, as Mrs. Honeymoon had observed, one of 
those cruel comforters who, under the pretext of pity, 
plant a thorn in the unsuspicious bosom which no after 
kindness or sympathy can extract. 

Laura was made acquainted with that, of which, if 
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she had remained in ignorance, some chance would 
have existed of her benefiting by the change of air end 
scene, and a slight renewal of the attentions of her 
husband. 

Laura was not naturally suspicious, but repeated 
and bitter experience had rendered her so. She lis- 
tened to the voice of groundless jealousy, and indig- 
nant at her supposed wrong, disdained to conceal what 
she felt. She wrote to Florence in the fulness of a 
heart bursting with the sense of unrequited kindness, 
and announcing that their friendship was at an end. 
Thus injured by Lord Invermay, thrown off by the 
Marchioness, and suspected by the world, this was the 
last drop in the cup of misery that poor Florence was 
compelled to drink. The story was related in a hun- 
dred different ways, and in each to the disadvantage 
of its innocent heroine. It gave a sort of unhappy 
celebrity to the most modest and unobtrusive of human 
beings, and all were anxious to have a peep at the 
mysterious beauty caged at Lady Tiverton’s. The 
distressed Irish clergyman’s daughter, whose charms 

had fixed and fascinated the hitherto notoriously fickle 
as handsome Lord Invermay. 

But Florence was now in no state to justify fame’s 
exaggerated statements. Chained to a bed of sickness, 
unsoothed by sympathy or friendship, for one and 
twenty days life and death struggled with her for the 
mastery: but in the extreme of misery consolation 
dawns, or the victim must succumb; and _ thus, from 
the enlightened and benevolent physician, whose skill 
recalled her from the brink of the grave, she was des- 
tined to find refuge from those storms which had 
almost rendered its haven desirable. 

In the family of Dr. Welwyn, Florence at length 
met that consideration and kindness which she had 
hitherto sought in vain, and blest was she to devote 
her renovated strength and improved faculties to the 
charming family of this exemplary man. 

Genius and knowledge were here arrayed in their 
most attractive garb. Doctor Welwyn did not consi- 
der his home as a mere resting-place, where he might 
recruit his overwrought spirits, and indulge in queru- 
lous complaint or sullen silence. The sight of his 
interesting daughters and amiable wife seemed to act 
at once as a cordial to his body and mind; and never, 
in his domestic circle, would it have been supposed, 
from his manner, that he had, perhaps, just returned 
from combating the opposition of ignorance, the taunts 
of envy excited by his superior success and skill, or 
the indecision of timidity worn out by long suffering, 
vet half conscious that some painful sacrifice must be 
made. 

Here Florence witnessed, for the first time, the 
calmness that rules the mind devoted to science ; and 
also the numerous pleasures which spring from that 
exhaustless source. She had been accustomed to apply 
the term “ interesting” to a drama, a poem, or a tale. 
She had also occasionally heard the word used in 
speaking of young ladies far her inferiors in beauty ; 
indeed, had often observed with a secret smile, that a 
“sweet, interesting girl,” was one of whom little else 
could be said; but in Doctor Welwyn’s circle, she had 

got into a land of “ interesting minerals,” and “ inter- 
esting earths,’ and often marked the unwearied philo- 
sopher, after a day of exhausting labour, prepare to 
consume the midnight oil in foreign correspondence, 
about some newly discovered, and “ most interesting 
chemical body.” 

But a term is put by nature to the exercise of the 
finest energies, and the intense and varied studies of 
Doctor Welwyn at length setiously called for an inter- 
val of repose. Travelling was discovered to be ne- 

cessary to avert the threatened loss of health; and he 
was compelled to abstain for a time from every thing 
that could agitate or engross his mind. A tour in the 
southern provinces of Frence was recommended to 

him, terminating in a sojourn at Nice, and thither Flo- 
rence obtained permission from home to accompany 2 
family to which she had become sincerely attached. 

The result of this experiment was favourable to 
Doctor Welwyn, so as to realize the most sanguine 
hopes of his relatives and friends. But as health 
dawned again on one member of the travelling group, 
it was but too visible another drooped and declined. 

It was now three years since Florence Butler's first 
“ going out,” and the variety of trials to which a deli- 
cate and sensitive female is thus exposed, had done 
their work. ‘Toil, anxiety, sympathy with a revered 
parent’s sufferings, who had been gradually reduced 
from “an elegant sufficiency” to the sacrifice of the 
conveniences, the comfurts, almost the necessaries of 
life ; but above all, those appalling and secret conflicts 
in which “ the heart alone knoweth its own bitterness,” 
and the purer the spirit the deeper the distress. These, 
added to the strange jealousy, and abandonment of the 
only relative, who, in England, had opened her heart 
to the sweet impressions of friendship and confidence, 
had undermined a constitution not naturally strong, 
and at length produced symptoms of that fearful 
scourge of youth and beauty, pulmonary consumption. 

And first she was obliged entirely to desist from the 
exercise of that voice whose clear tones had been the 
delight and hopeless emulation of her pupils. In song 
it could be raised no more, and soon the short reading 
lesson proved too much for her. Her kind friend, Dr. 
Welwyn, who watched her symptoms with paternal 
care, then applied to her the fiat promulgated against 
himself, and enforced absence of application and gentle 
exercise as absolutely necessary. 

At first she seemed cheered and renovated by the 
balmy air and foreign scene: but soon she shrunk in 
hopeless languor from the shortest walk, and riding 
and driving abroad alike were tried in vain. 

While thus the clergyman’s daughter was trying, 
but trying in vain the remedial course proposed by 
friendly sympathy, a stranger of distinguished rank and 
adorned with all “outward appliances” of splendour 
and luxury arrived at the same spot, perhaps to die. 

Her wasted form, her feeble gait and languid coun- 
tenance too surely announced the ravages of the same 
disease with which Florence was attacked, and a look 
of hopeless melancholy contrasted strangely with her 
gay retinue and rich attire. Often would she after a 
short excursion leave her equipage, and with the aid 
of one favourite attendant seek some lone spot that 
commanded a view of the sea, and seating herself there, 

as she gazed on the blue waters of the Mediterranean, 
would let hours pass unheeded. Perhaps the mourner 
passed in review the hopeless sorrows of her fruitless 
life, and found in the inconstant element a resemblance 
to the perfidy from which she had suflered—it was 
Lady Invermay. 
When first Florence heard of Laura’s arrival, alone 

and suffering, “ her heart went out to meet her,” but 
she was now, herself, too much enfeebled in health 
and spirits to encounter a harsh repulse, and she knew 
not but that Lady Invermay might still retain all those 
feelings of misplaced resentment, which had already 
broken the bands of friendship as warm as the female 
bosom had ever cherished. These difficulties were 
surmounted by the active friendliness of Doctor 

Welwyn. 
Having resumed, with health perfectly restored, his 

medical functions, he was called in to attend the un- 
happy Iady, and soon saw that she was “ past hope, 
past cure,” the root of her disorder being a broken 
heart. But he also saw that friendship might do much 
for her in smoothing the dark passage she was doomed 
to tread, and he longed to restore to eaeh other those 
two young, hapless, and amiable creatures, who, but a 
short time before had begun life with such different 
prospects, but who seemed destined to be united in one 
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common fate. The culpable absence of Lord Inverinay 

at this critical period had, at least, this advantage, tliat 
it rendered easier to Florence the steps towards a re- 
conciliation. She had long intrusted tv Dr. Welwyn all 

that it was necessary to relate of her story. 
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showing at length some 

spark of indignation—*1 could not im justice to our 
child, and now I have neither child nor husband!" 

and the unfortunate and bereaved wife and mother 
declined her head on the shoulder of Florence and 

wept bitterly. At that moment, had Invermay offered 

to return, Laura’s tender and all-forgiving heart would 
have opened to receive him. 

ut Invermay returned not, to reccive the last sigh 
of her who had lived only for han. Provoked at the 
unexpected firmness of one whom he had accustomed 
himself to look upon as a soft and yielding idiot, he 

had at once inconsistently taxed her with obstinacy 

THE NIGUTINGALE, 

BY COLERIDGE. 

Tis the merry Nightingale, 
That crowds, and hurries, and precipitates, 

With fast, thick warble, his delicious notes, 
As he were fearful that an April night 
Would be too short for him to utter forth 
His love-chant, and disburthen his full soul 
Of all its music !— 

And I know a grove 
Of large extent, hard by a castle huge, 
Which the great Lord inhabits not; and so 

This grove is wild with tangling underwood, 
And the trim walks are broken up, and grass, 
Thin grass, and king-cups, grow within the paths : 

But never elsewhere in one place I know 
So many nightingales; and far and near, 
In wood and thicket, over the wide grove, 

They answer and provoke each other's songs— 
With skirmish and capricious passagings, 
And murmurs musical, and sweet jug-jug ; 
And one, low piping, sounds more sweet than all, 

Stirring the air with such an harmony, 
That should you close your eyes, you might almost 
Forget it was not day! On moonlit bushes, 

Whuse dewy leafits are but half disclosed, 
You may perchance behold them on the twigs, 
Their bright, bright eyes, their eyes both bright and 

full, 
Glistening, while many a glow-worm in the shade 
Lights up her love-torch. 
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and folly, and as if the last tie between them was 
broken by the death of his daughter, announced his 
determination to separate from her, aud hurried to 
noiher part of the continent, while Laura was wear- 

ing cut her last thread of life at Nice. 
In Florence the deceitful disease took its most bean- 

}tiful and captivating form—the flushing cheek, the 
beaming eye, the pellucid skin. Laura, on the con- 

irar eared sco;ched aud withered by the wasting 
kness, and a few weeks seemed to have 
to her age. Fully aware of her state 

say Consumption is a complaint that gives 

ys apy 

breath of sic 

lded) years 

—"* They 

| bo auty, * she said, with a languid simile, “ but it cannot 

be imparted to me—I now feel sure Invermay never 
thought me pretty, and could he see me now 

' 
i i short cough interrupted this mournful retro- 

spect Which showed where her feelings, ever faithful, 
had taken their flight. Florence could enter into them 
ill, and the band of sympathy was only strengthened 
between them, that they had both once aspired 

er 

“To reign over the same heart.” 

That heart was alike unworthy of the generous sim- 
plicity of Laura, or of the high-minded virtucs of Flo- 
renee. But ail partiality in which guilt would have 
been included had long been over in her pure breast, 
and other causes had wrought the ruin of her health. 

She was not formed for the life she had been com- 
| pelled tw lead; nor did Laura possess that penetrating 
intellect which could alone have saved her happiness 
from shipwreck in the heiress’s perilous career. The 
last pang was saved cach of these gentle hearts—that 
of one surviving the other—for a few days alone in- 

tervcned between the death of both. Such is the 
hapless lot of woman—endangered alike when too 

hastily exposed to the scorching sun of prosperity or 

adversity’s rude blast. The boundless wealih of Laura 
left her a prey to the tempter who caused her misery 
and uliimately her death, while a portion of it would 
have preserved from dependence aud all its train of 
ills the Irish clergyman’s daughter. 

SONNETS. 

ON A SET OF GEMS FROM THE ANTIQUE. 

; ry HAT forms are these, touched by the silver hand 
‘Of honouring Time? Methinks I see the face 
| Of Genius, smiling on the radiant race 

} That crowned old Greece with glory, and command 
| Even now the love and praise of every land! 
| The Beauty of the Dead herein we trace ; 
| The ir very minds seem moulded into grace— 
| Nay, their most fixed affections m: ay be scanned 
| In these life- -printed pages. Who inay tell 

| How thought hath beea inspired! Perchance this form 
| Was fashioned in the heart's mysterious cell, 

An image which young passion worshipped well; 
Or h: aply in a dream, a visioned storm, 

| First on the mind it rose, a rainbow bright and warm- 

‘Twas subtle Nature's ever-working skill 

| That gave these graces life. Most calm and white 
{ ‘They lie, like clouds. In some enchanted night, 

| When sleep had sealed up every earthly ill, 
} The mind, awakening like a miracle, 
| First in the purple shade, the starry light, 

| The glory, and the marvel, and the might, 
| Found fine Realities, diviner still 
| Than its own Dreams—shapes wonderfully fair, 
And faces full of heaven. Or from the sea 
In its proud flow—the peaks, sublime and bare— 
The woods, wind-shaken—from the shell-strewn lea, 
Were these creations caught, that breathe, and bear 

| Old Nature's likeness—still, profound, and free. 
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NATURAL Calamities, which no human foresight, no 
human experience—the only ground of human fore- 
sight—can avert, allay, or even modify, might seem to 
be of all possible subjects of study the most useless.— 
Nevertheless the philosophical curiosity of man eagerly 
seeks to investigate their causes and their circumstances, 
whilst his, and yet more, woman’s love of strong emo- 
tions and sympathy with every kind of suffering, give 
peculiar interest to their details. ‘The philosophic in- 
vestigation of natural causes belongs not to these 
pages, but the last-mentioned qualities of those who 

are likely to be their readers may authorise some litile 
account of the extraordinary ravages committed in Ca- 

quake of 1783, an earthquake which, despite the hor- 
rors of that of Lisbon in 1755, and of that described 
by Mrs. Graham, now Mrs. Calcott, as lately changing 

the face of an extensive district of South America, is, 
perhaps, unparalleled, as well in many of its cireum- 
stances, as in the destruction of human life. A few 
preliminary words respecting the especial and unusu- 
ally limited secne of its ravages, may not be unaccept- 
able, inasmuch as such scene lies somewhat beyond 
the beat of the comnion herd of tourists. 

The Apennines, as every body knows, extend to the 
southern extremity, or toe, of Italy; but from this 
main ridge protrude, at various points, several smaller 
branches; and two of these branches, the northern 
terminating in Capes Vaticano and Zambrone, the 
southern in the point called Pezzo, opposite to Messina 
and near the once-dreaded Seylla, embrace a basin, or, 
as Italian writers more elegantly'term it, a shell-shaped 
district, surrounding the gulf of Gioia, and denomi- 
nated La Piana di Monteleon, or della Calabria, or 
simply and par excellence, La Piana. ‘This title must 
not, however, conjure up in the reader's mind the im- 
age ofan American savannah, of Salisbury plain, or, 
indeed, of any level country whatever, inasmuch as 

this Calabrian plain not only slopes from the Apen- 
nines to the sea, but isoverspread and intersected with 
hills, mountains, del!s, and ravines, the latter produced 
by the occasional torrent-form of the streams, which, 
in their ordinary state, fertilise the country ; this Piana 
being as much distinguished for fruitfulness as for 

wealthy and populous towns, such as Montcleone, 

Nicotera, Polistena, San Giorgio, ‘Terranuova, Casal- 

nuova, Seminara, Bagnara, and Scilla. This fair and 
happy province, in extent about one hundred and forty 
miles, and embosomed, as though for shelter, in the 
Appennines, was, together with the neighbouring Si- 
cilian city of Messina, the destined prey of the earth- 
quake. 

impending evil. Vesuvius and A2tna were hushed in 
grim repose, and all seemed much as usual at 1 o'clock 
(Anglice noon) of the Sth of February, when human 
beings were heedlessly pursuing their ordinary avoca- 
tions of business or pleasure. Not so, however, the 

humbler inhabitants of Calabria. ‘The learned acade- 
micians employed by the king of the Two Sicilics to 
ascertain and record particulars of the catastrophe, re- 
late that the brute creation instinctively foresaw some 
approaching disaster. 

their coats rose and spread, as when they confront an 
enemy, their eyes gleamed a turbid sanguine light 
and with pitcous mewings they fled in all directions. 
The horses stamped and neighed, and by the restless 
motion of their eyes and ears discovered their uncasi- 
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labria and the adjacent portion of Sicily by the earth- | 

' 

Pizzo, 'Tropea, Mileto, Soriano, Oppido, Santa Cristina, | 

The year 1783 opened without any indications of | 

The dogs and asses first show- | 
ed symptoms of disturbance ; the cats remained !onger | 
unconscious or indifferent, but gradually the hair of | 

ness. Even the poultry were commoted in the farm- 
yard, and the bees in their hive. The birds fluttered 
and screamed in the air; and a little migratory fish, 
called the cicirello, swarmed on the coast of Messina, 
although the season of its appearance in those seas is 
considerably later. 

The distraction of the animal kingdon alarmed not 
man. He continued unapprehensive of danger until 
a few minutes past noon on the 5th of February, when 
a tremendous burst, resembling thunder, from the en- 
trails of the earth, effectually brake the bands of “ men- 
tal” sleep asunder. The convulsed carth heaved, 
shook, opened wide her ponderous jaws, and in the 
same instant, as we are told, one hundred cities were 
overthrown, and thirty thovsand human heings were 
buried under mountains of ruins, or engulfed in the 
yawning chasms that opened te swallow them! 

But the external outbreak of internal disorder ceas- 
‘ed not with this first frightful work of destruction — 

Again, on the 7th, on the 20th, on the 28th, and even 
a month later, on the 28th March, were new shocks 
experienced, the destroyers of two hundred more 
towns or villages; and. if they proved less murderous 
than the first, it was only because the terrified inhabi- 

| tants had fled from their houses, from the threatening 
| neighbourhood of solid edifices, to dwell under tents 
or huts in the open country. These repeated shocks 
exhibited, in union or succession, all the different forms 
of convulsion known in earthquakes, that is to say, the 
lateral, the upward, the downward, the undulatory, 
and the rotatory shock; in some of these the sides of 
hills broke off and fell in tremendous avalanches, bury- 
ing trees, houses, rivers, under the ponderous mass.— 

The rivers afterwards re-appeared, but in new chan- 
nels, and turbid and discoloured, as though mourning 

| the desolation they had witnessed and survived. In 
others the solid ground was rent, and from the chasms 

issued streams of mud, and of chalk more or less li- 
quefied, that inundated the adjacent lowlands. And 

| in the intervals between the five days fatally distin. 
' guished by those greater convulsions, smaller shocks 
| frequently recurred, whilst an undulation, sufficient to 
| produce sea-sickness, is said to have been almost unin- 
| terrupted. 

The sea and air participated in the disorder of the 
earth, the former rising into such towering Waves as 
rather resembled solid hills than heaped-up waters, and 

| passing all appointed boundaries, deluged inland. re- 
gions to which the very aspect of ocean was unknown 
—the latter, by tempests, whirlwinds, and hurricanes, 
enhancing the calamities of the province, and further 
distracting the miserable inhabitants. And as though 
its immediate ravages had been little, the earthquake 
produced ulterior evils, whose action continued even 
after their cause had ceased. ‘The fall of houses, in- 

‘stead of extinguishing the fires blazing on their 
| hearths, often supplied fresh fuels in the boards and 
| beams so flung upon them, whence burst ont wide 
spreading fires that the stormy winds helped to render 
unquenchable whilst anght remained to be burnt.— 

The oil, vinegar, and wine turned to vinegar, eseap- 
ing from their crushed receptacles, flewed, as did the 
choked waters, into the grauaries, spoiling the corn, 
which became utterly unfit for human susienance.— 

The springs of wells were corrupted or lost. And the 
dead bodies imperfectly buried under the ruins that 
| killed them, together with others Jong since committed 
to the grave, whose sepulchres the same terrific agent 

| of destruction had torn open, diffused pestiferous exha- 
lations that generated mortal dicase. 

But it is not the main purpose of these lines to re- 

| 
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late merely natural ills, or to commemorate the over- 
throw of buildings ; how much soever we may lament 
the ruin of the splendid remains of classic antiquity, 
of the solemn monuments of the piety of young Chris- 
tianity, or of those huge majestic castles that stood a 
living record of the feudal power and magnificence of 
southern Italy’s rude Norman conquerors. The more 
direct effects upon our fellow beings, the dreadful fate 
of some, the marvellous deliverance of others, with 
circumstances in some cases almost comic, were and 
are intended as principal subjects of the paper; and 
these shall be chiefly taken from Botta’s new and 
hard-to-read Storia d’ Italia. Which shall we begin 
with? According to established custom, with tragedy 
followed by farce? Alas! the latter is hardest to find: 
for few are there, even of the happiest escapes, unal- 
loyed by something sad. Let us then abandon the ar- 
duous task of accomplishing any artificial arrangement, | 
and take the anecdotes as they present themselves, | 
limiting all idea of management to the choice of the | 
incideuts. The first mentioned by Botta, as if to cheer | 
lis reader's mind after such wholesale natural horrors, | 
is one of the few purely ludicrous, and we the more | 
willingly follow his example, as we purpose, for our | 
reader's final solace, to conclude with an extract from | 

a tale founded upon this identical earthquake, by that 
always pleasing German novelist, Baron de la Moite | 
Fouque, best known here as the author of Undine. 

Lovely was once the road from Soriano to Jero- | 
carne, and sheltered from the noontide sun by the vines | 
that festooned amidst overhanging olive and chestnut | 
trees; and beneath this verdant canopy was Father | 
Agazio, prior of the Carmine at Jerocarne, journeying | 
When surprised by the first shock of the carihquake. 
In an instant the luxuriant trees were uprooted, the | 
whole path was a chaos of ruins. The ground crack- 
ed, disclosing frightful cleiis that threatened to devour | 
whatever approached ; that closed again, again to open | 
with every new shudder of the vexed earth. It were 
needless to describe the poor monk's terror, or the 

anxious care with which he strove to shun each 
hungry-looking chasm. Unavailing were his vigilance 
and activity. Under one of his feet the ground suddenly 
opened. ‘The prior’s leg sunk as its support failed ; 
aud ere he could sufficiently recover himself to snatch 
it out, the fissure as suddenly re-closed, holding Fa- 
ther Agazio as fast by the ankle as though he had been 
set in the stocks. In vain he exerted his utmost strength 
to extricate his foet! What is the strength of man, 
especially of one in old age, against that of mother 
earth? In vain he strained his voice in loud shrieks 
for help! All were flying for their lives, or seeking 
for lost wives, children, parents ; who had leisure to 
think of an unconnected monk? And, indeed, had his 
whole monastery heard, what aid could they have ren- 
dered him? No key had they to this strange, this 

fearful species of gyve. Father Agazio, exhausted by 
his efforts, had sunk in despair upon the knee he could 
still bend, to prepare for death, when a new concus- 
sion re-opened the fissure, and released his imprisoned 
limb. Instantaneously the good Father's drooping en- 
ergies revived ; he sprang upon his feet, hurried for- 
wards, and reached his cell without further mishap. 

At Polistena, two young mothers were sitting to- 
gether, the one with a three year old son playing at 
her feet, the other with a babe at her breast, when the 
fisst shock of the earthquake flung the roof—ung the 
whole cottage down upon the hapless group. Neither 
pain nor danger, scarcely death itself, can quell the 

strong impulse of maternal love. The mothers made 
vaulted roofs of their own bodies, to protect their off 
spring from the falling masses. So they died. SX 
they were found, crushed, swollen, livid, and putre- 
scent. Let us believe their last moments to have been 
sovthed by the hope that they suffered not in vain.— 
Delnsive hope! They were disinterred too late—the 

helpless little objects of their care had withered. They 
lay wasted, dried up, dead in their mothers’ bosoms. 

A mother of Scido was more fortunate. Don Anto- 
nio Ruflo, and Donna Pasqualina Nota, a pair of wed- 
ded lovers, united little more than a year, had recenily 
had their conjugal felicity augmented by the birth of 
a daughter. They were playfully caressing their in- 
fant, when the first awful concussion disturbed their 
peaceful enjoyment. The alarmed husband clasped 
his wife and baby to his heart, to fly, or to perish with 
the objects of his affection. A beam from the falling 
roof struck the fond couple to the ground, and husband 
and wife died folded in each others arms. Their fate 
and their child’s was lamented, and the ruins were 
early scarched in order to give the regretted family 
Chrisiian burial; when a faint cry quickened the zeal 
of the workmen. The infant girl was found, still alive, 
between the bodies of her dead parents! 

In different places two women severally remained 
seven days buried alive in vaults formed by the fall- 
ing ruins. Both were of course without food or drink, 
but seem to have suffered comparatively little from 
hunger. ‘Thirst was their torment, until they fainted ; 

and when released and recalled to sense, their cries 
for water were frantic. 

At Oppido, a girl of fifteen was extricated on the 
eleventh day from her living grave. One of her hips 
was out of joint, a child of which she had the care 
was dead in her arms, and she herself was quite insen- 
sible. On being with great difficulty restored to ani- 
mation, her first words were, as usual, water! water! 
And on being questioned as to what she had thought 
and felt in her dreadful situation, she simply answered, 
“I slept.” Beneficent provision in the formation of 
such fragile creatures, that the extremity of human suf- 
fering often produces unconsciousness of its agonies! 

Generally speaking, to moderate the inordinate avi- 
dity with which all rescued victims, human or brute, 
sought for drink, was the one point essential to the pre- 
servation of their lives. A dog remained a fortnight 
thus buried, and did not, as might have been expected, 
go mad for want of water. But his thirst, when drawn 
forth, was as immoderate, and as difficuit to be re- 
strained, as that of his reasoning fellow-snfferers. A 
cat alone is mentioned as spontaneously not intempe- 
rate. Poor puss had been sheltered in a boiler, that 
supported, unbreaking, the superincumbent weight of 
ruins, and had remained there forty days without meat 
or drink. She was found lying as if in a placid sleep, 
and gradually and quietly recovered. 

The hill on the side of which Terrannova was built, 
split with the violence of the concussion. Part fell 
over with a portion of the town, crushing every thing 
beneath its mass. Another part slid down to the bank 
of the river, carrying along its share of buildings ;— 
among others, a public house containing seven persons, 
to wit, the lan@lord, then a-bed in the stupor of intoxi- 
cation; his wife and niece, engaged in household duties 
and waiting upon four customers who were playing at 
cards. On reaching the channel of the river Soli, the 
travelling mansion abruptly stopped, and was shattered 
to fragments by the jar; when the landlady remained 
sitting on her chair, terrified nearly out of her senses, 
but otherwise uninjured ; and the sottish landlord was 
awakened and sobered to behold the wreck of his lit- 
tle property ; but the young girl, and the four gam- 
blers upon whom she was attending, were completely 
crushed under the ruins. 

Not far from this luckless tavern a chestnut tree 
performed the same journey so smoothly, that a peasant, 
who was perched amidst the branches pruning their 
redundance, reached the same goal unhurt; however, 
alarmed at his unwonted mode of conveyance, and 
leaping down, he hurried away in search of a home 
and family, too probably hidden for ever from his 
sight. 
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In another part of Terranuova, its physician, the 
Abate of Taverna, was overwhelmed by the ruins of 
his house ; and whilst smothered by dust and rubbish, 
bruised, battered, maimed by falling stones and beams, 
he believed every minute his last, another concussion 
of the labouring earth tossed him out again into the 
light and air, stunned and breathless, more like a 
corpse than a living man, and hardly conscious of the 
escape which, in after times, he delighted to relate. 
Among the less disasterous accidents, is the adven- 

ture of Catharine Polistina, a little girl of nine years 
old, the daughter of a Casoletan peasant. She had 
been sent upon a message when the earthquake inter- 
rupted her progress, overturning trees and houses, fling- 
ing down hills, filling up valleys, burying streams, till 
the bewildered child could no longer recognise a fea- 
ture of the familiar landscape. Confounded, affrigit- 
ed, half distracted, she wandered amidst unknown 
pathless wilds, until weary, faint, and despairing, she 
sank upon a chalk hill just ejected from one of the 
momentary and shifting craters, opened by the earth’s 
throes. Here she lay weeping for her lost home and 
parents, when she found unexpected aid. A goat of 
her own little flock, flying, like herself, in delirious 
terror from, or rather amidst, the horrors of the hour, 
joined Catharine. The sight of any known object 
amidst the desolation that surrounded her, was balm to 
the poor child’s breaking heart, whilst the presence of 
a human companion seemed to allay the frenzy of fear 
in the animal. Foran instant the goat couched at the 
little girl’s feet, and licked her hands in dumb reply to 
her sobbing caresses. 'Then recovering, with reiurn- 
ing composure, the confidence of instinct, it rose up, 
invited, by bleating and expressive action, its more 
helpless young mistress to follow, and, despite the me- 
tamorphosis of the scene, led the way to the cottage, 
which lay remote, and had escaped injury, although 
its inmates were racked with alarm for the child they 
knew not how or where to seek. 
The town of Scilla stands upon a promontory, nearly 

adjoining to the rock so famous in ancient story. It is 
built in terraces, that rise regularly, one above another, 
along both sides of the headland ; on the extremity of 
which, toward the castle, is the abode of the prince 
of Scilla. ‘The then prince was a very old man, who 
had lately returned thither, to await, it might have 
been supposed, his last hour in retirement, had he not 
brought with him a train of light damsels and boon 
companions, better fitted to induce forgetfulness of, 

than preparation for, death. ‘The first shock greatly 
damaged the whole town, rendered the upper terraces 
shapeless heaps of ruin, and rent the castle in twain, 
flinging to the earth a portion of its massive walls.— 
The aged prince, who, amidst the fearful convulsions 
of nature, saw little chance of preserving his few re- 
maining days, repaired to his chapel, prostrated himself 
at the foot of the cross, and there resolved to await his 
doom. But his guests, more restless in their fears, 
urged him so strenuously, so incessantly, to make an 
efiurt at least for safety, that he yielded, and agreed to 
seek shelter on board the feluccas, and other light ves- 
sels in the bay, in a fond hope that the ocean might 

have changed characters with the now unstable land, 
or, at least, that its agitation, as more natural, might 
prove less destructive. Together with his worthless 
associates, the whole population of Scilla, amounting 
to four thousand souls, followed the example of their 
feudal lord, and hurried to the sea shore, where such as 
could find vessels embarked ; the rest remaining on the 
beach. The offices of religion were resorted to in the 
hour of peril; and fervently did all pour forth their 
united prayers for safety, ere they lay down to rest, as 

they fancied, in comparative security. About mid- 
night, a new concussion, followed by a tremendous 
erash, startled the fugitives from their repose, but with- 
out excessively alarming them ; sech was their dis- 

tance from stone walls. That trust was shortdived! 
Part of the mount Baci, the next promontory south of 
Scilla, had shivered from its base with the shock, and 
fallen into the sea. The swelling billows were vio- 
lently driven upon the Sicilian coast; after deluging 
which, they recoiled, and increasing in power and fury 
by their own action, returned in momently increasing 
mass upon Calabria. The Scilla fugitives heard a low 
murmur from the bosom of the deep; it grew louder 
and louder as it came nearer, until the boding roar fore- 
told the fate that darkness shrouded from sight. In one 
mountain surge the waters came rolling on, over- 
whelmed alike the light barks, and the tremblers on 
the beach; and swept away prince, parasite, courtesan, 
and peasant, to one promiscuous doom. Some few, 
afier tossing about during a fearful length of time, the 
sport of the raging waves, were thrown alive on the 
shore. Some corpses were, at that same time, lodged 
on the roofs of the yet standing houses ; but the greater 
number, including the prince, were permanently bu- 
ried in the deep. 

One e€ircumstance alone is wanting to close this de- 
"| tail of the dreadful, the sad, and the strange, to which 

this terrific phenomenon gave birth; and that one is, 
to a reflecting mind, more fearful than any natural ca- 

lamity. Whilst “this great globe itself and “all 
which it inherit” seemed about to “dissolve” amidst 

"| horror, affright, and agony unspeakable, human beings 
were actually revelling in whatever the destruction of 
their fellow men threw in their way ; were perpetrat- 
ing every crime, every atrocity, murder not excepted, 
that the most unbridled and most vicious appetites and 
passions could prompt. 

And here the account of the Calabrian earthquake 
might close, did it not seem a fitting relief from such 
matter-of-fact horrors, to add, as already proposed, La 
Motte Fouque’s pretty narrative of a fictitious escape. 
Of the story of his Fata Morgana, it is needless to say 
more than that Veronica, the aflianced bride of Gugli- 
elmo, a Sicilian fisherman, is believed to have perished 
on the fatal day at Messina, whither she had gone toa 
wedding ; that the widowed bridegroom has gone mad, 
and that her unexpected reappearance, by recalling his 

senses, solves the difficulties of the tale. The fond, 
simple, and devout girl thus tells the story of her sup- 
posed death, her feelings, and her escape. 
“When I came to myself it was much darker. - It 

seemed to me as though a black firmament hung close 
over my head, with one single, red, wild-flickering star 
visible. But the firmament was the roof of a subter- 
ranean vault, under a mass of fallen houses. It might 
be a burial place, for the star was a sepulchral lamp. 
Its twilight showed me two corpses close beside me.— 
They were gaily tricked out. I looked more heed- 
fully, and they were the bride and bridegroom of the 
morning’s wedding. ‘They held each others hands and 
still smiled lovingly. Then I thought of Guglielmo, 
and looked ronnd for him, and recollected myself, and 
said, ‘ He rows cheerily on the free ocean wave, whilst 
thou, his poor, true heart, liest here, buried alive.’— 
Then a horrid agony came over me, as though the fal- 
len stone vaults were crushing me to death ; or rather 
a far greater agony; for at the bottom of my quaking 
heart I wished that might be, at once, and suddenly.— 
But then it shot piercingly upon my mind, ‘ And poor 
Guglielmo! how shall he live and breathe above in 
the beautiful sunshine, without his poor buried heart?” 
And then, far more anxiously frightened about him 
than about myself, I made a vow to my patron saint that 
I would live whole years in a convent, praying for him, 
without letting him know I was alive during the whole 
time, so I might but pray in the dear sunshine by day, 

in the dear moonlight by night. 
“And now something whispered along with my 

sighs, and I moaned, and thought, ‘another living bu- 

ried creature!’ And I was not much in the wrong ; 
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for it was a fountain, buried alive, that was rippling at 
no great distance from me, and at length worked its 
way through between the stones. ‘There now!’ 
thought I, in my half swooning dream, and I cannot 
but laugh at myself now, ‘if that brook will not utter- 
ly ruin my beautiful new wedding dress!” But the 

brook was wiser than me, and helped us both. Fur- 
ther and further it rippled, and tapped, sobbingly, 
on and on, against a bit of a wall. And I sobbed 
anxiously between whiles, ‘strike not! thou wilt bring | 

down the smothering vault on both our lives together.” 
For I no longer wished that, since I had felt its dear 
living motion so near me. ‘I'he brook heeded me not, 
but tapped on and on—tap, tap,—sofily, sofily, but re- 
gularly, tapping and sobbing, on and on—till little by 
little, earth, clods, and stones, began to give way, and 

part and roll sideways, most likely into deeper chasms. 
And then I remonstrated no longer, for I saw, shiver- 
ing with joy, | saw he was in the right. 

“In the right! Yes, thank God! he was in the 
right, the wise, diligeutly-labouring brook. For pre- 
sently a sunbeam feli mwards upon him. And whilst 
he glowed and sparkled in it, just as if reddening with 
joy, he leaped sudderily, foaming upwards, driving the | 
rubbish clean away, and glittering, dazzlingly bright, | 
in all the rays of noon. ‘Then side by side I went 
with him, up, over the step-like crumbled walls, re- | 
freshed by his sweet spray, the stones under my stag: | 
gering fect moist with his pearly shower. And onc e| 
more above ground, with the blessed airs of Heaven 
playing around me, I sank, trembling and praying, up- 
on my knees. When I rose I looked about me; in 
the burial ground of St. hrsula’s convent, was I born 

to new life! At first, I shuddered at the solemn spot. 
But presently something within my soul seemed, in 
low, friendly, half-spoken words, to claim my vow.— 
It might well be a warning from my patron saint— 
And then, with a comforted spirit, 1 walked into the 
conyent.” 

ANGER. 

Anger is a violent emotion of the mind, arising from 
an injury either real or imaginary, which openly vents 

itself against the offending party. The effects of an- 

ger are often productive of the most dreadful conse- 
quences. ‘The passionate woman, wher the fit is upon 

her, becomes as incapable of distinguishing right from 
wrong, as an idiot or a madman; she is carried away 

by the impulse of the moment; a turn of imagination, 
often as violent as a gust of wind, determines her con- 
duct, and hurries her to the perpetration of actions 

which, in her calmer moments, strike her with remorse. 

So nicely and wonderfully are we made, that all the 
internal feelings have a strong influence upon the body. 
The truth of this observation is in no case so evident, 
as in that of an angry woman. Her countenance wears 
the strongest and most visible marks of its uncontrol- 
lable power: all the nerves are put into the most vio- 

lent agitation, and the frame is continually shattered 
by its repeated attacks. Anger, as it proceeds origin- 
ally from the mind, ruffles that as well as the body: 
the calm and quiet affections, which diffuse peace and 
joy around them, fly at its approach, and are succeed- 
ed by a black train of evil passions which carry their 
own punishment, by inflicting the most bitter torments. 
Nor do the ill effects subside when anger ceases ; the 
mind still retains its commotion, like the sea, which 
continues in a state of agitation, though the winds have 
abated. It has been argued, that anger is the conse- 
quence of a peculiar frame of the body; but this is a 
simple argument, as it is in the power of every one to 
control their passions, if they are watchful. 

It was a memorable saying of Peter the Great, “I 
have civilized my country, but I cannot civilize my- 
self.” He was at times vehement and impetuous, and 

committed, under the impulse of his fury, the most un- 
warrantable excesses ; yet we learn that even he was 
known to tame his anger, and to rise superior to the 
violence of his passions. Being one evening in a se- 
lect company, when something was said which gave 
him great offence, his rage suddenly kindled, and rose 

to its utmost pitch; though he could not command his 
first emotions, be had resvlution enough to leave the 
company. He walked bare-headed fur some time, un- 
der the most violent agitation, in an intense frosty air, 
stamping on the ground, and beating his head with all 
the marks of the greatest fury and passion; and did 
not return to the company until be was quite composed. 

Lord Somers was naturally of a choleric disposition; 
and the most striking part of his character was the 
power of controlling his passion at the moment when 
it seemed ready to burst forth. Swift, in his “ Four 
last years of Queen Anne,” has in vain endeavoured 
to blacken this amiable part of that great man’s cha- 
racter; as what the dean mistook fora severe censure, 

has proved the greatest panegyric. “ Lord Somers be- 
ing sensible how subject he is to violent passions, 
avoids all incitements to them, by teaching those whom 
he converses with. from his own example, to keep with- 
in the bounds of decency ; and it is indeed true, that 
no man is more apt to take fire upon the least appear- 
ance of provocation; which temper he strives to sub 
due, with the utmost violence to himself; so that his 
breast has been seen to heave, and his eyes to sparkle 
with rage, in those very moments when his words and 
the cadence of his voice were in the humblest and 
softest manner.” 

An Arabian merchant, having hired a waterman’s 
boat, refused to pay the freightage. ‘The waterman, in 
a violent passion, appealed several times to the go 
vernor of Mashat for justice: the governor as often 
ordered him to come again; but observing him one 
day present his petition with coolness, he immediately 
granted his suit. ‘The waterman, surprised at this con- 

duct, demanded the reason why he did not sooner grant 
his petition. “Because,” said the judge, “you were 
always drunk when I saw you.” But the waterman 
declaring he had not been overtaken with wine for 
several years, the judge replied, “the drunkenness with 
which you were overtaken, is the most dangerous of 

all—it is the drunkenness of ANGER.” 

A SCOTCH PROVOST. 

The magistrates of the Scottish burghs are general- 
ly the least informed, though perhaps respectable men, 
in their respective communities. And it sometimes 
happens, in the case of very poor and remote burghs, 
that persons of a very inferior station alone can be in- 
duced to accept the uneasy dignity of the curule chair. 
An amusing story in point is told regarding the town 
of L——, in B——shire, which is generally consider- 
ed as a peculiarly miserable specimen of these privi- 
leged townships. An English gentleman approaching 

I—— one day in a gig, his horse started at a great 

heap of dry wood and decayed branches of trees, 
which a very poor-looking old man was accumulating 
upon the road, apparently with the intention of con- 
veying them to town for sale as fire-wood. The sirat 
ger immediately cried to the old man, desiring him, 12 
no very civil terms, to clear the road, that his horse 
might pass. The old man, offended at the disrespect 
ful language of the complainant, took no notice of him, 
but continued to hew away at his trees. “You old 
dog,” the gentleman then exclaimed, “I'll have you 
brought before the provosi, and put into prison for your 
disregard of the laws of the road.” “Gang to the de'll 
man, wi’ your provost!” the wood-cutter contemptt- 
ously replied ; “I'm provost myse’.”—Glasgow Chron. 
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BYRON’S RESIDENCES. 

BY J. A. SHEA. 

In Newstead’s halls the harp is voiceless now ; 
And Athens mourns her minstrel patriot dead : 

The latter wreath’d a laurel round his brow; 
The former is a trophy whiah is wed 
To his ancestral glory. It is said, 

And truly, that the place where rests a beam 
From those by genius in its brightness shed 

Should be the scholar’s haunt—the poet's theme— 
Love's holiest place of sighs—ambition’s dazzling 

dream. 

II. 

Whether we look on Newstead’s hoary height, 
Or the Greek home for which he sung and sigh’d, 

The spell’s the same to the beholder’s sight 
To fire his genius and direct his pride: 
Of one, the slave—of both, the boast, he died ; 

And when the future ages speak his name, : 
Young hearts shall leap, for he, for freedom tried, 

With freedom’s fves, a bold and bloody game: 
And Greece will Byron's place beside Bozzaris’ fame. 

lil. 

In England’s land his sires were of the brave, 
And of the brave were they at Palestine: 

One gallant nation weeps above their grave, 
But nations kneel at his as at a shrine: 
For every land beheld his glories shine. 

-When his lyre breath’d its music, Freedom spoke, 
And he, inspir’d with energy divine, 

Bade man renounce the enervating yoke, 
And while he sung, the chains of answering freemen 

broke. 

IV. 

Oh Athens! wert thou not, and thy fair daughters 
To him a dream of love and loveliness. 

Did he not mourn the unrelenting slaughters 
Which fill’'d with desolation and distress, 
Thy land which nature ever lov'd to bless. 

Did he not fly to thee as to a bride; 
And glad thee with the dawning of success 

To thy land's contest, deeming all beside, 
lope, kindred, country, friends, as weeds upon the 

tide? 

¥. 

There, from the glow of thy inspiring skies 
He drew bright inspiration, and became 

The idol of creation’s hearts and eyes; 
The centre-soul of earth: the bard of fume: 
Restoring to the universe thy name, 

Thy former glories and thy present woes ; 
Till Europe hearing thy neglected claim, 

Her thunders launch’d on thy barbaric foes, 
Till independent peace from ruin’d Athens rose. 

VI. 

Thus far advanc’d Freedom will follow on: 
And when, (as yet thou wilt,) thou'rt free as air, 

Remember him who walk’d thy Helicon, 
Thy name his song, thy sufferings his care. 
Let him, thy thoughts at morn and evening, share. 

That thus for other land, thou may’st inspire 
Another Byron; who, if tyrants dare 

To quench the subject millions’ waking fire, 
May lull the demons’ wrath as once did Orpheus’ 

lyre. 

VII. 

Ye wave-link’d dwellings of the lyric chief; 
By recent ravage or by old renown, 

Alike immortal! though, but as a leaf, 
Which flourisheth an hour and falleth down, 
With ye he dwelt, an everlasting crown 

Your names shall bear thro’ ages for his sake. 
And whether glory shine or slav'ry frown 

Upon your fortunes, years unborn will make 
Your magic stronger still till death from darkness wake. 

—aa ee 

THE BRIDES RETURN. 

BY H. S. B. 

1. 

Sur hath her wish—for which in yain 
She pined in restless dreams— 

“Oh mother! is this home again? 
How desolate it seems? 

Yet all the dear, familiar things 
Look as they did of yore ; 

But oh! the change this sad heart brings— 
This is my home no more! 

Il. 

“T left thee !—like the dove of old 
I left thy parent breast— 

But on life’s waste of waters cold 
My soul hath found no rest! 

And back the weary bird is come, 
Its woes—its wanderings o'er; 

Ne’er from the holy ark to roam— 
Yet this is home no more! 

Il. 

“Oh mother! sing my childhood’s songs! 
They fall like summer's rain 

On this worn heart, that vainly longs 
To be all thine again! 

Speak comfort to me! call me yet 
‘Thy Mary’—as of yore ; 

Those words could make me half forget— 
That this is home no more! 

IV. 
“Sit near me! Oh this hour repays 

Long years of lonely pain ; 
I feel—as if the old bright days 

Were all come back again! 
My heart beats thick with happy dreams— 

Mine eyes with tears run o’er! 
Thou'rt with me, mother! Oh it seems 

Like home !—our home once more! 

¥. 

“Oh home and mother! can ye not 
Give back my heart's glad youth? 

The visions which my soul forgot, 
Or learnt to doubt their truth! 

Give back my childhood’s peaceful sleep, 
Its aimless hopes restore !— 

Ye cannot!—mother, let me weep— 
For this is home no more !” 

VI. : 
Thou mourner for departed dreams! 

On earth there is no rest— 
When grief hath troubled the pure streams 

Of memory in thy breast! 
A shadow on thy path shall lie 

Where sunshine laughed before ; 

Look upwards to the happy sky! 
Earth is thy home no more! 
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A SCENE ON RIVER PLATE, IN 1826. 

Arrairs of a private nature rendered it necessary | gallant enemy seemed to me alarmingly close ; and as 
for me to communicate with my husband, acd as letters 
were, in all respects, unsafe, | thought it better to go 
myself—(I was at Monte-Video, and he was in com- 
mand of the Brazilian blockading squadron, up the 
river Plate, befure Buenos Ayres.) An excellent op- 
portunity presented itself in a Brazilian corvette, 
commanded by an elderly, civil, and good-natured 

Frenchman. 
All being arranged, 1 took leave of my children, 

recommending them to the kind offices of my friends 
and neighbours, and embarked on the 25th of July. 

It was very cold weather, and the air of the Plate 
is peculiarly piercing; we tried to heata stove, which 

the captain had kindly procured for me, but it choked 
us with smoke, and we were obliged*to relinquish the 
attempt, which, perhaps, was not to be regretted; very 
warm clothing, and as much exercise as possible on 
deck, being far betier methods for alleviating this sort 
of discomfort. ‘The French generally, in their private 
arrangements, are more economical than we are: the 

captain had little closets fitted up in his own cabin, 
where he carefully kept locked up his china and glass, 
and all such stores of provisions as he could conveni- 
ently keep in them; what was wanted, he regularly 
gave out himself every morning, and he kept the keys 
in his pocket—notwithstanding all this, we had a most 
liberal and excellent table, and the finest coffee I have 
tasted on board ship. Our mess was composed of the 
captain, the pilot, and myself; the pilot was, I believe, 
the only Englishman on board, all the rest were 
French, Brazilians, and negroes. I had brought with 
me some needle-work, books, and writing materials, 
which, with the grand occupation of keeping myself 
warm, quite filled up my time for the three days of 
my voyage. 

Early on the morning of the 28th, I suspected by a 
certain movement and hubbub on board, that we were 
approaching our destination—I rose, and began to 
make my toilet as quickly as possible. The captain 
presently knocked at my door, and informed me that 
we had reached the squadron, and should presently 
speak; he therefore begged to know what he should 
say about me—for the good man seemed shrewdly to 
suspect that I had taken upon myself to go, nobody 
knew why, where every body thought I had no busi- 
ness to be. I replied, “ merely say that I am on board, 
if you please, sir.” Accordingly, in a few minutes 
after the Commodore had hailed him, I heard the in- 
telligence bawled out through his speaking trumpet, 
in good Portuguese. My husband's boat was along- 
side in a second, soon followed by those of several of 
the other commanders, and we sat down to such a 
breakfast as they had not enjoyed for many days ; after 
which we took leave of our kind host, inviting him to 
dine with us on the following day. 

The weather was beautiful, and we passed a very 
pleasant day in visiting several of the principal 
vessels. 

On the following morning the squadron got under 
weigh, and anchored as near to Buenos Ayres as pos- 
sible. The Brazilian vessels were much too heavy 
for service on the river Plate, and drew too much wa- 
ter, an incalculable disadvantage to them during war. 
However, we were able to get near enough to have a 
Very interesting view of the city and harbour; and 
having retired from the dinner-table, where most of 
the commanders were our guests, I sat on the poop, 
surveying with peculiar, and somewhat painful inter- 
est, the novel scene before me. The vessels of our 

to Buenos Ayres, although it locked so pretty, quiet, 
and inviting, I could not help secretly wishing it much 
further off. 

The gentlemen soon joined me, took their coffee, 
and were each on board their own ships before dark. 
I felt rather fatigued, and was in bed by nine. 

The scene still haunted me, and I could not help 
saying to my husband, with a voice betraying a Little 
apprehension, “ suppose our Buenos Ayrean friend 
were to take it into his head to pay us a visit to- 

night ?” 
“ Let him come,” was the reply, and then, “ Non- 

sense, my dear, go to sleep,” which order I obeyed 
with dutiful promptitude. 

I recollect awaking very shortly afterwards, with a 
start of terror; strange and confused noises were 

around me—*“the enemy is among us!” rung in my 
ears ; my husband, already up, cried out, “ Very well ;” 
and then saying te me, “I will be back in a minute,” 
he left me. I crept out of my bed, huddled on some 
clothes, and poked my feet into my husband's large 
slippers, Lecause they lay closest to the bed. The 
shots whizzed fearfully above my head, and well | 
knew that it wasa mere chance whether or not they 
entered the cabin-windows. My husband soon re- 
turned, with the steward—the former taking me by 
the arm, drew me as quickly as possible on deck, and 
then down the companion ladder; the steward col- 
lected all my treps, and followed us. We went into 
the gun-room, which lay quite ati, beneath the poop- 
cabins—it was lined on each side with small sleeping 
cabins ; in one of these, (a spare one which had not 
been occupied,) he placed me, recommending me to 
lie down underneath the bed-place, and having thus 
disposed of me, returned to his duty. The firing at 

this time was tolerably warm; the little cabin, from 
the circumstance of its being a spare one, was filled 
with all sorts of rubbish, and on looking underneath 
the berth, I found that it was also occupied in the 
same way; and the whole was so small, close, and 
sickening, that I began to think I might as well be 
shot as smothered. I looked into the gun-room, where 
a marine officer was seated composedly by the powder 
magazine, which lay open before him; I decided to 
take my station here on the floor, leaning against the 
side of the cabin I had just emerged from. 

The fire began to slacken—sometimes it ceased al- 
together, and was renewed at intervals, which gra- 
dually became Icnger. I do not think my companion 
and I exchanged a single syllable—he was a little, 
quiet, elderly man, and as nothing from the magazine 

was yet wanted on deck, he had as snug and idle a 
time as myself; he nodded and napped until some 
sudden repetition of the firing roused him; then he 
crossed himself, sighed, and napped again. 

About the middle of the night my husband came 
down and begged | would turn in to the little bed, and 
try to take some repose. The night had become so 
very dark, that it was probable the struggle would not 
be renewed until dawn, when the enemy would, he 
presumed, try to get back into their stronghold, which 
he should prevent, if possible ; as yet, he thought little 
damage had been done on either side. 

I accordingly crept into the little bed, which the 
steward cleared and prepared; an unusual stillness 
pervaded the whole vessel, and I soon sunk into a fe- 
verish and dreamy repose. 

No dawn found its way into our abode; but I was 
conscious of a «tir beginning through the ship. I looked 
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into the gun-room; the dim lamp was still burnimg, through the opposite side; the decks were smeared 
and the little man still nodding ; we were both, how-| with dirt and blood—the seamen, overcome with fa- 
ever, thoroughly shaken eut of our drowsiness by aj tigue, were crawling about, or sinking with their 
sudden and tr Jous broadside, given by our vessel, | heads on the carriage of the guns. I then looked at 
which was succeeded by various demands for ammu- | our other vessels, who were grouped at some distance 
sition stores, so that the old gentleman began to be | behind; but I could not discover that either they, or 
fully and actively employed, the fire on both sides | the Buenos Ayreans, who were conveying away their 
being kept up with unremitting warmth. The stew- | gallant Admiral, had suffered the slightest damage. I 
ard, with professional coolness, apologised for the want | then discovered two of our vessels in the distance, one 
of coffee, but brought a tray with wine, bread, cold | very far off indeed ; that nearest to us we soon ob- 
fowl, and pie, which he secured with care. served had her foretop-mast shot away, but for the 
From this time, we were nearly six hours closely | flight of the other, we could not then account. We 

engaged; we were aground three several times—a | afterwards ascertained that she left early in the action, 
species of danger which gave me much uneasiness. ; because her Captain had received a wound in the 
Now and then an officer, (they were chiefly English- | arm. 

men,) came down, and having popped his head, face A few hours were devoted to the rest and refresh- 

and hands into water, and taken a glass of wine from} ment of which the whole ship's company stood so 

my tray, returned ; from them I received the mosten-| much in need; but towards evening, repairs and 

couraging reports, and their faces, though hot, black, | cleaning had begun; the other vessels were called to 
and ditty, looked so merry and full of hope, that the | our assistance, especially the one I had arrived in, 
very sight of them did me good. I learned that sev-| and in a day or two, we were pretty well patched up. 
eral men were wounded, but none as yet dcad, at On the 4th of August, I took leave of my husband, 
least that they knew of. They generally remarked | and, accompanied by those who were the most severely 

that the enemy fired too kigh—(comfort for me.) wounded, went again on board the quiet Frenchman. 
Ihad not seen my husband since midnight, and 1} We reached Monte Video on the 8th, after an ab- 

began anxiously to watch for his coming. 1 began to | sence of fourteen days. 
feel weary and dejected. I had lost all idea of time, 
and ventured to ask my friend, the marine, what 
o'clock he thought it was; he went to a cabin for his 

waich, and seemed as much surprised as I was, to find VARIETY OF SCOLDS, 
that it was beiween eleven and twelve. ; “In the whole course ef my reading,” Says a cele- 

I imagined that we must be coming to a conclusion; | brated writer, “which has been both extensive and 

the firiag was no longer so constant and steady—a | desultory, [ do not recollect having ever met with an 
loag pause had now succeeded; but as to what had | essay on the science of scolding; yet that it is reduced 
been done, what had been really effected, I knew no | 19 @ perfect system, and that the practice of it has long 

more than if I had remained at Monte Video. At been a ruling passion with the fairer part of the crea- 
length I heard my name called by my husband : I flew tion, few men will deny. There is as much harmony, 

out of the gun-room, and reached the bottom of the | comparatively speaking, in the boisterous pipes of @ 
companion-ladder, when on looking up, the light struck regular bred out-and-out scold, as in the astonishing 
me so suddenly and so dazzlingly, that | could scarcely | ¢adenzas of Mrs. Wood, or the melting appogiaturas of 

tell whether the begrimmed and blackened figure that} Braham; indeed, even the most celebrated and expe- 
stood at the top, was my husband or not, and even his’ rienced physicians assert, that it is of the most essen- 

voice was so changed and hoarse, that I hardly recog- | tia] benefit in many cases, which I would attempt to 
nised it as he cried out, “Come up directly—I want! divide into the following classes, viz :— ‘ 

you particularly to see with your own eyes, the posi-; « First—The constitutional scold, who practises for 
tion of the vessels now, at the close of the action.” the benefit of her health. 

“I shall be very glad to come up—but—are you! « Second.—The beautiful scold, who is put out of 
sure the action is quite closed ?” temper, because she cannot bring her complexion to its 

“Yes, I don’t much think we shall have another | usual pitch of perfection, even with the aid of the cap- 
thot. I shall give no more—come, come!” and up I | tivating patch. 
went. In ascending, my foot slipped twice, whichI| « Third—The authoritative scold, who discharges 
attributed to my own agitation; but it was no such ’ her spleen to support her dignity, and will not permit 
thing—I had stepped in blood! It was down this | the least infringement on the prerogative of the petti- 
ladder the wounded had been conveyed, and while | coat. 

pausing at the top to recover from the sickening sen- “ Fourth.—The matrimonial scold, who reads cur- 

sation I experienced, the groans of a young wounded | tain lectures for the reformation of her husband's mo- 
officer from a cabin below, met my ear. rals, recommended to the very ancient and numerous 

Alas! how little can those who only read of battles | family of the hen-pecks. 
throtgh the cold and technical medium of a general; «Fifih—The dramatic scold, alias stage shrew 

officer's bulletin, conceive of the reality! This first! who endeavours to convince the world that she can 
slippery step of mine into an actual field of slaughter, | rant off the stage as well as on it. 
conveyed an impression which can never be erased.| « Sixth—The patriotic scold, who vociferates for 
Summoning all my presence of mind, I accompanied | the good of her country, to display her great knowledge 

my husband to the side, and stepping upon the car- | and party principles. 
tiage of a gun, looked round. The first thing that}; “Seventh—The inebriate scold, who, by forming a 
fixed my eye, was the ship of the Buenos Ayrean Ad- | cordial alliance with certain strong liquors, is wrough- 
miral, stranded, a complete and abandoned wreck— | up to frenzy, in which she strikingly evinces the ar- 
there she lay, covered with honourable wounds. The | dent disposition of a woman of spirit. 
Admiral’s flag was on board one of the smaller ves- | “ Eighth—The common scold, though last not least 

| 
sels, and he was effecting his retreat in good order. | in fame, who may with the utmost propricty, be styled 

Ithen looked up at our own ship—to the eye she | a professional virage, possessed of a volume of voice 
seemed almost as complete a wreck as her antagonist. | combining vast compass and exhaustless strength, es- 
Her sails were floating in ribands, her masts and | pecially iu the upper notes. She is so well estab- 
yards were full of shot without exception—every thing | lished in the ancient art, mystery and practice of scold- 
Was crippled ; she had besides numerous cannon-shot | ing, that all others implicitly submit, and leave her the 
imbedded in her hull, while others had passed right | undisputed heroine of the field of tongue.” 
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162 THE VISION OF SADAK. 

THE VISION OF SADAK. 

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE USURER'S DAUGHTER,” AND “PURITAN’S GRAVE.” 

Tue merchant Sadak was blessed with abundance, ; at the sight of so awful a visitant. The spirit spoke 
and dwelt in peace. He had all that mortals usually | again and said, “Sadak, wouldst thou be above the 
desire, and was duly and deeply sensible of the hap- 
piness of his lot. But as humanity must be imperfect 
in its happiness as well as in its wisdom and its power, 
there was one drop of bitter floating in the sweet cup 
of Sadak’s life—there was a cloud in his sky, a thorn 
in his pillow, and a sigh of sorrow marring and muti- 
lating the melody of his joy. “Blessed be Allah for 
his goodness towards me—praise to the high and holy 
one who has fixed my lot in a land of peace, and has 
stretched the cords of my tent on the plains of pros- 
perity! Blessed be Allah, that my caravans travel the 
desert in safety, and that the hand of power has not 
rudely touched my wealth. Blessed be Allah for the 
security of my home, for th: fidelity of my servants, 
for the smiles of my children, and for the affectionate 
love of my wife.” 

Thus did Sadak express his gratitude and joy duly 
every morning and evening; but oft in the course of | any symptom of human dwelling. 
the day, there rose in his mind painful thoughts and 
sad forebodings. When he walked in his garden, he 
looked on his flowers and saw them fade, and, sighing, 
said to himself, “So also must I pass away ; my strength 
must decay—my glory perish, and I must lie down 
in the dust, and make my bed with the worms. Then 
what to me will be the wealth which I have gathered 
together? What the affectionate love of my wife— 
the smiles of my children—the fidelity of my ser- 
vants? We must all die ; yet wherefore should death, 
that must rob us of our possessions, first rob us of 
our enjoyment of them? Why can I not banish from 
my soul all thought and fear of that which is to come ? 
T ask not to live in this world for ever? but I would 
fain so live as not to fear death.” This was often the 
language of Sadak’s heart in his hours of solitude, 
bringing on his spirits a gloom of which none but him- 
self was aware, for in society he was cheerful, the 
current of his conversation flowed gracefully, and his 
friends enjoyed his company. 

| fears of death ?” 
| Sadak answered and said, “ Remove thy terrors from 
| thy servant, and then shall my life flow sweetly and 
| calmly as the rivers of paradise.” 

“If then thou wouldst be above the fear of death 
thou must be as those for whom death has no terrors. 

| Come, and thou shalt choose thy lot.” So saying, the 
| angel lifted him lightly from the ground on which he 
| was kneeling, and carried him high in the air above 
the cities, the plains and the rivers, and he saw the 
scene beneath him moving silently as the picture of a 
dream. 

Presently they had passed the fertile and cultivated 
country, and they came to a dreary region where the 
unclad mountains lified their bleak summits to the 
sky ; steep and rugged were their sides, so that there 

| seemed to be no path for the foot of man, nor was there 
Ilere the Angel 

and his charge alighted, and the spirit said to Sadak, 
“Follow me, seeing but unseen, hearing but unheard.” 
Then Sadak, wondrously sorted in climbing the 
rude precipice, and agai™ = ‘escending divers chasms 
and clefis of the rocks, tu.iowed his guide till they 
came to where a low dark opening admitted them into 
a tortuous and gloomy passage, leading to a cave in 
which the light of one sickly lamp just served to show 
that this was a retreat of reckless robbers. Sadak saw 
the ruffian gang assembled in brutal conclave. He 

| saw them drink the strong red wine; he heard them 
| shout the insulting song of triumph over their victims 
| whom they had robbed of wealth and life; he shud- 
| dered as he listened to their tales of blood, and he 
trembled as he heard them devise their next day’s ex- 
ploit. 

“To-morrow,” said the chief of the robbers, “the 
prince passes through the valley, with a slender reti- 
nue, but a weighty purse ; he fancies that the awe of 

| his name, and that a dread of his vengeance will be 
Now it came to pass, as Sadak one afternoon was | enough to save him from our hands ; but we must let 

teposing in his pavilion, and was watching the falling 
rose leaves, and indulging in the gloomy thoughts 
which did sv often interfere with the happiness of his 
life, that there suddenly stood befure him, he knew | 
not whether rising from the earth or descending from | 
heaven, a figure of preternatural size and graceful- 
ness, having a countenance of calm but not smiling kind- 
ness, expressive of merey unmixed with weakness, and 
marvellously blending the awful with the attractive. 
Sadak’s heart for a moment forgot to beat; the pulse 
of his life stood still with astonishment—nor could he 
withdraw his gaze from the strange vision that saluted 
him. Speechlessly he waited to hear the spirit’s voice, 
for his own tongue cleaved to the roof of his mouth, 
and he was helpless as a bird in the gaze of a basilisk. 
In a voice as genile as the evening breeze, and musi- 
cal as the tones of a lute, the vision spoke and said, 

him know that the mountain robbers have no fear or 
reverence. We can mock the majesty of law, and de- 

spise the power of princes. We who fear not death, 
are invincible, and, while we live, omnipotent.” 

Thereat a shout of rude applause was sent up by the 
lawless multitude, and the heart of Sadak was sick at 

the brutal and unholy sound. 
Then the angel said unto him, “ Sadak, wilt thou 

thus conquer the fear of death ?”’ 
“ Nay.” replied the merchant, “ any death is better 

than such a life as this!” 
Thereupon the gloom of the cavern vanished, the 

clear light of heaven shone upon them, and the rob- 
bers disappeared, and Sadak and his guide were sailing 
again through the liquid air. They passed beyond the 

region of the barren mountains, and descended on @ 

plain, through which a gentle river calmly glided, on 
“Sadak, thy prayers are heard in heaven, thy praises | the banks of which stood many a pleasant dwelling, 

are accepted by Allah, and thy fears are registered | and where the cheerful voice of the living and labo- 
above; I come to remove these fears.” Then Sadak | rions were heard. The spirit said to Sadak as before, 
took courage and said, “ Who art thou, and by what | “Follow me. seeing but unseen, hearing but unheard.” 
name may I address thee ?” | And the merchant follewed as he was commanded, 

The vision answered, “I am the Angel of Death.” and they entered a house where an old man was sit- 
Thereat Sadak trembled and bowed his face even | ting alone, watching the quiet course of the river, and 

to the ground, saying, “Behold thy servant.’ He| seeming to count the straws, sticks, or leaves, that 
thought that now his hour was come, and that his | fluated on its surface. The old man saw them not, 
fears were to be stilled in the grave: and much did | and heard them not—therefore their presence inter- 
he marvel that the terrors of his soul were not greater | fered not with his thoughts or with his employment. 

anweeusrxeoc.awst aes 
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THE VISION 163 OF SADAK. 

For a long while they stood, and Sadak asked no ques- 
tion of his guide, though he wondered what could be 
the meaning of what he saw, for he feared lest an im- 
proper or untimely word might break the charm in 
which he was involved. After a length of time, the 
old man moved away from the place where he had 
been sitting, and began to make preparations for a so- 
litary meal. He was wonderfully slow in all his 
movements, and ever and anon he paused as though 
endeavoring to call something to mind. At length he 
sat down and ate, and when he rose from his cheer- 
less and solitary meal, he resumed his seat where Sa- 
dak first saw him, and there he sat watching as be- 
fore, the course of the river, and occasionally looking 
up to the bright blue sky above him. The merchant 
and his guide stood hour after hour watching the still 
scene, and Sadak grew weary, but ventured not to 
name his weariness, or to express his impatience : then 
the angel said unto him, “Sadak, what seest thou ?” 
And Sadak said, “'Truly I know not what to an- 

swer. I see, indeed, an old man who seems asthough 
he bad no employment for hand or thought, and whose 
life appears but a breathing death.” . 
“Thou hast answered rightly,” said the angel ; “ he 

whom thou seest, hath by the aid of philosophy, con- 
quered all fears, and by a skilful management of life, 
removed all source of annoyance and trouble—he 
hath no cares, and no fears; there is not one dark 
spot in his life. His days are as tranquil as the silent 
river, and he has no more dread of death, than the 
river hath of the ocean into which it is flowing.” 

“ But what,” asked Sadak, “are the joys of his life ? 
Has his philosophy destroyed them too ?” 

“ How can it be otherwise ?” said the angel ; “ who 
ean in this life separate joy and sorrow? Where is 
the land on which the sun shines for ever? Can the 
earth have mountains without valleys? Can man en- 
joy the beauty of the rising day without knowing the 
darkness of night? Who but the weary can taste the 
luxury of rest? He whom thou seest before thee, 
hath, by removing all causes of uneasiness, or harden- 
ing his heart against them, formed for himself a life of 
perfect peace and unmingled calmness; having no 
friends or kindred, he is never called to mourn at the 
side of the grave—trusting no one, he is deceived by 
none—steeling his heart against all sympathy, the sor- 
rows of others never afflict him; and as there is no- 
thing in life to which he clings with fondness, so there 
is nothing in death which he regards with abhor- 
rence. Sadak, wilt thou thus conquer the fear of 
death ?”” 
“Nay,” replied the merchant, “any death is better 

than such a life as this.” 

Then the angel carricd him away from the peace- 
ful vale, and bore him onwards to a well-peopled city, 
and they alighted there, the angel saying as before, 
“Follow me, seeing, but unseen, hearing, but unheard.” 
Sadak did as he was commanded, and followed invi- 
sibly his invisible guide ; and they entered a dwel- 
ling in which there were abundant tokens of wealth, 

and Sadak thought to himself that if the owner of this 
Well furnished abode could live superior to the fear 

of death, he must be an amiable man indeed, for here 
Was much to make life interesting. Passing through 

several splendid apartments, they came to the room in 
which was the master of the house; but at the sight 

ofhim Sadak sighed deeply, for sorrow sat upon his 
countenance, and his whole talk was that of despair.— 
“What seest thou ?” said the angel. 

“TI see,” replied the merchant, “a sight of wretch- 
edness.” 

“Thou seest,” said the angel, “one for whom death 
hath no terrors. He hath wealth, but there is no one 
to enjoy it with him ; his wife and children are in the 

grave, and as he loved them most deeply when living, 

looks about his well-furnished house, and finds that 
every part of it reminds him of those who were most 
dear unto him; his soul is filled with bitterness that 
they are taken from him; fain also would he make 
his bed in the grave. Wilt thou thus conquer the fear 
of death ?” 

“Nay,” replied the merchant, “any death is better 
than such a life as this.” ; 

The angel then led him forth from the house of the 
desolate man, to another street and to another house, 
in which there were many symptoms of wealth, but 
none of solitude, and the angel said as before, “ Follow 
me, seeing, but unseen, hearing, but unheard.” There 
was a tumult in the honse, as of objurgation, and a 
noise of mary voices; and Sadak saw 4 man some- 
what past the middle of life, surrounded by his family, 
who were quarrelling with him and with one another. 
The merchant looked alarmed, and his guide said unto 
him, “ Sadak, what is thy fear? Thou art unseen and 
unheard, the fury of these people cannot injure thee.” 

And Sadak said, “ My fear is not for myself, but for 
these people, lest they may presently inflict violence 
the one upon the other. Seest thou how that furious 
woman endeavours to provoke to violence him whom 
I take to be herhusband? Surely blood will be shed. 
What, I pray you, has cansed this sudden quarrel ?” 

“This is no sudden quarrel,” said the angel, “ but 
this is the ordinary life which this man leads; his wife 
and children are unreasonable in their wishes, and 
violent in their tempers, so that the poor man hath no 
peace. He wishes for the peace of the grave. Sadak, 
wilt thou thus conquer the fear of death?” 

“ Nay,” replied the merchant, “ any death is better 
than such a life as this.” 

Again the angel caught up the merchant, and car- 
ried him through the air, a distance of many leagues, 
alighting with him at length, at the entrance to a 
mine, from whence many of the labourers were issu- 
ing, and the angel said to Sadak, “ Follow me, seeing, 
but unseen, hearing, but unheard.” So the angel 
conducted the merchant to one of the abodes in which 
the labourers resided. And Sadak saw the weary man 
sit heavily down to a scanty meal, which he devoured 
hastily ; and presently the man slept, and his sleep 
was sound, and Sadak thought within himself, “How 
blessed is the sound sleep of him who by labour has 
earned the comforts of repose!” Sadak watched him 
while he slept, and there was no symptom of any 
dreamy restlessness, but his features were still as a 
stone, and cali as death. Morning came, and with it 
came the summons to renewed labour. Then Sadak 
grieved for the labouring man, that he needs must be 
awakened from so sound a sleep. And the angel 
said to the merchant,“ Sadak, thou thinkest mourn- 
fully.” 

Then the merchant replied, saying, “I grieve for 
this poor man, that he hath no time for the enjoyment 
of that rest fur which his labour gives him so good an 
appetite, for while he sleeps, he is insensible to all 
that is around him, and when he wakes, he is forth- 

| with called away to labour—nay, even before he hath 
well slept his sleep, he is roused, to re-commence his 

toil.” 
“True,” replied the angel, “but he thereby lives 

without the fear of death, because he lives without the 
thought of it—he has no time for thinking; his days 
are occupied with ceasc'ess labour, and his nights with 
dreamless sleep. Wilt thou thus be above the fear of 

death ?” 
“ Nay,” replied the merchant, “any death is better 

than such a life as this.” 
Now when the merchant had been so long with the 

angel, his fears began to abate, and he spake more 
freely to the spirit, saying, “ Hitherto thon hast shown 
me only those who live a life of misery, to which 

% he mourns them most heartily when dead. He death must be considered a relief; show me, I pray 
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you, one to whom life is truly desirable, and by whom ; knew not what to reply; and much did he fear that 
death is not regarded as an evil ?” | he had offended his supernatural guide and messenger; 

“Thou askest an impossibility,” said the ange! ; | then forthwith did he prepare himself with a propitia. 
“for thou askest to see one who prefers light to dark- | tory reply to the angel, but when he lifted up his face 
ness, and yet who likes darkness as well as light— | from the ground, and sought his spiritual companion, 
How can this be? I have shown thee such as care | behold the monitor had fled; and Sadak was lef 
not whether they live or die: to them, therefore, death | alone, and he began in great perplexity and terror w 

can have no terrors ; and I have also shown thee such | east about by what means he might return to his home, 
as feel more pain than pleasure in life—therefore to | from so great a distance, and afier so long an absence, 
them, death can present no terrors. But how, I pray | for he knew no. in what region of the globe he waz, 

“<< . + i 

you, ean he who loveth life, love to have it taken from 
him?" 

“ But my dread of death,” replied Sadak, “ often- 
times takes away my enjoyment of life.” 

“Thou speakest inaccurately,” said the angel ; “ ra- 
ther shouldst thou say that thou feelest a dread of 
death because thou hast so great enjoyment of life. 
Seest thou not thet death is unpleasant because life is 
pleasant ?” 

Then Sadak was silent for a moment, seeing that he 

nor could he distinctly recollect how many “ays he 
had been away from his home; but presently recover. 

ing from his surprise, he found himself in his pavilion, 
his garden was as he had left it, and when he re. 

turned to his family, they spake not of his absence 

from them. So he perceive: that it was but a dream, 

and he took instruction from the dream, and learned 

to prize the blessings of life more highly, and to re. 
| ceive the good things bestowed upon him, with a more 

| unmingled gratitude. 

DON’T TALK OF SEPTEMBER. 

BY THOMAS H. BAYLY. 

I. 

Don't talk of September !—a lady 

Must think it of all months the worst ; 
The men are preparing already 

To take themselves off on the first : 
I try to arrange a small party, 

The girls dance together—how tame! 
Id get up my game of ecarte, 

But they go to bring down their game! 

Il. 
Last month, their attention to quicken, 

A supper I knew was the thing; 
But now from my turkey and chicken 

They're tempted by birds on the wing? 
They shoulder their terrible rifles, 

(It’s really too much for my nerves’) 
And slighting my sweets and my trifles, 

Prefer my Lord Harry's preserves ! (of game.] 

Il. 

Miss Lovemor?. with great consternation, | 
| Now hears of ure horrible plan, 

And fears that her liti!« flirtation 
Was only a flash in the pan! 

Oh! marriage is hard of digestion, 
The men are all sparing of words ; 

And now 'stead of popping the question, 
They set offto pop at the birds. 

IV. 

Go, false ones, your aim is so horrid, 
That love at the sight of you dies: | 

You care not for locks on the forehead,— 

The locks made by Manton you prize! | 
All thoughts sentimental erploding, 

Like flints | behold you depart; 
You heed not, when priming and loading, 

The load you have left on my heart. 

V. 

They talk about patent percussions, 
And all preparations for sport ; 

And these double barrel discussions 
Exhaust double bottles of port! 

The dearest is deaf to my summons 
As off on his pony he jogs; 

A doleful condition is woman's; 
The men are all gone to the Dogs! 

WOMAN. 
| (Suggested by a portrait of the Honorable Mrs. Leicester Stanhope, in the 

foreground of a beautiful landscape.} 

BY W. H. HARRISON, Esq. 

O what a scene is this! so beautiful, 
So placid, that if Peace would deign to choose 
A sublunary habitation, here 
Would be her home. How lovely in repose 
Spreads the clear lake in which the sun delights 

To bathe its sultry beams! See yon tall grove 
Of fragrant lime trees, which, at eventide, 
Cast their rich perfume on the minstrel gale 
In guerdon of the melody it breathes. 
There rears the classic temple its proud front ; 
Here the fall'n column, emblem of decay, 
Gives pathos to the picture; while beyond, 
In the dim distance, like a barrier, rise, 
The giant hills, as if to guard a spot 
So consecrate from feet profane. , 

To crown 
| The scene, the climax of its beauty, see 
Yon fairy form, imparadised like Eve, 
The loveliest, last create of Eden’s flowers! 
How, like a sylph, descended from the stars, 
To gladden and to grace this lower world, 
She treads, with printless fuot, the verdant lawn! 

But not in Nature's silent haunts alone 
Shines woman with a lustre which exceeds 

That of all earthly things. Go to the world, 
And mark her value as a boon to man, 
In every grade and circumstance of life, 
In pleasure, pain, in splendor, and eclipse ; 
When sorrow, like a clond, is on his path, 
And lost, bewilder'd, in the gathering gloom, 
He vainly seeks a shelter from the storm: 
Or when, awaken'd from Youth's idle dream, 
He finds the world the wilderness it is, 
Its verdure as the grass that hides the grave, 

Its fruit all bitterness, its fairest flowers 
Tangled with weeds, and thickly girt with thorns: 
When those whom once he fondly deem’d his friends, 

Tried by Adversity’s unerring test, 
Have proved base counterfeits—or, when the grave 
Ilath mercilessly closed on one whose love 
Had been his cherish'd treasure—it is then, 
O then that Woman's accents have a charm 
To calm the tempest of his troubled mind! 
On her fond breast, in grief's abandonment, 
He pours the long-pent current of his heart, 
Of which, in presence of his fellow-man, 
Ilis pride had closed the flood-gates! 
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THE vow. 

THE VOW. 

From Jephtha downward, few have ever vowed 
nshly, without. repenting bitterly, and yet our self- 
conceit is so much more powerful than our better 
judgment, that neither our own personal experience, 

nor our Observation of the course and experience of 
others, can cure us of promising unconditionally, which 
ifwe perform at all, we can perform only upon cer- 

isin conditions which may, or may not, exist. If a 
thousand other instances of the folly and danger of 
nshly vowing, had not previously occurred to my ob- 
servation, that folly and that rashness would have 
been firmly and impressively taught to me by a late 
oecurrence in a not very distant branch of my own 
family. In England, distinguished as it is by the 
abundance and the exceilence of female beauty, 
there is not a more lovely woman than my cousin 
Emily Mordaunt; and she was beloved as well as 
lovely, and if the village in which she passed her girl- 
hued, and of which she was the ornament and the 
pride, were to be canvassed, [ doubt if a human being 
could be found in it who would not have perilled life 
and limb to procure her a pleasure, or to spare her 
from a pain. A good and a beautiful girl she was, 
and it was the greater pity that she was silly enough 

to make a rash vow. 
About four years agone, and at this very season of 

the year, I left town for the village at, or rather near, 
which she resided ; the name of which, for reasons 
jute sufficiently cogent, if not more than usually ob- 
vious, the reader must be so good as to excuse my not 
mentioning. My uncle is a fine specimen of “the 
god old English gentleman ;” and though only mo- 
uerately wealthy, is possessed of immense influence, 
and unbounded affection in his neighbourhood, from 
he constant well-doing in which his own long life is 

spent. 
Entre nous, though I yield to no one in admiration 

of his numberless fine qualities of breast and heart, I 

must earnestly confess that my annual visits are none 
the less punctual or extended in their duration from 
the fact of my uncle’s grounds affording me finer sport 
than I can enjoy elsewhere, without making a longer 
ot less convenient journey. And it was partly, if not 
mainly, fur sport's sake, at the time above mentioned, 
I deposited myself, my Manton, one tiger, two horses, 
and ditto dogs, at the good old English house of my 
good old English uncle. I was welcomed, as I always 
am, cheerily and heartily; duly thanked for sundry 
newspapers sent by divers posts to the old gentleman, 
and fur certain Court Magazines, which [| had for- 

warded for the especial delectation of my fair coz.— 
But she, usually the first to bid me welcome, was not 
visible, and when I had gossipped and luncheoned 
away for a full hour after my arrival, without per- 
ceiving any signs of her intention to become visible, I 

took the liberty to pop the plain question to my uncle 
as to the cause of her absence. ‘The answer was Ca- 

tegorical enough, but not altogether so satisfactory as 
Teould have wished. 
“She wasill,” her father said, “and yet not ill; de- 

bilitated and nervous, shunning all society, perpetually 

ik tears, and yet unable, or unwilling to assign any 
cause of her indisposition. In short,” conciuded my 
uncle, who doats on her, “she is a woman, and who 

the deuce is to know a woman's mind? And yetshe’s 
young and pretty, and she knows it; and I have picked 

her out a husband as young and as handsome as her- 
self, and egad! one would think it impossible for her 
to be otherwise than happy !” 
“So!” thought I, “ the murder’s out!” I need not 

trouble my readers of either sex with the wise sawa 
of “ every one has his faults,” “ the best of us are not 
perfect,” and so forth. We all kmow that, though we 
are a little apt to make ourselves, our wives some- 
times, and our children always, special exceptions to 
this general rule. Now if my uncle has any very 
considerable and lamentable failing in his character, 
it is a certain warmth and arbitrariness of temper. 
Though in other respects very unlike Squire Western, 
I could sometimes almost fancy him sitting to Fielding ; 
so decisive and “Sha’t ha’ un”-like is his mode of 
ruling his household when any of his whims, more or 
less, are unfortunately by some accident thwarted or 
neglected. And from the instant of his having told 
me of his having “ picked out’ a husband for my pretty 
cousin Emily, | judged that his paternal kindness had 
been far more sincere than acceptable. “The course 
of true love really never does run smooth,” thonght I, 
“but poor Emily shall not want for all the litle wit 
or wisdom I possess.” And I, accordingly, pestered 
her with coaxing notes until, just as the evening was 
darkening down, the stubborn little puss relented in 
her obstinacy at last, and honoured me, the stately 
minx! with an interview. I went to her petit bou- 
doir with the full determination to rally her most un- 
mercifully; but when I entered, J] was too much 
shocked by her appearance to carry my determina- 
tion into effect, or even to remember that I had ever 
made it. 

She lay upon a sofa by the opened window, pale, 
haggard, and with that ghastly glassiness of eye, 
which but too frequently is the prelude to 

” cold obstruction’s apathy.” 
I thought of “the angel and the cramp iron,” and 

my tears “flowed feelingly and fast,” as I gazed upon 
the wreck of one so loved by all, so envied by many, 
and but a brief time before so joyous in herself. 

Our conversation was long, too Jong to be set down 
here ; but it ended in my starting the following morn- 
ing for Malta, instead of dealing death among the nut- 
brown beauties of my uncle's preserves. 

Poor girl! she had reason enough to be unhappy ; 
and yet her unhappiness, like but too much of that 
which afflicts humanity and defies the doctor, was in 
no slight degree self-sought and self-inflicted. Very 
true it is that it was no agreeable task to oppose my 
uncle in so important a matter as the marrying of his 
daughter to the man of his choice. 

“Sha’t ha’ un,I tell thee ; sha’t ha’ un,” would have 
been his reply to any maidenly reluctance ; and if 
from blushing reluctance my fair cousin had proceeded 
to “hint a doubt and hesitate dislike,” incomprehensi- 
ble English, I would not be bail fur the safety of any 
fragile materials within reach of the good, but rather 
choleric squire. But there was a word which would 
have ruled him at his wildest, and have sent the un- 
welcome and pertinacious suitor of his choice to choose 
more fittingly, or to vent his disappointment in a rat- 
tling run with the nearest hounds. But that one word 
she would not, could not, dared not, speak ; she had a 
vow, and she kept it until she looked like a spectre, 
and was in an extremely fair way of becoming one. 
For once in the way—for I am the unluckiest dog now 
extant, in all matters of locomotive, rarely riding in a 
coach that does not lose a linch-pin, or journeying by a 
steamer which does not boil over, or run upon a sand- 
bank—for once in the way I say, I made a good 
voyage, and in an unusually short time, had presented 
myself and my credentials—a letter, namely, penned 
in the prettiest crow-quill hand that ever wrote verses 
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in an album—to Lieutenant , of regi- 
ment. He perused the letter with all the approved 
symptoms of gentlemen afflicted with hydrophobia or 
love. Very stark indeed, very, thought I, is the poor 
gentleman’s mania; pray heaven he do not toss me 
out of the window by way of rewarding my civility! 
He did a much more sensible thing; he ordered in 
dinner, wrote to his colonel fur leave of absence, and 
in four hours from my arrival, Iwas again on “ the 
deep, deep sea,” in company with the smitien subai- 

tern. 

We arrived at my uncle’s safely enough ; but I was 
so fairly done up with excessive fatigue, from travel- 
ling night and day, that I would fain have preferred a 
sound sleep to a scene. He who takes part in the af- 
fairs of lovers, must make up his mind to bear their 
despotism. They feed on love, so he must eschew 
more nourishing diet; they wake ever, so he need 
not dream of—they will take especial care he shall 
not dream in—sleep. And so it was in the present 
case; my valiant sub. insisted upon our seeing my 

uncle that very night. 
Poor Emmy had been literally a prisoner for a long 

time previous to my going down ; and her maid, un- 
like the waiting maids of the most approved novel he- 
roines, had sternly refused to aid her in any attempt to 
convey clandestine epistles. And when my com- 
panion now announced to my uncle that he was her 
lover, her accepted lover—old acquaintance as his fa- 
ther had been of the squire’s—the rage of the latter 
knew no bounds. Seldom is there much reasoning 
when people are very passionate, and very determined 
to have their own way. I shall therefore leave the 
dialogue that passed between the pair unsung and un- 
said. But there was one fact elicited in it that was 
important and decisive—Emily was unable to marry 
the man of her father’s choice, from the simple fact of 
her having some time previously gone through that 
ceremony with the man of her own! My subaltern 

friend had, in fact, been for some time married to my 
pretty cousin ; but as his father had left him no for- 
tune, he had judged it best to conceal their marriage 
for a time, and ke had extorted a vow from his young 
and devoted wife, that she would not betray the se- 
cret without his consent. 
How well she kept her unwise vow, we have seen. 

She is alive and well, and as happy as her own vir- 
tues and every one’s love can make her, and he is no 
longer a sub. But if I had not chanced to see her, to 
carry that news to her husband which she could not 
otherwise have conveyed, I verily believe she would 
have died in ber unwise obstinacy. 

Rash vows should never be made. 
even be kept when made ? 

TS 

THE PASSING CROWD. 

“THE passing crowd,” is a phrase coined in the 
spirit of indifference. Yet, to a man, of what Plato 
calls “ universal sympathies,” and even to the plain 
ordinary denizens of this world, what can be more in- 
teresting than the “passing crowd?” Does not this 
tide ef human beings, which we daily see passing 
along the ways of this world, consist of persons ani- 
mated by the same spark of the divine essence, and 
partaking of the same high destinies with ourselves? 
Let us stand still but for a moment in the midst of this 
busy, and seemingly careless scene, and consider what 
they are or may be whom we see around us. In the 

hurry of the passing show, and of our own sensations, 
we see but a series of unknown faces: but this is no 
reason why we should regard them with indifference. 
Many of these persons, if we knew their histories, 
would rivet our admiration by the ability, worth, be- 
nevolence, or piety, which they have displayed in their 
Various paths through life. Many would excite our 

Should they 
W. T. H. 

warmest interest by their sufferings—sufferings, per. 
haps, bome meekly and well, and more for the sake of 
others than themselves. How many tales of human 
weal and wo, of glory and of humiliation, could be 
told by those beings, whom, in passing, we regard not! 
Unvalued as they are by us, how many as good as 
ourselves repose upon them the affections of bounteons 
hearts, and would not want them for any earthly com. 
pensation! Every one of these persons, in all proba- 
bility, retains in his bosom the cherished recollections 
of early happy days, spent in some scene which “ they 
ne’er forget, though there they are forgot,” with friends 
and fellows who, though now far removed in distance 

and in fortune, are never to be given up by the heart 
Every oue of these individuals, in all probability, 
nurses still deeper, in the recesses of feeling, the re- 
membrance of that chapter of romance in the life of 
every man, an early earnest attachment, conceived in 
the fervour of youth, unstained by the slightest thought 
of self, and for the time purifying and elevating the 
character far above its ordinary standard. Beneath all 
this gloss of the world—this cold conventional aspect, 

which all more or less present, and which the business 
of life renders necessary—there resides for certain a 
fountain of goodness, pure in its inner depths and the 
lymph rock-distilled, and ready on every proper occa- 
sion to well out in the exercise of the noblest duties. 
Though all may seem but a hunt after worldly objects, 
the great majority of these individuals can, at the pro- 

per time, cast aside all earthly thoughts, and commu- 
nicate directly with the Being whom their fathers 
have taught them to worship, and whose will and 
attributes have been taught to man immediately by 
himself. Perhaps many of these persons are of loftier 
aspect than ourselves, and belong to a sphere removed 
above our own. But, nevertheless, if the barrier of 
mere worldly form were taken out of the way, it is 
probable that we could interchange sympathies with 
these persons as freely and cordially as with any of our 
own class. Perhaps they are of an inferior order; but 
they are only inferior in certain circumstances, which 
should never interpose to prevent the flow of feeling 
for our kind. The great common features of human 
nature remain; and let us never forget how much 
respeet is due to the very impress of humanity—the 
type of the divine nature itself! Even where our 
fellow-creatures are degraded by vice and poverty, let 
us still be gentle in our judging. The various fortunes 
which we every day see befalling the members of a 
single family, after they part off in their several paths 
through life, teach us, that it is not to every one that 
success in the career of existence is destined. Besides, 
do not the arrangements of society at once necessitate 
the subjection of an immense multitude to humble toil, 
and give rise to temptations, before which the weak 
and uninstructed can scarcely escape falling? But 
even beneath the soiled face of the poor artizan there 
may be aspirations after some vague excellence, which 
hard fate has denied him the means of attaining, though 
the very wish to obtain it is itself ennobling. The 
very mendicant was not always so: he, too, has had 
his undegraded and happier days, upon the recollection 
of which, some remnant of better feeling may still 
repose. 

These, I humbly think, are reasons why we should 
not look with coldness upon any masses of men with 
whom it may be our lot to mingle. It is the nature 
of a good man to conclude that others are like himself; 
and if we take the crowd promiscuously, we can never 
be far wrong in thinking that there are worthy and 

well-directed feelmgs in it as well as in our own 
bosoms.— Blackwood. 

—— 

Pay visits only on alternate days, thou wilt be be- 
loved the more; for he who multiplies his comings 
and goings fatigues his friends. 
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THE GATHERER, &c. 167 

Original. 

THE FATED CITY. 

‘Twas evening, and the golden sun 
Streamed brightly in the sky, 

And cast his purple beams abroad, 
Like smiles of an approving god, 

O’er plain, and mountain high— 
O'er waving fields of floating gold, 
That round his sinking car were rolled, 
And o’er the city’s glistening spires, 
That flashed beneath his blazing fires. 

There lay that city—wealth and pride 
Had built their temples there, 

And swift-winged commerce there had brought 

From many a clime, her trophies caught 
From isles, in ocean, fair: 

The pearl, the coral, and the gem ; 
And jewels far outvying them 
Were, with that city’s wealth, combined— 
The priceless jewels of the mind. 

The sun went down, and night came o’er 
That city’s winding walls; 

The pale moon rose above the sky, 
And looked down there all silently, 
Upon the shouting halls, 

Where mirth was heard, and laughter went, 
From lip to lip, in merriment— 
Where all was careless, thoughtless, light, 
Besporting on that happy night. 

An hour passed on—what cry was that, 
Which thrilled that city so? 

What shrieks are those—what means yon cloud, 
That wraps that city like a shroud, 

And fills the breast with wo? 
What mean those flames, that blazing, run 
Along that mountain dark and dun? 
Why shakes the earth—why heaves the sea— 
Why peal those thunders dreadfully ? 

Night left the earth—the sun arose, 
As wont, along the sky, 

And looked—not on that city bright 
Which he had left before the night 
With turrets gleaming high; 

But on a black and cheerless waste, 
Which desolation’s hand had traced— 
Upon a flood of lava, where 
Once dwelt in beauty Pompeu fair. A. B. M. 

A MAY*SONG FOR EMILY. 

May’s red lips are breath’d apart 
By the music ef her heart 
Which ever gently stealeth through, 
Like enchanted honey dew, 
Falling from some odour tree 
In the golden Araby. 
And gladness danceth on each stream, 
And singing comes in every dream, 
Riches flow on bower and lea, 
But I am poor in wanting thee, 
Oh! beloved Emily! 
Pleasant May, I love thee well, 
When within my silent cell, 
In the quiet shadow sitting, 
Thy mild beaming eye is flitting 
O’er the page of poets old, 
Touching the pale scroll with gold. 

I sit alone in summer eves, 
Hiding my head among the leaves 
Of some thick-branching laurel tree, 
When the air is warm with glee, 
Watching the sunlight to and fro 
Upon the foliage come and go; 
Or bending back, with listening ear, 
Amid the glimmering silence near: 
The bird along the green boughs springing 
Now hushing in the gloom, now singing ; 
Or, careless of sweet sounds, I fold 

The beauty of my dreams about 
Some gentle face beloved of old, 

From time’s dark shadow looking out. 
And to that shady harbour green, 
Where stranger face is seldom seen, 
Sweet May, thy low-toned footstep cometh 
While the wild bee faintly hummeth, 
In the lily’s silver bell— 
Oh, then, sweet May, I love thee well ! 

Thou dewy-footed creature, sorrow 
From thy face a light doth borrow ; 
The weary pilgriin sinks to sleep, 
The mourner’s heart forgets to weep! 
Then why by thee am I forgot? 
And why dost thou regard me not? 
Thy love is pour’d on bower and tree— 
Then hear my prayer and bring with thee, 
My beloved Emily! 

THE GATHERER. 

‘* A snapper up of unconsidereé trifles."’ 
SHAKSPEARE. 

It is the right of canvassing, without fear, the con- 
duet of those who are placed at their head, that con- 

stitutes a free nation. 

A Representative of the people is appointed to think 
for, and not with his constituents. 

The bow loses its spring, that is always bent; and 
the mind will never do much, unless it sometimes does 
nothing. 

Every party, in every country, have a vocabulary 

of court phrases and unmeaning terms, which they use 

to mislead the multitude. 

The only kind office performed for us by our friends, 

of which we never complain, is our funeral, and the 

only thing which we are sure to want, happens to be 

the only thing which we never purchase—our coffin. 

If men praise your efforts, suspect their judgment— 
if they censure them, your own. 

He that writes what he should speak, and dares not 

speak what he writes, is either like a wolf in sheep’s 

clothing, or like a sheep in a wolf's skin. 

We always fancy there is something ridiculous about 

those sentiments which we ourselves have never felt 

—still more about those which we have ceased to feel. 

An excellent rule for living happy in society is, 
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never to concern one’s self with the affairs of others | and gazing with boyish wonder at its graceful soarings, 

unless they wish for, or desire it. 

being useful, people often show more curiosity than | 

affection. 

The sterner powers that we arouse within us to 
combat a passion that can no longer be worthily in- 

dulged are never afterwards wholly allayed. Like 

the allies which a nation summons to its bosom to 

defend it from its foes, they expel the enemy only to 

find a settlement for themselves. 

In the pure heart of a girl loving for the first time, 
love is far more ecstatic than in man, inasmuch as it 

is unfevered by desire—love then and there makes 

the only state of human existence which is at once 

capable of calmness and transport. 

Pride, like the magnet, constantly points to one ob- 
ject, self; but unlike the magnet, it has no attractive 

pole, but at all points repels. 

A wise man poor 
Is like a sacred book that’s never read, 
T’ himself he lives, and to all else seems dead. 

This age thinks better of a gilded fvol, 
Than of the thread-bare saint in Wisdom’s school. 

The height of monntains in the moon is considerable 
—ten are five miles, or nearly; and eight are from 
three to fuur miles. Three of the hollows are from 

two to three miles, and as many are nearly two miles. 

Teeth are phosphate of lime and cartilage, but the 
enamel is without cartilage. 

Anger wishes the human race had but one neck, 
love but one heart, grief two tears, and pride two 

bended knees. 

Two things fll my mind with ever new and in- 
creasing admiration and veneration, the oftener and 

more constantly they occupy my thoughts—the starry 
heavens above me, and the moral law within me. 

The continuance, and frequent fits of anger produce 
an evil habit in the soul, called wrathfulness, or a 
propensity to be angry; which oft times ends in choler, 
bitterness, and morosity; when the mind becomes ul- 

cerated, peevish, and querulous ; and like a thin, weak 
plate of iron, receives impression and is wounded by 

the least occurrence. 

The brain certainly is a great starver, where it 

abounds, and the thinking people of the world (the 
philosophers and virtuous especially,) must be content- 
ed, I find, with a moderate share of bodily advantages, 
for the sake of what they call parts and capacity in 
another sense. 

Ordinary people regard a man of a certain force and 
inflexibility of character as they doa lion. They look 
at him with a sort of wonder—perhaps they admire 
him—but they will on no account house with him. 
The lap-deg, who wags his tail, and licks the hand, 

and cringes at the nod of every stranger, is a much 
more acceptable companion to them. 

We talk of the extravagance of modern ladies; He- 
rodotus says that the revenues of Anthylla, in Egypt, 
a city of considerable magnitude, were always given 
to the wife of the governor for her expenses in shoes. °. 

A chesnut tree grew at Tamworth which was 52 
feet round, it was planted in the year 800; and in the 
reign of Stephen, in 1165, was made boundary, and 
called the great chesnut tree. In 1759 it bore nuts 
which produced young trees. 

Botanists record 56,000 species of various plants, 
and 38.000 are to be found in the catalogues. 

The flights of genius are sometimes like those of a 
paper kite. While we are admiring its vast elevation, 

Under pretence of | it plunges into the mud, an object of derision and con. 
tempt. 

Curtail thy sleep, and increase thy knowledge ; he 
who knows the value of his object, despises the pains 

it cost him. 

Say not the possessors of science have passed away, 
and are forgotten; every one who has walked in the 
path of science has reached the goal. 

Increase of knowledge is a victory over idleness; 
and the beauty of knowledge is rectitude of conduct. 

Men in general do not distinguish properly between 
dissimulation and hypocrisy. The former consists in 

disguising what we are, the latter in pretending to be 

what we are not. The first is often necessary in the 
common affairs of life, the latter is always contempti- 
ble and wicked. 

It is the part of fools to be too sagacious in seeing 
the faults of other men, and to be ignorant of their 
own. They that reprove others are sometimes guilty 

of pride, but they that amend their own lives, will 
more easily persuade their fellows. 

Questions you should never be ashamed to ask, so 

long as you are ignorant. Ignorance is a shameful 
infirmity; and when justified, is the chiefest of follies. 

Alexander the Great had such extraordinary value 
and esteem fur knowledge and learning, that he used 
to say he was more obliged to Aristotle, his tutor, for 
his learning, than to Philip, his father, for his life ; see- 
ing the one was momentary, and the other permanent, 
and never to be blotted out by oblivion. 

Sere aE 

RECIPES. 

RAGOOED LIVERS. 

Take the livers of half a dozen fowls or other poul- 
try, a dozen mushrooms, a bunch of sweet herbs, a 
clove of garlic or a small onion, a table-spoonful of 
butter rolled in flour. Add a glass of white wine, and 
sufficient warm water to keep the ingredients moist. 
Season it with salt and pepper. Stew all together, 
and skim it well. Before you send it to the table, stir 

in the yolks of two or three beaten eggs, and two 
spoonfuls of cream. 

A FINE HASH. 

Take any cold game or poultry that you have. You 
may mix several kinds together. Some sausages, of 
the best sort, will be an improvement. Chop all to- 
gether, and mix with it bread crumbs, chopped onions 
and parsley, and the yolks of two or three hard-boiled 
eggs. Put it inio a sauce-pan with a proportionate 

piece of butter rolled in flour. Moisten it with broth, 
gravy, or warm water, and let it stew gently for half 
an hour. 

Cold veal or fresh pork may be hashed in the same 
manner. 

MARINADE OF FOWLS. 

Take a pair of fowls, skin and ent them up. Wash 
them in lukewarm water. Drain them, and put them 

into a stew-pan with some butter. Season them to 
your taste with salt, pepper, and lemon-juice. Add 
parsley, onions, and a laurel leaf. Moisten them with 
warm water, and let them stew slowly on hot coals 
for two or three hours. Clear them from the season- 
ing and drain them. Then lay them in a dish, and 
grate bread crumbs over them. Whip some white of 
egg to a stiff froth, and cover with it all the pieces of 

fowl. 
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PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS. 
EveNiNG Dress.—The robe is composed of a new 

kind of gauze, called gaze fleur des anges, a rose- 
coloured ground, flowered in separate sprigs in a blond 
lace pattern, and worn over a satin slip to correspond. 
The corsage is low, cut in a very graceful manner on 
the shoulders, and trimmed with a lappel of the same 
material. ‘The lappel is square behind, cleft upon the 
shoulders, where it is sufficiently deep to form a man- 
cheron, and descending in the stomacher shape, termi- 
nates in a rounded point a little below the waist. The 
lappel, bust, and bottom of the corsage, are each edged 
with blond Jace. Bouffant sleeve slashed in front of 
the arm. The hair parted on the forehead, is disposed 
in light loose curls, which hang low at the sides. The 
hind hair is arranged in low bows, from which a few 
ringlets fall over the back of the head. A half wreath 
of blue wild flowers is placed rather far back. Scarf 
of gaze sylphide, embroidered round the border in a 
very light pattern. Ear-rings and neck-chain, fancy 
jewellery, gloves of white knitted silk, resembling 
double-grounded lace. lack satin slippers of the 
sandal kind. 
CanriaGE Dress.—A pelisse of lemon-coloured gros 

princesse, plain, high corsage. ‘The sleeves very large 
from the shoulder to the bend of the arm, sit nearly 

but not quite close to the wrist, and are ornamented 
with knots of satin riband to correspond, placed at re- 

gular distances. Pelerine of two falls, deep on the 
back and shoulders, but open, so as to display the 
form of the bust in front; each fall is bordered with a 
bias band of satin, a similar band adorns each side of 
the front of the skirt, and knots of riband rauch larger 
than those on the sleeves are placed at equal distances 
from the waist to the bottom of the skirt. Lemon- 
coloured satin hat, lined with pale lilac velvet, a 
round and very open brim, which stands much off the 
face ; crown of the helmet form. The trimming con- 
sists of knots of lemon-coloured gauze riband, and a 
sprig of half-blown flowers to correspond. Cashmere 
scarf. Lilac kid gloves. Black reps slippers. 

2 SS 

MISS A. DOBBS TO MISS J 

BY THE AUTHOR OF THE “ ECCENTRIC TALES.” 

TIBBS. 

Jasmine Cottage, County of Herts. 
My pearest Jemima !—You have always been the 

depository of my soul’s dearest secrets—I am so happy! 
—Would that you, my sweet friend, were with me, 
to share the delights of our rural retreat(—the greatest 
General from little Alexander down to Napoleon, never 
made such an one !—and as for my suite of apariments 

—“Oh! there's nothing half so sweet in life!” as Moore 
says. 
The country around is a volume of Miss Mittford 

bound in green: every thing seems smiling here—ex- 
cept the willows—and they do weep so gracefully !— 
And then at night the crickets chirp so merrily—I am 
certain there have been a great many ericket-matches, 
there is such a numerous family! These with the 

copper-ketile, are really the only grate musicians we 
¢an boast in this sequestered dwelling! and they have, 
ui truth, a great range here! 
My papa is very happy too, and is not like the same 

H 

man he was: since he left off business, he is not at all 
retired, but interchanges civilities with the gentry in 
the neighbourhood: among these is a young Squire, 

who is so handsome and so witty! I must tell you a 
bon mot of his: we had wandered to the edge of the 
copse, where we sat upon the style, and watched the 
decline of the sun, until the glorious orb had set :-— 
“Why is your father like that sun?” I gave it up. 
Because he is a—retired Tanner!’ I smiled, and my 
memory reverted in a moment to Bermondsey—the 
Tan-pits, and my dear Jemima! 

I have made some acquaintances among the “ rus- 
tics :” there is one Rose Verdant, a pretty, melancholy, 
dark-eyed “ forsaken”"—who placed “ her heart's best 
affections,” on the clergyman—but the pastor passed 
her, for one who he thought surpassed her; and she 
has been as much distressed—as poor Jreland—since 
the Union!—The Album (commenced by my dear Je- 
mima,) is nearly full—for I visit the church-yard every 
morning, and transcribe the epitaphs: the sheep rumi- 
nating beneath the yew-trees, being my only compa- 
nions in this grave solitude! 

This is the hay-making season, and, of course, all 
the meadows are a la mowed! 

There are some impertinent people, who live near 
us, and they laughed so much at our city taste in gar- 
dening, that Papa has been forced to “ get up a Ha-ha,” 
as the hedgers call it; but I don’t think it is of any use, 
and as it cost a great deal, I don’t see the fun of “ get- 
ting up Ha-ha,” at one’s own expense! 

I forget whether I told you, that there is a lover's 
walk here—but there is—and I frequently visit this 
romantic spot—it would frighten you, Jemima, to walk 
there alone—I never do !— 

You ask me to quote the amusements here. Alas! 
my Jemima, when you do pass within their high gates 
—you find no style, or what is very low: so it would 
be useless for any one to take sfeps for a Hop here! 
We had a vocal conceri at the great Inn, “ The King’s 
ITead,” but I did not like to hear the singing in the 
king’s head, though there was a crown entrance: and 
in short, the “Cuncert’” was aloud to be a mere 
“ bawl!” 

The young squire drove me home in his stanhope : 
it proved a dreadful wet evening—and, notwithstand- 
ing he is a good whip, he regretted, for my sake, that 
he had no command over the rains!—And said, although 
he was fond of a whet before dinner, he did not at all 
relish a wet before supper!—He is realiy the most 
passable of my rustic admirers—rather too fond, per- 
haps, of ficld-sports—but I dare say that may be reme- 
died—for his father has a cure in his gift—Oh! Jemima, 

if I could but persuade him to take orders, I think— 

but no matter, I am building on the heir —Suffice it to 

say, that his father is a rich man and a mayor, and he 
—a young man and a hunter! 

My dearest love, I am obliged to draw my letter to 
a close—he has just called, to invite me to walk in 
the green lanes, so my botanical studies must apologize 
for my not filling the other leaf—but you shall have 
his flowery speeches, in a long crossed letter next post. 
—That one from you may cress this, is the heartfelt 
wish of 

Your most affectionate 
AURELIA Dosss. 
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THE FORSAKEN CHILD; 

PY MRS. 

«“ My boy! Henry, I cannot leave my boy!’ Such 
were the words, wildly repeated over and over again, 
(as if they contained all the reasoning or argument of 
which she was capable,) uttered by Madeline Went- 

worth, as she sat convulsively sobbing, her face buried 
in her hands, and her whole frame shaking with a 
paroxysm of despairing grief. By her side stood a 
handsome sickly-looking man, on whose pale brow 
more perplexity than sympathy was visible, and who 
seemed impatiently waiting til the fit should subside 

sufliciently to enable her to hear him. ‘Twice his lips 
parted, and his arm fell from the marble mantel-piece 
where he had been leaning, and twice he relinquished 
the attempt to soothe that misery of which he was at 
once the cause and the witness. At length the tem- 
pest ceased; the weary head sank back on his arm, 
and the weary eyes looked up to his in melancholy 
silence, as if hoping for counsel. 

“ Madeline! my beloved Madeline, calm yourself; 
believe inc, I have not a selfish wish or thought con- 
cerning you. If you find you cannot after all make 
up your mind to take a decided step—if the society of 

your child can make such a home bearable—remain 
in it; I would not press you to do aught for which 

hereafter you might reproach me. It is not for the 
sake of my own wild dream of happiness—to see those 
sweet eyes shining upon me through the long day—to 
hear those sweet lips welcome me ever on my return 
to ouf home with words of tenderness—to be able to 
call you mine—my own, that I have urged this mea- 
sure upon you. itis because my heart is bursting at 
all that you endure; your tears, your complaints have 
maddened me. If I could know you away, safe from 
the brutality of the man to whom you have been sacri- 
ficed—if [ could know you at peace, I should be happy, 
though I were duomed never to see your face again! 
Did not your own letter bring me to your side? that 

letter so full of love and of despair, that surrounded as 
I was by fvols and chatterers, 1 could not repress the 
groan that burst from my lips as I read it! Did not 
your own promise embolden me to make arrangements 

for your departure while he was absent, and now, my 
Madeline, weakened by momentary agitation, you 
would relinquish plans which have been the work of 
months to contrive. You leave a home so wretched, 
that life seems scarce worth having on such terms; a 
man whose temper and character are so well known, 
that the harshest of condemning tongues will speak 
your name in pity and sorrow; and even those whis- 
pers,” said Henry Marchmont eagerly, as she shrank 
from his side, “ even those whispers you shall not hear. 
We will go to Italy, to Spain, to the wilds of America, 
where you will—so that we forget all but our own love, 
our own existence. Your child—nay, hear me without 
weeping, Madeline, hear me and then decide, (you have 
still the power to decide on remaining.) Your child 
will not be left desolate—an only son—the heir to a 
peerage. Do you think that ambition and self-interest 

will not watch him with as careful a solicitude as your 
own, if not with the same tenderness? Do you think 
that the boastful spirit of Lionel Wentworth will suffer 
the guards of his future prosperity to slumber? Even 
if the father had no father’s feeling, he would foster 
and cherish his brother's heir. Lord Wentworth has 
paid his debts, settled an annuity upon him, and 
shown more apparent kindness than ever he evinced, 
till the birth of your boy gave a hope of continuing 
the title and estates in a direct line. Their whole 

NORTON. 

line, you would relinquish my love, and drag on a life 
of wretchedness for a vain shadow—the hope of de. 

voted affection from that little being whose first few 

years are all that ever can be yours. You thik of 
your infant child; but will the boy at Eton, who 

neither sees nor comprehends your love or your sor- 

row ; will the youth at college, who considers a week 
at home a tax on his holidays; will the heir presump- 
tive to the Wentworth property, finishing his educa- 

tion on the continent, and rarely writing you a hurried 
letter, will he be so great a comfort, so dear a pleasure, 
as to counterbalance all this lonely misery? Will 
there not be hours, days, years, when you may regret 
the love that could only end with life, that love which 
would have haunted your steps like a shadow, and 

given a new youth to your withering days?” 

Madeline Wentworth left her home, her child, her 
husband, and learnt that there is no misery like the 
curse of remorse, no, tears so bitter as those in which 
selfreproach is mingled. It was all true that Henry 

Marchmont had averred—true that her husband was 
selfish, brutal, violent; true that many had pitied her 
for being his wife; true that her boy was the spoilt 
idol of calculating hearts, in a fanily where there 
were no heirs; true that her lover was devoted to her, 
heart and soul ; but which of all these truths quenched 
the agony of Isr heart, when, as they sat together, 
awaiting the arrival of dinner at a comfortless inn on 
the road, the sunset hour brought to her mind a picture 
she never again was to witness? A picture of that 

little rosy head hushed to its innocent and early rest, 
with the white curtains drawn close round it to mel- 
low the evening light, and herself bending tenderly, 
cautiously, silently above it; to print the gentle kiss, 
and breathe the whispered blessing of a mother’s good 
night. {t rose—it grew more and more distinct—that 
imagined scene; and as her head sank on her clasped 
and quivering hands, and the thought flashed through 

her brain that it might lisp her name on the morning, 
or wail for a sight of her familiar face, and be checked 
by harsh and angry voices, Henry Marchmont's pre- 
sence, and Henry Marchmont’s caress, had no power 
to check the bitter exclamation—* My child! my for- 
saken child !” 

Years past away—five years, whose comparative 
happiness might have stifled the voice of self-reproach 
in Madeline Wentworth’s heart. Divorced from the 

man she hated, married to him she loved, watched, 
shielded, worshipped, and the mother of two beautiful 
children; might she not dream that Heaven's justice 

slept, or that for her there seemed so many excuses, 
that her crime was judged more mercifully than that 

of others? She was spared most of the common mi- 
series of her situation. She had not to bewail the 

inconstancy or growing coldness of the being for whose 
sake she had forfeited the love and esteem of all be- 
side. She had not to endure the mortification which 

the scorn of the more prudent could inflict; for no 
wounded bird ever crept away more wearily to die, 
than Madeline shrank from human notice. She had 
not to struggle with hardship and poverty, after having 

| been accustomed to all the comforts and superfluities 
| of a luxurious home. Henry Marchmont was well 
| off; his uncle's estates and baronetcy were to be his; 

| and not only his, but would descend to his boy; she 
was spared even that misery, that last, worst misery; 

‘the consciousness that the innocent were to suffer 
for her sin—her children were not illegitimate. Of 

souls are centred in that child. And you, my Made- | the one she had left, accounts were transmitted from 
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time to time during the first few months which had 

followed her departure, through the means of the 
nurse, who was sincerely attached both to the child 

and its mother; but afterwards Madeline had the sor- 
row to learn, that this woman had been sent away by 
fr. Wentworth when he discovered that she commu- 

nicated with her late mistress, and that her boy was 

placed under the care of a stranger who neither knew | 
her love nor felt for her sorrow. Anxiously Madeline | 
used to glean the vague reports which from time to | 

time reached her of the well-being of this precious 
Eagerly, when they received English news: | charge. 

papers, did she read over and over again the few 

words in the Morning Post which announced the 
annnal departure of her former husband for his bro- 
ther’s country seat. “The Jlon. Lionel Wentworth 
and family for Wentworth Park.” How 
her eves peruse and re-peruse that sentence, and fancy 
that it contained intelligence of the di/e, at least, of 
her little one! 
Once only she obtained fuller information, though 

from the same common-place source. As her giance 
wandered over the columns of the gazette, siie was 
struck by a passage headed “ Miraculous escape.” 
The names were familiar to her; with a flushed cheek 
and beating heart she read the brief account of “ an 
accident which had nearly proved fatal to the son of 

the Hon. Lionel Wentworth, a promising child aged 
three years ;” the nurse was lifling him on the rails of 
the baleony to see a cavalcade of gentlemen on horse- 
back, when he suddenly slipped trom her hold and 
fellon the pavement below; it was at first supposed 
that he was killed, but, on examination, he was found 
to have escaped without evena bruise! In the agony 
of her feelings Madeline wrote to Mr. Wentworth, 
beseeching of him to write but a single line, or even 
commission another to tell her whether the report in 

the newspaper were true, and whether the child had 
suffered any injury. To this appeal no answer was 

returned, and the next certain intelligence that reach- 
ed her was the account of the marriage of Mr. Went- 
worth with a Mrs. Pole, a widow, whose restless spirit 
and love of meddling had, as Madeline well remem- 
bered, been the cause of much and serious discomfort 
inher home. Wer boy—her gentle and lovely little 
Frank, was now under the control and dependent en 
the caprice of a stepmother! This was an unexpected 
blow. Mr. Wentworth was no longer young when 
she herself had been induced to accept him, and she 
had never anticipated having a successor. The event 
would perhaps have made a stronger impression upon 
her but for one which overwhelmed her with anguish 
and occupied every feeling: Henry Marchmont broke 
a blood-vessel. 

No paroxysm of passion—no previous illness—no 
excessive exertion—gave any apparent cause for this 

terrible and sudden catastrophe. Mr. Marchmont’s 
friends vainly inquired of each other “ how Henry had 
contrived to bring on this attack?’ Those appealed 
to shook their heads—some attributed it to anxiety of 
mind—some to natural delicacy of constitution—all 
that was certain was that he had burst a blood-vessel 
and that he was to die. 

He was to die! the graceful gifted being, with 
whom, in the blindness of human hope, she had looked | 
forward to a life of tranquil comfort—of devoted love 
—fur whom, in the blindness of human passion, she 
had deserted the ties that first bound her, and the 
station to which she belonged. How often had they | 

otten did | 

vowed that years should pass away and find them un- 
changed towards each other—how often had they | 
talked over the decline of their days, spent in retire- | 
ment and cheerful affection—and Henry had grown |} 

eager as he spoke of a residence in England, when, as | 

Lady Marchmont, she would be enabled to occupy | 
herself in acts of charity and kindness to the poor eal 

his estate ; and, forgotten by the great, feel that, sinner 
as she was, her name was pronounced by many a hum- 
ble lip in their evening prayers. ‘Those hopes were 
over. The decree had gone forth which none could 
reverse. The heart whose love had so planned and 
parcelled out her future, was to lie chilled and sense- 
less in the grave ere a few more brief months com- 
pleted the seventh year of their union; and Madeline 
was to be left alone! Oh, never knelt enthusiast or 

| saint before heaven with a soul full of more agonized 
fervour than the wretched wife of Henry Marchmont: 
—she prayed—not as they pray who have been taught 
to murmur words of supplication as a duty, and repeat 
them with scarcely a faint consciousness of their need 
of the blessings solicited. Her prayer was such as 

burst trom the fasting David's lips when the child of 
his sin was taken trom him—wild—earnesi—spoken 

| with pale and quivering lips—with swollen and stream- 
ing eyes—and such it well might be, for she prayed 

for his life! 
It was at the dawn of a bright warm day, at a 

beautiful villa near Nice, and Madeline had just re- 
turned to her husband's room, which she had only 
quitted to bathe and dress afier the long night's weary 
watch. He called her in a more animated tone than 
usual: and she bent over him with sorrowful affection. 

“ Madeline,” said he, “this is our wedding-day.”— 
Madeline started ; it was the first of those loved anni- 
versaries Which had not been foreseen by both—and 
for which they had not provided some trifling token of 
mutual regard ; the tears rose to her eyes. “ You shall 
do me a service ;” said her husband; “ you want air— 

it will give you strength—strength to sit by me—(you 
see what a selfish fellow 1 am;) take the children, 
and go in the little pony chaise and buy me an ink- 
stand; | want to write a long letter: and an inkstand 
shall be your gift for to-day.” She obeyed, though 
her heart trembled at leaving him even for an hour; 
she dared not contradict his whim even by requesting 
permission to say. She wept as she besought his ser- 
vant not to quit the ante-room during her absence ; 
and the man wondered why she should be more 
anxious and depressed on that day than on any other. 
She wept as she entered the nursery, and bid her little 
boy and girl prepare to accompany her; and the chil- 
dren wondered she could feel sad on such a bright and 
beautiful morning ; she wept, as in an almost inarticu- 
late voice she desired the bijoutier to produce the 
prettiest of the articles she was commissioned to pur- 

chase; and the curiosity and surprise visible in the 
man’s countenance reminded her of the necessity of . 

appearing composcd. She had no mother—no sister 
—no virtuous and sympathising friend, to whom she 
could unburthen her grief; to whom she could say; 

“It may be the last gift I shall ever present to Henry 
—the last 10th of October I shall ever spend in his 
compsny!” 

She hurried home and stole to her husband's apart- 
ment. He was sleeping on the sofa by the little read- 

ing table: a letter, folded but not directed, lay by him; 
and the materials for writing were scattered on the 
table. She inquired of the servant and learnt that, 
afier writing the letter, Marchmont had rung for a 
taper and some sealing wax, but that when the man 

returned with them his master had sunk back ina 
deep sleep, from which he had taken care not to dis- 

turb him. Madeline sighed, and again sought her 
husband’s dressing-room. One hour—two—three past 
away, and still that sleeping head preserved its position; 
and still, with a statue-like quiet, the unhappy woman 
kept watch by his side. At length a feverish start on 
the part of the sick man roused her: the shadowy blue 
eyes opened and gazed kindly upon her, and a broken 
sigh indicated that he was awake and conscious — 
“ Henry, love, here is your inkstand; how are you?” 
murmured Madeline in a low voice. She smiled, too, 
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as she said it—the fitful, struggling smile which bears | not long deciding. At Marchmont Park, the scene of 
so close a resemblance to sunshine on an April day. so many visions which now might never be realised, 
But the dying man did not reply, eagerly and wildly | she felt she could not live; but she felt, also, that for 
he gazed at her, and then seizing the letter, he direct- | her children’s sake it would be most unwise to receive 
ed it, “To Sir Henry Marchmont, Bart.” A few hours | with coldness the late and long-delayed offer of recon. 
closed the scene. The stin that rose the morning after | ciliation and kindness from her beloved Henry’s uncle. 

that wedding-day, saw Madeline Marchmont a heart- She wrote humbly, gratefully; and after expressing 
broken ionely widow, and the gazette which contained | her own intention of remaining abroad till her daugh- 

the announcement of her husband's death, also told of | ter’s education should be completed, she told him that 
the birth of twin-sons, born to the Hon. Lionel Went- | her boy should be sent immediately to England ; that 

worth by the former Mrs. Pole. In his will, Henry it was her wish he should be placed at Eten ; but that 
Marclimont lefi his wife sole guardian of his two chil- | in all plans for his future welfare, she would be guided 

dren; sole inheriter of his property ; but he expressed | entirely by Sir Henry’s opinion; and desired that her 
a wish that in the event of his uncle's offering any | little Frederick's holidays might be spent with him. 
advice on the disposal of the former, that Mrs. March- Vith tears and blessings Frederick was accordingly 
mont should endeavour to comply; that his boy should | confided to the care of an English officer, who was 
be educated in England; and that the letter he was | returning to England after burying an only daughter 

then intending to write to Sir Henry, should be for-| in the spot where they had promised him that health 

His desire was | should again bloom on her cheek and sparkle in her 
}eye; and with tears and blessings he was received 
| into the new home that was prepared for him; and, 

My prar Uncie—From my earliest boyhood te the | too young for school, remained the plaything and idol 
day I left England I can recall nothing on your part | of his grand uncle, the old housekeeper, and a circle 
but kindness and generosity: to that kindness, to that! of tenants and dependents who seemed to have no 
generosity, a dying man makes his last appeal. I leave | other theme for praise, or object for flattery. 
ene behind me, (God comfort her ;) more desolate than At length Madeline Marchmont wrote to the old 

ever is the lot of woman under such circumstances. | | baronet, expressing her intention of revisiting England, 
eave her alone—unprotected—and that one thought | as he had repeatedly pressed her during the last two 

is all that embitters my last moments. I know what! or three years, anxious, as he said, to give Gertrude, 
you thought, what you said at the time she left Mr. | her dauguter, of whose beauty he had heard many 

Wentworth. Ido not defend our mutual sin (though | rameurs in spite of the retirement in which she lived, 
I believe and hope there will be mercy for both,) but | an opportunity of marrying in her native country. It 
I do entreat of you to believe that hers is not a vicious | was with many a sigh of sorrowful recollection, and 
mind ; I do implore of you to receive her, not as the dread of the new future opening upon her, that Mrs. 
divorced Mrs. Wentworth, but as my fund, true, and | Marchmont consented to undergo the trial of seeing 
patient wife ; as one who watched me in sickness and | her pretty Gertrude taken about by careless relations, 
cherished me in healil; as the devoted mother of my | or perhaps unnoticed and uninvited because of her 
innocent children. In this hope I die—die without ; mother’s fault. Gentle and irresolute, always oppress 
seeing again the home, or the friends, of old days : and | ed with the consciousness of her early disgrace, and 

my last words are—do not, oh! do not cast her off, fur | morbidly afraid of losing the affections of her children, 
the sake of the nephew who played round your knees | Madeline had made the most weakly indulgent, and 
when a child, and who now, for the last time, lan-| perhaps the most ill-judging of parents, to a boy and 

girl who particularly required control and discipline. 
Your affectionate | Wild, proud, and ungovernable was the beautiful little 

Henry Marcumont. | Frecerick she sent to his grand uncle ten years since, 
} and from whom she had only had two short visits, 

The news of Henry Marchmont’s death arrived at! which served to show that he still was what she re- 
the same time as the foregoing letter. The old man| membered him in infancy; and wild, proud, and un- 

to whom it was addressed crushed it between his; governable was the handsome lad who sprang forward 
hands and groaned aloud. He had, then, outlived his | and bounded down the steps of Marchmont House to 
heir—his handsome, high-spirited nephew was no/| welcome her arrival and that of his sister. Gertrude 
more! such an event seemed more like a dream than} was still more completely a spoilt child, fur boys at 
reality; and he was forced to read the intelligence | school and lads at college must find their level; and 
again and again before he could persuade himself of | Ilenry had soon discovered that though heir to a ba- 
its truth; and again, and again as he read it, did ex-| ronetcy, and supplied profusely with pocket money, he 
clamations of sorrow burst from his lips, mingled with was not the only great man in the world : but Gertrude, 
many a vow of protection and assistance to those | at sixteen, only felt that she was a beauty and her 
whom Henry had left behind him. Again was Made- | mother’s idol. A word of contradiction roused all the 

‘line spared the common addition to a sorrow like hers. | violence of her nature; and Sir Henry, as he gazed 
Where another might have met with scorn and silence | on the pale, meck face of his nephew's widow, would 
she found warmth and welcome. A_ kindly and con-| turn and wonder whether she weve indeed the parent 
doling letter reached her by the first post, offering a/| of the slight fairy-like being whose fits of passion half 

residence at Marchmont Park to herself and the chil- | shocked, half amused him, as he watched her dark 
dren as long as would be convenient to her. There | blue eye flash fire, aud her delicate nosiril dilate with 
was indeed one sentence in it which cut her to the | rage. 
heart—a vague, slight, but evidently anxious allusion As their situation became more clear to them, these 

warded immediately after his death. 
duly obeyed, and his uncle read as follows : 

guidly and painfully signs himself, 

| 
| 

} 
| 
| 

to the possibility of her hereafter forming other ties, 
and a hope that, if she remained abroad, she would 
suffer the children occasionally to visit one who would 
always be a father to them. Rich, still young, and 
still most beautiful, it was perhaps natural that the 

thought of her marrying again should strike Sir Henry 
Marchmont’s mind, and that the loneliness of his old 

age should make him anxious to secure the affection 
and society of those whom years might perhaps estrange 
entirely from their unknown relation. Madeline was 

| young people became even more uncertain and irrita- 
ble in their tempers. Frederick felt the mortificat:ons 

which from time to time even the flattered Gertrude 
| had to endure, though neither gout nor fatigue pre- 

; vented Sir Henry from escorting her himself to a ball 
| or party, when he could find no chaperone sufliciently 
| worthy in his eyes to take charge of her. The history 

| of her mother’s elopement was of course soon known 

| toGertrude Marchmont, and the knowledge embittered 
her feelings, and removed the only barrier to the con- 
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fidence that existed between the brother and sister; ! Mamma goes to the opera.” 
for Frederick had been taunted with his mother's 
frailty while a boy at school. The thoughtlessness 
and selfishness of youth were pre-eminently displayed 
by the two children of the unhappy Mrs. Marchmont. 
She had never had the courage to tell them of her 

fault, nor even after she was aware they knew it, had 
she in any way recurred to it. She had never, when 
some angry word from Gertrude had cut her to the 
soul, said, “ My heart is already breaking; do not 
afflict me further.” Accustomed from the first to have 
something to conceal, she hid even her tears from 
them; and often, when the resemblance of Frederick 
to his father stack her more forcibly than usual, and 

thought how ill that father, who had never frowned 
upon her, would have brooked the angry looks and 
angry words she had to bear from his son, she would 

retire to the solitude of her own chamber and weep, 
and wish that she were laid beside him in the grave. 
Gertrude, too; her pretty Gertrude! the days were 
past when the little fat, white-shonldered, toddling 
thing came to be kissed and taken on her knee: her 
daughter was a woman now; an angry woman; and 
they stood together, the wronger and the wronged. 
So at least deemed the ill-governed offspring of Henry 
Marchmont: they felt their own mortitication—their 
own disgrace ; but no thought of her love, and her sor- 
rw; no pity for her early widowhood—her lonely 
life—her devotion to themselves, to their father, cross- 

ed their minds; they felt angrily and coldly at times 
wwards her, and took no pains to conceal those feel- 
ings. Oft was the timidly offered caress peevishly 
evaded by the daughter; and Madeline felt more de- 
slate while seated with her two grown-up children, 
than when, stealing away unquestioned and unregret- 
ted, she wandered through the beautiful avenues of 

Marchmont Park, dreaming of the love of her early 
youth, and the curly-headed, smiling infants who then 
seemed such certain sources of. pleasure and happiness. 
At such times as these it is not to be supposed that 
she could forget one, of whom she had heard little, 
but for news of whom her restless spirit always pined 
—the one who had “ first woke the mother in her 
heart”’—her forsaken child! He lived—that she 
knew; but she longed to gaze upon him; unloved, un- 
remembered as she must be, even by Aim; to trace the 
changes time had made in that sweet face, and hear 
the voice whose unfurgotten tones could barely lisp 
the word mother, when she abandoned him. 

On one of the very few occasions on which Mrs 
Marchmont could be persuaded to leave home when 
Sir Henry struggied through Gertrude’s spring in Lon- 
don, they all proceeded together to the opera; Made- 
line was passionately fond of music, and there, where 
the could be herself unseen, unheard, she enjoyed 
having pointed out to her Gertrude’s favourite partners, 
or rival beauties, and listening to the passionate melody 
of Pasta’s voice. The curtain had just fallen, and 
Mrs. Marchmont was taking a survey of the theatre, 
when she was struck by the countenance of a young 
man in one of the boxes immediately opposite—it was 
‘ingularly, divinely handsome, though something effe- 
minate and suffering in its expression made it perhaps 

less pleasant to gaze on than a common observer 
would have deemed. Such as it was, however, it 
riveted the attention of Madeline, which Gertrude no 
sooner perceived, than she observed carelessly, “ that 

young man has been watching you all the evening 
Whenever you bent forward to see the opera.” Mrs. 

Marchmont started and shrunk back out of sight, nor 
did she change her position throughout the remainder 

of the perfurmance. As they hurried through the 
crowd in the round-room, Gertrude whispered to her 
brother, “ There is Hugh Everton, Lord Everton's bro- 

ther; I wish I could speak to him; it is so tiresome! 
1 never can stay a moment in this room the nights 

Madeline overheard the 
whisper, and the tears rose to her eyes—it was very 
—vrery seldom—she accompanied her child to this 

single place of amusement. It had been a pleasure to 
her, and she thought—she ‘hoped, it was a pleasure 

to Gertrude. Alas! even these few evenings were 
grudged by the selfish object of her affection. She 
gently disengaged her arm from that of Frederick, and 
had the melancholy satisfaction of hearing Gertrade’s 
silver laugh as she joined in young Hugh Everton's 
jests, and knowing that she had afforded her this un- 
expected pleasure by leaving the brother and sister 
unencumbered by the mother’s presence. She stood 

alone, miserable, shrinking, awaiting the return of Sir 
Henry, who was receiving from his servant the agree- 
able intelligence, that one of the horses appeared too 
if] to take them home. She was close to the doorway, 

and leaned against it to avoid the pressure of the 
crowd, and as the subsiding tears allowed her again 
to see distincily the ohjects round her, she was struck 
by perceiving the identical face, whose beauty had 
fascinated her in the boxes, opposite the place where 
she was standing. He was still regarding her intently, 
and in the mood in which Gertrade’s whisper kad 
thrown her, she thought there was insult in this obsti- 
nate notice. She returned a haughty and angry look 
in answer to his air of scrutiny, and moved forward 
to take Sir Henry's arm, who just then appeared. The 
young man turned very pale, as if seized with sudden 
faintness, and placing his hand on the rails of the 

stairs, he descended them on the opposite side to that 
she took with her uncle. It was then for the first time 
she perceived the young stranger was lame; and his 

feeble but not ungraceful figure roused again in her 
heart the same strange mixture of interest and pain, 
which she had felt in the previous part of the evening. 
As they severally prepared to retire after their return 
home, Madeline could not resist the curiosity which 
prompted her to inquire of her son'the name of the 
young man, who had so pertinaciously watched her. 

Frederick “did not know, but could easily find out,” 
and wishing her the usual good night, left the apart- 
ment. Gertrude followed him, and Madeline was 
preparing to accompany her, when old Sir Henry, 
laying his hand on her arm, said: “Is it possible, my 

dear Mrs. Marclimont, that you are not aware, that you 
de not know ” He paused, for the sick thrill 
that drove the blood from Madeline’s heart left her 
cheek ashy pale. “Is it he?” gasped she inarticulately. 

“It is Mr. Wentworth,” said the Baronet, sorrowfully, 
for he hated to hear even the name of Madeline's 
former husband. 

“Holy Heaven!’ murmured Mrs. Marchmont as 
she sank on a chair; “ but that lameness?—my boy is 
a cripple—a complete cripple.” 

“IT believe it was a fall,” said Sir Henry. And 
Madeline remembered the “ miraculous escape” of the 
newspapers, Which had so agonized her at the time. 
The next morning a note was brought her. It ran as 

follows : 
“ Mother! I saw you last night, and you saw me, 

though you treated me as a stranger. But that was 

in public—you shrank from me—you frowned on me 
before others, while you were with your other chil- 
dren, while strangers watched yon; but alone, mother, 
alone, would you spurn the child of your youth? I 
have never forgotten you. I think I should have 
known your face, though so pale last night. [ am sure 
I should have known your voice; it has haunted me 

from my infancy till now, and no other has ever 
sounded so sweet to me. Oh! moiher, see me! Jam 
a weak, low-spirited creature ; but I feel as if it wonld 
give me a new soul to feel conscious that there was 
one human being that really loved me. My father 
has never loved me—my step-mother grudges the 
place I hold as something her children are cheated of; 
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and the love which others win, will never be bestowed | 
[ am alone in the world—| voice which fell on her ear; how radiant the eyes 

I do not expect| which gazed anxiously into hers as she woke from 
on a deformed cripple. 
comfort me—comfort me, mother. 

«“ Mother! sweet mother!” How musical was the 

you tu love me as well as those (blessed and happy | that swoon to the consciousness that her son, her long. 
children!) who have spent their lives with you; but | lost, idolized boy, was near her, was supporting her, 
something—something you will grant me, for the me-| was blessing her with his lips and from his heart! 
mory of the days when I was your only one. 

and let me hear your voice once mere.” 
Madeline read the note and laughed hysterically. 

The bitter words and scornful speeches of Frederick 

and Gertrude rose in contrast to her memory. ‘The 
day she Icit her home seemed but as yesterday, and 
once again her lips burst forth with passionate sorrow 

—* My child !—any forsaken child!” 
When Madeline recovered trom the first bewiidered 

burst of grief, wheeh had followed her reception of 
Frank Wentworth’s note, she sat down to reply to it 
with mingled feelings of bitterness and joy. “ There 
is then,” thought she, “one in the wide world who 
pines for my love as | have pined for theirs ; who feels 
for my sorrow without scorning my sin. Child of my 

early youth, it is to you [am to look for the consola- 
tion of my age She would have given worlds to 
have been certain of the sympathy of a human being, 
and to that being she would bave flown to impart the 
triumphant news that her lost boy, her own beautiful 
Frank, had written her those lines of mournful and 
passionate atiection, and was coming to see her; but 
the habit of repressing every expression of feeling was 

strong. Her pretty Gerirude’s light footstep glided 
through the two drawing-rooms to her boudoir, beture 
she was aware of her approach, but when she did 
become conscious of her presence, she only replied 
slightly in the affirmative to a question as to whether 
Frederick and his sister might ride together at their 
usual hour; and adding, “I have some notes to write,” 
bent her head again over the table. 
“Mamma is looking very well to-day, Fred.,” said 

Gertrude, as they bent their way towards the park ; 
“she must have been very beautiful when she was 
young.” Alas! it was the lack of Aope, that youth of 
the heart, and strengthener of the frame, which caused 

Madeline's cheek to be already faded, and her glossy 
tresses to be mingled with gray; and it was the flush 

of hope which brought light to her eye and smiles to 
her lip, as she looked up and answered her danghter’s 
question, While Frank Wentworih’s note lay beneath 
her pausing hand. 

With a beating heart and a hurrying pen, Madeline 
traced the following 

er 

lines :— 

“« Now and always, my 
the same hours, from three ull five: Lain then certain 

for my heart is fainting within 
me till I press you to it; and my breath scems choked 
When ! remember last night. Come quickhly—come 
as soon as you «ct tus. 

beloved boy, come to me at 

to be alcne. Come, 

Your Morurnr. 

ved and sent her own, she 
syllable of which was al- 

And when she had s¢ 

read again Ais note, every s 
ready graven on her heart, and as her teariul eye 
dwelt on each word, it seemed as though there were 
a peculiar and unntterable grace in all; even the way 

in which he sigued his name appeared different from 
Whatanother might have done. Frank Wenrwortu 
—oh, how many weeping kisses did she press on the 

unconscious paper Where his hand had traced this 

loved, this untforgotten name! She was still gazing 
on the note when a light, hurried, uneven siep was 
heard on the stairs; her breathing became choked and 
heavy ; her limbs trembled ; the door was flung open, 
and wiih a suppressed and cunvulsive shriek she 

sprang forward and fell fainting at the feet of him 
whose form her stiffening arms had vainly sought to 
embrace. 

Write 

to me—tell me I may sce you, and when and how, 

ju J called no one, mother; I thought you would not 

| wish it; I could not have borne that any one should 

have aided you besides myself; lay your head back 

again on my shoulder till you are weil.”—* I am well, 
| my boy,” murmured Madeline faintly; but her head 

| sank again to its resting place. ‘There was a pause; 
lthe thoughts of each roamed through past years. 

“Oh! mother!” exclaimed Frank Wentworth, suddenly, 
“how long ago—and yet how like yesterday it seems 

—that first dark lonely day after I lost you?” With 

the sobbing grief of a little child, he rose and flung 
| himself into her arms as he spoke, and Madeline 
| pressed his head to her bosom, even as she had often 
| done to still his cries in those by-gone years; and re- 
| peated mechanically the same words she had been 
| wont then to use, in the same svothing tone, “ Hush, 

} Frank, hush, my own lovely boy!” with a bewildered 
and dreaming consciousness, in which all was forgot. 
ten and contlused, except that she was his mother, 
that he was her child. And the voice and the words 
that had consoled Frank’s imfantine sorrows, sank to 

his heart. Ile looked up, and they both laughed hys- 
| terically at their forgetfulness of the lapse of years; 
and then they wept again. And there was sorrow 
mingled with their laughter, and joy struggling with 
their tears. 

For some time after this first meeting Frank Went- 
worth continued to visit his mother daily, at those 

hours when, as she herself had expressed it, she was 
sure to be alone; when Gertrude and Frederick rode 
or walked together, and the old Baronet was talking 
politics in White’s bay-window. Madeline’s shrinking 

and timid disposition and acquired reserve made her 
instinctively dread broaching the subject of her son’s 
visits; and some feeling, half unexplained in the 
depths of her heart, told her that he would not be 
welcomed by the haughty Frederick, or the cold, selfish 
Gertrude as she had welcomed him. Nevertheless 
the thirst of affection made her crave for more of his 
society, and now and then, in her happier moments, 
when he was with her, and all the charm of his wit, 
his beanty, his gentile gaiety, wound round her mother's 
heart, she would picture to herself long happy even- 
ings with all three of her children in friendly inter- 
course, and perhaps the devotion of one impressing the 
others with a sense of theirown negligent or rebellious 
conduct towards her. Stull she would never have had 
courage to propose a meeting, had it not been that 

Frank Wentworth himself one day talked of it as of a 
natural step. They had been speaking of the future, 
and Frank had been repeating over and over again 
his litle arrangements, of which the principal feature 

was that, as soon as Gertrude was married (which, 
with her beauty, accomplishments, and fortune, was a 
thing to be soon expected,) his mother should come 

and live with him, when he interrupted himself by 
saying, half gaily, half tenderly, “ and, by the by, am 
I never to know Gertrude or Frederick? I should like 
so to be with them; io talk to them; [ should love 

your other children so much, dear mother, now that I 
know you have love to spare for me! Madeline sighed ; 

she had never hinted that the love she had poured 
out for years was as water spilled on the sand ; that 
her lonely affection was unreturned; and that cate- 
lessness, bordering on insult, was the general conduct 
of those he desired so ardently to know as her chil- 
dren ; but she promised him that they should all meet, 
and the remembrance that it was his wish, that it was 
a promise made to him, carried her through a task she 
would otherwise have shrunk from. 
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She chose one evening (such evenings were rare) 
when Gertrude had neither ball, opera, assembly, nor 
play to take her from home; but was seated quietly 
near her, occupied with a piece of beautiful embroi- 

dery. A long silence was broken by a yawn from 
Frederick, who rose from his chair, and flinging down 
the book he had been reading, which he pronounced 
the dullest in the world, walked towards the door. 
“Are you going ont, Frederick?” asked Madeline. 
“Yes, mother.” “Could you spare me half an hour 
before you go?” added she in a tremulous tone. “ Cer- 
tainly ;” and he resumed his seat, and after waiting a 
few moments as if expecting she would again adiress 

him, he also resumed his book. There was another | 
long pause, during which Madeline stedfastly coutem- | 
plated the graceful figure of her daughter, as her white 
and taper fingers wandered among blue, crimson, and | 
white silks in a basket by her side. “ What preity | 

shades you are working that screen in,” said she, wiih 
a heavy sigh, which would have told many a more | 
anxious and more affectionate child that her thoughts 
were not with her words; but Gertrude only replied 
with a pleased smile, “ Yes, 1 have got all your fa- 
vourite carpet colours, 1 am working it for the litile 

boudoir; your cheek gets so flushed by the fire there, 
I think it must be quite uncomfortable.” Slight as 

this attention was, it gave something like hope and 
courage to the fainting heart of the disgraced mother. 
“ Thank you, Gertrude, thank you, dear girl ; you have 
spent many hours of your time upon it, and I shall 
value it very much. Do you happen to recollect,” 
continued she, hurriedly, as though it were part of the 
same subject; “do you happen to recollect a young 
man at the opera one night, who “ Yes, mam- 
ma,” interrupted Gertrude, without raising her eyes. 

“Do you know who he was?” gasped the unhappy 
woman, as the tears, long choked back by effort, gushed 
from her eyelids. Gertrude threw down the silk, and 
took her mother’s hand; “ Yes, mamma, yes, dear 
mamma, don’t distress yourself; I know; Frederick 
told me the next morning. He asked ” « Chil- 

dren, children,” sobbed Madeline, “ J knew it, also, 
the next day; and that day, and all succeeding ones, 
have brought my poor Frank to see me—and—and 
my earnest wish—my prayer—is to see you altogether 
—my prayer, children—!" and she sank on her knees 
before them, for, as she spoke of Frank Wentworth’s 
visits, a deep and angry flush had mantled in Ger- 
trude’s cheek, and she withdrew the hand which had 

that elopement twenty years ago; and blame, and 
scorn, and coldness, and insult to all, for the sake of 
one: and Everton’s haughty mother lecturing her son 
to shun the snares spread fur him by the daughter of 
a divorcee. 

Again: Gertrude had remarked of late, that her 
mother had ceased to be so much grieved at any way- 
ward action, or angry speech ; had ceased even to be 
s0 very anxious to soothe and coax her spoiled child, 
when she had met with mortification, or what she 
considered such: now, now she saw the cause: her 
mother’s heart had found another occupation—a haven 
of love wherein to shelter herself when the storm rose 

—a son to welcome her when the daughter frowned 
—and to him she had, doubtless, turned in all those 
moments of transient disgust with which the young 
Gertrude visited her sinning parent. Gertrude had 
been accustomed to be her mother’s idol, and though 
she did not love that mother as in her childhood, she 
yet felt a vague jealousy of one who, apparently, was 
io take her place as first object in that wrung and bro- 
ken heart. It was a mixture of all these considerations, 
combined with the sight of such distress, as acts me- 
chanically on all who have human feelings, that 
caused the beautiful daughter of Henry Marchmont 
to burst into tears; a flash of lightning thought for 
herself, with involuntary pity for her weeping mother. 
Alas! with Gertrude, se/f was always predominant. 

She was still occupied with these thoughts when 
Frank Wentworth’s well known step greeted her 
mother’s ear. Frederick stood forward : he was roused 
and excited: and, always the creature of impulse, he 
determined to do his best to give Mrs. Marchmont the 
momentary gratification of secing her unhappy som 
greeted kindly. “Frank,” said he, reddening, as he 
extended his hand, “ we ought to need no introduction. 
Gertrude!” and Gertrude rose and shook hands with 
the young stranger, and they all sat down as though 
they had been one family. 
Wo for that day! wo for the attempt to bind to- 

gether, in that strange and unnatural alliance, the 
children of her who had broken her first natural ties. 

Wo for the home where, in the credulous sweetness 
of his gentle disposition, Frank Wentworth thought to 

live as a brother with the offspring of the man who 
had tempted his mother from her home. Wo! to her 
—to him—to all! 

“ Gertrude,” said Frederick to his sister, the day 
afier this scene, “I think young Wentworth is very 

clasped her mother’s. Worse tempered, but warmer 
hearted, Frederick started from the chair, where he 
had remained hitherto, motionless with surprise ; and 
hastily throwing his arms rouad his mother’s neck, he 
exclaimed, “ Of course, mother, could you doubt his | 

being welcome ?—don't sob so, I'll fetch him myself; 
Isee him often at the club. Pray compose yourself; 
—he’s welcome—is he not Gertrude?” And Gertrude | 
sank back in her chair and gave way to a violent | 
burst of tears—tears of mingled selfishness and acita- | 
tion. The fact of Frank Wentworth’s visits flashed | 
information to her mind that certainly did not add to | 
its peace. Her dearest wish was to marry young | 
Lord Everton, who she knew was in love with her, 
and whose proposals she firmly believed to be delayed | 
or prevented by the’ unhappy circumstances of her 
mother’s misconduct. That Mr. Wentworth should 
visit every day at Madeline Marchmont’s house, might 
be gratifying to the two parties most deeply concerned, 
but to Gertrude, brought only vague reflections on the 
increased publicity of their disgrace by this mingling 
of the two families; and she figured some one asking, 
“ Why young Wentworth went so constantly there,” 

(for so retired had Madeline lived, that there were 

“ Handsome, Fred.? what, with that leg! 
why he is deformed.” “ No, Ger., nonsense; he is 
only lame, and his head is beautiful.” “ Yes, like the 
| old fashioned pictures, of the serpent with a cherub’s 
face, in the garden of Eden; and though heaven 

| knows ours was no Eden, even before he came, yet 
| now—” and Gertrude, with many a sigh and some 
tears, explained all that she felt, and thought, and 

feared, and conjectured, till a dark veil seemed to fall 
before young Frederick's eyes, and change Frank 
Wentworth to a demon. 

Unwitting of all these secret prejudices ; anxious to 
make them fond and proud of their new companion, 

handsome.” 

| and full of admiration for the beauty which he inhe- 
rited in common with her other children, and the 
talents in which he far surpassed them; fascinated 
by his gentleness and devotion to herself, Madeline 

Marchmont blindly pursued a path which led only to 
further misery. She would sit closeted in the little 
boudoir with Frank for hours; careless how time flew 
—careless where others spent that time. When they 

were assembled together, she would defend his opi- 
nions with vehcmence, if contradicted, or smile with 
the proudest admiration when they seemed to listen 

some to whem her story—nay, her existence, were 
unknown ;) and the reply, “ Why, don’t you know Mrs. 
Marchmont is his mother?” and then the details of 

in silence. She did not scruple at length openly in 
her reproaches (and even her reproaches were less 
gentle now that a new hope had given life to her 
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heart,) to institute a comparison between her younger 
children and the pledge of early days. Frank would 
not so have conducted himself—she could still turn to 
Frank ; and Gertrude and Frederick grew to hate even 
the sound of his name, and to shun him as they would 
have done a serpent. ‘The first symptom of their dis- 
like, which struck on the startled mind of their un- 
happy mother, was on the occasion of some slight 
dispute, in the course of which Frank Wentworth 
contradicted Frederick Marchmont with some warmth. 
Frederick answered passionately, as was his custom ; 
and Frank, holding out his hand, exclaimed, “ Well, 
well, Fred., | may be wrong; don’t be angry.”—* 
am not angry, Mr. Wentworth,” coldly and haughtily 
replied the offended young man, and so saying he left 

the apartment. Gertrude watehed the door as it closed 

—rose irresolutely—sat down again—rose, and pre- 
pared to leave the room. 

“ Do not leave us, Gertrude!” said her mother. 

“TI do not choose that Frederick should spend his 

evenings alone now more than formerly,” muttered the 

spoiled beauty; and her haughty eyes flashed indig- 
nantly on Frank as she emphatically pronounced the 
last word. 

She disappeared from their presence, and Madeline 
wept on the bosom of her forsaken child. 

“ {tis a pity you ever left Frank, if you are so much 
fonder of him than of us,” was Gertrude’s reply to the 
gentle expostulation which Mrs. Marchmont ventured 
to make. 

“ Would that I had died in my cradle, or never 
been born, rather than live to see this creeping effe- 

minate lounger make our house his home,” was Fre- 
derick’s spontaneous observation. 

Once kindled, the torch of discord burned with a 
quenchless flame ; and if the children of Henry March- 
mont disliked and envied their mother’s eldest son, that 
son was not slow, in spite of his gentleness of feeling 
and manner, to resent the want of respect and affection 
shown to her who, in his eyes, was all perfect. Bitter 
words were exchanged, and once exchanged were often 
repeated. To a stranger it would have appeared that 
two opposing parties were formed in the house; Henry 

Marchmont’s children on the one side, and Henry 
Marchmont’s widow and Lionel Wentworth’s son on 
the other. 

One evening of that eventful autumn, Gertrude en- 

tered the drawing-room, where Frederick was already 
seated ; her cheek crimson with rage and shame, and 
her eyes swoln with weeping. 

“T knew it,” exclaimed she, “I knew it,” and set- 
ting her tecth hard, she flung down a letter, or rather 
the copy of a letter, from Lady Everton to a friend, in 
which the former commented with the most unsparing 
contempt on the conduct of the unhappy Madeline— 
sneered at the terms which Frank Wentvtorth 
visited at the house—lamented her son, Lord Ever- 
ton’s, infatuated blindness, and finally expressed a de- 
termination to use any means to prevent his disgracing 
himself by the connexion. 

* How did you come by this?” 
question. 

“ It was sent anonymously,” replied Gertrude, “ with 
a few lines, purporting to be from ‘a true friend,’ and 
asserting their belief that I might, if I pleased, marry 

ai 

on 

was Frederick's first 

Everton to-morrow, without Lady E.'s consent being | 
asked or granted. Whether this be true or no,” con- 
tinued she, impatiently waving her hand, as she saw 
hér brother again about to speak—* Whether such a 

letter was ever sent or not, scarcely signifies: it is 
enough that others dare write what I have scarcely 
dared to think; and let the letter come from a friend 
who would warn, or an enemy who would mortify, it 
has equally decided my mind. I will write to Ever- 
ton to bid him farewell, and I will cease to mingle in 
society, since its members are so anxious to visit on 

KEN CHILD. 

—— 

my head the follies of my mother. My destiny is 
ruined for her sins.” 

During the delivery of the last sentence, Gertrude 
had one more auditor than she counted upon. Frank 
Wentworth stood before her, his face deadly pale, his 
wild and radiant eyes fixed full on her face, and his 
whole frame shaking with emotion, “ Gertrude March- 
mont,” exclaimed he, “ the words you have spoken are 

disgraceful alike to the names of woman and daughter. 
Oh! who shall speak kindly of my mother’s fault since 
her own child can so bitterly condemn her? May 
you never be tempted—or rather,” gasped he, and he 

laid his hand heavily on her arm as he spoke, “or 
rather may you be tempted; and then—then, when 
false reasoning is poured into your ear, and false hopes 
glitter before your mind, may you fall—as she did” 
ile flung the hand he grasped from him, while Ger- 
trude shrieked in mingled terror and pain; and at the 
same instant a blow aimed full ay his breast by the 
desperate and muscular arm of Frederick Marchmont 
stretched him prostrate on the ground. Madeline 
heard enough as she advanced from her boudoir to 

madden her with alarm; she rushed forward, and 
wringing her hands, exclaimed, “ Desist, children, de- 
sist! oh, my God, remember you are brothers !”— 
“ Brothers!” shouted Frederick, while the veins on his 
temple started with rage; “ woman, this is your own 
work—‘ell Everton we are provners!” “ Hush, Fre- 
derick,” murmured his sister, “ she does not hear you;” 
and the terrified and remorseful girl knelt down by 

Frank Wentworth, and passed her arm under his head 
while she looked anxiously up in her mother’s face. 

That mother heeded not her silent appeal. Pale and 
statue-like, Madeline stood—her dilated eyes wander- 
ing slowly from the face of her eldest-born, the feeble, 
crippled child of her youth, to the folded arms and 
haughty form of the child of her sin. Into his face 
she dared not look, but ever and anon her pale lips 
parted with a strange ghastly smile, and the word 
“Cain” broke from them. Frederick heard and started; 
he bent eagerly for a moment above young Went- 
worth, and a shuddering sigh from the lips of the latter 
reassured his heart; his wide blue eyes opened and 
met Gertrude’s face of horror and anxiety, and he 
murmured, as they again momentarily closed, “ I was 
stunned—only stunned.” And Madeline—did the 
sound of her favourite’s voice recall her to herself? 
It did; but she knelt not by his side; she aided him 

not to rise; a fear worse than death had taken posses- 
sion of her mind, and flinging herself into Frederick’s 
arms, she exclaimed hysterically, “Oh, Frederick—oh, 
my son, thank God you are not a murderer!” 

Alas, it needed not violence to snap the thread of 
that fragile life. The reconciliation which followed 
this fearful scene never brought Frank Wentworth 
again to that stranger-home; a brain fever attacked 
him, and in the ravings of his delirium he called in- 
cessantly on one whose form he vainly fancied sat 
patiently watching at the foot of his bed, thanking her 
for her tenderness and adjurme her to bear with re- 
signation his death. Madeline heard of his illness, 

} and once more she appealed to the husband she had 
deserted, for permission to have news of her child, for 
leave to see him die. Perhaps if Lionel Wentworth 
had read her passionate and broken-hearted note he 
might have melted, but he had vowed never to open 
a letter directed in that hand, and even in that hour 
—that hour of sorrow which both were doomed to 
share—he flung it with gloomy resentment into the 
flames. Madeline had a last resource—she wrote 
to his wife—* You are a mother—let me see my 
boy 

“ Frank,” said the wretched woman to her dying 
son, “is there any message, any token you wish to 
leave; can I do nothing for you?) Now that you are 
collected, if there is any one you have loved—any one 
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Frank—oh! let me cling to something that has be- 
longed to you. Have you never loved, idol of my 
breaking heart?” Frank Wentworth took his mother’s 
hand, and a sweet smile hovered round his lips, a smile 
of love so holy and intense, that, as his failing hand 
pressed hers to his bosom, she felt that her image only 
had found a place there. 

It was over ; and with the calm of despair Madeline 
passed through the long passage of what dad been her 
home. 
wished to linger, but because her limbs refused to do 
their office further ; lights and voices were within, and 
she heard the news of Frank’s death announced, and 
the nurse of Mrs. Pole’s children exclaim, “ Bless my 
soul, ma’am, and Mr. Lionel will be my lord after all!” 
She heard the “ hush, hush, Ellis,” of the mother who 
stood in her nursery, and the eager kisses which were 
showered on the boy who stood in her son's place 
She heard, and walked on. 

Into the home which was now her's, Madeline 
Marchmont entered, and as her noiseless step glided 
into her own drawing-room she was again doomed 
involuntarily to hear what smote her to the heart. It 
was Lord Everton's last sentence to the weeping Ger- 

tude. His was a frank and cheerful voice, and his 

She paused: at the nursery door, not that she, 

manner had @ mixture of tenderness and firmness. “1 
would not be thought harsh and unjust hereafter,” said 
he, “ and therefore, dear girl, I tell you now, however 
painful the subject may be. I do not say you shall 
never see your poor mother, but it must be at very 
rare intervals—very rare, Gertrude. You consent, my 
beloved girl?” And Madeline heard Henry March- 
mont’s daughter murmur her assent to the proposal ; 
and her obedience to the law laid down of rarely see- 
ing the widowed and disgraced parent, who had 
watched over her in sickness—worshipped her in 
health—nestled her to her nursing bosom when an 
infant—and borne meekly, foo meekly, with her faults 
asa girl. Did the cradle songs of that mother never 
rise to her memory when she too became a mother ia 
her turn? ; 

But it is not our intention to pursue this tale further; 
what Gertrude’s fate as a wife might be is shrouded 
in darkness ; this much alone we know and tell, that, 
during the little remnant of her days, Madeline March- 
mont met with more kindness and forbearance from 
both than they had hitherto shown. Perhaps they 
felt for her when the thought struck them that she 
could no longer turn from THEM to her Forsaken 
Child! 

LINES, 

BY MRS. NORTON. 

I rHink of thee—not as thou art, 
In the cold and hollow grave ; 

Where the sun’s rays vainly dart 
And the cypress branches wave : 

But [ think of thee bright and young, 
With life on thy beaming brow, 

And I sing all the songs that we sung— 
Though thou never canst hear me now! 

I think of thee—not with the gricf 
Of those past and passionate years, 

When my heart sought a vain relief 
In bitter and burning tears— 

But I think of thee fond and gay, 
Unshadowed by death or pain; 

And smiles on thy red lips play— 
As they never may play again! 

I think of thee—not as I thought 
When I stood by thine early tomb, 

And all that this world had brought 
Seemed wrapped in a changeless gloom ; 

But I think of the living friend 
Of my happiest early days, 

And what thou wert wont to commend 
I do—though thou canst not praise. 

Calmly I welcome the guest 
Who knows not he’s loved for thy sake : 

I langh when he tells me some jest 
Which thou in thy life-time didst make ; 

In the groves where thy fuotsteps have be 
I wander with others, nor weep 

When a glimpse of some favourite s« 

Brings thoughts of th long dark slee; 

heavy and mourt 
b il . hoth ¢ 
rhihy name hat 1€ power no more 

bid t varm tear-drop start— 
he sun sha: sw dark in the skies, 

And the tarf spring no more on the hill, 
Vben thy love from my memory dies— 
Lost heart, i remember thee still! 
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A RETROSPECT OF YOUTH. 

BY ROBERT A. WEST. 

Ou! bright were the days of my youth, 
As they rapidly glided away : 

When my heart was the mirror of truth, 
And my path was illum’d by her ray: 

When I knew not the guile of the world 
Nor saw ils enticements displayed, 

The banner of hope was unfurl'd, 
In brightness and beauty arrayed. 

And I deem‘d that this banner alone 
Should ever move over my head: 

That my heart should be purity’s throne 
And vice should be harmless or dead. 

But the days of my manhood are come, 
And the dream of my youth-time is o'er 

Disappointment and care are my doom, 
And my trials are greater and more. 

Oh! bright were the scenes that appear’d, 
Illusive, alas! though they proved ; 

And gladsome the hopes that I rear‘d, 
Tho’ they drooped as their soil was remov'd: 

If I tasted the bitter at all, 
The drop would envalue the swert 

And pleasure was there at my 
I fear'’d not—I knew not deceit 

And I fancied im of ny Jj 
Wonld ey us calmls A w ¢ 

7 rbed by the ay H rife 

f passion 8s Sars r there were none. 
i it the cays ol M¥ manhood irc come, 

(ie “retin of my youth-time is o’er; 
tis whitened with foam, 

ind the truipets are loud in their roar. 

L fren 

Then guide me, thou God of my sire ; 
My errors in mercy forgive : 

With wisdom and virtue inspire, 
In faith, hope, and love, let me live: 

I, poverty ask not, nor wealth, 
Lest either should lead me astray : 

I ask not for sickness or health, 
But, ah! for thy blessings I pray. 
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A puysicaL despotism governs the social world not 
less than monarchs and oligarchs sway the political. 
Moralisis indeed tell us that, notwithstanding all the 

diversities of human endowments, every man inherits 

upon the whole an equa! share of the materials for 
happiness—that the weights in the great race of ex- 
istence are after all accommodatingly distributed among 

the entry of runners. ‘They mean well enough; and 
may have disciples about the breakfast hour in night- 
gowns and slippers; but few or none after hat and 

cane have been put in requisition. Certainly—keep- 
ing up the racing figure just employed—it is pre-emi- 
nently desirable that we should all start fairly “ han- 
dicapped,” for our mundane career; but, alas! Nature 

has formed her Childers and Eclipses amongst the 
genus of unplumed bipeds as well as amongst the irra- 
tional brutes. She has “ favourites,” whose surpassing 
stretch no countervailing clog can adequately repress. 
To come plainly to my point—what does, or can equa- 

lize chances in love and war, between six feet of 
humanity and five ?—Nothing:—any more than the 
latter amount of sovereigns can be made to discharge 
the obligations of the former. And who doubts the 
correctness of Butler's “ancient sage philosopher,” 
when he 

swore the world as he could prove 
Was made of fighting and of love!” 

The heart-burning distinction is therefore one of lonely 
recurring annoyance. It may be seen that the ancients 
have recorded their sense of it in the proverb: “ qui 
invidet minor est.” If, in sooth, life be, as our pastors 
say, a lottery, from which each mortal draws an or- 
dained number of blanks and prizes, he who obtains 
the gift of towering, like Saul, avove his fellows, 
banks a substantial thirty thousand. Let him be con- 
tent, though spindle-shanks and a lantern visage should 
prove the (justly due) concomitants of his lot. Addi- 
son, feigning the “Spectator,” reasons himself into 

good humour with his brief allowance of face. He 
would never have succeeded had the curtness applied 
to his entire “outward Adam.”"—But now to show 
how far these opinions have been justified in the pur- 
gatory of personal experience. 

The biographies of great men usually prelude with 
a mass of genealogical researches meritoriously intend- 
ed to rebut any scandalous notions flying abroad to the 
effect that their heroes were prodigies of nature, as 
well as of talent, and born or begotien otherwise than 
in common course. As I however am neither a great 
man, nor about to indite a memuvir, I hold myself ex- 
cused fr I ‘ ty 

actually . grandfather. Neverthless, 
should wh n being couched in the first 

perso, « Tote 

-and, as I hate half-proceed- 
is, ancestry up to the emigra- 

? My distinguishing 

to suppty 

ings, will ti 

tion of the t’ygmen ! 

—or, rather my indistinguishing—characteristic is a 
lack of corporeal expansion, both “longitudinally and 
laterally. When I predicate that banei?! wth I con- 
ceive I have told the reader all he needs know con- 
cerning the “ sort of man” who addresses him, and at 
the same time, furnished a sufficient key to the jere- 
miad impending. Would he have me more precise, 
he may understand that my express height is five feet 
and five-eighths of an inch. Frequent admeasure- 
ments have convinced me that I do not err a single 
hair's breadth in this statement. I had sooner have 
been a positive dwarf than thus barely insignificant ; 

for then I might have claimed a peculiar kind of con- 

Tirace. 

of substantiating the fact of 

1 the subject, I pledge myself 

sideration, nay, nave acquired the fame of a Hudson, 
or a Borulaski; but, as it is, I have no consolation. 

In looking back to past days I sincerely thank 
Heaven that I lived up to what is commonly called 
the age of discretion before I became fully sensible 
that my altitude fell so far within the statute of limita- 
tions. During my previous years of hope and thought. 

lessness | did enjoy something like the pride of active 
youth. But when once the period arrived when [| 

felt called on to assume the foga virilis it occurted to 

me displeasingly that | was somewhat lost amidst its 

flowing folds; and beginning to suspect that unkind 

fate had issued a cecree of “ hitherto shalt thou grow 
and no further,” a new light—no, a dark cloud—came 
o'er my spirit. T'hen I could comprehend why my 
friends had so strenuously discouraged an avowed 

wish to enter a regiment of heavy dragoons: then I 
ceased to wonder why my shadow in the sun never 

seemed to stretch so far across the sward as those of 

my contemporaries, whom (good easy soul!) I had all 
the while fancied fellows ef my own standing. In 
short, it was precisely at the epoch, when, according 
to dates and registers I ought to have given the world 
“ assurance of a man,” I first discovered how much I 
had been “ cheated of a man’s fair proportion.” Since, 
the consciousness has been abundantly forced upon 
me, and vexations consequent have beset me daily 
and hourly—with foe and with friend—with mistress 
and with maid—mensa et thoro—at home and abroad. 

It might provoke laughter, of which I am very jea- 
lous, were I to detail the various means I long employed 
te induce Nature to rescind her spiteful fiat. Change 
of air being recommended, there was one year of my 
life wherein I don’t think I spent more than two con- 
secutive weeks in any given spot within the circuit 
of Great Britain. Three hours daily was I, at another 

season, wont to relax—or, more properly—strive to 

relax in warm baths. And, at moments, I could verily 
felt in my heart to have walked out, uncovered, in a 
shower, in order that, as they say in the nursery— 
* the rain might make me sprout.’ All was vain. I 
read the fable of the bescoured blackamoor and de- 
sisted. 

Those portly personages, “ the bluster of whose huff” 
renders rivalry modest and opposition respectful, little 
acknowledge the large debt they owe their proge- 
nitors. Their pomp of progress would be voluntarily 

rebuked were they made aware how much the defer- 
ence they would fain believe paid to dignity of manner 
is, in sheer truth, a tribute to greater superficies of 
matter. How smooth is the highway over which they 
travel, compared with the briary bye-paths we “ lesser 
men” must toil through towards the same object—and 
yet we often gain them, too. Perdie! as merit is s0 
notoriously enhanced by difficulties overcome, I might, 
were I of a philosophic turn (which unfortunately I 
am not) feel elevated in one sense, by my lack of ele- 
vation in another. Certainly a folio in Roman capitals 
looks imposing, but a duodecimo in Lower case may 
contain the same intelligence, and is moreover the 
handier volume. Besides, the persevering of our race 

have the proclaimed admiration of the gods to set 
against the slighting regards of mortals; for it is known 
that the sight of a virtuous man struggling with unde- 
served troubles, is as a bouquet to the superior deities. 
This thought ennobles us, as being “ born to suffer,” 
but I, who am no stoic, and have no ambition to have 

it said, in reference to myself, 

“ Tertius a colo cecidit Cato,” 

must fairly own that it does not, in my case, blunt the 
repeated sting of terrestrial persecution. 
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The earliest blight my young aspirations received, 
arising out of Dame Nature’s mistreatment, was, as 
has been hinted, the being denied permission to drawl, 
dance, and smoke cigars in scarlet. ‘True, it may be 
held that the colour of one’s coat is not connected with 
happiness or the contrary; yet it is a hardship to lie 
under any sort of arbitrary prohibition. Like the old 
citizen in the story, who, after abiding seventy years 
within the walls of his city, unmoved to pass beyond, 
risked punishment for a ramble when it had been for- 
mally refused him, so did [| the more pine for military 
honours, seeing myself excluded therefrom. Next to 
the pleasure of enacting manly deeds comes the privi- 
lege of talking big over them. Even that secondary 
indulgence was, and is, withheld from me. I soon 
perceived that whenever I glanced at a spirited inten- 
tion, such as the chastisement I destined for some im- 
pertinent; or related an anecdote of past energy—a 
little heightened, perhaps more majorum—a repressed 
smile invariably sat on the features of audience, which 
tripped me in mid career Every body must feel how 
provoking the liability; because every body is aware 
that to be precluded from sounding a few flourishes 
of this description, would be to sit in company, gagged 
with a wet blanket. Thus do I find my self-import- 
ance crushed at the social board even—the seat of our 
most equal relaxations. And what is a man without 
self-importance’—A cipher. Modesty is really an 
amiable quality, and very proper to inculcate ; but, 
Lord help him who is overburthened with it as times 
go! 

In the drawing-room, my ill-hap no less attends me. 
A gallant, to be at his ease, must feel himself one to 
whom the fair can look up for protection ; and luckless 
is he, who may not, upon a literal construction, claim 
that kind of regard. Where is the would-be Lothario, 

.that could preserve his composure, on overhearing a 
silvery-toned voice allude to him as “little Mr. So- 
and-So,” or possibly favour him with the character of 
a “nice little creature!” J never could, and I have 
had a few opportunities for practice. Then, at a ball, 
to be shunned as a partner by the taller ladies, lest the 
contrast should be too strong; and equally avoided by 
the shorter, lest the affinity should invite sarcasm :— 
’tis too bad. I shall never forget the mortification I 
endured, one night, at a fancy-ball, whither I had gone 
in the character of Alexander the Great; to whose 
fame I have always paid special worship, owing to the 
circumstance of his being, notwithstanding his prowess 
and inseparable adjective, by no means of Titanic 
mould. My Roxana, a lady of charms, that in China, 
or Bornou, would have been homicidal, overcome by 
the heat of the room, fainted at my side. With the 
devotedness of a manly heart, I extended my arms to 
arrest her fall; but, Oh! horrescimus referens, it was 
only to exhibit the conqueror sinking, like a weak 
Antony, under female influence. We gravitated with 
a quelch that shook the building. The savage laugh- 
ter that arose still haunts my memory. That night I 
had well nigh made business for the coroner. 

The above are annoyances which embitter a lot 
like mine, even in circles where bienseance is supposed 
to prevail; important as showing how inseparable its 
plagues; but trivial, when compared with the “ thou- 
sand and one” practical pains and penalties attendant 
on a general commerce with the world. To be insig- 
nificant in presence, is to be the certain victim of 
insolent coachmen, imposing watermen, overcharging 
waiters, faithless book-keepers, et id genus omne. It 
is also to be the chosen mark for every “ saucy jack's” 
Witticism, every drawcansir’s oath, and every wicked 
waggery, that may not be experimented, with impu- 
nity, elsewhere. “Dat deus immiti cornua curta bovi,” 
we are told: J wish J could find it so, for your “ bos 
piger” butts heavily. From all these pests, the man 
of “ big assemblance” steps free. Should there not 

be some moral tax on so vast an exemption? To re- 
cite a tithe of the instances wherein I have suffered, 
through my exclusion from the benefits of that natural 
magna charta, would fill a volume. The very laws, 
which should be my sure safeguard, have occasionally 
added to my list of grievances: for I can recollect 
having been no less than four times seized, and com- 
mitted to custody, as a party to unruly mobs I wished 
to escape, for no other reason than that of offering the 
sort of capture, some “ ancient and quiet” officer could 
most readily effect. Again, if ever my ill stars throw 
me amongst a knot of obstreperous companions, sure 
it is, that I prove the individual singled out to endure 
the retaliation of those their impertinence may offend. 
Talk of being inured to hardships! egad! no six-foot 
adventurer that ever crossed the seas, granting him 
his half dozen “ hairbreadth ’scapes,” can make up the 
aggregate of trials I have gone through without leav- 
ing this metropolis. 

Nor are the evils of a diminutive frame confined to 
matters of coercion, and mere manhood, any more than 
to gallings of vanity. On the contrary, it involves so 
many other disturbances, that summing up the whole, 
I am fully persuaded the curse charged upon the de- 
scendants of Cain (whereabout the learned differ,) can 
have been neither more nor less than lowness of sta- 
ture. Is it agreeable to be always condemned to ride 
bodkin, when travelling with six “ insides?”—is it 
either elegant, or comfortable, to take horse-exercise, 
sitting as though one bestrode an elephant?—to sub- 
merge in the corner of even a moderately-sized arm- 
chair, almost hidden, like a coy perriwinkle in its 
shell ?—to be perched up at the dinner-table, with chin 
possibly above its level, but toes barely touching the 
carpet? No, they are circumstances truly the reverse, 
and alone, warrant my considering the accessary defi- 
cit in the light of a primitive curse. An umbrella, 
that indispensable comfort in this moist climate, I may 
not use, being unequal to the fatigue of lifting it over 
the head of every grenadier I meet, and unwilling, by 
hazarding the equilibrium of chapeau, to give their 
tall owners the happy opportunity of bullying an ob- 
viously non-armipotent transgressor. A man cannot 
walk about with his great coat strapped to his back 
like a groom; yet such would expediency require of 
me. Others can borrow a friend’s cloak or roquelaure 
in a case cf emergency. Were I to do so, I should also 
need to rob him of his foot-boy for a train-bearer. 

I am fond of seeing public shows, but suffer a double 
martyrdom in most endeavours; once, in body, from 
suffocation amidst the crowd, and a second time in 
mind, by being unable to catch a glimpse beyond the 
lofty head-dresses of the ladies which have rendered 
the Pit at the Opera to me but an impervious grove of 
feathers and flowers inodorous; whence, as I cannot 
afford a box, I am virtually banished from a favourite 
place of amusement. At the two great theatres I can 
see, and, when Kean acts, seldom miss a night. 

“ There are, who think the stature ail in all, 
Nor like a hero if he be not tall; 
The feeling sense all other wants supplies, 
I rate no actor’s merit by his size. 
Superior height requires superior grace, 
And what's a giant with a vacant face?” 

This was Churchill’s opinion, and a fortiori mine. 
After witnessing Kean’s personation of the jealous 
Moor, I can think of my fate with something like 
temper; and returning home, whilst the impression 
lasts, to contemplate the bust of Napoleon on my 
mantel-piece, I could well nigh cry “content.” Midst 
all the admiration lavished on the unparalleled self- 
exaltation worked by the latter, I wonder more stress 
has not been laid on his having so entirely overcome 
the disadvantages of figure :—disadvantages so imme- 
diate im a commanding career. In my eyes that fact 
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honours him with double glory. He directed the axe 
to many obselete prejudices, and amongst the rest (for 

which, hallowed be his memory!) heaved down a 

villanous one that had rendered a huge hulk of bone 
and muscle as essential to our tdeal of a hero as a 
white plume on a long-tailed charger. Perish such 
ignorant conceits! Were immortal Cesar, Frederick 

of Prussia, Napoleon, “ Macedonia’s Madman, and the 
Swede,” who snuffed the air further from terra firma 
than their neighbours ’—Hlistory tells us not. Why 
then does not a coincidence so remarkable, curb the 
everweening prance of Brobdignagian pride? Or 
rather, I would ask how, in the face of these contro- 
verting evidences, they ever dared to measure heroism 
by a foot rule? That our forefathers were not so besot- 
ted as to square their views of men by such a medium, 
is recorded in their treasured legends of the doughty 
Thumb and giant-quelling John; both erroneonsly 

supposed fabulous personages, but, in reality, ancient 
British knights, famed alike for enterprize and paucity 
of inches. But this signifies naught: my object is not 
to prove what needs no proof—the injustice of the 

| vexations heaped upon myself and “ order ;”’ but their 
illimitable extent, and minute ramification. With that 

| purpose I could depict still more shapes of mortifica- 
tion than have been already sketched, but that I fear 
a want of sympathy amongst the herd quos super nos 

nihil ad mos. Of this I had a proof only the other day: 
—chancing to be in a lofty mood, with my feet upon 

a friend’s fender, I descanted to him somewhat in the 
foregoing strain: “Ah! P ,” says he, when I 
made a pause, “all our acquaintance agree that you 

are a high-souled man.” | saw by the direction of his 
| eyes that he meant to be impertinent—Puppy! yet 
thus it always is. 

| "That Procrustes, of whom we read in the classics, 
| was a rare fellow. He is commonly denounced as a 

| horrible monster—I suspect wrongfully. Why may he 
i not have been an experimental philosopher, labouring 
in a rude age to harmonize men’s minds by equalizing 
their bodies? This is an age of re-forms. Would that 
some successful reformer of Procrustean spirit, but 

|more than Procrustean genius—might appear! J 
| would not stand on “ conservative” principles. 

THE STAR. 

BY MISS H. F. GOULD. 

Ever beaming, still I hang. 
Bright as when my birth I sang 

From chaotic night, 
In the boundless, azure dome 
Where I've made my constant home, 

Till thousand, thousand years have come 
To sweep earth's things from sight! 

Mortals, I unchanging view 
Every change that sports with you 

On your shadowy ball. 
All below my native skies, 
Here I mark how soon it dies; 

Ilow your proudest empires rise, 
Flourish, shake, and fall! 

Wealth and splendor, pomp and pride, 
I've beheld you laid aside ; 

Love and hate forgot! 
Fame, ambition, glory, power, 
You I’ve seen enjoy your hour; 
Beauty, withering as a flower, 

While I altered not! 

Him, whose sceptre swayed the world, 
I have seen aghast, and hurled 

From his lof throne, 

Monarch’s form and vassal’s clay 
‘Turned to dust and swept away : 
E’en to tell where once they lay, 

Iam left alone! 

When I've been, from age to age, 
Questioned by the lettered sage 

What a star might be, 

I've answerec not; tor soon, I knew, 

He'd have a clearer, nobier view, 
And look the world of mysteries through 

In vast eternity! 

Mortals, since ye pass as dew, 

Seize the promise made for you 
Ere your day is o'er. 

The righteous, says a page divine, 
Are as the firmament to shine; 
And like the stars, when I and mine 

Are quenched to beam no more! 

TO TUE MOUNTAIN WINDS. 

BY MRS. HEMANS. 

How divine 
The liberty, for frail, for mortal man, 

To roam at large among unpeopled glens, 

And mountainous retirements, only trod 
Ry devious footsteps !—Regions consecrate 
To oldest time !—And, reckless of the storm 

That keeps the raven quiet in his nest, 
Be as a presence or a motion—One 

Among the many there —}WVord: worth. 

Moentain winds! oh! whither do ye call me? 
Vainly, vainly would my steps pursue! 

Chains of care to lower earth enthral me, 
Wherefore thus my weary spirit woo? 

Oh! the strife of this divided being! 
Is there peace where ye are borne on high? 

Could we soar to your proud eyries fleeing, 
In our hearts would haunting memories die ? 

Those wild places are not as a dwelling 
Whence the footsteps of the loved are gone! 

Never from those rocky halls came swelling 
Voice of kindness in familiar tone! 

Surely music of oblivion sweepeth 
In the pathway of your wanderings free ; 

And the torrent, wildly as it leapeth, 
Sings of no lost home amidst its glee. 

There the rushing of the falcon’s pinion, 
Is not from some hidden pang to fly ; 

All things breathe of power and stern dominion ; 
Not of hearts that in vain yearnings die. 

Mountain winds! oh! is it, is it only 

Where man’s trace hath been, that so we pine? 

Bear me uj, to grow in thought less lonely, 
Even at nature’s deepest, loneliest shrine! 

Wild, and mighty, and mysterious singers, 
At whose tone my heart within me burns; 

Bear me where the last red sunbeam lingers, 
Where the waters have their secret urns? 

There to commune with a loftier spirit 
Than the troubling shadows of regret ; 

There the winds of treedom to inherit, 
Where the enduring and the wing’d are met. 

Hush, proud voices! gentle be your falling? 
Woman's lot thus chainless may not be ; 

Hush! the heart your trumpet sounds are calling. 

Darkly still may grow—but never free! 
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A MELON RETICULE. 
A very pretty reticule may be made in this manner. 

Cat four pieces of pasteboard into an elliptical or oval 
shape ; perhaps they had better be somewhat pointed 
towards the top and bottom. They should be a 
quarter of a yard deep, and half a quarter in width 
Split two of them down the middle, so as to make 
four half pieces, and let the other two remain oval. 
Cover them all with silk, and bind them neatly with 
narrow riband ; or else insert a covered cord between 
the edges. 
Sew the curved sides of the half-pieces to the two 

eurved sides of the whole pieces. ‘This will leave 
the straight sides of the half-pieces inward. 
Make a square bag of a quarter of a yard of silk. 

Run a case in the top, and gather the bottom so as to 
draw it up quite close. Unite the bag to the pieces 
of covered pasteboard, by sewing them all together at 
the bottom, so that they shall all meet in as small a 
space as possible. 

Make eyelet holes near the top of the outside or 
whole pasteboards, and when you run the string into 
the case at’the upper edge of the bag, pass the ends 
of the riband through these eyelet holes in the paste- 
board, so that it will draw both ways, and connect at 
the top the silk part of the reticule with the paste- 
board. 

Prepare three handsome bows of riband, and sew | 
one at the bottom of the reticule, and the others at the 
top. The pasteboards of these reticules may be cover- 
ed with white satin and handsomely painted. In this 
ease the bags and riband should be pink or blue. 

A HALBERT-SHAPED RETICULE. 
Take a quarter and half-quarter of silk. Cut off 

and lay aside a half-quarter to line the top. Then 

cut out the two sides of the bag, which must be 
rounded at the bottom, and terminating in a point at 
the top. It must also be rounded at the upper corner. 
Line the lower part with muslin, and the inside of the 
top with silk, sewing a covered cord all round. 

Sew together the two sides of the bag, and make 
a case where the silk lining leaves off. 

Get some satin piping-cord, and sew a row of it on 
the outside of the bag, so as to correspond in form 
with the shape of the top. Put on two bows of riband, 
one at each side, and run in the strings. 

The riband and piping-cord had better be of a differ- 
ent colour from the silk of which the bag is made; for 
instance, a purple reticule may be trimmed with blue; 
a green one with pink, &c. 

A LITERAKY WIFE. 

How delightful is it (says D'Isreeli, in his Curiosi- 
ties of Literature,) when the mind of the female is so 
happily disposed, and so richly cultivated, as to parti- 
cipate in the literary avocations of her husband. It is 
then truly that the intercourse of the sexes becomes 
the most refined pleasure. What delight, for instance, 
must the great Budeus have tasted, even in those 
works which must have been for others a most dread- 
ful labour! his wife left him nothing to desire. The 
frequent companion of his studies, she brought him 
the books he required to his desk; she compared pas- 
sages, and transcribed quotations: the same genius, 
the same inclinations, and the same ardour for litera- 
ture, eminently appeared in those two fortunate per- 
sons. Far from withdrawing her husband from his 
studies, she was sedulous to animate him when he 
languished. Ever at his side, and ever assiduous, 
ever with some useful book in her hand, she acknow- 
ledged herself to be a most happy woman. Yet she 
did not neglect the education of eleven children. She 
and Budeus shared the mutual cares they owed their 
progeny. Budeus was not insensible of his singular 
felicity. In one of his letters, he represents himself 
as married to two ladies; one of whom gave him boys 
and girls, the other was philosophy, who produced 
books. The lady of Evelyn designed herself the 
frontispiece to his translation of Lucretius. She felt 
the same passion in her own breast as animated her 
husband's, who has written with such various inge- 
nuity. Of Baron Haller it is recorded that he inspired 
his wife and family with a taste for his different pur- 
tuits. They were usually employed in assisting his 
literary occupations ; they translated manuscripts, con- 
sulted authors, gathered plants, and designed and co- 
loured under his eye. What a delightful family picture 
has the younger Pliny given posterity in his letters! 
Of Calphurnia, his wife, he says, “ her affection to me 
has given her a turn to books, and my compositions, 
which she takes a pleasure in reading and even get- 
ting by heart, are continually in her hands. How full 
of tender solicitude is she when I am entering upon 
any cause! How kindly does she rejoice with me 
when it is over! While I am pleading, she places 
persons to inform her from time to time how I am 
heard, what applauses I receive, and what success 
attends the cause. When at any time I recite my 
works, she conceals herself behind some curtain, and 
with secret rapture enjoys my praises. She sings my 
verses to her lyre, with no other master but love, the 
best instructor, for her guide. Her passion will in- 

crease with our days, fur it is not my youth nor my 

person, (which time gradually impairs,) but my repu- 
tation and my glory, of which she is enamoured.” 

———— 

Tue more honesty a man has, the less he affects 
the air of a saint ; the affectation of eanctity is a blotch 
on the faee of piety. 



LORD JOHN BERMINGHAM. 

LORD JOHN BERMINGHAM; 

OR THE FIELD OF DUNDALE. 

Tue success which had hitherto attended the inva- 
sion of Ireland by Edward Bruce, caused great tribula- 
tion amongst the Lords of the Council in Dublin; the | 

more so as they could not, from its distracted state, hope 
for succour from England. In this jeopardy they were 

disposed to waive their own feuds and jealousies, that, 
by union, they might be the better enabled to resist the 
common enemy. Perceiving the minds of the council 
thus swayed, the Lord Justice, Alexander de Bignor, 
Archbishop of Dublin, thus addressed them :— 

“ While our past ill suecess and loss of divers battles 
have been attributed to noblemen otherwise of great 
fame and valiant; and as I, by reason of the infirmity 

which hath of late befallen me, have not the ability 
to take this worthy enterprise in hand, it moves me to 
state what I think best should be done, and to name 
him whom I wish to undertake this great battle, 
whereupon rest the honour of our prince and the wel- 
fare of the realm. ‘There is amongst others of great 
renown, the lord John Bermingham, a man of great 
courage, stalwart, practised and apt in war; of good 
condition, wise, sober, and circumspect; one that will 
do all that may be done, but will not rashly attempt 
that which is hopeless. Him I think meet to be cap- 
tain of this battle. My predecessor did not well like 
him, by reason of evil and sinister counsellors, who, 
moved more by malice than zeal of justice, did inform 
and impress him, that his designs of government would 
miscarry if he gave the said lord John Bermingham 
the mastery equal to his ancestors. Wherejore he was 
put by until my time, who think him as meet to be of 
this council as any of his ancestors hath been, and of 
whom report saith no man is worthier in all the realm, 
which maketh him the more ocious to his enemies and 
maligners, for such ever hate the most worthy. An- 
other cause moveth me to the better liking of the said 
lord, that all the time of this malicious persecution he 
was as well content to be absent as in the press amongst 
the highest. And always he answered, when his 
friends found fault at his being so passed over, that he 
was most beholden and bound to such a lord who had, 
by his report purchased him so much rest and quiet- 
ness ; and that to make suit for the place of his ances- 

| than in mind. In a chivalrous age, when personal 
| prowess was so important, he was eminent for stature 
land great strength. No knight was more learned, 
stout, or valiant. Experienced and wise, discreet and 
sober in weighty matters, not to be seduced, or provok- 
ed, to speak more than was material in matters of im- 
portance ; nur any more grave than he in the seat of 
judgment: but in things of no great weight, such as 
hunting, hawking, riding, and in all other sports, no 
man pleasanter, speedier, or lighter, than he. With 
gentleness he was won, but with rigour nothing of him 
would be had. Most liberal to his friends, and so 
warm to those he loved, that men would think his 
heart would burst when any of them did die. In that 
which the wisest and most valiant are as likely to be 
noted as any—in admiration and love of woman, lord 
John gave not place to the most favoured ; and if he 
erred, he was not reproached by the fair with treachery 
or unkindness. He had married the lady Katherine, 
one of the four daughters of the renowned Richard de 
Burgo, Earl of Ulster, the eldest of whom being mar- 
ried to King Robert Bruce, gave occasion to lord 
John’s enemies, to whisper that he was not unfriendly 
to the invasion of Ireland by Edward Bruce. The 
like suspicion, together with the ill success of earl Ri- 
ehard against the Scot, so contrary to his great renown 
in the wars of Edward the First, in France, had, two 
years before, made the citizens of Dublin, with their 
mayor, Richard Lawless at their head, drag the aged 
earl from the abbey of St. Mary, where he lodged, 
slay his men, spoil the abbey, and put him in prison, 
where they held him until the next year that Roger 

| 

| 

Mortimer, the king’s lieutenant, persuaded them to let 
him out.* ‘The lord John Bermingham being a junior 
branch of the Berminghams, lords of Athenry, was him- 
self lord of Totmoy. ‘The fine ruins of his castle of 
Carrick-na-Carberry are to this day a record of his 
race, and the theme of many a heart-stirring legend. 

The early sun shone brightly on the still bosom of 
the bay, the blue mountains of Wicklow, and the 
golden sands of the ever memorable Clontarf, as the 
lord John, attended by a chosen train of knights, es- 
quires, and men-at-arms, left the walls and towers of 

tors he meant it not; for that such belongs to those of | Dublin behind him, and made a hasty journey to his 
mean esiate, who always desire to stand where they | friend the lord of Howth, at his castle at the foot of 
or their ancestors never stood; but that when his time | that huge promontory. The brave baron was mar- 
would come he would not find it strange to be where | shalling his lances, whom he promised should meet 
his place would be of right. There be much more | Bermingham at Drogheda. 
which at this time it would be tedious to trouble your| ‘* Why dost thou shed tears, my boy,” said lord John 
lordships withal ; I shall therefore conclude that I do| to a youth of twelve years. 
condescend and think it good, that he, the lord John| “For that my father, my lord, says I am_ not old 
Bermingham, be head and governor of this worthy en-| enough to go to the battle,” replied the young Wil- 
terprise.” | liam St. Lawrence, “and yet David was but a strip- 

This speech of the lord justice would have failed to | ling when he slew Goliath, and why might not I cast 
move some of the council, had not the greatness of the | a stone at the Bruce.” 

danger prevailed over their envyings and jealousies| “There will never be lack of battles, my brave boy, 
more than the words of iruth and justice. Thus in-| from the time thou art sixteen to sixty,” replied lord 
fluenced, some by reason, others by fear, the council | John, patting him on the head. “And when thy fa- 
gave an unanimous assent to the lord John Berming-| ther and I are dead, or too old to fight, thou wilt 
ham being appointed commander of the army against | avenge thy country’s quarrels.” 
Edward Bruce.* | “Aye, my goed lord, and with God’s blessing, both 

Of a lineage the most ancient, his ancestors having | his and yours,” said the boy, his eyes brightening and 
been lords of Bermingham from the foundation of the | his cheeks glowing with generous zeal. 
kingdom of Mercia, and lords of Athenry in Connaught,| Lord John looked earnestly at the noble youth, who, 
since the conquest of Ireland by Henry the IL. the lord | eleven years afterwards, bravely verified his words a8 
John Bermingham was not less highly giiied in person regarded Bermingham. 

oe The long, low, island of Lamb-bay, and the singu- 
* Vide the Book of Howth, Sloane MSS. No. 4999, | —— 
165. * Camden's Annals. 
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larly picturesque Ireland’s Eye, gemmed the sea that 
nded before lord John when he rode from Howth 

§ Malahide, the noble estate of his valiant friend Sir 
Richard Talbot. Here he found his missives as prompt- 
ly attended to as at Howth, and Sir Richard, with his 
men-at-arms, prepared to accompany them to Drogheda. 
The lofty round tower in Fingall, as lord John passed 
it, looked a hoary memento of former ages; and of a 
people whose very name hath become extinct, making 
the reflecting mind feel the transitoriness of the most 
important events of the passing generations of men. 

At Drogheda,* Bermingham was joined by many of 
his numerous kinsmen, who with their valiant mei.-at- 
arms, would have remained in Connaught, leaving the 
lords of the Pale to make the best of their disasterous 
warfare with the Bruce, had not their noble relative 
been placed in the post of honour and power. 

Night had closed in. The silent Boyne, as its wa- 
ters flowed gently down to the sea which skirted the 
eastward, reflected the numerous stars and watch-fires 
on the hill that backs the town to the westward ; while 
the gray walls and flying buttresses of the abbeys, and 
lofty square tower of a church, caught the ruddy glow 
as the flames now blazed amain; or, darkened again 
in deepest gloom, when the fitful light subsided. Lord 
John, followed by one faithful squire, left the abbey in 
which he had taken up his abode, and traversed the 
quarters of histroops. The oppressive systern of coyne 
and livery, or free quarters, he could not prevent, but 
he hearkened lest the ery of suffering should reach his 
ear, that he might rescue the victim Happily, no 
such afflicting sound reached his ears; the stillness of 
night being only broken by the heavy tramp of a sen- 
tinel, and his challenge to the knight as he passed.— 
He had thus reached the cemetery of St. Mary's 
church, and was looking at its lofty tower, when a low 
wail struck on hisear. He paused and listened. The 
cry was repeated. It sounded like the voice of a fe- 
male ; and there was also a noise as of a person strug- 
gling. Lord John sprang forward, and, turning the 
angle of a wall, beheld, by the obscure light, a man 
dragging a female along. 

“ Ruffian! desist!” cried Bermingham, sternly. 
“Who art thou that would bar my purpose?” cried 

the man, letting his victim fall, and drawing his sword. 
“ John Bermingham,” replied the lord of Totmoy. 
“Ha! does a Bermingham think to thwart a Verdun 

in Uriel,t as he would an O'Connor in Carberry?” 
cried Verdun. “Pass on, lord Bermingham, and let 
me have my way.” 

“Not so, Verdun,” said Bermingham, firmly but 
mildly. “No wrong shall be done to man, woman, or 
child, by any of my host, with my fore-knowledge.” 

“Then be thy banner in the dust! if thus thou 
wouldst lord it over an Anglo-Norman knight!” 
cried the enraged Verdun. “ Thou shalt not have my 
lance against the Bruce !’—So saying he turned away 
in wrath, and disappeared in the darkness of the night. 

Lord John raised the female from the ground, and, 
as well as he could distinguish, thought he had never 
beheld so fair and lovely a creature. Her long light 
coloured hair had, as well as her hood, fallen back 
over her shoulders, leaving her beauteous face and 
throat fully exposed. Her blue eyes were turned in 
supplication on her deliverer, and her lips, half open- 
ed, seemed to give passage to a prayer which terror 
stifled. 

With soothing words and tender svlicitude, lord John 
supported the fair maiden to the doors of a burgher, 
whither, in timid accents, she directed him, and to 
which she had been going after vespers, when she 

* Droched, a bridge ; ah, a ford. 
+ Uriel, the ancient name of Louth, in which the 

Verduns had been great barons until driven out by 
Bruce. 

had been, by the false lures of a woman, bribed to 
the purpose by Verdun, led to a remote cottage, from 
which, when his designs became known, she had fled, 
was pursued by him, and finally rescued by lord John. 

The terrible manner in which Bruce had ravaged 
the country with fire and sword, burning churches, 
towns, and castles, traversing it rather as a scourge 
than as one who expected to reign over it as its king, 
had, eventually, fatal effects on his army. ‘There was 
no longer sufficient provisions to be had, and his troops 
became wasted with sickness and famine, as well as 
by the sword, though victorious. Nevertheless, when 
he heard that the lord John Bermingham was advanc- 
ing against him from Dublin, and that his brother, king 
Robert Bruce, was on his voyage from Scotland com- 
ing to his aid, he hastened back to meet the English 
betore his brother should arrive; his proud spirit and 
daring courage not allowing him to brook the sharing 
with Robert the honour of a victory. He had now 
entered Dundalk, within a short march of Drogheda, 
and which he had burnt on his first invasion, and 
where he had afierwards been crowned king of all 
Ireland, receiving, as such, the oaths of allegiance of 
the Irish kings, dynasts, and chieis. Bermingham ad- 
vanced with his small but well-conditioned army, and, 
leaving Dundalk to the east, encamped on the rising 
ground to the north of the town, having at his back 
Faugard, the conical artificial mount, double dyke, and 
deep trench of which afforded an admirable position. 
He took up his own quarters in the desolate nunnery 
of St. Bridget, the nuns having fled from it from terror 
of the Scots. From the summit of the mount Ber- 
mingham surveyed the surrounding country. To the 
south-west it was flat, or gently undulating; while 
Dundalk, with its blackened castles, towers, abbeys, 
gates, and massive walls, rose irom a plain scarcely 
higher than the sea, which laved its eastern side. Im- 
mediately to the north-east the bold peninsula of Mount 
Ragnall stretched far into the sea, dividing the broad 
bay of Dundalk from the narrow and mountain-bound 
one of Carlingford. There, in that town of Dundalk, 
which the English had built, and strengthened with 
walls and castles, and planted with industrious people, 
and which the Bruce had plundered and partially re- 
duced to ashes, lay the warrior who had, during four 
years, triumphed over so many able and valiant com- 
manders. Bermingham gazed on that town, and wish- 
ed that he could behold the Bruce. This desire gra- 
dually became so intense, that he determined on hav- 
ing an interview, and, with his own eyes, judging of 
the state of the Scot’s army, which had been repre- 
sented to be wasted with famine and disease. 

It was morning prime when the lord John Ber- 
mingham, in the weeds of a niendicant friar, presented 
himself at the south gate of the town, and was, with- 
out difficulty, permitted by the sentinels to enter; and 
having learnt where the Bruce was at mass, he pro- 
ceeded to the Minorite abbey, founded in we reign of 
Henry IIi., by John de Verdun, an ancestor of him 
from whom he had rescued the fair maid of Drogheda, 
and whose family were powerful lords in Uriel. 

Bermingham entered the western portal of the ab- 
bey church, and strode slowly up the middle aisle of 
the choir. The sun’s rays glanced upwards through 
the curious stone tracery of the great east window, 
throwing a golden light on the foliaged capitals of 
some pillars, and on the groinings of the arched roof ; 
but the wax lights disputed with that of day the mas- 
tery at the high altar, where mass was being perform- 
ec. The church was crowded with Scots and Irish 
warriors, and on the step neat the railing at the altar 
knelt king Edward Bruce, with his book of devotion 
before him, and several knights, fully armed, standing 
behind him. 

As the seeming friar slowly strode up the choir, and 
his garments brushed against the stern chiefs who 
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leant on their swords or battle-axes, they would look 
angrily at him; but that stalwart friar, nothing moved, 
passed on, nor vouchsafed to notice their rebukings. 

At length Bermingham stood at the side of Edward 
Bruce, who, being intent upon his book, he could not 
see his countenance as he desired; wherefure, in his 
character of a mendicant friat, he craved alms of the 
king. But Bruce heeded him not. Wherefore Ber- 
mingham, with soniewhat of impatience more than 
well became his assumed character, earnestly impor- 
tuned him; which, at length, drawing the king from 
his book, he looked up, and said to the knights who 
stood behind him— 

“Serve this scurvy friar with somewhat, he doth 
disturb me in my service.” 

“ And even so do | mean until I have my desired 
purpose,” said Bermingham ;* and, turning away, strode 
from the altar and down the choir, with the same fear- 
less mien with which he had approached it. 

Their eyes had met! Bermingham had beheld the 
Bruce, and Bruce had beheld the Bermingham!— 
Whose heart was it that quailed ? that of the Berming- 
ham or the Bruce? 
When mass was ended, Bruce said to his knights, 

“I pray you, sirs, where is that bold friar that hath 
thus disturbed me, for I swear to you, that since I saw 
his face my heart hath not been quiet.” 

Whereupon the friar was sought fur, but no where 
could be fuund; which being told to Bruce he was 

much troubled. “Cannot he be had?” said he. “My 
heart telleth me that this friar is Bermingham! Well, 
we shall meet again, and where he shall receive a bit- 
ter reward. But, sirs, it was evil done to suffer him 
to depart; for had we him here we should easily win 
that which now even with great travail is doubtful.”’t 

Meanwhile Bermingham slowly withdrew from the 
abbey and the town, and returned, unmolested, to his 
camp. His heart leaped for very joy! ‘The eyes of 
the young, hanghty, and valiant Bruce, had shrunk be- 
neath his! The blood had fled from his checks when, 
turning, he had beheld the countenance of Berming- 
ham. ‘There, in that abbey, Bruce had been crowned 
king of Ireland, and by the holy rood, swore the knight, 
in the sight of that abbey shall he lay down. that 
crown! 

It was the feast of Pope Calixtus when the hostile 
armies were drawn up in battle array. 
vanced more than a mile from Dundalk, and the An- | 
glo-Hibernian army rested with its left wing on Fau- 
gard. 

ance than from sickness and privation could have been 
expected. As crowned king of Ireland the Bruce had 

a royal standard with the golden harp of Erin, in an 
azure field, fully displayed; besides which was his 
own red saltier cross ina field of gold. Four brothers 
of the house of Stewart, which was ere long to suc- | 

The archbishop of Armagh walked through the 
ranks of the Anglo-Hibernian army, and pronounced 
his benediction on the warriors, and absolution to all 
who should die in that day’s fight. After which, the 
lord John Bermingham, mounted on a black horse of 
great bone and muscle, and standing on the summit of 
the outer dyke which encircles the Faugard, thus ad- 
dressed his army; the upraised vizor of his helmet not 
denying them a sight of his intrepid countenance. 

“ My followers and friends, you shall understand in 
this hour of battle it is necessary to be remembered, 
first, the cause, which on our side is right, for it is to 
defend our country, which, saith the Bible, we may.— 
The second is, we are fresh and lusty soldiers ; not 
wearied in the wars with travail and pesterous spoil: 
coveting nothing but to maintain that which is ours, 
our lands, goods, and friends; not desirous of any 
man’s else. We are to serve a worthy prince, our 
king and master, which if we do well, not only shall 
we have his praise, but shall win and receive such re- 
ward that all our friends shall rejoice. Now, with 
valiant stomach, set forward, in the name of God and 
our King !""* 

This speech was followed by a loud shout from the 
whole army, and a flight of arrows, which checked 
an impetuous charge of Scots highlanders and Irish 
kernes, nor glanced idly past a knight, in panoply of 
steel, who fell backward from his horse, which from 
frigh scoured towards the sea. 

The battle soon became general; knights, with their 
men-at-arms, entering into conflict with others similar- 
ly attended, until the battle raged with dreadful fury. 
Bermingham, with a vigilant eye, watched wherever 
the strife was stoutest, and thither carried the timely 
aid of his own battle-axe, and the lances of a chosen 
body of men-at-arms. In similar sort he observed a 
stalwart knight on an iron-gray charger, who bere on 
his surcoat and shield the chequers of the Stewart, 
ever bringing succour to that party which the Ber- 
mingham assailed. ‘The heroic bearing and valiant 
deeds of this Scots knight, marked him a worthy foe 
to Bermingham, who, clearing himself of the press, 
cried with a loud voice, 

“ Make way, my friends, until the Bermingham, 
tries the temper of this Scots knight's mail.” 

“The Bermingham! the Bermingham!’ shouted 
The Scots ad- | the surrounding English warriors, and held back. 

“The Lord Almeric Stewart! the Lord Almeric 
Stewart!” cried the Scots, and did the like. 

For a minute’s space the two knights surveyed each 
The army of Bruce made a more gallant appear-} other through the eyelets of their vizored helmets, and 

then, with lance in rest, and clapping spurs to their 
steeds, rushed furiously on each other. The violence 
of the shock shivered their lances in pieces, and threw 
their steeds back on their haunches. It was not now 
those immediately around them who rested on their 
arms to behold the conflict, but the ery of the Berming- 

ceed the Bruce on the throne of Scotland, displayed | ham! the Stewart! drawing the attention of the more 
on their banner and pennons the chequers of their} distant combatants, there was a pause in the general 
name and oflice. 

: ' 
displayed the cognisance of his house, as did the Lord 
Soulis and others. Even the traitors, Robert and Au- 
dimer de Lacy, did not seruple again to show their 
banners in the ranks of the enemy of the king to 

whom they had so ofien sworn fealty, and so ofien | 
broken their oaths. 

On the Anglo-Hibernian side was the royal banner 
of England, and also the spear head on an indented 
field, partly per pale, or, and gules, of the lord John 
Bermingham, as well as those of many a gallant 
knight, such as Sir Richard Tuit, Sir Miles Verdun, 

Sir Hugh Tripion, Sir Hubert Sutton, Sir John Cu- 
eals, Sir Edward and Sir William Bermingham, Sir 
Walter Sarpulk, and Sir John Maupas. 

* Book of Howtb. + Book of Howth. 

The English lord, Philip Mowbray, | battle as though each party waited the issue of this 
personal conflict. 

It was now that with a battle-axe the Bermingham 
assailed the Stewart, who defended himself with an 

iron mace studded with points. ‘The violence of their 
mutual assaults could only be surpassed by the skill 
with which they defended themselves with their pen- 
derous weapons and shields. But this was not always 
successful, and their helmets and body armour gave 
terrible proof of the gigantic strength of the combat- 
ants. At length, by a tremendous blow Bermingham 
cut through the Stewart's armour, at the junction of 
the gorget to the shoulder, and cleft him down to the 
breast: the Lord Almeric fell dead from his horse. A 
wild cry was uttered by the surrounding Scots, and 

* Book of Howth. 
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the English set up a shout of triumph, and rushing 
impetuously on the enemy, the battle once more be- 
came general, and no longer doubtful. The Scots 
were every way driven back and slaughtered. Ed- 
ward Bruce and his gallant knights did every thing 
that could be done to recover the day, but in vain. 
Bruce fought with desperate valour in the thickest of 
the fray, and at last in close press with Sir John Mau- 
pas, a gallant English knight. They were both on 

foot, both having had their horses slain, and no time 
or opportunity of being remounted. There was a 
forest of swords and axes and maces in deadly war 
around the Bruce and Maupas, but they fought as 
though none other were in the field. The strife was 
indeed deadly; the Bruce fell on his back in mortal 
agony, and the gallant Maupas fell dead npon him. 

It was now no longer a battle but a slaughter. The 
Scots were every where massacred ; two thousand* lay 

dead on the field, and of all the gallant knights scarcely 
any survived but the traitors Robert and Walter Lacy, 
and the Lord Philip Mowbray ; and though the latter 
survived the fatal day, he died of his wounds. 

Thus terminated the invasion and reign of Edward 
Bruce in Ireland, which Robert Bruce no sooner learnt, 
having just reached the Irish coast, than he set sail for 
Scotland, and no more attempted to dispute with Eng- 
land the mastery in Ireland. 

The lord John Bermingham returned in triumph to 
Dublin, and proceeding to England, presented to king 
Edward the Second the head of Edward Bruce, and 
was, for this great victory, created by that monarch 
Earl palatine of Louth, the district of Uriel in Ulster 
in which the battle was fought, and which became the 

scene of his own tragical end. 

* Some accounts have it 8200. 

LOVE'S DESPAIR. 

BY IL J. BRADFIELD, ESQ. 

Cone forth, my shining sword, 
Thou friend in peril’s hour; 

When Valour gives the signal word 
On batilement and tower: 

In terror’s darkest thou shalt be 
The herald of my destiny! 

Thou’rt true to the last of life, 
In defiance and in death; 

No treachery marks thee in the strife 
Of war's tumultuous breath! 

For thou wilt pierce thy crimson way, 
When foes are fierce and friends betray. 

*Mid shouts of death, of victory, 
On the red battle field ; 

{ will not there ignobly die, 
I will not basely yield! 

But thou shalt in thy course impart 
An impulse to this aching heart. 

My fondest hopes are gone, 
My soul is rent with care ; 

Hence do I wander forth alone, 
The victim of despair! 

I'll deem e’en memory’s anguish o’er, 
When sounds the thrilling note of war. 

I will not fall debased, 
Where Freedom's voice inspires ; 

But all my griefs shall be erased 
When martial glory fires! 

My spirit shall surmount them all, 
These ills of life, this mortal thrall. 

Loved idol! thou for whom 
This heart so long hath beat; 

Wilt thou, when my early doom 
Thy listening ear shall meet— 

Wilt thou, in thy beauty, grieve 
For one who loved, too fondly loved to live? 

To know one silent tear of thine— 
Fond woman's tear—for me was shed ; 

When war hath pierced this heart of mine, 
Ere I was numbered with the dead— 

I'd smile on death, and think, with thee, 
My soul was blest immortally. 

Come forth, my willing sword, 
Thou friend in peril’s hour! 

When valour gives the signal word 
From battlement and tower, 

Where hostile banners wave on high 

SPRING. 

Tue Spring is come again! The breath of May 
Creeps whisperingly where brightest flowers have 

birth, 
And the young sun beams forth with redder ray 
On the broad bosom of the teeming earth. 
The Spring is come! how gladly nature wakes 
From the dark slumber of the vanished year; 
How gladly every gushing streamlet breaks 
The summer stillness with its music clear! 

But thou art old, my heart! the breath of Spring 
No longer swells thee with a rapturous glow, 
The wild bird carols blithely on the wing, 
But wakes no smile upon my withered brow. 
Thou art grown old! no more the generous thought 
Sends the warm blood more swiftly thro’ my veine— 
Selfish and cold thou shrink’st—Spring hath naught 
For thee, but memory of vanished pains. 

The day-break brings no bounding from my rest, 
Eagerly glad, and strong in soul and limb; 
But through the weary lid, (unwelcome guest!) 
The sunlight struggles with a lustre dim. 
The evening brings no calm—the night no sleep, 
But feverish tossings on the hateful bed ; 
While the vexed thoughts their anxious vigils keep, 
Yet more to weary out the aching head. 

Still the deep grove—the bower—my footsteps seek ; 
Still do I read beneath the flowery thorn; 
And with a worn and hollow-eaten cheek, 
Woo the young freshness of the laughing morn. 
But now no pleasure in the well-known lines, 
Expands my brow or sparkles in mine eye, 
O’er ihe dull page my languid head declines, 
And wakes the echo with a listless sigh. 

Ah! mocking wind that wandereth o'er my form, 

With freshened scents from every opening flower ; 
Deep—deep within, the never dying-worm— 
Life’s longings all unquenched, defy thy power! 
There coolness comes not with the cooling breeze— 
There music flows not with the gushing rill— 
There shadows calm not from the spreading trees— 

Unslaked, the eternal fever burneth still! 

Mock us not, Nature, with thy symbol vain 
Of hope succeeding hope, through endless years— 
Earth’s buds may burst—Earih’s groves be green 

again, 
But man—can man forget youth's bitter tears? 
I thirst—I thirst! but duller day by day 
Grow the clogged soarings of my spirit’s wing ; 
Faintly the sap of life slow ebbs away, 

I'll rush upon the foe and die. And the worn heart denies a second Spring! 
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THE RESTORED; 
A TALE. 

BY ALICIA LEFANU. 

** Not seen nor heard of! then perhaps he lires."—Deuwglas 

“Sro.e away!” cried Mr. Phillips, with a sports- 

man’s triumphant laugh, as his eye followed the light 
form of his favourite niece, Ellen Mordaunt, retreat- 
ing, as she had hoped unobserved, out of the dimly 
lighted apartment. « Pll bet you what you will, Mrs 
Phillips, she is gone to finish her Paris letter to Miss 
Wilmington.” 

“ You are always ready enough to bet, Mr. Phillips,” 

responded his meek wife, “ about anything or nothing: 
I am as sure as if I saw her doing it, that she is only 

gone to finish the new novel; that’s always Ellen's 

way—never likes to stay with her relations, or keep 
them company!’ Now, the fact was, Ellen Mordaunt 
had been sitting with her uncle and aunt from the 
time the duties of the tea-table had ended, with the 
most smiling patience, deux mertelles heures: unable 
to work, unable to read, unable to chime in a word in 
the daily, or rather, evening wrangle, with which it 
was the constant custom of this otherwise very affec- 
tionate couple to amuse themseives, previously to ring- 
ing for candles. Mr. Phillips was a great admirer of 
the owl-light; whether it was that it relieved his eyes, 
heavy and oppressed with scrawling over skins of 
parchment all day, or that it enabled him to indulge 
in those vague reverics in which men who are the 

architects of their own fortune, love te lose themselves, 
is uncertain: but to Mrs. Phillips, it by some link of in- 
visible association, invariably recalled a train of petty 
domestic grievances, which vanished before the power 
of cheerful candle-light, like noisome insects befure the 
sun. 

“T have no objection to her correspondence with 
Miss Wilmington,” continued Mr. Phillips, pursuing 
rather the current of his own thoughts than the sug- 
gestions of his lady. “ She will get nothing but good 
from the worthy daughter of my worthy patron, Lord 
De Mowbray (that should be.”) “I don’t think Mr. 
Wilmington has any right to the title of De Mowbray,” 
interrupted Mrs. Phillips, hastily; “and if he had, I 
don’t see any advantage girls get by forming acquaint- 
ances above them. Ellen sends Miss Wilmington 
Beechgrove gossip about ws, I suppose, and Miss Wil- 
mington sends her little articles of dress, and the young 
ladies swear eternal friendship; and the compact will 
be broken on Miss Wilmington’s part, the first conve- 
nient opportunity.” 

Ellen Mordaunt was the dependent niece of Mr. 
Phillips, a solicitor of considerabie practice, to which 
he added several lucrative agencies; among others, 
that of Mr. Wilmington’s, the possessor of the largest 
estate in the neighbourhood. 

Aurora Wilmington was his only daughter, arid, 
pledsed with Miss Mordannt’s manners, in a scene 
which allowed litle liberty of choice, he bad encou- 

Faged an intimacy which had continued between these 
two unequally situated young persons, strange to say, 
without the least admixture of servility on the one side, 
or exaction on the other. ‘ 

For two years the Manor House of Beechdale had 
rémained unoccupied. Although its present possessor 
was a man of taste and information, it was neither the 
delights to be afforded by foreign travel, nor the im- 
puted salubrity of foreign skies, that made Mr. Wil- 
mington a wanderer from*his country, and induced 

him to prefer a gaudily furnished French hotel, ora 
cloomy, rambling, comfortless domicile in Italy, by 
courtesy styled a palace, to the perfect union of com- 

fort, taste, and splendour, his mansion in England 
afforded. No; he was an absentee on a much nobler 
principle. Partly from the evidence of what he had 
supposed irrefragable documents, and partly at the 
suggestion of the already mentioned Mr. Phillips, he 

had been induced to lay claim to an ancient title sin 
right of a remote maternal ancestor. The claim had 
been successfully contested: the title was awarded to 
another, and a distant branch of his family; and Mr. 
Wilmington, as he had failed in his attempt to become 

Lord De Mowbray, wisely determined to become an 
exile. 

Aurora’s friendship with Ellen Mordaunt was just 
in the bud when Mr. Wilmington took this cruel de- 
termination; and not even the punctuality of Miss 
Wilmington’s correspondence compensated Ellen for 
the dearly-prized pleasures she had lost. When she 
wandered through the deep waving woods of Beechdale, 
contemplated its neglected shrubberies, its orangeries 
wafting their sweet perfume in vain, and fed the in- 
habitants of the aviary, so dear to her from having 
been prized by her friend.—* And this is the work of 
ambition,” she would say; “ it is this that has deprived 
me of my friend. Ambition! no, not ambition! that 
is a noble, wide-reaching passion :—but a petty strug- 
gle for distinction—a paltry desire of aggrandizement 
Oh! how can the rich and great, with the means of 
every real joy within their power, place their happi- 
ness at the mercy of such trifles!” 

Certainly, Paris is an enchanting city, and La belle 
France almost worth all that the adventurous Duchess 
de Berri has risked to secure it as a kingdom for her 
son. But where no ties of family, home, or country 
attract the wanderer to foreign shores; when the love 
of pleasure or the cravings of disappointed vanity alone 
invite his footsteps, England cannot but mourn the 

loss of so many of her sons, while her daughters still 

less can be spared from the land they are so fitted to 
adorn. 

During Miss Wilmington’s sojourn both in Italy and 
France, Ellen had been reminded of her continued 
regard by various tokens of remembrance. Somebody 
—I believe Doctor Johnson—used to say, that women 
never knew how to make a present; and would give 
a rich chased smelling-bottle or a plume of ostrich 

feathers to a girl who was in much greater want of a 
winter or summer dress. Miss Wilmington’s presents 

were somewhat of this description. A pair of alabaster 
vases from Florence—a French clock, which never 
told the hour, but, which was adorned with a figure 
of Friendship pulling off the wings of Time—ané a 
hat, the fac-simile of one which had been the delight 
and envy of Longchamps, but which was a soupgon 

too fine for the champs of Beechgrove—rather bespoke 
the tastes and habits of the young lady of the manor, 
than consulted the convenience of her village friend. 
But perhaps, to borrow a phrase of Madame de Stael 
—these gifts had a charm even in their noble inutilite. 

None like to be rated at their exact value, and the 

suggestion that her friend did not consider her as un- 
worthy of such elegant souvenirs was gratifying to the 
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little pride and self-consequence of Ellen. Nor was 
that theme, supposed to be most interesting to young 
ladies, long wanting to enliven their correspondence. 
Since Mr. Wilmington had finally established himself 
at Paris, Aurora’s letters spoke much of a certain 
Charles Cavendish, who was the despair of all the 
men and the admiration of all the women, under the 
title of Le hel Anglais. With him she had danced at 
Lord G "s, had shared the gaieties of the carnival 
—and Ellen even began to indulge in incipient 
visions of bridecake, gloves, and white and silver 
favours, when the news arrived that Paris had changed 
masters—that Holyrood house might prepare to re- 
ceive Charles the Tenth—and (oh, anticlimax!) that 
Mr. and Miss Wilmington were returning to Beech- 
dale. 

“T have good news to tell you, my dear,” said Mr. 
Phillips to his wife, when first he communicated his 
intelligence—* Gad ; how glad I shall be to see Miss 
Wilmington!—I remember her as if it were yesterday, 
coming to our verandah window, lodking as bright as 
her name, and more Jike a young rose than the very 
roses themselves that twine about it!” 

“ Fiddlestick, Mr. Phillips, now what you call good 
humour If call impertinence: and I am in no hufry to 
have her here again—popping in at all hours and 
places, perpetually proposing ‘parties of pleasure and 
interrupting Ellen in every thing useful.” 

“ Well, my dear, if Miss Wilmington was a little of 
a romp—” 

“Oh, no doubt Paris has greatly corrected that— 
and so they have turned off their poor dear good old 
king, and taken the—pooh, the man who was educated 
by the woman that wrote the books—” 
“The Duke of Orleans,” said Ellen, who was ac- 

eustomed to her aunt’s way of giving her historical 
reminiscences. 
“And he is supported by the man the Americans 

were so fond of—” (La Fayette.) 

“Who lost his wife in consequence of their long 
sufferings in some prison—” (O!mutz.) 

“Oh yes, [ remember it all now—a very brave man 
the present king of France. He fought under some 
republican general at some place in Flanders—” 

“ Under Dumouriez at Jemappes—” 

“ My dear here is the newspaper—you will see it 
all,” said Mr. Phillips, who began to grow a little 
lired— 

“So I shall—Ellen read it me—or no—I’ll put it 
by till I can study it leisurely, and now finish the 
volume of Tremaine we were engaged upon—only 
mind to skip me all the religion and read me all the 
love—” 

This was the way Mrs. Phillips acquired such ac- 
curate ideas on all subjects. Whatever was informing 
she put off to read “ when she was at leisure,” that is 

to say—* this day six months,” while the novel of the 
Book Club was eagerly devoured, “ not that she liked 
such reading, but that it might be sent to the person 
next in rotation.” When she did quote a fact of any 
kind it was always guililess of dates and names— 
persons and places. So that her information rather 
resembled the Irish chairman’s manner of reading 

the newspaper aloud to his less erudite companions: 
—who, when “ fairly boiher’d” with the Russian, 
Prussian, and German names he encountered in the 
detail of marchings and countermarchings, at length 

quietly betook himself to the expedient of announcing, 
“And so the division under general hard-name 

marched from hard-name to hard-name, till they took 
Up a position opposite to the unpronounceable hill.”"— 

The return of the family to Beechdale was a subject 
of unmixed delight to Ellen, and gladly would she 
have forestalled the moment of re-union by hurrying 
down immediately to meet her friend: but, fearful of 
appearing intrusive, she was obliged to content her- 

self, for that night, with the account of an eye-witness 
of their arrival, who described Mr. Wilmington as 
seated in a singularly built carriage of French con- 
struction, opposite to a lady who answered any de- 
scription better than that of his daughter. It was a 
pale, drooping, sickly form, sinking back in the car- 
riage ; but as far as her informant could discern the 
face through a thick low veil, it was that of “a yellow 
Frenchwoman.”’— 

“ A yellow Frenchwoman !” This expression grated 
singularly upon Ellen's ear. Could it be a femme-de- 
chambre? Oh, no! she would not have been in the 
same carriage with Mr. Wilmington. A friend that 
Aurora had brought over, then!—for certainly she 
must have been in the carriage, although her mformant 
had not been able to distinguish her. A pang strack 
Ellen's heart at thinking her place was supplied. The 
morrow was destined to clear every doubt; and how 
was she shocked and grieved to find that there was no 
other lady of the party but her friend: unchanged in 
heart, indeed, but, in mind, manners, and appearance, 
reduced to a melancholy spectre of her former self— 

The Wilmingtons had witnessed the struggle of the 
eventful three days of July. For a brief moment 
Ellen’s fears had been much excited for them. She 
now expected to hear many particulars respecting it 
from Aurora’s lips: but a sieady and determined silence 
showed that it was in some way connected with the 
subject that had undermined her peace ; while another, 
which had filled her letters, seemed condemned to 
equal oblivion—the name of Charles Cavendish. 

Good Mrs. Phillips had not now to complain of Miss 
Wilmington’s exuberant spirits. Pensive, reserved, 
and sorrowful, yet without the smallest tint of pride, 
Aurora confined herself strictly to the duties of her 
station, which the gloomy and unsocial habits her 
father had resumed restricted every day within nar- 
rower limits; and hardly ever quitted the park or 
manor house of Beechdale. Without attempting to 
pry into what Miss Wilmington was evidently desirous 
to conceal, Ellen Mordaunt often carried thither the 
delicate tribute of the sincerest sympathy and sorrow. 

There was a charm in the attachment of Ellen to Au- 
rora. Though independent and free as air, it was not 
exactly that of an equal. No—she felt too deeply. 
Miss Wilmington’s immeasurable superiority in every 
graceful acquirement and accomplishment. It was 
rather that spontaneous and unenvying admiration 
which is the most flattering, yet the rarest tribute to 
merit. Ellen’s intercourse with Miss Wilmington, had 
refined her manners and corrected her taste, without 
rendering her spoiled or affected. Her young com- 
panions felt that she was more elegant than they were, 
yet forgave her, because she never pretended to sur- 
pass them. She resembled Aurora in some respects, 
without copying her. Never was the Persian fable 
“ Je ne suis pas la rose mais je vis pres delle,” more 
perfectly exemplified than in the instance of these two 

charming girls. 
At length, an occasion offered, which Ellen had not 

the fortitude to resist, to seek some explanation of the 
mysterious sorrow of Aurora. Being on the footing of 
calling unannounced at Beechdale, she entered the 

music-room one day, and found Aurora so deeply ab- 
sorbed in her employment that she was not aware of 
the presence of any other person. She was bending 
over a tiny music book, the gaudy embellishments of 
which announced its French origin. The page was 

open at these words— 

« Momens charmans d’amour et de tendresse, 
Comme un eclair vous partez a nos yeux, 

Et tous les jours passes dans la tristesse 
Nous sont comptes comme les jours heureux.” 

A profound sigh burst from Aurora’s bosom as she 
closed the voleme exclaiming, “ True, true, alas, true 
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to the letter! The cheerless length of these dreary 
days, in which I but retire to sorrow and awake to 
hopelessness, will all be recorded in time’s too faithful 
characters, as much as those that passed winged by 
pleasure with Charles Cavendish.” 

“ And what has become of him?” exclaimed Ellen, 
advancing ; “ What has become of le tel Anglais? 1 
am sure yeu cannot have consigned him by your cru- 
elty to Pere la Chaise—yet you have condemned him 
to the worse death of oblivion in all our conversa- 
tions ?” 

Aurora started at being thus suddenly arcused from 
her reverie ; then instantly recovering herself exc!aim- 
ed in an accent of surprise “ Miss Mordaunt!” The 
tears stood trembling in the intruder’s eyes. “ Nay, if 
I am not to be your own Ellen”—she said. Miss 
Wilmington’s countenance cleared up, and with a 

smile of encouragement, she replied, 
“ Forgive the little petulance, dear Ellen, you knew 

not the wound you undertook to probe. Doubtless you 
think me only suffering under some slight estrange- 
ment, but have you any medicine for remorse?” As 
she spoke her eyes assumed a fitfully bright expression; 
but, soon resuming her melancholy softness she twined 
her arm round Eilen’s waist and leading her to a win- 
dow continued, “ Look at yon distant cornfield, so late 
rich with the bright golden promise of harvest—now, 
heavy, crushed, and beaten down by descending rains; 

it is thus that sorrow has destroyed all the prospect of 
my youth; and drowned the gay blossoms of my fancy 
in tears.” i 

“ I cannot believe you to blame,” Ellen involuntarily 
exclaimed ; “ in what way could you have caused the 

disastrous termination of an attachment you still evi- 
dently deplore?” 

“ By coquetry!” exclaimed Aurora, forcing herself 
With a strong effort to go on—* Yet not coquetry—it 

was rather the desperate expedient of neglected, ill- 
requited love. Suilice it that, afier months of exclu- 
sive attention of which I was the sole object, Charles 

suffered vanity to lead him away. A lady, who did 
not depend for her attractions on fashion or beauty 
alone—in short, a royal lady, struck by the celebrity 
of his unequalled personal endowments, and stimulate! 
perhaps by the difficulty of the conquest, determined to 
win him—and succeeded. I had been too much ac- 
customed to adulation to acquiesce in any rival claims 
—but, too proud to seem to seek a renewal of his at- 
tentions, I resolved, by the agency of jealousy, to pique 
him again into love. An opportunity soon presented 
itself. 

“Tt was at the Countess Zamoiska’s, a Polish lady 
living in a magnificent style at Paris, that I first met 
Prince Polinski Plumaska. He was a Pole—need I 
add a patriot—liad served with distinction, and suffer- 
ed losses and persecutions. A few smiles were sufli- 
cient to enchain him to my side, and, at first, J was 
really pleased with the romance of his character: but 
I soon found the conversation of Plumaska fant soit peu 
ennuyeuz, alier the varied brillianey of Charles Caven- 

dish. Never had I understood the meaning of the 
Prince de Ligne’s expression, when he called the 
Poles the Asiatics of Europe, so well as after making 
acquaintance with this handsome, but somewhat tire- 
some prince. All his ideas were on a grand and mag- 
nificent scale, his sentiments noble and elevated, but 
he had a paresse d'esprit that was truly oriental ; an | 
indolence and want of curiosity that equally prevented 
him from giving or receiving the smallest intellectual 
gratification. Still my design was answered, as I saw 
that Cavendish, although he continued his assiduous 
attentions in another quarter, did it with a divided 

mind ; nd that, although he still forbore to approach 
me, his eye followed me whenever I waltzed or sang 
with Plumaska. At length, chance seemed resolved 
upon bringing about an explanation. It was at a 

| ment before have coveted ? 

crowded assembly that we met: Charles had, this 
evening, sedulously avoided the dancers; but, at length, 
when fatigued, and desirous to avoid Plumaska’s im- 

portunities to join in a Mazurka, I had established 
myself on a sofa in a smaller room, he approached, and 
afier eyeing it wistfully for a moment, as if. uncertain 
whether he was worthy of a place by my side, leant 
over the back of it in silence, but evidently waiting 
that I should speak. He seemed pale and ill, and [ 
own I was touched with his appearance. I made some 
trifling inquiry, to which he replied by complaining of 
indisposition and fatigue. ‘ Doubtless, with dancing,’ 

I replied sarcastically, with reference to his utter re- 
nunciation of an amusement which I both enjoyed and 
excelled in. ‘ No,’ he answered; ‘ there are fatigues 

of the mind as well as the body—thoughts that wear 
the soul, and effectually preclude the pussibility of 

repose.’ 
“ Ile looked at me earnestly, and as I met his deep 

and penetrating gaze, I thought that I undgrstood his 
feelings: he talked of inextricable embarrassment, of 
entanglements from which he would risk life to get 
freed, and, in short, so won upon me by his gentle- 
ness, dejection, and evident unhappiness, that insen- 
sibly we slid into the same intercourse as formerly: 
and, apparently, cheered by my manner, he gradually 
regained something of that buoyant vivacity which 
had, ‘in days of yore’ rendered his conversation so 

enchanting. From himself and his own feelings, he 
now turned to remark the varied groups as they flitted 
past us. Afier laughing heartily at several of his 
piquant and original remarks, I was not so well pleased 
when Plumaska became the subject of them. He said, 
his unreflecting mind and uncalculating heroism al- 
ways reminded him of the character in Don Quixote, 
of the Knight of the Boiling Lake. I felt piqued into 
a defence of Plumaska: I launched into enthusiastic 

praises—praises that were not all heartfelt—of Polish 
valour, selfdevotion, and patriotism. I contrasted 
these qualities with the ingloriousness of a life of mere 
fashion and dissipation, and concluded that I would 
prefer, a thousand times, the man who possessed that 
one brilliant attribute of valour, to all the wit that 
ever sparkled in a circle, or stung behind a mask. 
To enter into the full force of my sarcasm, you must 
keep in mind that Charles had been quite one of the 
heroes of the carnival: and I concluded the contrast I 

drew by applying to him who had only distinguished 
| himself at levees and drawing-rooms the term of 
carpet-knight, when a secret instinct stopped me: I 
felt I had gone too far, and I was assured of it, when 
Cavendish, with a change of manner and countenance 
such as I had never seen before in him, withdrew his 
arn from the sofa over which he had hung, fixed his 
fine eyes with an expression of mournful and reproach- 
ful meaning on my face, and saying in a low but im- 
pressive voice, ‘1 am not what you deem me,’ mingled 
with the crowd. 

“At this moment, my father announced to me that 
our carricge was ready, and I returned home, but not 
to rest. Every part of my conduct that evening now 

underwent the severest scrutiny, and I found it unjus- 
tifiable—childish, absurd. Whence arises that strange 
perversity in women, that leads them to repulse with 
capricious disdain the very overtures they but a mo- 

For weeks I had sighed 
for some explanation with Charles Cavendish ; and 
when he appeared on the brink of making it, I stifled 
the infant love that was returriing, by bitter words of 
scorn.” 

“But I think he did not approach with sufficient 
humility,” replied Eilen, willing to soothe her friend : 
“the ease with which he was reconciled to himself 
merited a check.” Aurora shook her head. “ You do 
not know him as I did: he was peculiarly circum- 
stanced, and was not to be judged by the rules to be 
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applied to other men. Wit, gaiety, and vivacity were 
his element; and whenever he shone with unwonted 
brilliancy, it was a proof that some one he loved was 
near. I felt he still loved me—I had felt it before, 
when his silent eye watched my every movement 
amid the crowd; yet I had all but insulted him, and 
oh! how his reply disarmed me! ‘I am not what you 
deem me" it haunted my nightly pillow, which I be- 
dewed with tears, and I tried different explications of 
his words, for they seemed to admit of many.” “ There 
certainly was something mysterious in them,” observed 
Ellen; as if struck with a sudden thought. “ After a 
restless night,” continued Aurora, “1 found no other 

means of calming my spirits, than by a resolution to 
adopt a perfectly different line of conduct to Caven- 
dish, when next we met; and to behave to him with 
a gentleness and forbearance that should pave the 
way for a perfect reconciliation. Vain projects! We 
had met for the last time.” 

Aurora continued.—*“ Afier a season of varied 
amusements, my home-bred feelings were not a little 
shocked at finding myself, un beau malin, in a town 
declared in a state of siege. Those vicissitudes, 
so common on the Continent, so improbable—so im- 
possible, I trust, ever to occur in dear, happy, if not 
‘Merrie Englande,’ recalled the poor little forsaken 
island, ‘ with all its faults,’ most tenderly to my me- 
mory; and I could not forbear reflecting, how very 
seldom we properly value any blessing until we have 
lost it. Nearer consicerations, however, pressed home 
upon me. Although not ourselves in the vicinity of 
immediate danger, I regretted, with the livliest anti- 
cipations of evil, my imprudence in having, the pre- 
ceding day, permitted my femme-de-chambre, Rosalie, 
to attend a festin des noces at the house of a relation, 
from which she was not yet returned. It was situated 
in the very centre of the scene of action, and I trem- 
bled fur the poor girl's safety—even for her life. 
Hour afier hour I listened, in sickening anxiety, to the 
appalling roar of cannon, which announced that the 
Hotel-de-Ville, the chief point of attack, was alter- 
nately in the power of the royal troops and of the 
people. At length Rosalie appeared, and I found my 
fears had exaggerated the mischiefs that might have 
befallen her. Her relations were furious republicans; 
and I saw, from the state of tearful and hysterical ex- 
citement she was in, that she was divided between 
the recollections of the horrors she had witnessed, and 
the exultations which a woman, and, above all, a 
French woman, is too apt to feel at the success of the 
political party she fancies she espouses. 

“ A glass of water soon brought Rosalie to herself, 
and enabled her to give a description of what she had 
seen. Thrice was the Hotel-de-Ville carried by the 
people, and it at length remained in their victorious 
hands. But at one critical moment, in which despair 
seemed to have seized on the most sanguine, that the 
flagging energies of the patriots seemed at length to 
yield before the reinfurcements that poured in to sup- 
port the royal guard, their sinking courage had been 
rallied and order restored, by an Englishman!—an 
Englishman who had volunteered in the cause of con- 
stitutional liberty, as in that dearest to his country 
and to mankind! ‘Oui Mademoiselle,’ she pursued, 
‘C'etait bien un Anglais, et divinez qui!—ce beau 
Monsieur Cavendish, l'enfant cheri des dames, Charles 
Cavendish, le bel Anglais!’ A thousand pulses beat 

at my heart. I wished, yet feared, to question her 
farther. It was needless: she too soon resumed. ‘ Oui 
cetait lui. C’etait bien lui: Ah! que je le reconnais- 
sais bien, encore tout couvert de sang et de poussiere. 

C'est un heros de roman—un veritable heros de roman 
—il s‘est couvert de gloire. 

“* Et son dernier soupir est un soupir illustre*,’ and 

* Corneille. 

the poor girl, with true French versatility, alternate- 
ly wept, and cried, ‘ga ira!’ as she thought of the 
triumphs and the sorrows she had witnessed. Wild 
with contending emotions, little suspected by her who 
thus thoughtlessly pierced my heart, I adjured her to 
state the exact truth. Alas! she had but little height- 
ened it. Afier marking Charles Cavendish foremost 
wherever danger thickened round, she had seen him 
fall, not until after receiving several severe wounds, 
and watched the brave citizens who bore him from 
the ground, in hopeless sorrow. I heard no more.— 
Every particular of our last conversation, and the cruel, 
the unfeminine opinions I had then supported, arose, 
in accusing array, to my memory, and exclaiming— 

‘Oh God! I sent him there!’ I fell senseless, ere she 
could hasten to support me, upon the floor.” 

7 * * * « * * = 

The emotion of Miss Wilmington, as she gave this 
detail, was so painfully renewed, that Ellen half re- 
pented having urged her to it. Tenderly she tried, 
for the present, to withdraw her attention from the 
agitating subject: but Aurora judged, perhaps, more 
wisely ; and, having once plunged into the distressing 
narrative, hurried to the conclusion. 
“My next recollection is that of finding myself 

stretched upon a sofa, my father bending over me,,as 
if anxiously watching my returning consciousness. 
My spirits, already softened to almost infantine weak- 
ness—the idea of his teuderness, which he so seldom 
displayed, quite overcame me, and, seizing his hand, 
I carried it to my lips, and bathed it with tears: but 
this gush of feeling met no answering sympathy. Dis- 
pleasure, and stern determination alone appeared in 
his eyes; and, after casting a quick glance around, as 
if to assure himself that Rosalie was not returning, 
and that every door was fast, he began in a slow, 
measured tone—‘ I trust, Aurora, that the unbecoming 
expressions which I am told lately escaped your lips, 
were the result of natural alarm and over-excited feel- 
ings: and that a daughter of mine has not been guilty 
of the intolerable folly of interfering in questions of 
policy, only to be decided by blood!—You do not 
know my father, my dear Ellen. Whenever he used 
the expression, ‘a daughter of mine,’ I felt that his 
sensitive nature was hurt by the apprehension of some 
conduct liable to affect the dearly-cherished honour of 
his house. The happiness of his child was a secondary 
consideration: he detested every species of revolution; 
the liberal sentiments, occasionally expressed in con- 
versation by Cavendish, had already occasioned him 
to look coldly on his pursuit of me; and he now hesi- 

tated not to declare, that had he proposed for me, his 
doors would have been for ever closed against him. 

“IT can give no connected account of the succeed- 
ing time, until we found ourselves past the barriers of 
Paris—I was not ill—save of the cureless sickness of 
the heart; and I disdained to affect indisposition, even 
for the sake of lingering within those walls, where I 
at least might hear more particulars of the fate of him, 
who, I now found, was dearer than fancy had ever 
painted him to me. My pitying Rosalie had, once, 
contrived to slip out, and bring the farther tidings that 
the unfortunate Cavendish still breathed ; but that his 
wounds were pronounced mortal. The wretched 
young man had implored the assistance of the minis- 
ters of his own religion, and, it is said, had expressed 
a deep regret at having lavished a life, which, at 
home, was the sole pride and hope of affluent and 
noble parents. Something he also added, of a romantic 

aim and an unworthy deceit being punished: but I 
heard it all as one in a dream; and my father, who 
considered any publication of my feelings as disgrace- 
ful, kept the poor girl under such strict surveidlance, 
that he never lost sight of her again, until we were 
far away from Paris. He has forbidden me all corre- 
spondence there ; he—no, I am sure he does not—he 
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cannot intercept my letters; but he debars me from 
every access to public information, keeps me immured 
in this joyless solitude, where even the sole consolation 
that I contribute to his comfort is denied to me; fur 
bow can [ flatter myself with that, when I too plainly 
perceive that the absence of honours, which he never 
possessed, outweighs in his mind all the pleasure he 

might derive from the affectionate devotion of a 
daughter?” 

“ But my dear Miss Wilmington,” interposed Ellen, 
soothingly, “the very circumstances you mention as 
aggravations to your grief, would furnish me with the 
materials to build a thousand new castles of hope. 

Debarred from all communication with your Parisian 
friends, how can you tell whether you have not anti- 
cipated the worst?) While there is life there’s hope. 

You never received the actual tidings of his death— 
take my word for it, when least expected he will be 
restored.” 

Aurora looked stedfastly at her. “ Dear, kindest 
friend! Say those sweet words again! Say them,” 
she repeated mournfully, “even though you know 

them to be groundless—that I have not seen him for 
the last time. They say that princes love those best 
who flatter their wishes”—she half murmured to her- 
self—*« Ah! now I know the reason!” 

“ My opinion is not groundless,” Ellen gaily replied 
—“ I feel it is not;” and endeavouring to inspire her 
friend with a portion of human cheerfulness, she re- 
peated the refrein of a well-known French song—* I] 
reviendra, il reviendra.” 

Mr. Wilmingion spent a part of every day in a 
mournful building that was a conspicuous object from 
every part of the grounds. This was the chapel, which 
was also the family mausoleam—and in the very spot 
which might have best taught him the nothingness of 
earthly grandeur, he nourished those feelings of bitter 
envy and blasted ambition, which were gradually 
consuming away his existence. Here were deposited 
the remains of that predecessor, in right of whom he 
had set up his rejected claim to the long contested 
title of De Mowbray, and here also reposed the ashes 
of the late faithful partner of his joys and sorrows— 
the wife whose gentle influence had, during the term 
of her existence, subdued the asperities of his charac- 
ter, and smoothed its eccentricities away. 

Mr. Wilmington had one day prolonged beyond its 
usual term this mournful visit: and his daughter, 

deeply impressed with the idea that a perpetual in- 
dulgence in one harrowing train of thought leads to 
partial madness, timidly sought him in his melancholy 
haunt, although his orders were peremptory and dis- 
tinct, that he should never be intruded on. 

Alone she reached the edifice, shaded by pines and 
cypresses that spread their funereal gloom around. A 
moment she paused and hesitated, dreading to be 
deemed intrusive. Then, full nerved in her filial 
purpose, she fearlessly passed on. She entered the 
chapel. Her father was not there. She then de- 
scended the steps that led to the sacred receptacle 
where were deposited the mortal remains of the Wil- 
mingtons. This spacious chamber was hollowed all 
around into a series of narrow recesses, which, as each 
new inmate was received into their depths, were suc- 
cessively walled up, so that the whole presented a 

uniform appearance, save where some space remained 
untenanted awaiting some descendant of that race, yet 
rejoicing in activity and life! Here Aurora discovered 
Mr. Wilmington, absorbed in melancholy contempla- 
tion near the spot that contained the remains of his 
wife. He did not notice the entrance of his daughter; 
and Aurora, grateful at least that no faintness or sudden 
illness had caused his long delay, stole softly to a dis- 
tant spot, patiently awaiting the favourable moment to 

speak. Her father's countenance exhibited an expres- 
sion of greater softness than usual, and his hands were 

—.. 

joined as if in mental prayer. “He thinks of her” 
whispered Aurora’s heart; and slowly sinking on he 
knees, she also preferred a secret orison to be guided 
in what way best to address her only remaining parent. 
Suddenly, as if stung by some maddening thought, 
Mr. Wilmington hastily arose, hurried towards the 
door, and, without once looking around him, issued 

forth and hastily locked it. The walls of the vaulted 
chamber reverberated a dull, hollow sound, and Ap. 
rora, starting from her knees, with a chill feeling of 
terror attempted to call after her father—but her voice 
was faint and indistinct, and in inarticulate murmurs 
died away. A moment she stood petrified, then hastily 

ran towards the portal in the hope, no sooner adopted 
than abandoned, that it was not completely secured. 

She now, again, tried to elevate her voice so as 

reach her father’s ear—in vain! Door after door, 
closing with a lond clang, informed her that he was 
gone, four a space of, at least, four-and-twenty hour. 
True, he seldom let a day pass without visiting the 
mausoleum, seldom !—what a volume of apprehension 
was included in that word! Yet, in this trying mo 
ment, be justice rendered to Aurora. No vulgar phy. 
sical fears assailed her yet—it was the nameless awe, 
the secret shudder, that seizes the most pious, the 
purest, at being thus brought face to face with death, 
which alone caused her soul to sink and her blood to 
curdle. She leant against the wall. She clasped her 
hands together; and again tried to fortify her spirit by 
fervent prayer. Presently, the solemn, twinkling, gray 
light which some small apertures had admitted, failed 

altogether, and left her in utter darkness. Auron 
started- She thought she felt something like a bat's 

wing flap against her face. Hastily putting up her 
hand to brush it away, she discovered the error of her 
disordered phantasy, and that her mind, overwearied 
with sorrow and watching, must have been sunk fora 
moment, unconsciously, in the wanderings of a short 
lived dream. ‘This inclination to drowsiness she de- 

termined resolutely to combat: that no chance might 
escape her vigilance of the possibility of release—yet, 
again, she thought that something, certainly, was near 
her: and that a light, imp-like touch just brushed her 
shoulder and was withdrawn. And this time she ex 
perienced a dread that some visage of unutterable 

horror might be revealed to her, which might sear 
her brain and dwell on her darkened intellect for 
life. The gloom grew thicker and thicker. She 
was conscious of being in a sort of waking dream. 
She knew where she was—she was fully aware of 
the painfulness of her situation—yet the vague, 
nameless horrors that had beset her had passed 
away, and given place to a grateful calm, in which 
the image of her departed mother—the thought of 
the De Mowbrays, who were, in fact, of the same line 
of ancestry as herself; and the image of Cavendish 

(for into what meditations will not love intrude?) 
were strangely and inexplicably mingled. And 
first, arose upon her ear a whispering sound, like 
the voice of the vernal wind as it plays among leafy 
branches; this soon became sweeter and sweeter, till 
it was changed and modulated to celestial chimes of 

sweetest melody. Mixed with these tones was a rust- 
ling of many wings; but the sound of their motion 
was so silvery sweet, that it seemed as if they, them- 
selves, were attuned to move in harmony with the 
sights and sounds that awaited her wendering vision. 
Suddenly, the damp and dismal walls became coloured 
and illuminated, as when on the snowy sheet the gli- 
ding figures pass. The building, from base to roof, 
seemed piled with massive clouds, and glowed and 
melted with every varying hue, of sapphire, violet, 
opal, saffron, purple, and rose ; and through these gor- 
geous clouds glimmered a thousand stars that seemed 
instinet with soul, and that stedfastly gazed upon her, 
till she felt that they were not stars, but mournfal and 
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loving eyes, that pityingly looked down and bade her 
trast to them; and the clouds by degrees arranged 
themselves into the flow of sweeping robes, in which 
she could now trace a fanciful resemblance to the 
ermine of peerage, the warrior’s martial red, and the 
Romish church’s purple pride. She stood in the midst 
of the worthies of her race! Some were in blooming 

th, some venerably aged, yet, still, a kind of sha- 

dowy similitude pervaded the features of all, while 
each struck her as being identified with some picture, 

statue, monument, or bust, that decorated the gallery, 
hall, chapel, or chambers of Beechdale. 
And there was one gray, awful man, around whose 

hollow temples a coronet was bound, while a small, 
and almost imperceptible crimson circlet around his 
neck fearfully hinted that, in times long past of anar- 
chy and bloodshed, he had attempted, and failed in the 
atiempt, to change it toa crown. And there was one 
fair female form, that seemed almost to have slept 
from the cradle to the convent, and whose languid eye 
and faded form announced that short again was the 
passage from the convent to the grave; but chiefly 

was her eye fascinated and fixed by a countenance— 
strange indeed in that group—yet most familiar to her 
—that with looks of gentlest reproachfulness seemed 
to cry, “ Turn not away, beloved! we were not, sure 
we were not, born to hate each other. Does not a 
portion of the same blood flow in our veins ?—a ray 
of the same intelligence illuminate our souls—a flash 
of the same spirit unite and vivify our hearts?” Trem- 
bling she gazed again, and, pale as if he had risen 
from a new made grave was Charles Cavendish! 
Her heart beat violently—her pulses throbbed—her 
head swam round. It seemed as if the vision ap- 
proached her—held her—and his clasp was cold as 
clay—she struggled to get free, and found herself in 
the arms of her father! ‘Torches gleamed around; ser- 

vants were looking in all directions—and, most con- 
spicuous, was a pompous figure of a gentleman in 
black, whose appearance was that of an utter stranger 
toher. Starting from the delirious trance thus pic- 
tured to her fancy, her feelings were too highly 
wrought to let trifles annoy her. 

Dear to her heart—dear even beyond the recovery 
of light and liberty—was the conviction, (a conviction 
which she had often, with tears, been forced to com- 
bat,) that, spite of his stern prohibitions and unsocial 
gloom, her father loved her. His agitation, his terror, 
his agony, lest she m:ght have been injured by her 
temporary and accidental detention, laid bare all these 
feelings beyond the possibility of doubt. 

It was the unexpected arrival, on a visit, of the 
stranger—an old college companion and scholar of 
eminence—that had prevented immediate inquiry from 
being made for Miss Wilmington on her father’s return 
to the house; but the moment she was missed, the 

possibility of her having followed him to the Mauso- 
leum occurred to his terrified imagination, and not a 
moment had been lost in hurrying to effect her release. 
“Give the young lady air!” officiously exclaimed 
Doctor Palimpsest. The Doctor, with his strange ges- 
ticulations, pompous gait, and double chin, would, at 
another time, have provoked to mirth, but this would 

have been now too violent a transition: and when 
Miss Wilmington, with but little assistance, was con- 
veyed back to the house, and her father had assured 
himself that this accident would be of no material in- 
jury to her health or nerves, he readily acceded to her 
proposal of spending the evening alone, which she did 
in such secret communings as were most naturally 
suggested by her late escape. 

She arose the next morning a renovated being. 
How different now appeared the aspect of nature from 
each returning sun, since she had been separated from 
Cavendish! Till now, it had found her ever ready to 

“ At morn my eyes with anguish I unclose, 
They long to weep to see the day begun, 
Time’s lagging lapse, which ever as it flows, 
Fulfils no wish of all my soul—not one*!” 

But now a hope, a belief, a conviction, filled her mind 
that Charles lived, and not only lived, but was in 
some mysterious way connected with her destiny, and 
that he would be finally restored to her. And on 
what was that belief founded? On a day dream—a 
vision. And what are our brightest hopes but day 
dreams? Dream on then, sweet maid, while yet you 
can enjoy them: dream, till the rude hand of expe- 
rience wakes you—till even the power of weaving 
the fairy castles of hope is gone, and contentment is 
superseded in the haughty spirit by despair—by resig- 
nation in the mild . . ” * 

The arrival of Dr. Palimpsest was of use to Mr. 
Wilmington, by reviving in him a taste for literary 
pursuits, which he had latterly neglected, but never 
wholly abandoned.. The Doctor, to be sure, was but 
a solemn trifler after all. He piqued himself on the 
elegance and facility with which he turned Latin 
verses ; nor did it in the least diminish their value in 
his eyes, that those verses, if put into good plain Eng- 
lish, were upon subjects too grivial to be looked upon 
by the most superficial a s@Bond time. Accordingly, 
during his stay at Beechd@le, the slightest incident 
arising from a ride, a walkor a visit, an accident to 
a favourite dog, or the am@nt of a present of fish or 
game, was duly put into classic verse by the ready 
Dr. Palimpsest ; and his felicity was at the full when 
he had distributed copies of these effusions ; not for- 
getting Mr. Phillips, who did not know—yes, he just 
knew—the difference between the look of a Greek 
manuscript and law Latin. 

But such unenlightened praise could not satisfy him 
long: and Palimpsest soon prevailed on Mr. Wilming- 
ton to open his doors to some congenial spirits, all of 
whom he announced as well calculated to contribute 
to the classical festivities of Beechdale Park, but who 
were so little to the taste of its fair mistress, that she 
never gave them any other name than that of “ The 
Owls;” and notwithstanding the natural hilarity and 
urbanity of her disposition, was, we must confess, 
during their stay but barely civil to them. First, there 
was Mr. Wertheimer, “a fine, sallow, sublime, sort of 
Werter-faced man,” with a profusion of black hair 
hanging in dishevelled curls about his forehead. He 
was a great Frondeur: angry with every thing and 
every body ; and always lamenting that “ no one could 
understand him.” ‘To this young misanthrope suc- 
ceeded Professor Haines, who wrote closet tragedies 
and lackadaisical sonnets “to his mistress’ eyebrow.” 
He was deaf, fifty, short-sighted, left-handed, and a 
snuff-taker; and not having met with a female duly 
sensible of such a combination of attractions, pro- 

nounced them all cold, insensible, and “ fancy-free.” 
But the greatest original of the group was Mr. Olinthus 
Nihil. 

Olinthus Nihil, Esq., F.R.S., A.S.S., was a sort of 
intellectual “Old Mortality,” who was at a vast ex- 
pense of pains and labour to resuscitate persons and 
performances long since gone down to the gulf of ob- 
livion. He reprinted, at his own expense, new editions 
of old-fashioned works that had long been very pro- 

perly superseded by much better ones on the same 
subject; and would send six letters consecutively toa 
person he never saw, in order to obtain sume trifling 
particular relative to another, whom none but himself 
had ever heard of. On one of these occasjons he has 
paid double postage for such information asfallows :— 

“Dear Sin—In reply to your querie® relative to 
the late ingenious and learned Mr. Twaddle, I have 

exclaim, in the soul-felt language of the poet— * Goethe. 
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- to inform you, that I performed a journey of eighty- 
five miles to the village where he was born and his 
parents resided, and have ascertained an undoubted 
fact, that his mother’s Christian name was Margery, 
and his father’s John. He also possessed a maiden 
aunt, a woman of a fine understanding, who kept a 
preparatory school for little boys, and lived to the 
Pavanced age of ninety. He had a great uncle who 
was a famous cricket-player, and a cousin who died 
of decline at Bath. I had much talk with the land- 
lady of the village, an affable, chatty old lady, and 
gathered from her that Mr T. was quite Johnsonian 
in his love of repeated cups of that beverage, ‘ which 
cheers but not inebriates.’ She was decidedly of 
opinion he preferred black to green; but as, while I 
was there, she produced nothing but Bohea, this re- 
quires confirmation. She told me he was fond of 
angling in a little brook that runs hard by the village, 
but rarely got a nibble. I fear, my dear Sir, these are 
but slight materials for the quarto you hint at; but if 
these few particulars can be of any use in your pro- 
jected important work, you are most welcome to them; 
—from, 

“ Dear Sir, &c. &c. 
“Enclosed is the entry of the baptism of Mr. T. 

copied from the parish register.” 

Perhaps, sometimes, the impatience with which 
Aurora listened to the implied compliments of Mr. 
Wertheimer, the poetry of Mr. Haines, and the anti- 
quities of Mr. Nihil, was increased by a secret com- 
parison with the beauty, grace, and spirit which she 
was never more to behold. Oh! how often have we 
been all guilty of this injustice! and hated innocent 
persons merely for being—themselves! and not an- 
other. 

At length Mr. Nihil, with many blushes, owned to 
a still more important correspondent, a foreigner. 
The person, Professor Panin of the Crimea. He de- 
clared that the hospitalities of Beechdale were enough 
to detain him, “ ages past and all that were to come;” 
but said that as the Professor was a perfect stranger 
in England, and as his advices told him that he might 
now be expected any day, he did not think it right not 
to be at his chambers to receive him. 

“ And where did you make acquaintance with the 
Professor, Mr. Nihil?” inquired Aurora, with an air 
of provoking innocence. “I never knew that your 
researches had extended beyond England.” 

“Personally, we are unacquainted, my dear young 
lady,” reslied the pompous Mr. Nihil. “My eyes 
have never beheld the outward form of Professor 
Panin; but his letters, and the praises in former times 
of Professor Pallas, have made me the intimate ac- 
quaintance of his soul.” 

“Cannot you ask him down here?” enquired Au- 
rora, carelessly. “His society would be a valuable 
accession to papa’s amusement, and I should like to 
see a Russian savant exceedingly.” 

It was soon carried nem. con. that the meeting be- 
tween the two illustrious F.R.S. should take place at 
Beechdale. The Professor accepted the invitation 
with gratitude: a day was fixed for his arrival ; and 
Ellen Mordaunt, the kind, cheerful, affectionate Ellen, 
for whom Aurora was always anxious t> procure any 
little gratification in her power, was invited to see this 
new and rare addition to the aviary. 

Professor: Panin was a tall man, almost enveloped 
in furs; so that when he began to take them off, it 
was more like unswathing a mummy than releasing a 
living man. If the other “Owls” were not great 
beauties, Professor Panin was a perfect fright. His 
face was so overgrown with hair, that, as some one 
has humourously said of a pulk of Cossacks, it was 
difficult to know which was the back of his head ; 
added to which, he seemed shy and ill at ease, and 

$$, 

when placed next to Miss Wilmington, at dinner, seem. 
ed as if he would have declined, if he durst, the prof 
fered honour. : 

“ What wisdom he must possess,” thought Mr. Nihil, 
“to have gained such a reputation, in spite of his r». 
pulsive exterior!” 
“What arrogance self-conceit,” thought Mia 

Wilmington, as the proceeded in his silent 
meal, “ not to deem me worthy of a word of his cop. 
versation ?” 

At length, after dinner, when the discourse grew 
general, the Professor seemed conscious of the awk. 
wardness of not addressing some observation to the 
young lady of the house. Small talk was, however, 
not apparently his forte; for, after hunting in his brain 
some moments for a subject that might be ad captun 
feminarum, he suddenly turned the discourse upon 
exhibitions of animals, and abruptly asked Miss Wil. 
mington—“ Pray, Mademoiselle, did you ever see a 
crocodile ?” 

The oddity of this address put Aurora’s gravity t 
the test; yet, upon reflection, it piqued her to be 
treated by the learned Professor as such a Missish 
person. 
“He believes, like all foreigners, that I can have 

no conversation or acquirement because I am an un 
married woman,” she thought, as she put up her pretiy 
lip, “ and reserves all his wisdom for the gentlemen.” 
Under this impression, Aurora, whose engouement, re 
specting a philosopher from the borders of the Black 
Sea, was already gone, gave him very little encov- 
ragement to proceed, and soon made the signal tha 
released Ellen and herself. This was just what Panin 
wanted. 

o = o = = * = = 

“I wish to show you my camellias,” said Auron 
to Ellen, as she led the way to the greenhouse—I 
have got so many additions to my stores since you 
have been last here.” When the camellias had bees 
sufficiently admired, the magnolias were next to be 
looked at, and various other rare and valuable plants 
Ellen was quite in her element. In her love of a 
garden, and all that it contained, she was a true 
daughter of Eve; and, as Miss Wilmington had gives 
her a carte blanche, she had so many cuttings to re 
quest, and so many questions to ask the gardener, that 
Aurora at length strolled onward, and Ellen, after 
some time, looking round her with surprise, found 
herself alone. “How quickly time passes! how I 
wish I could get my aunt to have a greenhouse!” was 
her first thought ; but then, observing that it was sun- 
set, she hurried forth in search of Miss Wilmington. 
She reached a little grove that overlooked the rest of 
the landscape, and there, thinking she beheld the 
white robe of Miss Wilmington, was hastening to join 
her, when the sound of her friend’s voice expostulating, 
which was answered by manly tones, modulated to 
the deep, thrilling accents of passion, caused her to 

pause, and two figures emerged from the woodland, 
and stood, clearly defined, against the back ground of 
a glowing sunset; one of which was Miss Wilmington, 
and the other, in height, resembled Professor Panin, 
but, on turning round, the features, the expression, 
the whole person, conveyed to Ellen’s mind irre- 
sistibly the idea that it could be no other than the 
often described—the lost—the restored—Charles Ca- 
vendish! 

Miss Wilmington no longer reproached him. Her 
voice was attuned to the softest tenderness. 

“Leave me again!” she exclaimed, “and so soon, 
when I have scarcely recovered my delight and wonr- 
der.” 

“ Even so,” replied the stranger; “ it would be im- 
possible for me to continue this deception. Yet I 
knew that in my own character, your father’s gates 
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were barred against me, and I conld not resist the 
impulse that hurried me to you.” 
“Too true,” replied Aurora, trying in vain to check 

her starting tears; “so adverse is my father to the 
party (shall we say?) you were induced to espouse, so 
decidedly anti-republican are his principles, that ihere 

is now but one name in thg world more obnoxious to 

him than Cavendish, and that is—” 
“And that is,” earnestly repeated the young man, 

“De Mowbray !” 

Charles seemed to repress some deep emotion, and 

the arm that had, tll now, fondly cherished her waist, 
dropped lifelessly by his side. In a moment he re- 
sumed in a low, soit voice, 
“And do you too, Aurora, share in this prejudice 

against the De Mowbray branch of your family ¢” 

“Oh no, indeed!” answered Miss Wilmington, 
lightly; “I hate those famiiy feuds, am quite content 
with the rank in society we enjoy already; and, be- 

sides, | THINK papa, instead of grumbling with them, 
had much better have made friends with the present 

Lord de Mowbray, and, as he has a son, who can tell 
but I might, like the heroine of a poem, have united 
our two families, by making the conquest of Lord 
Beauchamp !—There! if I have not made you look 
seriously grave and jealous. So now tell me all the 
particulars of your recovery, and that dear Madame 
de Preval, who nursed you at her country house, when 
the cruel doctors had given you over. What obliga- 
tions have we not to her! but she is not—sure she is 

not, Charles, so pretty—so very pretty, as they used to 
say she was, at Paris?” 
“Ono!” answered Cavendish, with half a smile; 

“an old woman of forty, that nobody would look at. 
The rest of my story is soon told: arrived in Engiand, 
[ heard of the seclusion in which your father lived, 
and the restraint under which he kept you. I found 
that a letter, if it fell into wrong hands, would ruin 

all. I spent my days in contriving how to gain access 
to you. Neither wounds, sickness, nor your contempt, 
fair lady, have cured my carnival-born love of mas- 
querading. I had made acquaintance with Professor 
Panin, at Paris, who was with Prince Demidoff; learnt 
he was going over to England at the invitation of a 
savent, who had never seen him. We happened to 
embark in the same vessel. Ile communicated to me, 
when arrived here, the alteration of plan, and the ex- 

treme reluctance he felt, being a very shy man, to 
meet the circle of literati assembled at Beechdale. I 
offered to be his representative. I had already inter- 
ested him in my story. He yielded—the grand object 
was to avoid a premature discovery, for had you made 
any exclamation of joyful surprise—” 
“And what right have you to suppose me so over- 

joyed, Sir,” said Aurora, sofily smiling; “ but, to do 
you justice, Professor Panin’s manner effectually con- 
vinced me he was one of the most frigid of Russia’s 
frozen sons.” 

“ And do you still think so?” whispered Charles, in 
a tone thal only reached Aurora’s ear— 
“Why—hem—no. I suppose your dinner has warm- 

ed you; but how can J trifle so, when our minutes of 
happiness are numbered! Charles, it is in vain to 
deceive ourselves—we are not one step advanced in 

(why should I longer deny it?) our mutual projects; 
and should my father know you have surprised me 
into this interview—” 

At this moment a low rustling among the brush- 
wood caused the enamoured pair to turn round, and 
Mr. Wilmington stood before them. 

Long, and anxiously as Aurora had been accustom- 
ed to read her father’s countenance, its expression was 
how such as she could not decipher, and no wonder, 

for a thousand contradictory feelings were striving for 
mastery in that proud, but not ungenerous mind. He 
Was provoked with the obstinate perseverance of the 

1 

young people against his wishes ; yet still justice whis- 
pered him that he had something to reproach himself 
with ; and that he had not made her home such as he 
should have done, had he wished his daughter to pre- 
fer it to all others. The sight of her broken health 
and altered spirits had lately alarmed him, and symp- 
toms of declining health in himself inclined him at 
length to indulge and ‘to forgive. To have altered, 
however, immediately, was more than could be expect- 
ed of him; and, surveying the pair with looks of very 
dubious import, he began— 

« Your absence has been observed, Miss Wilmington.” 
“Tam the culprit, sir,” exclaimed Charles, advanc- 

ing and interrupting him, “and have to claim your 
indulgence for thus abusing your hospitality. But the 
moment is arrived in which further concealments 
would be absurd. Mr. Wilmington, you have known 
me vain, volatile, rash, but I believe you will consci- 
entiously acquit me of being capable of a dishonourable 
action. While the name I had assumed was more 
pleasing to your ear than that by which I am really 
known, it was dear to me, as obtaining for me access 
to your daughter. My own folly has rendered it ob- 
noxious, and thus I cast it from me—I am Lord Beau- 
champ, the son of Lord de Mowbray. From the time 
of our accession to the titles to which (with a courte- 
ous inclination) you have, perhaps, an equal right, my 
fancy which was always romantic, dwelt upon the 
relative position of the disappointed branch of our 
family. I heard of your anger and resentment, and 
understood that it had even gone so far as to make 
you an exile from your country.” (Here it must be 
confessed Mr. Wilmington looked a little foolish.)— 

“| pictured to myself this fair creature pining for the 
rank and precedence at home, of which the decision 
of the law deprived her. I learned (for nothing that 
related to you was indifferent to me) that she had a 
mind as superior to the generality of her sex as her 
person, and I loved her,” continued the blushing 
Charles, turning his earnest and ardent gaze from the 
father to the daughter ; “I may truly say | passionately 
loved her mind and character, even before that ever- 
blessed moment which introduced her to my sight. 
What remains fur me to add? Under an assumed 
name I followed her abroad and accomplished an in- 
troduction. Interview afier interview only served to 
rivet my chains. I even flattered myself I was making 
some progress in your esteem, Sir, when, in a moment 
of madness I risked the loss of her who was essential 
to my existence, even while believing myself most 
obeying her wishes.” 

Mr. Wilmington’s brow darkened, and Aurora gave 
Charles a supplicating luok—he hastily passed on to 
the present object of his mission. 

“ Mr. Wilmington, my fate is in your hands—I am 
an only son. My father adores me, and when I told 
Lord de Mowbray I could not live without your 
daughter, he declared himself willing to forget any 
unpleasantness arising, perhaps, from the folly of ma- 
licious tale-bearers and ill-judging friends, and to ena- 
ble me to make such proposals as might forward the 
ultimate end of uniting our interests, and burying our 
disputes for ever in oblivion.” 

Charles paused, and turned to Aurora, who shrinking 
from the appeal she had expected, looked anxiously 
around for Ellen; but Ellen was at the mansion, 
supplying her place to her guests. Mr. Wilmington 
was wholly taken by surprise. There is a magic in 
the union of youth, eloquence, and beauty, that no 
heart, however seared, can resist! Silently he joined 
their hands—their hearts had been long (oh! how 
long?) united. 

“ Bless you, my children!” he said, in a suffocating 
voice, “and may J, in witnessing your happy love, 
forget the years I have sacrificed to a groundless, vain, 
unholy hatred !” 
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THE REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER’S 
BEQUEST. 

BY MISS H. F. GOULD. 

“ Beno.p,” the hoary vet'ran said, 

“ The silver scattered o’ my head; 
A remnant of the Auburn hair, 
That curled in sunny clusters there, 
When, in the land that now is thine, 

With bounding flock and fruitful vine, 
While Freedom's banner waves unfurled 
The envy of a gazing world, 
Life was but slavery to me, 
And when I fought, my son, for thee. 

“ Thy father’s forehead time has bared, 
The few white locks, that yet are spared 
And lonely round my temples stray, 
Soon from thy sight must pass away. 

So thinned, so scattered o'er the land 
Is now that valiant, patriot band 
Who, when their country gave the word, 

‘To arms! to arms! gird on thy sword!’ 
Sprang forth, resolved her chains to break, 
Or earth their gory bed to make. 

And, gathering where their chieftain led, 

Thick as the hairs that clothed his head, 
Marched onward, where the foeman stood 
Waiting to dip his foot in blood. 

* . * * - ~ *” * 

“ Though many a groan was heard around 
From quivering lips that strewed the ground ; 
Yet none could pause to bid farewell, 
When at his side his brother fell, 
To close alone the dying eye— 
To heave unheard the final sigh, 
With none to stay the fleeting breath, 
Or wipe away the damps of death. 
For struggling Liberty impelled, 
When nature’s ties had fain withheld, 
Until the God of armies spake 
The word, that made her bonds to break. 
And Independence, shouting loud, 
Burst glorious from the fiery cloud 
That rolled upon the battle-field, 
And scenes of blood and death concealed ! 
*T was thus thy liberty was won, 
*T was thus I fought for thee, my son! 

« Yes, on the earth I've sought my rest, 
The hoar-frost gathering o’er my breast; 
And oft the freezing, midnight air 
That chilled my blood has warmed my prayer, 
That He, who governs all, would ride 
With victory on our injured side. 
Through winter's cold, and summer's heat, 
With aching Head and weary feet, 
And hunger's cravings I have gone, 
And when I saw the morning dawn, 
Have thought my day of life must close, 
Ere the first star of evening rose. 
But now those toils have long been o’er, 

And Plenty spreads from shore to shore ; 
While Peace and Freedom joir. to sing 
The praises of our heavenly King. 
And long his eye has sweetly slept, 
Who then in lonely sorrow wept, 
And bowed with years beneath the stroke, 
When his last earthly prop was broke, 

And his fair son, upon the plain, 
Lay pale, and numbered with the slain. 
The widow too, has made her bed 
Low as her soldier's, when he bled, 
And waning life could only spare 
A breath to waft the soldier's prayer, 

* Receive, O God, my soul—and bless 
The widow and the fatherless!” 

* 2 > * * * * 

“ And now the dimpled babe that smiled, 
When the armed warrior clasped his child ; 
And felt a father's parting kiss 
Distend his little heart with bliss; 
Nor knew that parting kiss must sever 
His father’s face from his fur ever; 
That infant's face is altered now, 
Life's Autumn rays are on his brow. 
While bending o'er the grave I stand 
Waiting a few last grains of sand, 
To drop my clay beneath the sod 
And give my spirit back to God. 

“ No glittering wealth that stored the mine, 

Will at thy father’s death be thine. 
The scanty portion earth bestows 
Just lasts me to my journey’s close. 

But then, I feel I leave thee more 
Than sparkling gems, or dazzling ore ; 
Thy heritage is worth them all— 
Thy lines in pleasant places fall. 
Thou hast the land of liberty, 
Which I have fought to win for thee. 
O keep the dear bequest I make 
Unsullied, for my memory’s sake! 
Let no usurping tyrant tread 

Upon my low and peacful bed— 
No cringing slave retire to weep 
For freedom, where my: ashes sleep. 
But when the hand of ‘Time shall trace 
His name in furrows on thy face; 
When four-score years have plucked thy hair, 

And bowed thy form their weight to bear; 

When thou the minute hand shalt see 
Pointing thy feet to follow me, 
To God, and to thy country true, 
Then, for a heavenly home in view, 
Thou to thy son this land resign 
As blessed and free, as I to mine.” 

ON THE DEATH OF AN INFANT. 

BY DR. R. MADDEN. 

Tue sea was smooth and bright the shore, 
A cloudless sky above, 

But frail the-little bark that bore 
A mother’s freight of love! 

It danced upon the morning tide 
And mocked a mother’s tears; 

An object of a moment's pride— 
A subject soon of tears! 

The sun is gone, the sky is dark, 
The sea is ruffed o'er, 

Ah, me! where is that little bark 
That left the joyous shore? 

It meets no more the longing eye, 
It may no more return ; 

The night is past, no bark is nigh, 
The mourner’s left forlorn. 

Yet weep not, though it meet no more 
Thy gaze on yonder sea, 

Another and a brighter shore 
Is smiling on its lee. 

Another and a brighter port 
Is now its peaceful home ; 

Where wail or wo, or earthly sort 
Of care can never comet! 
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CHAPTERS FROM™ THE NOTE-BOOK 

OF A DECEASED LAWYER. 

One of the most extraordinary and most interesting 
trials of which I find any account in my note-book, 
wok place on the Northern Circuit, very little less 

than fifty years ago. It is instructive in many points 
of view. To those who believe that they see the 
finger of Providence especially pointing out the mur- 
derer, and guiding, in a slow but unerring course, the 
footsteps of the avenger of blood, it will afford matter 
of deep meditation and reflection. To those who 
think more lightly upon such subjects—to those whom 
philosophy or indifference has taught to regard the 
passing current of events as gliding on in a smooth 
and unruffled channel, varied only by the leaves 
which the chance winds may blow into the stream— 
it will offer food for grave contemplation. However 
they may smile at the thought of Divine interposition, 

they will recognize in this story another proof of the 
wisdom of the sage of old, who said, that when the 
Gods had determined to destroy a man, they began by 
depriving him of his senses—that is, by making him 
act as if he liad lost them. ‘To the inexperienced in 
my own profession, it will teach a lesson of prudence, 
more forcible than ten thousand arguments could make 
it: they will le&rn that of which they stand deeply in 
need, and which scarce any thing but dear-bought ex- 
perience can enforce—to rest satisfied with success, 

without examining too nicely how it has been obtained, 
and never to hazard a defeat by pushing a victory too 
far. “ Leave well alone,” is a maxim which a wise 
man in every situation of life will do well to observe; 
but if a barrister hopes to rise to eminence and dis- 

tinction, let him have it deeply engraven on the tablet 
of his memory. 

In the year 17—, Juhn Smith was indicted for the 
wilful murder of Henry Thomson. The case was one 
of a most extraordinary nature, and the interest excited 
by it was almost unparalleled. The accused was a 
gentleman of considerable property, residing upon his 
own estate, in an unfrequented part of shire. A 
person, supposed to be an entire stranger to him, had, 
late in a summer's day, requested and obtained shelter 
and hospitality for the night. He had, it was supposed, 
after taking some slight refreshment, retired to bed in 
perfect health, requesting to be awakened at an early 
hour the following morning. When the servant ap- 

pointed to call him entered his room for that purpose, 
he was found in his bed, perfectly dead; and, from 
the appearance of the body, it was obvious that he 

had been so for many hours. There was not the 
slightest mark of violence on his person, and the coun- 
tenance retained the same expression which it had 

borne during his life. Great consternation was, of 
course, excited by this discovery, and inquiries were 
immediately made—first, as to who the stranger was 
—and, secondly, as to how he met with his death. 
Both were unsuccessful. As to the former, no infor- 
mation could be obtained—no clue discovered to lead 
to the knowledge either of his name, his person, or his 
oceupation. He had arrived on horseback, and was 

seen passing through a neighbouring village about an 
hour bere he reached the house where his existence 

Was so mysteriously terminated, but could be traced 
no farther. Beyond this, all was conjecture. 
With respect to the death, as little could be learn- 

ed as of the dead man: it was, it is true, sudden— 
awfully sudden; but there was no reason, that alone 

excepted, to suppose that it was caused by the hand 
of man, rather than by the hand of God. A coroner's 
Jury was, of course, summoned ; and after an investi- 

gation, in which little more could be proved than that 
which I have here stated, a verdict was returned to 
the effect that the deceased died by the visitation of 
God. Days and weeks passed on, and little further 
was known. In the meantime rumour had not been 
idie: suspicions, vague, indeed, and undefined, but of 
dark and fearful character, were at first whispered, 
and afterwards boldly expressed. The precise object 
of these suspicions was not clearly indicated; some 
implicated one person, some another: but they all 
pointed to Smith, the master of the house, as concerned 
in the death of the stranger. As usual in such cases, 
circumstances totally unconnected with the transaction 
in question, matters many years antecedent, and relat- 
ing to other persons, as well as other times, were used 
as auxiliary to the present charge. The character of 
Smith, in early life, had been exposed to much obser- 
vation. While his father was yet alive, he had left 
his native country, involved in debt, known to have 
been guilty of great irregularities, and suspected of 
being not over-scrupulous as to the mode of obtaining 
those supplies of money of which he was continually 
in want, and which he seemed somewhat inexplicably 
to procure. 

Ten years and more had elapsed since his return ; 
and the events of his youth had been forgotten by 
many, and to many were entirely unknown: but, on 
this occasion, they were revived, and, probably, with 
considerable additions. 
Two months afier the death of the stranger, a gen- 

tleman arrived at the place, impressed with a belief 
that he was his brother, and seeking for information 
either to confirm or refute his suspicions. ‘The horse 
and the clothes of the unfortunate man still remained, 
and were instantly recognized: one other test there 
was, though it was uncertain whether that would lead 
to any positive conclusion—the exhumation of the 
body. ‘his test was tried: and although decomposi- 
tion had gone on rapidly, yet enongh remained to 
identify the body, which the brother did most satis- 
factorily. As soon as it was known that there was a 
person avthorized by relationship to the deceased to 
inquire into the cause of his death, and, if it should 
appear to have been otherwise than natural, to take 
steps for bringing to justice those who had been con- 
cerned in it, the reports which had been previously 
floating idly about, and circulated without having any 
distinct object, were collected into one channel, and 
poured into his ear. What those reports were, and 
what they amounted to, it is not necessary here to 
mention: suffice it to say, that the brother laid before 
the magistrates of the disirict such evidence as in- 

duced them to commit Mr. Smith to jail, to take his 
trial for the wilful murder of Henry ‘Thomson. As it 
was deemed essential to the attainment of justice, to 
keep secret the examination of the witnesses -who 
were produced before the magistrates, all the informa- 

tion of which the public were in possession before the 
trial took place, was that which I have here narrated. 

Lord Mansfield’s charge to the grand jury upon the 

subject of this murder had excited a good deal of 
attention. Ife had recommended them, if they enter- 

tained reasonable doubts of the sufliciency of the evi- 
dence to ensure a conviction, to throw out the Bill ; 
explaining to them most justly and clearly that, in the 

event of their doing so, if any additional evidence 
should, at a future time, be discovered, the prisoner 
could again be apprehended and tried for the offence; 
whereas, if they found a true Bill, and, from deficiency 
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of proof, he was now acquitted on his trial, he could 

never again be molested, even though the testimony 
against him should be morally as clear as light. The 
grand jury after, as was supposed, very considerable 

discussion among themselves, and, as was rumoured, 
by a majority of only one, returne! a true Bill. 

Never shall I forget the appearance of anxiety ex- 
hibited upon every countenance on the entrance of 
the judge into court. In an instant the most profound 
silence prevailed ; and interest, intense and impassion- 
ed, though subdued, seemed to wait upon every word 
and every look, as if divided between expectation and 
doubt, whether something might not even yet interfere 
to prevent the extraordinary trial from taking place.— 
Nothing, however, occurred; and the stillness was 
broken by the mellow and silvery voice of Lord Mans- 
field—* Let John Smith be placed at the bar.” ‘The 

order was obeyed; and, as the prisoner entered the 
dock, he met on every side the eager and anxious 

eyes of a countless multitude bent in piercing scrutiny 
upon his face. And well did he endure that scrutiny. 
A momentary suffusion covered his cheeks; but it 
was only momentary, and less than might have been 
expected from an indifferent person, who found him- 
self on a sudden “ the observed of all observers.” He 
bowed respectfully to the court; and then fulding his 
arms, seemed to wait until he should be called upon 
to commence his part in that drama in which he was 

to perform so conspicuous a character. I find it difli- 
eult to describe the effect produced on my mind by 
his personal appearance ; yet his features were most 
remarkable, and are indelibly impressed on my me- 
mory. He was apparently between forty and fifty 
years of age; his hair, grown gray either from toil, or 
care, or age, indicated an approach to the latter pe- 
riod ; while the strength and uprightness of his figure, 
the haughty coldness of his look, and an eye that 
spoke of fire, and pride, and passion, ill concealed, 

would have led conjecture to fix on the former. Lis 
countenance, at the first glance, appeared to be that 
which we are accusiomed to associate with deeds of 
high and noble daring ; but a second and more atten- 
tive examination of the face and brow was less satis- 
factory. ‘There was, indeed, strongly marked, the 
intellect to conceive and devise schemes of high im- 
port; but I fancied that I could trace, in addition to it, 
caution to conceal the deep design, a power to pene- 

trate the motives of others, and to personate a charac- 
ter at variance with his own, and a cunning that 
indicated constant watchfulness and circumspection. 
Firmness there was, to persevere to the last; but that 
was equivocal: and I could not help persuading my- 

-self that it was not of that character which would 
prompt to deeds of virtuous enterprize, or to “ seck the 
bubble reputation at the cannon’s mouth ;” but that it 
was rather allied to that quality which would “ let no 
compunctious visitings of Nature shake his fell pur- 
pose,” whatevér it might be. The result of this in- 
vestigation into his character, such as it was, was ob- 
viously unfavourable; and yet there were moments 
when I thought I had meted out to him a hard measure 

of justice, and when I was ternpted to accuse myself 
of prejudice in the Gpinion I had furmed of him; and 
particularly when he was asked by the clerk of the 
arraigns the usual question, “ Are you guilty, or not 
guilty!’ as he drew his form up to his fullest height, 
and the fetters clanked upon his legs, as he answered 
with unfaltering tongue and anblanching cheek— 

« Not guilty,” my heart smote me for having involun- 
tarily interpreted against him every ‘sign that was 
doubtful. 

The counsel for the prosecution opened his case to 
the jury in a manner that indicated very little expec- 
tation of a conviction. He began by imploring them 
to divest their minds of all that they had heard before 
they came into the box: he entreated them to attend 

ee 

to the evidence, and judge from that alone. He 

stated that, in the course of his experience, which was 
very great, he had never met with a Case involved jn 
deeper mystery than that upon which he was then 
addressing them. The prisoner at the bar was a man 

moving in a respectable station in society, and main. 
taining a fair character. He was, to all appearance, 
in the pessession of considerable property, and was 
above the ordinary temptations to commit so foul a 

crime. With respect to the property of the deceased, 
it was strongly suspected that he had either been 
robbed of, or iu some inexplicable manner made away 
with, gold and jewels to a very large amount; yet, in 

candour he was bound to admit that no portion of it, 

hewever trifling, could be traced to the prisoner. As 

to any inotive of malice or revenge, none could 
possibility be assigned; for the prisoner and the de. 
ceased were, as far as could be ascertained, total 
strangers to each other. Still there were most extra. 
ordinary circumstances connected with his death, 
pregnant with suspicion at least, end imperiously de- 

manding explanation; and it was justice, no less to 
the accused than to the public, that the case should 
undergo judicial investigation. The deceased Henry 
Thomson was a jeweller, residing in London, wealthy, 
and in considerable business ; and, es was the custom 
of his time, in the habit of personally conducting his 

principal transactions with the foreign merchants with 
whom he traded. He had travelled much in the 
course of his business in Germany and Holland; and 

it was to meet at Hull a trader of the latter nation, of 
whom he was to make a large purchase, that he had 
left London a month before his death. It would be 
proved by the landlord of the inn where he had re- 
side, that he and his correspondent had been there; 
and a wealthy jeweller of the town, well acquainted 
with both parties, had seen Mr. ‘Thomson after the 
departure of the Dutchman; and could speak positively 
to there being then in his possession jewels of large 
value, and gold, and certain bills of exchange, the 
parties to which he could describe. This was on the 

morning of Thomson's departure from Hull, on his 
return to London, 2nd was on the day but one pre 
ceding that on which he arrived at the house of the 

prisoner. What had become of him in the interval, 
could not be ascertained ; nor was the prisoner's house 
situated in the road which he ought to have taken. 

No reliance, however, could be placed on that circum- 
stance; for it was not at all uncommon for persons 
who travelled with property about them, to leave the 
direet road even for a considerable distance, in order 
to secure themselves as effectually as possible from 
the robbers by whom the remote parts of the country 
were greatly infested. He had not been seen from 
the time of his leaving Hull till he reached the village 
next adjoining Smith's house, and through which he 
passed, without even a momentary halt. He was seen 
to alight at Smith’s gate, and the next morning was 
discovered dead in his bed. He now came to the 
most extraordinary part of the case. It would be 
proved, beyond the possibility of a doubt that the de- 
ceased died by poison—poison of a most subtle nature, 
most active in its operation, and possessing the won- 
derful and dreadful quality of leaving no external 
mark or token by which its presence could be detected. 
The ingredients of which it was composed were of so 
sedative a nature, that, instead of the body on which 
it had been used exhibiting any contortions, or marks 
of suffering, it left upon the features nothing but the 
calm and placid quiet of repose. Its effects, and in- 
deed its very existence, were but recently known in 
this country, though it had for some time been used 
in other nations of Europe; and it was supposed to be 
a discovery of the German chemists, and to be pro- 
duced by a powerful distillation of the seed of the 
wild cherry tree, so abundant in the Black Forest-. 
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But the fact being ascertained, that the cause of the 
death was poison, lett open the much more momentous 
question—by whom was it administered? It could 
hardly be supposed to be by the deceased himself: 
there was nothing to induce such a suspicion; and 

there was this important circumstance, which of itself 
almost negatived its possibility, that no phial, or vessel 
of ay kind, had been discovered, in which the poison 
could have been contained. Was it then the prisoner 
who administered it? Before he asked them to come 
to that conclusion, it would be necessary to state more 
distinctly what his evidence was. The prisoner's 
family consisted only of himself, a heusekeeper, and 

one man-servant. ‘I'he man-servant slept in an oul- 
house adjoining the stable, and did so on the night of 

Thomson's death. ‘The prisoner slept at one end of 

the house, and the housekeeper at the other, and the 
deceased had been pui in a room adjoining the house- 

keeper’s. It would be proved, by a person who hap- 
pened to be passing by the house on the night in 
question, about three hours after midnight, that he had 
been induced to remain and watch, from having his 

attention excited by the circumstance, then very un- 
usual, of a light moving about the house at that late 
hour. That person would state, most positively, that 
he could distinctly see a figure, holding a light, go 
from the room in which the prisoner slept, to the 
housekeeper’s room; that two persons then came out 
of the housekeeper’s room, and the light disappeared 
for a minute. Whether the two persons went into 
Thomson’s room he could not see, as the window of 
that room looked another way ; but in about a minute 
they returned, passing quite along the house to Smith’s 
room again; and in about five minutes the light was 
extinguished, and he saw it no more. 

Such was the evidence upon which the magistrates 
had committed Smith; and singularly enough, since 
his committal, the housekeeper had been missing, nor 
could any traee of her be discovered. Within the last 
week, the witness who saw the light had been more 
particularly examined; and, in order to refresh his 
memory, he had been placed, at dark, in the very spot 
where he had stood on that night, and another person 
was placed with him. The whole scene, as he had 
described it, was acted over again: but it was utterly 
impossible, from the cause above mentioned, to ascer- 
tain, when the light disappeared, wheiher the parties 
had gone inte Thomson’s room As if, however, to 
throw still deeper mystery over this extraordinary 
transaction, the witness persisted in adding a new 
feature to his former statement; that after the persons 
had returned with the light into Smiih’s room, and 
before it was extinguished, he had twice perceived 
some dark object to intervene between the light and 
the window, almost as large as the surface of the 
window itself, and which he described by saying, it 
appeared as if a door had been placed before the light. 
Now, in Smi:h’s room, there was nothing which could 
account for this appearance ; his bed was in a different 
part; and there was neither cupboard nor press in the 
room, which, but fur the bed, was entirely erapty, the 
joom in which he dressed being at a distance beyond 
it. He would state only one fact more (said the 
learned counsel) and he had done his duty; it would 
then be for the jury to do theirs. Within a few days 
there had been found, in the prisuner’s house, the 
stopper of a small bottle of a very singular description; 
it was apparently not of English manufacture, and was 

described, by the medical men, as being of the de- 
scription used by chemists to preserve those liquids 
which are most likely to lose their virtue by exposure 
to the air. To whom it belonged, or to what use it 
had been applied, there was no evidencc to show. 

Such was the address of the counsel for the prose- 
cution ; and during its delivery I had earnestly watch- 
ed the countenance of the prisoner, who had listened 

to it with deep attention. ‘Twice only did I perceive 
that it produced in him the slightest emotion. When 
the disappearance of his housekeeper was mentioned, 
a smile, as of scorn, passed over his lip; and the notice 
of the discovery of the stopper obviously excited an 
interest, and, I thought, an apprehension ; but it quickly 
subsided. I need not detail the evidence that was 
given for the prosecution: it amuunted, in substance, 

to that which the counsel stated ; nor was it varied in 
any particular. The stopper was produced, and proved 
to be fuund in the house; but no attempt was made 
to trace it to the prisoner’s possession, or even know- 

ledge. 
When the case was closed, the learned Judge, ad- 

dressing the counsel for the prosecution, said, he 
thought there was hardly suflicient evidence to call 
upon the prisoner fur his defence ; and if the jury were 
of the same opinion, they would at once stop the case. 

Upe. this observation from the Judge, the jury turned 
round for a moment, and then intimated their acqui- 
escence in his lordship’s view of the evidence. The 
counsel fulded up their briefs, and a verdict of ac- 
quitial was about to be taken, when the prisoner 

addressed the court. He stated, that having been 
accused of so foul a crime as murder, and having had 
his characier assailed by suspicions of the most afflict- 
ing nature, that character could never be cleared by 
his acquittal, upon the ground that the evidence against 

him was inconclusive, without giving him an oppor- 
tunity of stating his own case, and calling a witness 
to counteract the impressions that had been raised 
against him, by explaining those circumstances which 
at present appeared doubtful. He urged the learned 
Judge to permit him to state his case to the jury, and 
to call his housekeeper, with so much earnestness, and 
was seconded so strongly by his counsel, that Lord 
Mansfield, though very much against his inclination, 
and contrary to his usual habit, gave way, and yielded 
to the fatal request. 

The prisoner then addressed the jury, and entreated 
their patience for a short time. He repeated to them 
that he never could feel satisfied to be acquitted, 
merely because the evidence was not conclusive; and 
pledged himself, in a very short time, by the few ob- 
servations he should make, and the witness whom he 
should call, to obtain their verdict upon much higher 
grounds—upon the impossibility of his being guilty 
of the dreadful crime. With respect to ihe insinua- 
tiens which had been thrown out against him, he 

thought one observation would dispose of them. As- 
suming it to be true that the deceased died from the 
effect of a poison, of which he called God to witness 

that he had never even heard either the name or the 
existence until this day, was not every probability in 
favour of his innocence? Here was a perfect stranger, 
not known to have in his possession a single article of 
value, who might either have lost, or been robbed of, ~ 
that property which he was said to have had at Hall. 

What so probable as that he should, in a moment of 
despair at his loss, have destroyed himself? The fatal 
drug was stated to have been familiar in those coun- 

tries in which Mr. Thomson had travelled, while to 
himself it was utterly unknown. Above all, he im- 
plored the jury to remember, that although the eye of 
malice had watched every proceeding of his since the 
fatal accident, and though the most minute search had 
been made into every part of his preniises, no vestige 
had been discovered of the most trifling article belong- 
ing to the deceased, nor had even a rumour been cir- 
culated that poison of any kind had been ever in his 
possession. Of the siopper which had been found, he 
disowned all knowledge ; he declared, most solemnly, 

that he had never seen it before it was produced in 
court; and he asked, could the fact of its being found 
in his house, only a few days ago, when hundreds of 
people had been there, produce upen an impartial 
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mind even a momentary prejudice against him? One 
fact, and one only, had been proved, to which it was 
possible for him to give an answer—the fact of his 
having gone to the bed-room of his housekeeper on the 
night in question. He had been subject, for many 
years of his life, to sudden fits of illness; he had been 
seized with one on that cecasion, and had gone to her 
to procure her assistanee in lighting a fire. She had 
returned with him to his room for that purpose, he 
having waited fur a minute in the passage while she 
put on her clothes, which would account for the mo- 
mentary disappearance of the light; and afier she had 
remained in his room a few minutes, finding himself 

better, he had dismissed her, and retired again to bed, 
from which he had not risen when he was informed 
of the death of his guest. It had been said, that, afier 
his commitial to prison, his housckecper had disap- 
peared. Ile avowed that, finding his enemies deter- 
mined, if possible, to accomplish his ruin, he had 

thought it probable they might tunper with his ser- 
vant: he hac, therefore, kept her out of their way; 
but for what purpose? Not to prevent her testimony 
being given, for she was now under the care of his 
solicitor, and would instantly appear for the purpose of 

! 

confirming, as far as she was concerned, the statement 
which he had just made. 

Such was the prisoner's address, which produced a 

very powerful eflect. Ji was delivered in a firm and 

impressive manner, and its simplicity and artlessness 
gave to it an appearance of truth. The housekeeper 

was then put into the box, and examined by the coun- 
sel for the prisoner. According to the cusiom, at that 
time almost universal, of excluding witnesses from 

court until their testimony was required, she had been 

kept at a house near at hand, and had not heard a 
single word of the trial. There was nothing remark- 
able in her manner or appearance ; she might be about 

thirty-five, or a little more; with regular though not 
agreeable features, and an air perfectly free from em- 
barrassment. She repeated, almost in the prisoner's 

own words, the story that he had told of his having 
called her up, and her having accompanied him to his 
room, adding that, after leaving him, she had retired 
to her own room, and been awakened by the man- 
servant in the morning, with an account of the travel- 
Jer’s death. She had now to undergo a cross-cxami- 
nation; and I may as well state here, that which, 

though not known to me till afierwards, will assist the 

reader in understanding the following scene :—The 
counsel for the prosecution had, in his own miad, at- 
tached considerable importance to the circumstance 
mentioned by the witness who saw the light, thai 

while the prisoner and the honsckeeper were in the 
room of the former, something like a door had inter- 
vened 

Was totally irreconcilea 

room when examined; and he had hali-persuaded 
himself, that there must be a secret closet whieh had 

escaped the search of the officers of justice, the opening 
of which would account jor the appearance aliuded 
to, and the existence of which might discover the 

property which had so mysteriously disappeared. His 
object, therefore, was to obtain from the housekeeper 
(the only person except the prisoner who could give 

any clue to this) such information as he could get, 
without alarming her by any direct inquiry on the 
subject, which, as she could not help seeing its im- 
portance, would have led her at once to a _ positive 
denial. He knew, moreover, that as she had not been 
in court, she could not know how much or how little 
the inquiry had already brought to light; and by him- 
self treating the matter as immaterial, he might Jead 
her to consider it so also, and by that means draw 
forth all that she knew. After some few unimportant 

questions, he asked her, in a tone and manner calculated 
rather to awaken confidence than to excite distrust— 

between the candle and the window, which 

e with the appearance of the 
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During the time you were in Mr. Smith’s room, you 

stated that the candle stood on the table, in the centre 
of the room ?-—Yes. 

Was the closet, or cupboard, or whatever, you cal] 

it, opened once, or twice, while it stood there?—A 
pause ; no answer. 

[ will call it to your recollection: after Mr. Smith 
had taken the medicine out of the closet, did he shut 
thg door, or did it remain open ?—He shut it. 

Then it was opened again for the purpose of re. 
placing the bottle, was it ?—It was. 

Do you recollect how long it was open the last time? 
—Not above a minute. 

The door, when open, would be exactly between 

the light and the window, would it not ?—It would. 

I forget whether you said the closet was on the 
right, or left hand side of ihe window ’—The left. 

Would the door of the closet make any noise in 
opening 7— None. 

Can you speak positively to that fact? Taye you 
ever opened it yourself, or only seen Mr. Sinith open 
it?—I never opened it myself. 

Did you never keep the key ?—Never. 
Who did ?—Mr. Sinith always. 
At this moment the witness chanced to turn her 

eyes towards the spot where the prisoner stood, and 

the eTeet was almost electrical. A cold damp sweat 
stood upon his brow, ant his face had lost all its 

colour ; he appeared a living image of death. She no 
sooner saw him than she shricked and fainted. The 
consequences of her answers flashed across her mind. 

She had been so thoroughly deceived by the manner 
of the advocate, and by the little importance he had 
seemed to attach to her statements, that she had been 
led on by one question to another, till she had told 
him all that he wanted to know. A medical man was 
immediately directed to attend to her; and during the 

interval occasioned by this interruption to the proceed- 
ings, the solicitor for the prosecution left the court. {n 
a short time the gentleman who had attended the wit- 
ness returned into court, and stated that it was impos- 
sible that she could at present resume her place in the 
box; and suggested that it would be much better to 

allow her to wait for an hour or two. It was now 
about twelve in the day; and Lord Mansfield, having 
directed that the jury should be accommodated with 
a room where they could be kept by themselves, ad- 
journed the court for two hours. ‘The prisoner was 
taken back to jail, and the witness to an apartment in 
the jailer’s house; and strict orders were given that 

she should be allowed to communicate with no one, 
except in the presence and hearing of the physician. 
it was between four and five o'clock when the judge 
resumed his seat upon the bench, the prisoner bis 
station at the bar, and the houskeeper hers at the 
witness-box: the court in the interval had remained 
crowded with the spectators, scarce one of whom had 

| left his place, lest during his absence it should be 

seized by some one else. 
‘The. cross-examining counsel then addressed the 

witness—I have very few more questions to ask of 
you; but beware that you answer them truly, for your 

own life hangs upon a thread. 
Do you know this stopper !—I do. 

To whom does it belong ’?—To Mr. Smith. 
When did you see it last?—On the night of Mr. 

Thomson's death. 
At this moment the solicitor for the prosecution 

entered the court, bringing with him, upon a tray, @ 
watch, two money-bags, a jewel-case, a pocket-book, 
and a bottle of the same manufacture as the stopper, 
and having a cork in it; some other articles there 
were in it, not material to my story. The tray was 

placed on the table in sight of the prisoner and the 
witness ; and from that moment not a doubt remained 
in the mind of any man of the guilt of the prisoner. 
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A few words will bring my tale to its close. The 
house where the murder had been committed was 

between nine and ten miles distant. The solicitor, as 
soon as the cross-examination of the housekeeper had 
discovered the existence of the closet, and its situation, 

had set off on horseback, with two sheriff’s officers, 
and, after pulling down part of the wall of the house, 
had detected this important place of concealment. 

Their search was well rewarded: the whole of the 

property belonging to Mr. Thomson was found there, 
amounting, in value, to some thousand pounds ; and to 

leave no room for doubt, a bottle was discovered, 

which the medical men iustanily pronounced to con- 
tain the very identical poison which had caused the 
death of the unfortunate Thomson. ‘The result is too 

obvious to need explanation. 
The case presents the, perhaps, unparalleled in- 

stance of a man accused of murder, the evidence 
against whom was so slight as to induce the judge and 

jury to concur in a verdict of acquittal ; but who, per- 
sisting in calling a witness to prove his imnocence, 
was, upon the testimony of that very witness, convicted 

and executed. 

sar eres 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF MYTHOLOGY. 

ASTR.EA GODDESS OF JusTICE.—This deity is gene- 
rally represented as a virgin, with a stern but majestic 

countenance, holding a pair of scales in one hand, and 
a sword in the other. She is supposed to be an Ar- 
cadian princess, who lived upon the earth during the 
golden age, which is ofien culled the age of Astrea. 

Others consider her the same as Rhea, the wife of 
Saturn, who, after his expulsion from his throne, by 
his son Jupiter, followed him to Italy, where he esta- 
blished a kingdom. Her benevolence in this part of 
Europe was so great, that the golden age of Saturn is 
ofien called the age of Rhea. Astrea was called Jus- 
tice, of which virtue she was the goddess. But the 
wickedness and impiety of mankind, during the brazen 
and iron ages, drove her from the earth in disgust, and 
she was placed among the constellations of the zodiac, 
under the name of Virgo. 

“ The virgin goddess of the glittering sword 
And equal balance, by the just adored ; 
Who, when the other goddesses were gone, 
Remained on the corrupted earth alone ; 
Till, to her native heaven compelled to fly, 
She shone a constellation in the sky.” 

ATLAS, THE ASTRONOMER.—This celebrated person- 
age was said to be king of Mauritania. or Maurusia, 
an extensive region of Africa, and was so addicted to 

the study of astronomy, that he passed whole nights on 
the summits of lofty mountains, the better to observe 
the heavenly bodies. His proficiency in this sublime 
science at length became so great, that he was said to 
support the whole weight of the starry sphere. Hence 
he is generally represented with a ponderous globe on 
his shoulders. He was master of a thousand flocks of 
every kind, as also of beautiful gardens, abounding in 
every species of fruit, which he had entrusted to the 
care of a dragon. For some cause or other—authors 
disagree on this subject—he was changed into a large 

mountain, which extends across the deserts of Africa, 
east and west, and is so high that the heavens appear 
to rest on its top. 

“ Whose brawny shoulders bolster up the stars, 
Knocking his brows against heaven’s brazen door. 
He that the noble burthen bears, 
And on his back supports the spheres.” 

AURORA, MORNING.—This goddess is generally re- 

riot, and opening with her rosy fingers the gates of the 
east—pouring the dew upon the earth, and making 
the flowers grow. Her chariot is generally drawn by 
white horses, and she is covered with a veil—Dark- 
ness and Sleep—(Nox and Somnus) fly before her, 
and the constellations of heaven disappear at her ap- 
proach. She precedes the Sun, and is the herald of 
his rising. * 

The blushing goddess which doth sway 
The dewy confines of the night and day , 

Who from the glowing east displays 
Her purple doors, and odoriferous bed 
With bright dew-dropping roses thickly spread , 
Which as she in her lightsome chariot rides, 
Scatters the light from off her saffron wheels.” 

Baccuvus, THE GOD OF WINE, ETC-—This jovial 
deity, is said to be the son of Jupiter and Semele. 
Ile was the Osiris of the Egyptians, from whom the 
fables respecting him were taken by the Grecks. He 
is generally represented crowned with vine and ivy 
leaves, with a thyrsus in his hand. His figure is that 
of an effeminate young man, to denote the joy which 
commonly prevails at feasts ; and sometimes that of an 
old man, to teach us that wine, taken immoderately, 
will enervate us, consume our health, render us lo- 
quacious and childish like an old man, and unable to 

keep secrets. Bacchus is sometimes represented like 
an infant holding a thyrsus and cluster of grapes with 
ahorn. He often appears naked, and riding upon the 
shoulders of Pan, or in the arms of Silenus, who was 
his foster-father. He also sits upon a celestial globe, 
bespangled with stars, and is then the same as the Sun 
or Osiris of Egypt. He is sometimes drawn in a cha- 
riot by a lion and a tiger. His beauty is compared to 
that of Apollo; and, like him, he is represented with 
fine hair loosely flowing down his shoulders. He has 
been called, . 

“ God of the cheering vine, who holds in awe 
The spotted lynxes which his chariot draw.” 

- “The dimpled son ¥ 

Of Semele, that crown’d upon his tun, 
Sits with his grapy chaplets.” 

Be.ipes, or DanaipEs—There were fifiy daugh- 
ters of an Egyptian king, named Danaus, who abdi- 
cated in favour of his brother, and afterwards usurped 
the throne of Argos, in Greece. His brother Egyptus 

had fifty sons, to whom their fair cousins were pro- 
mised in marriage, and who, with their father, paid @ 
visit to the court of Argos, for the purpose of ratifying 
the connubial contracts. They were kindly received 
by their uncle; but before the celebration of their 
nuptials, Danaus, who had been informed by an oracle 
that he was to be killed by the hands of one of his 
sons-in-law, made his daughters solemnly promise that 

they would destroy their husbands on the first night of 
their nuptials. ‘They were provided with daggers by 
their father, and all, except Hypermnestra, obeyed his 
sanguinary orders; for which crime they were con- 
demned to a severe punishment in Tartarus, being 
compelled to fill with water a vessel full of holes, so 
that the water ran out as soon as poured into it; and 
therefore their labour was infinite, and their punish- 
ment eternal. Their grandfather was the celebrated 
Belus, king of Babylon, from whom they got the name 
of Belides. ‘They have been called 

“ The cursed daughters of fierce Danaus, 
Whose kinsmen’s blood eternally accuse ; 
Who ever draw the water which they lose.” 

“Those youthful sisters who, in vain, 
Still water pour into the fatal tun, 

presented by the poets, drawn in a rose-coloured cha- Yet that as empty as when they begun.” 
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Tue assizes approached. Clifford’s friends were 
numerous and influential, but in his case influence 
could be of no avail as a safeguard against the penalty 
of crime. He knew that if he were found guilty he 
must suffer. His sole chance therefore was to silence 
that only evidence which could convict him. Against 
the oath of Esther Lutterel nothing could prevail. 
Immense sums were consequently offered to purchase 
her silence, but she despised such sordid temptation. 

Every effort made to win her from her resolved and 
just purpose was unavailing. She turned with scorn- 
ful indignation from the offered bribe. “ No,” said 
she, “ he has ruined me; that I could forgive, because 
Heaven might pardon that; but he has murdered my 
child—that Heaven will never pardon, and I dare not. 
I will not, therefore, interpose betwixt the delinquent 
and his judge, when that delinquent deserves to die, 
and that judge is the delegate of One who is eternal. 
He has braved the penalty; why then should he not 
suffer it? Let him dic.” 

The day of trial arrived. Cliffurd was brought into 
the dock—alas! how changed! Terror had wrought 

fearful ravages upon a countenance gvhich the most 
fastidious could not deny to be handsome. The blood 
seemed to have receded from every vein, while the 
blanched features told a fearful tale of sleepless nights 

and daily heart-burnings. A yellow tinge had usurped 
the usually transparent skin, while the whole counte- 
nance, gathered into one unvarying expression of sub- 
dued agony, appeared like an ivory head that had 
yielded up its primitive whiteness to the gradual spo- 
liation of time. The change which a few short weeks 

He was scarcely had wrought was truly astonishing 
to be recognized as the ence robust, lively, thoughtless 
Clifford. Days seemed to have been converted into 
years. His hair had become thin, and hung in strag- 
gling tresses on his pallid temples, which were deeply 
indented with the lines of acute suffering. His nose 
was sharp and shrunk; his eyes were sunk and hollow; 
his cheeks rigid; his jaws fallen; and his lips so atte- 
nuated that, when closed, the mouth was only indi- 
cated by a strong curved line. Le sighed deeply, and 
the hurried glance which he every now and then 
threw around the court, showed how busy were the 
enemies of his peace within him. A tear of sympathy 
gathered in the eyes of many of the spectators, when 
they beheld the altered aspect of the man whose per- 
son but a few wecks before had been the envy of 
many and the admiration of all. What a tyrant is 
guilt, when her slaves crouch beneath her scourge! 

The trial commenced. Clifford was near fainting 
several times during the opening address of the op- 
posing counsel, and when he heard the dreadful charge 
announced that he was the murderer of his own child, 
he fell senseless upon the beam which separated him 
from that part of the court appropriated to the specta- 
tors. He was, however, soon restored to a conscious- 
ness of his awful situation, and was furnished with a 
glass of water at his own request, which he swallowed 
with the most painful eagerness. Several times during 
the opening speech he was near falling. He continued, 
however, to retain his senses to the conclusion, when 
the prosecutor was ushered into court. Every eye 
was fixed upon the witness-box. After a short pause 
Esther entered with a firm step, and a serene unem- 
barrassed a:r; nevertheless, as soon as she was ready 
to be examined, the momentary quiver of her lip, and 
the transient flush upon her ashy cheek, showed that 
all was not at rest within. Her bosom heaved quick 
and heavily, but her self-command, evidently amid the 
most vidlent inward struggles, was truly surprising. 

| She lost not her composure a single instant. Her 

clear, dark eye had in it an expressien of lofty deter. 
mination, Llended nevertheless with a dignified respect, 
which excited the admiration of the whole court, 
Every person present felt a lively interest in her wel- 
fare; but in proportion as their sympathies were ex- 
cited towards her, they were weakened towards her 
seducer. ‘The contrast between them was remarkable, 
She stood before them in the severe dignity of her 

beauty—he in the untimely wreck of his. In her the 
hand of sorrow had shaded, but not eclipsed it: in him, 
the scourge of terror and the stings of remorse had 

marred it altogether. Although she had become the 
| dupe of his artifice and suffered the penalty of her 
frailty, he, nevertheless, had been the greater victim; 
for while she had been the prey of another’s guilt, he 
had fallen a victim to his own. It must be confessed 
she rejoiced that retribution had overtaken him. Her 
wrongs were too great to be easily forgiven ; they had 
seared her sympathies—they had extinguised her wo- 
man’s tenderness. 

Upon entering the box, Esther made a slight incli- 
nation of the head to the presiding judge, and then 
fixed her eye placidly, but keenly, upon the examining 

advocate. She exhibited no symptoms of timidity, but 
stood before him with an air of such settled collected- 
ness, that he seemed rather disconcerted, as he cast 
towards her a glanee of somewhat equivocal inquiry, 
and found it repelled by a qaiet but indignant frown. 
She, like the prisoner, was dressed in the deepest 
mourning, which strikingly contrasted with the trans- 
parent whiteness of her beautiful countenance. Her 
hair was withdrawn from her forehead, and she wore 
neither cap nor bonnet, so that the whole face was 
conspicuously exposed, and every expression, therefore, 
visible to the spectators. She looked not pale from 
sickness, nevertheless she was pale; while in her tall, 
but round and well-proportioned form there was a de- 
licacy and ease of motion, at the same time a sustained 
elevation in her whole deporitment, which soon expell: 

ed those favourable sentiments at first awakened for 
the wretched Clifford, and excited in every besom a 
feeling bordering upon detestation towards him as the 

seducer of so much loveliness. As soon as she ap- 
peared before the court, Clifiord shrunk from the ob- 
ject of his base perfidy, as if conscience-stricken at the 
unfavourable impression which he saw she was but 
too likely to excite against him. The blood rushed for 
a moment into his cheeks with a most distressing im- 
petuosity, spreading there a deep purple suffusion ; but 
immediately left it, when the skin resumed its dull 
parchment hue, while the quivering eye-lid closed 
over the sunken orb beneath it, as if to shut out at 
once from his view the world and its miseries. He 
listened with breathless anxiety to the evidence which 
was to decide his doom. It was brief but decisive. 
In a distinct tone, which was low, but neither feeble 
nor tremulous, Esther denounced Clifford as the mut 
derer of her infant, by stabbing it in the breast with @ 
knife. 

‘The knife was produced in court, and she swore to 

it as the same with which the prisoner at the bar had 
inflicted the fatal stab, that deprived her of her babe. 
Her testimony could not be overthrown, and evidently 
made a strong impression upon the hearers. Clifford 
did not once raise his eyes, whilst she was delivering 
it; but the convulsive twitches 
plainly denoted what was passing’Within him. Esther 
seemed studiously to avoid turning her face towards 
him, as if she was determined not to be diverted from 
her purpose, by the silent appeals which suffering na 

his countenance , 
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turally makes to our sympathies and our compassien. 
She was most severely cross-examined by the counsel 
for the defence; nevertheless, with all his legal acute- 
ness, he could not impeach the integrity of her evi- 
dence. Her answers were brief but unembarrassed ; 
the facts which she had to communicate few, but con- 
clusive. When she had retired, Clifford was asked if 
he had any thing to offer in his defence. He was 
dreadfully agitated, but, afler a short panse, recovered 
himself sufficiently to address the court. Ile spoke as 
follows :— 

“ My Lord, and Gentlemen of the Jury. I have but 
few words to say, and as I hope for mercy from that 

eternal Judge, befure whom, if I am convicted upon 
this atrocious charge, 1 must scon appear, those words 
will record the truth. It is not likely that, standing 
in the fearful position in which I now do, I should 
rashly run the hazard of gomg into the presence of 

Him, who is the dispenser of justice as well as of 
mercy, With a lie upon my lips and with its taint upon 
my soul. Let this, then, be with you, the pledge of my 
integrity. The witness whom you have just heard, is 
forsworn. However cunningly falsehood may be dis- 
guised in the garb of simplicity, it is not, therefore, 
the less falsehood, because it is so disguised. If I am 
condemned, I shall have become its victim. The fol- 
lowing are the facts which the prosecutor has so 
atrociously endeavoured to turn to my undoing. At 
her own request I met her, on the night mentioned in 
her evidence, on the spot where the supposed murder 
was committed, for which I now stand arraigned before 
you. After reproaching me with her ruin, she affected 
to desire a reconciliation, and to part from me in peace. 
She held her babe before me, and entreated for it a 
father’s blessing. I pronounced, in the overflowing 
sincerity of my heart, the paternal benediction. At 
this moment, the child, which had been for some time 
in ill health, became suddenly convulsed. I snatched 
a penknife from my pocket, to cut the string of its 
dress, when the mother, in the agitation of her alarm, 
stumbled, thus forcing the infant against the knife, 
which instantly penetrated its side. I recoiled with 
consternation at the accident; but she, wildly scream- 
ing, forced the litile sufferer mto my arms, streaming 
with its blood, alarmed the neighbouring cottagers, 
and taxed me as its murderer. These are the simple 

facts, and upon their truth I stake my soul's eternal 
security. 1 am the victim of a disappointed woman's 
vengeance.” 

This address awakened no compassion for the un- 
happy man; on the contrary, it excited a murmur of 
indignation through the whole assembly. [is coun- 
tenance instantly fell as this tohen of y»pular feeling 
jarred upon his car. The testimony of Esther had 
been supported by strong circumstantial evidence. 

The judge at length summed up, and the jury without 
quitting the court, fuund the prisoner guilty. Upon 
hearing this fatal verdict, the wretched man fell back 
into the dock insensible. Esther, whose ear it had 
reached, for she was standing near the jury-box, after 
having leng struggled with her emotions, was now so 
entirely overcome by them, that, when sentence of 
death had been passed upon the unhappy Clifford, she 
sunk upon the floor in convulsions, and in this pitiable 
state was taken from the court by her afflicted mother. 

Clifford was now put into one of the condemned 
cells, and clothed in the coarse habit assigned to those 
who have forfeited their lives to the outraged laws of 
their country. He had only three days to prepare his 
soul for eternity. What a term for a wretch so im- 
mersed in sin, to prepare to meet his omnipotent Judge! 

Was there no escape? None! The court had denied 
him all hopes upon earth, and what had he beyond? 
What but a prospect too black even for the imagination 
of despair! Nothing can be imaged to the mind so 

ed upon the illimitable ocean of eternity, with such a 
burden of unexpiated sins upon his soul, as a forced 
penitence cannot remove ; and standing upon the very 
verge of his awful destiny, looking through the micro- 
scopic perspective of his imagination into a near pros- 
pect of undefinable horrors. We have seen, indeed, 
instances of criminal§ who have met their doom with 
that stern obduracy of spirit which has enabled them 
to smile at the dreadful array of death, and curse the 
very Omnipotent before whose august presence they 
were about to appear. Shall we imagine, however, 
that because the tongue blasphemed, and the counte- 
nance could assume a smile, when the shaft of death 
was on the wing, the heart was at peace? No! What- 
ever may be the influence of a daring resolution upon 
the body, it cannot stifle the tortures of the spirit. The 
latter may be agonized, and writhe under pangs too 
frightful for contemplation, when the furmer seems not 
to suffer. With Clifford, however, the keen scourge 
of remorse had visited both wiih its terrible inflictions. 
He could look nowhere for comfort, nowhere for peace. 

He now, indeed, clung to the consolations of religion ; 
but they offered no consolation to him. He was to die, 
not the death of the righteous man, but of the con- 
demned—the degraded criminal. He was to perish, 
not in hope, but in abandonment; not a repentant 
prodigal, but a rejected rebel. How willingly would 
he now make reparation to the injured Esther for the 
wrongs he had heaped upon her, but it was too late. 
Alas! that he could reqgll the past; how different 
should be the tenor of his future life. This conclusion 

was wrung from him by his terrors ; but past recollee- 
tions, in spite of his now bitter contrition, poured 
through his bosom a tide of the most agonizing emo- 
tions. Now the stings of conscience were felt, tipped. 
with all their poisons. Remorse let loose her scorpions 
within him, which clung to and preyed upon his lace- 
rated heart. The veriest wretch in the dark dungeon 
of the inquisition, groaning under his lately inflicted 
tortures, and anticipating the future rack, was a happy 
being, compared to him who had no better prospect 
than the endurance of sufferings that must be jor ever, 
and shall be as great as they are illimitable. 

The morning appointed for the execution at length 
dawned, but Clifford's preparation for another world 
was no further advanced, than when he had received 
the warning that his term of life was fixed. He had 
been too much engrossed by his terrors to allow him 
sufficiently to abstract his mind from the awfulness of 

his situation, and to repose his hopes upon that divine 

mercy, which is denied to none who scek it with a 
right disposition of soul, even in the hour of their ex- 

tremity. Ife could not seck it. He could not crush 
the worm within, and he already seemed to feel that 
it would never die. It had a fearful vitality which 
worked upon every fibre of his frame, and reached 
even the impassive spirit. [lis hopelessness increased 

as the awful period drew nigh, whieh was to terminate 
his earthly pilgrimage. He had nu resource in reflec- 

tion. His bosom was a volcano, which the lava of 
burning thought violently overilowed, streaming its: 
scorching fires through every avenue of perception, 
and giving him, while yet upon the threshold of eter- 
nity, a terrible foretaste of hell. 

Upon the fatal morning when his sentence was to 
be fulfilled, he rose from a feverish sleep, and threw 
himself upon his knees in agony. He could not pray. 
He had committed no prayer to memory, 2nd his mind ¢ 
was in too wild a state of conflict with his terrors to 
enable him to frame one. He supplicated his God to 
have mercy upon him; but this was all the prayer he 
could offer up. The bell at lengih toiled the hour, 
when he was, according to the terms of his sentence, 

to ve taken from his cell to the place of execution, 
there to expiate his crime by the forfeiture of his life. 

fearful, as the reflections of a man about to be Jaunch- 

12 
: He was conducted to the press-room. His legs scarcely 
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supported him; and he was obliged to avail himself of 
the assistance of one of the tarnkeys, or he would have 
fallen. He seated himself upon a low bench, in a 
state bordering upon absolute stupefaction, whilst his 
irons were knocked off and his hamds bound, prepara- 
tory to his execution. He could scarcely articulate 
intelligibly, in consequence of the excited state of his 
mind. While the preparations for the last eventiul 
scene of his life were in progress, Clifford, whose eyes 
had been closed in a paroxysm of mental excitation, 
heard his name pronounced in a low but distinct tone, 

and, suddenly looking up, beheld the wretched Esther 
beside him. She had undergone a considerable change 
in her appearance within the last three days. She 
now lovked pale and haggard. ‘There was a dark 
crimson spot on each cheek, but every other part of 
her countenance was colourless. ‘The clear whiteness 
of her skin had assumed the sickly hue of disease ; it 
was dull and sallow. ‘The lustre of her eye, though 
still bright, had considerably faded ; yet there was in 
it at intervals that same stern expression of resolved 
purpose which she had so frequeutly exhibited during 
the late trial, and which renewed in the bosom of the 
terrified criminal feelings liti!le likely to soothe the 
desperate agonies of his heart. She approached him 

firmly. He shrank from her, as he would have shrunk 
from a herald of the pestilence. “ Clifford,” said she 
at length, “my prophecy is about to be accomplished 
—the day of retribution is arrived. You are about to 
go where ‘the prisoners rest together, and hear not the 

voice of the oppressor.’ Let us part in peace.” Clif- 
ford gasped—he spoke not, but turned from her with 

a convulsive shudder. <A tear gathered into her eye, 
and rolled silently down her cheek—she however | 

dashed it aside, and in an instant regained her seli- 
possession. “1 pity thee,” she resumed, “ but there 

are crimes of which it were criminal even to seek to 
remit the penalty. I confess, too, that it is a dear 
though paintul satisfaction to me, to witness the author 
of my everlasting shame, the victim of his own mis- 
deeds ; and if, at this moment, | could pluck thee from 
the scaffold, still would I withhold from thee the arm 

of succour. Thou deservest to die? A thousand lives 

were all too little to atone for the wrongs which thou 
hast done me. Make thy peace with heaven, for the 
fearful day of audit is at hand—may God turgive thee!” 

The procession was now ordered to tuove towards 
the drop, and Esther was in consequence obliged to 

quit the prison. She left the press-room, made her 
way through the crowd which had collected outside 

the walls, and placed herself almost immediately under 
the drop, whence she could obtain a perfect view of 
the execution, as if she anticipated a horrible satisfae- 
tion in witnessing the dying struggles of that man who 
had rendered her coudition in this werld one of un- 
mitigated misery; and, perhaps, prepared for her one 
still more miserable in a world cternal. The velie- 

ment exacerbations with which she was siruggling, 
were but too visible to those around her; their atien- 
tion, however, was soon called to those more arresting 

objects which they had assembled to ®ehold. Her 
breath came from her lungs in quick spasmodic 
gaspings, while the blood was forced into her very 
forehead by the violence of the conflict within her; 
yet she uttered not a cry. Resolve was still written 
legibly in every lineameut of her quivering counte- 
nance. She made a desperate effort to be composed, 
and in part suceeeded. A slight tremor of the lip, 
and a faint, hurried catching of the breath, less audi- 

ble than a lover's whisper, were the, only indications 
of those active fermentations of emotion which were 
busy within her bosom. The prisoner was now 
brought out, and appeared upon the drop, but so com- 
pletely was he overcome, that he was obliged to be 
carried up the ladder to the platform. He was sup- 
ported while the executioner adjusted the cord, look- 

—.., 

ing rather like a thing snatched from the grave, and 
into which the spark of animation had been just struck, 
than a creature in which that spark was about to be 
extinguished, and which the grave was ready to en. 

close. The foam vozed from the corners of his mouth, 
while the thin tear forced its way through the closed 

lids, fearfully denoting the horrors which were darting 
their thousand stings into his affrighted soul. There 

was « death-like stillness among the crowd. Not 

sound was heard, save the occasional sigh of sympathy 

or the sub of pity, whilst the awful preparations were 
making previous to withdrawing the fatal bolt. All 
this while Esther kept her eye fixed, with anxious 

earnestness, upon the platform. ‘The preparations 

were at length completed, and the cap drawn over 
the cycs of the criminal. Expectation had become sp 
painiully intense among the crowd, that their very 
breathines were audible. The bolt was now about to 

be withdrawn, when a voice was heard from among 

the assembled multitude—* He is innocent—ZJ am for. 

sworn!” Every eye was directed towards the spot. 

The speeker had fallen to the earth—it was Esther, 
She was lified up, but no sign of animation appeared 
in her now ghastly features. She was instantly taken 

to a neighbouring surgeon, but no blood followed the 
lancet—she was dead. The sheriff happened to be 
on the spot, and immediately ordered the execution to 

be suspended, until more tangible evidence should be 

obtained. In the pocket of the unhappy girl, whom 

Clifford had so cruelly abandoned, was found a written 
confession, which confirmed, in every particular, what 
he had declared upon his trial. He was immediately 
respited, and eventually released, yet the blight of 
infamy was upon him. Le was given back, indeed, 
tu existence, but his peace of mind was gone. His 
life was inglorious, still not without fruit. It was a 
sombre and a chequered scene. He had been stunned 
by the shock, to which he had so nearly fallen a vie- 
tim. He had reaped the bitter harvest of seduction. 
All his bright prospects had been blasted ; he resolved, 
therefore, that the rest of his days should be spent in 

making atonement for the past, and preparing for that 

future which is eternal. Ie lived an outcast, but died 
a penitent. 

TTS 

RESULTS OF ACCIDENT. 

Many of the most important discoveries in the field 
of science have been the result of accident. Two little 
boys of a spectacle maker in Holland, while their fa- 

ther was ‘ht dinner, chanced to look at a distant steeple, 
through two eye-glasses placed before each other. They 
found the s:eeple brought much nearer than usual to 
the shop windows. They told their father on his re- 
turn; and the circumstance led him to a course of 
experiments, which ended in the Telescope. So the 

shipwrecked sailors once collected some sea-weeds on 

the sand, and made a fire to warm their shivering 

fingers, and cook their scanty meal. When the fire 
went out they found that the alkali of these weeds 
combined with the sand, and formed glass, the basis 
of all our discoveries in astronomy, and absolutely ne- 
cessary to our enjoyment. In the days when every 
astronomer was an astrologer, and every cherpist a 
seeker after the philosopher's stone, some monks care- 
lessly mixing their materials, by accident invented 
gunpowder, which has done so much to diminish the 
barbarities of war. Sir Isaac Newton's two most im- 

portant discoveries, concerning light and gravitation— 

were results of accident. His theory and experiments 
on light were suggested by the soap bubbles of a child; 
and on gravitation, by the fall of an apple as he sat in 
the orchard. And it was by hastily scratching on a 
stone a memorandum of some articles brought him 

from the washerwoman’s, that the idea of lithography 

first presented itself to the mind of Senfelder. 
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THE FAIRYeSPELL. 

A LEGEND—BY MRS. CRAWFORD. 

Tue crystal halls in fairy-land 
With golden lamps were shining, 

And garlands, trained by elfin hand, 
Round roof and pillar twining : 

The music of a thousand strings 
From harps unseen was sounding, 

And sprites; with tiny silver wings, 
Like motes in sunbeams bounding. 

The blue-eyed queen of fairy-land, 
With amber tresses flowing, 

Sat circled by her courtier band, 
Bright smiles on all bestowing: 

But there was one amid her train, 
A stranger youth attending ; 

No fairy he, but mortal swain, 
In irksome homage bending. 

Titania by a moonlight lake 
Had marked his comely features ; 

And fairies, like us mortals, take 
Strange fancies to male creatures. 

She stole upon his hour of sleep, 
And wove her spells around him; 

And, while in slumber soft and deep, 
With twisted lilies bound him. 

They bore him off—her wanton elves ; 
And friends and parents mourning 

Still wept, and wondered to themselves 
What marr'd the boy’s returning : 

And oft, of all his sisters, she, 
His favourite sister—Mary, 

Sat weeping ‘neath the beechen tree, 
The haunt of Woodland Fairy. 

And there, one night when stars were set 
Like gems in sapphire glowing, 

And blooming gowans dripping wet 
With tears from ether flowing; 

She saw her brother pass along 
With troop of fairies wending ; 

And love, than woman’s fear more strong, 
Swift wings to light feet lending, 

She cleared the daisy without touch, 
Nor bruised the cowslip bending ; 

What speed too great, what zeal too much 
For such a prize contending ? 

She gained the fairy-ring, and tried 
Its magic round to enter; 

Her brother waved her off, and sighed, 
As ’twere a fruitless venture. 

But when the moon began to wane, 
And scared each elfin rover, 

Ile told her how’she miglit again 
Himself to earth recover. 

“ When next vou see me pass along, 
First night of new moon shining, 

I'll sing a stanza of thy song, 
* Aye waking O;—then twining 

¢ Thy sister-arms around me, say— 
‘In name of God. my brother, 

I claim thee from unholy fay, 
Christ’s servant, and none other.’ ” 

Then Mary tears of fondness shed, 
And many a promise gave him, 

That she would do as he had said, 
And die to serve and save him. 

And now the night was come, and soon 
The elfin bands came tripping 

Beneath the glimpses of the moon, 
The dews from cowslip sipping : 

« Aye waking O!” her brother sung, 
As he had promised Mary, 

But strange to say, her silver tongue 
Moved not to sprite or fairy. 

Forgotten all that he had said, 
Each thought by wonder banished, 

She stood as one entranced, or dead, 
’Till all the troop had vanished : 

And never more that brother's face 
Was looked upon by Mary; 

Oh! had she spoke the words of grace, 
’T had broke the spell of fairy. 

At sound of that thrice blessed name, 
Our beacon light still burning, 

She would have proved her sister-claim, 
With him to day returning: 

But now, in crystal halls, he sings 
“ Aye waking O!’—and wecping, 
Baptizes with his tears the strings 

Of harp, sad measure keeping. 

His mother dear and sisters three 
Eclipse the brightest fairy ; 

Their human looks he'd rather see, 
And talk and sing with Mary, 

Than dwell within that magic place, 
With all its glittering beauty— 

An alien from his home and race, 
And lost to love and duty. 

Ye children of the green earth, heed 
An aged minstrel’s story!— 

Man is but like a broken reed, 
Without the words of glory. 

The spell, that sin has cast o’er all, 
In His name must be broken, 

Who gave, to rend the unholy thrall, 
Salvation’s word and token! 

er 

THE INCANTATION. 
e — 

I am by the haunted well, 
Where love works his potent spell: 
Thus I stir the water's face, 
Though but for a little space, 
Wish of mine, or hope or fear, 
May wake the glassy stillness here. 

Now the spell is cast around thee— 
Ludovic! my love hath bound thee! 
In thy heart and in thy brain 
Thou shalt feel a dizzy pain: 
And though distant thou may’st be, 

Thou shalt pine with thoughts of me! 

Lo, "tis done—I turn away— 
Nothizig thou canst think or say, 
(Even though I might wish it too,) 
Can the hermit’s spell undo: 

Round thee coils the serpent twine— 

Ludovic, thy love is mine! 

Yet as from the waters, fast 

Have the ruffiing ripples past— 
As they slumber still and clear, 
Even as I had not been here; 

And upon their glassy face, 
Iiuman passion leaves no trace ; 

So within thy heart and home 
Calm and holy peace shall come; 
Love for me shall pass away 
Like yon sunbeam’s quivering ray, 
And hearts that spell hath wrung with pain 
Sink back to shadowy peace again. 
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RIDING<=WITH AN ILLUSTRATION. 
Tuar health and its concomitant enjoyments are 

more successfully pursued by riding than by any other 
means, is not an opinion of the present day alone, but 
derives additional strength by a reference to the 
annals of our ancestors. Riding, in fact, has long been 
adopted as one of the most healthful exercises, and a 
lady, once mistress of this noble art, cannot consult the 
cheerfulness of her mind or the soundness of her con- 
stitution than by its adoption. It cannot be appreciated 
by those who do not perfectly understand it, and, as it 
is not only a healthful but a beautiful and fashionable 
exercise, and gives to the rider additional grace and 

effect in the management of her steed, it would be re- 
commendable that ladies who have an objection to re- 

ceive instructions in the art at a Riding School should 
waive those objections as weak and unworthy, and avail 
themselves of the presence of some ski/ful equestrian 
teacher, as the instructions of others who probably are 

self-taught and therefore not au fait in their mode of 
teaching, would be injurious to the elegance of their 
figure and carriage, and would probably compromise 

their safety. In retaining the saddle and in guiding the 

horse, a well instructed rider is casily distingtiished ; 
and in a day, when a healihful is also a fashionable 
exercise, it should be the ambitjon of the ladics to 
patronize its general adoption. 

CHRISTINA, QUEEN OF SWEDE. 

CuristiNa, daughter of the great Gustavus Adolphus, 
king of Sweden, was born in 1626. When about two 
years old she was taken by her father to Calmar; the 
governor hesitated whether to give the usual salute, 
lest the infant should be terrified by the noise of the 
cannon. Gustavus being consulted, replied, after a 
moment's hesitation, “ Fire! the girl is the daughter of 

a soldier, and should be accustomed to it early.” The 
salute being given, the princess clapped her hands and 
cried, “More, more!” Delighted with her courage, 
Gustavus afterwards took her to a review, and per- 
ceiving the pleasure she took in the military show, 
exclaimed, “ Very well: you shall go, I am resolved, 
where you shall have enough of this.” Gustavus was 
prevented by death from fulfilling his promise; and 
Christina, in her memoirs, laments that she was. not 
permitted to learn the art of war under so great a mas- 
ter, and regrets that during her life she never marched 
at the head of an army, nor even witnessed a batile. 

On the death of her father, she was proclaimed 
queen, at the age of seven years, and appeared to take 
pleasure in the pomp and dignity of her station. She 
discovered in her childhood a distaste for the society 
and occupations of her sex; while she delighted in vio- 
lent exercises, in exertions of strength, and feats of ac- 
tivity. She understood eight languages, and possessed 
a taste for the severer sciences; the study of civil policy, 
legislation and history, the knowledge of which she 
derived from its original sources : Thucydides, Polybius 
and Tacitus, were among her favourite authors. 

Christina having completed her eighteenth year, 
assumed the reins of government, to the conduct of 
which she proved herself fully equal. An accident 
happened in the beginning of her reign, which display- 
ed the strength and equanimity of her mind. As she 
was at the chapel of the castle of Stockholm, with the 
principal lords of her court, attending divine service, a 
poor wretch, disordered in his intellects, came to the 
place with the design of assassinating the queen. He 
chose that moment for the perpetration of his design, 
when the assembly was performing what, in the Swe- 
dish church, is termed an act of recollection; in which 
each individual, kneeling and covering his face, per- 
forms a silent and separate devotion. At this instant, 

the luuatic, rushing through the crowd, ascended a ba- 

-_ 
lustrade, within which the queen knelt. Baron 

chief justice of Sweden, being first alarmed, cried out, 
while the guards crossed their partisans, to prevent the 
approach of the madman; but he, furiously striking them 
aside, leaped the barrier, and with a knife he had 
concealed in his sleeve, aimed a blow at the queen, 

Christina, evading the stroke, pushed the captain of the 
guards, who, throwing himself upon the assassin, seized 
him by the hair. All this passed in a moment; the 

man was known to be deranged, and therefore not 
suspected to liave accomplices. They satisfied them. 
selves with putting him under restraint; and the queen, 
without any apparent emotion, returned to her devo. 

tions; while the people, with a lively interest for the 
fate of their sovereign, showed great alarm and agita- 
tion. Some time after, another accident happened to 

Christina, which brought her into greater danger than 
the former. Some ships of war had been built at 
Stockholm, by her orders, which she wished to inspect. 
As fur this purpose she crossed a narrow plank, led by 

Admiral Herring, his foot slipped, and he fell, drawing 
the queen with him, into water ninety feet in depth. 
Anthony Steinberg, equerry to Christina, plunged in- 
stantly into the sea, and caught the queen's robe, and 
by the help of the bystanders drew her on shore. She 
preserved her presence of mind during the whole time: 

“take care of the admiral,” cried she, the moment her 
head was raised above the water. When brought on 
shore, she neither expressed fear, nor betrayed any 
emotion, but, dining in public the same day, gave a 
humorous turn to the adventure. 

The rank which by its splenduur had at first flatter- 
ed her imagination, she at length began to feel a bur- 
then; and, after mature deliberation, determined on 
abdicating the throne, and in an assembly convened 
fur that purpose, resigned the crown to her cousin Gus- 
tavus. Jn quitting the scene of her regal power, she 

appeared as if escaping from a prison: having arrived 
at a small brook which divides the kingdoms of Den- 
mark and Sweden, she alighted from her carriage, and 
leaping over the stream, exclaimed, “ At length | am 
free and out of Sweden, whither I hope never to re- 
turn.” Dismissing with her women the habit of her 
sex, she assumed that of the other: “I would become 

a man,” said she, “ but it is not that I love men because 
they are men, but because they are not women.” 

The temper of Christina appears to have been vin- 
dictive. Accustomed to govern, she knew not how to 
resign with her rank the power which that rank had 
bestowed. On one occasion, sending her secretary to 

Stockholm, shortly after her abdication, she said to 
him, “If you fail in your duty, not all the power of 
the king of Sweden, though you should take refuge in 
his arms, should save your life.” A musician had 
quitted her service for that of the duke of Savoy; in 

consequence of which she wrote to. the duke of Savoy 
as follows :—“ He lives only for me; and if he does not 
sing fur me, he shall not sing for any body. It is his 
duty to live only in my service, and if he does not, he 
shall severely repent it.” Like all human characters, 
that of Christina seems to have been mingled; her 
wit, courage, talents, activity, magnanimity, and pa- 
tronage of learning, are worthy of praise. When speak- 

ing of herself, she says she is “ ambitious, haughty, 
impetuous, disdainful and sceptical.” _It must be al- 
lowed, that early seated on a throne, and accustomed 
to exercise authority, she was mused to opposition, and 
corrupted by power, which rendered her temper rest- 
less and impatient of affront. Subject to extremes, in 
her emulation of the severer virtues of one sex, she 

lost sight of the delicacy and decorum of the other, 
and furgot to add to the reason and fortitude which 

belong to man, the gentleness and modesty which adorn 
a woman. 

This extraordinary woman died at Rome, in 1689, 
in the sixty-third year of her age. 
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HE SETTLERS OF VAN DIEMAN’S, LAND. 

BY THE AUTHOR OF “ WOMAN'S LOVE.” 2 

. x 

« Tus is a wild night, Macgregor,” cried Elliot, as 

he closed the door of a hut in Van Dieman’s Land, 
against the blast that seemed to¢lamour for admittance, 
and threaten to bury the humble edifice beneath up- 
rooted trees. ‘“ How unlike joyous June in England, 
or even in your more reluctant clime of bonnie Lo- 
thian.” 
The rain was falling in a flood; but the hut was 

weather-proof, and Macgregor dragged a huge branch 
of a she-oak along the floor, and threw it on the already 
blazing logs, so as to secure a good fire for the night. 
Then seating himself on an old sea-chest, beside the 
hearth, he lit his pipe, and sat smoking with an air of 
sturdy contentment, suited to his swart, but fine face, 
and athletic frame. Elliot, profiting by the example 
of his silent philosophy, established himself on the 
opposite side, on a camp-stool, and also suught to soothe 
himself with the weed, said to afford all the console- 
tions that the Turk finds in opium, without any of the 
deleterious effects of that drug. 

Cordial companionship can make comfort anywhere. 
St. Pierre says, there is no gem like the fire that burns 
in the poor man’s cottage ; but it is the meeting of kind 
hearts and friendly converse round it, that makes its 
warmth and cheer a luxury. 

“T hope,” resumed Elliot, filling his pipe from the 
tobacco-box on his knee, “ that Marion and my brother 
are not on their way hither to-night.” 

“ No,” said Macgregor, “ for it’s ill travelling amang 

falling timber.” 
“Faith is it!” rejoined his companion. “Such a 

wind as this would uproot the old oaks of England, let 
alone the pigmy pines, and gawky gum trees of Van 
Diemau’s Land. How the bark will hang in ribands; 
*twould be a fine time for a tanner, could he find his 
way hither. 

“An’ bock again,” said Macgregor drily, turning 
down his kangaroo-skin trowsers over his ancles, as 
the bright blaze of the fire dried his heavy boots. 

“Do you hear how Howland snores?” resumed 
Elliot, alluding to a convict servant who lay asleep in 
the adjoining apartment of the hut; a recent addition 
to the original building, and called a “ lean-to.”— 

“Do you know he tells me he can never go out with 
the flocks any more, for fear of meeting the ghost of 

Peter Armstrong !” 
“He ma’ be right,” said Macgregor, knocking the 

ashes out of his pipe, previous to replenishing its bowl. 
“Tush!” rejoined Elliot, “the fellow’s a fool. 1 

wish the natives had knocked him on the head in 
place of poor Peter; the better man of the two by fifty 
degrees.” 

“Every mon, wise in his own conceit, calls his 
brother a fool,” said Macgregor. “ But there is mair 
in heaven and on earth than is dreamed of in your 
philosophy, Master Elliot. There ma’ be revealings 
to a loon like Hooland, that book-learning ma’ never 

attain to.” 
Elliot burst into a laugh as he exclaimed, “ 1 forgot 

that you were from the land of witches and warlocks ; 
but you might leave such gentry at home, and not 

populate all places with sprites.” 
“Is it because ye canna see them ye doubt their 

existence ?” asked Macgregor, with a slight sneer on 
his lip, and letting the hand that held his pipe drop on 
his knee. “Do ye consider that as disproving their 
existence? This water,’ he continued, and as he 
spoke he dipped his hand into a tub of water on the 
floor near him, and raised some in its palm—* This 

water, to our gross vision, is pure simple water; but 
it is fu’ o’ animals, or animalcule, whilk is the right 
word. Noo if ye will na’ tak’ the word of the philo- 
sophers, ye shall doubt the existence o’ these animal- 
cule, but naithless they exist. All nature that we can 
examine, is marked by gradation, link afier link. An’ 
think ye that there are none between us an’ the world 
aboon us, and us an’ the world below us? Sir, I will 
ask you a question or twa,” continued Macgregor, now 
fully warmed with his subject. “Do ye believe in 
angels?’ Do ye believe in devils? Is it because ye 
ha’ seen them ?” 

“I belieyg. in them,” said Elliot, “on the authority 
of Holy Writ. But much there stated I hold to be 
common facts, figuratively expressed. For instance, 
the devils of Gadara was madness, sensual madness, 
typified in the swine that ran into the sea; when that: 
was gone the man was cured.” ‘- 

“ Ha’ a care, mon,” cried Macgregor, resuming his 
pipe with less enthusiasm, but more solemnity. “Ye 
know not what ye do. If ye ance tak’ the road of in- 
terpretation, by the weak light o’ your own imagina- 
tion, it is more likely to lead ye to the wilderness, than 
to the world to come.” 

A loud knocking at the door interrupted the con- 
versation. Elliot demanded, “ Who is there?” “ It is 
I, George,” replied the voice of his brother. “ For 
heaven’s sake, open the door quickly.” 

The injunction was speedily obeyed, while Mac- 
gregor procured a light, by thrusting a pine branch 

into the fire, and stood ready, when the door opened, 
to receive or assist the traveller. The latter did not 
even enter the hut. “Come with me,” he cried, “ the 
cart is bogged in the wood hard by, and poor Marion 
must be half dead.” He strode away followed by 
Elliot, to whom Macgregor gave the light; then step- 
ped back into the hut t arouse Howland, provided 
himself with a fresh torch, and pursued the brothers. 

Fortunately the rain had ceased, and the wind 
abated, so that the lights were not extinguished ; and 
the gleaming of the pale moon, and the pine that Elliot 
carried, togetaer with the sound of voices, guided 
Macgregor to the wood. On coming up, he perceived 
a cart drawn by four bullocks, almost overturned in 
the midst of a spot of deep mire. The vehicle was 
heavily laden, and covered with a tarpauling ; thus its 
black shining surface presented the appearance of a 
huge hearse, and the patient and exhausted cattle 
stood in melancholy and congenial stillness The dark 
foliage of the trees, with their broken branches glit- 
tering from the recent rain; the low sobs of the sub- 
siding storm, that seemed gving over the hills, sorrow- 
ing for the ravage it had committed in its rage; and 
the hoarse voices of the men, at times raised in im- 
precation, as they laboured to extricate the machine, 
were all in keeping with each other. But amid all 

this, from the shelter of large wrappings, appeared a 
beautiful face—a face full of that best beauty, cheerful 
patience and dignified endurance. Marion Elliot was 
seated as securely and as comfortably as circumstances 
would admit, in front of the cart, and looked forth 
with a smile, that much fatigue and some fear could 
not rob of its sweetness. 

With difficulty her husband had gained his brother's 
hut, but the assistance he brought thence soon enabled 
him to see his way out of his present dilemma. Ma- 
rion was lified from the vehicle by Macgregor, who 
was her kinsman, and he carried her in his arms to the 
hut, followed by Luke Elliot, her husban’. They 
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were soon installed in the places recently occupied by 
Macgregor and his companion, and Howland was de- 
sired to place before the travellers such fare as the hut 

afforded. 
Marion had had a weary day, but she was a woman, 

and thought not of herself. As Macgregor was about 

to return to the wood, she begged him to send her 
from the cart a box that she described, and very soon 
he kindly returned with it. In this box her provident 
tenderness had stored every available necessary, and 
some few comforts. Luke soon had his feet in dry 
shoes, had changed his linen and his coat; and a white 
table-cloth, a luxury hitherto unknown in the hut, was 
spread on the rude table. Howland had all the skill 
and activity so soon acquired under circumstances of | 
necessity. ‘The wood fire was improved, and spread 
a bright and warm welcome through the place; the 

iron pot hung over it, containing that Van Dieman’s 
Land luxury—a kangaroo steamer, which sent forth a 

savoury odour, as well as the mutton cuilets broiling | 
on another part of the red embers. ‘Tea, the common 
adjunct to all meals in the dusk, (tie name given to 
the wild country,) was soon prepared, nor was the | 
more ready stimulant of ardent spirits absent from the 

Thus in little more than an hour had the bullock- 
@art been drawn up to the hut, and unloaded; the 

bullocks admitted to the stock-yard ; and the family, in 
spite of fatigue and rough accommodation, seated in 
cheerful enjoyment round the rude board. ~ 

“So!” exclaimed George Elliot, when appeased 
hunger left leisure for conversation, “ you must needs 

stay in Hobart Town ull the winter had thoroughly 
set in; and then, instead of staying it out, with head- | 

‘ strong fvol-hardiness make, in the very midst of it, , 

your journey hither?” 
“Badly managed, I grant ye,” Luke, “ but 

under circumstances | could not help it. Thank hea- 
ven we are here, with whole bones and our bits of 
goods, for at times 1 had my doubts whether we should 
be so fortunate.” 

“ Ye say weel, mon,” said Macgregor. “ An’ ye did 
not travel the worse for having Marion aside ye.” 
And he looked with pride and pleasure at his kins- 
woman. 

“In trath, no,” said Luke; “ I grumbled and growl- 

said 

ed, like the storm; and J cursed and swore, like the | 
men ; and then I got sulky and silent, like the bullocks; 
but Marion had throughout a sweet smile, and a soft 
word to ‘ turn away wrath,’ and allay impatience.” 

Marion's dark eye answered with the smile of her 
noble spirit; it rested first on her husband, and then 
glanced to his brother and her kinsman. She felt in 
the depths of her soul her power—the highest power 
on earth—the power of dispensing happiness. Her 
strong sense and high energy gained universal respect; 

her deep tenderness and active benevolence, universal 
affection ; her anfluence, like that of nature, was un- 
ceasingly present, but never obtrusively perceptible ; 
felt in its results, seareely seen in its process. 

The best accommodation the place aflurded was | 

yielded to Mr. and Mrs. Elliot. George and Macgre- 
gor threw themselves on rugs befure the fire, and 
never, perhaps, had sleep fallen on lids with more 

welcome sweetness, than on those that night sealed in 
slumber in Elliot’s hut. ; 

The next morning rose in all the beauty of an| 
English spring. ‘The skies were as blue as if a cloud | 
had never crossed their surface; the violet-winged | 
parrots, the blue wren, and the diamond bird, flitted 
in the air, reflecting the light, and locking as if they 
had flown from the atoning rainbow that shone from 
the tears of the last shower ; the fragrant shrubs, with | 
which the wilds of the colony abound, breathed balm 
upon the air; the dark myrtle and silver wattle quiver- 
ed to the light breeze ; and afar the swollen waters of 

Such are the days that continually break the course of 
a Tasmanian winter, and, like a sweet spirit, make us 
forget the clouds and storms that have been. 

It were tedious to enter into the details by which g 
settler gradually attains to the comforts of established 
associations. ‘The progress of the colonist is propor. 

tioned to the general progress of society ; and it is at 
ouce admirable and delightful to perceive the facitity 

with which a wilderness grows into a township, and 
civilization displaces barbarity. A few years, and 
Elliot’s grant exhibited a neat dwelling-house, built in 
the cottage style, with a verandah all round it: conti- 
guous to this, were a hut for the men-servants, a wash- 

house, and fowl-house: yet more remote, shepherds’ 

| and stock-keepers’ huts, and a commodious stock-yard. 

| Of the land, thirty acres had been thrown into culti- 

| vation; and between seventy or eighty devoted to 

| various fields and a garden, which were all fenced. 

| The undulating nature of the land, a feature peculiar 
to the whole island, presented many slcpes, which 

were soon white with fleecy flocks; while the lowing 
kine browsed in the valleys and along the bright 

| brooks, stood in the splashy pool, or lay ruminating 
| beneath the few trees, that sometimes singly, some- 
times in small picturesque groups, give the levels the 
appearance of a park. 

‘To this estate Marion gave the name of Hopeshire, 
and with much truth, as well as gay good humour, 
Luke called her its queen. The birth of two fine 
boys increased their happiness, and awakened new 

views. The road to Jericho and Elizabeth Town 
passed the estate, the line of road formed by the Van 
Dieman’s Land Company, leading to Cape Grim, 

| through it. In the river, very near the house, there 
was a fall. These circumstances Elliot looked on with 
new interest; visions of an inn, and a mill, rose on his 

imagination ; he had on his lands abundance of timber 
fit for the saw and the splitting knife; and lime and 
sandstone were not remote; thus (counting on the allot- 

' ment of life that all are so prone to believe destined 
for themselves, though they see it hourly denied to 
their neighbour,) he looked forward to patriarchal hap- 
piness and honours, when his children’s children 

| should make the valleys round him vocal with their 
voices. 

Marion, less sveculative about the future, strove 
practically to improve the present. Her chief atten- 
tion, after the first calls of necessity had been met, was 
devoted to the moral amelioration of the people. What 
were the peopie to whom she thus directed her bene- 
volent intelligence?—People set apart by the large 
majority of the world fur contempt—by her for com- 
passion. She did not recoil with sick delicacy from 

the degraded convict, whom the vicious disorganization 
of society has visited with the contagion of its moral 
diseases. She went among her prisoner-servants, as 
the sisters of charity in France went among the phy- 
sically sick, with a holy zeal to amend them, and with 
a holy fearlessness of injury to herself: 

She met at first much opposition from her husband, 
his brother, and Macgregor; of woman's power, and 

woman's privilege to put her hand to the moral rege- 
neratien of the world, they allowed little, and under- 
stood less; but she felt, that if that soil is ever to be 
properly caltivated, woman, as well as man, must hold 
the plough. Marion had too much sense to argue 
with rugged prejudices; she appealed persuasively to 
the kinder sympathies. 

“Let me,” she cried, “speak to these people; let 
me try what kindness, gentleness, and sympathy will 
efiect. Let me organize arrangements that will prove 
to them we care for them, we feel for them. Give 

them some credit to set them up again in self-esteem 
and reputation! O! Luke, there is not one of the flock 

of humanity that might not, that ought not to be penned 

the Shannon glowed in the flood of an unclouded sug. 
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in the fold of happiness; but there never was but one 
shepherd in the world.—He did not overlook the little 
one, nor insult the sinner. When has man done like- 

wise ?” 
The pure fervent light of Christian love glowed_in 

her Madonna face, heightening her beauty, and giving 
wer to her pleadings ;—what heart could resist the 

spell that was the halo of her spirit? 
Among the servants assigned by the government to 

the proprietors of Hopeshire was Alice Ryan, an Irish 
girl. She had been transported for some trifling theft, 
and her punishment had introduced her to further 
debasement. Svon afier her arrival, it became appa- 
rent she was likely to become a mother. The girl had 

little to recommend her; she was wholly uncultivated, 

but her misery was recommendation enough to Marion. 

She took the forlorn creature under her particular 
care ; when the hour of her trial came, she was beside 

her with the ministering tenderness of a sister, and 
was the first to take and bless, and breathe a prayer 
over the new born. 

Marion resolved in this event to give a general 
lesson. About a month after the birth, a neighbouring 

clergyman was invited to Hopeshire, io officiate at the 
christening. ‘Tie people were assembled in their best 
dresses, and preparation made for a happy holiday. 
The ceremony was performed in the open air, Marion 

standing, with her litile sons on either side of her, to 

answer as one of the sponsors. When the sacred rite 
had been performed, she took the child, who was 

christened Patrick, and advancing so as to address the 
gencral assembly, she held up ker little burden. 

« This child,” she cried, “ belongs to us all—tet all 
endeavour to make it a good and happy creatnre. 
_ and George Elliot,” she added, addressing her 
ittle sons, and bending to let them each print a kiss 

on the baby’s cheek, “ love this child as you love each 
other. Alice,” she continued, rising again with her 
beaming face, and holding out the child to its mother, 

“teach it to love us all.” 
« Madam!” cried the girl, sinking on her knees, as 

she received the infant, “ it shall love you beyond all 
else on earth, or a mother’s curse be on him.” 

“Talk not of cursing, Alice,” said Marion. “ Banish 
from your heart, from your lips, all such nnholy words 
and thoughts. Assist to banish them from the minds 
and language of others. Be not rude, be not violent; 
love one another, help one another. Let that child 
speak to the heart of each of us. Who is there here 

that was not once what that is now? Who would not 

save that child from what most, perhaps all, of us have 
since become?’ We may co se; other than we make 

it, that child cannot be. Let us try to make it good, 
and oh! be assured, in doing so we shall grow better. 
Now go to dinner, in the evening I will rejoin you. 

Go—God bless you all.” 
She turned hastily away to hide the tears that 

rushed to her eyes; her husband drew her arm through 
his, and led her into an adjoining grove, where, when 

in the sanctuary of privacy, she threw herself on his 
bosom and wept. 

Years past away, and there were peace and pros- 
perity at Hopeshire. Its wool was transmitted to Eng- 

land, and its wheat to New South Wales, and Luke 
Elliot became more and more sanguine about the inn 

and the mill. Patrick grew a gentle, gencrous crea- 
ture, beloved by all, and loving every one, but chiefly 
the gentle Lucy Elliot, who was born about two years 
after his memorable christening. Her seventeenth 
birth-day had arrived, and there was to be a general 

meeting at her uncle’s, George Elliot's, to celebrate the 
fourteenth anniversary of his happy marriage. When 
all were ready to depart from Hopeshire, Patrick was 
nowhere to be found. At last it was concluded he 
had gone on before the party, therefore the cavalcade 
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with her brothers on either side of her. As they passed 
the forest at some distance from the farm, she imagined 
she perceived the figure of a man among the trees, 
and that that figure was Patrick; but she blushed at 
her own fancy, and forebore to mention it. Her ap- 
prehension had not been less true than it was quick. 
It was indeed Patrick whom she had seen, hid there 
in anguish, and gazing on her with strained and tear- 
less eyes. His mother had discovered the secret of his 
love for Lucy. In the wild energy of her nature she 
had denounced it as a crime of base ingratitude, and 
told him the blighting story of his birth. Ne rushed 
from her, to the wood—where it was thickest—where 

he could not see the light of hcaven. But instinctive- 
ly, on the approach of Lucy, he had gained the verge 
of the forcst—to look on her for the last time—to 
bless her ere he buricd himself for ever in the wil- 
derness. 

The party returned to Hopeshire in the evening. 
Patrick had not been seen, hag not been heard of. 

Lucy’s cheek was pale, and her eye anxious. A mo- 
ther’s terrors crept over the heart of Alice Ryan; she 
began to perceive what she had done, and she went 
away to the barns and outhouses, und into the mea- 
dows, hoping to find her boy, and to be able to reasom 
with him. Her search was vain; she grew wild: 
rushing back into the house, she proclaimed what she 
had done—what she feared were its consequences— 

and that her Patrick slept now in the deep bosom of 
the Shannon! 

“ Never!” cried Lucy, as her brothers, father, and 
Macgregor, rushed out to remount their horses and 
scour the country. “ Patrick, who would not give any 
thing pain, could not inflict such torture upon us!” 

Marion could appreciate the fortitude with which 
Lucy sustained herself, and drawing the gentle girl to 
her bosom, she kissed her tenderly. “ Mother,” she 
whispered, “1 thought I saw him, as we went away 
this niorning, at the entrance of the forest.” Marion 
understood her; drawing her daughter's arm through 
hers, they went forth. As they passed along they 
heard the hills and valleys ringing with the name of 
Patrick ; but there was no answer, save the echo. 
When Lucy reached the spot she had described, she 
called Patrick. Her mother felt her tremble; again 
she uttered the name. The boughs of a large bark 
tree, near which they stood, rustled, they looked up, 
and beheld Patrick drop from its branches. He could 
not speak; he staggered, and fell. Marion flew to 
him, even before her daughter. “ Patrick, why have 
you done this?” said that mother, who might be called 
the mother of humanity, for her large and genial heart 
embraced universal being, and had not one conven- 

tional feeling. ‘“ Was it well done to forget that I am 
your mother?” The boy kissed her hands, and she 
felt his tears rain upon them. “TI could not go,” he 
cried, rising on one knee, “without seeing you. It 
was impossible; I climbed into the highest branches 
of that tree, because it overlooks Hopeshire. I know 
I ought to ask 4 

“ Hush, Patrick;” interrupted Marion; “ you have 
nothing to ask but my blessing, and I will give you 
the best blessing I have got—my only daughter. You 
are worthy of her; and when all men are like you, 
broad lands and proud names will be of no account.” 

One brief moment Patrick lifted his hands and eyes 
to the starry heavens; the next, he clasped the weep- 
ing Lucy to his bosom; there was no pledge, no word 
exchanged, only the silent throbs of their overflowing 
hearts answering in deep pulsation to each other. 

The next year a modest mansion was seen to rise 
in one of the pleasantest valleys along the Shannon. 
It was the home of Patrick and Lucy Elliot. 

| el 

Seneca has very elegantly said that “ malice drinks 
set forth without further delay; Lucy on horseback, one half of its own poison.” 
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Time progresses while men decay. After eighteen 
years of peace a generation has sprung into activily, 
to which the operation of naval impressment is as 

much a thing of the past as faith in Whig or Tory has 
become with their fathers. Still, however, in our 

maritime towns, the recollection elings to the minds 
of the mature part of the population. 
spent his boyhoud in, or near, one oj our great seaporis, 
but has vaguely partaken in the terrors which beset 
mothers, wives, and sweethearis, when the ominous 
sounds—* the gang '—the gang!” 

their abodes, driving the briet sojourners whom they 
loved and trembled tor, into every sort of concealment? 

Who that has 

Were rung out near | 

Which of the yet numerous surviving householders, | 
protected in their own persons, but has again and 
again been roused from his comfortable pillow, by 
clamorous night brawls, aud looking night-capped from 

his window, beheld the brandished cuilasses which 
enabled him to inform his wakeful spouse that the 

and decently clad in the ordinary habiliments of ciyj] 
life. A certain roll, however, in his gait, and, had the 
daylight remained to discover it, the sun-burnt hue of 

an open and honest, if not handsome, set of features, 

indicated the mariner. Such, in truth, was Lance 
Blacklock, the pedestrian we describe, though willing 
now to disguise his calling. Born and bred in Cold. 
cotes, he might have pursned that of the worthy fish. 

erman, his father, but opposing inclinations had led 

him into the merchant sea-service. Lierein, having 
some little scholarship, he had risen to the post of mate 
in a vessel lately returned from a foreign voyage. 
But, unfortunately for his prospects, the death of the 
owner had caused the ship to be brought to sale, and 

Lance to be consequently thrown, for @ time, out of 
employ. In this predicament we find him bound on 
a visit to the well remembered home he had of late 

enjoyed few opportunities of secing ; and which, at this 
| moment, seemed, in the gentle radiance it reflected, 

cause of the tumult was only the conveying of some | 
unlucky tar to the “tender” or the “ rendezvous house ?” 
The exireme hardship of the impress, passing over the 
rough and arbitrary manner of effectuation, consisted 

in its cruel contempt for all ties and decencics. No 
allowance was made to men returned from the longest 
and most-arduous voyages. Husbands were suatched 
from the arms of fond wives whom they had barely 

to smile upon this return. It may be imagined, there- 
fore, with what pleasure he scanned the outline of 

| irregular cabins disclosed in the distance before him. 

embraced afier years of absence—nay, seized and | 

dragged away on the very eve of meeting, and ere 
they had tasted that coveted solace. 

few hours of recreation which the sea-worn sailor, 

with danger and interruption. He escaped the sharks 
of “ blue water” only to be chased by harbour sharks 
of almost equal ferocity. 
begat in all those interested in sea-faring people a 
hatred and hostility to the parties acting on, or in any 
way abetting, th@ impress service, may easily be sup- 
posed. 

Doubtless the dread, formerly felt of impressment, 
arose much from the popular notion abroad of the 
brutal tyranny exercised over seamen in the Royal 
Navy. ‘This canse of antipathy does not, perhaps, 
now exist; but the circumstance should be borne in | 
mind by thuse who read the above remarks. Perhaps, 
after all, the younger tars found some compensation for 

the hazards of a tri ashore in the additional interest 
these gave to them in the eyes of the maidens; not 
one of whom but would have risked the loss of wo- 

Sons could only | 
visit the paternal hearth by stealth; and, in fine, the | The brilliancy of the night was therefore so far unto- 

| ward. 
under any circumstances, sought on shore, were fraught | inhabitants of the village itself, those he knew would 

That this state of things | 

| 

And if he felt not unqualified gratitude to the officious 
moonbeams that lighted the scene to his eye, it was 
because they too liberally illumined the route he 
rather required to have buried in darkness. He had 
evaded with inexpressible difficulty the dangers of a 
“hot press” going forward in S——, and built his 
chief hope of enjoying any thing like safety even at 
Coldcotes, on tke being able to arrive there undetected. 

Not that he cared for observation from the 

be true as steel; it was the chance of falling under 
the ken of unfriendly prowlers that stirred apprehen- 
sions. 

With the genial stream of thought that flowed 
through his breast, a little ruffled by care on this 
score, and further, perhaps, by surmises on another not 

Wrathful collisions were thence frequent. | yet alluded to, he had arrived about midway across 
the sands when he perceived in his front a figure, ap- 
parently that of an old basket woman, advancing to- 

wards him. ‘They met, and he was disposed to have 
passed her with a ciyil “ fine night, mother,” but the 
response of the crone arrested his intention. She made 
a dead halt, and, peering over his person, snuffled out 

| —“ Ay, that it is, Lancie Blacklock; though may be 
| not for all folks. What news from foreign, lad ?” 

Lance was, by this time, able to recognize in the 
| speaker an itinerant dealer in small wares, “ better 

man’s dearest jewel—reputation itself{—1o shelter or | 
' 

befriend a sailog in his need. 

On a part of the east coast of England, where the 

German ocean rolls proudly in upon a shore now op- 

posing its waves with lofiy and irregular cliffs, and 
now inviting them to break freely over stretches of 
open beach, stands a small village almost wholly inha- 

bited by fishermen and their families. About three 
miles to the southward is situated the large sea-port of 

S—. From the latter place, the approach to this 
village—Coldcotes, by name—is chiefly made over a 
fine expanse of level sands, and oceupying, as it does, 

a lofty site just where the land afier descending for 
a considerable space in green slopes te the sea, resumes 
a bluff rocky front, it forms a conspicuous object in 
the view. Upon an evening late in the autumn, with 
the moonlight glinting upon the few white-washed 
cottages that distinguished the place, it concentred the 
regards of an individual who trod his way across the 
sands in question, having shortly before quitted S——. 
This was an active young man, carrying a bundle, 

But enough of prelude. | 
| sailor. 

known than trusted,” by the housewives of the hamlets 
Ile ready hail somewhat discomposed our 

Indeed, remembering as well her character, a3 
around. 

{that when a thoughtless urchin he had fallen under 
the ban of the old woman for his share in some un- 

‘| lucky tricks played off upon her, he had no peculiar 
satisfaction in the rencontre. As it was, he answered 
her with brief civility and essayed to move on. She 
did not, however, prove similarly inclined to part 
company. 

“Ye're in right earnest haste to get within walls, 
Lancie,” she observed, “and small wonder. It is not 
the long coat can hide tarry Jack, when he steps 
ashore. More's the shame he should need it, I say?’ 

« And well you may, goody,” replied Lance, “ but 
the saying’s no news. How goes all at Coldcotes?” 

“Oh! much i’ th’ usual. You're looking at Dame 
Maving’s white steading—that puts me in mind. Ye'll 
recollect her niece, Bella?” Lance returned a con 
scious affirmative. Full well he remembered Bell: 
Maving, and shrewdly did the owlish querist gues 
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with what feelings. “ Well, then,” she resumed, “ her “ Lives there the man with soul so dead, 
bonny face is to make her fortune at last. There's a Who 

rich young spark from S comes after her day by But we will not affront the reader, by assuming 
day; and the word goes it will be a wedding. She'll | that either the remaining lines of the passage, or the 

be the first Coldcoie’s lass that e’er was made a lady | sentiment they emphaticise, are unknown to him. 
of civil of. But what for that? hey, Lancie?” Lance, how- | The little cave among the rocks beneath, where the 
had the ever, plainly disquieted, withheld any reply. He | cobles of his father and his compeers were drawn up, 

hue of muttered an abrupt adieu, and strode on his way; | awakened in Lance the memory of a thousand ventu- 
atures, Jeaving the old woman, from whom proceeded a sup- | rous exploits; and even the “ ancient and fish-like 
Lance pressed cackle, gazing after him. smell” pervading the atmosphere of the village, which 
Willing To account for the young man’s demeanour whilst | he now entered, cheered him like the salutation of an 

n Cold. listening to the intelligence thus thrust upon him, it | old friend. All was quict, all doors were closed ; for 
hy fish. remains to be avowed that filial affection alone had | though the evening hed not advanced decidely into 
ad led not drawn him some distance over land (for his last | night, yet, ag was to be expecied amongst a people 

having ship did iiot belong to the adjoining port) to his native | whose pursuits oblige them to anticipate the lark in 
f mate village. ‘There lived there one to whom when— | their rising, many were enjoying—most preparing for 
oyage. “Jashed to the helm where seas o’erwhelm,” 2s his |—repose. In passing the front of one cottage, differ- 
of the favourite ditty gave it, his thoughts constantly revert- | ing from those adjoining, in whiter walls and more 
le, and ed. Sailors are proverbially easily pleased with a | neatly ordered threshold, he was threalencd with a 
out of fair; but Lance mused upon charms which might even | return of his laie discomposing sensations; but a few 

ind on have created a sensation in the viscus lodged on the | paces onward and his hand was upon his parents’ 

Mf late left side of an Almack’s excuisite. This Venus, not | latch. That was not a moment for divided feeling. 

at this from, but by, the sea, was Bella Maving; an orphan, | Shall we enter with him? o. Nature has place 
lected, but respectably maintained by a widowed aunt, who | enough in every bosom to rerder superflnous a de- 

there. possessed a small competence. Unlike all her fellow | scription of what succeeded ; moreover, our story must 
ine of maidens in Coldcotes, she had been spared the usual | be confined within limits, and bere requires us im * 

di him. out-of-door drudgery to which the daughte. > of fisher- | another quarier. 
iictous men are subjected, and consequently retained the na- Becky Purdy, the strolling basket-woman whom we 
it was tural sofiness of her sex; a circumstance which alone, | quitted journeying across the sands, had her nightly 
te he ad positive beauty been denied, would have distin- | abiding-place in S——. Thither she was at the time 
e had guished her in such a sphere. From early days, Lance | bound; but, before entering the town, she turned a 

sof a had been accustomed to watch the movements of this, | litle out of the direct course towards a well-built 
It his to him, the most delightful of created beings, and | house in the suburbs; at the back door ef which she 

en at latterly, to sigh for her as a possession, than which the | cautiously knocked. The servant who attended 
ected. entire world offered nothing more desirable. ushered her into one of the outer offices, and departed ; 
unto- The pecuniary means of Bella's affectionate relative, | seeming to guess her errand. In a few minutes a 
a the though sufficient to meet their humble wants, did not | gaily-dressed young man, with a handsome counte- 

vould extend so far as to place the maiden in a rank above | nance, marked however by no amiability of expression, 
inder admitting the society of the young Tritons of the place. | save when he chose to invest it with smiles, came to 

>hen- Lance, therefore, had not lacked for access to the ob- | her. 
ject of his affections during the few visits the calls of | “Ha! Becky,” he exclaimed, “ I’ve been looking for 

wed his profession had allowed him to pay to Coldcotes; | you. You have seen her to-day, and presented the 
this but those were generally too brief and hurried to per- | work-box I gave you!” ' 

r not mit him unequivocally to assume the suitor, even “I've done your bidding, sir,” answered Becky. 

Cross though the diffidence of genuine love iad been less “ Was she pleased with it?” 
» ap powerful with him than it was. On the last occasion “How could she fail? Ah! Master Cunningham, 
3 lo of the kind he did, however, place himself in that | you know the way to win o’er woman's will!” 
lave position; but a sudden summons to his ship deprived Cunningham did not appear to inherit a mind above 

the him of the power to carry away more than the belief | the relish for this vulgar compliment: he laughed. 
rade that he was preferred. Now, again nearing her abode, “ But will she mect me in the morning on Whiteley 

out with the passion of his youth deeply rooted in his | cliffs as usual?” was his next question. 

y be manhood, it was his darling object to terminate in Becky nodded confirmation. 
ceriainty those doubts and fears, which had of late “Sweet girl!” murmured the young man, in tones 

the agitated him beyond endurance. How severely then betokening that in fervency, at least, his love was not 
iter fell the blow levelled in the abrupt information he bad | defective. ° 

lets just received. If it were true, a total blight to his “ Ay, she’s a dainty creature, that’s the truth,” re- 

our hopes impended. joined Becky; “and sofi-hearted to old friends. Let 

D He continued his course, but it was mechanically. | me tell you, master, you'll not do amiss to ply her- 

der He moved on in the state of a man suddenly awaken- | close just now.” 
un- ed in the midst of an ugly dream. Nor was it until "This hint on the part of Becky produced inquiry on 
liar stumbling among the broken rocks, which, scattered | that of Cunningham; which she met by informing him 
red out below the steep of Coldcotes, form the extremity | of the return of one Lance Blacklock, who had for- 
she of the beach he had traversed, that he became sel{: | merly made pretensions to her hearer’s inamorata— 

art recalled. Then he found it necessary to retrace his | that inamorata being Bella Maving. 
steps a space, in order to arrive at the foot of the To a headstrong temperament was added in Cun- 

Ils, beaten road fur ascent. This done, and proceeding | ningham an excessive proneness to jealousy and sus- 
not slowly upwards, his spirit partially lightened. He | picious doubis. ‘The o!d woman's report took, there- 
ps reflected on the deceptive nature of rumour generally, | fore, a powerful effect upon him; and the more, in 
r and on the little credit, in particular, to be attached to | that Blacklock’s foregone intimacy with Bella was not 
jut. a piece of gossip, repeated, he was sure, from malicious | altogether unknown to him. 
; Motives; thence resolving to await the disclosure a] “I have heard her speak of that fellow, and with 
ne few honrs would bring, ere ke yielded to a despair of | kindness too,” he muttered to himself “ Damn him! 
‘lh which the foretaste was so bitter. Ultimately, as he | what brings him here just now?” 
n followed the windings of the road along the summit of | “That's more than I can tell,” said Becky, catching 
I: the heights, familiar objects began te crowd upon him, | his words; “ unless he wants to get himself pressed, 
s. and further diverted his thoughts. and sent on board a man o’ war.” 
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“Would he were fast held there!” aspirated Cun- 
ningham. “Pressed !—um! his business might be dune 

Here he took a turn or two across the 

“ Harkee, Becky,” he proceeded; “ don’t you know 
that when folks find their way to the rendezvous 
house with a useful hint, there’s a nice reward for 
them.” 

“ So I've heard said.” 
“ Why then might not you as well earn the moncy 

as another?” 

“ Me go to the randyvoo house!” cried the crone, 
lifiing her hands; “ it would be as much as my life's 

worth to be seen there. No, no; a poor out-guing 
body like me must not get herself an ill name” 

“Especially when she has got such a good one to 
lose,” cried Cunningham, sarcastically. “Poh! come, 
old one, we'll not mince matters. Lay the gang on 
the scent and yon shall save your money doubled out 
of my purse. Nay, there's gold in hand.” 

Becky looked hard at the coin displayed in Cun: 
ningham’s hand, and afier a few “ hems,” said :-— 

“ Why, master Cunningham, money’s money to me, 
though I cannot make it in that way. But to-morrow 
morning, as it happens, I’m bound for Coldcotes, and 
the first house I've to call at will be old Blacklock’s; 
now it is possible the gang might be astir, and dog 

my heels; would I be to blame if they trapped poor 
Lancie?” 

“ Not at all,” answered Cunningham, quietly putting 
the money into her hand. “Go home, and be punc- 
tual to your morning’s business. I think I can manage 
the rest,” he inwardly soliloquized; “ the king wants 
seamen, and ‘tis only one’s duty to the country to point 
out skulkers.” 

Thus these well-meaning persons separated? 
The first blink of dawn called the sturdy sire and 

active brother of Lance Blacklock to their coble. 
With the poor the indulgence of affectionate pleasures 
must ever be postponed where the stern obligations 
of toil intervene. These were thence compelled to 
defer the complete happiness of relaxation with the 
stranger until their return from labour. Lance, there- 
fore, found himself early left to the society of a fond 
mother and two kind-hearted sisters, who lavished upon 
him those little attentions, which, however simple, are 
so grateful to every man. Sailors, from the rude 
manner of their life ou ship-board, relish peculiarly 
the various comforts prepared by female management. 
When, therefore, dame Biacklock bestirred herself to 
roll out the grid.e cakes, and young Sally ran to pro- 
cure fresh cream from the farmer's, they were aware 
that they did not waste care on objects likely to be 
slighted. Nor did Lance fail to appreciate their kind- 
ness, though his thoughts roamed involuntarily into 

another quarter. As the breakfast meal proceeded, he 
found it impossible to prevent his tongue from follow- 
ing the same promptings, and accordingly turned the 
conversation on his Belia. Much he then heard that 
darkened o'er his soul, though it did not pronounce his 

final sentence. ‘That Bella’s favour was sued for by 
a dangerous rival, became a point confirmed. Boating 
excursions, and the like affairs, had, at a former period, 
brought him acquainted with Cunningham, now named 
to him, and he could, consequently, of his own know- 
ledge estimate the furce he had to contend with in 
one so advantaged. He disguised as much as possible 
his wincings from the tender friends around him, and 
their humble morning's repast was drawing to a close 
under the same kindly auspices under which it began, 
when Sally Blacklock, the younger of Lance’s sisters, 
looking casually from the window of the cabin, which 
commanded a view of the road up from the beach, 
called her mother’s attention to a group of men ad- 
vancing in that direction. This consisted of seven or 

with glazed, some with straw hats, and one or two 
ornamented with long pigtails. Their handkerchief, 
were knotted loosely about their necks, and all carried 
stout bludgeons, after a swaggering sort of fashion, 
which bespoke an aptness at the use of them. No 
sooner did the dame take a glance at this crew, than 
with a face of pallor she turned an anxious eye u 
Lance, and sat down in a tremor which denied her 

speech. Her son, quick to conceive the cause, started 

to the winduw, and perceived at once that her fears 
were just.” Still he thought, that, as the visit of these 
worthies—the press-gang unequivocally—must either 
be accidental, or at least unconnected with himself, it 

would be premature to take alarm whilst sheltered 
under his parents’ roof. A quickly succeeding obser. 
vation shook this dependence. The change of im. 
pression arose in his breast intuitively at the sight of 
Becky Purdy hobbling into the village with her basket, 
some little way in advance of “the gang.” True, 
there was nothing unusual in her appearing at that 
hour, but rather the contrary; yet he experienced an 
instant persuasion of what was the truth, that is, that 
he was the person threatened, and that Becky played 
a part in the business. ‘The persuasion became con- 
viction, when he noticed that, without stopping at 
other cabins, as was her wont, she first halted opposite 
that af his family, and exhibited an intention to call. 
He immediately desired his sister to close the door, 
which stood open according to a general custom in 
Coldcotes, and prevailing in most small hamlets when 
the weather admits. It was done at his request. 

“ Mother,” said he, “I feel certain that the gang 
come to take me, and no one but me; and that they 
know I am here. NowI must not be boxed up where 
they are sure they have me; therefore kiss me all of 
you, and I’ll cut, and run for uncle Kitt’s at Whiteley.” 

“Oh! my poor bairn,” exclaimed the mother, grap- 
pling round her boy’s neck; “ only an hour or two at 
home, and forced to flee from it like a thief! Surely 
the black villains would never dare to hale thee from 
thine own old mother’s fireside, and her looking on?” 

“ No trusting to that,” said Lance, extricating him 
self gently from her hold, “so God bless you all! and 
here goes.” 

With the words, he squeezed himself through a 
small window, the only opening the cabin possessed 
rearward, and that done, pushed his way behind the 
neighbouring cottages towards the extremity of the 
village opposite to that by which the gang were en- 

tering. 
Unfortunately, however, poor Lance had to deal 

with enemies versed in strategy. For no sooner did 
he emerge from behind the walls and sheds that had 
se far befriended him, and begin to run with all speed 

along a footpath conveying into the Whiteley road, 
than his ears tingled with the sound of a loudly-voiced 
challenge, whereof he was at no loss to guess the 
import. : 

“ Hallo! there, matie!” cried the speaker, “ you're 
scudding at a blasted rate. Won't you stop and ask 
what cheer of us?” 

He looked in the direction of the voice, and saw 
that it proceeded from a squab grog-nosed fellow, the 

foremost of a band of half a dozen others occupying 
the road to which he was obliquely tending; the fact, 
as he now readily surmised, being, that the director of 

the gang, aware of the remark their approach would 
occasion, and foreseeing the probability of such a re- 
treat as their game actually attempted, had divided his 
party so as to block both outlets from the village at 
once. Lance, though stunned by this discovery, did 
not give up. He decided immediately on breaking 
away towards the sea bank, and taking the chance of 
what concealment the sinuosities of the rocky shore 
could afford him. A spot was near where memory 

eight thickset, sturdy fellows, in sailors’ jackets ; some told him the cliff relaxed its precipitous character. 
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Thither he rushed, and plunged downwards with a 
rapidity that placed his neck in imminent peril. Ar- 
rived at the bottom, he bounded over the broken rocks 
in a northerly direction. The detachment of the gang 
who witnessed this movement needed no sage to tell 

them, that if the man they saw thus avoiding them 
was not him they expressly sought, he was one equally 
adapted to their purpose, and threw themselves upon 
his steps with seaman-like impetuosity. They too 
effected the descent, and having been in time to Mark 
the course Lance took, followed hot upon it, with 
many an vath at the stumbles and damaged shins re- 

ceived in consequence. 

The flight and pursuit continued some time, to the 

increasing fatigue of all parties Now the pursuers 
were encouraged by a sight of their prey, and again he 
became lost behind fallen pieces of crag, or the view 

altogether closed by some one of its projections. With 
the reader only in company we will overtake the 
hunted tar, just at the moment when he encountered 
a barrier to his progress. Jutting beyond the line of 
the coast,a sharp promontory opposed itself, prema- 
turely as it were, to the rising tide, which roared and 
dashed in foamy indignation at its foot. To double 
the point was clearly impossible now, whatever might 
have been the case half an hour earlier. Keenly he 
examined the obstacles ; but his examination only con- 
vinced him they were fatal. The cliffs which im- 
pended in this quarter, though not exceedingly high, 
were quite perpendicular. ‘To scale them was out of 
the question. Thus hemmed in, he saw nothing better 
for it than to dive into a cavernous recess which pre- 
sented itself near at hand; the covert offered being 
gained by him just as the sound of voices told him 
that his pursuers were romding a point, which, passed, 
would have left him in their view. Yet it was rather 
under that impulse which leads a man always to defer 
surrender to the last moment, than with any hope of 

finding a real asylum that he sought there a refuge. 
He could not expect the place would escepe observa- 
tion, and consequent search: indeed there was reason 
enough to believe that the spring tide, now flowing in 
80 fast, would in all likelihood drive some of the gang 
to his retreat for safety from the waves, if not for the 
purpose of discovering him. Being, however, within 
the cavern, he instinctively looked about for a nook 
wherein he might hide; but in vain. It happened 
that the innermost part of the rocky vault, where dark- 
ness should have stood his friend, was lighted by a 
curious sort of shaft, or tunnel, which perforated up- 
wards to the surface of the ground. Whether this 

opening was of natural or artificial formation had long 
been, and still remains, matter of dispute to those fa- 
miliar with the spot; but we are not here called upon 
to settle the question. Under it Lance mechanically 
placed himself, casting many a wistful look at the 
aperture which disclosed the blue sky above. As he 
stood in this painful state of cogiiation, he was sud- 
denly roused by the apparition of a pretty female face, 
surrounded by a neat straw bonnet, peering down over 
the edge of the opening. That it was a woman he 
beheld, was sufficient to assure him of an ally—could 
ally be of service. 

“Lord bless your sweet eyes!” he cried immediate- 
ly, “if you've any compassion for a poor sailor in a 
strait, see if there’s any honest soul about that can 
lend a hand with a rope to get me out here.” 

The young woman did seem startled by the address; 
having, as it afterwardsappeared, been moved to the 
action which invited it by observations made from the 
summit of the cliff She was nevertheless much agi- 

tated, and allowed a few moments to elapse ere she 
asked, in accents of concern, the name of the speaker. 

Her query was met, not by a direct answer, but by 
a fervid exclamation of—“ Good God! is it Bell Mav- 
ing I hear speak?” 

“It is—it is, and I know you are Lancelot Black- 
lock,” was the return. , 
“What can I do to help yon? The men you flee 

from I can see below; they are drawing near.” 
“Are they?—then I fear, dear girl, you can do 

nothing.” 

“ Yes—yes—I can—a chance crosses me—expect 
me back in an instant.” 

Thus hurriedly saying, Bella—for Bella it was who 
had strolled out that morning to keep an appointment 
of which our readers may remember a foregone breath- 

ing—ran with tottering speed towards a detached 
cabin at no great distance. But near as it was, she 
could not hope to bring from thence with necessary 
promptitude the required succour, nor was that her 
dependence. With the readiness peculiar to female 
wits, she had recollected seeing divers nets and lines 
belonging to the owner of the dwelling, extended to 
dry on a patch of sward much nearer; and upon these, 
and on herself, had fixed her trust. She did not 
reckon falsely. Seizing a portion of the cordage, she , 
dragged it after her to the brink of the tunnel, and 
threw a doubled line of it down; then, staying Lance’s 
warm effusions of gratitude, with a caution not’to at 

iempt ascent until warning given, proceeded to fasten 
the rest to the roots of an old thorn growing close by. 

But Lance—how shall we paint his feelings during 
the while? They were halcyon to a degree that made 
him insensible to the danger of his predicement. The 
sympathy Bella had shown—her agitation—the stre- 
nuous exertions she was making for his sake—all 
seemed to assure him that he had been neither forgot- 
ten nor disdained. So rapt was he in those delusive 
thoughts, that he was blind to the fact that some of 
the gang were actually entering the cave, when he 
became recalled to himself by the gentle voice of his 
idol, informing him that all was ready. Then, with 
professional activity, he sprang to the kindly rope, and 
quickly clambered to a fvoting on the firm soil. A 
volley of abortive curses from the cavity he had quit- 
ted, followed, and proclaimed the narrowness of the 
escape. These he disregarded, and, barely taking the 
precaution to withdraw the lines from the reach of the 
murmurers, began to pour out to Bella acknowledg- 
ments as warm, though simple, as ever love or grati- 
tude, much less both united, drew from honest lips. 

It would be difficult to put in a coherent shape the 
language of either party during the first moments of 
this strangely procured interview. Suffice it, that he 
was self-abandoned, pressing, and wildly inquisitive ; 
she, restrained and evasive. In vain she endeavoured 
to remind him of the necessity of continuing his flight; 
he was oblivious to every thing but what centred in 
her. The approach of a third person at length brought 
matters to a crisis. Betwixt this individual and Bella, 
though yet several paces asunder, a look of intelligence 
passed. Lance caught it, and read a commentary in 
the burning blushes that mantled over Bella’s cheek. 
Now, indeed, “a change came o'er the spirit of his 
dream.” .ie halted—for he had been unconsciously 
walking by her side in the direction of Coldcotes, 
which was opposite to that prudence recommended as 
his course—and took her hand, evidently to her great 
embarrassment. 

“ Bell,” said he, “ you have repeatedly prayed me 
to fly, and leave you. I now see it was not for my 
own sake you did so.” 

“ This is ungenerous, Lancelot,” replied the maid— 
“For your own sake | urged it—for your own sake [ 
still urge it.” * 

At this moment the gentleman, whose advance we 
have just alluded to, joined the and, greeting 

la, showed a disposition to interpose If betwixt 
them. - 

« Mr. Cunningham,” said Lanee, who had no diffi- 
culty in recognizing his rival, “give me room awhile. 
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I have but a few more words to say here, but them I 
must say, and without a listener in you. Do you hear 
me, Sir?” 

Cunningham walked aside. The request was a fair 
one ; and had it not, there was a flash in the proposer’s 

eye that backed it too powertully to be neglected. 
“ Bella,” then resumed Lance, “you cannot but 

know how I feel—how I have always felt towards 
you. From childhood I have duated on you;—doated 
so much, that the beating of my heart has often palsied 
my tongue when you were by. Since I came to man- 
hood, long absence, and a hard fortune, though they 
have never altered, but rather fixed my love. have 
prevented me frum taking a gage for yours—from 
asking plainly if you could regard me as a husband. 
I ask you now? The demand is sudden, but the next 
minute I must fly to preserve my liberty. Be frank! 
—a word—a sign will be enough.” 

He paused, and fixed upon her face a look of mingled 

inquiry and entreaty. Bella trembled—coloured— 
turned pale—and coloured again yet more deeply, as, 
‘glancing towards Cunningham, she essayed to convey 

an answer for which she could find no language. 
“Yon are pledged to him!” said Lance, too painfully 

comprehending ; and his husky speech betrayed with 
what intense emotion. “I trust he is worthy s 
“He hath not shown himself otherwise,” faltered 

Bella. 
The blow was effectually struck. “I have done,” 

said the unhappy sailor; “I have done. Farewell! 
God bless you!” He strode hastily away. Cunning- 
ham immediately joined Bella, and led her onward. 

Lance, quarrelling with himself for the weakness, 
turned to look after them, and canght the tearful eye 
of Bella cast back upon him. But then her hand 
rested on the arm of another. 

Retracing his steps, jn bittervanguish of spirit, he 
passed close to the rocky perfuration through which he 
had so recently eseaped. As he did so, shouts from 
below struck upon his ear. 

“Oho! ’bove board there !’—Is there nobody 
upon deck?” were demands distinguishable in different 
hoarse voices. Lance was in a mood of desperation, 
and answered the cry. A counter response came in- 
stantly— 

“For God's sake, bo, whoever you are, shove us 
down the end of them ’ere lines what’s hanging over; 
for the sea’s coming in upon us like blazes. Make 
hand ! that’s a hearty!” 

Lance complied ; and presently one after another of 
the impounded gang mounted to the surface. 

“ You've done us a good turn, matie, I must say,” 
cried the first who issued; he being the same grog- 
nosed personage whuse ominous hail had at first driven 
Lance to his heels. “ Many thanks t’ ye.” 

“It’s more than you would have done for me a 
while ago,” muttered Lance, gloomily. 

“More! eh!-what!” exclaimed the fellow, sernti- 
nizing his liberator :—* Why, I’m blowed, lads, if this 
aint the very chap we've been chasing!” 

“ You're right, friend,” said Lance, coolly. “I'ma 
seaman; a north country seaman too, and I mean to 
go with you as a volunteer.” 

“Say you so, my buck ?—yon're a Briton then!” 
rejoined grog-nose, who was the chief of his company. 
“ But lookee, bo, the tender you must board of sails by 
next morning's tide, and you inust ship before night. 
That mayhap won't suit: if it don't, say the word, and 
we'll give you quarter of glass’s law to scud. Damn 
me, if I likes to take advantage of a clap as has done 
us a good turn!” 

Lance, however, persisted in his intention, and, in 
the midst of his party, commenced a return to Cold- 
cotes. We forbear to expatiate on the distraction which 
led to this surrender. 

On entering the village, they were joined by the 

——_—., 

other division of the gang, and well it was for the 
body that they stood in such force; for the women 
of the place alone (the men being all at sea) would 

have torn a lesser number to pieces, in their indigna- 
tion at seeing Lance an apparent captive. As it was, 
the screechings and railings wherewith they were 
assailed, were deafening. But the men of the gang, 
being well accustomed to be so saluted, regarded the 
clamour with perfect sang froid. In consideration of 

his free yielding, Lance was allowed a brief time to 
take leave of his agonized mother and weeping sisters: 

that done, amidst a general wail from the sympathising 
population, he stepped from the door of his birth-place, 
and committed himself to his rough and dangerous 
fortune. Again he had occasion to pass the white 
cottage, at the sight of which he had been affected the 
preceding night. A light female figure appeared at 
its little window. Lance waved his hand mournfully; 
but the girl tuttered away, and seemed to sink under 
a sudden faintness.—Next morning the tender, having 
our poor hero on board, sailed from the port of S——. 

x * * * * * * * 

Six years after the incidents we have narrated, 
“the star of peace” returned to the hemisphere of 
Europe, and the “ mariners of England” were dismiss. 
ed in numbers to their homes. Amongst thdse thuw 
absolved from duty was Lancelot Blacklock, a warrant 
officer, with a comfortable stock of prize-money. The 
capricious dame of the wheel, unkind to Lance in love, 
had been favourable in war. Long cruizes, and in- 
cessant change of station, though they had not prevent- 
ed his writing to his family, had debarred him any 
communication in return. Once hevhad thought he 
never could return to Coldcotes; but now, raised in 
situation, and endowed with the means of benefiting 
an affectionate kindred, he felt impelled to repair 
thither. Again, therefore, we have tc describe him 
raising the latch of his father’s cabin, and again to 
shun describing the hysterical joy which succeeded 
his entrance. But there sat by the fire, on this occa- 
sion, one who took no active share in the scene of 
gladsome welcome. It was Bella—lovely in the wo- 
man as she had been bewitching in the girl. Lance 
gazed on her, and staggered under the recurrence of 
feelings he had vainly thought subdued. His sister 
Sally, apt to perceive his condition and its cause, came 
to his relief. She drew him aside, and engaged his 
attention to a whispered communication. Meantime, 
Bella, evidently overcome by her sensations, rose, and 
offered to withdraw. She was intercepted by Lance 
himself. 

“ Bell,” said he, “ I have been told enough to make 
me pray you not to leave us, until you have heard me 
say, f hold the same mind I did when last I spoke 
with you on Whiteley Crags. 1 put now the same 
question—how do you answer it?’ How she did 

answer may be inferred from ‘he fact that Lance fold- 
ed her in his arms and hailed a futurity of happiness. 

A brief explanation will prove that the maid was 
not unworthy of his enduring affection. Shortly afier 

the affair of the gang, Becky Purdy fell under suspicion 
of being implicated in it. The old hag was, in conse- 
quence, set upon by the women of Coldcotes, and se 
roughly handled, that in her turn she not only con- 

fessed her own treachery, but also exposed the baseness 
of Cunningham. ‘This latter circumstance, brought to 
Bella’s knowledge whilst her gentle breast was wrung 
by the self-immolating proof Lance (whom, but for a 
temporary delusion, she could well have chosen) had 
given of his passion, caused her to dismiss Cunning- 
ham indignantly from her presence, and to refuse all 
further intercourse with him, notwithstanding his 
power, and repeated offers, to elevate her in society. 
Nor was his the only offers she sacrificed to her re- 
membrance of Lanoe. Thus she lived to bless the day 
which consummated his felicity and her own. 
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THE BATTLE OF THE NILE. 

In the wild Aboukir Bay 
The Gallic fleet lay moored ; 

Their firm and fierce array 
A gallant fight secured: 

Like a meteor o’er the sea 
Waved their famed iri-colour free, 

And to Victory allured ; 
While a thousand guns below 
Dash'd their lightning on the foe, 

And their bolts in thunder poured! 

A gulf of liquid flame 
Blazed the ocean on their sight, 

Whilst the British squadron came, 
Calm, and voiceless in its might: 

As the midnight’s awful sleep, 
Ere commingling tempests sweep 

The forest from its height ; 
As that calm—preluding doom— 
Ere an earthquake rends its womb— 

And cities sink in night! 

Still soundless o’er the wave 
The ships of England veer; 

Each deck is like a grave— 
Not a whisper meets the ear; 

Now, the fatal signals soar!— 
Hark! their conquering cannons roar, 

Till cach foeman quails with fear ; 
Along the whirling tide 
Flame the fleets—contending wide— 

Like an Etna bursting near! 

For Nelson! is the cry— 
Our king—and native isle! 

Let their masts in ruins lie. 
Like Havock’s faneral pile! 

Down, down to death they go— 
Full fifty fathom low, 

*Neath the fue they dared revile; 
Or, girt in British fire, 
Shriek—shudder—and expire— 

At the Battle of the Nile! 

TO THE PASSION-FLOWER. 

FiLowenr of a day! how proudly bright 
Thy beauties met the morning light! 
Thy purple disk so richly glowing, 
Thy tendrils green so lightly flowing ; 
Ah! who could view a fairer flower, 
In woodland shade, or cultured bower? 

Where is that early splendour flown? 
Where are those tints of radiance gone ? 
Did the soft zephyr, as it sprung 
Sweet beds of balmy flowers among, 
Brush with light wing thy bosom gay, 
And bear the pencilled hues away? 
Did the bee steal those colours bright, 
To deck some other favourite? 
Or is thy gorgeous mantle fled 
With the clear dews that bent thy head? 
Once lovely bloom, so faded now, 
How like to human pride art thou! 
Children of beauty, wealth, and power, 
Like thee, may shine one little hour; 
The next, they fall—and who can save !— 
Their power, a name—their wealth, a grave. 

Yet, hallowed flower! though thine a reign 
Shorter than all thy sister train, 
With loftier honours wert thou bless’d, 
With holier marks wert thou impress’d : 
On thee had Nature’s pencil true 
Her Saviour’s sufferings brought to view; 
The cross on which for us He bled, 
The thorns that crown’d His sacred head, 
The nails that pierced for us alone, 
The glorious rays that round Him shone; 
And last, the Twelve, a faithful band, 
Who round their heavenly Master stand. 
So let the Christian’s fervent breast 
With the same image be impress’d; 
In days of grief, in hours of pride, 
Remember how his Saviour died; 
Nor fear to think how short, how vain, 
The joys of Life’s uncertain reign! 

THE GATHERER. 

** A snapper up of unconsidereé trifles.”’ 
SHAKSPEARE. 

THERE are moments in our life when we feel in- 
clined to press to our bosom every flower, and every 
distant star, every worm, and every darkly imaged 
loftier spirit—an embracing of all nature like our 
beloved. 

Forgiveness is the finding again of something iost ; 
misanthropy, a prolonged suicide. 

Diogenes Laertius, in his lives of the ancient philo- 
sophers, says that Thales maintained inanimate objects 

possessed souls, instancing the magnet as furnishing a 
proof of this theory. 

The coin that is most current among mankind, is 
flattery; the only benefit 6f which is, that by hearing 
what we are not, we may be instructed what we ought 
to be. 

The happiness of every man depends more upon the 
state of his own mind, than upon any one external 
circumstance ; nay, more than upon all external things 
put together. 

Fine sense aud exalted sense are not half so usefal 
as common sense. There are forty men of wit for 
one man of sense, and he that will carry nothing about 
him but gold, will be every day at a loss for readier 
change. 

The affection of woman is the most wonderful thing 
in the world: it tires not—faints not—dreads not— 
cools not. It is like the Naptha that nothing ean ex- 

tinguish but the trampling foot of death. 

Time may retrieve every thing—but nothing can 
retrieve time. 

The true motives of our actions, like the real pipes 
of an organ, are usually concealed. But the g 
and hollow pretext is pompously placed im the 
for show. 

The odoroult Matter of flowers is inflammable, and 
arises from an essential oil. g in the 
dark, their odour is diminish in the 
light ; and it is stronger in sunn 
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Do not imagine you are praised when others flatter, 
or that you merit esteem because you are offered re- 

spect ; weakness is as much to be avoided as contempt; 

and a mind susceptible of easy imposition is sure to be 

engaged by fraudulent service. 

A man's enemies are those he should endeavour 
first to make his friends. 

In whatever manner you conduct with wise men, 
be discreet with fools; on wisdom there is much de- 

pendence—weakness is incapable of trust. 

it is as dangerous to inform a man cf his faults 
Without giving offence, as it is to tell him of his good 

qualities without flattering him. 

In all societies it is advisable to associate, if possible, 
with the highest: not that the highest are always the 
best; but, because if disgusted there, we can at any 
time descend; but if we begin with the lowest, to as- 
eend is impossible. In the grand theatre of human 
life, a box ticket takes us through the house. — 

We follow the world in approving others, but we 
go before it in approving ourselves. 

The awkwardness and embarrassment which all 
feel on beginning to write, when they themselves are 
the theme, ought to serve as a hint to anthors, that 
self is a subject they onght very rarely to descant 
upon. It is extremely easy to be as egotistical as 
Montaigne, and as conceited as Roussean; but it is 
extremely difficult to be as entertaining as the one, or 
as eloquent as the other. 

A man was indicted for felony in stealing a book, 
but obtained his acquittal by pleading that it was 
nothing but plagiarism. 

The happiness of mind can be nothing but know- 
ledge. 

A rogue being indicted for stealing a man’s hat off 
his head, confessed the fact; but insisted that the hat 
was not the property of the person who wore it, ac- 
cording to the maxim Que supra nos nihil ad nos— 
“the things above us are nothing to us.” 

Ill nature is to conversation what oil is to the lamp 
—the only thing that keeps it alive. 

From damned deeds abstain, 
From lawless riots and from pleasures vain ; 
If not regarding of thy own degree, 
Yet in behalf of thy posterity, 
For we are docible to imitate 
Depraved pleasures, though degenerate. 

Be careful therefore lest thy son admit 
By ear or eye things filthy or unfit. 

Grant graciously what you cannot refuse safely, and 
conciliate those yuu cannot conquer. 

Men pursue riches under the idea that their posses- 
sion will set them at case, and above the world. But 
the law of association often makes those who begin by 
loving gold as a servant, finish by becoming themselves 

its slave; and independence without wealth is, at 

least, as common as wealth without independence. 

The firmest friendships have been formed in mutual 
adversity, as iron is most strongly united by the fiercest 
flame. 

As we ascend in society, like those who climb a 
mountain, we shall find that the line of perpetual con- 
gelation commences with the higher circles, and the 
nearer we approach to the grand luminary, the court, 
the more frigidity and apathy shall we experience. 

imitation ig the sincerest flattery. 

The most reckless sinner against his own conscience 
has always in the background the consolation that he 
will go on in this course only this time—or only so 

long—but that, at such a time, he will amend. We 

may be assured that we do not stand clear with our 
own consciences so long as we determine, or project, 
or even hold it possible, at some future time, to alter 

our course of action. He who is certain of his own 

conduct, feels perfectly confident that he cannot change 
it, nor the principles upon which it is founded ; that 
on this point his freedom is gone—that he is fixed for. 
ever in these resolves. 

One solitary philosopher may be great, virtuous, and 

happy in the depth of poverty, but not a whole people. 

The last, best fruit which comes to late perfection 
even in the kindliest soul, is, tenderness towards the 
hard, forbearance towards the unforbearing, warmth 
of heart towards the cold, philanthropy towards the 
misanthropic. 

EET COTE 

RECIPES. 

FRICASSEE OF FOWLS. 

Skin and cut up your fowls, and soak them two 
hours in cold water, to make them white. Drain 
them. Put into a stew-pan a large piece of butter, 
and a table-spoonful of flour. Stir them together till 
the butter has melted. Add salt, pepper, a grated 

nutmeg, and a bunch of sweet-herbs. Pour in halfa 
pint of cream. . Put in the fowls, and let them stew 

three quarters of an hour. Before you send them to 
table, stir in the yolks of three beaten eggs, and the 
jnice of half a lemon. 

The fricassee wil! be greatly improved by some 
mushrooms stewed with the fowl. 

To keep the fricassee white, cover it (while stew- 
ing) with a sheet of buttered paper laid over the fowls. 

—_—— 

FOWLS WITH TARRAGON. 

Pick two handfuls of tarragon (the leaves from the 
stalks) and chop half of it fine with the livers of the 
fowls. Mix it with butter, salt, and whole pepper. 
Staff your fowls with it. Lard them and wrap them 
in papers buttered or oiled. 

Melt some butter rolled in flour, und stir into it the 
rest-of the tarragon. Mboisten it with a little water or 
milk. Stir in the yolks of two beaten eggs and the 
juice of halfa lemon Serve it up as gravy. Strew 
over the fowls some sprigs of fresh tarragon. 

A STEWED FOWL. 

Take a large fowl, and put it into a stew-pan with 
two ounces or more of butter, some thin slices of cold 
ham, a little parsley and onion chopped fine, and some 
nutmeg, salt, and pepper. ‘Then pour in half a tumbler 
of white wine. You may add, if you choose, six table- 
spoonfuls of boiled rice, which you must afterwards 
serve up under the fowl and ham. Let it stew slowly 
for two hours, with just sufficient water to keep it 
from burning. 

Before you send it to table, go all over the fowl 
with a feather or brush dipped in yolk of egg. You 
may add to the stew a dozen small onions, to be laid 

round the fowl with the slices of ham. 

TO RESTORE A case OF SOUR BEER. 

When your beer becomes too hard or sour, it may 
be sweetened without injury to health, by hanging a 
linen beg in the cask, containing equal quantities of 
lime, pounded chalk, and burnt oyster shells. Or it 

tay be done immediately by dropping in, by very 
slow degrees, a small portion of carbonate of soda, or 

of salt of wormwood, or pounded marble. 
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“ But it is not to list to the waterfall 
That Parisini leaves her hall, 

And it is pot to gaze on the heavenly light 
That the laity walks in the shadow of night ; 
And if she sits in Este’s bower, 
’Tis not for the sake of its full-biown flower— 
She listeus—but not for the nightingale— 

‘Though her ear expects as soft a tale. 
There glides a step through the foliage thick, 
And her cheek grows pale—and her heart beats quick. 
There whispers a voice through the rustling leaves, 

And her blush returns, and her bosom heaves; 
A moment more—and they sha)! meet— 
‘Tis past—her lover's at her feet.” 

“ Wury, how now, son? Is there any news stirring, | 
that thou hast thus hurried hither?—or have any of , 
our ships foundered in the late gale?” were the ques- 
tions asked by Matthew Godfrey, of his son, as the | 
latter entered the usual sitting room of the family, | 
seemingly fraught with some momentous intelligence. 

« No, no, father! the ships are safe, as yet, for aught | 
I know to the contrary,” he replied; “ but [ hastened | 
from the city to tell you the glorious news; praised be | 
God! the Lord General Cromwell has gained a great 
and a decisive victory over,the Royalists at Worcester; | 
a victory which will strike terror into the hearts of the 
disaffected, and completely overthrow the hopes enter- 
tained by Charles Stuart of wearing the crown of 
these kingdoms.” 

“ Truly this is important news,” said the elder God- 
frey; “ and much does it behoove the nation io lift up 
the voice of thanksgiving on the occasion. But, how 
fares it with the Lord General, who has been made 
the blessed instrument of effecting this deliverance?” 

“ He has been protected from the arrows of the un- 
godly, and is in good health. He is marching with 
his victorious army towards London; and it is the in- 
tention of the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Sheriffs, 
with the Council of State, to meet the Lord General 
to-morrow, at Acton, and enter London with him in 
becoming order.” 

“TI am right glad to hear it,” said his father: “ it is 
fitting that the citizens should show General Cromwell 
the respect which they entertain for his character, and 
the gratitude they feel for the services which he has 
rendered the state.” 

“ Are there many wounded, in the battle you speak 
of, Philip?” inquired his sister, in a tremulous voice, 
who was sitting at an embroidery frame at the farther 
end of the apartment, an unnoticed, but not an inat- 
tentive hearer of their discourse. Her brother turned 
towards her at the sound of her voice—* Good Ma- 
rian,” he said, “trouble not thyself concerning this 
matter: suffice, that the loss which the Lord General 
has sustained is very small; but the enemy suffered 
dreadfully; and the number of prisoners taken is con- 
siderable. Why, how now, what ails the foolish girl?” 
he said, as he observed that tears were in his sister's 

eyes; “ art thou ready to weep for tidings, which should 
BK 

make England raise a joyful cry unto God for her 
final deliverance from the yoke of the oppressor?—I 
had well nigh forgotten to tell you,” continued Philip, 
turning to his father, “ that young Herbert Lisle, the 
son of Sir Thomas Lisle, whom we have furmerly seen 
at our kinswoman’s, Mistress Moreton’s, is among the 
number of the prisoners.” 

A convulsive sob here arrested his attention; and, 
turning round, he beheld his sister, pale as death, at- 
tempting to leave the room; but her strength failed 
her, and she would have fallen had not Philip hasten- 
ed towards her, and supported her with his arm. 

“ What has thus moved you, Marian?” he said. 
“A sudden giddiness,’ she replied; “I shall be 

better anon—'tis nothing—it has already passed!” and 
she attempted to smile, but there was anguish in her 
smile; and her brother led her to her apartment, and, 
tenderly kissing her, bade her try to gain a little 
repose. 

Matthew Godfrey was a merchant of great respecta- 
bility in the city of London. He was a stern republi- 
can, but a conscientious one; and, in the wars between 
the unfortunate Charles and his Parliaments, he had 
constantly taken part with the latter, because he be- 
lieved their cause to be justand right, and their taking 
up arms for the sole purpose of delivering the nation 
from tyranny and injustice. He was a Puritan; but 
he did not carry his religious zeal to the extent prac- 
tised by many of that sect: his piety was without 
hypocrisy— Matthew Godfrey had been many, years a 
widower, with two children; and his son had, for the 
last two or three years, principally managed his mer- 
cantile concerns; and for some little time previously 
to the commencement of this narrative, he had been 

left by his father in the house in Aldersgate sireet, as 
he had a perfect reliance upon his skill and prudence 
to manage his affairs, while he himself occupied a 
house in Holborn, which had been lent him by a 
friend, and which, being more cheerful and airy, 

would, he hoped, restore Marian’s health, that had 
seemed sadly drooping of late, while its vicinity to the 
city enabled him to see his son daily,and to render 
fis assistance in any affair of moment should it be 
requisite. 

Marian Godfrey was in her nineteenth year. She 
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had passed much.of her time with Mistress Moreton, 
who was a half sister of her still fondly remembered 
mother. That lady's husband had espoused the cause 
of King Charles, and had fallen fighting for that cause 
in the civil wars. At her house Marian was thrown 
much into the society of the gallant and devoted che- 
valiers of the Royalist party; and, while she listened 
to their polite conversation, and witnessed their gene- 
rous s¢:fdevotion, and the privations which they un- 
derwent rather than forsake the interest which they 
had espoused, her republican principles were gradu- 
ally undermined, and she deplored in se¢ret the tragi- 
cal death of her sovereign, and the extinction of royalty 
in England. The change which had taken place in 
her sentiments she carefully abstained from speaking 
of, as she knew her father’s inflexibility too well to 

believe that he could be brought to approve of it; and 
she loved him too tenderly to grieve him by open oppo- 
sition. With respect to her brother, it was still worse: 
he was a relentless persecutor of the Royalists, and 
was wholly destitute of his father’s moderation in party 
matters. Matthew Godfrey had tenderly loved his 
wife, and for her sake he respected Mistress Moreton, 
and saw no impropriety in permitting his daughter to 
visit her frequently. As to the unfortunate adherents 
of the Stuart party, whom she might there meet 
with, he believed her early education had fortified her 
against imbibing their principles; and, while he con- 
demned their conduct and opinions, he himself pitied 
their misfortunes. Marian had thus an opportunity, at 
her aunt's, of frequently meeting the young and ac- 
complished Herbert Lisle. Insensibly they became 
attached to each other. Marian wept over his ruined 
fortunes, and the perils to which he was exposed ; and 
he loved to look on her beautiful countenance, and 
listen to her gentle voice ; yet even more than that did 
he love her purity of heart, her simplicity of soul, and 
her noble and confiding disposition. In the first dawn 
of their attachment, they remembered not the perils by 
which they were surrounded, nor how eventually 
hopeless their love might prove. Soon, however, they 
were awakened from their dream of bliss, and the 
young soldier was obliged to follow the fortunes of his 
royal master. Yet he went secure in the possession 
of Marian’s faithful and unchanging love. When he 
left her, though Marian had fears for him, she had 
none for herself: she had bestowed her affection on 
Herbert Lisle, and she was resolved that no earthly 
power should compel her to ahandon him.—When the 
young king marched into England, after the unfortu- 
nate battle of Dunbar, Herbert Lisle obtained a short 
leave of absence; and disguised, he reached London, 
where he again beheld his beloved Marian. But a 
thousand fears for his safety tormented her, and she 
urged his immediate departure. Herbert, however, 
Tefused to leave her: he might never see her more, or 
her friends would oblige her to forsake him. He tor- 
mented her and himself with a thousand groundless 
suspicions and harassing thoughts (for man knows not 
the unchanging nature of woman’s true affection) and 
he eloquently urged that nothing short of her consent- 
ing to a private marriage would satisfy him, or calm 
his melancholy forebodings. 

It were vain to dwell on his affectionate entreaties. 
Marian, overpowered by his distress, and by her desire 
of hastening his departure from the metropolis, ulti- 
mately consented; and, in the presence of Mistress 
Moreton and the old nurse of her childhood, who had 
also been a faithful attendant upon her mother, did 
Marian become the wife of Herbert Lisle. On the 
bridal day they separated, and, as Herbert pressed her 
with rapture to his heart, and imprinted a farewell 

kiss on her lips, Marian seemed oppressed with a fear- 
ful presentiment that her happiness had vanished, and 
she trembled to think of the dangers to which her 

beloved Herbert was about to be exposed 

From the day of their parting, Marian’s health de- 
clined, and her depression of spirits became evident 
to every one. Indeed, for some time, she scarcely 
dared to raise her eyes to her father's face, lest he 
should discover her secret; and her brother evidently 
seemed to suspect that she had some cause for her 
unhappiness. Marian, however, soon had ostensible 
reason for her melancholy, in the death of Mistress 
Moreton, which took place, suddenly, about a week 
after Herbert's departure; and her father readily ac- 
cepted, on her account, the offer which was made to 
him of taking up his abode for a short time in Holborn. 
The house which he inhabited had, at the back of it, 
an uninterrupted view of fields, meadows, and pasture 
lands, with pleasant shady lanes and humble cottages; 
a space of ground now occupied by Red Lion Square, 
and the streets adjacent and beyond. Marian loved 
her new abode, as her dear old nurse lived only about 
two or three fields off, and she could therefore visit 
her frequently, and talk to her of her gallant husband. 

After the battle of Worcester, when Marian was 
made acquainted with the dreadful tidings that her 
husband was a prisoner, and that in all probability his 
life would be sacrificed, from the known stern devo- 
tion and unbending loyalty, both of himself and his 
father, her distress was nearly insupportable. She 
resolved, however, that, if she could not save him, she 
would die with him; and, comforting herself with this 
assurance, she calmly prepared to make the only effort 
in her power on his behalf, viz., that of a personal 
appeal to General Cromwell. This was a bold step 
for one so young, but Marian stopped not to weigh 
either the peril or the possible consequences of the 
undertaking. She imparted her determination to no 
one but her nurse. “ God will be my guide,” she said 
to the old woman, who would fain have dissuaded her 
from the atiempt; “ but give thou to me that trinket of 
my mother’s, the watch she gave thee—i may need it.” 

“Well, but you know not, perhaps, the tale that 
belongs to it,” said the old woman. 

“ Yes, yes!” said Marian; “I know it all; I have 
heard it many times.” 

Thus admonished, the nurse unlocked a small 
drawer, and drew forth a sma!l watch hanging to a 
steel chain, which was partly rusted. The case of the 
watch was of gold: it had small steel beads around it, 
and a raised border of flowers of the same metal on 
the back. Exactly in the centre was a small painting 
of-a female head, exquisite in expression and beauty. 
The dark raven hair parted on the forehead, the eyes 
full of tenderness, and the faint blush just tinging the 
fair cheek, made Marian weep as she gazed on it; 
and, pressing the trinket to her lips, she exchanged an 
affectionate farewell with her nurse, and hastened 
homewards. 

In honour of the victory which General Cromwell 
had obtained at Worcester, the citizens of London re 
solved on giving a grand entertainment. Great pre- 
parations were made on the occasion, and he was te 
be feasted im Guildhall. Matthew Godfrey intended to 
be present at the civic festival; and the day before it 
was to take place he went to his house in Aldersgate 
street, from which he did not intend to return until the 
day after the dinner given to General Cromwell and 
his officers. This was the time which Marian judged 
as most favourable for her purpose; and, soon after her 

father had left Holborn, she, with a beating heart, and 
in her most simple apparel, with her lovely counte- 
nance shrouded in a black silk hood, set off for the 
palace at Whitehall, where she had been informed the 
General then was. 

On making known her desire to the attendants, she 

was told that the Lord General had been occupied 
nearly all the day with business of importance. and 
that it was not likely she would be able to see him; 

but that she could wait if she pleased. Marian ac- 
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cordingly sat down on a bench in a corridor leading 
to the principal apartments. Here she waited in ago- 
nizing suspense; persons passed to and fro, but none 
seemed to notice her, and she thought with bitterness 
of the precious moments thus passing away, which 
might probably be fraught with danger to her beloved 
Herbert. An elderly man, in the garb of a puritan 
minister, entered the gallery: his look seemed benevo- 
lent, and Marian resolved to address him, and request 
his assistance. At first he looked at her suspectingly; 
but a second glance at her noble brow and modest 
countenance reassured him. He saw that her distress 
was real, and, certain that her object could be one of 
no common interest, he promised, if possible, to obtain 
her an interview with the Lord General. 

This person, who was the celebrate? Hugh Peters, 
was as good as his word. In a few moments he again 
approached her, and, taking her hand, he led her to 
the door of an apartment, and whispering—*“ The Lord 
prosper thy petition,” the door was thrown open, and 

Marian found herself in the presence of General 
Cromwell. 
The room into which Marian was ushered was a 

high and noble apartment, commanding a spacious 
view of the Thames, with all the varied and bustling 
scenery constantly observable thereon. Three sides 
of the room were occupied by book-shelves, filled with 
large and eeemingly ponderous volumes; at the upper 
end stood a table, covered with a Turkey carpet, on 
which lay numerous papers; and, in a plain high- 
hacked chair, covered with black leather, sat the man 
who was soon to be raised tu the supreme power in 
these kingdoms—Oliver Cromwell. Ife was plainly 
dressed, in a suit of mulberry colour, with a short 
cloak of the same. [is hat lay beside him on the table. 
His hair was partially gray, and his whole countenance 
spoke the decision and quick penetration that belonged | | 
to his character; though, at times, there was a sofien- 
ing expression in the eyes which moderated the effect 
his stern features would otherwise have produced. 
At first, he looked harshly at Marian; but when he 
saw that her whole frame trembled with agitation, he 
said, mildly—* Maiden, what is thine errand (” 

“I would implore your aid,” replied Marian— 
“Your powerful assistance in the case of Herbert 
Lisle, an unhappy prisoner in the late battle.” 
“Herbert Lisle! sayest thou?” replied Cromwell; 

‘thou speakest vain words, and knowest not what 
thou askest. Is he not an avowed enemy to the good 
cause? And has not the Lord delivered him into our 
hands, that we shauld deal with him even as it shall 
seem good in our eyes?” 
“O, Sir, speak not thus, I beseech you,” said Ma- 

rian; “have mercy on his youth; it may be that the 
persuasions of others have led him to oppose the go- 

vernment; give him then time for repentance!” 
“It were more fitting, maiden, for thee,” said Crom- 

well, “ to meddle not with this matier: its not seemly 

jor a young maiden to plead thus earnesily for a 
stranger youth: betake thee to thine home.’ 
The blood rushed into Marian’s cheeks and fore- 

head, and she replied hastily—* Js it, then, a crime 
for woman to plead for mercy? Be itso! Yet the 
laws both of God and man, are on my side, when I 
would ask your aid for my uuhappy husband.” 
“Ha!” he said, “I locked not for this; but thine 

appeal is vain: and he glanced pityingly on her— 
‘In these stirring times domestic ties must be rent 
asunder, when the glory of the Lord and the welfare 
f the State require it.” 

“ Alas! alas!” cried Marian, “and will you consign 
my husband to perish? What is his crime? He did 
out follow a kind master, ang fight in support of his 
ause, as he was bound by his oath of loyalty. Thou 
‘ayself hast done as much; but, alas! thou hast chosen 
‘more fortunate path.” 

Cromwell's brow darkened: “ Say rather,” he add- 
ed, “that the Lord hath guided me to choose light 
rather than darkness. But, touching this matter of 
thine, Herbert Lisle will be dealt with as the State 
shall think fit; and, if his life be forfeited, pray thou 
unto the Lord, and he will comfort thee in thine afflic- 
tion.” 

“ Not 80,’ > said Marian, eagerly; “1 know thou art 
all powerful, and that a word from thee could save 
him. Mercy, then, mercy! Bethink thee how this 
gracious act would gladden thy dying hour, and rob 
death of its bitterness.” 

Cromwell shook his head, and Marian, in the energy 
of her supplication, dropped on her knees, and held 
up with both her hands, the watch she had received 
from her nurse, and which she had kept till now con- 
cealed in her bosom. 

The moment Cromwell's eyes rested upon it, he 
started from his seat, and advanced towards Marian. 
“ Where got ye this?” he said; while his strong frame 
trembled with emotion; and he snatched the trinket 
from her hands, and as he gazed on the sweet face 
painted thereon, he turned aside, and Marian saw the 
big drops of surrow fall on his weather-beaten cheek. , 

“ Know ye whose watch this once was?” he said, 
as he turned to Marian. 

“It was my mother’s, who has been dead many 
years,” she replied; “ and my father is Matthew God- 
frey, citizen of London.” 

Cromwell started. He approached Marian, who 
was still on her knees, and, pushing aside her brown 
hair, which had fallen over her white furehead, he 
paused a minute, then added—* Thine is a face fair 
to look upon; and ye have your mother’s noble brow, 
but not her raven hair and eye. Im days long past, 
when I was a student at the Inns of Court, 1 loved 
your mother fondly and traly; but her parents suffered 
her not to listen to my words. Perchance they acted 
wisely, for mine has keen a stormy course;” and he 
sighed. “The Lord's will be done!” 

Marian saw that Cromwell's spirit was softened; 
and she resumed her pleadings for her husband; and 

she called on him, in remembrance of her mother, to 
be merciful. 

“ Thou hast touched a tender string,” he said; “ and 
for thy mother’s sake, if I have any influence, thy hus- 
band shal] depart harmless.” 

Marian sprang on her feet, and began pouring out 

her thanks. “Nay!” said the General, “ if the life and 
liberty of Herbert Lisle be granted, it will be on the 
sole condition that he leave England immediately, and 
make no further attempt to subvert the present govern- 
ment of these kingdoms.” 

“ May God reward you for this!” said Marian; and 
she folded her cloak around her, and prepared to de- 
part. 

“ Rest in peace,” said Cromwell; “ and when thine 
husband is set at liberty, ye shall hear from him.— 

Take this with thee; and he held out to her her 
mother’s waich. “It has stirred sad thoughts within 
me; and the memory of thy mother, as I last saw her, 
comes over me as a pleasant dream.” He looked on 
the picture, and sighed as he put it into her hands. 
“ Farewell!” he said; “all I can do for thee I will, 

and God's blessing be ever with thee!” He pressed 
her hand kindly. Marian’s heart was full, and she 
could but weep her thanks, as the General touched a 
small silver bell, when the door was opened, and she 
passed forth from the presence of General Cromwell 
with renewed hopes and a thankful spirit. 

Not many days efter this interview, Marian’s nurse 
came to her, and informed her that Herbert Lisle, her 
beloved husband, was at liberty; that he had been 
with her, and desired her to tell Marian he was im- 
patient to behold her once more, and to bid her fare- 
well, as he had given his promise to the State to de- 
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part forthwith, and his steps were therefore watched 
by their emissaries. She added, that he would expect 
Marian at her cottage, at the close of that same evening. 

It were needless to speak of Marian’s gratitude, 
when she heard that Herbert was really at liberty—of 
the many affectionate messages to him with which she 
charged her nurse—of the trembling impatience with 
which she awaited the appointed hour to behold him. 

Evening came, at length, and the darkening clonds, 
and the moaning of the wind, seemed to portend a 
storm; but Marian heeded not these gloomy appear- 
ances. She had kept aloof in her chamber from the 
family all that day, under the plea of indisposition; 
and it was quite dusk, and all was still in the house, 
ere she ventured forth. With noiseless steps she 
passed down the garden at the back of the house, and 
unfastened the door at the extremity of it, which led 
into the fields, and hastened onwards, as she believed, 

unheard and unobserved—Once or twice, as Marian 
proceeded through the lane which led to the cottage 

of her nurse, she thought she heard a fuotstep behind 
her. She stopped, and listened intensely, but all was 
perfectly still, and she felt certain that she had been 
deceived—that the sound had been merely the rustling 
of the wind through the hedge. 

In a few minutes she gained the cottage, and, has- 
tily unfastening the latch, she entered. There was a 
light in the room, but Marian saw no one but her 
nurse. “ Where is he?” she exclaimed. The old 
woman peinted to an inner apartment; but Herbert 

had heard the sound of her voice, and he rushed forth, 
and caught Marian in his arms. “ Beloved of my soul!” 
said the young cavalier, as he tenderly bent over his 

weeping wife, “ what a debt of gratitude do I owe 
thee! Alas! must the joy with which I now enfold 
thee, so soon pass away? And must [ be banished 
from thy dear presence? Cruel, cruel fate!” 

“ Nay, dear Herbert!” replied Marian, “ letusnot em- 

bitter the few moments which remain to us, by useless | 
repinings; let us feel grateful that thy life is spared!” 

“ Banishment from thee is worse than death!” said 

Herbert. 
“ When thou art abroad, and in safety, I may find 

means to join thee,” replied Marian. “Happy hours | 
‘may yet be in store for us.” 

“ Bless thee, dearest!” said her husband, as he 

passed his arm around her waist, and her head reclin- 

ed on his shoulder. 
They had stood thus for a few seconds, beside the | 

window, when Herbert quitted his position, and ad- 

vanced towards the inner apartment, whither a sudden 
call from the nurse invited him. Marian had taken 
but a single step to follow him, when the report of a 
pistol was heard, and Marian, with a deep groan, sank 
on the cottage floor. 

Herbert flew towards her: he raised her in his arms: 
but the ball had entered her side, and the blood flowed 
freely. Herbert bent over her in indescribable agony. 
Her face was deathly pale; but her eyes turned with 
fondness on her husband, as, with difficulty she arti- 
culated—* This stroke was doubtless meant for thee. 
Oh, the bliss that thou art safe, and that I may die for 
thee! My poor father!” she murmured faintly, as her 
head dropped exhausted on his shoulder. 

“Help! instant aid, in the name of God!” wildly 
cried Herbert; and the nurse, scarcely less distracted, | 
hastened to obtain assistance. 

“ Help is vain,” said Marian; “I feel it here; and 

she pressed her chilly hand on her side. The dews 
of death were on her forehead; but her arms were 
elasped firmly around her husband's neck. 

“It is a bitter pang to leave thee!” sighed Marian; 
“but a few more years, and thou wilt be with me, 
free from sorrow, from suffering.” 

The last word was scarcely distinguishable. She 

around him relax in their grasp—her gentle soul had 
fled—it was only the lifeless corse of his beloved 
Marian which he pressed distractedly to his bosom, 
ai] gazed on in mute but unutterable despair. * * 

It was Philip Godfrey who had followed Marian on 
that fatal night. He had watched her into the cottage 
—he saw her in the arms of a young cavalier, though 
he distinguighed not that it was Herbert Lisle—he 
witnessed their endearments; and, fraught with mad- 

ness at the disgrace which he imagined had been thus 
brought upon his family, he drew forth his pistol and 
aimed it at Herbert. But Marian, his sister, was fated 
to be the unhappy sufferer from his deadly purpose. 

He stayed not to know the event; as, fearful of pursuit, 
he hastened immediately from the spot. Bitter was 
his repentance, when he found that he had sacrificed 

his beloved sister; and when the true circumstances of 
the case were made known to him, he was unable to 
bear his reflections, and sailed soon after for America, 
where he died at the close of a few years. 

From the moment of Marian’s death, Herbert Lisle 
was a melancholy man; and though Matthew Godfrey, 
softened and almost broken-hearted by the misfortune 
which had befallen his family, blessed and forgave 
him ere he left England, he moved no more in scenes 
of gaiety, for the light of his existence had passed 
away for ever; and, soon after the restoration of King 
Charles the Second, he died at his patern{l mansion, 
in Kent, young in years, but willingly resigning the 
load of life which had pressed heavily upon him since 
the death of his ever fondly-remembered Marian. 

oe 

ABSTINENCE FROM FOOD. 

The more that animals enjoy the qualities of youth, 
strength and activity, the greater is the increase and 
development of their parts, and the greater the ne- 
cessity for an abundant supply of food. Of many in- 
dividuals exposed to an absolute abstinence of niany 
days, the young are always the first to perish. Of this, 
the history of war and shipwreck offers in all ages too 
many frightful examples. ‘There are several instances 
on record of an almost total abstinence from food for 
an extraordinary length of time. Captain Bligh, of 
the Bounty, sailed nearly four thousand miles in an 
open boat, with occasionally a single small bird, not 
many ounces in weight, for the daily sustenance of 

seventeen people ; and it is even alleged, that fourteen 
men and women of the Juno, having suffered ship- 
wreck on the coast of Arracan, lived twenty-three 
days without any food. Two people first died of want 
on the fifth day. In the opinion of Rhedi, animals 
support want much longer than is generally believed. 
A civet cat lived ten days without fvod, an antelope 
twenty, and a very large wild cat also twenty; an 
eagle survived twenty-eight days, a badger one month, 
and several dogs thirty-six days. In the memoirs of 
the Academy of Sciences, there is an account of a 
bitch, which having been accidentally shut up alone 
in a country-house, existed for forty days without any 
other nourishment than the stuff on the wool of a mat- 
tress which she had torn to pieces. A crocodile will 
live two months without food, a scorpion three, a bear 
six,a chameleon eight, a viper ten. Vaillant had @ 
spider that lived nearly a year without food, and was 
so far from being weakened by abstinence, that it im- 

mediately killed another large spider, equally vigorous, 
but not so hungry, which was put in along with it— 
John Hunter enclosed a toad between two stone 
flower-pots, and found it as lively as ever after four- 
teen months. Land-tortoises have lived without food 
for eighteen months ; and Baker is known to have kept 
a beetle in a state of total abstinence for three years- 
It afterwards made its escape. Dr. Shaw gives an 
account of two serpents which lived in a bottle with- 

sighed heavily: Herbert felt the arms which were out any food for five years 
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SCENES FROM MANZONDS TRAGEDY, 

*IL CONTE DI CARMAGNOLA.» 

TRANSLATED BY MRS. HEMANS. 

The following scenes, distinguished by a simple pathos, which can be d no usual characteristic of the brilliant and stately Italian muse, form the 

conclusion of Manzoni's celebrated tragedy. His hero, Carmagnola, the victorious general of the Venetian republic, becomes an object of suspicion to its 

jealous rulers, and is summoned before the Doge and Council, on pretence of recompensing his services with higher honours than have been yet awarded. His 
doom having been previously sealed, he is arraigned and conveyed to prison, whilst his wife and daughter, in all the eagerness of exulting affection, are 

awaiting his return to their arms. He there proudly repels the charges brought against him, when insulted by the Doge with the name of T'raitor. 

Scene in the Venetian Senate House. 
CARMAGNOLA—DOGE. 

CarmaGnota. A traitor! J/—that name of infamy 
Reaches not me. Let him the title bear, 
Who best deserves such meed—it is not mine. 
Call me a dupe, and I may well submit, 
For such my part is here; yet would I not 
Exchange that name, for ’tis the worthier still. 
A traitor!—I retrace in thought the time, 
When for your cause I fought: ’tis all one path 
Strewed o’er with flowers. Point out.the day on which 
A traitor’s deeds were mine; the day which passed 
Unmark’d by thanks, and praise, and promises 
Of high reward! What more? Behold me here! 
And when I came, to seeming honour called— 
When in my heart most deeply spoke the voice 
Of love, and grateful zeal, and trusting faith— 
—Of trusting faith! Oh! no—Doth he who comes 
Th’ invited guest of friendship, dream of faith? 
I came to be ensnared! Well! it is done, 
And be it so! but since deceitful hate 
Hath thrown at length her smiling mask aside, 
Praise be to Heaven! an open field at least 
Is spread before us. Now ‘tis yours to speak, 
Mine to defend my cause: declare ye then 
My treasons! 

Doce. By the Secret College soon 
All shall be told thee. 
CarMaAGNoLa. I appeal not there. 

What I have done for you, hath all been done 
In the bright noon-day, and its tale shall not 
Be told in darkness. Of a warrior’s deeds 
Warriors alone should judge; and such I choose 
To be mine arbiters; my proud defence 
Shall not be made in secret. All shall hear. 

Doce. The time for choice is past. 
CarmaGNoLa. What! is there force 

Employed against me’—Guards! (raising his voice.) 
Doce. They are not nigh. 

Soldiers! (Enter armed men.) 
Thy guards are these. 

CaRMAGNOLA. I am betrayed! 
Doce. "T'was then a thought of wisdom to disperse 

Thy followers. Well and justly was it deemed 
That the bold traitor, in his plots surprised, 
Might prove a rebel too. 

CarmaGnota. E’en as ye list; 
Now be it yours to charge me. 

Doce. Bear him hence, 
Before the Secret College. 
CarMAGNOLA. Hear me yet 

One moment first. That ye have doomed my death 
I well perceive; but with that death ye doom 
Your own eternal shame. Far o'er those towers, 
Beyond its ancient bounds, majestic floats 
The banner of the Lion, in its pride 
Of conquering power; and well doth Europe know 
I bore it thus to empire. Here, ’tis true, 
No voice will speak men’s thoughts; but far beyond 

The limits of your sway, in other scenes 
Where that still, speechless terror hath not reached, 

a 

Which is your sceptre’s attribute; my deeds, 
And your reward, will live in chronicles 
For ever to endure. Yet, yet respect 
Your annals and the future! Ye will need 
A warrior soon, and who will then be yours? 
Forget not, though your captive now I stand, 

I was not bern your subject. No! my birth 
Was ’midst a warlike people; one in soul, 
And watchful o’er its rights, and used to deem 
The honour of each citizen its own. k 
Think ye this outrage will be there unheard? I 
—There is some treachery here. Our common foes j 
Have urged you on to this. Full well ye know 
I have been faithful still. There yet is time— 

Doce. The time is past. When thou didst meditate 

Thy guilt, and, in thy pride. of heart, defy 
Those destined to chastise it, then the hour 
Of foresight should have been. 

CarMaGNoLA. O mean in soul! 
And dost thou dare to think a warrior’s breast 
For worthless life can tremble? ‘Thou shalt soon 
Learn how to die. Go! when the hour of fate 
On thy vile couch o’ertakes thee, thou wilt meet 
Its summons with far other mien than such 
As I shall bear to ignominious death. (He is led out.) 

SCENE [1.—T'he House of Carmagnola. 
ANTONIETTA—MATILDA. 

Matitpa. The hours fly fast, the morn is ris’n, 
and yet 

My father comes not! ‘ 
Antontetra. Ah! thou hast not learn'd 

By sad experience, with how slow a pace 
Joys ever come; expected long, and oft 
Deceiving expectation! while the steps S 

Of grief o’ertake us, ere we dream them nigh. 

But night is past, the long and lingering hours 
Of hope deferred are o'er, and those of bliss 
Must soon succeed. A few short moments more 
And he is with us. E’en from this delay 
I] augur well. A council held so long 
Must be to give us peace. He will be ours, 
Perhaps for years, our own. 

Matiipa. O mother! thus, 
My hopes, too, whisper. Nights enough in tears, 
And days in all the sickness of suspense, 
Our anxious love hath passed. It is full time 
That each sad moment, at each rumour'd tale, 
Each idle murmur of the people's voice, 
We should no longer tremble; that no more 
This thought should haunt our souls—e’en now, per- 

chance, ‘ 
He, for whom thus your hearts are yearning—dies! Y 

Antonietta. Oh! fearful thought!—but vain and 
distant now! 

Each joy, my daughter, must be bought with grief. 
Hast thou forgot the day, when, proudly led 
In triumph, ’midst the noble and the brave, 
Thy gloricus father to the temple bore 
The banners won in battle from his foes? 

Matiupa. A day to be remembered! 
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Antonietta. By his side 
Each seemed inferior. Every breath of air 
Swelled with his echoing name; and we, the while, 
Stationed on high, and severed from the throng, 
Gazed on that one who drew the gaze of all; 
While, with the tide of rapture haif o’erwhelmed, 
Our hearts beat high, and whispered—* We are his!” 

Matitpa. Moments of joy! 
Antonietta. What have we done, my child, 

To merit such? Heaven, for so high a fate, 
Chose us from thousands, and upon thy brow 
Inserib’d a lofty name; a name so bright, 
That he to whom thou bear'st the gift, whate’er 
His race, may boasi it proudly. What a mark 

For envy is the glory of our lot! 
And we should weizh its joys against these hours 
Of fear and sorrow. 

Mavitpa. They are passed e’en now. 
Hark! ‘twas the sound of oars!—it swells—'tis hushed! 
The gates unclose—O mother! J behold 
A warrior clad in mail—he comes—'tis he! 

Antonietta. Whom should it be, if not himself? 
—My husband! (She comes forward.) 

Enter Gonzaco, and others. 
Antonietta. Gonzago!—where is he we looked 

for? Where? 

Thou answerest not!—O heaven! thy looks are fraught 
With prophecies of wo! 

Gonzaco. Alas! too true 
The omens they reveal! 

Matitpa. Of wo to whom? 
Gonzaco. Oh! why hath such a task of bitterness 

Fall’n to my lot? 

ANnToniETTA. Thou would’st be pitiful, 
And thou art cruel. Close this dread suspense; 
Speak! I adjure thee, in the name of God! 
Where is my husband? 

GonzaGo. Heaven sustain your souls 
With fortitude to bear the tale!—my chief-—— 

Matiupa. Is he returned unto the field? 
Gonzaco. Alas! 

Thither the warrior shall return no more. 
The senate’s wrath is on him. He is now 
A prisoner! 

Antonietta. He a prisoner'—and for what? 
Gonzaco. He is accused of treason. 
Mavinpa. Treason? He 

A traitor?—Oh! my father? 
ANTONIETTA. Haste! proceed, 

And pause no more. Our hearts are nerved for all. 
Say, what shall be his sentence? 

Gonzaco. From my lips 
It shall not be revealed. 

Antoniztra. Oh! he is slain! 
Gonzaco. He lives, but yet his doom i8 fixed. 
Antonietta. He lives! 

Weep not, my daughter! ‘tis the time to act. 
For pity’s sake, Gonzago, be thou not 
Wearied of our afflictions. Heaven to thee 

Intrusts the care of two forsaken ones; 
He was thy friend.—Ah! haste, then, be our guide, 
Conduct us to his judges. Come, my child, 
Poor innocent, come with me. There yet is left 
Mercy upon the earth. Yes! they themselves 
Are husbands, they are fathers! When they signed 
The fearful sentence, they remembered not 
He was a father, and a husband too. 

But when their eyes behold the agony 

And we will pray. 
Gonzaco. Oh Heaven! that I could leave 

Your hearts one ray of hope! There is no ear, 
No place for prayers. The judges here are deaf, 
Implacable, unknown. The thunderbolt 
Falls heavy, and the hand by which ’tis launched 
Is veiled in clouds. There is one comfort still, 
The sole sad comfort of a parting hour, 
I come to bear. Ye may behold him yet. 
The moments fly. Arouse your strength of heart. 
Oh! fearful is the trial, but the God 
Of mourners will be wiih you. 

Matitpa. Is there not 
One hope? 

Antonietta. Alas! [ Exeunt. my child! 

SCENE IIL—A Prison. 
CARMAGNOLA. 

CarnmaGcnoia. They must have heard it now.— 
Ok! that at least 

I might have died far from them! Though their heart 
Had bled te hear the tidings, yet the hour, 
The solemn hour of nature’s parting pangs, 
Had then been past. It meets us darkly now, 
And we must drain its draught of bitterness 
Together, drop by drop. O ye wide fields! 
Ye plains of fight, and thrilling sounds of arms! 
O proud delights of danger! Battle-cries! 
And thou, my war-steed! and ye, trumpet-notes 
Kindling the soul! Midst your tumultuous joys 

Death seemed all beautiful—and must I then, 
With shrinking cold reluctance, to my fate 
Be as a felon dragg’d; on the deaf winds 

Pouring vain prayers and impotent complaints? 
And Marco! hath he not betrayed me too? 
Vile doubt! that I could cast it from my soul 
Before I die!—But no! What boots it now 

Thus to look back on life with eye that turns 
To linger where my footstep may not tread? 
Now, Philip! thou wilt triumph! Be it so! 
I too have proved such vain and impious Joys, 

Aud huow their value now. But oh! again 
To see those loved ones, and te hear the last, 
Last accents of their voiees! By those arms 
Once more to be encircled, and from thence 
To tear myself for ever!—Hark! they come! 
O God of mercy, from thy throne look down 

In pity on their woes. 

SCENE IV. 
ANTONIETTA, MATILDA, GONZAGO, AND CARMAGNOLA. 

Antonietta. My husband! 
Martiitpa. Oh! my father! 
ANTONIETTA. Is it thus 

That thou returnest? and is this the hour 
| Desired so long? 

CarnmaGnoia. O ye afflicted ones! 
Heaven knows I dread its pangs for you alone. 
Long have my thoughts been used to look on Death, 

And calmly wait his time. For you alone 
My soul hath need of firmness; will ye, then, 

Deprive me of its aid?—When the Most High 

On virtue pours afflictions, he bestows 
The courage to sustain them. Oh! let yours 
Equal your sorrows! Let us yet find joy 

In this embrace, ’tis still a gift of Heaven. 
Thou weep’st, my child! and thou, beloved wife! 
Ah! when i made thee mine, thy days flowed on 

One word of theirs hath caused, their hearts will melt; 
They will, they must revoke it. Oh! the sight 
Of mortal wo is terrible to man! 
Perhaps the warrior's lofty soul disdained 
To vindicate his deeds, or to recall 
His triumphs, won for them. It is for us 
To wake each high remembrance. Ah! we know 

In peace and gladness; I united thee 
To my disastrous fate, and now the thought 
Embitters death. Oh! that I had not seen 
The woes I cause thee! 

Antonietta. Husband of my youth! 
Of my bright days, thou who didst make them brigh 
Read thou my heart! the pangs of death are there 

That he implored not; but our knees shall bend, And yet, e’en now—I would not but be thine. 
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Carmacnota. Full well I know how much I lose 
in thee: 

Oh' make me not too deeply feel it now. 

MatiLpa. The homicides! 
CanmaGNoLa. No, sweet Matilda, no! 

Let no dark thought of rage or vengeance rise 
To cloud thy gentle spirit, and disturb 
These moments—they are sacred. Yes! my wrongs 
Are deep, but thou forgive them, and confess, 
That, e’en ’midst all the fulness of our wo, 
High, holy joy remains. Death! Death!—our foes, 
Our most relentless foes, can only speed 
Th’ inevitable hour. Oh! man hath not 
Invented death for man; it would be then 
Maddening and insupportable:—from Heaven 
‘Tis sent, and Heaven doth temper all its pangs 
With such blest comfort, as no mortal power 
Can give or take away. My wife! my child! 
Hear my.last words—they wring your bosoms now 
With agony, but yet, some future day, 

‘Twill soothe you to recall them. Live, my wife! 
Sustain thy grief, and live! this ill-starred girl 
Must not be reft of all. Fly swiftly hence, 
Conduct her to thy kindred, she is theirs, 
Of their own blood—and they so loved thee once! 
Then, to their foe united, thou becam’st 

Less dear; for feuds and wrongs made warring sounds 
Of Carmagnola’s and Visconti’s names. 
But to their bosoms thou wilt now return 
A mourner, and the object of their hate 
Will be no more.—Oh! there is joy in death! 
And thou, my flower! that ’midst the din of arms, 
Wert born to cheer my soul, thy lovely head 
Droops to the earth! Alas! the tempest’s rage 
Is on thee now. Thou tremblest, and thy heart 
Can scarce contain the heavings of its wo. 
I feel thy burning tears upon my breast; 
I feel, and cannot dry them. Dost thou claim 
Pity from me, Matilda? Oh! thy sire 
Hath now no power to aid thee, but thou know’st 
That the forsaken have a Father still 
On high. Confide in him, and live to days 
Of peace, if not of joy; for such to thee 
He surely destines. Wherefore hath he poured 
The torrent of affliction on thy youth, 
If to thy future years be not reserved 
All his benign compassion? Live! and soothe 
Thy suffering mother. May she to the arms 
Of no ignoble consort lead thee still!— 
Gonzage! take the hand which thou hast pressed 
Oft in the morn of battle, when our hearts 
Had cause to doubt if we should meet at eve. 
Wilt thou yet press it, pledging me thy faith 
To guide and guard these mourners, till they join 
Their friends and kindred? 

Gonzaco. Rest assured, I will. 
CaRMAGNOLA. Iam content. And if, when this is 

done, 
Thou to the field returnest, there for me 
Salute my brethren; tell them that I died 
Guiltless; thou hast been witness of my deeds, 
Hast read my inmost thoughts—and know’st it well. 

Tell them I never, with a traitor’s shame, 
Stained my bright sword. Oh! never—I myself 
Have been ensnared by treachery. Think of me 
When trumpet notes are stirring every heart, 
And banners proudly waving in the air, 
Think of thine ancient comrade! And the day 
Following the combat, when upon the field 
Amidst the deep and solemn harmony 
Of dirge and hymn, the priest of funeral rites, 
With lifted hands, is offering for the dead 
His sacrifice to Heaven—forget me not! 
For I, too, hoped upon the battle plain 
E’en so to die. 

AntTonieTTa. Have mercy on us, Heaven! 

CarmaGnoLa. My wife! Matilda! Now the hour 
is nigh, 

And we must port—Farewell! 
Matitpa. No, Father, no! 
CarmaGnota. Come to this breast yet, yet once 

more, and then 
For pity’s sake, depart! 

ANTONIErra. No! force alone 
Shall tear us thence. [A sound of arms is heard. 

Matic_pa. Hark, what dread sound? 
AnTONIETTA. Great God! 

(The door is half opened, and armed men enter, the 
chief of whom advances to thé Count. His wife and 
daughter fali senseless.) 

CarmaGnoLa. O God, I thank thee! O most mer- 
ciful! 

Thus to withdraw their senses from the pangs 
Of this dread moment’s conflict. 

Thou, my friend, 
Assist them, bear them from this scene of wo, 
And tell them, when their eyes again unclose 
To mect the day—that naught is left to fear. 

———————_—_——_—_ 

THE LOVES OF THE PLANTS. 

Tue gay Daffodil once, an amorous blade, 
Stole out of his bed in the dark, \ 

And waking his man Ragged Robin, he strayed, 

Te breathe forth his vows to a Violet maid 
That dwelt in a neighbouring park. 

A spiteful old Nettle aunt frown’d on their love, 
But Daffy, who laughed at her power, 

A Shepherd's Purse slipped in the nurse’s For-gleve, 
Then up Jacob's Ladder, he flew to his dove, 

And into the young Virgin's bower. 

The Maiden's Blush Rose, and she seem’d all dismay’d, 
Attired in her new-white Lady's Smock ; 

She called Mignionette, but the sly little jade 
That instant was hearing a sweet serenade 

From the lips of a tall Hollyhock. 

The Pheasant’s Eye, always a mischievous wight, 
For prying out something not good, 

Avow’'d that he peep’d through the key-hole that 
night, 

Where clearly he saw, by a glow-worm’s light, 
Their Two faces under a Hood. 

Old dowager Pecny, deaf as a door, 
Who wish'd to know more of the facts, 

Invited Dame Mustard and Miss Hellebore, 
With Miss Periwinkle, and many friends more 

One ev’ning to tea and to tracts. 

The Buttercups rang’d; defamation ran high 
While every tongue joined the debate: 

Miss Sensitive said, ’twixt a groan and a sigh, 
“'Tho’ she felt much concern’d, yet she thought her 

dear Vi 
Had grown rather love-sick of late.” 

Thus the tale spread about through the busy parterre; 

Miss Columbine turned up her nose; 
And the prude Lady Lavender said with a stare, 
That her friend, Mary Goold, had been heard to declare, 

“ The creature had toy’d with the Rose.” 

Each Sage look’d severe, and each Cock’s comb look’d 

gay, 
When Day, to make their minds easy, 

Miss Violet married, one morning in May. 
And as sure as you live, before next Lady-<day, 

She brought him a Michaelmas Daisy. 
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PERE LE CHAISE. 

BY THE AUTHOR OF “ CHANTILLY.” 

FRrANcow nr 1.4 CHAISE was born in the year 1624, 
in Forez, and following the bent of a naturally serious 
disposition, became a Jesuit as soon as his studies 
were completed. He was the nephew of Father 
Cotton, a celebrated member of the society of Jesus, 

and was for some years a successful professor of theo- 
logy and philosophy at Lyons ; but it is not known by 
what chance, or by whose interest he was so suddenly 
elevated from this humble station to that of confessor | 
to King Louis the Fourteenth; there is, moreover, a 
mystery connected with his sudden rise ard rapid | 
fortune, which has never to this day been satisfactorily | 
explained. Upon his arrival at court in 1675, Madame | 
de Maintenon, although known to be inimical to his 
order, was one of the first to show him every demon- 

stration of respect, which caused many, perhaps un- | 
justly, to suspect that their acquaintance was of older | 

date than might have appeared seemly for the lady of 
point lace and piety, had it been made public. The 

scandal-mongers of the court were convinced of this, 
from the moment that he emerged from the compara- 
tive obscurity of his professorship at Lyons, to assume 
the dignity of a royal confessor. 

As his personal beauty was extraordinary, and his | 
manners soft and polished, they who prided themselves | 

upon a deeper knowledge of the world than is afforded | 
by a mere glance at the surface of society, were satis- 

fied that he owed his elevation to her influence; not, 
however, from the circumstance alone of his possessing | 

these qualifications, but likewise from the absolute 
indifference with which he treated her so soon as he | 
had obtained a mastery over the mind of his royal 
penitent. This he was not long in accomplishing : the | 

waning powers and growing bigotry of Louis the Four- 
teenth rendered it an easy task, and a few months saw | 
him in full possession of the royal confidence. Histo- | 
rians reproach him with using the interest thus ac- 
quired, solely in enriching himself and other members | 
of his order. This charge seems to be fully justified, | 
for it is certain that his sumptuous style of living, the | 

gorgeous equipages which he displayed on public oc- | 
casions, and the superb banquets given by him to the | 
nobility, were more consistent with the creed of a man | 
of pleasure than with that of the self-denying Jesuit ; 
especially of a father confessor, who was called upon 
to teach lessons of humility to one, whom success and 

the world’s applause had already filled with pride, 
arrogance, and vain glory. 

For many years the Pere la Chaise subjected the 
world of taste and fashion to the same arbitrary sway | 
with which he governed the royal conscience. The | 
ladies employed all their tact in those little methods of 
innocent intrigue, in which they of the court of Louis | 
the Fourteenth were so pre-eminently skilled, to gain 
admission to this holy father’s soirees; and to be in- 
vited to the parties of pleasure which he was in the 

habit of giving at his different country houses in the 
environs of Paris, was considered the very climax of 
human happiness—the one grand object of existence. 
The most admired of the numerous maisons de plaisance 
belonging to the royal confessor, stood on the heights | 
of Mont Louis, on the very site of the grand cemetery | 
so well known by the name of Pere la Chaise. 

Louis XIV. fixed upon this spot as the site upon 
which to Lvild a mansion suitable to the dignity of his 
holy «onfessor; and it argues well for the judgment of | 
the monarz’ that he chose this situation ; for, perhaps 
in his whoe kingdom another could not be found to | 
rival it in beauty. From what little remained of the 

dwelling in our own times, it cannot be supposed to 
have possessed great claims to admiration; but the 
view from the windows on all sides must have been 
most magnificent. Paris, with its glittering domes and 
countless steeples; Belleville, Montmartre, and Menil- 
montant, lay to the west; the boundless plains of Bi- 
cetre and Mendon to the south, and towards the east 
the eye wandered with delight over the flowery pas- 

tures of Saint-Mande and Montreuil, with the forest of 
Vincennes, and the fertile and sunny borders of the 
Marne. The hill upon which the building stood, from 
whence the proud priest, in all the consciousness and 
pride of power, looked down upon the court and city, 
is almost level with the dome of the pantheon. It is 
no longer the rendezvous of the gay and frivolous, but 

stands in silent and svlitary grandeur, threatening to 
rival the metropolis in its thickly crowding population, 
and presenting to the eye of the traveller who enters 
Paris by the east, west, or south, a mournful memento, 
as it rests at one glance upon the busy capital and the 
quiet resting-place of the departed. It has become the 
city of the dead, which in its lofty majesty seems to 
exult and hold duminion over the city of the living, 
and truly this place of graves has been lately an aw- 
fully “ populous city.” The height. which is now en- 

tirely occupied by tombs, was originally called Mont 
| Louis, to commemorate the generosity of Louis le 
Grand. Until a late date it still retained the name, 

{and by a strange inconsistency, exchanged it for that 
of Pere la Chaise, at the period of the revolution, when 
the decree of persecution had gone forth against the 

| priesthood, and the sanction of the state encouraged 
every citizen to bury in oblivion both religion and its 
ministers. 

The celebrated cemetery possesses a peculiarity 
which cannot fail at once to strike the intelligent 

visiter. It is the constant recurrence of objects, which 
even amidst this vast wilderness of graves, prevents 
his spirit from being thoroughly imbued with the so- 

lemnity peculiar to all similar places, and carries it 
back for ever to the world and its enjoyments. The 
vestiges of its ancient glory, as the Jesuit’s summer 
palace, are still to be traced. The fruit trees of the 
reverend father’s orchard, still mingle their blossoms 
in the spring time with the gloomy cypress or the 
weeping willow, planted by some fond hand around 
the graves of a dear departed friend, or dearer relative. 
The canal, which was dug to supply the cascades and 
fountains of the pleasure ground, is now dry, and a 
few willows have sprung up in its bed ; but the grand 
basin near the entrance, from which played a magni- 
ficent jet d'eau, still continues to yield water sufficient 
to supply the gardener of the cemetery, who for a 
small stipend, undertakes to water the flowers which 

grow in abundance over the ‘graves of all who yet 
live in the hearts of those whom they have left be- 
hind, to follow them at no distant period. 

Tradition tells us, that Madame de Maintenon was 
always one of the most constant and assiduous visiters 
at the chateau of Mont Louis, and within its walls 
many of those dark sciicmes against the Protestants 
were doubtless concocted, which at once disgrace the 

age and memory of Louis le Grand. It appears, how- 
ever. that their intercourse was marked from the com- 
mencement by caution and distrust. The confessor 
feared the devout lady’s influence in restraining the 
liberality of the king, while the dame a bonnes auvres 

dreaded lest the confessor’s authority over the royal 
conscience should be used to mar her sway, and there 
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fore with womanly pettishness she attributed every 
slight or coolness on the part of Louis, to the evil 
counsels of the venerable father. Forgetting that she 
was herself an able and experienced dissembler, she 
expressed something of contempt for the crafty manner 
in which the Jesuit conducted every affair in which 
he was engaged. She attributed the power he had 
gained over the mind of the monarch entirely to 
falsehood, not choosing to remember that the weak- 

ness of the king had often rendered him the dupe 
of others far less worthy than that holy man, whom 
he constituted the spiritual depositary of his con- 
science. 

In a letter to the Cardinal de Noailles, Madame de 
Maintenon complains of his airs of superiority over 
herself, and his too great familiarity with the king: 
“ He has far more talent for evil than for goed ;” she 
writes, “ but how can it be otherwise, when his inten- 
tions are never honest? Perhaps (for it is wrong to 
judge too harshly) it is ignorance and blindness which 
render him thus unjust. He is so great an adept in 
administering consolation to the king. He can surprise 
his majesty into the most boundless liberality by the 
mere furce of his eloquence.” In another letter to the 
same prelate, she says, “ Le Pere de la Chaise paid 
me a visit to-day, his manners were lively and easy as 
usual, but yet his visit seemed an insult rather than a 
compliment.” 

The Jansenists were greatly exasperated against La 
Chaise for his unremitting persecutions of their party, 
though, with the most wary policy, the Jesuit had 
sought to conceal that he was the instigator of them. 
He must not, however, be made answerable for all 
that is laid to his charge; and, compared with his 
successor, Father Tellier, he will appear mild and 
moderate. Duclos declares that he was far more 
subtle than even this Norman Jesuit, and that he could 
alarm or soothe the conscience of the king, as best 
suited his own interests. These he never for a mo- 
ment lost sight of, always working either for his own 
benefit or to enrich his order, but with admirable tact, 
leaving the glory of all pious concessions to the king. 
Violent against every one whose opinions differed from 
his own, he yet spoke of all with moderation; and 
when it became necessary to forward his own views, 
he could even bestow praise upon distinguished indi- 
viduals of a party opposed to his own. Father Ques- 
nel’s “ Reflexions Morales” always lay open at his 
elbow, and to those who expressed astonishment at 
his thus studying an author who was opposed to the 
Jesuits, he replied, “ | have no longer time to learn— 
I turn to Father Quesnel for truth and philosophy, 
these I have ever found in his Reflexions Morales, and 
1 forget his errors while reading his work.” Duclos 
considers this apparent toleration another proof of du- 
plicity, and mentions, with bitterness, his persecutions 
of Le Pelletier des ‘Touches and the bishop of Pa- 
miers. 

The duc de Saint Simon, in his great work on the 
Life and Times of Louis the Fourteenth, speaks with 
rather more lenity of Pere La Chaise :— 

“He had but little wit,” says the historian, “ but an 
excellent understanding, was just, upright, wise, mild, 
and moderate; an enemy to all calumny and secret 
accusation. He was honourable and humane, and in 
his intercourse with strangers, was ever considered 
affable, polite, gracious, and condescending. He was 
generous and disinterested, although certainly much 
attached to his family, never losing sight of the welfare 
of those with whom he was connected. He prided 
himself upon his origin, though it was never clearly 
proved from whom he was descended; and always 
favoured the nobility with, perhaps, a pardonable va- 
nity, seeming to treat them with a kind of kindred 
feeling. He was careful in his distribution of livings 
in the church, and so long as his power was unlimited, 

kK 2 

they were certainly well filled. Even the enemies of 
the Jesuits were forced to confess that he was a wor- 
thy man, and performed the difficult duties of his situ- 
ation with honour.” 

He died on the 20th of January, in the year 1709, 
at the advanced age of 85. The king was inconsolable 
for the loss of his confessor. His Majesty himself 
pronounced a public eloge, in which he declared with 
more modesty than could have been expected, that 
“ except in his persecutions of the Calvinists, le Pere la 
Chaise had always been of a mild, forgiving temper;” 
at the same time recalling many instances in which 
he had secretly taken the part of the ac@used, and, 
adding, with great tenderness, “I said to him some- 
times, ‘Father, you are much too gentle,’ when he 
would answer, ‘ Pardon me, Sire, is it not that you are 
acting with too great severity?” 

This was publicly pronounced by the monarch over 
the grave of the Jesuit, and it cannot therefore be 
disputed. It is said that his death was universally 
regretted by all classes and cenditions of men, nor is 
it even added, “ except by the Protestants,” by whom 
his memory is to this day held in universal execration. 
They rejoice to see his dwelling become the haunt of 
the owl and of the bat; they delight in beholding those 
gardens, which were the Jesuit’s pride, fast peopling 
with the dead ; they exult as they point to the grave of 
Mestrezat, of Geneva, to behold him sleeping peace- 
fully where that minister of the Cross once dwelt, who 
planned the dragonades and the bloody massacre of the 
Cevennes! 

DEATH. 

Tue London Quarterly Review, in noticing a book 
of Sir Henry Halford on Death and Insanity, has the 
following striking passage :— 

“Whatever be the causes of dissolution, whether 
sudden violence or lingering malady, the immediate 
modes by which death is brought about appear to 
be but two. In one, the nervous system is primarily 

attacked; and there is a sinking, sometimes an in- 
stantaneous extinction of life; in the course of the 
other, dissolution is effected by the circulation of 
black venous blood in the arteries of the body, instead 
of the fed arterial blood. The former is termed 
death by syncope, or fainting; the latter, death by 
asphyxia. In the last mentioned manner of death, 
when it is the result of disease, the struggle is long 
protracted, and accompanied with all the visible 
marks of agony which the imagination associates with - 
the closing scene of life—the pinched aud pallid fea- 
tures, the cold, clammy skin, the upturned eye, and 

the heaving, laborious, rattling respiration. Death 
does not strike all the organs of the body at the same 
time: some may be said to survive others; and the 
lungs are among the last to give up the performance 
of their functions and die. As death approaches, they 
become gradually more and more oppressed, the air 
cells are loaded with an increased quantity of the 
fluid which naturally lubricates the surface; the atmo- 
sphere can now no longer come in contact with the 
air-cells, without first permeating this viscid fluid— 
hence the rattle. Nor is the contact sufficiently 
perfect to change the venous into arterial blood; an 
unprepared fluid consequently issues from the lungs 
into the heart, and is thence transmitted to every other 
organ of the body. The brain receives it, and its 
energies appear to be lulled thereby into sleep, gene- 
rally tranquil sleep, filled with dreams, which impel 
the dying lip to murmur out the names of friends, and 

the occupations and recollections of past life: the pea- 
sant ‘babbles o’ green fields,’ and Napoleon expires 
amid visions of battle, uttering with his last breath, 

“tete d’armee.’” 



MY OLD VISITING BOOK. 

MY OLD VISITING BOOK. 

“So many of these people are dead, or ruined, or 
gone abroad, that I really must make out a new visit- 
ing list.” Such was my ejaculation, as I laid down 
the clasped morocco volume which contained the long 
list of friends and acquaintances, made out in the year 
18—, and arranged, not according to degrees of inti- 
macy, or contiguity of dwelling-place, but according 
as chance had willed their names to begin with a 
particular letter. “ Yes, I must certainly make out a 
new list.” But to do this, it was necessary to look 
through the old one, to select some names—to reject 

others ; so [ walked to the open window, and leaning 
against the side, began my task of selection; marking 
with a pencil such as were still to be retained in my 
new visiting book. I looked through the first, second, 
and third pages—every name brought a history with 
it—till at length the breeze seemed that of one of the 
early springs of my life—visions rose around me which 
had well nigh faded into forgetfulness; and as one 

name, one long-remembered name, caught my eye, 
tears, the bitter tears we shed over the irrevocable 
past, stole from my eyes and dropped on the written 
leaves. I started; a visiter was announced—and as 
it is not my style (every woman has her style) to be 
found weeping, (independent of the ridicule of being 
found weeping over one’s old visiting book,) I dried 
my tears, and assuming the gay good-humoured smile 
and light tone of persiflage with which I receive my 
acquaintances, and with which (to do them justice) my 
acquaintances receive me, I forgot for an hour the past 
in the present. 

But when my visiter had departed, and I had lei- 
sure to recommence my task, I turned again to the 
familiar pages and gleaned, from an apparently barren 
field, chronicles of other days. 

The first on my list, Mrs. Airlie, is no more. I can 
draw my pen throngh the name without a sigh, for I 
knew her very slightly, and none of the circumstances 
which make even a stranger's death melancholy gave 
an interest to hers—she was not young; she left neither 
husband nor child to regret her loss, and I think I shall 
seldom even recollect that she is missing from the gay 
scenes where alone I have been accustomed to meet 
her. Lady Aspendale, Mrs. Beverley, Duchess of 
B—., &c. &c. &e.—there is little or no change in 
their situations. Mrs. Crnagh. Ah! how fond I used to 
be of her! that was in the days when we were girls 
together—before she changed her name of Rose Allan- 
by for the extraordinary cognomen of Cruagh. For 
three years I have not seen her; she belongs to the 
class of birds of passage, and makes it next to impossi- 
ble to keep up a steady visiting acquaintance, by hav- 
ing a house in a different street every time she comes 
to town. Hlow merry we have been together, and 
how pretty she was—heigh-ho! 

The next and the next and the next are dead. Who 
follows? Ah! the very name which caured those foolish 
tears. Lucy! poor, gentle, lovely Lucy Chitingworth! 
Her image rises before me—happy, supremely happy 
—her soft eyes beaming with love and laughter— 
wandering through the grounds at C , where a 
pie-nie party celebrated her birth-day, and her betrothal 
to Mr. Fenton. How I envied her the apparent cer- 
tainty of happiness she then enjoyed—the entire devo- 
tion of one to whom she was so tenderly attached— 
the unopposed union so quietly and comfortably settled 
by the friends of both parties. Alas! there is nothing 
now to envy in her fate. They have quarrelled and 
parted—perhaps at this moment she sits alone, pining 
for the presence of the child still dear to both those 

divided hearts—or perhaps, even while caressing it, 
she half wishes it were with him, the love of her 

youth, to remind him of the old days when harsh words 
from him to her seemed impossible! those old days 
which, as they vanished, bore with them visions, the 
memory of which has still the power to make me 
weep. The next name that bids my pen pause, is 
that of the Countess . a giver of brilliant soirees, 
and an encourager of those harmless flirtations which 
do such incalculable mischief. From the first year of 
my introduction to “the world,” [ remember her and 

her house exactly the same. Both sparkling and bright 
of an evening, both rather sad and dull of a morning 
—I tear her soirees are at an end, but she must be 
transferred to the new list; she was kind to me in her 
own way, and is ill and alone now, without even the 
false excitement given by the triumphs of conscious 
talent, to raise her spirits or give an excuse for flattery. 
How clever—how droll she was! How fond of society 
—how formed to shine in it! and how formed, too, for 
nobler ends than those she has followed! I recall 
with a melancholy smile the very different opinions of 
two of our mutual friends——The first was a lady of a 
certain age, moving in the same circle; and she spoke 

in a tone of warning :—“ Beware of the Countess !—she 
is a cold, calculating, heartless woman, without prin- 
ciple or sincerity—her society can only do you harm.” 
The second was a much older friend, but one little 
experienced in the world’s ways, and she spoke with 
enthusiasm!—* You know her then!—you know the 
Countess—how you must love her! She was the 
most beautiful, the most joyous, the warmest-hearted 
of human beings! I have never seen—I shall never 
see any one so made to be worshipped!” I ponder 
still upon this last opinion. { have seen the Countess 
a thousand times in society—brilliant, false, and flat- 
tered. I have heard her once weep over a child's 
words, and speak of the hopes and intentions of her 
youth; and still, when my heart is about to condemn, 
the memory of those startling tears returns, and pleads 

for the better part of that wayward and perverted 
nature. 

The name which follows, is one which haunted me 

long before I ever saw its owner: one who was loved 
in her girlhood by that warm and joyous heart, which, 
in after-life, 

“ With all its faults—was mine ;” 

and dearer, far dearer even its errors (if such they 
were) than the proudest perfection of others! 

I have listened for hours to acrounts of her gentle- 
ness, her beauty, her fascination, and listened too with- 
out jealousy, for I felt that I was loved, and ske was 

already a wife; and it was his voice which spoke, 
though it spoke of her—his hand which clasped my 
own, while he told the romance of earlier days. I 
saw her at length, after years had rolled by—after 
God had made the vain hopes and intentions of those 
years of no effect:—when the heart that had beat so 
warmly was but a clod of the valley, and in place of 
jealousy or curiosity, a sad and heavy remembrance 
was all with which I could gaze upon her. 1 looked 
into her gentle eyes—I listened to her low musical 
voice, as though they had power to raise visions and 

echoes from the tomb, and I could have wept—but 
that we stood amongst strangers! 

Here is a name with a hurried angry stroke of the 
pen blotting it out. How foolish! Why should I have 
been angry with one whose caprices were so con- 
temptible? Why should I have resented a person 
turning her back, because she was unable to turn a 
repartee ? (more especially as her necklace and head- 
jewels were quite as handsome on one side as on the 
other.) Why should I, even in the solitude of my 
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own room, and the privacy of my old visiting-book 
have been guilty of the egregious folly of scratching 
out a name, because it stood representative of a person 
who had displeased me? I really could find it in my 
heart to write it out fairly in my new list; but that I 
think it would be, on many accounts, unnecessary. 

Another name; equally—no, that were impossible 
—but nearly as capricious ; belonging to a higher, a far 
higher order of beings, one, who with beauty, talents, 
wealth, rank, and a romantic history, with every capa- 
bility of overcoming the strongest prejudices, and win- 
ning the coldest hearts—with all the requisites for 
being warmly, steadily, and enthusiastically loved, has 
been content all her life onLY to govern! One who 
has divided the world around her into enemies and 
slaves, and sees the latter, when freed, range them- 
selves under the banners of the former. One who sits 
in an enforced loneliness, and yet wonders she is alone 
—who might have made devotees, but is satisfied to 

tule subjects. The name, nevertheless, must ever be 

“ One of the hallowed and haunting sounds 
Heard long ago in the home of my youth;” 

and as such, let it pass, and turn we to the next. 
That next is only a vague dream; for I never saw 

Mrs. Joyce Alden in my life. I knew her husband when 
I was a girl, and liked him much: all the better, perhaps, 

that I used to feel a little afraid of him. He had a 
gentle, grave manner, and exceeding stubborn notions 
of right and wrong: was very particular on the score 
of feminine propriety, and lectured a little. He be- 
longed to that rare class of men you can neither dazzle 
nor persuade—who admire qualities instead of being 
smitten by charms, and whose favourable opinion you 
involuntarily try to obtain, simply (as I believe) because 
you suspect it to be withheld. Mrs. Joyce Alden! I 
do not know her—I do not know any one who has 
seen her; but I am sure she is lovely and loveable, 
because she is Ais wife; and I shall transfer her name 
and direction, though she has never been in town 
since I left my card on the bride, and we may possibly 
never become known to each other. 

Ah! here is a family of whom I have entirely lost 
sight. Dear pains-taking Lady Hawk, with her two 
fat good-humoured girls, whose cheeks are always 
flushed, and whose hair was never in curl, where can 
they be? Brighton?—no,I should have heard of them. 
Rome ?—Florence?—the Highlands of Scotland, or the 
Lowlands of Spain? Can they be going up the Rhine, 
with whom I have so often and so merrily gone down 
the Thames! I cannot imagine what has become of 
them! 
The name which stands next—long-loved and long 

familiar—has a power which none will have again! 
—the power to sober amid the intoxications of vanity 
—to sadden in the gayest hours—to waken tenderness, 
regret, and affection in my coldest or most angry mood. 
A name, 

« At which the past is all revolved 
Within the working brain; 

And broken vows are re-resolved, 
And virtue loved again!” 

Lost, but still revered friend!—the day may come 
when your heart shall steal back to its first kindly 
thoughts of me, and that gentle eye, whose calm and 

melancholy disapprobation, is so much more wounding 
than the bitterest words, smile on me, as it once used 
to de! 

Here is a whole page which now might well be 
blank. ‘Two of those names have perished from the 
earth—one (and a noble one) hus become the victim 

of political disturbances in a foreign land—and one, 
loaded with unexpected disgrace, borne for no fault of 

hers, but for the imprudent speculations of the husband 
of her youth, is no longer mistress of the home, the 

honours of which were done with such unobtrusive 
and quiet hospitality, in the days when her name was 
first entered on my list. 

Lady Rothseaton;—she is gone too—that princely 
house is without a mistress, her children without a 
mother. Lady Skiverton; again a death, though not 
hers; the death of that young bright girl, for whose 
sake, chiefly, it was pleasant to keep up our, acquaint- 
ance. Here is her name; and here, between the leaves 
of the book, one of her cards, with a few pencilled 
words of regret at not seeing me when she called. 
Her name! no one will answer to it now, with that 
bird-like voice which fell so pleasantly on the ear; no 
bright face will welcome me with that young and 
guileless expression of cordiality which made one feel 
so welcome, when I went to C street; but I must 
again write down the name—there are others still to 
visit, but none like her! 

Here is a name just entered; her very card, like 
herself, fair, elegant, and delicate. Her fate is all in 
the future; she is just married—married for love. I 
hope I never shall look at that name in my visiting- 
book with any feeling of sadness, for I never saw any 
one more winning or more beautiful. 

Again a death! Can it indeed be true? Can that 
handsome haughty face have disappeared from amongst 
us for ever? Have the sudden shadow and oblivion 
of the tomb closed over so much of bounding life and 
energy of feeling? There are beings in the world 
whose very appearance is incompatible with our no- 
tions of death—whom we can hardly believe to have 
departed, even after we know such to be the fact! 
She was one of these; and even now, as I draw my 

pen through the name which henceforward can only 
be a memory, she rises before me— 

«“ Life in her veins, and joy upon her brow,” 

and mocks with a visionary brightness the ideas of 
languor, sickness, and the grave. Hers was a death 
to startle all—to grieve many; the sudden death of 
lonely pain—the wrench from all life’s dearest links, 
without warning—without decay—and many an Lour 
that haunting face will for a moment brighten with 

its strange beauty the scenes in which she never more 
may mingle; and sober with a sudden remembrance 
hearts whose gaiety she shared while living. 

Beautiful foreigner! your name brings only feelings 
of pleasure and admiration; in which perhaps some- 
thing of curiosity and interest mingles, as I reflect on 
the expression of those wild and brilliant eyes, and the 
restless smile which has so little of mirth in it. Yours 
is tho face that tempts one while gazing on it, amid 
crowded assemblies, to imagine its solitude. Yours is 
the smile which seems as if it should shine through 
tears—yours the voice, whose careless and complimen- 
tary words are spoken in tones which tell a history! 
Passion, and mournfulness, and deep affection are in 
those tones, and when I hear them, it is with an effort 
that I recollect we are strangers. 

The next is one which seems to have been written 
there a3 a contrast to the preceding. Haughty lady, 
whose manner and address are as stately (and far less 
cordial) than those of our own royal princesses, I bow 
over your name; and envy the mixture of talent, tact, 

perseverance, ambition, and assurance, which has given 
you the lofty place you hold amongst us, a place which 

neither rank, right, nor reason, appears to justify your 

possessing: 
The next—the next—the next—are dead. The 

next ruined—and the last dying in a distant land— 
can it be that all these changes have taken place in 
six years? - 

Can it be that we are not more sobered by the 
events of this changeful world? Can it be that I have 
really found so much to grieve—to warn—to remem- 
ber—in the pages of my “ Old Visiting Book?” 
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BY N. C. BROOKS, A. M. 

Paul before Agrippa.—Acts xxvi. 

Berore the judgment seat, circled with spears 
Of grim-faced warriors, see the man of God! 
Although the scrutinizing eye of Kings, 
Searches each lineament, as if to sean 
The workings of his soul, he calmly stands, 
Like some colossal column, which the clouds 
Darkened with thunder, lower upon in vain. 

Upon his festered wrists the galling chains 
Of persecution sound: yet from his eye, 
And from his radiant features breathes a soul 
Undaunted—unsubdued and free— 
A spirit strong in conscious innocence 
And truth divine, girded with holy hope. 

While high upraised his scornful judges sat, 
Anxious to hear “ the founder of strange gods.” 
With reverent obeisance, and with grace 
Of utterance and diction, the accused 
“ Stretched forth the hand and answered for himself.” 

In simple phrase he sketched his pious youth; 
How zealous of the duties of the law, 
Its rites and ceremonies, he had lived 

“ A Pharisee after the straitest sect;” 
An. how, in after years, when growing thought 
Had ripened into judgment, he had stood 
At the renowned Gamaliel's feet, and conned 
The Talmud scroll, and the mysterious lore 
Of ancient doctors, with unwearied mind, 
Spinning a lengthened line of years of thought, 
The depth to fathom of the mighty pool 
Of moral science. 

Then, as the tears stole o'er his flushing cheek, 
He spoke of his enthusiasm wild, 

How of traditions zealous, he opposed 
The name of Jesus, him of Nazareth, 
And his meek followers pursued with death, 
And persecution, unto cities strange— 
How he had seen the purple life-blood spout 
Up from the thousand fountains made by stones, 
Cast by the murderous multitude, his voice 
Giving against them. sealing their dark doom; 
And how, when journeying to Damascus, sent 
With full commission from the bloody priests, 

To bind, and scourge, and torture, that a light 
From the clear heaven, above the noonday sun, 
Gleamed round him and his iron-mailed band, 

Like lightning, suddenly, and strewed the earth 
With horse and rider, while a solemn voice 
From high empyrean broke upon his ear. 
“ Why dost thou persecute me, Saul? why dare 
The heavy bosses of Jehovah's shield 
With puny shaft? Rise, stand upon thy feet! 
I, Jesus, whom thou persecutest, send 

Thee to the Gentiles, to unseal their eyes, 
Turn them to light from darkness, and to God 
From serving Satan, that they may receive 
Forgiveness of their sins through faith in me.”” 

And, as he spoke of Jesus, his warm heart 
Swelled with delight, unutterably full. 
His kindling eye shone with unearthly light, 
And eloquence, strong as a torrent stream, 
His glowing features lit with living flame. 

His son'rous voice rung through the vaulted hall, 
Like music, as he dwelt upon the hope 
Of promise, to the ancient patriarchs made ; 
And drew forth link by link of that gold chain 
Prophetic, which unbroken, down from man 

Primeval, stretched to Jesus, in the heap 
Of types and shadows hid, and with the dust 
Of ages long gone by obscured and dim; 
And by resistless demonstration proved 
Jesus, the Christ, in very deed; the hope 
Of Israel, and the Saviour of the world, 
“ Counsellor Wonderful”—* the Prince of Peace” — 
“Th’ Eternal Father”—* the Almighty God.” 
And, as he traced him from his bed of straw, 
Curtained by angel wings, up to his cross, 
O’er which, shrouded in black, the heavens hung, 
Glorious in all his acts—godlike and grand— 

Healing the sick, making the maimed, the lame, 
Leap with returning action, pouring light 
Upon the sightless eye-balls of the blind, 
And bidding life reanimate the dead. 
The Gentile king caught from his hallowed lips 
The glow of admiration of the might 
And majesty of Jesus; and his heart, 
On which the light of heaven began to dawn, 
Forgot his heathen idols, in the God 
Omnipotent, proclaimed in mighty truth; 
And while the resurrection and ascension came 
Sanctioned by reason, opening up the gates 

Of life eternal, and the joys of Heaven, 
In the o’erflowings of a wounded heart, 
Subdued in every thing, except its pride, 
He cried, “ Thou hast almost persuaded me 
To be a Christian.” 

The voice of the accused new died away, 
And silence reigned amid the judgment hall. 
They who had come to listen to the sounds 
Of babbling nonsense, or the maniac rant 
Of mad enthusiasm, stood confused 
And gazed upon each other vacantly, 
As men bewildered, while they, one and all 
Read in his features, in his words and tone, 
His innocence; and deep conviction felt, 
As with meek step and uncomplaining eye 
He followed to his dungeon, he had done 
Nothing that merited or death or bonds. 

‘eSemtemeeeneeceremS 

LOVES FIRST DREAM. 

BY T. ROSCOE. 

Dream of my childhood’s heaven, 
That once life's fair dawn blest, 

Far, far from this sad memory driven— 
Breathe o’er my morning rest! 

When the worn heart hath sighed 
Its thousand griefs to sleep, 

Open your founts of thought long dried— 
There my rapt spirit steep; 

Whisper sweet hepes to come— 
Of love so pure and bright, 

And call her from her early tomb, 
My young bride—robed in light! 

As when—with God in heaven, 
And beauty on the earth ; 

We sat ’mid the roseate even, 
Or watched the young morn’s birth. 

No sorrow, no cold doubt 
Held our young hearts in thrall! 

Bid her pledge me her truth, without 
One thought of her long-wept fall. 

Oh! give me her visioned kiss, 
Let me look in those same sweet eyes, 

Fold me once more in her arms of bliss, 
And bear te her own dear skies. 
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THE TOILET. 

A POINTED RETICULE. 
Get a quarter and a half-quarter of silk; cut it into 

two pieces, after having taken off a slip for the four 
outside points. The two pieces are to form the sides 
of the bag. They must each be cut out with two 
points at the top, and one large point at the bottom. 
Then cut out the four additional points. Cord the 
whole with silk of a different colour, and line them all 
with the same as the cording 

Then sew the two sides together, inserting a cord 
between. Next sew on the four outside points, two 
on each side,so as to hang downwards; finishing their 
straight edge with a cord sewed also to the reticule. 
Make a case just below the top-points, and run in a 
narrow riband. 

a// 

A RIDDLE FLOWER. 

Procure some fine pink, blue, or yellow paper, and 
cut out thirty-six leaves, all exactly alike. The form 
must be a narrow oval diminishing to a point at each 
end; the size about six inches long, and two inches 
wide at the broadest part. 

Write, in very small neat letters, a conundrum on 
each leaf, and put the solution on the back or under 
side. Cut out of green paper, four large leaves, re- 

sembling those of the oak, and write an enigma on 

each with the answer on the back. Make a fold or 
crease down the middle of each flower-leaf and unite 
them all in the centre with a needle and thread; so 

that they spread out all round, resembling a dahlia. 

For the stalk, prepare some wire, covered with nar- 
row green riband wrapped closely round it. With a 
needle, fasten the green leaves to this stalk, and then 
put on the flower. In the centre of the flower, put a 
small circular piece of pasteboard or card, painted yel- 
low so as to imitate the stamina, and sew it on neatly 
to conceal the place where all the leaves come toge- 
ther. Fasten a similar little piece to the back of the 
flower where the stem is joined to it. 

Three or four of these flowersin a tumbler or flower- 
glass, make a handsome ornament for a centre table; 
and the riddles, if well selected, will afford amusement 
to visiters. 

aS Se Se 

NINON DE L°ENCLOS. 

Tuts celebrated and most extraordinary woman, left 
an orphan in the bright bloom of youth, followed a 
course of life but too well known. Perfectly indepen- 
dent as to fortune, and but too independent in morals, 
she made pleasure the grand object of life. Educated 
by her father, an officer in the army of Louis XIII. 
and a professed philosopher of the Epicurean school ; 
she became at an early age a disciple of those princi- 
ples which ke had made the rule of his life. His last 
advice to her was, to be more scrupulous in the choice 
than the number of her pleasures. 

It is strange that so intellectual a woman, one so 
abounding in the most refined acquirements, should 
have made all the gifts of nature and art, subservient to 
frailty; but much of her erroneous course must be placed 
to the extreme laxity of morals which at that period 
pervaded the highest circles of society. Certain it is, 
she was loved, admired, courted by all. And Madame 
de Sevigne appears to have been the only person who 
expressed sentiments of indignation and almost hatred 
towards her; and this feeling seems rather to have 
emanated in the fears of the mother than from any 
other source. Ninon was a fine linguist, a charming 
musician, and dancer. As a friend faultless. Ever 
ready to serve the oppressed, to defend the calumniat- 
ed. Truly disinterested; even the offers of royalty 
could not induce her to give up the independence she 
so much prized. 

Christina of Sweden visited her, on the description 
given her by the Marechal de Albret, and other Pari- 
sian wits, of the charm of her conversation; which the 
queen admitted far surpassed even the glowing ac- 
counts given of it. Christina offered to carry her to 
Rome, and to give her a residence in her palace; but _ 
Ninon preferred her own insignificant home in the Rue 
des Tournelles, and rejected the offer. In this house 
she lived for sixty years with an economy so rigid, as 
to keep her ever unfettered by pecuniary obligation, 
and to afford her the means of entertaining at her table 
the first characters in France; and the higher gratifi- 
cation of assisting less prudent friends, and relieving 
indigent merit. 

The Marquis de la Fane speaks of her with enthu- 
siasm: “She had lovers,” he says, “ who adored her 
at the age of twenty.”—When the Grand Conde met 
her in the streets, he descended from his carriage to do 
her homage, a mark of respect rarely paid in those 
days to aught but royalty. Ninon was fifiy-six when 
the Marquis de Sevigne became enamoured of her; 
at seventy, the Marquis de Benier of the royal family 
of Sweden, acknowledged her power. 

Madame de Maintenon, after her elevation, offered 
Ninon liberal provision, but it is supposed, that certain 
stipulations were annexed to these offers, little in ac- 
cordance with the habits of her quondam friend. In 
her last days, she charmed the youthful Fontenelle, 
who listened to her with reverence and admiration. 
Even Voltaire, at ten years of age, looked upon the 
wonders of her day; little dreaming that in future 
years he himself was destined to be equally an object 
of surprise and admiration. 
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A TALE OF GARRIC O’GUNNIEL. 

Now too—the joy most like divine 
Of all Lever dreamt or knew, 

To see thee, hear thee, cal! thee mine, 

Ob, mercy! msust I lose this too ?—Dfoore. 

Tuere are few more picturesque ruins in the south 
of Ireland, than those of Carrig O’Gunniel Castle, situ- 
ated not far from the banks of the Shannon, and at 
about five miles distance from the city of Limerick — 
The name signifies the “ rock of the candle,” and it is 
so called from a legend—what old castle in Ireland is 
without one ?—of a supernatural light, which in times 
of yore was wont to blaze after sunset on the highest 
point of the building. This unearthly torch was kin- 
dled by a malignant hag, whose care it was to feed the 
flame, and wo to the luckless wight who dared to 
raise his eye to “the rock” after she had taken her 
nightly station there '—death or deformity was sure to 
be his portion. 

The shortest exposure to the withering glare of the 
witch’s candle was fatal, and many wild tales are eur- 
rent among the peasantry of its baleful effects.* The 
light is now quenched; and naught remains of the 
once mighty fortress but dilapidated walls and mould- 
ering towers, whose massive fragments show how 
strong, and yet how vain, was the resistance they op- 
posed to the assaults of William the III. before whose 
cannon they fell. The ivy covers, as with a pall, 
these relics of former greatness, and where banners 
‘were wont to wave, the fox-glove unfolds its crimson 
blossoms to the breeze. The sod, once red with the 
blood: of the foe, and which so often resounded to the 
tread of “ mail-clad men,” is now burrowed by innu- 
merable floeks of timorous rabbits, which, at the 
slightest noise, are seen scudding away in hundreds 
to their underground retreats, or the shelter of the 
spreading “ lady fern,” with which the soil is covered. 
The owl and the bat flit at nightfall round the gloomy 
towers, and startle with their strange noises the be- 
lated peasant, who hurries by with the feeling of awe 
which superstition always flings around such ruins in 
Ireland, and while he wraps his loodiet closely about 
him, and pulls his hat over his eyes, crosses himself 
with a muttered prayer, or the usual exclamation of 
“God come between us and harm this blessed night.” 

In the day-time, however, when the cheerful sun 
has put to flight the phantoms and shapes, 

“Of Erebus and blackest midnight born,” 

Carrig O’Gunniel Castle is the frequent resort, not only 
of the country people, but of various groups of “ feli- 
city hunters” from more distant parts. ‘The eminence 
on which it is built commands an extensive and not 
unpicturesque prospect. Immediately at the fvot, on 
the landward side, its sloping fields brightening in the 
sunshine, lies the snug glebe, embowered in trees, so 

close that you can distinguish the neatly trimmed 
hedge-rows, and trace the gravelled avenue that leads 
to the parish church of Kilkeedy at its gate. Further 

on, are the woods of Elm Park and Lord C ‘s im- 
provements, with the village of Clarina to the left— 

* A tale, founded on this legend of Carrig O'Gun- | 
niel, the Rock of the Candle, appeared in one of the 
Annuals some seasons ago, from the pen of Mr. Grif- 
fin, the talented author of “ The Collegians.” 

t A large loose coat, worn by the lower orders in 
Ireland. 

On the river side, the rock slopes suddenly down, ren- 
dering the ascent to the castle by that way, steep and 
precipitous. Very lovely is the view on a calm sum- 
mer’s evening, when the sun is setting behind the dis- 
tant hills ef Clare, and gilding with its red and glow- 
ing light the majestic Shannon and theswinding Maig, 
a little tributary river, which glides like a silver ser- 
pent through the plain, forming various fairy islets in 
its meandering course ; and pleasant it is to watch the 
graceful brig, or the humbler turf boat, with its red 
sails glowing in the sunset, as it proceeds slowly by 
the luxuriant woods of Cooper Hill and Tervoe, to- 
wards the city of Limerick, which is seen in the dis- 
tance, far as the eye can reach, its cathedral tower 
piercing the cloud of smoke and vapour that hangs 
over the town. 

On such an evening as we have been describing, 
in the autumn of the year 1822—a year memorable 
in that part of the country to all classes of persons, 
two figures were seen slow!y descending the hill from 
the castle. They were apparently little alive to the 
scenery which we have been attempting to portray, for 
the eyes of both were bent on the ground. ‘The one, 
a young peasant in the first bloom of manhood, was 
tall and athletic in figure, and in his open and gene- 
rous countenance the reckless gaiety of youth was 
blended with an expression of hardihood and manly 

daring beyond his years. He was dressed in the ordi- 
nary garb of a peasant—a light-coloured frieze coat 
and straw hat, with his shirt collar open in front so as 
to display the throat, according to the usual custom 
among the men of his class. He carried in his hand 
a stout crab-thorn stick, or shillelagh, calculated to 
prove a powerful weapon when wielded by so muscu- 

lar an arm, but which was now harmlessly employed 
in decapitating the dock-weeds and thistle-down that 
grew in the path that he was treading. 

The young man’s companion was a girl of unusual 
freshness and beauty. Her dress differed in nothing 
but the care, almost approaching to coquetry, with 
which it was adjusted, from that universally worn by 
the country maidens of the south of Ireland :—a brown 
stuff gown, the skirt of which was turned up and fast- 
ened behind, so as to allow an under-petticoat of a 

blue colour to be visible from the knees downward, 
a check apron, neck-kerchief of a bright orange— 
strange that this protestant colour should be so popu- 
lar in the south)—and a pair of small brogues, com- 
pleted her costume. 

Her hair, which was of a jet black, luxuriant and 
glossy, was parted a Ja Madonna in front, and gathered 
up at the back into that circular knot, which gives to 
the head a contour at once so graceful and classical— 
a mode of coiffure accurately preserved in M’Clise’s 
exquisite, though we fear, alas! too flattering, speci- 
mens of the “daughters of Erin,” in his admirable 
painting of “ All Hallow E’en—The smiles that came 
and went, calling into life a thousand dimples that 
played about her rosy mouth and rounded cheek, had 
now vanished, and the usual laughing slyness and co- 
quetry of her dark blue eye was changed to an expres- 
sion of deep tenderness, as with an anxious gaze she 

followed the downcast looks of her companion. 
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“ Don’t take on that way, Maurice dear,” she said, 
' after a long pause, “ things may turn out better than 
you expect ;—any how, there's no use in fretting ;— 
we must hope for the best.” 

“An’ where’s the use o’ hoping,” exclaimed the 
man _ bitterly,—*“ where's the use in it —but 

sure ’tis only myself is to blame ;—fool and omedhaun 
that I was to be thinking o’ you, or looking at you, or 
spaking to you, at all at all!—what business had the 
likes o’ me to dare to lift my eyes to you, an’ your fa- 
ther the sthrong farmer he is. Och then, Kate avour- 
neen, many an’ many’s the time since I first saw you, 
that I wished you were as poor, an’ as humble, as e’er 
a girl in the place this blessed day—an’ that your fa- 
ther’s gould un’ his substance was at the bottom of the 
Shannon beyant, for as much as he thinks of it.” 

“ Whist,—whist, Maurice,” said Kate, “ don't say a 
word agin my father ;—’tis not fitting for me to be 
listening to such language from you. But indeed, af- 
ther all, ’tis myself that’s the worst off in it:—you’re 
a man, Maurice, an’ you can take your spade on your 
shoulder, an’ go off to the fair or the market, or may 
be over across to England all the way, in harvest,— 
an’ you'll see fine places an’ fine countries, an’ soon 
forget ould times, an’ the girl you left behind ;—bunt 
poor Kate must stay at home with a sore heart, an’ 
mind the house, an’ the spinning; an’ many a time in 
the long evenings, when the place is quiet, an’ the flax 
betune her fingers, she'll be thinking, an’ thinking—” 
And here the poor girl's voice faltered, and she was 
obliged to stop;—her bosom heaved, and her eyes filled 
with tears at the picture her fancy had conjured up. 

Her lover stood still, and leaning on his stick, gazed 
ardently on her as she struggled with her emotion. 

“Cauthieen,” he said, “darling o’ the world !—if 
mortal man dared to say, that Maurice Carmody would 
do the likes o’ that to the girl of his heart,—that he'd 
lave her ‘0 pine at home, an’ he away taking his di- 
varsion out o’ foreign parts,—he'd get that from this 
arm would make him repent his words as long as the 

breath was in his body. "Tis belying me you are, Kate, 
talking that way o’ my going from you ;—your own 
boy, that would throw himself from the top of that 
castle over this very minute, if it was your bidding, 
or if it would do you the smallest service in life!” 

“ But you can do me a service, Maurice,” replied 
the young woman, brushing away her tears with the 
corner of her apron; “ you can do me. ay, an’ your- 
self too, a service. Listen to me :—My father is n’t 
against you at all at all, as much as you think, nor 
wouldn’t be, only you’re your own enemy entirely. 
"Tis n't silver or gould that Michael Hennessy wants 
for his daughter, an’ there’s nothing would hinder him 
from giving her to a quiet, dacent, well-behaved boy 
that keeps at home, an’ minds his business; but Mau- 
rice, a night-walker, an’ one that follows bad com- 
pany, an’ bad courses, ’ill never get a girl of his fora 
wife ; an’ as long as os 
The dark eye of the young man kindled while his 

companion was speaking,—he drew himself up proud- 
ly, and was about to interrupt her with a violent ex- 
clamation, when she laid her hand gently on his arm, 
and looking into his face, said —‘“ Maurice, I know 
what you are going to say;—what you’re going to 
tell me, what you often did before, about righting the 
country, an’ the people, an’ all that; but be said by 
me—do now, avich;—lave the country an’ the people 
to them that knows more about such things than your- 
self;—where’s the good o’ bringing yourself into 
trouble for what you'll never be the better by; an’ 
you'll find how my father ‘ill turn to you, when he 
sees you quiet and industrious, take my word for it.” 

“If I thought that,” replied Maurice, after a brief 
struggle with himself, “I would, Cauthleen—I would 
for your sake, give up all dalings with the boys that’s 

putting me up to the courses you're talking about.” 

os 

* 

~ “The heavens bless you, Maurice,, for thaj, werd,” 
said the girl, joyfully, « the heavens bless an” reward 
you! An’ will you promise me now, that you will 

henceforward an’ for ever, have nothing in the wide 
world to do with them—good nor bad ?” 

“I can’t promise you that,” said the young man, his 
brow darkening, “for I’m bound to them—bound to 
do a torn for them this very night.” 

“Then,” said the girl, clasping her hands and walk- 
ing away a few paces—“ you may take your last look 
at Kate Hennessy, for her father will never hear of 
her marrying one that’s inclined as you are.” 

“Stop Cauthleen, stop,” said her lover, following 
her with eager steps, and exclaiming, as he again stood 
before her, “ would you be afther making a traitor of 
me?” She did not answer, and he went on— 

“I’m bound, as I tould you,—bound hand an’ foot 
for this night; and as J’m in for it, 1 must be as good 
as my word ;—but Cauthleen, I swear to you now by 
Him that’s over us,—and there’s more hearkening to 
me this moment than we can see,” he added, taking 
off his hat, and looking round at the haunted spots on 
which the evening shadows were fast descending— 
“IT swear to you by all that is holy, from this night 
out, Maurice Carmody will have no more to do, or to 
say with them that’s displasing to you or yours, than 
the child unborn.” 

In joyful accents did the delighted Kate pour out 
her thanks and blessings upon her lover for his unex- 
pected promise. “ An’ now,” she said, “ ’tis late, an’ 
I must be bidding you good night ;—remember, Mau- 
rice dear, what your afther telling me, and be sure, in 
the end all will go right. But, in the mean time, don’t 
let on a word to any one, an’ mind—we must not be 
seen together.” 

“ No,—but I'll meet you at the dance-house, won't 
I, avourneen, on Sunday ?—You'll be there with your 
father, Cauthleen ?” 

“That will I,” she answered, “ an’ now, good even- 
ing, Maurice.” 

“Good evening kindly, asthore,—an’ safe home, an’ 
a kind welcome to you wherever you go.”— 

«Tis hard, he added, musingly, as he stood watch- 
ing her retreating figure by a little well, whose crys- 
tal stream, shaded from the noon-day sun by the over- 
hanging branches of a timber sally, furnished the vil- 
lage maidens with an inexhaustible supply of water 
for their household purposes—“’Tis hard to give up 
the cause afther all, an’ perhaps be called a desarter 
into the bargain ;—but she’s a jewel of a girl, an’ well 
worth it. I must tiry an’ keep this night’s work a 
sacret from her father ;—'tis only a few strokes of a 
pen afther all, an’ I can bind the boys to hould silence, 
an’ not let on to any one, who done the job for them.” 
So saving, Maurice Carmody walked quickly away to- 
wards his cabin. 

The country, at the time of which we are speaking, 
was in a state of unusual insubordination :—nightly 
expeditions in search of arms, and secret meetings of 
the discontented were common among the peasantry. 
To meet these disturbances the district had been put 
under the “Insurrection Act,” and any one found out 
of his own house after eight o’clock at night, without 
the requisite pass, or certificate from a magistrate, was 
apprehended, and if unable to account for his absence 
from home, was forthwith sentenced to transportation. 
These measures, though severe, were called on by the 
exigence of the times, and were in full force at the 

period when our story occurred. 
The taste for dancing, however, that favorite amuse- 

ment of the lower orders, was not to be checked by 
the restraints under which they laboured, and accord- 
ingly the dance-house, on the Sunday evening before 
alluded to, was crowded with a motley group of all 
ages, and both sexes, dressed in their best attire and 

brightest smiles, for the occasion. The scene of the 
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revels was an old waste barn, which had been hired 
at a moderate yearly rent, by Johnny Brian, the little | 
hump-backed piper, for the purposes of amusement, 
and at the entrance, in the three-fold capacity of pro- 
prietor, door-keeper, and musician, sat Johnny himself 
—an old hat by his side, destined to receive the pence, 
half-pence, and sometimes even silver, deposited in it 
by each comer on arriving, according to his or her re- 
spective means. ‘These offerings frequently amounted 
to no inconsiderable sum before the end of the even- 
ing, and Johnny used to reckon it an indifferent night's | 
work that did not enable him to pocket seven or eight | 
shillings at the least. 

The dancing had not begun when Michael ITen- 

nessy and his daughter entered the barn ; and the lat- 

ter, taking advantage of the confusion and general 
greetings that were going forward, glided into a dark 
corner, where she was able to remain unnoticed. 

“ Arrah! what's come over ye at all at all to-night, 
boys and girls, that ye’re not dancing?” cried a merry 
voice from the crowd,—*there’s no 'surrection act up- 
on your legs any way, that ye must get a pass from a 

magisthrate afore ye dare move out one foot forenint 
the other, in a jig or areel. Come, step out, girls,— 
what are ye about?” 

“Och! ‘tis waitin’ for Martin we are,” cried a rosy 
faced-damsel, winking slyly at the speaker, “ there's 
never a boy here can get a partner till he’s had his 
pick and choice o’ the girls.” 

“ Hurroo! Martin avich, hurroo!” shouted the other, 
“ Where are ye hiding yourself, an’ all the girls pulling 
caps for ye, an’ trilling one another on the ‘count o’ 
you.” And spying out the object invoked at a little 
distance, he dragged him by the collar into the midst 
of the assembly. 

Martin Green was the delight of the whole parish. 
Under an appearance of simplicity, almost amounting 
to idiocy, he possessed as mueh cunning and shrewd- 
ness as the rest of the world, and could make as good 
a bargain at a fair or market as any man in the village 
of Ballybrown or Cork-a-more to boot. He had come 
into the parish some years before as the guide of an 
old blind mother, and his filial attention had procured 
fer him protection and employment from a gentleman, 
who continued it to him after the widow's death, on 
the condition of his remaining in a state of single bles- 
sedness, towards which Martin. manifested a strong 
disinclination. Next to his master, his blind mother 
had been, and her memory was still the object of his 
profound respect; a feeling which the tongue of scan- 
dal averred the old woman had continued to enforce 
by frequent corporeal castigations long after Martin 
had attained to man’s estate. His ordinary appearance 
was most grotesque, as he persisted in wearing his old 
clothes until they were a mass of shreds and patches 
hanging about him ; and when taunted with his coat 
of many colours, he would strip it off, together with 
the nether integuments, and shine forth in all the 
splendour of unsullied frieze and bran new corderoys 
—these “ veiled beauties” never being exhibited until 
a due regard to Jes bienseances (comfort scarcely ever 
enters into the calculation of an Irish peasant) made 
the measure necessary; and on working days they 
were kept carefully concealed by their venerable pre- 
decessors in office. 

In addition to Martin Green's popularity as an in- 
exhaustible subject for their jokes, he possessed other 
claims to the good-will of his neighbours,—he could 
sing “ Reynard the fox,” and “ Dhrimmindhu,” and 
divers other ditties ; and then his dancing —that was 

his forte;—there was not an itinerant dancing master 
in the country to whom he had not served an appren- 
ticeship, and he would rather have deprived himself | 
of a meal than have been unable to pay the penny 
per lesson for which he was initiated into the myste- 
ries of “heel and toe,”—*“shuffle the brogue,”—| 

“cover the buckle,” &c. &c.—in which he was so 

great an adept. He stood now in the midst of the 
circle, his wide mouth distended into a grin of min- 
gled simplicity and drollery, and displaying a set oj 
teeth as white and even as a young beagle’s. The 
girls, who delighted in playing off their agaceries up- 
pon Martin, crowded round him. 

“ A’ thin, why don’t you choose one, you great 

bosthone?” said the man who had brought him for. 
ward. 

Martin simpered up to the girl next him, and was 
going to reach out his hand to her, when the roguish 
damsel before mentioned put herself between them, 
crying out. 

“A’ thin, Martin dear, what did J do to you, that 
you don’t make choice o’ me?” 

“ Never mind her,” exclaimed another, “ sure ’twas 
with myself you promised to dance the first jig to- 
night.” 

“The cruel desayver!” said a third, putting her 
hands to her eyes, and pretending to sob, “ he tould 
me I was his sweetheart last Sunday evening.” 

Poor Martin let his hands drop by his sides, and 
looked round in a state of bewilderment. 

There was a general laugh. 
“ Faix, ‘tis you're the lucky boy, Martin,’ 

of the men. 

“He'll be aiten up, betune them all!” cried a se- 
cond. 

“'Tis a wondher but he'll be pvisoned some day 
with the love-philtres* they makes up for him,” add- 
ed another. 

“ Ay, or stuck all over with charmed pins,” said the 
first speaker. 

“ Arrah thin, Martin avich, why don’t you marry 
one o’ them?” said a young man who knew his weak 
point, winking at his neighbor,—* why don’t you mar- 
ry, and thin you'll be left in pace fer the rest of your 
life ?”” 

“Sure an’ sure,” answered Martin, “ wouldn’t I 
marry at wonst, and welkim, only the masther, long 
life to his honour, long may he live? won’t hear to it 
at all at all. Yistherday morning I was up at the 
house, and he aiting his breakfast, to see would he be 
any way more agreeable in regard o’ the girl at Mun- 
gret wid de tree fat pigs. Says I, ‘I come to your 
honour,'—-and here Martin involuntarily took off his 
hat as though he were actually in “the presence,” 
scraped back one leg, and pulled dewn the forelock of 
straight hair in token of submission,—*‘I come to see 
would you gi’ me lave to change my condition, ‘cause 
you were ever an’ always a good gentleman, long life 
to your honour, and long may you live.’-— An’ what's 
the match you're wanting to make?’ says the masther. 
—‘Oh! an illigant one, your honour,’ says I; ‘ tree fat 
pigs; one fit to kill at Christmas, and de two oders de 
finest slips you ever laid eyes on, God bless 'em!"— 
‘ But what business has de likes o’ you wid a wife” 
says I, ‘long may you live; isn’t it a poor thing for a 
boy not to have a comrade of his own, like de rest of 
his neighbours.’ --‘ You're a fool,’ says his honour; ‘an’ 
‘tis a houseful o’ childhern, instead o’ de tree fat pigs, 
you'd soon have on your floor; go home,’ says he, ‘ an’ 
let me hear no more about it.’” 
“Why, the masther, Martin,” said one of the girls, 

“js a’most as hard upon you, as your ould mother used 
to be in past times.” 

Martin's face became suddenly very grave. 
“Och, Misthress Green” (he always used this re- 

spectful denomination towards her) “ was a fine wo- 

’ 
said one 

* Love-philtres, charmed pins, &c., are in constant 
use among the peasantry; and from the deleterious 
ingredients of which the former are composed, fre- 

quently produce delirium, madness, and other most in- 

jurious effects. 
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man—a mighty fine woman intirely; and a mortal 
sthrong arm she had on her, long life—rest her sow], 
I mane ; a mighty good woman, she was, Misthress 
Green, and ‘twas she larned me all J know.” 

“ Faix then, if she larned you to talk,” cried the lit- 
tle hump-backed piper, “ ’twasn’t by halves she done 
the job. Arrah, step out man, and let us see whether 
you can stir your legs as brisk as your tongue, this 
evening.” 

Martin obeyed ; and soon “ a change came o'er” his 
outward man, great as the occasion demanded. With 
chin en lair, half closed eyes, mouth drawn down at 
the corners, his who'e countenance of an imperturba- 
ble gravity, and his arms scrupulously stiffened against 
his sides,—did he begin his elaborate performance ; 
not on “the light fantastic toe,” but the stout substan- 

tial heel of his well-benailed brogues. Leaving him 
to what, in his case, was both a business and a plea- 
sure, we return to the dark corner where we left Kate 
Hennessy, and find her, not alone, as before, for her 

bright eyes are lified to the face of her handsome sui- 
tor, and her ears are drinking in the words that fall 
from his lips. 

“°Tis true for me, Kate ;—the music.an’ the danc- 
ing, an’ all the laughing an’ joking, makes the very 
heart sink down within me, thinking that I'm the only 
boy of ‘em all, that can’t give his hand to the girl he 
loves, an’ lade her out when the jig sthrikes up. An’ 
ever an’ always the thought does be coming befure me, 
an’ I do be picturin’ to myself the little cabin, with 
the floore swep’ up clane in the evening, an’ the table 
out, and the pot of potatoes down for supper on the 
bright turf fire, and your ownsmilin’ face, Cauthleen, 
at the door to welcome me home, and give your hus- 
band the cead mille faltheagh (hundred thousand wel- 
comes) after his hard day's work.” 

“Well, Maurice,” replied Kate, smiling and blush- 
ing at the little domestic picture he had drawn, “and 
what's to hinder that from happening’ one of these 
days, more especially afier the promise you gave me 
last Tuesday. I declare my heart is as light as a this- 
tle-down, ever since that evening at the well, an’ 
whenever I pass by the place, an’ that the words you 
said come across me, I feel as if | had wings upon me 
like the young birds, and could fly up in the air for 
gladness.” 

The joyous tone of her voice, and the bright and 
sparkling countenance on which his eyes were rivet- 
ed, could not fail to chase away the gloom that hung 
on the brow of Maurice; but Kate was soon led off 
to the dance, and their enlivening influence removed. 
He continued to gaze on her, his mind forcibly occu- 
pied with the weighty obstacles that lay in his road 
to her father’s favour, when a few words of a conver- 
sation that was going on in anvther corner of the barn 
arrested his attention. 

The group towards whom he now eagerly turned, 
consisted of “ Misther” Hennessy, (a titulary distine- 

tion which the acquisition of a few acres of land and 
some stock had procured for him) and two or three vil- 
lage “ magnates,” who were discussing the affairs of 
the country with a sagacity and vehemence that would 
have done credit to more exalted politicians. 

“ But the notice.” said one, “that was the masther 
sthroke of all;—tbe bouldest thing that has been done 
by ’em from the beginning out.” 

“ Ay,” said another elderly sage—*I read it my- 
self, every word from first to last ;—it was posted up 
on the church-door Wednesday morning, an’ was the 
finest written thing ever you seen; I brought up Mis- 
ther Hennessy here to look at it.” 

“You did, sure enough,” answered Hennessy, “ an’ 
such writin,’ an’ spellin,’ an’ figurin’, never came 
across my two eyes afore or since. “T'was a wondher 
of a notice,—barring the sense of it, which I don’t 

say I rightly approve ; but for writin’, why there isn’t 

a schoolmaster from this to Limerick, could match the 
likes of it.” 

Maurice’s cheek burned, and his breath came 
quickly, as these words fell from the lips of the fa- 
ther of his beloved :—he approached nearer, and lis- 
tened with intense interest. 

“I wondher who it was they got to do it for them, 
at all at all,” said the first speaker—*“ the boy must be 
an illigant scholar, sure enough.” 

“ Scholar!” exclaimed Hennessy, who owed his rise 
in the world more to his skill in the merits of a pig 
than to his literary attainments, and who was there- 
fore an ardent admirer of letters,—* scholar!” he 
cried, striking his stick vehemently on the ground,— 
“I'll tell you what, man, the boy that wrote that no- 
tice is fit to go to the college in Dublin,—so he is ;— 
an’ a burning shame an’ pity it is that such a one 
should be said or led by bad advisers, for there's the 
makings of a great man in him, whosomever he is, I'll 
be bail, as sure as my name's Mick Hennessy.” 

Maurice could contain himself no longer. With a 
bounding heart and sparkling eye, he sprang forward 
into the midst of the group, and avowed himself the 
writer of the admired piece of penmanship. Hen- 
nessy eyed him complacently for a moment; then ex- 
tending his hand, and cordially grasping that of the 
young man, he made him sit down beside him on the 
wooden bench. Their conversation was inaudible to 
the others; it was brief but animated, and, at its close, 
Carmody started up, and cast an eager and inquiring 
glance all round the barn. The object of his search 
was not there, and he pushed through the crowd into. 
the open space outside the door, where many of the 
dancers had gone to breathe the fresh air out of the 
heated atmosphere within. Kate Hennessy was stand- 
ing at a little distance, alone, and with her back to the 
revellers. With one elastic bound did her exulting 
lover clear the space that lay between them, and ut- 
tering a cry of joy, which, hitherto repressed, now 
burst from him in the exuberance of his feelings, he 
flung his arms around her. The startled girl extricat- 
ed herself from him, an indignant flush crimsoned her 
temples as she pushed him angrily away, exclaiming, 
“ Maurice Carmody, are you drunk, or are you mad, 
or what’s come over you?” 

“I ax your pardon, Kate,” answered the rebuked 
Maurice, “ for forgetting myself,—I couldn’t help it, 
—I meant no offence. I’m neither drunk or mad, ex- 
cepting wi’ the joy that’s in me this blessed night ;— 
for oh, Cauthleen asthore! your own words are comin’ 
true! I tould all to your father, an’ about my pro- 
mise that evening forninst the ould castle over, an’ 
he’s forgave me every thing; an’ one whole year I’m 
to be on thrial, an’ then Maurice’ finished the 
sentence by flourishing his hat over his head, and cut- 

ting a caper in the air. 
That evening he walked with Cauthleen to her 

home, for the first time, as her authorised suitor; for, 
though her father knew of the long attachmerit’ be- 
tween them, and admired young Carmody as a “ fine 
likely boy ;” still he never would sanction it as long 
as he suspected him of having any thing to do with 
the disturbers of the public peace. Maurice lingered 
with his beloved st the threshold of her abode, till 
roused by Hennessy. with the exclamation of “ come, 

boy, ye’ll have time enough to say all ye have got to 

tell one another in the next twelve months, an’ don’t 

stand whispering there, as if there was no ‘act’ to 

make people be inside their doors before eight o’clock 

—in wid ye, Kate, avourneen, an’ let Maurice go 
away home ; the peelers will be out going their rounds 

in less than no time.” 
“I feel,”, said Carmody to himself, as he bounded 

over the Carrig-road to his own cabin, “ I feel as if the 
wide world was tov little to hould me this night; an’ 

the heart within me keeps lepping an’ jumping as if 
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it would force itself out through the skin for bare 

joy. 
"The excitement of the young man’s feelings at the 

unexpected change in his prospects, was too great to 
allow him to sleep. He lay thinking of Kate Hen- 
nessy, and forming plans of the industry and gvod 
conduct which were to win the favour of her father 

during his year of probation. He was aroused from 
a waking dream of future happiness by a confused 
murmur of voices and footsteps ouiside the cabin.— 
This was nothing unusual in the times of which we 
write, when parties of police, accompanied by a ma- 
gistrate (the former had not then been invested with 
the powers they now enjoy, and were unable to act 

without the presence and authority of a magistrate,) 
used to patrol the country to see that all were in their 
houses in obedience to the provisions of the Insurrec- 
tion Act. The names of the inmates, written on a 
paper, were affixed to the door of every house, and it 
was frequently the custom to stop at any suspected 
cabin, and examine whether it contained its due num- 
ber of occupants. 

The loud knocking that assailed his ears when the 
whispering ceased, might have alarmed Maurice Car- 
mody at any other time, but he was now in too hap- 
py a frame of mind to think of fear. He sprang lightly 
up, and opened the door. There wasa party of poiice, 
headed by a magistrate, outside. 

“Is your name Maurice Carmody?” said the latter. 
The young man made a sign in the afiirmative. 
“Then,” said the gentleman sternly, drawing a pa- 

per from his pocket, “it is my duty to arrest you as the 
writer of a rebellious and seditious notice ;—here is 
my warrant.” 

The glow which his feverish dream of love and 
hope had called upon his cheek, died away into a 
ghastly paleness, as these words smote on the ear of 
the unfortunate young man. He staggered back a few 
paces, and leant against the wall for support. 

“ We cannot wait,” said one of the policemen, “you 
must dress yourself and follow us.” 
Carmody mechanically obeyed ; he put on his clothes 

without uttering a werd of remonstrance, and accom- 
panied the party in silence to the police-barrack. 

So sudden, so stunning, had been the shock, that it 
was some minutes before he was almost aware of the 
overwhelming change that had taken place in his pros- 
pects. Too soon the truth, the whole bitter truth, 
burst upon his bewildered senses, as wringing his 
heavily-ironed hands in the agony of his despair, he 
looked round at the gloomy walls ofahe “ black hole,” 
in which he was confined, whose darkness was made 
visible by the glimmer of a rushlight, which the wo- 
man who hati admitted the party, touched by the dis- 
consolate appearance of the youthful and handsome 
prisoner, had placed there. None could tell what were 
the bitter lamentations, the agonised groans, that his 
blighted hopes and wretched fate wrung from the soul 
of Carmody as he paced his prison floor that night ;— 
for in the morning ail traces of the striggle had va- 
nished, and he stood, stern and composed, before his 
accusers. 

A special court was then sitting in Limerick fur the 
trial and summary punishment of all offenders against 
the public peace, and those taken under the Insurrec- 
tion Act; and thither, early next morning, Carmody 
was conveyed. The evidence against him was full 
and unquestionable, for alas! his own lips had con- 
demned him ; that very avowal to Hennessy, which he 
had fondly hoped would prove the foundation of long 
years of happiness, was the cause of his ruin. A large 
reward had been offered fur the discovery of the au- 
thor of the notice, and the treacherous informer, lurk- 
ing among the crowd in the dance-house, was in the 
act of reporting to a magistrate the words of the un- 

j 

ing in having happily reached the goal of all his 
wishes. His trial was soon over ;—transportation for 
life was the sentence. 

And Kate Hennessy! how did she bear the astouna- 
ing intelligence of her lover's fate? 

When the first shock was over, she threw herself 
at the feet of her father, and besought him earnestly 
to allow her to go to the prison and take a last farewell 
of Carmody, before he was hurried away for ever from 

| her sight. Hennessy was for a long time inexorable ; 
but at last, yielding to her entreaties, he consented 
to accompany her to Limerick. They arrived at the 
gaol, the door of the cell was thrown open, and the 
distracted girl flung herself into the arms of her be- 
trothed. 

Kate Hennessy had been remarkable, in her happi- 
er days, for a degree of womanly pride and delicacy 
noi often found in her station ; and this maiden coyness 
and reserve, or “ way of keeping herself up,” as her 

| companions called it, was owing less to her father's 
rise in the world, than to the peculiar sensitiveness, 
and shrinking modesty of her own disposition. But 
nuw—all was forgotten—lost, in the overwhelming 
sense of her misery: but yesterday she would have 
blushed to acknowledge, even to herself, how dear he 
was to her—and, now, in wild despair, she clung to 

fortunate Maurice, at the moment when he was erult- 

her lover, and clasped him, as though the frail arms 
that were wound so convulsively round his sinewy 

frame, could shield him from those that would tear him 
from her. 

Scarcely less bitter was the emotion that heaved the 
breast against which her small head was pressed, while 
her long black hair hung over it in neglected masses. 
Carmody strove, “in all the silent manliness of grief,” 
to subdue his own anguish, that he might minister 
consolation to her. He saw her tearless agony, and 
words of comfort rose to his lips, but they died away 
in the vain eflort to give them utterance. He could 
only return. 

“ that ling’ring press 
Of hands that for the last time sever, 
Of hearts, whose pulse of happiness, 
When that hold breaks—is dead for ever!” 

The painful interview did not last long; for Hen- 
nessy, anxious to put an end to the scene, the effects 
of which he dreaded for his daughter, separated, with 
cruel kindness, the unhappy lovers, and half led and 
half carried her out of the prison. 

The sun rose brighthgagn the harbour of Dublin, 
gilding with its beams the waters of the bay, that 
danced and sparkled in the cheerful morning light— 
The hill of Howth, its oulines veiled in mist, and the 
rocky and barren sides alone visible, lay stretched like 
a huge monster of the deep sleeping on the surface of 
the waves. The inhabitants of Kingstown (or Dun- 
leary, as it was then more generally called) were go- 
ing forth to their daily avocations ; and, firmly anchor- 
ed close by the shore, a sentinel pacing its deck, lay 
the hull: or prison for convicts under sentence of trans- 
portation, its black and ungainly mass a blot on the fair 
face of the shining waters. “ 

But the principal object in the scene, and that to 
which all eyes were now directed, was a stately ship 
that had come into the harbour the evening before, 
and was moored in the deep water, opposite the Howth 
light-house, Alas! how few of those that admired 
her gallant bearing and gilded prow, as she lay like a 

queen, in the offing, thought of the vice and wretch- 
edness that were soon to be put within her, or reflect- 

ed that the breeze which was to fill her sails, now flap- 
ping idly against the mast, would be loaded with the 
groans and sighs of hundreds, made widows and child- 
less by her departure: she was the transport ship, ar- 
rived to convey the inmates of the bulk to their final 
destination. 
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The supply of water and provisions for the voyage 
had been put on board at Plymouth, and nothing now 
remained but to remove the prisoners into it. For this 
purpose numerous small boats assembled under the 
stern of the marine prison, and were soop filled with 
the convicts, who were guarded by soldiers and heavi- 
ly ironed ; a precaution it was found necessary to take, 
from some instances having occurred of men ina fit of 
desperation leaping into the sea, and attempting to 
swim on shore, and thus effect their escape. All day 
the boats continued plying between the hulk and the 
transport ship, and the shure was crowded with per- 
sons looking on at the removal of the convicts, some of 
whom, hardened offenders, showed their contempt of 
punishment by shouting, singing, and blaspheming, 
on their short passage across the bay; while others re- 
mained sunk in a gloomy and sullen abstraction. 

Close to the water’s edge, and aloof fram the groups 
of idle gazers on the quay, there stood a female figure, 
wrapped in a blue mantle, the hood of which was 
drawn closely over her face. Her shoes were soiled 
and travel-stained, traces of fatigue and anxiety were 
on her pale worn countenance, and her sunken blue 
eyes were riveted on the transport ship. Who could 
have recognized in that solitary and forlorn figure, the 
pride of her native village, the darling of her old fa- 
ther’s heart, the beautiful, the envied Kate Hen- 
nessy ? 

It was, indeed, she.—Listening to the dictates of her 
affection and her despair, this young and timid girl, 
who had never in her life been farther from her home 
than the city of Limerick, had braved the dangers and 
fatigue of a journey of upwards of a hundred miles, 
and travelled alone and on foot to take a last farewell 
of him she had loved “so long, so well.” She had 
not communicated her project to any one, for she well 
knew her father would have opposed it ; but packing 
up a few clothes and a little money she had, in a bun- 
dle, she had stolen out of her cottage in the dead of 
night, and commenced her pilgrimage. 

Ilad she not been absurbed in her own sorrow—grief 
is, of all feelings, the most selfish—she would have seen, 
as she stood on the shore, that many were there scarce- 
ly less wretched than herself. It was, indeed, a piti- 
able sight, and one that would have moved to sympa- 
thy a breast the least alive to the sufferings of its fel- 
low men, to see the groups of disconsolate women and 
children, and old men, their “ gray hairs bowed down 
with sorrew to the grave,” that were assembled on the 
beach. Many of these wretched creatures had come 
from very distant parts of Ireland, having shut up 
their houses, and, accompanied by their whole families, 
begged their way to Dublin, to see thejr friends before 
their departure. They were allowed to go along side 
the ship after the conviets had been removed into it ; 
‘and these latter, each in charge of a sentinel, were 
permitted to come upon deck fur a few minutes, as 
their names were called out by their friends from be- 
low. The bay was now covered with boats freighted 
with these melancholy cargoes of sorrowing relatives, 
and many and affecting were the scenes that called 
forth the sympathy of the beholder. 

Here a young woman with a child in her arms, 
whose innocent and smiling face presented a touching 
contrast to the grief-worn countenance of its mother, 
was standing by a half-filled~boat, and offering the fare, 
the treasured twopence, which she had kept sacred 
through all the assaults of cold and hunger for this 
purpose, to the hard-featured Charon, its proprietor. 

“ Ay, this will do for yourself,” sulkily replied the 
boatman, “ but where’s the twopence for the child ?— 
you don’t think I am going to take him for nothing.” 

“Oh,” sobbed the woman, “ ’tis all—all I have, it is 
indeed ; and hard enough it was for me to keep that 
same, an’ we starving. I'll hold the baby in my arms, 
sir, I will; an’ he won’t take up any room at all; but 

let him over, for the love of God ; his poor father’s 
heart is bound up in him.” 

“ Fool!” growled the man, “as if the lump of a boy 
wouldn't be as heavy in your arms as any where 
else in the boat. Pay down the money for him, I say ; 
or, if you don’t, lave him there behind you on the 
quay, and don’t be keeping me waiting when there’s 
good money to be earned elsewhere.” 

“| haven't it, indeed, I haven't it!” exclaimed the 
poor creature, “ this is the very last penny I’m worth 
in the wide world; but, oh! sailor dear,” she added, 
throwing herself at his feet, and clasping his knees, “ if 
you have any pity in you, think o’ the wife that’s on 
your own flvore this day, an’ o’ your child at her brease, 
and do take the both of us to the ship, an’ let the fa- 
ther that’s going away over the salt say, get one look 
at the boy he'll never see again. Do, now, sailor dear, 
an’ may the blessing o’ the miserable be with you 
wherever you go!” 

“'Take your hands off o’ me, woman!” muttered the 
hardened wretch, “1 gave you your answer already.” 
And he jumped into his boat and pushed it from the 
shore. 

Farther on, an old gray-headed man sat on the ground, 
rocking his body to and fro, while the big tears trickled 
slowly down his furrowed cheeks. A bundle lay be- 
side him, and the knot of the old colored handkerchief 
of which it was composed having come untied, the 
contents, a few oranges, some gingerbread cakes, and 
a little packet of tea and tobacco, were exposed to 
view. A gentleman passing by, stopped to inquire the 
cause of his grief. “Ah, sir,” he said, “my only son 
is over in that ship! I don’t complain—he deserved it. 
God’s will be done! By dint of pinching an’ denying 
myself, I had scraped together as much as would buy 
these little things in the bundle for him against the 
long voyage. I kept barely the twopence to carry me 
over, an’ when I got to the ship, they tould me he had 
been called up already on the deck this morning in a 
mistake for another man, and that the same person was 
only allowed ta come an it once, by resson of their be- 

ing so many aboard. His turn was over—they couldn’t 
let him up again.” 

The gentleman was much moved at the distress of 
the poor old man. He took out a crown-piece and 
laid it down before him; but money, that powerful 
alchemy which turns into joy so many of the woes of 
life, was of no avail in this case. The old man, pro- 
bably, had never seen so much at one time before, yet 

he looked on it with indifference. He took off his hat, 
and returning the silver to the gentleman, said, respect- 
fully, “I humbly {hank you, sir, for your kindness; I 
hope your honor won't be offended at my giving back 
the money; but,” he added, in a faltering tone, “I’m 
thinking I'll not live long enough to spend it.” So 

saying, he rose, and walked away, leaving the bundle, 
on which he had lavished all his hoardings, on the 
ground behind him.* 

The day was far advanced when the desolate figure 
of poor Kate attracted the attention of a weather-beat- 
en seaman on the beach. He went up to her, and said, 
in a rough but good-natured tone—* An’ is there no- 
body in the ship yonder you'll be wishing to see, my 
young woman?” Kate tried to answer, but the words 
seemed to stick in her throat, and her lips only moved. 

“I’ve got a snug little skiffo’ my own, moored out 
there, continued the man, “ an’ I'll take you over quiet 
an’ asy by yourself, if you wish it; for you seem a da- 
cent, modest young woman, an’ maybe wouldn't like 
to be mixing with them unfortunate poor craythurs in 

* The writer, who once witnessed these and many 
similar incidents at an embarkation of convicts at Kings- 
town, cannot help feeling how inadequate is descrip- 
tion to convey an idea of the heart-rending scenes it 
gave rise to. 
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the boat beyant; only spake the word, an’ I'll take you 
across to your father or your sweetheart, or whoever he 
is, in less than no time.” 

“ Oh, thank you, thank you kindly ” exclaimed Kate, 
in faltering accents, “but—but—he doesn’t expect | 

” 
me. 

“Och, that makes no differ in life, not the laste,” 
said the good-natured sailor. “I'll give hima hail for 
you when we get along side, an’ he'll be up on the 
deck when his turn comes, never fear. Come along, 
then, an’ cheer up my good girl; never spoil your pur- 
ty face with fretting; seven years will be soon going 
over, an’ what are they to a young cratur like you that’s 
little more than a child, God bless you!” 

The poor girl's lips quivered, and her cheeks grew 
paler as she felt how fruitless was to her this well 
meant consolation. Her kind friend succeeded in pro- 
curing for hera few precious moments’ interview with 
Carmody. It was an unhoped-for blessing to the un- 
fortunate young inan, and his wonder at seeing her 
there, so far from home, alone and unprotected, was 
great, as might be imagined. 

When the last sad parting was over, and the good 
hearted old sailor had returned with his charge to the 
shore, he proposed takmg her to his cabin, where he 
said his wife would give her a hearty welcome ; but 
she declined his friendly offer, and resumed her station 
at the water's edge, unwilling to lose sight, for an in- 

stant, of the vessel that contained all that was dear to 
her upon earth. That whole night and the next day 
she continued her unwearied watch, heedless of the 
cold blast that blew from the sea, or of the spray that 
washed over her delicate form, unused to such hard- 
ships. She gazed with breathless anxiety on all the 
preparations for sailing that were going on in the ship, 
and every successive heave at the anchor made by the | 
seamen, as their deep and prolonged cry resounded 
along the shore, seemed to rend her very heart-strings, 

for she knew they were loosening the only tie that still 
bound her lever to the land of his birth. At length 
the arrangements were Completed, the sails were set, 

the anchor was weighed, and amid the shouts and 
waving of hats of those on the quay, the gallant ship 
quitted her moorings, 

“ And calm and smooth it seemed to win 
Its moonlight way before the wind, 

As if it bore all peace within, 
Nor left one breaking heart behind. 

A “breaking heart,” indeed, was hers who followed | 
with straining eyes the lessening sails, till they seem- 
ed but a speck on the horizon, and at last disappeared. 
Then, truly, she felt that her lover was gone—gone!— 
and for ever: and with the bitter conviction there came | 

a few blinding tears, the first she had shed since Mau- 
rice’s apprehension, which forced themselves painfully 
to her eyes, and fell, so big and so burning, that they 
seemed to scorch the check down which they slowly 
rolled. Her nerves, which had been wound up to an 
unnatural pitch, for the effort she had made, now that | 
the object was attained, became suddenly unstrnng, | 
and worn out with fatigue, and faint from want of food, 
she sunk down on the beach in a state of exhaustion. 
The tears, which hitherto had seemed congealed into 
a frozen mass that weighed upon her heart, now flow- 
ed more freely, and she wept long in silence and _bit- 
terness,—for real grief is seldom vehement in its ex- 
pressions. The thought, too, of her old father, and of 

what he mnst have suffered at her sudden disappear- 
ance, came into her mind, and in her remorse for her 

unkindness towards him, and keen self-upbraidings, 
even Maurice Carmody was for awhile forgotten. 

She rose determined to employ the remnant of her 
failing strength in seeking the abode of the old boat- 
man, who she hoped would put her in a way of getting 

ENNESSY. 

back to Limerick ; for to return on foot in her present 
weakened state was impossible. 

Michael Hennessy was sitting at his door in the eve- 
ning, listening to the condolences of a kind-hearted 
neighbour, who was sympathising with him in his af- 

| fliction, and devising new means of recovering his lost 
child. ; 

“Where's the use in talkin, 
terly ; “where's the good in it? Sure an’ sartain I am 
that my old eyes’ll never light on her again in this 
world. Ah! Purcel, man, if you had seen her that 

| evening when they tould her about Carmody; she 
wasn't like herself at all at all ; she that was so tinder- 
hearted, and used to ery like rain‘if any cross lit upon 
a neighbour; the never a tear, geod nor bad, came 
over her cheek that night, only she walked up an’ 
down the floore, looking for all the world like the im- 

age o’ marble that’s in the chapel in Limerick beyant. 
I'll tell you what it is, Dan, she wasn't in her right 
mind that samé evening; and listen here,’’ he said, 

grasping his friend's hand, and lowering his voice, 
while his frame shook with a sudden agitation, “ ’tis 
the waves of the Shannon over that can tell the tale 
we're wanting ‘o know; an’ ‘twas the ould castle that 
was looking down upon her death-struggle—'twas an 
awful high tide that night!” 

Before Purcell could make any reply to this dark in- 
sinuation of the father’s, they were startled by a shriek 
from the old woman who had kept Hennessy’s house 
since the death of his wife. She had been weeding 
potatoes in a field behind the house, which command- 

ed a view of the road, and now came tottering to- 
wards them, her eyes dilated, and terror in every fea- 
ture. She was crossing herself vehemently, and mut- 

| tering over the usual ‘prayers and expressions used 
when any thing supernaturgl had been witnessed. 

| Hennessy and Parcell exchanged looks of mutual 
| intelligence. 

A winding-#f the road brought the object of her 
affright before their eyes in a few moments. A_ pale 
emaciated figure was s¢en moving slowly towards the 
cottage, and at the sight—the apparition of his depart- 
ed daughter, as Hennessy firmly believed it to be—the 
old man uncovered his head, and knelt down before 
the door of the cabin. The movement roused a little 
terrier dog, poor Kate’s favourite, which had been 
sleeping at his feet; the faithful animal instantly re- 
cognized the advancing figure to be his lost mistress, 
and uttering a short bark, or rather cry, of joy, sprang 

up, and flew to meet hers 
“Ha! did you mindthat?” exclaimed Purcell;— 

“ look out man—loo the dog. ‘The never a dog, 
or any kind o’ baste, tveuld run that away to meet 
what wasn’t a living mortal! Rouse yourself, Mi- 
chael avich! do now,” he added, shaking Hennessy 
by the shoulder, as with clasped hands and fixed eyes 
he gazed on the apparition—his lips apart, and his 
whole countenance of an ashy paleness—* sure ‘tis 
your daughter herself, an’ not her fetch that’s afore 
you. If it was one from the grave, I tell you that dog 
would know it the first, an’ there is n’t a corner in the 

cabin would. be dark enough for him to creep into.”* 
| Jt was no wonder that the corpse-like and way-worm 

| appearance of the once blooming Kate should have 
been mistaken by her father for a visitant from the 

“land of shadows.” She was scarcely able to entreat 
his forgiveness, in faltering accents, before she sunk at 
his feet in a state of insensibility. They laid her on 
her bed, and from that bed she never again rose. Fa- 
tigue of body and anxiety of mind, the bitter blast that 

had pierced through her thin covering the long night 
she liad watched on the pier at Kingstown, and the 

” 
replied Hennessy, bit- 

*The effects of apparitions and supernatural objects 

on animals, are well known to those versed in super 

stitious lore. 
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still bitter pang that wounded the truest heart over 
which mantle was ever folded, had done their cruel 
work on her delicate frame. 
The evening before she died, she called her father 

to her bedside,~and said in a broken tone, as she laid 
her thin white hand on his shoulder, “ Father, dear, I 
feel I am going, and that I havn't many hours before 
me ; and I wanted afore I’d be gone entirely, to thank 
you for all the kindrress you’ve shown me from the 
cradle up until now, and more especially for forgiving 
me what I done that night;— indeed, indeed, I did not 
know what I was doing at the time. And father, dear, 
there is one thing now that I have greatly on my mind 
—it is very foolish and weak; but I don’t think I 
could die easy if—if- a 

“Spake out, my child,” said the father, as she paus- 
ed and hesitated, “and if there is any thing in the’ 
wide world Mick Hennessy can do to please you, why 
he’ll do it, asthore, with all the veins of his heart.” 

“ Why I was thinking father—but indeed ‘tis only 
foolishness in me,”"—and a crimson flush, like the last 
streak that colors the horizon before all is lost in the 
darkness of night, passed faintly across the cheek of 
the dying girl—*I was thinking I could die easier 
if you’d promise me, father, that when they’re taking 
me home, they'd carry me round by the little well 
under Carrigover, an’ lay me down for just one mi- 
nute on the spot where poor Maurice steod that night 
we had the conversation together; I knew ‘tis great 
folly,” she added with a faint smile, “and you'll blame 
me for being so weak, but I've set my heart upon it 
ever since I took ill, an’ I know, father, you'll not re. 
fuse me.” 

Poor Hennessy could only motion his consent by 
signs. his heart was woo full to speak; and Kate, ex- 
hausted with the effort of speaking so long, sank back 
on her pillow. 

The rites of a country funeral in the south of Tre- 
land are simple and affecting—There is something 
singularly wild and plaintive in the national funeral 
ery, particularly when heard from a distance, and its 
melancholy cadence swells on the ear as it is borne 
onward by the breeze. Then the shrill wailing of 
the female mourners, and the deep solemn bass tones 

of the men, as they take up in turn the mournful 
chaunt, (that most heart-thrilling of all sounds, when 
a man in his serrow “lifis up his voice and weeps,”) 
are blended together in one sad chorus. There are 
few that can view unmoved the pause that takes place 
when the procession arrives at the gate of the church- 
yard, and the immediate relatives of the deceased kneel 
round it. The funeral cry is suddenly hushed, and a 
profound silence succeeds to the vo:ce of lamentation, 
broken only by a stifled sob or groan from those who 
are bent over the coffin. It is an impressive and af- 
fecting thing to come unawares on a funeral at a mo- 
ment like this: to see that vast concourse of people all 
silent and on their knees, as though some magician 
had waved his wand over them and turned all to 
stone; the men with their heads uncovered, the thin 
gray locks of age streaming in the breeze, and tears 
running down many a hardy and sun-burnt cheek, 
while every lip moves in prayer It is an imposing 
and touching sight, and he who feels it not as such, 
may, to quote the words of an old writer “go home, 
and say his prayers, and thank God for giving him a 
heart that is not to be moved by the griefs of others.” 
When the short prayer is ended, the coffin is taken up 
again by its bearers, the whole assembly rises, the men 
put on their hats, and the funeral cry is resumed, and 
continues while the body ig being carried three times 

round the church, and until the grave is filled up, and 
the head stone placed.* 

*The custom among the lower orders of Irish of 

The funeral of Kate Hennessy is still remembered 
by those who live in the neighbourhood of Carrig 
O’Gunniel. It was an unusually crowded one, for she 
was universally admired and beloved. A white pall, 
thrown over the coffin, and strewed with flowers, was 
held at the corners by four girls of the village, her 
most intimate companions, all in white dresses, which 
they had borrowed from the neighbouring farmers’ 
wives for the melancholy occasion. Two more, also 
in white, walked before the coffin, and carried in 
their hands a garland of flowers, which was to be laid 
on the grave. 

The shades of evening were gathering round the 
old castle, as the funeral procession paused, in com- 
pliance with poor Kate’s dying wish, at the little well 
at its base; the sun was approaching the horizon, and 
tinging the clouds with the thousand glowing hues 
that she had so often watched in her evening walks 
with her lover; befure it sank behind the distant hills, 
its last red beams had gilded the sod that covered her 
humble grave! 

SC 

THE TEMPLE OF DIANA. 

Tue Temple of Diana at Ephesus, after having ris- 
en with increaging splendour from seven repeated mis- 
furtanes, waa finally burnt by the Goths in their third 
naval invasion. The arts of Greece, and the wealth 
of Asia, had conspired to erect that sacred and magni- 
ficent structure. It was supported by an hundred and 
twenty-seven marble columns of the Ionic order.— 
They were the gifts of devout monarchs, and each 
was sixty feet high. The altar was adorned with the 
masterly sculptures of Praxiteles, who had, perhaps, 
selected fromthe favorite legends of the place, the 
birth of the divine children of Latona, the conceal- 
ment of Apollo afier the slaughter of the Cyclops, and 
the clemency of Bacchus to the vanquished Amazons. 
Yet the length of the Temple of Ephesus was only 
four hundred and twenty-five feet, about two-thirds of 
the measure of the Church of St. Peter's at Rome. In 
the other dimensions, it was stil! more inferior to that 
sublime production of modern architecture ; the spread- 

ing arms of a Christian cross require a much greater 
breadth than the oblong Temples of the Pagans; and 
the boldest artists of antiquity would have been startled 
at the proposal of raising in the air a dome of the size 
and proportions of the Pantheon. The Temple of 
Diana was, however, admired as one of the wonders 
of the world. Successive empires, the Persian, the 
Macedonian, and the Roman, had revered its sanctity 
and enriched its splendour. 

for months, often years, after their decease, is a very 
touching one. The writer of this sketch remembers 
once witnessing an affecting instance of this kind at 
the little church of Kilkeedy before mentioned. It 
was on a Sunday before service; and the carriages 
that brought the congregation to church were arriving. 
A grave, not a recent one, fur it was mossy and grass- 
grown, lay close to tte path up which the people were 
passing, and on it, by the tall head-stone, was kneel- 
ing in an upright position, and quite covered by her 
long blue mantle, a female figure. She was perfectly 
motionless, and quite undisturbed by the scene around, 
usually an attractive one in a quiet country village. 
The writer stood for some time watching her pictur- 
esque and statue-like form, apparently as still and 
breathless as the object of her sorrow that slept be- 
neath. On coming out of church, she was on the very 
same spot; not a fold of her cloak had been stirred. 
How far more affecting was her silent grief, as she 
knelt over the remains of some loved one; and how 
much fitter monument for the dead, than “ storied urn 
or animated bust,” or all the costly cenotaphs that 

Visiting the graves of departed friends “ to weep there,” wealth erects to the memory of the departed! 
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THOMAS HARTLAND, THE SMUGGLER. 

Ar the extremity of a lonely valley, overlooking the | the warning was unheeded. Mrs. Hartland then united 
ever-changing ocean, stood Combe Court, one of those | in imploring her husband to abandon all connexijon 
picturesque structures which the antiquary would refer | with the lawless men with whose fortunes he had 
to the period when the castle gave place to the castel- | become involved—but Hartlands mind was then in- 

lated mansion. Combe Court, however, in point of | tently fixed on the successful, prosecution of a very 
extent, could not properly lay claim te so imposing a{ extensive transaction in which he had embarked 
title as the latter. Its design had originally been qua- | nearly all his gains—visions of wealth again floated 
drangular, and a considerable portion of the building | before his eyes—and the proffered counsel was spurned 
consisted of a rude tower, which bore the marks of | with anger. At length words arose between Walter 
having once been strongly fortified. But the old place | and his father, and the latter in the heat of the moment 
seemed to have fullen on evil days, and there was an | uttered imprecations “ not loud but deep” against his 
air of neglect and dilapidation about it, which told of | son, which ended in a parting as abrupt as it was me- 
coincident decay in the fortunes of its possessors. Its | lancholy. The die was cast. Thomas Hartland hence- 
occupant, who was locally known by the name of | forth became a professed smuggler. 

“ Squire Hartland,” was an individual who had moved | The occupation of a smuggler is looked upon with 
in the higher ranks of society, and whose family had | very different impressions by the inhabitants of the 
in the olden time held no unimportant position in the | coast, to those which are commonly associated with it 
district with which it had for centuries been identified. | by the dwellers in inland districts; and however de- 
But their fortunes had been shattered «luring the | moralizing and pernicious it may really be to those 
troublous times of the civil war; and the patrimony | who pursue it, the followers of the “free trade” are, 
which the subject of this story came into possession of, |.even at the present day, received outwardly with the 
was reduced almost to a shadow by an event as dis- | same degree of notice as those who are engaged in the 
astrous as it was unfureseen. IJlartland smiled on the | legitimate pursuits of commerce and industry. This 
pursuits of an extensive smuggler, and permitted him | fact was exemplified in the present instance; and those 
to lodge a valuable cargo in his dwelling; the matter who had received the “ Squire” after his misfortunes, 
got wind, and he was exchequered in an immense with cold words and averted looks, now that rumours 
sum. The blow was overwhelming, and Hartland, | of his returning wealth began to prevail, would have 
who had for several years represented the venerable | sought his society with the same eagerness as ever. 
little borough of ,in Parliament, withdrew wholly | But they overshot their mark with Hartland. 
from socie‘y, and confined himself to the solitude of | Shortly after Walter's departure, the expected cargo 
Combe Court, which, with one small farm, was all | arrived, and was housed, for the first time since the 
that he could now ca!l his own. His hatred to the | fatal discovery which had formerly led to his ruin, in 
government had become deep and indelible, and he | the cellars of Combe Court, prior to its transmission 
soon renewed his acquaintance with his old friends the | into the interior of the country. Extensive prepara- 
smugglers. Hartland had been united in early youth | tions had been made for this purpose the following 
to a woman whose genile and feminine spirit was ill | evening, when Hartland and several of his leading 
adapted for the stormy life which awaited her; and he | partners in the undertaking, who were anxiously await 
had an only son, named Walter, who, almost from his | ing the hour fixed for the approach of their confede- 
infancy, displayed so decided a partiality for salt water, | rates, were suddenly alarmed by the receipt of a com- 
that his father—litile foreseeing the events which | munication to the effect that the run had reached the 
were to take place—consented to his entering the | ears of the revenue officers, and that a force was to be 
naval service when scarcely twelve years old. despatched that evening to effect the seizure of the 

The wild life and hazardous pursuits of the follow- | goods. This intelligence fell like a thunderbolt upon 
ers of the “ free trade,” had many charms for a man of | the little party assembled at Combe Court. The most 
the bold and restless temperament of Hartland ; and it | daring and experienced lost for a moment their pre- 
was not long befvre it began to be rumoured that his | sence of mind; and now it was that the singular bold- 
fishing smack bore richer freights than herring er | ness and decision of the character of their leader first 
mackerel :—still, owing probably to the extreme seclu- | shone clearly out. Although almost every shilling he 
sion of the situation, and the great caution observed | possessed in the world was at stake, he appeared un- 
by his confederates, he had hitherto escaped the visits | usuall? cool and collected, and was “up and doing,” 
of the revenue officers. Shortly before the time when | whilst others thought. There was only one chance of 
this story commences, Walter Hartland, to whom his | saving the property, and that was by opposing force to 

father was passionately attached, paid his birth-place | force. Ruin stared hith in the face in the event of a 
a visit, after many years’ absence. The youthful | seizure; and should the attempt at resistance prove 
Lieutenant could not long remain at the “Court,” | successful, the machinery already in operation would 
without discovering that his father was deeply engaged | secure the safety of the goeds, and provide for his 
in smuggling transactions. As an oflicer of his ma- | support in another land. 
jesty’s navy, he was thug placed in a delicate and diffi-| At that hour it was certainly a bold step. Before 
cult position; and he took an early opportunity of | the plan of defence had been fixed upon, the assailants 
seriously remonstrating with his father on the great | might perhaps be within the vicinity of the house. It 
hazard and disgrace attendant on such a calling; but | yet wanted two hours for the time fixed for the arrival 

of the associates of the smugglers, and there was no 

* Lord Byron's remark, that “ truth is stranger than ; time to send for aid, which under other circumstances 
‘iction,” is becoming a truism. The leading passages | might easily have been procured from a village devot- 
in this little narrative form partof the romantic history | ed to their interests, further on the coast. The party 
of a celebrated smuggler, nearly a century ago, re- | at the Court consisted of only eight persons, excluding 
specting whom many traditions have been current on | Mrs. Hatdand and a femaie servant, whose alarm may 
our Western coast. Some portions of the story have | well be imagined. 
necessarily been altered, and a similar liberty has| It is as extraordinary as it is lamentable, how soon 
been taken with the name of the principal actor, but | association with those with whom crime is familiar 
the locale is unchanged hardens the heart. Men shrigk at first, but their better 
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feelings rapidly become deadened, and advancing step 
by step, at last they plunge into the abyss, and enter 
without fear or hesitation upon undertakings from 
which they would once have recoiled with horror. 
Such is but too often the case with those who, like the 
smuggler, make no scruple in evading the law; and 
Hartland, who had belonged to the high-born and the 
fardescended, now had become so far desperate in 
the pursuit of gain as deliberately to plan a scheme 
which must certainly be attended with the loss of 
human life. 
The familiarity of the smugglers with scenes of 

peril and adventure, in some measure made up for the 
smallness of their number; but it was the capabilities 
of the building for the purposes of defence, that they 
mainly relied on. The windows of the tower, which 
we have already spoken of, were placed at a conside- 
rable height from the ground, and intersected by 
massive stone mullions placed close together; and had 
the defenders been sufficiently numerous, the place 
might certainly have been held against a very superior 
force unsupported by artillery. But there was a short 
range of building connected with the tower, which 
was only partly covered by the loop-holes in the latter; 
the great object, therefore, now, was to secure this part 
of the dwelling in such a way as to prevent a surprise 
at some particular point. The preparations fur defence 
were svon completed ; the furniture was piled in masses 
in defence of the doors and windows; and all the fire- 
arms and other defensible weapons were prepared and 
arranged for action, and placed for security within the 
walls of the tower. 

The twilight was deepening into darkness when a | 
small party of men marched cautiously, yet rapid- | 
ly, along a narrow winding road, which led down 
the valley towards the abode of Hartland. They 
paused on reaching a point in the road at a short dis- 
tance in the rear of the building, but which was 
concealed from the observation of its inmates by the 
Massive proportions of an intervening rock that threw 
its broad shadow far across the narrow valley. The 
hight was profoundly calm, and the measured, yet 
scarce-heard tramp of their footsteps, with the hoarse 
gurgling of a stream which forced its way along the 
bed of the glen, alone broke the deep stillness. The 
aged structure seemed wrapped in gloom; and not a 
single ray of light gave token of human habitation. 
“Who goes there?” said Hartland, from one of the 

loop-holes of the tower, as the strangers marched on- 
v-ard, and neared the principal entrance. 

“In the King’s name,” replied a firm voice, “ we 
demand an entrance, or we will force it.” 

There was a moment’s pause—a death-like stillness 
—and then the sharp report of a musket, followed by 
a stifled groan, told the result. The suddenness and 
unexpected violence of the defence stunned the assail- 
ants; and they disappeared in the darkness just as a 
second flash of light from all the smugglers simultane- 
ously conveyed another lesson of the uselessness, in- 
deed madness, of attempting to force an entrance 
against odds so immensely in favour of the assailed. 
The next quarter of an hour was passed by the outlaw 
and his little band in agonizing anxiety; but all re- 
maining quiet, they concluded that the king’s officers 
had retreated for a reinforcement. A shrill whistle 
Was soon after recognized as a signal of the approach 
of the people who had been engaged to assist in the 
removal of the goods; and before many minutes elapsed 
they began to arrive in considerable numbers. 

About two-thirds of the cargo had been removed 
out of harm’s way, when the scouts came in and gave 
the alarm. The smugglers immediately gathered 
around their leader—the lights were extinguished— 
the drivers of the pack-horses scampered? away, and all 

again was still. After a brief but anxious consultation, 
it was decided that a show of defence should at first | 

be kept up, and then that the party should escape by 
the postern of the tower under cover of the darkness. 
This plan was however hastily abandoned on learning 
from an almost breathless scout, who had been sent up 
the glen, that the king’s officers were at hand in great 
force, and therefore that it was probable that they 
would surround the building. The smugglers instantly 
fled; but one of the party, more devilish than the rest, 
without Hartland’s knowledge, set several of the bales 
which yet remained in the cellars, on fire, before he 
quitted the tower. 

The revenue officers advanced with extreme caution 
and gradually closed round the building. Preparations 
were made for forcing the principal entrance, when 
the appearance of a deep glow of light within the 
tower made them suddenly pause. Presently their 
suspicions were confirmed, and a dense column of 
smoke began to issue from the windows and crevices, 
accompanied by the crackling of timber and other 
combustibles. The foresight of the officer in command 
was probably the means of saving several lives. He 
anticipated, from the great strength and solidity of the 
walls, that the fire would be confined to the tower; 
and he apprehended, not without reason, that a quan- 
tity of gunpowder might have been left within it He 
therefore judged it prudent to await the issue at a safe 
distance. The men had scarcely withdrawn, when @ 
fearful crash burst on the night air; the massive walls 
cracked and shivered to their foundation—a mass of 
blazing materials was driven far upward and scattered 
around over field and flood. The report of the explo- 
sion rattled along the rocks of the shore and valley like 
successive salvos of artillery; and the sea-mews and 
other tenants of the crag shrieked in chorus, alarmed 
by the reiteration of noises so unusual. 

* + * * * * * * 

After that disastrous night, Thomas Ilartland was 
heard of no more on the coast of Devon. Years passed 
away. Walter Hartland returned to his once happy 
home, and found it deserted and desolate. His parents 
were supposed to be numbered with the dead—and 
he now recalled with a bitier pang the quarrel with 
his father which had led to his departure. He knelt 
and offered up a prayer to his Creator for forgiveness, 
and then departed with a heavy heart. * . 

The years 1746-7 were distinguished on the north- 
ern coast of Devon, for the extraordinary daring and 
remarkable dexterity of the smugglers. The efforts of 
the servants of government, although skilful and per- 
severing, became almost unavailing. Seizures were 
rarely effected, and then seldom without the effusion 
of blood. The revenue officers at last declared their 
belief that the smugglers must be under the protection 
of his satanic majesty in person; and strange stories 
began to be circulated concerning a dark figure who 
was frequently seen taking an active part in directing 
or assisting their operations. This individual seemed 
indeed to bear a charmed life; always the last to re- 
treat in time of danger—now in the thick of the affray, 
dealing blows with fearful effect on his adversaries, 
and then, like a will-o’-th’-wisp eluding their grasp, he 
baffled all the efforts to take him, with singular suc- 
cess and daring. Suddenly, however, he disappeared 
from the coast, and was believed to have perished in 
a desperate encounter in the month of January, 1%747. 
Such was not the case: the stranger was Thomas Hart- 
land whose romantic history we shall now resume. 

Few spots in the British seas then presented greater 
advantages for the residence of a siuggler than Lundy 
Island. From its situation, it might be said w form 

the key of the Bristol Channel; and its capabilities for 
the purposes either of defence or concealment, were 
certainly unrivalled. The appearance of Lundy Island, 
when viewed from seaward, is singularly picturesque 
and dreary. Surrounded on every side by inaccessible 
rocks, which often rise almost perpendicularly to a 
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great height above the level of the ocean, in some 
parts it requires no great stretch of fancy to imagine 
it one vast fortification, with loop-holes at occasional 
intervals ; whilst in others, the black and overhanging 
summits of the cliffs, worn into vast caverns and yawn- 
ing excavations by the assaults of the waves, create 
fearful apprehensions of their instability in the mind 
of the spectator from beneath. Here the sea—even 
during the gentle breezes of summer—is seldom allto- 
gether tranquil: and, on the calmest day, the deep in- 
tonations, and ceaseless war of the waters as they dash 

idly against the rocks, come impressively on the ear, 
when heard on the summit of the steep. But it is in 
stormy weather that Lundy Island is seen to most ad 
vantage; and the wildness and sublimity of the scene 
at such periods is certainly not surpassed in any part 
of our western coast—then indeed 

when all that sea, 
The terrible Atlaniic, breaks its rocks 
In thund’ring conflict, the unearthly howl 

“Might almost wake the dead.” 

“ 

The only entrance to this remarkable island is a 
steep winding path through the socks on the eastern 
beach, scarcely sufficient to admit the passage of two 
persons abreast. On every other side it is securely 
fortified by nature against the assaults of man. A re- 
treat affording such extraordinary facilities for the | 
successful prosecution of his wild and hazardous pro- 
fession, did not escape the far-sighted glance of Hart- 
land. He, however, deemed it prudent to wait unul 
time should have so changed his appearance and gbli- 
terated the remembrance of his history as to render 
his residence in this natural stronghold a matter of 
security. He therefore fixed his residence on the cuast 
of Holland, when he first quitted his native country. 
Afier many years had elapsed, during which he had 
commanded a smuggling lugger, which traded to the 

southern coast of England, he began occasionally to 
revisit his native shores, his former knowledge of 

which now conduced most materiaily to his success. 
In course of time he confined himself exclusively to 
this trade, how successfully we have already glanced 
at. Lundy Island, which had in his early youth been 
populous, was now desolate and deserted in conse- 
quence of the atrocities perpetrated by a French pri- 
vateer; the proprietor was therefure anxious to obtain 
an occupant, and closed with Hartland on easy terms. 

Our hero soon formed a little colony around him, 
and before many months elapsed, a group of cottages 
nestled amongst the rocks near the entrance of the 
singular pass from the beach. It was a wild little 
place, and bore all the indications that its inhabitants 

ploughed the deep and not the land. In outward ap- 
pearance, indeed, it might have been taken for a fishing 
village—for nets hanging to dry, strings of fish, the 
tackling of a boat, or a broken oar, met the eye on 
either side: but the pursuits of its people were of a 
less peaceful chgracter, aud oftentimes the place was 
the haunt of men whose lives were as desperate as 
their fortunes. Hartland, however, although chiefly 
engrossed with the more lucrative profession of smug- 

gling, did not lose sight of the occupations of his youth; 
for he introduced live-stock, and even deer into the 
island, and sometimes himself took in hand the plough 
and the sickle. His own dwelling was situated within 
hail of the village, at the summit of the rocks, com- 
manding an extensive view over the waters of the 

Channel. Here he lived—at once uniting the oppo- 
site pursuits of smuggler, farmer, and fisherman; com- 
manding the implicit obedience of the little band of 
men he had progressively attached to his fortunes, and 
ensuring their fidelity by the kindness as well as by 

the firmness of his character. That such an individual, 
or perhaps we may say, such a community, should 
have dwelt in security on ag island within a few 

THOMAS HARTLAND. 
- —— - . 

leagues of the coast of Devon, in the middle of the 
last century, may well be deemed aan anomaly at the 

present day—but such was nevertheless the fact. 
Suspicion certainly was excited, and the island had 
more than once been subjected to the visits of the 

officers of government; but such were the precautions 

taken, and such the skill of Hurtland, that the search 

was unattended with any unpleasant result. He met 

all the inquiries of the officers with apparent openness 
and unconcern; drew their attention to the flourishing 
state of his farm and his live stock, and seldom failed 
to send them away completely blinded by his hospita- 

lity and his adroitness. He was not so fortunate, how- 

ever, with his landlurd, who soun discovered that he 
had let his properiy at too low a rent: many disputes 
arose, and several attempts were actually made to dis- 
possess him by main force; but he continued to keep 
possession; blocked up the pass, and openly set his op- 
ponents at defiance. 

“ Ellen,” said Hartland to his wife, one afternoon 
in September, “ walk with me to St. Helen's Chapel, 
the Adventure is expected up the Channel, and I hear 
that sharks are abroad.” 

They walked almost in silence to the loftiest eleva- 
| tion of the island, and Hartland seated himself on a 
| fragment of the ancient chapel, and anxiously scanned 
| with his glass the surrounding ocean. There was 
something in the mouldering ruin of that solitary litte 

| Christian temple looking out in that wild spot over the 
| waste of waters, that appealed impressively to the teel- 
ings even of such a man as Hartland, whose heart, 

| though deeply hardened, was still alive at times to 
| better impulses. 

“ Hartland,” said Ellen—as he laid down his glass 
after a long pause—“I have been thinking of the 

| happy day that we passed together at this spot when 
Walter was four years old: the recollection is mourn- 
ful even at this lapse of years, when that dear boy is 

‘either no more, or knows not whether his unhappy 
parents are numbered with the living or the dead. 
Hartland, | am weary of our present miserable life: 
we are growing old now, and ought to be at peace. 
You never go out with the lugger, but I expect to see 

| you brought back to me a lifeless corse.” 

“ Away with this womanish folly, Ellen,” replied 
Hartland—but there was something about his manner 

| which contradicted his words, for Ellen had opened 
| the flood-gates of his memory. 

“You spoke of Walter—and what of Walter?” 
| “He is living, Ellen. I have heard this morning 
|that the Wasp revenue cruiser is expected in the 
Channel, and that her commander's name is Hartland. 

| It must be he.” 
The mother clasped her hands. 
“ And you expect he will pay Lundy a visit?” 
“He may be our ruin, Ellen. IU have half a 

mind to quit the trade before long, now that he is come 
on the station.” 

At this instant his attention became fixed by the 
appearance of a sail in the distant horizon; at last he 

laid down his glass, and said: “J must go with the 
Adventure, to-night, Ellen; my word is pledged with 

|my partners in the venture, but I had rather it had 
| been any other night in the year than this. It may 
| be folly, but I always dread the anniversary of the last 
| fatal night at the Court—nothing ever prospers that is 
done on tha: day.” 

Ellen Hartland turned pale at this intelligence; but 
she knew that it was useless to remonstrate with her 
husband after his word was pledged: for lawless as 
was his profession, he had never yet been known to 
break his word. 

The evening was drawing on apace when the 
lugger, loaded with a valuable cargo, neared the east- 
ern beach. It was not without a superstitious thrill 

of impending misfortune that Hartland pushed off to 

| 
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THOMAS -HARTLAND. 

his favourite vessel that night;—he seemed to have 
lost the confident spirit which he usually possessed on 

similar occasions, and he paced the after-deck appa- 
rently unconscious of all around him, until aroused by 
Captain Penlerrick. 

“ Donner! master Hartland, you look confoundedly 
squally to-night!” 

“Oh, nothing, Pen. I have not been exactly in 

trim—but there's a clear sky aloft now. You know 
the Wasp is expected in the channel, I fancy?” 

“Oh ah, but he'll never sting us—donner! he thinks 

himself d—d deep, that fellow, but he must be a d—d 
deal deeper before he'll catch Martin Penlerrick.” 

“ Ay, ay, Pen., but the Wasp’s in new hands now 
my boy, they say. Luff George—there,” said Hart- 
land, speaking to the helmsman, as the lugger neared 
the coast, “ the old craft’s done wonders to-night—we 
must keep her off for another half hour.” 

The wind freshened considerably with the turn of 
the tide, and the appearance of the night was becom- 
ing wild, if not stormy. This was not observed without 
some anxiety by the smugglers; calm weather was of 
essential importance in landing a cargo; however, the 
run on the present occasion was to be made at perhaps 
the most favourable spot on the whole line of coast 
for such an undertaking; so that unless the night 
turned out actually stormy, there was little to appre- 
hend in the shape of danger. Hartland forgot all his 
forebodings in the anxious excitement of the moment 
as the Adventure stood in for the shore. The tide 
fanned by the freshness of the breeze, rolled onwards 
in its advance, with aggravated violence from the 
main; the lugger which was deeply laden, rolled hea- 
vily, and was frequently struck by a heavy sea fore 
and aft. Right a-head, glimmering through the dark- 
ness and the scud, a solitary signal-light on the coast 
could now be discerned; the Adventure then hoisted 
a lantern, and bore down upon it. Although, as we 
have stated, Carn Cove was singularly adapted for the 
successful prosecution of a smuggling adventure, yet 
it required no small degree of local skill and know- 
ledge, on a dark and boisterous night, to steer a vessel 
safely within the entrance of the natural basin or 
harbour where the landing was to be effected. On 
one side a lofty ledge of rocks, which contracted into 
a curve at their extremity, shot out into deep water ; 
and on the opposite side, a large and steep mass of 
shingles, thickly covered with sand and bent, rose as 
the coast receded. A considerable rivulet trickled 
over the hard sandy bottom at ebb tides, along the foot 
of this narrow opening, which afforded, except in very 
stormy weather, a tolerably secure shelter to a few 
coasters or small craft. This place was situated about 
half a mile from Combe Court, and Hartland’s life 
had probably been originally partly influenced by the 
facilities which it offered to the trade of the smuggler. 

Captain Penlerrick himself took the helm as the 
vessel rapidly neared the Cove; “ Port, there, port 
steady !” sung out Hartland, as she entered the deeply 
agitated element; and dashing through the breakers, 
in another minute her sails were down, and she was 
brought up in comparatively smooth water within the 
narrow channel. The contrast was as striking as it 
was instantaneous. All was now bustle and confusion. 
The sand-hills became covered in a few minutes, as if 
by magic, by a numerous party; the hatches were 
thrown open, and in an incredibly short space of time, 
the disembarkation of the cargo commenced, and Hart- 
land, accompanied by the mate, came ashore. 

It was a wild scene;—the hoarse voice of the wa- 
ters in the channel mingling with the crash of the 
breakers as they burst against the rocky coast with 
fearful violence; the flashing of the lights as they ap- 
peared and disappeared in the darkness, with almost 
supernatural rapidity, sometimes gleaming on the lofty 
and dim-seen rocks and dancing waters, sometimes 
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reflecting the wild features and figures of the smug- 
glers engaged on the beach; the rattling and howling 
of the wind amongst the half-bent sails and tackling 
of the lugger, against which columns of sparkling spray 
were frequently bursting, and the swinging of the lan- 
tern on her foremast—all combined to give a strange 
and vivid effect to the scene, which was greatly aug- 
mented by its wild and hazardous character. More 
than half the cargo had been landed and conveyed 
away to a place of safety, when a suppressed cry of 
danger arose amongst the smugglers further on the 
beach, which instantaneously reached the watchful ears 

of Hartland, who was standing, almost surrounded with 
the drifi, at its edge. He comprehended at a thought 

that they had been betrayed. But he had not time for 
reflection, for his stern voice had scarcely given the 
word to “ dowse the lights,” before the advanced party 
of the king’s officers closed with the foremost of the 
smugglers. In a moment every light was extinguished 
either afloat or ashore. The smugglers were com- 
pletely “ taken aback,” and the well-known vaice of 
their commander to “ stand fast,” was for the first time 
lost or unheeded in the confusion. Hariland, however, 
did not lose his self-possession ; and, aided by the mate, 
had overpowered three of his assailants, who were on 
the point of gaining the boat, but such was the dark- 
ness of the night that the blows aimed for a foe might 
prove fatal to a friend. Hartland saw that all de- 
pended on the possession of the boat, and he had just 
stepped on her gunwale with the mate, and was on 
the point of shoving off, when he was scized from 

behind by an iron grasp. He lost his balance, and 
fell with his assailant on the verge of the surf, before 
his comrade had time to effect any thing in his aid. 
A deadly struggle now ensued, and Hartland had just 
freed himself from the gripe of his enemy, who fell 
into the water with a heavy plunge, when others of 
the king’s officers seized him, and he was dragged 
upon the shore by their joint efforts. ‘The beach was 
clear of smugglers, and the Adventure was stariding 
out to sea! 

* * * * * * * * 

The morning found Hartland a prisoner in the home 
of his fathers. He had passed the night in a state of 

mental stupefaction, for he had been recognized when 
conveyed to the Court by a man who had formerly 
been his tenant. As he lay alone in darkness and in 
solitude, the recollection of the murder of the king's 
officer on that very spot pressed upon his mind with 
painful intensity. He saw nothing but a felon’s death 
before him; and he called to mind the counsel and 

the warnings of his excellent wife with the deepest 
remorse and agony of spirit. Exhausted by the vivid- 
ness of his sensations, he had late in the morning 
dropped into a troubled and uneasy slumber, when he 
was aroused by the entrance of one of the sentinels, 
who informed him that a female was without, seeking 
for admission. Almost before he had time to inquire 
the name of the stranger, his wife, enveloped in a 
huge cloak softly opened the door, and he could 
scarcely believe the vision to be real until his own 
Ellen fell, almost fainting, into his arms. Hartland 

wept aloud. 
“ My Hartland,” she whispered, after the sentinel 

had retired, “ I am come to save you. Penlerrick has 
behaved nobly, and will be off Blackwater Cove to- 
night when the tide flows.” 

Hartland stared in mute astonishment. 
“ What is the meaning of this, Ellen? how am I to 

escape from this place? If you reckon upon bribing 
the guards you will find yourself disappointed, and any 
attempt at rescue would now be madness.” 

“I have thought of neither, love. Change a part 
of your dress with me—wrap this cloak about you, 
and trust to me for the rest.” 

Hartland at first remonstrated, but his wife’s reso- 
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lution was formed; the transformation was quickly 
effected, and he was about to clasp the being, who 
had given so beautiful a proof of the depth of woman's 
affection and constancy, to his bosom for the last time, 
when she said, “ Hartland, I have two solemn requests 
to make, before we part. Promise me—nay, swear it 
by Him who is almighty and all-merciful, that from 
this day, you quit the accursed trade for ever!” 

Hartland pressed his wife’s hand in mute acqui- 
escence. 

“TI have one more request. Our dear Walter is, I 
understand, on the look out for the Adventure—little 
thinking that she is the last hope of his unhappy father 
—and it is possible—which God in his mercy avert! 
—that you may meet as enemies. Swear, then, my 
husband, that you lift not your hand against your son 
in the hour of danger; do this, and forget not your 
creator, Hartland,” she added in a low and deeply- 
agitated tone, “ and then I can die in peace.” 

Hartland again assented, and they hastily parted. 
The smuggler passed the sentinels in the outer room, 

and was beginning to breathe with renewed hope, 
when, as he was emerging from the building, he 
caught the voices of two of the officers who had taken 
him the preceding night. His presence of mind did 
not forsake him. He stooped considerably, and buried 
his face in his wife’s handkerchief, as if distracted 
with grief. 

“ What strapping wench have we here, Tom?” said 

the foremost of the officers, when Hartland advanced 
from the threshold—* Avast there, old girl; been ad- 
ministering some comfort within, eh?” 

“Keep back, Jones,” said his companion, as the 
former was about to advance and have a nearer view 
of the supposed female; “let her alone—she is the 
prisoner’s wife, poor thing!” 

Hartland passed on as if unconscious of the presence 
of any one. 

“She may well be in the downs,” said the second 
officer, as the subject of their conversation was almost 
beyond hearing—*“ that her husband ‘Il swing for the 
old business, I'd lay a guinea to a groat.” 

With this comfortable assurance, Hartland disap- 
peared round an angle of the building. 

* . * * * * * * 

It was with deep anxiety that this bold though 
altered man waited the turn of the tide that night. 

Blackwater Cove, which had been fixed upon for his 
embarkation, was situated in a very wild and preci- 
pitous part of the coast but seldom trodden by the foot 
of man. He had reached the appointed place of refuge 
early in the afternoon; it was an aged structure, which 
had been erected—at what period and for what pur- 
pose was unknown—in a narrow descent amongst the 
rocks leading to the beach, which it almost overhung. 
The hours passed away with painful tardiness;—time 
appeared to the restless mind of the outlaw to stand 
still; and in the occasional gusts of wind which wailed 
wildly through the rain, he more than once fancied 
he heard the sounds of his pursuers. As he listened 
to the sullen moaning and dashing of the waves on the 
rocky shore below, he thought of his wife, alone and 
deserted on the wide world, and of his son whom he 
was perhaps never destined to behold more, till he 
wept—stern as had been his soul—in very bitterness. 
And now it was that the pure and the upright man 
would have clung to that hope which never forsakes 
the righteous—but there had too long been no place 
in his heart for holy thoughts; he looked not for eon- 
solation where alone it was to be found, and therefore 
he was desolate. 

Hartland wandered forth from his retreat at night- 
fall, and climbed to the summit of the cliffs, which 
commanded an extensive view over the channel be- 
neath. It was not long before the moon rose, but she 

imperted an endless variety of tints to the scenery. 

The night wus altogether as favourable as could be 
wished ;—the wind was on the best quarter for the 
approach of the lugger, and was fresh, without being 
boisterous. About half-flood, after Hartland had look- 
ed till he was weary on the gleaming sea, his anxiety 
was painfully excited by the appearance of a human 
figure on the summit of the lofty cliff on the opposite 
side of the cove. He gazed at the object for some 
time to convince himself that it was not a point of the 
rock, but it was not long before its movements, which 

were clearly thrown out on the sky-line assured him 
of its reality. A thousand agitating thoughts now 
floated across his mind. Had his steps been traced, 
or did the stranger belong to some party on the watch 
for the lugger? The former supposition was possible, 
but the latter seemed altogether improbable ; but there 
the figure remained, and it was quite certain that no 
person would station himself in such a position at such 
an hour, unless for the purposes of observation. Whilst 

he was thus engaged in anxious thought, the Adven- 
ture at last came in sight under a press of canvass; 
Hartland rushed to the beach with al! the eagerness 
of despair, and when he looked up to the dark summit 
of the distant rock, the figure had disappeared. 

The lugger hove-to when she approached near the 
vast shadow cast by the cliffs, and a boat immediately 
put off from her to the shore, opposite the ruined build- 
ing. It was not until Hartland had embarked, and the 
boat had shot off from the beach, perhaps two cables’ 
length, that he became aware that another boat had 
come into the cove. The circumstance was observed 
at the same moment by the crew both of the lugger 
and her boat; Captain Penlerrick instantly signalled 
Hartland, and putting the helm up, bore down upon 
him. ‘The stranger now came distinctly in sight: she 
was a large galley, apparently well manned, under a 
press of canvas, and evidently aware of the sailing 
qualities of her larger chase. The struggle now be- 
came intensely interesting. The smugglers strained 
every nerve, and did all that art could accomplish, but 

the experienced eye of their commander told him that 
it would be next to a miracle if they could get along- 
side the lugger before her opponents; for the galley, 
impelled by a favouring breeze, gained upon her chase 
with fearful rapidity. Penlerrick also, by edging in 
further towards the shore, now saw that he had placed 
himself in the most imminent hazard of being taken; 
but he was determined to run all risks to save Hart- 
land. The lugger now fired at the king’s boat; and 
the contest had nearly at once been decided, for the 
party in the galley heard the shot whiz close a-head 
of her bow. ‘The echo of the discharge had scarcely 
died away amongst the rocks, when Hartland’s boat 
was close alongside, the galley having dropped slightly 
astern by hugging the wind too closely under the lee 
of the land. The heart of the outlaw, which had been 
alternately rent with hope and anxiety during this 
brief but animating chase, revived when he neared 
his favourite vessel; and he forgot, in the deep excite- 
ment of the moment, all his promises and his perils, 
when he saw that there was now no alternative but 
to struggle hand to hand with the officer of his king. 
The crew of the lugger, who had watched the exer- 
tions of their shipmates with breathless interest, cheer- 

ed loudly when the little boat ran alongside; the 
lugger instantly paid off, in order to get the wind 
again abaft the beam, but before she had got way, the 
galley was up with her. Hartland had only just 
stepped on the deck of the lugger, when the officer in 
command of the king’s boat, followed by several others, 

cutlass in hand, boarded on her lee-quarter. It was 
no time to hesitate;—at the very instant Hartland 
raised his pistol at the young officer, the moon, which 
had for several minutes been obscured by a cloud, 

sailed amongst extensive masses of dark clouds, which | shone brightly out: he started, and a conyiction— 
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fearful yet indefinite—of familiarity with that face, , through the waves with accelerated speed ; and by the 
came across him; but his hand was on the trigger, and’) time that Hartland was awake to the full consciousness 
in the agitation of the moment, ke fired! The gallant | of his deed, she was rapidly distancing her opponent. 

ung man reeled backwards, and fell dead on the| The remainder of our story is soon told. Hartland 
deck, with a deep and piercing cry. By this time, the | was seen no more on the coast of England; and it was 
captain and crew had taken part in the defence. A | popularly bvlieved that he ended his days and endea- 
brief but desperate encounter took place; and the | voured to atone for his crimes within the walls of a 
king’s men, stunned by the loss of their leader, and | convent in Portugal. Mrs. Hartland. who had been 
taken at disadvantage in point of numbers, were | liberated soon after the discovery of the artifice by 
beaten; but not before the deck was crimsoned with , which she had effected her husband’s escape, is said 
the blood of both parties. ‘The wind was freshening, | to have died suddenly, on hearing of the lamentable 
and before many minutes had elapsed, the lugger, | death of her son; and Lundy Island once more became 
with every thread out she could muster, was flying | deserted and desolate. 

THE TWO HARPS. A VOICE FROM THE WINE PRESS. 

BY MRS. NORTON. "Twas for this they reared the vine, 
Fostered every leaf and shoot, 

ae a Loved to see its tendrils twine, 

And cherished it from branch to root! 
*T was for this, that from the blast 

It was screened and taught to run, 
That its fruit might ripen fast, 

O’er the trellis, to the sun. 

Anp dost thou say my heart is cold, 
Because thine eye cannot discover, 

(As round its jealous glance is rolled 
On glittering crowds,) one welcome lover? 

And dost thou think I cannot love 

Because thy suit my lips reprove? And for this they rudely tore 
Every cluster from the stem; 

Oh! valueless the wind-harp’s tone *T was to crush us till we pour 
Which swept by summer's careless breezes, Out our very blood for them! 

Gives forth a wild uncertain moan, Well, though we are tortured thus, 

As often as the zephyr pleases. — Still our essence shall endure, 
Who marks its faint and ceaseless sigh? Vengeance they shall find, with us, 

Once heard, it hath no melody. May be slow, but will be sure. 
And the longer we are pent 

From the air and cheering light, 
Greater, when they give us vent, 

For our rest shall be our might. 
And our spirits, they shall see, 

Can assume a thousand shapes: 
These are words of verity, 

Uttered by the dying grapes. 

But when the stricken lyre, which long 
Hath hung upon the wall decaying, 

Breathes out its soul of love and song, 
Obedient to the minstrel’s playing; 

And to its master’s touch alone 
Responds with fond and plaintive tone: 

Then, then the power of music breaks 
The spell that bound our calmer feeling, Many a stately form shall reel, 

And every slumbering passion wakes When our power is felt within; 
In answer to its wild appealing: Many a foolish tongue reveal 

Till our swoln hearts, too full for words, What the recent draught has been; 
Die trembling on those quivering chords. Many a thoughtless, yielding youth, 

With his promise all in bloom, 

Years bring no change—Even tho’ we stand Go from paths of peace and truth 
Where cold the minstrel’s form is lying, To an early, shameful tomb. 

Fancy shall see that skilful hand — ; We the purse will oft unclasp, 
Once more among the sweet strings flying; All its golden treasure take, 

And music’s floating notes shall come, And, the husband in our grasp, 
To mock the silence of his tomb! Leave the wife with heart to break. 

While his babes are pinched with cold, 
And many an hour, and many a day, We will bind him to the bowl, 

Shall memory please herself by bringing Till his features we behold 
Small scattered fragments of the lay Glowing like a living coal. 

That hung upon that wild harp’s ringing; 
Tho’ summer breeze caress in vain, 
And soulless hands awake no strain. 

We will bid the gown-man put 
To his lip a glass or two, 

Then, we'll stab him in the foot, 
Till it oversteps the shoe. 

And we'll swell the doctor's bill, 
While he parries us in vain; 

He may cure, but we will kill 
Till our thousands we have slain. 

Even so the heart, that sad and cold 
Warms not beneath thy careless wooing, 

Hath known love's power in days of old, 
And worshipped—to its own undoing; 

And many a passion, quiet now, 
Hath glowed upon my faded brow. When we've drowned their peace and health, 

Strength and hopes within the bowl, 
And still perchance the day may come, More we'll ask than life or wealth, 

When, from its halls of silence taken, We'll require the very soul! 
That heart, in its deserted home, Ye, who from our blood are free, 
To life and love and joy shall waken: Take the charge we give you now; 

It hath the musie at command— Taste not, till ye wait and see 
But thine is not the master’s hand! If the grapes forget their vow. 
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THRE COUNTERPART COUSINS. 

ALmost every house, in a little village situate in the 
lower part of Somersetshire, near the borders of Devon, 

was tenanted, two or three generations back, either by 
a Blake ora Delavan. Individuals of one or the other 
of these names, occupied all the best farms, and all 
the minor lucrative posts, in the parish. The shoe- 
maker, the carpenter, the thatcher, and the landlord of 
the public house, were Blakes; and the parish clerk, 
the glazier, the tailor, and the keeper of “the 
shop,” where almost every thing was sold, Delavans. 

Numerous matrimonial alliances were formed among 
the young people of the two families. As the Blakes 
were maiily, and the Dela vans handsome, it happened, 
rather luckily, that the children of the former were, 
for the most part, boys, and those of the latter, girls — 
If a male child were born among the Delavans, he 
grew up puny in frame and womanly in features ; and 
there was not an individual, among the few females of 
the Blake family, who did not bear the strongly marked 
features and robust frame, characteristic of the race 

from which she sprang. The young men of the house 
of Delavan were too much like their sisters, to be good- 
looking fellows; and the damsels of the other name 
resembled their brothers too closely, to be beautiful 
women ; they were, apparently stout enough in form, 
and sufficiently bold in heart, had not the days of chi- 
valry been past, to have been esquires to “ mettlesome 
knights of hie renown;” while the striplings of the 
other family were more adapted, from their lady-like 
limbs and gentle looks, to be bower-pages to those high- 
born dames, for whose honour and amusement, their 
chivalric lords occasionally broke each other's pates in 
the tourney. 

Notwithstanding these disparities, some strong at- 
traction seemed to exist between the blood of the two 
families; net only did the “manly Blakes” take unto 
themselves wives from among the “ handsome Dela- 
vans,”—this was natural enough,—but the young yeo- 
men of the tribe of Delavan, intermarried with the 
spinsterhood of the Blakes. Perhaps it was Hobson's 
choice with the youths,—these or none ;—there be- 
ing searcely another name in the village except those of 
the “ two great houses”—Delavan and Blake; and in 
those days, but few of its young folks travelled far be- 
yond the landmarks of their native place. 

The Blakes and Delavans, at length, grew so nu- 
merous, that the village did not offer sufficient resources 

for their support, and several of them emigrated ; some 
to the neighboring towns, but the greater part to the 
metropolis, where they were soon lost in its mighty 
tide of population, which is constantly recruited by 
“supplies from the country,” as the river, whose banks 
it ennobles, is supported by the tributary streams which 
eternally flow into its huge bed. A great number of 

the decendants of those females of the Blake family, 
who had intermarried with Delavans, still remained ; 
but it was in vain to seek for the fine Herculean forms, 
which tradition had assigned to the Blakes, or the sur- 
passing beauty, which, according to old tales, was 
once possessed by the female Delavans. 
that the features of each family were to be seen, scat- 

Blakes by the father’s side, and Delavans by the mo- 
ther’s, were reported to have been endowed. 

A single individual of the Blake family, in whose 
veins none of the Delavan blood flowed, remained 
alive; that individual was a woman, fettered by age 
and infirmities, to a chair on the kitchen hearth of one 
of her descendants. Dame Deborah was venerated as 
a relic of old times, rather than beloved. The beings 
about her had come into the world when she was aged ; 
and those, to whom she had given life, had passed 
away before her; leaving their mother to the care of 
a third generation. ‘To her, those little acts of kind- 
ness, Which are so endearing in the first stage of hu- 
man decay, through “length of days,” were rarely 
performed, because she was too withered in mind and 
feeling to appreciate them. She lived among relations, 
but had no friends. All her wants were scrupulously 

provided for; but the attentions, which her grand- 
children and great-grand-children paid her, were acts 
of duty rather than affection. The days of her glory, 
even as an old woman, were over: she had ceased to 
become a domestic adviser; the last child she had 
nursed, fur one of her daughters, was now “a stout 
and stalwart” young fellow, nearly six feet high; and 
those to whom she had told tales of other times, when 
her memory and breath were both equal to the task, 
were getting old themselves, and beginning to relate 
the same chronicles, round the kitchen fire, on winter 
nights; generally without acknowledging, and often 
forgetting, to whom they were indebted for that legen- 
dary lore, the possession of which so exalted them in 
the opinions of the young. 

From the dark cloud, which usually obscured Dame 
Deborah’s mental faculties, a gleam of youthful memo- 
ry occasionally shot up, which much amazed many of 
her descendants. One evening, a warm discussion 
took place in the kitchen where she sat, as to the pre- 
cise ages of Ralph Delavan and his cousin Harry. Af 
ter a world of talk, without an atom of conclusion, 
Dame Deborah placed her hand upon the arm of one 
of the disputants, and said, in a tremulous but distinct 
tone: Susanna Delavan, who was big Anthony Blake's 
seventh child, and only daughter, and married one of 
the young Delavans of Delavan Hatch, had a boy on 
the second day of our Whitsun revel, the same hour 
that her cousin Polly had twins—both boys—but only 
one of them lived to be christened. I stood godmother 
to the two babes. Susey’s boy was called Ralph, af- 
ter my first husband, and Polly's after my second good- 
man, Harry. That was the year when lightning struck 
the steeple, and Matty Drew, the witch, was drowned. 

She told the children’s fortunes, and said of them— 

It is true, | years, that she had attempted to do so, but in vain; @ 

tered among various individuals; but no perfect spe- | 
cimen, in the prime of life, of either race, could be 
found. ‘Two or three gaunt fellows, the oldest men in 
the parish, who were issue of the first unions between 
the two houses, still stalked about, with melancholy 
countenances, thinking but little of the present, and 
more often of the past than the future; but as their 
fathers had been Delavans, and their mothers Blakes, 

it was said that they did not possess thos? excellencies 
of form or feature, with which their cousins, who were 

‘ Merry meeting—sorry parting ; 
Second greeting—bitter smarting ; 
Third struggle————’ ” 

Dame Deborah could not finish Matty Drew’s predic- 
tion; and this was the seventh time, within as many 

fit of coughing or abstraction invariably seizing her 
on these occasions, before she could articulate the re- 
mainder of the line. ‘The debaters stared with won- 
der on each other at the old dame’s unusual fluency ; 
for she had not spoken, except in monosyllables, during 
many preceding months ; and they looked upon it as 
an omen of Deborah’s death, or some great calamity 
to one of her living descendants. On examining the 
church books, they found her account to be correct, 80 
far as regarded the baptism of the two boys, and the 
interment of one of Polly’s twins; and some of her 
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neighbors recollected that the church was struck, as 
Deborah had related, in the same year that Matty 
Drew was drowned, by a farmer and his two sons, who 
supposed she had bewitched them and their cattle ; 
and ducked her, under the idea that, if she were a 
witch, she could not be drowned ; little thinking of 
the consequences to themselves, if she did not survive 
the ordeal. Two of them, afterwads, fled the country ; 
the third was taken and tried. He stated, in his de- 
fence, that he had reason to believe Matty was a 
witch, for her predictions were always verified by 
events ; and that once, when his mother could not 
succeed in her churning, he and his father twisted a 
hazel switch, as tight as their strength would permit, 
aboat the churn, and behold, at last, in came Matty, 
shrieking and writhing, as if in agony, and beseeching 
them to unloose the gad; which, she admitted, was 
sympathetically torturing her own waist. He called 
no witnesses to this fact; and, notwithstanding the in- 
genious argument which his counsel had written out 
for him, wherein it was stated that “an unlettered 
clown” might well be forgiven for entertaining the 
same opinions as some of the kings of England, and 
one of her most eminent judges, in old days, the young 

man was convicted and executed, for acting under an 
impression that those powers existed, for the possession 
of which, a century before, helpless old women were 
found guilty by twelve of their fellow countrymen, 
and doomed, by a strong-minded judge, to be burned ; 
—wmore than one of the old creatures having crawled, 
it is said, when led from the cold dungeon, to warm 
their chilled limbs by the fire that was kindling to con- 
sume them. 

Ralph Delavan and Harry Delavan, the objects of 
Matty Drew's doggrel prophecy, are the heroes of our 
tale—the Counterpart Cousins;—rather alike in dis- 
position, but bearing no resemblance ‘to each other in 
outward appearance. Ralph inherited all the strength 
and height of the Blakes, without their fine form, or 
the handsome features of the Delavans. His shoulders 
were broad, but round, and his neck did not seem to 
rise exactly in their centre: his arms were long, mus- 
cular, and well shaped; but his legs were crooked, 
and too brief in proportion to his body. His maternal 
ancestor’s features were rather of the Roman order, 
and the wags of the village said, that Ralph had a 
Blake’s nose run to seed :—it was thin, sharp, and dis- 
agreeable. Every body confessed that he had the De- 
lavans’ merry black eyes ;—but his mouth gaped, and 
looked like a caricature of their pouting and slightly 
parted lips. The Delavans’ teeth were brilliant and 
pearly; the Blakes’ quite the contrary :—the lips of 
the former delicately exhibited their dental treasures; 
while those of the latter were so close and clenched, 
that it was diflicult to obtain a glance at the awkward 
squad which they concealed. Ralph, unfortunately, 
inherited the bad teeth of the Blakes, and the open 
lips of the Delavans; as well as the fair hair of the 
former, and the dark eyes and long black lashes of the 
latter: so that Ralph was rather a singular looking 
being ;—precisely, or nearly such a person as the rea- 
der must have occasionally met with ;—exhibiting an 
union of some of the beauties, and many of the de- 
formities, of two or three of the tribes of man. 

Harry was very different in person, but not a jot 
more beautiful than Ralph. His body was broader 
and more robust than that of a Blake, when the family 
was in a flourishing state ; but it was remarkable 
short, and shapeless as a log. His head seemed to be 
squeezed into his shoulders by some giant hand, and 
his light but well-proportioned Delavan legs exhi- 
bited a striking contrast to the clumsy bulk of his huge 
trunk. The butcher said, that Harry would resemble 
his big block, with a calf’s head on its surface, only 
that it stood on three legs, and Harry possessed but 

his hands of such an immense size, that he was ofter 
called “ Molepaw”’ by his competitors in the wrestling 
ting. Harry had the large blue eyes of the Blake 
family, and a thick, short, snub nose ; which, the good 
gossips said, could be traced to nobody. There was a 
striking resemblance in his other features to the by- 
gone Delavans: his mouth and chin were really hand- 
some ; but an unmeaning smile usually played about 
his lips; and he had a vacant sort of look, that beto- 
kened gvod humour allied to silliness. But when 
Harry’s blood was warmed by an angry word or two 
and an extra cup of drink, though he did not “look 
daggers,” he frowned furiously, and looked, as well as 
talked, broomsticks, cudgels, kicks on the shin-bone, 
and various other “chimeras dire.”” In such a mood, 
Harry was dangerous to deal with, and avoided by all 
those who were peaceably disposed. 

In this particular, Ralph was his counterpart. There 
was not a more kind or sociable being in three conn- 
ties than Ralph Delavan, when he was sober; but 
liquor made him quarrelsome and rash; it whetted his 
appetite to give and receive kicks and bruises; and if 
he could not rouse any one, by insults and taunting, to 
wrestle, fight, or play a bout at back-sword, or cudgels 
with him—he lashed himself up into a fury, attack- 
ed, and either scattered those who were about him 
like chaff, or got felled by a sturdy thwack of fist or 
cudgel, and fastened down until reason returned hand- 
in-hand with shame and remorse. ‘To both of the 
cousins liquor was pure Lethe: they never remem- 
bered any thing that occurred, from the time of their 
passing the rubicon of intoxication, until the moment 

of their waking the next day. 
Ralph and Harry considered themselves as relations 

to each other, on the credit of certain of the gossiping 
oral genealogists of the village, who proved, ina very 
roundabout way, to their auditors, but entirely to their 
own conviction, that Ralph and Harry were, what are 
called, in the West Country—second and third cousins. 
Each of them was the offspring of a match between 
a male Delavan and a female Blake; and both were 
bad specimens of the two fine families, whose more 
gifted descendants, in regard to personal appearance, 
the issue of those unions which had been formed be- 
tween “the manly Blakes” and “ the handsome Dela- 
vans,” were the individuals who had quitted the vil- 
lage, impelled by a spirit of adventure, when they 
felt themselves too crowded in their native place, on 
account of the increase of its population. 

Delavan was now the paramount name in the pa- 
rish ; there was not a single Blake in its little commu- 
nity, except old Dame Deborah, whose boast it had 
been, when she could babble apace, that she was the 
last of either of the pure stocks left. She had often 
stated, in the autumn of her life—that season when 
the mind yields its richest fruits of memory—that the 
good old Blakes began to lose the ascendant, from the 
time of the battle of Culloden. It will appear strange 
that the downfall of the Pretender’s forces in the north, 
should be associated, in Deborah’s mind, with that of 
her family, whose abiding place was in the west. We 
will explain this nearly in the old Dame’s own words: 
“On the 16th of April, in the forty-six, my brother Gil- 
bert,’—thus her story ran,—*“ who was then an officer 
in the Duke of Cumberland’s dragoons, which rank he 
had attained, partly by money, partly by merit, did 
such service under the great Hawley, against the lads 
in tartans, that he was promised promotion by the fa- 
mous Duke, who gave him his pistols, in the field, as 
an earnest of more favours to come. A few days af- 
ter, while the dragoons were scouring the country, in 
quest of prisoners of consequence, it was whispered, 
by some who envied him, that Gilbert had been won 
by the honeyed words and rich jewels of a noble 
northern lady, to let her husband, whom he had taken, 

two. His arms were thick, bony, and stunted; and escape. This report reached Gilbert's ears ; and the 
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next day, while he was mounting his horse, an orderly 
came with commands for him to attend the Duke with 
all speed. Gilbert directly drew out his men, gave 
some orders of importance, which were afterwards ex- 
ecuted, and proved very beneficial to the service, and 
directed his junior officer to lead the soldiers off to 

perform it: he then stepped aside, and, with one of 
the pistols the Duke had given him on the sixteenth, 
blew out his brains! On the very evening the news 
arrived of my brother's death by his own hands, a sad 
disaster happened to the Blakes :—my father was, that 

afternoon, beating an apprentice, rather too severely, 

perhaps, in a field where some of his labourers were 
hacking-in wheat ; when one who was among them— 
a little fellow who was not much more than five feet 
high, but remarkable for his good features and fine 
form—left his work, and advancing to my tall and 
powerful father, repreached him, in so insolent a man- 
ner, for beating the boy, who was a favourite with the 
labourer, that the bad blood of the Blakes became im- | 
mediately roused, and he inflicted a blow or two on 
the man’s shoulder’s with his stick ; the fellow stepped 
back a few paces, and then running against my father 
at full speed, drove his head into the pit of the old 
man’s stomach with such violence, that it laid him 
dead upon the spot. 1 don’t know why, or wherefore, | 
but true it is, that the labourer was acquitted of blame 
on his trial; and he was the first of the Delavans 
known in these parts. The same evening, my aunt 
Elinor, the widow of Frank Cooper, who had sailed 
round the world with Anson, died away in her chair, 
without any previous illness. Had my father been 
killed an hour later, he would have heard of the sui- 
cide of his son; and had not my annt Elinor died be- 
fore sunset, she would have known, that both her bro- 
ther and her nephew had gone before her to the grave : 
but both of them were saved from the bitterness of 

such news on their dying day. From that time, the 
Blakes dwindled, and the Delavans rose. They have 
matched and mated much since ; but it is said, perhaps 
truly, that the Delavans are doomed to root out the 
Blakes, and then destroy themselves ;—they met in 
the valley of death, and blood will be mixed in their 
stirrup-cup. My grandson Ralph has now more of the 
Blakes in him than any other man; and thick Harry, 

sword in very laudable style ; but Ralph was the bet- 
ter wrestler, and Harry surpassed in the use of the 
single-stick. Devon being noted for its wrestlers, and 
Somerset for its single-stick players, the cousins were 
attracted in different directions, to enjoy that pastime 
in which each excelled; so that, up to the fortieth 
year of their lives,—and they were, as it will be re- 
membered, precisely of the same age,—they had never, 
much to the satisfaction of their friends, met in the 
ring as rivals. Especial care had always been taken 
that they did not join the same convivial parties; they 
often attempted to make merry together, for Ralph and 
Harry really felt an affection for each other's society, 
but the women invariably out-manceuvred them, and 
the two cousins were greater strangers to each other, 
than either of them was to any man else in the vil- 
lage of his own age and station. 

Their forty-first_ birth-day arrived : Ralph attended 
a review of the yeomanry-cavalry, in which he was 
a corporal, and Harry went to market for the purpose 
of selling some steers. On returning home, they were 
obliged to cross each other's track. They dwelt at 
opposite ends of the long, straggling village; which 
were approached by two different lanes: of these, the 
letter X will serve as a tolerably good substitute for a 
ground plan ;—the market town being situate at the 
top of the left, and the common, on which the review 
was held, on that of the right, limb of the latter; at 
the lower end of which the village meandered along 
through meadows and corn-fields; Harry's abode being 
at the right, and Ralph’s at the left end of it. The 
two lanes were crossed, at the point of intersection, by 
a third, which, on account of its being two or three 
yards wider, and a little more frequented than either 
of them, was dignified with the title of “ the high 
road ;” and in this “ undeniable situation,” as George 
Robins would say, stood a snug public house, called 
Sawney’s Cross; the front of which commanded a 
view, across the high road, for some distance up the 
lanes which led to the market town and common. 

Harry was proceeding down one lane, at a speedy, 
shuffling pace, betwixt a gallop and a trot,on a power 
ful blind galloway : while Ralph approached the line 
of intersection, from the common, by the other, on @ 
gaunt, half-bred horse, nearly sixteen hands high, @ 

although he has a double dash of us in his veins, is 
more of a Delavan than any other I know. They are | 
both Delavans in name, but not truly so in nature — | 

Ralph looks upon himself, and is looked up to, as the | 
head of the poor remnant of my father’s race ; and | 

Harry is in the same situation, 2s a descendant of the 
labourer, who took his master’s life, on that master’s | 
own land. They have both a great many of the bad 
qualities, and but few of the virtues, of the two fami- 
lies ;—and I, for one, say—God keep them from drink- | 
ing deep out of the same cup!—for liquor is likely to{ 
be their bane.” 

This sort of language was too frequently repeated, | 
and the witch Matty Drew's prophecy too often allu- 
ded to, by old Deborah, in those days when her tongue | 
still talked triumphantly, although her limbs were in- | 
capable of motion, not to produce a deep and lasting | 
impression upon her hearers. One half of the village 
Was in a constant state of alarm, after Ralph had re- 

turned, a man, from the “ up-long” counties, to which 
he had departed, a boy, in order to learn some improv- 
ed mode of cultivating land, lest the two cousins 

should meet and quarrel in their cups. If they were 
seen in the village, passing a few moments in friendly 
chat, 2 scout immediately acquainted the parties most 
interested with the circumstances ; and, in a short time, 
one of them was drawn off, by a ficticious story, of 
lambs tumbling into ditches, cows getting their legs 
entangled in hurdles, or children fallen into fits. 

Ralph and Harry both loved the pastimes of their 

Mlative place ; they could wrestle, and play at back- 

strong galloper, and quite ungovernable when put up 
on his mettle. The galloway and the tall horse were 
both “homeward bound ;” and “ snuffing the manger 

from afar,” each of them was going along, impatient 
of check, and at, what jockies would call, “a tip-top 
pace.” 

Ned Creese, the landlord of Sawney’s Cross, stood 
at his door, and beheld the ominous approach of the 
two travellers: he was mathematician enough to dis- 
cover, that equi-distant as they were, from the point 
where their lines of direction intersected each 
other in the middle of the main road, and approach- 
ing toward such point with equal speed, something 
unpleasant must needs occur to one of the parties, at 
the transit. He beckoned, and called out to each of 
them as londly as he could: but Harry was short- 
sighted, and could not see his motions ; and Ralph was 
rather hard of hearing, and could not make out what 
he meant ; so that neither of them pulled up; and, as 
they were concealed from each other by the high 
hedges of the lanes, neither Harry nor Ralph was 
aware of the danger that menaced them, until they 
emerged from the bottom of the lanes. Ralph fore- 

saw the event first, and, with might and main, attempt- 
ed to pull his horse out of the way: he partly suc- 

ceeded, but by checking his steed, and making him 
swerve from the direct line in which he was going, he 
gave Harry a decided advantage in the ensuing shock. 
The cousins had just time to ejaculate “ Hoy, Ralph!” 
and “Hilloa, Harry!” when the blind galloway bore 
his offshoulder against the tall troop-horse’s hind qua- 
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ters, and just such a catastrophe took place as Creese 
had anticipated :—Harry was thrown over his gallo- 
way’s head; and Ralph, with his horse, and the gal- 
loway at his heels, were carried to the brink of a horse- 
pond by the road side. Ralph fell in the mud, and 
the horses went over him into the water; where they 
lay struggling together for a few moments; they then 
got up without assistance, and each limped homeward, 

leaving their owners to come after them as well as 
they could. 

“Hoy, Ralph!” and “ Hilloa, Harry!” were the first 
words the cousins uttered. 

“ Art hurt, lad?” asked Ralph —*“ No,” was the re- 
ply ;—* Art thee?” 
“Sound as oak; only a bloody nose, and a bump on 

the forehead.” 

“ That's right, then; I don’t feel much the matter 
myself; but dowl take thy blind galloway, for all 
that!” 

“ He’s worth his weight in gold ;—didn't ‘ee sce 
how he capsized you and your troop horse ?” 

“ You charged me in flank when I was filing off; if 
I had met ’ee full butt, Harry, I should ha’ sent thee 
and thy galloway clean into the muck, and gone on 
without abating pace, or feeling a jerk in my balance.” 

“ What, and not ha’ turned round to say ‘Hilloa, 
Harry?” 
“Odd! yes, to be sure—I'd say ‘ Hilloa Harry!"— 

and what will ’ee drink, besides.” 
“ Well—and what shall we?” 
“TI don’t mind ;—but let’s ha’ something, and make 

merry together for once.” 
“Wi all my heart!—Here we be, safe from busy 

meddlers ; and dash me if I don’t feel inclined to 
make a day of it.” 

“Give me your hand ;—this capsize was a bit of 
luck, weren't it ?” 

« Ay, to be sure—brought two good fellows together. 
What shall we have ?—It’s cold—What d’ye say to 
Hopping John, made Tom Nottle’s fashion’—Land- 
lord, mix a pint of brandy wi’ half a gallon of your 
best cider, sugared to your own taste ; and—d’ye mind? 
—pop in about a dozen good roasted apples, hissing 
hot, to take the chill off” 

In a short time, the two cousins were seated by the 
fire, in a little room behind the bar of the Sawney’s 
Cross, with a smoking bowl of liquor on the table be- 
fore them, and Ned Creese assisting them to empty it. 
By degrees, the cousins became elevated, and their 
chat was enlivened by budding jokes and choice flow- 
ers of rustic sung. Harry's forehead frequently re- 
minded him, in the midst of his glee, of the adven- 
ture in the road; and he recurred to it, for the fifth 
time, since the sitting, as Ned brought in a second 
brewage of hot Hopping John :—*“I'd lay a wager I 
know where my blind galloway is, just about now,” 
quoth he ; « it’s odd to me if he isn't stopping at the! 
Dragon’s Head, where he always pulls up, and tempts 
me to call for a cup of cider and a mouthful of hay.” 

“Gentlemen,” said Creese, “ I'll give you a toast— 
a Devonshire one—and it’s this:—A back fall, or a 
side fall, or any fall but a fall out.” 

“ For my part,” continued Ned, after his toast was 
duly honored,—*“I expected no less than a fight, if 
you were able to stand, after what I saw would hap- 
pen;—but I hardly hoped to see both get on your legs, 
with nothing but one bloody nose between the pair of 
you.” 

“IT must say, landlord, I feel very comfortably, in- 
deed, considering,” said Harry. 

“ And I came down very much to my own satisfac- 
tion,” quoth Ralph, “only that I soiled my uniform.” 

“It struck me,” observed Ned Creese, “that you 
must have gone over head and ears into the pond, 
which is deeper than it should be in the middle ; but 
I consoled myself;—for, thinks I, if so be that he 

should, the frogs on his dragoon jacket will save him, 
if swimming can do it. If you’d both broke your 
necks [ couldn’t but giggle to see you. It’s my belief 
*twould have made a horse laugh ; as my sign says, it 
was truly ‘ good entertainment for man and beast.’— 
Don’t be hipped because I’m jocular : joking’s a mal- 
ady with many a man, and here stands one of ’em; 
we can no more help it than an ague fit. But come, 
folks; here’s ‘The West Country Orchards!’"—and 
then let’s rouse the®erickets with the old apple-tree 
hymn.—I'll begin.” So saying, Creese commenced. 
and, assisted by Ralph and Harry, chaunted forth the 
following rhymes, in a manner that would have ama- 
zed Mozart, although it gladdened the hearts of the 
rustic guests in the Sawney’s Cross kitchen. 

I. 
The white rose was, aye, a dainty flower, 

And the hawihorn a bonny tree ; 
A grove of oaks is a rich dame’s dower; 

But the barley-straw for me! 

II. 
From his acorn-cup let the Elfin sip, 

And the oak-fruit be munched by swine ; 
The thrush may have both the haw and hip, 

Give me but the jolly vine! 

Ill. 
Ale yeu may brew, from the barley-straw ; 

Neither ale, nor grape-juice for me ; 
I care not for acorn, hip, nor haw ;--~- 

Give me but the apple-tree! 

After they had all three repeated the last verse to- 
gether, and applauded their performance by sundry 
exclamations of approval, and thwacks on the table, 

Ralph observed, “ Oddsheart! cousin, we are getting 
as we should be ; a fig for a fall after this.” 

“ Da capo, say I to it,” exclaimed Creese; “da capo, 
I say to it, heartily: da capo, as it is written in the 
score-book we sing the psalms by, in the gallery, at 
church.” 

“Wasn't frightened a trifle, landlord, when thee 
saw’st us coming?” 

“Is the approach of a good bone likely to alarm a 
hungry dog? I knew well enough you'd fall ; and if 
you fell, the fall must bring me grist, in meal or malt: 
—a "quest jury, if death had been done; board and 
lodging, in case of broken limbs ; and a brace of guests 
for an hour, if you were only bruised. I shall be 
much obliged, when you knock one another down 
again, if you'll do it before my door. Success to cross- 
roads, blind galloways, helter-skelter dragooning, and 
blink-eyed farmers !—Ha! ha!—You'll excuse me, 
gentlemen; we're all friends; I hope no offence— 
What are your commands?” 

“There’s one thing I’d wish thee to do, landlord,” 
said Ralph: “if any body should inquire for us—don’t 
say we be here.” 

« No, truly,” added Harry ; “an’ thou dost, thou’lt 
lose a couple of good customers, and get thy head 
broke to boot, perhaps.” 

“ Never fear—never fear!” replied Ned; “a secret’s 
safe with me, as though ’twas whispered in the ear of 

an ass. Thank heaven, I haven't had a woman in 
the house these seven years; so all’s snug.— 

«« A forester slept beneath the beech, 
Heigh! norum snorum ! 

His full flask lay within his arm’s reach ; 
Heigh! horum jorum! 

A maiden came by with a blooming face, 
Heigh! rosy posey! 

She ask’d him the way to Berrywell chase— 
With its wine so old, 
And its pasties cold ;— 

Forester, what has froze ye ?’ 
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“ A long song is out of place over good liquor; so 
T'll not sing the other eighteen verses of that one; its 
moral is, that a woman can't keep a secret, even when 
the possession of what she desires depends on it; but 
that her babbling often proves her salvation. A friar 
comes in sight, while the forester is wooing, and he 
packs the maid off, for appearance’ sake ;—telling her, 
if she’l! meet him there the next day, provided she 
don’t reveal his promise to mortal, that he’ll give her 
‘a gown of the richest green,’ béiprinkled with dewy 
pearls, or pearly dew, I forget which: but the maiden 
was so delighted, that when she got to the Chase, she 
told the warden’s niece, and the warden’s niece told 
the maiden’s aunt, and the maiden’s aunt locked her 
up for a week : so she saved her reputation, but lost 
her present, by babbling—Gentlemen, you don’t 
drink!” 
We must here leave the cousins to the care of 

Creese—they could not have fallen into better hands 
for the mood in which they met—and remind our 
readers, that the horses, after extricating themselves 
from the pond, proceeded homeward as well as the 
injuries they had received would permit. Their arri- 
val at the village, spread consternation among its in- 
habitants: parties went forth, in different directions, to 
seek Ralph and Ifarry;—the women predicting that | 
they had met and killed each other, and the men en- | 
deavouring to siifle their own apprehensions on the 
subject. Creese, being asked if he knew any thing of 
the matter, replied, that “ he had seen the horses, with- 
out riders, gallop by his door, down the lanes :”’ and as 
no one had witnessed the meeting of the cousins but 

himself, and they were kept close in the back parlour, 
no information could be obtained from any one else. 
Lights were burnt, in almost every house in the vil- 
lage, nearly all night ; and toward day-break the last 
party returned without any tidings of the lost sheep. 
Old Dame Deborah, confiding in the predictions of 
Matty Drew, said, as well as she could, “ Bad is this— 
there’s worse to come ;—~it will prove to be but a 

‘ Merry meeting—sorry parting.’” 

We must now return to the cousins. On the morn- 
ing after their concussion in front of Sawney’s Cross, 

Ralph, with whom we shall begin, awoke at day-break, 
and on taking a hasty survey of his apartment, found, 
to his surprise, that he was not at home. He _ recol- 
lected very well that he had usually worn, for many 
years past, corduroy small-clothes ; and, when he join- 
ed the volunteer yeomanry, white doe-skin pantaloons. 
“ Whose black nether garments can those be, then,” 
thought he, “ which I see dangling from yonder peg?” 
He leaped out of bed, threw open the lattice, and the 
first object that attracted his notice was the horse-pond ; 
on the miry edge of which, he remembered having 
been thrown the day before. This accounted for the 
colour of his doe-skins. “ But, how the dicking,” 
thought he, “ got I this tremendous black eye?) Where's 
my front tooth? And whothe deuce has been bruis- 
ing my ear? I recollect, well enough, seeing Creese, 
the landlord, bring in a third brewing of Hopping 
John, and my singing ‘ Creeping Jenny,” or part of it 
afterwards :—but what's come of Harry ?” 

While these and similar reflections were passing in 
Ralph’s mind, he proceeded to dress himself, which he 
found a task of considerable difficulty, for he was stiff 
and sore in everylimb. Impatient to resolve the mys- 
tery in which he found himself invelved, Ralph. be- 
fore he was completely attired in his soiled uniform, 
hobbled down stairs, and found Harry, starmg at the 
landlord, as though Creese had just been telling him 
some very marvellous story. 

“Why, Ralph—cousin Ralph,” said Harry, as Ralph 
entered the kitchen, “ what be this the landlord says ? 
He vows and protests ’twere you that ha’ been tearing 

my clothes to tatters and rags, and beating my face to 
a jelly! I ha’n’t a sound inch in my skin!” 

“ Before I do answer any questions, it be my wish 
to know of you, landlord,” said Ralph, in an angry tone, 
and taking Creese by the color ; “ and what's more, I 
insist you do tell me, who took the advantage of me 
last night—who it were that knocked my tooth out, 
when | were overcome !” 

“I've lost a tooth myself—be dashed if I ha’n’t!” 
exclaimed Harry, whose attention was so distracted by 

his other injuries, that he had not discovered the im- 
portant fact befure this moment ; “ I'll swear I had it 
in my mouth last night,” pursued he, grasping Creese, 
with his huge paw, by the collar; “and I'll be told, 
why and wherefore you've let me be used like a dog, 
when | were drunk :—answer !” 

“ Ay, answer, or I'll shake thy life out!” cried 
Ralph, looking as if he really meant to “ suit the action 
to the word.” 

“ Gentlemen—guests,” said Creese, apparently not 
in the least alarmed, but putting himself in a strong 

attitude, and calmly collaring the cousi “be mild, 
and you shall hear all; or one ata time, and I’m for 
the first fair fall, who shall pay last night's smart, with 
the best, or both of you--one down Vother come on: 
but if you'll put your hands in your pockets and be 
peaceable, I'll employ mine to produce your teeth ;-— 
that is, if I can.” 

The cousins now relinquished their holds, and Ned 
drew out a drawer of the dresser, and requested they 
would look into it. “Here,” said he, “ you will find 
the fragments of your feast of fisty-cuffs: perhaps, 
among the bits of lace, linen, broad-cloth, frogs and 
buttons, which I carefully swept up last night, after I 
had put you both to bed, you may find your teeth ; if 
not, | know nothing about them :-—-send for a consta- 
ble, and search me, if you like.” 

At this offer, the cousins turned to each other and 
were going to smile ; but immediately they were face 
to face, they stared in so rueful a manner, that Creese 
was amazingly amused. It was the first time, since 
Ralph had come down stairs, that the cousins had 
closely inspected each other’s countenarces, which 
might, with propriety enough, as the landldrd said, be 
called “ maps of mischance.” “ But it’s all your own 
doings,” quoth he, “the credit and honour belong to 
nobody but yourselves ;----I must say you're both down- 
right dapsters at disfiguration.” 

“ But how were it, d’ye say, landlord?” asked Ralph. 
“ Ay, truly, how happened it all, according to your 

story ?” said Harry. 
“ Why, gentlemen,” replied Creese, “ after I found 

you were going to drink more than I could well bear, 
—when it was high-tide almost in my head, and my 
frail wits began to rock to and fro, pitching me about, 
when I moved, like a barge in a hurricane—I very 
wisely anchored in the bar, and attended, as well as 
1 could, to my business: a nap or two between whiles, 
as I tended my customers, and one cool pipe, brought 
me round, and jt was calm sailing with me again. All 

this time you were getting louder and louder ; at last, 
the short gentleman, my worthy friend, Mr. Harry, per- 
suaded you, Mr. Ralph, to try a friendly back-fall with 
him. There wasn’t much harm in that ;—though I 
promise you, I tried to prevent it, but couldn't. So I 
cleared away the crockery, and stood by, as ’twas my 
duty, to see fair. Harry was, clearly, in my mind, the 
best wrestler ; but, somehow, Ralph got the in-lock, 
and laid him upon the planchin, flat as a pancake.” 

“ Did I, by jingo?” eagerly exclaimed Ralph. 
“ No,—it’s all his lies ;—it couldn’t be!’ quoth Har- 

ry; looking very ingredulous and displeased. 
“ I have said it, and T’ll stand to it,” continued Ned ; 

“and when you got up, as you did, with my help, you 
went over to Ralph, patted him on the back, and, said 
you, ‘ Well done, cousin, I didn’t think it was in thee 4 
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You added, with an oath, it was the best and fairest 
fall you had seen for years past; that it nearly drove 
the breath out of your body ; and then you patted him 
on the back again. After this, you both sat down, 
talked, sung, and, by-and-bye, began to broach some- 
thing about back-sword.” 

« Likely enough, an’t it, Harry ?” said Ralph. 
“I don’t believe a word o’ the story,” replied Harry ; 

“but I'll hear it out.” 
“I did not ask you to believe it,” said Creese, “ but 

there’s special evidence on your head, as well as on 
your cousin’s, that you played at it, long and lustily.” 

“ And which won?” inquired Ralph. 
“ Both of you lost blood, as well as temper at last,” 

replied Creese ; “ but, I remember, Harry gave you 
the first broken head.” 

“ Never!” replied Ralph; “ it never lay in his shoes: 
he may be as good a wrestler, or better; but scores of 
men, that my cousin Harry have ofien and often given 
his head to, never could touch me.” 

“Well! be that as it may,” said the landlord, « he 
certainly had you last night, Ralph, or I’m out of éty 
senses. Why,I remember it as well as if it was buta 
minute ago :—you broke open the glass buffet, in which 
the two sticks my uncle and father won the grand 
match with—Wilts against Somerset—was stuck up, 
among the china, with silver mountings, and decora- 
ted with green ribbons, cut out like laurel-leaves ;— 
and you said they were the best sticks you ever broke 
a head with: and when Harty cut your ear, and I 
cried out ‘ A bout, a bout!’ and put the poker between 
you, you shook Harry's hand, and said you admired 
him, for he had done what no man had ever attempt- 
ed, namely, hit you under your best guard.” 

“Ha! ha! ha!” shouted Harry. “Odds buttons! 
Ralph, but there seems to be some truth in this though, 
for your ear is cut up, sure enough then, clean as a 
whistle ; it must ha’ been done as Creese says.” 

Ralph put his hand up to his ear. and, like Lord 
Burleigh, in The Critic, shook his head and said no- 
thing.” 

« All this,” continued the landlord, “ was friendly 
and civil: you then ordered a double quantity of bran- 
dy in the brewage—if you don’t believe me, look in 
the bill—and, in about half an-hour, I found you 
fighting in downright earnest, and in all manner of 
ways ;—kicking, cudgelling, wrestling, pulling, punch- 
ing, tearing one another to pieces very ungenthemanly, 
and so forth, and clearly bent on destruction. You had 
cracked the looking-glass, broke the table, ‘shod the 
liquor, and tore the porringer,’ as the man said ; or, in 
other words, shed the cider and brandy, and broke the 
bowl ; all which you'll find I’ve made correct memo- 
randums of in the bill. Then I called in the black- 
smiths, from next door, our ostler, and three wagoners 
who were drinking outside ;—we all pitched into you, 
and, at last, got you asunder ; but not before the mis- 
chief you see and feel, was done ; and to show what 
minds you were in, when we pulled you, by main 
force, apart, each of you carried away his hold, like a 
couple of bull-dogs; Harry brought off a piece of 
Ralph’s sleeve and his shoulder-belt, and Ralph the 
fore part of Harry’s coat, full two-thirds of his waist- 
coat, and a pattern of his linen. We then contrived 
to get you to bed—as you'll see in the bill; and— 
and F 

“ Ay, and here we be,” added Ralph; “nice ob- 
jects for a wife and family to look at !” 

“Thou'rt quite a scarecrow, cousin Ralph,” said 
Harry. 

“ Do get him a glass, and let him look at himself, 
landlord,” said Ralph. “I’m sorry for thee, Harry ;— 
it's my belief ’t’ant exactfy as the landlord says; but 
we can’t belie the story he has told us, so where’s the 
use of disputing? ‘The question is--what shall we 
do?” 

L2 

“Be dashed if I bean’t ashamed to go home,” re- 
plied Harry; “I sha'n’t be able to look my wife in 
the face.” 

“ Ah! that’s touching a sore place, Marry. "Tisn’t 
my bruises, nor thine, that I care much about, after all ; 
but frightening the women, poor dear souls !---thy Jane 
and my Grace, Hargy----by staying out all night, eh?” 

“ Don’t talk abod®it---but let’s get some drink.” 
“Small ale, or leek broth, let it be, then, and we'll 

start while we be sober and solid. We'll geta couple 
of carts----you shall go to my wife, and smooth her over, 
and I'll go to thine; and then, at night, let ‘em come 
and fetch each of us home.” 

“Well! so be it, Ralph; but sha’n’t we have a 
stirrup-cup?” " 

“ No, not this time.—-Your hand, Harry----I like thee, 
cousin; but it strikes me there’s some truth in old wo- 
men and witches. I wouldn’t pass another evening 
with thee, for half the land from here to Axminster.” 

A week after the rencounter at Sawney’s Cross, 
each of the cousins was lying at his own home—a-bed, 
bandaged, and still suffering from the bruises which 
they had conferred on each other. They soon, how- 
ever, recovered : the watchful care of their friends was 
doubled ; neither of them evinced much inclination 
for the other’s company, and a whole year passed away 
without any thing remarkable occurring between them. 

The birth-day of the cousins was, however, again 
unlucky Hargy, perhaps on account of his success in 
the bout he had with Ralph, at Sawney’s Cross, or, it 
might be, from mere whim, practised back-sword play- 
ing, and became a frequent attendant at the various 
single-stick matches in the neighbourhood. Some cap- 

ital pastime having been expected, at a revel, about 
ten miles up the country, Harry and Ralph, on their . 
forty-second birth-day, totally unaware of each other’s 
intentions, set off to see and join in the sport. The 
malice or curiosity of some of the parties present, or, 
perhaps, mere accident, brought the cousins on the 
stage as opponents. Ralph was going to descend; but 
Harry whispered in his ear, “If we don’t have a bout 
or two, Ralph, they'll jeer us, and say we be old wo- 
men.” Ralph still evinced an inclination to retire; 
when his cousin said aloud, “ Now, Ralph, here’s a 
a chance for getting the head you lost to me at Saw- 
ney’s Cross.” “ Ay, true, true,” replied Ralph, taking 
a stick, and preparing for the play. They shock hands 
—hboth, as usual, said, “God save our eyes !”"—they 

threw themselves into attitude; aud one minute had 
scarcely elapsed, befure Harry received a blow from 
Ralph’s stick, which totally deprived him of sight, in 
one eye, for the remainder of his existence. 

An inflammation of so violent a nature ensued, that 
Harry’s life was, for some time, considered in danger. 
One day, when his wife came to Ralph's house, weep- 
ing and exclaiming that little hope was left of her hus- 
band’s recovery, Dame Deborah, in a lowe broken tone, 
said to her, “ The day's not come ; it is but--- 

‘Second greeting—--bitter smarting.’ 

“Bide a while----there’s no fear yet.” 
Deborah was right: Harry recovered his health 

and strength, and none ever heard him regret the loss 
of his eye ; about which, he said, poor Ralph “ took 
on” unnecessarily, for it was purely an accident. The 
forty-third and forty-fourth birth-days had passed; the 
the minds of the relations of Ralph and Harry grew 
more composed ; although they still continued on the 
alert, to prevent them getting together over “a cup of 
drink.” It happened that Harry had a heavy crop ‘of 
oats, in a large field, which were dead-ripe ; and bad 
weather being expected, it was an object of import- 
ance with him to get the crop “cut and carried” as 
quickly as possible: According to the custom of the 
village, every farmer, who was not in a similar pre- 
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dicament, came, with such servants as he coald spare, 
to assist his neighbour in distress. Ralph was one of 

the first in the field, and set so fine an example to his 
eompanions, that the oats were all down, long before 
sunset. The work was severe, the weather sultry, 
and the hospitable Harry did not grudge his cider du- 
ring the day. Deep draughts had been quafied, and 
Harry conld notsuffer his guests te@epart, without a cup 

round of his best. As they were about to quit the field, 
a grey-headed man unfortunately remarked, that they 
were standing on the spot where, on that day and 
hour, a great many years befure, little Dick Delavan 
had killed old Reuben Blake. This produced a string 
of observations from various individuals of the party : 
the merits and demerits of the action were freely can- 
vassed ; the debate grew hot, and more cider was 

brought from the house. Ralph and Harry, naturally 
enough joined in, and, at length, led the discussion. Ralph 

blamed Dick Delevan, and Harry applied several harsh 
epithets, in the warmth of the moment, to Reuben 
Blake. -The cieeks of the spectators grew pale, as 
the cousins abruptly broke from the original argument, 

‘to abuse each other: a well-meant interference in- 
creased, rather than allayed, their rage ; they cast the 
alarmed mediators aside, flew toward each other, and 
grappled : as Ralph was rushing in, Harry crouched, 

lifted his cousin off the ground, and threw him com- 
pletely over his head----never to rise again! 

When his sorrowful companions brought home the 
body of poor Ralph, they found old Deborah repeating, 
in a low, shrill, and, as they afterwards said, unearthly 
tone, the rhymes of Matiy Drew: but the last words 
of the third line died away on her lips; and when 
some of the family ceased, for a moment, to gaze on the 
livid face of Ralph, and turned toward the kitchen 
hearth, they saw dame Deborah was dead in her chair. 

THE M A G Toe PHIAL; 
OR, AN EVENI NG AT DELFT. 

“ Now,” said the portly Peter Van Voorst, as he 
buttoned up his money in the pockets of his capacious 
breeches,—“ Now I'll home to my farm, and to-mor- 
row I'll buy neighbour Jan Hagen’s two cows, which 
are the best in Holland.” 

He crossed the market-place of Delft, as he spoke, 
with an elated and swaggering air, and turned down 
one of the streets which led out of the city, whena 
goodly tavern met his eye. Thinking a dram would 
be beneficial in counteracting the effects of a fog 
which was just rising, he entered, and called for a 
glass of Schedam. This was brought, and drank by 
Peter, who liked the flavour so much, that he resolved 
to try the liquor diluted. Accordingly, a glass of a 
capacious size was set before him. After a few sips 
of the pleasing spirit, our farmer took a view of the 
apartment in which he was sitting, and, for the first 
time, perceived that the only person in the room, be- 
sides himself, was a young man of melancholy aspect, 
who sat near the fire-place, apparently half asleep. 
Now Peter was of a loquacious turn, and nothing ren- 
dered a room mere disagreeable to him than the ab- 
sence of company. He, therefore, took the first op- 
portunity of engaging the stranger in conversation. 

“ A dull evening, Mynheer,” said the farmer. 
“Yaw,” replied the stranger, stretching himself, 

and yawning loudly, “very foggy, I take it,”—and 
he rose and looked into the street. 

Peter perceived that his companion wore a dress of 
dark brown, of the cut of the last century. A thick 
row of brass buttons ornamented his doublet; so thick- 
ly, indeed, were they placed, that they appeared one 
stripe of metal. His shoes were high-heeled and 
square-toed, like those worn by a company of maskers, 
represented in a picture which hung in Peter's par- 
lour at Voorbooch. The stranger was of a spare 
figure, and his countenance was, as before stated, pale; 

but there was a wild brightness in his eye, which in- 
spired the farmer with a feeling of awe. 

After taking a few turns up and down the apart- 
ment, the stranger drew a chair near to Peter, and sat 

down. 
“Are you a burgher of Delft?” he inquired. 

“No,” was the reply; “I am a small farmer, and 
live in the village of Voorbooch.” 

“ Umph!” said the stranger, “you have a dull road 
to travel—See, your glass is out. How like ye mine 
host’s Schedam?” 

“ 'Tis right excellent.” 

“You say truly,” rejoined the stranger, with a 
smile, which the farmer thought greatly improved his 
countenance ; “ but here is a liquor which no Burgo- 
master in Holland can procure. “Tis fit for a*prince.” 

He drew forth a phial from the breast of his doublet, 
and mixing a small quantity of the red liquid it con- 
tained with some water that stood on the table, he 
poured it into Peter's empty glass. The farmer tasted 
it, and found it to excel every liquid he had ever 
drank. Its effect was soon visible: he pressed the 
hand of the stranger with great warmth, and swore he 
would not leave Delft that night. 

“You are perfectly right,’ said his companion, 
“these fogs are usually heavy: they are trying, even 
to the constitution of a Hollander. As for me, I am 
nearly choked with them. How different is the sun- 
ny clime of Spain, which I have just left.” 

“ You have travelled, then ?” said Peter, inquiringly. 
“ Travelled! ay, to the remotest corner of the In- 

dies, amongst Turks, Jews, and ‘iartars.” 
“Eh, but does it please ye to travel always in the 

garb, Mynheer?” 
“ Even so,” replied the stranger, “it has descended 

from father to son through more than three genera- 
tions. See you this hole on the left breast of my 
doublet ?” 

The farmer stretched out his neck, and by the dim 
light perceived a small perforation on the breast of the 
stranger's doublet, who continued— 

“ Ah, the bullet through it lodged in the heart of 
my great grandsire at the sack of Zutphen.” 

“I have heard of the bloody doings at that place 
from my grandfather, heaven rest his soul !” 

Peter was startled on perceiving the unearthly 
smile which played o’er the countenance of the 
stranger, on his hearing this pious ejaculation. He 

muttered to himself, in an inaudible tone, the word 
“ Duyvei!” but was interrupted by the loud laugh of 
his companion, who slapped him on the shoulder, and 

cried—* Come, come, Mynheer, you look sad; does 
not my liquor sit well on your stomach ?” 

“Tis excellent!” replied Peter, ashamed to think 
that the stranger had observed his confusion: “ will 
you sell me your phial?” 

“I had it from a dear friend, who has been long 
since dead,” replied the stranger, “ he strictly enjoined 
me never to sell it, for d’ye sec, no sooner is it emptied, 
than at the wish of the possessor it is immediately 
re-filled—but, harkee, as you seem a man of spirit, It 
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shall be left to chance to decide who shall possess it.” 
He took from his bosom a bale of dice,—“I will stake 
it against a guilder.” 

“Good,” said Peter, “ but I fear there is some de- 
vilry in the phial.” 

« Pshaw !” cried his companion, with a bitter smile, 
“those who have travelled understand these things 
better.—Devilry, forsooth !” ‘ 

“I crave your pardon,” said Peter, “I will throw 
for it,’—and he placed a guilder on the table. 

The farmer met with ill luck, and lost. He took 
a draught of his companion’s liquor, and determined 
to stake another guilder; but he lost that also! Much 
enraged at his want of success, he drew forth the can- 
vas bag which contained the produce of the sale of his 
corn, and resolved either to win the phial, (the con- 
tents of which had gone far to fuddle his senses,) or 
lose all. He threw again with better luck ; but elated 
at this, he played with less caution, and, in a few mi- 
nutes, was left pennyless. The stranger gathered up 
the money, and placed it in his pocket. 

“You are unlucky to-night, Mynheer,” said he, with 
provoking indifference, which greatly increased the 
farmer’s chagrin ; “ but come, you have a goodly ring 
on your finger, will you not venture that against my 
phial ?” 

The farmer paused for a moment—it was the gift 
of an old friend—yet he could not stomach the idea of 
being cleared of his money in such a manuer; what 
would Jan Brower, the host of the Van Tromp, and 
little Rip Winkelaar, the schoolmaster, say to it? It 
was the first time he had ever been a loser in any 
game, for he was reckoned the best hand at nine pins 
in his village; he, therefore, took the ring from his 
finger,—threw again,—and lost it! 

He sank back in his chair with a suppressed groan, 
at which his companion smiled. The loss of his mo- 
ney, together with this ring, had nearly sobered him, 
and he gazed on the stranger with a countenance, in- 
dicative of any thing but good will, while the latter 
drew from his bosom a scroll of parchment. 

“You grieve,” said he, “for the loss of a few paltry 
guilders; but know, that I have the power to make 
you amends for your ill-luck—to make you rich—aye, 
richer than the Stadtholder!” 

“Ha, the fiend!” thought Peter, growing still so- 
berer, while he drank in every word, and glanced at 
the legs of the stranger, expecting, of course, to see 
them as usual terminate with a cloven foot; but he 
beheld no such unsightly spectacle; the feet of the 
stranger were as perfect as his own, 01 even more so. 

“ Here,” said his companion, “read over this, and if 

the terms suit you, subscribe your name at foot.” The 
farmer took the parchment, which he perceived was 
closely written, and contained many signatures at the 
bottom. His eye glanced hastily over the few first 
lines, but they sufficed. 

“Ha! now I know thee, fiend!” screamed the af- 
frighted Peter, as he dashed the scroll in the face of 
the stranger, and rushed wildly out of the room. He 
gained the street, down which he fled with the swift- 
ness of the wind, and turned quickly, thinking he was 
safe from the vengeance of him, whom he now sup- 
posed to be no other than the foul fiend himself; when 
the stranger met him on the opposite side, his eyes di- 
lated to a monstrous size, and glowing like red-hot 
coals. A deep groan burst from the surcharged breast 
of the unfortunate farmer as he staggered back several 
paces. 

“Avaunt! avaunt!” he cried, “Sathan, I defy thee! 
I have not signed thy cursed parchment !—He turned 
and fled in an opposite direction; but, though he ex- 
erted his utmost speed, the stranger, without any ap- 
parent exertion, kept by his side. At length he ar- 
Tived at the bank of the canal, and leaped into a boat 
which was moored alongside. Still his pursuer fol- 

lowed, and Peter felt the iron grasp of his hand on the 
nape of his neck. He turned round and struggled 

hard to free himself from the gripe of his companion, 
roaring out in agony, “Oh, Mynheer Duyvel! have 
pity for the sake of my wife and my boy Karel!” But, 
when was the devil ever known to pity? The stranger 
held him tightly, and, spite of his struggles, dragged 
him ashore. He felt the grasp of his pursuer like the 
clutch of a bird of prey, while his hot breath almost 
scorched him; but, disengaging himself, with a sudden 
bound, he sprung from his enemy, and pitched 

headlong from his elbow-chair on to the floor of his 
own room at Voorbooch. 

The noise occasioned by the fall of the burly Hol- 
lander aroused his affrighted helpmate from the sound 
slumber she had been wrapped in for more than two 
hours, during which time her h#sband had been in- 
dulging in potations deep and strong, until overpow- 
ered with the potency of his beloved liquor, he had 
stink to sleep in his elbow-chair, and dreamed the hell- 
ish dream we have endeavored to relate. The noise 
of his fall aroused his Vrow from her slumbers. Trem- 
bling in every limb on hearing the unruly sound be- 
low, she descended by a short flight of steps, scream- 
ing loudly for help, into the room where she had left 
her spouse when she retired to rest, and beheld Peter, 
her dear husband, prostrate on the stone floor, the ta- 
ble overturned, his glass broken, and the remainder of 
the accursed liquor flowing in a stream, from the stone 
bottle which lay upset on the ground. 

I 

FILIAL AFFECTION. OF THE MOORS. 

A PorrtuGuEsE surgeon was accosted one day by 
young Moor from the country, who, addressing him by 
the usual appellation of foreign doctors in that place, 
requested him to give him some drogues to kill his 
father, and, as an inducement, promised to pay bim 
well. The surgeon was a little surprized at first, as 
might be expected, and was unableto answer imme- 
diately ; but quickly recovering himself, (for he knew 
the habits of the people well,) replied with sang froid 
equal to the Moor’s, “Then you don’t live comforta- 
ble with your father, I suppose?” “Oh, nothing can 
be better,” returned the Moor; “he has made much 
money, has married me well, and endowed me with 
all his possessions ; but he cannot work any longer, he 
is so old, and he seems unwilling to die.” The doctor, 
of course, appreciated the amiable philosophy of the 
Moor’s reasoning, and promised to give him what he 
desired. He accordingly prepared a cordial potion, 
more calculated to restore energy to the old man, than 
to take it away. The Moor paid him well, and de- 
parted, About eight days after he came again, to say 
that his father was not dead. “ Not dead!” exclaimed 
the apothecary, in well-feigned surprise; “he will 
die.” He composed, accordingly, another draught, for 
which he reeeived an equal remuneration, and assured 
the Moor that it would not fail in its effects In fif 
teen days, however, the Moor came again, complain- 
ing that his father thrived better than ever. “ Don’t 
be discouraged,” said the doctor, who, doubtless, found 
these periodical visits by no means unprofitable, “ give 
him another potion, and I will exert all my skill in its 
preparation.” ‘The Moor took it, but returned no more. 
One day the surgeon met his young acquaintance in 
the street, and inquired the success of the remedy. “It 
was of no avail,” he replied mournfully ; “ my father 
is in excellent health. God has preserved him from 
all our efforts; there is no doubt that he is a mara- 
bout”—(a saint.) 

_—————— 

I KNow no friends more faithful, more inseparable, 
than hard-heartedness and pride, humility and love, 
lies and impudence. 
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NAPOLEON CROSSING THE ALPS. 

Tue following description of the passage of the 
Alps by Napoleon is selected from Scott’s Life of that 
daring and fearless man, as decidedly one of the most 
graphic accounts of that feat which has been written. 

“Is the route practicable?” said Buonaparte—* It 
is barely possible to pass,” replied the engineer — 
“ Let us set forward, then,” said Napoleon, and the ex- 
traordinary march was commenced. 

* * . - * * * * 

Buonaparte himself, on the 15th, at the head of the 
main body of his army, consisting of 30,000 men and 
upwards, marched from Lausanne to the little village 
called St. Pierre. at which point there ended every 
thing resembling a practicable road. An immense and 
apparently inaccessible mountain, reared its head among 
general desolation an# eternal frost; while precipices, 
glaciers, ravines, and a boundless extent of faithless 
snows, which the slightest concussion of the air con- 
verts into avalanches capable of burying armies in 
their descent, appeared to forbid access to all living 
things but the chamois, and his scarce less wild pur- 
suer. Yet, foot by foot,and man by man, did the 
French soldiers proceed to ascend this formidable bar- 
rier, which Nature had erected in vain to limit human 
ambition. The view of the valley, emphatically 
called “ Desolation,” where nothing is to be seen but 
snow and sky, had no terrors for the First Consul 
and his army. They advanced up paths hitherto only 
practised by hunters, or here and there a hardy pedes- 
trian, the infantry loaded with their arms, and in full 
military equipment, the cavalry leading their horses. 
The musical bands played from time to time at the 
head of the regiments, and, in places of unusual diffi- 
culty, the drums beat a charge, as if to enceurage the 
soldiers to encounter the opposition of Nature herself. 

The artillery, without which they could not have done 
service, were deposited in trunks of trees hollowed 
out for the purpose. Each was dragged by a hundred 
men, and the troops, making it a point of honour to 
bring forward their guns, accomplished this severe 
duty, not with cheerfulness only, but with enthusiasm. 
The carriages were taken to pieces, and harnessed on 
the backs of mules, or committed to the soldiers, who 
relieved each other in the task ef bearing them with 
levers; and the ammunition was transported in the 
same manner. While one half of the soldiers were 
thus engaged, the others were obliged to carry the 
muskets, cartridge-boxes, knapsacks, and provisions of 
their comrades, as well as their own. Each man, so 
loaded, was calculated to carry from sixty to seventy 
pounds weight, up icy precipices, where a man totally 
without encumbrance could ascend but slowly. Pro- 
bably no troops save the French could have endured 
the fatigue of such a march; and no other general than 
Buonaparte would have ventured to require it at their 
hands. 
He set out a considerable time after the march had 

begun, alone, excepting his guide. He is described 
by the Swiss peasant who attended him in that capa- 
city, as wearing his usual simple dress, a gray surtout, 
and three-cornered hat. He travelled in silence, save 
a few shart and hasty questions about the country, 
addressed fo his guide from time to time. When these 
weére answered, he relapsed into silence. There was 
a gloom on his brow, corresponding with the weather, 
which was wet and dismal. His countenance had 
acquired, during his Eastern campaigns, a swart com- 

plexion, which added to his natural severe gravity, 
and the Swiss peasant who guided him felt fear as he 
looked on him. Occasionally his route was stopt by 
some temporary obstacle occasioned by a halt in the 
artillery or baggage ; his commands on such occasions 
were peremptorily given, and instantly obeyed, his 
‘very look seeming enough to silence all objection, and 
remove every difficulty. 

The army now arrived at that singular conwent, 
where with courage equal to their own, but flowing 
from a much higher source, the monks of St. Bernard 
have fixed their dwellings among the everlasting 
snows, that they may afford succour and hospitality to 
the forlorn travellers in those dreadful wastes. Hi- 
therto the soldiers had had no refreshment, save when 
they dipt a morsel of biscuit amongst the snow. The 
good fathers of the convent, who possess considerable 
magazines of provisions, distributed bread and cheese, 
and a cup of wine, to each soldier as he passed, which 
was more acceptable in their situation, than, according 
to one who shared their fatigues, would have been 
the gold of Mexico. 

The descent on the other side of Mont St. Bernard 
was as difficult to the infantry as the ascent had been, 
and still more so to the cavalry. It was, however, 
accomplished without any material loss, and the army 
took up their quarters for the night, after having 
marched fourteen French leagues. The next morning, 
16th May, the vanguard took possession of Aosta, a 
village of Piedmont, from which extends the valley of 
the same name, watered by the river Dorea, a country 
pleasant in itself, but rendered delightful by its con- 
trast with the horrors which had been left behind. 

Thus was achieved the celebrated passage of Mont 
St. Bernard, on the particulars of which we have 
dwelt the more willingly, because, although a military 
operation of importance, they do not involve the un- 
wearied details of human slaughter, with which the 
narrative is replete. 

eT 

WHITE*HEADED SEA EAGLE. 

EvevaTep on the high dead limb of some gigantic 
tree, that commands a wide view of the neighbouring 
shore and ocean, he seems calmly to contemplate the 
motions of the various feathered tribes that pursue 
their busy avocations below; the snow-white gulls 
slowly winnowing the air; the busy tringas, coursing 
along the sand; trains of ducks streaming over the 
surface ; silent and watchful cranes, intent on wading; 
clamorous crows, and all the winged multitudes that 
subsist by the bounty of this vast liquid magazine of 
nature. High over all these hovers one whose action 
instantly arrests his attention. By his wide curvature 
of wing, and sudden suspension in the air, he knows 
him to be the fish-hawk, settling over some devoted 
victim of the deep. His eye kindles at the sight; and, 
balancing himself with half-opened wings on the 
branch, he watches the result. Down, rapid as an 
arrow from heaven, descends the distant object of his 
attention, the roar of its wings reaching the ear as it 
disappears in the deep, making the surges foam around! 
At this moment the eager looks of the eagle are all 
ardour; and, levelling his neck for flight, he sees the 
fish-hawk once more emerge, struggling with his prey, 
and mounting in the air with screams of exultation. 
These are the signals for our hero, who, launching 
into the air, instantly gives chase, and soon gains on 
the fish-hawk; each exerts his utmost to mount above 
the other, displaying, in these reneontres, the most 
elegant and sublime aerial evolutions. The unen- 
cumbered eagle ‘rapidly advances, and is just on the 
point of reaching his opponent, when, with a sudden 
scream, probably of despair and honest execration, the 
latter drops his fish; the eagle, poising himself for @ 
moment, as if to take a more certain aim, descends 
like a whirlwind, snatches it in his grasp ere it reaches 
the water, and bears his ill-gotten booty silently away 
to the woods. 

—<——— 

Be always more ready to forgive than te return an 
injury: he that watcheth for an opportunity of revenge 
lies in wait against himself, and draweth down mus- 
chief on his own head. 
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FASHIONS. 

BY MATHEW CAREY. 

There are few enterprises so hopeless as contests with fashion, in which the opponents are not only made confident by their numbers and strong 
by their union, but are hardened by pt of their rs ist, whom they always look upon as a wretch of low notions, contracted views, mean 
conversation, and narrow fortune; who envies the elevation which he cannot reach; who would gladly embitter the happiness which his inelegance 
or indigence denies him to partake, and who has ne other end in his advice than to revenge his ewm mortification, by hindering those whom their 
birth and taste have set above him, from the enjoy of their periority, and bringing them down to a level with himself.—Rambler, Vol. J. p. 89. 

FasHIon is a most arbitrary, inexorable, and capri- 
cious tyrant. She rarely consults comfort, convenience, 
or common sense in her high behests, particularly re- 
specting costume ; and her dictates are as implicitly 
obeyed when she violates al] three, as when she (which 
sometimes, though rarely, occurs) consults one or all of 
them. 

She ordered our dandies, two or three years since, 
to discard the tops of their gigs—and “ quick, presto, 
and be gone”—they disappeared. You might see from 
fifty to a hundred of these exquisites driving along, on 
summer afternoons, at the rate of ten or twelve miles 
an hour; and, not having the fear of a coup de soleil 
before their eyes, exposed without shelter to the scorch- 
ing rays of a broiling sun; and, when the wind sud- 
denly veered round to the eastward, and a shower of 
rain poured down, they were often drenched to the 
skin. It was all of little importance. The stern com- 
mands of fashion were irresistible. At length, a year 
or two since, common sense, on this point, deserted fa- 
shion—and the gigs of dandies, like those of more ra- 
tional people, assumed their former protective cover- 
ing, to secure their owners from sun and rain. 

It is not long since it was fashionable for exquisites 
to wear chemises of coarse fabric, which might well 
become porters, draymen, or sailors, in preference to 
fine Irish linen. A dandy wonld have been ashamed, 
at that period, to appear in one of those garments made 
of the finest cambric. This miserable fashion has pas- 

sed away. 
For years, time out of mind, the ladies, in the cold- 

est days of winter, when the thermometer was only 
50, or 40, or 30 degrees above zero, went abroad in 
clothes as light as gentlemen wear in the dog days.— 
Hence, catarrhs and consumptions were prevalent— 
doctors’ bills increased in families where there were 
young ladies—and lovely women, of from eighteen to 
twenty-four, who were admirably adapted to make 
good wives and mothers, were hurried to a premature 
grave. In vain humanity and prudence united their 
voices against this suicidal practice. At length, with- 
in two or three years, fashion has taken a totally op- 
posite direction ; and ladies are now encumbered with 
a mass of covering which must oppress those who are 
of a truly feminine conformation. ‘This fashion, though 
certainly, as far as my judgment goes, rather uncom- 
fortable, yet has a decided advantage over the former, 
as it tends te preserve the health, and guard against 
the mass of diseases which the former fashion entail- 
ed on the sex; and I deceive myself greatly, if it has 
not produced a material change in the looks of our 
belles. They certainly appear more blooming, flesh- 
coloured, and exhibit more of embonpoint than they 
did a few years ago. This may appear a fantastical 
idea; but it is undoubtedly correct. Exposed as la- 
dies formerly were, to the inclemency of the weather, 
particularly at night coming out of close ball rooms 
in such light dress, they were extremely subject to ca- 
tarrhs and chills; and every person knows how great 
an inroad indisposition makes on the countenances of 
delicate females. Indeed, examples are to be found 
among the more robust sex, of very perceptible changes 

in the appearance of man, by two or three days indis- 

position, and that indisposition often not of the most 
severe character. The position I have assumed is 
thus rendered a priori probable—and clear I am, that 
it is fully confirmed by the fact. On inquiry among a 
number of intelligent friends, they agree as to the fact 
of the beneficial change, and regard the cause assign- 
ed as adequate to produce the effect. We have, at 
present, scarcely any of those spectral-looking young 
ladies, who formerly were so numerous, and whose 
countenances excited pity. For one rosy cheek girk 
that used to grace our public walks five years since, 
there are at least three at present. 

Fashion orders that when you give a party, you 
collect such crowds as to be pressed so close together 
that they are almost deprived of locomotion. ‘The 
more dense the crowd, the more fashionable. Such 
collections in the Kraals of the Hottentots, would ex- 
cite the wonder and the pity of a Diogenes or an He- 
raclitus. 

I might go on in the enumeration to a great length, 
of the caprices of fashion, but I shall leave others to 
glean after me, and shall conclude with some animad- 
versions on a custom, which, though innocuous as re- 
gards the wealthy, operates perniciously on a class of 
society ill calculated to bear the burdens it imposes— 
I mean the custom of assuming full mourning costume 
in the event of the decease of near relations. Few 
have an idea how oppressively this fashion operates 
occasionally. 

Let us suppose the case of the death of the head of 
a large family, of moderate means, on whose industry 
that family depended, and who had a pretty difficult 
task to perform this imperative duty. At this inau- 
spicious moment, when their means of living are sud- 
denly cut off, they are called upon by tyrant custom to 
make a sacrifice of forty, fifty, sixty, or eighty dollars, 
in proportion to the number*in the family, for mourn- 
ing dresses, and this in addition to doctors’ bills, medi- 
cines, coffin, &c. &c. This takes place, too, at a time 
when the grief, caused by the loss of a protector, en- 
feebles their minds and energies, and in some measure 
disqualifies them from attending to the ordinary occu- 
pations of the family. Surely, this is a sore griev- 
ance, a nuisance which ought to be abated by common 
consent. The folly ofthe custom is enhanced by the 
fact, that no distinction is made between the most es- 
timable husband or father, and the most worthless— 
between the husband who has performed all the duties 
of his sphere of life, with the most scrupulous regard 
to propriety, and the wretch who, for ten or a dozen 
years, has been a curse and a scourge to his wife and 
children, and a disgrace to human nature. How many 
cases occur, in which, if the real feelings of the heart 
were known, emblems of rejoicing on the part of the 
wife, for happy deliverance from a worthless tyrant, 
would be far more just and appropriate. 

After so much speculation, let me, before I close, 
state one or two facts which shed strong light on this 
subject—facts, of which hundreds of parallel cases 
are from time to time to be found in our cities. B.C. 

was a clerk in a eounting-house, and had a salary of 
$600 per annum. He had a wife and five children, 
to the latter of whom he gave a good education, which 
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averaged about twenty dollars for each. His rent was | 
about two hundred dollars a year. The remaining | 
three hundred were enough, with rigid economy, to 
enable him to clothe his family decently and furnish 
his table. He was unable to make any adequate pro- 
vision for unfavourable contingencies. He had been 
enabled, nevertheless, to lay by, in a saving fund, one 
hundred dollars. Last spring, soon after he had pro- 
vided himself, his wife, and children, with suitable 

dresses for the season, which absorbed very nearly 
every dollar he was worth, he was suddenly taken ill 
—lingered for nearly three months—contracted a debt 
for medical attendance, &c. &c., and finally died.— 
The funeral expenses, as may be supposed, were con- 
siderable, and were all contracted fur on credit. A 

heavy debt arose in this way, and in addition, a cruel, 

grinding custom demanded that the clothes recently 
provided, should be laid aside, and additional debts be 
contracted to provide mourning, At length some of 
the creditors, more necessitous or more cruel than the 
rest, sued the widow, got judgment, seized all her 
slender property, and threw her and her children on 
the world. ‘The mother set up a second rate boarding 
house—the usual refuge of poor widows, and can 
barely make the scanty means of living. 

Can a word be said in defence of a custom which 
frequently produces such oppressive effects ? 

What is to be done in such a case? Ought not so 

pernicious a custom to be done away? How is this 
very desirable object to be effected? There is one 
mode, and that a very simple one. Let the higher 
orders who introduce so many expensive and injurious 
customs, and whose influence is all powerful, lend 

their aid in rescuing us from this tyranny. 
Another real and striking case remains to be told. 

R. C., who had commenced his career, a sober man, 
was unfortunately, at length, seduced into base com- 
pany—became intemperate—squandered his property 
—neglected his business and his faraily—became very 
poor and miserable—and, after leading this life for ten 
or a dozen years—fimally died, and left his family with- 
out a dollar. Custom required that his widow, who 
had four children, should provide herself, and them, 
with mourning to express their grief, forsooth! for their 
deliverance from a man, whose death was one of the 
greatest blessings that heaven could bestow on them— 
as the event has fully proved. The widow, who is 
now living, possessed, and still possesses great energy 
of character, and undertook the management of the 
concern—provided a suitable foreman—paid great at- 
tention to her business—gained the regard and sup- 
port of numerous and valuable customers—and is at 
present in a highly prosperous situation. Was it not 
truly absurd for her to simulate grief for the departure 
of a man, the preservation of whose life would have 
been the perpetuation of her misery, and wretched- 
ness, and that of her children? 

P. S—Many of our most intelligent citizens are of 
opinion, that the attendance of females at the funerals 
of their near connexions ought to be dispensed with. 
It harrows up their feelings unnecessarily—and where 
their sensibilities are very acute, and their idiosyn- 
crasy is nervous, often injures their health, and in some 
eases the shock they receive on the descent of the cof- 
fin may tend to abridge their lives. This custom is, 
I have been informed, generally disused in London. 

LONDON FASHIONS FOR MAY. 

Bau. Dress.—The dress is of a new material, call- | 
ed Gaze de Constantinople, émbroidered in gold. It 
is made a l'Antique. The corsage perfectly tight to | 
the bust, is a point, and cut on the bias in front; it 
is ornamented across the bosom with full draperies a 
la Sevigne, the sleeves are a double sabot, with blonde 
ruffles a la Louis XV. The open skirt does not quite 

meet at the waist, as it is intended that the point of 
the corsage should be distinctly seen. The dress is 
ornamented with small rosettes of ganze ribbon, from 
which depend three or four long coques of the same; 
in the centre of each rosette is a gold ornament or 
jewel, and the coques are formed of a much wider 
ribbon than the rosettes. ‘This dress is worn over a 
satin petticoat, ornamented with a deep volant or flounce 
of blonde, headed with a pufling of ribbon, the colour 
of the dress; each puff is separate, and not carried on 
from one to the other. On the sleeves are deep and 
very full jockies of blonde, and the dress is finished 
at the neck with a deep ruff a la Catharine de Medicis, 
which diminishes gradually towards the front. The 
back hair is in two high coques or bows, encircled at 
the base with a rich bracelet, which also retains a 
long ostrich feather; three light puflings of gauze 
finish this becoming and elegant head dress. The 
front hair is very much parted on the forehead, the 
curls falling low at the sides. Gold necklace and ear- 

rings, white kid gloves, fana Ja Valois, white satin 
shoes and silk stockings. 

EveNING AND Opera CostumE.—A robe of celes- 
tial blue satin, opening en tablier, over a white satin 
skirt, and trimmed down the fronts with white blond ; 
five moss roses are placed along this edging, and from 
the three lower ones, little garlands of roses cross over 
the white satin. Corsage a la pucelle, blond lace Se- 
vigne with a rose on each shoulder, and in the centre 
of the bosom smaller ones, reaching thence to the point 
of the waist; double sabot sleeves, a rose confining 
the fullness. Covffure en cheveux,adorned with agraffes 
of gold, and a beautiful spiral garland. Pearl neck- 
lace, gold ear-rings, with pearl drops. 
Make AND Maveriat or Mornina Dresses.— 

This is the first time since Christmas that any change 
has'been perceptible in the redingole; cloaks have 
almost disappeared; the lingering symptoms only of 
winter is a large shawl thrown over the morning dress, 
and on bleak days a muff. There is quite a new 
fancy for the front of the dress ; a bias trimming, like 
a V reversed, finished at the corners with a blue bow 
of ribbon or an acorn. Walking dresses should be 
made of the simplest form: the materials now worn 
are in themselves sufficiently rich for demi-neglige :-— 
there is a style of dress beyond expression elegant— 
The corsage quite flat, and buttoned with gold buttons 
down the front; the skirtof a moderate width, (hail to 
that word !) the sleeves large and unadorned ; the chief 
difference at the present moment between morning 
dresses and such as gre worn at operas, or our theatres, 
consists in the shade Of colour rather than the material 
or make. Redingotes of muslin, lined with coloured 
sarsenet, are now frequently adopted as habits de re- 

ception ; they are tied down the fronts with bows of 
the lace satin ribbon. 

Prevauinc Cotours ror May.—Citron, jonquil, 
lilue, vert de Paradis, pale blue, and rose colour. 

ames 

RATS IN JAMAICA. 

In no country is there a crgature so destructive of 
property as the rats of Jamaica ; their ravages are in- 
conceivable. One year with another, it is supposed 
that they destroy at least about a twentieth part of the 
sugar-canes throughout the island, amounting to little 
short of half a million of dollars currency per annum. 
The sugar-cane is their favourite food; but they also 
prey upon the Indian corn, on all the fruits that are 
accessible to them, and on many of the roots. Some 
idea will be formed of the immenses swarms of these 
destructive animals that infest this island, from the fact, 
that on a single plantation thirty thousand were de- 

stroyed in one year. 
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nt of NEW FACES. ; NIGHT AND LOVE. 
pth BY THOMAS HAYNES BAYLY, ESQ. -~ 

ame ; “_ Tue air is blowing wild and sweet 

nt or Ou give me new faces, new faces, new faces! From paths bestrewed with violet; 
wider I've seen those around me a fortnight or more ; And sweet from skies as softly blue 
vera Some people grow weary of things or of places, On bud and blossom falls the dew; 
ance But persons to me are a much greater bore : Enthroned on Ocean’s golden breast 
olour I eare not for features—l’m sure to discover The mighty sun is in the West; 

ed on Some exquisite trait in the first that you send ; But still his parting glories shine 
> and My fondness falls off when the novelty’s over— In flame upon the mountain's spine, , 
— I want a new face for an intimate Friend. Flooding its forest-sheeted side, ' 
icis, As if a molten topaz tide 

The My heart is as genial as Italy’s summers, Were loosened from its fiery brow, 
od at Attachments take root, and grow green in a day; To whelm in light the world below. 
ins a Like bloom on the plum, there’s on all the new- 

jaulze comers I love to see the day’s decline, 
The A charm—that must sooner or later decay; Tinting a free ep 

_ the The latest arrival seem'd really perfection, Through their rich shade of emerald, 
| ear- But now—for some reason I can’t comprehend— Like eastern kiosks jewel-walled, 
satin She wearies me so, I must cut the connexion— That through their deep-veiled luxury 

I want a new face for an intimate Friend. Show glimpses of a cheek or eye— 

cles- , A cheek to which the rose is pale, 
satin Today 5 any were tender aie ds An eye that speechless tells up tale, 
ond ; To one E tomorrow may probaity crop, A coral lip that sends its dart 
from. But Friendships should come “hot and hot,” in suc- Suaight t the gauss esnsions heat 
over cession, 

e- Just like mutton-pies at a pastrycook’s shop. ‘ = ms 

an The gardener, too, with mtr is provided, So Twilight comes, and Twilight goes! 
point When one crop of marrowfats comes to an end; Her emblem, her own weeping rose, 
ning And why should my new crop of Friends be derided ? Delicious, deep, but transient too, 
affes I want a new face for an intimate Friend. As fairy footsteps in her dew, 
a A lover s oath, a beauty’s sigh, 

Mamma would persuade me my Friends do not vary, A zephyr’s floating minstrelsy, 
— But that J have fickle vagaries forsooth! A morning vision, noonday dream, 
inge Discernment ought not to be called a vagary, A glimpse of joy on life’s dark stream— 
aane I deem it a virtue precocious in youth. The softest, sweetest, of all things 
of “ Be civil,” she says, “ to a common acquaintance, That poets ever plumed with wings. 

dn Rash Friendships are sure prematurely to end;” 
pans Oh, cold hearts may credit so frigid a sentence! But come, thou, of the soul the queen; 
like I want a new face for an intimate Friend. Come Night, grand, solemn, and serene, 
how 7 . = Disdaining all Earth's gaudy dyes: 
be Iam not to blame if I seize the most striking Sultana of the holier skies, 
a And very best points about people at first; Not thine the purple-tinctured zone 

Iam not to blame if they outlive my liking, That girds the West's descending throne; 
ia And leave me at leisure to point out the worst: Not thine the solitary star 
ened Iam not to blame if I’m somewhat less gracious That studs the Evening’s pale tiar; 
l to To some I so fluently used to commend ; Dark queen, upon thy turbaned brow 
hief To feel that they bore me is really = No solitary splendours glow ; 

ing I want a new face for an intimate Friend. But thine’s the mighty galaxy, 

' The whole vast treasure of the sky. 
-_ When Mrs. A. came here my joy gas uncommon, I see thee in thy palace dome 
rial I never was happy when not by her side; Too vast for eye or thought ne roam; 

- “Oh! what an agreeable, owest little woman! With lamps ten thousand thousand hung; 
te She will be a great acquisition,” I cried. Blazing since Earth and Time were young; 

| I called there so ofan, 80 fondly I sought her, Ten thousand thousand founts of fire, 
wil Phy calling so seldom I - must et ini Blazing till Earth and Time expire. 

ut, dear me, she’s not hal so nice as I thought her! I see the sweeping of thy robe, 
I want a new face for an intimate Friend. That in its folds enwraps a globe; 

When Mrs. B. came I forgot her completely, I see the lifting of thy hand, 
For we became just like two ten on val stalk; That sheds the —_ deep, silent, bland, 

She looked and she spoke so uncommonly sweetly, On all wild ee peneath the skies, 

Unless we met daily, how dull was my walk! On lover's a4 7 oe eye, , 
of I thought that her manners were simply enchanting, And with divine oblivion flings 
in- & PY Peace even upon the couch of kings. - But now—what false colours can novelty lend! — ae 
ed A slight indescribable something is wanting! 
he I want a new face for an intimate Friend. But, stooping from the central sky, 
ite What new-born star enchants the eye? 
m. Miss D. was delightful, till Mrs. E. proved her A veil of light, a silvery cloud, 
so By force of comparison flaunting and free; Is round two lovely forms embowed; 

re Then came Lady F.—oh, how fondly I loved her, Far o’er the hills the meteor streams, 
ne Until I was dazzled by dear Mrs. G! Pavilion of the moon's pale beams: 
se Oh give me new faces, new faces, new faces! There lip to glowing lip is prest, 
ct, Let novelty sweeten each sample you send; For Night is made for Love’s sweet rest; 

le- A fortnight would rub off all grace from the Graces! And there, in murmurs of the dove, 
I want a new face for an intimate Friend. Night tells her gentle tale to Love. 
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THE MUSIC ARRANGED FROM THE POPULAR AIR, MA FANCHETTE EST CHARMANTE, 

BY HENRY HERZ. 
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glows within my breast ; 

pity 

Ht 

It. 

HTH 
Her beauty unsurpass3’d by none, 

None with her form could vie} 

flier virtue, ah! the poor can tell, f 

And spirits in the sky? 

She low’d me, why was I bereavw’d, 

-— 

- Of her, none can replace} 

£ Oh! when shall I again beho!d, 

That form, that smile, that faces 

lil. 

-F Like one unheeding all around, 

: I fancy she is nighy 

. Oh! could I take her to my arms, 

zs She'd drive away the sigh? 

sales And yet that sigh a pleasure gives, 

Tho? short, within my breast, 

— Her words I never shall forget, 

Till in the grave I rest. 
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JESSY OF K 

BY MISS 

Anovt the centre of a deep winding and woody 

lane, in the secluded village of Aberleigh, stands an old 

farm-house, whose stables, out-buildings, and ample 
yard, have a peculiarly forlorn and deserted appear- 
ance; they can, in fact, scarcely be said to be occupied; 

the person who rents the land preferring to live at a 
large farm about a mile distant, leaving this lonely 
house to the care of a labourer and his wife, who reside 
in one end, and have the charge of a few colts and 
heifers that run in the orchard and an adjoining mea- 

dow, whilst the vacant rooms are tenanted by a widow 
in humble circumstances, and her young family. 

The house is beautifully situated; deep, as I have 
said, in a narrow woody lane, which winds between 
high banks, now feathered with hazels, now thickly 
studded with pollards and forest trees, until opposite 

Kibe’s Farm it widens sufliciently to admit a large 
clear pond, round which the hedge, closely and regu- 
larly set with a row of tall elms, sweeps in a graceful 
curve, forming for that bright mirror a rich leafy frame. 
A little way farther on the lane again widens, and 
makes an abrupter winding as it is crossed by a broad 
shallow stream, a branch of the Loddon, which comes 
meandering along from a chain of beautiful meadows ; 

then turns in a narrow channel by the side of the road, 
and finally spreads itself into a large piece of water, 
almost a lakelet, amidst the rushes and willows of 
Hartly Moor. A footbridge is flung over the stream, 
where it crosses the lane, which, with a giant oak 
growing on the bank, and throwing its broad branches 
far on the opposite side, forms in every season a pretty 
rural picture. 

Kibe’s Farm is as picturesque as its situation: very 
old, very irregular, with gable ends, clustered chim- 
neys, casement windows, a large porch, and a sort of 
square wing jutting out even with the porch and co- 
vered with a luxuriant vine, which has quite the effect, 
especially when seen by moonlight, of an ivy-mantled 
tower. On one side extend the ample but disused farm 
buildings; on the other, the old orchard, whose trees 

are so wild, so hoary, and so huge, as to convey the 
idea of a fruit forest. Behind the house is an ample 
kitchen-garden, and befure a neat flower court, the 
exclusive demesne of Mrs. Lucas and her family, to 
whom indeed the labourer, John Miles, and his good 
wife Dinah, served in some sort as domestics. 

Mrs. Lucas had known far better days. Her hus- 
band had been an officer, and died fighting bravely 

in one of the last battles of the Peninsular war, leav- 
ing her with three children, one lovely boy, and two 
delicate girls, to struggle through the world as best 
she might. She was an accomplished woman, and at 

first settled in a great town, and endeavoured to im- 
prove her small income by teaching music and lan- 
guages. But she was country bred; her children too, 
had been born in the country, amidst the sweetest 
recesses of the New Forest, and pining herself for 

liberty, and solitude, and green fields, and fresh air, 
she soon began to fancy that her children were visibly 
deteriorating in health and appearance, and pining for 

them also; and finding that her old servant Dinah 
Miles was settled with her husband in this deserted 
farm-house, she applied to his master to rent for a few 

months the untenanted apartments, came to Aberleigh, 
and fixed there apparently for life. 

We lived in different parishes, and she declined 
company; so that [ seldom met Mrs. Lucas, and had 
lost sight of her for some years, retaining merely a 

IBE’S FARM. 

MITFORD. 

ther, surrounded by three rosy, romping, bright-eyed 
children, when the arrival of an intimate friend at 

Aberleigh rectory, caused me frequently to pass the 
lonely farm-house, and threw this interesting family 
again under my observation. 

The first time that 1 saw them was on a bright 
summer evening, while the nightingale was yet in the 
coppice, the briar-rose blossoming in the hedge, and 
the sweet scent of the bean-fields perfuming the air. 
Mrs. Lucas, still lovely and elegant, though somewhat 
faded and care-worn, was walking pensively up and 
down the grass path of the pretty flower court; her 
eldest daughter, a rosy bright brunette, with her dark 
hair floating in all directions, was darting about like 
a bird; now tying up the pinks, now watering the 
geraniums, now collecting the fallen rose-leaves into 
the straw bonnet which dangled about her arm; and 
now feeding a brood of bantams, frum a little barley 
measure, Which that sagacious and active colony seem- 
ed to recognize as if by instinct, coming long before 
she called them at their swiftest pace, between a run 
and a fly, to await with their usual noisy and bustling 
patience the showers of grain which she flung to them 

across the paling. It was a beautiful picture of youth, 
and health, and happiness; and her clear gay voice, 
and brilliant smile accorded well with a shape and 
motion as light as a butterfly, and as wild as the wind. 
A beautiful picture was that rosy lass of fifteen in her 
unconscious loveliness, and I might have continued 
gazing on her longer, had I not been attracted by an 
object no less charming, although in a very different 
way. 

It was a slight elegant girl, apparently about a year 
younger than the pretty romp of the flower garden, 
not unlike her in form and feature, but totally distinct 
in colouring and expression. 

She sat in the old porch, wreathed with jessamine 
and honeysuckle, with the western sun floating around 
her like a glory, and displaying the singular beauty of 
her chesnut hair, brown with a golden light, and the 
exceeding delicacy of her smooth and finely grained 
complexion, so pale, and yet so healthful. Her whole 

face and form had a bending and statue-like grace, 
increased by the adjustment of her splendid hair, which 
was parted on her white forehead, and gathered up 
behind in a large knot—a natural coronet. Her eye- 
brows and long eyelashes were a few shades darker 
than her hair, and singularly rich and beautiful. She 
was plaiting straw rapidly and skilfully, and bent 
over her work with a mild and placid attention, a 
sedate pensiveness that did not belong to her age, and 
which contrasted strangely and sadly with the gaiety 
of her laughing and brilliant sister, who at this moment 
darted up to her with a handful of pinks and some 
groundsel. Jessy received them with a smile—such a 
smile!—spoke a few words in a sweet sighing voice ; 
put the flowers in her bosom, and the groundsel in the 

cage of a linnet that hung near her; and then resumed 
her seat and her work, imitating better than I have 
ever heard them imitated, the various notes of a night- 
ingale who was singing in the opposite hedge ; whilst 
1, ashamed of loitering longer, passed on. 

The next time I saw her, my interest in this lovely 
creature was increased tenfold—for I then knew that 

Jessy was blind—a misfortune always so touching, 
especially in early youth, and in her case rendered 
peculiarly affecting by the personal character of the 
individual. We soon became acquainted, and even 

general recollection of the mild, placid, elegant mo- intimate under the benign auspices of the kind mis- 
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tress of the rectory ; and every interview served to 
increase the interest, excited by the whole family, and 
most of all by the sweet blind girl. 

Never was any human being more gentle, generous, 
and grateful, or more unfeignedly resigned to her great 
calamity. The pensiveness that marked her character 
arose, as I soon perceived, from a different source — 

Her blindness had been of recent occurrence, arising 
from inflammation unskilfully treated, and was pro- 
nounced incurable; but from coming on so lately, it 
admitted of several alleviations, of which she was ac- 
customed to speak with a devout and tender gratitude. 
“She could work,” she said, “as well as ever; and 
eut out, and write, and dress herself, and keep the 
keys, and run errands in the house she knew so well 

without making any mistake or confusion. Reading, 
to be sure, she had given up, and drawing; and some 
day or other she would show me, only that it seemed 
vain, some verses which her dear brother William had 
written upon a groupe of wild flowers, which she had 
begun before her misfortune.” 

“Oh, it was almost worth while to be blind to be 

the subject of such a verse, and the object of such af- 
fection? Her dear mamma was very good-to her, and 
so was Emma; but William—oh, she wished that I 
knew William! no one could be so kind as he! It was 
impossible! He read to her; he talked to her; he 
walked with her; he taught her to feel confidence in 
walking alone ; he had made for her use the wooden 
steps up the high bank which led into Kibe’s meadow; 
he had put the hand-rail on the old bridge, so that soon 
she could get across without danger, even when the 
brook was flooded. He had tamed her linnet; he had 
constructed the frame, by the aid of which she could 
write so comfortably and evenly; could write letters 
to him, and say with a deep sigh, ‘ was her chief com- 
fort now; for William was gone, and they should never 
meet again-—-never, alive—that she was sure of---she 
knew it.” “ But why, Jessey?” “Oh, because William 
was so much too good for this world; there was no- 
body like William, and he was gone for a soldier.— 
Old General Lucas, her father’s uncle, had sent for 
him abroad ; had given him a commission in his regi- 
ment ; and he would never come home-~-at least they 
should never meet again-—--of that she was sure-~—-she 
knew it.” 

This persuasion was evidently the master-grief of 
poor Jessy’s life----the cause that far more than her 
blindness faded her cheek, and saddened her spirit— 
How it had arisen no one knew: partly, perhaps, from 

some lurking superstition, some idle word, or idler 
omen which had taken root in her mind, nourished by 
the calamity which in other respects she bore so calm- 
ly, but which left her so often in darkness and loneli- 
ness to brood over her own gloomy foreboding ; part- 
ly from her trembling sensibility, and partly from the 
delicacy of frame and of habit which had always cha- 
racterized the object of her love—a slender youth, 
whose ardent spirit was but too apt to overtask his 

However, it found admittance, that the presenti- 
ment was, hanging like a dark cloud over Jessy’s 

young life. Reasoning waa useless. They know lit- 
tle of the passions who seek to argue with that most 
intractable of them all, the fear that is born of love; |. 

so Mrs. Lucas and Emma tried to amuse atvay these 
sad thoughts, trusting to time, to William’s letters, and, 
above all, to William’s return, to eradicate the evil. 

The letters came punctually and gaily; letters that 
might have quieted the heart of any sister in England, 
except the fluttering heart of Jessy Lucas. William 
spoke of improved health, of increased strength, of 
actual promotion, and expected recall. At last he even 
announced his return under auspices the most gratify- 
ing to his mother and the must beneficial to her family. 

The regiment was ordered home, and the old and 

weathy relation, under whose protection he had al- 
ready risen so rapidly, had expressed his intention to 
accompany him to Kibe’s Farm, to be introduced to 
his nephew’s widow and daughters, especially Jessy, 
for whom he expressed himself greatly interested. A 
letter from General Lucas himself, which arrived by 
the same post, was still more explicit: it adduced the 
son’s admirable character and exemplary conduct as 
reasons for befriending the mother, and avowed his 
design of providing for each of his young relations, 
and of making William his heir. 

For half an hour after the first hearing of these let- 
ters, Jessy was happy----till the period of a winter 
voyage (for it was deep January) crossed her imagina- 
tion, and checked her joy. At length, long before 
they were expected, another epistle arrived, dated 
Portsmouth. They had sailed by the next vessel to 
that which conveyed their previous despatches, and 
might be expected hourly at Kibe’s Farm. The voyage 
was passed ; safely passed, and the weight seemed now 
really taken away from Jessy’s heart. She raised her 
sweet face and smiled: yet still it was a fearful and 
trembling joy, and somewhat of fear was mingled even 
with the very intensity of her hope. It had been a 
time of rain and wind; and the Loddon, the beautiful 
Loddon, always so affluent of water, had overflowed 
its boundaries, and swelled the smaller streams which 
it fed into torrents. 

The brook which crossed Kibe’s lane had washed 
away part of the fvot-bridge, destroying poor William’s 
railing, and was still forming and dashing a cataract. 
Now that was the nearest way, and if William should 
insist on coming that way. ‘To be sure, the carriage- 
road was round by Grazeley-green , but to cross the 
brook would save half a mile; and William, dear Wil- 
liam, would never think of danger to get to those he 
loved. ‘These were Jessy’s thoughts; the fear seemed 
impossible, for no postillion would think of breasting 
that furious stream; but the fond sister’s heart was 
fluttering like a new caught bird, and she feared she 
new not what. 

All the day she paced the little lane, and stopped, 
and listened, and stopped. About sun-set, with the 
nice sense of sound which seemed to come with her 
fearful calamity, and that fine sense quickened by anxi- 
ety. expectation, and love, she heard, or thought she 
heard, the sound of a carriage rapidly advancing on 
the other side of the stream. ‘It is only the noise of 
rushing waters,’ cried Emma. ‘I hear a carriage, the 
horses, the wheels!’ replied Jessy ; and darted off at 
once with the donble purpose of meeting William, and 
warning the postillion against the stream. Emma and 
her mother followed fast ! fast! but what speed could 
vie with Jessy’s, when the object was William? They 
called, but she neither heard nor answered. Before 
they had run to the bend in the lane, she had reached 
the brook, and long before either of her pursuers had 
gained the bridge, her foot had slipped from the wet 
and tottering plank, and she was borne resistlessly 
down the stream, Assistance was immediately pro- 
cured-—-men and ropes and boats----for the sweet blind 
girl was beloved of all---and many a poor man risked 
his life in a fruitless endeavour to save Jessy Lucas ; 
and William, too, was there ; for Jessy’s quickened 
sense had not deceived her. William was there, strug- 

gling, with all the strength of love and agony, to res- 
cue that dear and hopeless creature. But every ef- 
fort---although he persevered until he, too, was taken 
out senseless----every effurt was vain. The fair corse 
was recovered, bnt life was extinct. Poor Jessy’s pre- 
diction was verified to the letter, for the brother and 

his favourite sister never met again. 

—<—< 

Wirt the sweets of patience we season the bitter- 
ness of adversity. 

ster 
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THE SLAYER A 

He is dead! we are alone in the chamber, the 
elayer and the slain. Ay! there you lie, Richard 
Mostyn, there you lie stiff in death. There you lie, 
my school-fellow, my chum, my companion, my con- 
fidant, my friend—and your blood is upon my sword. 
How strangely this array of luxury, this magnificent- 

ly furnished table, these relics of a costly feast, con- 
trast with the condition of him who gave it. The 
guests are gone—the songs have been sung—the jests 
are evaporated—the jesters asleep. And he, he who 

called them together—-he, the wit, the grace of the | 
company, the glory of the scene, is weltering in his 
blood. There stands before his chair his unfinished 
glass, and there too lies that unfinished letter to—to— 
to—— no matter to whom, for her name shall never 
cross my lips again. 

I am athirst. I must remain here a few minutes 
1onger. The household are slumbering ; little do they 
shink what is before them in the morning. I pour 
out this goblet of the wine of the man whom I have 
killed. Fiercely have I drunk it. Shall I try another? | 
I may with impunity. The demon working in my 
brain is too potent to be quelled by so feeble a power 
—Wine—wine ; what is wine when compared with 
hate? 

Oh! Richard! Richard! those were gay days when 
we were in Oriel together, and shared every thought, 
every amusement, every study, every dissipation.— 
Twenty years have past and gone, but the recollection 
of those golden hours is brighter in my mental eye 
than that of the events of yesterday. Who of those 
who then saw us together could have thought that 
Richard Mostyn was to perish by the hand of Tom 
Churchill?) Who would have thought that Richard 
Mostyn would have committed that surpassing wrong 
which justifies his slaughter to my soul ? 

Justifies! out, cold word! When I think of what 
he has done, his death makes me rejoice. 1 exult that 
I have slain him. Let me examine his features as he 
lies beneath my foot. Yes, there is still that clear 
and ample brow shaded with clustering locks; that 
beauteous countenance; that magnificent form. Pale 
are the once blooming cheeks. Silent are the lips on 
whose accents I so ofien hung; closed the eyes once 
beaming with intelligence, or glowing with friend- 
ship. Why were those lips taught to deceive and be- 
tray? Why were the glances of those eyes permitted 
to work ruin and disgrace? Why did those lips dare 
fo press——out, cursed thought—shall | stay here to 
parley with myself in words approachiug to compas- 
sion when I think of that? Here lies the man who 
injured me beyond hope; his carcass is stretched at 
my foot, and [ trample on it in the fury of despair. | 
Once—twice—thrice, I bury my rapier in his body. 
There—there—there. ; 

I ama fool. 1 dishonour not the poor remains; I 
dishonour myself. But | know not what I do. I am 
glad, however, that he fought me. I could not have 
slain him as an assassin slays. Did he fight with his 
wonted bravery? Perhaps not. The sense of what 
he had done must have weighed heavy on his soul, 
and unnerved his arm. A few passes aad he was 
dead. I am not sure that he defended himself as he 
could have done. I am sure that this wound in my 

side was accidental. I am happy that I have received 
it. It shows that the fight was fair. 

God! how I longed for that fight; with what im- 
patience I waited for the breaking up of this protract- 
ed banquet; with what disgust I viewed the tardy de- 
parture of the wine-laden guests, and heard their 
praises of their entertainer. They were gone at last. 

ND THE SLAIN. 

Too well did I know how to enter, unobserved, this 
house, long the scene of many a happy, many a frolic 
hour. I stood before him alone. He was writing; 
my heart told me to whom. How he started! what a 
flush of conscious shame and guilt overspread his 
features when his uplifted eyes met mine. “I know,” 
said he, “why you come.” “ You know, then,” I re- 
plied, “that | come not to talk. Draw, scoundrel, 
draw. You area villain, but you were not a coward. 
One or both of us must fall in this room before the 

hour is over!” 
| Fain would he parley; fain refuse to draw on his 
| “friend.” Gracious God! On his friend. The word 
made me mad. I forced him to defend himself, and 

| he has fallen. *The crime was great; the fight was 
| fair; and my revenge is accomplished. I have slain 
| him full of bread—I have killed him, body and soul. 

My wound bleeds apace; I must stanch it as I can. 
My senses begin toreel. What was he writing when 
the avenger came? Ay, as J thought—as I knew.— 

Dare I read it? the words gleam out of the paper like 
| fire. But what is this? Contrition—sorrow—peni- 
| tence—remorse. He was a villain, then bold-faced 

' to the world, but not gay at heart. I am glad that the 
iron had entered into his soul—that some of the miseries 

| which he has inflicted on me came back upon himself. 
But it is all hypocrisy. Satiety had No more of 

| that! Oh! Richard! let me hope that the remorse was 
| real, and that I have not sent you to your last ac- 
| count without some true shade of penitence upon 
| your spirit. 

Why do the boatmen tarry? How strange it is 
| that, in the confusion of my thoughts, I should have 
| put this miniature into my pocket. Faithful painter! 
it is she—she, innocent, good, true, and kind. Isa- 

| bella! I thought that I was never more to breathe the 
| word, but it flies to my lips. Isabella! you have 
wrung my heart, have marred my hopes, have stained 
my name. You must be as an outcast, nay, as an 
| enemy to me for ever; but I love you still. Your 
| partner in sin is gone—may God return to you the 
| peace of mind that to me is lost. I declare before 
| Heaven that I knew not when I married you that 
| your consent was extorted by the prayers and advice 
|of your parents, and that your heart belonged to the 
| long-absent Mostyn. ~ What a world of sorrow a can- 
| did tale of your feelings would have saved! How he 

| betrayed his friend, and how you yielded your honor 
| I know not—I seek not to know. It is passed. He 
|}is dead. You go toa life of obscurity or shame. I 
| fly an exile from my native land. The moon rises 
| over the hill, and I can see the buat rocking by the 
shore. The shrill whistle of Tom Bowling summons 

|me away, and I leave England never to return. I 
| leave behind me a scene of bluod and sorrow, but I 
| bear with me a hand which shed that blood, and a 
| heart in which sorrow has set its throne. Many a 
man will grieve over Richard Mostyn, but what can 

\ their grief be when compared with that of him who 

| has killed him? In another goblet of his Burgundy 
| I bid farewell to England, and wander over the waters 

| a broken-hearted man! W. M. 

*.* The above was found by me among the papers 
of my grand uncle, who died last year at the age of 
eighty-five. He was a man of remarkably quiet and 
placid manners, and nobody would have suspected 
him of nourishing such feverish thoughts as those 
which he has here left behind him in this paper. His 
sister, my grand-mother, has been dead for some years, 
and she only was acquainted with his history. i 
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am not sure that even she knew every thing about 
him, for she was younger by twenty years, and so 
must have been a mere girl at the time when the 
events referred to had occurred. We, the junior 
branches of the family, never thought that Mr. Church- 
ill had been married. On reading this paper, | went 
to the part of the country where his estates lay. I 
never, in fact, knew their situation or extent until 
after his death; and then I learned that nearly fifty 
years ago, Sir Richard Mostyn had been found dead 
in his dining-room, in the morning after he had given, 
what was in those days fashionable, a splendid sup- 
per to the principal gentry of the neighbourhood. He 
was wounded in several places. Suspicion attached 
to his servants, and two of them were tried, but ac- 
quitted. When he was killed, Mr. Churchill was be- 
lieved to be in London, and his name was never im- 
plicated with the deed. I could not learn any thing 
of Mrs. Churchill, except what [ found in the parish 
books, which told me that Thomas Churchill, Esq. 

married Isabella Robinson, on the 2nd of May, 1782. 
In 1783, Sir Richard Mostyn was killed; and among 
the burials of the same year is that of Isabella Church- 
ill. I found her tomb in the church-yard, but it 
only contained her name, and an old verger told me 
that, for almost fifty years, a guinea was sent regularly 
by some unknown hand, to keep it clean. The guinea, 
added the old man, has not come this year. The 
story is thus buried in obscurity for ever. On recol- 
lecting my grand-uncle’s conversation, I do not re- 
member any thing which would lead to the suspicion 
that he was haunted by any feeling or sentiment of 
remorse. I only remember that two or three years ago, 
some one was regretting that gentlemen did not now 

wear swords as formerly; and old Mr. Churchill, with 
a peculiar emphasis, said—*It is better as it is; they 
were the tou-ready instruments of hasty wrath.” 

ES 

A DAY BETWEEN THE TROPICS. 

On the fifteenth of June, in latitude fourteen, lon- 
gitude six, we beheld, for the first time, that glorious 
constellation of the southern heavens, the cross, which 
is to navigators a token of peace, and according to its 
position, indicates the hours of the night. We had 

long wished fur this constellation, as a guide to the 
other hemisphere; we, therefore, felt inexpressible 
pleasure when we perceived it in the resplendent fir- 
mament. We all contemplated it with feelings of 
profound devotion as a type of salvation; but the 
mind was especially elevated at the sight of it, by the 
reflection, that even into this region, which this beau- 
tiful constellation illumes, under the significant name 
of the cross, the European has carried the noblest at- 
tributes of humanity, science, and christianity ; and 
still endeavors to spread them more extensively in the 

remotest regions. 
In proportion as the southern firmament rose above 

our horizon, that of the northern hemisphere sank 
below it. Those who considered Europe exclusively 
as their country, looked with painful sensations on the 
polar star as it sank lower and lower, till at length it 

vanished in the thick mists of the horizon. 
In these seas the sua rises from the ocean with 

great splendonr, and gilds the clouds accumulated in 
the horizon, which, in grand and various groups, seem 
to present to the eye of the spectator continents with 
high mountains and valleys, with voleanoes and seas, 

mythological and other strange creations of fancy. The 
lamp of day gradually mounts in the transparent blue 
sky ; the damp gray frogs subside ; the sea is calm, or 
gently rises and falls, with a surface smooth as a mir- 
ror, in a regular motion. At noon, a pale, faintly- 
shining cloud arises, the herald of a sudden tempest, 
which at once disturbs the tranquillity of the sea.— 

Thunder and lightning seem as if they would split our 
planet; but a heavy rain, of a saltish taste, pouring 

down in the midst of roaring whirlwinds, puts an end 
to the raging of the elements; and several semi-circular 
rainbows, extended over the ocean like gay triumphal 
arches, and multiplied in the wrinkled surface of the 
water, announces the termination of the great natural 
phenomenon. As soon as the air and sea have re- 
covered their repose and equilibrium, the sky again 
shows its transparent azure ; swarms of flying-fish leap 
sporting over the surface of the water, and the many- 
coloured natives of the ocean, among which the shark, 
with his two inseparable companions, Gasterosteus duc- 
tor and Echeneis remora, come up from the bottom of 
the element, which is translucent to the depth of a 
hundred fathoms. Singularly formed Meduse, the 
bladder-shaped Physalis, with its blue pungent fila- 
ments, serpent-like streaks of Salpwe, joined together, 
float carelessly along, and many other little marine ani- 
mals, of the most various kinds, pass slowly, the sport 
of the waves, by the motionless vessel. As the sun 
gradually sinks in the clouded horizon, sea and sky 
assume a new dress, which is, beyond description, 
sublime and magnificent ; the most brilliant red, yel- 
low, and violet, in infinite shades and contrast, are 
poured out in profusion over the azure of the firma- 
ment, and are reflected in still gayer variety from the 
surface of the water. The day departs amidst con- 
tinual lightnings in the dusky horizon; while the moon, 
in silent majesty, rises from the unbounded ocean, in- 
to the cloudless upper regions. Variable winds cool 
the atmosphere ; numerous falling stars, coming par- 
ticularly from the south, shed a magic light; the dark 
blue firmament, reflected with the constellations on 
the untroubled bosom of the water, represents the im- 
age of the whole starry hemisphere; and the ocean, 
agitated even by the faintest breeze of the night, is 
changed into a sea of waving fire. 

EE 

THE PATRIOTIC MILKMAID. 

Durinc the war in the Low Countries, the Spaniards 
intended to besiege the city of Dort, in Holland, and 
accordingly planted some thousand soldiers in ambush, 
to be ready for the attack when opportunity might of- 
fer. On the confines of the city lived a rich farmer, 
who kept a number of cows on his grounds, to furnish 
the city with butter and milk. His milkmaids, at this 
time, coming to milk their cows, saw, under the hedges, 
the soldiers lying in ambush ; they, however, appeared 
to take no notice, and, having milked their cows, went 
away singing merrily. On coming to their master’s 
house, they told him what they had seen; who, asto- 
nished at the relation, took one of the maids with him 
tu a burgomaster at Dort, who immediately sent a spy 
to ascertain the truth of the story. Finding the re- 
port correct, he began to prepare for safety, and in- 
stantly sent to the states, who ordered soldiers into the 
city, and commanded the river to be let in by a cer- 
tain sluice, which would instantly put that part of the 
country under water where the besiegers lay in am- 
bush. ‘This was forthwith done, and a great number 
of the Spaniards were drowned : the rest, being dis- 
appointed in their design, escaped, and the town was 

thus providentially saved. The states, to commemo- 
rate the merry milkmaids’ service to their country, be- 
stowed on the farmer a large annual revenue, to com- 
pensate the loss of his house, land, and cattle; and 
caused the effigies of a milkmaid, milking a cow, to be 

engraven on all the coin of the city. This impress is 
still to be seen upon the Dort coinage; similar figures 
were also set up on the water-gate of the Dort; and, 
to complete their munificence, the maiden was allow- 
ed for her own life, and her heirs for ever, a very 
handsome annuity. 



TERMAGANCY. 

TERMA GANCY. 

A man of fashion can make up his mind to be cal- 
led a libertine, a spendthrift, a gambler—any thing but 
a coward. A woman of fashion can put up with the 
aspersions of being a flirt, a coquette, extravagant, or 
dissipated ; but wo to the discerning wretch who pre- 
sumes to discover, and to whisper—that her ladyship 
is a scold! A scold is, in fact, a vulgar, ridiculous 
creature, characterized by a red nose and an untune- 
able voice ; meagre, graceless, and unlovable,—or, to 
crown the anathema of fashion in one word—a woman 
de tres mauvais ton. It is, therefore, most essential to 
every fair one labouring under the consciousness of 
termagancy, to clothe the cloven foot in a slipper of 

the chvicest satin, and to attune the shrill accent by a 
system of polite solfeggio. The scold of modern times 
is consequently no Zantippe; but rather to be detect- | light, of Lady Katherine Grimston. 
ed by the artificial softness of her demeanour, and the | suspect pretty Emily of being a scold! 
feline velvetude of paw under which the sharpness 
of her talons lies concealed. 

| feminine as some Heathified heroine of the Book of 
Beauty! Emily is all sensibility ;—weeps over “ Falk- 
land,”—subscribes to the Humane Calf-cart Institution 
—is eloquent in behalf of the factory children,—and 
shudders when the newspapers announce an insurrec- 
tion in New Zealand. Emily cannot bear that people 
should be either sick or sorry ;—she shakes her head 
in graceful sympathy on hearing that the children of 
some Almack’s patroness have got the measles ;—turns 
up her soft hazel eyes in despair, because the Duch- 
ess’s sweet little spaniel has been bitten in the ear by 
a great vulgar butcher’s dog;—nor could she get 
through her wing of a partridge at dinner, on the day 

the Court Journal announced the bouleversement of her 
dear Lady Salisbury, by the toe, rather fantastic than 

Who, who would 
Who would 

suspect that the humour in which she comes down to 
On entering the mansion breakfast, regulates the happiness of her doting father 

of the scold, you read her character in the noiseless | and mother for the remainder of the day ;—that her 
step and constrained attitude of her domestics ; in the 
sneaking air of her husband ; the unnatural tranquil- 
lity of her children. But the fair authoress of all these 
mischiefs welcomes you with her choicest smiles—a 
mirror of universal love and gentleness. 

Easy is it in this world of seeming and surface, to 
create to oneself a reputation. There is Lady Cap- 

stan, for instance; the sweetest creature—a widow at 
eight-and-twenty,—so young, so pretty, so graceful, so 
gracious; who would not cut his club and forswear 
his bachelorhood, to become the consoler of Lady Cap- 
stan? The Admiral, her late husband, was such a 
shocking monster; neerly broke her heart, and drank 

himself to death at last. Yes, actually died of brandy 
and water! What a catastrophe for the lord and 
master of the blue-eyed, flaxen-haired, satin-spoken 
Amelia! 

But have a care! Beware how the glossy skin and 
shining spots of the levpardess beguile you into her 
den. The eyes of the creature are mild, and its atti- 
tudes have an air of most Grimalkin domesticity; but 
the fangs are as the fangs of the tiger, and the claws 
as the claws of the hyena. Poor Capstan was in fact 
driven from his fireside, by taunts and insults. His 
birth, parentage, and education, his professional predi- 
lections, gestures, dialect, afforded an incessant theme 
to the pretty termagant, who had deluded him inte 
raising her to the condition of his wife. His fine, frank 
heart was stung to the quick by her sarcasms—his 
home was embittered by constant reviling. Scorning 
to retaliate, he fled from the society of personages to 
whom he knew himself shown up as a brute and a 
blackguard ; and took refuge with all or any who 
were ready to juin in his vituperations against Fashion 
and her heartless votaries. tunately, however, his 
mortifications soon mece an cud of him. Lady Cap- 
stan’s physician announced to ie werld a liver com- 
plaint, and Lady Ceapstan’s apothecary whispered from 
house to house iat the Admiral, having lived too hard, 
would soon find it an easy matter to die,—and die he 
did. The young widow has now only to enjoy the 
dear-bought fruit of his professional labours; and the 
dandies who luxuriate in the old boy's Madeira, and 
prance in the park beside the handsome chariot, em- 
blazoned with a vidual lozenge bearing his escutch- 
eon, protest that nothing could have been more horri- 
ble than to have sacrificed so mild and lovely a vic- 

tim as Amelia to a great sea-monster like Capstan. 
Then there is Emily Fitzharding ;—the sylph of 

young sister trembles in the school-room, when Emily’s 
step is heard on the stairs ;—that the old house-keeper 
dares not approach her mistress’s dressing-room till sa- 
tisfied that Miss Emily is engaged elsewhere ;—or that 
the lady’s maids spend half their wages in sal-volatile, 
to enable them to stand the brunt of her tantarums !— 
Who would suspect it? Assuredly not those who be- 
hold her seated in her boudoir with a bouquet of vio- 
lets in her hand, tears in her eyes, and “ Ellen Ware- 
ham” open on the table before her ;—assuredly not 
those who hear ier pleading so prettily to the old Ge- 
neral at the Duchesse de Dino's ball, to be allowed to 
stay only one half hour longer ;—assuredly not those 
who see her walking through her father’s village on 
young Lord Watermouth’s arm, talking so edifyingly 
of her poor, her school, her pensioners, her aviary, her 
domestic occupations. Sweet Emily! What a pity 
that a clime so fair should be liable to the Sirocco! 

Does any one remember Harry Wroughton of the 
Coldstreams? What a fine dashing fellow he was!— 
all sunshine, all good-humour. A iittle wild or so, but 
without a vice or a bad quality in the world. What 
can have become of him? “Become of him?—You 
may meet poor Harry any day, slouching on a broken- 
down hack, along the by-roads between Hampstead 
and the Regent’s Park.”—* But he is never at the 
Club ?”—* Club?—I should think not! He is mar- 
ried !"—* Married ?”—“'To a very sensible woman, of 

a most domestic turn of mind, who has compelled him 
to commit the social suicide of taking his name out 
of all his Clubs.”—“Quite right. What has a man 
who is married to a charming woman to do at Clubs?” 
—* Mrs. Wroughton’s notion exactly !”—* I should like 
to see Harry again. I will call on him to-morrow.”"— 
“You won't find him He is so devilishly happy at 
home, that, rain or shine, he is always out. Meet him, 
and you will not know him. Quite an altered man. 

In short, he wants nothing but an umbrella under his 
arm and a pair of kerseymere gaiters, to be the very 
model of Jerry Sneakhood.”—*« But what can have 
wrought so great a change ?’—*« Ask him—but no! 
he dare not tell you. The rod is over kim; and he 
will swear that he is married to the most charming of 
women, and that he is the happiest of husbands— 
There lives not the man bold enough to admit that he 

is the slave of a TERMAGANT. 

———=>——_ 

Segst thou not that the angry man loseth his un- 
Almack’s.—the sprite of Devonshire House ;—sweet | derstanding? whilst thou art in thy senses, let the 

as one of Gunter's pralines or Malibran’s cadences ;— madness of another be a lesson to thyself. 

os Qa. 

ee a. ed 
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THE BIRD AT SEA. 

BY MRS. HEMANS. 

Birp of the greenwood ? 
Oh! why art thou here ? 

Leaves dance not e’er thee, 
Flowers bloom not near: 

All the sweet waters 

Far hence are at play— 
Bird of the greenwood, 

Away, away! 

Midst the wild billows, 
Thy place will not be, 

As midst the wavings 
Of wild rose and tree: 

How shouldst thou battle 
With storm and with spray? 

Bird of the greenwood, 
Away, away! 

Cr art thou seeking 
Some brighter land, 

Where by the south wind 
Vine-leaves are fann’d? 

Midst the wild billows 
Why then delay ?— 

Bird of the greenwood, 
Away, away! 

“Chide not my lingering 
Where waves are dark! 

A hand that hath nursed me 
Is in the bark— 

A heart that hath cherish’d 
Through winter’s long day— 

So I turn from the greenwood 
Away, away! 

From Frieadship’s Offering. 

A HYMN. 

WHEN morn awakes our hearts, 
To pour the matin prayer; 

When toil-worn day departs, 
And gives a pause to care ; 

When those our souls love best 
Kneel with us, in thy fear 

To ask thy peace and rest— 
Oh God our Father, hear! 

When worldly snares withoat, 
And evil thoughts within, 

Stir up some impious doubt, 
Or lure us back to sin; 

When human strength proves frail, 
And will but half sincere; 

When faith begins to fail— 
Oh God our Father, hear! 

When in our cup of mirth 
The drop of trembling falls, 

And the frail props of earth 
Are crumbling round our walls; 

When back we gaze with grief, 
And forward glance with fear; 

When faileth man’s relief— 
Oh God our Father, hear! 

When on the verge we stand 
Of the eternal clime, 

And Death, with solemn hand, 
Draws back the veil of Time; 

When flesh and spirit quake 
Before Thee to appear— 

For the Redeemer’s sake, 
Oh God our Father, hear! 

THE GATHERER. 

** A snapper up of unconsidered trifles.”” 
SHaksPeaRe. 

Leave nothing that is necessary in any matter un- 
done—we rate ability in men by what they finish, not 
by what they attempt. 

If you desire to be cunning, endeavour also to be 
secret: cunning men are oftener detected by their own 
misbehaviour, than by the circumspection of others. 

If you accustom yourself to low company, you unfit 
yourself for better acquaintance. And if you apply 
yourself to mean pursuits, you acquire neither capacity 
hor relish for honourable employment; custom gives 
rule, habit furnishes examples; and we are often 
pleased with what we know through ignorance of 
melioration. 

Delicacy requires that even the truth should some- 
times be disguised. A really modest man is embar- 
rassed by hearing praise of himself. 

Modesty has the power of intimidating and even of 
checking the vicious; its power is equally efficacious 
with the famed Medusa’s head, converting its be- 
holders. 

Beauty is a flower, when spoken of externally, but 
the beauties of the mind render a deformed person 

agreeable. 

Petitioned praise is odious; merit is its own reward. 

One virtue overbalances numerous vices, as it qua- 
lifies and atones for, in some measure, vice itself. 

A large retinue upon a small income, like a large 
cascade upon a small stream, tends to discover its 
tenuity. 

It is no disgrace not to be able to do every thing ; 
but to undertake or pretend to do what you are not 
made for, is not only shameful, but extremely trouble- 
some and vexatious. 

Good manners is the art to make those people easy 
with whom we converse. Whoever makes the fewest 
persons uneasy, is the best bred in the company. 

Life is a flower-garden, in which new blussoms are 
ever opening as fast as others fade. Nature is the 
mirror of the Invisible One. 

The first fault man commits is to take theories for 
experience; the second to consider his own experience 
as that of all. 

A newly married gentleman and lady, riding in a 
chaise, were unfortunately overturned. A person 
coming to their assistance, observed it was a very 
shocking sight. “Very shocking indeed,” replied 

the gentleman, “ to see a new-married couple fall out 
so soon.” : 
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The debt which we every moment incur to our 
Creator, is to be paid, on His account, to our fellow 
creatures; and the acquittance we are to receive is the 
witness of a good conscience, and the seal of a free 
and independent spirit. 

Where children are, is a golden age. 

Between congenial minds, dissensions are most 
painful, as discords are the harsher the nearer they 
approach to concord. 

Shame follows sin, disgrace is daily given, 
Impiety will out, never so closely done, 
No walls can hide us from the eye of heaven, 
For shame must end what wickedness begun, 
Forth breaks reproach when we least think thereon. 

The sea is to the land, in round millions of square 
miles, as forty to ten, or as four to one. 

Fraimlofer, in his optical experiments, made a ma- 

chine in which he could draw 32,000 lines in an inch 
breadth. 

The sea presents in its waves a very remarkable 

paradox; for when it is in a state of the greatest agita- 
tion its appearance is the most fide-y. 

We cannot be too jealous, we cannot suspect our- 
selves too much to labour under the disease of pride, 
which cleaves the closer to us by our belief or confi- 
dence that we are quite without it. 

A habit of procrastinating is to the mind what palsy 
is to the body. 

To treat trifles as matters of importance, is to show 
our own unimportance. 

He only can discern his real friends, who makes 
himself independent of them, by securing the friend- 
ship of God, and his own conscience. 

Disinterestedness and experience are indispensable 
qualifications in an adviser. 

Sir Robert Walpole, during his long administration, 
was always averse to motions (though many were 
made) against the publishers of parliamentary debates; 
“ because,” said he, good naturedly, “ they make better 
speeches for us than we do for ourselves.” 

Socrates is said to have been the only inhabitant of 
Athens who, during the prevalence of the plague in 
that city, escaped infection: this circumstance the his- 
torians unanimously attributed to the strict temperance 
which he constantly observed—in conjunction, it may 
be added, with his well known equanimity under the 
most trying circumstances. 

Though we cannot vouch for the truth of the above, 
yet it deserves the attention of all. “ Strict tempe- 
rance” does not mean alone abstinence from wine, or 
stronger draughts, but temperance in the manner of 
living, in exercise and appetite. 

How incomprehensible is woman's love! it is not 
kindness that wins it, nor return that ensures it; we 
daily see the most devoted attachment lavished on 
those who seem to us singularly unworthy. 

Next unto virtue, let children be trained up to 
industry; for both poverty and fraud are the effect of 
sloth. 

Activity and sobriety in youth, will enable a man 
to requite his parents, and render him a credit and 
comfort to them, as well as establish his credit for 
prudence. 

Vice is most dangerous when it puts on a semblance 
of virtue. 

The creditor, whose appearance gladdens the heart 
of a debtor, may hold his head in sunbeams and his 
foot on storms. 

The young should reflect that they may become 
old, and the aged that they were once young, in order 
that each extreme of life may exact of the other only 
what is natural and commodious. 

Of all the causes that move us to displeasure or 
irascibility, there seems one singularly mysterious ; 
that is, to be angry at those who take offence at the 
injury we offer them! 

A woman, whose ruling passion is not vanity, is 
superior to any man of equal faculties. 

The gazer in the streets wants a plan for his head, 
and an object for his heart. 

Flattery always supposes a weakness and imbecility 
of intellect in the person influenced by it. 

Adulation is made to gain the affections, but it will 
excite only the contempt of the wise. 

True merit consists in our not being conscious of it 
ourselves. Vanity eclipses the lustre of our virtues. 

It is the distinguishing characteristic of real merit 
to be as desirous of shunning applause, as assiduous to 
deserve it. 

Some men are so covetous, as if they were to live 
for ever, and others so profuse, as if they were to die 
the next moment. 

Base is their nature who will not have their 
branches lopt, till their bodies be felled ; and will let go 
none of their goods, as if it presaged their speedy death ; 

whereas it does not follow, that he that puts off his 
cloak must presently go to bed. 

I have sometimes seen a couple of armies drawn 
together on the stage, where the poet has been dis- 

posed to do honour to his generals. It is impossible 
for the reader's imagination to multiply 20 men into 
such prodigious multitudes, or to fancy that two or 
three hundred thousand soldiers are fighting in a room 

of forty or fifty yards of compass. Incidents of such 
nature should be told, not represented. 

RECIPES, 

ON COLOURS. 

The five chief colours are blue, red, yellow, black, 
and brown; each of these, separately, will afford an 
infinite number of colours, or rather shades, and by the 
combination of two or more of them, all the colours in 
dyeing are formed. 

ON THE MIXTURE OF THE FIVE CHIEF COLOURS, 

TAKEN BY THREE AND THREE, TO PRODUCE THE 

VARIOUS COMPOUND COLOURS. 

From blue, red, and yellow, the red olives, and 
greenish grays are made. From blue, red, and brown, 
olives are made from the lightest to the darkest shades; 

and by giving a greater shade of red, the slated and 

lavender grays are made. From blue, red, and black, 
grays of all shades are made such as sage, pigeon, 
slate, and lead grays. The king's or prince’s colour 
is duller than usual; this mixture produces a variety 
of hues, or colours almost to infinity. From yellow, 
blue, and brown, are made the goose dung, and olives 

of all kinds. From brown, blue, and black, are pro- 

duced the brown olives, and their shades. From the 
red, yellow, and brown, are derived the orange, the 
gold colour, feuille-mort, or faded leaf, dead carnations, 
cinnamon, fawn, and tobacco, by using three or two 
of the colours, as required. From yellow, red, and 
black, browns of every shade are made. From biue 
and yellow, greens of all shades. From red and. blue, 
purples of all kinds are formed. 
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THE LADY’S BOOK. 

VONB, ASBd. 

_ 

THE COTTAGE. 

Scene of content! the human heart, 
A stranger here to worldly strife, 

Free from the turmoil, pain and smart, 
The thorns of loftier paths of life, 

Finds in thy precincts such repose 
As the great world has never given, 

The bliss from virtuous thoughts that flows, 
Which hold their high commune with heaven! 

Not here ambition’s fiery wing 
Fans the fierce embers of the soul, 

Not here does conscience point her sting, 
Nor passion rage without control: 

For Nature in her majesty 
Here holds her undisputed reign, 

From art and her deceptions free, 
@ = And folly’s unreflecting train. 

How happy they whose quiet lag 
In scenes so undisturb’d is cast, 

Content within this peaceful cot 
To breathe life’s first breath and its last ; 

Nor e’er for gayer scenes to sigh, 
For luxuries ill understood, 

Which cheat the sense and lure the eye 
From virtue and from solitude. 

Fair cottager! whose tranquil brow 
The meditative gaze delights, 

May innocence and peace, as now, 
For ever crown thy days and nights! 

Thou bright in childhood’s opening bloom, 
Rich in a heart that knows but joy, 

Ne’er be thy hopes o’ercast with gloom, 
Nor pleasure marr'd with grief’s alloy. 

Should evils against thee be plann’d, 
Should dangers throng on every side, 

O! still may the maternal hand 
Serve as thy safeguard and thy guide! 

And when to womanhood thon'rt grown, 
And thy fond lover bends the knee, 

Think of thy dog, the faithful one, 
And hope a like fidelity! 

EES 

ORIGINAL VERSES OF LORD BYRON, 

TO THE COUNTESS GUICCIOLI. 

River* that rollest by the ancient walls 
Where dwells the lady of my love, when she 

Walks by thy brink, and there perchance recalls 
A faint and fleeting memory of me: 

*The Po. 
oy 

What if thy deep and ample stream should be 
A mirror of my heart, where she may read 

The thousand thoughts I now betray to thee, 
Wild as thy wave, and headlong as thy speed? 

What do I say—a mirror of my heart? 
Are not thy waters sweeping, dark, and strong? 

Such as my feelings were and are, thou art, 
And such as thou art were my passions long. 

Time may somewhat have tamed them, not for ever; 
Thou overflow’st thy banks, and not for aye; 

Thy bosom overboils, congenial river! 
Thy floods subside; and mine have sunk away, 

But left long wrecks behind us, and again 
Borne on our old unchanged career, we move; 

Thou tendest wildly onward to the main, 
And I to loving one I should not love. 

The current I behold will sweep beneath 
Her native walls, and murmur at her feet; 

Her eyes shall look on thee, when she shall breathe 
The twilight air, unharmed from summer's heat. 

She will look on thee ; I have looked on thee, 
Full of that thought, and from that moment ne’er 

Thy waters could I name, nor name and see, 
Without th’ inseparable sigh for her. 

Her bright eyes will be imaged in thy stream; 
Yes, they will meet the wave I gaze on now; 

Mine cannot witness, even in a dream, 
That happy wave repass me in a flow. 

The wave that bears my tears returns no more: 
Will she return by whom that wave shall sweep? 

Both thread thy banks, both wander on thy shore ; 
I near the source, she by the dark-blue deep. 

But that which keepeth us apart is not 
Distance, nor depth of wave, nor space of earth, 

But the distraction of a various lot, 
As various as the climates of our birth. 

A stranger loves a lady of the land, 
Born far beyond the mountains, but his blood 

Is all meridian, as if never fanned 
By the black wind that chills the polar flood. 

My blood is all meridian; were it not, 
I had not left my clime:—I shall not be, 

In spite of fortunes ne’er to be forgot, 
A slave again of love, at least of thee. 

’Tis vain to struggle—let me perish young— 
Live as I’ve lived, and love as I have loved: 

To dust if I return, from dust J sprung, 
And then, at least, my heart can ne'er be moved. 



LA MADONNA DELLA GROTTA. 

LA MADONNA DELLA GROTTA; 

QR, THE MIRACLE. 

ina remote and thinly inhabited quarter of the city 
of Catania, at a small distance from the walls, in a 
dark cavern, into which the votary descends by a 
flight of steps, is the celebrated image of the Madonna 
della Grotta, said to have been some years since ac- 
cidentally found in that siivation. It is famous 
throughout Sicily, but especially in Catania, for the 
number and importance of its miracles. It fronts the 
entrance, and is usually visited after dark, owing to 
its being seen but indistinctly by day, the light of the 
sun being just sufficient to neutralize that of the lamp 

kept perpetually burning before it, which is regularly 
supplied with oil by iis numerous devotees. At ir- 
regular and uncertain periods, either from the descent 
of rain, the melting from the snows of Aina, or a 
communication with the intermittent river, called the 
Guidicello, the Amenanus of the ancicnts, the grot be- 
comes filled with water. On these occasions the trim- 
ming aud feeding the lamp is a task of some difficulty, 
performed, no doubt, by a person destined for that es- | 

it was nothing more than an ill-timed frolic, and that 
the stranger would return with his child, he long 
waited near the spot in that fruitless expectation. It 
was with a heavy heart that he at length took his way 

home, trusting’ to find his daughter arrived before him, 
but was again disappointed. Fearful of aggravating 
the illness of his wife by prematurely disclosing this 
alarming circumstance to her, or applying to the po- 
lice for assistance, which might afier all be unnecessa- 

ry: apprehensive, lest by publishing so unpleasant an 
adveniure, he might entail a reproach on his daugh- 
ter’s honour, which it would in the sequel be difficult 
to remove. 

Whilst the agitated father was thus debating on the 
steps to be taken in this embarrassing situation, his 

daughter, on recovering from a swoon into which she 
had been thrown by terror, found herself alone in a 

chamber, which, by the light of the moon, she could 
perceive to be magnificently furnished. Her first 
thought was to devise some expedient for discovering 

pecial purpose; but this human intervention is per- | and identifying, on a future occasion, the unprincipled 
tinaciusly rejected by the pious populace of Catania, | author of the outrage she had sustained. On search- 
who undoubtingly believe and maintain that the paint- | ing for a memorial, she found one, in a gold repeater 

ee ra : . i . - - 
na, remaining uninjured, and the latter unextinguished | itin her breast. She then opened a windew, in the hope 

ing, as well as the lamp, are often submerged iin Ui® 
water; the former, by the interposition of the Madon- 

by the moisture. 
tion affixed by the head of the noble house of Lappala, 
commemorating what the devout Catanese asseri to be 
an incontestible miracle ; but in which the less en- 
thusiastic reader will only perceive one of those ex- 
traordinary concatenations of circumstances, which, in 
the great course of events, must at, Jimes occur, with- 
out its being requisite to have recourse to supernatural 
interference for their explanation. I relate the tale as 
nearly as possible in the terms in which it was narra- 
ted to me. 

Some forty years since, an old gentleman, whose 
wife was dangerously indisposed, was returning one 
evening with his daughter, a girl of about fitteen, from 

the above-mentioned grotto, where they had been pay- 
ing their devotions, and praying for the intercession of 
the Madonna in favour of their afflicted relative. They 
were met, not many paces distant from the entrance 
o° the cave, by a party of young men, who, perhaps 
heated by wine, taking advantage of the defenceless 
co dition of a girl accompanied only by an old man, 
s irrounded them, and insisted on seeing the face of the 
fo-mer, who wore on her head only a long veil, as is 

the custom of the Sicilians. In vain the irritated fa- 
ther resisted and remonstrated as well as he could ; 
the young libertines, removing the veil by force, grati- 
fied their offensive curiosity, and went away laughing 
at their exploit. It would have been well had their 
insolence ended there; but it happened that one of 
them, struck by the surprising beauty of the girl, seen 
by the light of the moon, nearly full at the time, con- 
ceived the design of carrying his outrage to a siill 
greater extremity. After proceeding a few yards, he 
suddenly left his companions, and retracing his steps, 

soon overtook the gentleman and his daughter: vio- 
lently throwing the old man, who fruitlessly endea- 
voured to oppose him, into the middle of the street, he 
took the terrified girl in his arms, and, stopping her 
mouth with his handkerchief, carried her ofi, to the 
horror and consternation of the unhappy parent, who, 

weak from age, and injured by the fal!, was incapa- 
ble of following the rapid steps of the youthful ag- 
gressor, who was soon out of sight. Affrighied and con- 
fuunded, dubious what course to take, and still hoping 

lying on a bureau; conjecturing it to belong to the 
person, who had so grossly insulted her, she placed 

Underneath the figure is an inscrip- | of iis affording her the means of escape ; but it was far 
too great a height from the ground to hazard a dese eng 
it next occurred that Ler cries might bring assistance, 
and she had already begun to call for help, when she 
found herself seized from behind by the same person, 
as it appeared to her, who had carried her off. Her 
veil was thrown over her face. She was then taken 
down stairs, and conducied out of the house. Afier 
leading her in this manner through a variety of streets, 
her guide stopped in the square of the eotero, and in- 
quired if she could find her way from thence: on re- 
ceiving a reply in the affirmative, he finally dismissed 
and leit her. The fact was, that, mutable and unsta- 
ble as youth generally is, despairing of being able to 
keep the affair a secret on the return of his parents, who 
were at the time at the theatre, and apprehensive of 
the consequences of his offence, the young man already 
began to repent his violenee, and to feel alarm at the 
serious dilemma in which the ungoverned passion or 
caprice of a moment had entangled him. He had left 
the house in search of his juvenile companions, in the 
hope of finding seme one who could accommodate him 
with a suitable place for concealing and detaining his 

unfortunate victim. Happily not succeeding in this 
object, he at lengih, as we have said, resolved on re- 
storing her to her paternal residence. 

When the afirighted girl returned, her father, 
though somewhat consoled by her presence, was 
alarmed at the agitation and the paleness which over- 
spread her countenance. On the daughter's recount- 
ing what had befallen her, and producing the watch 
which she had secreted, as aflording a probable clue 
to the discovery of the offender, the father was of opi- 
nion that ail overt steps were unadvisable. A com- 
plaint to the police, or a public attempt to discover 

the owner of the watch, was sure to compromise the 
reputation of his child in the eyes of the misjudging 

and censorious world. Trusting, therefore, to time 
and Providence for that justice which circumstances 
rendered it imprudent to look for publicly, he recom- 
mended his daughter, for the present, to keep the ex- 
traordinary accidents of the evening a secret in her 
own bosom. 

In the meantime, both father and daughter took 

Pe ee ee TS 
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every means in their power, without rendering the 
circumstance public, to discover, what the approach of 
a certain event rendered every day mere desirable, 
the perpetrator of so daring an outrage; but in vain: 
she had seen his features only indistinctly, and at a 
moment when terror had confounded or weakened her 
senses. In the promenades and places of resort, she 
met with no one whom she recognized as the same. 
In fine, the nnhappy girl became a mother; and the 
father of her child, the author of her dishonour, was 
as yet unknown to her. 

Months and years rolled on. The child was brought 
up in the family as that of « deceased relation entrusted 
to their care. Still the youthful mother continued to 
frequent the Madonna della Grotia, imploring her in- 
terposition, and calling on her to redress the cruel in- 
jury she had sustained in consequence of devotion 
to her holy image. For seven years she visited the 
cave almost nightly, and for seven years returned 
home wretched, comfortless, and despairing. In the 
meantime, the boy grew up, greatly surpassing his 
companions of the same age, in size, beauty, and vi- 
vacity. At length, on occasion of some festival, it 
happened that a race took place, as customary, in the 
streets of Catania. In most parts of Italy the horses 
are not mounted, but run without riders through the 
crowded streets, goaded on by sharp points like the 
rowels of a spur, which, pending from their hangings, 
and flapping to and fro, urge them forward with in- 
describable fury. Often, mad with the pain, they 
break through the wall of spectators, who, without any 
defence, line the public ways, and cause deplorable 
accidents, killing and maiming all in their course. It 
happened thus in the present instance. One of the 
racers bolted into the midst of the crowd, who fled 
here and there in confusion, climbing up the windows, 
or seeking refuge in the porticcs of the houses. Among 
those overthrown or trampled down by the infuriated 
animal, was the unfortunate child of the subject of our | : 

story, who, in company with a female servant, was re- 
turning from school. 
the poor boy, deploring his misfortune, and affording 
him the assistance in their power. One of them, a 
gentleman, alighting from his horse, seemed much 
struck with the features of the child, and directed him 
to be carefully removed to his own residence, which 
was fortunately near athand. This was the Marquess 
Zappala, who, arriving at home, communicated the ac- 
cident to his lady, observing that he felt interested for 
the child, as he was the exact image of his own son 
when of thatage. The marchesa equally surprised at 
the resemblance, was, in like manner, affected for the 
little sufferer. Learning from the servant the name 
and abode of his relatives, the marquess despatched 
one of his domestics to apprise them of the misfortune. 
The grandfather, who himself belonged to the medi- 
cal faculty, lost no time in accompanying the messen- 
ger to the nobleman’s residence; charging his daugh- 
ter, who was present when the alarming intelligence 
was communicated, to remain quiet at home, as he 
hoped the injury would not prove to be of a serious 
nature, and would lose no time in letting her know 
the state of the child. But what is so strong as ma- 
ternal affection? The distracted mother, paying no at- 
tention to the injunetions of her father, followed his 

footsteps, and entering close behind him into the pa- 
lace and the chamber where the boy lav, had him in 
her arms before the bystanders were aware of her pre- 

sence. His danger, overpowering all other censider- 
ations, to the utter dismay of her confused parent, she 
broke into exclamations of “My child! my child!” 

Not that there was need ef words to divulge her se- 
cret; her overwhelming agitation and convulsive emo- 
tion would alone have betrayed the mother. Her 
father was now obliged to reply to the questions 

of his noble hosts, by informing them that she was his 

daughter, adding, with an excusable falsehvod, that 
her husband was an officer in the army, then absent 
on service in Naples. 

When the first gush of maternal affliction had ef- 
fused itself, and the mother had received the consol- 
ing intelligence tiat, though not safe to remove the 
child at present, there was no ground for apprehend- 

ing a fatal resuit, she recovered her selfpossession suf- 
ficiently to Jook around her. What was her surprize 
to recognize the very chamber, in which, seven years 
before, she had been so cruelly and ignominiously 
treated! The window at which she had presented 
herself, the furniture, the bureau from which she had 
taken the watch, all were the same. It was manifest 
that she was under the roof of the despoiler of her ho- 
nour. The attempt would be vain to depict the va- 
rious and contrasting emotions which now swayed her 
bosom ; sorrow, indignation, resentment, fear, hope, 
alike affected her by turns. When at length alone 
with her father, who had testified his intention of sit- 
ting up, as well as_ his daughter, in order to attend to 
the little invalid, she imparted to him her unexpected 
discovery. The clue was found, and the mystery 
was beginning to unravel itseif; the locality, if not 

the actor of the crime, was ascertained. Nothing was 
more likely to injure her than a precipitate revelation 

A crowd soon collected round | 

| of so strange and even improbable a story; it would 
therefore be predent to suffer herself to be entirely 
guided by circumstances. The father also apprized 

lg his davehter of the fictitious account he had given of 
| her marriage to the marchesa, in which, for the pre- 

| sent, it would be advisable to persevere. 
| The health of the child continued to improve, and 
| in a few days he was transferred to the house of his 
| grandfather, who, with his daughter, were often visit- 
| ers at the palace of the marquess. It was not long 
| before they ascertained that their noble friends had 
an only son, then residing in Naples; whither, as it was 
said, having been rather wild and diszipated, some 
youthfal frolies had obliced him to retire about seven 
vears before, and whence he had not, during that pe- 

| riod, returned; but he was now daily expected home. 
He had fallen in love, the marchioness informed them, 
with 2 daughter of the Duke of R , a Neapolitan 
nobleman of wealth and consideration, but whose 
family did not in general enjoy that reputation which 
could render an alliance with them a very desirable 
event; they had, therefore, prevented a certificate of 
his sinele state (s/a‘o libero) being sent from the church 
in which he was baptized, as is the custom throughout 
Italy, and without which no marriage can be duly 
celebrated. He had lately written to say that he should 
come himself to extract this document from the parish 
register, and hoped to explain his conduct and inten- 
tions to the satisfaction of his parents. Anastaria, 
such was the young woman’s name, felt her spirits 
revive at this intelligence. Her vows, she felt assur- 
ed, had been heard: the yonng man once present, she 
relied on the interposition of Providence for opening 
her a way to redress for the cruel wrongs of which she 
had such just cause to complain. 

in a few wecks the young marquess, after so pro- 
longed an absence, returned to his native city and pa- 
ternal roof. When they first met, afier the encounter, 
on the evening on which our siory commences, nei- 
ther the injured party nor the injurer at once recog- 

nized each other; though the former felt assured that 
the person before her, was the individual of whose 
cuilty and capricious violence she had become the in- 
nocent victim. He was a young man of about twen- 
ty-six, remarkably handsome, so that on seeing him, 
far from entertaining any implacable resentment, she 
felt her heart, ill treated as she had been, engaged in his 

favour, and that he had only to ask for pardon in order 
to obtain it. On his part, the young man, apparently 

as great a libertine az ever, was profuse in his atten- 
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tions to the handsome wife, as he imagined her, of the 
absent officer: and paid her, in the language of gal- 
lantry, many compliments on her beauty, which she in 
her simplicity mistook for the expression of the heart; 
so easily do our inclinations impose on our credulity. 
On his inquiring the regiment and name of her hus- 
band, and receiving the reply before given to the 
marchesa, she was not a little surprised to hear him 
roundly assert that he was one of his most intimate 
friends, though a fictitious character invented by her 
father for the occasion. This indeed might have 
served as a measure for his veracity, and of the reli- 
ance to be placed on his sincerity. ‘The marchioness, 
in the course of conversation, mentioned to the son the 
accident that had befallen the child, and his extraordi- 
nary resemblance to himself, when a boy, an informa- 
tion which he heard with apparent carelessness and 
indifference; the mother with some confusion, indeed, 
but not without secret satisfaction. Receiving an in- 
Vitation to dine, some days afterwards, at the palace, 
she brought the child with her; and in the hope of 
attracting observation, and bringing about an eclair- 
cissement, suspended round his neck the repeater she 
had taken as a memorial on the night of the outrage, 
supposing it would be recognized by fim; and that 
he would be surprised into a confession before his pa- 
rents, on Whose good will, manifested so often towards 
both herself and the child, she relied for obtaining the 
justice due to her. But her hopes were impressed on 
the shifting sands. Either now aware of the person 
with whom he had to deal, or in reality, not recollect- 
ing his property, he did not, or affected not to notice 
the testimonials of his misdeeds. Not so his mother, 
who recollected the loss, and now recognized the 
watch, which had been a present of her own; she ea- 
gerly asked how it came into her possession. 

tasia replied, that the watch belonged to the boy’s fa- 
ther, and appealed to the younger Zapalla for the 
truth of her assertion; saying, that he no doubt well 
remembered what had taken place on the evening on | 
which he had missed that watch. Let the reader 
figure to himself, if he can, the oppression of the heart, 
the sense of desolation, the feeling of helpless, irreme- 
diable misery which penetrated her, when, with per- 
fect self-possession and composure, the dissembler de- 
nied all knowledge of any event to which the words 
of the lady would apply. If the watch had in re- 
ality ever been his, he might have lost it, or it might 
have been stolen from him. In fact, after so consider- 
able a lapse of time, he could scarcely be expected 
to have any distinct recollection of so trifling an ob- 
ject. Insensibility for a few minutes came to the re- 
lief of the unhappy young woman. On recovering, 

she detailed the events of the fatal evening: but her 
tale, supported by the sole corroborating circumstance 
of the watch, and the partial testimony of her parent, 
was scarcely sufficient to produce conviction even in 
her hitherto kind hosts, who, perhaps, interested as 
they had felt for her, were by no means inclined to 
second her pretensions to an alliance with the heir of 
their house. The young man, too, coolly observed, 
that he could not be held responsible if any of his com- 
panions had taken the liberty of making his residence 

the scene of an imprudent frolic. Disappointed in 
their scheme for obtaining reparation for the injustice 
of which they were the victims, the aged parent and 
his wretched daughter returned home with the child 
thus cruelly disowned by his unnatural father; for 
that he was so, notwithstanding his unparelleled ef- 
frontery, Anastasia still felt assured, from the weil re- 
yaembered tone of his voice, the contour of his person, 
and other circumstances, which had impressed his 
figure on her memory. What was still more cruel, the 
marquess and his lady conceiving it necessary to put 
@ stop at once to such pretensions as those of Anastasia, 

ar, perhaps, giving credence to the unblushing asser- 

Anas- | 

tions of their son, declined all further intercourse with 
either father or daughter. A violent fit of illness long 
confined the latter to her bed. Her life was despair- 
ed of, but youth and a good constitution triumphing 
at length over disease, health began slowly and par- 
tially to return. 

In the meantime the younger Zappala, having over- 
come his father’s objection to his marriage with the 
daughter of the Duke of R , returned to Naples. 
On his arrival, it appeared to hin that the lady was 
considerably estranged, and that she received him 
with restraint and indifference. This change, it after- 
wards proved, had been effected in his absence by the 
Cavaliere T. , a relation of her family, who him- 
self aspired to her hand ; but being a person of little 
or no fortune, he had been rejected by the Duke, much, 
it was hinted in the circles of Naples, to the disap- 
pointment of the daughter. On the return, therefore, 
of Zappala, notwithstanding the alienation which he 
might perceive or suspect in the lady’s sentiments, the 
marriage was hurried on with unusual rapidity. Soon 
after their union, the marquess determined on carrying 
his young bride to the place of his nativity. The 
duke, the duchess, and a large suite, among whom 
was the Cavaliere T- , accompanied the newly 
married couple. They were received with all the pomp 
and magnificence due to their rank, and the kindness 
and hospitality befitting their near connexion. After 
spending a few weeks with much satisfaction, the 
party, with the exception of the bride and bridegroom, 
returned to Naples. It was observed that matrimony 
had not increased the lady's affection for her husband, 
and occasional quarrels began to augur that the union 
was not likely to turn out a happy one. Months pass- 
ed in this manner; the lady was on the point of giv- 
ing an heir to her husband, when a series of extraor- 
dinary circumstances took place ; and the wrongs done 
to the unfortunate Anastasia were, tardily, but fearful- 
ly, avenged. 

Deserted, despised, bereft of her last hope by the 
marriage of the guilty Zappala, denied all redress from 
the justice or mercy of man, the wretched young wo- 
man had recourse to that of heaven. Night after night 
saw her prostrate before the Madonna della Grotta. In 
a frame of mind bordering on frenzy, she was at one 
time heard to call for vengeance on the unfeeling au- 
thor of her misery ; at another, to supplicate for peace 
to her wounded heart; now, she cried to the blessed 
virgin fur compassion, now reproached her with the 

dreadful disaster befallen her in consequence of her 
devotion to herself. If it was too late to repair, she 
implored her to revenge the wrongs she had sustained. 
When the flood rendered the entrance of the grotto 
impracticable, she was seen to kneel at the opening, 
and heard in frantic ecstasy, to blend together prayers, 
tears, vows, and imprecations; happy, if, at least, the 
last had been unheard or unregarded. 

One evening, having thus vented her emotion be- 
fore the image of the Madonna, as she returned with 
her father, at a few yards distant from the grotto, 
they were suddenly alarmed by the clash of arms, and 
beheld five persons attacking a gentleman, who was 
vainly endeavouring to defend himself from their mur- 
derous fury. What succour could be afforded by a 
feeble old man and a helpless woman ? They retreated 

as fast as they could into the cave, which they did not 
leave a second time, until all was again silent. When 
they reached the spot where the rencontre had just oc- 
curred—there, on that spot, the very spot, where, more 
than seven years before, the fatal outrage, fertile source 
of all her subsequent misery, had been committed, the 
bedy of a man lay weltering in his blood. Terrified 
as they were, they could not leave this unfortunate 
person, if life were not already extinguished, to perish 
for want of assistance. As they had no light, they bor- 

rowed the lamp which burnt before the Madonna, to 
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examine the body of the unhappy man who lay before 
them ; as soon as the beams of the flickering light fell 
on his face, Anastasia, with a shriek of horror, recog- 
nized the features of her guilty lover. Woman, soft 
and weak on little occasions, often surpasses, on great- 
er ones, the boasted constancy of man. She knelt by 
his side, she tore her garments, and dressed his wounds 
with oil taken from the lamp of the Madonna. He 
muttered some indistinct words; there were hopes he 
yet might live. Just then a carriage drove along; it 
was that of the marquess in search of its master, from 
which, it was afterwards proved, he had been fatally al- 
lured to alight only a few minutes before. The coach- 
man drew up, and found the unfortunate pair busied in 
tending the wounded man. In a few words they re- 
lated what they knew of the melancholy occurrence. 
It was necessary to remove the sufferer, but the old 
man, who, as we have said, was of the medical pro- 
fession, declaring that the motion would probably be 
fatal, a’ mattress and planks were borrowed from a 
neighbouring house, on which the marquess was con- 
veyed to his own residence. 
When the husband was brought home desperately 

wounded, it was natural that the wife should be agi- 
tated ; but the emotions she manifested on the occa- 
sion, seemed rather those of terror and apprehension 
than of genuine sorrow. The afflicted parents in vain 
bewildered themselves in conjecturing the quarter 
from which the blow was struck. In the short time 
that their son had been in Catania, they could scarcely 
believe that he had already provoked an enmity so 
deadly as that of which he had become the victim. It 
seemed as if Zappala was destined to be ever the evil 
genius of Anastasia. In despite of the humane atten- 
tions bestowed on him by herself and father, suspicions 
fell upon them as accomplices, if not perpetrators, of 
the assassination. The coachman deposed that a per- 
son had stopped the carriage, and whispered something 
in a low tone of voice to his master, which perhaps 
might have been a challenge, for he immediately 
alighted, and taking his sword with him, accompanied 
the stranger, desiring the carriage to drive on, and re- 
turn for him in the course of a quarter of an hour. 
When he came back, he found the marquess lying 
wounded, and Anastasia and her father the only per- | 
sons near him. 

The injury inflicted by the marquess on Anastasia 
was now, owing to her imprudence, either generally 
known or suspected ; she had been heard to imprecate 
vengeance on him; her innocence was therefore al- 
lowed on all hands to be highly questionable. The 
laws of Sicily answer admirably to the definition of 
Anacharsis ; they are cobwebs, through which wasps 
and larger flies easily break through, bit iy which the 
smaller and weaker are fatally entangled and caught. 
The unhappy father and daughter were arrested on 
the following morning, and thrown into prison to abide 
a charge of murder. 

Whilst this wretched pair languished in a dungeon, 
the wounded man lay in a dangerous condition: the 

surgeons, whilst they did not absolutely forbid hope, 
gave no ground for indulging in any sanguine expec- 
tations of recovery. His parents, indeed, were unwil- 
lingly brought to believe the unhappy Anastasia con- 
cerned in the atrocious attempt; but the wife unhesi- 
tatingly declared her conviction of her guilt, and loud- 
ly called for justice on the miserable prisoners, who 
were confined in separate cells, forbid all communi- 
cation with each other, and treated with unusual n- 
gour. Evidence was scraped up on all sides against 
them. Her complaints and menaces, the mere ebulli- 
tion of rage and disappointment, her very wrongs were 
all registered in frightful array against her; and an 
early day was appointed for their trial. To complete 
the sum of their misery, grief at their imprisonment 
shortened the days of the infirm mother of Anastasia, 

who never, after their unjust arrest, beheld again either 
her husband or her daughter, but died destitute and 
forlorn in the hands of strangers. 

The wife of the younger Zappala was, as we have 
said, near the period of her confinement ; alarm and 
agitation accelerated that event. She suffered much, 
and was reduced to such extremity, that the faculty 
pronounced her to be dying, and directed the custom- 
ary administration of the sacrament. It was then, 
to the horror and surprise of the afflicted family, that 
the wretched woman, torn at once by fear, remorse, 
and despair, confessed that her husband had been 
assassinated by her paramour, the Cavaliere T——, 
then lurking in Catania in disguise; and, dreadful 
to relate, she was herself conscious of, and privy to, 
the horrible attempt. The cavaliere had planned the 
assassination before they left Naples, but she had at 
that time dissuaded him from the horrid design. Af- 
ter the death of her husband, it had been her inten- 
tion, having as a widow become her own mistress, 
to have married the cavaliere. Such, to the con- 
sternation of the martjuess and marchioness, was the 
appalling confession of their daughter-in-law, who 
imagined herself on the point of death. But having 
disburdened her conscience, though the child to 
which she gave birth perished, she began, nnexpected- 
ly by all, to recover her strength, and in a few days 
was declared out of danger. 

The husband, who was kept in ignorance of the 
participation of his wife in the murderous attempt on 
his life, lay in a very uncertain condition, wavering 
between life and death. The elder Zappala in the 
meantime, though, as is the custom in Sicily when 
events of this dreadful nature occur in families of dis- 
tinction, he kept the frightful tale as secret as possible, 
had not been slow to do an act of justice, as far as re- 
lated to the acquitting the unfortunate Anastasia and 
her father of all concern in the assassination. They 
were accordingly released from prison, and returned 
home, not so much consoled at their liberation, as de- 
solate and afflicted at the loss of a wife and mother. 

As the health of the younger marchioness ameliora- 
ted, she evidently repented of the disclosures she had 
made with the fearof death before her eyes; and glad- 
ly would she, had it not been too late, have retracted 
them. She became sullen and reserved, obstinately 
refusing to throw any further light on the afiair; and 
would answer no questions respecting the disguise or 
concealment of the Cavaliere T: , who was not to 
be found in Catania, although a diligent search was in- 
stituted by the police. 

Whilst these inquiries were going on, the lady still re- 
mained confined to her bed. Cne night, her attendant, 
who had orders to administer medicine to her at cer- 
tain intervals, having done so, was directed by her mis- 
tress to retire to rest. When she again rose for the 
same purpose, she was surprised at not receiving an 
answer, though she called her several times. Appre- 
hensive that she had swooned, she brought the light to 
the bed, and was there struck motionless with horror 
at the sight which awaited her. Half out of bed, her 
limbs distorted by ineffectual struggles, her features 
frightfully convulsed by th® death spasm, the wretched 
woman lay bathed from head to foot in a lake of yet 
warm blood, which still continued to ooze forth from 
her numerous wounds. She had been poniarded 
during the short sleep of the maid in thirteen differ 
ent parts of the body. 

The terrified family were instantly called up to hear 
the appalling intelligence, and witness the horrid spec- 
tacle, which, though none could regret the fate of so 
abandoned a creature, filled the house with horror and 
alarm; the more so, as suspicion might very naturally 
fall on the husband, and would scarcely be prevented 
by the fact thatthe was himself in a desperate condition, 
and unable to move without assistance. 
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In tho interim the murderer had escaped, nor was 
he ever discovered. The opinion most aceredited waa, 
that it was the act of her paramour, the Cavaliere 
T , enraged at her having named him as the as- 
gassin of her husband. It appeared that he must have 
been in possession of private keys to the lady’s apart- 
ment, of which he probably availed himself for the 
purpose of committing the murder, as all the doors 

leading to her chamber, though carefully locked on 
the preceding evening, were found open in the morn- 
ing. ‘The cansericra said that, on rising the first time, 
it had appeared to her, though, overcome with sleep, 
she had not paid much attention to the circmustance, 
that something moved behind the curtains; ut she 

had not observed that the door of the alcove, in which 
the bed was situated, was open. ‘The strictes’ -earch 
was made for the cavaliere throughout the kingdom, 

but he was never alierwards heard of 
This succession of sad events at length opened the 

eyes of the marquess and his consort, and excited a 

tardy repentance in the bosom of their son. All con- 
curred in admiiting these terrible visitations to be a 
merited chastisement for his conduct to the ill-treated 
Anastasia, and the effect of the indignation of the Ma- 
donna. Ile, in consequence, came to the resolution of 
doing her justice by marriage, which, owing to the 

| 
| 
| 

| 

very precarious state of his health, which rendered all] 
delay hazardous, was celebrated immediately. 

It was fondly hoped that, afier so much crime and 
suffering, all would finally be well; but it was not the 
will of Heaven to withhold its hand; the measure of 
retribution was not yet full; and the imprecations of 
Anastasia on the guilty lover were destined, to her cost, 
to be fully and fatally accomplished ou the repentant 
husband. 

The younger Zappala, after many weeks’ confine- 
ment, at length, to the inexpressible joy of his wife 
and parents, rose once more from his bed; but at the 
moment when all were congratulating themselves on 
the prospect of his returning health, whether the ap 
pearance of returniug strength was merely fallacious, 

or the exertion was too great for his debilitated frame, 
in the aci of removing to the sofa he broke one of the 
larger bloodvessels of the breast, fell, and expired 
before any effectual assistance could be administered. 

The unhappy widow, though she survived her hus- 
band, died young, leaving their child heir, by the laws of 
Sicily, to the house of Zappala, and to his grandfather, 
on whose demise he succeeded to the title and estates.* 

* This event was related to the author by the pre 
sent Marquess of Zappala. 

STANZAS. 

“ Delightful task! to rear the tender thought, 
To teach the young idea how to s*oot, 

‘To pour the fresh instruction o'er the mind, 

‘To breathe the enl.ven'ng spirit and to fix 

‘The generous purpose ia the glowing breas ."—7hemson. 

Ports, they say, are privileged— 
Perhaps ‘tis very right, 

But some small probability 
*Twere well to keep in sight— 

Now this was surely not the case 
In Jamie Thomson's flight. 

“Delichtful ta:k!"—A task indeed! 
At least I found it so; 

1 kept a famed academy 
Not many vears azo, 

But though I toil'’d for it, T ne'er 
That same delight could know. 

The “tender thought,” alas, is in 
The rearing prone to die, 

The “young idea” is apt to “shoot” 
Provokingly awry, 

And will net bear the proper fruit— 
There is no knowing why. 

The “fresh instruction,” poured so oft, 
Becomes at last quite stale ; 

The “enlivening spirit” oft o’ersteps 
Of liveliness the pale, 

And “breathes” so much of “spirit” that 
Order and quiet fail. 

. 

“To fix the purpose in the breast,” 

Pshaw! fix a weather-vane— 
Who does net know the fickle moods 

Of childhoods restless brain? 
Avght in a breast so volatile 

To fix we strive in yain. 

Oh! bard inspired and eloquent! 
Thy favored country’s boast, 

Tis well for us, a teacher's lot 
Thou knew’'st no: to thy cost, 

Or this fine burst of cloguence 

The world had surely lost. 

WILLOW LEAVES. 

Tue hour was fair, but Autumn's dying 
Was upon leaf, and flower, and tree; 

The sunshine with the season flying, 
As | could feel my life from me. 

Beside an aged trunk reclining, 
All other darker days forgot, 

The leaves fell, and the waves went pining — 
Lost in my dreams, I marked them not. 

From the old willow o'er me bending, 
My hand, unconscious, stripp’d a bough, 

Then watch’d I the light leaves descending, 
Borne on by the blue current’s flow. 

Idlesse it hath the vaguest dreaming,— 
From their course sought I to divine; 

And mid those o'er the waters streaming 
Chose 1 one for my furtune’s sign. 

Skifflike it flow’d with peace before it, 
Till choiee of mine upon it fell_— 

Then rudely prest the wild waves o'er it— 
It sunk: I chose mine emblem well! 

Another leaf! to some hope clinging, 
A miracle might guard its way ; 

"Twas my lute’s fate—the wind past flinging 
My oracle, my hope away. 

To the wave where my fortunes leave me 
My genius passes with the gale: 

Shall | trust to it, to bereave me 
Of dearer vow?—my spirits fail. 

E’en while at its own weakness blushing, 
My sick heart sinks beneath its fear; 

That heart is tveak, and dark clouds rushing, 
Are all its omens bid appear. 

Down from my hand the green bough falling, 
I leave the willow and the stream ; 

Yet still their omens drear recalling, 
Those prophet-leaves haunt midnight’s dream. 
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THE TOILET. 

A MATCH-BOX. 

Get a very small tumbler, such a one as is generally 
sold for sixpence. Cover the outside with fine co- 
loured paper, blue, pink, lilac, or light green, pasted 
on very smoothly and evenly. When it is dry, paste 
a border or binding of gold paper round the top or 
upper edge of the tumbler, and ornament ii all over 
wiih small sprigs, stars, or spots, cut also out of gilt 

paper. 
You must next have recourse to a colour-box for 

some burnt-umber, and a fine camel's-hair pencil. 
The umber is a handsome brown colour; rub a litile 
of iton a plate or saucer, and with the camel’s-hair 
pencil trace a dark narrow line close under the lower 
edge of the gold border, and also along the right-hand 
edge of every one of the spots or sprigs; but on no 

account continue the dark line round boih sides of the 
gold ornamenis, as that will destroy the eflect. li 
properly done, the dark brown shade on one side of 
the gold, will make all the ornaments look as if they 
were relieved or raised from the surface. 

Then fill the box with paper-matches, and keep it 
on the mantel-piece. 

In pasting the coloured-paper ort the tumbler, you 
can leave a vacant space, which may be occupied by 

a handsome little engraved picture, bordered with 
gold. 

In making matches, cut the paper into long, straight, 
narrow slips, an inch or two wide. Fold them two or 
three times, and stroke them down between your fure- 

finger and thumb, pressing them very hard with your 
thumb-nail, so as tv make them firm and even. 

CLLLLEE 

PALL) 

A COURT-PLASTER. 

Cut out of thick paper a model of the case, which 
is a square of about four inches, with a semicircular 
leaf projecting from each side; these four leaves when 
they are folded down shut in the court-plaster. 

Lay the model on a piece of fine white drawing- 
paper, and trace the size and shape with a pencil. 

Then cut it out. With water-colours paint a narrow 

border all round, and both on the inside and outside, 

and also a pretty little device on the back. Write on 
the inside with red ink these lines: 

“ff knife or pin should hand or face offend, 
This little case its healing help will lend.” 

MADRID AND ITS MONUMENTS. 

BUEN RETIRO—THE PASEO—THE PRADO DE SAN HIE- 
RONIMO—THE CALLE DE LEON, AND THE MOUSE 
OF CERVANTES. 

Ir would appear that no remains of the ancient city 
of Madrid have escaped the destroying hand of time. 
‘The present capital of Spain cannot be said to be the 
same city which was known to the Greeks by the name 
of Mantana. If it be alleged that Madrid is the’Majo- 
rilum or the Ursaria of the ancient Romans, it may be 
asked what has become of the monuments with which 
it was once adorned—the temples, circuses, aqueducts, 
&c.? The Goths succeeded the Romans in the domi- 
nation of Spain; and they remained masters of it until 
they were in their turn succeeded by the Saracens. 
But Madrid presents no vestiges of the Romans.. The 
city contains but very few monuments anterior to the 
period when Charles V. or rather Philip II. made it the 
seat of the Spanish Court. At that time the treasures 
of the New World and the revenues of the numerous 
states subject to the dominion of Spain, accumulated in 
Madrid the wealih of the two hemispheres. Archi- 
tecture, which always follows the fortunes of states, 
then embellished the new capital with many of the 
edifices which still adorn it. ‘The palace of Philip 1V. 
no longer exisis, but on its site there has been con- 
structed one of the finest Royal residences of which 
Europe can boast. The new decorations of Buen Re- 
tiro have almost entirely changed the old edifice. 
Even the public promenades, which in Spain are the 
scene of so many romantic adventures, have undergone 
alterations. If Chalderon could rise from the dead, he 
would view with ecstasy the superb Paseo, which has 
taken place of the old Prado de San Hieronimo. But 
among these recent monuments of the splendour of 
Spain, we find no trace of the glory which that coun- 
try possessed at a time when the rest of Europe was 
in a state of Semi-barbarism. Madrid is unlike Rome, 
where the ruins of antique monuments continually 
call to mind the power of that ancient mistress of the 
world, and where modern edifices bear evidence of 
the taste fur the fine arts, and the encouragement they 
received at the period when modern Italy became the 
rival of ancient Italy. 

Absorbed in these reflections, a traveller who was 
sauntering through the Calle de Leon in Madrid, 
stopped to look at some workmen who were pulling 
down a house at the corner of the Calle de San Fran- 
cisco. A friend who was passing by roused him from 
his reverie, by saying, “ In that house, which is now 
being destroyed without any expression of regret on 
the part of the inhabitants of this capital, there lived 
and died a man whose genius has survived the ancient 

glory of Spanish literature; I allude to poor Miguel de 
Cervantes Saavedra. ‘The immortal author of Don 
Quixote lived there in poverty and in want, and ended 
his days in that house, on the 23d of April, 1616, the 
very day on which Shakspeare died. But the English 
poet has a iomb among the royal sepulchres of West- 
minster, whilst the spot in which the mortal remains 
of Cervantes repose, is unknown.” 

To the memory of Cervantes some reparation is now 
about to be made for the past neglect of his country- 
men. The celebrated Spanish sculptor Sola is pre- 
paring a statue of the great poet and novelist. It is to 
be erected in one of the principal*squares of Madrid, 
and will be a worthy tribute of respect to the memory 
of the immortal writer, whose genius is admired in 
every part of the civilized world. 



THE DEAD BOXER. 

THE DEAD BOXER. 

AN IRISH LEGEND, 

BY THE AUTHOR OF “TRAITS AND STORIES OF THE IRISH PEASANTRY.” 

(Tse reader in perusing the fullowing legend must 
have the kindness to surrender his imagination to a 
detail of circumstances that have but very few facts 
to support them. The story of the dead boxer I re- 
member to have heard more than once, and I am 
certain that the custom of demanding a sum of money 
from the corporation of the town in which he happen- 
ed to appear, is one of its component parts. With 
respect to the mode of contest, I can only say, that a 
habit so barbarous as pugilism is, even at this day 
was then incomparably more brutal; and the reader 
need not be surprised at the fact of the legitimate rales 
of that, which was not then known as a “science” 
having been departed from. At al events, neither 
Lamn Laudher's secret, nor the nature of the contest 
are mine. I give them precisely as they were detail- 
ed to me in the Legend. By the way,! may observe, 
that accounts of such contests are not confined to Ire- 
land alone, but are also to be met with in Scotland.] 

One evening in the beginning of the eighteenth 
century—as neurly as we can conjecture the year 
might be that of 1720—some time about the end of 
April, a young man named Lamh Laudher O'Rorke, 
or strong-handed O'Rorke, was proceeding from his 
father’s house, with a stout oaken cudgel in his hand, 
towards an orchard that stood at the skirts of a County 
town, in a part of the kingdom which, for the present, 
shall be nameless. Though known by the epithet of 
Lamh Laudher, his Christian name was John; but in 
these times Irish families of the same name were dis- 
tinguished from each other by some term indicative 
of their natural disposition, physical power, complexion, 
or figure. One, for instance, was called Parra Ghastha, 
or swift Paddy, from his fleetness of foot; another 
Shaun buie, or yellow Jack, from his bilious look; a 
third, Micaul More, or big Michael, from his uncom- 
mon size; and a fourth, Sheemus Ruah, or red James, 

from the colour of his hair. These epithets, to be sure, 
still occur in Ireland, but far less frequently now than 
in the times of which we write, when Irish was the 
vernacular language of the country. It was for a 
reason similar to those just alleged, that John O’Rorke 
was known as Lamh Laudher O'Rorke; he, as well as 
his forefathers fur two or three generations, having 
been remarkable for prodigious bodily strength and 
courage. The evening was far advanced as O'Rorke 
bent his steps to the orchard. The pale, but cloudless 
sun hung over the western hills, and shed upon the 
quiet gray fields that kind of tranquil radiance which, 
in the opening of Summer, causes many a silent im- 
pulse of delight to steal into the heart. Lamh Laudher 
felt this; his step was slow, like that of a man who, 
without being capable of tracing those sources of en- 
joyment which the spirit absorbs from the beauties of 
external nature, has yet enough of uneducated taste 
and feeling within him, to partake of the varied feast 
which she presents. As he sauntered thus leisurely 
along, he was met by a woman rather advanced in 
years, but still unusually stout and muscular, pot 
dering her age. , She was habited in a red woollen | 
petticog@t that reached but a short distance below the | 
knee, leaving visible two stout legs, from which dan- 
gled a pair of red %garters that bound up her coarse 
blue hose. Her gown of blue worsted was pinned up, 
for it did not meet around her person, though it sat 
closely about her neck. Her grizzly red hair, turned 

up in front, was bound by a dowd cap without any 
border, a circumstance which, in addition to a red 

kerchief, tied over it, and streaming about nine inches 
down the back, gave to her tout ensemble a wild and 
striking expression. A short oaken staff, hooked under 
the hand, completed the description of her costume. 
Even on a first glance there appeared to be something 
repulsive in her features, which had evidently been 
much exposed to sun and storm. By a closer inspec- 
tion one might detect upon their hard angular outline, 
a character of cruelty and intrepidity. Though her 
large cheek-bones stood widely asunder, yet her gray 
piercing eyes were very near each other; her nose was 
short and sadly disfigured by a scar that ran trans- 
versely across it, and her chin, though pointed, was 
also deficient in length. Altogether, her whole person 
had something peculiar and marked about it—so much 
so, indeed, that it were impossible to meet her without 
feeling she was a female of no ordinary character and 
habits. 

Lamh Laudher had been, as we have said, advanc- 
ing slowly along the craggy road which led towards 
the town, when she issued from an adjoining cabin 
and approached him. The moment he noticed her 
he stood still, as if to let her pass, and uttered one 
single exclamation of chagrin and anger, 

“Ma shaughth milia mollach ort, a calliagh! My 
seven thousand curses on you fur an old hag,” said he, 

and having thus given veut to his indignation at her 
appearance, he began to retrace his steps as if unwil- 
ling to mect her. 

“ The son of your father needn't lay the curse upon 
us so bitterly all out, Lamh Laudher!” she exclaimed, 
pacing at the same time with vigorous steps until she 
overtook him. 

The young man looked at her maimed features, 
amd, as if struck by some sudden recollection, appeared 
to feel regret for the hasty malediction he had uttered 

against her. “ Nell M'Collum,” said he, « the word 
was rash; and the curse did not come from my heart. 
But, Nell, who is there that doesn’t curse you when 
they meet you? Jsn’t it well known that to meet you 
is only another name for falling in wid bad iuck. For 
my part I'd go fifty miles about rather than cross you, 
if I was bent on any business that my heart 'ud be in, 
or that I cared any thing about.” 

“And who brought the bad luck upon me first?” 
asked the woman. “ Wasn't it the husband of the 
mother that bore you?’ Wasn’t it Ais hand that dis- 
figured me as you see, when I was widin a week of 
being dacently married? Your father, Lamh Laudher, 
was the man that blasted my name, and made it bitther 
upon the tongue of them that mintions it.” 

“And that was because he wouldn't see one wid 
the blood of Lamh Laudher in his veins married to a 
woman that he had reason to think—I don't like to 
say it, Nelly—but you know it is said that there was 
darkness, and guilt too, about the disappearin’ of your 
child. You never clear'd that up, but swore revenge 
night and day against my father, for only preventin’ 
you from bein’ the ruination of his cousin. Many a 
time, too, since that, has he asked you in my own 
hearin’ what became of the hoy.” 

The old woman stopped like one who had unex- 
pectedly trod with bare foot upon something sharp 
enough to pierce the flesh to the bone, and even to 
grate against it. There was a strong, nay a fearful 
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force of anguish visible in what she felt. Her brows 
were wilaly depressed from their natural position, her 
face became pale, her eyes glared upon O’Rorke as if 
he had planted a poisoned arrow in her breast, she 
seized him by the arm with a hard pinching grip, and 
looked up for two or three minutes in his face, with an 
appearance of distraction. O’Rorke, who had never 
feared man, shrunk from her touch, and shuddered 
under the influence of what had been, scarcely with- 
out an exception, called the “bad look.” The crone 
held him tight, however, and there they stood, with 
their eyes fixed upon each other. From the gaze of 
intense anguish, the countenance of Nell M’Collum 
began to change gradually to one of unmingled exul- 
tation; her brows were raised to their proper curves, 
her colour returned, the eye corruscated vith a rapid 
and quivering sense of delight, the muscles of the 
mouth played for a litile, as if she strove to suppress 
a laugh;—at length O’Rorke heard a low gurgling 
sound proceed from her chest; it increased; she pressed 
his arm more tightly, and in a loud burst of ferocious 
mirth, which she immediately subdued into a con- 
densed shriek that breathed the very luxury of revenge, 
she said, 

“Lamh Laudher Oge, listen:—ax the father of you, 
when you see him, what has become of his own child 
—of the first that ever God sent him; an’ listen agin 
—when he tells me what has become of mine, I'll tell 
him what has become of his. Now go to Ellen—but 
before you go, let me cuggher in your ear that I'll 
blast you both. I'll make the Lamh Laudhers Lamh 
Thugs. Yl make the strong arm the weak arm afore 
I’ve done wid ’em.” 

She struck the point of her stick against the pave- 
ment, until the iron ferrule with which it was bound 
dashed the fire from the stones, after which she passed 
on, routtering threats and imprecations as she left 
him. 6 

O’Rorke stood and looked after her with sensations 
of fear and astonishment. The age was superstitious 
and encouraged a belief in the influence of powers 
distinct from human agency. Every part of Ireland 
was filled at this time with characters, both male and 
female, precisely similar to old Nell M’Collum. The 
darkness in which this woman walked, according to 
the opinions of a people but slightly advanced in 
knowledge and civilization, has been but feebly de- 
scribed to the reader. To meet her was considered 
an omen of the most unhappy kind; a circumstance 
which occasioned the imprecation of Lamh Laudher. 
She was reported to have maintained an intercourse 
with the fairies, to be capable of communicating the 
blight of an evil eye, and to have carried on a traffic 
which is said to have been rather prevalent in Ireland 
at the time we speak of—namely, that of kidnapping. 
The speculations with reference to her object in per- 
petrating this crime were strongly calculated to exhibit 
the degraded state of the people at that period. Some 
said that she disposed of the children to a certain class 
of persons in the metropolis, who subsequently sent 
them to the colonies, when grown, at an enormous 
profit. Others maintained that she never carried them 
to Dublin at all, but insisted that, having been herself 
connected with the fairies, she possessed the power of 
erasing, by some secret charm, the influence of bap- 
tismal protection, and that she consequently acted as 
an agent for the “gentry” to whom she transferred 
them. Even to this day it is the opinion in Ireland, 
that the “ good people” themselves cannot take away 
a child, except through the instrumentality of seme 

mortal residing with them, who has been baptized : 
and it is also believed that no baptism can secure 
children from them, except that in which the priest 
has been desired to baptize them with an especial 
view to their protection against fairy power. 

Such ~ the character which this woman bore, 
M 

‘ 
whether unjustly or not, matters little. For the present 
it is sufficient to say, that after having passed on, 
leaving Lamh Laudher to proceed in the direction he 
had originally intended, she bent her steps towards the 
head inn of the town. Her presence here produced 
some cautious and timid mirth, of which they took 
care she should not be cognizant. The servants greet- 
ed her with an outward show of cordiality, which the 
unhappy creature easily distinguished from the warm 
kindness evinced to vagrante whose history had not 
been connected with evil suspicion and mystery. She 
accordingly tempered her manner and deportment to- 
wards them with consummate skill. Her replies to 
their inquiries for news were given with an appearance 
of good humour; but beneath the familiarny ef her 
dialogue there lay an ambiguous meaning and a cutting 
sarcasm, both of which were tinged with a prophetic 
spirit, capable, from its equivocal drift, of being applied 
to each individual whom she addressed. Owing to 
her unsettled life, and her habit of passing from place 
to place, she was well acquainted with local history. 
There lived scarcely a family within a very wide 
circle about her, of whom she did not know every 
thing that could possibly be known; a fact of which 
she judiciously availed herself, by allusions in general 
conversation that were understood only by those whom 
they concerned. These mysterious hints, oracularly 
thrown out, gained her the reputation of knowing more 
than mere human agency could acquire, and of course 
she was openly conciliated and secretly hated. 

Her conversation with the menials of the inn was 
very short and decisive. 

“ Sheemus,” said she to the person who acted in the 
capacity of waiter, “ where’s Meehaul Neil?” 

“Throth, Nell, dacent woman,” replied the other, 
“ myself can’t exactly say that. I'll be bound he’s on 
the Esker, lookin’ afther the sheep, poor crathers, 
durin’ Andy Connor’s illness in the small pock. Poor 
Andy's very ill, Nell, an’ if God hasn’t sed it, not ex- 
pected; glory be to his name!” 

“Ts Andy ill,” inquired Nell, “ and how long?” 
“ Bedad, goin’ an ten days.” 
“Well,” said the woman, “I knew nothin’ about 

that; but I want to see Meehaul Neil, and I know he’s 
in the house.” 

“ Faix he’s not, Nelly, an’ you know I wouldn’t tell 
you a lie about it.” 

“Did you get the linen that was stolen from your 
masther?” inquired Nell significantly, turning at the 

same time a piercing glance on the waiter; “an’ tel? 
me,” she added, “ how is Sally Lavery, and where is 
she?” 

“Tt wasn’t got,” he replied, in a kind of stammer, 
“an’ as to Sally, the nerra one o’ me knows any thing 
about her, since she left this.” 

“ Sheemus,” replied Nell, “ you know that Meehaul 
Neil is in the house; but Ill give you two choices, 
either to bring me to the speech of him, or else I'll 
give your masther the name of the thief that stole his 
linen; ay, an’ the name of the thief that resaved it. 

I name nobody at present; an’ for that matther, I know 
nothin’. Can’t all the world tell you that Nell M’Col- 
lum knows nothin’!” 

“Ghe dhevin, Nelly,” said the waiter, “ maybe Mee- 
haul is in the house unknownst to me. I'll try, any 

how, an’ if he’s to the fore, it won't be my fau’t or 
he'll see you.” 

Nell, while the waiter went to inform Meehaul, 
took two ribands out of her pocket, one white and the 
other black, both of which she folded into what would 
appear toa bystander to be a similar kind of knot. 

When the innkeeper’s son and the waiter returned to 
the hall, the former asked her what the nature of her 
business with him might be. To this she made no 
reply, except by uttering the word husth! and pulling 
the ends, first of the white riband, and afterwards ef 
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the black. The knot of the first slipped easily from 
the complication, but that of the black one, after glid- 
ing along from iis respective ends, became hard and 
tight im the middle. 

“Tha sha marrho! \ife passes, and death stays,” she 
exclaimed; “ Andy Connor's dead, Meehaul Neil; an 
you may tell your father that he must get some one 
else to look afiher his sheep. Ay! he’s dead!—But 
that’s past. Meehaul, folly me; it’s you I want, an’ 
there's no time to be lost.” 

She passed out as she spoke, leaving the waiter in 
a state of wonder at the extent of her knowledge, and 
of the awlul means by which, in his opinion, she must 
have acquired it. 

Meehan, without uttering a syllable, immediately 
walked afier her. The pace at which she went was | 
rapid and energetic, betokening a degree of agitation 

doin’ wid yees? for I hadn’t time to see her a while 
agone. I hope ske’ll never be ashamed or afraid of 
her aunt, any how. I may say, 1’m all that’s left to 
the good of her name, poor girshah.” 

“ What ’ud ail her?” replied Meehaul ; “ as long as 
she’s honest, an’ beliaves herself there’s no fear of her. 
Had you nothin’ else to say to me Nell?” 

The same tumultuous expression of glee and malig- 
nity again lit up the features of the old woman, as she 
looked at him, and replied, with something like con- 

| temptuons hesitation; “ Why, I don’t know that. If 

| you had more sharpness or sinse I might say—Meehaul 
Neil,” she added, elevating her voice, “ What do you 
think I could say, this sacred minnit? Your sister!— 
Why she’s a good girl!—true enough that: but how 
long she may be so 's another aflair. Afeard! Be the 

| ground we siand on, man dear, if you an’ all belongin’ 
and interest on her part, for which he could not ac- | to you, had eyes in your heads for every day in the 
count. As she had no object in bringing him far from | 
the house, she availed herself of the first retired spot 
that presented iiself, in order to disclose the purport of 
her visit. “Meehaul Neil,” 
upon the Common, where no ear can hear what passes 
between us. 

Ellen from shame and sorrow?” The young man 
started, and became strongly excited at such a serious 
prelude to what she was about to utter. | 

“Millia diouwoul! woman, why do you talk about | 
shame or disgrace comin’ upon any sister of mine? | 
What villain dare injure her that regards his life? | 
My sister! Ellen Neil! No, no! the man that ‘ud only | 
think of that, I'd give his right hand a dip to the wrist | 
in the best blood of his heart.” 

“ Ay! ay! it’s fine spakin’; but you don’t krew the 
hand you talk of. It’s one that you had betther avoid | 
than meet. It's the strong hand, an’ the dangerous 
one when vexed. You know Lamh Laudher Oge.” | 

Mechaul started again, and the crone could perceive 
by his manner, that the nature of the communication 
she was about to make had been already known to | 
him, though not, she was confident, in so dark and | 
diabolical a shape as that in which she determined to 
put it. 
“Lamh Laudher Oge!” he exclaimed; “surely you | 

don’t mane to say that he has any bad design upon | 
Ellen! It’s not long since I gave him a caution to | 

I ax, have you spirit to keep your sister | 

/afore. Where there? 

| year, you couldn't keep her from young Lamh Laud- 
vher. “Did you hear any thing?” 

“ I'd not believe a word of it,” said Meehaul, calmly, 
. 2 | 

said she, “ we're now | and he turned to depart. 
“T tell you it’s as true as the sun to the dial,” re- 

plied Nell; “and I tell you more, he’s wid her this 
minnit behind your father’s orchard'—Ay! an’ if you 
wish, you may see them together wid your own eyes, 
an’ sure if you don’t b'lieve me, you'll b'lieve them. 
But, Meehaul, take care of him; for he has his fire- 
arms; if you meet him don’t go empty-handed, and I'd 
advise you to have the first shot.” 

“ Behind the orchard,’ said Meehaul, astonished ; 
“ where there ?” 

“Ay, behind the orchard, where they often war 
Why, if you want to know 

that, sittin’ on one of the ledges in the grassy quarry. 
That's their sate whenever they meet; an’ a snug one 
it is for them that don’t like their neighbours’ eyes to 

| be upon them. Go now an’ satisfy yourself, bpt watch 
them at a distance, an’, as you expect to save your 
sister, don’t breathe the name of Nell M’Collum toa 
livin’ mortal.” 

Meehaul Neil's cheek flushed with deep resent- 
ment, on hearing this disagreeable intelligence. For 
upwards of a century before, there had subsisted a 
deadly feud between the Neils and Lamh Laudhers, 
without either party being able exactly to discover the 

drop her, an’ to look out for a girl fittin’ for his station. | original fact from which their enmity proceeded. 
Ellen herself knows what he'll get, if we ever catch | This, however, in Ireland makes little difference. It is 

him spakin’ to her again. The day will never come | 
that Ais faction and ours can be friends.” 

“ You did do that, Meehaul,” 
know it; 
the heart by your turnin’ round upon his poverty, that 
he swore an oath to them that [ could name, bindin’ 
himself to bring your sister to a state of shame, in 
ordher to punish you for your words? That ‘ud be | 
great glory over a faction that they hate.” 

“Tut, woman, he daren’t swear such an oath; or, 

if he swore it fifty times over on his bare knees, he'd 
ate the stones off o’ the pavement afore he'd dare to 
act upon it. Jn the first place I'd prepare him for his 
coffin, if he did; an’, in the next, do you think so 

manely of Ellen, as to believe that she would bring 
disgrace an’ sorrow upon herself an’ her family? No, 
no, Nell; 

yourself, to think of such a story. I’ve warned her 
against him, and so did we all; an’ I'm sartin, this 

rinute, that she'd not go a single foot to change words 
with him, unknownst to her friends.” 

The old woman's face changed from the expression | 
« fanxiety and importance that it bore, to one of coarse | 
glee, under which, to those who had penetration suffi- 

cient to detect it, lurked a spirit of hardened and reck- 
less ferocity. 

“Well, well,” 
what you tell me. 

she replied, “ sure I'm proud to hear 

How is poor Nanse M’Collum 

replied Nell, “ an’ I | 
but what ‘ud you think if he was so cut to | 

the ould dioxol’s in you, or you're beside | 

| quite sufficient to know that they meet and fight upon 
| all possible opportunities, as hostile factions ought to do, 
without troubling themselves about the idle nonsense 
of inquiring why they hate and maltreat each other. 

| For this reason alone, Mechaul Neil was bitterly op- 
| posed to the most distant notion of a marriage between 
| his sister and yeu ng Lamh Laudher. There were 
| other motives also which weighed, with nearly equal 
force, in the consideration of this subject. His sister 

| Ellen was by far the most beautiful girl of her station 
|in the whole county, and many offers, highly advan- 
| tageous, and far above what she otherwise could have 

| expected, had been made to her. On the other hand, 

| Lamh Laudher Oge was poor, and by no means quali- 
| fied in point of worldly circumstances to propose for 
her, even were hereditary enmity out of the question. 
All things considered, the brother and friends of Ellen 

| would rather have seen her laid in her grave, than 
allied to a comparatively poor young man, and their 

| bitterest encmy. 
Meehaul had little doubt as to the truth of what 

Nell M’Collum told him. There was a saucy and 
malignant confidence in her mamner, which, although 

it impressed him with a sense of her earnestness, left, 
nevertheless, an indefinite feeling of dislike against 
her upon his mind. He knew that her motive for 
disclosure was not one of kindness or regard for him, 
or for his family. Nell M’Collum had often declared 
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that “ the wide earth did not earry a bein’ she liked or 
loved, but one—not even exeeptin’ herself, that she 
hated mast of all.”’ This, however, was not necessary 
to prove that she acted rather from the gratification 
of sume secret malice, than from a principle of bene- 
volence. The venomous leer of her eye, therefore, 
and an accurate knowledge of her character, induced 
him to connect some apprehension of approaching evil 
with the unpleasant information she had just given 
him. 

“ Well,” said Meehaul, “ if what you say is true, I'll 
make it a black business to Lamh Laudher. I'll go 
directly and keep my eye on them; an’ Il have my 
fire-arms, Nell, an’ by the life that’s in me, he'll taste 
them if he provokes me; an’ Ellen knows thal.” Hav- 
ing thus spoken he leit her. 
The old woman stood and looked after him with a 

fiendish complacency. 
“A black business, will you?” she exclaimed, re- 

peating his words in a soliloguy;—*“ do so—an’ may 
all that’s black assist you in it! Dher Chiernah, I'll 
do it or lose a fall—t'll make the Lamh Laudhers the 
Lamh Lhugs afore I’ve done wid ‘em. I've puta 
thorn in their side this many a year, that ’ill never 
come out; I'll now put one in their marrow, an’ let 
them see how they'll bear that. I've left one empty 
chair at their hearth, an’ it ’ll go hard wid me, but I'll 
lave another.” 

Having thus expressed her hatred against a family 
to whom she attributed the calamities that had sepa- 
rated her from society, and marked her as a being to 
be avoided and detested, she also departed from the 
Common, striking her stick with peculiar bitterness 
into the ground as she went along. 

In the mean time young Lamh Laudher felt litle 
suspicion that the stolen interview between him and 
Ellen Neil was known. The incident, however, which 
oceurred P him on his way to keep the assignation, 
produced Th his mind a vague apprehension which he 
could not shake off. To meet a red-haired woman, 
when going on any business of importance, was con- 
sidered at all times a bad omen, as it is in the country 
parts of Ireland unto this day; but to meet a female 
familiar with forbidden powers, as Nell M’Collum was 
supposed to be, never failed to produce fear and mis- 
giving in those who met her. Mere physical courage 
was no bar against the influence of such superstitions; 

many a man was a slave to them who never knew 
fear of a human or tangible enemy. ‘They consti- 
tuted an important part of the popular beliet; for the 
history of ghosts and fairies, and omens was, in gene- 
ral, the only kind of lore in which the people were 
educated ; thanks to the sapient traditions of their fore- 
fathers. 

When Nell passed away from Lamh Laudher, who 
would fain have flattered himself that by turning back 
on the way, until she passed him, he had avoided 
meeting her, he once more sought the place of appoint- 
ment, at the same slow pace as before. On arriving 
behind the orchard, he found, as the progress of the 
evening told him, that he had anticipated the hour on 
which it had been agreed to meet. He accordingly 
descended to the Grassy Quarry, and sat on a mossy 
ledge of rock, over which the brow of a little preci- 
pice jutted in such a manner as to render those who 
sat beneaih visible only from a particular poini. Here 
he had scarcely seated himself when the tread of a 
foot was heard, and in a few minutes Nanse M'Collum 
stood beside him. 
“Why thin, bad cess to you, Lamh Laudher,” 

she exclaimed, “but it’s a purty chase J had afther 
you!” 

“Afiher me, Nanse? and what's the commission, 
cush gastha (light-foot?”’) 
“The sorra any thing, at all at all, only to see if 

you war here. Miss Ellen sent me to tell you that 

she’s afeard she can’t eome this evenin’, unknownat 
to them.” 

“ An’ am I not to wait, Nanse?” 
“Why, she says she will come, for alk that, if she 

can; but she bid me take your stick from you, for a 
rason she has, that she'll tell yourself when she sees 
you.” 

“Take my stick! Why, Nanse, ma colieen baun, 
what can she want with my stick? Is the daglin’ girl 
goin’ to bate any body?” 

“ Bad cess to the know J know, Lamh Laudher, 
barrin’ it be to lay on yourself for stalin’ her heart 
from her. Why thin, the month’s mether o’ honey to 
you, soon an’ sudden, how did you come round her et 
all?” 
“No matther about that, Nanse; but the family’s 

bitther against me! eh?” 
“Oh, thin, in trogs, it’s ill their common to hate you 

as they do: but thin, you see, this faction-work will 
keep yees asunder for ever. Now gi'me yeur stick, 
an’ wail, any way, till you see whether she comes or 
not.” 

“Is it by Ellen’s ordhers you take it, Nanse?” 
“To be sure, who else’s: but the devil a one o’ me 

knows what she manes by it, any how—only that I 
daren’t go back widout it.” 

“Take it, Nanse; she knows I wouldn’t refuse her 
my heart's blood, let alone a bit of a kippeen.” 

“A bit of a kippeen! Faix, this is a quare kippeen! 
Why it would fell a Sullock.” 
“When you see her, Nanse, tell her to make haste, 

an’ for God’s sake not to disappoint me. I can’t rest 
well the day I don’t meet her.” : 

“ May be other people’s as bad, for that matther: 
so good night, an’ the mether o’ honey to you, soon an’ 
sudden! Faix, if any body stands in my way now, 
they’ll feel the weight of this, any how.” 

Afier uttering the last words, she brandished the 
cudgel and disappeared. 

Lamh Laudher felt considerably puzzled to know 
what object Ellen could have had ia sending the ser- 
vant maid for his staff. Of one thing, however, he 
was certain, that her motive must have had regard to 
his own safety ; but how, or in what manner, he could 
not conjecture. It is certainly true that some mis- 
givings shot lightly across his imagination, on reflecting 
that he had parted with the very weapon which he 
usually brought with him to repel the violence of 
Ellen’s friends, should he be detected in an interview 
with her. He remembered, too, that he had met un- 
lucky Nell M’Collum, and that the person who de- 
prived him of his principal means of defence was her 
niece. He had little time, however, to think upon the 
subject, for in a few minutes after Nanse’s departure, 
he recognized the light quick step of her whom he 
expected. 

The figure of Ellen Neil was tall, and her motions 
full of untaught elegance and natural grace. Her 
countenance was a fine oval; her features, though not 
strictly symmetrical, were replete with animation, and 

her eyes sparkled with a brilliancy indicative of a 
warm heart and a quick apprehension. Flaxen hair, 
long and luxuriant, decided, even at a distant glance, 
the loveliness of her skin, than which the unsunned 
snow could not be whiter. If you add to this 
a delightful temper, buoyant spirits, and extreme 
candour, her character, in its strongest points, is before 
you. 
‘ On reaching the bottom of the Grassy Quarry, as it 
was called, she peered under the little beetling cliff 

that overhung the well known ledge on which Lamh 

Laudher sat. 
“I declare, John,” said she, on seeing him, “I 

thought at first you weren't here.” 
“Did you ever know me to be late?” said John 

taking her by the hand, and placing her beside .. 
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“and what would you ’a done, Ellen, if I hadn’t been 
here?” 
“Why, run home as if the life was lavin’ me, for 

fear of seein’ something.” 
“You needn't be afeard, Ellen dear; nothing could 

harm you, at all events. However, puttin’ that aside, 
have you any betther tidin’s than you had when we 
met last?” 

“I wish to heaven I had, John! but indeed I have 
far worse; ay, a thousand times worse. They have 
all joined against me, an’ I’m not to see or speak to 
you at all.” 

“That's hard,” replied Lamh Laudher, drawing his 
breath tightly; “ but | know where it comes from. I 
think your father might be softened a litile, ay, a great 
dale, if it was not for your brother Meehaul.” 

“Indeed, Lamh Laudier, you're wrong in that; my 
father’s as bitther against you as he is. It was only 

on ‘l'uesday evenin’ last that they told me, one an’ all, 
they would rather see me a corpse than your wife. 
Indeed an’ deed, John, I doubt it never can be ” 

“ Ellen,” replied John, “I see plainly enough that 
they'll gain you over at last. That will be the end of 
it: but if you choose to break the vows and promises 
that passed between us, you may do so.” 

“Oh! Lamh Laudher,’ said Ellen, affected at the 
imputation contained in his last observation; “don’t 
you treat me with such suspicion. I suffer enough 
for your sake, as it is. For near two years, a day has 
hardly passed that my family hasn't wrung the burnin’ 
tears from my eyes on your account. Havn’t I refused 
matches that any young woman in my station of life 
ought to be proud to accept.” 

“ You did, Ellen, you did; but still I know how hard 
it is for you to hould out against the persecution you 
suffer at home. No, no, Ellen dear, I never doubted 

you for one minute. All I wondher at is, that such a 
girl as you ever could think of one so humble as I am, 
compared to what you'd have a right to expect an’ 
could get.” 

“ Well, but if I’m willin’ to prefer you, John?” said 
Ellen with a smile. 

“One thing I know, Ellen,” he replied, “ an’ that 
is, that I’m far from bein’ worthy of yeu; an’ I ought, 
if I had a high enough spirit, to try to turn you against 
me, if it was only that you might marry a man that 'ud 
have it in his power to make you happier than ever 
I'll be able to do; any way, than ever it’s likely I'll be 
able to do.” 

“I don’t think, John, that ever money or the goods 
of this world made a man an’ wife Jove one another 
yet, if they didn’t do it before; but it has often put 
their hearts against one another.” 

“TI agree wid you in that, Ellen; but yon don't 
know how my heart sinks when I think of you an’ my 
own poverty. My poor father, since the strange dis- 
appearance of little Alice, never was able to raise his 
head; and indeed my mother was worse. If the child 
had died, an’ that we knew she slept with ourselves, 
it would be a comfort. But not to know what became 
of her—whether she was drowned or kidnapped— 
that was what crushed their hearts. I must say that 
since IT grew up, we're improvin’; an’ I hope, God 
willin’, now that my father laves the management of 
the farm to myself, we'll still improve more an’ more. 
I hope it for their sakes, but more, if possible, for 
yours. I don’t know what I wouldn't do to make 
you happy, Ellen. If my life would do it, I think 
{ could lay it down to show the love I bear you. 
I could take to the highway and rob for your sake, 
if I thought it would bring me means to make you 
happy.” 

Ellen was touched by his sincerity, as well as by 
the tone of manly sorrow with which he spoke. His 
last words, however, startled her, when she considered 

“ John,” said she, alarmed, “ never, while you have 

life, let me hear a word of that kind out of your lips. 
No—never, for the sake of Heaven above us, breathe 
it, or think of it. But, I'll tell you something, an’ you 
must hear it, an’ bear it too, with patience.” 

“What is it, Ellen? If it’s fair an’ manly, I'll be 
guided by your advice.” 

“ Meehaul has threatened to—to—I mane to say, 
that you mustn't have any quarrel with him, if he 
meets you or provokes you. Will you promise this?” 

“ Meehaul has threatened to strike me, has he? 
An’ I,a Lamh Laudher,am te take a blow from a 
Neil, an’ to thank him, I suppose, for givin’ it.” 

Ellen rose up and stood before him. 
“Lamh Laudher,” said she, “I must now try your 

love for me in earnest. A lie [ cannot tell, no more 
than I can cover the truth. My brother Aas threaten- 
ed to strike you, an’ as I said afore, you must bear it 
for his sister’s sake.” 

“No, dher Chiernah, never. 
beyant what I'm able to bear. Ask me to cut off my 
right hand for your sake, an’ I'll do it. Ask my life, 
an’ U’ll give it: but to ask a Lamh Laudher to bear a 
blow from a Neil—never. What! how could I rise 
my face afiher such a disgrace?) How could I keep 
the country wid a Neil’s blow, like the stamp of a 
thief upen my forehead, an’ me the first of my own 
faction, as your brother is of his. No—never!” 

“ An’ you say you love me, John?” 
“ Betther than ever man loved woman.” 
“No man—you don’t,” she replied, “ if you did, 

you'd give up something for me. You'd bear that for 
my sake, an’ not think it much. I’m beginnin’ to be- 
lieve, Lamh Laudher, that if I was a poor portionless 
girl, it wouldn’t be hard to put me out o’ your thoughts. 
If it was only for my own sake you loved me, you’d 
net refuse me the first request I ever made to you; 
when you know, too, that if [ didn’t think more of you 
than I ought, I'd never make it.” 

“Ellen, would you disgrace me !—Would you wish 
me to bear the mame of a coward? Would you want 
my father to turn me out of the house? Would you 
want my own faction to put their feet upon me, an’ 
drive me from among them?” 

“ John,” she replied, bursting into tears, “ I do know 
that it’s a sore obligation to lay upon you, when every 
thing's taken into account; but if you wouldn’t do this 
for me, who would you do it for? Before Heaven, 
John, I dread a meetin’ between you an’ my brother, 
afther what he tould me; an’ the only way of prevent- 
in’ danger is for you not to strike him. Oh, little you 
know what I have suffered these two days for both 
your sakes! Lamh Laudher Oge, 1 doubt it would be 
well for me if I had never seen your face.” 

“ Any thing undher Heaven but what you want me 
to do, Ellen.” 

“Oh! don’t refuse me this, John. I ask it, as I said, 
for both your sakes, an’ for my own sake. Meehaul 
wouldn’t strike an unresistin’ man. I won't lave you 
till you promise; an’ if that won't do, I'll go on my 
knees an’ ask you for the sake of Heaven above, to 

be guided by me in this.” 
“ Ellen, I'll lave the country to avoid him, if that'll 

plase you.” 
“ No—no—no, John; that doesn’t plase me. Is it 

to lave your father an’ family, an’ you the staff of their 
support? Oh, John, give me your promise—if you do 
love me as you say, give me your promise. Here on 
my two knees I ask it from you, for my sake, for your 
own, and for the sake of God above us! I know Mee- 
haul. If he got a blow from you on my account, he'd 
never forgive it to either you or me.” 

She joined her hands in supplication to him as she 
knelt, and the tears chased each other like rain down 
her cheeks. The solemnity with which she insisted on 

That, Ellen, is goin’ 

the vehement manner in which he uttered them. gaining her point staggered Lamh Laudher not a little. 
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“There must be something undher this,” he replied, 
« that makes you set your heart on it so much. Ellen 
tell me the truth; what is it?” 

“If I loved you less, John, an’ my brother too, I 
wouldn't care so much about it. Remember that I'm 
a woman, an’ on my knees befure you. A blow from 
you would make him take your life or mine, sooner 
than that J should become your wife. You ought to 
know his temper.” 
“You know, Ellen, I can’t at heart refuse you any 

thing, I will not strike your brother.” 
“ You promise, before God, that no provocation will 

make you strike him ?” 
“ That's hard, Ellen; but—well, I do before God, I 

won't—an’ its for your sake I say it. Now get up, 
dear, get up. You have got me to do what no mortal 
livin’ could bring me to but yourself. I suppose that’s 
what made you send Nanse M’Collum tor my staff?” 

“ Nanse M’Collum? When?" 
“Why, a while ago. She tould me a quare enough 

story, or rather no story at all, only that you couldn’t 
come, an’ you could come, an’ I was to give up my 
staff to her by your ordhers ?” 

“ She tould you false, John. I know nothing about 
what you say.” 

“ Well, Ellen,” replied Lamh Laudher, with a firm 
seriousness of manner, “ you have brought me into 
danger I doubt, without knowin’ it. For my own part, 
I don’t care so much. Her unlucky aunt met me 
comin’ here this evenin’, and threatened both our 
family and yours. I know she would sink us into 
the earth if she could. Either she or your brother is 
at the bottom of this business, whatever it is. Your 
brother I dont’ fear; but ske is to be dreaded, if all's 
true that’s said about her.” 

“ No, John—she surely couldn’t have the heart to 
harm you an’ me. Oh, but I’m light now, since you 

did what I wanted you. No harm can come between 
you and Meehaul; for I often heard him say, when 
speakin’ about his faction fights, that no one but a 
coward would strike an unresistin’ man. Now come 
and see me pzst the Pedlar’s Cairn, an’ remember that 
you'll thank me for what I made you do this night. 
Come quickly—lI’ll be missed.” 

They then passed on by a circuitous and retired 
path that led around the orchard, until he had con- 
ducted her in safety beyond the Pedlar’s Cairn, which 
was so called from a heap of stones that had been 
loosely piled together, to mark the spot as the scene of 
a murder, whose history, thus perpetuated by the cus- 
tom of every passenger casting a stone upon the place, 
constituted one of the local traditions of the neighbour- 

hood. 
After a tender good night, given in a truly poetical 

manner under the breaking light of a May moon, he 
found it necessary to retrace his steps by a path which 
wound round the orchard, and terminated in the public 
entrance to the town. Along this suburban street he 
had advanced but a short way, when he found himself 
overtaken and arrested by his bitter and determined 
foe, Meehaul Neil. The connexion between the pro- 
mise that Ellen had extorted from him and this ren- 
counter with her brother flashed upon him forcibly: 
he resolved, however, to be guided by her wishes, and 
with this purpose on his part, the following dialogue 
took place between the heads of the rival factions. 
When we say, however, that Lamh Laudher was the 
head of his party, we beg to be understood as alluding 
only to his personal courage and prowess; for there 
were in it men of far greater wealth and of higher 
respectability, so far as mere wealth could confer the 
latter. 

“Lamh Laudher,” said Meehaul, “whenever a 
Neil speaks to you, you may know it’s not in friendship.” 

“I know that, Meehaul Neil, without hearin’ it 
from you. Speak; what have you to say ?” 

“ There was a time,” observed the other, “ when you 
and I were enemies only because our cleaveens were 
enemies; but now there is, an’ you know it, a blacker 
hatred between us.” 

“I would rather there was not, Meehaul ; for my 
own part, I have no ill-will against either you or 
yours, an’ you know that; so when you talk of hatred, 
spake only for yourself.” 

“Don’t be mane, man,” said Neil; “don’t make 
them that hates you despise you into the bargain.” 

Lamh Laudher turned towards him fiercely, and his 
eye gleamed with passion; but he immediately recol- 
lected himself, and simply said— 

“ What is your business with me this night, Meehaul 
Neil?” 

“You'll know that soon enough—sooner, maybe, 
than you wish. I now ask you to tell me, if you are 
an honest man, where you have been ?” 

“T am as honest, Meehaul, as any man that ever 
carried the name of Neil upon him, an’ yet I won’t tell 
you that, till you show me what right you have to ask 
me.” 

“I.b'lieve you forget that I'm Ellen Neil’s brother - 
now, Lamh Laudher, as her brother, I choose to insist 
on your answerin’ me.” 

“Is it by her wish?” 
‘ Suppose I say it is?” 
“ Ay! but I won’t suppose that, till you lay your 

right hand on your heart, and declare as an honest 
man, that—tut, man—this is nonsense. Meehaul, gu 
home—I would rather there was friendship between 
us.” 

“You were with Ellen this night in the Grassy 
Quarry.” 

“ Are you sure of that ?” 
“I saw you both—I watched you both; you left 

her beyond the Pedlar’s Cairn, an’ you’re now on your 
way home.” 

“ An’ the more mane you, Meehaul, to become a 
spy upon a girl that you know is as pure as the light 
from heaven. You ought to blush for doubtin’ sich a 
sister, or thinkin’ it your duty to watch her as you do.” 
“Lamh Laudher, you say that you’d rather there 

was no ill-will between us.” 
“T say that, God knows, from my heart out.” 
“Then there’s one way that it may be so. Give 

up Ellen; you'll find it for your own interest to do so.” 
“ Show me that, Meehaul.” 
“ Give her up, I say, an’ then I may tell you.” 
“ Meehaul, good night. Go home.” 

They had now entered the principal street of the 
town, and as they proceeded in what appeared to be 
an earnest, perhaps a friendly conversation, many of 
their respective acquaintances, who lounged in the 
moonlight about their doors, were not a little surprised 
at seeing them in close conference. When Lamh 
Laudher wished him good night, he had reached an 
off street which led towards his father’s house, a cir- 
cumstance at which he rejoiced, as it would have been 
the means, he hoped, of terminating a dialogue that 
was irksome to both parties. He found himself, how- 
ever, rather unexpectedly and rudely arrested by his 
companion. 
“We can’t part, Lamh Laudher,” said Meehaul, 

seizing him by the collar, “ till this business is settled 
—I mane till you promise to give my sister up.” 

“Then we must stand here, Meehaul, as long as 
we live—an’ I surely won't do that.” 

“You must give her up, man.” 
“ Must! Is it must from a Neil to a Lamh Laudher? 

You forget yourself, Meehaul: you are rich now, an’ 
I’m poor now; but any old friend can tell you the 
differ between your grandfather an’ mine. Must, in- 
deed.” 

“ Ay; must is the word, I say; an’ I tell you that 
from this spot you won't go till you swear to do it; oz 
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this stick—an’ it’s a good one—will bring you to sub- le eae 

“J have no stick, an’ I suppose I may thank you 
for that.” 

**What do you mane?” said Neil; “ but no matther 
—I don’t want it.” There—to the divil with it;” 
and as he spoke he flung it over the roof of the adjoin- 
ing house. 

“ Now give up my sister, or take the consequence.” 

“ Meehaul, go home I say. You know I don’t fear 
any single man that ever breathed; but, above all men 
on this earth, I wish to avoid a quarrel with you. Do 
you think, in the meantime, that even if I didn’t care 

a straw for your sister, | could be mane enough to let 
myself be bullied out of her by you, or any of your 
faction? Never, Meehaul; so spare your breath an’ 
go home.” 

Several common acquaintances had collected about 
them, who certainly listened to this angry dialogue 
between the two faction-leaders with great interest. 

Both were powerful men, young, strong and muscular. 
Meehaul, of the two, was taller, his height being above 
six feet, his strength, courage, and activity, unquestion- 
ably very great. Lamh Laudher, however, was as 
fine a model of physical strength, just proportion, and 
manly beauty, as ever was created; his arms, in parti- 

cular, were of terrific strength, a physical advantage 
so peculiar to his family as to occasion the epithet by 
which it was known. He had scarcely uttered the 
reply we have written, when Meehaul with his whole 
strength aimed a blow at his stomach, which the other 
so far turned aside, as to bring it higher up on his 
chest. He staggered back, after receiving it, about 
seven or eight yards, but did not fall. His eye lite- 
rally blazed, and for a moment he seemed disposed to 
act under the strong impulse of self-defence. The 
solemnity of his promise to Ellen, however, recurred 
to him in time to restrain his uplifted arm. By a strong 
and sudden effort he endeavoured to compose himse!t. 
and suceeeded. He approached Meehaul, and with 
as much calmness as he could assume, said— 

“ Meehaul, I stand before you, an’ you may strike, 
but I won't retarn your blows; I have rasons for it, 
but I tell you the truth.” 
“You won't fight?” said Meehaul with mingled 

rage and scorn. 
“ No,” replied the other, “ I won't fight you.” 
A murmur of “shame” and “ coward” was heard 

from these who had been drawn together by their 
quarrel. 

“Dher ma chorp,” they exclaimed with astonishment, 
“but Lamh Laudher’s afeard of him!—the garran 
4ane’s in him, now that he finds he has met his match.” 

Fhy, hard fortune to you, Lamh Laudher, will 
you take a blow froma Neil? Are you gvin’ to dix- 
grace your name?” 

“ T avon't fight him,” replied he to whom they spoke, 
and the uncertainty of his manner, was taken for want 
of courage. 

“Then,” said Meehaul, “here, before witnesses, I 

give you the coward, that you may carry the name 
to the last hour of your life.” 

He inflicted, when uttering the words, a blow with 

his open hand on Lamh Laudher’s cheek, afier which 

he desired the spectators to bear witness to what he 
had done. The whole crowd was mute with asto- 
nishment, not a murmur more was heard; but they 
looked upon the two rival champions, and then upon 
each other with amazement. The high-minded young 

man had but one course to pursue. Let the conse- 
quenee be what it might, he could not think for a 
moment of compromising the character of Ellen, nor 
of violating his promise, so solemnly given; with a 
flushed cheek, therefore, and a brow redder even with 

shame than indignation, he left the crowd without 

further recrimination om the subject, his resolution 
might give way under the impetuous resentment which 
he curbed in with such difficulty. 

Meehaul Neil paused and looked afier him, equally 
struck with surprise and contempt at his apparent 
want of spirit. 

“Well,” he exclaimed to those who stood about 
him, “ by the life within me, if all the parish had 
sworn that Lamh Laudher Oge was a coward, I'd not 
’a’ b'lieved them!” 

“ Faix, Misther Neil, who would, no more than 
yourself?” they replied; “ devil the likes of it ever we 
seen! The young fellow that no man could stand 
afore five minutes!” 

“ That is,” replied others, “ bekase he never met a 
man that could fight him. You see when he did, how 
he has turned out. One thing, any how, is clear 
enough—afiher this he can never rise his head while 
he lives.” 

Meehaul now directed his steps homewards, literally 
stunned by the unexpected cowardice of his enemy. 
On approaching his father’s door, he found Nell M’- 
Collum seated on a stone bench, waiting his arrival. 

The moment she espied him she sprang to her feet, 
and with her usual eagerness of manner, caught the 
breast of his coat, and turning him round towards the 
moonlight, looked eagerly into his face. 

“ Weil,” she inquired, “did he show his fire-arms? 
—Eh?—What was done?” 

“Somebody has been making a fool of you, Nell,” 
replied Meehaul; “ he had neither fire-arms nor staff, 
nor any thing else, an’ for my part, I might as well 
have left mine at home.” 

“ Well, but diouel, man, what was done? 
smash him? Did you break his bones?” 

“ None of that Nell, but worse; he's disgraced for 
ever. I struck him, an’ he refused to fight me; he 
hadn’t a hand to raise.” 

“ No, Der Chiernah he had not; an’ he may thank 
Nell M’Collum for that. J put the weakness over 
him. But I’ve not done wid him yet. I'll make that 
family curse the day they crossed Nell M'Collum, if I 
should go down for it. Not that I have any ill-will to 
the boy himself, but the father’s heart’s in him, an’ 
that’s the way Meehaul, I'll punish the man that was 
the means of lavin’ me as I am.” 

“ Nell, the devil’s in your heart,” replied Meehaul, 
“if ever he was in mortal’s. Lave me, woman: I 
can't bear your revengeful spirit, an’ what is more, I 
don’t want you to interfere in this business, good, bad, 
or indifferent. You bring about harm, Nell, but who 
has ever known you to do good?” 

“ Ay! ay!” said the hag, “ that’s the cuckoo song to 
Nell; she does harm, but never does good! Well, may 
my blackest curse wither the man that left Nell to 
hear that, as the kindest word that’s spoke either to 
her or of her! I don’t blame you, Meehaul—l blame 
nobody but Aim for it all. Now, a word of advice 
before you go in; don’t let on to Ellen that you know 
of her meetin’ him this night;—an’ rason good—if she 
thinks you're watchin’ her, she'll be on her guard— 
ay, an’ outdo you in spite of your teeth. She’s a wo- 
man—she’s a woman! Good night, an’ mark him the 

next time betther.” 
Meehaul himself had come to the same determina- 

tion and from the same moiives. 
The consciousness of Lamh Laudher's public dis- 

grace, and of his incapability to repel it, sank deep 
into his heart The blood in his veins became hot 
and feverish, when he reflected upon the scornful and 
degrading insult he had just borne. Soon after his 
return home, his father and moiher both noticed the 
singularly deep bursts of indignant feeling with which 
he appeared to be agitated. For some time they de- 
clined making any inquiry as to its cause; but when 

Did you 

speaking a word, for he feared that by indulging in any they saw at length the big scalding tears of shame and 
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rage start from his flashing eyes, they could no longer 
restrain their concern and curiosity. 

“In the name of heaven, John,” said they, “ what 
has happened to put you into such a slate as you're 
in?” 

“TI can’t tell you,” he replied; “if you knew it, 
you'd blush with burnin’ shame—you'd curse me in 
your heart. For my part, I'd rather be dead fifty 
times over than livin’, afiher what has happened this 
night.” 

« An’ why not tell us, Lamh Laudher?” 
“| can't, father; I couldn't stand upright afore you 

and spake it. I'd sink like a guilty man in your pre- 
sence; an’ except you want to drive me distracted, or 

perjured, don’t ask me another questicn about it. You'll 
hear it too soon. 

“ Well, we must wait,’ said the father, “ but I'm 
sure, John, you'd not do any thing unbecoming a man. 
For my part, I'm not unasy on your account; for ex- 
cept to take an affront from a Neil, there’s nothing you 
would do could shame me.” 

This was a fresh stab to the son’s wounded pride, 
for which he was not prepared. Wiih a stifled groan 
he leaped to his feet, and rushing from the kitchen, 
bolted himself up in his bed-room. 

His parents, after he had withdrawn exchanged 
glances. 

“That went home to him,” said the father, “ an’ 
sure as death, the Neils are in it, whatever it is. But 
by the crass that saved us. if he tuck an affront from 
any of them, widout payin’ them home double, he is no 

son of mine, an’ this roef won't cover him another 
night. Howsomever, we'll see in the mornin’ plase 
God.” 

The mother, who was proud of his courage and 
prowess, scouted with great indignation the idea of 
her son's tamely putting up with an insult from any of 
the opposite faction. 

“Is ithe bear an affront from a Neil! arrah, don’t 
make a fool of yourself, ould man! He'd die sooner 
—I'd stake my life on him.” 

The night advanced, and the family had retired to 
bed ; but their son attempted in vain to sleep. A sense 
of shame overpowered him keenly. He tossed, and 
turned, and groaned at the contemplation of the dis- 
grace which he knew would be heaped on him the 
following day. What was to be done? How was he 
to wipe it off? There was but one method, he be- 
lieved, of getting his hands once more free; that was 
to seek Ellen, and gain her permission to retract his 
oath on that very night. With this purpose he in- 
stantly dressed himself, and quietly unbolting his own 
dvor, and that of the kitchen, got another staff, and 
passed out to scek her father's inn. 

The night had now become dark, but mild and 
agreeable; the repose of man and nature was deep, and 
save his own tumultuous thoughts, every thing breath- 
ed an air of peace and rest. Ata quick but cautious 
pace he soon reached the inn, and without much diffi- 
culty passed into the garden, from which he hoped to 
be able to make himself known to Ellen. In this, to 
his great mortification, he was disappointed, the room 
in which she slept, being on the third story, presented 
a window, it is true, to the garden; but how was he 
to reach it, or hold a dialogue with her, even should 
she recognize him, without being overheard by some 
of the family? All this might have occurred to him 
at home, had he been sufficiently cool fur reflection. 
As it was, the only method of awakening her that he 
could think of was to throw up several handfuls of 
small pebbles against the windows. This he tried 
without any effect. Pebbles sufficiently large to reach 
the window would have broken the glass, so that he 
felt himself compelled to abandon every hope of speak- 
ing to her that night. With lingering and reluctant 
steps he left the garden, and stood for some time before 

the front of the house, leaning against an upright stone, 
called the market cross. Here he had not been more 
than two minutes, when he heard footsteps approach- 
ing, and on looking closely through the darkness, he 
recognized the figure of Nell M’Collum, as it passed 
directly to the kitchen window. Here. the crone 
stopped, peered in, and with caution gave one of the 
panes a gentle tap. This was responded to by one 
much louder from within, and almost immediately the 
door was sofily opened. From thence issued another 
female figure, evidently that of Nanse M’Collum, her 
niece. Both passed down the street in a norihern di- 
rection, and Lamh Laudher, apprehensive that they 
were on no good errand, took off his shoes, lest his 
footsteps might be heard, and dogged them as they 
went along. They spoke little, and that in whispers, 
until they had got clear of the town, when, feeling 
less restraint, the following dialogue occurred between 
them :— 

“Isn't it a quare thing, aunt, that she should come 
back to this place at all?” 

“ Quare enough, but the husband’s comin’ too—he'’s 
to folly her.” 
“He ought to know that he needn’t come here, I 

think.” 
“ Why, you fool, how do you know that? Sure the 

town must pay him fifty guineas if he doesn’t geta 
customer, and that’s worth comin’ for. She must be 
near us by this time. Husht! do you hear a car?” 

They both paused to listen, but no car was audible. 
“1 do not,” replied thé niece; “ but.isn’t it odd that 

he lets her carrythe money, an’ him trates her so 
badly ?” 
“Why would it be odd? Sure, she takes betther 

care of it, and puts it farther than he does. His heart's 
in a farden, the nager.” 

“ Rody an’ the other will soon spare her that throu- 
ble, any way,” replied the niece. “Is there no one 
wid her but the carman ?” 

“Not one—hould your tongue—here’s the gate 
where the same pair was to meet us. Who is this 
stranger that Rody has picked up? I hope he’s the 
thing.” 

“Some red-headed fellow. Rody says he’s honest. 
I’m wonderin’, aunt, what ’ud happen if she’d know 
the place.” 

“She can’t, girshah—an’ what if she does? She 
may know the place, but will the place know her? 
Rody’s friend says the best way is to do for her; an’ 
I’m afeard of her, to tell you the truth—but we'll settle 
that when they come. ‘There now is the gate where 
we'll sit down. Give a cough tll we try if they’re— 
whisht! here they are!” 

The voiees of two men now joined the conversation, 
but in so low a tone, that Lamh Laudher could not 
distinctly hear its purport. 

The road along which they travelled, was craggy, 
and full of ruts, so that a car could be heard in the 
silence of night at a considerable distance. On each 
side the ditches were dry and shallow; and a small 
elder hedge, which extended its branches towards the 
road, affurded Lamh Laudher the obscurity which he 
wanted. With stealthy pace he crept over and sat 
beneath it, determined to witness whatever incident 
might occur, and to take a part in it, if necessary. He 
had scarcely seated himself when the car which they 
expected was heard jolting about half a mile off along 

the way, and the next moment a consultation took 
place in tones so low and guarded, that every attempt 
on his part to catch its purport was unsuccessful. This 
continued with much earnestness, if not warmth, until 
the car came‘within twenty perches of the gate, when 

Nell exclaimed— 
“If you do, you may— but remember J didn’t egg 

you on, or put it into your hearts, at all evints. Maybe 
I have a child myself livin’—far from me—an’ when 
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I think of him, I feel one touch of nature at my heart 
in favour of her still. I’m black enough there as it is.” 
“Make your mind asy,” said one of them, “ you 

won’t have to answer for her.” 
The reply which was given to this could not be 

heard. 
“ Well,” rejoined Nell, “I know that. Her comin’ 

here may not be for my good; but—well take this 
shawl, an’ let the work be quick. The carman must 
be sent back wid sore bones to keep him quiet.” 

The car immediately reached the spot where they 
sat, and as it passed, the two men rushed from the 
gate, stopped the horse, and struck the carman to the 
earth. One of them seized him while down, and 
pressed his throat, so as to prevent him from shouting. 

A single faint shriek escaped the female, who was 
instantly dragged off the car and gagged by the other 
fellow and Nanse M'Collum. 

Lamh Laudher saw there was not a moment to be 
lost. With the speed of lightning he sprung forward, 
and by a single blow, laid him who struggled with the 
carman prostrate. To pass then to the aid of the 
female was only the work of an instant. With equal 
success he struck down the villain with whom she 
was struggling. Such was the rapidity of his motions, 

that he had not yet had time even to speak; nor indeed 
did he wish at all to be recognized in the transaction. 
The carman, finding himself freed from his opponent, 
bounced to his legs, and came to the assistance of his 
charge, whilst Lamh Laudhgr, who had just flung 
Nanse M’Collum into the ditch, regurned in time to 
defend both from a second attack. he contest, how- 
ever, was a short one. The two roffians, finding that 
there was no chance of succeeding, fled across the 
fields; and our humble hero, on looking for Nanse and 

her aunt, discovered that they also had disappeared. 
It is unnecessary to detail the strong terms in which 
the strangers expressed their gratitude to Lamh Laud- 
her 

“ God’s grace be upon you, whoever you are, young 
man!” exclaimed the carman, “ for wid his help an’ 
your own good arm, it’s my downright opinion that 
you saved us from bein’ both robbed an’ murdhered.” 

“I'm of that opinion myself,” replied Lamh Laud- 
her. 

“There is goodness, young man, in the tones of 
your voice,” observed the female; “ we may at least 
ask the name of the person who has saved our lives?” 

“T would rather not have my name mentioned in 
the business,” he replied; “a woman, or a devil I 
think, that [ don't wish to cross or provoke, has had a 
hand in it. I hope you havn't been robbed?” he 
added. 

She assured him, with expressions of deep gratitude, 
that she had not. 

“ Well,” said he, “ as you have neither of you come 
to much harm, I would take it as the greatest favour 
yon could do me, if you'd never mention a word abeut 
it to any one.” 

To this request they agreed with some hesitation. 
Lamh Laudher accompanied them into the town, and 
saw them safely in a decent second rate inn, kept by 
aman named Luke Connor, after which he returned 
to his father’s house, and without undressing, fell into 
a disturbed slumber until morning. 

It is not to be supposed that the circumstances at- 
tending the quarrel between him and Meehaul Neil, 
on the preceding night, would pass off without a more 
than ordinary share of public notice. Their relative 
positions were too well known not to excite an interest 
corresponding with the characters they had borne, as 
the leaders of two bitter and powerful factions: but 
when it became certain that Meehaul Neil had struck 
Lamh Laudher Oge, and that the latter refused to fight 
him, it is impossible to describe the sensation which 
immediately spread through the town and parish. The 

intelligence was first received by O’Rorke’s party with 
incredulity and scorn. It was impossible that he of 
the Strong Hand, who had been proverbial for courage, 
could all at once turn coward, and bear the blow from 
a Neil! But when it was proved beyond the possibi- 

lity of a doubt or misconception, that he received a 

blow tamely before many witnesses, under circum- 
stances of the most degrading insult, the rage of his 
party became incredible. Before ten o'clock the next 
morning his father’s house was crowded with friends 
and relations, anxious to hear the truth from his own 
lips, and all, after having heard it, eager to point out 
to him the only method that remained of wiping away 
his disgrace—namely, to challenge Meehaul Neil. 
His father’s indignation knew no bounds; but the mo- 
ther, on discovering the truth, was not without that 
pride and love which are ever ready to form an apo- 
logy for the failings and errors of an only child. 

“ You may all talk,” she said, “ but if Lamh Laud- 
her Oge didn’t strike him, he had good reasons for it. 
How do you know, an’ bad cess to your tongues, all? 
through other, how Ellen Neil would like him after 
weltin’ her brother? Don’t you think but she has the 
spirit of her faction in her as well as another?” 

This, however, was not listened to. The father 
would hear of no apology for his son’s cowardice but an 
instant challenge. Either that or to be driven from 
his father’s roof were the only alternatives left him. 
“Come out here,” said the old man, for the son had 

not yet left his humble bed-room, “ an’ in presence of 
them that you have brought to shame and disgrace, 
take the only plan that’s left to you, an’ send him a 
challenge.” 

“Father,” said the young man, “I have too much 
of your own blood in me to be afeard of any man— 
but for all that, I neither will nor can fight Meehaul 
Neil.” 

“Very well,” said the father bitterly, “ that’s enough. 
Dher Manim, Oonagh, you're a guilty woman; that 
boy’s no son of mine. If he had my blood in him, he 
couldn't act as he did. Here, you damnable inther- 
loper, the door’s open for you, go out of it, and let me 
never see the branded face of you while you live.” 

The groans of the son were audible from his bed- 
room. 

“ I will go, father,” he replied, “ an’ I hope the day 
will come when you'll all change your opinion of me. 
[ can’t, however, stir out till I send a messenger a mile 
or so out of town.” 

The old man, in the mean time, wept as if his son 
had been dead; his tears, however, were not those of 
sorrow, but of shame and indignation. 

“ How can I help it,” he exclaimed, “ when I think 
of the way that the Neils will clap their wings and 
crow over us! If it was from any other family he 
tuck it so manely, I wouldn't care so much; but from 
them! Oh, Chiernah! it’s too bad! Turn out, you 
villain!” 

A charge of deeper disgrace, however, awaited the 
unhappy young man. The last harsh words of the 
father had scarcely been uttered, when three consta- 
bles came in, and inquired if his son were at home. 

“ He is at home,” said the father, with tears in his 
eyes, “ and I never thought he would bring the blush 
to my face that he did by his conduct last night.” 

“I’m sorry,” said the principal of them, “ for what 
has happened, both on your account and his. Do you 
know this hat?” 

“I do know it,” replied the old man, “ it belongs 
to John. Come out here,” said he—*here’s Tom 
Breen wid your hat.” 
The son left his room, and it was evident from his 

appearance that he had not undressed at all during the 
night. The constables immediately observed these 
circumstances, which they did not fail to interpret to 
his disadvantage. 
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“Here is your hat,” said the man who bore it, 
“one would think you were thravellin’ all night by 
your looks.” 

The son thanked him for his civility, got clean 
stockings, and after arranging his dress, said to his 
father— 

“I’m now ready to go, father, an’ as I can’t do what 
you want me to do, there’s nothing for me but to lave 
the country for a while.” 

“He acknowledged it hitmself,” said the father, 
turning to Breen, “ an’ in that case, how could I let the 
son that shamed me live undher my roof.” 

“ He's the last young man in the county I stand in,” 
said Breen, “ that any one who ever knew him would 
suspect to be guilty of robbery. Upon my soul, Lamh 
Laudher More, I’m both grieved and distressed at it. 

We're come to arrest him,” he added, “ for the robbery 
he committed last night.” 

“ Robbery!" they exclaimed with one voice. 
“ Ay,” said the man, “ robbery, no less—an’ what 

is more, I’m afraid there's little doubt of his guilt. 
Why did he lave his hat at the place where the at- 
tempt was first made? He must come with us.” 

The mother shrieked alond, and clapped her hands 

like a distracted woman; the father’s brow changed 

from the flushed hue of indignation, and became pale 
with apprehension. 

“ Oh! no, no,” he exclaimed ; “ John never did that. 

Some qualm might come over him in the other busi- 
ness, but—no, no—your father knows you're innocent 
of robbery. Yes, John, my blood is in you, and there 
you’re wronged, my son. I know you too well, in spite 
of all I've said to you, to believe that, my true-hearted 
boy.” 

He grasped his son’s hand as he spoke, and his 
mother at the same moment caught him in her arma, 
whilst both sobbed aloud. A strong sense of innate 
dignity expanded the brow of young Lamh Laudher. 
He smiled while his parents wept, although his sym- 
pathy in their sorrow brought a tear at the same time 
to his eye-lids. He declined, however, entering into 
any explanation, and the father proceeded— 

“ Yes! I know you are innocent, John; I can swear 
that you didn’t lave this house from nine o'clock last 
night up to the present minute.” 

“ Father,” said Lamh Laudher, “don’t swear that, 
for it would not be true, although you think it would. 
I was out the greater part of last night.” 

His father’s countenance fel] again, as did those of 
his friends who were present, on hearing what appear- 
ed to be almost an admission of his guilt. 

“Go,” said the old man, “ go; nabours, take him 

with you. If he’s guilty of this, I'll never more look 
upon his face. John, my heart was crushed before, 
but you're likely to break it, out an’ out.” 

Lamh Laudher Oge's deportment, on hearing himself 
charged with robbery, became dogged and sullen. The 
conversation, together with the sympathy and the 
doubt it excited among his friends, he treated with 
silent indignation and scorn. He remembered that on 
the night before, the strange woman assured him she 
had not been robbed, and he felt that the charge was 
exceedingly strange and unaccountable. 

“ Come,” said he, “ the sooner this business is clear- 
ed up, the betther. For my part, I don’t know what 

to make of it; nor do I care much how it goes. I knew 
since yesterday evening, that bad luck was before me, 
at all events, an’ I suppose it must take its coorse, an’ 
that I must bear it.” 

The father had sat down, and now declined uttering 
a single word in vindication of his son. The latter 
looked towards him, when about to pass out, but the 
old man waved his hand with sorrowful impatience, 

and pointed to the door, as intimating a w:sh that he 
should forthwith depart from under his roof. Loaded 

with twofuld disgrace, he left his family and his friends 

accompanied by the constables, to the profound grief 
and astonishment of all who knew him. 

They then conducted him before a Mr. Brookleigh, 
an active magistrate of that day, and a gentleman of 
mild and humane character. 

On reaching Brookleigh Hall, Lamh Laudher found 
the strange woman, Nell M’Collum, Conner’s servant 
maid, and the carman awaiting his arrival. The ma- 
gistrate looked keenly at the prisoner, and immediately 
glanced with an expression of strong disgust at Nel} 
M'Collum. The other female surveyed Lamh Laud- 
her with an interest evidently deep; after which she 
whispered something to Nell, who frowned and shook 
her head, as if dissenting from what she had heard. 
Lamh Laudher, on his part, surveyed the features of 
the female with an earnestness that seemed to absorb 
all sense of his own disgrace and danger. 

“O'Rourke,” said the magistrate, “this is a serious 
charge against you. I trust you may be able effec- 
tually to meet it.” 

“I must wait, your worship, till I hear fully what 
it is first,” replied Lamh Laudher, “afiher that I'm 
not afraid of clearin’ myself from it.” 

The woman then detailed the circumstances of the 
robbery, which it appeared took place at the moment 
her luggage was in the act of being removed to her 
room, after which she added, rather unexpectedly, 
«And now, your worship, I have plainly stated the 
facts; but I must, in conscience, add, that, although 
this woman,” turning to Nell M’Collum, “ is of opinion 
that the yeung man before you has robbed me, yet I 
cannot think he did.” 

“I'll swear, your worship,” said Nell, “that on 
passin’ homewards last night, seein’ a car wid people 
about it, at Luke Connor's door, I stood behind the 
porch, merely to thry if I knew who they wor. I seen 
this Lamh Laudher, wid a small oak box in his hands, 
an’ I'll give my oath that it was open, an’ that he put 
his hand into it, and tuck something out.” 

“ Pray, Nell, how did it happen that you yourself 
were abroad at so unseasonable an hour?” said the 
magistrate. 

“Every one knows that I'm out at quare hours,” 
replied Nell; “I’m not like others. I know where I 
ought to be, at all times; but last night, if your wor- 
ship wishes to hear the truth, | was on my way to 
Andy Murray’s wake; the poor lad that was shepherd 
to the Neils.” 

“ And, pray, Nell,” said his worship, “how did you 
form so sudden an acquaintance with this respectable 

looking woman?” 
“ I knew her for years,” said Nell; “I’ve seen her 

in other parts of the country, often.” 
“ You were more than. an hour with her last night 

—were yeu not?” said his worship. 
“She made me stay wid her,” said Nell, “ bekase 

she was a stranger, an’, of coorse, was glad to see a 

face she knew, afther the fright she got.” 
“ All very natural, Nell; but, in the meantime, she 

might easily have chosen a more respectable associate. 
Have you actually lost the sum of six hundred pounds, 
my good madam?” 

“I have positively lost so much,” replied the wo- 
man, “ together with the certificate of my marriage.” 

“And how did you first become acquainted with 

Nell M'Collum?” he inquired. 
The stranger was silent, and blushed deeply at this 

question; but Nell, with more presence of mind, went 
over to the magistrate, and whispered something which 
caused him to start, look keenly at her, and then at the 
plaintiff. 

“I must have this confirmed by herself,” he said in 
reply to Nell’s disclosure, “ otherwise I shall be much 
more inclined to consider you the thief than O’Rorke, 
whose character has been hitherto unimpeachable and 
above suspicion.” 
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He then beckoned the woman over to his desk, and 
afier having first inquired if she could write, and being 
replied to in the affirmative, he placed a slip of paper 
before her, on which was written—* Is that unhappy 
woman, called Nell M’Collum, your mother?” 

“ Alas! she is, Sir,” replied the female, with a deep 

expression of sorrow. The magistrate then appeared 
satislied. “ Now,” said he, addressing O'Rorke, “ state 
fairly and honesily what you have to say in reply to 
the charge brought against you.” 

“ Please your worship.” said the young man, “ you 
hear the woman say that she brings no charge against 

me, but I can prove, on oath, that Nell M’Collum, 
and her niece, Nanse M’Collum, along with two men 
that J don’t know, except that one was called Rody, 

mei at Franklin's gate, with an intention of robbing, 

an’ it’s my firm belief of murdering, this woman.” 
He then detailed with great earnesiness the inci- 

dents and conversation of the preceding night. 
“Sir,” replicd Nell, with astonishing promptness, 

“I can prove by two witnesses, that no longer ago 
than last night, lic said he would take to the high-road, 
in ordher to get money to enable him to marry Ellen 
Neil. Yes, you villain, Nanse M’Collum heard every 
word that passed between you and her in the Grassy 

Quarry; au’ Ellen, your worship, can prove it too, if 
she’s sent for.” 

This bad little effect on the magistrate, who at no 
time placed any reliance on Nell’s assertions; he im- 
mediately, however, despatched a surnmons fur Nanse 
M'Collum. 

The carman then related all that he knew, every 
word of which strongly corroborated what Lamh Laud- 
her had said. He concluded by declaring it to be his 
opinion that the prisoner was innocent, and added, 
that according to the best of his belief, the box was 
not open when he left it in the plaintiff’s sleeping- 
room above stairs. 

The magistrate again looked keenly and suspicious- 
ly towards Nell. At this stage of the proceedings, 
O’Rorke’s father and mother, accompanicd by some of 
their friends, made their appearance. The old man, 
however, declined to take any part in the vindication 
of his son. He stood sullenly silent, with his arms 
folded and his brows knit, as much in indignation as 
in sorrow. The grief of the mother was louder, for 
she wept andibly. 

Ere the lapse of many minutes, the constable re- 
turned, and stated that Nanse was not to be found. 

“She has not been at her master’s house since 
morning,” he observed, “ and they don’t know where 
she is, or what has become of her.” 

The magistrate immediately despatched two of the 

constables with strict injunctions to secure her if 
possible. 

“In the meantime,” he added, “I will order you, 
Nell M'Collum, to be strictly confined, until I ascer- 
tain whether she can be produced or not. Your haunts 

may be searched with some hope of success, while you 
are in durance; but [ rather think we might seek for 
her in vain, if you were at liberty to regulate her 
motions. I cannot expect,” he added, turning to the 
stranger, “ that you should prosecute one so nearly 
related to you, even if you had proof, which you have 
not; but I am almost certain, that she has been some 
way or other concerned in the robbery. You are a 
modest, interesting woman, and [ regret the loss you 
have sustained. At present there are no grounds for 
committing any of the parties charged with the rob- 
bery. This unhappy woman I commit only as a va- 
grant, until her niece is found, after that we shall 
probably be able io see somewhat farther into this 
strange affair.” 

“Something tells me, Sir,” replied the stranger, 
“ that this young man is as innocent of the robbery as 
the child unborn. It’s not my intention ever to think 

of prosecuting him. What I have done in the matter 
was against my own wishes.” 

“God in heaven bless you for the words!” exclaim- 
ed the parents of O'Rorke, each pressing her hand 
with delight and gratitude. ‘The woman warmly re- 
turned their greetings, but instantly felt her bosom 

heave with an hysierical oppression, under which she 
sank into a state of insensibility. Lamh Laudher More 

and his wife were proceeding to bring her towards the 
door for air, when Nell M’Collum insisted on a prior 
right to render her that service. “ Begone, you ser- 

vant of the devil,’ exclaimed the old man, “ your 

wicked breath is bad about her, or about any one else; 

you won't lay a hand upon her.” 
“ Don’t let her, for heaven's sake;” said his wife ; 

“her eye will kill the woman!” 
« You are not aware,” said the magistrate, “ that this 

woman is her daughter.” 

“ Whose daughter, please your honour?” said the 
old man indignantly. 

“ Nell MColluin’s,” he returned. 

“It’s as false as hell!” rejuined O'Rorke, “ beggin’ 
your honour’s pardon for saying’ so. I mane it's false 
for Nell if she says it. Nell, Sir, never had a dangh- 
ter, an’ she knows that; but she had a son, an’ she 

knows best what became of him.” 
Nell, however, resvived not to be deterred from 

getting the stranger into her own hands. With asio- 
nishing strengih and fury she attempted to drag the 
insensible creature from O'Rorke’s grasp; but the ma- 
gistrate, disgusied at her violence, ordered two of the 
persons present to hold her down. 

At length the woman began to recover. She sob- 
bed aloud, and ‘a copious flood of tears drenched her 
cheeks. Nell ordered her to tear herself from O' Rorke 
and his wife:— 

“Their hands are bad about you,” she exclaimed, 
“and their son has robbed you, Mary. Lave them, I 
say, or it'll be worse for you.” 

The woman paid her no attention ; on the contrary, 
she laid her head upon the bosom of O'Rorke’s wife, 
and wept as if her heart would break. 

“God help me!" she exclaimed with a bitter sense 
of her situation, “I am an unhappy, an’ a heart-broken 
woman! For many a year I have not known what it 
is to have one friendly breast to weep on.” 

She then caught O'Rorke’s hand and kissed it affee- 
tionately, afier which she wept afresh; “ Merciful!’ 
said she—* Oh, how will I ever be able to meet my 
husband! and such a husband! oh, heavens pity me!” 

Both O'Rorke and his wife stood over her in tears. 
The latter bent her head, kissed the stranger, and 
pressed her to her bosom. 
“May Gol bless you!” said O’Rorke himself so- 

lernnly—* trust in Him, fur Me can see justice done 
to you when man fails.” 

The eyes of Nell glared at the group like those of 
an enraged tigress; she stamped ker fect upon the fluor, 
and struck it repeatedly with her stick, as she was in 

the habit of doing, when moved by her strong and 
deadly passions. 

“ You'll suffer for that, Mary,” she exclaimed ; “ and 
as for you, Lamh Landher More, my debt’s not paid t» 
you yet. Your son’s a robber, an’ l'il prove it before 

long; every one knows he’s a coward tuo.” 

Mr. Brookleigh felt that there appeared to be some- 
thing connected with the transactions of the preceding 
night, as well as with some of the persons who had 
come before him, that perplexed him not a little. He 
thought that considering the serious nature of the 
charge preferred against young O'’Rorke, he exbibited 

an apathy under it, that did not altogether argue inno- 
cenee. Some unsettled suspicions entered his mind, 
bat not with sufficient furce to fix with certainty upon 
any of those present, except Nell, and Nanse M’Col- 
lum who had absvonded. If Nell were the woman’s 
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mother, her anxiety to bring the criminal to justice 
appeared very natural. Then, again, young O' Rorke’s 
father, who seemed to know the history of Nell M’Col- 
lum, denied that she ever had a daughter. How 
could ke be certain that she had not, without knowing 
her private life thoroughly? These circumstances 
appeared rather strange, if not altogether ineompre- 
hensible; so much so, indeed, that he thonght it ne- 
cessary before they separated, to speak with O' Rorke's 
family in private. Having expressed a wish to this 
effect, he dismissed the other parties, except Nell, 
whom he intended to keep confined uutil the discovery 
of her niece. 

“ Pray,” said he, to the father of our humble hero, 
“how do youn know, O’Rurke, that Nell M’Collum 
never had a daughter?” 

“Right well, your honour. I knew her since she 

was a child; an’ from that day to this she was never 
six months frum this town atatime. No, no—a son 
she had, but a daughier she never had.” 

“Let me ask you, young man, on what business 

were you abroad last night! I expect you will on- 

swer me candidly ?” 
“I's no matther,” replied young Lamh Laudher 

gloomily, “my character's gone. 1 cannot be worse, 
an’ I will tell no man how I spent it, til I have an 
Opportunity of clearin’ myself.” 

“If you spent it innocently,” returned the magis- 
trate, “you can have no hesitation in making the dis- 
closure we require.” 

“I will not mention it,” said the other; “I was 
disgraced, an’ that is enough. I think but litie of the 
robbery.” 

Brookleigh understood him; but the last assertion, 
though it exonerated him in the opinion of a man who 
knew something about character, went far in that of 
his friends who were present to establish his guilt. 

They then withdrew; and it would have been much 
to young Lamh Laudher’s advantage if this private 
interview had never taken place. 

The next morning O'Rorke and his wife waited 
upon Mr. Brookleigh to siate, that in their opinion it 
would be more judicious to liberate Nell M’‘Collum, 
provided that he kept a strict watch upon all her mo- 

tions. The magistrate instantly admitted both the 
force and ingenuity of the thought; and after having 
appointed three persons to the task of keeping her 
under surveillance, he set her at large. 

This was all judicious and prudent; but ia the 
meantime, common rumour, having first published the 
fact of young Lamh Laudher’s cowardice, found it 
an easy task to associate his name with the rolibery. 
His very father. afier their last conierence with the 
magistrate, doubied him; his friends, in the most sym- 
pathetic terms, expressed their conviction of his guilt, 

and the natural consequences resuliing from this was, 
that he found himself expelled from his paternal roof, 
and absolutely put out of casfe. The tide of ill fame, 
in fact, set in so strongly against him, that Ellen, 
startled as she had been by his threat of taking to the 
highway, doubted him. The poor young man, in 
truth, led a miserable life. Nanse M’Cobluim had not 
been found, and the unfavourab!e rumour was still at 
its height, when one morning the town arose and 
found the dead walls and streets placarded with what 
was in those days kuown as the fatal challenze of the 
DEAD BOXER! 

This method of intimating his arrival had always 
been peculiar to that individual, who was a man of 
colour. No person ever discovered the means by 

which he placarded his dreadful challenge. In an 
age of gross superstition, numerous were the rumours 
and opinions promulgated concerning this circumstance. 
The general impression was, that an evil spirit attend- 
ed him, by whose agency his advertisements were put 

upat night. A law, it is said, then existed, that when 

a pugilist arrived in any town, he might claim the 
right to receive the sum of fifty guineas, provided no 
man in the town could be found to accept his challenge 
within a given period. A champion, if tradition be 
true, had the privilege of fixing only the place, not the 
mode and regulations, of battle. Accordingly the scene 
of contest unilurmly selected by the Dead Boxer was 
the church-yard of the ‘own, beside a new made grave, 
dug at his expense. The epithet of the Dead Boxer 
had been given to him, in consequence of a certain 
fatal stroke by which he had been able to kill every 
antagonist Who cared to meet him; precisely on the 

same principle that we call a fatal marksman a dead 
shot; and the ciurch-yard was selected, and the grave 
prepared, in order to denote the fatality incurred by 
those who entered into a contest with him. He was 
famous, too, 9) 21 letic sports, but was never known 
to commuricive tae secret of the fatal blow; he also 
taught the sword exercise, at Which he was considered 
to be a proficicnt. 

On the morning afer his arrival, the town in which 
we have laid the scene of this legend felt the usual 
impulse of an intcise Curiosity to see so celebrated a 
character. The Dead Boxer, however, appeared to be 
exceeciigiy anxious to gratify this natural propensity. 
He walkes out from the head inn, where he had stop- 
ped, attended by his servant, merely, it would appear, 

io satisfy them as to the very slight chance which the 
stoutest of them had in standing before a man whose 
blow was so fatal, and whose frame so prodigiously 
herculean. 

Twelve o'clock was the hour at which he deemed 
proper to make his appearance, and as it happened 
also to be the market-day of the town, the crowd which 
followed him was unprecedented. ‘The old and young, 
the hale and feeble of both sexes, all rushed out to see, 
with feelings of fear and wonder, the terrible and far- 
famed Dead Boxer. The report of his arrival had 
already spread far and wide into the county, and per- 
sons belonging to every class and rank of life might 
be scen hastening on horseback, and more at full 
speed on foot, that they might, if possible, catch an 
early glimpse of him. The most sporting characters 
among the nobility and gentry of the county, fighting 
peers, fire-eaters, snuff-candle squires, members of 
the hell-fire and jockey-clubs, gaugers, gentlemen 
farmers, bluff yeomen, ‘abourers, cudgel-players, pa- 
rish pugilists, men of renown within a district of ten 

square miles, all jostled each other in hurrying to see, 
and if possible to have speech of, the Dead Boxer. 
Not a word was spoken that day except with reference 
to him, nor a conversation introduced, the topic of 
which was not the Dead Boxer. In the town every 
window was filled with persons straining to get a 
view of him; so were the tops of the houses, the dead 
walls, and all the call-gates, and available eminences 
within sight of the way along which he went.—Hav- 
ing thus perambulated the town, he returned to the 
market-cross, which, as we have said, stood immedi- 

aiely in front of his inn. Here, attended by music, he 
personally published his challenge in a deep and so- 
norous voice, calling upon the corporation in right of 
his championship, to prodace a man in ten clear days 
ready to underiake battle with him as a pugilist, or 
otherwise to pay him the sum of fifty guineas out of 
their proper exchequer. 

Having thus thrown down his gauntlet, the musi- 
cians played a dead march, and there was certainly 
something wild and fearful in the association produced 
by these strains of death and the fatality of encounter- 
ing him. This challenge he repeated at the same 
place and hour during three successive days, after 

which he calmly awaited the result. 
In the meantime, cerlain circumstances came to 

light, which not only developed many cruel and profli- 

gate traits in his disposition, but also enabled the 
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worthy inhabitants of the town to ascertain several 
facts relating to his connexions, which in no small de- 
gree astonished them. The candid and modest fe- 
male whose murder and robbery had been planned by 
Nell M'Collum, resided with him as his wife: at least 
if he did not acknowledge her as such, no person who 
had an opportunity of witnessing her mild and gentle 
deportment, ever for a moment conceived her capable 
of living with him in any other character. His con- 
duct to her, however, was brutal in the extreme, nor 
was his open and unmanly cruelty lessened by the 
misfortune of her having lost the money which he had 
for years accumulated. With Nell M’Collum he was 
also acquainted, for he had given orders that she should 
be admitted to him whenever slie deemed it necessary 
Nell, though now at large, found her motions watched 
with a vigilance which no ingenuity on her part could 

baffle. She knew this, and was resolved by caution 
to overreach those who dogged her so closely. Her 

intimacy with the Dead Boxer threw a shade of still 
deeper mystery around her own character and his— 
Both were supposed to be capable of entering into 
evil communion with supernatural beings, and both, 
of course, were looked upon with fear and hatred, 
modified, to be sure, by the peculiarity of their re- 
spective situations. 

Let not our readers, however, suppose that young 
Lamh Laudher's disgrace was altogether lost in the 
wide-spread fame of the Dead Boxer. His high repu- 
tation fur generous and manly feeling had given him 
too strong a hold upon the hearts of all who knew 
him, to be at once discarded by them, from public con- 

Versation, as an indifferent person. His conduct filled 
them with wonder, it is true ; but, although the gene- 
tal tone of feeling respecting the robbery was decided- 
ly in his favour, yet there still existed among the pub- 
lic, particularly in the faction that was hostile to him, 
enongh of doubt, openly expressed, to render it a duty 

to avoid him ; particularly when this formidable suspi- 
cion was joined to the notorious fact of his cowardice 
in the rencounter with Meehaul Neil. Both subjects 
were, therefore, discussed with, probably, an equal in- 
terest ; but it is quite certain that the rumour of Lamh 

Landher’s cowardice would alono have occasioned 
him, under the peculiar circumstances which drew it 
forth, to be avoided and branded with contumely.— 
There was, in fact, then in existence among the rival 
factions of Ireland, much of the military sense of honour 
which characterizes the British army at this day ; nor 
is this spirit even yet wholly exploded from our hum- 
ble countrymen. Poor Lamh Laudher was, therefvre, 
an exile from his father's house, repulsed and avoided 
by all who had formerly been intimate with him. 

There was another individual, however, who deep- 
ly sympathized in all he felt, because she knew that 
for her sake it had been incurred; we allude to Ellen 
Neil. Since the night of their last interview, she too 
had been scrupulously watched by her relations. But 
what vigilance can surpass the ingenuity of love? Al- 
though her former treacherous confidant had absconded, 
yet the incident of the Dead Boxer's arrival had been 
the means of supplying her witha friend, into whose 
bosom she felt that she could pour out all the anxie- 
ties of her heart. This was no other than the Dead 
Boxer’s wife; and there was this peculiarity in the in- 
terest which she took in Ellen's distresses, that it was 

only a return of the sympathy which Ellen felt in the 
unhappy woman's sufferings. The conduct of her 
husband was indefensible; for while he treated her 
with shameful barbarity, it was evident that his bad 

passions and his judgment were at variance, with re- 
Spect to the estimate which he formed of her character. 
In her honesty he placed every confidence, and per- 
mitted her to manage his money and regulate his ex- 
penses ; but this was merely because her frugality and 
economic habits gratified his parsimony, and fostered 

one of his strongest passions, which was avarice. — 
There was something about this amiable creature that 
won powerfully upon the affections of Ellen Neil; 
and in entrusting her with the secret of her love, she 
felt assured that she had not misplaced it. Their pri- 
vate conversations, therefore, were frequent, and their 
communications unreserved on both sides, so far as 
woman can bestow confidence and friendship on the 
subject of her affections or her duty. This intimacy 
did not long escape the prying eyes of Nell M’Collum, 
who soon took means tu avail herself of it for purposes 
which will shortly become evident. 

It was about the sixth evening after the day on 

which the Dead Boxer had published his challenge, 
that, having noticed Nell from the window as she 
passed the inn, he despatched a waiter with a message 

that she should be sent up to him. Previous to this 
the hag had been several times with his wife,on whom 
she laid serious injunctions never to disclose to her 

husband the relationship between them. The woman 
had never done so, for, in fact, the acknowledgment of 
Nell, as her mother, would have been to any female 
whose feelings had not been made callous by the world, 
a painful and distressing task. Nell was the more 
anxious on this point, as she feared that such a disclo- 
sure would have frustrated her own designs. 

“ Well, granny,” said he, when Nell entered, “ any 

word of the money ?” 
Nell cautiously shut the door, and stood immedi- 

ately fronting him, her hand at some distance from her 
side, supported by her staff, and her gray glittering 
eyes fixed upon him with that malicious look which 

she could never banish from her countenance. 
“The money will come,” she replied, “in good 

time. I’ve a charm near ready that'ill get a clue to it. 
I’m watchin’ him—an’ I’m watched myself—an Ellen's 
watched. He has hardly a house to put his head in; 
but nabocklish! V'll bring you an’ him together—ay, 
dher manim, an’ I’ll make him give you the first blow; 
afther that, if you don’t give him ong, it’s your owa 
fau’t.” 

“Get the money first, granny. 
the blow till it is safe.”’ 

“Won't you?” replied the beldame; “ay, dher 
Creestha, will you, whin you know what I have to tell 
you about him an’—an’—” 

“ And who, granny ?” 
“ Diououl, man, but I’m afeard to tell you, for fraid 

you'd kill me.” ; 
“Tut, Nelly—tI'd not strike an Obeah-woman,” said 

he, laughing. 
“T suspect foul play between him an’—her.” 
“Eh? Fury of hell, no?” 
“ He’s very handsome,” said the other, “ an’ young 

—far younger than you are, by thirteen—” : 
“Go on—go on,” said the Dead Boxer, interrupting 

her, and clenching his fist, while his eyes literally 
glowed like live coals, “go on—I'll murder him; but 
not till—yes, U'll murder him at a blow. I will; but 
no—not till you secure the money first. If I give him 
the blow—THE Box—I might never get it, granny. A 

dead man gives back nothing.” 
“T suspect,” replied Nell, “ that the arraghid-—that 

is the money—is in other hands. Lord presarve us- 

but it’s a wicked world, blackey !” 
“ Where is it?” said the Boxer, with a vehemence 

of manner resembling that of a man who was ready 
to sink to perdition for his wealth. “Devil! and furies' 

where is it?” 
“ Where is it?” said the imperturbable Nell; “ why 

manim a yeah, man, sure you don’t think that J knew 
where it is. I suspect that your landlord's daughter, 
his raal sweetheart, knows something about it; but 
thin, you see, I can prove nothing; I only suspect. We 
must watch an’ wait. You know she wouldn't prose- 
cute him.” , 

I won't give him 
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“We will watch an’ wait—but I'll finish him. Tell 
me, Nell-- fury of hell, woman---can it be possible—- 
no---well, I'll murder him, though; but can it be pos- 
sible that she’s guilty? eh? She wouldn’t prosecute 
him! No, no, she would not!” 

“ She is not worthy of you, blackey. Lord save us! 
Well, throth, I remimber whin you wor in Lord S.---’s; 
you were a fine young man of your colour. I did 
something for the young Lord in my way then, an’ | 
used to say, when I called to see her, that you wor a 
beanty, barrin’ the face. Sure enough, there was no 
lie in that. Well, that was befure you tuck to the 
fightin’; but I'mravin’. Whisper,man. If youdoubt 
what I’m sayin’, watch the north corner of the orchard 
about nine to-night, an’ you'll see a meetin’ between 
her an’ O’Rorke. God be wid you! I must go.” 

“Stop!” said the Boxer; “don’t go; but do geta 
charm for the money.” 

“Good by,” said Nell; “ you a heart wid your mo- 
ney! No, damnho sheery on the charm ever I'll get 
you, till you show more spunk. You! My curse on 
the money, man, when your disgrace is consarned !” 

Nell passed rapidly, and with evident indignation, 
out of the room; nor could any entreaty on the part 
of the Dead Boxer induce her to return and prolong 
the dialogue. 

She had said enough, however, to produce in his 
bosom torments almost equal to those of the damned. 
In several of their preceding dialogues, she had im- 

pressed him with the belief that young Lamh Laudher 
was the person who had robbed his wife; and now, to 
the hatred that originated in a spirit of avarice, she 

.added the deep and deadly one of jealousy. On the 
other hand, the Dead Boxer began to feel the influence 
of Ellen Neil's beauty; and perhaps nothing would 
have given him greater satisfaction than the removal 
of a woman whom he no longer loved, except fur those 
virtues which enabled him to accumulate money.— 
And now, too, had he an equal interest in the removal 
of his double rival, whom, besides, he considered the 
spoliator of his hoarded property. The loss of his 
money certainly stung him to the soul, and caused his 
unfortunate wife to suffer a tenfold degree of persecu- 
tion and misery. When to this we add his sudden pas- 
sion for Ellen Neil, we may easily conceive what she 
must have endured. Nell, at all events, felt satisfied 
that she had shaped the strong passions of her savage 
dupe in the way best calculated to gratify that undy- 
ing spirit of vengeance which she had so long nurtur- 
ed against the family of Lamh Laudher. The Dead 
Boxer, too, was determined to prosecute his amour with 
Ellen Neil, not more to gratify his lawless affection for 
her than his twofuld hatred of Lamh Laudher. 

At length nine o'clock arrived, and the scene must 
change to the northern part of Sheemus Neil's orchard. 
The Dead Boxer threw a cloak around him, and issu- 
ing through the back door of the inn, entered the gar- 
den, which was separated from the orchard only by a 
low clipped hedge of young white-thorn, in the middle 
of which stood a small gate In a moment he was in 
the orchard, and from behind its low wall he perceiv- 
ed a female proceeding to the northern side, muffled 
like himself in a cloak which he immediately recog- 
nized tw be that of his wife. His teeth became lock- 
ed together with the most deadly resentment ; his fea- 
tures twitched with the convulsive spasms of rage, 
and his nostrils were distended as if his victims stood 
already within his grasp. He instantly threw himself 
over the wall, and nothing but the crushing weight of 
his tread could have saved the lives of the two unsus- 
pecting persons before him. Startled, however, by the 
noise of his footsteps, Lamh Laudher turned round to 
observe who it was that followed them, and immedi- 
ately the massy and colossal black, now stripped of his 
cloak—for he had thrown it aside—stood in their pre- 
sence. The female instinctively drew the cloak round 

her face, and Lamh Laudher was about to ask why he 
followed them, when the Boxer approached him in an 
attitude of assault. 

With a calmness almost unparalleled under such 
circumstances, Lamh Laudher desired the female by 
no means to cling to him. 

“If you do,” said he, “I am murdered where I 
stand.” 

“No,” she shrieked, “you shall not. Stand back, 
man; stand back. If you murder him I will take 
care you shall suffer fur it. Stand back. Lamh Laud- 
her never injured you.” 

“Ha!” exclaimed the Boxer, in reply, “why, what 
is this?) Who have we here?” 

Ellen, for it was she, had already thrown back the 
cloak from her features, and stepped ferward between 
them. 

“ Well, I am glad it is you,” said the bliaiek, “and so 
may he be. Come, J shall conduct you home.” 

He caught her arm as he spoke, and drew her over 
to his side like an infant. 
“Come, my pretty girl, come; I will treat you ten- 

derly, and all I shall ask is a kiss in return. Here, 
young fellow,” said he to Lamh Laudher, with a sense 
of bitter triumph, “I will show you that one black kiss 
is worth two while ones.” 

Heavy, hard, and energetic was the blow which the 
Dead Boxer received upon the temple, as the reply of 
Lamh Laudher, and dead was the crash of his tremen- 
dous body on the earth. Ellen looked around her with 
amazement. 

“Come,” said she, seizing her lover's arm, and drag- 
ging him onward; “gracious heaven! I hope you 
havn't killed him. Come, John, the time is short, and 
we must make the most of it. That villain, as I tould 
you before, is a villain. Oh! if you knew it! John,I 
have been the manes of your disgrace and suffering, 
but I am willing to do what [ can to remedy that. In 
your disgrace, Ellen will be ready, in four days from 
this, to hecome your wife. John, come to meet me no 
more. I will send that villain’s innocent wife to your 
aunt Alley’s, where you now live. J didn’t expect to 
see you myself; but I got an opportunity, and besides 
she was too unwell to bring my message, which was 
to let you know what I now tell you.” 

John, ere he replied, looked behind him at the Dead 
Boxer, and appeared as if struck with some sudden 
thought. 

“ He is movin,’” said he, “ an’ on this night I don’t 
wish to meet him again; but yes, Ellen, yes—God 
bless you for the words you've said: but how could 
you for one minute doubt me about the robbery ?” 

“I did not, John—I did not; and if I did, think of 
your own words at our meetin’ in the Quarry ; it was 
but a small suspicion though—no more. No, no; at 
heart | never doubted you.” ° 

“ Ellen,” said John, “hear me. You never will be- 
come my wife till my disgrace is wiped away. I love 
you too well ever to see you blush for your husband. 
My mind’s made up—so say no more. Ay, an’ I tell 
you that to live three months in this state would break 
my heart.” 

“ Poor Jolin!” she exclaimed, as they separated, and 
the words were followed by a gush of tears, “I know 
that there is not one of them, in either of the factions, 
so noble in heart and thought as you are.” 

“I'll prove that soon, Ellen; but never till my name 
is fair and clear, an’ without spot, can you be my wife. 
Good night, dearest. In every thing but that I'll be 
guided by you.” 

They then separated, and immediately the Dead 
Boxer, like adrunken man, went tottering, rather 
crestfallen, towards the inn. On reaching his own 

room, his rage appeared quite ungovernable; he 
stormed, stamped and raved, on reflecting that any 
one was able to knock him down. He called for 
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and ws er with a curse to the waiter, swore | ard banish the iden out of your head; it is mariness.” 
deeply between every sip, and ultimately despatched 
another messenger fur Neil M’Colium. 

“That Obeah woman's playing on me,” he exclaim- 

ed; “because my face is black, she thinks me a fvol. 
Fury of hell! I neither know what she is, nor who the 
other is! But I will know 

“Don’t be too sure of that, 

into the apariment. “ You can say little, 
think little, avourneen, thai 7 not knuw. Asto who 
she is, you needn’t ax; sie won't be long troublin’ 

you ; an’ in regard of myself, ’m what you sce me, 

an’ somethin’ above. tvex nic. Arra, 
diver ma chuirp, man ulive, 1 could lave in one 

might that a boy in his breesiha (smati clotices) 

could bate the marrow e 
“Where did you cue from now, granny 

“From Mr room; she’s sick; that was what pre- 
vented her from meciin’ Lamh Laudher.” 

“Granny, do you 

her—sick of ler.” 

“You know enough about her to satisfy you— 

Wasn't she a beautiful creature when Lady § tuck 
her into the family, an’ reared her until she was fit 
to wait upon herself! Warn't you ihen servant to the 
ould Lord, an’ didn’t [ niake her marry you, something 

against her will, but did it 
That was before ‘ buildin’ churches’ druv 

you take to the fg 

” replied Nell, 
ckey, or 

over an So don 

you 
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too she to see e me. 

you ot vl ol 

trade.’ 
must bring this young fellow across 
woman, de you know what he did? 

cgranny—siruck me senseless 
ng lo kiss his 

the family, an’ mace tin’ 
“Granny, vou 

me. Damnation! 

He knocked me down, 
Fury of hell! Me! Ouly for attempti 

sweetheart!" 
“Ha!” said Nell, bitterly, “ keep that to 

for heaven's sake! Lhker ma chuirp, man, if 
known, his name ‘ud be higher up tian ever. Be my 
sow! any how, thot was the Laudher blow, my 

boy, and what éhat is, is well knowa. The devil curse 

him for it!” 
“ Granny, you must assist me in three things: 

a clue to the mone v3 bring this fellow in my w 

you pro: nised ; and heip me with the landlord ‘'sdaugh- 
ter.” 

“Ts there nothin’ else ?” 
“ What?” 

“ She's sick.” 

“Well, let her die, then—Z don’t care.” 
“in the other things I .will help you,” said Nell ; 

“but you must clear your own way there. I can do 

every thing but fda’. I have a son myseii, an’ my 
hands are tied against blood ull I find him ont. I could 

like to see some people withered, but [ can’t kill.” 
“Well, except her case, we understand one another. 

Good night, then.” 
« You must work (hai for yourself. 
In the 

scarcely any person who heard it couid at first believe 
Ahout twelve o'clock the next day, the house of Lami 

Laudher More was surrounded with an immensi 
crowd, and the whole iown sce med to be in a state o 

peculi lar animai Ps met, sioot 

and eagerly accosted each or 

yourse! 
it was 

iainh 
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Good night!" 
meantime a circumstance occurred which 

on and excit Grou 

her upon some tome tia 

evidently excited equal inicrest and astonishment. 
Lawn Lavupirrcr CGE HAD CHALLENGED ThE DEAD 

Boxer! 
True. On that morning, at an early hour, the pro- 

scribed young man waited pen the Sovereign of the 
town, and requesied to see hin. Immediately al 
his encounter w ack the preceding nigit, ane 
while Ellen Neil off~red to compensate him fo rl 
obloqny she had bronchi upon his name, he fo tthe c 
dreadful resolution of sending hm a chailenge. is 

very few words he stated his intention io the Sovereign 

who looked upon him as insane. 
“ No, no,” repiicd that gentleman,“ go home,O' Roi ke 

know who she is? I’m tired of 
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“ But | say, ges, yes, with great respect to you, sir,” 
observ Lamh Laudher. “I’ve been banished from 
my fatier's house, and treated with scorn by all that 
know me, because they think me acoward. NowIll 

| Jet the » know I'm no coward.” 

gliding | 

} | 

“ Bit you will certainly be killed,” said the Sove- 

reign. 
“Taat'’s to be seen,” observed the young man; “at 

all evenis, I'd as svon be dead as livin’ in disgrace — 

Vil thank you, sir, as the head of the town, to let the 

| black know that Lamh Laudher Oge will fight him.” 
“For heaven's sake, reflect a moment upon the—” 

“ My imiad’s made up to fight,” said the other, inter- 
rupt ng him. “ No power on earth will prevent me, 
sir. So, if you dou’t choese to send the challenge, I'll 
bring it myself.’ 
Tae Sovereign shook his head, as if conscious of 

what the result niust be. 

“That is enough,” said he; “as you are fixed on 
yeur own destruction, the challenge will be given; 
bit E trust you will think better of i.” 

“ Let him kt.ow, if you please,” added Lamh Laud- 
her, “that on to-morrow, at twelve o'clock, we must 

fie ht.” 
‘The magistrate nodded, and Lamh Laudher immedi- 
ly took bis leave. In a short time the intelligence 

read. From the Sovereign it passed to his clerk ; 
irom the clers to the other members of the corpora- 

ui ere an hour, the town was in a blaze with wn; ai 

ih e intelligence, 

‘Did you hear what's reported ?” was the general 
qu estion. 

Lamk Laudher Oge has challenged the Dead Bozer! 

The reader already knows how bitterly public opi- 
nion had set in agaiust oar humble hero; butit would 
be difficult to describe, in terms sufficiently vivid, the 

rapid and powerful re-action which now took place in 
his favour. [Every one pitied him, praised him, re- 
membered his former prowess, and, alter finding some 
palliative for his degrading interview with Meehaul 
Neil, concluded with expressing a firm conviction that 
be had undertaken a fatal task. When the rumonr 
had reached his parents, the blood ran cold in their 
veins, and their natural aflection, now roused into en- 

ergy, grasped at an object that was about to be vio- 
lently removed from it. Their friends and neighbours, 
as we have siated, came to their house for the pnrpese 
of dissuading their son against so rash and terrible an 
ondertaking 

«It mustn't be,” said they ; “for whatever was over 
him wid Meehaul Neil, we know now he’s no coward, 
an’ that’s enough. We mustn't see him beat dead be- 

fore our eyes, at all events. Where is he?” 
“Tle’s at his aunt’s,” replied the father; “undher fhis 

roof he says he will never come, till his fame is clear 
ed. Heavens above! For fim to think of fightin’ a 
man that kills every one he fights wid!” 

‘The mother’s outcries were violent, as were those 
of his female relations, whilst a solemn, and even 
mournful spirit brooded upon the countenances of his 
min jaction. It was resolved that his parents and 

rends should now wait upon him, and, by every ar- 
i and remonstrance in their power, endeavor to 

it 

mmen 
chance the rashness of his purpose. 
The voung man received them with a ‘kind, but 

somewhat of a sorrowful spirit. The fhiher uncover- 

d, and wiih his grav leaks fiowing dewn upen his 
-houlders, approached him, extended his hand, and 

vith an infirm voice eaid: 
“Give me your hand, John. You're welcome bo 

you r father’s heart an’ your father's roof once more.’ 

‘he son put his arms across his breast, and bowed 
his head respectfully, but declined receiving his fa- 

ther’s hand 
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“Not, father ; father dear; not tili my name is clear- 

« John,” said the old man, now in tears, “ will you 
refuse me? You are my only son, my only child, an’ 
I cannot lose you. Your name is cleared.” 

“ Father,” said the son, “I’ve sworn! it's now too 
Jate. My heart, father, has been crushed by what has 
happened lately. { found little charity among my 
friends. I say cannot change my mind, for I've sworn 
to fight him. And even if I had not sworn, I couldn’t, 
as a man, but do it, for he has insulted them that | 
love better than my own life. I knew that you would 
want to persuade me against what I’m doin’; an’ that 
wag why I bound myself this mornin’ by an oath.” 

The mother, who had been detained a few minutes 
behind them, now entered, and on hearing that he had 
refused to decline the battle, exclaimed : 

“ Who says that Lamh Laudher Oge won't obey his 
mother?) Who dare say it? Wasn't he ever an’ al- 
ways an obadient son to me an’ his father? I won't 

believe that lie of my boy, no more than I ever be- 
lieved a word of what was sed against him. Shawn 
Oge, aroon, you won't refuse me, avillish. What ’ud 
become of me, avick ma chree, if you fight him? Would 
you have the mother’s heart broken, an’ our roof child- 
Jess allout? We lost one as it is—the daughter of our 
heart is gone, an’ we don’t know how—an’ now is 
your father an’ me to lie down an’ die in desolation 
widout a chiid to shed a tear over us, or to put up one 
prayer for our happiness?” 

The young man’s eyes filled with tears; but his 
check reddened, and he dashed them hastily aside. 

“ No, my boy, my glorious boy, won't refuse to save 
his mother's heart from breakin’; ay, and his gray 
hair’d father’s too; he won't kill us both; my boy 
won't; nor send us to the grave before our time!” 

“ Mother,” said he, “if I could [—Oh! no, no— 
Now, it’s tuo late—if I didn’t fight him, I'd be a per- 
jured man. You know,” he added, smiling, “ there's 

something in a Lamh Laudher’s blow, as well as the 

Dead Boxer’s. Isn't it said, that a Lamh Laudher 
needn't strike two blows, when he sends his strength 
with one.” 

He stretched out his powerful arm, as he spoke, with 
a degree of pride not unbecoming his youth, spirit, and 
amazing strength and activity. 

“Do uot,” he added, * either vex me, or sink my 
spirits. I'msworn,an’ I'll fighthim. That’s my mind, 
and it will not change.” 

The whole party felt, by the energy and decision 
with which he pronounced the last words, that he was 
immovable. His resolution filled them with melan- 
choly, and an absolute sense of death. They left him, 
therefore, in silence, with the exception of his parents, 

whose grief was bitter and excessive. 
When the Dead Boxer heard that he had been chal- 

lenged, he felt more chagrin than satisfaction, for his 

avarice was disappointed; but when he understood 
from those members of the corporation who waited on 
him, that Lamh Laudher was the challenger, the livid 
fire of mingled rage and triumph which blazed in his 
large bioud-shot eyes absvluicly frightened the worthy 
burghers. 

“i'm glad of that,” said he—* here, Joe, I desire 

you to go and get a coffin made, six feet long and pro- 

perly wide—we will give him rovr enough; tchee! 
tehee! tchee!—ah! tchee! tchee! tchee! i'm glad, 

gentlemen.—errz! agh! tchee! tchee! I’m glad, £m 
glad.” 

In this manner did he indulge in the wild and un- 
couth glee of a savage as ferocious as he was powerful. 

“We have a quare proverb here, Misther Black.” 
said one of the worthy burghers, * that, by my sowl, 
may be you never heard !” 

“'Tehee! tchee! agh! What is that?” said the box- 
er, showing his white teeth and blubber lips in a furi- 

ous grin, whilst the eyes which he fastened on the 
poor burgher blazed up once more, as if he was about 
to annihilate bim. 

“ What is it, sar?” 
“ Faith,” said the burgher, making towards the door, 

“T'll tell you that when I’m on the safe side o’ the 
room—devil a haporth, barrin’ that neither you nor 
any man ought to reckon your chickens before they 
are haiched. Make money of that ;” and afier having 
discharged this pleasantry at the black, the worthy 
burgher made a hasty exit down stairs, followed at a 
more dignified pace by his companions. 

The Dead Boxer, in preparing for battle, observed a 
series of forms peculiar to himself, which were cer- 
tainly of an appalling character. As a proof that the 
challenge was accepted, he ordered a black flag, which 
he carried about with him, to wave from a window of 
the inn, a circumstance which thrilled all who saw it 
with an awful certainty of Lamh Laudher’s death— 

He then gave orders for the drums to be beaten, and 
a dead march to be played befvre him, whilst he walk- 
ed up the town and back, conversing occasionally with 
some of those who immediately surrounded him. When 
he arrived nearly opposite the market- house, some per- 
son pointed out to him a small hut that’ stood in a si- 
tuation isolated from the other houses of the street. 

“ There,” added his informant, “is the house where 
Lami: Laudher Oge’s aunt lives, and where he himself 
has lived since he lefi his father's.” 
“Ah!” said the black, pausing, 

you think?” 
One of the crowd immediately inquired, and replied 

to him in the affirmative. 
“ Will any of you,” continued the boxer, “ bring me 

over a halfhundred weight from the market crane? I 
will show this fellow what a poor chance he has. If 
he is so strong in the arm and active as is reported, I 
desire he will imitate me. Let the musicstop a moment.” 

The crowd was now on tiptoe, and all necks were 
stretched over the shoulders of those who stood before 

them, in order to see, if possible, what the feat could 
be which he intended to perform. Having received 
the half hundred weight from the hands of the man 
who brought it, he approached the widow’s cottage, 
and sent in a person to apprize Lamk Laudher of his 
intention to throw it over the house, and to request 
that he would witness this proof of his strength. Lamh 
Laudher delayed a few minutes, and the Dead Boxer 
stood in the now silent crowd, awaiting his appearance, 
when accidentally glancing into the dour, he started as 
if stung by a serpent. A flash and a glare of his fierce 

blazing eyes followed. 
“Ta! damnation! true as hell!” he exclaimed, “ she’s 

with him! Ha!—the Obeah woman was right—the 

Obeah woman was right. Guilt, guilt, guilt! Ha!” 
With terror and fury upon his huge dark features, 

he advanced a step or two into the cottage, and in @ 
voice that resenibled the under-grow! of an enraged 
bull, said to his wife, fur it was she: “ You will never 
repeat this—I am aware of you; I know you now! 
Fury! prepare yourself; IsaysotosoTi. Ha!” Nei- 
ther she nor Lamh Laudher had an opportunity of re- 
plying to hin, for he ran in a mood perfecily savage to 
the half-hundred weight, which he «aught by the ring, 
whirled it round him two or three times, and, to the 
amaz ‘rent of the thousands who were crowded about 
him, flung it over the roof of the cottage. 

Lemh Laudher had just fefi the cabin in time to 
witncss the feat, as well as to observe more closely the 
terrife being in his fall strength and fury, with whom 
he was to wege battle on the fullowing day. Those 
who wa'ched his countenance, observed that it blanch- 
ed for a moment, and that the colour came and went 

upon his cheek. . 
“Now, young fellow,” said the boxer, “get behind 

the cabin and throw back the weight.” 

“is he within, do 
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Lamh Laudher hesitated, but ultimately was pro- 
ceeding to make the attempt, when a voice from the 
crowd, in tones that were evidently disguised, shouted 

“ Don’t be a fool, young man; husband your strength, 
for you will want it.” 

The Dead Boxer started again: “Ha!” he exclaimed, 
after listening acutely, “ fury of hell! are you there? 
ha! I'll grasp you yet, though.” 

The young man, however, felt the propriety of this 
friendly caution. “The person who spoke is right,” 
said he, “ whoever he is. I will husband my strength,” 
and he passed again into the cabin. 

The boxer’s countenance exhibited dark and flitting 
shadows of rage. That which in a European cheek 
would have been the redness of deep resentment, ap- 
peared on his, as the scarlet blood struggled with the 
gloomy hne of his complexion, rather like a tincture 
that seemed to borrow its character more from the 
darkness of his soul, than from the colour of his skin. 
His brow, black and lowering as a thunder-cloud, hung 
fearfully over his eyes, which he turned upon Lamh 
Laudher when he entered the hut, as if he could have 
struck him dead with a look. Having desired the 
drums to beat, and the dead march to be resumed, he 
proceeded along the streets until he arrived at the inn, 
from the front of which the dismal flag of death flap- 
ped slowly and heavily in the breeze. At this mo- 
ment the death-bell of the town church tolled, and 
the sexton of the parish bustled through the crowd to 
inform him that the grave which he had ordered to be 
made was ready. 

The solemnity of these preparations, joined to the 
almost super-human proof of bodily strength which he 
had just given, depressed every heart, when his young 
and generous adversary was contrasted with him.— 
Deep sorrow for the fate of Lamh Laudher prevailed 
throughout the town: the old men sighed at the folly 
of his rash and fatal obstinacy, and the females shed 
tears at the sacrifice of one whom all had loved. From 
the inn, hundreds of the crowd rushed to the church- 
yard, where they surveyed the newly made grave with 
shudderings and wonder at the strangeness of the events 
which had occurred in the course of the day. The 
death music, the muffled drums, the black flag, the 
mournful tolling of the sullen bell, together with the 
deep grave that lay open before them, appeared rather 
to resemble the fearful pageant of a gloomy dream, 
than the reality of incidents that actually passed be- 
fore their eyes. Those who came to see the grave 
departed with heaviness and a sad foreboding of what 
was about to happen ; but fresh crowds kept pouring 
towards it for the remainder of the day, until the dusky 
shades of a summer night drove them to their own 

hearths, and left the church-yard silent. 
The appearance of the Dead Boxer's wife in the 

house where Lamh Laudher resided, confirmed, in its 
worst sense, that which Nell M’Collum had suggested 
tohim. It is unnecessary to describe the desolating 
sweep of passion which a man, who, like him, was 
the slave of strong resentments, must have suffered. 
Tt was not only from motives o@avarice and a natural 

love of victory, that he felt anxious to fight; to these 
was now added a dreadful certainty that Larah Laud- 
her was the man in existence who had inflicted on him 
an injury, for which nothing but the pleasure of crush- 
ing him to atoms with his own hands could atone.— 
The approaching battle, therefore, with his direst ene- 
my, was looked upon by the Dead Boxer as an oppor- 
tunity of glutting his revenge. When the crowd had 
dispersed, he called a waiter, and desired him to in- 
quire if his wife had returned. The man retired 
to ascertain, and the Boxer walked backwards 
and forwards in a state of mind easily conceived, mut- 
tering curses and vows of vehgeance against her and 

Lamh Laudher. After some minutes he was informed 
that she had not returned, upon which | e gave orders 

that on the very instant of her appearance at the inn, 
she should be sent tohim. ‘The waiter’s story, in this 
instance was incorrect; but the wife’s apprehension of 
his violence, overcame every other consideration, 
and she resolved, fur some time, to avoid him. He 
had, in fact, on more than one occasion, openly avowed 
his jealousy of her and O’Rorke, and that in a manner 
which made the unhappy woman tremble for her life. 
She felt, therefore, from what had just occurred at 
Widow Rorke’s cabin, that she must separate herself 
from him, especially as he was susceptible neither of 
reason nor remonstrance. Every thing conspired to 
keep his bad passions in a state of tumult. Nell 
M'Collum, whom he wished to consult once more 
upon the recovery of his money, could not be found. 
This, too, galled him ; for avarice, except during the 
whirlwind of jealousy, was the basis of his character 
—the predominant passion of his heart. After cool- 
ing a little, he called for his servant, who had been in 
the habit of acting for him in the capacity of second, 
and began, with his assistance, to make preparations 
for to-morrow's battle. 

Nothing now could exceed the sympathy which was 
felt for young Lamh Laudher, yet, except among his 
immediate friends, there was little exertion made to 
prevent him from accelerating his own fate. So true 
is it that public feeling scruples not to gratify its ap- 
petite fur excitement, even at the risk or actual cost of 
human life. His parents and relations mourned him 
as if he had been already dead. The grief of his mo- 
ther had literally broken down her voice so much, that 
from hoarseness, she was almost unintelligible. His 
aged father sat and wept like a child; and it was in 
vain that any of their friends attempted to console 

| them. During the latter part of the day, every me- 
| lancholy stroke of the death-bell, pierced their hearts ; 
| the dead march, too, and the black flag waving, as if 
in triumph over the lifeless body of their only son, the 

| principal support of their declining years, filled them 
| with a gloom and terror, which death, in its common 
shape, would not have inspired. This savage pageant 

| on the part of the Dead Boxer, besides being calculat- 
| ed to daunt the heart of any man who might accept 
| his challenge, was a cruel mockery of the solemnities 
| of death. In this instance it produced such a sensa- 
| tion as never had been felt in that part of the country. 
An uneasy feeling of wild romance, mingled with ap- 
prehension, curiosity, fear, and amazement, all conspir- 
ed to work upon the imaginations of a people in 
whom that quality is exuberant, until the general ex- 

| citement became absolutely painful. 

who felt more profound regret for having been the oc- 
casion of his disgrace, and consequently of the fate to 
which he had exposed him, than Meehaul Neil. In 
the course of that day he sent his father to old Lamh 
Laudher, to know if young O'Rorke would grant him 
an interview, the object of which was to dissuade him 

against the battle. 
“Tell him,” said the latter, with a composure still 

tinged with a sorrowful spirit, “ that I will not see him 
to-day. To-morrow I may, and if I don’t, tell him that 
for his sister's sake, he has my forgiveness.” 

The introduction of the daughter's name shortened 
the father’s visit, who left him in silence. 

Ellen, however, had struggles to endure which 
pressed upon her heart with an anguish bitter in pro- 
poriion to the secrecy rendered necessary by the dread 
of her relations. From the moment she heard of Lamh 
Laudher's challenge, and saw the funeral appendages 
with which the Dead Boxer had darkened the prepa- 
rations for the fight, she felt her heart sink, from acon 
sciousness that she had been indiractly the murderess 
of her lover. Her countenance became ghastly pale, 

and her frame was seized with a tremor which she 
could hardly conceal. She would have been glad to 

Perhaps there was not one among his nearest friends \ 

= of oo oe 
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have shed tears, but tears were denied her. Except 
the Boxer’s wife, there was none tg whom she could 
disclose her misery ; but, alas! fur once, that amiable 
creature was incapable of affording her consolation — 
She, herself felt distress resulting both from the chal- 
lenge and her husband's jealousy, almost equal to that 

of Ellen. 
“ 1 know not how it is,” said she, “ but I cannot ac- 

count for the interest I feel in that young man. Yet, 
surely, it is natural, when we consider that I owe my 
life to him. Still, independently of that, I never heard 
his voice, that it did not fall upon my heart like the 
voice of a friend. We must, if possible, change his 
mind,” she added, wiping away her tears, “ for 1 know 
that if he fights that terrible man, he will be killed.” 

At Ellen’s request, she consented to see Lamh Laud- 
her, with a view of entreating him, in her name, to 
decline the fight. Nor were her own solicitations less 
urgent. With tears and grief which could not be af- 
fected, she besought him not to rush upon certain death 
—said that Ellen could not survive it—pleaded the 
claims of his aged parents, and left no argument un- 
touched that could apply to his situation and conduct. 
Lamh Laudher, however, was inexorable, and she re- 
linquished an attempt that she felt to be ineffectual — 
The direction of her husband’s attention so unexpect- 
edly to Widow Rorke’s cabin, at that moment, and his 
discovery of her interview with Lamh Laudher, deter- 
mined her, previously acquainted as she had been with 
his jealousy, to keep out of his reach, until some satis- 
factory explanation could be given. Ellen, however, 
could not rest ; her grief had so completely overborne 
all other considerations, that she cared little, now, 
whether her friends perceived itor not. On one thing 
she was fixed, and that was to prevent Lamh Laudher 
from encountering the Dead Boxer. With this purpose 
she wrapped herself in a cloak about ten o’clock, and 
‘careless whether she was observed or not, went direct- 
ly towards his aunt’s house. About two-thirds of the 
way had probably been traversed, when a man, wrap- 
ped up in a cloak, like herself, accosted her in a low 
voice, not much above a whisper : 

“ Miss Neil,” said he, “I don’t think it would be 
hard to guess where you are going.” 

“ Who are you that asks?” said Ellen. 
“No matter; but if you happen to see young O’Rorke 

to-night, I have a message to send him that may serve 
him.” 

“ Who are you ?” again inquired Ellen. 
“One that cautions you to beware of the Dead Box- 

er, one that pities and respects his unfortunate wife, 
and one who, as I said, can serve O'Rorke.” 

“For God's sake, then, if you can, be quick ; for 
there’s little time to be lost ;” said Ellen. 

“Give him this message,” replied the man, and he 
whispered half a dozen words into her ear. 

“Is that true?” she asked him, “ and may he depend 
on it?” 

“ He may, as there’sa God above me. Good night!” 
He passed on at a rapid pace. 

When Ellen entered his aunt’s humble cabin, Zamh 
Laudher had just risen from his knees. Devotion, or 
piety if you will, as it is in many cases, though undi- 
rected by knowledge, may be frequently found among 
the peasantry associated with objects that would ap- 
pear to have but little connexion with it. When he 
saw her he exclaimed with something like disappoint- 
ment: 

“Ah! Ellen, dear, why did you come? I would 
rather you hadn't crossed me now, darling.” 

His manner was marked by the same melancholy 
sedateness which we have already described. He 
knew the position in which he stood, and did not at- 
tempt to disguise what he felt. His apparent depres- 
sion, however, had a dreadful effect upon Ellen, who 

sat down on a stool, and threw back the hood of her 
N 

cloak ; but the aunt placed a little circular arm chair 
for her somewhat nearer the fire. She declined it in 
a manner that argued something like incoherence, 
which occasioned O’Rorke to glance at her more earn- 
esily. He started, on observing the wild lustre of her 
eye, and the wo-begone paleness of her cheek. 

“Ellen,” said he, “how is this? Has any thing 
frightened you? Merciful mother! aunt, look at her?” 

The distracted girl sank before him on her knees, 
locked her hands together, and while her eyes sparkled 
with an unsettled light, exclaimed : 

“John !—John!—Lamh Landher Oge—forgive me, 
before you die! 1 have murdered you!” 

“Elien, love, Ellen——” 
“Do you forgive me? dc you? Your blood is upon 

me, Lamh Laudher Oge !” 
“Heavens above! Aunt, she’s turned! Do I for- 

give you, my heart’s own treasure? How did you 
ever offend me, my darling? You know you uever 
did. But if you ever did, my own Ellen, I do forgive 
you.” 
“But J murdered you—and that was because my 

brother said he would do it—an’ I got afraid, John, 
that he might do you harm, an’ afraid to tell you too— 
an’—an’—so you promise me you won't fight the Dead 
Boxer? Thank God! thank God! then your blood 
will not be upon me.” 

“ Aunt, she’s lost,” he exclaimed, “ the brain of my 
colleen dhas is turned !" 

“John, won't you save me from the Dead Boxer ? 
There's nobody able to do it but you, Lamh Laudher 
Oge !” 

“ Aunt, aunt, my girl’s destroyed,” said John “her 
heart's broke! Ellen!” 

“ But to-morrow, John—to-morrow—sure you won't 
fight him to-morrow? If you do—if you do—he’ll 
kill you—an’ "twas I that—ihat—” 

O’Rorke had not thought of raising her from the 
posture in which she addressed him, so completely had 
he been overcome by the frantic vehemence of her 
manner. He now snatched her up, and placed her 
in the little arm chair alluded to, but she had scarce- 
ly been seated in it, when her hands became clenched, 
her head sank, and the heavy burthen of her sorrows 
was forgotten in a long fit of insensibility. 

Lamh Laudher's distraction and alarm prevented 
him from rendering her much assistance; but the aunt 
was more cool, and succeeded, with considerable diffi- 
culty, in restoring her to life. The tears burst in thick 
showers from her eye-lids, she drew her breath vehe- 
menily and rapidly, and, after looking wildly around 
her, indulged in that natural grief which relieves the 
heart by tears. In a short time she became composed, 
and was able to talk collectedly and rationally. 

This, indeed, was the severest trial that Lamh Laud- 
her had yet sustained. With all the force of an affec- 
tion as strong and tender as it was enduring and disin- 
terested, she urged him to relinquish his determina- 
tion to meet the Dead Boxer on the following day,— 
John soothed her, chid her, and even bantered her, as 
a cowardly girl, unworthy of being the sister of Mee- 
haul Neil, but to her, as to all who had attempted to 
change his purpose, he was immovable. No—the 
sense of his disgrace had sunk too deeply into his heart, 
and the random allusions, just made by Ellen herself, 
to the Dead Boxer’s villany, but the more inflamed his 
resentment against him. 

On finding his resolution irrevocable, she communi- 
cated to him in a whisper the message which the 
stranger had sent him. Lamh Laudher, after having 
heard it, raised his arm rapidly, and his eye gleamed 
with something like the exultation of a man who has 
discovered a secret that he had been intensely anxious 
to learn. Ellen could now delay no longer, and their 
separation resembled that of persons who never ex- 

pect to meet again. If Lamh Laudher could at this 
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moment have affected even a show of cheerfulness, in 
spite of Ellen’s depression it would have given her 
great relief. Still, on her part, their parting was a 
scene of agony and distress which no description could 
reach; and, on his, it was sorrowful and tender; for 
neither felt certain that they would ever behold each 
other in life again. 

A dark sunless morning opened the eventful day of 
this fearful battle. Gloom and melancholy breathed 
a sad spirit over the town and adjacent country. A 
sullen breeze was abroad, and black clouds drifted 
slowly along the heavy sky. The Dead Boxer again 
had recourse to his pageantries of death. The funeral 
bell tolled heavily during the whole morning, and the 
black flag flapped more dismally in the sluggish blast 
than before. At an early hour the town began to fill 
with myriads of people. Carriages and cars, horse- 
men and pedestrians, all thronged in one promiscuous 
stream towards the scene of interest. A dense multi- 
tude stood before the inn, looking with horror on the 
death flag, and watching for a glimpse of the fatal 
champion. From this place hundreds of them passed 
to the house of Lamh Laudher More, and on hearing 
that the son resided in his aunt's they hurried towards 
her cabin to gratify themselves with a sight of the 
man who dared to wage battle with the Dead Boxer. 
From this cabin, as on the day before, they went to 
the church-yard, where a platform had been already 
erected beside the grave. Against the railings of the 
platform stood the black coffin intended for Lamh 
Laudher, decorated with black ribands that fluttered 
gloomily in the blast. The sight of this, and of the 
grave, completed the wonder and dread which they 
felt. As every fresh mass of the crowd arrived, low 
murmurs escaped them, they raised their heads and 
eyes exclaiming : 

“Poor Lamh Laudher! God be merciful to him!” 
As the morning advanced, O’Rorke’s faction, as a 

proof that they were determined to consider the death 
of their leader as murder, dressed themselves in red 
ribands, a custom occasionally observed in Ireland 
even now, at the funerals of those who have been 
murdered. ‘Their appearance passing to and fro 
amorg the crowd, made the scene, with all its associa- 
tions, absolutely terrible. About eleven o clock they 
went in a body to widow Rorke’s, for the purpose of 
once more attempting to di Je him against the fight. 
Here a most unexpected intelligence awaited them ; 
Lamu Laupwer OGE HAD DISAPPEARED. The aunt 
stated that he had left the house, with a strange man, 
early that morning, and that he had not returned. Ere 
many minutes the rumour was in every part of the 
town, and strong disappointment was felt and expressed 
against him in several round oaths, by the multitude 
in general. His father, however, declared his convic- 
tion that his son would not shrink from what he had 
undertaken, and he who had not long before banished 
him for cowardice, now wept for his courage. At the 
old man’s suggestion, his friends still adhered to their 
resvlution of walking to the scene of conflict in a 
body. 

At twenty minutes to twelve o'clock, the black flag 
was removed from the inn window, the muffled drums 
beat, and the music played the same dead march as 
on the days of uttering the challenge. In a few mi- 
nutes the Dead Boxer, accompanied by some of the 
neighbouring gentry, made his appearance, preceded 
by the flag. From another point, the faction of Lamh 
Laudher fluttering in blood-red ribands, marched at a 
solemn pace towards the church-yard. On arriving op- 
posite his aunt's the mother wept aloud, and with one 
voice all the females who accompanied her, raised the 
Irish funeral cry. In this manner, surrounded by all 
the solemn emblems of death, where none was dead, 
they slowly advanced until they reached the platform. 
The Dead Boxer, attended by his own servant, as se- 

cond, now ascended the stage, where he stood for a 
few minutes, until gis repeater struck twelve. That 
moment he began to strip, which having done, he ad- 

vanced to the middle of the stage, and in a deep voice 
required the authorities of the town to produce their 
champion. To this no answer was returned, for not 
a man of them could account for the disappearance of 
Lamh Laudher. A wavy motion, such as passes over 
the forest top under a low blast, stirred the whole 
multitude: this was the result of many feelings, but 
that which prevailed amongst them was disappoint- 

ment. A second time the Dead Boxer repeated the 
words, but except the stir and hum which we have 
described, there was not a voice heard in reply. Lamh 
Laudher’s very friends now felt mortified, and the de- 
caying spirit of the Lamh Laudher More rallied for a 
moment. His vvice alone was heard above the dead 
silence. 

“ He will come, black,” said he, “ my son will come ; 
and I would now rather see him dead than that he 
should fear to be a man.” 

He had scarcely spoken, when a loud cheer, which 
came rapidly onward, was heard outside the church- 
yard. A motion and a violent thrusting aside, accom- 
panied by a second shout—* He’s here!’ gave intima- 
tion of his approach. In about a minute, to the mani- 
fest delight of all present, young Lamh Laudher, be- 
smeared with blood, leaped upon the platform. He 
looked gratefully at the crowd, and in order to pre- 
vent perplexing inquiries, simply said : 

“Don't be alarmed—I had a slight accident; but 
I'm not the worse of it.” 

The cheers of the multitude were now enough to 
awaken the dead beneath them ; and when they had 
ceased, his father cried out: 

“ God support you, boy—you’re my true son, an’ I 
know you'll show them what the Lamh Laudher blood 
an’ the Lamh Laudher blow is.” 

The young man looked about him for a moment, 
and appeared perplexed. 

“I’m here alone,” said he; “is there any among 
you that will second me?” 

Hundreds immediately volunteered this office ; but 
there was one who immediately sprung upon the stage, 
to the no small surprise of all present—it was Mee- 
haul Neil. He approached Lamh Laudher and ex- 
tended his hand, which was received with cordiality. 

“ Meehaul,” said O’Rorke, “I thank you for this!” 
“ Do not,” replied the other; “ no man has such a 

right to stand by you now as I have. I never knew 
tll this mornin’ why you didn’t strike me the last night 
we met.” 

The Dead Boxer stood with his arms folded, some- 
times looking upon the crowd, and occasionally glaring 
at his young and fearless antagonist. The latter im- 
mediately stripped, and when he stood out erect and 
undaunted upon the stage, although his proportions 
were perfect, and his frame active and massy, yet 
when measured with the Herculean size of the Dead 
Boxer, he appeared to have no chance. 

“ Now,” said he to the Black, “ by what rules are 
we to fight ?” 

“If you consult me,” said the other, “ perhaps it is 
best that every man should fight as he pleases. You 
decide that. I am the challenger.” 

“Take your own way, then,” said O’Rorke ; “ but 
you have a secret, black ; do you intend to use it?” 

“Certainly, young fellow.” 
“T have my secret, too,” said Lamh Laudher, “an’ 

now I give you warning that I will put it in practice.” 
“ All fair—but we are losing time,” replied the man 

of colour, putting himself in an attitude ; “ Come on.” 
Their seconds stood back, and both advanced to the 

middle of the stage. The countenance of the black, 
and his huge chest, resembled rather a colossal statue 

of bronze, than the bust of a human being. His eye 
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gleamed at Lamh Laudher with baleful flashes of in- 
tense hatred. The spectators saw, however, that the 
dimensions of Lamh Laudher gained considerably by 
his approximation to the black. The dusky colour of 
the boxer added apparently to his size, whilst the health- 
ful light which lay upon the figure of his opponent took 
away, as did his elegance, grace, and symmetry, from 
the uncommon breadth and fulness of his bust. 

Several feints were made by the black, and many 
blows aimed, which Lamh Laudher, by his natural 
science and uctivity, parried ; at length a blow upon 
the temple shot him to the boards with great violence, 
and the hearts of the spectators, which were all with 
him, became fearfully depressed. 

Mechaul flew to his assistance, and O’Rorke having 
been raised, shook his head, as if to throw off the in- 
fluence of the blow. Neil afterwards declared that 
when coming to the second round, resentment and a 
sense of having suffered in the opinion of the multi- 
tude by the blow which brought him down, had strung 
his muscular power into such a state of concentration, 
that his arms became as hard as oak. On meeting 
again, he bounded at the boxer, and by a single blow 
upon the eyebrow felled him like an ox. So quickly 
was it sent home, that the black had not activity to 
guard against it; on seeing which, a short and exulting 
cheer rose from the multitude. We are not now giv- 
ing a detailed account of this battle, as if reporting for 
a newspaper ; it must suffice to say, that Lamh Laud- 
her was knocked down twice, and the Dead Boxer 
four times, in as many rounds. The black, on coming 
to the seventh round, laughed, whilst the blood trick- 
led down his face. His iframe appeared actually agi- 
tated with inward glee, and indeed a more appalling 
species of mirth was never witnessed. 

It was just when he approached Lamh Laudher, 
chuckling hideously, his black visage reddened with 
blood, that a voice from the crowd shouted : 

“He’s laughing—the blow’s coming—O’Rorke, re- 
member your instructions.” 

The boxer advanced, and began a series of feints, 
with the intention of giving that murderous blow 
which he was never known to miss. Ile even threw 
out his foot in an attempt to kick Lamh Laudher’s leg 
or knee, when the latter, availing himself of his secret, 
with all his force and might kicked him severely up- 
on the shin. The savage gave a yell, and stooped to 
rub the part, and at that moment Lamh Laudher struck 
home on the neck. The Dead Boxer fell, and from 
his ears, nostrils, and mouth, the clear blood sprung 
out, streaking in a fearful manner, his dusky neck and 
chest. His second ran to raise him, but his huge 
woolly head fell from side to side, with an appearance 
of utter lifelessness. In a few minutes, however, he 
rallied, and began to snort violently, throwing his arms 
and limbs about him with a quivering energy, such as, 
in strong men who die unwasted by disease, frequent- 
ly marks the struggle of death. At length he opened 
his eyes, and after fastening them upon his triumphant 
opponent with one last glare of hatred, jealousy, and 
despair, he ground his teeth, clenched his gigantic 
hands, and stammering out—* Fury of hell! I—I— 
damnation!” This was his last exclamation, for he 
suddenly plunged again, extending his shut fist to- 
wards Lamh Laudher, as if he would have crushed 
him even in death, then becoming suddenly relaxed, 
his head feil upon his shoulder, and afier one groan, he 
expired on the very spot where he had brought toge- 
ther the apparatus of death for another. 
When the spectators saw and heard what had oc- 

curred, their acclamations rose to the sky: cheer after 
cheer pealed from the grave-yard over a wide circuit 
of the country.. With a wild luxury of triumph they 
seized O’Rorke, placed him on their shupriders, and 
bore him in triumph through every street in the town. 
All kinds of mad but good-humoured exeesses were 

committed. The public houses were filled with those 
who had witnessed the fight, songs were sung, healths 
drank, and blows given. The streets, during the re- 
mainder of the day, were paraded by groups of his 
townsmen belonging to both factions, who, on that oc- 
casion, buried their mutual animosity in exultation for 
his victory. 

The worthy burghers of the corporation, who had 
been both frightened and disgusted at the dark display 
made by the Dead Boxer previous to the fight, put his 
body in the coffin that had been intended for Lamh 
Laudher, and without any seruple, took it up, and went 
in procession with the black flag before them, the 
death-bell again tolling, and the musicians playing the 
dead march, until they deposited his body in the inn. 

After. Lamh Laudher had been chaired by the peo- 
ple, and borne through every nook of the town, he 
begged them to permit him to go home. With a fresh 
volley of shouts and hurras, they proceeded, still bear- 
ing him in triumph, towards his father’s house, where 
they lett him, after a last and deafening round of cheers. 
Our readers can easily fancy the pride of his parents 
and friends on receiving him. 

“ Father,” said he, “my name’s cleared. I hope I 
have the Lamh Laudher blood in me still. Mother, 
you never doubted me ; but you wor forced to give 
way.” 

“ My son, my son,” said the father, embracing him, 
my noble boy! there never was one of your name like 
you. You're the flower of us all!” 

The mother wept with joy, and pressed him repeat- 
edly to her heart; and all his relations were as profuse 
as they were sincere in their congratulations. 

“ One thing troubles us,” observed his parents, “ what 
will become of his wife ? John, dear,” said his mother, 
“my heart aches for her.” 

“God knows, and so does mine,” exclaimed the fa- 
ther; “there is goodness about her.” 

“ She is freed from a tyrant and a savage,” replied 
their son, “for he was both, and she ought to be thank- 
ful that she’s rid of him. But you don’t know that 
there was an attempt made on my life this mornin’.” 

On hearing this, they were all mute with astonish- 
ment. 

“In the name of heaven, how, John?” they inquired 
with one voice. 

“ A red-haired man came to my aunt’s,” he contin- 
ued, “ early this mornin’, an’ said if | wanted to hear 
something for my good, I would follow him. 1] did so; 
an’ I observed that he eyed me closely as we went 
along. We took the way that turns up the Quarry, 
an’ afiher gettin’ into one of the little fir groves off the 
road, he made a stab at my neck, as I stooped to tie 
my shoe that happened to be loose. As God would 
have it, he only tore the skin above my forehead. I 
pursued the villain on the spot, but he disappeared 
among the trees, as if the earth had swallied him. I 
then went into Darby Kavanagh’s, where I got my 
breakfast ; an’ as I was afraid that you might by pure 
force prevent me from meetin’ the black, I didn’t stir 
out of it till the proper time came.” 

This startling incident occasioned much discussion 
among his friends, who, of course, were ignorant alike 
of the person who had attempted his assassination and 
of the motives which could have impelled him to such 
a crime. Several opinions were advanced upon the 
circumstance, but as it had failed, his triumph over 
the Dead Boxer, as unexpected as it was complete, 
soon superseded it, and many a health was given “to 
the best man that ever sprung from the blood of the 

Lamh Laudhers!” for so they termed him, and well had 
he earned the epithet. At this moment an incident 
occurred which considerably subdued their enjoyment. 
Breen, the constable, came to inform them that Nell 
M'Collum, now weltering in her blood, and on the 
point of death, desired instantly to see them. 
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Our readers have been, no doubt, somewhat sur- 
prised at the recent disappearance of Nell. This art- 
ful and vindictive woman had, as we have stated, 
been closely dogged through all her turnings and 
windings, by the emissaries of Mr. Brookleigh. For 
this reasen she judiciously kept aloof from the parti- 
cular haunt where she was in the habit of meeting 
ker private friends. The preparations, however, for 
the approaching fight, and the tumult it excited in the 
town, affurded her an apportunity of giving her spies 
the slip. She went, on the evening before the battle, 
to a small dark cabin in one of the most densely in- 
habited parts of the town, where, secure in their pri- 
yacy, she found Nanse M’Collum, who had never left 
the town since the night of the robbery, together with 
the man called Rody, and another hardened ruffian 
with red hair. 

“ Dher ma chuirp,” said she, without even a word 
of previous salutation, “ but I'll lay my life that Lamh 
Laudher bates the black. In that case he'd be higher 
up wid the town than ever. He knocked him down 
last night.” 

“ Well,” said Rody, “an’ what if he does? I would 
fee] rather satisfied at that circumstance. I served the 
black dog for five years, and a more infernal tyrant 
never existed, nor a milder or more amiable woman 
than his wife. Now that you have his money, the 
sooner the devil gets himself the better.” 

“ To the black diowol wid yourslf an’ your Englifi- 
ed gosther,” returned Nell, indignantly; “his wife! 
Dhamno orth, don’t make my blood boil by spakin’ a 
word in her favour. If Lamh Laudher comes off best, 
all I’ve sfruv for is knocked on the head. Dher 
Chiernah, V\l crush the sowl of his father, or I'll not 
die happy.” 

“ Nell, you're bitterer than soot, and blacker too,” 
observed Rody. 

“ Am 1?” said Nell, “ an’ is it from the good crathur 
that was ready, the other night, to murdher the mild 

your business done, an’ your trifle o’ money earned;” 
she directed the last words to the red-haired stranger. 

“ You keep me out of the secret?” observed Rody. 
“It's not worth knowin’,” said Nell; “I was only 

thryin’ you, Rody. It’s nothing bad. I'm not so cruel 
as you think. 1 wouldn’t take the wide world an’ 
shed blood wid my own hands. I tried it once on 
Lamh Laudher More, an’ when I thought I killed him 
hell came into me. No; that I may go below if I 
would!” 

“ But you would get others to do it, if you could,” 
said Rody. 

“1 need get nobody to do it for me,” said the crone. 
“T could wither any man, woman, or child, off o’ the 
earth, wid one charm, if I wished.” 

“ Why don’t you wither young Lamh Laudher then?” 
said Rody. 

“ If they fight to-morrow,” replied Nell; “mind I 
say if they do—an’ I now tell you they won’t—but I 
say uf they do—you'll see he'll go home in the coffin 
that’s made for him—an’ J know how that ’Il happen. 
Now at eleven we'll meet here if we can to-morrow.” 

The two men then slunk out, and with great cau- 
tion proceeded towards different directions of the town, 
for Nell had recommended them to keep as much asun- 
der as possible, lest their grouping together might ex- 

pose them to notice. Their place of rendezvous was only 
resorted to on urgent and necessary occasions. 

The next morning, a little after the appointed hour, 
Nell, Rody, and Nanse M‘Collum, were sitting in de- 
liberation upon their future plans of life, when he of 
the red hair entered the cabin. 

“ Well,” said Nell, starting up—* what—what was 
done? show me?” 

The man produced a dagger slightly stained with 
blood. 

“ Dhamno orrum!” exclaimed the aged fury, “ but 
you've faiied—an’ all's lost if he beats the black.” 

“I did fail,” said the miscreant. “Why woman, if 
innocent woman that he spakes so well of, that we | that powerful active fellow had got me in his hands, 
bear sich discoorse ?” 

« You're mistaken there, Nelly,” replied Rody; “I 
had no intention of taking away her life, alihough I 
believe my worthy comrade here in the red hair, that 
I helped out of a certain jail once upon a time, had no 

scruples.” 
“ No, curse the scruple!” said the other. 
“I was in the act of covering her eyes and mouth 

to prevent her from either knowing her old servant or 
making a noise, but d— it I was bent to save her life 
that night, rather than take it,” said Rody. 

“I know this friend of yours, Rody, but a short 
time,” observed Nell, “but if he hasn’t more spunk in 
him than yourself, he’s not worth his feedin’.” 

«“ Show me,” said the miscreant, “ what's to be done, 
life or purse—an’ here's your sort for both.” 

“Come, then,” said Nell, “by the night above us, 
we'll thry your mettle.” 

« Never heed her,” observed Nanse; “aunt, you're 

too wicked an’ revengeful.” 
“Am I?” said the aunt. “I tuck an oath many a 

year ago, that I'd never die till I'd put a sharp sorrow 
into Lamh Laudher’s sowl. I punished him through 
his daughter, I'll now grind the heart in him through 
his son.” 

“ An’ what do you want to be done?” inquired the 
red man. 

“ Come here, an’ I'll tell you that,” said Nell. 
A short conversation took place between them, 

behind a little partinon which divided the kitchen 
from two small sleeping tooms, containing a single bed 
each. 

« Now,” said Nell, addressing the whole party, “let 
us all be ready to-morrow, while the whole town’s 
preparin’ for the fight, to slip away as well disguised 

‘a8 we can, out of the place; by that time you'll have 

I'd have tasted the full length of the dagger myself. 
| The d—lI's narrow escape I had.” 

“ The curse of heaven light on you, for a cowardly 
dog!” exclaimed Nell, grinding her teeth with disap- 
poiutment. “ You’re a faint-hearted villain. Give me 
the dagger.” 

“Give me the money,” said the man. 
“For what? no, consumin’ to the penny; you didn’t 

earn it.” 

“1 did,” said the fellow, “or at all evints attempted 
it. Ay, an’ I must have it before I lave the house, 
an’ what is more.you must lug out my share of the 
black’s prog.” 

“You’il get nothing of that,” said Rody; “it was 
Nell here, not you, who took it.” 
“One hundred of it on the nail, this minnit,” said the 

man, “or I bid you farewell, an’ then look to your- 
selves.” ‘ 

“ [t's not mine,” said Rody; “if Nell shares it, I have 
no objection.” 

“I'd give the villain the price of a rope first,” she 
replied. 

“Then, I am off,” said the fellow, “ an’ you'll curse 
your conduct.” 

Nell flew between him and the door, and in his 
struggle to get out, she grasped at the dagger, but failed 
in securing it. Rody advanced to separate them, as 
did Nanse, but the fellow by a strong effort attempted 
to free himself. The three were now upon him, and 
would have easily succeeded in preventing his escape, 
had it not occurred to him that by one blow he might 
secure the whole sum. This was instantly directed 
at Rody, by a back thrust, for he stood behind him. 
By the rapid, change of their positions, however, the 
breast of Nell M’Collum received the stab that was 
designed for another. 

, 
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A short violent shriek foilowed, as she staggered 
back, and fell. 

“ Staunch the blood,” she exclaimed, “staunch the 
blood, an’ there may be a chance of life yet.” 

The man threw the dagger down, and was in the 
act of rushing out, when the door opened, and a posse 
of constables entered the house. Nell’s face became 
at once ghastly and horror-stricken, for she found that 
the blood could not be stannched, and that, in fact, 
eternity was about to open upen her. 

“Secure him!” said Nell, pointing to her murderer, 
“ secure him, an’ send quick for Lamh Laudher More. 
God’s hand is in what has happened! Ay, J raised 
the blow for him, an’ God has sent it to my own heart. 

“Send too,” she added, “for the Dead Boxer’s wife, 
an’ if you expect heaven, be quick.” 

On receiving Nell’s message, the old man, his son, 
wife, and one or two other friends, immediately hur- 
ried to the scene of death, where they arrived a few 
minutes after the Dead Boxer's wife. 

Nell lay in dreadful agony; her face was now a 
bluish yellow, ber eye-brows were bent, and her eyes 
getting dead and vacant. 

“Oh!” she exclaimed, “Andy Hart! Andy Hart! it 
was the black hour you brought me from the right 
way. I was innocent till I met you, an’ well thought 
of; but what was I ever since? an’ what am I 
now?” 

“ You never met me,” said the red-haired stranger, 
“till within the last fortnight.” 

“ What do you mean, you unfurtunate man?” asked 
y- 

« Andy Hart is my name,” said the man, “ although 
I didn’t go by it for some years.” 

“ Andy Hart!” said Nell, raising herself with a vio- 
lent jerk, and screaming, “Andy Hart! Andy Hart! 
stand over before me. Andy Hart! It is his father's 
voice. Oh, God! Strip his breast there, an’ see if 
there’s a blood-mark on the left side.” 

“I’m beginnin’ to fear something dreadful,” said the 
criminal, trembling and getting pale as death, “ there 
is—there is a blood-mark on the very spot she men- 
tions—see here.” 

“T would know him to be Andy Hart's son, God 
rest him!” observed Lamh Laudher More, “any 
where over the world. Blessed mother of heaven !— 
down on your knees, you miserable crathur, down on 
your knees for her pardon! You've murdliered your 
unfortunate mother!” 

The man gave one loud and fearful yell, and dash- 
ed himself on the floor at his mother's feet, an ap- 
palling picture of remorse. The scene, indeed, was 
a terrible one. He rolled himself about, tore his hair, 
and displayed every symptom of a man in a paroxysm 
of madness. But among those present, with the ex- 
ception of the mother and son, there was not such a 
picture of distress and sorrow, as the wife of the Dead 
Boxer. She stooped down to raise the stranger up— 

” “Unhappy man!” said she, “look up, I am your 
sister!” 

“ No,” said Nell, “no—no—no. There’s more o’ 
my guilt. Lamh Landher More, stand forrid, you and 
your wife. You lost a daugbter long ago. Open your 
arms and take her back a blameless woman. She's 
your child that I robbed you of as one punishment ;— 
the other blow that I intended for you has been struck 
here. I’m dyin’.” 

A long cry of joy burst from the mother and daugh- 
ter, as they rushed into each other's arms. Nature, 
always strongest in pure minds, even before this de- 
nouement, had, indeed, rekindled the mysterious flame 

of her own affection in their hearts. The father press- 
ed her to his bosom, and forgot the terrors of the 
scene before him, whilst the son embraced her with a 
secret consciousness that she was, indeed, his long lost 
sister. 

“ We couldn't account,” said her parents, “ for the 
way we loved you the day we met you before the ma- 
gistrate ; every word you said, Alice, darling, went 
into our hearts wid delight, an’ we could hardly ever 
think of your voice ever since, that the tears didn’t 
spring to our eyes. But we never suspected, as how 
could we, that you were our child, seein’ the strange 
way we lost you.” 

She declared that she felt the same mysterious at- 
tachment to them, and to her brother also, from the 
moment she heard the tones of his voice un the night 
when the robbery was attempted. 

“ Nor could I,” said Lamh Laudher Oge, “ account 
for the manner I loved you.” 

Their attention was now directed to Nell, who 
again spoke. 

“ Nanse give her beck the money I robbed her of. 
There was more o’ my villany, but God fought against 
me, an'—here I You will find it along with 
her marriage certificate, an’ the gospel she had about 
her neck, when I kidnapped her, all in my pocket—- 
Where's my son? Still, still, bad as I am, an’ bad as 
he is, isn’t he my child! Am n’t J his mother? put 
his hand in mine, and Jet me die as a mother ’ud 
wish !” 

Never could there be a more striking contrast wit- 
nessed than that between the groups then present ; 
nor a more impressive exemplification of the interpo- 
sition of Providence to reward the virtuous and pun- 
ish the guilty even in this life. 
“Lamh Laudher More,” said she, “I once attempt- 

ed to stab you, only for preventin’ your relation from 
marryin’ a woman that you knew Andy Hart had ru- 
ined. You disfigured my face in your anger too ;— 
that an’ your preventin’ my marriage, an’ my charac- 
ter bein’ lost, whin it was known what he refused to 
marry me for, made me swear an oath of revenge 
aginst you an’ your’s. I may now ax your forgive- 
ness, for I neither dare, nor will I now presume to ax 
God's.” 

“ You have mine—you have all our forgiveness,” 
replicd the old man, “but, Nell, ax God’s, fur it’s his 
you stand most in need of—ax God's!’ 

Nell, however, appeared to hear him not as he 
spoke. 

“{[s that your hand in mine, avick?” said she, ad- 
dressing her son. 

“It is—it is,” said the son. “But mother I didn’t, 
as I’m to stand before God, aim the blow at you, but 
at Rody.” 
“Lamh Laudher!” said she forgetting herself, “I 

ax your forgive”. 
Her head fell down before she could conclude the 

sentence, and thus closed the last moments of Nell 
M’Collum. 

After the lapse of a short interval, in which Lamh 
Laudher’s danghter received back her money, the cer- 
tificate, and the gospel, her brother discovered that 
Rody wes the person who had, through Ellen Neil, 
communicated to him the secret that assisted him in 
vanquishing the Dead Boxer, a piece of infurmation 
which saved him from prosecution. ‘The family now 
returned home, where they found Meehaul Neil await- 
ing their arrival, for the purpose of offering his sister's 
hand and dowry to our hero. This offer, we need 
scarcely say, was accepted with no sullen spirit. But 
Lamh Laudher was not so much her inferior in wealth 
as our readers may suppose. His affectionate sister 
divided her money between him and her parents, with 
whom she spent the remainder of her days in peace 
and tranquillity. Our great grandfather remembered 
the wedding, and from him came down to ourselves, 
as an authentic tradition, the fact that it was an un- 
rivalled one, but that it would have never taken place 
were it not for the terrible challenge of the Dead 
Boxer. 
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SCRIPTURE ANTHOLOGY,=NO. III. 

BY N. C. BROOKS, A. M. 

Beheading of John, the Baptis'. 

Nicut with her holy calm hung brooding. Stars 
Like angel-eyes, gazing upon the earth, 
Through heaven's broad tapestry of cloudless blue, 
Were pouring down their showers of silver light; 
And the fair moon rode in her flashing car 
Up the empyrean steep, a queen triumphing: 
While not a breeze fanned the soft cheek of night, 
And all the busy, bustling hum of day 
Had died away into Sabbatic rest. 

How holy is the hour, and full of awe, 

When in the vault of heaven's high temple burn 
The starry vesper lamps, and from the earth 
Ascends the spicy incense; while with lip 

Hushed into silent reverence, Nature bows 
Beneath the azure throne of Deity, 
In adoration passing utterance all. 

Oh! then the blessed light of heaven falls 
Upon the feverish breast, like drops of dew 
Upon parched flowers; and the exulting soul 
Pluming its eagle pinions, suars from earth, 
And basks in rays inefflably sublime; 
Faith reads immortal truths on starry page, 
And hears sweet music from the living wires 
Of rolling spheres, swept by the mighty hand 
Of vast Omnipotence. Yet grovelling man 
Unconscious of the glory unobscured, 
Dead to the living beauties, and unmoved 
By the inspiring holiness, when stars 
Shine out in raviance, and the vesper hymn 
Of Nature's adoration peals, will fly 
The converse of a smiling God, and bow, 
Amid the haunts of men, in revelry, 
His sky-born spirit to polluted shrines. 

Profaning night's deep-brooding holiness, 
And wounding her chaste ear, arose the sound 
Of bacchanalian mirth within the halls 
Of princely Herod. Gorgeously arrayed 
In royal robes, upon their damask beds 
Reclined the chief esiates of Galilee, 
At the full board resplendent with the glare 
Of polished silver; and while flashing wine 
Purpled their goblets, and the merry laugh 
Rung echoing through the vaulted corridors, 
And music's fingers woke to ecstasy 

The bosom’s thrilling chords, a virgin came 
Bounding in lightness to the viol’s sound, 
Like a bright dream of magic. 

She was rich 

In all youth's loveliness. Her jewelled hair 
Hung o'er the marble throne of thought in folds 
Of graceful drapery, or cloud-like waved 
In curls upon her alabaster neck. 
From out the fringes of the snowy lid, 

Her intellectual eye its radiance sent, 

And lit with living flame her blooming cheek 
Where smiling love amid the roses played: 
And parting o'er a string of pearls, her lips 
Arching and curved, shone like the coral bow 
Whence Cupid points his darts. Her graceful form 
Its fair proportions through her robe revealed 
In sylph-like beauty; and as in the dance 
She threaded the wild maze, her presence bound 
With magic spell, while ‘neath her eye’s bright ray 

The flood-tide of each bosom gushed amain, 
As heaves the sea beneath the silver meon. 

Then broke the strain of rapture from the lips 
Of royalty, and tender of a boon, 
Large, full, and free, even unto the half 
Of his fair kingdom, sanctioned by an oath. 
His word, his oath, the chiefs of Galilee 
That heard it, all constrained him, and the king 
Sent forth the bloody mandate with the sword. 

Along the prison hall, with silent tread, 
The headsman stole, and op'd the pond'rous door 
That hid his victim. There the Baptist lay, 
In peaceful slumber, on his couch of straw, 
With coat of skins maniling in hairy folds 

His giant form. Over his mighty brow 
Parted the treasure of his unshorn locks, 
Gracing his brawny shoulders; and his beard, 
Like sackcloth vestment, veiled his heaving chest. 

In strength herculean lay the powerful man, 
With holy smile softening each lineament, 
As if the soul held converse with its God, 
And mounted on the incense wing of prayer 
Up wo the starry throne of the Eternal. 

In reverential awe, the headsman stood 

With weapon bared, nor yet essayed tv strike, 
Till o'er the sleeper’s cheek the colour came 
And flushed his moving lips; then lest the eye 
Potent in terror, and the deep-toned voice 
That shook Judea’s mountains, should unman 
His wavering courage, fell the flashing stroke 
Upon the sleeping Baptist, and unsealed 
The purple fountain of the tide of life. 

The man of blood bore in the gory head 
On reeking piatter, while the pallid lips 
With life still quivered, and the blanching cheek, 
And o’er his dying eyes the lids were drawn, 
Like faded violets. In the gasp of death, 
In all its lividness, in all its writhe 
Of mortal agony, with gouts of blood 
Stiffening the beard, clotting the mangled locks— 
The youthful maiden with complacent smile 
And step of triumph, bore the bleeding head 
Unto her mother. 

Oh woman! in thy tender breast we seek 
The fount of pity; those soft sympathies 

' That vibrate, like a trembling chord, beneath 
| ‘The touch of wo. Beside the bed of pain 
Thou art an ANGEL; when with pitying eye 
And noiseiess tread, thy light and fairy feet 
Minist’ring to wo, “like golden apples shine 
In silvery pictures,” and thy soothing voice, 
Like oil upon the ocean billow, calms 
The tempest of the soul. But when thy heart 
Estranged to tenderness, becomes a sea 
Of selfishness, icy and frozen, where 
Pity’s magnetic needle trembles not, 
And sorrow’s wail falls lightly on thy ear, 
And misery’s garb unheeded meets thy sight, 

And deeds of horror and the guilt of blood, 
Thou art a MONSTER. 

Though thy speaking eye 

Ontflash the sun, thy cheek outblush the rose, 
Thy voice outswell the spheres, thy golden hair 
Outgleam the sunlight; and although thy step 
Be prouder than th’ ungovernable sea, 
And though thy mind with jewelled thoughts be rich 
As heaven with all its garniture of stars, 
Thou art a MonsTER—to thy sex, thy name, 
Thy nature, and thy God! 
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COUNT EGMONT’S JEWELS. 

Tue opulence and power of the Flemish nobles in 
the sixteenth centnry are matter of history. The al- 
most boundless commerce of the Netherlands had co- 
vered the land with wealth. The natural dexterity of 
the people, excited by the command of all the great 
mercantile marts of the civilized world, had produced 
the finest specimens of manufacture in all the branches 
of public luxury. The soil, in all ages fertile, was cul- 
tivated with the success that belongs to the combina- 
tion of wealth, taste, and general knowledge. And, as 
the result of the whole, Flanders was the land to which 
every stranger came, to delight himself with the rich- 
est works of the arts; to purchase the finest tapestries, 
silks, fruits, pictures, plate, horses, and carriages ; to 
live in the finest mansions, to read the most costly books, 
to drink the rarest wines, and to see the most distin- 
guished public characters of every court of Eugope. 
At the court of Brussels, the Archduchess Margaret 
presided over the most brilliant circle on earth. The 
Spanish grandee was there, glittering in the gold and 
diamonds of the New World; the German noble, still 
wearing the magnificent armour of the feudal wars; 
the French count, covered over with the emblems and 
honours of the Crusade ; the English knight, still proud 
of his Norman ancestry, his achievements in the Holy 

Land, and of a country in which even then liberty had 
commenced a career that soon threw all other nations 
into the shade; the Italian poet, artist, and minstrel, 
the early produce of the land of Genius ; and, filling up 
the splendid groupe, and giving an impression of unri- 
valled solemnity and state to the whole, the great dig- 
nitaries of the Romish church—the German prelates, 
the archbishops of the Netherlands, the Italian legates 
and cardinals, occupied on missions from the papal 
coungil, and bearing with them the majestic weight of 
the representatives of a power which moulded the af- 
fairs of every nation of the Christian world. 

In this dazzling crowd the most conspicuous beyond 
all rivalry was the Fleming, Count Egmont. He was 
eminently handsome, and his tall figure and Spanish 
countenance were set off by the most proverbial sump- 
tuousness of dress. His diamond stars, his Turkish 
cloak, his Damascus scimitar, his Bohemian cap and 

plumes, down to his Hungarian boots, were all the en- 
vy and model of the young nobility. His natural ad- 
vantages were less attainable, and no man of his time 
could hope to contest with the dignified gesture or the 
finely-proportioned form of this favourite of nature and 
fortune. He added to those distinctions that of vast 
opulence, derived from the oldest line of the Nether- 
land nobles; and, what was the highest distinction of 
all in his day, he had shown himself a most gallant and 
successful general. At the famous battle of St. Quen- 
‘ Count Egmont’s charge at the head of the Nether- 

nds’ cavalry had swept the French army from the 
field, and left the Spanish horse, shorn of their laurels, 
far in his rear—a perilous success. under the jealous 

reign of Philip II.; but one which for the time filled 
up the whole cup of human ambition. It is still to 
be added to the accumulation of Fortune’s favours on 
the head of this singularly fortunate noble that, in the 
battle of St. Quentin, he had been enabled by circum- 
stances to gather fame, not only by his conduct as a 
general but by his personal prowess as a soldier. 

In the final melée, while the French, German, Spa- 
nish, and Netherlandish horse were trampling each 
other down in blood, Count Egmont, at the head of the 
troop of the archduchess, a body-guard distinguished 
for their intrepidity still more than by their peculiar 
splendour of costume and armour, had put spurs to his 
famous Syrian charger, and plunged into the centre 
of a French corps, when he found himself personally 

engaged with one of the enemy's officers. The 
Frenchman was a tall, bold figure, and a formidable 
assailant; his first blow cut through the count’s steel 
cap to his forehead, and had nearly thrown him under 
his horse’s feet. Egmont felt himself wounded ; but 
he was not of the temperament that was to be cut 
down on the field with impunity. He turned full up- 
on the Frenchman, and levelled a blow of his scime- 
tar, which swept away the arm raised to defend his 
head. The officer fell on the ground with an outcry. 
Egmont, fierce with the heat of the encounter, level- 
ed another blow, which must have despatched his 
enemy, when a young horseman, throwing himself 
from his charger, caught with one hand the count’s 
rein, and with the other the wounded officer from the 
ground, and, while he made some show of defence, 
was on the point of carrying him out of the melée. But 
the blood of the count was flowing ; he was doubly 
indignant at seeing his prisoner thus snatched away, 
and, with a last effort, he struck another desperate 
blow. It was fatal. The head of the unfortunate 
Frenchman flew from his body. The young soldier, 
with a scream of agony, dropped the corpse from his 

arms; there was an instant rush of cavalry to the 
spot; all was a whirlwind of battle; the soldier and 
the corpse were equally trampled down under the 
hoofs of the charging squadrons. The ground was co- 
vered with dead. But the charge was decisive: and, 
while Egmont was carried fainting to the rear, the last 
sound which reached his ear was the acclamation of 
his favourite and famous guard on the complete rout of 
the enemy. 

The natural result of this distinguished success was 
an increase of honours to the victor. Count Egmont 
was received at the court of the archduchess with the 
highest favour; a new estate in the richest portion of 
the Ardennes was given to him ; orders of knighthood 
were put into his hands for distribution among his 
comrades in glory, the highest gratification that can be 
conferred upon a gallant and generous officer ; and all 
those honours received their consummation on the re- 
turn of the noble who had been despatched with the 
account of the battle to Spain. Philip had been ele- 
vated to a pitch of joy, totally unexpected ina mind of 
his cold and cheerless temper.. He had given a pub- 
lic banquet in his palace on the intelligence; he had 
given a public feast to the people of his capital ; and 
had even been seen to smile. A more congenial re- 
sult of his disposition was, that he had determined to 
build a church with the magnificence of a palace, and 
a palace in the spirit of a church. He returned by the 
noble a plan of the Escurial, which he had determined 
to build in the shape of the gridiron on whose ribs St. 
Laurence the martyr had been tortured. The palace 
was to be filled not with showy courtiers or captivat- 
ing beauties ; with neither the great nor the gay, the 
stately nor the fair; but with monks, who were to fill 

its vast halls with the smoke of eternal masses and the 
sound of eternal chanting, for the souls of the Spanish 
cavaliers who had left their brains in Spain and their 
bodies on the plains of Flanders. But to count Eg- 
mont himself came, highest of human honours, the or- 
der of the Golden Fleece, an order hitherto conferred 
only on sovereigns; and, to add the highest point and 
polish to this honour, the medal and chain of this il- 
lustrious order were given from the neck of the king, 
even Philip, the master of two worlds. 

Whether man was originally made to shine more in 
prosperity or in misfortune has been a question from 
the days of Adam himself; but the story of this emi- 
nent noble throws a heavy weight into the scale of the 
sons of adversity. His distinctions produced the most 
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immediate and disastrous effect upon his mind. His 
days and nights were now haunted with shapes of am- 
bition. The height to which he had been raised 
showed him only heights still more elevated. His 
frankness was lost. The consciousness of designs too 
lofty to be pronounced with safety, too dangerous to be 
harboured without fear, and too obscure to satisfy even 
his own clear and powerful vision, broke his rest. He 
became suddenly stern, strange, and gloomy. The 

gaiety of the soldier, the dignified courtesy of the no- 
ble, and the liberality of the man of unbounded wealth, 
were all perverted into an unaccountable reluctance 
to society or an open disdain of it. The universal re- 
mark was that the “ great count” was a changed man. 
Some hinted that this extraordinary perversion was the 
result of his wound, from which his recovery was still 
incomplete ; some that his immense expenditure and 
high popularity had excited the jealousy of the Spa- 
nish king, of all men living the most jealous. And a 
third party, coinciding with the habitual feeling of the 
age, surmised that he had given himself up to fear- 
ful studies, and had engaged in one of those formida- 
ble contraets with the Evil Spirit, which repaid the 
splendours of high prosperity by a wild and unspeak- 
able allegiance of agony and ruin. 

The last supposition was too favourable to the spirit 
of the populace to be received with doubt. It was a 
time of that imperfect knowledge which disposes the 
mind to mysiery. It was also a time of those fierce 
commotions in Europe which produced violence and 
vice in all the circles of society. All was startling, 
gloomy, and full of change. Men disappeared by the 
dagger and poison; conspiracies rose, and were extin- 
guished by the scaffold ; furious hostilities raged among 
the leading families of the states. And, mingling with 
all, and throwing a cloud of sullen grandeur over all, 
was the religion of the time, the haughty, solemn, and 
severe faith of the popedom, rendered still more vigi- 
lantly severe by the new rivalry of the German refor- 
mation. By the Lutherans Count Egmont was claim- 
ed as a man of too high intellectual power to be fet- 
tered by what they pronounced a degrading mental ty- 
ranny; and his generous protection of the distressed 
converts in the states seemed to countenance the claim. 

But by the Romish hierarchy his services were demand- 
ed as the hereditary oflice of a Flemish noble, the na- 
tural tribute of a man of the first rank, honoured by 
the sanction of the church, and consecrated by his pub- 
lic privileges and his martial unction to her cause. 

Egmont now sided with both and neither. He shrank 
from his attendance on the Great Council, where he 
had once swayed every voice. His palace was no long- 
er the first place of reception to all distinguished stran- 
gers. His hospitalities were still open to the world ; 
but a chill had evidently iallen on his house, which, 
without the formal closing of its gates, gradually re- 
pelled the world. Before a year was past, the “ great 
count” had sunk from the public eye ; and all that was 
known of him was that he was seen sometimes at the 
vespers in the church of St. Gudule, where he knelt 
with peculiar devotion ; and that he spent his days in 
the interior of his palace, occupied in dictating letters 
to his secretary. 

That secretary, too, shared in the general suspicion 
of dealing in the prohibited arts, which were said to 
have wrought so singular a change. He was a Spa- 
niard ; and the true solution of the choice might have 

_ been his knowledge of the language which was then 
the reigning dialect of the Christian world. But his 
emaciated figure, his hollow eye, his more than monk- 
ish silence, and his perpetual seclusion, decided with 
the populace that he must be either the emissary of the 
Fiend or the Fiend himself. 

_ A singular circumstarice suddenly directed the pub- 
lic attention to Count Egmont once more. In the star 
of the Golden Fleece, which he wore on his solitary 

appearance at court, after a year of absence, on the 
birthday of the archduchess, the general eye was 
caught by the extraordinary brilliancy of one of the dia- 
monds. The light shot from it was so vivid as to be 
scarcely endurable by the gaze. ll the courtiers en- 
vied the possessor of so superba jewel. The arch- 
duchess herself evidently felt her whole brilliant equip- 
ment cast into the shade. The ambassador from Philip 
who had brought the decoration, was loud in his sur- 
prize at his having never observed its radiance when 
round the neck of the king; and all were delighted 
and dazzled except the wearer. To his mind nothing 
seemed capable of administering pleasure ; and the in- 

voluntary admiration excited by this splendid gem even 
seemed to deject and irritate him. But the court-day 
closed ; the nobles rode to their own stately mansions ; 

|the archduchess herself forgot to scorn her own lustres 
in the memory of the count’s; and the world began to 
talk of other things. 

In a week more, Brussels was roused again by a de- 
spatch received from Vienna, stating that the chief 
jewel-keeper of the emperor had been found dead evi- 
dently by assassination ; that the jewel-chamber had 
been broken open, and a diamond of the most remark- 
able beauty, and still more remarkable by its supposed 
connection with the destinies of the Imperial family, 
the celebrated diamond which Charlemagne had worn 

as a preservative against all hazards, the present of 
the pope at the time of his coronation at Rome, in the 
year 800, was gone. Couriers had been despatched 
instantly to every jewel-mart in Europe, to recover 
the jewel, if possible, or, ifnot, to detect the plunderer 
and assassin. 7 

The news let loose all the tongues of Brussels ; and 
all the court recollected the diamond in Count Egmont’s 
star. He heard the rumour, which already declared 
that his was the identical lost gem. In the highest 
indignation, he instantly repaired to the presence of 
the archduchess, inquiring wheiher her highness could 
do him the dishonour of connecting his name with so 
| criminal a transaction, and whether the man lived who 
dared to charge him with any act degrading to his 
rank and services. His bold bearing, and the high 
flash of scorn which coloured his cheek, thin and 
wasted as it was, made the whole circle shrink from 
him. No voice replied. “Then,” said he, in a tone 
of offended dignity, and taking the star from his breast, 
“let me request that your highness will send this 

| jewel to his Imperial Majesty, as a mark of the ho- 
nour in which I hold the brother of the great Charles.” 
With these words, he laid the diamond in the passive 
hand of the archduchess, and rushed from the audi- 
ence hall, leaving the crowd of spectators in silent 
wonder. 

But, when the count had completly disappeared, 
and the court could take breath afier the departure of 
this impetuous spirit, the wonder was scarcely less at 

the changed appearance of the diamond. The lustre 
was totally extinguished. It was lead-coloured, dim, 
and was pronounced to be altogether inferior to the 
value of its setting. By what power could this have 
been effected? Or, could their eyes have been de- 
ceived when they turned away from its surpassing 
brilliancy ? Or, had the haughty owner, on determin- 
ing to give it up, used some secret process to make 
his gift valueless? But by what process could this sin- 
gular extinction of splendour have been effected? The 
court jewellers were all decidedly of opinion that no 
human menstruum had ever been discovered by 
which the power of the diamond could be thus extin- 
guished. But, even if this were within the secrets of 
alchemy, there had not been time for their application ; 
for, the moment before its being taken from the breast 
of the count, it had dazzled all eyes with its full in- 
tensity ; the moment after, it was utterly blank. The 
common suggestion of the day, witchcraft, was the ge- 
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neral thought. But who then dared charge this most 
criminal and abhorred of all unholy acts upon the high 
and proud name of a man so formidable in his power, 
and likely to be so terrible in his vengeance? 

But the jewel must be sent to its destination. A 
courier, with an escort, was accordingly despatched in 
a few days on the road to Vienna. Count Egmont re- 
tired to his palace and his favourite pursuits; the 
tongue of the world began to fail for want of employ- 
ment, and the maids of honour were reduced to talk of 
the scandals of the burghers’ wives. 

On a sudden, all was awake again. The officer of 
the escort was brought back to Brussels, wounded. 
He and his troop had been set upon by a powerful de- 
tachment of Reiters, the plundering German cavalry 
of the day; had been dispersed; and the last sight 

that he had of the unfortunate courier was his death 
by the carabine of one of the horsemen, and the sei- 
zure of the packet containing the despatches and the 

jewel. 
By whose influence this heinous violation of public 

law was perpetrated was in every one’s conjecture. 
And the conjecture was strengthened by the departure 
ofthe count from the capital, a few days previously to 
that of the courier, though in the direction of Holland. 
The escort had been attacked on the Bavarian fron- 
tier. Yet what might not be done by an active and 
desperate man, indignant at being virtually forced to 
give up a possession worth a principality, stung in his 
pride, stung in his avarice, and stung in his love of 
exclusive splendour! 

But, as if to destroy the rumour at once, Egmont 
suddenly returned at full speed and with unusual pomp 
to Brussels, resumed his early habits, and indulged in 
the magnificent luxuries of his old, generous, and lof- 
ty spirit. And, though his sallow cheek still showed 
more deeply than ever the effects of either inveterate 
disease, an extravagant and insane passion for study, 
or the fretting of an overlaboured conscience, there 
was a vividness in his eye, and a proud and daring 
animation in his language, which told that his day had 
been obscured but by a passing cloud, and that his 
sun would yet shine out more broadly than ever. 

The populace, naturally attracted by gallant profu- 
sion and princely magnificence, were now converted 
by thousands into his worshippers. His money flow- 
ed among them in return. The great manufacturers 
saw a harvest of wealth in the perpetual decorations 
of his palaces. The jewellers made the marts of Flan- 
ders ring with inquiries for the most invaluable 
stones; and all were for “the great Count Egmont.” 
The armourers, in gratitude for his boundless patron- 
age, presented him with a suit of armour, unrivalled 
in the treasuries of Naples, Vienna, and Paris. The 
count was the national hero. Why should he not be 
the national monarch? Why should the renowned pro- 
vinces of the Netherlands be the appanage of a king- 
dom so remote as Spain, and governed by the feeble 
hands of a woman? With whom those ideas originat- 
ed none could tell. But by whom they were propa- 
gated was open asthe noon-day. It was by all. The 
whole voice of the capital had become rapidly but one 
echo of the virtues and genius, the public services, 
and even the royal rights, of Count Egmont. 

But still stronger grounds for the jealousy of the 
court were now given. William of Orange, who had 
been driven from his government as chief of the pro- 
vince of Holland, and forced to take refuge in Ger- 
many, was said to be on the point of returning with a 
powerful force, raised by the Lutheran provinces. 
The Reformation had long made way in the Nether- 
lands; and the ill-concealed joy of the trembling con- 
verts, at the prospect of a deliverance from the fierce 
tyranny of the Spanish church, roused all the suspi- 
cions of the Spanish government. The next tidings 
were, that William had actually crossed the Rhine, 

n2 

and that his German light troops were sweeping 
every thing before them up to the gates of Liege: the 
next, that he had surprised Don Felix Andrada, admi- 
ral of Spain, at the head of a large body of the royal 
cavalry, coming full speed to the aid of the archduch- 
ess; that he had defeated the Spaniards with great 
slaughter; and was actually marching through an un- 
defended country to take possession of Brussels. The 
council was summoned at midnight: and its first act 
was to order the arrest of Count Egmont. . But the or- 
der was too late. On that evening, he had been seen 
at the vesper service, in the church of St. Gudule, at- 
tended by hissecretary. 1t was said, too, that he wore 
armour on that night under his tissue, and that, among 
the ornaments with which he seemed to have sedu- 
lously prepared for the occasion, was seen the famous 
Imperial jewel, restored to all its brightness, and flash- 
ing a lustre which Nature had never given to a gem. 
The man, the gem, and the secretary, seemed to be 
equally the instruments of actual necromancy. The 
question now in the council was, whether he should 
be pursued as a traitor ora sorcerer. But, whether 
both or either, he was gone. 

At daybreak, all Brussels was in that anxious and 
fearful commotion which belongs to the defence of a 
great city against an unsuspected invasion. The troops 
were sent out in all directions, to discover in what 
quarter the enemy’s approach was to be apprehended ; 

the citizens were hastily armed to defend the walls; 
the populace were mustered to dig intrenchments : cat- 
tle were driven in from all the surrounding districts, 
for the general supply ; granaries were filled ; all the 
forges were at work on the fabrication of arms ; the chil- 
dren and wives of the chief citizens were sent away 
with all speed, flying through the country to the vari- 
ous places of shelter. All was tumult, terror, activity, 
and warlike preparation. At length the heavy roar of 
artillery in the direction of Leige told that the weight 

of the invasion had fallen on that quarter, and that 
the troops were already engaged. The roar alternately 
rose and fell, advanced and retired; while the whole 
population of the capital continued in that agony of 
suspense, which is almost more intolerable than the 
actual calamity. 

The night fell in terror; but before morning there 
were signs, that could not be mistaken, of the approach 
of the invaders. In every quarter of the horizon, the 
clear, calm sky of a continental June was illumined 
with bursts of fire from the ravages of the Getman 
pistoleers, a species of troops who followed every ban- 
ner, and lived on indiscriminate plunder. But the 
terror was increased when it was known that count 
Egmont himself, the pride of the Netherland armies, 
was in actual command of those fierce mercenaries. 
A continual succession of severe but indecisive con- 
flicts ensued between the German and the Spanish 
patrols. But the war now assumed a deeper interest. 
A proclamation was sent into Brussels, declaring the 
freedom of the provinces in all matters touching re- 
ligion, the restoration of all their ancient Burgundian 
rights, and their total independence of the tyranny of 
Spain and the church of Spain. To this high decla- 
ration was signed the name of Egmont, in itself a tow- 
er of strength, but doubly formidable when it thus ap- 
pealed to the natural feelings, so long suppressed but 
so keenly cherished, in the bosoms of the people. The 
Spanish council suddenly discovered the hazard of its 
position, by the violence of the ferment which this ce- 
lebrated paper raised through all parts of the city. A 
vast reward was offered for Egmont’s head ; but the 
document was instantly torn down, and replaced by an 
offer of the most contemptuous kind, the lowest coin of 
the provinces a head for the council. Deliberation fol- 
lowed deliberation, until the whole closed, one morn- 
ing, with the discovery that the palace guards had been 

withdrawn in the night, that the council was dissolved, 
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and that the archduchess had gone, none knew whi- | solution, while the unhappy Egmont repelled the offer, 
ther. Next day, the trumpets and guns of the German | whatever it might be, with a groan and gesture of in- 
troops announced the advance of their distinguished | ward agony. The monk's voice ranged from entreaty 
leader. to argument, and from argument to scorn. “Is this,” 

Count Egmont entered at their head, took possession | he at length exclaimed, “the gallant Count Egmont, 

of the viceregal palace, and was installed governor of | who is afraid of shadows, the slave of fabled fears, the 
the southern provinces. But one step more, and his | trembler before the tongues of the weak, the ignorant, 
ambition would be fulfilled. But that step was not to | and the prejudiced?” The count still refused to hear. 

be granted to this aspiring and unhappy soldier. The | “ Is this the man of counsel, of high design, the votary 
Spanish troops had been rather surprised than defeated | of honour, the champion of his country’s freedom? 
in the sudden and general advance of the invaders. 
Their old spirit was still alive. The power of the Spa- 
nish monarchy was still unmeasured ; and to the sup- 
pression of the insurgents in the Netherlands it was ur- 
ged by all the stimulants of wrath, pride, and super- 
stition. The Duke of Alva, an officer of the first re- 
nown, a disciplinarian of the most Roman severity, a 
savage tyrant, and a bloody persecutor, was ordered 
from Italy with all the troops that he could collect 
from the Italian garrisons. At the head of fifty thou- 
sand veterans he came thundering into the field. 

Count Egmont gallantly prepared to meet him. 
But his foreign mercenaries defied the strictness of 
command essential to success against so thoroughly 
disciplined an army as the Spanish of the time. The 
German princes, too, who had no national interest in 
the cause, began to refuse their levies ; and Egmont, 
wiih a bitterness of heart, which only the hero can 
feel when his laurels begin to wither, felt that he had 
touched the highest point of his fortune. He now 
fought with a personal daring, that less belonged to the 
general than the partizan. But he long fought with 
signal success ; and the Spanish cuirassiers instinctively 
shrank from the charge which Count Egmont was 
known to lead. But this could ngt last long. His 
nights were devoted to watching, which wore out his 
frame, and the frames of all but his indefatigable Spa- 

nish secretary ; who, with a form that seemed the em- 
blem of exhaustion, still unremittingly persevered in 
his labours. His days were spent on horseback, or in 
actual encounter with the enemy. He seemed on the 
verge of the hourly grave ; yet the fire of his soul sus- 
tained his sinking body, and he was still the hope of 
his country and the terror of the Spaniard. 

At length Alva, by a combination of his whole force, 
broke through the scattered posts of the troops of Hol- 
land, and advanced up to the walls of the capital. All 
within the walls was now of a totally distinct charac- 
ter from its former tumult. There was no concourse 
in the streets; there was no flying through the gates ; 
all was hushed among the easily agitated populationof 
this crowded capital. Even the partizansof the court, 
and the most zealous enemies of Lutheranism, were 
hushed into silence by the nameof Alva, the notorious | 
shedder of blood, the man of jealousy, suspicion, and | 
the sword. The only appearance of motion wasat the 
palace-portal, where some troops of the cavalry were 
assembling, and frequent couriers were despatched, as | 

it was presumed, to hasten the arrival of the army of | 
the Prince of Orange. Egmont was invisible through- 
out the day. The city hourly expected to see him sal- | 
lying forth with his wonted ardour, and returning with 
his habitual trophies. 

But a citizen, who wandered late in the evening | 
into the church of St. Gudule, and had, in the twilight, | 
strayed into one of the intricate passages of the clois- | 

ters, afterwards told that, in his attempts to discover 
an exit, he had pushed open the door of a small cha- 
pel, where, to his astonishment, he saw, by the light 

of the tapers on the altar, Count Egmont kneeling ; 
the suspected Lutheran bowing down, in apparent hu- 
miliation of the deepest kind, before the shrine, and 
standing by his side a monk, who seemed to dictate 
words of some fearful import, if it were to be judged 
from the bitter reluctance of the count to utter them. 

The monk repeatedly attempted to overcome his re- 

| Make but one effort. Drink this wine in the name of 
him who has raised you above the sons of this age, 
and who can dash you to the ground at a moment.” 
The monk poured out some highly perfumed liquid in- 
to a goblet, and almost forced it to his lips. It was re- 
fused with a still stronger loathing. “ Better to die in 
the field,” groaned Egmont; “ better to die in famine, 
in beggary, in exile. I dare not risk my immortal 
soul.” 

The monk gave a wild laugh, and flung the cup 
far from him. “Then, die you shall,Count Egmont,” 
he exclaimed ; “ but not in the field ; die you shall, 
but not by famine, not in the dungeon, not in exile. 
You shall die by a deeper torture to your proud heart ; 
you shall die amid the scoffs of your conquerors, amid 
the roar of the rabble, amid the scorn of your fellow- 
citizens. You shall dieon the scaffold, and in Brussels ; 
here, where you were all but a king, you shall be a 
worm ; here, where but this hour you could summon 
tens of thousands to give you their blood and their 
dearer gold, you shall, before the sunset of the third 
day from this, be a corpse at the feet of the public ex- 
ecutioner. Your blood shall be blackening in the sun ; 
and your heart, that heart of pride, ambition, and weak- 
ness, shall be quivering on the point of a Spanish 
spear.” 

The picture evidently inflicted fresh and intolerable 
pain on the suppliant; he lay for a few minutes with 
his hands strongly clasped, and his head resting on the 
steps of the shrine. Then, springing up suddenly, he 
rushed to the altar, and, seizing a massive chain of gold 
which lay beside the image of the Saint, flung it round 
his neck. A broad beam of light flashed through the 
cell, as the count turned round to descend the steps, 
and the astonished citizen saw, hanging to the chain, 
the fi lost di i, blazing in all its original 
lustre. 

“ Now,” cried the count, with a tone of exultation, 
“spirit or soreerer, devil or agent of devils, whatever 
thou art, I defy thee. With this talisman, I am _ be- 
yond thy power. With this, I have defied poison. 
witchcraft, the bullet, and the sword. With this, I 
shall scorn Philip the tyrant, and Alva the murderer. 
I shall never perish by the power of man, or by the 
arts of fiends.” 

He was hastily striding from the shrine. The 
monk stood still, but his voice arrested the impatient 
steps of the warrior. “Listen, Count Egmont,” said 
he, as if the words came from the lips of a statue; 
“you shall hear my voice but once again in this world. 
That talisman shall fail you. It has been your safe- 
guard till now. It has given you unexampled victory, 
and raised you to high renown. But it has made you 
purchase them by a terrible price. It has filled 
you with ambition. Ifit have saved you from poison, 
it has infected your soul with the subtler poison 

of vanity, fame, and the thirst of things so shadowy as 
the love of the multitude. Wear that talisman, if you 
will. I here pronounce to you, that it will be your 
ruin. Happy were the death you should, without it, 
have died—in the clang of arms, and in the hot blood 
of the hero, it shall bring victory to your sword, but 

it shall betray you to the scaffold.” 
Egmont paused for a moment, pat his hand to his 

star, and seemed about to rend it from his bosom. But 
the earlier feeling prevailed. Witha gesture of scorn 
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at his adviser, he rushed from the cell. The monk 
stood gazing at the door, then, throwing up the hood, 
wiped away a tear. “ Generous and gallant madman,” 
he soliloquized. “But it must be done. He must fall. 
Blood for blood!” The astonished citizen saw, in 
his pale and wild look, the countenance of the Spa- 
nish secretary. ‘The monk, after kneeling at the altar, 
withdrew along the cloister. The citizen, wrapt in 

doubt whether he had seen the living or the dead, or 
whether the whole had not been a vision of the per- 
turbed brain, rushed through the door left open by Eg- 
mont, and scarcely breathed until he reached the open 
air, and stood under the heavy shadows of the belfry 
of St. Gudule. 

That night was long memorable in Brussels. No 
man closed his eyes. A storm of indescribable vio- 
lence raged through the entire night. Thunder, light- 
ning, rain, and whirlwind, united their fury, in this 
battle of the elements. But, at midnight, another ele- 
ment more merciless mingled in the general convul- 
sion of nature. The roar of cannon announced the 
collision of the troops of the Netherlands and Spain. 
Heavy discharges of musketry, the braying of the 
Flemish trumpet, the peal of the Spanish kettle-drum, 
heard successively at all the gates, told that the Spa- 
nish positions had been attacked in all quarters. The 
roar of the cannon and the shouts of the charging 
squadrons continued until daybreak. The howlings 
of the tempest rose wilder and wilder still ; and, when 
the first dawn showed the plain around the city, all 
was devastation : cottages and trees were seen blown 
down; the villas of the opulent citizens and nobles 
dismantled ; the whole rich fertility of the soil was 
laid waste. But, in the quarter where, but the even- 

: ing before, the crimson banner of Castile waved 
haughtily over Alva’s tent, and the setting sun glowed 

: on a splendid array of tents covered with all the hues 
of the rainbow, now there was nothing to be seen but 

| a heap of black cinders, swept away from time to time 
| in vast sheets by the whirlwind. It was evident that 

the Spanish camp had been surprised, the tents burned, 
and the army beaten and driven from the siege of the 
capital. 

: The day passed in anxiety and doubtful inquiries. 
But evening brought back the body-guard of Count 

: Egmont, covered with Spanish orders, the plunder of 
the field, and bearing the captured standard of the 

Spanish general himself. They were received with 
shouts; but their dejected look showed that they had 
brought tidings of some heavy misfortune. Those soon 
transpired. Count Egmont was not to be found. He 
had led them to unexampled victory. By a display of 
skill and courage, unequalled in even his own glorious 
career, he had attacked the whole chain of the Spanish 
posts at once; had broken throngh them to the tent 
of Alva, who escaped only half naked, and by the fleet- 
ness of his horse. He had turned the whole Spanish 
camp into dust and ashes ; captured the military chest, 
the whole of their artillery, and, prize of prizes, the 
consecrated banner, which the pope had sent to Alva 
on his march to extirpate the heretics of Flanders. 
Another blow, and the war must be at an end. 

But that blow was not to be given. The great cap- 
tain who had achieved this triumph was not to be 
found, dead or alive. He had disappeared ; and there 
were strange stories told of his disappearance. He 
had been last seen in a charge that broke Alva’s fa- 
vourite cuirassiers ; the storm was raging at its height, 
at the moment of the melée, and a tremendous burst 
of lightning enveloped the combatants in one universal 
blaze. From that moment Egmont was seen no more. 
There was some wild mention of a figure, which was 
seen following him thre -h the night, and which, at 
the moment of the burst of lightning, had disappeared 
along with the unfortunate and heroic general. 

The night was spent in sorrow for the public loss. | 

But the calamity was triumph © Alva. The relaxa- 
tion of the pursuit had convinced him that Egmont 
must have perished ; and, with the indefatigable acti- 
vity that constituted so striking a feature of his cha- 
racter, he instantly broke up his garrisons, formed a 
fresh army, and, before twenty-four hours had passed, 
was again at the gates of Brussels. 

His emissaries were despatched through Flanders, 
to cbtain tidings of his great enemy; and the tidings 
soon came. On the evening of the second day after the 
battle Alva had summoned the city. The spirit of its 
defenders was gone with their chieftain: the gates 
were opened, and the beaten conqueror, Alva, shorn of 
all his laurels, yet enjoying all the fruits of victory, 
marched in unopposed, took possession of the palace, 
and proclaimed a reward for the head of Count Eg- 
mont, as a traitor to his king, his country, and religion. 

On that night the Spanish general gave a sumptu- 
ous entertainment to the partizans of his master in the 
city, and to his chief officers. "The banquet lasted till 
midnight, when it was suddenly interrupted by the 
arrival of a prisoner whose name produced an universal 
sensation of wonder, curiosity, and triumph. The 
story of his captors was, that, as they were on the 
point of giving up the pursuit, one of them who lin- 
gered in the remoter villages of the province was 
struck by seeing a gold chain and some jewels in the 
hands of a family of peasants, evidently unacquainted 
with their value. ‘The peasants were gathered in front 
of one of their cottages, and were playing with them 
as toys. The emissary, disguised as a travelling char- 
latan, for the better purpose of gaining intelligence, if 
mingled among them, and, by some fantastic story, \ 
contrived to discover how the jewels were obtained 
The peasants had found them in the field, beside a 
wounded officer, whom they had conveyed tothe next 
cottage. The wandering soldiers were hastily collected, 
the cottage was surrounded, and, on a bed of straw 
lay, apparently unwounded, yet palpably at the brink 
of death, the hero of the Netherlands, the son of vic- 
tory, the gallant and undone Count Egmont. 

Alva, with the full consciousness of the prize which 
he had now in his grasp, resolved that no chance 
should wrest it from him. By daybreak the council 
of state was convened ; and Egmont was carried, fee- 
ble and expiring, before a tribunal, where neither jus 
tice nor mercy was to be found. His sentence wi 
speedy. He was to be beheaded before that da 
done. 

The scaffold, erected in the great square, 
rounded during the day with groupes of sile 
mourning citizens, who contrasted the splendours 
his brief supremacy ‘with his bitter end. Before sun- 
set, amid a general muster of the Spanish troops, Eg- 
mont was brought from his dungeon. But an extraor- 
dinary change was wrought on the feeble and fainting 
figure, whom they had seen borne on the litter to the 
presence of Alva. He now marched to execution as | 
if he marched to victory. His form se to have 
suddenly assumed its original vigourgy nte- | 
nance, handsome even in anxiety an , now 
displayed the manly beauty of which so long 
the model; and there was in his dark and vivid glance 
a fire befure which the proudest of his enemies visibly 
shrank. Arrived at the scaffold, he cast his purse 
among the Spanish troopers who surrounded it, and, » 
demanding the presence of a confessor, and calmly 
contemplating the instruments of death, pronounced, 

in a tone loud enough to be heard by Alva, and his 
train in the palace-windows, that the tyranny of Spain 
was already shaken in Europe, and that in his blood 
would be cemented the pillar of Northern freedom. 
At this juncture, a movement in the crowd caught his 
attention for an instant. A Carmelite nun was seen 
ascending the steps of the scaffold, and imploring a 
moment to make an important communication to the 
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dying man. The nun advanced, and, throwing back 
her hood, revealed, to the universal astonishment, the 
countenance of the Spanish secretary. Egmont started 
in’ visible dismay, but the nun rapidly consummated 
her purpose. She had a brief but a fearful tale to 
tell. She was Eleanora di Gonzaga, a noble Italian, 
whom Egmont had loved in his earlier career, but 
whom he had giddily deserted. The insult had sunk 
into her soul. She joined the French army as a sol- 
dier, with the determination to destroy her faithless 
lover in the field. It was she who had urged the as- 
sailant of Count Egmont in the battle of St. Quentin; 
and had seen that assailant, her brother, perish under 
his sword. She had then tried the arts of that magic, 
which, in those times of darkness and credulity, hada 
strange power over the mind, scarcely less than all 
that they pretended to wield. By those arts she had 
stimulated his ambition, until she pressed him to the 
verge of ruin. The crown of the Netherlands already 
glittered in his grasp. She had plundered the jewel- 
house of the emperor of an unequalled diamond, in 
which she had persuaded Egmont that a spirit dwelt, 
which spoke oracles to him, and ensured him safety 
in the field and success in all his enterprizes. To 
complete his ruin, she had held a continued intercourse 
with Alva, by which, in the disguise of secretary to 
the count, she had made the Spaniard master of all 
his plans. Egmont’s rashness, gallant vanity, and na- 
tural proneness to the love of command, all the attri- 
butes of those who are formed to live distinguished 

lives or die memorable and melancholy deaths, had 

made him a willing victim to the keen revenge of the 
tempter. But what is equal to the anguish of woman 
when her revenge is past and her love returns? She 
saw Egmont at her feet, undone, and about to expiate 
his ambition under the Spanish axe; and from that 
moment she was all despair. But remorse was now 
too late. She took her resolution; and, putting on 
the dress which insured her a passage through the 
fierce, but deeply superstitious, soldiery of Spain, she 
followed as a nun, to stand beside the dying hour of 
him in whom her soul was bound up. Egmont listen- 
ed with astonishment. But her obvious misery of 
heart, her clasped hands, and dying voice, made him 
now less her accuser than her comforter. In a few 
generous and genile words he forgave her, and bade 
her live to seek peace at a higher tribunal than that 
of man, and to do justice to his memory among his 
fellow-citizens. 

The conference had lasted longer than suited the 
impatience of Alva. He gave a sign to the execu- 
tioner to advance. Egmont, roused from his reverie, 
and indignant at this felon-death for one who had all 
but wielded a sceptre, suddenly exclaimed, “ Must the 
general of the Netherland armies die by the hands of 
a slave?” “ Never!” cried the nun. Drawing astiletto 
from her bosom, she instantly plunged it into his heart ; 
and then followed up the blow by plunging it into her 
own. They fell together on the scaffold. They spoke 
no word. But the nun, clasping her arms round Eg- 
mont, pressed her lips to his, and in that attitude they 
died. 

HEBE. 

BeavtiFut spirit!—lady who dost play 
With the young rainbows, by life’s early springs, 
Why—with the rainbow—fade so soon away, 
Passing on viewless and on soundless wings! 
Born—like that painted vision—of the hours 
When very tears are lighted by the sun; 
But fading—not like her because the shadows 
Are kissed away, and beautifully gone ;— 
Thou, too, dost fling thy colours—o’er the mind— 

'o float away,—but leave the tears behind! 

dost thou fly?—alas! thou fliest not ;— 
‘wings that take us from thee are our own! 
are like men, who journey in a boat, 
gh some bright valley,—gliding on and on, 

ithout the sense of motion,—while the trees 
Steal by as they were walking in the breeze. 

- * - + * * 

Immortal spirit! lady of the bowl 
Which all taste once, and none may taste again,— 
Oh! for thy lost Nepenthe,—from the soul 

sorrow and to charm all pain! 
re it flows o'er graves, 

memory only memory’s smart,— 
it has healing in its waves 

y the plague-spots of the heart! 

Immortal spirit!—may we never more 
Behold the valley nor the silver spring 
Where haunt the Graces, as in days of yore, 
And thou, as then, sitt’st brightly minist’ring? 
But once—but only once!—'twas fabled well 
That, for the gods alone, ’tWas thine to pour 
The unwasting nectar from its golden cell ;— 
We quaff but once, to thirst for evermere ; 
For the dark Lethe of the grave to pine, 
Because we never more may drink of thine,— 
Nor cleanse away the spirit’s every sore 
In youth's far-distant Jordan—evermose! 

COLUMBUS AMONG THE AZORES. 

BY THOMAS BRYDSON. 

[Previous to his discovery of America, Columbus is said to have frequent- 
ly watched the setting sun, from one of the Islands of the Azores, and fan- 

cied it rising upon the great continent which he supposed to be beyond the 
ocean. } 

Oh, undiscovered world! once more 
I wander forth alone, 

To muse beside that ocean vast, 
Whose arms are round thee thrown. 

Methinks yon setting sun, which smiles 
In glory far away, 

Already, o’er thy mountain-peaks, 
Proclaims another day. 

To some awakened child of thine, 
Who sees, with careless eye, 

The wondrous landscape of my dreams 
Before him brightly lie. 

There be who scoff at thoughts like these— 
But still my soul doth keep 

Its solitary vigil here, 
Beside the solemn deep. 

Yes, yes! beyond that pathless waste, 
A mighty world I'll find ; 

And several tribes of Adam's race 
By me shall yet be joined— 

In friendship’s golden chain, as now, 
By yonder setting sun, 

Whose living line of radiance links 
Their far shores into one. 

Father of Nature! thou wilt guide 
The sail that is unfurled, 

To bear across the ocean's breast 
The tidings of a world! 
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THE METEORIC SHOWER. 

“ The great ‘ Fontenelle’ the Heavens did descry, 
And taught the LADIES his ph loso; by.” 

Our fair readers need not be under any serious 
apprehensions of alarm, at our announcing this article 
for the “ Lady’s Book; as we are not going to explore 
the mysterious depths of science, but in imitation of 
the celebrated French philosopher above noticed, who 
so successfully explained the principles of philosophy 
to the gay, the serious, and the fashionable ladies of 
the French metropolis; we intend to offer a few brief 
remarks upon the late interesting phenomenon which 
has excited so much attention even amongst the fairer 
sex of these United States. 

Meteorology is a science but very imperfectly un- 
derstood : thunder and lightning may be explained upon 
the principles established by experiments in electricity: 
but the causes of rain, hail, snow and sleet, are not by | a parallel. 

are to be observed every clear evening in the absence 
of moonlight; nevertheless a shower of these bodies is 
of very rare occurrence. Generally speaking, meteors 
are supposed to be gaseous exhalations from various 
substances on the surface of the earth, which rising 
high in the atmosphere and coming in contact with 
other gases; take fire, and produce the phenomena 
called shooting-stars. 

The shower of meteors observed throughout the 
United States on the morning of the 13th November 
last, though a very unusual phenomenon ; was never- 

| theless an exhibition similar in all respects to what 
| have been seen in former years, so that the circum- 
stance although extraordinary, is by no means without 

We are indebted to that intrepid and in- 
any means satisfactorily developed. Shooting-stars, or telligent traveller “ Humboldt,” for a description of a 
meteors have still further puzzled the investigations of | splendid shower of meteors, which he observed at 
philosophers, and it may be truly said of these pheno- | Cumana, in South America, on 12th November 1799. 
mena, what Seneca two thousand years ago expressed | “ At about half past two in the morning of that day,” 
relative to comets, namely, “that the time will come | says that celebrated writer, “the most extraordinary 
when the learned will wonder that we in our days | luminous meteors were seen towards the east, thou- 
should be ignorant of the nature of these interesting | sands of bolides and falling stars succeeded each other 
bodies.” during four hours; their direction was very regularly 

Although meteors, or shooting-stars, as they are very | from north to south: no trace of clouds was to be seen, 

improperly called, are by no means uncommon, as they | and from the beginning of the phenomenon there was 
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not a space in the heavens equal to three diameters of 
the moon that was not filled with falling stars. All 
these meteors left luminous traces from five to ten 
degrees in length, which lasted seven or eight seconds. 
Almost all the inhabitants of Cumana were witnesses 
of this phenomenon, as they left their houses before 
four o'clock to attend the first morning mass. The 
shower ceased by degrees after that hour, and the 
bolides and falling stars became less frequent; but we 
distinguished some towards the north-east, by their 
whitish light and rapid movements, a quarter of an 
hour after sunrise.” This shower was visible in the 
West India Islands, the United States, in Greenland, 
and even in some parts of Europe. 

A similar meteoric shower was observed at Rich- 
mond in Virginia, on 23d April 1803. The Gazette 
of that day says, “ that from one o'clock, until three in 
the morning, starry meteors seemed to fall from every 

part of the heavens, and in such numbers as to resem- 
ble a shower of sky-rockets. ‘The inhabitants happen- 
ed at the same time to be called from their houses by 
the fire-bell; they had therefore the opportunity of 
witnessing this extraordinary scene, and which proba- 
bly will never appear again.” This shower was also 
seen at Stockbridge in Massachusetts: and a similar 
one was observed by Captain Hammond of Salem, on 
the morning of the 13th November 1832, (precisely 
one year previous to this last shower,) when on board 
the “ Restitution,” near Mocha, in the Red Sea. 

These descriptions sufficiently prove, that the late 
meteoric shower, is not unparalleled in atmogpherical 
phenomena, and it is probable that such exhibitions 
occur much oftener than they are actually seen: moon- 
light, or cloudy weather being sufficient obstacles to 
prevent such appearances from being observed, as the 
elevation at which shooting-stars or meteors become 
visible, is generally much greater than the usual ele- 
vation of the clouds. 

The writer of these remarks, saw the late meteoric 
shower at a few minutes before five o'clock in the 
morning, it was at that time exceedingly magnificent. 
The meteors all appeared to diverge from a point 
about 20 degrees south-east of the zenith, describing 
apparent curve lines towards all parts of the horizon: 
they fell incessantly until sunrise, and nearly as fast as 
drops of rain. Some of them shot, or described a line 
extending only two or three degrees; others four or 
five degrees, whilst others passed from the radiating 
point almost to the horizon: whilst a few, after having 
traversed some distance, became apparently enlarged 
into a circular shape, afterwards bursted and left all 
the appearances of a discharged rocket. I did not hear 
any report when these meteors bursted, although I paid 
particular attention to ascertain that fact. At about 
a quarter past five o'clock a large meteor discharged 
itself in the north-west, which left a long train of light, 
which continued visible for several minutes; and as- 
sumed as it was vanishing something of the appear- 
ance of a serpent. Another, after describing an arc 
of about 30 degrees exploded, and left a beautiful 
phosphorescent train of light, which was very brilliant 
for some few seconds: others seemed to describe a zig- 
zag motion, leaving trains of light jagged like a saw. 

I did not observe any variety of colours, either in the 
meteors themselves, or in the streams of light they left 
in the direction in which they had moved: all was 
pure white light similar in all respects to the light of 

the fixed stars. The illuminated path that is generally 
seen to accompany shooting-stars or meteors, is in a 
great degree an optical illusion, arising from the rapi- 
dity of their motions; the eye receiving the impression 
of the places where they commence and where they 
terminate, and the rapidity is such, that to the eye the 
spaces passed over appear like lines of light. This 
may be illustrated by lighting the end of a long stick, 
and then giving it a rapid circular motion with the 

hand: to persons at a short distance there will be ap- 
parently a circle of light, whereas such circle is only 
the illuminated path which the end of the lighted stick 
describes. 

It is impossible to notice all the varieties of this 
very extraordinary and very interesting phenomenon: 
the engraving which accompanies this article, conveys 
a faithful representation of this meteoric shower. Those 
who were so unfortunate as not to have been witnesses 
of it, may form some remote idea of its appearance, by 
imagining a constant discharge of sky-rockets, radiating 
in all directions from a certain point in the heavens 
near the zenith, and passing rapidly down the apparent 
arch of the sky towards all parts of the horizon. 

It is to be regretted that the state of meteorological 
science is such, that some more expressive word is not 
introduced to supply that of falling-star. As our fair 
readers are no doubt aware that such an event as a 
falling-star, is almost physically impossible. Those 
silver-looking points that are seen every clear evening 
in the heavens, are bodies at such immense distances, 
that although we are nearly 200 millions of miles 
nearer to them at one period of the year than we are 
at another, there is no apparent alteration in their 
magnitude ; and they occupy the same relative position 
towards each other. Even assuming it possible for 
one of the nearest of those brilliant orbs, to fall towards 
our globe, the progress would be gradual, and it would 
be hundreds of years in performing its journey. Unless 
some extraordinary revolution should take place in the 
order of nature, the laws of gravity be destroyed, 

“ And earth unbalanced from her orbit fly, 
And planets and suns run lawless thro’ the sky: 
The ruling angels from their spheres be hurl'd, 
And being on being wreck’d, and world on world.” 

Unless events like these occur, there is not the re- 
motest reason to believe, that any of the stars will 
ever fall to the earth. But still the opinion is preva- 
lent that stars do actually fall: but it should be known 
that they are all numbered and classed into constella- 
tions; and the exact number in each is as well known 
to the astronomer, as the members of a family are 
known to the head of it. And if any one star disap- 
pear from its place in the heavens, or a new one 
should be discovered to have intruded itself into any 
of the constellations, the astronomers in either case 
would know it; and in the latter instance would im- 
mediately take cognizance of the new-comer, and 
watch its movements, as naturally as the head of a 
family would those of a stranger, who had without 
leave, taken up his residence in his dwelling-house. 
In the showers of falling stars that have been observed 
at different times, hundreds of thousands must have 
descended towards the earth: but it is ascertained that 
the number of fixed stars remain the same, not one has 
departed from its place; and they have now as they 
had thousands of years ago, the same situation and 
relative position towards each other. 

Not having any term in the present vocabulary of 
meteorological science, more significant than meteors, 
we have to observe that the late shower differed from 
all preceding ones, in the apparent radiation from 
a centre; which centre was observed to be in “ Leo,” 
and not far from “ Regulus,” the principal star in that 
constellation. Just as a column of water thrown up 

from an artificial fountain is seen to diverge from the 
top, and fall in beautiful curve lines towards the basin 
beneath; just so did these meteors seem to fall from 
this radiating centre towards all parts of the horizon. 
We think that the phenomenon may be explained by 
supposing that there had been suddenly accumulated 

in the lower regions of the atmosphere, a considerable 
quantity of hydrogen or some other highly elastic gas, 
which from its less gravity and greater elasticity than 
the surrounding air, ascended towards the higher re- 
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gions of the atmosphere in a column: that at a certain 
elevation, either by electricity or some other agent, 
this gas became ignited ; under such circumstances the 
portions of the column as they ascended, would be 
successively ignited, and throw off those beautiful cor- 
ruscations that were witnessed in the late meteoric 
shower. This theory is at least far more plausible, 
than any other we have either read or heard of: 
although many scientific and ingenious suggestions 
have been published respecting this singular and ex- 
traordinary phenomenon. 

FT 

Original. 

MRS. SIDDONS. 

Tuts female, illustrious from the splendour of her 
talent, has left a name that will be handed down to 
future ages with the sublime poetry of Milton and 
Shakspeare. 

Born in a comparatively humble station; nature 
seems to have delighted in modelling this excelling 
creature afier her own likeness; for she more resem- 
bled the ideal beauty of possible nature, than one 
should have expected actually to have seen. Her early 
youth was passed in trying to avoid a profession upon 
which she was destined to throw such lustre. 

Mrs. Piozzi, a lady famed for her learning, and even 
mere celebrated as the friend of Dr. Johnson, felt 
deeply interested in the fortunes of Mrs. Siddons; to 
her, and Mrs. Siddons, is the author of this sketch, in- 
debted for the facts herein stated. 

As a girl, Mrs. Siddons has avowed, she had no dra- 
matic talent; and has frequently wept at her father’s 
allotting her some theatrical character she felt herself 
unable to sustain. This repugnance became at length 
so overpowering that a situation was obtained fur her 
as humble companion to Miss Greathead. The thou- 
sand disagreeables attendant upon a state of almost 
servitude, and the constant entreaty of her father, at 
last overcame her resistance, and she once more be- 
came attached to the theatrical company over which 
he presided. Her marriage with Mr. Siddons soon 
followed her return to the stage; and the wants of an 
increasing family stimulated her to extraordinary ex- 
ertion. Her improvement was so rapid that she be- 
came at last the theme of conversation in the higher 
circles; and Mr. Garrick was tempted to visit Bath for 
the purpose of seeing her act; and was so forcibly 
struck with her powerful talent, that he foretold her 
future eminence ;—but from jealousy or caprice, with- 
held her from London as long as he possibly could. 
Howevershe ultimately attained the station she so richly 
merited ; and retained it without a rival to the close of 
her theatrical career. 

In private life, Mrs. Siddons was much caressed by 
the first people; but her habits were entirely domes- 
tic. She was in high favour with the Queen, and 
was appointed to read Milton to her Majesty. With 
all the brilliancy of her talent, the full acknowledg- 
ment of that talent by the public, Mrs. Siddons was 
subjected to much private sorrow. The loss of two 
lovely daughters, in the early bloom of womanhood ; 
and domestic grievances of another description, threw 
a cloud over her brightest moments; and when she 
chose to unfold the inmost recesses of her heart, one 
might be tempted to inquire, whether the greatest 
gifts, are not fearfully counterbalanced by evil. Mrs. 
Siddons was rather a timid woman in society. She 
spoke little. She read divinely. Nothing could be 
more impressive than her style of reading “ Paradise 
Lost.” She increased an already lucrative engage- 
ment in Dublin by giving readings of Milton in the 
Rotunda. The Saloon was splendidly attended on 
each night. 

Many contemptible attempts were made at various 

times to throw a shade over Mrs. Siddons’ private cha- 
racter; but the malice of her enemies invariably 
rebounded upon themselves. In every situation of 
domestic life, her conduct was as exemplary, as her 
public career was exalted, and the honour paid her by 
Sir Joshua Reynolds, seems to have been fully merited 
by her. In his splendid painting of her as the Tragic 
Muse, he has wrought his name in her drapery so as 
to give the idea of an embossed border; and paid her 
the very great compliment, in fact, the greatest that 
could be paid by a man of his exalted talent; in say- 
ing, “That he could conceive no higher honour, than that 
his name should descend to posterity upon the hem of 
her garment.” 

As an actress, Mrs. Siddons stood alone.—Nothing 
at present, resembles her even in the remotest degree. 
Her wonderful voice,—full, solemn and sweet, pre- 
served its distinctness in the highest exertions, and re- 
mained unlost in the lowest articulations. Her action, 
and attitudes, resembled the finest statues of antiquity. 
Of the expression of her countenance no adequate idea 
can be formed: her eye was so very uncommon in its 
form, and varied in its expression and colour, that 
without speaking, her silence was more eloquent than 
language. She dressed with the utmost simplicity— 
indeed, she was too sublimely beautiful to need orna- 
ment. All her features bore the stamp of greatness. 
Her excelling characters were Lady Macbeth, Lady 
Randolph,—Constance—and Volumnia: and in them, 
she was unimaginably great. 

Mrs. Siddons expressed the greatest regret at the 
increased dimensions of the London theatres—and in 
a conversation she had with Mr. Holman, about two 
years previous to her quitting the stage:—she told him, 
that had theatres been constructed upon the same 
principle when she first became popular, she never 
should have attained the eminence she enjoyed during 
her long theatrical career. 

The character in which she seemed to soar to the 
highest pitch of dramatic excellence, was Lady Mac- 
beth. And her own account of the misery she endured 
whilst studying the character deserves to be recorded. 
It was required by the interests of the theatre that she 
should study the part at very short notice. The time 
allotted was a day and intervening night. When the 
day closed, she found that she did not know half the 
words of the character. The evening wore away, but 
she felt herself incompetent to the task for the fullow- 
ing evening, unless she devoted the whole of the night 
to study. She continued by a little manceuvring to 
keep her husband and Mr. Kemble in conversation 
until past midnight; but at that hour they both de- 
clared they must retire to rest; her description of the 
agony she endured when she found she must go 
through all the horrors of the character alone, was 
truly appalling. It is probable that much of the fear- 
ful energy she imparted to the three great scenes of 
Lady Macbeth might have sprung from the terrors of 
that night. 

Mrs. Siddons possessed in a high degree the art of 
modelling. ‘The most finished casts in her collection 
is a bust of herself, and one of each of her brothers, 
John, and Charles Kemble. 

The Queen of England, wife to George III., ever 
retained her admiration of Mrs. Siddons: and when at 
a very advanced period of her life, she gave her last 
fete at Frogmore; she sent for Mrs. Siddons and pub- 
licly presented her with a chain enriched with bril- 
liants. Happy period! when genius and virtue in- 
sured the female who possessed them the respect and 
admiration of Princes,—now, alas, those very quali- 
ties are but fa barrier to the advancement of their 
possessor. The affected refinement of the present 
time; its hollow, heartless pleasures, withers the ten- 
der buds of genius, and drives virtue to misery, and 
despair. 
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La ven der, sweet La ven der, Lavender. 

Il. 

Sweet Lavender, sweet Lavender, in vain alas! I cry, 

Altho!? I offer bargains rare to every passer by $ 

Ive fasted long and labour’d hard thro? many a sultry hour, 

In pity buy my Lavender, sweet Lavender in flow’r= 

Sweet Lavender, sweet Lavender, sweet Lavenders 
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ESSAY ON THE USE OF CORSETS, STAYS, &c. 

BY MATHEW CAREY. 

Tne havoc made on the younger portion of the sex 
by stays, corsets, and other contrivances for abridging 
the size of the waist, has been the subject of animad- 
version and exhortation, time out of mind, by medical 
men and others. But unhappily in vain. Probably the 
chief cause has been, that neither the parents of the 
young ladies, nor the young ladies themselves, have 
ever fully realized the lamentable consequences of this 

tem. 

That ladies, insectised by any contrivances calcula- 
ted to render their waists slender, have a more sylph- 
like appearance, and are more pleasing to the eyes of 
our sex, than those who have been used to a costume 
which allows fair play to the muscles, sinews, nerves, 
cartilages, etc., cannot be doubted ; and as the sexes 
are naturally, and, indeed, laudably ambitious of pleas- 
ing each other, it is not wonderful that ladies have 
adopted that form of costume which renders them most 
attractive tooursex. Were this object attainable with- 
out a sacrifice of comfort or health, I should advise 
compression by steam, so as to attain the utmost possi- 
ble degree of slenderness. But that this is impracti- 
cable, will appear from the following awful catalogue 
of evils, which flow from the use of those articles, 
taken from Willich’s lectures on diet and regimen—a 
work of acknowledged merit. 

“T shall briefly state a few of the consequences 
arising from this unnatural part of female dress; name- 
ly—diseases of the breast, external callosities, and can- 
cer itself ; the ribs are compressed ; the spine is bent 
out of its place ; the free expansion of the lungs is pre 
vented, hence shortness of breath, indurations, and tuber- 
cles of the lungs, cramp of the stomach, defective diges- 
tion, nausea, irregularities of the secretory and other 
organs, in short, the list of maladies thus produced is 
too long to be here detailed.” 

Suppose only half, or a third, or a fourth, or a tenth 
part of these consequences result from this practice, 
ought it not to be banished for ever from society ? 

There is one important point of view in which this 

fashion may be considered, that ought to have, and I 
trust will have, a decided influence on young ladies 
and induce them to abandon it. In the eyes of the 
other sex they lose by it far more then they gain. 

That the slenderness of the waist renders the female 
contour more agreeable to the eye, I have admitted ; 

but that any one or two of the diseases stated by Wil- 
lich will materially affect “the human face divine,” 
which very soon reveals the effects of any derange- 
ment of the animal functions, and hence assumes more 
or less of a sepulchral appearance, is equally true; and 
it will not be denied that there is far more attraction 
in a healthy, blooming face, with the waist of the natu- 
ral dimensions, than in a slender waist accompanied 
by a face which has lost its bloom by disease. Let us 

suppose two young ladies, one with a very slender 
waist, but with such a pallid face as the diseases in 
question infallibly produce, and the other with a waist 
that has never suffered any very undue compression, 
and the bloom that a sound state of health insures, to 
meet the eyes of a young gentleman who has serious 
thoughts of settling for life, and has as yet formed no 
attachment. Let both stand on the most perfect equali- 
ty as regards intellect, manners, family connexions, for- 
tune, ete.—can there be any doubt that the latter 
would as completely carry the palm as Venus by the 
judgment of Paris carried it over Juno? 

Let me add one important consideration to which 
those on whom devolves the care of young females 

ought to pay great attention. Tight lacing increases 
the difficulty and dangers of parturition, a process to 
be taken into consideration in the future destiny of the 
larger portion of the sex, and of course worthy of at 
tention at a very early stage of their existence. This 
process is certainly sufficiently critical and dangerous 
without having its dangers increased by unnatural com- 

pression ; it is highly probable that no small portion of ~ 
the deaths of mothers and children that take place in 
this delicate process of nature, arises from this cause. 

It is, therefore, to be hoped, that parental authority 
will be exerted to remove the source of so many evils, 
and that young ladies, with a prudent view to their 
probable future situation in society, will display their 
good sense in abandoning this odious practice, or at 
least taking the advice of Willich: 

“If any such part of the dress be at all admissible, 
it ought to consist of soft and pliable materials ; such 
as fine chamois leather, hatter’s felt, or what is still 
better, the knitted and more elastic texture used for 
gloves and stockings.” 

‘That the spider-like appearance of a lady’s waist is 
not so very essential to her attractions as has been ge- 
nerally supposed, is clear from the fact, that young 
ladies at present, although the existing form of dress 
excludes the appearance of the diminution of the waist, 
have as large a share of attention, and as frequently 
settle themselves well in life, as when the old costume 
was in fashion. 

In corroboration of these views, I submit to the con- 
sideration of the reader the following interesting ex- 
tracts from the Anatomical Class Book, a recent work 
which touches on this subject. These extracts speak 
powerfully to the eye, by an exhibit of the effect of tight 
lacing on the female form. 

We here introduce the following drawings, to show 
what is the actual condition of the chest that has be- 
come permanently diminished by artificial means, com- 
pared with one that has been developed as nature in- 

tended. 
Young ladies require nearly as much exercise as boys, 

but of a less violent character, as their physical organ- 
ization is not calculated, it is reasonable to suppose, for 
severe exertions of the muscles. They cetainly re- 
quire loose, easy clothing, that the bones concerned in 
the formation of the apartment in which is placed the 
vital apparatus, may be free, unimpeded, and unre- 
strained. 

CONTRACTED CHEST. 
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An outline is here presented of the chest of a fe 
male, to show the actual condition of the bones, as 
they appear after death, in every lady who has habitu- 
ally worn stays. 

‘All the false ribs, from the lower end of the breast 
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bone, are unnaturally cramped inwardly towards the 
spine, so that the liver, stomach and other digestive 
organs in the immediate vicinity, are pressed into such 
small compass, that their functions are interrupted, and 
in fact, all the vessels, bones, and viscera, on which 
the individual is constantly depending for health, are 
more or less distorted and enfeebled. 

SKELETON OF A WELL-FORMED FEMALE CHEST. 

By comparing the accompanying plan of a well de- 
veloped and naturally proportioned female chest, with 

the frightful skeleton appended to the preceding note, 
the difference is strikingly apparent. Here is breadth 
—-space for the lungs to act in; and the short ribs are 
thrown outwardly, instead of being curved and twist- 
ed down towards the spine, by which ample space is 
afforded for the free action of all those organs, which 
in the other frame, were too small to sustain life. The 
first may be regarded as the exact shape and figure of 
a short lived female ; and this may be contemplated 
as an equally true model of the frame of another, who, 
so far as life depends upon a well-formed body, would 
live to a good old age. 

The lungs suffer—and in those cases, which are ninc- 
ty in a hundred, where the stays have been laced on 
in very early life, before the ribs have become perfect- 
ly ossified, the chest is never developed ;—it never as- 
sumes the form which it would have had, were it not 
for this mechanical restraint; consequently, for want 
of capacity, or in other words, for want of room, the 

lungs are too small for the requirements of the body; 
—they cannot oxygenate the blood—an_ indispensa- 
ble vital process. 

Corset-boards are quite as reprehensible, though 
the injuries to which they give rise, are less apparent 
in the beginning. The busk operates almost exclusive- 
ly on the sternum or breast bone, which is easily bent 
out of its original position, at its lower extremity. 

By a constant pressure of an inelastic board, the 
lower end of the sternum, which juts down into the 
abdominal muscles two or three inches, is forced in- 
ward, and becoming ossified in that direction, is pro- 
ductive of serious injury to the stomach, which lies 
just behind it. 

A multitude of painful and protracted diseases, by 
which females in the higher walks of society, in this 
age, are hurried to an early grave, have their orgin in 
this horrible custom of wearing stays. ‘Thousands up- 
on thousands of young ladies are the yearly victims, 
even in the United States, to consumption, which is 
wholly referable to this fashionable, but perverted 
taste, of conforming to a practice which has for its ob- 
ject the improvement of the female furm; as though 
the Creator, in constructing the most beautiful work of 
his creation, neglected to give that last finishing pro- 
cess, which they imagine themselves to have discover- 
ed, and which can alone be satisfactory to the sex. 

THE BIRTH=PLACE OF COLUMBUS. 

Sin—To a native of this Continent, to which, how- 
ever, by a strange injustice posterity has not given his 
name, the birth place of Columbus must always be an 
object of interest. A house is still shown in the vil- 
lage of Cogoletto, near Genoa, as that in which he was 
born. At the door of the building is a stone, on which 
the following inscription in Italian has been inscribed 
since 1650. It bears the name of a priest of the same 
family. The two other inscriptions in Latin have been 
recently added. Like the birth-place of our own 
Shakspeare, at Stratford-on-Avon, that of Columbus is 
visited by all curious travellers. Some time ago a 
party made a pilgrimage to the spot, and entered the 
house in silence with their heads uncovered, regarding 
the birth place of the great discoverer of the New 
World, as one of the most interesting sites of their 
route. I subjoin the inscriptions, and have attempted 
an imitation. It will be perceived that in the Italian, 
there is a play upon the meaning of Colombo, which 
would be ineffective in the translation. 

ELOGH. 
Di Cristoforo Colombo, scopritor dell’ America l’anno 

1492—scritti nella casa di sua nascita, nel paese di 
Cogoletto, contrada Giuggiovlo. 

I. 
Con generoso ardir dall’ area all’ onde 
Ubbidiette il vol Colomba prende, 
Corre, s’aggira, terren’ scopre, e fronde 
Dolivo, in segno, al gran Noe ne rende. 
L’imita in cio Colombo, ne s’asconde, 
E da sua patria il mar soleando fende ; 
Terreno al fin scoprendo diede fondo, 
Offrendo al’ Ispano un nuovo Monco. 

11 2 Decembre, 1650. 
Prete Antonio CoLomso. 

Il. 

Hospes siste gradum ; Fuit H I C lux prima Colombo, 
Orbe viro majori, Hen! nimis arcta Domus! 

Ill. 

Unus erat Mundus; Duo sunt, aitI S TE; fuerunt. 
1826. 

The above imitated : 

IN PRAISE. 

Of Christopher Columbus, discoverer of America 
in the year 1492—written in the house of his birth, im 
the country of Cogoletto, in the district of Giuggiolo. 

I. 

Swift from the Ark, above the watery waste, 
The Dove. obedient, flies with generous haste ; 
Still onward speeds, nor pauses in her flight 
Until the long-sought land relieves her sight— 
Thence as a token of the welcome strand, 
An olive branch she bears to Noah's hand! 
Like her, Columbus scorns inglorious ease, 
Far from his country ploughs the maiden seas— 
Nor cast he anchor, nor a sail was furl'd, 
Until to Spain he gave another world! 

Il. 

Stay, traveller, stay! before these narrow walls 
Awhile thy weary pilgrimage restrain— 

Here first Columbus breath'd the vital air: 
This roof held one—the world could not contain! 

III. 
The World was one—Columbus said, they’re two— 
He found a World, and made the saying true! 

I am, sir, etc., J.C. F. 

Quebec, April 12, 1834. 
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THE STATUE; 
OR, AN EXEMPLIFICATION OF THE ART OF SAYING A GREAT DEAL ABOUT NOTHING. 

0, ‘tis the curse of love, and still approv'd, 
When women cannot love, whem they're below'd.”—Shakszeare. 

I was born in Norway, of lordly lineage, and to 
more than a competency. I was the only survivor of 
eleven children, and was consequently indulged with 
that foolish disregard to futurity which so ofien brings 
a blight upon our manhood, after it has quenched the 
sportive happiness of infancy. I was naturally reserv- 

ed and saturnine, and frequently the prey of a gloomy 
enthusiasm which, like the hidden fires of a volcano, 
effervesced unseen within me, when all was calm 
without. The rigid muscles of the countenance be- 
trayed not the fierce conflict of the spirit. Though of 
a strange, unsocial temper, I was nevertheless timid to 
excess, and alive to the acutest feelings of sensibility. 
Abstraction was the atmosphere in which my spirit 
delighted to expatiate—here alone it found its home— 
here alone it seemed to “ live and move and have its 
being.” I was shunned by my companions on account 
of the repulsive aspect with which I generally greeted 
them, thongh at the very moment that they were 
shrinking from my presence with an almost instinctive 
loathing, my bosom was frequently overflowing with 
the very milk of human kindness towards them. Alas! 
how was I misunderstood! my heart was a “sealed 
book ;” and becanse my countenance too sternly told 
that its “ secrets were hid,” no volume of “ black ma- 
gic” could be more fearfully mistrusted by my mercu- 
rial but suspicious compeers. How rash does such a 
conclusion frequently prove! No mortal eye can pene- 
trate the secret repository of another's bosom, yet my 
sombre lineaments were read as the index of mine, 
though they were really most faithless interpreters. 
My father died when I was about two and twenty. 

leaving me the possession of a tolerably good estate. 
My paternal abode was situated nearly in the centre 
of a vast forest upon the borders of an oozy lake, from 
which a moat that suryounded the walls was constant- 
ly filled. This was a seclusion which suited well 
with the natural austerity of my taste. I was fond of 
contemplating nature in her most terrific sublimities, 
and here | was not without the opportunity. I had 
seen the pine-tree shivered by the lightning—I had 
beheld the rock riven by the thunderbolt—I had felt 
the shock of the earthquake, and witnessed the mighty 
crash of the avalanche—I had heard the unearthly 
roar of the Maelstrom, and seen the vessel whirled in- 
to its foaming vortex, where the shriek of death was 
drowned in the fierce hiss of the whirlpool ;—so that 
my mind was braced alike against the accidents of 
time and circumstance—the contingencies of climate 
or locality. 

At the age of twenty-two, I found myself in the 
midst of a Norwegian forest, almost excluded from hu- 
man intercourse. This, however, was not to mea 
matter of regret. I loved occupation, and therefore 
time never encumbered me with a sad burthen of un- 
occupied moments. My favourite employment was 
scuipture, of which I was extremely fond, and in 
which I was considered to excel. From a child I had 
manifested an extraordinary predilection for this art ; 
and my parents, in order to gratify my ambition of dis- 
tinction as a sculptor, sent me to Rome, where I studi- 
ed all the finest specimens of ancient and modern art. 
My progress in improvement was rapid, and I was 
flattered by the approbation of some of the most cele- 
brated masters of the period. Before I had attained 

the age of one-and-twenty, I was elected a member of 
the academy at Rome, and my works were already 
talked of as those of a young man likely to do honour 
to hisage and country. [ returned to Norway, “ with 
all my budding honours thick upon me,” but was, 
nevertheless, not happy. There was a vacuum in my 
mind which I could not fill up—a longing after some- 
thing that [ could not realize. Being of a dreamy and 
ardent turn of mind, I had pictured to myself a Uto- 
pian state of happiness, which it was not in the nature 
of things that I could ever see fulfilled. 

My mother died soon after my return from Rome, 
and [ felt myself at once to be a solitary being cast 
upon the wide world, without a human creature either 
to claim my sympathies, or to fix my affections. I have 
said that my sensibility was strong, and easily excited. 
There was a tenderness in my nature which perpetu- 
ally sought to exhibit itself; and I was therefore 
anxious to unite my destiny with that of some woman 
who should fix and concentrate it, making my tree of 
life to blossom and shed its fruits round my domestic 
hearth ; who should share alike in my hopes and dis- 
appointments, and cast the sweets of domestic joy 
among those bitters with which the cup of my exist- 
ence had, as I thought, so lavishly overflowed. I how- 
ever met no such object. I had seen many clever, 
many accomplished, many handsome women; but there 
were such failings in all that I could attach myself to 
none. I had, moreover, microscopic fastidiousness 
which magnified every little imperfection into a griev- 
ous deformity. I was, besides, so constitutionally 
bashful, that I had not the courage to make known my 
feelings, even had they been attracted to any one; and 
the bitter consciousness of this infirmity caused me to 
examine the qualities of every woman who happened 
to come within the influence of my splenetic scrutiny 
with a warped and cankered judgment. I at length 
persuaded myself that I hated the sex, because I had 
neither the courage to “tell my love,” nor the stoi- 
cism to 

“ Sit like patience on a monument, 
Smiling at grief.” 

My mind, however, so constantly dwelt with a mor- 
bid regret upon the disappointment I was doomed to 
undergo in not meeting with a woman of congenial 
feelings, who might share my sorrow and promote my 
joys, that the reaction of melancholy caused it to beat 
length perpetually haunted by a vision, the very dezu 
ideal of physical and moral beauty. ‘This “ faultless 
monster which the world ne’er saw,” I longed to see 
embodied, with a fervency beyond the power of de- 
scription to pourtray. It bore such a palpable aspect 
to the mind's eye, that I almost fancied it a part of my- 
self, and seemed to hold familiar intercourse with this 
visionary perfection. It was perpetually before me, 
both in my dreams and during my waking, and at 
length assumed a “local habitation,” so definite and 
tangible, that it seemed as if I could feel the pressure 
of its impassive members, and hear the sweet cadence 
of its imaginary utterance. I at length all but persua- 
ded myself of its identity, and that this shadowy cre- 
ation, which had been so long the companion of my 
slumbering and waking thoughts, was the object des- 
tined to shed a gleam <f glory on my path, that should 
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light me to the goal of my happiness. With this feel- 
ing, I commenced a statue of a virgin, and laboured 
incessantly until I had shaped the block into form and 
beauty. The vision by which my mind was so con- 
stantly occupied was the model after which I wronght, 
and its exact form and lineaments were eventually trans- 
ferred to the marble. As the work grew under my 
hands, my \ murkiness of mind” gradually gave way 
to more pleasing emotions; and I acquired, by degrees, 
a buoyancy of spirits which astonished all who were 
familiar with my natural disposition. The vision be- 
came fainter and fainter upon my mind in proportion 
as the statue assumed its likeness; and by the time 
this was finished, had faded before the reality into 
which my labours had embodied it. Every one who 
saw my statue was struck with astonishment and ad- 
miration at the grace and beauty which it displayed. 
I confess | was myself surprised at the surpassing ex- 
cellence of my own work. The statue was perfect. 
A Phidias or a Praxiteles might have envied my success. 
I had draped it in a light flowing vest, which loosely 
covered the figure, leaving only the neck, arms, and 
feet bare, but sufficiently indicating the beautiful con- 
tour of the frame and limbs. Shall I confess my 
weakness? I actually fell in love with my own 
work. 
We have our moral as well as our physical idiosyn- 

erasies, and the singular peculiarity in my moral con- 
stitution was here most marvellously developed. I 
had seen no living being who realized those severe 
ideas of beauty which I had perfected in the object 
before me. I looked upon it in the abstraction of ab- 
sorbed delight; the whole world seemed to be shut 
out from my thoughts; the beautiful marble was my 
paradise: but when my thoughts reverted from vague 
fantasies to stern realities, I gazed upon the statue only 
to sigh that it had no feelings germane with mine.— 
Though beautiful as imagination could represent, it 
stood before me fixed upon a pedestal, unconscious, 
mute, and rigid, while to me it was a bitter agony to 
think it did not live. How did I wish for the enchant- 
er’s art that I might cause it to Start into life, to im- 
print its warm kisses on my lips—to breathe the holi- 
est vows of love into my ear; and that I might lead 
it blouming in vital beauty to the altar, and unite my 
destiny with living perfection. I bad never, as I have 
before said, felt courage sufficient to make my profes- 
sions of love to any woman, though I had frequently 
and ardently wished to be married, as celibacy was 
my aversion; yet my invincible timidity invariably 
withheld me from making the declaration. Had the 
marble which I had so successfully endowed with 
symmetry and beauty been endued also with moiion 
and intelligence, I was confident, that in spite of my 
natural timidity, I should have felt less awed in ma- 
king such an avowal to the object of my own creation, 
than I had towards those beauties whom I so frequent- 
ly met before my return from the great theatre of art. 
Not a day passed over my head without my doing 
something to the statue, so that it appeared to advance 
in perfection with every succeeding morrow. It 
was stamped upon my memory with an impression, 
so vivid and indelible, that every other object faded 
before it, like the early mists upon the hills before the 
rising of the summer sun. I again became wretched. 
The void in my existence seemed to extend, and a dis- 
tressing insanity of mind daily added to my morose 
and selfish melancholy. I sought not to be comforted. 
I shunned consolation with a savage determination to 
endure, as if there had been a sort of hervism in giv- 
ing way in silence and in secret to my own fierce bit- 
terness of spirit. I had no voice for joy—the world 
was my dungeon, in which I was surrounded by evils 
which appeared as if armed pvith so many flaming 
swords to keep me from the paradise of enjoyment. I 
seemed to bear within me a principle of self-torment, 

so that every thing I did stagnated, as it were, my milk 
of human kindness, into 

——“ gall and bitterness of seul.” 

One evening, not being able to sleep, after tossing 
for a time in feverish anxiety upon my bed, I rose and 
sought my studio, in order to abate the turbulence of 
my thoughts, by indulging in a gaze at the mute but 
lovely object of my romantic adoration. The moon 
shone bright and unclouded, through a large oriel, and 
cast its broad beams to the extremity of the apartment. 
Every object was clearly distinct, and nothing but the 
shrill hum of the gnat interrupted the stillness of a 
calm summer midnight. I threw myself into a large 
easy chair where I was accustomed to rest myself dur- 
ing the intervals of suspension from my labours at the 
marble. The solemn stillness of the hour—the sub- 
dued brightness of the moonlight—the associations of 
peace and repose, so natural to such a scene and such 
a time, threw a calm over my senses, to which they 
had been some time a stranger. I looked upon the 
statue with feelings in which it was difficult to trace 
whether disappointment or delight was predominant. 
The moonbeams fell upon the wkite and polished folds 
of the drapery, and half the fice was illuminated 
while the other half was in shadew. I gazed for some 
time in a state of painful abstracion. On a sudden the 
chamber seemed to be filled wih a light vapoury mist, 
which gradually lulled my seases into a state of lan- 
guid quiescence. There appeared to be cast around 
every thing that sort of visionary indistinctness of 
which we are sensible when we look at remote objects 
through the faint shadows of summer twilight. The 
rigidity of my feelings soon relaxed, and I felt for the 
moment a quiet transport of mind and heart which was 
altogether unaccountable. I kept my eyes upon the 
statue until at length it appeared to vibrate upon the 
pedestal. The folds of the drapery seemed to be rais- 
ed by the calm night air that was admitted through a 
small aperture in the window. [ fancied it must be 
an illusion—it wes too transporting for reality—I fixed 
my eyes more intently upon ‘he beautiful object before 
me. The movements were repeated—the eyelid, up- 
on which the moonbeams now directly fell, closed for 
an instant, the lips separated and relaxed into a smile. 
I was absorbed in breathless wonder, but what was my 
astonishment when I beheld the figure step from the 
pedestal upon the platform on which I was accustomed 
to work, and majestically descend the steps which were 
attached to it, fur my more convenient ascent and de- 
scent during the progress of my labours. 

The statue stood a breathing object before me. I 
started from my chair and seized its hand. The 
warmth of life, however, seemed not to be there, for 
though the flexibility natural to human flesh was evi- 
dent to the touch, there was, nevertheless a marble 
coldness which struck a sudden chill at my heart. The 
eye sparkled with light and life, but it emitted only its 
own natural lustre, not that sweetly reflected light 
which comes from the ardent soul through the eyes, 
its most eloquent interpreters. There was no expres- 
sion of sympathy—no glance of feeling—no trait of 
endearing humanity ;—all was cold, inflexible and re- 
pulsive. J was abashed and distressed. In an agony 

of disappointment I drew the lovely creature more di- 
rectly into the moonlight. I had almost distrusted the 
evidence of my senses, but without cause. I contem- 
plated no longer the senseless marble to which my own 
hands had imparted form and beauty, bct an animated 
creature surpassing the loveliness of mortality. There 
was no “unreal mockery” before me. The breath 
came quick and audible from lips over which it threw 
a perfume that made the atmosphere around her redo- 
lent of Heaven's own fragrance. I breathed my vows 
of impassioned, yet most holy love into her ear ;— 
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they were listened to, but not answered ; they produced 
no more impression than the transient shower upon 
the arid sands of the desert, or the moonbeam upon 
the frost-bound waters. I again grasped her hand, but 
it returned not the pressure of mine. I clasped her 
fervently to my heart—I felt no responsive throb, 
while the heavy drooping eye-lid was but too faithful 
an interpreter of the insensibility which reigned within 
her fair but stony bosom. She was painfully indiffer- 
ent to every thing around her. In a wild transport of 
anguish, I again embraced her; the slow pulsation of 
her heart beat heavy and regular against mine, which 
palpitated with a violence that all but deprived me 
of utterance. I was nearly sufiocated by conflicting 
passions. Vainly did I implore a return of my affec- 
tion. My appeal was unheeded. She averted her 
eye—no flush of repressed emotion overspread her 
cheek—she was calm and unimpassioned; I found, to 
my inexpressible anguish, that, within the beautiful 
casket befure me, no jewel was enshrined. The body 
was perfect, but the soul was wanting. 
How bitierly did I curse my folly for the unhallow- 

ed wish that the work of my own vain hands should 
be endued with life! I nevertheless could not stifle 
the longing which I felt to inspire her with the same 
feelings by which my own sensitive spirit was over- 

borne. I still turned to her in earnest supplication, 
yet the calm expression of her countenance remained 
undisturbed. Like the flawless crystal; that counte- 
nance was perfect in it own superficial brightness, 
but reflected no hues of beauty from within. Vainly 
did I implore a return of affection—my appeals were 
unheeded—her eye neither drooped nor brightened. 
Alas! I saw that she lived indeed, but she was living 
marble. I turned from her with an emotion of unre- 
pressed agony, yet could not long withhold my sight 
from an object upon which I had been accustomed to 
gaze with such ardent delight. ‘The moonbeams still 
fell upon her exquisitely moulded lineaments, while 
her glossy flaxen hair was slightly raised by the gentle 
airs which undulated through the apartment, and 
spread in graceful freedon upon her shoulders. | 
again took her hand; there was however no sign of 
sensibility in her placid features which told that such 
pressure was welcome to her heart. She looked, if 
possible, only the more quiet and passionless. I was 
more miserable than ever. It is impossible to define 
my sensations. I felt as if I were a living volcano 
about to be consumed by the fires which raged unseen 
within my bosom. What a wretch did I stand to my 
own contemplation! The fondest dream of my imagi- 
nation had been realized, and [ was still unhappy. I 
beheld that object who had for months absorbed my 
thoughts, living before me, and in “ form as palpable” as 
my own—the passive creature of my will; yet misery 
clung around my heart with renewed pertinacity. 

“Canst thou not leve me?” I cried, with frantic 
emotion. . 

I might as well have breathed my appeal to the 
winds; she coldly smiled, while her imperturbable 
placidity of expression gave a silent answer to my 
question more positive than language—it was not to 
be mistaken. I dropped her hand, darted like a maniac 
from the blighting coldness of her aspect, and laid my 
forehead upon a marble slab which stood in a dark 
recess of the chamber. My eyes flashed fire—my 
brain reeled—the het blood seemed to flow in lava 
floods to my heart—my sensations were too strong for 
endurance, and starting from my recumbent position, I 
rushed once more into the full glare of the moonlight. 
The object of my idolatry stood calm and insensible as 
before. My agonies made not the slightest impression 
upon her. The smile still played around her delicate 
lips, and the lid drooped languidly over her light azure 
eye, indicating an utter callousness of sympathy, abso- 
lutely distracting to one so impassioned as I was. I 

was excited almost to madness. I felt as if I could 
have braved perdition—as if I could have gnawed my 
own heart. These agonies of mind were appalling. 
I became sensible, but too late, that the idol of my 
adoration was only a living creation from the quarry; 
the coldness, the insensibility of the material was in it, 
but none of the warmth, the sofiness, the exquisite 
tenderness of woman’s nature. No! there was indeed 
physical beauty, but moral deformity; for what short 
of Omnipotence could give existence to moral beauty. 
How could the work of imperfection be otherwise than 
imperfect! and I was punished, bitterly punished, for 
ever having framed so unhallowed a wish as to behold 
a mere mortal creation endowed with life and con 
sciousness. The hand of Omnipotent vengeance was 
upon me, and I was severely expiating my presump- 
tion; 1 was, in truth, paying the Promethean penalty. 
My agonies were but too visible in my convulsed 
frame and agitated features, and yet the object of my 
mad love moved not a muscle of her inflexible coun- 
tenance. I cursed her in my soul; but my tongue 
seemed paralysed when I attempted to give utterance 
to the dreadful malediction. I once more grasped her 
hand cunvulsively—I again pressed her to my bosom; 
—the same chilly grasp met mine—the same dull 
measured pulsation responded to the ardent throbbings 
of my fevered heart. She permitted my embrace, but 
returned it not. Being at length excited to a pitch of 
absolute frenzy, in a paroxysm of rage and disappoint- 
ment I imprecated a curse upon the unfeeling cause 
of both. The curse was loud and bitter. On the 
instant a flash of lightning filled the chamber, followed 
by a tremendous peal of thunder. The house was 
rocked to the very foundation. The statue retreated 
majestically towards the platform, slowly ascended, 
resumed its place upon the pedestal;—its features 
became fixed—the eye-lids remained stationary—the 
orbs became dim and colourless—and the whole figure 
gradually stiffened again into marble. Another deaf- 
ening peal of thunder followed, and—I awoke. I am 
now sixty-five and a bachelor. 

ee 

RECIPE. 

ALMOND PUDDING. 

Half a pound of sweet almonds, which will be reduced to a quarter of a 
pound, when shelled and blanched. 

An ounce of bianched bitter almonds or peach-kernels. 
The whites only, of six eggs. 
A quarter of a pound of powdered white sugar. 
A table-spoonful of mixed brandy, wine, and rose-water. 

Shell half a pound of sweet almonds, and pour 
scalding water over them, which will make the skins 
peel off As they get cool, pour more boiling water, 
till the almonds are all blanched. Blanch also the 
bitter almonds. As you blanch the almonds, throw 
them into a bowl of cold water. Then take them out, 
one by one, wipe them dry in a clean towel, and lay 
them on a plate. Pound them one at a time to a fine 
pasie, in a marble mortar, adding, as you pound them, 
a few drops of rose-water to prevent their oiling. 
Pound the bitter and sweet almonds alternately, that 
they may be well mixed. They must be made per 
fectly fine and smooth, and are the better for being pre- 
pared the day before they are wanted for the pudding. 

Stir the butter and sugar to a cream, and add to it, 
gradually, the liquor. 

Beat the whites of six eggs till they stand alone. 
Stir the almonds and white of eggs, alternately, into 
the butter and sugar; and then stir the whole well 
together. 

Have ready a puff-paste sufficient for a soup-plate. 
Butter the plate, lay on the paste, trim and natch it. 
Then put in the mixture. 

Bake it about half an hour in a moderate oven. 
Grate loaf-sugar over it. 
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GENERAL INDEZ 

TO THE EIGHTH VOLUME. 

A 
A Fragment, Original, . . 
Additional Fashions, IMlustrated, 
Awakening of the Wind, 
A Simile, . . ‘ 
A few Years, . 
Away, away we bound over - the Deep, set to 

Music, ‘ ‘ — ‘ : 
A Mother's Grief, 
Athenais, . 
A Dirge for Teresa, 
A Farewell to Wales, . 
Anger, . : 
A Scotch Provost, ; 
a Scene on the River Plate, 
Abstinence from Food, 
A Voice from the Wine Press, . 
A Day between the — 
A Hymn, . 

B 
Birth of Portraiture, ‘ ee" 
Broken Vow, by Mrs. Norton, oo 
Boundlessness of the Creation, 
Butterfly’s Dream, 
Barber of Madrid, . 
Byron’s Residences, Illustrated, 
Bride’s Return, : : & 
Battle of the Nile, 
Bird at Sea, R 
Birth-place of Columbus, ‘ 

Cc 
Cecil Gordon, Original, 
Christian Philanthropy, 
Calabrian Earthquake, . 
Chapter from the Note Book of a Deceased Law- 

er, , . 
Ciristina, Queen of Sweden, 
Counterpart Cousins, 
Count Egmont’s Jewels, 

D 
Death of Charles IX. of France, ered 
Dinna Forget, 
Death Bed, Original, . 
Don’t talk of ee “ 
Death, 

E 
Essay on the Use of Corsets, an &c., wae Ma- 

thew Carey, Illustrated, . 

F 
Forged Will,. . . ~ . 
Fated City, Original, Aad ° 
Forsaken Child, by Mrs. Norton, — 
Fairy Spell, . . ae 

Filial Affection of the Moors, ee 
Fashions, by Mathew Carey, 

G 

Ghosts, ° 
Good Night, set to Music, 

Gascon Vespers, set to Music, 

H 
Habits of the Roman — ‘ 
Hebe, .. .* « . « 

Pace 

52 | Incantation of Hervor, Original, 

61 | Influence of Females, Original, . 
78 | I) Vesuviano, Illustrated with an Engraving 
83 | Irish Clergyman’s Daughter, . 

102 | Illustrations of a : 
Incantation, . . i «+ ote ae 

112 
117 J 
118 | Jesse of Kibe’s Farm, by Miss Mitford. 
119 
144 K 
156 | Krim Gherri, . ‘eo. 
156 | Kate Hennessy, . 

158 
220 L 
943 | London Fashions, . . ...-+e--d 
961 | Los Moros Vienen, . ae 

263 | Laura Lovel, Original, by Miss Leslie, 
Letter of Lord Meadowbank to the an Ros- 

cius, . 2 

24 Last Indian, Original, 
94 | Love, 
96 | ms «'s 
109 | | Legend of New E ngland, Original, 
133 | Lines by Mrs. Norton, : : 
157 | Lord John “ee 
157 | Love's Despair, . ‘ 
215 | Loves of the Plants, 
263 | Love's First Dream, a a a ee 
307 | La Madonna Della Grotta, . . « + » 

M 
66 | Madame de Simiane, oe 
89 | Mr. Curran, 
153 | May Song for Emily, : 

| Miss A. Dobbs to Miss J. Tibbs, 
195 Marian Godfrey, Hlustrated, 
204 | My Old Visiting Book, 

: +244 | Magic Phial, 
295 | Madrid, and its Monuments, . , . . 

Meteoric Shower, Illustrated, . . » « +p 
Mrs. Siddons, Original, 

38 
39 N 
63 | Night, . a oe 

164 | Nature, 
225 | Night Blooming Flowers by] Mrs. =: Hemans, 

Nightingale, . ‘ 

Ninon De L’Enclos, 
Napoleon a the Alps 1 Illustrated, 

306 | New Faces, & 
. Night and Love, 

97 O 
167 | Oliver Cromwell, 
170 | Oriental Love, 
203 | On the Death of an@nfant, ‘ 
250 | Oh no, I never shall forget, set to Music, 
253 | Original Verses of Lord Byron, . ‘ 

P 
92 | Philadelphia Fashions, with coloured Engrav- 

137 ings, s+ = ee om oe 
160 | Pilgr:m’s Farewell, ee ee a 
208 | Personal Beauty, . . =. « 

Passing Crowd, oe 
Press Gang, , 

114 | Pere La Chaise, . 
300 | Patriotic Milk-maid, 

258 

126 
230 

303 

169 
93 

115 
166 
210 

261 
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= ™ 168, 216, 

Retrospect of Y outh. . 
Revolutionary Soldier's Bequest 
Results of Accident, 
Riding, Illustrated, 
Rats in Jamaica, 
Recipe, 

Canonized, . 
{now ey Original, 
Summary Justice, 

Sun and Moon, 
Spanish a ‘ 
Soul’s Farewell, 
Song, “ You ask me why my Lips a are mute,” 
Speaking Jackdaws, , ‘ 
Sully’s Castle in the Chartrain, , 
Sonnets, P 
Spring, . . 
Settlers of Van : Dieman’ 8 Lend, 
Scenes from Manzoni’s Tragedy, 
Scripture Anthology, by N. C. Brooks, ‘A. ™M. - 

. . 228, 
Slayer and the Slain, — 
Stanzas, ‘ A 
Sweet Lavender, ‘sot to ‘Manic, R 

T 
The Catholic, by Mrs. Caroline Lee Hentz, 
To the Ocean, . ‘ . 
To the Memory of a Young Wife, . 
The Fatalist, Original, . ‘ ° 
The Bride, Original, 

* The Two Rimgs, Original, 
The Toilet, by Miss Leslie, Ilustrated, i 

- 25, 88, 132, - 
The Visionary, Original, . —_ 
To the Evening Star, Original, 

* The Condemned, Original, 
The Insurgent, Original, 
The Missionary, Original, . . . . .. . 
The Gatherer, . . . 71, 119,° 167, 215, 
The Pole’s Adieu, ‘ a & & 4 
The Country Clergyman, . chee 

> 

To a Lady, 
Tea Drinking, . 
The Bachelor, Original, 
The Three Swans, em - 
The Lily, . ‘ ‘ 
The Ice Queen, . 
The Wandering Wind, , 
The Painted Lady, Original, . 
The Champion, Illustrated with a Steel Engrav- 

ing, - 
The Prodigal, by N.C. ‘Brooks, A. M. 
The Forced Marriage, . . s ‘ 

The Broken Hearted, 
Traits of Celebrated Women, 
The Vow, . ‘ 
The Short Gentleman, ‘ 
The Star, . ‘ m 
To the Mountain Winds, ; 
The Restored, ; 

The Condemned, 
To the Passion Flower, 
Temple of Diana, ‘ 
Thomas Hartland, the Smuggler, 
The Two Harps, by Mrs. Norton, . 
Termagancy,. . 
The Cottage, with a “Steel Engraving, 
The Dead Boxer, . 

The Statue, 

Variety of Scolds, 
Vision of Sadak, . 

WwW 
Willie’s Courtship, . 
Widow of Nain, Original, 
Winter Gardens in Prussia, 
Wine, 
Woman, by E. _ Bulwer, 
Woman, by W. H. Harrison, . 
White-Headed Sea — 
Willow Leaves, . 

y 
Ye Golden Stars, set to Music, . 

> Z 
Zephyr’s Soliloquy, . 

—_—— 

EMBELLISHMENTS. 

Philadelphia Fashions, . ..... .4, 

The Toilet, . . 5, &8, 132, 181, 229, 
Addijional Fashions, . . 
Music, . . . 64, 112, "160, 208, 256, 
The Brigand, an Engraving on Steel, , 
Embroidery, 

The Champion, an Engravi ing on 1 ieel, 

Byron’s Residences, . 
Latest Fashions for Ladies’ Riding Dresses, 
Marfan Godfrey, an Engraving on Steel, 
Napoleon Crossing the Alps, . nee 

The Cottage, a Steel tated 
The Meteoric Shower, 


